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GLEAISINGS IN BEE CULTURE.

-A.XJ-V'E^E^XISEI^ElSr'rS.

We rcquirs that every advertiser satisfy us of
responsibility and intentioTi to do all that he agi-ees,
and that his goods are really worth the price asked
tor them.

Rates for Adverliscments.

All advertisements will be inserted at (he rate of
20 cents per line, Nonpareil space, each insertion.
13 lines. Nonpareil space make 1 inch. Discounts
will be made as follows:

On 10 lines and upward, 3 insertions, 5 per cent; 6
insertions, 10 per cent; 9 insertions, 15 per cent;
13 insertions, 20 per cent.

Oa 50 lines (M column) and upward 1 insertion, 5 per
cent; 3 insertions, 10 per cent; 6 insertions, 15
percent; 9 insertions, 20 per cent; 13 insertions,
~5 per cent.

On 100 lines (whole column) and upward, 1 insertion,
10 per cent; 3 insertions, 15 per cent; 6 inser-
tions, 20 per cent; 9 insertions, 35 per cent; 13 in-
sertions, 33M per cent.

On 200 lines (whole page) 1 insertion, 15 per cent; 3
insertions, 30 per cent; 6 insertions, 25 per cent;
9 insertions, 30 per cent; 13 insertions, 40 per
cent. A. I. KOOT.

Patent Foot and Steam Power
Machinery. Complete outfits for
Actual work-shop business. L'lthes
lor Wood or Metal. Cireubir Saws,
Scroll Saws, Formers, Mortisers,
Tenoncrs, etc., etc. Machines on
trial if desired. Descriptive Cata-
logue and Price List Free.

AV. F. it JOHN ISARNES,
RocUl'ovd, AVin. Co., Illinois.
No. 2009 Main St. lltfd

DATING, ADDRESSING, BUSINESS,

LETTER HEADS, ETC.

No. 1.

Address only, like
No. 1, $1.50; with bu-
siness card, like No. 3,

fS.OO; with movable
months and figures for
dating, Uke No. 3, $3.00.
Full outfit included—
pads, ink, box, etc.
Sent by mail postpaid.
Without ink and pads,
50c less.
Put your stamp on

every card, letter, pa-
per, book, or anything
else that you may send
out by mail or express
and you will save you'r-

No. 3.

No.3.
self and all who do business with you "a worlu of
trouble." I know, you see.
We have those suitable for Druggists, Grocery-

men, Hardware Dealers, Dentists, &c.,&c. Send for
Circular, A, I, KOOT, Medina, Ohio.

HIVES & SECTIONS

!

=—tJL

We are now in better shape than ever to furnish
Bee-Hives and Sections, having remodeled our ma-
chinery, and got every thing in tiptop shape lor the
coming season. We make a specialty of our

*'BOSS" ONE-PIECE SECTION.
Patented June 28th, 1881. We have not sold any
rights to manufrtctiire, therefore we are the sole
manufacturers of the United States. Send for Price
List. JAS. FOKIVCKOUK A: CO.
Watertown, Jeff. Co., AVis., Jan. 1, 1882.

NOTICE — Some persons having infringed upon
our Patent "One-Piece Section," we hereby

give notice that we shall prosecute all manufactu-
rers. We shall not molest bee-keepers for using
those purchased before December 1, 1881, but here-
by caution thera against buying any except those
bearing our stamp. It has been reported by some
that it is our intention only to prosecute bee-keep-
ers for txsing those One-Piece Sections heretofore
purchased; ihis is whollv untrue and false.

JAMES rOBNCSOOK & CO.
Watertown, Wis., Dec. 15, 1851.

Must be experienced and reliable. No person
using intoxicating liijuors, tobacco, <n- cigars, need
apply, A married man preferred. Must be indus-
trious. Address DR. ISAAC EDWARDS,
13tfd Omaha, Nebraska.

Comb Foiindation MachineS
$15.00 TO $100.00.

SAMPLES OF FOUNDATION WITH OUR ONE
POUND SECTION BOX BY MAIL FOE

FIVE CENTS.

For illustrations see our Illustrated Catalogue
of Apiarian Implements and Supplies, mailed on ap-
plication. A. 1. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

The A B C of Bee Culture.
Bound in paper, mailed for $1.60. At wholesale,

same price as Gleanings, (but will be sent to any
postofiiee singly), with which it may be clubbed.
One copy, $1.00 ; 2 copies, $1.90 ; three copies, $2.75 ;

five copies, $4.00 ; ten copies, $7. .50.

The same, neatly bound in cloth, with the covers
neatly embellished in embossing and gold, one copy,
$1.35; 3 copies, $3.40; three copies, $3.50; five cop-
ies, $5.25; ten copies, $10.00. If ordered by freight
or express, the postage may be deducted, which wilJ
be I3c on the book in paper, and 15c each, on the
book in cloth.

Cook's Ma7iual in 2:ia'per o?- doth at the same price as
ahov c.

A. I. ROOT, Medina,O.

We will send Gleanings—
With The American Bee Journal ($3 00) $2. 75
" The Bee-Keeper's Magazine (100) 175
" The Bee-Keeper's Exchange. . .(1 00) 1 90
" All three of the above Journals 4 50

With A merican Agiiculturist ($1 50) 2 25
" Prairie Farmer (3 00) 3 75
" Rural New Yorker (3 CO) 3 00
" Scientific American (3 20) 3 .50

" Fruit Recorder and Cottage Gardener (100) 175
" U. S. Official Postal Guide (1 50) 2 25
" Sunday School Times, weekly, (3 00) 3 25

[Above rates include aU postarjc.']
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Twenty-Five Cent Counter.
3

!
Gents' Scissors, solul steel |

1 80
|

IT 00

I

Snt-ars. 8-in., Snlid Steel Blade
|

I SO
I
17 00

A di-i'at acquisition uver those we have been sellintr. I have
visited the lactorv. examined the steel, .in 1 seen it riveted and
welded to the handles. Thev are made to mt, ami will cut.

I

Ciimp or lawn stool, folding; .strong |
3 25

|
21 00

I

Sled, ptinted in fancy colors
i

3 lU
|
18 00

Size "1x9x18; stron» and serviceable.

Thirty-Five Cent Counter.
I

Cups and Saucers |
:> 30

|
30 00

Xiee white ware, set of 15.

8
I

Tablf-steels. old stvlp, and reliable.
I

3 10
|

.30 00

1
Shears, Solid Slccl BUid-s I

3 00
|
37 00

Niekel-l'lated.

3
I

Silk handkerchief, size | 3 00
|
29 00

Of the new dotted jiattern; pretty anil jrood.

FIFTY-CENT COUNTER.
I

Clips and Saucers |
4 00

1
35 GO

With handles, set of i'<.

I
Tureens, soup, white granite, in. . |

4 50
!
43 50

I
Shears, 9 in., solid steel blades

| |

Nickel plated.

Seventy-Five Cent Counter.
I

Flour can, 10 gallons I
(i 00

|
55 00

Holds exactly one sack .it flour It is also excellent for can-
died honey, as it has a stout slopinii- cover, and jiair of strong
handles to lift it by. It will hold about 110 lbs.

ONE-DOLLAR l OUNTEB,
45

i
Clock, black, enameled iron I 9 25

|
90 00

Called "Wee-wag." Almost as pretty as black marble, and
a good timer.

B.^RBEI) FE.N'CE-WIRE Of STEEL.

We can now furnish Hessenier-steel barbed fence-wire, p.aint-

ed. the best in the market, at 10 cents per lb. ; and as it weighs
only 1 lb. to the rod. it makes a cheap fence. One strand fas-

tened on top of a board or rail fence, makes it stock proof.
Galvanized wire, 11 e. Staples (steel) for same. 7 c. per lb. Pli-

ers and wire shears, for cutting No. 9 wire, $1.2.i.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Oliio.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The silver spoons came to hand in due time, and
all who see them admire them.
Fewark, Del., Nov. 'Zi, 1881. Geo. W. Simmons.

Send me two more of the small dictionaries.

Everybody who sees them wants one.
M. W. Harrington.

York Center, Iowa Co., la., Dec. 5, 1881.

The Ifi-inch Gem planer I ordered of you is re-

ceived, and is a very tine machine — flrst-class work-
manship, and it works splendidly.

J. D. GoODRicn.
East Ilardwick, Vt., Dec. 5, 1881.

The watch came last week all right; it is a marvel
of beauty and cheapness, and a good timekeeper.
Your kindness and fair dealing are highly appreciat-

ed D. S. Tyler.
Clio, Mich, Dec. 5, 1881.

I was much pleased with the spring balance and
comb-holder: and the little book on the microscope
is just splendid, and is worth three times its cost to

anv person who has a scientific taste. A. TiGQES.
Marathon City, Wis., Nov. 11, 1881.

Under this head will be inserted, free of charge, the names of
all those having honey to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, I w ould not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. If near home, where
you can look after it, it is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 2.5 cents we can furnish little

boards to hang up in your doorvara. with the words, "Honey
for Sale, " neatly painted. If wanted by mail. 10 cents extra for
postage. Boards saying '

' Bees and Queens for Sale, '

' same
p -ice.

CITT MARKETS.
CcEVEtiAND.—Honey.—Our honey market is not

q\iite 80 active now, but prices remain unchanged.
We are selling best white comb in 1-lb. sections at 22;

3 111. at 30 @31; dark, 17 @. 18; ext., 11 c. in large, and
12 c. in smiiU packages. Il'o.r, 23 to 25.

Lleveland, Dec. 21, 1881. A. C. Kendel.

Cincinnati.—Hone.i/.—The market for extracted
honey is as good as ever, and the supply keeps up
well with the demand. Quotations are about the
same as last — 8 @ 11 cts. per lb, on arrival. Choice
comb honey brings 18 cts. on arrival, and sells in the
jobbing way as high as 32. Wax, 18 (Sj 'ii on arrival,
Cincinnati, Dec. 21, 1881. C, F. MUTn.

Detroit.—Hojiei/. — But little honey is changing
bands, dealers being mostly supplied. Good honey,
in attractive shape, maintains its price at 30 (p], 23 c.

Wax.—But little iu the market, and is worth from 30
@a5c. A. B. Weed.
Detroit, Dec. 26, 188L

Chicago.—Honry.—The market prices of honey
and wax remain unchanged.
Chicago, Dec. 21, 1881. A. H. Newman.

One barrel of white-clover honey, weighing 335 lbs.,

for which I will take 10c. per lb.; honey is candied
solid. No charge for barrel. Delivered on cars at
Gettysburg, Pa. A. I. Weidner.

Bigler, Adams Co., Pa., Dec. 16, 1881.

T will sell 44')0 lbs. of choice sage honey, candied, in
80-lb. tins, in lots of 6 cans or more, delivered in any
of the principal cities of the U. S., at 12 c. per lb.

R. Wilkin.
San Buenr.vcntura, Cal., Dec. 17, 1881.

Inclosed And 13 cents, for which please send Part
II. of Our Homes. I have Part I. almost by heart,
and noAv I want all the Home Papers up to the time
1 commenced taking Gleanings.

Burton L. Sage.
New Haven, Conn., Aug. 37, 1881.

Please accept thanks for favors during the past,

season; for promptness in filling orders, mode of
shipping, etc. My best wishes to you and all con-
nected with the factory (Blue E.ves not forgotten).

I hope to more than double my orders next season.
Ashley, Pa., Aug. 8, 1881. Joel Heydt.

My copies of Gleanings are nearly worn out, as

they have been lent to bee keepers so much.
Fred Timmerman.

Fayette, Fayette Co., la., Oct. 31, 1881.

[1 will always replace those worn out in such ser-

vice, free, friend T.]

The package came to hand, and I found it all nice.

My bees have done finely this year. The queens
that I r<>ceived of you last year are fine. I am
proud of you as of any man living. I said that I had
found the'right man in the right place.

John Bays.
Boxford, Dc'Kalb Co., Mo., Oct. 24. 1881.

The 1.5-cent dictionary come to hand all right, and
T declare it is quite a prize for themoney. I showed
it to my teacher, and asked him what he thought it

ought to be worth. He replied that he thought such
a book would cost forty or fifty cents.

Isabella Wier.
South River, Anne Arundel Co., Md., Nov. 18, 1881.

I send P. O. order for S.5.00 for five years' subscrip-
tion and the premium stem-winder. I hope your
subscription list will be large. Vou have saved the
bee-keepers ten thousand dollars at least by your
timely exposure of ****** *

Thomas Byrne.
Baton Rouge, La., Nov. 24, 1881.

Inclosed find $4.18. Please send me Gleanings for
1883, and one of the improved Waterbury watches.
The one I got of you last February keeps as correct
time as anv watch I ever owned; in fact, gives me
more pleasure than any watch I ever carried, for it

needs no medicine to keep it going.
J. S. Tadlock.

Kingsbury, Guad. Co., Texas, Nov. 21, 1881.

That watch you sent me for the small sum of ten
dollars has puzzled the watch-dealers here. They
have been trying to compete with your prices, but
all have failed, and one of ray friends told them that

he would let me send to a bee-man out in Ohio and
get one. Therefore please send by first mall, on©
ten-dollar American watch. Wm. DeWortb,
Bordentown, N. J., Dec. 5, 1881.
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The reason T haven't sent these small amounts
more promptly, is, it is so expensive, anrl I had con-
cluded to wait till r made an order, as I do every
year; but ( know this is wron?; and besides, friend
Byrne predicts a fnilare, and we must not allow that.
Keep up the Home Papers by all means, and tell our
friend away up in Maine, if he don't want them to
take his knife and cut them out. C. H. Dkane.
Mortonsvllle, Ky., Dec. 5, 1881.

Mas-nify)n^-j?las9 and postal of Oct. 21st received.
Thanks for the beautiful little instrument. It is

flue for so small a price. Mv 75c colony is doing:
fliirly. They have taken in :?0 lbs. of honey since
Wednesday. I am iofornted that if any want to buy
cheap black bees in box hives, i hey can fr^t them
about or near Itcynolds, White County, Indiana, at
two dollars a stand, as many as one wants. My bees
are all packed for winter but one, and it has a trood
shed. Geo. L. Hollenbach.
Noblesville, Hamilton Co., Ind., Oct. 21, 1881.

I rec dvcd all the poods promptly, and in good
order, but I don't see how in the world you can fur-
nish articles for so small a price. Your pruning-
shears - why, I could not get a pair like that for
less than SI. 75 in the city of New York ! Your glass-
cutters ai-e simply immense for that price. I had a
few glasses to put in the greenhouse, which had to
be cut to fit; and I tell you, tdey just worked splen-
did You may expect another order shortly. Mean-
while accept Thanks for promptness.
Carlstadt, N. J., Nov. 15, 1881. Fr. Hoi.tke.

THE 5-CENT SUNDAY-SCHOOL BOOKS.

T have the Simdav-school books, entitled "The
Giant-killer," "The Roby Family," "On the Way,"
"Ethel Linton," "Sheer Off." and "Silver Keys."
and F would sav to those who have nr>t read them, be
sure to get them when you are making your solec-
tlons. If any one only knew the wholesome and in-
teresting matter contained in these books, he would
not, I think, hesitate to hand over the insignificant
price and read them. J. P. Moore.
Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky., Nov. 28, 1881.

A HINT for our YOUNG LADY READERS.

I only echo the words of hundreds of others when
I say that my apiary, without Gleanings, would be
like a hen with her head qut off. It would merely
flutter around for awhile and then die. And now a
little about tobacco: I used to smoke a great deal;
but a young lady took me in hand, and said that I

must not smohe; result, no more smoke. Just give
some of your lady friends the hint, and you will see
what power they have over the young men.

A. C. Miller.
Barrington, Bristol Co., R. I., Dec. 6, 1831.

I thought I would drop Gleanings this time (I

have taken it 8 years); but when the last number
came I felt I must continue the subscription an-
other year. I have no bees, mine having gone where
the sun " shineth ever," last winter, and I have not
replenished my hives; but I think I will next spring.
I can report only two stocks in this township that I

know of, and it's almost Impossible to find buyers
for the honeyyeton hand. But send me Gleanings;
If I have no bees it does me so much good to read of
others who do hare them ; and then the Home Pa-
)»ers are a source of great pleasure and profit to me,
if others do denounce them. T. J. Cook.
Newpoint, Decatur Co., Ind., Dec. 7, 1881.

The box of goods shipped to my address the 17th
Is received, every thing in good condition. Almost
every article was better than we expected — a
wonder for the money — 50 to 75 per cent cheaper
than the same could have been bought here. Why
do you advertise the carpenter's level an " imitation
rosewood," when it is good cherry, same as all lev-
els, just as good aa rosewood; while to say " imita-
tion," conveys the impression that it is soft wood,
only painted, whi(^ would be a poor article even if

it Imitated gold. I shall want another box of goods
after awhile. S. C. Perry.
Portland, Ionia Co., Mich., Nov. 25, 1881.

[Why, you see, friend P., it was imitation rosewood
at first, but the manufacturers improved them, and
we had not got round to note it. Many thanks for
your kind words.]

HOW TO GET SUBSCRIBERS.
I was so delighted with Gleanings. I had some

copies in my pocket. When I saw a bee-keeper I

offered him one to read, with an invitation to take a
copy. In every instance they have done so. Wil-
kinson did not know that he wanted it at the time I

offered him the copy. I passed his residende yester-
day, and asked him how he liked it. He came out
to the road and said it was just what he wanted. He
would not do without it; said his wife wanted him
to take the ABC, but Gleanings was just what ho
wanted. He never had any honey except what he
took out of hives, L. movable frames. They are all
in a hurry; want to begin with Nov. No. Send them
along. Fred Timmerman.
Fayette, Iowa, Nov. 1, 1881,

Smoker No. 2, which you sent me in place of the
one Uncle Sam put his foot on, came all right, and,
as the girls say about a new hat, it Is "just nobby.'
I think you arc very kind to s'->nd another smoker;
but I do not feel just right to have you stand all the
loss. I don't know which to do in return for your
kindness — pay off the debt against your factory, or
try to get you some new subscribers for your maga-
zine. I think I will try the latter plan. How would
it do to leave a spRce at the bottom of your labels for
comb honey, to fill with pen or pencil the kind of
honey thH case contained, also space for name and
address of producer? P. W. Ricktmyer.
Gilboa, Schoharie Co., N. Y., Nov. 23, 1881.

[I think I would use a separate label for tho pur-
pose you mfntion, friend R. —Your very kind words
pay for all the damage, but we should be very glad
of the subscribers.]

What will be your lowest terms for Gleanings for
five years and f)ne Waterbury watch, latest improved
nickel case? We like Gleanings so well, and also
the editor, that we want to secure it for the above
time. It is a pleasure to deal with you; for if th^re
are any mistakes, you are always ready to correct
them if you were at fault. W. O. & G L. Beach.
Quitman, Nodaway Co., Mo.. Nov. 19, 1881.

[Many thanks for your very kind words, friend B.;
and all that troubles me about them is, that 1 may
not always deserve them.—As we are doing a great
deal to introduce the Waterbury watches, the manu-
facturers have given us an especial rate, where we
use them as premiums, and this enables us to give a
watch, free of postage, to everybody who sends us
$5.00 for five subscriptions. It may be a club of five,

or sent to five different addresses, if all are new.]

On page 567, Nov. Gleanings, I notice an editorial
headed, "A Big Swindle," in which you ask, "Now,
who of you is it that has been selling us pure queens
for hybrids?" I suppose I must confess that I
am "guilty," for I see no chance to escape, as one
of j'our customers, whose order I filled, wrote me
that the queen (which I sold for hybrid) was pure.
Speaking of her bees he called them " little beau-
ties." I wrote him that I was glad to hear it, and of
course did not ask for any thing extra. I did not
know she was pure when I shipped her; I thought
she was hybrid, but found out later that I was mis-
taken. So it was with one or two more I shipped
you for hybrids, and I thought. " Won't that fellow
be tickled when he finds that his queen is a tested
one instead ef a hybrid one? " I feel amply paid by
so agreeably disappointing those fellows, if it was
really I. I know I am the "chap" in at least one of
the cases which I have stated. Can you not tell,

friend Root, by going to your queen-books, the one
from whom you got the "bogus" hybrid queens?
Look, and let me know.

square men.
I wish to state that I fully approve of your

idea of having a list of square men. I think it

will be a great aid to all of the honest ones. I will
leave it to you and my customers whether I deserve
to be placed in that list or not. I have dealt with
you very much, and you have trusted me whenever
I asked you to send me goods, before I had paid for
them, for which 1 hereby tender you many thanks.
You can tell whether I have acted honestly with you
or not. I have tried to follow the golden rule, "Do
unto others as you would have them do to you," in
all my business transactions. I have tried to, in ev-
ery instance, as I thought God would have me do,
asking him to lead me; and, judging from the pile

of letters before me to-night, I have not tried in
vain. J. P. MOORK,
Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky., Nov. 4, 1881.
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NOTES FRom the: banner apiary.

No. 26.

MY UEPOKT FOR 1881.

*lJ^iUlEND O. H. TOWNSEND would like to know
Jpl

' how much those seven colonies, that I bought
of him, helped me in queen-rearing'. Well, as

our little girls say, they helped a "whole lot." Of
the eleven colonies that I owned one j'car ago, only

one colony remained alive last spring; and that was
80 weak that I united it with another colony that I

bought. Although it was up-hill work getting

started last spring, yet I did not become discour-

aged. It was with difficulty that I obtained money
with which to buy bees, while to And boos to buy,

unless at exorbitant prices, was an equally ditlicult

task. Every .swarm that I bought was in box hives,

or else in movable-comb hives having frames that

differed in size from mine; consequently, all had to

be transferred. Finally, June 1st, I found myself
the possessor of 18 colonics; all transferred, and in

fair working order. The weather continued cold so

late, that queen-rearing was not commenced until

about a month later than usual. Although white
clover was so abundant that some fields reminded
one of a snow-drift, yet the weather was so cool

that no surplus was stored until the latter part of

June. White clover yielded fairly from about June
2l8t until about July 8th, when it was deserted for

the bounteous, fragrant basswoods. A fair crop
was obtained from basswood, but the yields from
fall flowers was cut short by the drought.

I have reared and sold 263 queens ; extracted 1100

lbs. of honey, and doubled the number of ray colo-

nies. Estimating the colonies now on hand (~8) at

15.00 each, my profits have been only $15.43 per col-

ony.

In closing his report, friend I. U. Good fairly takes

the words right out of my mouth; that is, they ex-

press my feelings exacth). Please allow me to quote

them: "I wish to thank the many kind friends who
have sent me their orders for queens. If there is.

one among you who is not sati-sfled, lot mc know,
and I will try to satisfy you. I tell you it does mo
good to receive such liind letters as some of you
bee-keepers write."

MR. ROOT didn't COME.

How I did wish that I could go to the convention

at Battle Creek I but circumstances were such that

I could not attend. I could not help thinking, how-
ever, that there was a slight possibility, about one
chance in ten, that Mr. Boot (Novice) might swing
around this way on his way home. Saturday even-

ing, in hopes that he might come, I filled tho wood-

box heaping full of wood, so that we could " sit up"
and "talk" if he did come; and, as I started for

Rogersville, I laughingly told Mrs. H. that I was go-

ing to the train to meet Mr. Hoot. But no Mr. Boot
alighted from the cars; and then I even went so far

as to go through the cars to see if, by any possible

chance, he might be on the train. I saw only one
man that I thought could possibly be him, and
while I was debating in my mind whether or not I

had better speak to him, he up and squirted a small-

sized deluge of tobacco-juice behind the stove.

That settled it, and I left the car, went over to the
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postofflce, and then went home with nothing for

company but my own thoughts, and my pockets full

of mail. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Hogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

Friend 11., althougli I very often tell young
bee-keepers to have fewer colonies, and take
better care of them, I do not know but that
it is sometimes well to advise them to have
more colonies, and take better care of them

;

and I do not know but that I should do so in
your case. As you have 28 now, and will
probably have pretty nearly all of them in
the spring (?), i presume you will next sea-
son show us that you can handle a larger
number as profitably as you do a few.— I
should have been very glad indeed to have
passed the Sabbath witli you, friend II.; but
I was urged to stay with quite a number of
others in the same way, and some of them
were veiy urgent too. When I got almost
home, my own son got almost out of patience
with me because I wouldn't stay with him,
Here is what he wrote about it :—
Dear Mother:- I heard that pa came through Ober-

lin yesterday, and I was (Tc;/ much dis;ippointcd to

think I did not know of it in time, so as to be at the

depot. If I had, I should have endeavored to make
him stay over Sunday; and I don't see why he
didn't when he had such a good opportunity. But
as he is one of those impatient home mortals, I

think I can excuse him. Next time, I wish he would
inform me a little in advance, for I think I could
capture him.
Mr. House sends his respects to all Medina friends,

and told me to give pa a "free lecture" for not
stopping in Oberlin, for he thinks he missed a good
deal. Ernest.
Oberlin, 0.,Dec. 11, 1881.

Come to think of it, I believe this is the
first time one of our ovvn children ever be-
fore penned a word for Gleanings. Well,
I knew my duty was at home. The great
stack of letters that awaited me lay heavily
on my shoulders. Just one illustration:
Eriend Doolittle almost got cross, because
one of the. clerks had charged him .^8.00 for
40U printed postal cards. The clerk said it

was according to the list, which was true,
but the list also said five hundred would be
only $(i.OU. Shall I hire somebody to look
after all these things ? I never yet knew of
anybody who would look after things as
well as the one to whom the things belonged.

THE CYPRUS APIAKY.

OUR FRIEND FR.\NK BENTON IN niS HOME ON
CYPRUS ISLAND.

fl^HE photograph the best and largest that could
be obtained here, shows only a small part of
the apiary, whose foreground is ciit otf, and

which extends some distance to the right, and a part
of which is the large iuclosure back of the house.
The costumes of Greeks, Arabs, and Turks, with

the group of camels, give to the view a decidedly
Oriental air. The camels have just arrived from the
interior of the island, and the attendants are busy
removing their loads of clay cylinders— the native
bee-hives. A Turkish woman belonging to the car-
avan stands near.

In the group at the loft is a priest of the Greek

church, with a Greek citizen, and a Greek porter,

the latter being about to start for the steamer land-

ing, with a case of bees for shipment, while the two
former are watching that ''Amcrikanos" manipu-
late a hive of bees. " But, can they be handled thus
with so many people and animals abaut?" asks some
one. Certainly they can, if one knows how to man-
age them, and has u bit of patienc?.

CYPIUOTE CLIMBING A TREE.

Most of the hives shown in the picture are plain
boxes, of about 3000 cubic inches capacity, designed
to hold medium-sized colonies for queen-rearing —
all queens being reared in full colonies. The whole
apiary is devoted to this branch of bee culture, and
of course movable combs are used exclusively, the
loose-fitting Langstroth being employed to the ex-
clusion of all other styles. The size, however, is 9

inches deep by 10 long outside. Twelve of these are
placed in one story, but sometimes twelve more are
put into a second story, placed above the other. But
even on four of these combs, a queen with plenty of
young bees and a good supply of honey will winter
here.
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At the extreme left of the porch are some twenty

clay cylinders piled up like drain-tiles. These are

some of the bee-hives of the natives, and this shows

exactly the manner in which their apiaries are ar-

ranged—is, in fact, a model of a Cyprus apiary.

The cylinders are made of clay, and burnt, and each

is about a yard long and 9 or 10 inches in diameter,

except each end, which is a little larger.* A stone

disc is fitted into each end, and t he crevices, except

an entrance-hole, filled with puddled clay.

On the roof is another model (!) apiary, such as

may be seen at many a Cypriote's home. The cylin-

ders of this collection are made of cliy. into which

short straw has been incorporated, and they have

been merely dried in the sun. Inside they arc of

about the same size as the others, but the walls arc

from the back end, after the removal of the rear

disc, and after t be bees have been driven forward
with smoke. But brood and some dirt often get

mixed with the combs taken out, which are then

crushed, and the honey strained out; hence the

quality is very poor; yet 13 cents per pound (14 pias-

tres per oke) is the price which is commonly asked
for it in the bazaars. It often happens that the poor

bees find their winter-stores have been stolen fr^m
them, and that, after a hard year's toil in the iiot,

scorching hot, summer sun, they must starve in the

cold. Surely, I hope there are nn Cypriotes in Amer-
ica, and that all of the be.iutiful littlo workers I

send over there will faro better than would have

been the ease if they had lieen left to the not very

tender mercies of Greek or Turkish Cypriotes.

FRANK BENTON'S APIAUY, L.VRNACA, ISLAND OF CYPRUS, MEDITERRANEAN SEA.

generally a little over twice as thick as those made
of burnt clay, being quite two inches. Of course,

they arc very heavj-, unwieldy thing?; yet (since

there are few trees in Cyprus) these thick clay walls

protect the combs from the sun even better than do

the thinner burnt-clay ones. In winter, too, they

keep the bees warmer. The diameter of these cylin-

ders is greater at the rear end than in front, in order

to facilitate the removal + of combs of honey; for

from these, as well as from the other kind of hives,

the natives take such an amount of honey as they

think the bees can spare, by cutting the combs out

*A palpable infringement (?) on our friend Merrybanks" pail
bee-hive.—Ed.
tMerrj'banks again, for a wonder.

The house is one of those old rambling adobe and

stone structures so characteristic of Cyprus. Its

walls are two feet thick, floors of stone, and roofs of

beaten clay six or eight Inches thick, and supported

by great arches of massive masonry. Some Idea of

Its size may be gained from the following facts:

The front court is 60 by 100 feet, and is nearly in-

closed on three sides by parts of the house, which

contains l-t rooms. The front porch is 13 feet wide

and 05 feet long. A hall at the right leads through

the house 50 feet to the back court, which is about

30 feet by something over 60, and is inclosed by the

house on two sides.

When our little " prize queen," who first " piped "

Sept. 5th, 1881, can trot from room to room, it will be
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a task to hunt her up in this old mansion— our home
in Cyprus. Frank Benton.
Larnaca, Island of Cyprus, Mediterranean Sea.

Many, many thanks, friend ]5enton. I do
not know what you could have sent us that
would have pleased us more than such a
picture. Is it indeed you, away off there
among those strange foreign surroundings V

There are many here at home who think of
you often, and our boy Ernest is planning
to take a trip over to Cyprus when he gets
through with his college course. You have
not even told us a word about that native
brother who is climbing that tree. Is he
after Apis dorsata/ Kiss the little ''prize
queen " for us all ; and may God grant she
may some time see her hosts of friends in

the fatherland, away off here in America I

OLK BEE-HIVE,

WlXn A PICTURE OF THE GENTLEMAN HIMSELF.

^D^ELOW please find draft of hive, and inclosed, a

PO) photo of hive and of your humble servant.

You sec I have the side cushion under my
foot,--not that I have discarded it, liut that it is the

foundation of my success. It is made so that it

does not come to the bottom by H in.; not raised, as

that would let the heat pass under the top cushion

at the ends of the side cushion.

^•>^^W^\'i»\\^\m^

I

.^\^^ '^NX^XSiTs 3. x'^CwtS.I

DIAGRAM OF THE INTERIOR OF THE HIVE.

The lower story is 18J4xl814xlO, and the upper one
181/4x26x10, inside; coffee-sack, filled full of planer

shavings, just- fills it full, but leaves the corners

open so the fresh air can come in at the entrance,

and pass under the side cushions, and up at the cor-

ners of the top cushions, and out at the holes at the

gable ends. By this plan the draft is not direct, and
they can not smother, if the ciUranco should get

closed up. I use your L. wide frame for surplus

honey, at the side below, but mostly use a long wide
frame (holding 8 sections) above, running parallel

with brood-frames. The frames below are of a Elze

to hold six 1-lb. sections. I find this is very handy,

for I can get at the brood by just raising one wide
frame above. The piece at the end of the long wide
frame passes below the bottom piece 4 inches, so it

will not kill bees in sotting it in the hive. I use the

standard L. frame. Geo. W. Stites.

Spring Station. Ind., Dec, 1881.

Our friends will observe that this hive is

arranged to combine the protection afforded
by chaff hi\'es, with the ideas that have
been brought out so strongly in regard to
thorough upward ventilation ; that is, while
he has protection from the frost, he also has
almost the ventilation afforded by leaving
the section boxes on all winter. His plan of
having the frames in the upper story a third
longer than those below, is the same as has
been given with illustrations in some of our
former volumes. In some respects this plan
is very convenient ; but having two sizes of
frames in the same hive, or apiary even,
seems to be so objectionable that, so far as
I can learn, it does nottind permanent favor.

A NEW TlINNEl. FOR HANDLIiNG HONEY.

no has not been bothered in trying
to get lioney into a bottle, jug, or
even fruit-jarV Well, a friend in an

adjoining county has got up a very neat
little implement
for the house-
hold, which wfc

tigiire below: —

THE COMBINED AD.TDSTABLE
TUNNEL AND STRAINER.

The engrav-
ings explain the
utensil so fully,

I need hardly
say a Avord of
explanation.
The large figure
shows how it is

used for a fruit-

jar, or similar
large-mouthed vessel. Well, for a small-
mouthed vessel you just slip on the little

cone seen below, and if you then wish the
honey or other liquid strained, you just slip

in the circular piece of perforated tin, and
you have a strainer also. The whole is very
neatly and strongly made, with a polished
enameled handle, and yet the price is but
little more than a good-sized tunnel. We
can furnish them for 15 cents, or i:0 cents,
where sent by mail.
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IMPROVIIVG OUR BEES BY CABEFUI.
SELECTION IN BBKEDING.

SOME FACTS FROM EXPERIENCE, BY FRIEND WILTSE.

is]|HE experience of Mr. Doolitilc, as given in the

Oct. No. of Gle.vninos, is so much at vari-

ance with the known principles of breeding,

and the results reached by crossing two or more

races, that lam inclined to believe he has so ex-

pressed himself, for the purpose of drawing others

out on this subject. He says: "The first Italian

queen I ever saw was introduced some time in July,

and did not raise a drone that season; neither was

there an Italian drone within 12 miles of her; yet

none of her daughters ever produced a black bee.

There were hundreds of queens raised from her

during three years, yet none of them ever produced

a black bee." Previously he tells of 60 queens, du-

plicates of their mother, that raised no black bees,

though thousands of black and hybrid drones were

around, and-asserts that he raised them the past

season. In this ease he does not tell any of the

characteristics of these bees, and in the other he

does not say who owned them, does not tell any of

their chai-acteristics, does not in either case give

their color; but gives references to what he has

previously written for Gleanings. These numbers
I did not have. In the Bcc-Keepers' Magazine, Vol. p.

No. 7, he writes of " the first Italian queen that ever

came into these parts;" he says: " Not a drone was

raised from her that season. She was introduced in-

to one black stock after another, until queens were

obtained for the whole apiary. These queens mated
with black drones. Not one of these queens ever

produced a black bee. When the daughters of these

queens came to produce bees, then it was that a

part of the bees emerging from the cells were black.

According to the rule of the three bands, the bees

raised by the queens that mated black drones could

not be told from the simon-pure." No owner is

mentioned here; none of the characteristics of the

bees are given. So much for the first and second

grades produced by crossing the black bee with the

Italian.

Of the hybrids of the black bee and the Egyptian,

he says: "It is said, that a cross of the black bee with

the Egyptian, will, in three generations, produce a

bee which no man can tell from the best Italian. If

this is so, it is probably the starting-point of our

Italians; but wh/ such breeding can so thoroughly

fix the bands, that a queen mating with a common
drone will not show such mating in her working
progeny, is more than I can tell, but know such to

be the fact." Does he mean that the first cross,

and the grades resulting from such mating, are to

be mated with the Egyptian bee? To judge from the

context, I infer that such a result is reached by the

first cross, when allowed to breed among themselves

to the third generation. This is opposed in every

respect to the testimony of those who have mated
the black bee with other races of bees, and to all

analogous testimony resulting from crossing other

races of animals. Mr. W. F. Clark says, in the B. K.

M., "I apprehend bee stock is ruled by the same
laws that govern other stock." Martin Metcalf says,

in the above-mentioned journal (see Vol. V., No. 11,

p. 273:) "Our conclusions ai'e firmly established,

that the same principles which are universally ap-

plied to the development and perfection of a distinct

type of horses, cattle, swine, sheep, or any other

family of the animal kingdom, must be adopted and

rigidly adhered to, if we hope to make any progress,

or even maintain the characteristics we now possess."

Like the queens referred to by Mr. Doolittle, some
that I have raised, and that have mated with bhick

drones when no Italian droneswere in this vicinity,

have raised worker bees marked with three yellow

bands exclusively; but in every case they wei-e of an

irascible di>*position, and in all other respects re-

sembled other hybrids: such queens we killed. We
bred from the old pure queens, and such others as

we infen-ed were pure, from the writings of those

who said the most in the bee journals, killing such

queens as had evidently mated with black drones;

but, contrary to our own judgment, leaving some of

their drones. We purchased pure queens, occasion-

ally, to breed from; but could not, under this sys-

tem, repress the lilack bee. We at length moved the

hybrids, and some Italians three miles from home.

They were allowed to breed inter sc, and they grew

darker from year to year. Some became entirely

black— queens, drones, and workers. Albinos were
produced, and several stocks raised worker bees

whose abdomens had a shortened and pinched ap-

pearance. Had not the disease of last winter de-

stroyed them, they would probably have developed

into a sub-variety of black bees.

Eight years ago we purchased some Lancashire

and some Berkshire pigs — the former a white race,

the latter nearly black. They were pedigreed stock.

When crossed, the Lancashire in every case impart'

ed to their ott'spriug their color; but their character-

istics, and those of the Berkshire, wore nearly equal-

ly blended. Increase of size, and vigor, resulted

from the first cross. When this cross was mated
with the Lancashire, the result was endless variety

in form and color; they seemed to be breeding back-

ward. We continued to breed grade after grade

with the pure Lancashire, and not until the sixth or

seventh cross had been made did any thing like uni-

formity result, llesulting from the Imperfect blend-

ing of the two races, a pig with its upper lip sepa-

rated from the jaw-bone, several with five phalanges

to the front feet, and one with six, were produced,

and several with aborted mamraie. Those cases are

not exactly parallel, pure blood having been always

used with the hogs, and only when it happened so

with the bees; yet from the similiarity of the results,

1 think we can safely draw the following conclusion:

That an individual or race, though suflicienlly pre-

potent to exert a controlling influence over a first

cross, through the imperfect blending of the races,

subsequently fails to exert the same influence. Pre-

potency failing, the latent tendency to revert back

to the color of the original species that exists in the

Italiin, and is aroused into activity by crossing the

races, augmented by inventation and fcetal circula-

tion, produces the speedy obliteration of the yellow

bands. Jerome AViltse.

P. S. — Having photographs of two of those fcogs'

feet, of which I wrote in the inclosed article, I send

them to you us evidence of the results produced by

mingling the blood of two races. J. W.
Kulo, Neb., Dec, 1881.

The photographs inclosed show very plain-

ly a queer deformity of the feet, and indi-

cate something wrong, without question. If

I correctly understand friend W., he claims
that the crossing of two races gives fresh

vigor to the cross for only a few genera-
tions, and that to reap the best results from
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crossing tlie blacks with tlie Italians, we
keep on importing fresli stock, and also pre-
serve pure black bees to cross with them. If

we do not wish to do this, keep both races
separate. Am I correct V

FROim 10 TO 71 COLONIES,
I4ISS. OF HONEY.

AND 1200

ANOTHER "STUNNING" REPORT.

Spi
WISH to give you some of the ups and downs of

I
bee-keeping— especially the downs. In this lo-

"—
' eality we had the best honey season we have

had for many years. We had the hottest and dryest

season wc ever had. No rain from Juno 15th until

Sept. l,")th. The hotter and dryer, the more honey

seemiusrly. 8w>^et clover is king, as a honoy-produc-

Ing plant. It blossomed until Nov. 14th this fall. I

suppose mj' suoceas is due to the grand honey sea-

eon, and plt^nty of old combs on hand, of which I

had 1500 sheets. My loss lit;! winter was 163 out of

105 colonies. I bousrht 8 blacks, and commencf'd

with 10 colonies— 8 fair and :J weak ones. I trans-

ferred the 8 June 5th, and made my first division

Juno 12th. I di\ide by moving a strong colony,

and start a nucleus in its place with a full set of

combs and a frame of eggs and brood in the center.*

This season I subdivided each nucleus when the

queens were ready to hatch, say from Vi to 11 days,

by giving each a brood comb again. In this waj' I

have increased from 10 to 71 colonics, which could

be done only by dividing and subdividing. My hive

i.s what I will call a systematized Langstroth, 14x14

and ll?a inches high, inside measure, holding 9

frames. Prom a number of iniclei, started between
Juuo 13th and July 15th I have extracted 60 lbs. of

finished honey, each from the upper story, in Sep-

tember.
Total honey crop for 1881, 1000 lbs. extracted, and

200 lbs. comb honey; bees all strong, and plenty of

honey for the winter. I work on the tiering-up sys-

tem.
1 took 40 full sheets of brood from my only surviv-

ing colony of Italians, and yet it occupied 4 sto-

ries, containing 36 frames and a case of sections.

Again, the middle of September my 8 colonies of

blacks v/ere not much behind this. Each occupied

;}6 frames, and had also furnished a great many
brood frames. Quite a number of my nuclei occu-

pied 36 frames. Again, in September also, each old

colony gave me 60 lbs. honey, which van taken after

it was all finished and capped. Tweh e hundred lbs.

honey, and 100 lbs. wax from 10 colo lies in spring.

From the time maple and fruit trees blossomed, say

May 1st imtil Sept. 18th, we had a e jnstant flow of

honey. Our principal honej -producing plants here

are fruit-trees, white clover, basswool, sweet clo-

ver, wild cucumber, and heart's-ease.

After reading a great deal of bee literature, I have
come to this simple conclusion: Like all scientific

subjects, the more we know, the less we know—
or the more we feel the necessity of knowing more.

I have to differ with some of your correspondents

on glass jars. I sell my honey in Mason's jars,

quarts and pints, and also jelly-tumblers; quarts,

65 cts.; pints, 40; jelly-glasses, 25; so you see my
honey nets me over 18 cts. per lb. I have sold up to

date, $166 worth of honey. My object in increasing

my bees was to save my comb. 1 have succeeded in

saving 13o0 out of 1500 sheets. Now, how much
more could I have accomplished had I received my
8 queens from H. A. Burch in June? My intention

was to buy 25 queens this season; but Burch & Co.

wiped me in the start, so 1 got none at all. Accord-

ingly, the queen-dealers have lost on me the price

of 15 to 20 queens. Now, if the rest of Burch's
dupes have withheld their orders and money from
honest dealers, what has been the total loss to deal-

ers on account of H. A. Burch & Co.'s trickery?

H. S. H-\CKMAN.
Peru, La Salle Co., III., Dec. 12, 1881.

AN A B € SCHOLAK'.S MANAGEMENT OF
£>EES,

AM) REPORT FOB 1881.

*I wonld invite tlie attention of fiionil Hasty (see j).

above—Ki),

N March number of Gleanings I told you I had
my bees down cellar— two box and two Sim-

' plicity. They were put into the cellar the mid-

dle of November, and remained until the last Aveek

In April (without any fly). I visited them often to

see that they were quiet and happy, and free from
dysentery, and took care not to disturb them in any
way. In preparing them in the fall, to the box
hives I did nothing, only left the empty surplus

boxes on. In the Simplicities I removed the enamel
cloth, and placed, instead, a chaff cushion thick

enough to fill space in cover with a fourth-inch

space across the opposite end from the entrance up
by the cushion for ventilation. Then on the rabbet,

on the outside of hive of the same end, I placed a

piece of wood ?« square by ]i thick, tipped back
against the miter, and let the cover rest on that,

which gave a circulation of air through the hive.

Temperature from 40 to 45". I could put all the

dead bees in a pint dipper when I took them from
the cellar, and I had no spring dwindle (and I will

say right here, it was one of the hardest winters we
ever had). I placed them on their summer stands

about 10 o'clock a.m. on a very fine day (snow all

gone). Then there was a fly in earnest.

Now for summer report: I transferred one box
hive to Simplicity; changed the other two over into

new hives so as to be sure the queens were there,

and every thing sweet and clean. After I got them
to raising brood I made one colony qucenless, using

the queen to form another colony, and using the

queenless colony to raise queens; got three good

cells on the very first frame I put in then ; after they

were capped, I transferred two cells to separate

frames of brood, and with these formed two other

colonies, leaving one for the queenless colony. The
other box hive I let swarm once, after which I used

the bees from the box to prevent swarming, and to

build up the others. This doubled my number. I

stopped here. As I had no sale for bees, I did not

wish to Increase further; got them Into shape for

honey as fast as possible by taking from the strong

to build up the weak, and had them in good work-

ing order in time; but, lo and beholdl the honey
did not come -that is, as fast as I expected, but

rain, rain, rain, until the first week in August, and

then they began to fill up; but it cut short, so I got

only about 100 lbs., mostly in 1-lb. sections. How-
ever, I am not discouraged a bit. They are jammed
full of honey and bees; are all fixed warm, and have

been in cellar since the 10th of November; so don't

put me in Blasted Hopes yet. My bees built comb
between the bottom of surplus frames and top of

brood frames. What is the trouble? Do you use
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honey-board on top of frames before putting on sur-

plus frames? The space on my hives is nearly 14

inchbetwcn the frames. Will reducing' the space to

1
1 inch stop them? If so, how sh ill I do it?

HOME PAPERS.

Now, I wish to say a word about those Home read-

ings. I know you have no idea of leaving them out.

If I thought you did, I should hold up both hands,

and use my tongue pretty freely too, to keep them
in. I think this a very nice journal as it is, and if

there isn't room for all, you must iucrease its pages

or leave out some other matters of not so much
profit. What does it profit a man to gain the whole

world and lose his own soul? Let us have the Home
readings. Brother Koot, and my dollar shall be com-

ing along to you every year to help you out, and all

others whom I can get to subscribe.
L. S. Smith.

Cherryfleld, Washington Co., Me., Dec. H, 1881.

The difficulty you mention, friend S., is

one not very easily remedied . Reducing the
space to i inch will usually answer, yet there

are some stocks that will even then fill the

space up solid with honey. If you scrape
the top-bars and bottom-bars clean, and
glease them with clean tallow, it will usual-

ly prevent any further attachments, but it

may hinder tlie bees some from going into

the sections. With the case for the H-story
hive, you can take out the sections, put them
in a new case, and leave the case over the
frames until the end of the season, if you
choose, but you will then be unable to exam-
ine the brood-combs during all this time. A
good many let alone these attachments, and
when they wish to pick out the filled sec-

tions, break each wide frame loose, being
careful to smoke the bees away, when they
are replaced, that none may be killed. I am
inclined to think the bees move right into

new sections more readily when the latter

plan is followed, than where they are pre-
vented from bridging up the space as men-
tioned.

QUESTIONS FROM AN A B C SCHOLAR.

ALSO A PRETTY GOOD REPORT FROM 4 COLONIES.

^p^DITOR GLEANINGS:- Permit me to ask a

Jmi few more questions.

CURING HONEY.
How long does it take to cure honey? A good deal

has already been written on this subject; but per-

mit me to use a little space for remarks in this con-

nection. During the white-clover season I took

some of the best extracted honey, and, after allow-

ing it to stand open a few days, I sealed it up to keep
till fair time. I thought it splendid honey, and well

ripeued too. I also kept specimens of all the kinds

of honey, clear to the end of the season. Now, at

this time the best 1 have is that last extracted from
fall flowers. I allowed it to stand open a long time,

and it has constantij' improved till now, and there is

not aparticleof the "tang" (if that is the word;

that we sometimes taste after eating honey. It is

even better than the white-clover honey. I have ob-

served all through the season that the longer the

honey is left open, the better it is. Is this the gen-

eral verdict?

I believe the general testimony is, that ex-
tracted honey improves by stantting open to

the air, if protected from dust. Friend
Ileddon said, at the convention, he placed
his honey in stone crocks, and piled them
ui) on each other, but so the air could circu-

late through. The crocks, of course, will

give it no taint or flavor, as barrels may do.
It seems to me I would use tin cans, because
they are so much lighter to handle. Well, if

at any time he has an order for a barrel of
honey, begets it from these crocks into the
barrel in this way: He has a large tin can
to set on the stove, that will hold, say, eight
2<)-lb. crocks. Water is poured around them,
and brought gradually to a heat that will

melt the honey ; it is then poured into the
barrel, while hot. Two lots, melted in this

way, make a barrel full. I believe as fine

honey as I ever tasted had been standing a
year "in open crocks, and was candied hard.

GRANULATION OP HONEY.
What principle in honey causes granulation? I

noticed that the first honey I extracted was the last

to granulate, and vice verm. This being the case,

which will winter bees better, the early or late

honey? If the former, then why extract from the

brood-chamber at all? AVould the Queeii be driven

out of it, and we be compelled to extr.-ict to give her

room ?

I believe the source from which the bees
get the honey has much to do with granula-
tion. Some will get solid very soon, while
other samples will not. Honey that is gran-
ulated in the combs, seems to be inconven-
ient for the bees in winter, like grape sugar;
but when the weather gets warm, they use
it without trouble. Aside from this, I do
not know that we have any reason to think
granulation is any objection, although I be-

lieve clover and linn honey is thought to

winter bees rather better than late-gathered
honey.

CONTRACTED ENTRANCES AND DEAD BEES.
One year ago I had i colonies of bees, my father 9.

I took equal pains in preparing all for winter on

their summer stands. During winter, my father

failed to keep his entrances clear of dead bees; I

kept mine clear, and once or twice, on warm, sunny
days, I took every frame out, and cleaned the hives

of dead bees, they voiding their faeces at the same
time. I had the satisfaction of successfully winter-

ing mine, my father losing all his. Our hives and

bees were alike. What made the difference?

FOUL BROOD.
In speaking of dead bees, allow me to ask if they

will induce foul brood to appear. Does this disease

ever appear in the winter? And will it live through

winter with a swarm of bees?

Foul brood hurts only the brood, and it

therefore can do harm only while brood is

being raised. The germs of the disease stay
in the combs over winter, and affect the
Ijrood as soon as brood is raised again. It

is claimed that dead bees and dead brood
may generate foul brood where none has ex-

isted. I am very loth to accept this; still,

it may be so. We have never had a cell of

foul brood in our apiary, and, in fact, I have
never seen any in our State, so I may not be
very good authority in the matter. See p. 16.

FROM 1 TO 13 IN ONE SEASON.

A man in this county increased 1 swarm to 12

in 1880; lost all but 1 last winter; said they were all

good swarms. This year he increased again to 13.
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RE.VRINQ DRONES.

I have 3 or 3 hybrid swarms, and want to get full

Italians. What proportion of queens should be de-

voted to raising drones, to secure this result from
a good queen to raise queens from?

It will be a very good idea to raise as
many pure drones as you can conveniently,
if you have black drones near you, in abun-
dance.

TO SAVE A VALUABLE QUEEV WIIE^J THE BEES DIE
OFF.

Suppose you wish to save a queen in a colony that

was dying off rapidly, how would you do it; i. c, In

the winter or early spring?

I have never had much success in keep-
in.i? queens after the bees liad died off and
left tliem, unless it was so late in the spring
that I could introduce them into a nucleus
of healthy bees made for them. If given
young bees in an ordinary queen-cage, and
fed on pui-e sugar and water, they may be
kept a month or more.

YEARLY REPORT.
Had 4 colonics List spring; increased to 12. They

gave 775 lbs. honey, mostly extracted. Extracted

brought ISlaC; comb, 18c. per lb., netting $'.ty.70.

Value of the 8 new swarms, you may place yourself;

but S150 would not buy the product of my lour col-

onies the past ye.ir, and all this from one who did

not know a queen from a drone, May 15, 1833.

ENCOURAGEMENT.

Can it be possible that the author of that famous
growlery article in last Gle.vnings, and other r-ien

who write similar articles, ever glance at the " kind

words" from the grand army of constantly increas-

ing patrons of your noble business? If so, do they

ever pause to think that they may be wrong and you
right? It woulfi seem not. Surely such harsh grat-

ing words can not fall gently upon the ear of one
who is striving with all his might todo justice to the

many who arr^iri part instrumental in building up
a business for him, which of itself speaks the ver-

dict rendered by the honest, grateful members of

our bee-keeping fraternity. F. A. Palmer.
McBrides, Montcalm Co., Mich., Dec. C, 1881.

Yon are right, friend P.; the kind words
do help me wonderfully to bear the harsh
ones when they come. They do not come
very often. I believe you have seen the
most of them and the worst of them.

COMB FOUNDATinN FOR
BOXES.

SECTION

M FTER comb foundation had been in use but a

_^\ year or two, it became apparent to some that
' the bees did not properly thin the base of the

cells so as to make it practical for using in section

boxes, as a hard ridge of wax (or "fishbone," as it

was termed) in the center of each comb of honey
was quite a serious objection, for consumers did not
like to eat so much wax with their honey. At this

time, fdn. running from G to 8 square feet to the

pound was used for sections; and it was predicted

that if such a course was persisted in, our honey
markets would eventually be ruined. About this

time the Armriccin Btz Journal lifted up its voice of

waruiag, and bee coaventiouj resolved against Us

use for comb honey, to such an extent that some of

our large honey-producers began to study on the

matter of making a very thin foundation.

In due time, the Van Deusen flat-bottomed fdn.

appeared before the public as a result, and we had
fdn. so thin that it took from 10 to 1-1 square feet of

it to make one pound. This seemed to be successful

as far as the " fishbone " was concerned; but as the

bees had to change the flat bottom into a lozenge-

shaped base, it was soon discovered that it was not

accepted as readily by the bees as fdn. with a natur-

al-shaped septum. However, this was far ahead of

any yet inuse, and thus it could be readilj' seen that

we were gaining ground. To overcome this last diffi-

culty, Mr. Vandervort succeeded in producing fdn.

running from 10 to 12 square feet to the pound, with

a lozenge-shaped base which was said to work equally

as well as the Van Deusen, and having none of the

objections urged against that. Thus wo find the N.

E. Bee Convention in February, 188 1, giving the

Vandervort the preference over all others on exhi-

bition. At about this time, A. I. Root advertised in

his price list vcrtj thin fdn. for comb honey, running

at least 10 square feet to the pound, and the pros-

pect looked quite flattering that comb foundation

for section honey would prove a success, for " out

of a m\iltitude of covmselors cometh wisdom." To
see which was best, I concluded, last spring, to thor-

oughly test the matter, and so procured fdn. from
the following parties; namely: A. I. Root, Medina,

Ohio; G.W.Stanley, Wyoming, N. Y.; I. G. Whit-

ten, Genoa, N. Y. ; R. Van Deusen, Sprout Brook,

N. Y., and Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, III. That
procured from A. T. Root was his own make, but

proved to run ouly fi'/j square feet to the pound in-

stead of "at least 10," as was advertised; and be-

sides, it was made of dark, dirty wax. Perhaps
friend Root will explain why he allowed such to bo

sent out. T hat from Stanley was made on the Van-

dervort machine; was very nice wax, and ran 11

feet to the pound. Mr. Whitten's was made on a

Dunham machine, and was the nicest I have seen

coming from a Dunham mill, as it ran WA feet to

the pound, and was made of nice wa.x. Mr. Van
Deusen's was the thin flat-bottomed, which is, I

think, the prettiest fdn. to look at of any I have yet

seen. Of Chas. Dadiint &Son, I had both the Root
and Dunham. The Root ran about 7!» feet to the

pound, and the Dutiham about 6. As to quality of

ii'a.c, I will say, this last was the nicest of all. I

filled 30 section boxes full within ?8 of an inch of

the bottom, with each kind, and marked the name
of the party producing the fdn. on each box. In

due time these boxes were placed on the hives so

that an equal number (six, one of each kind) was on

each hive. These hives were examined at different

times, and the result showed that the two kinds pro-

duced by Dadant, and that by Stanley were worked
upon about alike, and finished at nearly the same
time. That produced by Root and Whitton was
about a day later in being finished, while the Van
Deusen was nearly three days behind the first-

named. This was taking the average time of the

20 swarms which worked upon them. By this ex-

periment we found that it did take lime for the bees

to manipulate the flat-bottomed fdn. After all was

off the hives, we were anxious to know which kind

had the thinnest base, or, in other words, which was

most free from the "fishbone" center so much
talked of. Accordingly, I procured a very sensitive

pair of scales, showing a variation of 54 ounce ac-
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curatel.v, and upon these fixed a No. IG wire (being

square at the end) so it stood perpendicularly. I

now placed the section of honey on this wire, Ictiinjj:

it down carefully till the square end touched the

base, and then watched the scales till the wire passed

through, noting down the number of ounces r-.sist-

ance produced by the base of the fdn. on this wire.

Each section was thus nubjocted to this trial in their

different places, whcu the amount was posted up

and an average made. When this was done, the

same number of sections containing natural comb
were subjected to the same test, and an average

taken, which gave us this result: A. I. lloot's make
showed the average pressure ofe?^ ounces; G. W.
Stanley's make (Vaadervort) 4?4 ounces; 1. G. Whit-

ten's (very ihin Dunham) bVi ounces; R. Van Deusen
(flat-bottomed) 5 ounces; Chas. Dadant & Son (thin

Root) oU ounces; Chas. Dadant & Son (thin Dunham)

6'/i ounces; natural comb, -t'/i ounces. Thus it will

be seen that the Stanley (Vandervort) fdn. was even

thinner than the natural comb, while the VanDeu-
sen stood the next best in the list. These experi-

ments were conducted carefully, to arrive at the

truth of the matter as nearly as could bo done in

one season with 20 section bo.\es of each kind. I am
in no way interested in the sale of any kind of fdn.,

consequent!}' am not prejudiced in the least. One
thing I wish to say about all fdn., which I have long

believed to be so, but have had no chance to prove

till the past season, which is this: At a time when
honey is coming in moderately, say when a goad

swarm is bringing in from 3 to 5 lbs. per daj' of ex-

tracted honey, comb foundation is a success in the

surplus arrangement; but at a time when honey
comes In with a rush, the same swarm gathering

from 12 to 20 lbs. a day, it does not pay the cost, for

my bees will fill a bo.Y having a starter of natural

comb, and finish it as quickly as they will one full of

fdn. by the side of it. AIL through basswood the

past season, when honey was coming in slowly, the

fdn. was drawn out and finished before a bo.\ by it,^

side with a starter was half filled; but when the rush

came from teasel and red clover, those with starters

were filled fully as soon, as has been my experience

for several years before. Thus I have given you
my experience with foundation for surplus comb
honey. If it does not agree with the experience of

others, please use charity, and remember that local-

ities make a difference in results.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Borodino, N. Y., Dee. 17, 1881.

Friend D., I am certainly very much
obliged for the result of your valuable ex-
periments, even if you have given our fdn.
for surplus honey apretty square left-handed
recommend. Very likely it was fully de-
served, for I did discover, one time last

spring, that the hands in our wax-room
were not making fdn according to the ad-
vertisement. When taken to task about it,

the reply was, that if we made it that thin,
it would cost more than we ever got for it.

I gave them to understand pretty clearly,
that we were to do all we agreed to in print,
and when there was a difficulty in the mat-
ter, 1 was to be consulted. Since that time,
I believe we have furnished clean wax for
surplus boxes, and as thin as advertised. I

am sorry the above experiments did not in-
clude also samples of ihe dipprd fdn. With
all deference to friend Doolittle, 1 would re-

mind our readers, that he has, from the'com-

mencement, pulled strongly against the use
of fdn. Even when everybody else was sat-

isfied, apparently, his experiments seemed
to indicate it didn"t pay. The above is a
pretty big concession in its favor, but it

seems to me he is hanging back a little still.

Will our friend excuse so much of a criti-

cism V I would mention one more reason
why our fdn. was not as thin as advertised.
The advertisement was put in with the in-

tention of using drone fur starters, and we
can work drouedownto 10 feetto the pound,
with little trouble. AVell, when some de-
clared they wanted worker equally thin, we
found it much more difficult, because of the
greater number of side-walls. Will friend
i). please tell us if lie experimented with
drone fdn. also, and how it compared with
the worker 'i

.— ,„,^ , -a»,

BEE:-STI^GS AAD KHELMATISITI.

.MOHR CONVINCING rACTS.

^f HAVE read in Gleanings, at different times in

the past few years, reports of rheumxrism be-

ing cured by bee-stings; some of those report-

ing very positively that they were cured; others

were not so positive: still others were certain that

they were not benefited at all. I have a little ex-

perience in the matter of iheumatism and bee-

Ftlugs, which I will relate brielly, and let you and
others judge for yourselves. I have been HtHictcd

with rheumatism for at least 25 years, and of the

wandering kind (as the darkey said, "hereto-day
and gone yesterday to some other part.") I was
with Sherman at the siege of Atlanta during the

summer of 18(>-t, and during the autumn and winter

following, on the march to the sea and through the

Carolinas. I was, like the private soldier, exposed

to all Ihe extremes of heat and cold, wet and dry—
at times my clothing wet night and day for at least

ten consecutive days, sleeping upon the cold wet
ground, or exposed to the rays of a summer sun,

with the temperature up to lu(i° in the shade, clad in

a heavy woolen suit from head to foot, perspiring •

like a man mowing. Strange to say, during all of

that exposure I had not a particle of rheumatism
for the space of about one year. On my return

home to Medina county, Ohio, my old enemy (rheu-

matism) returned also, and afllicted me summer and
winter— not so badly in summer as winter (change-

able weather fall and spiing is the most favorable

season for the development of rheumatism), till the

summer of 187(5. Since that time I have handled

bees every season on a small scale for my own diver-

sion, and have been stung almost every working
day during the bee season up to the present time.

Whilst I am handling bees, and am being stung, I

have no rheumatism; but it returns in a few weeks
afterward. Question (the same that Mrs. Harrison

has asked): Will outdoor exercise and profuse per-

spiration cure rheumatism? I am quite sure it will

relieve, but not cure.

Quite a number of articles have appeared in

Gleanings on the curative effects of bees iu dropsy;

and the publisher has raised the inquiry, if bees

could not be used beneficially for the treatment of

other diseases than rheumatism and dropsy. I say,

yes. Apis is not a new remedy; it has been used
successfully in a great many diseases for half a cen-

tury or more by the homoeopaths. I have used it
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with good results for tbe past twelve years, and
where It is indicated in any disease, it never dis-

appoints.

One more item, and I will relieve you. Mrs. L.

Harrison said that she and medicine had fallen out

many years since, and had never "kissed and made
up;" and you falliato the wake, and express the de-

sire that she may die Avithout being required to take

much medicine. I say this: If the human race

were well posted in the physical and hyg-ienic laws

of life, there would be but little need of medicine.

More, it is my firm conviction, and has been for

many years, that there would be less morta'ity of

the human race, without medication than there is

with, as conducted at the present time. You may
think the last assertion pretty strong for a man to

make who depends upon the practice of medicnie
for his support; but 1 have nothing to detract. It

is my lirm conviction. Gr. F. Peckham, M. D.

Elyria, Ohio. ^ I — '—
liGCIlLER'S 600 1.BS. TO THE HIVE,

AUAIIV.

ALSO SOMETHING IN REGARD TO FOUL BROOD.

fItlEND ROOT:—I have just read, with consid-

erable interest, an article in Gleanings,— headed, "Lechler's 6C0 lbs. to the Hive," to

which I would like to add a few notes from my own
experience ; and more especially to the closing let-

ter from G. W. Lechler himself.

During the season of 187S I increased 4 colonies to

36, and took 1500 lbs. of honey without the use of

either comb foundation, or empty combs; nor did

they get half the attention they needed, and I am
fully convinced that, had I given them my wliolc

*une, with the aid of foundation, they would have
done twice as well. And I know of another man
who claimed to have increased from 6 to 40, and took
two tons of honey. I think many bee-keepers make
a mistake in keeping too many bees; that is, they
keep more than they can properly attend to. As a

general thing, the very best reports and largest

yield from any one stock come from those having
small apiaries. In order to attain to the best results,

we must first have prolific queens, and must breed
for honey-gathering qualities; and secondly, we
must have our bees strong at the 7'i{jht time.

Friend Wilkin hits a good point when he speaks of

"the best management for tliat year." Bee-keeping
here, ditfers widely from bee-keeping in the east.

Our swarming season usually begins in the latter

part of Maroh, and continues through the months of

April and May, during which time there is but little

surplus stored, the bees just gathering suflicient to

keep them breeding nicely, and to keep the swarm-
ing fever at its highest pitch. Now here comes in

the fine point of management. All the increase we
can make without detriment to the old colony, and
have strong by the time the honey flow sets tn, is so

much clear gain; but if we cripple the old stock,

and do not get the new ones strong at the rUjlit time,

we are so much the loser. And all this depends
largely on the Aveather which is to eome, and of
which we know but little. Very frequently, cold

winds precede the honey flow, and carry off the bees
as fast as they are produced, making it impossible
to get them any stronger. A great many young
queens are often lost in the same way. The past
season was a very bad one to get queens fertilized;

if they were not lost on their bridal tour, they would
be killed by the bees on their return to the hive.

Mr. Gallup doubled up his bees this year, but after-

ward had to cut down the increase about one-half,

on account of queen failures; and many others have
had about the same experience, so you see we can
tell better after the season is over what course we
should have pursued in the spring.

But I must pass on to Mr. Lechler's own letter, or

I shall have no room for my special remarlss. He
says, in speaking of foul brood, " A few years ago
there were some apiaries that were bothered with

it, and claimed they caught the disease from feeding

diseased honey; but on investigation I find about
the only apiaries affected were those where the own-
ers practiced artificial swarming, and allowed the

brood to get chilled."

During the season of 1877— the dry year — I had in

charge an apiary of 150 colonies (perhaps one to

which Mr. Lechler refers); they did not gather suffi-

cient stores for winter, and I fed them about 2000

lbs. of honey, procured in San Francisco. In a very

few weeks after, I noticed the brood looked very
peculiar. 1 examined it closely, and compared it

with Quinby's description of foul brood, and found
them to agree exactly. Chilled brood has no such
smell as foul brood, neither does it decay to such
rottenness as does foul brood. By closely following

Quinby's directions, and yours in the A B C, we
eradicated the disease the next season. But a
neighboring bee-keeper, who fed similar honey, de-

nied having foul brood, and said we got the disease

by letting the brood get chilled; but the next sea-

son, after making a big lot of honey (some so thin

that it soured), he sold out very cheaply, the buyer
getting more than he bargained for— /oul ?»roo{7 in

aU its rotten^^css. This is a cure for foul brood, not

published In books, and I know of several cases

where it has been successful.

Now, Mr. Editor, I should like to explode, with one
blow, the idea that chilled brood can produce /on?

brood. I piesume that you have had as much chilled

brood in your apiary as any other man, and you have
perpetually said that you never had a case of foul

brood, and never saw one. If chilled brood could pro-

duce foul brood, it would certainly follow in the

wake of " spring dwindling;" but no such catastro-

phe follows, as I know by experience. I have seen

many a comb of dead brood cleaned out by the bees,

without any bad results, but I have yet to see my
first comb of foul brood cleaned out by the bees.

And right here I would like to question Mr. Muth a

little. He has stated somewhere in Gleanings,
that he cured a case of foul brood, and a bad one at

that, by the use of salicylic acid. Now, I would like

to ask him how he happened to get that one case and
no more; and if the bees really sucked up the I quid

rottenness and packed it out of the hive. I do not

like to doubt such authority as Mr. Muth, but it does

seem strange that any man should get on'y one case

of foul brood in his apiary, and that a had one, and
not be able to account for it. Salicylic acid has no
effect on the disease here, and I am inclined to think

that those who report cures with soda baths and
salicylic acid have the kind of foul brood that Mr.

Lechler speaks of — chilled brood. R. ToucaTON.
Santa Paula, Cal., Dec. 12, 1881.

I quite agree with you, friend T., so far as
my experience goes. I have had a great
deal of brood chilled, and I have had it get
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so as to smell badly too, but it never resulted
in any thing like loiil brood at all ; still, it

may have done so in other apiaries. The
strong point against it to me is, that it seems
to involve spontaneous generation. Did a
stalk of corn ever grow without a seed V or,

if you please, did any plant ever grow with-
out a seed V I believe the l;«test researches
declare that it did not. Heeds of weeds are
all through the soil, and, like the seeds of the
Simpson plant, will lie any number of jears
and still germinate. Now, are seeds of foul
brood all through all the bee-hives of our
land y To use a phrase our young Canadi-
ans have brought us, 1 should say, " / don'

I

think it.''''

Su^^nil^ §^p,avlf^^nt

Every Kirl or boy, under 12 years of age, who writes a letter
for this department will receive one of David Cook's excellent
ficent Sunday-school books. Many of these books contain the
same matter that vou lliid in Sunda3'-school books costincr from
Sl.OOtoljIil.SO.

f (g/r-fHRISTMAS GIFT!" Mr. Root:-I am going

ll* to school now. I am 11 years old. I am
one of the boys who said," Papa! the bees-

wax!" I have a brother 13 years old (ho is sick),

and one little brother 3 years old. His name is

George Washington. His eyes are as blue as indigo.

Pa takes Gleanings, and I like to read what the

young folks say. Pa has got 33 hives of bees. They
are doing well so far this winter^ You ought to

see his hives, they look so pretty. Pa is building a

new mill. My brother and I help him grind when
not at school. John G. Stites.

Spring Station, Ind., Dec. 19, 1881.

And SO you are the boy who gave the
alarm, are you, John V If 1 mistake not, we
have a picture of your pa, right in this
Glkanings. I am realglad your pa has got
a mill. I had a mill once, and it ran by
wind power ; but it would grind corn all

night when I was asleep, which I don't be-
lieve your mill will do, without anybody to
tend it. Stand by your father. .Tohn, and
help him to grind honest grists.

My pa keeps bees. He has got 00 swarms. They
are all in chaff hives but 6; he lost only one swarm
last winter. We take Gleanings, and like it very
much. I do not like to have the bees sting me. We
have your picture, with your little girl on your lap.

Is that the one you call " Blue Eyes"? Have you
got any little girls with hlack eyes? My eyes are

black. I have one brother and one sister; they have
black eyes too. We all like to sing. I go to school,

nearly one mile away. I will be 9 years old the 7th

of January. I haven't any bees, but I have some
nice rabbits. They have pink eyes.

Bertha White.
New London, Ohio, Dec. 9, 1881.

I WILL TRY' TO WRITE A LETTER. I AM A
LITTLE GIRL 7 YEARS OLD. I WILL SEND YOU
A BLOCK OF PIECEWORK I SEWED. YOLT CAN
SHOW IT TO YOUR LITTLE GIRL. HAS SHE
GOT ANY DOLLS? I HAVE GOT THREE. ONE
OF THEIR HEADS CAME OFF. I HOPE SANTA
CLAUS WILL BRING MK A NEW HEAD FOR IT.

MY PA'S NAME IS DAN., AND HIS BEES MAKE

LOTS OF HONEY, AND I LIKE TO EAT IT. PA
GIVES ME ALL I WANT TO EAT.
New London, Ohio. DAISY WHITE.
Yery well done indeed, girls. Yes, it is

Blue Eyes wito sits on my lap in the picture.
We have three girls at our house, but they
have all got blue eyes. Now 1 am going to
guess thai your father and mother butli Imvo
black eyes. Haven't 1 guessed right ? Lit-
tle Daisy's block is sewed beautifully. I
took it down and showed it to Blue Eves
and all the rest, and lliey all thought those
nice tine stitches were wonderful fur a little

girl only seven. There are quite a lot of
dolls at our house, and, if I remember, some
of them have got the same trick of going
round without any heads, just like your doll.
I know your father Dan. He is the man
who dont have his bees die winters.

My papa has .'M swarms of bees, and I helped him
put 11 down cellar. I drew tliem on my sifd. Some
of his bees died last winter, hut the imported one he
got of you did not die. I am S years old.

Marshall, Calhoun Co., Mich. Eddie M. Hcrd.

"Well, that is a tiptop way to get bees
down cellar, Eddie, and your letter and
writing are very fair for an 8-year old boy.
You must tell us about the bees when you
help your pa take theni out. Here is an-
other from a litile girl only 8 years old.

I am a little girl eight years old. My father has 2-

stocks of blaol' bees, but they make beautiful white
honey. I am in the thiid book, aud am in division.

I go to Sunday-school. I got a book lor 'a pii/e. I

have two brothers and one sister. The baby's name
is James Garfield. I like to read the Juvenile De-
partment, and would like to see Blue Eyes.

Catherine Chkisten.v.

Westover, Purdy, Ont., Can., Dec. 1, 188L

Thank you, friend Katy, if that is what
they call you, and please give the baby a
kiss for ine. If Blue Eyes could see all .her
little friends, I suppose she would be so as-
tonished she couldn't say a single word ; but
she talks enough around home. She had the
toothache the other night, aud had to sleep
with her i»a.

I am 11 years old. I study Fifth Reader, geoigra-

pfay, grammar, Second and Third Part of arithmetic,

spelling, and writing. I have two sisters and one
brother. I do not like bees, for they sting. My pa
keeps bees. I like to read Mcrrybanks and his neigh-

bor. You said j'ou would send a book to the boy or

girl who wrote for the department, under 12 years of

age; now be sure to send the book to me.
Hallie a. B.urd.

Elm Grove, Ohio Co., West Va., Dec. 9, 1381.

. Well, TIallie, that is a pretty good letter,

even if it doesn't tell very much about bees.
It seems I have succeeded in pleasing the
little folks with my Merrybanks story, if I
haven't anybody else, in Sunday-school
work, we think the man or woman who can
interest and instruct a class of juveniles will
do for almost any other post in the school, so
I will try not to be discouraged. Yoitr book
has gone, Hallie, and we have got more than
a wheelbarrow full of books to send to the
boys and girls who write. Speaking of
wheelbarrows reminds me that John is now
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at work studying up one that he can sell for

live cents on the front of his " hotel ;
" and

when he gets a lot made I will give you a
picture of them.

I am a girl ten years old. Grandpa keeps bees, and

takes Gleanings, and I often read the children's

letters, and I thoug:ht I would write too. Last win-

ter, all of grandpa's bees died. There were 13 swarms-

Last July, the 10th, there was a nice swarm came
here and went into a hive, and went to work before

we saw them. Grandpa did not want them in that

hive, so he changed them into another one. Now
they are at work nicely. He bovight 3 more swarms,

and he has 4 to winter. Grandda sent oil to Mr.

Burch for some bees, but they never came. I like

bees' honey, but I don't like them much, for they

sting me. I have a little brother who goes and sticks

his Angers into the holes where they come out. He
Is 5 years old. Luvan Gagek.
White's Valley, Wayne Co., Pa., Dec. 7, 1881.

Very well done, Luvan. You have given
several quite important facts, and they are
told, too, in quite a regular, orderly way. If

all the grown-up people ever get too lazy to

write any more letters, we might get up a
very good bee journal by the children's writ-
ings alone. We should probably get a good
many wholesome truths that we don't get
now.

I am a little girl 11 years old. IMy brother takes

Gleanings. 1 like to read about Mr. Merrybanks
and his neighbor, it is so funny. My brother got a

swarm of bees last spring. They swarmed four

times; one swarm went off, and he sold one. He got

stung twice, and ic swelled up so that he could not
j

see very well. 1 go to Sunday-school. 1 like to go
very well. The teacher is our minister's wife. She

|

is very nice indeed. I study the Fifth Reader, spell- r

ing, geography, arithmetic, history. My pa is a

farmer; he keeps about 10 head of cattle; he built a

silo last summer, and he is about to open it; but as

he h»s not, I can not tell how it has kept. I like

very much to read, so 1 thought I would write for

the Juvenile Department. Lizzie D.Flint.

Waterford, Oxford Co., Me., Dec. S, 1881.

A^ery good, Lizzie, and 1 want particularly
to know about that silo, l^lease tell us
next time liow it turned out, won't you V

nicer than any person could do it. When winter
comes, my papa has to feed them sometimes. One
day I went with papa among the bees to help him.

I put a veil and a pair of gloves on, thinking they
could not sting me. The first hive we went to were
hybrids, and they were very cross. The next were
Italians, and I thought they would be still crosser;

but they were as quiet as could be. He took some
honey out, and when the other bees smelled the

fresh honey they began to rob, and I got two stings

in one hand. 1 have been stung lots of times since,

but I have never been among the bees since. I am
now 12 years old. Mabel Nelson.
AVyandott, Kan., Dec. T, 1881,

Very good, Mabel, especially the part
about making fdn. If all the little girls
would tell how they help their papas do such
things, it might explain a good many mat-
ters to even our older readers, that we
grown-up ones don't think of.

At school the other day, my teacher, Miss Farr,

gave us bees as a subject for a composition; and as

1 had a pretty good one, papa said 1 might send it to

you.

A COMPOSITION ON BEES.

Bees are very busy little creatures, gathe ing

honey in the summer, and eating up some in win-

ter. My papa has 50 stands of bees; some hybrids

and Some Italians. I often help him with the foun-

dation for the bees. He has a machine for making
foundation; he first melts the wax, and then dips a

thin board in the can of wax two or three times,

then cools it off in water. After he has enough
sheeted he turns the crank of the machine, and I

pull the wax through on the other side, and it is

pressed all over in little squares; then he trims the

edges, puts it in frames, and then puts it in the

hive. The bees then work it out into cells, and fill

them with honey, and seal it up, so that the honey
can not run out ; and when it is taken out it is sealed

Well, Mr. Root, I am a sister of Julia Bannon, who
has been writing to you, so I thought I would write

you a letter and get a nice little book too. I am 13

years old. My pa gave me a stand of bees two years

ago, and they swarmed this summer, and that made
me two stands of bees. Julia and I helped pa to

pack the bees away in winter quarters last week.
Wg are going to send and get a yellow queen from
you for my bees in the spring, if we get them win-

tered all right. I read Gleanings, and think ever

so much of it. We have very nice and pleasant

weather here yet. I go to school and study reading,

writing, arithmetic, geography, grammar, spelling,

and drawing. My teacher's name is Miss Coplin. I

am a Sunday-school scholai-, and I get a nice book
every Sunday. You will find inclosed 25 cents for

c;irpenter's dividers. I nm going to make a present

to my pa of it. Dellie Bannon.
Archie, Venango Co., Pa., Nov. 3,1881.

I am always glad to know all the sisters,

Dellie; but you didn't tell us how much
honey you got. I hope your pa will like his

present.

MKS. HARRISON TO THE CHILDREN.

My dear young readers, we have now entered upon
a new year. A merry Christmas and a happy New
Year has echoed from ocean to ocean, and from
pole to pole. We hope that you enjoyed the holi-

days, and that old Santa Claus came down your

chimneys with a load for every one of you. If he

did not bring you what you wanted, do not destroy

what you have, or treat your parents or friends un-

kindly, for they may have denied themselves some
comfort to get what they did.

The two past seasons have been poor ones for

honey, which means little rn^ney for bee-keepers;

and every one, even boys and girls, should be ambi-

tious to enter upon the new year free from debts of

every kind, excepting the debt of gratitude which

we owe to our kind heavenly Father for his watchful

care over us in years past.

And now, children, as we are entering upon this

new year, let us all, each and every one, strive to lay

aside every thing not in accordance with that good

old Golden Rule,—
" Do Unto othci-s as volt woitkl

Tliat thev slioliki do to yotl;
Wh.itc'er is liom-st, just, and good,
With uU your iiiiuut pursue."

Peoria, 111. Lucinda Harrison.
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W^IIY FRIEXn TOHNSON'^ BEES DIDN'T
" PAY."

iRIENl) IirTCIIINSOX makessoffOPcl
a point in the followin ;, we copy it en-
tire from the Bcc- Keepers'' Exchange:—

My queen-reariug- nuclei were all unitcfl, every
colony was ready tor winter, and I was in the shop
"putting- things to rig-hts" when there came a rap
at the door. Upon opening the door I found stand-
ing there a gentleman past middle age; at the gate
stood his horse and carriage. He introduced him-
self as Mr. Johnson, of Forest, and said,—
" I saw in the Tdcgntm your bee-keeping account

for the year. I have kept bees several years, have
tried to manage them upon the most approved plans;
but, for some reason, I have never made any such
profits as arc shown bv your account. I have driven
over here purposely to see you and talk with you,
and see if I could learn where I have made my mis-
takes."

'• I may not be able to point out your mistakes, but
I should be glad to hear how you have managed your
bees."
"Well, now, see here: if you are not Loo busy, just

get into my carriage, and in less than an hour 1 will
set you down at my place; and then I wish you to
criticise every bee-keeping arrangement that you
sec."
" fn the honey season it would be dilficult to grant

such a request: but at present I can leave for an
hour's ride and a lengthy bee-chat, without fpeling
that my absence may cause a loss of several dollars."

I stepped over to the house and told the "folks"
that I should be gone two or three hours, over to
Mr. Johnson's. When I came back to the gate, Mr.
J. had the horse untied and turned around. 1 climbed
into the conveyance, and we were off. How I did en-
.ioy that ride! The forests were dressed in their
gorgeous October robes: maples, with wide-spread-
ing tops, standing alone in some field, would exhibit
several colors— bright green, rod, yellow, and brown

;

and, again, the eye would take in at a glance some
distant piece of woods with its masses of chromatic
coloring. I was roused from my reveries by the
sight of several rows of brightly painted bee-iiives.
The paint was put on in several different styles, and
exhibited almost as many tints as the maples that I

had just been admiring.
" And so this is you>' apiary, is it. friend Johnson?

and pray tell me what was the cost of those fancy
iron handles that adorn the sides of your hives?"
You ought to have seen the looks that he e-ave me.

Evidently he thought it a strange question with
which to " lead off," but he finally managed to say
that they cost him five cents each.
"Two handles on each hive? " said T.

"Yes."
"Ten cents for each hive. How manv hives have

vou?"
"Sixty."
"Six dollars f.ir handles. There is where some of

your profits went."
"Yes: but it would be very inconvenient lifting

hives with no handles."
"Certainly; but slots cut with a wabbling saw in

the sides of the hives would be just as (rood, and
they could be made quicker than you could put on
those handles."
"But I have no saw as you have, with which to do

such work."
"Well, wooden handles, nailed on, would have

been less expensive."
"But they would not have looked so well."
"Now see here, friend Johnson; if you are keep-

ing bees for the fun of it, and have plenty of money
to spare, you can indulge in fancy and expensive
hives and fixtures, the same as some amateur poul-
try-men hoxise their fancy chickens at an expense
of ?5.00 per head; but if you arc in the business to
make money, the cheaper your hives and imple-
ments, provided they are durable and well adapted
to the purpose for which they are designed, the
greater will be .your pnilits. Bvthe way, what is
that running down, or. rather, that has been run-
ning down, upon that lumber pile?"
"That, which has drained out of that box up

there? Why, that must be beeswax. I set some
cappings up there a month or two ago, for the bees
to clean up, and the sun must have melted the wax."
"That will make your beeswax crop a little short,

this year."

"Oh! I have so little wax that I don't bother with
it."

"How many colonics did you have last spring?"
"Thirty."
"Well, I started with eighteen. I saved all the

odds and ends of comb when transferring, also the
cappings, and how much wax do you suppose 1

had?"
"Ten or twelve pounds, perhaps."
" I had twenty-five pounds. Now, if you bad saved

all of the (jappings and pieces of comb, and melted
them up into wax, you would probably have had as
much wax as I did, and there would have been $0.00
more to put with your profits. Saving beeswa.x is

something like saving paper rags; it is just about
as easy to save, by throwing the odds and ends into
a box, as it is to throw them away. How much hon-
ey did you have this year?"
"About seven hundred pounds."
"Comb, or extracted?"
" Mostly extracted."
"And you have only doubled the number of your

stocks. You must have made some bad move."
"Yes; and I can tell now what that bad move was;

it was the selling of my queens early in the season."
" What do you mean?"
"Well, 1 thought I would try the Holy-Land bees,

and so I bought a queen early in the spring, started
a lot of queen-cells from the eggs, and then as the
demand for queens was good, 1 sold nearly all my
old queens, and furnished the queenless hives with
queen-cell->. The bees destroyed some of the cells,

some queens were lost, and those that, became fer-
tile did not lay tintil they were more than two weeks
old. I think, "taking it upon an aver.age, that nearly
every hive was queenless three weeks, in the fore
part of Juno."
"That explains it. Even 'Blessed Bees,' that

somewhat unfairly criticised book, could have told
you better than tliat. You should have had your
queens fertilized, and commence laying in nuclei,
before disposing of your old queens. Whv did you
get the Holy-Land bees; did you think of rearing
queens for sale?"
"Yes; I thought thoy were going to be all the

'rnge,' and that I had better secure them at once."
" Do you hatch your queens in a lamp nursery?"
"Yes; 1 have a nursery, but have never used it

verv much. Come in the shop and see it."

The nursery was made of galvanized iron, and was
fastened inside of a tall box that was also made of
galvanized iron. There were four drawers made of
perforated tin and glass. These ilrawers were divid-
ed into compartments, each compartment being
furnished with a cunningly contrived door. These
drawers and ditferent apartments were to enable
the queen-breeder to hatch queens in separate
apartments, as mentioned in "Bee Chat No. (i."

" You have a nice nursery, friend Johnson, but
there is no place in which to hang frames; your
queen-cells all have to bo cut out, don't they?"
" Yes."
"Well, there is another question; how much did it

cost?"
" I had it made to order at a tin shop, and they

charged me $24.50."

"Twenty-foiu" dollars and fifty cents! Well, there
are at least .$20.00 that might just as well have been
placed upon the profit side of your bee-keeping ac-
coinit. My nursery is simply a tin hive, with double
walls, and a tinner made it for two dollars. It is

placed in the top of a tall wooden box, and is heated
by a tin non-explosive lamp. One trouble with you,
friend Johnson, is that you have been getting too
manj' expensive (and in some cases useless) im-
provements. What you paid for your nursery would
have nearly paid for a foot-power saw, and it would
have been of more use to you than this lamp nursery
has ever been. AVhat arc those hives piled up there
back of the barn, as hich as a man can reach?"
"Oh! those are the different kinds of hives that I

have tried."
"There are more than a hundred hives, and at

least four different styles. How mucSi dead capital
do you suppose is represented by that pile of hives?
and, if I am not mistaken, there is another new style
of hive there upon the work-bench."
"Yes; but that one will take the same size frame

that I am now using."
" All right, then. I have had three different styles

of hives in my apiary at the same time, but the.v all

had the same kind of frame. Did you notice that
hive standing near the path, by the gate?"
"The one made of lath, with a shingle cover?"
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"Yes; that is a chaff hive, but the materials for
its constniotion cost only seventeen cents. I shall

make twenty more of the same kind, next winter.
If there is any thing nhout an apiary that I detest, it

is a pile of discarded hives, 'traps and calamities.'

that are g-ood for— l<indliug--wo()d. You said that
you had kept bees several yeais, didu't you, friend
Johnson?"
"Seven years; and twice before this time I have

had more than ttftv colonies; and I expected the
next season to have a ' pile' of honey; but each time,
nearly all died before spring. Then I would go to
work and build them up as fast as I could for two or
three years, only to have them die again. But, if I

have any bees another spring, they have got to pay
me something, for I have pnid out the last dollar for
bees and fixings until tnev bring in something."
Header, the above is not a fancy sketch.

i^—•-fci
OBSERVATIOIVS IN RF.O\Kn TO FJBR-

TILIZATION OF CtUEENS.

TKANSLATEU FROM " L'APICULTHUIJ," BT W. V. ROOT.

^ AST year, Mr. Pierrard. of Djmbasle, sent us

f[lJ\ \
the sexual organs of a droue, which were ta-

' ken from a queen which had returned from

her wedding flight. Soon after, he communicated to

us a fact which proves that, when the cnpulative

organ of a male is detached, another fertilization is

required, as it is necessary for it to remain for a

certain time in the vulva of the female, in order to

make fertilization complete. He saw a queen re-

turning with this organ, which the bees precipi-

tately tore off, when she started out again the

next day for a second fecundation. This queen

could not enter the hive on her return, as the en-

trance had been closed with a grating; and it was

just at this moment when she sought to enter, that

the workers, over-excited by her movements, set

themselves to take from her the male organs. He
has had queens fly out the third time for fertiliza-

tion.

This year, Mr. P. gives some new observations on

this point. Here are some of the particulars, which

he has sent us.

No. 1. Hiv« with three little frames. Small col-

ony. No drones. The young queen showed herself

at the bars at 1: 5. I released her. She re-entered T

minutes after, without any signs of fertilization ; .5

minutes later she went out again to return in 15

minutes with indications of fertility; 3 minutes aft-

er, a bee came slowly up the bars, carrying a little

white body. I took it away, and I am assured that it

was really the male organ. I went to my work, and

toward night I passed by the hive to take a look at

it. The queen was quiet. She carried at the vulva

a little bleached-out filament— the last trace, doubt-

less, of fertilization. The next day, and the day aft-

er, the young queen appeared no more at the bars.

Finally, on the third day of fertilization some eggs

were laid.

No. 2. Same kind of hive and colony. When live

days old, the queen appeared at the bars at 2: 5. She

Hew out and returned in five minutes, without ferti-

lization. At the end of 20 minutes she flew out

again, and returned in 14 minutes after, bearing the

male genital organ, which I took a few minutes aft-

er from a worker, which ejected it. That afternoon

the queen was quiet, and did not appear at the bars.

At evening no eggs were laid, nor next morning; but

at 12: 5 p.m. the queen appeared at the bars. She

sallied out and returned in 11 minutes with indica-

tions of fecundation. In the evening I inspected

the hive. The queen was quite calm, and she carried

at the vulva a grayish filament — the last trace of

fertilization. Her bees appeared rather hostile to

her. Finally, 3 hours after the second union, the

j'oung queen laid.

No. 3. This was a rather strong colony, but on ac-

count of bad weather, the queen did not fly out till

12 days after hatching. She returned in 17 minutes,

this first time with the male organ. A sharp cry re-

sembling that from a young queen when resisting

restraint, was made, and the bees seemed somewhat
agitated. At dark, all was quiet. The next day
the queen did not appear; but the day after that,

she came to the entrance and flew out. She re-

turned in ten minutes without anv signs pf fertiliza-

tion. She tlew out again four minutes later, and re-

turned in five minutes (the weather was bad) with-

out fertilization. The entrance-bars being out of

order, the young queen experienced some difliculty

in entering. Being impatient, I took her by the

wings in order to replace her in the hive; but she

was so much frightened that she flew away and did

not return.

No. 3, again. Same hive. The next day 1 inserted

in this " orphaned " hive a queen-cell ready to hatch,

(j hours after the young female was hatched. Six

hours later she went out on her " love-flight," and
returned in three minutes; 25 minutes after, she

went out anew,and returnedfertilizedin29minutes;

three minutes after, while examining the entrance

in order to satisfy myself that the male organ was
ejected, I heard a sharp cry, that of a young queen,

and the bees seemed slightly agitated. Having
raised the hive, I saw the queen surrounded by a

knot of bees, which, without molesting her too furi-

ously, nevertheless impeded the freedom of her

movements. She did not appear the next day. The
day after, June 25, about 2 o'clock, she took her

flight and returned in a quarter of an hour without

being fertilized — a large cloud, accompanied with

wind, appearing. For three days the weather was
windy, by which time the queen had laid eggs with-

out further copulating.

No. i. This was a hive of two frames, and small

colony. The queen went out on the 7th day, and re-

turned fertilized after the second attempt. Her bees

received her rather badly; and an hour after, they

were very mttch excited. Inspecting the hive, I

saw the bees hem in and maltreat the poor queen.

On the evening of the next day she presented a sor-

rowful figure, and had the appearance of being

quite fatigued. The vulva opened and contracted

alternately. This queen did not go out again, but

had laid eggs by the end of 48 hours thereafter.

No. 5. Same kind of hive and colony. The queen

was fertilized the first time. The next day she was

calm. The next day at noon she went out and re-

turned at the end of 17 minutes, impregnated anew.

The bees surrounded her with fury; and in spite of

smoke to make them let go their hold, I found the

queen dead the next day.

No. 6. This was a small hive — two full frames

and one empty one. The 8th day after the queen

was hatched, the bees were greatly excited, but the

queen was not so. Then all at once the bees flew

out and returned in a rage. Even the young bee.",

still white, came out and crouched down on the

walls of the hive. The queen did not always ap-

pear at the entrance. Quiet was restored. The

queen appeared no more for the two following days;

and at the end of the third day, many eggs had been

laid by the workers. Perhaps she may have found
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issue without my knowing it, when she went out for

fertilization.

No. 7. This was a small colony. The queen laid

at the end of 40 hours, after one tlipht.

No. 8. Same details and same ro«\ilts.

No. 9. This was also a small c^,lony. The queen

laid in 30 hours.

Note— All the preceding queens were Cyprians.

While many of our friends will doubtless
be rather puzzled to hear of queens going
out to be fertilized the very day they leave
the cell, there is much in the above that we
have most of us verified by actual experi-
ence. I have for years been in the habit of

closely scanning the terminal tip of yo\ing
queens of a proper age to lay, and if I could
see the least trace of this grayish shriveled
thread remaining, 1 always expected her to

be laying next day, and I was seldom disap-
pointed. I know', too, that the bees often
pursue the queen, and try to pull this whit-
ish substance from her ; but. 1 do not know
that we have before been told that at such
times the queen is obliged to go out a sec-

ond time. Of course, we have discussed the
matter of a second fertilization pretty thor-
oughly, and the facts of this as given above
are, 1 believe, well established. Will our
friend across the water accept thanks for the
additional light he has given us on this
strange pointV

FEEDING BACK EXTRACTED TO GET
BOX HONEY, ETC.

HOW TO I>0 IT, AND HOW IT " PAYS."

MERE is my report for 1881: I wont into winter

quarters last fall with 40 colonies, and start-
' ed the season with 25, having lost 15, all

wintered on summer stands. I had 13 of Nellis'

chaff hives, and tried to winter 3 colonies in each,

thinking to economize; but I lost heavily in that

hive; the rest were in your own chaff hives, but I

lost in those also. I doubled back to 20 on friend

Doolittle's plan, as given in Gleanings, and ran
them for extracted honej', with the intention of

feeding it back to get box honey, as box honey sells

better here than extracted; and in about 3 weeks,
during July, I got 1700 lbs. of the nicest honey I

ever saw. This honey was thrown out before it was
capped over, " contrary to the teachings of the A B
C," and put into large, new, waxed barrels holding

64 gallons each, with a cover to each, and a honey-
gate in the bottom. I was told by several that I

should never get them tilled. I began to think so

myself; but when it came, it came with a rush; the

bees were ready, and so was I. Colonies that had
their top story emptied, we will say to-day, were full

again in 3 days. Oh how they would work out
foundation, wired at that, so you could scarcely see

the wires ! Well, I increased to 40 again, and got
them packed away for winter a little more carefully

than I did last winter. Those I have In Nellis hives

I have turned the frames half around, with only one
colony in each, packed on all sides, some with chaff

and some with cedar sawdust. I have left 31 on
their summer stands, and put 9 in the cellar in Sim-
plicity hives; they have been in now about 3 weeks.
I try to keep the temperature at about 45".

Some time about the middle of last month I noticed
an unusual stir about one of my hybrid stocks, and

on close examination I foupd 3 young queens on tho

alighting-board dead. They were packed for winter,

so I did not disturb them; pretty late queen-rearing,
was it not? All my queens are reared under the
swarming impulse; but whether they will be any
better or not, if I am spared another year I am going
to try to find out.

FEEDING BACK; DOES IT PAY?
I picked out 10 of my best stocks, and took away

all their combs, except 3 or 4, and the?e were solid

sheets of capped brood and honey. I then put in

my broad frames of sections, using sometimes 10,

filled with Vandervort fdu., iO sq. ft. to the pound.
My feeder is Nellis' side feeder, holding about two
quarts; this is screwed fast to a thin division-board,

and pushed tight up against the broad frames; 3

holes in the division-board correspond with 3 others

in the feeder, giving a good passageway for thel)ees;

when all are in I shake the bees in front, and give

the combs to other stocks to take care of. I now
take about 40 lbs. of honey, heat it to 110°, add enough
water to make it run thin, throw it into the ex-

tractor, run it into a coffee-pot, and till up the feed-

ers whenever they are empty; the sections were
taken off as soon as completed, and I tell you they
were beauties, especially so from some stocks;

others would not till them so completely. I kept on
until I had used up 1300 lbs., and found I had only 800

sections. They brought me 17c. each ; the extracted,

14c. ; so by my way of working it did not pay to feed

back; and I tell you it is an awful job to feed back
when you can not open a hive without robbers

pitching in. I guess I won't ti-y it again. I had a

party here go back on me on account of the fish-

bone in the box honey. He was going to take 20

cases; do you think they neglected thinning the fdn.

when theyjfound honey coming in so fast?

1 commenced bee-keeping in the spring of 1878,

and up to the present time they have cost me over
$800; but this year will bring the receipts above
that ligure, besides mj' stock in hand. 1 do not de-

vote my entire time to the business, otherwise I

might do better; but you've got to creep before you
can wa'k.

OUR HOMES.

In reading over the above, it brought up some
vivid recollections of the past. Yes, friend Root, as

far as I know, I have a father living; but the broad
Atlantic separates us, and I can not very well visit

him as often as you could yours. I have been in

this country 10 years next February, and was here 5

years when I promised him I would return. I did

so. He did know that I was coming, so when I met
him in the garden, he did not know his own son. No,
sir, he did not know me; but when I made myself

known, the expression on his face I shall never for-

get; joy intermingled with tears. I bad a splendid

time; but parting again, that was the hardest, with

chances of never seeing him again on this sphere;

but I hope to see him again beyond. Whenever I

get a letter from him he always says, ^^ Please write

soon." Now, to own up, your loss has made me feel

that he does not get a letter half often enough; but
he shall get one oftener, through reading Our Homes.

W. G. Saltford.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Dec. 6, 1881.

I think, friend S., it is as you say, that the
rapid feeding had induced them to hustle
the honey into the combs without waiting to

thin out the fdn., just as they covered eggs
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and larvae with syrup for neighbor II. I
feel quite sure you will find a great part of
that 400 lbs. stowed away in the brood-
combs, from what experience I have had in
a similar line.—Thanks for your kind con-
cluding words ; and when you write your
father, send him that Dec. No. with this
one, and I will give you a couple of extra
ones.

1^ I IB!

REPORT FROITI OEORGE! GRIMIU.

THE MAN VraO WINTERS HIS COLONIES BY TUE HUN-
DREDS, AND NEVER HAS SPRING DWINDLING.

fJlHOUGH my report is not a very brilliant one,

yet I am well satisfied with my season's work.—
' About 200 per cent net on the capital invest-

ed is not a bad gain. Last winter left me ;303 colo-

nies; but though my loss was lo^s than 10 per cent,

the remainder, after the ordeal they had passed

through, could not all be in good condition. The de-

mand for bees was so great and so urgent, that al-

most before I knew it I had sold 2-18 of my best colo-

nies. This left me but ll-i — and, of course, the
poorest of the lot. The season opened up with the
best prospects for a honey crop, and I began to wish
that I had back the good strong colonies that I had

-sold. Finding several parties not far distant, whom
the past poor season and the truuhlc of last winter
had entirely disgusted with the business, eager to

sell out, I bought the weak, half-starved, and partly

queenless remnant of their stocks at a bargain, and
was enabled to face the new season with about 190

colonies; or, perhaps, I had better say, nuclei and
colonies. Anticipating a good demand for bees next
spring, and having a large number of hives and
about 2000 combs on hand, I determined to increase
as much as possible. I divided them up- into five

apiaries. At home I started some 80 small nuclei to

raise queens. Myself with one assistant did all the
work. Nov. 19th to 2l3t, my bees were put into cel-

lars— CIO colonies. Two were left outdoors. Nine-
tenths were supplied with young queens during the
season, and ail have a good supply of honey. Oct.

Ist I returned from atrip to northern Dakota. Not
a cell of brood was to be found in any of the hives.

What feeding I did was done after that time. The
colonies are, as a rule, of medium strength, and pre-

sent a good appearance. I believe they will winter
well.

I increased by dividing; but, don't ask me how.
There are too many ways, each adapted to its pecu-
liar circumstances. It depends upon the time of
the season; the flow of honey; your expectation as
to its continuance; the strength of the colony;
whether they are hauled to a different location;

whether there are queens at hand to introduce; and,
I suppose, often upon simple notion. And, though
considering every thing, one is likely to make mis-
takes or miscalculations for which he feels like

kicking himself afterward. By the way, friend
Koot, will you please tell me how j'ou manage your
bees about Oct. 1st to 15th, or thereabouts, without
using tobacco smoke, and protector too? When I

got home from my northern trip I started as usual
with my rotten-wood smoker to make examinations.
My examinations were not very extended or very
minute, and I suppose—upon cooler reflection, it was
cowardly for me to run; but I didn't stop to consid-
er at the time, I thought of Satan io the swine, and

began to wonder if ho hadn't got into my bees. Or
Is it because ray bees are so much crosser than those

of other people? Yet they were so exceedingly gen-

tle during the whole season that I thought I had
discovered a new trait in their character. Then, I

could handle them with no smoke; now, you could

blow smoke, cinders, and hot air at them, and they

would simply "go for you." But tobacco smoke
will make them sensible (don't give them too much,
or it will make them insensihlc). By using a little

tobacco smoke they can be handled with ease at any
season; and for the fall of the year I advise its use,

notwithstanding any conscientious scruples some
people (possibly friend Hoot is one of them) may
have against the weed. But I tell you I have one
colony upon which even tobacco smoke (unless h7j-

eralhj given) has little effect. He is a terror to the

hens at all seasons of the year— and to careless vis-

itors too— a "simon-pure" hybrid. Vet I wish my
612 colonies were all like that hive. He gave mo 108

lbs. comb honey, and increased to seven, always
raising his own queens, and the young swarms have
now at least 00 lbs. of honey to spare. Nor was this

in my best location.

Does it pay? Well, I should say so! 200 good

swarms can be bought for §1400. In a poorer year

than this, an average surplus of 50 to 100 lbs. per hive,

and an increase of 50 per cent, would not be extra-

ordinarj'. The increase would easily pay for ex-

penses, and 10,000 to 20,000 lbs. honey at 20c would he
better than 4 per cent on TJ. S. bonds. Or take my
case this year: 190 not good colonies; increase, 422;

prospective loss during next winter, 10 per cent, or

61 colonies (but I am certain 5 per cent to 8 per cent

will be the limit), leaves a balance of 3(51 in spring at

$7.00 per colony is $2527, and honey $300, gives total

gross gain, $2827. My expenses were between $500

and $600; leaves balance of at least $3227. If I esti-

mate good colonies worth $7.00, my 190 were worth
on an average not more than $5.00. It is not hard to

do twice or three times as much with good colonics

as with poor ones. I think we'll stick to the busi-

ness a few years more, even though every winter

should equal the last. Geohge Grimm.
Jefferson, Wisconsin.

Friend Grimm, I suspect the reason your
bees are so cross at the dates you mention,
is because they cease gathering honey at
that time, 0(f)- hard tussle with stings
comes in July, when the basswood ceases

;

and at such times it does seem as if they
were possessed of the very spirit of evil.

The way we do is to use the mosquito-bar
tents, and be very careful about leaving a
drop of honey anywhere. After a few days
thev get accustomed to it, go off to the
corn-fields after pollen, and finally settle

down to pretty fair behavior.—Now a word
to the boys in regard to the bright visions

friend Grimm shows up ou paper in regard
to the profits of bee culture. It is all true,

every word of it, and I am quite sure bees
will do all he mentions, in almost any locali-

ty ; but the sad part of it is, that the owners
won't do all he mentions or implies in any
locality. The average boy or man can not
be intrusted with 2oO colonies of bees. I

know you all think you can ; but you are no
good judge of your own self. Look at some
neighbor of yours who is a bee-keeper on a
small scale, "or a man unused to handling
much property of any kind, and think over
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in your own mind what the result would be
it' he were to run in debt for 200 colonies.

He would let them starve, swarm out and go
to the woods, get the hives full and hang
out in idleness, and possibly, too, because he
had some other work on hand that would
hardly bring him 50 cents a day, when with
the bees he might realize several dollars a
day. railing in this, he vrould swap them
olf for some useless truck. What 1 mean is,

that such would likely be the result with one
who was not equal to' the responsibilities of

such an apiary. It Avonld be like giving
him a steamboat or train of cars to run.

But if he should build up 200 colonies, little

by little, without going into debt, the case
would be far different. Friend Grimm would
perhaps handle 1000 colonies safely. I might
possibly 200 ; in fact, that is just what I am
trying to do now. My friends, how many do
you suppose God can safely intrust to your
careV If I am not mistaken, he is testing

vour trustworthiness in that respect just

how. He that is faithful in few things shall

be made ruler over manv things.

ly scttllDg lu communities. Every kind of fi-uit,

vegetable, or grain, that will grow anywhere on the

face of the glol)0, will grow here to perfection. The
most beautiful homes that can be imagined; roses

in bloom the entire year; lemons from the blossom

to the ripe fruit, in all stages of growth, at any sea-

son of the year.

There, Mr. Editor, if you will be kind enough to

publish the above, it will save me a wonderful sight

of repetition, and answer a great many questions.

Santa Ana, Cal., Nov. 13, 1881. E. Gallup.

QITESTIONS ABOUT CALIIOKMA
ANSWERED IJY E. OALIAT.

fUERE is but about two cents per pound differ-

ence between the poorest quality of extracted— honey and the very best, in the San Francisco

market; and as we can raise the poorest quality

every season, and on an average the best quality

only every other season, I have come to the conclu-

sion that there is more money made from the poor-

est quality. I learn that the Chinese purchase con- i

siderable quantities and ship to China, and two cents i

in price is an item with them, and not quality.
j

At Downej- City is a good place to locate an apiars' (

for lowland honey, as the land is moist, with water
|

from 5 to 25 feet from the surface, it is too moist
j

for grapes for prolit. Splendid fields of alfalfa, which
the bees work on when in bloom, are here. The
products are corn, hogs, cattle, barley, English wal-

nuts to perfection, apples, pears, peaches, etc., and
mostly without irrigation. This alfalfa gives us

about ten full ci'ops in theyear in this climate. I

haA-e located my bee ranche on a stock range where
thei'o is no fruit — only chickens, hogs, horses, cat-

tle, and sheep, with several hundreds, perhaps thou-

sands, of acres of swamp on one side, that is green,

and produces llowers the entire year; close to the

ocean, and no fear of miasma or unheathfulness.

The willows commence to blossom in December,
and continue until about the flrst of iMarch. It is 8

miles from Santa Ana, and 10 from the fruit ranche.

Santa Ana, Tustin, and Orange, are situated about
equal distances apart, in the form of a triangle (2^^

to 3 miles), and I am situated about centrally from
the three ])laees. That is the lirst ranche. There
are nine churches within three miles; I'ailroad,

schools, and as good and enterprising, kind, neigh-

borly a class of citizens as there is anywhere in the

known world. Wo are Hi miles from the Santa Clara

coal-mine, where coal is $5.00 per ton, and 10 miles

from the steamboat landing (Newport harbor;) so we
have the advantage of railroad and ocean for freight.

Goods of most kinds are a trille higher than east;

land from $20.00 to $1000 per acre; people from the

Eastern States coming in by the carload, and usual-

B££S «N A KAMPAGE.

jjIIE following was sent by the writer,

clipped from the Ilesscnger, Eussell-
vilie, Ky. The " piece " explains it-

self.

I wrote the following f(ir Glcaninos in Bcc Culture,
Medina, Ohio. That, as you know, is a land of Puri-
tans and Quakers. Fearing that its publication
there might compromise mo as a man of veracity
with that interesting class of people, I thought it

best to start it from nearer home, where we have a
plenty of people of my own ilk. If you tbink it

worthy of a place in your paper, please publish it,

with this explanation as a caption.
Since I have been a reader of Gleaninas, you have,

under the above heading, given two accounts — one
from Mrs. J. Hilton,and the other from Merrybanks—
the first doubtless true, as it is written by a lady;
but the other is apochryphal, name and aU. From
these readings, as Mai-k Twain's Scmdwich story-
teller, would say, your correspondents or readers
know nothing at all about what a real and genuine
rampage of bees means, and, consequently, have no
true conception of such a situation. 1 shall here
leave this noted story-teller, and adopt the words of
the immortal liurns:—

But this that I am gaun to tell.

Which " once upon a time '
' befell,

Is just as true as the tleil's In
Or Dublin City.

A well-to-do farmer lived in Logan County — no
matter in what part nor when — who had a son who
had for a long time been in bad health. The Allo-
pathies had failed to cure him, and he had been in-
duced to try the botanic, or Thompsonianjjc/SKciSiOJi.
So, one moriiing early he began the practice tiy

taking a large dose of lobelia, which, it was said, op-
erated finely more than once. He did not throw up
his boots, but he never could tell just how sick he
was. In the midst of an extreme paroxysm he heard
a great noise, for which he could not account; and
forgetting his sickness, and going to the door, he
saw in the garden four horses, hitched to as many
plows, running and kicking at a fearful rate. The
drivers and others were trying to stop the horses,
but in vain. The sick man seeing the imminent
danger from the pointed steel of the plows, where
men and horses were mixed up in such a hurley-
burley, ordered all to leave the horses to themselves.
Bees tilled the air as if a large swarm was on the
wing, and they made war against every living thing
that made its appearance. The negro plowman had
got out;early tojplow a vegetable garden before going
to the held. When called to their breakfast, they
left their horses to graze on the blue grass of the
walks, with a little black boy to mind them. Some
days before this the bees had swarmed and settled
on a lilac in the garden, where they had been hived,
and the hive had not been removed. The boy said,
•' The bay mare rooted the hive over with her nose,"
and here the melee began. It seemed that the other
bees, and there were several hives, regarded it as a
free tight, and pitched into it with a will; and one
would have supposed, from the confusion, that, be-
sides the horses, every turkey, chicken, dog, puppy,
cat, kitten, pig, and person, black and white, near
the premises, had received one or more stings, ex-
cept such as kept closed doors.
Von will say that this was much of a rampage in

the bee line, and so it was; but 1 am not done yet.
Three of the horses were hitched by only one trace
each to his plow, and soon got loose, jumped the
fence, and took to the woods. Not so with the mare
that turned over the hive. She was hitched by both
traces, and made two or three rounds iu the garden,
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after the others had jumped out, before she would
try the fence. She went over clear, but the plow
hunsT ag-ainst the fence, which was a strong post and
railing-. She jerked loose, however, and made for
the stables. At this time the sick man's youngest
brother, a boy about ten years old. was seen running
in the same direction, fighting bees, and squalling at
the top of his voif^e. He was called to open the gate
for the marc. Instead of opening the stable-lot
gate, he opened the yard-gate and the mare dashed
in and made for the house. She parsed through the
porch and entered the sick man's room. The first
damage she did was to dash his bowl of lobelia be-
hind the tire. She then i-an her head under the head
of his ]>ed, and drew it nearly to the middle of the
lloor. She kept up a continual kicking with both
hind feet at once. Several of her kicks came
very near to a new clock; .'ind to save the clock,
the sick man forced her around. She then directed
her heels to a large glass-door press, filled with glass
and queenswaro. Two or three kicks demolished
the doors, and the most of the contents of the press.
She was then forced out, and jumpingthe yard fence
she ran into a stable where she put her head under
the trough and continued to kick for about aquarter
of an hour. When the liees had cleared the field,
which they did effectually, they returned to their
homes, and all was calm except the stings they had
intlicted. No lives were lost. The mare was the
worst used of all. She was covered with whelks
from her nose to her tail; but, after a few days, she
took her place before the plow. The old gobbler
was very badly used, and looked crest-fallen and
shame-faced for some days, when by degrees he as-
sumed his wonted self-importance, and, hoisting his
feathers, went on gobbling as usual.
Now, Mr. Editor, if any of your correspondents

can beat this, and tell the truth as I have done (ex-
cept perhaps in some minor details), let him do it,

else let him hereafter hold his peace about bee ram-
pages.

I had almost forgotten to say, that the bee scrape
proved a specific against the effects of lobelia. The
sick man did not think of his lobelia for more than
an hour afterward, and has not taken a dose of that
drug from that day to this. He, however, got well,
and attained the weight of 200 pounds, and he very
often writes for his name,— T. N. L.

As our friend lias onimitted to append a
moral, I will suggest this: — Don't leave
horses " nosing " around bee hives while you
are getting breakfast.

BEES AND GKAPES IN CALIFORNIA.

BY the letters I receive, items from California

must be interesting to many of your readers.

The question has been repeatedly asked. Why
not locate an apiary in the valley, where bees can
gather forage the entire year? In the first place,

the honey is inferior to mountain honey; and in the

second place, bees destroy large quantities of fruit,

such as figs, peaches, and grapes. I know one man
here who kept his bees in the valley this season un-
til the fruit began to ripen, and then moved them
into the mountains. His product was about 100 lbs.

to the hive in the valley, and 30 lbs. each in the

mountain ^9'('50 lbs.), which he sold at from 7 to 8 cts.,

right at home. He had 70 or 75 stands. But there is

considerable trouble and some expense in moving.
Our grapes here are pi'obably as sweet, and per-

haps sweeter, than in any other portion of the globe,

and bees make sad havoc among them. It will not
do to tell a California raisin-maker that bees will not
injure grapes: he knows better, positively.

WILD BEES IN CALIFORNIA.

There are wild bees all through the valleys; but
where it is thickly settled they are usually found and
taken up. Still, new swarms are often found and
hived in nail-kegs, old boXes, etc. They build on
bushes, bunches of cactus, and in all conceivable

places. I found another good swarm on a two-year-

old peach-tree, and hived them the 3d of October.
They were evidently intending to stay, as they had
commenced raising brood. I expected to have to

feed them, but they have kept right on building

comb, storing honey, and raising brood. Bees are

found on bushes here that evidently have been there
two or three seasons.

The thermometer ranges in our coldest weather at

from 44° to 50° in the morning, to 78° at noon; occa-

sionally it gets lower, but not often; and since I

have been here (three years) we have averaged about
five rainy days in the year. The most of our rains

come in the night. One man found a swarm on a
willow bush. The comb was about two feet long,

horizontally, and one foot perpendicularlj' (0 sheets).

You see, they built Langstroth style. It was an old

swarm. I found one swarm in an owl's-nest in the
ground; two in badger holes; three in squirrel holes

(all in the ground), and 1 have not spent two hours
hunting. I stumbled right on to them. Now, the

above will explain why bees can be picked up all

through the valley at from 50 cents to one dollar per
stand. E. Gallup.
Santa Ana, Cal., Nov. 14, 1881.

COIWPARATIVE HARDINESS AND I.ON-
OEVITV OF AVORKER BEES FROm

DIFFERENT QUEENS.

A NEW FIELD FOll INVESTIGATION.

flKIEND ROOT : — I, too, have been experiment-
ing with my bees. I am an A B C scholar with
three years' schooling; have studied Quinby,

ABC, Prof. Cook, L. C. Root, Gleanings 3 years,

A. B. J. do., and yet I have not seen the first word
written in reference to the longer life of one queen's
worker bees over another. Every one wants a pro-

lific queen — one that will keep the hive full of

brood. Doolittle says, " Have the brood so it comes
out to the side-bars of the frames; even the cells

bordering on the bars at both sides and top should

have brood in them, and do not stop short of this.

If you have queens that will not keep the hive filled

with brood like this, replace them with those that

will." That, of course, is just splendid, and what
we all try to have. But suppose the life of those

bees is from 15 to 35 days; it will take all the honey
they can gather to rear the brood, without giving

us any surplus. Right here is where my experiment
comes in.

From the tested queens received from you I chose
one for queens; another for drone-rearing. Intro-

duced them into No. 3 and 10,— two very strong

black colonies,— the former for queens, the latter

for drones. This spring, 1881, I commenced stimu-

lating with flour candy.

On examination, about the middle of Feb., 1 found
them about of equal strength — rather the more
black bees in No. 10; brood in two frames of each

hive; gave a 1-lb. lump of flour candy on top of the

frames, and returned the packing.

March 8th, again opened the hives; found brood
and eggs in 5 frames of No. 10; In No. 3, 4 frames not

quite so well filled out with btood and eggs. Ten
days later, the 18th, I overhauled them again. No.

10 had every available cell in the 6 frames filled with

brood and eggs, while No, 3 had only 4 frames fairly

filled, and a small patch in the 5th (both colonies

were wintered on 6 Quinby standing frames). I be-

gan to think that I had made a mistake, and that I
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ought to have taken No. 10 for mj- quecn-mothcr. 1

gave No. 10 an empty comb, and closed up No. 3 as it

was.

April 1st I examined them again. The comb
given to 10 was filled out to the wood on every side;

the hive literally full of brood; l>ut it didn't seem to

me there were bees enough for the amount of brood

that had been hatched, while No. 3 was running
over with bees, and at no time had more than two-

thirds the amount of brood. Here, then, was a

study; could No. 10 be more industrious, and have
more workers in the field? I will wateh this thing a

little closer.

I find this entry in my diary, April 12th: "No. 3

hanging out as large as my head; no sign of crowd-

ing in No. 10; No. 10 still ahead in amount of brood."

There seemed to be more dead bees in front of 10

than there were around No. 3. The thought struck

me, that perhaps the bees in No. 10 were less hardy

than those of No. 3, and the cold showers and winds

were killing them oil as fast as they were hatched;

I'll give them a trial, and see which will stand con-

finement the longer. I took two .")X5 section boxes,

cut some old tough comb from a frame filled with

honey and pollen, and filled my boxes, leaving a

half-inch space at the bottom for the bees to pass

around the comb. It was arranged the same as

your section-box shipping-cage, only a tin door on
one corner to put in my bees and rake out dead ones.

1 now caught 50 young bees from each hive, put
them into the cages, and placed them on a table in

the honey-house, a foot or so from the window, and
waited results. The 4th morning I raked out 3 dead
bees from No. 10; the 8th morning there were 13

dead from No. 10, while No. 3 had lost none yet.

The lOth day I raked out the last bee in No. 10. No.
3 had lost but 11 bees; the remainder were as livelj',

and, to all appearance, as fresh as ever. I turned
them loose, and think niost of them made their way
into some of the hives.

Here, then, was the trouble; the bees in No, 10

were less hardy, and died with old age about as fast

as the young bees hatched out to take their place;

no wonder that they were not as strong in numbers
as No. 3. I now took No. 3 for a standard, and tried

the bees from 4 other colonies the same way, and in-

variably found that the colonies that gave the best

results in honey produced workers that were the
longest-lived. Perhaps you will ask. What does all

this amount toV It amounts to this much, anyway:
It's not always from the most prolific queen that you
get the best results in honey. H. A. March.
Fldalgo, Whatcom Co., Wash. Ter., Nov. 2, 1881.

We are very much obliged to you, friend
M., for the details of your experiment, al-
though 1 am a little inclined to think No. 10
had a touch of the modern spring dwindling;
for where bees are affected with this, it is

very hard indeed to make them stand con-
finement any length of time. We have tried
this in shipping bees in the spring, which
had Avintered over, and even the young bees
hatched in affected colonies. Be it as it may,
it is an important point ; and if the bees
from a certain queen will stand continement
better than otliers, it is exactly these bees
we want to send out with queens. AVe once
had a hive of gentle Italians that could be
put into a cage with any strange queen, and
they would never molest her. Now, if we
had a strain of bees that were so tenacious

of life they would hold on to it, as a queen
does, for instance, together with this other
quality, do you not see whata grand thing it

would beV
^ ! ^

WHAT I DIDN'T DO.

-VND THE UNREAT^IZED POSSIBILITIES.

f
DIDN'T make fo-ty colonies out of one this sea-

son; no, sir, I didn't. I got my mouth ma^o up
' for just that; and why I didn't succeed, I'll

presently tell you. I wanted more bees " awfully,"
and was too spunky to buy 'em — if not too hard up
— and having left one colony of those on Gallup
frames that were in fair condition, and withal uf a
very prolific strain of bees, I resolved to take some
risks in pushing them to the very utmost. If I can
make ten good strong nuclei of them by the last of

June, thought I, why, then I can rise to twenty by
the last of July, and double again and reach forty

during August. During September I wish to build

them up to proper strength to winter — feeding i hem
lots of honey, and keeping it out of the way of the
queens with the extractor, if such means should be

necessary to prevent bnjod-rearing from coming to

a halt. As I just remarked, the thing didn't go
through according to programme. I got the ten col-

onies in June very nicely, and also the twenty in

July; but at about that point the wheels kind o' got
fast in the mud: too many colonies would spend a
whole month getting a laying queen. Early in Aug-
ust a long pull of sickness, preventing me from
making any more divisions, brought the scheme to a

final stop. Had it not been for this I most likely

would have made the forty nuclei. In spite of the

queen-rearing mishaps, but would have had to unite

some of them again probably. Some more might
have been made well enough, as some of the colonies

stored a little section honey, 17 lbs. in all. Also three

colonies of queen-killers and cell-tearers that went
to ruin while I was sick might have been saved.

The highest point I reached was 21 colonies; have
now 18 of them packed for winter; but one of theSe

is in a ruinous condition from a drone-laying queen.
I gave no brood or laying queens to this stock of

which I demanded such large increase. A few queen-
cells and virgin queens from outside stocks were
given when more convenient, this being considered

a trivial matter; in fact, I think that hardly any of

these were used except in the contrary colonies that

destroyed them. On three occasions I took brood
from them to help outside stocks in need, but paid
them for it again afterward. Empty combs and
combs of honey were given without stint, as the col-

onies that died last winti r left me more than I knew
what to do with of the latter.

Now, dear Novice, I want to pile upon your broad
shoulders a good share of the blame of this failure,

claiming that It was largely owing to

HERESY IN OUR BEE-BIBLE.
I want the sam expurgated, expunged, and ex-

kioked-out right away. On page 26 of A B C (Arti-

ficial Swarming) you teach us to have queen-cells

built at stands where the queen and part of the bees
have been carried away. If I mistake not, the same
idea is encouraged in other places in A B C. By sttd

experience I find that at such stands the unsealed
queen-cells get notches torn out of them, and tho
sealed ones get holes torn in them. Why, the bees
which were carried away keep coming back dally for
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a week. Coming- fresh from a hive that has a queen,

they of course resist the cell-buildiug elforts of their

comrades which were left (luecnless. I think it

reasonable to infer that they also eat up the royal

jelly, and tumble the royal larviv roughly about in

the cells, although I did not watch close enough to

catch them at it. After awhile the holes would be
mended up, and things go on very much as if noth-

ing had happened; but surely we can not rely on
such ill-used young queens tvirniug out well. I had
better success where the cells were built at a new
stand, and the queen left behind at the old one. Of
course, the desertion of the old bees is somewhat in-

jurious, but not so bad as discord and violence. I

feel confident that the better way is to take away
the queen only, without mussing up the colony in

any way, then to carry away all, or nearly all, the

frames together when the cells are capped, then to

divide into nuclei just before the tlrst queen hatches.

If I had known this much last spring, and my health

had not failed, I think I should have had my forty

colonies all nicely in pack this \ery minute. I vote

for the adoption of this plank in our bee platform:—
For the rearing of good queens, it is necessary

that the bees be unanimous in wishing for a queen;

and there is no reliability in the result where bees

not in sympathy with queen-rearing ctforts are

coming in every hour.

As to queens from too old larvir, they can be head-

ed off by looking in just before the time for cells to

be capped, and destroying any that are capped pre-

maturely.
A branch thought, suggested by my forty-colony

experiment, is, that the possibilities of big yields of

honey have not been fully worked up to yet. It

would bo quite possible to have a colony to start

with twice as strong as mine was; and in a favorable

spring, dividing could be begun a month earlier

than last spring. Thus 20 colonics, twice as strong

as my ~0 were, could be made by the last of June in-

stead of the last of July. In one month more it

would not be unreasonable to expect them to begin

to work in sections. Now it happens, sometimes, in

this region of Ohio and Michigan, that the best run
of honey in the year is late in the fall. With colonies

started as above, 50 lbs. each would not be impossible,

aggregating 1000 lbs. of comb honey as a year's fruit

of one colony.

Another thing I didn't do : I was going to re-queen

most of the apiary with the progeny of my favorite

queen. I chose the double-barreled method of rear-

ing cells — putting a tight division-board in the

middle of the colony, and continually shifting the

queen from side to side. The partial failure of this

plan I attribute to the same cause as the above —
too many bees from the side which has the queen,
going in on the side where cells should be built. Per-

haps total failure would be nearer the correct word
to use. I occupied the time of one of my precious

colonies for the whole season, preventing them from
making any surplus honey, and to-day I have to

show for it only eleven colonies, queened with that

family of queens.

The proof just given, that 1000 lbs. is possible from
one colony, will make the actual result of my bee-

keeping this year look a little small. I think, how-
ever, that I have done very well. I have just been
looking at the record of the strength of my colonies

last spring. May 0th was the lowest point. Four
frames from the heart of a good colony in the height

of the season would carry more bees than the strong-

est one. Eleven of the 1" colonies were not over

half as strong as this, several being mere wrecks,

with not bees enough to fully cover one comb.
Starting with these 1" colonies, two of them queen-

less to boot, I, without buying a bee. Increased to 7'.i,

and took 1070 lbs. of comb honey — enough to be

thankful for, if not enough to brag about.

E. E. Hasty.
Richards, Lucas Co., (_)., Dec. 8, 18.S1.

Many thanks, friend Hasty, for the partic-
ulars of your experiment, "which certainly
does you credit, tor it is one of the largest
results ever reported, in the way of increase
from a single colony in one season. If all

those bees had been sold at the regular price
of 32.00 per lb., it would have been, 1 imag-
ine, a pretty large result in dollars and cents.
—In regard to your criticism of the plan I

have given in tlie A B C, I would say that it

is intended, primarily, for the purpose of
teaching beginners a plain and simple way
of artiticial swarming, and not as a regular
plan to be followed by the expert when he is

trying to see how many stocks he can build
up from one in a season. It is used only in
increasing the number of colonies, and very
seldom in the regular work of getting queen-
cells by the quantity.— I have never no-
ticed the trouule yoii mention with queen-

I cells, but have sometimes, in introducing
queens, had them balled by bees which I

supposed had come in from the removed
colony.—Thanks for kind ci'iticism. I pre-
sume that you are well aware, that some
stocks behave quite differently from others,
under the same circumstances.

CHERRIES, AND WIl^LOWS AS HOxNEV-
1»L.ANTS, ETC.

ALSO SO.METniNO ABOUT VISITING OUU ESTABLISU-
I

MENT.

fSEE in Chas. Kingsley's advertisement that he
says, "The black Tartarian cherry is veril hardy."—

' T)iis is iiiit true; in fact, it is right the reverse.

While it may be hardy iu Tennessee, it will not stand

the winters above 40 ', and very often kills down to

the ground at 38°. The advertisement might lead

some one in the North to buy trees, and be disap-

pointed. I know whereof I speak, as I have had
them in my nursery, and had them winter-kill.

I indorse nearly all Doolittle says about the willow;

at least, it is true in my neighborhood. The pussy,

or tassel willow, blossoms vory early, and I have seen

each tassel entirely covered with bees. They never
seem to carry off much pollen on their legs from it.

and still they seem to be loaded. Golden willow is

quite a honey-producing tree, but blossoms later, and
I have never noticed the bees on them as much as

the pussywillow. Gray, white, or fence willow, is

about the same as the golden, while the pussy willow

is low, bushy, almost a shrub in growth. The golden

and gray willow grow to be large trees, especially

the golden. We have in our town golden-willow

trees 20 years old, 9 ft. in circumference. The gray

willow will do to set 1 toot apart in low places for

fence, and will stand cutting back to 5 and 6 feet in

height; equal to Osage orange. Golden willow will

not stand such severe treatment. We use it for ty-

ing up nursery stock. It is tough, pliable, and grows
in long slim withes. I have watched bees very close-

ly on the golden willow (and we have lots of it), but
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have never npticed that they were much excited

over it- . They can't hold a candle to the box elder

(the willows, not the bees).

It must be that the air around friend Doolittle is

surcharged with honoj-, judging from the enormous
yields he gets from his bees; in fact, every thing he

touches or even writes about rains honey. I have (iU

colonies packed for winter on summer stands. As I

wintered my bees successfully last winter, I had

thought to make a report, but have neglected it.

I went a long way to see you last fall, friend Hoot,

and spent quite a numl)cr of dollars, and I must say

1 was just a little disappointed in my visit. It was a

rainy day, the ne.xt day after Garfield's funei-al, and

everybody felt a little blue, and perhaps I had imag-

ined you to be well, I don't know what -some-

thing as my brother remarked when I introduced

him to you: "Good morning, Mr. Koot: this yoimg
man here has always swallowed whole everything

you have written." Mayhap I have swallowed too

much. However, 1 hope not.

P. S.—The black Tartarian cherry is supposed to

have come from one of the territories of Tartarj'.

near the Sea of Japan. It is a seedling, and is prop-

agated from the under branches, which sprout up
thickly all around the tree, like the Alorcllos, and is

a rather new one on that account.

Kantoul, 111., Dee. S, 1881. II. M. Mormis.

Friend M., there is sornetliina: in your
closing remarks that nialces me feel very sad
indeed. It is, that it is almost beyond my
power to give my vast circle of friends the
kind treatment and consideration I feel I
ought to. To tell the truth, I did not know
until this minute that you had ever paid us
a call, and quite often some one writes about
having made us a visit, whom I would have
been very glad to have seen. Perhaps I can
explain it to our mutual help. A great part
of the season I am shaking hands with new
friends almost every day of my life, and im-
less the name is a very unusual one, although
I know you by your letters, I can not recog-
nize you by name. If you introduced your-
self as Morris, it would hardly give me any
more light than if you said Smith or -Jones";

but had you said, '' I am H. 31. Morris, of
Bantoid, /H.," I should have recalled you at
once, principally by the rather unusual name
of your postotfice. We in the office almost
always name you with your postoffices, or
there would never be any chance of our un-
derstanding each other. A man once came
into the office and introduced himself as
Newman. I shook hands with him, and
talked quite a Avhile on bees, supposing him
to be ^sewman of Norwalk, O. ; but when I
found he was the editor of the ^1. IJ. ./., I
had to shake hands over again and take a
fresh start. I want to be courteous ; but it

often pains me much to be obliged to tell

some very good warm friend of mine (whom
I have known for years through the letters),
when he comes to me, that I can not remem-
ber of ever having heard of such a person
before. Xow let me advise: When you
come here, come riglit up into the office ; we
never have closed doors, so you need not
knock, and the girls will, sorrie of them, be
sharp enough to remember you, even if I am
not, and they will make it plain to me what
friend it is we are entertaining, and, may be,
entertain you better than I can, especially

when I am burdened with a load of cares, as
is often the case.—May I suggest, that the
black Tartarian cherry seems sometimes
tolerably hardy, even as far north as we are,

and that our young friend who advertises
them may not be far out of the way. after all?

A WOICU FOIC BLACK (WITH "BANDS"
ON THEM) BEES.

ALSO THE OTHER SIDK OF LAST WINTEK.

M\S Others send in their report, I do so too. Our
yW^ best flow of honey was in September from

' black heart. I had 4 colonies in spring, and
took off 433!i lbs., an average of 105^4 lbs., and in-

creased to 7. 1 bought 5 Italians in the spring, of
Geo. Grimm, .Jefferson, Wis. The 5 gave me 517 lb?.,

and increased to 13. I used about 12 lbs. fdn. for

starters, and I thinlc it pays to use them; an aver-

age of over 100 lbs. I also had the care of 4 others,

belonging to my brother. His gave 385 lbs., an av-
erage of ill)! i, and increased to 13. The 13 gave 1323

lbs., all (-omb honey, an average of over 100 lbs., and
increased to G3. .My only box hive last winter stood

in an open shed, 1 foot from the ground, the bottom-
board cracked so the bees went down through, and
warped so they came out on the north side, and
more so on the south side than they did at the regu-
lar entrance on the east side, with three corn cobs
under a timothy-chaff pillow as a honey box, with
si.\ one-inch holes open down through. This gave
me 139 lbs. and 2 swarms. The first new swarm gave
91 lbs. And you say transfer! While the box hives

do as this does, I transfer by putting new swarms
into sash hives. One hive gave 126' 2 lbs. and h

swarms, the first swarm giving a big swarm Aug. 1st,

and also on the ISth. The one that gave the most
honey, 139 lbs., was a black; the one that increased

most (5) was a l)lack; the one that gave the least

honey, 75 lbs., was a black, and the one that swarmed
the least (0), were blacks. From the above, you see
the blacks did the best in honey, the best in swarm-
ing; also the poorest in the same; both honej' and
swarming. The blacks here are more or less band-
ed by 1 heir own mixing. I bought the above 5 Ital-

ians partly to introduce new blood.

Limerick, 111., Nov. 21, 1881. E. Picicup.

•-MM*
clltivatiojV of blckavheat.

S^UCKWHEAT is called the lazy man's crop, be-

jfJQw cause, no matter how poor the cultivation, he
is pretty sure to get something. But I find

there is no crop that responds quicker to gnoil treat-

ment. The cultivation of buckwheat for grain or
honey is the same; but in selection of soil, and time
of sowing, there is a material difference. To yield

honey freelj', the soil must be strong enough to pro-

duce a good crop of corn or potatoes. A field that,

with good cultivation, would produce a fair crop of

grain, nine times out of ten would not furnish a

pound of honey.

If I were sowing expressly for honey, I should
proceed as follows: If the field to be sown were
greensward, I would plow it as soon as the frost left

the ground in the spring, and let it lie until about
the first of June. At that time I would select some
very warm day, and go over it several times with a
two-horse cultivator. My reason for taking a warm
day is, that I would be sure to kill all weeds and
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grass. If the field had been cropped the previous
season, I would cross-plow In place of cultivating.

Buckwheat is such a quick-growing- crop, the point
is to get the soil loose and light as deep as the roots

go, and also have the surface pulverized very fine

for a seed-bed. The time for sowing with us is the
tenth of June, but would vary according to locality.

In average seasons the bees commence storing hon-
ey 45 days after sowing; and as there should not be
a break between basswood and buckwheat, it would
be impossible to fix a date. The seed should be
soaked 24 hours, and then rolled in plaster or quick-
lime; this insures an even catch, and also gives the
young plants a start. The quantity of seed for
smooth ground would be half a bushel per acre;

for rough and uneven ground, double the amount
will be required. Most grain, where a small quanti-
ty of seed is sown, will send up several stalks from
each grain. Buckwheat sends up but one from this

main stalk. Side branches are thrown out, on which
the bulk of the crop is matured; and unless the sur-

face of the ground is very smooth, the stalk can not
be cut below the side branches. When more seed is

used per acre, the branches are thrown out nearer
the top of the stalk, and there is less trouble in har-
vesting.

In regard to soil : If I could have just what I want-
ed, it would be a sandy loam. When grain is the
only object, I would sow the fifteenth of July. I

have had a good yield of grain when sown early; but
on an average, my late sowing does much the better.

H. T. Bishop.
Chenango Bridge. N. Y., Dec., 1881.

Thanks, friend B. ; bnt if I am correct,
many of our farmers would object to your
very rich soil, on the ground that the grain
would all fall down in consequence. Yeiy
likely you are right in saying that it mus't
have a richer soil to produce honey largely,
than for just grain alone. What do the rest
of the friends say about the cultivation of
buckwheat, especially for the honey V

OUR BUSINESS.

fjjHOSE who
ey-produc

think of entering our ranks as hon-

jcers always inquire, " Which is the

best hive to produce honey? how much can
you get from a colony of bees annwally?" and a lot

of questions like these. Were I out of the busi-

ness, and contemplated going into it, I would ask
myself, or some better posted man, or both, the fol-

lowing: As it is a fact, that honey is bringing a good
price now in our markets, do you think we can safe-

ly figure on the perpetuation of this state of things?
How many pounds of honey, taking the years to-

gether, will an area of six or seven miles diameter
yield? Can you tell me of a good unoccupied field?

How many colonies of bees in proper hives, and
properly managed, will I need to collect the amount
you mention, getting the greatest proportion of sur-

plus? How much capital do you think it will re-

quire, to set up in business? About how much
labor annually?
The above are some of the primary questions that

those who are destined to succted will ask. The
man of tact will /eel at once that the possibilities, or
even probabilities, of one or ten colonies of bees has
but little bearing upon his future success as ahoney-
produoer. Some have urged the purchase of a
very few colonies at first, so as to let knowledge of

the business grow along with the capital. In this

course I have no faith. Why will not the same rea-

soning and advice apply to carpentering, shoemak-
Ing, doctoring, preaching, or the practice of law? I

believe our business a hybrid, or cross between the
trades and professions, and I believe that, wh^n the
man who is going to succeed at it turns his mind to

it he will be fit for little else; that it will be found a
great waste of lime, to be tinkering along with a
number of colonies unworthy of the time of the op-
erator; also a slow and uncertain method of getting
knowledge. Where is the producer of to-day who
has grown up in this way, who has not in the past,

or got to in the future, throw away hundreds of dol-

lars in the many hives and other fixtures? I believe
that in this business, as in all others, the specialist

can produce the product the cheapest; that he will

be forced to produce it as cheaply as he can, the
same as has been the rule with other productions.
That will put the business in the hands of special-

ists; and I believe that there is great wisdom in let-

ting it severely alone, unless you expect to become
one. Those who do, will do best by serving a season
or two as a student apprentice, with some one in

whose success and methods they have confidence,

getting as much for their services as they can agree
upon. I know of a few eases of this kind, and they
point strongly to the wisdom of the course.

I commenced in I8t)!t, and the first thing I lost the
capital I l)egan with; took a small start in connec-
tion with fruit and vegetables, and crept slowly up-
ward. Honey was high; and could I have traded
the fruit and vegetable business off for practical

knoidaluc of apiculture, I would have done much
better. Though it is a fact, that the field of api-

cultural knowledge was considerably smaller than
it is to-day, it would have paid me handsomely, and
saved me hundreds of dollars had I worked under
Adam Grimm, or some such man, a year at least,

even if T had got only my board. I know that, when
the honey of the country is produced by a smaller
number of well-posted men, who will buy only a
fewjnecessitles that they can not more economically
make, that the supply trade will be much less than
as though the same amount of honey were produced
by amateurs and persons of other callings, in a
smaller way; and this proves the economy of spe-

cialty. While the supply trade will no doubt be,

even then, in advance of what it is to-day (so much
more honey will be produced from fields now unoc-
cupied), it will also be a more agreeable, staple

trade, goods and prices being more uniform, dealers

and purchasers better acquainted with each other,

and our whole system running with less than half

the friction and disappointment of to-daj-.

All honest men, whatever may be their interest,

who see it in this light, are anxious to herald the
"good time coming." Jamks Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Dec. 12, 1881.

If one undertakes the bee business because
of the money he can make out of it. and for
no other reason, I do not know but that I
pretty nearly agree with friend Heddon ; but
if I am correct, a great part of the readers of
Gleanings have other reasons for keeping
bees. The man who makes honey-pails by
the hundred thousand can assuredly make
them cheaper 1 han the one who makes them
by the dozen ; and the man who raises and
puts up honey by the ton, can (or at least
ought to) furnish it at a less price than the
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bee-keeper of a dozen colonies. For all that,
it seems to me there are many good reasons
why we should have small tinners and small
bee-keepers. Often one may well be both ;

for while his bees need no care in winter, it

may be better for him to make tin p:»ils at 50
cents a day, than to leave home to engage in
some other employment. With many of us,
the work with our bees is recreation in the
open air ; and although Ave should pay out
more cash on them than we ever get back, it

may be a gain after all, in better health. It
is very likely true, that the great honey-
producers do not patronize supply dealers
very much, for the reason you give ; but,
friend II., what is to be done with the world
of ordinary people, who are not blessed with
very much energy (or brains either, perhaps)?
What about those who are e(]ual to the task
of caring for only a dozen or 20 colonies V Is
it not well for such to take a small start, and
grow, even . though they never get up to
great heights V Again : 1 have a very much
valued friend who makes boots and shoes
sometimes. lie also has a small farm ; and
as he at one time w;is a printer, he dabbles
occasionally in printing, stereotyping, elec-
trotyping, etc. A few days ago I suggested
to him, that although he did succeed with all

these things, it could not pay him very much.
Said he, ''Mr. Root, I do not always work
for money. Sometimes I work for the plea-
sure of it.'' If I am correct, he is not in
debt, but has money enough to visit our
great cities when he wishes, and see how
the large factories do the things he has been
working on there at home, and I know he
enjoys seeing the world progress in these
things, with a relish many of us can not im-
derstand. Now. while I believe in him, and
enjoy taking a look into his happy face, I
also admire specialists. Since 1 met you at
the convention, and heard you talk, friend
II., I have had quite a longing to visit your
apiaries; and I also want to visit George
Grimm. I am sure it would do me good,
and, mayhap, it might do Gleanings good.
What do you think, friends V

HONEY FROIVI CORN.

BY ONE WHO IS THOROUOHLV AVAKED UP IN REGARD
TO THE MATTER.

BJpR. EDITOR:—We desire to provoke thoughf,

[Jt|[ rather than convey iDformation. We would
prefer to convey information, If we possess-

ed the facts. " AVlll bees gather honey from corn ?
"

This is asked on page 595 of Gleanings. The an-

swer given by "one," as friend Doolittle had it, is,

" Yes, and lots of it, sometimes." Now, I do not be-

lieve that honey is ever gathered from the tassel-s, or
male organs of corn, or from the pollen producing
organs of any plant. Honey, I regard as a sort of
menstrua of the female organs of plants, designed
by nature to entangle the pollen for impregnating
purposes. In most plants these organs are in imme-
diate proximity. The honey secreted by the pump-
kin Is at the apex of the embryo pumpkin, and im-
mediately under the pollen, etc. Now, corn is an
exception to this general rule. The silk of the corn
Is the natural loeation from which honey should
flow. But, bees do not visit the silk, in this section

of Iowa; and we have not been able to find our bees

tonguing the corn-tassels. We do not say that bees
do not find honey on corn-stalks or corn-tassels. We
believe the old German saying, that •' in a good year,

every bean-pole sweats honey; but in a bad one, no
flower secretes any." The sapof plants varies in the
quantitj' of susar secreted. Some years it is very
sweet, and beetles act as "sugar -tree tappers,"

while bees gather in the sap, etc. " No admittance"
seems to be tacked over many departments of Na-
ture's laborator3', and we have not found out all we
want to know about honey. Will the ABC class al-

low me to sa.v, that when a plant secretes pollen in

large quantities, it secrets honey in small quantities?

Much pollen supersedes the necrssity of much honey.
The reverse of this problem is also true—much hon-
ey, little pollen. AVe think that, when bees come
from the buckwheat fields heavily laden with pollen,

it indicates a meager flow of honey. Small pellets

and full sacks; large pellets and empty sacks. Hang
this on the basswood-trees anyhow, and then tell us
where else, and what you know about it. I offer $50

for one pound of honey from corn-tassels. Any one
knowing his bees to be gathering honey from corn-

tassels, will notify me by postal or dispatch. I will

at once start for his place. If bees are not gather-
ing honey from corn-tassels, he must pay my ex-

penses. If the honey is produced from corn-tassels,

I am to receive the pound, pay $.50, and my own ex-

penses. Jesse Oren.
La Porte City, Black Hawk Co., la., Dec. 13, 1881.

Although I don't quite like friend Oren's
way of bringing out facts, it may be that his
letter Avill bring out what Ave do not know
about corn from honey. Can not the parti-
cles of honey in the tassel, if such there be,
be found with the microscope ? It seems to
me this Avould settle it.

SPEAKING 1JNKINDI.Y OF THOSE WE
KNO\*%

fjIIE folloAving is from the American Bee

_^ Journal of Nov. 9 :

—

WOULD IT BE AN HONEST TRANSACTION V

I notice the following editorial remarks in Glean-
ings for Oct., page 496:—
" The Holy-Land bees ceit.ainly have some strong points of

difference thiit promise well. AVe often send them out to fill

orders, and 1 have never yet heard them called any thing else
tkan nice Italians. The bees would please almost anvbod.v in
appearance, and we have never had a complaint of their being
cross, like .some of the Cyprians. '

'

Now, are we to understand by tho above that,
should we order from Mr. Koot an Italian queen, he
is to send us just what he chooses, and it is all right
so long as we do not know the difference? Th.it is

on a par with the dairyman who would ship a cus-
tomer a tuh of olpomargiirine, and would console
himself that the customer would not know the dif-
ference between that and good butter.
Kockland, N. Y. AV. Cairns.

Whatever ails you, frieml C. V Can't you
be kind o' half way civil and decent, even
though you may be writing for the A. B. J.l
I iiavent said a word about queena in any
thing you have quoted — I only said bees.

In ''our parts" we sell bees by the pound —
bushels and bushels of them. Folks buy
queens, and then we send some bees along
Avith them, and the Holy-Land bees ore very
pretty Italians. Do you suppose the bees
sent with a queen are going to spoil her pu-
rity V And, by the way, friends, is it just,
kind, and civil, for a brother-editor to pub-
lish such things about one you all knoAV aa
you do me V
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rroiii Different Fields.

WINTER PASSAGES OVER THE COMBS.

fIjIIE practice of giving winter passages over the

combs is one of my hobbies about wintering-

I have practiced it for the past three winters,

and have not iost a colony when so prepared and
chaff paclied. I formerly used corn cobs, the same
as Mr. feihane did; but I have thrown them aside, and
use now in their stead a new, clean, well-seasoned

pine shingle, nine or ten inches wide, with a cleat

one-half inch square on each end. I think it has
some advantage over Mr. Hill's device, as illustrated

in November Gleanings. It is easier made by per-

sons not having the use of machinery. It prevents
the fine dust from rattling through the burlap di-

rectly among the bees, and I think retains the

warmth of the cluster much better than burlap and
chaff alone. The moisture will pass off at the sides

of the shingle as well as if not there. I have exam-
ined a number of colonics so arranged to-day, and
find the bees clustered close up against the shingle

in all of them. I consider the cleated shingle of

equal value for cellar wintering. I winter half my
bees in cellar; the other half outdoors packed in

chaff; sofar with about equal success. To sum up
with, if it wore :iot for the trouble, I would use a

board similar to the old-fashioned honey-board, fit-

ting close around the side of the hive, and glued on.

with a half-inch space above the frames— the board

to have from four to eight one-inch auger-holes, ac-

cording to the strength of the colony; those to be

covered with burlap, and the whole well protected

with chaff. L. D. Gai.t..

Stedman, Chaut. Co., N. Y., Nov. 14, l^Sl.

Why, irieuds, it looks almost as if we were
going" to swing around to the original air

space above the frames, invented by our
good old friend Mr. Langstroth, pretty well
toward 30 years ago. I have before spoken
of the fact, that a nttmber of our neighbors
who use the old-style Langstroth hives with
honey-boards, winter, year after year, with
but very few losses comparatively.'

CANDY FEEDING IN WINTER NOT IN.JTJRIOUS.

I see on p. 490 of Oct. Gleanings, that friend Hub-
bard claims that the " honey-board, or substitute

thereof," should not be loosened too late in the sea-

son for the bees to wax all up tight again before

cold weather; and that you agree with him. That, I

will not question ; but I will give some facts on the

subject, from the experience of the past winter. As
above stated, the season of 1880 was very dry. There
being no fall pasturage, I had to feed my bees for

winter supply, which was done in October. Freezing

weather set in the latter part of October, and con-

tinued all winter with but few days during which
snow would melt. Now for the facts: About the

first of January I found that one colonj' was dead.

They continued dying until I had last four— starved,

as I supposed, by being unable to get to the honey
in the outside frames. With the mercury standing

below the freezing point, and the ground covered

with snow, 1 opened every hive I had, and put in

cakes of candy, made as you direct, on top of the

frames. Thus I continued feeding those in the

weakest condition, always, of course, selecting the
warmest days. After giving the first candy I never
lost a single colony, and succeeded in bringing my
remaining 15 colonics through the winter in fair

condition. I was away from home during the win-
ter, teaching school, being at home only at intervals.

I believe that, had I been at home where I could
have watched them, that I should have lost none.
Orleans, Ind., Nov. 5. 1881.' J. H. Heed.

Since you mention it, friend K., I recall to
mind tliat I have done the same thing,
tlirough pretty severe winters too, and now
I am inclined to think disturbance does
harm only when the bees are confined to nat-
ural stores, or stores not easily assimilated
when they can not lly. If given pure sugar
candy, disturbance in Avinter, or at any oth-
er time, is not necessarily detrimental; if

conlined to natural stores, and threatened
with dysejitery, it may. as in your case,
prove (juite the contrary.

" OirT OF THE WOODS."
Mr. Iiont, if you remember, you told us last spring-

not to crow until we got out of the woods. I think I

ha\ e got out now. Our honey is not all weighed yet,

but I will crow about 1000 lbs., all comb honey, and
j
48 good swarms of bees. This is my second summer

{

with bees. I worked in the tannery every day 10

I hours except Vi days with my bees. I have a wife,

j

and twin boys 10 years old. They would come to the

1 tannery to tell me when the bees swarmed; and I

!
have one girl, 13 years old. I sent to H. Alley; got 3

queens, Hungarian, Cyprian, and Holy-Land. I in-

troduced them all right, and raised two queens from
the Cyprians. 1 like Gleanings (you can put me
down for one year more), and I like jour advice;

but I don't like those fault-tindiug letters that you
sometimes receive. 1 ga^•e Mother Robins one swarm
of bees the ITth of June; they made 75 lbs. of surplus

honey. F. RouLO.
Portvillc, Catt. Co., N. Y., Oct. 12, 1881.

HO.NEY AT 25c. A PAILFUL.
On page 570, Nov. No. of Gle.vnings, you say that

I'/c-lb. tin pails of ext. honey sell readily for an even
25c. Is that the wholesale or retail price? If the

latter, it is not enough; for no one can expect to re-

1

tail a large lot of honey. I can not get grocers to

i
handle a package of extracted honey for less than

10c. ; deducting this and price of pail, loaves 10c. for

honey, label, and putting up. Ten cents for the gro-

cer, I know, is too much; but what are we to do?

Salem. O., Nov. 19, 1881. M. Frank Taber.

Friend T., you will see, by the Honey
Column, that extracted honey can be bought
by the barrel at an average price of about yc.

Well, call it 10, and your pails, by the hun-
dred, 4c.; labels and putting up should not
make all over 20c. Well, if your grocers
-will not sell such pails of honey for a com-
mission of 10 per cent, for just handing out
the pails, you have an excellent locality to

start a grocery.

ELEVEN INCRliASED TO 20, AND 1100 LBS. OF HONEY.

Here is my report for 1881: In the spring I had 11

colonies, mostly weak, and all in box hives; they are

black bees, with just a trace of Italian blood. I

transferred 4 into Simplicity hives. These 4 gave us

no swarms, but they increased so as to fill three 1-

story hives, and made GOO lbs. of surplus honey. The
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others all swarmed, and now I have 20. Fourteen
are in Simplicity hives, and (> in box. I have taken,

•in all, 1100 lbs. of honey - lOOO extracted, and 100 of

comb. Just after basswood bloom they feathered a

quantity of very thick dark honey which tasted more
like mol:issos than honey. I think it must have been

hgnc.v-dcw. I was s^irprised to And how large some
swarms become when they have plenty of room; be-

fore, I had always supposed they had room to do
their best in box hives containing 200O cubic inches.

I had one case of two queens in one hive. I acci-

dentally killed one of them, and the bees very soon
started queen-cells, but tore tliem down as soon as

they were sealed up. Bees are now in the cellar.

Rloomington, Minn., Nov. ™9, 1881. G. IT. Pond.

WlLLOM'o .VM) lil.PE THISTLE AS HONE V-PLA NTS.

I have been looking over A B C respecting bee-

plants, or honey-producing plants. 'What have you
to say on willows? I herewith send you some cut-

tings of the Holy -Land willow, from Sunnysidc.
They come into blossom early - the very first to

make its appearance in this State, and they arc full

of bees from morn to night when weather will per-

mit bees to work them. You will see they already

show signs of budding. It is the most valuable tady
honey and pollen producing shrub I am acquainted

with. I will send you specimens of full llowers this

season. Now another thing 1 wish to correct you on:

Blue thistle is no thistle, and docs not belong to that

class. It is Bimujn (iixDuliniira, and is a perennial,

and you will And a few plants with the willows. It

is a great honey-producing plant, and remains in

bloom to this date. Dee. 1, in sheltered positions. My
bees are bringing pollen to-day, and 1 can Qnd noth-

ing else in bf)om, and I see a few bees on this plant.

C. H. Lake.
Sunnysidc, Baltimore, Md., Dec. 1, 1S81.

I did not mention willows amonp the :

honey-producing plants, becan.se it did not
i

seem to me tliat anybody would set out any
i

plant so hard to eradicate, for honey alone, i

I did not at that time know that our fence '

Avillows were honey-producing in some lo-
i

calities. In a recent back number we have
;

been told something of the difficulty of erad-
!

icating willows. It has also been nientioned '

that blue thistle is not a thistle ; but still,
j

some of our friends Avho '"got a going"!
could not well stop ; and to keep peace in

|

the family I took blue-thistle seed out of the
'

price list. i

INTRODUCINr. BV .MAKING .4. NEW COLONY FROM j

TWO OI.U ONES.

Noticing in the Dec. No. of Gleanings, p. OOt, an
article in which a method of "introducing" a new
queen to a colony of bees without being obliged to

hunt up the old one is described, the writer seems
to leave a part of the problem unsolved, or at least

does not carry his description far enough to cover
all requirements of the case. He writes, " Opened
No. 1, took out live frames heaviest with brood;
brushed all the bees from them, put the frames of

brood into an empty hive with queen caged on one
of the combs; removed swarm No. ;J a rod or so

from its old stand, when bees were tlying l)riskly;

put cage containing queen and brood in the place
from whence I removed No. 2." Now, from this

transaction the influence seems to be that the bees
which are absent from No. 2 at the time of the opera-

1

tion and removal of their hive, will, on returning to

j
their old stand, enter the nucleus placed there by
the operator, as it occupies the place of their former
home. But as there are bees in No. ;J at the time of

I

its removal, how will they conduct themselves on
their return from their first trip to the fields, from

I

their new position ? It seems that the old bees, and,

i

in fact, all those properly belonging to No. 3, in

j

gathering, would invariably return to their old stand

;

leaving only the nurse bees, or those very young,

I

with the old queen in the old hive, at the new position,
' making the whole performance no more nor less

I

than the establishing of a new colony by lUoidina

two others; viz., by supplying brood from one, and

I

bees from another the queen being furnished by
the operator. If every thing would work favorably

;

by the employment of such means, there seems to be
I but little chance for objection to dvidino in this

j

way. The impression derived from the description

seems to favor the idea that there would be no un-
favorable result ; but, before attempting its practice,

a further assurance seems necessary to establish a
perfect confidence in the modus operandi. Has the
method been practiced heretofore? If so, can we
not have a few words of admonition through Glk.\n-
iNGS, from the editor, or some of its numerous vet-

eran bee-keeping correspondents?

.Tas. F. Latham.
Cumberland, Maine. Dec. 7, 1881.

The method has been practiced to a con-
siderable extent, when queens are to be in-
troduced, and the number of stocks increas-
ed at the same time. I know of no objec-
tion, e.xcept the one friend Hasty alludes to
in his article on page 25. The queen should
be kept caged about 48 hours, or until bees
from the old hive have pretty nearly stopped
coming in.

HOW far bees fly for honey.
I find in Dec. No. of Gle.\nings, page 596, "'31

2

miles is as far as we have been able to find Italians

working from their hives, when the first ones were
brought to our county." Now, when the first Ital-

ians were brought to this county (Monroe) they were
found working on the flowers 7 miles from the near-

est hives. Oi: this there can be no doubt, for it was
before there couM have Ijeen any of them in the
woods; and although I did not see them, yet I have
the fact from the parties who did, and who are en-

tirely reliable. As we may not soon again have an
opportunity, at least so good a one, of testing the

flight of bees for honey as we had when the Italians

were introduced, I think it is well enough to record

all the facts we can get on so interesting a subject.

Hugh Marlin.
Blooinington, Ind., Dec. 10, 1881.

Very good, friend jSI., and thanks for the
item. What has been the experience of
others?

out ok • UL.VSTEI) HOPICS" into "SMILERY."

I believe I was in the wrong pew anyhow, don't

you? Although I had been sick all winter, and lost

all my 21 colonies of bees but one weak and queen-
less stock, my )tope.-i were not blasted; 'twas only the

bees; f<ir I went right to work and bought a hybrid

queen for the little swarm I had left, and bought an-

other weak swarm with hybrid queen, and from
those two weak swarms I now have nine, all in good
trim for winter. But I got no honey— didn't expect
any; worked for increase altogether. It was a very
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poor season for honey here anyhow, but I am satis-

fled. I smile again. Jacob Copeland.
Allendale. 111., Dec. 5, 1H81.

I guess you wfve in the wrong pew, friend
C, and I suppose you will now keep in the
right one.

ROCK CANDY AS A REMEDY FOR DYSENTEHY, AGAIN.
I am a subscriber to Gleanings, and see no com-

munication from this part of Wi.'sconsin. The old-

style bee-keepers lost all they had last winter. The
season was rather poor, so they neglected their bees

until cold weather came, then they went to work to

pack and house them for winter, rousing them
when they ought to leave them alone. I had 18

swarms. I saved 6. Last spring, when I saw them
dying, I commenced to feed rock candy, and those

that were not too far gone partook and lived. The
summer of 1880 was wet, and the honey was too

watery, and it soured, causing dysentery. 1 have 16

swarms now, all in good condition —all Italians, but
they are getting rather dark colored. I will get

some queens in the spring. I use the Langstroth
hive, and don't want any other, I have tried a good
many, and all proved good for nothing. I had bees
16 years; but last winter was the worst on bees I ev-

er knew.
PROTECTION FROM THE WINDS.

I think the northeast winds very injurious to

bees; and west winds also. I protect mine with a

high-board fence on the west and north, and pack
them in chaff boxes. This part of Wisconsin is a

good place to keep bees— plenty of forest, and bass-

wood plenty; white clover grows abundantly, wild

and tame; a good deal of dairying is done here, and
we have large pastures covered with white clover

almost all summer. Some buckwheat is raised.

RAPE honey for WINTERING.
Not much rape is raised some years. Four years

ago there was some a mile from me, and I hope it

will not be raised nearer than 20 miles of me again.

I had 8 swarms smell strong of rape In the fall; in

the spring they smelled like rotten turnips, and the

8 swarms died. Jesse H. Roberts.
Munn, Manitowoc Co., Wis., Dec. 3, 1881.

This matter of protection from the pre-
vailing winds is a very important one in-

deed, even if you have the best chaff hives
for every colony ; for not only do cold winds
detract very much fi-om the efficiency of
chaff hives ; but days when the bees can fly,

if the hive is sheltered from the winds, they
will regain the alighting-boards when they
would not otherwise. They will also often
go out and get water for brood-rearing, keep-
ing under the shelter of this fence, or wind-
break, when they would otherwise be com-
pelled to stay inside. You will notice, in the
picture of our apiary, that we have a close
row of evergreens, completely surrounding
our apiaries.—I have never before heard of
the objection to rape you mention.

UPWARD VENTlL.iTION NOT ALWAYS A NECESSITY.

I went into the winter of 1880 with 36 colonies and
two nuclei, all on their summer stands. All were
well packed with chaff early, and before cold

weather set in. Each colony, by the use of division-

boards, was confined on as few combs as was prac-

ticable, and the space outside the division-boards (I

use two in each hive) was filled with oat chaff. Up-
ward ventilation was carefully guarded against by
spreadins smoothly several thicknesses of newspa-

per on the quilt that covered the frames, and on this

was placed loose chaff well pressed down. The en-

trances, during the coldest weather, were contract-

ed to about one inch by 'Ji of an inch. Now for the

result: Do you say they all died? No; the first of

April, 1881, found them all in pretty good condition,

with the loss of but one queen. So much has been
said of late in favor of upward ventilation, I have
been induced to prcj)are my bees for winter with a
view to testing the two theories; viz., "upward ven-

lation," and '• no upward ventilation." I now hare
on their summer stands 33 colonies and 6 nuclei.

Ten good strong slocks I have left empty, and partly

filled bo.xes on. In all other respects they are wel'

prepared for winter. The rest of my colonies have
but little, if any, upward ventilation. I will report

their condition next spring. There are but few bees
in this neighborhood, outside of my own apiary.

Four years ago there were 76 colonies (all blacks)

within a mile and a half of mo. Now there are but
8 colonies within that distance of me. These 8 are

all that have survived the cold and the famine; and
they must be mine, or be Italianized, next spring,

for I do not want a black drone to take wing within

the flight of my virgin queens next year. Last sum-
mer I thought I was going to get into Blasted Hopes
sure. We had such a drought and such a famine as

were never known here before. But finally showers
came, and with the showers came flowers; and with

the flowers came honey; and I got nearly a thousand
pounds when I expected none. M. J. Harris.
Calhoun, 111., Dec. It, 188L

FOUL brood; FOUNDATION THE CURE.
I almost got out of bees Inst winter. The principal

cause was foul brood. It got into a great many be-

fore I knew what was wrong, being too late last fall

(when I found what was the matter) to remedy the

evil; consequently I lost over 40 swarms. As soon
as honey was in the blossoms in the spring, I turned
the bees all on to foundation in clean hives, took the

comb away and melted it into wax. I boiled the

honey, and fed it back to them. I did not wail for

the starving process recommended, but set them
right to work with success, as none of the disease ap-

peared. I put 46 good swarms into winter quarters in

cellar Nov. 21. They arc nice and dry. I made over

1400 lbs. of honey last season, and started with only

6swarms; bought 12 second swarms, cheap; built up
to good swarms, so I feel thankful, as my loss might
be worse. However, it was a good lesson.

George Duncan.
Embro, Ont., Can., Dec. 6, 1881.

The matter of curing foul brood was very
fully discussed at the convention, and friend
Jones declared salicylic acid a perfect fail-

ure with the real virulent foul brood, every
time. With the plan you give, however, in
connection with the starving process, he says
foul brood is little more to be dreaded than
the moth-miller we used to hear so much
about a few years ago. The starving pro-
cess, he says, may take as long as 70 hours,
when the drummed - out bees have filled

themselves with new honey. They should
be placed in a box covered with wire cloth,

and allowed to remain until a few bees be-
gin to fall to the bottom, with the usual
signs of starvation. They may then be put
on frames of fdn., and be fed the honey, aft-

er scalding. The combs containing sealed
brood may all be placed in one queenless
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colony until all the brood hatches ; then
treat this as the others, and we have really

lost nothing but the old comlis. The hives
and frames must be thoroughly boiled in a
large kettle, before being used again. In-
tense freezing does not kill the germs of
foul brood; but thorowjh boiling always docs.

BEES IN COLORADO "135 LBS. TO THE COLONY AND
ONE-HALF INCREASE.

Some people in Colorado are asking if it will pay
to keep bees in Colorado; and as a partial answer I

will give uiy experience lor this year. I had, in the

spring of 1881, 20 colonies in chaff hives; increased

to 39, or onohalf, and took 3510 lbs. of honey, being

an average per colony, spring count, of 135 lbs.,

nearly all e.vtracted; 25U lbs. 1-lb. section. I cur-

tailed increase all that was possible during the year.

Wife and the children took care of the bees during

the houey season. I provided hives, frames, sec-

tions, and all bee furnitture to hand -showing also

a large field of usefulness and prolit as well for our

wives and daughters, especially those with lung

trouble, as with Mrs. Rhodes, who has received great

benefit inhaling the fumes or scent of the hives dur-

ing the honey season. I use and recommend the

chaff hives for this country. Mine are now so strong

that it was only last week we could get them below
to cover with chaff for the winter. Bees are tlying

to-day, and carrying in water. We have had snow
and cold weather, but it lasted only a few days.

Our altitude is between 5O0O and tiOOO feet, 10 miles

from the foot of the "Old Rockies," and 5 miles

from Denver, the "Queen City of the Plains." In a

part of that country marked on the old maps as the

"Great American Desert," we lind that bees flourish

as in the land of Palestine, which has been described

as a land of milk and honey. By the way, I almost
forgot to saj% that wife wants a Holy-Land queen
some time early next season. Now I will close, by
saying that we enjoy much your monthly sermon in

Gleanings, and pray that they may be greatly

blessed of God to all who read them.
R. H. Kbodes.

Arvada, Jeff. Co., Col., Dec. 3, 1881.

POLLEN and wintering, AGAIN.

As Mr. Heddon says, the wintering problem is

getting to be interesting; but how will the innocent

bees fare in the hands of the ABC class when our
wise ones differ so widely in their advice? One says,

upward ventilation; another, crowd the bees on the
smallest possible number of combs, and give them
ample time to close up all openings; others advise

us to give plenty of room, without any protection

whatever. What are we, the ABC class, to do with
all of this confusion? I think that Mr. Heddon is

on the right track. I am confident that pollen is at

the bottom of all our troubles in wintering (don't

understaud me to say, that if we remove all pollen

that the bees will winter without further attention),

and I think that it is useless for us to leave our bees
exposed to the winter blasts for experiment sake;

because, if it is an open winter, so that bees can fly

once a monih, they will winter with or without an
abundance of pollen. As we can not tell when we
are going to have a hard winter, had we not better

prepare for a cold winter every time? I will tell the
friends how we can test the pollen theory. At the
close of brood-rearing, remove all the combs that

contain pollen, and give them combs of honey, if

you have them; if not, give them empty combs, and

one of neighbor H.'s milk-pans of extracted honey,
and they will soon have it in place of the pollen that

you removed. By the way, friend Rice will winter

his bees this winter as usual. That blackheart field

has done for his bees the work that the rest of us
should attend to— removed the pollen out of the

brood-nest, and filled the place with late brood and
blackheart honey— the best feed for bees (my opin-

ion) in the world. S. H. Lane.
Whitestown, Boone Co., Ind., Dec. 13, 1881.

LARGE YIELDS OF HONEY.
After reading the report of H. Newhaus, I don't

wonder that man in Germany wondered if it rained

honey in America. If I had such a wonderful yield

as Mr. N., I shouldn't tell of it, for fear you might
think I was telling a " whopper." Juno.
La Porte, Iowa, Dec. 7, 1881.

Gently, friend Juno. If yon will look
carefully over the present number, you will
note a lot more of astounding yields ; and if

you read carefully, I think you will find the
stamp of truthfulness on all of the state-
ments. We have blasted hopes, tolerable
success, very good, and, once in a while, the
astonishing. Y on will also find, by our back
volumes, that many who give these large re-

ports now, have, in former seasons, given
some of the most discouraging. I think any
candid reader will say that the reports we
have given have the general stamp of fair-

ness and truthfulness. God does send us
the honey at times almost in showers, and
very often quite unexpectedly too, and here
is the value of these astounding reports, that
they may incite us to be in readiness when
our turn comes.

AN ASTONISHING REPORT FROM AN A B C SCHOLAR
OF THREE SUMMERS.

This being the last of the year, I will hand in my
report for the summer just past. I am an A B C
scholar of three summers. My account stands as

follows: Dr. Cr.

To one extractor $4 00
" Postage 41
" Lumber and nails 80
" one queeo 1 00
" Sugar 3 00
" Gleanings 1 00

Total $9 21

By extracted honey, 90 lbs., at 15c $13 50
" comb honey, 25 lbs., at 20c 5 00
" 8 youns stands, at $7.00 .56 00
" 3 old stands at $~.m 14 00

Total $88 50
Deduct 9 21

Net profit $T9 39

I am well pleased with my success. My bees are

all in chaff, except 3 in two-story hives with cush-

ions on. George Cole.
Freeport, Shelby Co., Ind., Dec. 13, 1881.

"Why, friend C, do you mean to say you
made the bees that gathered all that honey,
out of nothing but an extractor, postage-
stamps, lumber and nails, one queen, sugar,
and GleaxingsV Why I so infer, is, you
do not debit the apiary with bees at all, but
yon do credit it with two old stands and
eight young ones. Did you not omit to
charge" the two old stands you started with ?

In any case, you have done tiptop, and we
hope more of our beginners will be able to
send in an equally good report.
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"doctors" who disagree, etc.

I liko to read Gleanings. I have read it now
nearly a year, and I read of many ways to keep bees.

One says this is the best way; the other, that; and

they have all lost about alike. One says they had

dysentery, and honey is the cause of it; the other

says pollen; another, confinement, etc. Now, thej-

have not proven yet, to my patisfaction, that they

have dysentery at nil. I know the bees spatter their

hives around sometimes, but don't they do that nat-
j

urally? The reason that I believe so is because,

when 1 was a little boy my father bought a stand of

bees, and those bees lived In that hive .30 years or

more. I know they spattered their hive all around.

"Why did they not die out, if that is dysentery? That
was a three-story box hive, or a drawer hive; each

drawer had its own entrance; the brood-nest was in

the middle drawer. They had a passage from the

lower to the upper story. A neijjhbor of mine has

had eight tor many years, and they act the same
way. Why don't they die? His hives have en-

trances 3 Inches deep, and the breadth of the hive

open all winter, and they come through strong. Tie

put a few swarms in Langstroth hives, and they died

for him; they were not so airy as the Ijox hives.

Does not that show that they smother rather than

freeze? Another neighbor had live — 4 in a frame
hive, and one in box hive: the four frame died; box
i:ame through; it had an empty surplus box on top;

it sat on a plank two feet from the ground; had

large entrance; the wind could blowthrough the en-

tire hive, and he got two good swarms from it this

summer. Geo. Fauskight.
Middle Brunch, Stark Co.. O., Nov., 1881.

Thanks, friend F. : but I do not think jou
are quite correct in saying they winter"^ all

about alike. ^V'e have a few men who, we
might almost say, never lose in wintering.
Our friend George Grimm, for instance, and
friend Hill, of Mount Healthy. By looking
over our back numbers you will find many
more. Dysentery does not always kill bees.

If not too severe, they get over it. Again :

A few years ago we had losses where there
were no traces of dysentery; they "'just

died," and that was about all vou could say
about it. Two of our successful neighbors,
Shane and Blakeslee, used to laugh at the
rest of us about our losses ; but they have
both had seasons of spring dwindling that
have taken at least some of the '' conceit "

out of them . They winter pretty fairly now^;
but they don't often brag a greait deal about
their ability to do so.

A business opening for our SOI'THKItN FRIENDS,
SUGGESTED.

If this is an open winter I shall take my o stand.-?

through. My experience has been, that there is no
trouble in wintering bees, if the winter is moder-
ate. I think I have found out, that if aman wants to

make money by the aale of bees he must go south;

then he will have a mai-kct north for three years out

of five, when the bees in the North are winter-

killed. The same with fruits. Whf n peaches are

ripe ia this climate, the North has been supplied

from the South, as we learned two years ago, hun-
dreds of bushels rotting on the ground, and no de-

mand. There, now, what do you think of this essay?

G. W. HOUSELL.
Bainbridge, Putnam Co., Ind., Nov. 20, 1881.

Well, I think it quite an interesting essay,

friend II. ; but I can not quite agree to the
statement, that we here in the North lose
our bees in wintering, three times out of
five. I admit there is a pretty good demand
for bees as often as that, and that there are
usually a good many bad losses •. but, my
friend, we are going tg do better. Never
mind; bring on the bees from the South;
there will always be a good market for them.

UUUBEH FOUND.VTION PLATES.

I was anxious to be able to say I could make good
work, which I can not exaclly say yet; but the sea-

son was almost past before I got them, so that we
have not had much experience yet. I can at times
make perfect sheets, but not \iniformly. I have no
trouble in getting them off, but the sheets have
white blisters in them here and there, mostly in the

center, as if it were air-bubbles. I saw some in the
sheet sent me. (.'an it be remedied any way, as they

look so badly? Leslie Tait.

Foveran. Aberdeenshire, Scotland, Sept. 27, 1881.

It is true, that fdn. made on the rubber
plates has not the finish and nice appear-
ance of that made with the rolls, because
they compress the wax so as to put a gloss
and accurate outline to it; but, my friend,
this finish in the hard wax is just Avhat tlie

bees do not like, and you will find they will
work out your fdn. with that soft look and
jagged outline very much easier than that
made on rolls. In "fact, the latter is worked
clear down like natural comb, because it is

virtually wax in the state it is in natural
comb, without any of the liardening or com-
pressing. The white blisters you mention
do no harm at all for actual work. Shall we
sacrifice utility for looks simply ?

SEEDING ALONG OUR RAILWAYS WITH HONEY-
PLANTS, ETC.

During the past fall there has been thrown up the

roadway of a new railroad that i)asses within a few
hundred feet from my apiary. Now, I have availed

myself of the opportunity of getting quite a lot of

fine bee pasture by sowing the entire roadbed (some
hundred feet wide) for a distance of some two miles,

in white Dutch clover, sweet clover (melilot), gold-

en honey plant, motherwort, and catnip. As a great

part of the roadbed was of loose, fresh earth, the

seeds (all mi.Yed together) when sown were covered

by the first rain that fell, and much of it is up al-

ready. Now, as the land in question would soon

have been covered with tall coarse weeds, was it not

better to give the seeds of well-known honey-plants

the first and best chance to occupy the ground? Of
course, it costs something; cuite an item, in fact, to

get seeds and time to sow them; but I feci convinced

that within reach of the majority of the wide-awake
bee-keepers of the U. S., there i« enough waste or

idle land to give their bees ample stores to gather,

if these lands in question were only sown in honey-

producing plants, that would seed themselves from
year to year, or become perennial. We bee-keepers,

as a class, have not enough faith in the outcome of

our business, and coasequently our works are few
compared with what they ought to lie. Let some one
in each township decide to do a little, and stick to it,

even through repeated failures, and the result will

be almost magical in its effects on improved beo

culture and the production of honey.

Belleville, Illg., Oct. 12, 188L E. T. Flanagan.
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FROM ONE TO EIGHT IN ONE SEASON.

1 have written to you several times, and never

have tolfl you anything about my bees. Last spring

I started in with one hive, mixed with Italians, and

I now have eight hives; the old hive swarmed, four

times, and three of the new hives swarmed, and are

all doing well. I can't work with them myself, but

my wife tends to them ; that may be the reason they

do so well. What do you think? R. T. Norris.
Bakersfleld, Kern Co., Cal., Nov., 1881.

Of course it was, friend N.; and your let-

ter has just given me an idea. If we can't
get letters enough from the ladies to keep
their department going, we will get their
husbands to report in regard to their doings,
just as you have done. I suppose, of course,
none of the husbands willreportany of tlieir

bad conduct.

WHERE TO HAVE THE HONEY-HOUSE, ETC.

I started a year ago last spring with one hive of

bees; increased to 4, and I wintered them packed
with chaff in dry-goods boxes. The four came
through in pretty fair condition. I bought 2 swarms
this spring, then started with the six ; then my report

for this summer. I extracted COS lbs. of basswood,

clover, and dandelion honey, and increased to 19 by
natural swarming. I use the Adair frames in two-

Story hives. I sold my honey tor 15 cents per lb.;

Comb honey sells for 20 and 22c. I packed 15 hives in

boxes, and put 4 in the cellar for winter, all in good
condition. I have your ABC, and Cook's Man-
ual, and I take Gleanings. Would you please an-

swer this question? How far has a house for ex-

tracting to be from the hives, or is there any certain

distance? Wm. A. Mdrkar.
Aberdour, Bruce Co., Ont., Can., Dec. 7, 1881.

It is simply a matter of convenience to
the operator, friend M. In our original hex-
agonal apiary, we put the house in the cen-
ter, as you will see by the A li C ; but this
was objected to, because tlie apiarist could
not see what was going on, on the other side
of the building. Experience has demon-
strated this to be a very important point, es-
pecially in swarming-time, and we now have
the honey-house at one side, as you will see
in the apiary near our factory. In such a
case, it is well to have a car or wheelbarrow
arranged to carry the combs back and forth.
Having the extractor on a car, with a tent
over it, is a very good way where the apiary
is run for extracted honey alone. You will
observe that all these arrangements are very
fully discussed in the ABC.
HOW TO DO WITH QUEENS RECEIVED BY MAIL IN

THE WINTER.
The queen received at noon to-day. I opened the

cage in the postofflce. They appeared so quiet I

was afraid they were dead; and so they were to all

appearance. I emptied the contents into my band,
and warmed them by blowing my breath on them,
and presently I had the satisfaction of seeing them
move. The queen was the first to show signs of
life. I took them home in the house; they soon
were lively. I certainly would not use the tin slide

In winter, as it is too cold. Thanks for promptness.
I never received queens in so short time before.

John Smith.
Morpeth, Ontario, Can., Dec. 9, 1881.

We are now covering the tin slide with

thick paper. I know that some other sub-
stance would seem to be better for cold
weather, but it is very difficult to get any
thing that will answer the purpose for the
Peet plan of introducing, as the tin slide
does.

AN A B C scholar's TROUBLES.
I received of you, through friend N. T. Phelps,

about the first of June, one pound of bees and a
tested queen. About the 8th of July I divided them,
and shortly afterward I discovered my queen (which
was a good one at first) laying nothing but drones. I

got another queen of you, and removed the old one;
In the meantime the bees in the other hive had
been trying in vain to raise a queen from drone lar-

vse. I then got another queen of you, which I

worked five or si.x daj'S to introduce, and finally lost.

I then got a queen-cell from which they raised a
fine-looking queen. In due time she was impreg-
nated, and proved to be purely mated, and very pro-

lific. Before any bees hatched, my two stocks had
become very weak, as you may suppose. I got two
frames of brood, and about a pound of black bees,

which I united with them. As the drought had de-

stroyed about all bloom, I commenced feeding, and
the way the cuecns filled the frames with brood was
wonderful. 1 fed about 30 lbs. of A sugar to the two
stocks, and, fearing they had not enough to winter
on, I gave the two about 10 lbs. of candy when I put
them up for winter. I crowded them on four frames
in one hive and five in the other, packing them on
their summer stands, and I am in hopes I shall not
find myself in Blasted Hopes In the spring.

In putting my bees up for winter 1 had a good op-

portunity of observing the difference between blacks
and Italians in amiability. In one hive, the blacks I

had united with my Italians were quite plenty, and
their disp'isition any thing but pleasant; In fact, I

had to get friend Phelps to help me in preparing
them for winter. We thought we would be good
subjt'cts for a cartoon — he at one side of the hive
plying the smoker with all his might, and 1 at the
other side getting them in shape for winter. With
the other stock I had no ditiiculty whatever, the
blacks having all died off. You see I came pretty
near having more experience than bees.

The bee-keepers about here have had very little

surplus this year, on account of drought.
Kingsville, O., Dec. 19, 1881. H. H. Pease.

You did just right in feeding them up as
you did, frieiid L\,and if you persevere right
along on that track, you will come out
ahead, and I wish you would just see if my
predictions do not come true. You have
persevered amid difficulties, instead of let-
ting them "all slide,'" as many might have
done, and you are of the right stripe to
make a bee man.

HONEY FROM THE OAK.
I see on page 601, December Gleanings, in an-

swer to a Texas correspondent, you say that honey
Is not a normal product of the oak-tree, but is pre
dueed only by insects, etc. Now I will tell you what
I do know about honey from the white-oak tree. In
the spring (I can't just recall the exact time), when
the little acorns are just shaping, they furnish
honey, and sometimes a considerable amount. The
spring of 1880 was the first I had notice of it (not

paying much attention to the matter before). I

was in the timber, and heard a very large humming
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of bees. I thought at first it was a swarm, but soon

found out they were working on the white-oak tree.

To make sure of the matter, I climbed up in a tree

and watched them alighting- on the little acorns. I

secured some of them, and found the sweet liquid

oozing out of them. They reminded me of the gum
blossoms, the honey standing- in little drops. But
this tree must be different from Texas oak.

Flat Ridge, ( )., Dec. 7, 1881. A. H. Duff.

BEE-KEEPKRS' CONVENTIONS.

I have been reading the journals very closely, and
I notice that there is a great interest being taken in

the bee-keepers' conventions throughout the United

States. I notice that Michigan has six associations;

and if Michigan can have six, it looks as if Indiana

could afford to have one; and I think that it would
get the bee-keepers acquainted with each other, and
enable them to discuss the best method of handling

and wintering our little pets, and getting them as

strong as possible by the time the honey crop comes.

I would like to hear from the rest of the bee-keep-

ers of Indiana and other States, for I think we can
have a convention that will be interesting and bene-

ficial to all who attend. Mr. Root, I would like to

hear from you on this subject, and would like to

know if you will help us all you can in trying to get

up this convention. Bee-keepers of Indiana, let us

all try to see if we can get this association started,

and have a meeting this next spring. Let us hear

from all who are interested in the welfare of bees,

through Gleanings or any other journal.

George W. Baker.
Lewisville, Ind., Dec. 8, 1881.

I will gladly do all I can, friend B., con-
sistent with the best interests of our large
circle of readers, for I am well convinced
that conventions, like the one 1 have recent-
ly attended, will be productive of much
good. Please bear in mind, that we wish to
have these pages tilled with matter of gen-
eral interest to all its readers, as much as
possible, and that it would hardly be fair to
take much space for any thing of interest to
any one special locality. We mean to an-
nounce all conventions ; but please bear in
mind, that for rea&ons above given, we can
not give very much space to each.

FROM BLASTED HOPES TO 8M1LERY.

I am not a new subscriber to your magazine; my
time ran out last spring, and I thought ray bees were
going too. I put 16 swarms into the cellar after a two-

week's zero freeze, and came out in the spring with

9, and felt quite discouraged ; but God in his good-

ness has increased them to 31, and gave us (I should

say us instead of me, for my wife is a worker in the

apiary with me) 585 lbs. of honey, mostly in 1-lb.

sections, and have sold most of it at 17 and 20 cts. per

lb. We have missed Gleanings very much.
Waupaca, Wis., Dec, 1881. J. B. Green.

FRIEND HAYHURST'S " TIN'PAIL STORY."

The consignment of pint pails that you refer to on
page 578, Dec. Gleanings, was duly received, and
they outsell any package I have ever used. The
freight bill was $1.81, making the total cost to me
$14.56 — just $6.44 less than the lowest figures that I

can get, in our city of nearly 100,000 inhabitants, for

the same article; I begin to think that some of us

fellows out here hail better start a tin'Shop. I thank

you from the bottom of my — boots for your prompt
way of doing business, not only in shipping without
delay, but in nlwan^ acknowledging receipt of orders.

Your style of packing is excellent; not one of the
whole 300 pails was injured in transit. If we Kan-
sas City folks get a good crop of honey next year,

and do not have our tin-shop stai'ted, " John" will

have a big stock of pails to make for us.

E. M. Hayhurst.
P. S. We (wife, babies, and self) are wonderfully

pleased with the little pails. E. M. TI.

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 15, 1881.

OR HONEY PLANTS TO BE NAMED.

|P|IIAS. E. McEAY, Canon City, Colora-
njj do, sends us a beautiful-looking blos-^^ som, whicli lie describes as follows :

—
It is in blossom all summer, and bees work on it

almost as they do on mignonnette.

Canon City, Colorado. Chas. E. McRay.
As it was beyond our experience, we sent

it to Prof. Beal, who names it as follows :
—

This is Pctalostemon macrof<ta(hyus. I have had
two other species sent in as bee-plants. It is nearly

related to the clovers, and several of them are called

prairie clovers. W. J. Beal.
Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich., Nov., 1881.

}adi^^' §qjiavliff0it

fpIE following is credited to Mrs. Harri-
son, but as tile sciap of paper I found

"—
' it on told no more, 1 do not know how

I shall be able to give credit any further.
See if it does not sound like her.

Bee-keeping, although a laborious employment,
demands no great outlay of strength at one time.

It embraces the performance of many little items,

which require skill and gentleness more than muscle.

The hand of woman from nature, habit, and educa-

tion, has acquired an ease of motion which is agree-

able to the sensibilities of bees, and her breath is

seldom offensive to their olfactories by reason of to-

bacco or beer.

Women have demonstrated that the making of

hives and surplus boxes is no objection, as they

have ])urchased them in the flat, nailed, and painted

them. The hiving of swarms is neither more diffi-

cult nor dangerous than the washing of windows or

milking. The right time to extract honey, or to put

on, or take off surplus boxes, requires no more tact

or skill to determine than the proper fermentation

of bread, or the right temperature of the oven re-

quired for baking. She is in her allotted sphere

while raising queens and nursing weak colonies, or

caring for the honey when off the hive.

The most powerful argument in view of the suit-

ableness of bee-keeping for women is this: that it is

something she can do at home, and not interfere

with her domestic duties. Many women of small

means have young children depending upon their

exertions for support, and remunerative work to be

performed at home brings very little in the market

of to-day: for instance, the making of overalls at
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five cents a pair, and shirts at '^0 cents per dozen.

She is compelled to accept less pay than men for the

same service performed. We hud a friend, chosen

as principal of a school on account of her elflciency,

but she was compelled to accept lower wages than

her predecessor, who was a man, and dismissed for

his^incompetcncy. But we have never found a deal-

er unscrupulous enough to offer less for a i»ound of

honey because it was produced by a woman.

now SOME YOUNG LADIES KEPT UEES — ANT) DIDN'T

KEEP THEM.

Dear Gleanings: I thought you would like to

hear about bee matters from this part of the Union,

and so I will attempt to make a report that I hope
will be of some interest to you and your readers. My
two sisters and myself formed, last year, under the

guidance of an old and tried friend, and scientitie

apiarist, a co-operative apiary association tocarryon
bee culture on our father's farm, adjoining the far-

famed Bonaventure Cemeter}'. We had wintered

three colonies on the summer stand without the

least protection - not even a honey-board, and did

not lose a single colony, nor did we perceive much
dwindling; although we had the severest winter

known for forty years. So you see the question of

wintering, that is so extensively discussed in the

bee papers, does not puzzle us here at all. Last

spring we divided each of our three colonies into

three, and with some nuclei given us by a friend, we
attempted to build up fifteen or sixteen good col-

onies. After the unusually, severe and protracted

winter, spring vegetation came on rather late, but
with a rush. The sudden abundance of forage

seemed to demoralize our bees; they were taken
with a swarming rage that nothing could control.

Cutting out the qHcen-cells did not produce the least

effect; and even the weakest colonies could not re-

sist the swarming impetus.

After the turmoil was over, we found ourselves

the possessors of 17, more or less, weak colonies,

which we hoped to be able to build up into strong

colonies for the fall crop. But we reckoned with-

out the host. First we were iuA'aded by foul brood,

which destroyed two colonies before we could stay

the pestilence by freely spraying with thymole;
then came the long drought, lasting nearly five

months, and proving to us as destructive as the last

winter was to the Northern bee-keepers. In conse-

quence, we could build up and retain only six col-

onies, and did not get a pound of surplus honey.
And still we fared better than many a bee-keeper in

these parts; for many lost their entire stock. But
we do not feel discouraged, for we know that this

was an extraordinary year, and thai we will soon be
able to recuperate, so do not put us into theGrowlery.
I think young women have no business, anyhow, to

go into the Growlery, for they ought always to be of
a hopeful and cheerful mood. At any rate I try al-

ways to preserve that. Hoping that I may be able

to send you a more favorable report next year, I am
Yours truly, T. La Dora Miller.

Savannah, Ga., Nov. 2:i, 1881.

I most emphatically agree with your clos-
ing sentiment, my friend ; for if the young
ladies should take to growling, where "in the
world should we all land V By the way,
where was that '' scientific apiarist," all the
time during the drought V Couldn't he send
or give you a little sugar, or something to
keep your bees from starving V In some re-

spects, a severe drought is just the nicest
time in the world to rear bees and queens.
Neighbor H. once said something, to the ef-

fect that he would be glad when the honey
season was over, or he could get along a
great deal better by feeding, than he could
when the honey came in so fast as to be
cramping the queens for room all the time.
Never let bees die, simply because of a
drought, girls ; and when you can't find any-
body else to loan you the money to buy su-
gar, write to your Uncle Amos. The " Co-
operative Apiary Association " would be
good for it, would they not V

Jol^-4 and §nmfS
SyS) HAVE 4000 lbs. extracted and box honey my
Jl bees gathered for me this summer, which—

' brought me over f500, all cash in hand. An ad-

vertisement in Gleanings brought me the custom-

ers. Bees all in go od shape; C8 in cellar, 80 on sum-
mer stands, with quilt, trodden flax straw, hives

wind and water tight, and all for winter protection

forbees. J. B. Murray.
Ada, O., Dec. 12, 1881.

I have LM.') lbs. of box honey from C swarms this

year. Jas. P. Buiu)ick.

Glen's Falls, Warren Co., N. Y., Nov., 1881.

NO water needed in wet weather.
Queen received on 14th, O. K. Thanks for teach-

ing me that bees don't need water in wet weather;

also for promptness, I. L. Van Zandt.
Dido, Texas, Nov. 16, 1881.

1 say ataen to all the square men. The Lord help

us to hold the light up by precept and example, and
encourage all we can to take a higher stand in bus-

iness as well as morals. W. Stanard.
Bear Oro\'e, Iowa, Nov. 8, 1881.

My bees have not done very well this season. I

have sold 400 lbs. of honey from 7 hives, at 35 c. per

lb. Owing to the severe drought this fall, my bees

did not hold their own, and I had to feed some in or-

der to put them in good condition for winter.

Bethel, Conn., Dec. 5, 1881. S. H. Hickok.

ONLY one missed IN EIGHT YEARS.
December number of Gleanings has not made

its appearance up to date. Will you please send
again? This is the first number missing in about 8

years. John F. Dipman.
Fremont, Sandusky Co., O., Dec. 8, 1881.

I had 48 colonies of bees in the spring, and had
them transferred into the Langstroth hives. We
got 40 gallons of extracted honey; 100 lbs. of bees-

wax, and now we have our bees Italianized and all

in good fix. TOM Young.
Spring Grove, Union Co., Ky., Oct. 25, 1881.

The bees did well this summer. One of my neigh-

bors had 1400 lbs., ext., from 10 hives in the spring,

and made 6 new ones. Mine weie all dead but six. I

increased to 24, very strong mostly, with 20 frames

;

I took away the upper 10 frames, and crowded the
bees to the under 10 frames; extracted 200 lbs., and
have 300 in combs for next year. Jas. McLay.
Madison, Wis , Oct. 30, 1881.
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hill's device for wintering.

Please send me two of those things to put on the

frames (Hill's device). I know it is nice, for I put
some large spools in to ho d the chaff cushions up
in the middle, last winter; made candj' after your
recipe, and fed a small swarm, and they did nicely.

A. E. Harrower.
Lawrenceville, Tioga Co., Pa., Nov. 28, 1881.

TELEPHONES TO TELL WHEN BEES ARE SWARMING.

I took down my telephone from the house to the

shop, on account of the incessant thumping heard at

each end by the bees. 1 thought it would be too bad

if it served them as it did the pigeons which I so oft-

en see lying dead under our telegraph line here.

II. Wilkin.
San Buenaventura, Cal., Nov. 28, 1881.

FLORIDA.
Bees have been gathering steadily for the past

eight weeks, some swarms having stored 30 lbs. of

surplus in that time. There is every prospect of

their continuing at it until Christmas, as the saw-

palmetto berry crop is still to come when the pres-

ent one is exhausted. W. S. Hart.
New Smyrna, Fla., Nov. 15, 1881.

TIPS AND DOWS IN SCOTLAND.
I have got your ABC book, and think it is up to

the times. I try the bees in a small way, but I have
not got a lick of honey this season, as I had even to

feed in the month of June to keep them from starv-

ing. I had a rare good "smile" last year, so can
stand a little long face this, but don't mean to
" growl." Thos. Ewaht.
Lanrick Castle, Doune, Perthshire, Scot'd, Nov., '81.

IN THE SDN OR OUT OF THE S€N, FOR WINTER.

I have a row of hives standing in the shade of a

south building, and the sun will not shine on them
till spring. All are on summer stands. Now, which
will do better, move them to where the sun shines

on them, or shade till spring?

Mrs. D. a. Donnelly.
Valraont, Colo., Nov. 24, 1881.

[This matter of shade in winter is an unsettled

point; and, if I am correct, different winters would
give different results. I would say, give us the sun-

shine. What has been the experience of others?]

an apology.
The Southeastern Michigan Bec-Kecpers' Associa-

tion met the 15th. There was a small attendance,

but a very interesting meeting was had. A little

apology for not giving notice in Gleanings would
be satisfactory to your subscribers, and relieve me
from blame. New officers were chosen.

A. Prudden, Ex-Pres.

Ann Arbor, Mich., Dec. 20, 1881.

[[ do most humbly apologize, friend Prudden, and
if you will tell me when you meet next, I will give

you a notice that I hope will make all amends.]

HONEY-PAILS AND CANS.
I had some honey-cans made this year, and the

party that made them put Ji mouth-pieces to pour
in and out of, and I assure you that it is annoying
to pour honey out of them or in them. 1 had three

100-lb. cans, and two 6-gallon cans made. Can you
manage to nest the large cans, say from 50 lbs. down
to 1 gallon? or for what can you sell me 1 dozen 1-

gallou cans and 1 dozen '/a-gaUon cans? Now, wbi^t

I wish, is enough different sizes so that when I ex-

tract I can till the cans from the extractor, and in

that way obviate the difficulty of drawing honey
when I go to market, as it will be in suitable vessels

to deliver to purchasers. Please let me know about
freight and price at once, so I can order when I send
for hives. I know that you advertise nests of cans

such as Dadant uses, but I do not wish any thing un-

der Vi gallon, as I do not retail much under that

size. J. D. Fooshe.
Coronaca, S. C, Nov. 30, 1881.

[[ think, friend F., the tendency is, of late, to pre-

fer covered pails instead of cans, for we then can
nest them in shipping. Candied honey can be eas-

ily got out, and the pails are always wanted by the

purchaser of the honey. Covered pails will be found
on our counter list, from 1 pint to l'/4 gallons. We
can furnish .'5-gallon pails for .50 cents each, and 10-

gallon pails for 75 cents each. For prices by the

hundred, see lists. Freight will be very much less

on nested pails, because they make a solid package,

compared with covered pails all of one size.]

Or Letters from Thoi>!e TVho have Itlside
Bee <;(i]tiire a Failunc.

ESEND you three dollars for three subscribers. I

thought I could get a club of five by this time,
' but I have failed. The bee-keepers in this sec-

tion think bees are a perfect failure, and those who
write for the paper tell too many big stories about
the amount of honey they get from a stock of bees.

1 am not discouraged yet quite, if the honey don't

pour in by the bairel. I ha\o twenty stands nicely

tucked away in boxes, tilled with chaff', to try my
luck again this winter. But there is one thing that

I have got disgusted with; that is transferring and
fixing up my neighbors' bees, and then they will let

them stand and never look after them till something
goes wrong, no odds how much I tell them how to

look to them, then somebody is to blame. I love to

work with the bees, and have worked and handled

them for three years, and taken and read two bee
journals, so 1 think I know something about them.

T. M. Pearson.
Tippecanoe City, O., Nov. 26, 1881.

That is right, friend P.; tie not get dis-

couraged, even if honey does not pour in by
the barrel right away. God will send you
the barrels full in his own good time, pro-
viding you do not get weary in well doing,
nor get out of patience with your neighbors.
I wonder if they will feel hurt if they should
see this. If both you and they have a Christ-
ian spirit, they will not, assuredly ; but on
the contrary it will do them good to be told
of what they must know is their own short-
comings. It just now occurs to me that
this letter don't belong in Blasted Hopes
after all.

TOBACCO COLilIITIN.

SN the first place, in regard to stopping Our Homes

:

I vote, " No, ><ir! " every time. I quit the use of—
' tobacco after you offered to pay men out of

your own pocket (you don't owe me any thing for
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that), but I believe 5'ou'd better quit that. I think
— yea, I Adotc— that we have men who will lie and
swear to it for less than the price of a smoker, be-

cause I Icnow some who have been before the grand

jurj-, and, under oath, lied from b3i?inning' to end. I

have no father to take care of, but would gladly, if

I had a father as go'id as you had. Mine died when
I was a little boj'. I am now 4;J. God will take care

of you if you arc obedient. X.
Eist Germantown, Wayne Co., Ind., Dec 7, 1881.

Wliy, friend X.. you astonish me by your
aoparent faith and trust in God, and then,
almost in the same sentence, express such a
woeful want of conlidence in your fellow-
man. Af?ain, you object to the Tobacco
Column, and yet, almost in the same breath,
give us one of the strongest proofs of its

power to do good we have ever had. If I

understand you, my offer induced you to

stop using tobacco, although I did not know
of it, nor even thinlv of its having that ef-

fect. Does it not seem that God blessed my
feeble (and, as many of you think, mis(^ircd-
ed) efforts, and that, too, in a way I had not
thought of y Now once more: I do not be-
lieve that thos3 who gave their promise here
on these pages have, very many of them,
been unfaithful. Two, at "least, have come
forward like men. and i)aid for the smokers,
and I feel pretty sure the rest are holding the
fort, like yourself, friend ii. Is it not so,

boys V

Frioid Root:— Tbero is a little idea some friend

might be thankful for having his attention called to.

It was just brought fresh to my mind whilst reading

your Tobacco Column. It is the detinition of sin.

When an infidel, I used to often say, "Those relig-

ious fanatics who thought they were all the time

committing sin, and were calling everyone a sinner,

might do so, but for my part, I acted out the nature

God gave me, so he, if any one, not I, committed the

sin," until one day the detinition came before my
mind: "A sinner is one who does either what he
ought not to do, or loaves undone what he ought to

do." How many of us arc in many ways doing both
these things? Then the truth flashed on me, that I

was indeed a sinner, and must continue to be one
until able to do, not what some one else thought
right, but until my conscience was satisfied I had
not failed in cither particular. I quit tobacco when
15, because of an argument that came up in my
mind whether it would do more harm than good
In the world; and though at the time not admitting

that it did me any particular harm or good, except a

pleasurable animal gratification, the argument stood

so plainly, that it probably did more harm than good,

that my cig;ir was buried right there, to remain un-

til I could get the arguments in favor of smoking.
But c3 years of experience tias not been able to

change that decision, and now I ask the question of

my professing Christian friends, " Will you not hon-

estly argue the case in your own minds, and if you
are satisfied that it is not to the glory of God that

you use it, if, after examination you are satisfied

you are doing or leaving undone, and thus commit-
ting sin, will you not put away the weed, and come
with a clean mouth and conscience, to the Lord in

praj-er?" I have not a word here to say to those
who do not believe, '• Yc are the temples of God, and
the Spirit of God dwelleth in you; whoso desecrates

the temple, God will destroy." How continually

should we examine all questions, to see if we are do-

ing or leaving undone anything! Are we making
the most of life, using even the body to the best ad-

vantage? I. B. Rcr.MFORD.

Bakcrsfleld, Kern Co., Cal., Dec, 1881.

I see in your bee book that you will send a bee-

smoker to any person who will quit using: to-

bacco. I have quit chewing, after being a slave

to the weed for over forty years; so if you will

send one, and if I ever chew the stuff again, I will

send you double the pric? of the smoker.
Bakerstiold, Kern Co., Cal. As.v Finlky.

mR. ITIERRYB.lNIiS AND HIS NEIGH-
BOK.

And the rain descended, and the floods came, and
the winds blew, and beat upon that house, and it

fell not; for it was founded iiponarock.—Matt. 7:35.

fT was the next week one morning, that
John, as he woke up, heard the soinid

—' of rain on the roof. lie looked out, and
it was rain everywhere apparently; and as
he met his mother, he remarked,—
" I guess pa won't work to-day anyway,

because it rains so he can't."
'' lint I guess he will ; and more than that,

he has been at work some time." Tliere
was a pleasant twinkle in his mother's eve
as she said this, and at the same time noted
John's look of surprise as he looked over the
small house and could see nothing of bis
father. Dear reader, did you ever see any-
body sit down and complain they had noth-
ing "to do when you could see a dozen things
that needed doing sadly ? And did you
ever notice other people of your acquaint-
ance who were always busy, and who would
find some work to do, even during the few
minutes they were waiting for dinner, or
at any other similar odd moment V I sus-
pect the reason why some are so industrious,
and others are not, is because some are
more seldsh than others. I here use the
word " sehish " in a sense bordering close on
laziness; a lazy person is always a selfish
one, I believe, although a selfish person may
not always be a lazy one, perhaps. Well,
one whose heart is full, and fired by the sub-
lime words of our Savior, that so stirred
the heart of John's father, can not well be
lazy or idle. I will repeat his favorite little

text, for you may have forgotten it :
" Thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
strength, and with all thy mind; and thy
neighbor as thyself." Well, it was through
this text that our friend had learned to love
work, and to be happier, too, than he had
ever before been in all his life, even though
he was at the very time fighting against the
cravings for tobacco. In fact, 1 am not
really sure he was not happier for those cra-
vings. Do you remember the lines of the
little hymn?—

Soul, then know thy full salvation;
Rise o'er sin and fear and care;

Joy to find in every station
Somethmg still to do or bear.

Well, after John had been sorely puzzled
at the queer smile in his mother's face, he
all at once thought he heard a strange sort of
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scratching, or scraping. At first he thought
it was overhead, but finally decided it was
under the floor. His father could not well
be under the floor, for there was not room
for him, unless he lay down on his face, and
crawled. He opened the door on the side
opposite the storm, and looked under. There
was his father, sure enough, scraping out a
place in the dirt, so he could manage to sit

up by bending low his head. John was soon
under there too, by his side, and very soon,
by the aid of the spade, shovel, and hoe, they
could both work quite comfortably. It is

true, the water started two or three times to

run in on to them, from the rain ; but by
vigorously banking up the dirt it was kept
away, and by breakfast time a place was
made that would almost do to call a cellar.

Did they enjoy it? To be sure, they did;
and as John bowed his head while the father
asked God's blessing on all the little house-
hold at their morning meal, I am sine every
one of the four echoed his words from the
bottom of their hearts, even though it was a
damp and rainy morning. Before noon,
John's father struck a rock which proved to

be the same one found down by the new
spring. The rock was at a depth "that made
it rather high for the cellar bottom, and
John proposed they should split out pieces,
and use them for a wall on which to support
the building.

•' But we are not masons, my boy, and we
don't know how to cut stone and lay it up
into a wall, even if we had a mason's tools."

"But, father, I know we can do it, if we
only try hard ; and we can do it rainy days,
so it won't cost any thing."

" All right," said his father ;
" we will do

our best at it.''

With the spade, a place was cut into the
rock, comparatively soft through damp-
ness, right under the center of the house,
and in this a post was set, that just drove
under the main timber of the house, effectu-
ally preventing the tottering of the floor

overhead, even if John should get excited
and jump up and down at the success of
their experiments. They soon found the
hole in the rock filling with water,

" Why, father, it must be another spring."
" Very likely."
''Oh! I'll tell you! We will just make

that drain in the rock, tliat runs u]) to the
spring, come clear up into the cellar, and
then the water won't do any hurt. Can we
not do that, father V
"I was just thinking of the same thing,

John, and I think we can do it.'' It took a
great deal of hard work, but it was done.
More than that, a place was scooped out in
the rock, for setting pans of milk, and there
they had a nice little spring-house right in
the cellar.

I suppose it will now be as good a time as
any to tell you about the speckled trout.
You see, while Mr. Merrybanks was visit-

ing some friends in Connecticut, he was so
much taken up with the beauty of the
speckled trout of the mountain streams, that
he brought quite a lot of small ones home,
and looking about for a place where they
could have fresh spring water, he decided
on the spot nearto John's temperance hotel,

which you will see in the picture on page
563, Nov. No. A secure dam of stone was
made across the brook, and in the center of
the little pond thus formpd was a tuft of
aquatic plants and grasses,—a sort of little
island in appearance. Of course, the chil-
dren all took a very lively interest in
the work, and wlien the beautiful little

fishes were set at liberty, their admiration
and joy hardly knew any l)Ounds. The fish
soon became quite tame, and would come up
to be fed as readily as a lot of chickens, when
no stranger was near; but at the first glimpse
of a strange face they were off under the lit-

tle island so quickly that no one would ever
dream there were any fish at all in the little

pond. However, if he came up and stood
there a while, pretty soon, to his great sur-
prise, he saw a beautiful fish in the water,
where, a second before, there were none, as
it came so suddenly and quietly he was half
tempted to say it then and there for the first

time sprung into existence. In this way, an-
other and then another would all at once
start into view, with a suddenness that would
lead you to declare most positively they
could not have swum out from the weeds in
the center island. Well, as little fishes, like
little bees, are always ripe for mischief or
adventure, it was not long before they found
their way through the subterranean pass-
age, up into Mr. Jones's cellar, and merry
times did the children have watching for
them by lamplight, as they came trooping in
one after the other, only to scud around the
pans of milk a few times, and then hustle off
down to the pond again. Ilirough the narrow
way cut in the rock. Ot cjurse, everybody
had to see the speckled trout, and so it trans-
pired that all of Onionville, and some folks
who didn't live there, came to see the sight,
and were thereby induced to make purchases
at John's "hotel." Of course, every one
must have a drink out of the tin cup, and
then pretty nearly every visitor had to take
a cup home, just "because — well, I really do
not know why everybody had to buy one, un-
less it was because "they looked so bright and
clean ; for John did not make them much
faster than people wanted them.

Close beside the little trout pond was
placed a gentle colony of Italian bees, and
the sight of the i)retty creatures, as they
sported in front of the hive, which was nice-
ly leveled up, and banked in front with
white sand, was almost as great an attrac-
tion to visitors as the speckled trout. A
path ran up to the barrel, where one could
look in and see tlie sand still boiling up in
the bottom, as the pure spring water came
forth from the rock. On either side of this
path, and, in fact, over the whole tract of
ground that had been the slop-hole, John's
father liad sown turnius, and planted white
beans, as these were the only two crops he
knew of that would mature so late in the
season. As this garden patch was so plain-
ly in sight, it was kept very cleanly tilled ;

for, in fact, so pleasant a spot was it that the
whole family were frequently out there with
their hoes ; and Nature, as if in gi-atitude

for their care, smiled with a most luxuriant
vegetation. Some way, some flowers got in
along the border, and among them were a
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few Spider plants and figworts that somehow
strayed across from friend Merrybanlcs'
premises, and the old slop-hole was truly
tran'jformed into a place that the cliildren

would have nicknamed the Garden of Eden
had not John's mother reproved them.
" But, mother, is it not most beautiful V

'"

said John.
"Yes, my boy, it is most beautiful: but

you know the beauty did not come without
most earnest, hard work.''
" No. indeed, it did not, mother ; but why

did we not have it so last summer ?
''

The mother did not answer : but if we
could have looked into her thoughts, I think
the answer would have been, that, a year
ago God and the Bible had not yet entered
into their little household. The garden and
little dooryard were not the only things that
had changed, for now the whole family, in-

. eluding both John and Mary, were menibers
of the little church just over the way, and
not only had they helped some to pay the
minister his salary, but a payment had been
made on the old gray horse ; and with the
amount of work Mr. Jones had found to do
with him, the prospect was fair that he
would be entirely paid for in due time. All
these changes had come in but little more
than two months' time, since that eventful
Saturday night.
As Ouionville is a rather small place for

very much trade in a certain line, John
found he must make larger articles of tin-

ware, to do very much of a business, and
these would require expensive tools and ma-
chinery. Besides, the vacation was over,
and he must go to school. John once did
offer the suggestion, that he should attend
to the hotel, in place of going to school ; but
a single look from his mother made him
drop that idea.
" Is not our boy, with all his skill and in-

genuity, to be also one of education and cul-
ture V

'"'

" But, mother, I can work at the tinware
nights and mornings and Saturdays, can I

not?"
"Surely, my son. if you do not deprive

yourself "of the outdoor exercise schoolboys
always need."
" And you will sell things to folks when

they come after them, will you not ?
"

" To be sure, I will ; and days when father
does not find work he is going to make some
things of wood that we hope may sell as well
as the tinware."
" Oh I what things, mother V

"

" Well, we do not exactly know yet, but
perhaps, when you get home from school to-
night, he may show you some of them."
Sure enough, when John got home that

night his father had quite a numberof knife
or nail boxes made up. just like the picture
below :

—

the cutting-up he did by means of a miter-
box that he found described in some old
volumes of Gleanings, that friend Merry-
banks loaned him. Lest you have forgotten
it, I give the picture again :

—

THE TEN-CENT KNIFE-BOX.

The boxes were made of I basswood, that
he purchased at a planing-mill near by, and

OLDROVD y MITKK-IiOX.

You see, he sawed the boards out to the
right width, planed one edge, and placed
these planed edges all exactly level. Then
they were wedged in the miter-box, which
had a cut to give exactly the right bevel and
slant, and he could saw a tight joint as easi-
ly as he could cut a board square off. This
made the sides and ends ; and when he made
the middle piece, that holds the handle, he
clamped several boards together, cut the
ends in the miter-box as before, and then,
without looseningthem, he bored three holes
through all, where the hand-hole is, cut out
the corners, and smoothed the oblong hole
with sandpaper. Then the whole were firm-
ly screwed in his vise, and the tops finished
down to a pattern, with draw-knife, plane,
and sandpaper. After the boxes were all

nailed (except the bottom) they were turned
over; and the lower edges dressed level ; and
then a i-inch bottom was nailed on, so as to
project a little on all sides, as you see. The
trays, as he made them, were 8^ x 12 at the
top, and lOi x 7 at the bottom. The sides
were 2i in. wide. John and Mary started
out in high glee to sell them among their
neighbors. John took six, and Mary four.
John's father was a carpenter by trade, and
knew how to do a nice job, and the pretty
white basswood, so neatly sandpapered,
seemed to captivate everybody's eye. " And
only ten cents V " said the people curiously

;

" why, I am sui-e I can afford that trifling
sum ;

' and before dark every box was sold,
and people were coming to see if they had
got any more of those " handy little boxes.''
Even the one that John's mother had got so
tidily placed on end in the pantry, leaning
back against the wall, with the forks on one
side and the knives in tlie other, had to be
emptied and given to a customer. Friend
Jones had worked pretty hard, and got only
$1.10 for his day's work, and the lumber he
had used had cost 22 cents ; but still, he felt

happy. This lot had been but an experi-
ment, and he knew he could make twice as
many the next day, having every thing all

arranged as he had. He found it quite a
saving to have John do the nailing, as he
could, after a little i)ractice, nail one in five
minutes, right along.
One evening at supper, John's mother

looked quite tired. Selling the cups, boxes,
etc., aside from her other work, proved quite
a task, and even her boy was kind enough to
notice it, and put in a plea that she should
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sit down for the evening and take a good rest.
" But, my boy, who will do all the picking-
up that has to be done, especially when two
romping children have been all over the
house after the confmement of all day in
school y

"

''Do Mary and I scatter things, mother ?
"

" Oh ! I guess not, more than other chil-

di'en do, of your ages." A tear was in her
eye as she spoke, for her boy's solicitude had
touched her.
" Mother, if we put every thing away that

we touch or handle, would it help you very
much ?

"

" 1 think it would, my boy."
" But," chimed in Mary, " we don't know

where to put the things, as mother does."
Here, somewhat to the astonistiment of

all. the father put in, " Can't I help too V
"

Was this really another answer to prayer?
thought the mother. She had been sorely
trouliled al)out the disorderly ways of her
little family; and, if the truth must be told,

she had many times been tempted to he cross
and fretful at the very thoughtless way in
which mud had been tracked in on the floors

she had just been at so much pains to sweep
and clean. Almost, as a last resort, she had
of late been taking these troubles to her
Savior, and now, without her having said a
Avord, in some strange way the whole of
them were getting zealous about a reform in
this very matter.
The Lord is my shepherd ; I shall not want.—Psalm

23:1.

Has any one ever yet sounded the depths
of those words V
" All right, father

;
you help us, and I

know we can make it easier for mother.
What shall we do first V

"

Mary supplied the needed information
quite promptly by saying, " Hang up your
hat ! there it lies on the floor, right behind
you."
John whirled around in his chair, almost

in surprise, but presently recovered, and
said, a little shyly, " Well," father's hat is on
the floor too," as if thatwere a suflic4ent rea-

son why his should be cast right on the floor

the minute he came in.
" Why, is my hat on the floor V I am sure

I hung it u]) as I came in."
" You did hang it up," said the mother,

" but it dropped from the nail almost as soon
as you turned away."
" Well, now, I will tell you one of our

rules," said the father. " Not only are we
all to hang our things up, but we are to do it

carefully, and see that they stay hung up."
"Father, would it not be a good idea to

have all the hats and bonnets hung in one
particular place, and have something to hold
them, from which they would not slip off

;

then everybody would know just where to
put them, and we would never need to hunt
to see where we hung our hats when "

"The bees are swarming V" suggested
Mary

.

"An excellent suggestion, my boy; and
now I will go down to the barn, and see if I
can not make a hat-rack."

It was here evident to the mother (who
could catch almost the thought of the chil-

dren from their faces), that Mary had some-

thing to say, so she begged that she might
have a hearing.

"It was only this," said Mary; "that if

we are going to be so fine as to have a hat-
rack in our house, we had better all be very
careful to wipe the mud from our feet more
than we do, before we come into our nice
home."
This sally occasioned a liearty laugh all

round, and John began teasing her, and
pulling her around so much at the idea of a
" fine home," that he was in great danger of
making his mother more work in the way of
mending dresses, etc. ; but his father stopped
him.
"John, Mary is right, and we will have a

foot-scraper and mat, as well as a hat-rack.
Now let us go quietly and orderly to work,
all of us, to ' help mother.' "

Down in the barn, near the work-bench,
was an old unused turning-lathe; but of
late, John's father had rigged it up and fit-

ted in it a little circular saw that he borrow-
ed of friend Merrybanks. He found this
helped him quite materially in making the
knife-boxes. Well, with the lathe and buzz-
saw he soon had the hat-rack made you see
here below :

—

THE nVJE-CENT IIAT-RACK.

The turned pins for the, above were 2 inch-
es long and f inch in diameter. The strips
were long enough to permit the pins to stand
8 inches apart, fi'om center to center, and of
stutf saM'ed with the buzz-saw, I wide by
3-l(i thick. Eriend Jones has decided that
he can make them of black-walnut, and even
then sell them for the small sum of 5 cents.
He probably will not get so rich at the busi-
ness as to get proud, but it will keep him
from idleness and temptation, and give him
much happiness, which, you know, even
money often fails to buy. Just here Mary
caught sight of John making some strange
motions out on the grass.

"O mother! just see John cleaning his
feet."
As he came in he walked up to his mother,

" There, mother, aren't they clean now ?
"

" Yes, my boy, very clean."
With mock gravity he goes up and places

his hac carefully on the hat-rack. Although
there were seven pins in it, they were all full

but one. He came back and sat down by his
mother, and she reached over for her little

Bible, where it lay on the stand, and opening
it, read,

—

And the rain descended, and the floods came, and
the winds blew, and beat upon that house, and it fell

not; for it was founded upon a rock.

He thought awhile, and then, pointing
down to his clean shoes, and up at the hat-
rack, said,

—

" Mother, do you think such work is ' build-
ing on the rock,' where mothers are so tired
and have to work so hard V

"

" I think it is, my boy."
Header, what do you think ?
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§ur %mm'
Howbeit Jesus suffered bim not, but saith unto

him. Go home to ihy friends, and tell how great
things the Lord hath done for thee, and hath had
compassion on thee.—Mark 5: 19.

HOME, THE CIIRISTIAMZER OF TOE COMMtTNITY.

f||HE story was recently told of a company of

poor children who were taken by the hand of—
' charity from the filth and confinement of

their city haunts into the open country. Among
their number was a little fellow who had never been

beyond the shadows of the great city. The children

were taken by train to a huge farm-house. This

little fellow was especially astonished at his sur-

roundings. Pure air filled the lungs that had been

accustomed to the fetid atmosphere of cellar or gar-

ret. Bright sunshine played on hillside, or stole

through dancing leaves upon soft grass. Instead of

the black smoke which hung like a pall over the

narrow street of the city in which he lived, white

fleecy clouds floated high above his head in a great

sea of blue. Flowers everywhere. He could not

walk but he stepped on them; and no one scolded

him if he did. No one but such a poor half-starved

little waif could understand what the first sight of

green fields means; what the first breath of pure

air means; what the beauty of cloud-flecked sky, or

mottled shadows of leaves; what all the beauties of

nature are. At an early hour the bell sounded for

breakfast. The little fellow was placed at the table,

and ate, and ate. When capacity rather than appe-

tite was satisfied, he wont out again to look at the

wonders of earth and sky. In due time the dinner-

bell sounded, and he went in to another full meal.

He was greatly surprised when they called him to

supper. He had never heard of three meals a day
before. After supper the tired little mortal was put

into a soft .bed. As the nurse was leaving the room
she heard him call to one of the older boys,

—

"Jemmie! Isay, Jcmmie! if they sets out that 'ere

table again to-night, you just wake me up; do you
hear?"

He had gotten one brief glimpse into that which
most boys enjoy to the full every day—a comfortable

home. The long year must di-ag on and find him day
after day in the filth and starvation of his city

haunts. He will probably grow up to lie and swear
and steal. It may be that blacker crimes than
these will follow the education which the city is giv-

ing him. The question is often asked, " Where do
our criminal classes come from?" We generally

answer by referring to the hosts that are pouring in-

to our country by emigration. But this is only half

a truth. We are also educallng criminals. Look
over the criminal lists of any city paper, and you
will find that a large proportion is made up of chil-

dren. From a few papers recently read, the follow-

lowing results were gathered: Arrests for dissolute

conduct, 10 girls, all under 17, and 5 boys under 14;

theft, 10 girls, under 17, and 3 boys, under 15 — one
little fellow only five; drunkenness, 12 boys, under
14; pickpockets, 2 boys, one 16 and one 13; highway
robbery, 3 boys, 16 each ; burglary, 13 boys and girls,

under 18; murder, 6 boys, under 18, three of them
only 12. How may this stream of corrupt men and
women be stopped? We can not dam it up with

workhouses and penitentiaries. A bad man is still

a bad man, although confined. We can not turn

this stream from its channels by asylums or hospit-

als. It can be stopped only by purifying the foun-

tain; viz., the homes of these outcast boys and
girls. Sound lungs can not be secured by a week's

pure country air and fifty-one weeks of poisonous

breath from cellar or sink-hole. Sound morals can

never be secured by one day In Sunday-school and

si.xdays in the school of vice, of which the parents

are teachers. This is no new doctrine. It is the

principle on which Christian philanthropy acts.

Asylums, hospitals, schools, and Christian services,

are of little permanent good, as long as the homes
of these classes are the schools of crime. I have re-

ferred to this extreme case to bring out this

thought; viz., the value of the home as a Christian-

izer of the community.
1. We sustain three distinct relations to each oth-

er: Individual relation, family relation, and social

relation. By individual relation is meant those as-

sociations which have little reference to family or

societj', except remotely. The relations of trade in

this sense, are individual relations. Goods are

bought and sold, with little reference to a man's

family or social position. Social relations are those

which grow out of the common needs of many.
Public schools come from the recognition of the

community of a common social want — education

for children. Government is only society organ-

ized under law. Distinct from these is the family

relation. It is peculiar in several respects. Other

relations are, in the main, voluntary: those of the

family are enforced. Duties come from the acci-

dent of birth, which can not be escaped. These

family relations also affect us more powerfully than

both the others combined. It follows, that each

member of a community has more real interest in

his neighbor's hom(( than in all else that pertains to

him except his moral character. We are speaking of

home in relation to the communitj'. There is power

in this close organization, which would not exist

were the members isolated individuals. A well-

organized regiment is much more efficient than a

thousand men fighting at random. Law throws its

safeguards around the home for the sake of society.

The home, although the product of Christian civili-

zation, is also a gigantic factor in the progress of

that civilization. To some extent, society has a

right to say what shall and what shall not be. in each

home in the community.
2. The power of the home as a Christianizer is the

thought presented in this text. The best service

this new convert could render the Master was in re-

turning to his home and telling there the wonderful

story of his deliverance. This was Christ's way of

reaching one of Ihc worst communities in which he

ever preached, through one Christian man, and he

was to begin at home. We notice, in the Savior's in-

structions, that he was to go home. He had been

hiding himself in the filthy caves in which the dead

were buried. Men often now-a-days hide themselves

in a saloon, or some other vile den, when the Devil

gets hold of them. Even Christians occasioaally

have the mistaken idea, that that work which is done

outside of home is the most acceptable to God. I do

not believe that any work will be of great perma-

nent value to the community, which is rendered at

the neglect of home relipion. A neighbor's children

will not probably be converted through the labors of

a man who neglects his own. Filial love is God's

own golden chain which he has put into our hand to

draw our children to Christ. Would he say to any
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of us, if, in enthusiastic love, we leaped down into

tlie boat beside him and sought to go with him to

other and strange fields of labor, " Go home to thy

friends, and tell them how great things the Lord
hath done for thee"? For one, I have little hope
for the Cnristian work in any community that fol-

lows public exhortation with fretfulness and impa-

tience at home. How shall we save our boys from
the saloons ? I'y making home so bright and cheer-

ful and Christian, that they do not want to go. Does
this method sometimes fail? Ihe oppusite method
almost always fails. There should be hours of each
day, and days of each year, sacred to home and chil-

dren. This is possible in the busiest lives.

But this man was not only to go home, but he was
to go home clean. Absolute purity is another pre-

cious stone which must be put into the foundation

of any home which proves a Thristianizer to the

communit.v. The Devil must be kept out or cast out

of father and mother, or he will bo pretty sure to get

into the children. This man did not go home, rav-

ing as he came out of the tombs, nor surly and sour:

conversion had cleansed him from these vices.

Why is it that so many men are genilemcn on (>ur

streets, and suily grumblers at hfime? "Why is it

that so many women are ladies in society, but fret-

ful complainers at home? Why are so many boys

and girls respectful to teachers and friends, and so

seldom truly courttous to father and mother? Is it

because we all forget so often, that the most etilcient

way to save the community and w(uid to Christ is by
doing our utmost to save those whom God has cspe-

ciallj' committed to our care in our homes? Every
man, every woman, every child, is a preacher. Each
one preaches a daily sermon to the congregation of

home. That scimon should have for its text, Luce;

for its introduction. Luce; for its proposition, Luce;

for its application. Love. Such a sermon needs no
music of choir to impress its truth; no sounding
bell beneath gilded dome need call worshipers to lis-

ten. The first church which God ever planted was
— a home. The church in which God's Son preached
for thirty yt ars was home. The church to which
Christ sent this first missionary amcng the Gada-
renes was liome. The chuich in which jou and I

preach with surer results than from pulpit cr pray-

er-meeting or street, is home, home, home. If your
life is pure from every stain, that Ecrnicu will tell;

if it is impure, bitter, careless, or fietful, probably

no amount of outside work will balance the evil of

that daily sermon.
This man went home. He went home clean, and,

lastly, he went home reverent. "Tell them how
great things the Lord hath done for thee." Rever-
ence was to be a mark of this change in his life.

The lack of reverence is one of the great dangers to

our nation. We sometimes attribute this lack of

reverence to the inlluence of Young America; but,

my friends, Old America is also to blame for it.

Flippant disregard for those things which are held

sacred by good men and women is ruinous to the

young. It matters not what a man's belief may be,

if he has any real interest in the purity of the

young, he will treat with respect that which is held

sacred by the virtuous. Any home which proves it-

self a Christ ianizer must have its corner-stone laid

in veneration. Anything that destroys this in the

young, tends to ruin the home, and to overthrow
one of the most potent forces for the civilization of

the world. This poor restored demoniac told at

bome the simple story of his healing and conver-

sion. What was the result? Still keeping to the
simple story of Christ's rt&toring power, with rev-

erent love he published in all Dccapolis how great

things the Lord had donefor him. The story spread.

Other hearts felt its power. It found its way into

other homes until, through that whole region, men
marveled at the wonderful deliverance. All this the

result of telling the simple storj' of one's own con-

version, beginning with those of bis own home.
My friends, is the religion of our Lord promoted

by the inlluence of each Christian home in our com-
munity? Is every Christian family .tn organized

force for bringing Christ to other hearts? Is it pos-

sible that Christ might say to some of us who, in

mistaken zeal, are forgetting these duties, and fol-

lowing him in more public places, "Go home to

thy friends, and tell them how great things the Lord
hath done for thee, and hath had compassion on
thee"? The only hope which I have that Christian

work will be carried vn permanently in any commu-
nity comes iu connection with Christian homes.
Every Christian home has its family altar. What a

power these are in the c immunity! It has its sym-
pathies and sorrows. Il<jw these open the heart for

Christian work I It has its guests, frequently not

Christians. What opportunities for exhibiting be-

fore them the influence of Christ over hearts in

every-day life ! AVho can begin to measure the influ-

ence of trulj' godii' homes in Christianizing a com-
muuity? The entire influence of this newly con-

verted man wool i probably have been lost had he
regretfully i-efused to begin his humble Christian

woik at 7,'oHie.

I suppose you liave roumloiit, dear i'riends,

that liie abcjve was from another pen Ihaii

my own, ere tliis. It is a sermon i beggeil
from the dear friend who points out to us
here in Medina tlic way of everlasting^ life

each iSabLalh. It was 30 emphatically a
Itonu' sermon, 1 begged it for Otir Homes. If

it has gone home, in its mission, into your
hearts and homes, thank God for such an
earnest woiker as tlie Reverend C. J. Kyder.
Well, there comes most oi)portunely just
now a word on the same subject, away from
the Pacihc Coast. Many of you know al-

ready our friend who writes it. There is a
little patch of alfalfa right close to our build-
ing that makes such a vigorous growth eve-
ry time we mow the tops off, 1 can well feel

the force of his powerful illustration there.

Listen :
—

MOKAL, REFORM, AND THE DANCE-nOUSES.

Editor Kern Count !j Rejmhlican: -Sin,—l am glad
to see by vour issue of the 10th ultimo, that the peo-
ple have formed a Moral Reform Association ; for it

IS, of all things, the one most needed. But the ope-
rations of f-uch associations in years gone by have
not been nearly so etheit,'nt as we might desire; they
have, in fact, been notoriouslj'deticient in saving so-
ciety from the eflects of immorality, else we would
have much more improvement to-etay; and, as one
citizen interested in the consummation of moral ro-

form, I would beg the privilege of calling attention
to the fact that nothing comes without a cause; no
tree, of good or evil, springs up without the seed and
conditions. Therefore, as the Association has been
formed because of (and erected its batteries against)
the dance-houses, I would ask: Will It not be best —
yes, imperatively necessary, in order to insure suc-
cess—to look to the cause, to go to the root of the
matter? Constant mowing may reduce the number
of blossoms in an alfalfa held, but it will not eradi-
cate the trouble. You will continue to have crop
after crop, of hay and blossoms, to take off so long as
you keep the roots there, and supply them with nec-
essary nourishment. Now, is not the community do-
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ing- this very thiug — furnishing seed and vitality to
this upas-tree ot evil? " How is this being done?"
do you say? I will answer by a^^kiug the question,
Who are the Individuals who make the demand for
these dens of vice? Are they not the growing and
grown-up children of the community? and is it not
because they have a social nature which is not sup-
plied at home, or turned into scicntitic or religious
channels, that they visit and sustain these places?
That the young go astray is generally the fault of
the parents. They live in an improper manner, vio-
lating natural and moral laws, and their children in-

herit vitiated moral natures, aggravated by stimu-
lating food, and tea, coffee, tobacco, and whisky.
There are other causes, but these are the promi-
nent ones. By your raids and imprisonments you
may, for a litt'e time, drive this evil into a dark cor-
ner, or cause it to assume some new foim; but, so
long as children are born of parents who do not live
for the glory of God, the world will be filled with
men and women devoted to the cause of vice and
depravity. And I can not blame these poor, unfor-
tunate persons. They are not to blame for the
faults of their progenitors' bad examples, and the
vicious education of their minds and bodies. Not
having been taught better, or brought up with any
real abhorrence of vice, they seek —in the best wa>',
as it seems to them — to get the most enjoyment out
of lite, or secure a living. ]f we do the same in a
better way, it is because we have superior ability or
advantages of stune kind. Jesus said: " Let any one
among you who is without sin, cast the first stone."
That IS, first begin to enforce the law. Was it bad
advice? If one without sin was found, would he not
find more efficient means of overcoming the evil?
Did not Jesus show a better way? That "the pray-
ers of the righteous a\ail much, l>ut the prayers of
the wicked are an abomination totheLurd," is prob-
ably as true to-day as ever. Therefore, would it not
be best to make an interior examination, and see if

the Lord has prepared us for the work of reform.
There can be no reform, unless it begins at home.
Let this sink deep into your minds, my friends, and
see if it is not truth; and if so, go to work in good
earnest to reform the world; to save the young peo-
ple; to save, as far as possible, the Magdalens, by
first beginning to reform at home—to pray, to work,
to live for the glory of God to be made manifest;
again upon earth. If you do this, the churches will
be full, not only of your children, but of the puriflcd
and redeemed from these very dancc-housts that
are a curse to-day.

Oh for one j ure spiiit.
One heaven-inspired heart.

The love of God breathing in it,

And forming of it a part!

With this as a power and lever.
The light of tlie world would increase,

And the light of God's own wisdom
Bring, to the soul- sick, peace.

Give, O Lord! this blessing,
And make us feel its power;

For thy lov^ is all we need,
To save in this dying hour.

Bakersfleld, Cal., Nov. 28, 1881. I. B. RuMFOnD.

SHALL. EDITORS BE HELD RESPONSI-
BLE FOit THE CHARACTER OF
THEIR ADVERTISEIUEINTS?

SOME PKACTICAIi EXAMPLES IN THE M.iTTER.

M S the excitement on this point lias sub-

,^^ sided a little, I presume it will be safe
~ to have a little friendly talk in regard
to the matter. Last month I gave you the
statement the ISunday- School 2 imcs makes
weekly to its subscribers, and below is an
extract from a bright spicy little sheet, the
Philadelphia Farm Journal. If it is a free
advertisement for them, they deserve it, and
I would advise you all to send for a sample
copy:—

OUR BUSINESS METHOD.
The Farm Journal offers no premiums, gives no chromos,

puffs no swindles, inserts no humbug advertisements, and does
not devote one half its space tn telling how good the other half
is. It is published monthly, and is furnished to subscribers at
50 cents a year, postage prepaid, ca.sh in advance. At tlie ex-
piration of the year the paper is stopped, unless renewed.

F.\IR PLAY.

We believe, through caref\il inquiry, that all advertisements
in Ibis |i:ii)cr arc signed by tiustwdi'tjiy pei'sons, uiul to prove
i-iui- lailh by works, wr will make gcpoil to sub.scribcrs any loss
sustained by tni>liiig advcitiscrs who ]ivi,\v tn be dclibciate
swindlers. 'Kngucs shall not ply their trade at Ihe expense of
our leaders, wlio are our friends, througli the medium of these
columns. Let this be understood by everybody now and hence-
forth.

In the above, they have expressed exactly
what I wish and intend to do for my read-
ers. If 1 am correct, I have never yet been
entrapped into receiving the advertisement
of any onewho wasa '' deliberate swindler."
I did not expect, when I started out, to
come off scot free, nor do I now; nor did I
expect to be called upon to pay the debts of
one of our number who should fail in busi-
ness. The Sunday- School Times has again,
it seems, been caieless, as you will see
from the editorial below, taken from their
issue of Dec. 17:—

It is not an easy matter to keep such an oversight
of the advertising columns of a paper as to guard
ag;iinst the admission ot false statements intended
ft) deceive the readers to their injury; but it is none
the less a duty because a difficult one. The truer
test of the .character and spirit of the managers of
anj' religious paper is what they will consent to put
into their columns if they are paid for it, rather
than what they will put in without pay, or which
they will pay to have put in. The advertising col-
umns of a paper are thebest measure ot its purity
and of its integrity. Yet the most cautious manag-
ers are sometiiius deceived; and when they are, they
ought to bear the loss. Those who rt ceiVe money
for publishing false statements, rather than those
who are misled t)y them, are the parties ti) make
good the amount lost by the transaction. Here is a
new illustration in our own experience. The adver-
tisement of " Ozone," which has for a few weeks ap-
peared in our advertising columns, was not admitted
until after satisfactory correspondence concerning
it with gentlemen in prominent olficial position in
Cincinnati, to whom the advertisers referred. Those
gentlemen certified tavorably. to the publisher, con-
ceruiug the preserving qualities (jf ozone, and the
good standing of those advertising it. But subse-
quent perst)iial examination has'convinccd the put)-
lisher that some of the declarations in the advertise-
ment are unqualifiedly false, and that, however good
ozone may be as a preset vcr, the statements of its
CiuciDnati advertisers concerning it are not worthy
of confidence. Gzone as now advertised can not
keep their reputation from tainting. Although a
city olfieiiil is treasurer of the concern, and other
prominent gentlemen have allowed their names to
be used as references, it is be.'ieved that no one of
these would knowingly countenance the concern's
deceptive statements. The advertisement has been
shut out fi-om our columns, and we advise our read-
ers to let the Prentiss Preserving Company alone.
Moreover, if any subscribers to The Sunday-School
Timex have been led to purchase sample packages
by misstatements as to the profits of other parties
through handling ozone, and are dissatisfied with
the result, our publisher will, upon their applica-
tion, refund to them the money they have paid out
tor such packages.

i^ow, friends, is it not a fact, that any pa-
per taking such a position as that should be
encouraged? Let us give them a rousing
big club. I will at once send them an ad-
vertisement, to do what I can. Now in re-
gard to the ozone. See :

—
Mr. Root: —inclosed 1 send you an advertisement I

cut from the iVestcni A<jyicidtuiist for your indorse-

ment, if you know any thing of ozone. If I can
learn of its being as recommended, I will invest eve-

ry dollar I can raise next spring in eggs at 6, 8, or 10

cents, and pack them till January, 1883. What think

you of it? Please answer through Gleanings.
J. P. WATT.

Duck Ci-eck, Mercer Co., III., Dec. 13, 1881.

I presume our readers know how exten-
sively tills ozone advertisement has been re-
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ceived. Well, I wish to call your attention
to just one clause in it at the end :

—
A fortune awaits any man who secures control of

ozone in any township or county. The most valua-
ble article in the world. The $2 you invest in a test
package will surely lead j'ou to secure a township or
county, and then your way is absolutely clear to
make from f2UU0 to $10,000 a year.

You can safely set down any man as a
swindler, who makes any such otter or state-
ment, verbally or by advertisement. Now,
friends, how would you feel toward the edit-
or of your family paper, who, after he had
inserted " ozone," for which he received a
good roiuid sum of money, should coolly tell

you that everybody must look out for bogus
advertisements themselves, and in actions,
if not words, should say that he was in no
way responsible for the money you had lost?

LETTER FROM SCOTLAND.

SOMETHING ABOUT BEES THAT WON'T RAISE A
QUEEN.

BEAR SIR:—I beg to send you our subscription

to Gleanings for another j'ear, and to say

that we consider it the most valuable, and, at

the same time, the cheapest treatise on the subject

of apiculture that we have ever had the pleasure of

perusing. I do not mean to make any exception of

the ABC, because of it I consider Gleanings to be
part and parcel. Apiculture is not in Scotland the

branch of industry that it might or should be; but I

am very glad to inform you that Gleanings and the

ABC have commenced a work that will revolution-

ize the whole subject at no distant date. Till lately,

bees hereabout received little or no attention — no
expenditure was incurred on their account, and if

they did well, their owner was benefited; if not, he
had no loss, and the boes were the worse for it them-
selves. People are now beginning to open their

eyes, and wonder how they could have ever kept
them closed so long.

As a rule, our seasons are poor and short; but this

is partially compensated by a higher price for our
produce. The past season has been a very bad one,

and honey in every shape is dear; 1-lb. sections are

being sold to consumei's at about 3 shillings each.

I wish the vexed questions about wintering were
settled ; but,as far as 1 can gather,we are no nearer the

solution of the problem at the end of this year than
we were at the beginnmg of it. I do not see that

your contributors have proved that queens reared ar-

tificially are inferior in any way to those reared
"under the swarming impulse."

Apiaries were devastated in our country by hun-
dreds last winter, where queens of the former de-

scription were never heard of. My own impression

is, that bees in actual want of a queen would treat

the larvoa far more tenderly than those rearing one
against the possible contingency of swarming.
Neither can I indorse your ideas about ventila-

tion. The weakest hive that I had last winter was a

third swarm in a straw skep that I purchased. When
taken otr the railway it weighed 18 lbs., including

hive, bees, honey, floor, bag that it was in, and rope,

etc. I put the skep in a wooden box U inches thick,

made a tunnel from the outside of the box to the in-

side of the hive, allowing ingress and egress of one
bee at a time; packed the box full of straw, and
nailed on the lid, in which there was a half-inch ven-

tilation-hole. There might have been four inches of

straw above and around the hive inside the box.

When I took out that hive in the spring I found
only 5 dead bees— one of them being a queen.
They were black bees. This hive proved the most
valuable in my apiary. My others are Simplicity,

double-walled (each wall M in. thick),with Vi in. dead-

air space between. A chaif cushion 4 in. thick,

made of sack-cloth, goes on the top of the duck, and
entrances are all contracted so as to allow passage

of one bee at a time. All came through satisfacto-

rily. Now, alongside of this a neighbor keeps his

bees in straw skeps with no protection, and en-

trances of the usual size. His also came through
satisfactorily, and swarmed early. Now, what do
you make of that? Simply what has been remarked
often in Gleanings, that sometimes protection

seems to succeed, and at other times success is

achieved without protection.

There is another thing I wish to notice. It seems
to be assumed in Gleanings and in the ABC, that

if brood of the right stage is given to a queenless

colony, it invariably commences to raise a queen.

Now, that I can't agree to. This spring I got an im-

ported Italian queen, and when the swarming sea-

son arrived 1 intended to Italianize. One fine day I

moved one of my best hivv^s from its stand, and put
one full of combs in its place. Next day I gave the

bees about 2 square inches of Italian brood. This

the bees fed, sealed up, and hatched out, producing
all workers, and they did not attempt a queen-cell

at all. A week after, I gave them a whole frame of

Italian brood in all stages, from the egg upward.
This was all hatched out too, and no queen-cell was
ever started. The colony was beginning to decrease

in numbers, so about ten days after this I gave it

two frames of black brood in all stages, all of which
was hatched out, and the bees never made an ef-

fort to supply themselves with a queen. I even put
a newly laid egg into an old queen-cell that hap-

pened to bo on one frame, but the bees threw out
the egg at once. They gathered honey and pollen

enough, defended themselves from robbers, and
nothing unusual was observed in their conduct. All

this, you will say, is the result of the piesenco of a

fertile worker. But, no! Not a single egg was ever
laid; and when the brood I gave the colony was
hate ed out, none remained. The bees did not seem
to mind the loss of a queen, but went on with the

pollen arid honey gathering. I could not have been
deceived by honey being stored above the eggs or

brood, as I used the extractor freely, and was very
thorough in my investigation. The result was, I did

not Italianize; but after that colony had remained
about three weeks with no brood, I gave it a black

queen I got from a neighbor, which they gave a

right loyal welcome to. Next day 1 saw her attend-

ing to her duties, and she reigns supremo in the hive

to-day. If nothing similar to this has ever cropped
up before, it is verj- strange. I confess the like

never occurred in my own experience, and I can
not account for it in any way, though I can prove

it to be true. John H. Frasee.
The School House, Dyco, Aberdeenshire, Scotland,

Dec. 5, 1881.

Many thanks for your kind and cheering
words, friend Frasier, and I am very glad
indeed to know that your people are being
waked up in our favorite industry. Perhaps
the ABC should state, if it does not, that
once in a while we find a colony that will
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not rear a queen like the one you mention,
although I confess I have never met one
that so persistently refused to start cells.

While reading your account, I was at Jirst

satisfied that the hive had some sort of a
wingless or imperfect queen ; but after you
said they received the black queen, I was
rather inclined to give iip that position ; but
still, they may have had such a queen, and,
finding her "'no good,*' gladly took up with
a fertile queen when presented to them.
Cases like yours are so rare I hardly think
we should consider them to sjioil the gener-
al rule, that, when no cells are started. Ave

are to presume a queen of some kind is

present.

FRIEND ALIiEV'S EXPIi.lNATION.

S
REGRET very much to be obliged to appear in

print in defense of myself; but as Mr. Neads, of

Canada, did me great injustice by making the

statement he did in the December number of

Gleanings, I feci compelled to make some reply.

The facts in the case are these: Mr. Neads, it

seems, ordered a queen through a friend. She was
sent him, but died in the mail. I think it was rather

too late in the season to replace her. Mr. Cornell,

the person who ordered the queen, demanded the

$1..50 returned to him. I replied that I did not ad-

vertise to send queens and money too, and think I

offered to send him 75 cents or send him another

queen In the spring. I wrote Mr. Root that I would
remit half the amount sent me, and am quite sure

that he thought I was right, and should not do more.

Well, I heard nothing more about the affair till

some time last September, when Mr. Neads stated

the case to me, and I promptly mailed him a queen.

I think he must have had his queen in the 7 days

from the time he penned his postal to me. Now, It

takes 6 or T days to get a reply from Canada in all

cases. Now, friend Neads, are not the above facts?

And further, did you notify me before September
that there was a queen due you? I do not send out

queens in such cases till the parties notify me they
are ready for them; then I will fill all such orders as

promptly as the thing can be done. I will say here,

that if any person has any claim on me for queens,

either for impurity or dead ones, when received, I

will send them queens till they are well satisfied, and
get what they pay for, if it takes $100 to till the bill.

All I ask, is for such ones to notify me in Maj-, or at

any time they are in need of queens.

Now, friend Root, give all such parties a chance to

show me up in Gleanings. If all is not made satis-

factory, don't blame me for It, for I am ready to do
more than my part. I have been doing this business

for 20 years, and never have cheated or swindled

any man, so far as I know. Some complain because
I do not reply to their letters promptly. Friends, it

is Impossible for me to do so. I have more than one
man can do from May to October. I do not do much
in the bee business from October to January. I am
away from home much of the time during these

months,asI get no chance to go during the warm
weather.

About 75 queens were stolen from the mails that I

had shipped; that caused some trouble, and was
very annoying to me; $25.00 in queens or cash will

settle any account against me. If those who would
rather have half the amount in cash than another

queen, lot them saj- so, and they won't find it neces-

sary to write Mr. Root about the matter.

Wenham, Mass., Dec, 1881. H. Alley.

I hope, friends, this matter may be drop-
ped now, even if something does still re-
main to be said. Friend Alley agrees to
make all claims on him good ; and if he does
this, is not that enough ? As I have before
said, it is my opinion, where a queen-rearer
has lost a queen in the mails, he should have
the privilege of making it good by sending
another. If his customer demandthe mon-
ey back instead of letting him try again, I
should say, as a general rule, he should be
entitled to no more than half of it. This is,

of course, subject to conditions, and a rea-
sonable degree of promptness should be one
of them.

TIN BOXES FOR RETAILING HONEY

IN SMALL "DOSES."

M T the convention, friend Jones exhibit-

J^^ ed tin cans, or boxes, for honey, for
' not only 1 lb., but also for i, I. and i

of a pound. I believe they were to be re-

tailed for 25, 15, 10. and 5 cts. respectively.
If I am correct, friend Jones sold 40,000 lbs.

of honey this season, put up in these pack-
ages. You carry to your grocer the tin
boxes and nice labels, and let him fill them
himself from cans of honey sold him in the
bulk. Or he can sell for a commission, as
you find most agreeable. The little boxes
can be used for a lunch, and this serves to
give people a sample and a taste for the
honey. We are making arrangemiints for
making them all at the following prices :

—
TIN
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cs accepted the position, and no objections were
raised. "The honey is pure, and the clover crop

was short," seemed to be a satisfactory excuse. I

see, from several quarters, tin boxes recommended
for the retail trade, to hold 1 or 2 lbs. of honey, but

I am of the opinion that their great similarity to

salve-boxes, in spite of fine labels, will bo for ever a

preventive to their successful introduction. I do

not suppose that I should have succeeded in estab-

lishing a demand for 1-lb. packages of extracted

honey, if these packages had been tin boxes. Tin

buckets answer splendidly for .i, 10, or 25 lb. packag-

es of honej', and I have as good a trade for these in

proportion, as I have for one-pound Jars. My prin-

cipal reason for adopting square glass jars was that

adulterators in New York and Chicago were offering

their glucose honey in round bottles. It appears

that I have made no mistake in this matter, as no-

body suspects honey in square e:lass 1-lb. jars in our

city, while no square nor round jars of extracted

honey can be sold any more in Chicago or New York.

Offering you my best wishes of the season, I am
Yours truly, Chas. F. Muth.

Cincinnati, O., Dec. 2t, 1881.

As the honey in these tin boxes is supposed
to be candied 'solid, I supposed the candying
would be considered a proof of purity. Does
your honey now sell readily in those jars,

friend Muth, when in a candied state, or do
you take any pains to keep it liquidV

ClEAKmOS m BEE CUITUHE.
.A.. I. noo'r,

EDITOK. AND PUBLISHER,
MEDINA, O.

TEKMS: $1.C0 PER YEAR, POST-PAID.

FOR CLUBBING RATES, SEE FIRST PAGE
UF BEADING MATTER.

IVEXSXDXTVr.^^, ir^AJlD^. 1, XB82.

Great peace have they which love thy law.—Psalm
119:105.

Fhiend Lechler sends us an article explanatory

of his great yield, which will be given in our next.

OuB 75-cent telephones will work nicely for half a

mile; and if the rooms are very still, and the wire is

drawn vtry tight, a mile will not be dilficult.

We have to-day, Dec. 3flth, 2791 subscribers, for

which we are especially grateful; the more so, as a

large number of them are from two to five years.

Truly, Gleanings has found fiicnds, and of the sub-

stantial kind too.

Our friend Nellis has. it seems, sold out the Ex-

change to Messrs. Houck & Peet. Friend Peet is

well known to most of us by the queen-cage now so

generally in use. The new firm sends out a 20-page

price list, well gotten up, and of much general in-

terest.

Avery large number indeed have expressed them-
selves in favor of Our Homes during the last month,
while, so far as I can recollect, only one has suggest-

ed that Gleanings better be entirely bees and hon-

ey. If I am faithful in the field in which I seem to

have been called, I am su-e I shall never lack sup-

port.

May I suggest to friend Newman, that glucose
contains a little larger per cent of dextrine than
does grape sugar, to preserve it in a liquid state, in-

stead of "chemicals" being added to the latter to

make it stlid? We shall get at the truth after

awhile, if we arc only patient.

Friend Bubch has shipped quite a number of col-

onies of bees during the fall, and although some of

the friends are far from being satisfied with bees in

October instead of in June, I believe all feel better

than if they had received nothing. As we learn that

Mr. B. has been purchasing bees considerably, we
trust all orders will be filled satisfactorily in the

spring.

The December Magazine in speaking of extractors

at fairs, speaks of one of ours as having been gotten

up expressly for the occasion. Our extractors are

all made exactly alike, and yve have never, to our
knowledge, made one any better, or different in

finish, because it was to be used at a fair. We sell

extractors for so much money, to all alike, and the

purchaser can make whatever use of it he chooses.

Would it not have been better, friend King, to have
been sure you were right, before having put the

above into print?

A great boom has come from that offer of a watch
for five subscribers, and the question comes up,

"Must we send the five names all at once, or how
long can we have to work?" Let me tell you how It

will help you, and the clerks here too. Send $5.00

for Gleanings to yourself for five years, get your
watch, and have the matter all settled; and then
when you get a subscriber, send a postal and order

your time shortened a year, to pay for him. When
you have the whole list, why, just do the same thing

over again. Of course, this great offer is solely to

increase the size of our list, and therefore we can
hardly afford it, unless the names are new ones.

Well, to help you all we can we will allow you to get

names anywhere, providing they are new ones, and
not renewals. In December we used one gross of

watches in five days.

FOUL brood.
A friend who bought a half-pound of bees and a

queen of us, insists that he thereby got foul brood

into his apiary. As a proof, he has sent a piece of

comb to friend Muth, who pronounces it foul brood

of the worst type. I have no doubt but that he has

foul brood, and I am very sorry indeed for the de-

struction of his apiary; but I have assured him over

and over that we have no such thing about here, and
never had. Our whole apiaries are constantly open
to the inspection of visitors, and if any one can find

a cell of foul brood in them we should be glad to

see It. By the way, is not the new way of buying

and selling bees by the pound a great improvement
over sending out combs and brood, as a prevent-

ive of the spread of this great malady? From what
I can gather, bees kept a week on sugar and water,

in a cage, would be much less likely to carry con-

tagion than where combs with brood were sent with

them.

grape sugar.
While I have had no good reason to change my

mind in regard to the future of the grape-sugar in-

dustry, I have, for reasons already given, discon-

tinued keeping it for sale. In view of the fact that

grape sugar's near neighbor, glucose, is being used

so much for the adulteration of syrups, I would at
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present advise our readers to use only granulated

sugar for feeding. Dr. Kellogg, in his very able ad-

dress at the Michigan convention, told us that the

successful adulteration of granulated sugar by any

of these substances is an impossibilit j-. When asked

in regard to the difference belweon grape sugar

and glucose, he said although he was unacciuainted

with the two substances as they appear in com-

merce, he supposed glucose contained a larger per

cent of dextrine, which so effectu'.Uy prevents it

from becoming a solid at any temperature. This

agrees exactly with what you were told in G lean-
ings several years ago.

Ai.TnouGn the Watcrbury watches arc having a

sale never before perhaps known in timepieces, our

friends should bear iu mind that watches subjected

to the rough usage of the mail-bags are quite often

received out of order, no matter how carefully they

have been carried and tested by us. A Watcrbury
watch in order has no more business stopping than

aaj' other watch; but if you get one that docs stop,

don't be cross and say you do not believe any of them
go, nor need you write a loi g letter about it. Just

eay, on a postal card, "it stops," and send it back.

One man says, when he moved the minute-hand, the

hour-hand "just stood still;" but hal h^ read the lit-

tle book we send with each watch, he would have
known that nothing was broken. Will you not bear

in mind how small an n mount of money you paid for

it, and make our task of keeping them all going as

light a one as you can? If the watch has had un-

fair usage, or you have had it over 30 days, send it

to the factor!!, and nut to ut<, for they all go to the

factory eventually.

likely; but so has a patent been granted on the fdn.

we are using; on putting it on to wires; on division-

boards for bee-hives, and also on the very tin sepa-

rators we are using, anci have been using for years.

The Patent-Office supposed all these things were
new, and are doubtless honest; but, friends, is it in

any way likely they have a man in the whole Patent-

Office corps who has an idea of modern bee culture?

A proposal was started, at the convention, to raise a

fund for mutual protection, if any of our number
should be subjected to expense; but I trust nothing

of this kind may bo ever necessarj'. Mr. Forncrook
proposes to make all bee-keepers pay .16.00 per thou-

sand, instead of the established price of $1 50.

TO ODU CONTHIBUTOUS.

It seems, dear friends, Glf.\.nings is to have a
boom this year, and I have been already devising

ways and means to make it more pleasing and valu-

able to you all, in return for your kind words and—
dollars. At the convention it was suggested wc
have the matter arranged in a more orderly man-
ner, using more small-cap heads to the dilTerent

thoughts expressed. Now, will those who write for

it please head their letters with a caption, then stick

to your text till you wish to talk about something
else, then take a new head, say all on that subject,

and so on. Some of you do this already; but there

are others, who write for print, too, whose letters

can not be straightened out, without altering the

wording to such an extent it would be really saying
something they did not say. I think it would pay
all round if some of you would re-write it for us. If

you are short of paper, I will send you some station-

ery. Nice paper to write on, with ink or the Auto-
matic pencil, will be furnished in strips 7x27 inches,

at 15c per lb. Automatic pencils, 3 for 50c.

SOME GOOD BOOKS.

I

I DO not know but that snm=! of the friends at Bat-
1 tie Creek were a little amused at the almost childish
wonder with which I g;izpd (very likely with open
mouth) at those wonderful structures, the Sanitari-
um and Tabernacle. When I passed through them

I

I was still more astonished, and especially was I

pleased with that great printing-ollice. Boys and
girls as neat and clean-looking as our own at home,
did the work; and when I was told that no tobacco

I or swearing was allowed iuside the walls, I felt a
great feeling of thaukfulness that I stood not quite
alone in what has so often been thought one of mj^
eccentricities. I won't hurt anybody's feelings, will

I, to say this latter institution also showed their good
sense in having a ivoinan handle all the money of the
establishment? Well, you know I couldn'tvest with-
out knowing something of what kind of books they

! make, so I kept " kind o' peeking" into things, and

I

pretty soon 1 opened a book and read about one
page of it.

i

" Look here, friend S., I want that book, and I do
not f^are what it costs."
" Why, that is Dr. Kellogg's new book. Plain Facts^

ahnut Common Things, and here is his new doctor
book."

I read a page in the doctor book, and told him I
wanted that too, and now I am happy. No, I'm not
happy, cither, for [ wish everv one of our readers
who loves good health and God's laws could have
these books. Dr. Kellogg's especial forte seems to
be the study of the causes of crime; and his strong
earnest talks-seem to supplompnt the Homo Papers
of this number in a way that is tr ily wondertul.
These books will not onlv save doctors' bills and
give life here, but they may be the means of giving
eternal life to the inno.'-ent children who are uow
growing up in our homes, and going out into the
world May God's blessings rest upon the labors of
Dr. Kellogg!

inARRIAGES.

FOUNCROOK'S PATENT ONE-PIECE SECTIONS.

OOT of respect to friend Forncrook we have per-

mitted the advertisement to go in as you see it, al-

though it does seem as if he were getting very close

to our friend Mitchell, in claiming all section boxes
made of one piece of wood. I have pointed him to a
letter in Gleanings, describing one-piece sections,

made and used several years ago; but his reply was to

the effect, that sections made of strawberry-box stuff

are quite another thing. This amounts to saying,

as I see it, that a rowjli box is not patented; but if

you plane it, or sandpaper it, you are infringing. Do
you say that a patent has beeq granted him? Very

^XE of our oflice girls, whom a great
many of yoit will remember as "•Bess,"
has " gone and got married." Here

are the particulars :
—

Married—In Medina, Thursday, Dec. 15,1881, Miss
Bess Johnston and Mr. It. H. Zimmerman, of Wash-
ington, D. C, by the Rev. Jas. St^owden, of Huron, O.

And here are some af the parting adieus
from a few of the clerks :

—
Our good Queen Bess has left us.
In another hive to reign;

O Bob! you have bereft us
Of our pleasure and our pain. —Lu.

As a last losing token.
We ati]{ for both this boon:

Bo their happiness vmbroken
In a lifelong honej moon. —Carrie.

The archer-boy drove from Bess' mind
The thought of England's virgin queen.

And, like a chansring, ruthless wind.
In haste she changed her name, I ween.

—Ten.
For men will court, and maidens will trust,

" Tho' the harbor bar be moaning." —Ellen M.
May he who has had the good fortune to win "our

Bess," love, prize, and ch»rish her, as she was loved
and prized in tUe Home of the Honey-Bees! "Boss."
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HEADQUARTERS FOR
jEAKLY ITALIAN and

CYPRIAN BEES and

TWO, THREE, & FOUR-FRAME flUCLEI
-AND-

TESTED QUEENS A SPECIALTY

!

DOLLAR QUERNS FTJR-
NISHED WHEN
REQUESTED.

THREE RACES OF
BEES FOR SA.LE Br

THE POUND.

I shall take especial pains to furnish very full

stocks early in the season.

EXPRESS CHARGES PAID PART WAY !

Basswood-Trees, Black Locust, and Sourwoods,

young and thrifty, at reasonable rates. Send your

orders early, and get served early.

Send for Circulars, and see how well I will use

you. Address

A. W. CHENEY,
KANAWHA FALLS, FAYETTE CO., AVEST VA.

BROTHER BEE - KEEPERS,
T am about to lose my place, 101!4 acres, of the

James Gcore 010-acre survv:!y, worth riOOO.OO. $550.00

will release it, and pay all taxes due. Will give ten

per cent on the above amount for two years, with

vendor's lease on land, which is as good as bank
check. In high stiito of cultivation; made ()5 bush-

els oats per acre, 1880. H. A. Halbert, Esq , of Cor-

sicann, Texas, will fix up all papers at ray cost.

Speak quickly, as I have only thirty more days.

DRESDEN, - - NAVARRO CO., - - TEXAS.

1882. QUEENS ! 1882.
I am now booking orders for war-

ranted Italian Queens; each, $1.00;
six, $'i 00. Tested, after June, $1.50
Cvprians, unwarranted, $1.00; six,
$5.0n. Send for circular giving de-
scription and recommendations from
P. M. and county oflicers. Money-
Order oflice, Versailles, Kv.
Itfd J. T. WILSON,
Mortonsvillc, Woodford Co., Ky.

BEE-KEEPERS
All buy D<Mlge's Summer and Winter Top and En-
trance Feeder, and Upward Ventilator. It feeds
Candy, Syrup, Sugar Candy, and extracted honej-, or
any suitable bee food, in a temperature correspond-
ing with the interiiu- of the Hive. A perfect upward
ventilator, without loss of heat. Needs no testi-

moniaN; 1 sample captures every bee-keeper. Sam-
ple, by mail, 30c. Per doz., via express, $2.00.

U. E. I)OD(iE, Fredonia, N. V.
Inventor and Sole Manufacturer, and manufac-

turer and dealer in all kinds of Apiarian Stores. l-3d

nSPORTED QDEENST"
In April, 11 francs in Gold.
May and June, - - - lo " '• "

July and August, - - - 9 n ^ ^
September and October, - - 7 " " "

Queens which die in transit will be replaced only
if sent hack in ii letter. l-(id

CHARLES BIANCONCINI & CO., Bologna, Italy.

lOR SALE cheap, a 10-lnch Dunham Foundation
Machine. Uspd but one season.

A. B. WEED, 75 Bagg St., Detroit, Mich.

TI TEGROF T'NOD !

TiaiE

l^~This Journal begins its fourth vear with A
NEW DKESS. and has BEEN INCREASED IN
SIZE TO .il PAGES.

- IT IS A LIVK-
FRoaRZisszv£ vaojUTRjiin
Is edited by PRACTICAL REE - KEEPERS, and
richlv worth the SUIJSCKlPTiON PRICE, which is

$1.00 VER ANNIII»I postpaid; or, THREE
MONTHS ON TRIAL 25 cents.-

SAMPLE COPY FREE!
tS^OUR PRICE LIST OF

APIARIAN SUPPLIES I

is now ready, and you will consult your best inter-
ests by securing a copy before von buy.

Address HOUCK & PEET,
Id CANAJOHARIE, N. Y.

Ot F U N DA T I nT)

WHOLESALE
AND-

RETAIL.
Dealers in Bee Supplies will do well to send for our

wholesale prices of foundation. Wo now have the

most extensive manufactory of foundation in the

country. We send to all parts of the U. S. We
make all standard styles, airl o'lr wax is nowhere to

be equaled for cleanliness, p.irity, and beauty. Ex-
tra thin and bright for section 3. All shapes and all

sizes. Samples free on request.

CHAS. DADAIMT & SOXT,
Itfd HAMILTON, HANCOCK CO., ILL.

Apple-Trees l)y the Car-Load.
$80.00 Per 1000. Good varieties, fall and win-

ter. Other nurserv stock cheap.
1 Address J. 15. MURllAY, Ada, Hardin Co., O.

I. R. GOOD, Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Indiana,

Makes a specialty of rearing

Holy - Land Queens.
All queens bred from D. A. Jones's imported queens.
Dollar queens before Jinie :iOth, $1.25 each; after
that date, single queen, $1.00; six queens f^r $5.00;
twelve or more, 75 cts. each. Tested queens, $:J.50

each. Italian queens, raised in Holy-Land apiaries,
same price. Bees by the pound, and nucleus and
full colony, as per A. I. Root's price list. l-9d

HEADQUARTERS in the South for the manu-
facture and sal? of

Apiarian Supplies!
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. Will be ready to

fill orders for Hives, Frames, Sections, &c., January
15th. Address PAUL. L.. VIALLON,
Id Bayou Goula, Idehville Par., La.

FOR SALE!
A Barnes hand-power Rip-Saw, almost new.

bargain ! S. C. & J. P. WATTS.
Id Lumber City, Clearfield Co., Pa.

FREE
I A sample copy of the NEW EN&LAND BEE
I JOUENAL. H. POOLE, Mechanic Falls, Me.
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w.A3XrTES33.-^«7«7".A.a^. -Address
Vo.v DoRN, b20 South Ave., Omaha, Neb.

A
2d

GOOD GIKL, V.i to U years old, can have a per-
maneut home. Address, with references,
VON DOKN, 820 S. Avenue, Omaha, Neb.

FOI^ SA^LEI
BRONZE TURKEYS, or will exchnnpe f(n- Italian

Bees or Queens. E. B. VINCENT.
[Maple Lawn Apiary.] Suuraan, Ripley Co., Ind.

A GREAT BARGAIN.
T will sell 30 strong- he;il thy stocks of Italian and

Hyljrid Bees, on th<3 Lang-stroth frame, in Simplicity
Hives, toB-ether with all the fixtures for a (iiodeoi
apiary. The whole, or in lots to suit. Complete list

on application to W. G. S.\LTPOStD, 2d
CI Delaitield St., Puughkeepbie, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

FOR SALE, or exchanpfc for bees, an Excelsior
Extractor; been used but two years, and used

but very little. As good as new.
MATTHEW DODD3.

3d Warsaw, Wyoming Co., N. Y.

TMPORTED FERRETS FOR SALE.-For hunting
J. rabbits and rats. Shipped by express an.vwhere.
Safe arrival guaranteed. Price S>fi-00 per pair.

W.ADDENBKOOK.
2 North Prairie, Waukesha Co., Wis.

THE
British Bee Journal.
The British Bee Journal is now mailed to our ad-

dress iu packages, each month. In order to dispose
of them, we offer them at present at $1.00 per year,
postage paid, beginning Jan., 18«2. Will guaratee
safe arrival of every number.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

ii

FOR THE MANCFACT0RE AND BALB OF

Bee-keepers' Supplies

AND V. D. NELLIS HIVES AND FRAMES.

THE ALL -IN -ONE -PIECE SECTIONS,
Made on a machine purchased from A. I. Root.

Having purchased Mrs. Frances Dunham's whole
outfit to manufacture foundation by steam power,
I can furnish foundation in any quantity, and ia
sheets as large as 14 inches wide and 7 feet long.

ITALIAH BEES and QUEEITS.
All bred from imported mothers of my own im-

portation. Dollar queens in April, $1.25; In May,
$1.10; in June and after, f 1.00. Tested queent from
March IsttoJuly let, f2.50; after. $3.00. Full colo-
nies of Italian bees iu any quantity. Early -l-frame
uurleus, with tested queens. $5.00. This is more ad-
vantageous to those wishing bees by the pound.
Send for illustrated catalogue for further particu-
lars. Address

Btiyoii Ooiila, IlberviUe Par., X^a.

GI\EAT BAF^GAIN
A BABE CHANGE I

I offer for sale my supply business, consisting of
one 10-horse boiler and engine, in perfect order;
been used but little. Saw-tables, belting, shafting,
pulleys, etc.; also one heavy wood saw-table, and
one Steam-evaporator, for cider, jelly, or sorghum.
Dunham fdn. machine, and other implements too
numerous to mention. Business well established.
Price $1000; or, 50 colonies of pure Italian Bees with
same, for $1400.
2d HIRAM ROOF, Carson City, llicli.

HIVES. HIVES.
I am now prcpai'ed to manufacture

HIVIU© A1VI> HECTIOjV boxes
at wholesale and retail. Send for prices.

E. W. LOWE,
Sebewa, Ionia Co., Mich.

Farm for Sale.
Just outside the corporation of Ithaca, consisting

of -tl acres; good strong soil, well adapted to garden-
ing or farm cr ps. One of the best fruit farms in
Tompkins county; 10 acres already in fruit. A good
location for parents who would like to send their
sons or daughters to Ithaca High School or Cornell
University. Price $8,000. Half the purchase money
may remain on mortgage. Also 34 swarms of bees
in Simplicity hives.

JOSEPH SINTON, Ithaca, N. Y.

^W^ATSTTJED,
Steam-Engine, 4-borse, upright, in good condition.

Write, stating particulars, and the lowest cash price,

to JOHN DYSON, Coatesville, Chester Co., Penn.
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Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 30 cents each insertion, or $3,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names in8&)-ted in this department the firnt time with-

out charge. After, 30c each insertion, or $3,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian Queens for $1,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when thoy were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time whe-n customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send j^ou another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st, or after Nov. If want-
ed sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A. I. Boot, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. Itf
*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La. Itld
*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. Itfd
*Wm. Ballantine, Sago, Musk. Co.. O. Itfd
C. H. Deaae, Sr., Mortonsvillo, Woodford Co., Ky.

It Id
*J. O. Facey, New Hamburg, Out., Can. 3-7

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. Itfd
S. F. Newman, Norwnlk, Huron Co., O. Itfd
J. F. Hart, Union Point. Greene Co., Ga. 4-3
M. S. West, Flint, Gen. Co., Mich. 3-7

C. OLM'S COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
SEND FOB SAMPLE AND CIRCULAR.

5tfd C. OL.OT, Fond du Lac, Wis.

TODE=»! Ij IST JES 3Xr !_^
The new Dmnc S/y.sfem for Cumh Honeu-

The N. A. B. K. A. savs it surpasses any thing of
the kind, combining all the n<'cessary arrangements,
simple and complete. One fn II set for .50 cts. Weijrht,
4 to .5 lbs. Sent tiy freight or express as you direct.
SPud money bv P. O. mon^y-order to Versrnlles,
Woodford Co., Ky., at my risk. Send for price U^t.
Will send by mail, exact measurement of each piece
of the Star Chaff Hive, and the new Deane Sj stem,
for oO one-cent stamps. Dyn't fail to put your name
and P. O. acidrCiiS. C. ll. T)RA?^E,
12-5d Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Early Italian & CysiD IJiGfiDS.
Imported and home-bred; nuclei and full colo-

nies. For quality and purity, mv stock of bees can
not be excelled in the United States. I make a
specialty of manufacturing the Dunham foundation.
Try it. If yon wish to purchase Bnes or Supplies,
send for mv new Circular, containing directions for
introducing queens, remarks on the new races of
Bees, &c. Ad'lress
Itfd DR J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

HIVES! HIVES!
I am now prepared to manufacture bee-hives,

whoL- sale and retail at the very lowest prices. Send
one dollar, to get one of D. A. .T(mes' celebrated
hives. Catalogue furnished on application.
Otfd JOHN M. KINZIE, Doon, Out, Can.

ESSEX PIGS A SPECIALTY!
75 to 100 Pedigree Pig's for delivery in June,

six weeks to two months old. Write for prices.
Also Brown Leghorn (prize winners) EGGS, @ $1

per doz., and B. B. R. G. Bantam Eggs for Hatching
(imported), ((7i $1..50 per doz., in new baskets. Safe
arrival guaranteed. C. \V. CANPIELiD,
S-ld Alliens, Bradrord Co., Pa.

MUTH'S
HONEY EXTEACTOR,

SCIU.VKE CiL.ASS HO^EV JAKS,
TIN BUCKETS, BEE HIVES,

HONEV SECTIONS, &c., &c.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send Stamp of 10c for "Practical Hints to
Bee-keepers. Itfd

READ fms7
FIFTY YEARS AN APIARL'iN.

We are the oldest breeders of Italian Bees, and
manufacturers of APIARIAN SUPPLIES in New
England.
Onr experience dates back to the first experiments

of Mr. Langstroth in the movable-comb system.
Send for our Price List of Bees, Queens, and Sup-
plies, before making your purchases for 1S83.

Address WM. W. CARV & SON,
Itfd Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

FOR SALE.—One Foot-power Saw (Barnes'), in
good order; uswl but little. Write f<jr terms.

l-Ud J. F. MICHAEL, German, Darke Co , Ohio.

HEADQUARTERS FOR
EAULY ITALIAN and

CYPRIAN BEES and

TWO, THREE, & FOUR FRAME NUCLEI
--AND-

TESTED QUEENS^ SPECIALTY

!

DOLLAR QUERN=^ FUR- I THREE RACES OF
NISHKO AVHEN BEES F^R S \LE BV
RKQUESTED.

|
THE POUND.

I shall take especinl pains to furnish very full

stocks early in ihe season.

EXPRESS CHARGES PAID PART WAY !

Basswood-Trce?, Black Locust, and Sourwoods,

young and thrifty, at reasonable rates. Send your

orders early, and get served early.

Send for Circulars, and see how well I will use

j'ou. Address

A. W. CHENEY,
KANAWHA FALLS, PAYETTE CO., WEST VA.

BEE-KEEPERS
All buy Dodge's Snmmer and Winter Top and En-
trance Feeder, and Upward Vf'ntil itor. It feeds
Candy, Syrup, Sugar Candy, and extracted honey, or
any suitable hoe food, in a temperature correspond-
ing with the interior of the Hive. A pertvct upward
vi-ntilator, without loss of heat. Needs no testi-

monial-:; 1 sample captures every bee-keeper. Sam-
ple, by mail, 30c. Per doz., via express, $2.00.

II. E. DODGE, Fredonia, N. Y.

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer, and manufac-
turer and dealer in all kinds of Apiarian Stores. l-3d
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KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The dictionary is a gem; I cm read it without
fflftsses, and I am 71 next Monday.
Belfast, la , Jan. 20, 1881. J. W. Barlow.

Gleanings is such a favorite with us that we can
nnt get alousr without it. J. BLACKHALt,.
ITobart, Lake Co., Ind , Dec. 26, 1881.

Your ABC saved me from losing over f.50 00 this

year. It is a book that no bee-keeper should be with-
out. R. K. CUVLER.
Kapidan Station, Va., Dec. 6, 1881.

Circulars you printed came to hand indue time.
They are verv neat and tasty. Thanks.

J. V. Caldwell.
Cambridge, Henry Co., 111., Jan. 9. 1883.

Glass-cutters received. I tried them and am satis-

fied. Accept thanks for premium on subscription.
A. W. SCHULTZE.

Fond du Lac, Wis., Nov. 21, 1881.

Inclosed Qnd 2.5 cent.s, for which please send four
charm knives. It seems as if all the girls in Helena
will have one before th^y are satisfied.

Helena, Karnes Co., Tex. Mrs. S. A. Conway.

My little Granddaughter was so well pleased with
her 15-ct. knife and fork, she wants three sets more
so she can have a party. Philip Ehart.
Davenport, Iowa, Dec. 1, 18SI.

The glass was received O. K. Money sent on the
.5th, goods came on the 9th; quick work. Th.inks for
your promptness. (). C. Shipp.
Spring Dale, Miss., Dec. 12, 1881.

I have read the ABC with interest, pleasure, and,
I hope, profit. The book is much larger and nicer
than I expected, and worth double your price.
Tallahassee, Fla., Dec. 23, 1881. O. A. Miller.

The Waterbury watch is recpived; it is a beauty,
and I am well pleased. Thanks. Inclosed find mon-
ev order for one more watch. I ha%'e tviother boy.
"Bourbon, Ind., Dec. 27, 1881. H. Stinebach.

Accept thanks for watch, which came all right,
and gives good satisfaction. The only "fault" I

find is, that it is 58 cents cheaper than 1 thousht it

would be. Jonathan He.\ton.
Washington, Wash. Co.. LTIah, Jan. 6, 1882.

THE STAR S.\W-SET.

I have just received the Star saw-set. and tried it.

l,t lays all other saw-sets in the shade, to my notion.
Joseph Ball.

Chillicothe, Wapello Co., Iowa, Nov. 15, 1881.

I did not think of taking Gleanings this year, but
my wife thinks she can not get along without it, for
every one of the Home Papers is so good. I inclose
one dollar for 1882. P. M. Peckh.a.m.
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 22, 1881.

Inclosed find SlOO for the ABC book, which you
will please forward by mail. 1 have received a dol-
lar's worth of information from the sample copy of
Gleanings, so I shall have the book free.
Oxmoor, Ala , Nov. '2i, 1881. B. F. Ward.

The watch came to hand in good order, and it

was worth twice the money to see the happy face of
my boy on receiving so nice a present.

Sarah E. DrKCAN.
Lincvllle, Wayne Co., la., Dec. 31,1881.

The goods were received on the 5)h inst., for which
accept thanks. The dictionary is fully worth 50 cts.
I would not take $1.00 for it (if I could not g«t an-
other), end it cost only 20 cts., postage and all. All
the articles are well worth the money.
Brooklyn, la., Jan. 7, 1882. H. C. Kersten.

J can buy L. hives here ^second hand) now from 25
to 50 cents, all the hives I want; but give me your
metal-cornered hives; they are perfect; and the
smoker, that is worth ?5.00. I am very well pleased
with every thing that I got from you.

B. F. Barr.
Flaglcrs, Marlon Co., la.. Dec. 20, 1881.

Gleanings has got to be bread and butter hero.
Do not fail to mail it to me. There is no department
known showing the progress and improvement that
bee culture does. G. A. Leggett.
Schodack Landing, N. Y., Doc. 29, 1881.

The watch which you mailed me came all safe. It

is a perfect beauty; it keeps time with our new Seth
Thomas clock, only it gains a little on the clock in a
week. Samuel Leatherman.
Goshen, Ind., Jan. 5, 1882.

Sister and I will hold up our hands as substantial
friend<» of Gleanings; and as long as God sends us
the dollar it will be a welcome visitor to our humble
but happy home. Lena & Burton Sage.
New Haven, Ct., Jan. 9, 1882.

I received your premium watch all right; it is

running, and keeping first-rate time. We are well
pleased, but can'tsee how such apieceof machinery
con be put together for thp price. J. H. Deem.
Knightstown, lud., Jan. C, 1882.

Send two more Waterbury watches, and two of
your polished steel chains. I wish to give them as
presents to my two boys. My own watch is still

keeping good time, and is as right as when you sent
it to me. John Baker.
Paxonburgh, Pa., Dec. 30, 1881.

The watch and smoker came last night. The watch
is a marvel of beauty, and 1 set it with my clock last
night, and there is not a minute's ditference yet.
Your kindness and fair dealing are higblv appreciat-
ed. John Hohmann.
Durango, Dubuque Co., la., Jan. 13, 1881.

I subscribe for Gleanings for thre" reasons. 1.

For its instruction in bee-keeping; 2. For its Home
reading, which we all very highly prize; and 3. To
encourage and h<»lp sustain an institution managed
and carried on sr> near my own idea of doing busi-
ness with our fellow-men. May God bless you and
aid vou. K. M. Morbill.
Plymouth, Ind , Jan. 3, 1883.

The goods are'splendiJ for so small an amount of
money. My little girl is delighted with her scissors
and knives' and forks; she keops asking her papa,
" Did Mr. Root send them?" My husband thinks his
fdn. excellent; he says he would not take S3.00for
the .50-cent plane you sent him, if he could not get
another. We tako Gleanings, and we all like to
read it. especiallv Our Homes and MerrvbanWs.
Owego, N. Y., Dec. 28, 1881. Mrs. May Moss.

The Waterbury is all right; it is the best time-
piece I ever owned. I can not understand how they
can be made for that amount of money. I must give
you an idpaof the extent of my small apiary. I com-
menced the winter with 22 stands, all in Root's chaflf

hives, of mv own make. They are all Italians but 2,

and they will be as soon as I can raise queens for
them. No blacks for me. I raised 20 queens (Italian)

last season; only two of that number proved to'be
mismated E. P. Aldridge.
Lectonia, Ohio, Dec, 1881.

I was sitting enjoying myself flnelv over the con-
tents of Dec. No. of Gleanings. When I came to
the Growlery and read the "oration " of J. P. B., I

must say (though I am sorry for it now) that I was
quite spunky; but, after thinking a moment, I sat
back and had a good laugh, just to see how he set up
things in general, and A. I. Root in particular. Bet-
ter laugh than be spunky, had I not? Well, if we
did not have the bitter we should not appreciate the
sweet, should we? Keep a " stiff upper lip." You
have a host of friends. E. S. Brooks.
Brooks, Marion Co., Ore., Dec, 1881.

huru.vii for the "waterburys."
One year ago the 12th of this month I received

and started 11 Waterbury watches I ordered of you.
The one I retained for mv own use is running as well
as ever, as far as I can tell. During the past week I

have been testing it with a $20.00 watch, and during
that time the two watches did not vary more than a
quarter of a minute. I consider the Waterbury
watch a marvel of simplicity, accuracy, and cheap-
ness. Three cheers and a "tiger" for the Waterbury
watch. I, W. Detwiler.
Moravia, Iowa. Jan. 21, 1883.
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The poods ordered of you Dec. 3d were received
Jan. 3d in erood order, with freight charges amount-
ing to $3.70—very reasonable on 55U lbs. I unpiieked
them the 4th inst., and fouud every thing ordered all

in r'>od shspe. 1 don't wonder that you have a large

traile. sending out as nice goods as well packed, and
as promptly as you do. Geo. F. Kpencer.
Paysuu, 111., Jan. 5, 1882.

The goods bought of you heretofore have been all

very good for so small a price, and cveu more than
I expected. f<ir I have sent to a good many different

places for little things and different things, and al-

ways aim to send money euoujib, or a little more, to

be 8ua-e to get the goods, but you are the hrst man
who ever gave me credit for more than enough.
Prairieville, Ark., Jan. 4, '83. W. D. Wesneb.

I have been a subscriber to Gleanings ever since
its first advent as a quarterly, when wind was j-cur

motive power. We have followed your fortunes
with profit and interest; and although the musical
hum of the bees no longer enlivens the gardens of
our Acadian home, yet we love the subject you ad-

vocate, and long for the time when we can restock
our deserted apiary. Twelve papers and magazines
visit usregulirlv. We thousrht less might do. Well,
which one shall we st 'P? is the question of the fam-
ily in council. We have no bees. Gi..eanings very
naturally looks like the one to go. We think of the
pleasim hours spent iD poring over its interesting
pages, and soon decide. It is too old a friend; we
can not 1ft it go. Well, we inclose $5 00, and want
you to book us for two yi^ars, and 1 will find new
gubscribers for the other three copies, tso you mail
me 4 copies for 18^3, and one for 18.^3. This we think
will not materially affect your terms for securing a
Waterbury watch. G. C. Millkk.
Middleton, Annapolis Co., Nova Scotia, Dec. 33, '81.

Pleafie send me the nnmes of those persons who
wanted the Home Papers stopped in Gl,eaninos. If

they can not afford to pay for them, let you and I

gav for them. I will pay one-half and you the other
aif, for I think Gleanings is a good journal with-

out Our Homes in it; but with the Home Papers it

is without a rival, for I consider that you have Gtid

in partnership with you, and don't you dissolve that
partnership. John W. Ross.
Velisco, Brazoria Co., Tex., Jan., 1883.

[God bless you for your kind offer, friend R. ! I

have already several times proposed to send Glean-
ings to the end of the year to those who objected to
the Home Papers, and then leave it to them what
amount they should pay; b)it I believe they alwavs
paid the full dollar. Since the new year, I do not
remember to have seen m.>re than three who ob-
jected. I will give their names if they wish T should.
"When Our Homes was started, I supposed I should
lose snbscribera by it; but of late, since it has
transpired that thev are to be a source of income to
me, I am in great danger of becoming proud, and
forgetting how it was that I reached so many hearts.

It is now, dear friends, while God seems to think fit

to give me means and influence, that I need your
prayers more than I ever did before, that my Savior
may not only be a partner in business, but first in
all things.]

Under this head will be inserted, free of charge, the names of
alt those having honey lo sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, 1 would not advise you to send your
toney away to be sold on commission. It near home, where
you can looK after it, it Is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 25 cents we can furnish little
boards to hang up In your dooryard, with the words, "Honey
for Sale, " neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10 cents extra for
postage. Boaa-ds saying '

' Bees and Queens lor Sale, '
' same

pi.'ioe.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—Honey.—Since my last quotation, the

market on extracted honey has strengthened, and I

am now paying 8@10c on arrival. Comb honey is not
as plentiful on the market, and inquiries for it are
more frequent, as compared with last year. It sells
on commission at 17®23c for choice white. lam
paying 18@33cfor beeswax, cash on arrival.
Chicago, Jan. 25, 1883. A. H. Newman.

Detroit.—Hone;/.—Good comb honey is scarce
and in fair demand, and is worth, about 30c. Bees-
wax is worth from 30 to 22c. A. B. Weed.
Detroit, Jan. 30, 18S3.

Cleveland.—H(»ne.iy.—The honey market is quite
active again on No. 1 white sections, which sell, ac-
cording to looks and order, 30 to 33c for 1 lb., and 30
for best i lb. Buckwheat honey continues very dull
at 17 to 18c. Extracted, II to 13c, rather slow. Bees-
wax scaice; 23 to Sic. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland, O., Jan. 21, 1883.

We have 4000 lbs. of choice white extracted honey
in 50-lb. tin cans, for which we will take 12c per lb.,

cans thrown in. Delivered on board cars at Enou,
Pa., or Voungstown,©. Wm. Barth & Bbo.
Petersburg, Mahoning Co., O., Jan. 18, 1883.

W.\NTED.—1, 3, or 3 barrels extracted honey, for
which 1 will pay 8c for dark, or 10c for light, delivered
at my depot in Homer, Calhoun Co., Mich. Corres-
pondence solicited. M. G. Hakes.
Homer, Mich , Jan. 11, 1883.

Receut Additions to the

COUNTER ! Jit

THREE-CE^JT COUPtiTER.
3

I

Egg Cup, glass, a little beauty I 38
|
3 .TO

2
I
Memorandum hooks, 64 paures, 2 for 5c | 20 |

1 50
3

I

Paper of Pins, 3 sizes, a little smaller
than 5c ones | 38

|
3 70

3 1
Screw caps, Hk inch, zinc, to solder on
honey cans | 28

|
2 50

FIVS-CEP»3T COUWTER.
2

I

Combs, pocket, folding, horn | 43
|
4 00

3
I

Erasers, rubber, good | 38
|

:^ .50

3
I
Teething rings, pure rubber | 40 | 3 75

TEN-CENT COUNTER.
GL.4SSWARE.

I
Berry diSh, 9x6;4, beautiful pattern..

|
90

|
8 50

I
Lamp, on foot, no burner or chimney

I
95 |

9 00

FIFTEEN-CENT COUNTER.
i
Magnet, horse shoe 3^/4 inches 1 1 40 1 13 50

Twenty-Five Cent Counter.
6

I

Shears. 7 inch, nickel-plated. Solid
steel blades. A wonder for 25c |

2 25
|
21 00

GLASSWARE.
I
Bread Plate, Snowflake. 11 in.; "A
good mother makes a happy home"

|
3 10

|
20 00

Thirty-Five Cent Counter.
3

I
Pocket Compass, 2 in., nickel-plated | 3 00 I 28 00

With cover, a good reliable article: beautifully Imished. The
same, with ling, no cover, same price.

riPTY-CENT COUNTER.
I

Grindstones, Family, a little beauty,
for such a small sum of money |

4 00
|
35 00

FOR $1.50.
A Nickel Lever Clock. This is among clocks

what the Waterbury is among watches. It runs in

any position, and is an excellent timepiece; all are

carefully tested and regulated here in our office.

Requires no key, and is all cased in metal. With
alarm, $2.00. By mail, 25c extra.

A. L ROOT, MEDINA. OHIO.

Supplies for the ApiaryT
Purchase your Hives, Crates, and Sections, from

where pine lumber can be bought cheap. Special
attention given to large orders.
3d HIRAM ROOP, Carson City, Mich.

Di. Fike, Eod9, SniiUur^,M Co., i.
Breeder of those Beautiful Albino and Italian

Queens and Bees which gave universal satisfaction

last season. SencJ for Circular, 3-4d
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NOTES FROM THE RANNER APIARY.

No. 37.

PREFARE FOR ANOTDEU SEASON.

nirgnr'AVE you decided yet upon a plan of opera-

f^r^ tions, or management, for the coming sea-

son? If you have decided, let me ask if, in

making your decision, you took into consideration

the honey resources of your locality; their charac-

ter, duration, and reliability? did you consider your
markets; their distance, character, etc ? did you
consider your facilities for sending and receiving

mail, express, and freight? yes, and did you consider

yourself 7 Did you comprehend your own educa-
tion or your ignorance, your abilities, or disibili-

ties, your advantages or disadvantages, your ways,
habits, methods, peculiarities, etc.? If you have
considered all these, have read, re-read, and studied

the plans and methods of the most successful api-

arists, and have had two or three years of practical

experience, there are good reasons for thinking
that you have made a wise choice. And now if j'ou

have decided, and know whether you are going to

raise comb or extracted honey, or rear bees or
queens for sale, and know exactly how you are go-
ing to conduct some one of these branches of bee-
culture, leave not a stone unturned to make your
plan a success. Commence making preparations
now. Get a paper and pencil, and take a complete
inventory of your bee-keeping stock. Count every
swarm, every empty hive, comb, and section box;
every sheet of foundation, your honey-extractor,
knife, Bmoker; In fact, cva-y thing. Then make a

careful estimate of every thing you will need the

coming season. Be sure to get enough of every

thing, but don't be extravagant. If you are going

to make your own hives, etc., get your lumber, nails,

and paint, and go to work at them. The work of

making and painting hives in a nice warm shop will

be all the more pleasant, if the snow is flying out of

dooi's. Do not forget to make a list of the articles

that it will be necessary to order from some dealer

in apiarian supplies; and, if it is possible to do so,

these articles should bo ordered at once, and they

should be sent all at one time by freight. Ordering

in this manner not only saves all hurry and worry,

but also heavy express charges. If mistakes are

made there is plenty of time In which to rectify

them. If you are going to raise comb honey, and

you have children, perhaps they would enji^y putting

together the section boxes and putting in the start-

ers. As fast as they get the sections put together,

let them pile them up in fantastic shapes: houses,

cflstles, etc. By taking a little pains, work can

often be made to seem like play to children.

Perhaps some of this advice, about having every

thing in readiness, may seem almost too simple to

mention ; but I believe that the experience of sup-

ply dealers will boar me out in saying, that not more
than one-half of the bee-keepers order their sup-

plies until they are ready to use them; while many
wait until they actually have swarms hanging on
the bushes.

Do you say that you are going to wait and see Mo^
your bees "come through," before you buy any
supplies? Well, that is the only reasonable excuse
that I can see for your waiting. For this very rea-*

son, I once waited until the first of May; then I sent
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an order to a doaler who had a?.wnm been prompt,

and It waH May ;iTth before tbe wroods came. Don't

you Koc, almost every bee-keeper had done just ex-

aetly as I did, and the orders eame down in Bueh a

heiip upon t lie dealer, that it was some little time

before the p(«)r man could " dig: out." J'iVen if you
do lose Hoinu ol' your bees, isn't it better to keep
supplies over one or even two j'ears, than to not

have them on hand when they iire needed? The in-

terest on $100 worth of Mupiilies would not be more
than $10 a year, while one niiKht easily lose $100 by

not havinjjr supplies on hand at the proper time.

Ijast sensoii, riKlit In the liusswood-honey harvest, I

hadawlisht attaek of dii)hlheria, and for a week
eould "just crawl around;" but I hiid a great "stack"

of hives tilled with empty combs all ready for use,

and HO I "crawled" out and set, on theso upper
stories full of comlis. As the result, not a pound of

honey was lost for want of room In which to store

It; l)ut <lo you see what 1 would have lost had not

the lilvi'H luid combs been in readiness? Oik^ more
point : if a bee-keeper has his supplies on hand, and
then unfortunately loses his bees, and is unal)lo to

buy more, it (luito frequently happens that ho has

more fortunate l)ee-keepinf<' nelg-hbors, who will

Rladly take tho supplies olf his bands.

LAiioi: in(;ki;asi': or stooc.

Friend Hasty, of all tlie Rood thing's that you have
written, none have stirred me up more than did

tliose " Unreiill/.cd Possibilities," Riven in January
(<|/KAN1N(1S. Vou tried to nniiceforty colonies from
one, in one seasoni Why, friend II., if you were not

eriizy, ^ ccrt;iiiily was for a lew minutes after read-

ing your article. Hero I have kept bees live years,

and have never tried to see how many colonies I

could mukofrom one, in one season. I am not much
Riven to tellluR what 1 am Roing to do, but 1 believe

1 will do so Just this once. Next sprinR I am roIur

to select three Rood colonics, and see what 1 can do

In tho way oE InereasiuR them. Jf they are fur-

nished with empty combs, andciucens, and fed when
not nun'li honeyls eomiiiR in, do you think that they

can 1)0 built up to tU'ty Rood strouR tmlonles? lam
RoliiR to try for it. Now, who can tell whicli way to

uuinaRe this business? Shall I divide them into

weak colonics, and then allow them to build up, and

then divide aRaiu, etc.? I am inclined to think that

the belter way would be to keep them all nujder-

ately strouR, makiuRa new swarm as often as tho

old ones are strouR enouRh to spare onouRh frames
of l)eeH, brood, and honey to till another hive. Oh!
I'm Rlad I'm in this army of -bee-keepers, before

which there are yet so many " unrealized possibili-

ties." W. Z. HUTt;illNS()N.

nogcrsville, Genesee Co., Mich.

HOKEV M'UICK1> IIN <;LA$S JAKS AND
UULIi-fiil.ASISKS

PJll E Apiary ; or, Jkcs, Bee-hives, and Bee
(hdtiirc, IS the tille of ii book by Alfred—

' Neiglibour, of U\o, linn of Neijiliboiif

& Sons, JjOiidon, EiiiJ^huul. The book is

beautifully printed on line j)aper, and illus-

trated with some very l\w enj^raAinj^s. The
copperplate v)ictures of the queen, worker,
and drone, iinished iu colors, is perhaps the
liiaest work of any thinj.; UKide in the line

anywhere on the face of the earth. The
book contains over S5U pp., and, were it not
for the recent inconvenient fashion of charg-

iiig duties on books sent by mail, w^e might
off(!r it at the same price as the A 15 C. As
it is, we van not have it mailed to you for
less than about i?].7.'3. Well, although tliis

book is hardly up to the times as we do
things here inAmerica, being i)ublished in
1878, it lias many good things in it; and
among them is "a rather shallow circular
glass dish, lilled with comb honey. The fol-

lowing extracts are from pp. 2(jli—2()4 :
—

UFAAjOhASiKS.

Of tlie Stricter bell-form rounded at tlie top, we
have three sizes:—

Til conliiiii 1(1 lbs., 10 inclicM liik'li. 7 inches wide.
'I'o (oiiliiiii lliM., 7 inchi'.-* liiRh, •'iVv'

inrhcH wido.
To rdiiliiin :) Win., f) luilics liiuli, 4 inclios wide.

These bell-Rlasses are used in the hives before de-
scriited. The larRcst is fur Nutt's hivt;; the middle-
sized is for our improved cottaRC hive; tlie smiill-
est Riass isso very smtiil that it is not ()ften used,
and we do not recommend it. Bees will Rencrally
tut a mlddle-aizcd Rlass quite as soon as one so small
as this.

Th(! next flRures exhibit what are known ns " Tay-
lor's Uiasses." They were introduced by Mr. Tay-

lor, and arc recommended as preferable to deep
narrow rIiisscs. The drawinR^ will show that they
are straight at thi^ sides, flat jit the top, with a knol)
abov(\ to take hohl by, throoRh which is a hulf-ineh
openinRlo admit a ventilatiiiR tube. Tho larRor, to
contain perhaps twenty pounds, is six inches deep
and thir«(*en inches wide; the smaller, Ave inches
de'p and nine »nd a half inches wide.
The late Mr. .1. H. Payne, of Burv St. Edmunds,

author of the " Uee-keeper's Guide." introduced an-
other RlasH, called '• Payne's Glass," accordingly. It

has a three-inch hole in the center, th(< purpose of
which is to tempt bees to produce additional and
larRor stores of honey. It is to bo used as follows:
When a bell-Rlass (which must be smaller in diam-
eter than Payne's) is half or (piite lillec), raise it, and
l)lace Payne's jjlass over the holc^ of t\w stock hive,
with the lilled Rlass on it, over the three-inch hole.

The bees will l)rinR thiMr coml)s throuRh, and thus
Mr. I'ayne found that they would store more honey
than if tlu! b(>ll-Rlass were removed and another
empty one i)ut in its place.
Tho "Flat-topped Glass" is a super to be placed

on tho hivo In a similar way to tlio bell glasses al-

ready allud(<d to. It has tlie advantaRcs of being
straiRht at the side*. Hat at top, and withouta knob;
so that when tilled it may l)el)rouRhton to tho break-
fast table, inverted, on a plate. The glass lid shown
in tho figure forms a cover, and fits over outside so
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as not to interfere with the combs within. There
is a ventiliitins tube as above. Dimensions, six and
three-quarter inches in diannitcr, and Ave in height.

Turning back, we find something more on
the same subject on pp. 181—183 :

—
Guirte-oombs can also be used with R-lasses. These

may be filled, with great reffularity, by adop ing- the
fi .11*0 winj? directions, which, we btlitve, have never
before appear* d in print:—
Procure a piece of clean, new, empty, worker

honey-coml), which has not had honey in it (b( cause
honey will prevent adhtsinn to the glass); cut it into

pieces of about ihree-iiuartirs of an inch squ^a-e.

Gently warm the exterior of the glass (this we tlnd is

best done by hulding the glass horizont:ill> for a

short time over the flame of a candle); then apply
one of the pieces of empty comb inside at the piirt

warmed, takinir care, in fixing it, that the pitch or

Inclination of the cells is upward — in fact, place the

guide-c nit) in the same relative position that itic-

cnpied in the hive or glass from which it was taken.

There is some danger of making the glHSS too warm.
which will cause the wax to melt and run dmvn the
side, h-aviug an unsightly appearam^e onthcglas-t;
but a little experience will eiiatile the operator to de-

termine thedegieoof warmth sulticient to make
the comb adhere without any of it being melted. It

is hardly necessary to slate, that only the whitest
combs ought to be used. A short time shoul 1 be sil-

li)wed before changing the position of the glnss, so

that it may coi 1 sulHeicntly to hold the omb in its

place. Six or eight pieces may thus be fixed so that,

when the glass is lilU d, it will present m st^r stiape,

all the ci;mbs radiating f r( m the ^^s^f^
center. The annexed illustrii- /g?^^^31g;U

tion shows the Hppearance of si y^^^>j^5>;;£2i^3|
glass as worked by the tiees, in ^^^^/i^^^^^'^^^
which guide-combs were fixed in

''•''^•~ —
the manner described above.
The drawing was taken from a
glass of our own, filltd after be-
ing thus furnishec. Tn the Old
Museum at the Koyal Gardens,
Kew, may be seen a Taylor's
glass, presented by us, some of the comlis in which
are elongated on the outside to the breadth of six

inches.
We believe that not only does a glass present a

much handsomer appearance when thus worked —
and will, on that account, most fully reward the
trouble of fixing guide-comb — but that more honey
is stored in the same space and in less time than if

the glass be merely placed on the hive in a naked
ccmdltion for the bees to follow their own course.
This mode of fixing guide-comb does not solely ap-
ply to the above-shaped glass, but is equally useful
for all kinds of glasses, it is introduced in connec-
tion with this glass because, from its having a flat

top and no knob, the regularity is more clearly ap-
parent.
The working of bees in the bell-glasses illustrates

how tractable their disposition reiilly is if only scope
is allowed for the due exercise of their natural in-

stinct. They have no secrets in their economy, and
they do not shrink from our constant observation
asthey daily pursue their simple policy of continuous
thrift and persevering accumulation. Yet it is only
owing to the labors of successive inventors that we
ate now enabled to watch '• the very pulse of the ma-
chine " of the bee commonwealth.

Lonpr from the eye of man and face of day,
Involved in darkness all their mstonis lay,
Until a sase. "'ell versed in Nature's love,

A genius foniicil :ill sc-ieiirc to exiiloie.
Hives well euntiivcd in crystal fi-anics disposed,
And there the busy citizens diseloseil.

—MfRi'iiy's Vanikkk.

Now, friends, I know we have tried bell-

glasses, and discarded them ; and so far as
producing honey in this shape, to be sent to

distant points, is concerned, I do not believe
we want to do it ; but could not a good many
such be sold to advantage in your nearest
town, and at a price, too, that "would pay V

Tiering one glass above another is, without
doubt, quite an advance over the old way

;

and just imagine the si^ht of a pyramid of

rot*nd glasses of honey like these, exliibited

at some of our fairs ! It the glasses are pur-
chased in nests, I do not believe they will

prove to be very exi)ensive, and I will at

once see about having some m;ide.

AL.SIK,K fXiOVEK.

SOME SEASOXAUtiE HINTS.

^
S I am often asked, " How do you raise alsike

clover? when do you sow the secdV" etc., 1

** thought f would answer through Gr,i:AMNOS.

The time to sow depends on the season and the con-

dition of the ground ynu wish to sow. I have sown
it alj the way from the firstdf March to the 16th of

May, with good rcsult.i. I have sown it with wheat

in the fall, and received a good crop of honey tlic

next September; but if the winter is not favorable,

it is apt to winter kill. It is like other clover— if

sown in the spring, the earlier you get it started the

better. It will grow on any land that is well culti-

vated and mellow. Does best on low, black, or

sandy land; it does well on any land that will grow

good red-top; it will bloom about one week earlier

than white clover, and remain in bloom longer. It

is the best honey plant I know of; will produce

about two tons of very fine hay per acre; it is not as

dusty as red clover. If mown early, about the first

week in June, the second crop will yield honey all

through July and part of August. The seed must

be saved from the first crop; thrashed with a com-

mon clover-huller with timothy sieves. If you are

not very careful you will blow the seed out with the

chafif. It will pay to run the chaff through a fan-

ning-mill, rigged to clean timothy seed. Three or

four pounds of seed are enough per acre; but if

sown with oats or spring wheat, without any other

grass seed, I sow 5 or 6 lbs. It is best not to sow

timothy with it, if you wish to save the seed. Never

harrow the ground after the seed is sown. The seed

is so fine it buries it too deep.

If timothy and alsike seed arc mixed they can bo

separated by wind, or a wind blast.

H. B. Harrington.

Medina, Ohio, Jan. :J4, 1883.

-l^^o^SB

BEE-KEEPING VS. X HOT-HOUSE.

m S there have been various experiments in this

^^ line, and as this is the season to try it, possi-
—^^^ bly my experience will help some in the de-

velopment of a system of management by which

bees can be imMahly manipulated during the winter

months.

I have succeeded in getting the bees to fly freely

without darting against the glass, or worrying upon

it, and also ii having them return readily to the

hive. The room that I used last winter is 8x12, and

Tfeet high at the sides, and the ceiling is slanting

with the roof. It is lathed and plastered, and has,

in the south slope of the roof and at one end, a largo

skylight. These are the only windows.

I placed a barrel on a box in a corner under the

window, and a hive of bees on the barrel so that tho

entrance at the top of the hive would come near the

window. A stove and the door were in the opposite

end of the r ora. I spread a sheet over the window

to keep tho bees from darting against the glass.

W^hitewashing the window inside would probubly

do. Ikept the temperature at almut TO". The beea

would sally forth in lai'tfc numbers, and every bee
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that had any business to live any louger returned to

the hiveatnigrht.
My object was to cure dysentery, which was

caused, I think, by long confinement and suffoca-

tion. They voided freely, and I think the cure
would have been permanent if I could have left

them there all the time; but I was obliged to carry
one back to make room for others; and as the

weather was very severe, the disease soon re-

appeared. Oliver Foster.
Mt. Vernon, Iowa, Jan. 22, 1S83.

I hardly need say, friends, that when we
get where we can build np colonies at plea-
sure, regardless of the season of the year or
the temperature outside, we are practically
through with the troubles in wintering.
Late experiments, and facts furnished, seem
to point strongly to imperfect ventilation as
the main cause of all our troubles ; and as
the sub-earth plan enables us to bring in
any amount of pure air, without having it

cold either, we are pretty near success in
that direction. Our friend George Grimm,
on another page, seems to have a pretty clear
head in regard to the need of pure air, no
matter where bees are kept.

A $25.00 BEE-HirE.

SOMETHING THAT COMBINES THE ORNA&fENTAI. AVITH
THE USEFUL.

'OT many days ago a gentleman of pleas-
ing address was hunting the proprie-
tor of the bee-hive establialnnent. If

he was not disappointed in tfie looks of the
man, I rather tliuik he waa somewhat in his
manners, when he found him very averse to
even stopping to examine into the merits of
a hive gotten up to embrace all good things
known about hives, and some not already
known. However, as our friend seemed to
be a man of means, and energy as well, he
soon had the combined brains of the estab-
lishment, including square and compass, pa-
per, pencils, old bee-books, back volumes of
bee journals, etc., all at his command. Mr.
Gray drew squares and circles, and planned
hexagons and other geometrical hgures,
while your humble servant ransacked his
books and brain. Soon the " edilice" began
to take shai>e, and in a week or two, under
his daily supervision, Mr. .St. John, of Wil-
lougliby, O., had the pleasure of beholding
the hive you see on next column, as the cre-
ation of his own brain.
The hive is a two-story one, and has ten

frames above and ten below. Both stories
are just alike, and yet the lower frames will
lift out through the upper story, so you see
the old chaff-Yiive problem is solved — after
a fashion. The fashion is. in having frames
of Sve different sizes, for the hive is hexago-
nal in shape, inside as well as outside. If
you will turn back to p. 306 of the June No.,
and look at that cheese-box bee-hive, you
will see justhowthe frames hang. By draw-
ing out one of the two central frames first,

and moving it toward the middle, the top-
bar passes through easily, and after this
frame is out, it is very easy indeed to lift out
the others, even if you do not take all out of
the upper story.
There are lli doors to the hive, each with a

lock and key. In the winter time, each lit-

tle closet, as it were, contains a chaff cush-
ion ; and one is also put under that impos-
ing cover, which is made of tin, after a sort
of oriental pattern. Well, in the summer
time each little closet contains 8 Simplicity
sections. Over the sections, to keep the
bees from building against the door, is a
light of glass. Thus you see our friend can
take visitors out on bis lawn, toward the
close of the day, and, opening these twelve
doors one after another, display to their as-

tonished and admiring gaze bees working
the snowy comb in every one of them. I
told him that, if he had a good Italian queen,
one equal to the task of filling those ten
combs with brood, his hundred, or hundred
and twenty-five 1-lb. sections would not be
enough for all the bees to work in. At this

he gave me a scathing lecture on the cruelty
and inhumanity of taxing these little friends
of ours to such an extent as to drain their

very life blood out of them, in letting them
make 200 lbs. to the hive, or even 100 lbs. I

had to give n:> the task of trying to convince
him it didn't " hurt 'em" to make two or
three hundred pounds in a season, so you
can try your hand with him if you choose.

ST. John's hexagonal bke-hive.

You will notice he has a space under the
bottom-board, as well as at the sides and on
top, and he claims this space is needed to
give them plenty of pure air, and I am sure
I do not know but that he is right. The bees
go int othehiveby going first into this "cel-
lar kitchen," and then crawling up through
holes in the ceiling. I suppose the drones,
or any other dissatisfied members of the
hive, will always come down here to grum-
ble, instead of standing around in the way,
among the women foliis and children up-
stairs. The cover is stoutly hinged, so it is

a much easier matter to get at the contents
than you might suppose. If you want to
know any more about it, or want such a
hive, write to friend St. John.
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BVRCH inATTERS.

MID. GLEANINGS:—I read with interest what Mr.

I

David E. Kose liad to say i n Nov. Gleanings
' in reference to H. A. Bur h & Co. I feel it a

duty I owe to bce-kecpcrs, to g-i\e my experience in

dealing with the above Arm. Last spring I ordered

10 live-frame nuclei of them, sending- thera $30.00.

They acknowledged the receipt of order and money,

saying thej' would ship the bees in a short time. I

waited until into June, when I wrote them I was

anxious to have no further delay, and unless they

could All the order at once, to return the money.

They replied they were filling orders as fast as pos-

sible, and would reach mj' order in a few days. I

waited a "good many days," and then wrote thera

again to send the bees at once or return the money.

After some 10 or 13 daj'S they replied they would

ship in two or three days. But again they went
back on their promise. I did not write them again

until August, and then wrote them that, unless they

shipped the bees at once, or returned the money, I

should be under the necessity of taking steps to col-

lect it. They replied, if 1 wt.uld receive the bees

they would ship a*: once. I replied, "Send Ihem
along;" but v.gain they went back on their word.

About the first of October, I wrote them, if they

would send me 6 good strong colonies I would settle

the matter. They answered, if I would take 5 colo-

nies they would "ship at once." I answered, "Send
the bees along;" and, sure enough, in 3 or 4 days

the bees arrived. But as soon as 1 lifted the bees I

saw it was a rcgidar siviiidlc. I opened them, and
the bees looked very well. But there could not have

been more than from one to two pounds of bees to a

hive. They M'erc in 8-frame Langstroth hives; but

about one-half the combs were old and entirely emp-
ty. I shall have to double them up and feed them,

or they will starve.

In July, 1880, I ordered a one-frame nucleus of

A. I. Root. I put them into an old fashioned square

Langstroth hive, and gave them 3 or -t old combs,

and in the fall the hive was " chuck " full of bees

and honey; so you can see, in all probnbility, what I

have lost in not getting the 10 nuclei colonies as

promised. Mr. Rose tells us, when be visited South
Haven he counted 2t3 c donies in Mr. Bureh's yard,

lie does not give the date, but says, " Mr. Burch was
Shipping off bees, extracting honey, hiving swarms,
etc." Can Mr. Rose tell why Burch & Co. could not

find time to ship me my bees, or send me my mon-
ey? I now have i full strong colonies from the one-

frame nucleus bought of Mr. Root in 1880, and would
not give any two of them for the five colonies sent

by Burch & Co. I have waited for others to reply to

D. E. Rose; but as none see fit to respond, I have.

I consider it an outrcujc for Mr. Rose to attack the

publishers of Gleanings and A. B. J. in the way he
docs - men who for years have been noted for their

honesty, uprightness, promptness, and fair dealing.

F, L. Meurick.
Kankakee, 111., Dee. 12, 18Sl.

1 thank you, friend ]\I., for so warmly tak-
ing the part of the publishers ; but may I
no1t ask of you a little charity for friend
Burch ? Vou finally aorreed to take five col-
onies, and he sent them. Now, even if they
are not so strong in bees, nor so full ot stores
as they might have been, shall we not call it

settled? Lest some may complain that I
have published your letters, and rejected

theirs, I would explain that I want to pub-
lish all cases in which Mr. Burch has done
something toward a settlement, and thus
narrow up the differences between himself
and his customers. Is there not another ?

DEVELOPING THE (LOVERS.

'viji') THINK it is long enough since I talked clover

Pll to the renders of Gle.\nings, so that I can—
' venture to make another report without serious

danger of boring them. This season, my third

season in the clover e.xperimont, has been remarka-

bly successful (oeariug in niind, of course, what
slow work developing plants must secessarily be). I

will speak concerning my ten samples, in rf'gular

order.

No. 1 is one of the most unprogressive of the whole
lot; and I have decided to drop it, make a new No. 1

by dividing No. 3 into two samples. The old No. 1

was vtry much like No. 3, except that it was longer

tubed, and less inclined to yield to treatment. The
new No. 1 varies from the sample it sprung from by
having a more abundant supply of honey in its tubes

and by hnviiig tubes of greater diameter.

No. 2 is one of the shortest tubed in my collection,

and, being also one of the most variable ones, I value

it nighly. Concerning this sample, as well as most
of the others, 1 should say that their tubes were not

this senson measured in August and September,

when the best figures may be expected; press of

work, and sickness, prevented. The best recorded

tube length of this sample was in July, 1880—30-hun-

dredths of an inch. My impression is, that this

5'ear's seedlings, none of them, went quite so low as

that. That is, in fact, within 2-hundredths of being

short enough. The most interesting sport or variant

occurring among this year's seedlings I have chosen

as the founder of a new sample as mentioned above.

No. 3 is dropped, and a promising seedling of No. 4

is constituted a new No. 3. The fact is, I got beat on

No. 3. It was a white-flowered one, and I failed to

get a Avhite-Howered seedling from it. Every young
plant gave red flowers.

No. 4 is also white flowered, and is my favorite

sample of all. I didn't get beat on that, although I

narrowly escaped failure. About 500 seedlings were

raised and brought to bloom, and all were red but

one. From that lucky one I had 36 seeds as my stock

in trade to begin (his season's operations. Although

I expected the third generation to be less obstinate

than the second, I felt a little dubious. In due time

14 plants came to bloom as the result of this sowing,

and four of them were white — 28 per cent. In place

of one-fifth of one per cent the generation previous.

I was happy. If any of you have had a sweet lady

say yes to j-ou, after having said no a great many
times, you know how it is yourselves. This is not

all. Sample No. 4 had never previously been short

tubed. It was rather longer than the average. It

was its beauty and vigor that made me feel in my
bones that I must conquer It. I supposed that I

should have to wait till the preliminary difficulty of

color was settled before I could shorten the tubes

much. Well, it turns out that one of my four white

seedlings has produced some of the shortest flower-

tubes that 1 have obtained at all, only 24-hundredths

long. Bully! Delightful! Why, I'm just "in clo-

ver "
! Imagine mo tossing my hat, and hopping up

and down. But, will there not be some little thorn
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among the roses? Many seedlings of this sample

have ordinary colored seed instead of white ones.

Will my cho?cn plant be correct on this point?

Seeds ripened, and they were white — good enough
for one year. I have a fine pot of plants of the

fourth generation; hut, as maybe imagined, could

not got them large enough to bloom this year. I

wished also to propagate from another one of the

[our white seedlings, a very rank one with large

heads and large Howcr-tuhes. It looked, in fact, as

if sometime in past ages there had been an inter-

marriage with Trifolium rcjM^ns, and this plant was
just faintly remembering it.

No..') had another surprise in store for me. The
original plant was chosen for its elongated head,

slightly resombllng the Italian clover; and the tubes

at the top of the head would bo only half grown
when those at the base were in full bloom. Ic oc-

curred to me at the time, that a slight tendency to

change to a raceme probably caused this unusual in-

florescence; but I did not think that so radical a

change cnuld be pushed to any great length in one

man's lifetime. This season, No. 5 has convinced

me that racemes of flowers, as unmistakable as those

of the melilotus, can be developed on the common
clover. What's the use? say you. Let me just tell

j'ou. A clover-head is a tloral fortification, designed

to protect the drops of honey from borers and nib-

blers. Tho massing of the tubes in a head is one
element of defense; and the length of the tubes is

another. The collar in which Sir Clover's neckless

head sits, like a boy's head driven down into his

shoulders, completes the defense. Changing to a

raceme is abandoning the fortification plan. The
plan once abandoned, all three of the defensive

schemes are likely to subside together. That is,

develop a clover with racemes instead of heads, and
the tubes will shorten down without any special ef-

fort to make them do so. The flowers which sur-

prised me this season were not only arranged in an
elongated head as before, but there was a neck
about an inch long between the collar and the head;

and on this one inch were three or four solitary hairs,

precisely as if an inch from a raceme had been put
under the head. With the editor's permission I will

give a diagram.

hasty's development of the clovers.

In Fig. 3, a a represent the stems of the small pair

of leaves which support the collar; h is the unusual
neck, or extension of rachis; and c c c the solitary

flowers, but none were produced. There were but
two heads of this character; and the flowers which
were not solitary, few of them had seed; and of the
few seed, only one came up. Other heads on the
same plant, which were normal except at the tip.

gave plenty of seed. I have constituted this sport a

new sample as No. 11.

As to Nos. ti and 7, 1 am delayed one year. Either

I gathered no seed from them last season, or the

seed was lost. I have some lute-sown plants, of this

year's seed, to go on with next year.

Of No. 8 and No. 10, several rows of nice seedlings

were raised. They bloomed freely during the latter

part of the summer, but — but — I shall have to wait

till they bloom again next summer ere I tell you
what progress they made. It is a big job to compare
carefully several hundred seedlings, and decide

which are the best ones; and poor I didn't get the

time. The regular routine work with a sample, you
understand, is to raise a great lot of plants; and
then when they bloom, to examine, condemn, and
pull up all but one.

No. 9, if you chance to remember, is the one I have
previously mentioned as likely to be the first to yield

a satisfactory bee clover. This year it is jealous, or

something — determined that No. 4, that "t'other

dear charmer," shall not win me entirely away. In

the first place, it has produced some very marked
sports with yellow foliage, which I have adopted as

No. 13. It has also done what it never did before-
produced a seedling with flowers of the same beau-

tiful tint as the original plant. Then it threw in a

"tiger" by producing one nearly white, with just a

slight tinge of the original color. Both these seed-

lings are very short tubed. I think I shall insist on
the color in future; experience with No. 4 indicat-

ing that tube length can be shortened faster that

way than by planting seed from plants with reverted

colors. One of the wisest things I got off in my first

clover article (Gleanings, Aug.,18T9) was, " If a hab-

it of sporting and variation can be set up, the varia-

tions we desire will be pretty sure to come, sooner

or later." It is this consideration that makes me val-

ue my yellow-leaved sample No. 13. Not that yellow

leaves themselves are any improvement; but seeds

of such a sport are likely to be more variable than

others; and the next curious sport that turns up
may be something valuable. E. E. Hasty.
Richards, Lucas Co., O. , Jan., 1883.

POIiliEN A NECESSITY FOR BROOD-
REARING.

M'UCH is being said of late in regard to pollen

being detrimental for wintering bees; and
' out of this there seems to have grown the

idea that pollen, although detrimental for winter-

ing, is an absolute necessity for brood-rearing.

Hence we find those words: "We are interested

about pollen, because bees can not rear brood with-

out either it or some substitute for it;" also, " They
(the bees) had no pollen, and of course no brood-

rearing could go on without it," and many other

similar expressions. I have been waiting for some
time to see if these statements would not call out

something in Gleanings from the other side of the

question; but as nobody seems to disagree, I hope I

shall be excused for bringing forth a little proof, go-

ing to show that a mistake has been made. First,

I will give my own experiments, and then the state-

ments of others to substantiate the same thing.

Quite late in the fall of 1873 I ascertained that a

farmer, living a mile or more from me, had two
(third) swarms of bees which he was going to brim-

stone the next day. I went to see him, and ascer-
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tained that he was willing any one should have the

bees if he could have the honey. Accordingly the

nci't day T wont and drove out the bees and put both

swarms together, as the two would not make "more

than one good swarm. I gave th''* bees six frames

of new clean comb, without poLou, and fed them
?:>.00 worth of coffee sugar made into a very thick

syrup. As the weather was cool they sealed but lit-

tle of it, and I hud some misgivings about their win-

tering, as it was claimed by some that bees would
get the dysentery if there were unsealed stores in

the hive. In about two weeks they were placed in

the cellar with the rest of the bees, having flown but

once or twice after I brought them home; and as

several severe frosts had occurred before this, no
pollen was obtained, of course, as we never have
pollen gathered here after the 20th of October. As
this wa? an experimental colony, I began stimulnt-

iug them in the fore part of March by occasionally

rousing them up, causing them to fill themselves,

and thus feed the queen. About the middle of

March we had a fine day fjr bees to fly, and, being
anxious to know how they were getting al mg, I set

them out. They flew nicely, not even spotting the

snow, as far as I could see; and after they had be-

come somewhat quiet I opened the hive and found
brood in two combs, each having a space as large as

my hand tilled with eggs, lar-\ii?, and scaled brood.

They were set back again in the cellar at night.

About April 15th they were set out for good, and I

shall always remember how pleased I was to see

the white fuzzy fellows playing- at the entrance,

and circling away in the warm sunshine, for they

gave promise of "gain" at no distant day. That
season they gave me two nice swarms, and I sold

$30.80 worth of honey from them. I told the neigh-

bor of my fortune, and explained to him how I had
worked with them; but as he had kept bees in box
hives for many year?, and was getting old, I could

not persuade him to use the movable-frame hive.

From other experiments, I have reason to believe

boes can rear brood without pollen, but prefer to

give some from other parties, as " in the mouth of

two or three witnesses every word may be estab-

lished."

In the Bee-Kct]-)crs' Journal for October, 1870, E.

Gallup, whose opinions I value very highly, gives a

c. se where a swarm of bees were wintered " without
a particle of pollen." He then goes on to tell how
he began to stimulate his little swarm with their

tbree small pieces of comb the first of February,
and says: "The queen commenced breeding, and
by the time the bees first Hew out in the spring, they
had doubled their numbers." Thus here is proof
"second" of many bees being reai-ed "without a

particle of pollen." Next we find on page 2G5, of

Bce-Kecpers' Magazine for ISS), these words from
Prof. Hasbrouck : "They are certainly wrong who
say that pollen is indispensable to the raising of

young bees, .... because I have had, as an ex-
periment, abundant brood raised by bees shut up on
new combs, and fed on i-eflned-sugar syrup when
they could not possibly get a grain of pollen from
any source." As this comes from an apiarist of
close observation, it can be relied on, and I will .lot

it down as proof " third." Next we And C. J. llobin-

son 8;iying, on page 201 of A. B. J. for 1881, " Pollen,

if they have it, forms a useful condiment for both
mature bees and larva3, but both can do without it."

He then goes on to tell how pleuty of brood has been
reared when the bees had nothing but sugar syi'up.

As Mr. Robinson is perhaps the oldest bee-keeper in

the United States, his words are entitled to some
consideration more than would be given to those of

little experience. Thus we have four persons testi-

fying to the possibility of brood-rearing, to q.iite an
extent at least, when the bees have no access to

pollen.

From many observations made during past years,

I am of the opinion that the state of the surround-

ings, such as warm and cool weather, plenty of

honej" being secreted in the flowers, or no honey at

all; a desire to keep up a rapidly diminishing colony,

or a perfectly healthy one, has more to do with

brood-rearing than plenty of pollen. That the
" scramble " for pollen in early spring e.xciies brood-

rearing, no one will deny, while pollen may come in

quite as freely the fore part of October, and no
brood-rearing at all be the result. Much depends
upon whether the bees desire bi'ood or not. If they

do, they will rear it without pollen, so our experience

proves. If they don't desire brood, a hive full of

pollen has no effect upon them. Any thing exciting

to activity has a tendency toward brood-rearing;

while that tending to quietude gives a reverse re-

sult. G. M. DOOIilTTLE.

Borodino, N. Y., Jan. IV, 1882.

Very likely we have carried the matter a
little too far, I'liend D., and perhaps bees
can get along after a fashion, for a spell at
least, without pollen, just as you or I might
live quite a while on pure sugar if we could
not get any thing else. It is also possible, I
suppose, or at least we will try to think so,

that we are entirely wrong, and bees can
raise brood just as well without pollen as
Avith. You made your experiment almost
ten years ago ; and is it not possible there
was a little pollen in those combs, which
you did not notice V Our bees gather pollen,
to a limited extent, after frosts, and some
seasons even into November. The cases
cited by Gallup and Robinson do not seem
to me to be by any means as direct as the
one cited by Prof. Hasbrouck ; and even
that does not compare with my experiments
in the matter, with which friend l).,if not
the most of the rest of you, are perfectly fa-

miliar. I kept several colonies in a green-
house for four or five months, and during
this time produced brood, and then prevent-
ed its production, many different times, by
tlour feeding, and then withdrawing the flour
feed. Brood would be raised a little time
after the pollen was exhausted from the
hives ; but after it ceased, no amount of su-
gar feediu": would start it up again until
meal was also given. After this I tried in
early spring to get brood reared in stocks
that had exhausted their pollen, and failed.

After giving the same, stock a comb well
tilled with pollen, whole sheets of brood
sprung into existence at once, while the pol-

len disappeared so quickly as to be astonish-
ing. It should be borne in mind, that we
have a locality where pollen is never ob-
tained in such excess as to be a hindrance, as
in some places in York State. The idea,
that pollen might be the cause of dysentery,
I suggested in Gleanings several years
ago. It is much easier to write articles on
the subject than to go to the expense of ex-
perimenting in a greenhouse ; but for all

that, I think accounts of recent experiments
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in the matter will help us more than long
articles ou the subject.

SOME NEW TOOL.S,

FROM A rraEND IN iUSSISSIPPI.

^p^ EPORTS from this neighborhood are not very

M^'?\j] jubilant. Many bee-keepers have lost stocks
^' in midsummer, with only the unsatisfactory

reason -moths— to give a^ explanation. I sold
down to eight last year, and have had six swarms,
one of which took to the woods while I was visiting
the sick. However, a volunteer colony came to my
apiary from the woods a few days afterward, so I

am even. Have taken only about 400 lbs. surplus
section honey, part of it goldenrod, that smells so
unpleasantly I can hardly tolerate it on the table.
I am now Italianizing, and it is amusing to see Mrs,
M., who has always been afraid of bees, forgetting
her fear in the ardor of queen-hunting, and plung-
ing her Angers among the workers to secure a speci-
men of black royalty. She is alwa3's first to see the
queen.

SEPARATING THE UPPER FRAMBS FROM THE LOWER.
I began this letter especially to describe to you

two new tools (new to me) for the apiary. You
know how troublesome it is to avoid doing mischief
wiien the bottom-bar of a frame becomes fastened to
the top-bar of the one beneath it. To separate them
I use a prying chisel like this:

RIGHT-ANGLEP CHISEL AND SCRAPER.
It is made of a piece of iron ?8 of an inch thick, Js

wide, and 13 in. long, with the edge at a quite sharp,
and the distance from a to h only ?« of an inch. Let
the inner angle bo quite square. Slip the bit a gent-
ly down between the combs near one end-bar, with
the sharp edge next to the " stuck " frame. Insert
the sharp edge between the bottom-bar and the top-
bar, to which it is stuck; swing the lever over to-
ward the center of the frame, and, presto! that end
of the frame is bound to rise without disturbing the
frame below it. Repeat the performance at the oth-
er end of the frame, and it is ready to be lifted out.
The other implement is even more handy than

this. Do all your frames hang plumb? Mine miss
it sometimes, and the bottom-bars get stuck fast to
each other. Then, too, my bees will propolizo sec-
tion boxes to tha separators. Take a piece of J4-inch
iron rod 14 inches long. On one end put a handle,
and on the other weld a lozenge of steel, beveled to
a sharp edge on one face, making a tool like this:

TOOL FOR SEPARATING FRAMES STUCK AT THE
BOTTOM.

Insert the flat blade between the adhering sur-
faces, give the handle a twist, and " there you are."
Then the blade is such a nice comb-plow to clear the
tops of frames for mats or upper stories. Just put
the point, bevel side down, on one end of space be-
tween frames; slide it along to the other end, and
pick up your shaving of wax. I have used these
tools all summer, and have often thought of sending
you a description, but disliked to add to your over-
grown correspondence. The fraternity have done

so much to lighten each other's burdens, that emu-
lation to contribute my mite prevails. Try the tools,
and you will like them.
Being neither in Blasted Hopes nor the Smilery, I

am yours dubiously,— H. A. Moody, M. D.
Longtown, Panola Co., Miss., Nov. 4, 18S1.

Thanks, friend M.; but may I suggest,
that both tools be combined in one, say by
having the latter on the opposite end of the
former tool containing the right-angled chis-
el? I have sometimes experienced the diffi-
culty jou mention, of getting out the first
frame from an ujjper story ; b^ut by holding
the lower frame down with a thin strip of
wood (say a comb-guide for instance), I have
always got one out readily, and after that it
was easy to get out the others. If the upper
story is to be taken off, loosen all the upper
combs that are attached to the lower ones,
and then it will come off quietly. In putting
it back, be sure to drive the bees from the
tops of the lower combs before replacing, to
avoid killing any.

SPRING DWINDI.ING.

WITH SOME OTHER MATTERS FROM FRIEND TOWNLBV.

Sl'^END ROOT: -la referring to the past in re-

JeN' lation to bees, we are apt to forget that, until
within the last eighteen or twenty years, we

knew but very little about what was taking place in
the "bee world" outside of our own immediate vi-
cinity. We are apt to forget that wo had no such
valuable works on bee-keeping as those of the hon-
ored "Fathers in Israel," Mr. Langstroth, and the
much-lamented Mr. Quinby. AVe are apt to forget
that, previous to 18S6,* we had no bee periodicals
making us their weekly and monthly visits, filled
with the rich, ripe experience of thorough, practical
apiarists from nearly all parts of the civilized world.
We are apt to forget that, previous to the publica-
tion of these works and periodicals, a large percent-
age of the bees in the United States might have been
lost from some cause, or causes, without our knowl-
edge. In Gleaning.^, Vol. IX., No. 3, page 68, you
are asked, by friend Doolittle, why bees did not
spring dwindle prior to 1870. Now, I think a more
pertinent question would be, "Did not bees spring
dwindle prior to 1870?" As evidence that they did
not, he refers to a few bees kept in his locality pre-
vious to 1870, without loss from this cause; and yet
there might have been thousands of colonies lost by
it in other parts of the United States without his
knowledge. Why, we have now, in 1883, bee-keepers
who have never had, and perhaps have never
known, a case of what you, friend Root, understand
as spring dwindling; viz., a gradual loss (it may be
slow or fast) of both the old and young bees in a
hive during the spring months, except as they have
learned it through the bee jour— periodicals.

My first case of spring dwindling was in the spring
of 1843, The winter had been very severe, com-
mencing about the 17th of November, and continuing
cold, no weather warm enough for bees to fly until
the first week in April, My second loss from this

cause was about 1860, I then lost 8 out of 14 colonies.

*The American Ree Journal was first published In 1801. It
was soon discontinued; but its publication was again resumed
hy Samuel Wagner in 1866.
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They were in box hives, and were wintered out-

doors, on their summer stands, without protection.

TEMPERATUKE OP CELLARS FOR WINTERING BEES.

Between the years 1861 and 1870 I wintered a few
colonies of bees in a bin in one corner of my grana-

ry. They were in box hives, and when they were
put in, the hives were inverted. For four or five

winters the bin was nearly full cf hives. The heat

from the bees kept the temperature in the bin above
the freezing-point during the coldest weather; when
it was too warm outside to freeze, the bees in the

bin would be all over the outside of the hives; and
when it was warm enough outside for them to tly,

they would hang on the underside of the boards,

covering the bin in clusters as large as a half-bushel

basket. During the seven or eight winters that I

kept them there I did not lose a colony or queen,
and tbey wintered with but a trifling loss of bees. I

have never attempted to winter bees in a cellar; but
after my success in wintering them in this warm bin

I would like to ask the readers of Gleanings who
have had experience in wintering bees in cellars,

why they find it neccssary to keep the temperature
of the cellar down to from .'-5 to 45 degrees (Mr. Ax-
tel, I think, says from 35 to 3S degrees), while, from
my " standpoint," I can see no real benefit resulting

from keeping the cellar so cool. I think I can see

how it might be the cause of serious loss by condens-
ing the moisture thrown otf by the cluster of bees
on the outside combs; making the honey thin, wa-
tery, and, as I think, poisonous to bees, producing
dysentery, and its twin, spring dwindling; unless the

hives were made sn small (by taking out part of the

combs and using a division-board) that the bees

would fill the entire space, and with their own heat
expel all moisture from the hive.

Jackson, Mich. J. H. Townlev.

I believe it has been shown, in past vol-

umes, that bees have always died, more or
less, the way they do now ; but as there were
no large apiaries In years back as there are
now, it made less of a sensation when a man
lost all he had . If I am correct, plenty of
fresh air is more essential in cellar winter-
ing, than any precise temperature. Good
results have been obtained all the way from
30 to 5U-, and bad results have been obtained
from the same temperature, with bad air or
bad food.

BUCKW^HEAT.

ITS CULTIVATION AND VALUE.

^jJ5^UCKWHEAT is a crop which costs but little,

jW)^j) either for manure, labor, or seed, and it is a

very convenient crop wherewith to occupy
land that could not be planted with any spring crop
in proper season, on account of the hurry of spring
work, unfavorable weather, or want of help. Be-
sides, the grain can always be readily marketed,
and at prices generally much more i-emunerative
than those of the corn crop, when the extra labor of

cultivating the latter is taken into consideration. It

has been remarked, that buckwheat "favors slack

husbandry, being proverbially the lazy man's crop."

This may be true to some extent, as fair crops are
sometimes grown on quite Inferior or worn soils,

and with but very little preparation. In f»ct, the

opinion appears to prevail among many farmers,

that this crop will do well on land hastily and imper-

fectly plowed, at any time when most convenient,

and put in in a slovenly, ship-shod manner, without

the oi-dinary care and labor bestowed on other and
perhaps less important crops. It deserves good cul-

tivation, however, and I think my btc-keeping

friends will find that the increased yield will amply
repay for all extra labor performed.

My own practice is to plow as soon as possible aft-

er corn-planting — usuallj' about June first— and
then harrow occasionally to get the land clean and
fine by sowing time. This is very important in dry
seasons, the mellow surface retaining the moisture,

as was clearly proven during the extreme drought
of last summer, where yields treated in this way
came up finely and produced air crops, while neigh-

boring fields, turned over just before sowing, scarce-

ly sprouted at all, and the crop was an entire fail-

ure. Buckwheat thrives well on a wide range of

soils, and will give a tolerable crop, in some cases, $

on fields which would scarcely produce any thing-

else of much value. If manure is to be applied, it is

best put on the previous year; yet fair crops maj'

be grown on very light and quite inferior soils with-

out manure. Bringing the soil into fine tilth, and
rolling the land after sowing the seed, especially on
light, dry soils, will improve the growth of the crop,

and increase the average product. It is a cleansing

crop, of the nature of a fallow, subduing or choking
out troublesome weeds. Instances have come un-

der our observation where dock, sorrel, charlock,

and even quack-grass and Canada thistle, have been

pretty well subdued by crops of buckwheat,. One
reason why this crop kills out or subdues weeds and
grass is, that the land for growing it is plowed and
harrowed in midsummer, by which process the

roots of the weeds and grass are exposed to the

scorching rays of the sun; and then, after the seed

is sown, it grows so rapidly that it gets the start of

all other vegetation, overshadowing and smothering

every thing that springs up.

Besides furnishing food fur man, buckwheat is an

excellent food for almost all domestic animals, and

has been highly recommended by experienced farm-

ers for feeding purposes. It is also valuable for bee

pasturage, being in blossom at a season when honey-

producing plants are scarce— not so much on ae.

count of the quality of its honey, but for the fact

that it keeps the bees breeding late in the season,

putting them in better condition for successful win-

tering. I have sometimes thought, that being near

to a considerable area of this crop, has had much to

do with my success in wintering, when others, in

less fortunate localities, have lost heavily.

Buckwheat may be sown from the middle of June
to the middle of July in latitude north of forty de-

grees. It runs the risk of being injured by early

frost, if sown much after the ith of July. It is usu-

ally cut with the cradle, and, to avoid loss of grain

by shelling when very ripe, it may be cut when
damp, as in the morning or at evening. Being slow

to dry out, it should never be slacked or mowed
away in large quantities together. A better way is

to thrash it as it is drawn in, on a dry warm day.

The average yield is from fifteen to thirty bushels

per acre. Under favorable circumstances, and in

favorable seasons, from thirty to forty-five, and even

fifty bushels, have been obtained.
L. M. Bogehs.

Oneida Valley, Madison Co., N. Y., Dec. 15, 1881.
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Every priil or liov, under 12 years of ng:e, who writes a letter

for this dcpartmeiit will receive one of David Cook's excellent

5-cent Sunday-?chool books. Manv of these hooks contain the
same matter'that you find in Sunday-school hooks costing from
Sl.M to $1.50.

miifY little friends, some of the older ones

MjK have been saying hard things about
**'—

' us. They say we take up too much
room, and tell the same thing over again. /
think they had "better look to home" on
that last matter a little ; and about the oth-

er, I fear we are a little at fault. Now I

wall tell you: Yon write short letters, and
try to have them different from any of the
other little letters; and Avhen they are too

long, or tell something somebody else has
already told, I will cross out some. In fact,

I do not know but I shall have to do this

with a good many of the older ones too, or

we shall never have room to hear from you
all. How do you like this, for instance?

—

I shall write you a short letter, as other little girls

have done. I am 10. Pa has six stands of: bees, his

own; some others on shares. He bought 3 Italian

queens from you in the summer, and introduced

them, and they did well. Blanciie Gilmor.
Jackson, Jackson Co., O., Jan., 1883.

I am a boy 11 years old. I have two miles to go to

school, and a dreadful muddy road. I do not get to

go to Sabbath-school very often, because it is so far.

Pa has fixed his bees for wintering, by leaving the

upper story on and filling it with forest leaves.

This is the third year pa has taken Gleaninos.
DlLLWORTH COUDON.

Clinton, Henry Co., Mo., Dec. 29, 1881.

Papa has been keeping bees for 27 years, and had

very good luck until last winter, when he saved onl/

13 out of 1.30. Papa wrote you a Jetter last month.
I like the counter store and Our Homes very much.
Papa has the picture of Blue Eyes. Mamma sa3-s

she likes Gleanings as well as Ariliuv's Magazine.

Hugh White, Jr.

Broad Run Station, Va., Dee. 27, 1881.

I am a little girl too. I am 13 years old, but I am
not very large. My pa has bees too; he had 4 stands

last spring, but he has 13 now. He got 31 gallons of

honey last year. 1 help pa look at them sometimes.

I hardly ever get stung unless they get in my hair.

I like to hold the smoker, so I can smoke them away
when they got m^td. They call me Babe, but my
name is Nancy Emily. Nancy E. Chapman.
Smoky Valley, Carter Co., Ky., Jan. 9, 1883.

My pa keeps bees too. We lost 5 out of 50 last

winter. We got 1000 lbs. extracted, and 1300 lbs. of

comb houey. We sold the extracted at 10 to 15 cts.;

comb, 15 to 23 cts. per lb. We now have the Italian,

Cyprian, and Holy-Land bees; 78 good stocks. We
sold 20 stocks. We take Gleanings, and I read

some of it; and when I can read better, then I want
to read all of it. I go to school. We have a mile to

go. This is the second winter that I have been to

school. I am crippled in my legs, and can not walk
very well . I am 10 years old,

Joseph Yoder,
Middiobury, Elkhart Co., Tnd., Dec. 24, 1881.

I am a girl 13 years old. I have one hive of bees;

they are Italians. They made about 36 lbs. of honey
this year. My father has 13 hives of bees. He has

taken Gleanings three years, and can't do without

it. I want to get one of your 75-cent telephones. I

want it to reach three-quarters of a mile. Please

let me know if 75 cents and postage will be enough
for a telephone that length. Mary J. Hanson.
Lockridge, Iowa., Jan. 13, 1883.

No: it would cost 50 c. for the telephone,
and about $4.00 for the wire, Mary.

Pa has 3 hives of bees this winter. He had only

two io the spring, and one hive of bees died. I like

the bees' honey very well, but I do not like the bees,

for they sting me. Pa has the bees put on the south

side of the house, and has them packed around with

chatf, leaving only enough room to give them air. I

have only two brothers and two sisters going to

school now, and I have to stay homo to help pa
work. lam 11 years tlJ.

George E. Husband.
Zimmerman, Oat., Can., Jan. .3, 1883.

My pa has kept boos for about 13 years, and he gave

me a colony of Italian bees, and I sold honey amount-
ing to about $14.00 the first jear. The colony

swarmed twice, but both swarms died the following

winter; but since then I have had bad luck. The
old colony died also, the next year. My pa gave me
another colony that died too; then he gave me an-

other that is living. I am 11 years old.

Freddie Green.
Independence, O , Jan. 3, 1GS3.

I think your pa must be pretty clever,

Freddie.

I am a little boy 10 years old. I go to school at

Guilderland Center. I read in the Fourth Reader,

I have a little brother 3 years old. I live with my
uncle. He keeps bees. He had 25 last spring, and

now he has got 48, and he took 1600 lbs. comb honey

in sections. He winters his bees in the cellar. He
takes Gleanings, and has got one of your A B C
books. I like to look at the picture of your build-

ing. 1 would like to be there. When I get older I

am going to be a bee-keeper too.

Newton J. Ferguson.
Guilderland Center, Albany Co., N. Y., Dec, 1881.

I have been reading " Mr. Merrybanks and His

Neighbor," and am very well pleased with it. I

think John was a smart boy. I would like to go to

his " hotel." Pa's bees all died last winter; then he

got some more, but he did not get them until after

the honey and swarming time. He got little square

pans, made out of tin, and put them in the tops of

the hives, and filled them with syrup and sugar, and
the bees carried it down and put it into the combs.

This fall ho made one end of the old bee-house into

a new house; it has an 8-inch wall; it has two walls

filled with sawdust. He thinks the bees are doing

very well now. I would like to see Blue Eyes.

Florence J. Marlin.
Bloomington, Monroe Co., Ind., Jan. 13, 1883.

My father takes Gleanings, and likes it very

much. lam 11 j'ears old, and last summer 1 hived 3

swarms of bees. One of them father hived three

times, and they did not stay. But one Saturday aft-

ernoon, while he was at the city, they came out

again, and I hived them, and that time they stayed.

The best part of Gleanings, I think, is the Juvenile
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Department, and Merrybanks and his Neighbor. My
father got a Waterbury watch in connection with

Glf.aninGS, and he said that if I would go through

my practical arithmetic this winter ho would give it

to me, and I am trying hard to get it.

John B. Rogers.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan. 9, 1882,

Stick to the arithmetic, John.

I THOUGHT I WOULD PRINT A FEW LINES
TO YOD. I AM A LITTLE BOY SIX YEARS OLD.
I GO TO SCHOOL EVERY DAY, BUT I HAVE NOT
GONE THESE LAST FEW DAYS, AS I HAVE
BEENT SrCK WITH THE CHICKEN -TOX. MY
FATHER HAS 38 HIVES OF BEES, AND I AM NOT
A BIT AFRAID OF THEM. I GOT FIVE CENTS
FOR EVERY SWARM I SAW THIS SUMMER,
AND I HELPED MY FATHER TO EXTRACT;
BUT OUR BEES ARE NOW PACKED IN A CHAFF
BIN, AND THEY ARE IN GOOD SHAPE. MY
FATHER TAKES THE A. B. J, THE ABC, AND
GLEANINGS. ALFRED RUSSELL.
MILLBROOK, ONT., CANADA, NOV. 21, 1881.

Well done, Alfred ! Here is your book,

I like my book very well. I like to read it better

than any book I ever saw, I think the "Giant-
Killer" a good storj'. That picture of pa and
the bee-hive was nice, but ma says he is better look-

ing than the picture. I send you 5 cents for a book
for Eddie (my elder brother), as he is too old to write

for one. I think that was a funny mill you had, to

grind all night by itself. Our mill runs by steam,
and it would not do much if there was no one to at-

tend to it. Pa is out looking at his bees, and Georgie
Is at the window calling him. Georgie can eat more
honey than any person I ever saw. It saved his life

once, I think honey a good medicine, but I don't

like bee-stings, John G. Spites.

Spring Station, Ind., Jan. n, 1882.

Tell your ma, John, that she and my wife
think exactly alike— about their 'husbands,

I will sooTL b? 11 }o rs ol . I like to read the

Utters .rom the young people, but I -. o not like

t > work with bees, for they sting me awfully,

and I have no rheumatism to cure. I goto school ti

mamma at home. I study astronomy, geography,
history, arithmetic, dictionary, trammar, reading,

and writing. And then 1 help to cook with mamma.
I can make excellent bread and coffee, and can kill a
chickon, clean it, and fry it, or make it into a pie as

nicely as any one. Besides, I can make preserves
and jelly. I have two sisters and one brothnr, and
he is fond of helping about the bees. We all go t

Sunday-school, and every three months we get one
of David Cook's books as a prize, I wish you alia
happy new year, Lem Faw.
Plantersville, Texas, Dec. 13, 1881,

Pretty good, Lem, and I think your mother
must be a rare teacher, not only in " astron-
omy," but in some things closer to our
homes. Are yon sure you could make a
chicken-pie for me, if 1 should some day pop
into your house to see your bees and pay
you a visit V

I am a little girl 11 years old. I have 4 sisters and
4 brothers. My eldest sister is married, and has left

home. We live 3 miles from the city, on a farm;
but we attended Sunday-school this summer at our
district schoolhouse, which has just closed for the
season, and myself and sister were rewarded by our

teacher with a present for Christmas, Our house is

surrounded on the north and west by a thick grove
of timber; to the south and east is our farm land.

On a sloping ground on the south side of the grove,

father keeps his bees. He has 10 in the cellar, ana 8

out in the apiary, packed in tenement hives, and
chaff cushions on top; those in cellar have cushions
also. I like to help him work with the bees be:tcr

than to wash dishes. I like the Italians better than
the blacks. The blacks do not keep the niolh out of

their hives. Father took about 4U0 lbs. of honey last

summer; about half of it was nice comb houej*. We
are all so fond of Gleanings, I do not know that wo
could keep bees without it. We have kept bees only

two years now. Lizzie Bkickseii.

Decorah, Iowa, Dec. 20, 1881,

I am 11 years oil. My father has got 5 hives of

bses; they did not carry upany honey fortwo j'ears.

My brother has two hives. He has been feeding
them. I have a brother Herman, who had a hive,

and it did not lay up any honey, and he forgot to

feed them, and they died. My brother put straw
around his hive. He has been feeding his bees
syrup, made of sugar and water, by putting it into

a can and putting a cloth over it, and turning it up-

side-down in the upper part of the hive, where they
could carry it down into the combs. He has not

been feeding it for a week or two. I want to get a

swarm as soon as I can. I had a swarm once, but
they died. Father had a swarm of bees go off, and
my brother, about 12 years old, followed them to a

tree, and sawed off the limb, and carried them home
on his shoulder, and all the people turned out of

the road, for they were afraid of getting stung; but
they did not sting my brother. Once there was a

swarm alighted in a tree near by, and we did not see

them, and they started to go off; but my father took

the looking-glass and fetched them down to a little

tree, and my brother sawed off the limb. Some of

them fell off to the ground, and my brother picked

them up and they did not sting him, and hived them.
I go to church. Clarence Green.
Independence, O., Jan, 7,1882.

I am only 7 years old, but I thought I would see if

I could print you a little letter for Gleanings. I

can't write, but I can print a little. Well, I will tell

you about my papa's bees. He had 20 stands last

year, and he has 52 now; he didn't get much honey.
His bees are all yellow. I help him work with them
sometimes. Papa was at your home about six weeks
ago; he said he didn't get to talk to j'ou but a min-

ute, because your father was dying. H- has just

been reading in your paper about your father's

death. I am glad my father isn't dead. He said

your boys and girls were good to him when he was
there; he said he never saw your little Blue Eyes,

but he saw hi(j Blue Ej-es (Bess). My eyes are not

blue, but my little sister Anna's are. Theyareblueas
a bluebird. Papa says you like little girls who go to

Sunday-school. Well, I live within 50 steps of the

church, and I go to Sundaj^-school every Sunday.
Well, Christmas is over, and I have got a lot of pres-

ents. We are going to have a Christmas-tree to-

night, and I will get some more presents. Papa says

you don't like men who use tobacco, and you give

them presents to quit. You won't have to give my
papa presents, for he don't use the nasty stuff, nor
drink whisky either; but he won't go to Sunday-
school with us all the time. He would rather watch
the bees. Well, Mr, Root, this letter is so long I am
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afraid you won't like it. If it is too long-, throw it

away. Papa told me how to spell the big words.

Posey ville, Ind., Dec.2fi, 18«1. Vioi.a Right.

Well, that is a real gooa let'er, Viola, and
I think more of your papa than I ever did
before, since I have found out he has a little

girl who tries to be good. I do love little

girls (and boys too) who go to Sunday-school.
1 am very glad indeed to know that your
papa won't have to have a smoker to get
him to stop using tobacco ; but I do wish he
Avould go to Sunday-school every Sabbath. I

know the bees would look prettier to him
after he got home. You tell him to try it,

and see if it is not so. It was very i ight and
honest of you, Viola, to tell us that you
could not spell all those l)ig words without
your papa's help. May God bless both you
and your pa

!

ALSO SOME GOOD EARNEST WORDS ON VENTILA-
TION.

^p^i LEANINGS and its able editor obtain, without

lfc» me, abundantly the well-merited praise; my
^^-'-' tribute is to its contributors for their efforts

to promote the science and solve the mysteries of

bee-keeping-; and none, I believe, deserve more

credit for their work than Mr. Ileddon. His lessons,

based on practical experience, have been unexcep-

tionally good, and, I believe, correct, while his new
and sometimes surprising theories have at least

been productive of much investigation. Unwilling

though we may be to believe them, it is harder to

dii-prove them. His latest theory, that the consump-

tion of bee-bread will cause dysentery, I am inclined

to believe, but not without a qualification. For my
part, I think we commit au error when we seek for

anyone cause as the basis of this disease. Disease

in the human race does not in all cases necessarily

originate from the same source. If foul brood

among bees may result, and does result, from vari-

ous causes, may not dysentery? It may result from
the consumption of fermenting honey; it may re-

sult from the consumption of bee- bread, or it may
result from too long confinement, even though fed

on healthful honey alone. If, "in our common ignor-

ance, all have a right to guess," I shall guess that

dysentery results from these and other causes.

And it is more than a guess,— I believe it. Assume
any one, and there will be instances that it can not

cover.
There is, however, one element of importance that

has generally been ovei'looked in the consideration

of this question. It is the condition of the air sur-

rounding the bees; and it is its effect on the food of

the bees, be that honey or bee-bread, or on the bees

themselves, or both, that most frequently leads to

the disease. If bacteria are the result of the de-

composition or fermentation of the honey or honey-

moistened bee-bread, and if the bacteria theory is

that dj'sentery is caused by the consumption of this

decomposed or fermented matter containing bac-

teria, then I am a "bacteriaite." It is settled to the

satisfaction of many, that the consumption of fer-

menting honey during long confinement will cause

dysentery, and in the same way decomposing bee-

bread may cause it. Wintering bees in a damp,

poorly ventilated cellar, unless every other condi-

tion was very favorable, has always produced the

disease, especially durmg long conflnement; while

in well-ventilated cellars, where the temperature,

and even the atmosphere, is partly under control,

bees in the poorest condition as to honey have win-

tered well, and when in good condition never failed

to. In the fall of 1880, my bees had probably as poor

honey to winter on as bees ever had. Four large

cider-mills, within a radius of one mile, supplied

them with juice till late in the fall. I had witnessed

the result of cider diet some half-dozen years ago,

the loss of the greater part of an apiary, and my
forebodings were not of the pleasantest kind. Still,

my loss was small for that winter — less than 10 per

cent. The reason was that my cellar was at all

times supplied with pure air. Even in the coldest

weather, when nil ventilators except the chimney

had to be closed, I would let in pure air from a

heated room adjoining. Thus the thin unsealed

honey would thicken and ripen rather by evapora-

tion,than sour. This year again I feared, but for the

last time, and never again will I trouble to remove
unsealed honey by extracting, or fear late feeding.

I fed to the very day when they were removed from

the ccUa'-, and the weather had been damp and

rainy for six weeks; still to-day, January 19tb, every

one of my 610 colonies is in nice condition, and the

air in the cellar apparently pure enough for a sleep-

ing room. Yesterday it was two months since they

were put in. The temperature has ranged from 43

to 46 in one cellar, and from 47 to 50 in another. Of

the third I kept ni> record. And as to outdoor win-

tering, the theory of the influence of the atmos-

phere on the food holds equally good. It is the

moisture generated by the bees by invisible perspi-

ration, as well as the natural moisture contained in

the air, that often causes visible fermentation of

the honey. If it is not true that the condition of

the atmosphere cuts a figure as a cause of dysen-

tery, then let us discard our moisture absorbents in

the shape of chaff cushions, and do away with up-

ward ventilation and cellar ventilation.

Pure air ns necessary to sustain life. Why not

that of bees as well as that of man and beast? Pure,

healthful food is also necessary to sustain life,but im-

pure air will corrupt the best food, and unhealthful

food will destroy, not nourish, life. Now, I do not

know whether bee-bread is the natural food of a

mature bee or not, nor do I know whether they

ever taste it except to feed the larvas; but I do

know that good honey is its natural food; and feed-

ing on impure or fermenting honey will, in my
opinion, as surely cause disease and death to the

bee, unless counteracted, as unwholesome food will

to man.
Though I am convinced that I am right in this, I

can not deny that I think it more than likely that

the manipulation, and consumption, it such there

be, of bee-bread in breeding durmg conflnement,

will also cause the dysentery; and again, I am con-

vinced that healthful honey under other adverse

circumstances will do the same. A variable tem-

perature and long conflnement is all that is neces-

sary.

I may bo wrong -~ bee-bread may be the only cause,

or something else may be; but while we are in ig-

norance of the cause, and can not remove it, let us

do as prudence dictates — use such means to prevent

its appearance as have so far proved most effectual:

Good colonies, good honey, good air, and an even

temperature, trusting meanwhile that some one

will soon win fame by unraveling the mystery.

Jefferson, Wis., Jan. 19, 1883. Geo. Grimm.
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fraihes that tan be used either
SIDE UP.

SOME INOENIOUS METHODS FOR MxVKINO SUCH
FRAMES.

SN some of our former volumes it was sug-
<;ested that the bees could be made to—

' fill every frame clear,down, and build
the combs tight to the bottom-bar, by i)lac-

ing the frame upside-down a few days, dur-
ing a yield of honey. It is true, a few cau-
tious ones tried to make out that it would
injure the brood by so doing ; but others, of
larger experience in transferring from vari-

ous kinds of hives, soon dispelled that no-
tion. With ordinary hives it is a rather dif-

ficult matter to put suspended frames bot-
tom-bar upward ; but in the chaff hive we
can do this in the upper story without trou-
ble, and this is the way I often get fractured
combs mended, by fastening the comb back
in place, close up to the top-bar, and then
letting it remain resting on one of the lower
frames, in an inverted position. Well, our
friend below has a very ingenious plan of
making frames so they can be inverted at
any time, and still hang on the rabbet either
side up.
FrknrlRoot:—A.t the convention recently held in

Battle Creek, Mich., L. C. Whiting read a p;iper

about the coming hive with revorsilile frsmea, etc.,

originated by VanDeupen, of Sprout Brook, N. T. It

may interest some to know that, a year ago, I made
frames reversible, and have experienced the bene-

fits enumerated in his paper. I inclose to you bj'

mail my method of doing it, and, as you see, it can
be applied to any frame with comb in, if desired. I

have my material cut for frames for n<»xt year, and
all are to use the raetal arm. I use the L. frame
with wires; for the support in the center, I use a

strip ?i wide, of picture-back stuff — and by its use

secure openings by its side through the cards for

winter passages. I have always pressed the wires

into the wax by the use of an " excavator" (every-

body will know what that is, if they have ever bee»
to a dentist), bending the point to an angle of 45 de-

grees, and on that foot cutting a slot to ride on the

wire. Tour button-hook arrangement is the same.
One great advantage of the reversible frame is to

secure the comb well drawn out, and attached to

both top and bottom bar.

I will suggest, that with my frame there is little

chance for the bees to stick them down — a metal
arm resting on a metal rabbet. Again, it will al-

ways hang perpendicularly, there being but one
place of contact; and if desirable to raise the frames
from the bottom-board for winter, It is easily done
by placing blocks under the lower arm. I send you
one end of the frame.

Itt
BUKUKSS' DEVICE FOR A REVERSinLE FRAME.
By turning one arm under the bottom-bar, the

other is secured /i.rcrt for hanging on the rabbet, and
vice verm.
Weather is fine; bees are flying to-day, and every

few days so far. I am wintering 58 colonics. They
were in line order when put into winter quarters,

and are on summer stands, in double-walled hives,

the inner walls made of plaster Vi inch thick, and
filled between with shavings or fine chips. My hive,

like your chaff hive, is to remain the same summer
and winter. Of course, it is " the best hive made."
None for sale.

And now I wish you a merry Christmas, and suc-

cess in all your und( rtakings. In regard to the

frame, if it looks foolish to you, throw it away and

say nothing about it. I am not sensitive, but 1 like

the frame that I can tarn over. F. W. Burgess.
Huntington, Long Island, Dec., 18S1.

The above idea is extremely ingenious, but
I can not quite agree with our friend in say-
ing it will cause tlie frame to hang straight
down. Supporting frames by a single nail

or wire is quite an old device, and the mat-
ter has been discussed several times in our
back volumes. Sliould the bees store more
honey or pollen in one side of the comb than
the (Sther, it hangs any thing but straight,

and sometimes causes 'much trouble. Any
comb that swinsfs on pivots, as it were, must
have some kind of a stop at the bottom. If

the Iwttom is free, we want two arms at the
top, and the further apart these are, the tru-

er the frame hangs. Now, although frames
can be reversed, and with the effect of get-
ting the combs built clear down to the bot-
tom-bar. shall we ever need to reverse them
more, after we once get them so built V If
not, why should we go to much expense just
for this one occasion V You can, if you de-
sire, set all your frames bottom up, on the
bottom-board of the Simplicity hive, and
then slip the hive over them. If the bot-
toms are not spaced true, fasten them by
wedges, and after about three days, or even
less, during a honey yield, they will be done,
and can ever afterward *•' stand on their
feet." In other words, just turn your hive
upside down a few days, to make the bees
finish the bottoms of their combs.

FOUL. BROOD.

DOES IT EVER OUIGINATB FROM CHILt^ED BROOD?

^^[^RIEND ROOT:—A bee-keeper living near Ncav-

j«pl hall, Los Angeles Co., say.s that foul brood is

'^^ not heard of lately, but that a few years back

there were apiaries that were botkered with it. He
was correct in that assertion ; but when he says that

the claim, that diseased honej' being fed to bees was
not the cause of the first appearance of foul brood

in Ventura Co., he is decidedly "off." I claim to be
the bee-keeper who imported the disease to this

county, but disclaim any " honor" — on the contra-

ry, it was a sad misfortune. It was brought about

by a dry season, the particulars of which I gave to

the Los Angeles Bee-Keepers' Association in 18T8,

and which was copied by the -.4mcnc((u Be« Journal

and many leading agricultural papers, to which arti-

cle I refer Mr. Lechier. His further remarks, about
foul brood boing only in apiaries where artificial

swarming was practiced, are not verified in any par-

ticular case that his been reported to the Ventura
Bee-Keepers' Association.

I have consulted all the parties who made the

claim, that diseased honey was the direct cause of

the appearance of the disease, and none of them, so

far as I can ascertain, have ever met Mr. Lccbler at
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for a number of years, he will find good bee-keepers

who use all sizes and shapes of hives, and who man-
age bees In all the different ways imaginable, and
successfully too. He will also find some who man-
age bees in his ideal way, who are not successful.

With all these dififerent styles of hives, and ditferent

ways of managing bees before us, should we not have
a broad charity for all? J. G. Corey.
Santa Paula, Cal., Dec. 31, 1881.

Yes, we should all excercise charity, friend
C. ; and while I am about it I would say,
that I talked with Prof. Cook recently, while
he was with us at our Farmers' Institute, iu
Medina, and he said that it is utterly im-
possible that foul brood should originate
from chilled brood, or brood that died from
a natural cause.

!» I Q I ^ —

FKOITI THE BOX-ELDERS.

tT had been some time since we had paid our
friend a visit at the Box-Elders; and so one

' bright starlight evening, just before Christmas,

we gave him a call. As we entered tho sitting-room

we found Mr. Duster seated at a table covered with
books, magazines, newspapers, etc., while on the

other side sat his wife busily engaged in some mys-
teries of female handiwork. (Ghosts, and these fe-

male mysteries, never appeal-, except at ni(jM, So
says Mr. Duster.) At one end of the room was a bay-

window filled with plants. A strong and thrifty ivy

had been trained up on cither side of the window,
and so along the upper sides of throe walls of the

room — its trailing, droopmg branches, over and
down among the pictui-es hanging on the wall, gave
a pleasant elfcct; while over all, the mellow light of

a lamp suspended from the ceiling iia the center of
the room revealed every object distinctly.

As we seated ourself, the revelation came to us
why Mr. Duster was not seen down town evenings.

He had what every man in ordinary circumstances
can and should have, and good sense to know and ap-

preciate too — a home. Home ! I can hardlj' leave

this subject, as the very word fills my mind with so

many pleasant recollections and scenes of the past;

but I must pass on, SutBce it, Mr. Duster neither

chews nor smokes tobacco, and he would as soon
think of coming into this room with his face and
hands unwashed, his clothes befouled by the worst
smell invented, as to come with a tobacco-pipe stick-

ing in one side of his mouth, and a tobacco-cud in the
other, into the presence of that woman sitting just

across the table yonder, who, by the by, is the same
one who sang out to Mr. Duster to " hold the fort

"

at the time the bees chased him into that little out-

house. (See Gleanings, Feb., 1881.)

" Yes, I put my bees into the cellar nearly a month
ago," said Mr. Duster, in answer to an inquiry of

ours, " and I hardly know, although the weather has
been very mild, whether it would have been better

to have left them out until now or not. My practice

has been to leave them out as long as I could in the

fall, and keep them in the cellar as late as possible

in the spring, and then not encourage breeding, to

any extent, until settled warm weather comes.

"MY OPINION

upon this matter is, the quieter the bees are kept,

from the time they are put into the cellar until the

Weather is pretty steadily warm, the better. Instead

of stimulating our bees into activity for early breed-

ing, I think the reverse process should be our studj'.

We should hear loss of spring diseases and spring

disasters; and when wc open our hives we should

not be met with an ' abomination of smells,' but

rather with sweetness, brightness of comb, and neat-

ness generally."
" What can you say about

DYSENTERY,

and what has been your experience with it?"

"My bees have had it at times, off and on, but I

have never lost a swarm by that disease, that I can

recollect. I have no particular theory in regard to

it. I think there are many things or conditions

that will develop it; and now for some hard facts."

Just here Mr. Duster stopped short. I looked up
and saw him gazing at the fire, completely absorbed.

Soon a smile came creeping out of each corner of

his mouth, spreading over his chin, and then mount-
ing up to his eyes until you could hardly see them;

the wrinkles on his forehead moved and lifted; his

very ears seemed to jerk up and down in sympathy.

It came at last, and such a laugh!

"You will excuse my rudeness," said Mr. Duster,
" when I tell you I was thinking of Ileddon's (hobby)

horse named ' Bacteria.' You see, he don't ride it

himself, exactly: he's too sharp for that; so he put

a fellow on by the name of ' Guess,' a sort of Yankee
production, I reckon. Already two or three writers

have stepped out to take a whack at that horse and
rider. I can almost see the grin on Htddon's face;

he has got them in just the position of ' heads, I win

;

tails, you lose.' Let me see," said Mr. Duster, re-

suming; " I was going to give a few cold facts.

" I have told you before how I prepare my bees for

winter by using straw mats on top, and sometimes

at the sides of the frames, and then filling the upper
story with the fine, soft, silky leaves of the box-

elder, taking as much pains in packing for the cellar

as many do for outdoor wintering. I get warmth and

cvoi temperature. See? no dysentery. I never dis-

turb my bees to give them a lly in winter. I'll keep
still if they will. See? quiet; no dysentery. Now
and then there is a stock that gets uneasy; I watch

for them, for I know that, if not stopped at once, I

have a case of dysentery, more or less severe, on my
hands. I go into my cellar, and listen. I believe I

can tell by the peculiar whine of a bee if it has the

belly-ache," said Mr. Duster drily.

" Nine times out of ten I have succeeded in quiet-

ing them by giving water at the entrance on a

sponge, nf oficc, before they get much disturbed. I

reason, that it was water they wanted, and if Ihey

did not get it they would gorge themselves, and then

have dysentery. I do not suppose that water, or,

rather, the want of it, is the only cause of this trou-

ble, as I have said before; but I am strongly in-

clined to think, that in ftrst-c'ass ceUars this uneasi-

ness can be stopped in this way. if adopted soon

enough. I recommended it to a gentleman last win-

ter, whose bees had got uneasy, ana had commenced
spottmg their hives. He tried it with success. The
cimclusion I come to is prettymuch like Quinby's:—

warmth, proper surroundings, and quiet. Get qui-

et, and you'll have no dysentery."

As I was about to leave, Mr. Duster said, in con-

clusion: "There are exceptions to all rules: I lay

nothing down as positive. We must use our best

judgment in this as in any other matter or business,

making use of facts as they come to us. If I have

had any success with bees, it has been by following

these two conditions;—For wintering safely, even
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their apiaries, nor in either our County or District

Bee-Keepers' Association meetings, where all these

points have been fully reported and discussed. In

conclusion I would say, that if our bee-keeping friend

would visit his bee-lveeping neighbors, read all the

bee literature he can find, and continue to keep bees

temperature, warmth (com fort) and quiet. For hon-

ey, large stocks, with as little swarming as possible."

Although I have given a description of Mr. Dus-
ter's cellar elsewhere, I think the fact that, for a

large number of years, he has not lost a swarm by
disease, is a sufficient excuse for my doing so again,

It is about 23 ft. wide by 28 long and 7 deep: cement-
ed bottom and sides, and is frost-ptoof. There is a

wide gangway with double doors leading into it from
the outside, also a door from the sitting-room abov^e.

In this room (see description at the commencement
of this article) is a hard-coal stove, burning duy and
night, to warm the rooms above. This, in my opin-

ion, has a great deal to do in modifying the condi-

tions of the cellar to the wants of the bees, and mak-
ing it a first-class one. R. H. Mellen.
Amboy-on-Tnlet, 111., Jan. 3, 1883.

Friend JSI., Mr. Duster may be right about
it, but I should hardly prescribe water for
the kind ot " ache " he speaks of ; neverthe-
less, he may be right. It only corroborates
friend Simpson's experiment, given in our
back volumes, of the bees that wintered so
well under the wet and dripping straw, and
friend Boonibrower, who wrote "Chapter
I.," in the Sept. No., and has never as yet
given us Chapter JI., which we have been so
patiently waiting for.

RAISING PLAf.TS KXPRESSLTT FOR
RRKS.

SOMETHING ABOUT THE SIMPSON PLAKTS AND AL-
SIKE CLOVER.

fRIEND ROOT:—I believe I promised to report
J

on the success or failure of the honey-plant
' seeds I got of you in the spring cf 1880; and as

reports are in order, here goes.

First, Spider plant. From some cause the seed
failed to germinate in the hot-bed. The Simpson
seemed to all grow. I transplanted 500 plants from
the hot-bed, in rows 4 ft. apart, plants 3 ft. in rows,

and by the first of August they were G and 7 ft. high,

and well covered with bloom. I could see the honej'

in the little pitcher-shaped blossom, but not a bee on
them, although there was a steady stream of bees
flying over them from morning till night, visiting

the Alsike clover in my wheat-fleld. My wife com-
menced to laugh at me about my wonderful honey-
plant, and the neighbors, as they would drop in for

a call, would ask, " What are those tall weedy-look-
ing things that you have there?" I was ashamed to

call them honey-plants and not a bee on them, so I

concluded I would pull them up some dark night,

and throw them on the beach at high water, and let

them go out with the tide, and thus bo rid of them.
One morning, two or three days later, my wife came
running down where I was working in the garden,
and said, " Come quickly and see the Simpsons 1 " I

made a rush for the honey-patch, and such a sight!

They had found It, surely enough. There were thou-

sands of blossoms, and there appeared to be two or
three bees to each blossom, pushing and crowding
for the nectar, and such a humming and roaring one
would think they were on a flrst-rate robbing expe-

dition. I call the Simpsons a decided success; nine

weeks of steady work for the bees, when nearly all

other bloom is dried up. I am satisfied that an acre

of plants, as thrifty as those in my garden, would
produce from 400 to 500 lbs. of honey, and I think a

long way ahead of goldcnrod or aster honey. The
catnip — well, that is good for white-faced bumble-
bees. Hoarhound. the bees worked some on it ; sun-

flower, not a bee touched it; melilot clover failed to

grow (think the seed was old).

ALSIICE CLDVER.
I put the C lbs. on 1?4 acres of wheat; sowed it on

a light fall of snow in February, and think I struclc

a '* bonanza" when I tried Alsike. It didn't make
much of a show vnitil about the middle of June, when
it "commenced to climb." July 30th I cut three

small bundles in full bloom that measured 3 ft. 4 in.

tall, and which I sent to the postoffices in my vicini-

ty, to show 1 he new clover. The result was, every
farmer in the neighborhood came to sec the famous
clcjver growing, and of course all wanted seed. I let

the wheat stand as long as I dared to, in order to

ripen as much of the clover seed as possible, then
cradled and bound it with the wheat, and thrashed it

by hand, in order to save the chaff. I sold the chaff,

3 sacks, for $1.00, and had 20 lbs. of clean seed in the

fanning-mill; and, what is better, there are 10 acres

sown within reach of my bees, and they seem to pre-

fer it to white clover, and I can see no difference in

the honey.

Now, this year, 1881, the clover was simply "im-
mense." It commenced to bloom by the middle of

May, and from that time till the 13th of July it was
one continuous hum of Italians. J then cut one acre

of it for hay. The lowest estimate was 3;4 tons per
acre, and up to i'/i. The ?i of an acre I cut for seed,

thrashed it by hand, and sold $S3.50 worth of seed,

and have 15 lbs. left for my own use. I think I can
safely say, that Alsike clover and the Simpson hon-

ey-plant are a success here on Puget Sound.

H. A. March.
Fidalgo, Whatcom Co., Wash. Ter., Dec, 1831.

Friend M., I do not think it was because
the bees did not hnd the Simpson plants, but
because they were too busy on something
else to notice it. After the other forage
failed, then all hands turned in for the sweet
water in the little pitchers of the Simpson
plant. While basswood yields, our oees
never look at the Simpsons here ; but just
before and just after, it is roaring as you de-
scribe.

STRAV THOUGHTS ON BEES-NESS.

WHEN DOCTORS DISAGREE, WHO SHALL DECIDE?

^jifT is somewhat amusing to read in the different

j>| pages of Gleanings the varied experience of—
' the different bee-keepers, scattered as they are

all over this broad land, from Maine to California,

and from New Orleans to some place in Canada.

One builds a chaff hive, his bees winter splendidly;

he naturally thinks he has found a bonanza ; another

builds a cellar, his bees come out in spring in a

thriving condition; he immediately proclaims to the

world that cellar wintering is the only correct prin-

ciple. Another winter comes; my chaff-hive friend

finds nearly all his stocks dead, while those of hia

neighbor in cellar come out all right. Hurrah for

cellar 1 Another winter comes, and he of the chaflf
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is this time victorious, while those in the cellars are

"gone up," and you find him in the predicament of

our friend in May No. of Glkanings for 1S81, " This

Apiary for Sale."

One advocates chaff cushions, division-boards,

blanketing bees during winter; others advocate
" letting vhem sit on their summer stands," and all

seem to ad%'0cate their way as the best. One man
says you must take your bees out for a fly during a

warm day in winter; another saj-s, "The less you

disturb them during winter, the better," etc., until

your poor bewildered novice in bee-keeping, halting

between the dozen or more opinions, finds himself

in the position of the traveler who inquired which

road he should take to reach a certain town to which

he desired to go, and was told that it did not make

any difference which one he took, for before he got

half way through he would wish he had taken the

other one. So it is with us. It makes no difference

which way we winter our bees; in the spring we will

wish we had taken the other way.

One man informs us that, in order to make bee-

keeping pay, you must accustom your bees to fre-

quent handling; another says, "If you want honey

you must disturb your bees as little ns possible."

These different kinds of advice are given till the

poor victim, after trying each one in a vain endeav-

or to ffot some profit out of his bees-ness, gets his

hopes blasted, and, discouraged and sick at heart,

he gets in the shape of ray friend mentioned above,

or else he gets mad and kicks the bee business high-

er than a kite, which I never do. If I had, perhaps I

would have fewer losses. A. M'. Willmartii.

Embarrass, Waupaca Co., Wis., Dec. 34, 1881.

I admit, friend W., that there is consider-

able truth in what you say; but, after all,

there is another and brighter side to the
"bees-ness." If you will look back over
the reports of the past year, you will lind

that a great many are succeeding, and suc-

ceeding splendidly too, even though many of

them be but beginners who have been guid-

ed solely by the journals you seem to think
so inefticient as jicuides. Your points are

good, and we witliout question need, most
of us, to be careful about rushing to conclu-
sions; but, while we get from lOU to 500 lbs.

to a colony, and reports of over 100 lbs. are

coming from almost all localities, need we
be very much disheartened?

FRIEND MUTH TELLS VS ABOUT FOUL
BROOD.

ALSO SOMETHINQ ABOUT CANDIED HONEY.

fT does not often happen" that I can write an arti-

cle on bee culture; not because the subject has

lost interest, but because other business pre-

vents. I have occasionally no time to read a bee

journal for weeks. This time, however, I looked

over your January No. of Gleanings, on receipt of

It, and think that a reply is necessary to several re-

marks from different friends, in regard to foul brood.

The remarks of friend Touchton, of California, p.

16, show that he is, perhaps, like myself, too busy to

read our bee journals regularly, or he would not say

that I stated to have had one hive of bees infected

with foul brood. I have had a hundred hives or more
infected with the malignant foul brood, which origin

nated, however, from one hive purchased of a party

in Kentucky eight years ago. I have burned up per-

haps 10 or 1.") hives, colonies and combs. All the rest

I have cured. Every season, almost, I have made a

statement of my experience in that line at our year-

ly meeting, or in one or the other of the bee jour-

nals, in order to draw attention to the importance

of the subject. I will mail to-day to friend Touch-

ton a copy of my "Practical Hints," which will ac-

quaint him with a sure cure for foul brood. But
the treatment requires promptness, and a thorough

di-'infection of every thing that comes in contact

with the diseased colony. Interested friends must
look up former statements, as I can not afford to

give details just now. As no beginner, making his

lirst attempt, should expect to meet with the success

of an experienced hand, he should not altogether

contradict a theory based on experience. I do not

here reflect on friend Touchton; but I can cure with

salicylic acid a colony of bees affected with the

worst kind of foul brood, and with the first attempt,

and I am not afraid to prove it. Friend Jones may
suggest a plan, and I will satisfy him. I would, be-

fore this, have satisfied him at his own apiary, had

my business permitted a trip to Canada. Brother

Savage and I used the starving process when the

disease made its first appearance in our apiaries,

and I am certain that he wiU tell Brother Jones, as I

do, that it is an insufficient remedy. Brother Dun-
can had no foul brood, if turning the bees on to fdn.

remedied the disease. Such, at least, is my experi-

ence.

The friend you mentioned on page 48, sent me by

mail a piece of comb containing unmistakable signs

of the malignant foul brood, and I so told him. This

piece of comb, placed within i-each of bees, would

infect with the disease the hive of every visiting

bee; and if exposed, in spring or fall, when honey is

scarce, would infect, eventually, every apiary In the

neighborhood, visiting bees carrying the fungus

home with them on their legs or feet. But if j'ou,

friend Koot,have seen no foul braod yet in your api-

ary, our friend mentioned above must look for oth-

er quarters as to the origin of his case.

CANDIED HONEY IN JARS.

I have to say that, in years gone by, I have taken

great pains to keep my friends supplied with the

liquid honej'. As their customers objected to gran-

ulation, we kept exchanging, whenever and wher-

ever it was desirable. My own retail customers

would object to granulation, and we therefore kept

our shelves filled with liquid honey all the time. It

was not a small nor a pleasant job to constantly re-

liquify, re-label, and re-box lots of honey, and often

the same lot several times. But that time is past.

Our customers, and dealers as well as customers, are

posted. They know now that pure honey will gran-

ulate, and that it will granulate just as surely as it

is pure. No exchanging of granulated honey has

been necessary for the last two years, and you can

see our shelves filled with honey, granulated just as

solid as can be expected of the pure article. It is

amusing and interesting to notice the change of

opinion; as, viz., we have four shelves in the store,

one above the other. The lower one is filled with

half-pound tumblers; the second one with 1-lb. jars,

and the third one with 2-lb. jars, all granulated sol-

id. On the upj^er shelf stood 3-lb. jars, recently liq-

uified (from the barrel). A customer was asking for

a 3-lb jar of honey a day or two ago. A young man
was about to get down a jar, when our friend no-
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ticed the granulated honey below, and purchased 3

two-pound jars of it, because he liked it hcst! Such

never happened a few years ago It shows that the

common sense of our people soou learns to discrimi-

nate. I venture the prediction, that in the near fu-

ture, adulterators will turn their attention to the

matter how to best granulate their vile stuff.

Cincinnati, O., Jan. 7, 18HJ. Chahles F. Muth.

THE WIKTERINfi PROB1.EHI, ETC.

ALSO SO.METHINO ABOUT "THAT WONDER," THREE-
BANDED HYBRIDS.

N article in Oct. No., liy G. M. Doolittlo, on the

subject, " Queens whose Daughters all Pro-
**=" ducc Three-banded Workers," no matter

whether mated with a bhick or an Italian drone,

seems to be a stimner to Mr. Jerome Wiltso. On
reading Mr. D.'s article on the subject, I found noth-

ing to surprise me, as I have often had queens whose
daughters would never produce black bees, no mat-

ter what kind of a drone they had met. Being

about the first to introduce the Italian bee into this

State, I had good opportunities for observation. 1

have had Italian queens mate with black drones

whose progeny, to ninety-nine observers out of a

hundred, would appear pure; but I could detect an

occasional bee that had a slightly suspicious look

when no honey was in their sacks, and also by some
suspicious actions on the part of the colony. And,

indeed, the fact of part of the progeny of any queen
showing ihefourtli band is pretty good evidence, to

me, of impure blood. Now, while speaking of Mr.

Wiltse I want to say he has written the best article

yet produced on that most important subject, —

UPWARD A'ENTILATION.

As long as some succeed in wintering their bees

where no upward ventilation is provided, just so

long will we have advocates pro and con. I have
just read an article in the Bcc-Kccpcrs' Gu de, by

F. H. Miner, of which the following Is a quotation:

"Upward ventilation is condemned by instinct; at

variance with facts, and a denial of the wisdom and
goi.dness of the Deity."

Well, let's see if that's all true. A few weeks
since, 1 was riding out through the country, buying
stock; and as I have made it a point to stop at all

the places where 1 saw bee-hives on the premises,

and subject the owner to a series of questions as to

manner of preparing bees for winter, I got much
useful information, and hope to benefit myself and
others by it. I need scarcely say, the majority of

the hives seen were beeless. One man had 5 last

fall, and all lived, coming in strong in spring, and
here is just the shape they vrere in all last winter,

and are still in: hives all box, of ordinary size; lialf-

inch hloclig under each corner ; four and six inch holes

open into surplus chamber, some chambers having
empty boxes in them, and some no boxes; one with

door to surplus chamber gone entirely. Here was
upward ventilation with a vengeance.
Another man had one colony which swarmed on

the 28th of May— remarkably early for such a sea-

son. Hive, Langstroth, ten frames, 8 inches deep;

honey-board having si.x I'^-inch holes, three front

holes covered with an empty honey-box having cor-

responding b les, and three holes open into cap,

which was not very tight. Entrance about full

wi(l'l) n(
] ivf, '; inch wide, left open all the time.

Wintered outdoors without care, and no feeding at

that.

Now, if these facts do not prove friend Miner's

theory "bad medicine," I could cite plenty of simi-

lar cases to prove that upper ventilation is not con-

trary to reason, instinct, etc. Wo bee-keepers who
have prepared our bees for winter with such care,

packing them with quilts and cushions, closing off

all upward ventilation, and losing nearly all our

bees, and starting again by purchasing bees in box
hives from "fogy " bee-keepers who have winterod

summer stands unprotected, and upward ventilated,

will do well to drop theorizing, and take a few prac-

tical lessons. I do not wish to be understood as

cLiiming that there is no virtue in giving protection

for winter; but I do claim, that if bees are packed
with a view of saving the consumption of honey,

and putting the colony into the best possible shape

to withstand the most severe, lorg-protracted, cold

winters, there must be means provided for thorough

upward ventilation, in order that the material used

for such protection will beat all times perfectly free

from moisture.

REPORTS FOR THE SEASOK.

Some friends have handed in reports of such large

yields of honey as to surprise the natives. I have
suspected this is brought abou, often, by talking all

the hor.cy, and tken resorting to feeding the bees

for win'er surplus. Mr. G. M. Doolittle once said, a

brood dep rlment two-thirds the size of that of the

Quinby hive would give better results in surplus

honey, and that he uses a brood department no
larger than will be fully occupied by average queens;

and since all this brood department will, in the

honey season, be filled with brood, the bees must
stoe all their honey in the surplus boxes. Now, all

of this is true enough, for it is plain, that, with such

a small brood-nest, all the honey will be put in boxes,

or combs above, to be extracted; and by this system

nearly every pound of honey produced may be ar-

rayed in a report for the seas n, and paraded be'ore

the public forthe p :rpose, often, of making believe

I am the. great bee-man in the successful manage-
ment of bees. But, the honey season gone and all

the honey taken away, what arc the bees to do for

winter supplies? Colonies so managed are not self-

supporting, and in the end are no more profit to

the owner, if as much so, as when they have brood

department large enough for storing sulHcient honey
for winter supplies besides the space occupied for

brooi.

Were I beginning bee-keeping, and wished to use a

hive that would be at all times, in all kinds of sea-

sons, self-sustaining, I would use a hive containing

ten f;ames, same in every particular as the L.

frame, only la depth, which would be two inches

deeper. Such a frame would bo perfection, in my
opinion; and with ton such frames, not much tink-

ering would be needed, as there would always be

plenty of stores and bees in such hivei; and what
honey they do make in boxes (and which would be

as much as would be in any other hive) could be

taken with safety, since the brood department

would contain ample winter stores.

John A. Buchanan.
Holliday's Cove, W. Va., Jan. 9,1882.

I entirely agree with you about upper
ventilation, friend B.,and pretty nearly, too,

on your last point; only 1 would suggest,
that, if the bee-keeper makes money witnhis
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bees year after year, we have hardly a right
to find fault, even if he does make them i)ut

all the honey into the sections. Bees have a
great many times wintered hotter on stores of
pure sugar than on natural stores, or, to put
it even stronger, they have wintered on
sugar, while all that had tlieir own stores, in
place of sugar, died. In view of this, would
it not be best to have a brood-cliamher so
small that all the honey go into the sections?
Of course, there would be a great many,
who, with such hives, would get all the hon-
ey, and then neglect the feeding part, or at
least put it off until it was too late. If friend
Doolittle would get along without the losses
he sustains in wintering, so almost invaribly,
we should have still more faith in his peculiar
plan of managing. It will be- remembered,
our friend George Grimm fed his bees last
full rather late ; now we want to know if he
comes out next spring with his usual good—
guess " success " will be a better word to vise

than "luck."

ITALIANS VERSUS KL \CKS FOR WORK-
ING CO.IIB FOIJNOAXIOIV.

EN looking over Gt^eanings I have not as yet seen
the subject discussed, which race of bees is the

best one to draw out fdn., the Itab'ans or blaclis.

I have had a little experience in the matter. I

placed 6 sheets in a colony of Italians in the month
of June, and in just 10 hours it was all manufactured
into beautiful comb. The fdn. was made on the
lioot machine. This result pleased me so much
that I made upmy mind to always use, in the future,

fdn. in all of my young swarms of bees for the
brood-nest. Well, I gave my Italians to my wife's

mother, as she wished to get some bees very much,
to get a start. Well, after a while I got somewhat
lonesome, not haviug any of the little pets, so I

bought some of the black bees by the pound — 3

colonies of blacks, and one hybrid. I tried full

sheets of fdn. in each one of those colonies, expect-
ing the same results as with the Italians, but I was
sadly disappointed; for instead of nice comb, as be-

fore, I found, upon examination, that they never
drew out the fdn. at all, but built their comb right

on it, leaving the fdn. as thick as ever it was in the
center of the comb. This fdn. was advertised in

Gleanings to be made on the Dunham machine. I

purchased the same from Mr. R. Hyde, of AMerly,
Wis. Some of this was very nice and light colored,

and some was dark, the same running 6 sheets to
the pound, the same as that tried by the Italians.

Now, the question is this: Is it more natural for the
Italians to draw out fdn. than it is for the blacks?
Thei-e is one thing I am quite suie of; that is, the
Italians are better honey-gatherers than the blacks,
and are hardier also, and are more gentle, which
makes three strong points in favor of the Italians.

I wish to say right here, that I am not interested in
any way in any fdn. machine, but suppose there is

perhaps some difference in them. G. Phillips.
Komeo, Marathon Co., Wis., Jan., 1883.

I hardly think, friend P., your experi-
ment, though a valuable one, settles the
question. It settles one point, however,
that, while, some stocks of bees thin out
the bases of the cells, others only build
new comb on the fdn. furnished them, and

this very point is what caused many unkind
words when fdn. lir.st came into use. I am
inclined to think it was the difference in the
season, and perhaps yield of honey in your
case, friend P. Had you taken the same
fdn., and put it into hives of both races of
bees, at the same time, the case would have
been far more correct. Have others had any
similar experience with the two races of
bees ?

STARVATION AND DYSENTERY.

BY .JAMES HEDDON.

ppj^iHE wintering problem is now not only in our

j\[ minds, but on our hands. Some of our folks

have noticed signs and symptoms that cause

them to think that starvation is a cause, or the cause
of the disease. Some of us seem to be a little ol>

soure as to what is meant by causes and effects.

Some of our writers insist that there is every evi-

dunce that dysentery among bees is the effect of

varied and numerous causes. I am among those who
believe that so general and regular an effect as this

dysentery has one direct cause. No doubt it is aid-

ed by other indirect causes that work upon this

cause rather than the effect direct. To illustrate:

What is the cause of diphtheria? Answer: Bacteria.

But one says, "Catching cold;" another, "Cold
weather;" and another, " Being exposed to the pres-

ence of those sick with it," etc.

These last-named conditions aggravate it, or, as

indirect influences, greatly assist the direct cause;

yet, literally speaking, they, with their indirect in-

fiuences, are not worthy of the title of " the cause."

I wish to state two pi-opositions that are generally

conceded by our leading thinkers, that, if borne in

mind by us, will aid us materially in unraveling

this, as well as other knotty problems in our sci-

ence.

First, so far"as the mind can conceive, every cause

must {of necessity) produce an effect: every effect

must become the cause as to some other effect, and
so on without end. Consequently, a flrst cause or

last effect is unthinkable.

Second, I notice that some of our writers speak as

though all that is natural tends toward success (as

viewed from our standpoint); that the true instinct

of the being never led it astray from its best inter-

ests, or chance of survival.

In all our debates, let us remember that such are

false premises; that instinct is lower than reason,

and that both fail totally In many instances, and
that we must not be led into errors because some-

times the weaker sister. Instinct, directs aright where
reason fails. Nature, with her wide-spread arms,

embraces all of which the mind can conceive— fail-

ure, as well as success. Sickness and death are as

jiatitra? as health and life. When wo say, "That is

not natural," we use the term in its narrow sense

(really a misconstrued sense), and it will not do so to

use it when bringing it to bear upon reason, and in-

stinct in their higher relations to each other and
things.

From the first proposition, we see that, If heat

produces the bacteria that ripens and destroys

fruit, we might say, " Heat destroys fruit;" " the

sun destroys fruit;" "nature destroys fruit," and

so on; and in one sense it would be true; but what
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the chemist wishes to know is, what is the last ef-

fect next to the destruction, that we may properly

call the direct cause of that iiestruction? He
searched, as only the scientilic .search, and he found

a living: germ, so small it puzzled him to tell whether
of animal or vegetable life.* Now that he had dis-

covered the direct cause, he said, "I have further

discovered that a degree of heat that boils water,

will destroy this form of life; and now, if you wish

to keep fruit all through the jear, boil it, and, while

hot, exclude the air, and you destroy the bacteria,

and your object is accomplished." A knowledge of

the cause nearest the effect is the one of most worth
to us.

When I put up my bees for winter, I felt sure that

all had plenty of honey. Yesterday I found a colony

starved. I am of the opinion, that they were slowly

and quietly robbed, after we left the apiary for the

winter. I think there is more of this kind of rob-

bing going on unnoticed than we know of or believe

in, generally. But the point T wish to make is, that

not one speck of dysentery was to be sceu. Careful

examination showed great scarcity of pollen in the

combs. Had there been plentj' of pollen, my opin-

ion is, that the bees would, as a last resorr, have
taken to eating it, and then one might have seen

signs of dysentery, and said, "Starvation is the

cause." I get a great many private letters from ex-

perienced apiarists who do not write for publication,

stating that their observation of the disease has con-

vinced them of the truth of "the Pollen theory."

Others believe, as stated by Messrs. Jones. Harring-

ton, and others, that fermentation of the honey, be-

fore and after gathering, is the cause; others, that

the fermentation of the pollen is the cause. Mr.
Jones dwelt to some extent on dampness being the

cause (through its fermenting influence on the hon-

ey or pollen, or both, I presume he meant), while

Mr. Harrington, of your county, stated that a cer-

tain plant produces fermented honey that froths in

the nectary, and, when gathered by the bees, "pro-
duces dysentery every time." Charles Dadant holds

to the idea, that fermenting honey is the greatest

cause, if I understand him correctly. As all fer-

mentation (whether of pollen, honey, or anything
else) is bacteria, all these men agree with that theo-

ry. It may be that liacterious honey, or pollen

either, produces the disease, and that inert vegeta-
ble matter, if taken into their systems in any con-
siderable cuantities, is also a cause. An over-

amount may be taken from the pollen-cells under
certain circumstances, or during certain seasons;

or in all seasons, in some localities, in some varieties

of blossoms, the nectar may contain sufBcient quan-
tities of floating pollen to produce the disease, where
the bees are, from cold, forced to partake of large

quantities of honey, without the opportunity of cur-

ing the disease as fast as it presents itself, by fre-

quent chances to void the accumulations.
If it turns out that this disease has two cavises or

more, I believe that one cause will be found to be
the main cause; and if bacteria is that cause, then,

whether it exists in the pollen or honey, or both,

the golden rule for winter will be, " Keep your colo-

nies dry."

Mr. Delia Torre say?, "Keep your pollen dry;" but
perhaps that does not cover quite enough ground.
Dadant, Harrington, and others, would saj', "No;
keep your lirmey dry." Dampness (with a moderate

* It i^ now (lecidfd to be vegetable.

degree of warmth) is necessary to the development
of bacteria. I think we are going to get at the true
cause ere long. Let us resolve now to improve all

the opportunities for careful observations that the
next f(nir months present to us. I have thrown out
my honest opinions, forced upon me by my observa-
tion and reasoning; and surel3', if they are of no
aid to any one they can not hurt the feelings or op-
portunities of any good or intelligent bee-keeper.
Dowagiac, Mich., Jan. 7, 1SS3.

- 9»™—

AN APIAIKY IN SICIIiY.

ALSO SOMETIIIXG ABOUT PnEMIU.MS FOR SUB-
SCKXHERS.

MANN, Palermo, Sicily, Italy, has just

Q been sent out by mo to establish an apiary
" -" ~" among the orange groves of Sicily. It is

a purelj' commercial speculation by a mercantile
gentleman, and so far is an outcome of Gleanings;
will probably, within a year or two, be the largest

apiary in Europe; intended to be run for extracted
honey only. T could have had the above three cop-

ies sent to myself, and other two copies to make up
a Waterbury- watch club. I shfill likely have other

names soon. But I cannot get over the meanness of

the thing. You must either have made a great

mistake in giving that offer, or you get your watches
uncommonly cheap, or yoii are doing an injustice to

all other subscribers. Anyhow, I want one of those

watches mailed to me, and charged against me in the

regular manner. After I see how the thing works,

I may get a dnzcn or two for sale. Wm. IIaitt.

Beecroft, Bl.iirgowrie, Scotland, Dec. 20, 1881.

I am truly glad to hear you are to be the
director of such an important enterprise,
good friend Raitt ; but I am a little sur-
prised to liud you have not a little more
charity for your old friends over on this side
of the water. Listen a minute, and see if I
can not throw some light on the watch and
subscriber business : It takes a good sum of
money to advertise a journal to get it going.
I think I have paid out as high as $500 iir a
single year to get GlexVnixgs before the
people, when my whole receipts for it were
not over ?2000. Well, after paying this

large sum to newspapers, I decided it best
to give it to my bee-friend subscribers, to
induce them to show the journal around to
their neighbors who kept bees. That they
might afford to take time to do this, and do
it well, J gave them 2-5 cents out of the dol-

lar for the service. This worked very well,

until subscription agents, noticing this mar-
gin, sent around to all my old subscribers,
and offered Gleanings for 85 cents, or such
a matter, which broke down the established
price of SI. 00, and defeated my plan. To
correct this, we were obliged to raise the
price to 90 cents, and this cut off our bee
friends again. Well, the Watevbury watch-
factory started, and they were very anxious
to get their watches into the hands of the
people, exactly as 1 am anxious to get Glean-
ings into the hands of the people. They
found out how Gleanings had made its

way, even off into foreignlands, and into the
hands of good kind people like yourself.

AVell, they too decided that, instead of
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spendin,Q: great sums of money in newspaper
advertising, tliey would ratlier give llie

watcli at a very low price to some one who
would and could make known tlieir good
qualities, as I have done. And this would
enable me to pay handsomely the friends
Avho work among their neighbors for the up-
building of our journal. Therefore I give a
watch to everybody who sends me live new
subscril^ers at a dollar each. You may say
those who subscribe for live years don't ex-

tend our subscription list. Perhaps not

;

but in our business I am using borrowed
capital, more or less, on v/hicli I pay some-
times as high as 8 per cent. Five dollars in

advance would be equal to the use of that
whole amount for 2i years. If you will

figure it u]) at compound interest, you will

see that I get club price for the journal, and
pay for the watch too, making a mutual
saving to both our subscribers and myself,
over the plan of sul^scribing every year. I

might add, that the five-year plan was origi-

nated by one of the friends, and was not of
my own getting up at all. Now, friend R.,

is there any thing^wrong in employing our
bee-meu to introduce Gleanings, "in place
of ne\vspa))er advertising agents, who neither
know nor care about bees or their owners?

•m *» » «i^

CAN BEES HEAR, ETC.?

SOME GOOD IDEAS ON THE MATTER.

IRIEND ROOT:—Will you allow me to make a

comment on an article in Gr-EANINQS some
^^ months ago about bees being dull in eight,

and deaf? The following is from the Lihrary of Uni-

i^ersal Knowledge: "Bees, like other hymenopterous
insects, are extremely well provided with organs of

sight, and evidently possess that sense in very great

perfection. la the front of the head they have two
large eyes, the surface of each consisting of many
hexagonal plates, which perhaps may not unaptly

be likened to the object-glasses of so many tele-

scopes; and the faculty which these insects certain-

ly possess, of returning in a direct line to their hive

or nest, from the utmost distances of their wander-

ings, has been, with greatest probability, ascribed

to their power of sight. But besides these large

eyes, they have, like the rest of the hymenopterous
order, three small eyes on the very top of their

heads, which are supposed to be intended to give a

defensive vision upward from the cups of flowers.

They are evidently, however, possessed of organs

which enable them to guide their movements in the

dark as well as in the light— at least in the nest or

hive; and this power is generally ascribed to the

antenna3 which are sometimes supposed to bo not

merelj' delicate organs of touch, but organs of hear-

ing, or of some special sense unknown to us. It is

certain, that the social bees have some means of

communicating with each other by means of their

antenuie; and that they avail themselves of these

organs, both for the ordinary operations of the af-

fairs of the hive, and for recognition of each other.

There can be no doubt that bees possess, in a very

high degree, the sense of smell; and their posses-

sion of the sense of taste and hearing is almost

equally unquestionable." Geo. L. King.

Berlin Center, Mahoning Co., O., Jan. 5, 1883.

AN IMPUOVEITIENT ON THE SHEPARD
SWAKMING-BOX.

^J^RIEND S., as you remember, puts a pole

f^ through the center, and then the box must be
carried up the tree, if the bees are high,

and this makes its use somewhat inconvenient.

With my improvement, the bees may be removed
while standing on the ground, and a ladder is not

needed. Make the swarming-box according to

f .lend Shepard's description; viz., 8x8x16, and then,

instead of putting a hole through it, use a frame
made as follows: Take two pieces of some light and
Arm wood, St inches long, 3 inches wide, and I inch

thick; also two pieces II inches long and 3 wide, and
mortise the ends of the one Into the ends of the 34-

inch pieces, and the other 9 inches from this toward
the center. In the middle of the end-piece cut a

square hole in the center for the pole (which will

keep it from turning), and bore a hole in the second.

SHEPAHD-JONKS SWAKMING-BOX.

Then fasten the swarming-box with two screws or

small bolts at the other end of the frame (which will

allow it to turn freely), about 6 inches from the top

of the box. You can now raise this box as you

please, and it will always be in the position needed

in order to receive the bees when they are shaken

down with another pole, to which a hook has been

attached. It is a very convenient arrangement, es-

pecially for the lady bee-keepers.

Rev. L. S. Jones.

Sonora, Muskingum Co., O., Dee. U, 1881.

Very good, friend J. ; but as I understand

the matter, the Shepard swarming-box need
not be kept right side up. Our bees will at

once crawl right up into the holes in the

box, and cluster inside, no matter which
side up it is presented to the clustering

swarm, and we therefore need never think

of climbing trees when we have a pole long

enough to reach them. What has been the

experience of others in regard to swarming-
boxes V

CAIilFORMA ITEMS BV GAIiliUP.

f
HAVE just been on a trip to Ventura county,

visiting the bee-keepers in that vicinitj'. I had

not seen my bees since last June, and I found

them in splendid condition; have sold out to Mr.

James Mclntyre, a young gentleman from Ontario,

Canada, who is bound to try bee-kf-eping in Califor-

nia. Bees are in far better condition in Ventura

county than they are in Los Angeles county, with but

very few exceptions, so far as I know. I had the

pleasure of meeting Mr. Given, of Hoopeston, III.

He is stopping in Los Angeles City among the orange
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groves, and his friends will he pleased to learn that

his health is Improving. The bee-keepers in Ven-

tura county wiscl.v, J think, adopted a universal

frame for the entire countj', and nearly every bee-

keeper vies with his neighbor in keeping up with

the improvements of the ase, while in Los Angeles

county, as a rule they are far behind. They have all

kinds of sized frames, and in many instances two or

more sizes in the same apiary, and many of them
take no care to Italianize or improve their bees

whatever.

Foul brood exists in the county to quite an extent.

Taken all together, it is not an loviting field for a

careful and interested eastern bee-keeper to visit;

at all events, hi^ first impressions are not of a very

favorable nature. Thea we have had no rain to

amount to any thing in this part of the State,

and that makes the bee-keepers blue, blue. Some
are hauling their bees down into the valleys, and

some are letting them starve where 1hey are, and

some few have kept their liees in such a condition

that they are all right for any emergency. Good for

them! That corroborates what I have before said,

that bees can be kept in such a rondition that they

will be self-supporting, even in our poorest seasons.

Now, don't say that Gallup has sold his bees because

he got frightened; not by any means. I have sold

them, rather than to move them nearly a hundred

miles. Mr. Mclntyre wanted to purchase, and I

wanted to sell; therefore we are both well suited.

DO BEES EVER VOID THEIR EXCREMENT IN A DRY
STATE?

I had a copy of the Uin-al Ncw-Ynrl;er of Dec. 31st,

given to me by a friend. On page 370, Prof. A. J.

Cook says: "I have never found any support for

the theory of the late Mr. Quinby, that bees excrete

a dry powder in winter." Somewhere away back, I

think in the A. B. J., I corroborated that statement

of Mr. Quinby's; and now for the facts: In Lower
Canada, 6.5 miles north of Vermont, where I first

commenced bee-keeping, bees went into winter

quar'ers frequently as early as the 1,5th of October,

and were confined to their hives consfanthi until the

15th of April, fully six months. The weather would
be cold and dry continually. Sometimes we had a

January thaw, and a regular Canada thaw used to

be, in old times, a fall of about two feet :"f snow.

The weather was constantly cold and dry, and the

thermometer sometimes 40° below zero. Our bees

were wintered on their summer stands, and I have
frequently seen them, on their first llight, not even

speck the snow. It was the mild open winters that

gave us trouble in wintering, with dysentery. In

the cold dry winters the comb capping^ and dry

powdery excrement would lie an inch hiah on the

bottom-board, between each range of comb, in the

spring. The bees would be small and very active at

any time in winter, and never have their abdomens
enlarged or distended with fiecal matter as they do

in Michigan. Ohio, or other mild climates. So you
readily see, Mr. Editor, that Mr. Quinby's theory has

support. Whether that support is worth anything
is for your readers to determine. I always found
more or less brood in good strong stocks after the

middle of January.

OALLUP'S IDEAS ON POLLEN.

Old stocks that contained lots of pollen wintered

i'variabl the best in our c^ld winters. Youn?
stocks with newcomb, and but little pollen, if they

wintered at all, came through weak. Now 1 am not

contradicting the theory that pollen causes dysen-

tery in a mild climat?. T have stated facts.

E. Gallop.
Santa Ana, Los .\ngeles Co., Cal., Jan. 9, 1SS2.

We see, friend Gallup, that you think Mr.
Quinby was right, but I don't hardly see
that you have proved it. I have often
noticed these piles of dust, but I never could
be quite satisfied that it was excrement that
composed part of this dust. A part of it is

capping; some, clippings from old brown
combs and cocoons, with other dirt that
drops dovvu. Very likely a considerable
part of it is dry excrement, but it has never
been proven to my satisfaction. Did any
one ever witness excrement passing from a
bee, in the form of dry powder V I confess
I should much prefer to have them adopt
that way of doing, if I may be excused.

REVEKSIOX, VARIATION, HEREDITY,
ETC.

ME. KOOT:—You ask If you are right in draw-

ing the conclusion, that I claim that the
' crossing of two races gives fresh vigor to

the cross for only a few generations, and that, to

reach the best results from crossing the black bee

with the Italian, we must keep on importing fresh

stock, and also preserve pure black bees to cross

with. If we do not wish to do this, keep both races

separate.

The increase in size and vigor is not apparent aft-

er one or two crosses have been made; but, on the

other hand, we have decrease in size, and diversity

in form and color, for several generations, until the

tv;o races have become blended, if bred inter sc; or,

if crossed continuously with blood of the same race,

until the blood of the pure animal predominates

sutKciently to produce uniformitj-. The probable

cause of this is the latent tendency to revert back to

the original type race, which, being doubled by
uniting two races, predominates over all other ten-

dencies. The tedious process of arriving, in most
cases, at nothing better, if as good, as we had at

first, should lead to extreme caution in crossing dif-

ferent races. The attainment of some desirable end,

not likely to be reached by continuous breeding of

one race, such as the lengthening: of the tongue of

the honej'-bee, for instance, is most likely to be

reached by variation, produced by crossing several

races; and, once reached, can be permanently

fixed by in-and-in breeding. Animals have a won-

derful power of transmitting peculiarities of charac-

ter and form to their offspring. I once purchased a

heifer that had the habit of resting her head upon
stumps and logs for several minutes at a time. This

habit, so trifling and peculiar, was transmitted to

her offspring for several generations. In-and-ia

breeding would doubtless have fixed this character-

istic permanently.

To arrive at uniformity in color, form, and dispo-

sition, in-and-in breeding is resorted to by the most

skillful breeders of stock in the countrj-. An animal

once mated to another not of the same race, is re-

jected as not fit to breed from, because rendered im-

pure by inoculating and fetal circulation. Great

skill, and refinement of judgment, are used in mat-

ing the animals, that the desired results maybe
reached. To overcome the bad effects of in-and-in

breeding, they resort to the following process:
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They divide their herds, and by change of food and
surrounding conditions, and different treatment,

constitutional changes arc produced, obviating the

necessity of adding blood of a different strain to

maintain constitutional vigor. Mingling the blood

of members of the same race, not of the same char-

acteristics, results in injury o"" the same kind,

though less in degree, as results from mingling the

blood of two races; viz., diversity in color, disposi-

tion, and form. In-and-in breeding docs not gener-

ate disease; it augments the good and bad qualities

inherent in a race, and those inheriting undersirablo

qualities, should be removed. In a state of nature,

such animals arc removed by natural selection, and
distinct races are formed by in-and-in breeding ex-

clusively; therefore it is not necessary to import

bees from a distant country to maintain constitu-

tional vigor.

The utter impossibility of keeping a race of bees

pure, when bees of another race are in proximity, is

known to all apiarians. Many who have carefully

tested the Dzierzon Theory, observing the results

with unbiased minds, have been forced to conclude

that, however true it may be in theory, it is false in

practice. Acting upon this conclusion, and reason-

ing from analogy, let them adopt, as a guide, the

rules that govern the conscientious stock-breeder;

let them obtain queens of known purity, and pos-

sessed of all the desirable qualities common to the

race; let them continue to introduce blood of the

same strain, th« nearer akin the better, if raised un-

der dissimilar conditions of climate and surround-

ings; let them breed from their best stocks, in-and-

in, if possessed of superior excellence, and remove
such as are inferior, and they will not see their api-

aries hopelessly stocked with hybrids, nor deterior-

ating in quality, but improving from day to day, as

long as the sytem is continued.

DISSEMINATION OF ERROR; THE DZIERZON THEORY.

I have for years looked upon the dissemination

and inculcation of the "Dzierzon Theory," by the

bee journals, as approaching closely to criminality,

and as justifiable only upon the ground of constitu-

tional inadaptability to see the truth. When I

wrote touching the subject, that part of the article

would be suppressed or misunderstood. I drew the

conclusion, that people sometimes form their opin-

ions to agree with their moneyed interests, and that

they will defend them with more pertinacity than

any thing else. This does not hold true with stock-

breeders. They have, from time out of mind, incul-

cated the doctrine of inoculation and foetal circula-

tion ; and the great Darwin has collected a summary
of facts, to show their truth. Why should not the

apiarian be as familiar with these truths as others?

If the queen-breeder insists that the " Dzierzon The-

ory " holds true in practice, and the duped purchaser
knows by experience that it does not, but remains
silent on the subject, fearing that some one will be

offended if the truth is told, the credulous still con-

tinuing to mingle the blood of the different races

unwittingly, until the tainted blood is extensively

disseminated, the task of eradicating it will become
hopeless; and he who allows the error to prevail by
default, will be as guilty as he who is actuated by
mercenary motives. Jerome Wiltse.
Falls City, Nebraska.

A little more charity, friend W. The
Dzierzon Theory has stood so long and so
well, and has been so fully corroborated by

the experience of many candid and careful
observers, I think we editors are justified in
feeling a little suspicious of one who runs
full tilt against it. Especially is this the
case since beginners so invariably say they
don't believe it because it is "against reason,"
etc., only to take it all back wlien they get
a little older. Of course, friend ^V., we can
not put you Avith this class. AV'hen an old
and scarred (V) veteran says he don't believe
the Dzierzon Theory, he certainly ought to
be entitled to a hearing. I presume friend
Jones, on his islands, can pretty easily test

the matter beyond mistake. Friend -Tones,

will you please stand up and tell us what
you know from practical experience, about
drones from queens impurely mated?
Here is a fact for you: We have a cat at

our house, that springs up and turns the
door-knobs with her paws. His mother has
always done the same thing, yet the kitten
was taken away before it was old enough to

learn any thing, and never commenced the
trick tintil well along in years. Does not
his memory extend back, as'it were, to events
in his mother's life, before he Avas born?

DRONES ; COLOIE, ETC.

SOME HINTS FROM FRIEND ALT.,EY IN REGARD TO
QUEEN-REARING.

MIAT influence has I'ne drone upon the projj

eny of youngqucens'.' ur.in other word3,does

the color of the male bee have any thing to

do with the worker or royal progeny? I judge, by

some remarks made by the editor in a late number
of Gleanings, that he would say no. Myexperience
with the Italians causes me to say yes. In selecting

the colony for drones to fertilize my^'oung queens,

I am careful to get one that has a queen that pro-

duces beautifully colored drones. While all queens

fertilized by well-marked drones do not produce all

handsome queens and worker bees, they should be

nevertheless selected with that purpose in view,

provided one desires to keep up his stock to its high-

est standard of purity, as this desirable quality can

not be maintained by helter-skelter breeding.

I have never made it a practice to use the drones

from more than one hive at any one time. When I

do this, and use the eggs from only one particular

queen to raise queens from, then I know what I am
sending out for queens. 1 find, so far as I have ob-

served, that the peculiar characteristic of the male

generally shows itself in the offspring of all animal

life. I have had something to do with the raising of

swine, pigeons, and fowls. Last year I raised a fine

lot of pigs; the mother of them was as black as a

coal, and the father was solid white. Out of a litter

of eleven pigs, 9 were solid white, and 2 were black

and white. In pigeons, I find that tlie young fe-

males are marked like the male bird, and the young
males like the mother. My experience is, that if a

dark queen is fertilized by a yellow drone, her royal

progeny will be quite handsome, while the drones

from such a queen will bo quite dark. Hence the

importance of selecting handsome drones for queen-

rearing. Our young queen-raisers should bear this

in mind, and make a note of it. Friend Root made
this remark to a correspondent who inquired about
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this very thing :
" Never mind about the color of the

drone;" we must mind about the color of the drones,

or our pure and beautiful Italian bees will soon run

out.

I took the precaution last fall to test several

queens for drones to use the coming season; have

always made it a point not to lot the drones from
any hive in my yard fertilize my young queens. I

keep only those stocks at home, however, that I

want to use for this purpose. All my queens are

raised In one yard, but not fertilized in one yard by
any means. Last season I ran 4 queen-yards, and
fou'.d it a job of no small dimensions, to make all

run right and keep them supplied with drones of the

right stamp.

There is one poi.t suorgostcd in the abovr, that I

will not touch upon. Probably some of your sharp

readers will pick it up, and that will open up this

subject still further.

During all my experience, I think I never had a

queen that would produce handsome queens and
drones too. How have other dealers found this? I

have raised thousands of queens from one mother,

and not 100 drones. Those that I did raise were
poorly marked. I do not breed " in and in," and
would not use the drones from the queen I am rais-

ing queens from, even should they bo very handsome.
Henry Alley.

Wenham, Eisex Co., Mass., Jan. 4, 1882.

If 5'ou will excuse me, frieud Alley, it was
only in regard to testing the purity of queens
that I said, " Pay no attention to the color of

the drones." And, by the way, suppose we
can get nicer-marked bees by having hand-
some drones ; all we shall accomplish is col-

or, which is of small moment compared with
honey-gathering qualities ; and I really don't

tnow just now how we are going to tell good
drones from lazy ones. They are mostly all

lazy in " our parts.'' We can have them
raised from queens whose bees are extra

Avorkers, it is true ; and will not this be
more desirable th an color V

TAKING BEES OUT OF A TREE, ETC.

A NOVEL PLAN FOK DOING IT.

fAM going to tell you a little about my bee-keep-

ing. In 1880 I found 2 swarms in the woods. I

~" was afraid to cut the tree, for fear of getting in

trouble; so I climbed it and sounded it in order to

find out how far it was hollow. I stopped vip the

hole in the morning early, so as to get them all, then

took a two-inch auger, and bored a hole at the upper
end of the hollow of the tree. Then I took a pin,

about 8 inches long, made it to fit the hole, and then

drove it in the hole, and made an inch hole through

this pin, so as to make a passage for the bees to

come out. I took a light bo.T, about a foot square,

bored a hole in it with a two-inch auger, made an
air-hole in the box to allow them air; bored another

hole about the bottom of the hollow, then blew in

smoke. The smoke crowded them to the top, and
they went into it. One of them was up 30 feet. I

took a line and drew the tools up with it. After the

bees were in the box I lowered them down, then

slabbed out a piece, and took out the honey and

comb; took them home, hived them, and increased

them to 4 that summer. When I put them into win-

ter quarters there were 2 good ones and 2 poor ones;

the latter had their hive half filled with comb and

honey, but they wintered safely, without any divi-

sion-board or protection.

I winter my bees in the cellar; prefer it to out-

door wintering. In 1881 I increased those 4 to 13

natural swarms; sold about $10.00 worth of honey,

and used it for the table all through the summer.
The i;i are in fair condition. If they come through

safe I will allow them to swarm once only. The dol-

lar queen I purchased of you is a good layer. She

has her hive full of bees from top to bottom. She is

the best layer in the lot, but not as large as some of

my black queens. They are pure Italians, accord-

ing to the descriptions of the ABC.
We are very thankful for the good you have done

us, and wish you great success. If you ever come
around hero, come and see us.

Paul Schlaqel.
Victor, Wright Co., Minn., Jan. 16, 1882.

Yery good, friend S, 8o far as I know,
your plan for drumming the bees out of a
tree, through a hollow pin, into a box, is

new.

DOOIilTTliE'S NEIGHBOR.

INTRODUCTION, BY THE GENTLEMAN HIMSELF.

M\ S I am an entire stranger to you and yours, 1

J^^ think I may, with profit, use the above cap-
' tion. I was 28 years old yesterday; have been

a farmer for the last eight years, and for the last

four kept bees in a small way. I have at present 12

full stocks and 2 nuclei which I am trying as an ex-

periment to winter on four frames. My bees are

all in the cellar. The first year, I bought 3 colonies.

I let them do about as they chose, my people telling

me if I did not stop handling them I would spoil

them. Well, they increased to 9, and made me about

50 lbs. in sections, of the nicest basswood honey. But

the winter carried me back below where I started.

The dysentery killed all but one queen and about a

quart of bees. Then how I did go for G. M. Doolittle

and N. N. Betsinger with quest ions I By the way,

my place is but 3 or 3i 2 miles from Mr. D., and he

has always helped me all he could, as I believe he

does every one.

Well, Mr. Doolittle gave me queen-cells from his

very best queen, the one that gave him the largest

yield. By using my old comb, I built up to four fair

stocks, all having queens as above mentioned, and

three out of the four mated all right. This time I

put my bees in the cellar, and let them alone until

soft maple was in blossom, and lost none. I believe

they were stronger in spring than in fall. The next

summer I increased to 6, and made considerable box

honey, all the while keeping up my study with Mr.

Doolittle. Last winter I lost one and doubled back

to four, and made $17.50 per colony, counting my
increase (8 stocks) at $4.00 per colony; my two nu-

cleus stocks I won't call any thing, I guess, though

they man winter. I did not double them, partly be-

cause each had a pure queen. But I guess this is

sufficient for an introduction.

C. M. GOODSPEED.

Thorn Hill, Onondaga Co., N. Y., Jan., 1883.
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From Different Fields.

HONEY FROM THE OAK.

iCilr'
NOTICE that you would like to sec or know
something- of live oak, or the honey it bears.

Well, in the first place, live oak would not grow
in your part of the country, fur it is an evergreen

tree, and at present in its glory, dark green, and

Oyster Creek bottom, its native soil, it looks beauti-

ful. Abr)ut the little oak-balls that have the honey:

I think they come on the leaf on almost all oaks, but

I believe that only live-oak balls have honey. The
balls are all dry now, but I will send you some next

year, and also some acorns. But said tree is of slow

growth; size, from a whipstock to 2-t feet in circum-

ference; maybe more have balls on, but I have seen

only the above. Weather is warm ; bees are work-

ing on mustard and peach-blossoms. J. W. Ross.

Velasco, Brazoria Co., Texas, Dec. 12, 1881.

profitable colonies were those that had the largest

number of slick-headed bees. These old veterans

are the glory of any apiary. E. T. Foglb.
Hartsville, Ind., Jan. 7, I8S2.

AVAX SHEETS, OR SHEET WAX.

The next demand is going to be for beeswax in the

sheet—fdn. in the flat. It i-s compact, solid, cheap

freights, and safe transportation. Please state at

what price you can furnish sheets of 10 and 7 square

feet to the pound, boxed on cars at Medina. Please

state price of wax and of sheeting, scparate'.y. We
may get wax at less rates than you do, and prefer to

supply the wax. Jas. Reddon.
Dowagiac, Cass Co., Mich., Jan i, 1881.

I should say, about 3^- cts. for sheets 7 sq.

ft. per lb., and -j cts. for 10 ft. per lb., or, as
a general rule, i as many cents per lb. as
there are sq. ft. to the pound in the wax
sheets. It will be observed, that our selling

price for wax is 27 c, although we pay only
from 21 to 2o. I have left this margin be-
cause the wax, as it usually comes to us, is

much of it not only unlit to sheet, but unfit
to sell. 1 might return or refuse to pay for
dirty wax ; but as either course makes hard
feelings we have put the price low, and then
when we get a choice lot the owner never
feels bad when we pay him a little more than
we advertise. Those who buy wax of us
seldom like to take such as comes from the
market without being selected. The prices
given include boxing, but not pai>er between
the sheets. If it sliould break by shipping
or handling in cold weather, I should not
want to be held responsible.

COMPARATIVE LONGEVITY OF WORKER UEES,
AGAI>f.

We think that friend March has given us some
facts in regard to the longevity of bees that can not

be well over-estimated, and I would just say, in sup-

port of his theory, that our attention was called to

this fact in 1878, by 2 colonics in our apiary, stand-

ing side by side. Queens were relatively prolific

alike, yet one gave 30 lbs. and 1 colony; the other,

300 lbs., and also 1 colony. The one that gave 300

lbs. surplus had an unusunl number of old bald-

headed veterans going out to the fields. They were
the remark of all beekeepers who saw them. In

that fall, twc-thirds of our honey came from that

strain of bees, although they number but one-third

of our colonies. Again, this fall of 1881 our most

DOWN TO NOTHING, AND UP AGAIN.

I send you ray first report. I commenced bee-

keeping when I was lit years of age, in 1878. In the

fall of 1880 I had 112 swarms of bees. 1 had very bad
luck with them, and also moved from Ohio up here
to Michigan very late in the fal.. I came out last

spring without a live bee. I had good luck in find-

ing a man here who had 10 swarms in old box hives,

.5 of them very weak. I bouaht one small swarm,
and engaged all the increase of the rest. From
them I now have tO swarms, and have taken from
them 2000 lbs. of honey. The small swarm that I

bought first gave me 3 swarms increase, and from it

and its increase I took 355 lbs. of honey. The buck-
wheat flow was almost a failure from drought. My
bees are all packed in chaff. Jay N. Harris.

St. Louis, Gratiot Co., Mich., Jan. 6, 1882.

CHAFF HIVES VS. CELLARS.
I guess I must tell you something about bees in

this section. The past summer was a splendid one
for bees. Those wintered in chaff hives have done
well, though last winter was the coldest ever known
in this countr3'. The mercury stood for nearly a

week at a time 30° below zero. I had 20 out in the

chaff' hives, and 18 in the cellar; lost none in the

chaff; think I lost 7 that were wintered in the cellar

after they were taken out. So you see I shall go in

for the chaff. We arc ha\ iiig very warm weather,

and lots of i-ain. O. R. Munson.
Meredith, Delaware Co., N. Y., Dec. 29, 1881.

IN THE SUN OR IN THE SHADE FOR WINTER.

Mrs. D. A. Donnelley, on pnge 33, Jan. Gleanings,
asks this question, and you, friend Root, ask for the

experience of others. That strikes me I hare it. I

kept bees for four years under a shed in two rows,

one row on south side facing south, and the one in

the north side facing north, whei-e the sun shined

on them only a little whilt^ in the morning, and I no-

ticed every winter that bees died worse on the north

side than on the south. They spring-dwindled

worse; they never gathered as much honey, nor
built up as fast in summer, and finally, last wlnt«r,

they were all dead before the south-siders thought
about dying. Give me sunshine in "'mine.

'

Allendale, 111., Jan. 9, 1882. J. Copeland.

raising BROOD IN WINTEH, ETC.

Oar bees are wintering well so far. One colony is

breeding a little. AVent into winter in 1880 with 14;

came out with same number, but (j quccnless; 5of
them from unknown cause. One was killed by a

stray virgin queen. They made about 250 lbs. comb
honey, and increased to 20 colonics, with stores

enough to winter. Wo have only three basswood-
trees within the flight of our bees. The clovers are

our main hope for honey; fall pasturage not very
good.

Nov. 8, 1881, a small colony of Llack bees came
herG from somewhere, and clustered on the garden
fence. I got them into a box, and put them in with

a queenlcss colony that was nearly gone, having
been queenlcss since J»ne 151 h. I tried four

times to get them to raise a queen, but they got lost

every time. They are all right now, if there are
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only bees enough to keep from freezing. They are

the ones that are breeding now; but I don't know
just how much brood they have.

Green R. SntRER.

Adamsville, Musk'm Co., O., Dec. 151, 1881.

Keep them raising brood, friend S., by
giving tbem candy made of granulated su-
gar, and it may prove the best stock yon
have. Although brood-rearing ia winter
seems sometimes to make trouble, it is by
no means always the case, as many reports
in our l)ack volumes show.

RAPE AS A HONEV-PLANT.

The pound of rape seed I got of you came up very

well. The weather was too dry for it to do as well

as it might have done. I got from 15 to 20 lbs. of

seed from the one pound. The bees were very busy
on it while it was in bloom. AVhat will you pay per

pound for seed? JonN C. Bowman.
North Lima, Mahoning Co., O., Dec. 20, 1881.

We are glad to know that some of the
rape seed we sent out last season grew. We
are going to make our greenhouse tell us
this season all about all the seeds we
sell, so as to take no more such risks.

The winter rape, mentioned in former num-
bers, is, at this date, looking beautifully
rank and green, and we have great hopes
now that we can raise winter rape here Avith-

out trouble. At present, we could pay about
5 cts. per lb. for good clean fresh seed deliv-
ered here.

CELLARS vs. OUTDOOR -WINTERINO IN CANADA.

Bees did well in this vicinity, this season. Several

apiarians wintered in cellars and bee-houses with

but about five per cent loss. Those who wintered

outdoors lost an average of 90 per cent. Above-
mentioned cellars and houses are so constructed

that an even temperature of 40 to 48^ F. can be main-
tained, and have a complete change of air, free from
malarial dampness, every six to nine hours. The
honey flow lasted about six weeks, with best bass-

wood flow known in many years. The increase is

about an average of 100 per cent, with about an av-

erage of 100 lbs. of honey to the original stock,

which, from fair to good prices, helped to balance
losses of last winter. Bees are principally put
away in cellars and houses for the present winter,

and so far are doing well. As the new j'ear is with-

in about three hours "drive," we will wish you and
your many readers a very happy new year.

J. E. Frith.
Burgessville, Ont., Can., Dec. 31, 1881.

BEES AND GRAPES. SEE P. 'A~, NOV. NO.

The bees do not injure the grapes, but they are a

nuisance. It is often an inconvenience to have the

fruit-rooms closed, and the grape-packers have to

work almost in a swarm of bees. I think they are
very patient to say as little as they do.

Brocton, N. Y., Jan. 5, 1S32. M. Simons.

Thanks, my friend. In such a case as you
mention, I would by all means furnish wire
cloth to cover the windows, and put it on
too. It is a comparatively easy matter to
keep the bees out of any kind of a covered
structure, such as a cider-mill, or fruit-house
of any kind, by the i>se of wire cloth. I be-
lieve the best establishments of the kind do
use wire cloth to keep the tlies out, to say

nothing of the bees. Who would want flies

and fly-specks around fruit, or on the pack-
ages containing fruit to be sent to market V
In regard to bees on the fruit while on the
vines, the following from the American Acj-
rkidtiirist for Jan. would seem to imply that
bees are certainly not the only enemy the
grape-grower has to contend with :

—
Birds and Grapes.—C. Lauppc, Champaign Co.,

Ohio, has much trouble with the birds, which des-
troy his grapes. The robin, the cat-bird, and the
jay, do much mischief; but the oriole is the worst
enemy, as it cuts a hole in the berry to get at the
juice, and one will soon injure all the fruit on the
vine, while the others take the whole berry and soon
get their lill. Mr. L. has had the best success in the
use of small steel traps, which he baits with some
blue variety, such as the I^es. He does not care to
catch the birds, as the snapping of the trap scares
them away. Though Mr. L has upward of 70 varie-
ties, ho says, it coulined to a single variety, it would
be the Concord.

Well, do you not think it likely that the
bees would be accused of mischief, if they
should happen to follow after the work of
the birds, as described above?

TELLING OF GRE.\T HONEY YIELDS, ETC.

I see in the Jan. No. of Gleanings, page .33, Juno,
La Porte, Iowa, says if he had a large yield of honey
he would be afraid to tell of it. I don't see why he
should be. I think one need not be afraid to tell the

truth. I wish friend Juno had been in my apiary

this summer, and seen me take off the boxes of hon-
ey, and my wife and daughter carrying them into

the house. Perhaps ho would have been as aston-

ished as an old fogy visitor I had one daj- was when
I took from the hives 54 boxes of 2 lbs. each, and 30

boxes of 1 lb. each, and extracted from one hive 120

lbs. Still, I think no one was more astonished at my
crop than myself, and I too sometimes wondered if

it didn't "rain honey." H. Newhaus.
Burlington, Wis., Jan. 10, 1882.

You are right, I think, friend N.; for those
who have read our journals do know that
honey comes at times almost as if it rained
down. Again, we are all on such friendly
terms here in the journal, that I believe few.
if any, are so uncharitable as to doubt what
another communicates, without some very
good reason

.

INTRODUCING QUEENS BY LETTING THE BEES EAT
THROUGH THE CANDY.

I bought 2 queens of you last summer. I have felt

ever since that I ought to tell you how I introduced

the first one. It had candy; no water in cage; bees

clean and lively. Instead of taking out frames,

spiking on combs to have them gnawed through,

and the same to get the cage out again, I just slip

the tin back enough to show a part of the candy in

the hole; turn it down on the top of the frames, and
let the bees work through the candy. The second

queen, with bottles of water, was a little daubed.

F. Graves.
Onarga, Iroqouis Co., 111., Jan. 2, 1882.

MY REPORT l-'OR 1881.

Commenced the season with 28 swarms, 20 good
and 8 light ; increased to 70, and took 1500 lbs. honey
— 1150 lbs. comb, the rest extracted. Lost last win-

ter 130 swarms, nicely packed with chaff, on summer
stands. The 28 saved were in the cellar from about

Nov. 1.5, 1880, to April 20, 1881. Chaff packing on

summer stands will do in an ope winter like the
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pres<mt one, but won't do at all such as last in this

section. An experience of 20 years has satisfied me
that a cellar is the only safe place to winter bees in

tlilg climate. A good swarm in a proper cellar,

packed with chafi" above the brood-chamber, and

raised from bottom-board on inch blocks, with tem-

perature 40°, will winter 99 times in 100.

G. T. Wheeler.
Mexico, Oswego Co., N. Y., Jan. 11, 1883.

Now, are you sure they would not winter
outside, friend W., with the largre amount of

ventilation you have mentioned in your con-
cluding clauseV Also, will they winter well
In the cellar during an open winter like this?

If not, I presume we had better put half in-

to the cellar, and the other half out, as has
been suggested.

SKUNK CABBAGE, AGAIN.

Friend Doolittle, in his remarks about skunk cab-

bage, on page 587, Gleanings, does not do it justice.

He says it has a tiny ball and produces only pollen.

This is a mistake, or his kind of skunk cabbage is

different from that in this country. The ball, or

bloom-bud, is from 3 to 7 inches in length, and from

1 to 3 inches in diameter; and as the sheath opens

wide, and is not in any way attached to the bud-

stock, a bee can not roll around in it. I have seen

as high as a dozen bees on one bloom at the same
time, gathering honey and pollen. I have examined

many bees from these blooms with well-filled sacks.

I have also seen the bees gathering honey off these

flowers without filling these baskets with pollen.

The leaves of this plant are from 3 to 4 ft. long; oft-

en 4 or 5 blooms come up from one plant; one bud
is in bloom about 3 weeks; when the bloom is shed

it leaves a beautiful cone resembling a pine-apple,

and retains its beauty about two months, Avhen it

ripens, and the seeds shell off, leaving a cob-like

stem. It is a honey-plant, beyond question, and a

good one. W. E. McWilli.
Waldport, Benton Co., Oregon, Dec. 27, 1881.

ADULTERATION OF WHITE SUGAR, ETC.

I bought some white sugar from a respectable

firm in Springfield, at 10 cts. per lb., and on examin-
ation 1 found it to taste and compare exactly with

some A coffee and grape sugar, equal quantities,

mixed by myself. What will come next? Are not

some of those big yields of honey made in this way?
Joseph Garst.

Springfield, Clarke Co., O., Jan. 13, 1883.

If you bought the sugar from a respectable
firm, friend C, by all means go back and in-

form them, that they may inform the parties
from whom they bought, and have the fraud
stopped at once. I do not believe any great
yields of honey are made from such sugar

;

but still, it might perhaps be, if we have
bee-men bad enough to undertake it. Buy
only granulated sugar, and you are safe.

AVhile Prof. Cook was here he suggested a
way of testing the sweetening powers of su-
gar. Those who drink coffee generally know
how large a spoonful it takes to bring the
•degree of sweetness they prefer ; well, let

them try pure granulated ; if they have not
been used to sugar as good as this, they will

probably get it too sweet. After they have
determined how much it needs, try the
cheaper sugars, and you can in this way tell

which sugar is the cheapest to use. Again

:

After having sweetened your coffee just
right, put some maple molasses on your
buckwheat cakes, and you will find your
coffee has apparently lost its sweetness. Try
samples of syrups of commerce, largely
adulterated with glucose, and your coffee

will not be injured at all, because glucose
has so little sweetening power compared
with cane sugar. If you try honey and ma-
ple molasses in the same way, you will find

honey has not nearly the sweetening power
of the molasses, and this shows why iioney
is not profitable for cooking purposes.

THE "LONG IDEA" HIVE; ONE FRIEND WHO STICKS
TO IT STILL.

I am one of your oldest subscribers, and have read

Gleanings from its infancy, and have tried to fol-

low you perhaps a little too closely. I came near de-

serting last spring, however, and denouncing Mr.

Townley for ever inventing chaff for bees, when we
found it was not suiRcient protection for such a cold

winter. Our bees are mostly in the cellar now, and
I wish they had been loft on the summer stand, for

we are having a very warm December (the mercury
indicated 53° in the shade to-day), and it is some
trouble to keep them quiet; so after all I believe

you were about right when, on page 273, vol. 4, you
gave us the first description of a chaff hive. But I

must say, I can not learn to like the Langstroth

frame, and I have tried hard. Bees winter just aa

well in them, I know from experience; but there is

no hive that suits me as well as the long Standard or

Adair hive you advocated a few years ago. We had
the best part of our buildings burned the 4th of last

May, and we were so pressed with work that someof
our swarms were allowed to fill t^iose long hives, and

then a half-story, or tier of sections, was placed on

top, and they filed them, and did not swarm. This

is on the same principle as D. A. Jones's hive, only

the entrance is in the side of his. If we do not want
so much extracted honey, we can use side-storing

sections, and then we will have the Doolittle system.

Ila Michbner.
Low Banks, Ont., Can , Dec. 23, 1881.

MELTING WAX BY STEAM.

Vv^ill you please describe to us how you have your

tank fixed for heating and keeping wax at the right

temperature? We want to heat by steam, and

would like your advice as to how to do so. How
large should the tank be, so we could dip all day?

Kenton, O., Jan. 13, 1883, Smith & Smith,

We use now nothing but our ordinary ex-
tractor-cans for both the dipping and melt-
ing boilers— the 17-inch tall cans, such as
we use for Langstroth frames. The wax is

kept hot by a coil of gas-pipe in the bottom
of the tanks. This coil of pipe we made
cheaply by taking a piece of gas-pipe, I out-
side, and getting our blacksmith to coil it in

a fiat coil, by repeated heating. The coils

are about an inch apart ; and when placed
in the can, one end rises from the center,

and the other from the outside of the coil.

After the pippi passes through both of the
tin cans, or boilers, it goes outside the build-

ing, and blows the condensed steam out in-

to the air, A globe valve regulates the
amount of steam let on, so as to control the
heat of the wax, to the fraction of a degree.

The boiler in which the w^ax is melted has
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two of the ordinary honey-gates in it. The
usual one at the bottom is for drawing off

the impurities that settle, while one about
six inches higher up draws the clean wax
into the dipping boiler, which sets right un-
der this gate. The melting-can is right up
against the wax-bin, so no wax is dropped
on the floor in the almost constant replen-
ishing needed. If your tinner and black-
smith can not make them for you we will

furnish the whole outfit for S25.00. The
pipes must be tinned, or covered with tin,

where submerged in the wax, orthe wax will
be colored by them.

that last winter was a hard one, and nearly every-

body's hees froze to death. My success with bees

was put into the papers, and peopl? who had lost all

their bees came to see me. They asked me how I

saved them. I told them that 1 read Gleanings,
and I would go right straight to my little drawer
and hand them on c, and tell them to take it homo
and read it, and keep it, and then they could tell

more about bees than I could. I also sold between
50 and 100 lbs. of honey, at 20 cents. My bees are

hybrids. B. F. Bark.
Flaglcrs, Marion Co., la., Dae. 3i\ 1881.

nONEV FROM CORN.

Friend Oren says, '• I do not believe that honey is

ever gathered from the tassels, or the male organs,

of corn." Now, that may be so; but who is it that

has not seen grains of corn on the tassel? If there

is not female bloom on the tassel, how can that be?

I have seen bees gather honey from corn-tassel, and
friend Root will not need his microscope if he gets

out early (as he generally does) to see the bees gath-

er honey from corn. I thinlc it is secreted only at

night, like the buckwheat. It is a fact not to be dis-

puted, that corn-tassel docs ijic^d lumcij — sonic years

more than others, and that there is female bloom on
the tassel. "But," says one, "that is a freak of

nature." Now I believe (others to the contrary not-

withstanding), that there is female bloom on the

tassel; but with undeveloped organs of generation;

and only in case of freaks of nature do these organs
become impregnated, and that said bloom yields

honey, to a greater or loss extent, as the case may
be. I think yellow corn yields more honey than
white corn; and in a dry year it seems to yield more
than a wet year. I have good reason to believe that

my bees, Italians, almost made a living from it this

last dry spel., till Spanish needle came, for, on ac-

count of the dry weather, the corn was very irregu-
lar in sending up tassels, which seemed to be a prov-
idential circumstance. Now, if there is one kind of

corn that will yield more honey than another, let's

have it. Perhaps friend Oren is like one of my
neighbors, who says, "The drones lay the eggs."
Now I have been three years trying to convince him
of his error, and I have failed.

Geo. W. Stites.
Spring Station, Spencer Co., Ind.

Gently, friend S. You think bees get
honey from corn ; but, if I am correct, you
haven't actually seen honey on the corn, and
that is the point friend Oren wants brouglit
out. If there is honey in the corn, it should
be seen and tasted, like the honey from clo-
ver and other plants; but I must confess, I
have so far been unable to lind any, although
the bees were very busy when getting the
pollen. The sweetest diied corn we have
ever found comes from our Mammoth sweet
corn ; and as bees are always busy on it, it

looks probable that they may get honey, or a
very sweet pollen. How about the latter
idea V

CHAEF hives; ANOTHER GOOD REPORT.
Last spring I had 4 stands of bees that I brought

w th me, packed in chaff, just as your book says.

They took to swarming, and kept on till I had 30

now swarms and the 1 old ones, and one I caught in

the woods made me 2.5 colonies. Now don't forget

NOT OUT OF THE WOODS YET.

I am not out of the woods yet by about 3 months,
but I think I will " holler" a little anyway. I have
50 hives of bees, all in L. hives, on their summer
stands, or, rather, in rows, with plank nailed close-

ly together, and placed at the west side, leaving a

space of 4 or 5 inches, which I have filled with dry
sawdust, and covered nicely, save one.

NOISE AND DISTURBANCE IN WINTERING.

I built a hexagonal house, 12 ft. to the side and 23

ft. high. I use the lower room for a work-shop, and
the upper for a band-room. There are 15 members,
and we have IB horns and 3 drums, so you see wc
can make quite a noise; well, I put one hive of bees,

that weighed 46 lbs., into this room, with the en-

trance on the outside of the building, for an expei-i-

ment. I had an idea the noise from the band would
kill them, and so it has, or nearly so. After they

had been there 60 days I examined them and found
about 5 lbs. of honey, and about 1 pt. of bees. When
it was warm enough for them to fly they would dis-

charge their fieces on the house so badly they would
nearly ruin the white paint. On examining those

put away first mentioned, I found them as nice and
di-y as I could wish for, and I don't think they had
consumed over 5 lbs. of honey to the hive. I write

this to show beginners the danger of making noise

about bees in winter. J. F. Kight.
Poseyvillo, Posey Co., Ind., Jan. 11, 1883.

Let US draw conclusions slowly, friend K.
Although the noise has probably injured
them, it is not really certain they Avould not
have done just as badly in such a room if it

had not been for the band.

"PROPOLIS DAUBERS."

I have a dollar queen (hybrid at that) from D. S.

Given, that is wonderfully prolific. Her colony gave
me the most honey last summer of any; but I never
saw such persistent propolis daubers in my life. I

am sure I earned every pound of honey 1 got from
them. She would just suit your cheap hives (see

your advice to friend Ballou, page 141, 1881).

OUM-TKEES.
Can some of our Southern bee-keepers give me the

value of the different species of gum-trees for hon-

ey, as compared with linn, quality of honey, etc.?

A. S. Davison.
AuUville, Lafayette Co., Mo., Jan. 13, 1883.

I too have noticed that certain colonies

were inveterate "pollen daubers;"' but as

they were good workers, and wintered al-

most invariably well, why not keep such for

extracted honey, and let them "daub "y—

I

do not think any gum tree, will compare
with linden.
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SCOTLAND, AND THE OCTAGONAL FRAME.

I regret to say bee-keeping was a failure in nearly

every part of Scotland last season. However, bees

bred well, and the heather gave them as much as

keep the stocks. We all lost queens at mating time;

the weather would be bright and clear for 30 min-

utes, and then a " plump" of rain four or five times

a day. The octagon frame I sent you a drawing of

[see p. 151, March No., 18S1], has proved to be the

best swarm in Fife and Perthshire this year. I

will test it further this next season, if all is well.

Linli's Schoolhousc, Andrew Pratt.

Kirkcaldy, Scotland, Dec. HO, 1S81.

apis dorsata.

It would seem from the following, that
our friend Frank Benton has not flnislied

his task yet. It is given by a special corres-

pondent of the weekly (California) Chronicle.

lie writes from the Isle of Ceylon, under
date of Oct. 14,1881:—

extraordinary honey production.
Honey is here very plentiful, there being several

varieties of the honey-bee in Ceylon, one of which,
the Bambera, resembles the hornet, being larger
and even more ferocious than that pugnacious in-

sect, the natives affirming that three simultaneous
stmgs from them are fatal to human life. They arc
marvelous producers, however, and I have seen one
of their nests composed of huge combs as large as
(and about the shape of) the top of a single-horse
buggy, hanging from the limbs of a gigantic tree,

and containing several hundred pounds of honey.

As the writer is a newspaper man, he
doubtless was honest in what he wrote;
but he may have been a little excited when
he looked.

the langstuoth frame for avintering.

I must differ in my opinion with Brother White,

as to the L. frame being too shallow to winter on. 1

have always used the L. frame almost exclusively,

and never lost a colony by wintering until last

winter (see page 481, Gleanings). But I will try to

give a more minute report of a single hive. I was
caught by the cold weather with seven frames in

top story, and bottom part full from side to side, of

sealed honey, in a Root chaff hive, and a very strong

colony. Thinking I would soon have a pleasant day,

I covered them snugly with 5 or 6 layers of carpet,

over bottom frames, extending up and over all of

the upper ones; but the warm day did not come for

a long time, and when it did come I found the bees

all dead — about half of them in the top, where they

had consumed all the stores, and the remainder in

top part of bottom frames, with plenty of honey di-

rectly under them, and all dead in a cluster. Now, if

the upper frames had all been taken off, and the

covering put down on the lower frames, their chances

for wintering would have been better than any hive

in my apiary. Bees can not leave their warm bed

and go away down in the cold in their bare feet, and
without any clothes on, to get their meals.

Oxford, O., Jan., 1883. D. A. McCord.

ANOTHER "cracked-hive" REPORT.
I have handled bees for 10 years. The first 5 years

la box hives, and since then in frame hives. I have

never lost any since the first year. Then I had only

3 swarms, and 1 did not know any thing about bees,

how to pack them, so I just let them sit out without

packing of any kind, and I lost all of them but one.

That one had cracks on the back side of it that you

could run your hand up and down in, so that you

could see the bees, and they could come out there.

By that I learned that bees want air to lot that

dampness escape, for this one was all dry and warm.
The other two were all wet, and full of ice, and since

then I have paclied them all around and on top. and

I never lost any since, till last winter. Then I had
47 swarms, and I lost all of them but two. The rea-

son I lost them was because I had thom run too

weak, and extracted too much honey from them.

But I have 31 swarms on hand at present, and they

arc all in good condition for winter.

Elmore, Ohio, Jan. 5, 1883. Julius Frosch.

SOME FACTS FROM ONE OF OUR VETERANS.

Fifty-three years ago I found a swarm of bees on

the wing, and gave chase; brought them back, and

in four years I had 33 good colonies. I have the

same stock yet, and have had the constant care of

them all that time with varied success. I once built

a palace large enough to hold half a ton of honey,

and introduced a heavy stock. So far as honey was
concerned it was all that could be desired. I let

them remain there 33 years; then believing them
quite feeble, I killed them, and they had about a

barrel of honej'. Perhaps they had lost their queen.

I hsive exhibited honoy at the Ohio State Fair 8 times,

and taken eight first premiums, including 5 lbs. ex-

tracted honey last year. The exhibitor from Colum-

bus squirmed wonderfully al)Out it, and spoke of

entering a protest. " Thomas Bushnell.
Hayesvilte, xlshland Co., Ohio, Dec. 31, 1881.

COLORADO AS AN IDEAL SPOT FOR A IJEE- KEEPER.

Place your finger on the map of the State where
the western line of Pueblo County crosses the Ar-

kansas River, and you have my location to a dot.

Tli(! elevation above the sea as marked on my place,

is 4047.30 feet. The valley is from half to three-

fourths of a mile wide, and fenced in by perpendicu-

lar bluffs a hundred feet high. The weather in this

valley is always mild, culm, and beautiful, with the

sun shining with unobscured raj'S nearly every day

in the year. Thus you see that it is one of those

ideal spots that hundreds of Ijce-keepers have

dreamed of, but few have seen. Where the lands

get sufficient irrigation, cleome springs up anl grows

with great luxuriance. Other flowers and shrubs are

plentiful. Cleome commences to bloom the last of

May, and continues until the frost comes, and is at

all times rich in nectar, making the best quality of

honey. I got eight colonies of bees the last of June,

and brought them CO miles by railroad. They were

caged three nights and two days. Out of the eight

colonies 1 lost as many bees as would have made a

good-sized swarm. The day I let them loose they

rallied to their work with a will, that convinced me
that they meant business, and they did too. Long-

before I was ready they wercready for their surplus-

honey room; and as fast as I gave it to them they

immediately occupied it and went to work. The re-

sult was from 75 to 125 lbs. of comb honey. About
the middle of Juno I got a couple of handfuls of

bees, and for each handful three combs 5x6 in.

square. The first queen that was hatched was lost

on her first flight; the second was wingless; both

were failures. But I finally succeeded, and raised

two good colonies from them by giving them each

only one comb of brood from my other colonies.

The two colonies, after filling their hive, made me
70 lbs. of comb honey. All have plenty to winter

on. From the ten colonies I got 720 lbs. of salable
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comb honey. I am of the opinion, that I could not

use the extractor with any protit, the honey being

so thick that it will scarcely run.

Elisu.\ Bennet.
Carlile Springs, Col., Dec. 20, 1881.

I have often Uiought of and longed for a
place for bees where I could have a fence,
wall, or buildings, high enough to keep off

all \?old winds, and it seems you, friend B.,

have found it. It is my oiiinion, that we
have none of us fully estimated the value of

a spot free from the bad eifects of strong
winds, even if they are not cold ; and in

choosing a site for an apiary, I would make
this one of the prime points.—I think your
honey can be extracted without trouble, if

done during a warm day. We have never
failed, with our extractors.

A 300-COLONY .4P1ARY IN MISSISSIPPI.

I use the Langstroth hive with portico. The Sim-

plicity hives I purchased from you several years ago

still work admirably. I winter on the summer
stands without chaff, and cover the frames only with

the ordinary sheet, which I find quite sjilTicient to

protect our bees from the cold of this climate. I

have almost abandoned comb honey for the market,

and use the Langstroth frames in both the lower

and upper stories of four-fifths of my hives. After

thoroughly overhauling my apiary for the spring I

expect to start with 000 full colonies, although I

closed with 336; but some are rather weak, and oth-

ers will probably bo queealess, which, by being

united, will bring all my colonies to a proper

strength. I use only smolvc in uniting; afterward

simply shaking the bees from frames of alternate

colonies, to be united in front of au empty hive, and
selecting the best combs of brood to supply the col-

ony. Sprinkling with sweet-scented water, or chloro-

forming, I consider of no practical value.

O. M. Blanton.
Greenville, Wash. Co., Miss., Jan. '), 188;J.

one ever kept bees in any locality ten yea s,

and not had a good honey season in all that
time y I mean, of course, given them good
care all this time r*

UPWARD VENTILATIOX ALONE NOT AI.WATS A SUC-
CESS.

I have just been reading a letter of yours that

I received in Februars*, ISSO. You said no pro-

tection for bees some winters would do well

enough, but in a severe winter it would not. Last

winter my bees had no protection but the bare hives.

Some had the frames on top all winter, just as they
were through the summer. They did not make any
honey in 1880, and so I left them on, as I was very
busy. They did not winter well, but 1 saved 15 out
of 115, and I see that was better than you did, but I

don't claim it is the right way. I only thought I

would tell you about it. I can't brag. I never get

any of those large yields oi honey that I read about.

I haven't faith to think I ever shall. Some of those

large yields sound to a little bee-man lilic me a good
deal like "fish" or "snake." Eh?
Huntsville, Pa., Jan., 1S83. A. J. Hoover.

Many thanks for your very frank and hon-
est report, friend II. If I understand it, you
just tried letting your bees go without care,
and very likely a large per cent of the hun-
dred you lost died of starvation. Is it not
so V Well, now you just hold on and keep
what bees you do keei), strong and in nice
order, and I know you w^ill, sooner or later,

have a rousing big yield to report. Has any

WHAT THE WOMEN DID WITH 6 COLONIES.

I send you a report of my wife and daughter's suc-

cess in bee-keeping. Commenced last spring with

colonies of bees in chaff hives; increased to 27, and

all in good shape for winter, with plenty of stores,

and have taken STS lbs. of surplus comb honey from
the same, averaging 14(3 lbs. to each hive, besides

the increase. I think that is very good for ABC
scholars. T think I shall have to help them next

summer, if they winter all of them. Friend Heddon's

hive resembles those I make. I make two-story

hives, cushion them on three sides, and cushion on

the top. H. I. WiLLSEY.
East CoLleskill, Schoharie Co., N. Y., Dec. 30, 1881.

Why, they did splendidly, friend W. ; and
as they were too modest to send us the re-

port themselves, I am very much obliged to
you indeed for doing it for them. I am very
glad, too, to know they succeeded so well
with a chaff hive during the severe weather
of last winter. You see, we are getting the
men to report for them, as I told you last

month we would, if they did not report for

themselves.

Cn.VFF HIVES, AND PLENTY OF AIR; LARGE EN-
TR.A.NCES.

I am wintering 250 swarms — 215 in the cellar, and

the remainder outside, mostly In chaff hives. So

far they are all doing well. Last winter I wintered

Tin chaff hives, and my neighbors 15, all of which

came through in fine condition, and were as strong

in April as any colonies I ever saw at that season of

the year. Neither was the brood-chamber nor the

entrance of any of these contracted, but left full size

all winter. Our trouble in wintering is too little

fresh air. The entrance of your chaff hives is too

small for summer, but just right for winter. I wish

jaiu could make it at least three times as large. It

could easily be contracted for winter use. The past

season was a fair one with us. Wedoubledour colo-

I

nies, and obtained, on the average, about 50 lbs. of

I surplus from each old colony —the most of it comb
honey. Our highest yield from one colony was over

200 lbs. of extracted honey. I have my own idea as

to the best method of wintering, and, whether cor-

rect or not, I have been uniformly successful for 10

years. S. F. Newman.
Norwalk, O., Jan. 10, 1882.

# cj
U^^Si

-Y bees did very well the last summer; had on-

ly 41 winter through, and they were very

weak in the spring. I now have over 80; got

about 4000 lbs. of honey. Seem to be wintering all

right so far, mostly in cellar. J. L. Gray.
Lee Center, Lee Co., 111., Jan. 16, 1883.

Bees did well with us last season; began the sea-

son with 65 hives; increased to 117, and took 7.500

lbs. honej', mostly extracted.
Edmond Anderson.

Hopctown, Ont , Can., Jan. 13, 1.882.
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Seventy swarms of bees in excellent condition op
to date; 4 years of success in wintering.

L. D. Gale.
Stcdraan, Chautauqua Co., N. Y., Jan. 10, 1882.

GIVEN IN CALIFORNIA.
I think I have improved some since I came here.

I like this climate very well. D. S. Given.
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 10, 1881.

Bees have not done much this year -not much
over $3.00 per hive in spring; 4 stolen, 8 brimstoned,

and, say, 100 or more to bo killed, if I can not sell

them off somehow. D. McKenzie.
Carrollton, New Orleans, La., Dec. 21, 1881.

[Won't somebody buy these bees at some price,

and thus save them from such a fate?J

THE MAN WHO DID NOT SIGN HIS NAME.

Received Gleanings all right, and will take ev-

ery thing back that I thought about you. Can't
think how it happened, that I did not sign the letter.

You will hear from me again soon. Wm. Env.
Leamington, Ont,, Can., Dec. 28, 1881.

You will please find inclosed , for which send
me one of the latest and best smokers. It i3 rather

distressing that I neither smoke nor chew, and have
to pay for it. C. M. Davis.
Lemoore, Tulare Co., Cal., Dec. 20, 1881.

[It is a little sad, friend D.; but you know you
can afford it better than those who smokc.l

A singular fact.
I have found an excellent way to keep my bees

from troubling the neighbors. Just put a 1-lb sec-

tion on the Christmas-tree for each family in the

neighborhood. My bees do not seem to be half so

mischievous since I tried the above plan.

Jas. Bolin.
West Lodi, Seneca Co., O., Dec. 21, 1881.

I have my bees all packed in chaff. I had 23

swarms in the spring, and got about 3000 lbs. of hon-
ey, and increased them to 54. Our great bee-man,
Mr. O. O. Poppleton, from Williamstown, took one
of his queens (got married), and started for Florida

a few weeks ago. We wish him much happiness.

John Kress.
New Hampton, Chick. Co., la., Dec. 28, 1881.

"DUNNING" FOLKS TO MAKE THEM TAKE WHAT IS

DUE THEM.
Friend Root, j-ou have sent me a postal card for 3

or 4 years, to let me know that there was 25 cents
placed to my credit on your book. And that last

hit, see page 568, 1881, that settles it.

A. S. Davison.
AuUville, Lafaj-ette Co., Mo., Jan. 12, 1882.

[Glad it did, friend D., begging your pardon.]

A GOOD REPORT FROM FRIEND HAYHURST.
I am well pleased with Gleanings; it has made

me money. Last year I sent on to Mr. E. M. Hay-
hurst for one Cyprian queen, with a pound of bees,

and some Italian queens with a pound of bees to

each queen. What I got in June weighed this fall

about 100 lbs. to the hive, and every que sn proved
to be pure. F. H. Braning.
Kent, Union Co., Iowa, Jan. 12, 1882.

I have 37 colonies of bees reposing quietly in the
cellar. It is very cold here at present. After sell-

ing off my bees last spring I commenced the season
with 9 weak swarms. I bought a choice queen, and
increased to 27 good strong Italian swarms, with

plenty of honey in the hives, besides selling about
$75.00 worth of queens and honey. I didn't think it

very bad, considering the season.
L. E. Welch.

Linden, Genesee Co., Mich.. Jan. 9, 1882.

help in the APIARY.

My daughter and I have extracted and done all the
work in the apiary; began with (iO colonies, in-

creased to about 100, and extracted about 7000 lbs. of

very line honey; besides, I attended and did all the
work necessary on plantation (mechanical work),
laborers doing the cultivation of land, and made 44

hogsheads of sugar, and over 90 barrels molasses.

B. MarionNEAux.
riaquemioe, Iberville Par., La., Dec. 24, 1881.

Bees have done well this season, but not nearly as

well as at Borodino. Please ask Mr. Doolittle to tell

us bow he managed his bees to get such a yield of

honey. There must be something wrong in my way of
doing things,as I got only 1000 lbs. ofcomb honey from
30 swarms, while he got over 3000 lbs. from the same
ninuber. My bees were in good condition last spring.

I lost only 4 out of 40 the last winter. v''. Page.
Kennedy, N. Y., Nov. 24, 1881.

[Read up friend Doolittle's articles in our back
volumes, friend P., and j^ou will see how he does it.]

mR. MERRYBANKS AND HIS NEIGH-
BO IS.

The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad
for them; and the desert shall rejoice, and blossom
as the rose.—ISA.. 35:1.

W BELIEVE 3'ou have never liatl a near
^ view of our friend Merrybanlvs. Well,—

' perhaps I ouglit to apologize a little for
bringing him before you with his hat and
overcoat on ; but you see, some of his exper-
iments are working nicely just now, and I
wanted you to see him when he was looking
so bright and animated. It Avas on a bright
sunshiny Saturday, just before Christmas,
and he has been calling to his neighbor,
through the new telephone they liave just
got put up and in working order. ]\rr. Jones
made the heads of the telephone on his lathe
I have just been telling you about. They
are turned out of two-inch black-walnut
plank, and something like an hour-glass
with both ends open, only the end you speak
in is much larger than the other. Across the
small end is tacked a piece of very thin jap-
anned sheet-iron, such as can be had of pho-_
tograph artists. A sheet, 10 x 14. costs 15
cts. A wooden ring is put over the thin
metal, to make it very hrm, for it has to hold
a very heavy strain, to get the wire as tight
as it should be. The two houses are con-
nected by No. LIo annealed brass wire. Brass
is better than copper because it is tougher,
and will stand a heavier pull, while it is

much cheaper, as a smaller wire than copper
will answer. No. 23 brass wire is worth
about 40 cts. per lb., or, in small quantities,
say 10 cts. per hundred feet. Tne wire at
each end is put through a small hole in the
thin metal disk, and twisted around a short
thick wire, to prevent pulling out. At every
one or two hundred feet the wire is support-
ed by loops of leather string, not unlike a
common leather shoe-string. The wire must
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rest in the leather loop, aud not be tied tight.
When they first put it up, the voice had a
harsh grating sound, which John said sound-
ed like ducks quacking. Friend M. said
they didn't Avant any "' quacks'' of any sort
in that neighborhood, and so they looked
over the line for thetrouble. A loose end of
wire was found that jarred ; and when this
was twisted down light it did better; but
still, the voice sounded harsh and wiry. The
trouble was found in the wire being too
loose, and they did not get a clear, natural
tone, until it was drawn so tightly that it

fairly made it '' sing," as John expressed it.

When a great many friends were in, and
they wanted the telephone to make a sensa-
tion, friend M. used to sing "Only an Ar-
mor-bearer,'' with his powerful lungs, until
the little folks over at his neighbor's fairly
danced with delight. You know the house
now stands on a stone foundation, so they
could jump up and dovvn all they pleased,
without shaking the stove down, or making
the dishes roll off the table.

MR. MERHYBAKKS TALKING TO NEIGHBOK JONES.

Well, here is the picture. What do you
suppose friend M. is listening toV From
away olf through the frosty air, and along
that slender wire, from out of invisible space
as it were, come the familiar tones of John's
father's voice,—
" All right ! we will be right over.''
" And I am coming too," comes the youn-

ger voice of John.
" And so am I ; ma says I may," comes in

Mary's childish voice, it is this latter voice
that brings that pleasant look on his face
that you see, for friend M. loves children.
Did I never tell you he was superintendent
at the Sunday-school over at the church?
Well, he is, and I guess he is the right man
for the place too. J^erhaps you would like
to know why he wants them all to come over
just now. I will tell you. No, I won't
either. You may just come along and see
for yourself. Friend M. meets us at the
gate, and with the same knowing smile he
ushers us into the house, and then points the
way for us to follow^ him into the cellar.
.Strangely, he takes no light : and the con-
trast from the bright sunshine outdoors,
with the darkness here, almost makes one
feel he is going into a dungeon. A iter we
are all down he shuts the door after us, prob-
ably because his good wife has taught him
to do so, and then bids us all wait just one
moment.
" Why, it must be he has got a door in the

wall, into somewhere," said Mary ;
'• see the

light along the cracks.''

13y this time friend M. had approached the
door ; and when it was opened, an exclama-
tion of surprise burst from all the party. A
cosy little glass house Avas there—or at least
one side was glass, and the strangest part of
it all was, that it was full of humming bees.
The ground was covered with new soft saw-
dust, and several 25-cent camp-stools of his
own make were placed tastily around, invit-
ing them to take a seat. Up near to the large
glass sash, which sloped to the south, and,
m fact, formed the whole south side, were
two of the same pail bee-hives we saw last
Slimmer, and bees were passing out and in
as l)riskly as if it were summer. In the cen-
ter of the room was a large cluster of bees
that looked for all the world like a natural
swarm, only that the bees were going to and
fro from it constantly. A closer look, how-
ever, revealed the fact, that it was only a bag
of thick ducking filled with sugar syrup,
which continually oozed through the cloth in
bead-like drops, which were eagerly sucked
up by the bees, and carried to their hives.
Besides this bag of syrup, there swung, from
about the center of the sash, right in the full
blaze of the sun, a bee-hive cover containing
a little lieap of rye flour. On this the bees
were as busy as you see them on the soft-
maple trees in the spring, and the droning
hum at the mouths of the — pails, as bee
followed bee with his load of pollen, was
funny enough, with a cool frosty air on the
outside.

""Why, what makes it so warm here?"
finally said Mary. " I don't see any stove
anywhere."
"It is the sun that makes it so warm, my

girl. You see, we have cut off all the cold
winds, by the glass; and although the rays
of the sun come through miles of frosty air,
when they alight in this cosy little room they
so warm it up that we have a beautiful sum-
mer temperature. In fact, after the sun gets
up a little higher, it will be so warm I may
have to open the ventilator. I often sit here
in my shirt-sleeves and read the bee jour-
nals, even when it is freezing outside."'
Freddie, w'ho had but just come in, now

took up the conversation.

"O Mary! I'll tell you what makes it

warm. Pa makes the air all come a long
way under ground, and the ground thaws
the frost out of it. See? " And he showed
them pieces of drain tile, laid all around the
outer walls of the room, just a little below
the floor, and covered, so the sawdust would
not get into the open joints, by a long nar-
row box or trough, having holes at intervals
along the top. This drain tile was connect-
ed with the cellar drain, which was of tile of
pretty good size, and perhaps 2U0 feet long.
" O pa ! light the smoker, and show them

how it works."
Friend M. lighted his smoke)', and puffed

some smoke over the holes in the wooden
trough. It could be plainly seen that a little

air w^as oozing out of nearly all the holes.
Then he went to the ventilator, near the
highest point in the roof, and opened it a lit-

tle. The smoke now showed a strong cur-
rent outward ; and on going back to the
wooden trough, each hole sent up a little jet
of air.
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"Oil, see!" exclaimed Mary; "the tees
are all leaving the flour and bag of syrnp,
and going into their hives."
"Yes." said friend M., "because our ex-

periments have cooled off the room ; but I
will bring them out again.''

lie then closed the ventilator very tightly,

and pushed some bits of tissue paper into
every crevice he could And around the sash,
which soon made it so warm they began to
take off their hats, and the bees came out in
great numbers, and began buzzing in the
sunshine, and finally bumping against the
glass.

" There," said he, " you see that won't do.

If we should keep them long at this temper-
ature, without a l)risk change of air, we
should soon have the room smelling badly,
and they would leave the hives, and have
dysentery. It really begins to look to me as
if lack of pure air has as much to do with
the cause of dysentery, as lack of pure food,
l^efore I fixed my ventilating apparatus I

had as bad cases of dysentery here as you
ever saw in the spring."
"Yes," chimed in Freddie, "they made

every thing so nasty that ma had to come
dowii with a basin of soapsuds. Why, they
even daubed the nasty stuff on the glass,

and lots of 'em fell down and died, and pa
couldn't fetch 'em to life again."

I do)i't know but that Freddie would have
let a good many more " cats out of the bag "

had not liis pa, with a smile, here told him
he had said a plenty about it.

"Please, Mr. M., may I open a hive?"
And John looked up wistfully into the face
of his kind old friend.
" Certainly, my boy ; go on."
" Do I need smokeV "

" I think not ; the room is warm, and they
are pretty full of stores, and building comb.
Besides, smoke fills the room unpleasantly,
unless one is very careful."
Brood was found in all stages, and the

queen was enlarging her circles in a way
that might look cheering to any bee-keeper.
The hoops of comb were passed around, and
examined and approved by all.

"But what do you do on days when the
sun don't shine? " said Mary.
" Oh ! I don't have the bees work then. I

cover the sash with the large straw mat you
see out there, and open the door into the cel-

lar, so it does not get very cold. Whenever
the sun shines enough to set them working,
I take off the mat and close the door."
"Do you not lose some that get on the

glass, and do not get back'r* " said John's fa-
ther.
" Very few, when the ventilation is kept

right. They are rearing lots of brood ; and
when the sun turns and gets warmer, I hope
to build them up so as to get them to swarm
by the time I can get a queen from some of
our friends in the South,"
" Why," said John," you can raise queens

and get them fertilized in here ; I'll bet you
can."
" You mustn't bet, John ; and besides,

won't it be the best way, to get it done be-
fore we say very much about it? We have
got so far, and it works very nicely, does it

uotV "

" Yes, indeed it does," came from a cho-
rus of voices.
" Papa," said Freddie, "won't you show

them the machine you invented,' to make
sleds and things? "

"Sleds and things," said John, "what
about ' sleds and things '

?
''

" Oh ! you come and see." At this the
party adjourned to friend M.'s neatly ar-
ranged worksho]), and Freddie took them up
to the scroll-saw. What they saw was sim-
ply a thin piece of board laid on top of the
table, with a strip of wood nailed to one
side, and a large screw near one end, put
down through into the table. Below is a cut
of the table, with the swinging board on top.

MR. MERRYBANKS SCROLL-SAW ATTACHMENT.

" You will observe," said friend M., " that
this device is to avoid the troublesome oper-
ation of marking out your work from a pat-
tern, and then trying to make the saw follow
the mark by your eye ; but of course it ap-
plies only to work where a great number of
pieces are wanted all alike, and are to be cut
on a true circle." To show how it could be
used, he took a strip of plank and laid it on
the swinging table, and in a moment had it

cut as in the dotted lines below.

HOW TO MAKE TOY SLEDS.

A tack in the swinging table served as a
stop, so that all the pieces were cut off just
alike. Next he unscrewed the machine and
cut the round lioles you see in half of the
pieces, by putting the screw through the
center, and then setting it into the table,
nearer the saw. The board was simply re-

volved around the screw, and the saw cut
the circle. Now the pieces were taken to his
circular foot-power saw, and those with holes
in were split through the middle, as in the
cut above. To make the pieces for the sled,

he had only to take off slices with his circu-

lar saw, of the thickness required, and plane
them, and ihe sled was ready to nail up.
Mr. lones planed the pieces, and nailed them
up with wire nijils, and in a twinkling friend
M., with a small pot of paint and a stencil of
a horse, painted on that animal, and the
name "Racer."

THB SLEDS THAT WERE MADB IN JUST 15 MINUTBS.
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While the rest were busy at the sleds, Ma-
ry and Freddie were lookinf]^ at some oblongf

one-piece section boxes that friend M. had
ordered in some of his honey experiments

;

and Mary, placing one on the sled, suggest-

ed that it would answer for a box, so she
could draw her doll in it. John here inter-

posed, that, if the box had a bt^ttom to it,

the runners could be nailed directly to it,

and they could be made so rapidly he could
sell them at his '' Hotel," just before Christ-

mas, for five cents each.
" Why, John," said friend M., " can't we

put some wheels on some of them, and have
wagons as well as sleds, for only live centsV"
At this point John's father picked up one

of the circles (you see, the piece tliat comes
out of thatopeiiing in the runners just makes
a rocker), and broke in,—

WAGOSS AND CUADLES FOR FIVE CENTS APIECE.

" Why, look a-here ! Just cut these in

two, slice them up, and you have rockers to

put on the boxes, and Ave have cradles for

the doll, as well as sleds ;
" and while they

were busy working out these plans, the doc-
tor and his boy Tom came in, having heard
of the success of flying bees in the green-
house. Tom, you must know, has a little

printing-press with which he prints wrap-
pers and labels for his father's medicines,
and he suggested that he could print some
nursery rhymes on some bronze paper, past-

ed on the '' vehicles," to make them sell bet-

ter for the holidays. The doctor got out his

pencil, and began writing on one of the
sleds. Tom also took one, and finally all the
older ones busied themselves in writing a
verse. Friend M. wrote in the bottom of
the cradle as follows :

—
Kock-a-by baby upon the ti-ee-top.
When the wind blows the craille will rock;
When the hough breaks the cradle will fall.

And down will come rock-a-by, baby, and all.

Mr. Jones then wrote on the sled,—
Mary had a little sled,
To ride upon the snow;

And everywhere that Mary went.
That sled was sure to go.

John wrote on his (you will note where his

mind ran),

—

" It was a sled that Mary had,"
The teacher did reply;

" Five cents b >u?ht thf little thing,
And how was that for ' high'? "

By this time the doctor had studied up—
" What makes the sled love Mary soV "

They cried in accents wild;
But not a " feller" answered them,
Though every "feller" smiled.

Of course, they had a big laugh ; but when
Tom came to produce his they laughed still

harder. Here is what he had written, and it

was pretty well Avritten too ; for Tom, with
all his faults, had much skill that way :

—
Mary had a little sled;

I tell you, it was " boss;"
'T was lots of fun to see it run
As fast as any " hoss."

Right here their merriment was interrupt-
ed by Mrs. Merrybanks, who excused her-
self "by saying that a kettle full of maple
candy Avas all ready to be pulled, and '' would
the men folks be so kind as to come and pull
it? " At the same time, she gave the doctor
a pleasant smile, and told him he was espe-
cially Avanted, as doctors are ahvays expect-
ed to know better than anybody else hOAV
every thing should be done, '' ex officio.''''

"Can't Ave help too, 'ex officio^?'''' said
Mary.
This occasioned another big laugh, to

think tliat Mary had unconsciously said a
pretty smart thing ; and even if her father
did chide her a little about being forward,
Mrs. M. took her part so pleasantly that she
did not feel very sorry.
" Oh ! please, ma, can't I go over after

John's mother, ' ex officio ' ?
"

As permission AA^as granted, we Avill ex-
plain, Avhile he is gone, how maple candy is

made. About .5 lbs. of maple sugar is put
into an iron kettle, with perhaps a pint of
hot water. When melted, a piece of butter
is stirred in, about the size of a hickory-nut.
It is now boiled sloAvly, until done, which
can be ascertained by dropping a little into
cold Avater. When it snaps like brittle glass,

it is ready to pull. If not cooked enough, it

will be too soft to handle Avhen done ; if too
much it Avill be burnt. Good dry hard can-
dy is the golden mean betAveen these tvA^o ex-
tremes. To cool, it Avas poured into large
dripping-pans, perhaps i inch deep in each
pan, and the pans were then set out in the
snoAV. Of course, the pans were previously
buttered. As soon as the candy began to
cool it AA\as picked up from the edges, and
rolled over into the center, and this process
kept up until the Avhole could be taken up
like a roll of dough. It was then pulled un-
til white. If it got too hard to pull, it was
taken near the stove ; if too soft, in the air

before an open door. Each one of the party
Avas given a piece to pull, and now quite a
strife sprung up.to see whose Avould be Avhit-

est. Of course, the men expected, by their
superior strength ("ex otlicio," John said),

to be far ahead ; but to their great surprise,
John's meek little mother was ahead of them
all, and Mrs. M. next. After it was pulled
out into long slender threads, these were
snipped off Avith shears, just right to go into
Mary's little doll cradle ; and almost before
they knew it, John had a " wagon-load of
maple candy," labeled " ONLY 15 CTS."

At this point Tom fairly boiled over with
joy. " Wliy, John, you just get up a lot of
these, and I Avill print some bronzed labels

for them, and AA'e Avill have out some posters,

and advertise them all over the country, and
the week before Christmas you Avill sell mill-

ions and millions of them."
" Yes, sir, 'ee," says John, forgetting for

the time hoAV many ciphers there are in the
arithmetic in a million ;

" but Avhere can Ave

buy the sugar?"
"Oh! Uncle Billy lias got a big lot of it,

for I heard him say he Avould never sell it, if

he couldn't get more than 9c. per lb. for it

;

and next spring you and I Avill rent a sugar-
bush and make our OAvn sugar, and—"
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Keally, friends, I would like to tell you
more what tliey ])lanned ; but I have only
room to say, they went into it, and I don't
believe any boys ever had a happier Christ-
mas week. Tliey hired Mr. M. to work for
them with his tools, at a dollar a day, and
Mrs. Jones made the candy ; Mary nnd'Fred-
die nailed up the vehicles and cradles, and
pasted the labels on, and at !) o'clock tlie day
before Christmas they counted up their
money and found they had taken in for tin-
ware and all (you see they sold candy by the
pailful as well as wagonful), $19.45, besides
having quite a little sugar and other stock
on hand, all paid for. Tom sold out his in-
terest to John for $10.00, so John was sole
proprieter. Next month I will tell you how
Tom bronzed labels, and what the temper-
ance hotel did in the month of January.
Truly tlie sad and dilapidated home of John
Jones was beginning to blossom as the rose,
even in the winter, and the way in which it

got to be the favorite gathering-place of the
people of Onionville, luider the kind guid-
ance of friend Merrybanks (was it really
Merrybanks,or the Lord Jesus Christ whom
he loved to serve?) would not inaptly re-

mind one of our opening text.

TOBACCO COIiUMN.

AND VE SHALL, KNOW THE TRUTH, AND THE TRUTH
SHALL MAKE YOU FBEE.

IP AM a niUive of Gcrmrinj'; landed on the Amcri-
ijl can shores in 1830, and never had an hour's les-

son in English; but my occupation as colpor-

teur brought me in contact with all classes of peo-

ple, to learn to read and write. I first heard of you
as a scientific bee-keeper and journalist through
Farm aiid Firfsi'rte advertising columns. I sent for

a specimen copy of Gleanings, as 1 was interested

in bee culture, which you sent promptly. Every
thing else I lilied; but I thought you had stepped
rather out of your place in your Tobacco Column.
You know the Germans arc great consumers of to-

bacco, and 1 have used it in all its forms, chewing
not extensivelj'. You must not think hard of my
countrymen in this respect, when j ou see them even
on the street with a pipe in their mouth as long as

themselves, for sll classes, high and low, use it, even
the preacher in his study. But since reading your
Tobacco Column, I have thought the matter over
conscientiously, between me and my God, and am
enabled to see the word of God in a now light on
this subject; that it is sinful and wicked for any
man to defile his body with this filthy weed, which
destroys the constitution of the strongest man,
madders his brain, and disqualifies kis thinking

powers, unfits him for good judgment, and, what is

worse than all, defiles the body, which the apostle

calls a " temple of the Holy Spirit," and the Spirit of

God can surely not dwell in a temple built largely of

tobacco. In order to worship God acceptably, and
to offer up sacrifices pleasing in his sight, the vessels

in use must be clean, pure, and holy; and how a

man can pray to God, and sing bis praises with a

chew of tobacco in his mouth, I am unable to see

now.
S:me one may think 1 am saying too much when I

say that it is sinful and wicked to use tobacco.

Well, I will then say, it is a naughty, bad habit, and
the Bible tells that all naughtit.ess is sin; and the
apostle exhorts us to do away with all naughtiness
and fiithlness of the flesh. God roriuired ancient
Israel even to wa?h their clothes before approach-
ing him in wo. ship. Could they have presented
their bodies a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable
unto the Lord, with a chew or cigar or pipe in their

mouth? This puts one in mind of the story of a
missionary in S^iotland, who asked at a farmer's
house for a night's lodging. On being refused, he
said to the host that he must not forget to entertain
strangers, for thus many hid, unawares, enter-

tained anirtls. Tho farmer said, on looking into
his face, "That may all be; but you a c surely no
angel." " How do you know?" asked tho mission-
ary. "Because," s:iid tho furmer, "angels don't

chew tobacco," seeing his beard all saturated with
the juice of the filthy weed.

It is said by a man of understanding, that the food
we partake of, the nat-iro we partake of; and this

being the case, no wonder Dr. Adam Clarke used
the expression on one occasion, "If you want to

bring a pleasing sacrifice to the Devil, take a pig,

stuff it with tobacco, roast it, and your offering will

be complete;" and no wonder the cannibals never
will kill a man to cat his fiesh if he has used tobacco.
Now, friend Hoot, having come to see and under-

stand these facts, I have solemnly pledged myself
never, never, to use the filthy weed; and more than
that, the investigation of this has led me into tem-
perance in all things; and by the help of God I shall

henceforth keep my body under subjection; cat

wholesome food, and drink pure and wholesome
drink; and don't think, friend Root, I do or say this

because I want a bee-smoU r. No; but I tell you
before God, I mean what I s:iy.

Stephen Roese.
Maiden Rock, Wis., Jan. 7, 188:?.

I do have charity for your countrymen, my
good friend, and I can take them by the
hand despite their long pipes; but at the
same time I can but earnestly pray they may
be delivered ere long from the bondage of
the habit. As I read your letter, friend R.,
I felt the answer to the prayer was coming,
and that, too, chiefly through the labors of
their own number, even such as you. To be
frank, even when most hopeful I have never
had the faith to believe that my poor words
in the Tobacco Column Avould ever have
raised up such a one as you. May the Lord
be praised

!

A young friend of mine promises to quit the use
of tobacco. He has been in tho habit of smoking
and chewing, about four years. He seems to think
it will help him to make a public announcement of

his promise. He says he will " smoke his last cigar"

on the last day of this year, and if he ever breaks
his promise he will send you word. His name is

Joseph Wood, age IT, late from England, and at pres-

ent is employed on our farm. He says you need not
send a smoker. W.m. L. Stiles.

Austin, Tex., Dec. 30, 1881.

May the Lord bless both you and our young
friend, friend D. Tell him that he will do
us the more good, because he has voluntari-
ly come out and desired to be numbered
with those clean in body and clean in heart,
and we know he will hold out, the Lord
helping him.
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fwr fCMi#.

Great peace have they which love thy law.—Psalm
119:1«5.

iSffT was Sabbath ruorning,and as the weather
was getting: cold I had put on my over-
coat preparatory to goicg out on my

Sabbath's work. I pxished my hand absent-
ly down into one of the pockets, and brought
up some little cards. On one of them was
the text above. The cards Avere probably
some I had used the winter before over in
our little mission S.ibbath-school that I tnld

you of last winter. Why, what a beautiful
text tliat is! snid I. and I began wondering
that I had never before noticed the singular
power that lay in its mild statement and
promise. Surely no one but David ever put
so much simple grandeur into so few words.
As I thought of it, it began to come out
sharp and clear, like a new engraving in our
printing-press, when we tirst begin to work
with it. These bright texts are a wonderful
comfort and joy to me, and this one, this
Sabbath morning, seemed a new bright to-

ken from the kind Father above, of his great
love to me. Not simply peace alone, but
''• r/rcat peace'' was the promise. And to

whomV under what conditions? Just sim-
ply " to those— who love— thy law." Was
ever any thing more beautiful '? And it was
not a promise: it was a reality, for it says,
"/mrethey." I almost trembled at the joy
that came pouring in, when I reflected that
I did indeed ?oi-c that law. Once I fretted
and chafed under it, and felt it a fetter ; but
now, thank God, it was a pleasure and a
privilege to obey those laws, for I loved Ilim
who, in such great wisdom, framed them.
Perhaps not quite all the time did my voice
and actions show that I loved them, and this
was likely the key to the fact that I did not
have, all the time, that great peace,
either.
Before night I met a friend who was in

trouble. I listened to the circumstances,
and ventured a word of hopefulness and
consolation ; but it seemed a difficult matter
to quiet the troubled spirit. While I was
trying to think of something from Scripture
that would cover the case and show this
friend where she stood, I again absently
pushed my hand far down into my coat-
pocket. It touched these cards again, and I
gladly drew them forth and held up this
briglit little gem. It covered tlie ground,
and as its great truth in all its powerseemed
to answer and embrace all I had been vainly
trying to say, 1 felt like thanking God again
for my bright new treasure, this text. Ilave
I ever told you how these texts and hymns
come to me, and grow and enlarge as I con-
tsmplate them, until they seem like little

nuggets of gold ? Why, I often see and feel,
when I tirst get a sight of them, that they
are to prove new and bright friends, like
ministering angels, when I get toknowthem
more. Well, my friend did venture to sug-
gest something, to the effect that she inigJit

have " great peace," if folks would only let
her alone.
" But," said I, " it don't matter what folks

do ; they are not even mentioned in the con-
ditions at all. AVhy, all the people on earth,
and Satan with them, can not rob you of, nor
prevent your having, that great peace, if you
simply love that law." I knew my words
were true ; but when I reflected, that I often
forgot them myself, I felt like asking God to
help me not only to remember them, but to
be sure I put them in practice.

I have told you that Ernest is going to
school in Oberlin. Well, his cousin George,
the one who is such an enthusiast on the
microscope and electricity, is also at school
with liim. Witliin the last few weeks George
has been converted, and, to theastonisliment
of almost everybody, has thrown oil: his usu-
al diffidence, so much so as to stand up bold-
ly for the cause of Christ before men. The
two boys came home from college for a vaca-
tion during the holidays, and almost my first

thought was, when I welcomed George, a
fear that I might, in some way, before the
vacation was ended, check or chill this new-
born spirit of love and good will for every-
body. I knew he had had a pretty good
opinion of me, and I shuddered to have him
find out, tliat, after all, I was but — clay.
George is a printer, and, true to his usual
habits of industry, he very soon went right
into the printing-office, and resumed his
place among his old shopmates, even during
ins vacation. Well, one day toward the
close of the year, when a multitude of cares
seemed to center all together on my poor
bald head, I fear I must have got into one of
my old uncharitable moods. Come to think
of it, I am not sure they are so very old aft-
er all; but I wish they were. You know we
always print the month on our postal cards,
so the clerks have only to put in the figures
indicating the day of the month. It was
about the 28th of December, and of course
we did not want a great many to last until
the new year; but the clerks were out, and
some more must be printed ; but George
was using the job press to print some honey-
labels in red ink, and he thought he could
not stop to wash up the press and rollers,
when I, perhaps pretty peremptorily, told
him not to wash the press at all, but to print;
the cards with red ink. Then came a dis-
cussion as to how many should be printed to
last until the new year. It was getting pret-
ty close on to the hour when I am obliged to
have the mail read, ready for the office ; and
the reviewing of the work of so many clerks,
correcting mistakes and misapprehensions,
is quite apt to get me into a fretful mood be-
fore it is all off. At such times I very often
decide pretty hastily in giving orders; and
often, too, it is better to decide some way,
and get the wheels of business moving along,
than to spend too much time in dallying
over matters that are really of no great im-
portance. I reiisoned thus: that it would
be better to print a few postals into Janua-
ry, rather than waste time in trying to de-
cide just how many would be likely to be
used in three or four days. With my fingers
stuck between the postal cards and letters,
to keep those read from those that were not,
I asked George about how many blank
cards he had all together. Others were
waiting for answers to their questions, and
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mail time was nearinf? ; and without waiting
for a very detinite answer I directed tliat all

should be printed December, reasoning that,

if you got postals in Januaiy, marked De-
cember, you would all know at once how it

should be, and it would do no harm. Well,
the book-keeper is one of those pref.ise little

bodies (as of course all book -keepers should
be), and she could not think of having
things go out in that shapp, even if 1 had so

decided it. Worried as I was, this some-
what offended my dignity, and it looked to

me then as if it was my privilege to have
things as I chose in my own business, even
if it was not just as other ])eople do things.

Did you ever hear of the farmer who had
been' greatly troubled to get a hired man
who would do exactly as he Avas bid ? Well,
I suspect he must liave been one of these
touchy i)eople who are always afraid their

rights are going to be encroached upon. At
any rate, he decOared he would never hire
another man until he had given a decisive
test. Well, an applicant soon came for a
place.
" I am hard to suit," said our friend. •• Do

you think you can please meV "

'' I should like to try, sir."
" And will yon do exactly as I say. wheth-

er you know all my reasons or not? "

'' Try me and see."
"Very good. Here; take this saw. and

saw oft the wagon-tongue." The man did
as he was bid, and soon came back with the
saw in one hand and the wagon-tongue in
the other.
"All right," said his employer; " I think

you will suit me. Now take the wagon to

the shop and get a new tongue in it, and we
will go to work."
You see, I had got it into my head I was

like the man who had the wagon, and that it

was necessary for me to let the hands know,
by a bold stroke, that I was " boss," and that
I would be obeyed. Accordingly, in spite of
the protests of the book-keeper, I declared
they should all be printed December.

" Why, Uncle Ame," says George, "there
are almost a thousand."
Of course, it would not do for me now to

give way, after all I had said — or at least I

thought so, and so I told him, "It doesn't
make any difference ; 'print them all Decem-
ber.''

After this, with a happy consciousness of
having set ray foot down, and given all to
understand that when 1 spoke 1 was to be
obeyed, I went over to my type-writer and
sat down to read my mail. I read the neatly
written lines, but, for some reason or other,

I did not understand them. Just then it oc-
curred to me that my face was hot and
flushed, and also that if one of you,my friends,
should have called just then, it would have
been a hard matter for me to have extended
my hand with a pleasant smile of welcome.
Then remorse began to creep up, even though
the old pride did for a little time hold it at
bay. May God help me ! I have been angry!
Oh that terrible stinging conscience, from
which there is no escape ! Ts there no loop-
hole, and no way of escape, but to beg par-
don (igaia frorti those from whom I had
hoped never to be obliged to ask forgiveness

any more in that way ? It seemed for a while
as if even God would not hear my ])rayers
again. Jlelentless time pushed on, and the
niail must be read. In fact, I had not even
time for an apology, it" I a\ anted to make
one. A little comfort soon came, in the line
of my father's text, " He knovveth our frame,
he remembereth that we are but dust." I

ki'.ew God would forgive me, but J felt I was
crippled in my power for intiuencing others,
at least for a time ; and oh how 1 did resolve
to be more careful ! I wanted to be alone,
and so I pushed back behind my type-writer
into a sort of closet, or clothes-press, with
my unhappy thoughts and— letters and pos-
tal cards. God did hear, though, and, in
spite of my poor weak sinfalness, gave me
even there a glimpse of: his wondrous kind-
ness and love that made me more ashamed
of myself than ever. To explain it, I shall
have to go back to the events of the morn-
ing.

I had been apprised that on tliis day, at
about 10 o'clock in the morning, I should be
wanted to testify, as an expert in bee cul-

ture, in regard to the case with which you
are nearly all familiar, of the bees and
grapes of the two friends Krock and Klasen.
The two opi)osing lawyers called, with a no-
tary, to take down my evidence. The law-
yer for friend Krock (the grape-man) was a
stranger; and as I felt instinctively that he
was employed to make out a case against us
bee-folks, a prejudice was inclined to spring
up. I fought against it, however; and when
I was put under oath, I menially asked God
to help me to tell the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the tinih. I felt a little

pained at his wary distrust, as I felt it, when
I lirst saw him, and I longed to have liim
know I was a friend to grape-men as well as
our own folks, and wistied peace and good
will to triumph, no matter who was the loser
in the end. When I gave st)me facts that
helped his side, whicli I might not have been
expected to give, I was pleased to see him
apparently soften toward me. I felt he was
becoming" disarmed, and the man was com-
ing out; and before we got through I felt

quite an interest in his soul's salvrition. One
point struck me forcibly. I was telling him
we have those among our ranks who keep
large apiaries, and acres of grapes too; and
thai, therefore, bees and grapes can not be
so very antagonistic.
" Oh, yes ! '' said he ;

" where a man owns
both, I grant you he will get along, for no
man emarrels intJi himself.""

"Well, then," said 1, "if that be true,

when we can get mankind so that everybody
loves his neighbor as himself, all difliculties

will be at an end, and we shall have the mil-
lennium, shall we not? "

He assented ; and although no one said
there would then be no furtlier use for the
profession of lawyers, I presume all felt it.

We did not get througli by noon ; and as the
time came for our noon sprvice, I asked all

three to come out and sit down with us. All
declined, except the one of whom I have
been speaking. I had no time for prepara-
tion, and so I took up the thought that I

have just alluded to. If every man loved his

neighbor as himself, peace on earth would
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be established. I spoke of the long and ex-
pensive quarrel between our two friends
Krock and Klasen, and prayed quite ear-
nestly that God would touch their liearts,

and make them conscious of their folly, that
the case might end at once, before it had be-
come a worse precedent than it was now, for
the bee and grape men of our land. I knew
that, if the prayer were answered, it would
throw our friend the lawyer out of a case ;

but I somehow felt as if he was with me in
heart in it. I remember thinking at the
time, that I seldom conlined my brief peti-
tions so closely to one single point as I had
that day. As I stopped abruptly, almost, I
had a sort of feeling, as I often do at such
times, that the prayer was acceptable. As
my work for the forenoon had been all inter-
rupted, many cares pressed me after dinner ;

and "When engrossed in t!iem, I forgot all

about the noon prayer. Well, as I sat there
by the window in tlie closet, this new lawyer
came up.

*' Well, Mr. Koot, your prayer is answered."
'' What prayer? " said I, flunking only of

my sad downfall of the last half-hour.
'' Why, do you not remember what you

prayed for this noon? Krock and Klasen
have telegraphed for us to drop the case just
where it is, and come home. The telegram
came in just as w^e w^ere going up to dinner."
God had heard and answered, once more

;

and this time he had honored my poor peti-
tion by making the matter plain to the sight
of men, wdiile I had dishonored my Savior
almost at the same hour, by letting my fool-
ish, w^eak pride, persuade me that I might
not have the honor I deserved. I tried to
say a few words to my new friend that might
help him to put his trust in God ; but the
awful inconsistency of such a course before
the book-keeper, who v.as busily at work
hard by, stopped the words in my throat. I
must lirst ask her pardon. Before I could
do so, however, a little note was pushed to-
ward me. In her nice clear handwriting,
even if it was on a scrap of paper, were, as
nearly as I can remember, these w^ords :

" Please, Mr. Boot, reconsider your decision
about those postals ; it will make us so much
trouble to mark them out and write them
over." Womanlike, sJie was not conquered,
even if she was silenced ; and, book-keeper-
like, she could not think of letting a '• Jan."
card go out marked " Dec." I was not
afraid then to say 1 was sorry ; but I felt
sad, and told her so, to think 1 had been led
into such foolishness. I hated to go to
Cieorge and acknowledge my weakness ; but
w-hen I told him after all that he might print
them January, he looked up smili)igly and
said he " did print them January long ago."
My plans for impressing them with a sense
of my importance had all gone to naught, for
none had obeyed, and none had been si-

lenced. They did riglit. They are both
earnest, faithful Christians, and they paid
me a greater compliment by doing as they
did, than by doing otherwise. They recog-
nized that a bad spirit had given that order,
and not I ; and in believing that my better
self would soon come uppermost, and ap-
prove of the course they took, they paid me
a compliment. Not I, but Jesus, my Savior,

shall reign. Is it not unwise and dangerous
for one like myself to thus openly encourage
disobedience? It might be, if my trust were
not in God. In other words, I have no fear
that a single hand in my employ will ever
disobey, very far, orders that I give him in
my usual calm spirit.

Several days had passed since the above,
and I was one evening in the office having
something of a talk with the boys, a few of
them, including George and Ernest. I had
not said any thing to George about the mat-
ter of the ]>ostals, only to tell him I was glad
he changed the dates", even though I direct-
ed otherwise. I had a sort of hope that he
did not see I lost my — balance that day,
and that, therefore, tlie less said about it the
better. Did you ever remark, that a drunk-
en man is always sure he was not so bad that
anybody could have noticed any thing differ-
ent? Well, I have a sort of theory that sin
is about the same in all its phases. The sin-
ner always thinks it was not so bad that
anybody noticed it. Once in a while, how-
ever, we have a Christian friend brave enough
and kind enough to tell us the plain truth.
Well, Georgewas just such a brave and kind
friend to me. If any thing in life should
ever come up to persuade me that George is

not a good friend of mine, I shall try to look
back at that evening, and tell the tempter to
get behind me, for I know better. Ernest
had been gently chiding me for branching
out in business so much, and I was telling
the boys that I did it, mainly that needy
ones might have work, and in "tlie end, as I
hoped, souls be brought to Christ. George
here, with some apology, asked if he might
take the liberty of making a suggestion in
regard to the latter matter. I knew what
w^as coming, instinctively ; but I was very
gkul he had decided to broach the subject.
lie then reminded me of the occurrence.

'' And so I showed it in my face, did I,

George, that I was vexed? "

'• Why, to be sure, you did ; anybody could
see it."
" I am very sorry indeed. I was really

not aware of it until I had spoken as I did."
'' I presume I should not have done so, but

I told them in the composing-room what you
said, and they had a laugh over it, and quot-
ed your • GREAT BEACE.' "

There you have it, my friends. I was not
one bit displeased to hear that George had
told them, in the other room, how I had fall-
en, nor do I feel hard toward the boys for
quoting '* great peace." when he who had
talked it so vehemently had fallen, and
shown he was •• but dust," after all. George
did not tell me any more, but my mind in-
stantly reverted to one in that office to whom
I once talked and recommended skepticism.
When I was converted, I tried to take it

back ; but there has always been a sort of
feeling that he thought he would wait, and
watch me a while, and see how I would " pan
out " in the new life. I do not know, but I
can imagine it was he who said '-great
peace." I know he did not mean to be un-
kind nor unfriendly, for I am sure you would
lind him a most warm friend and champion
of mine, if any real danger threatened, and
this is why I have felt so keenly the justice
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of this reproof. Do yoii see how we who
profess to be followers of Jesus are watched
and weighed? I am glad it is so. We ought
to be watched and weighed, for this is one
of our greatest safeguards against falling.

Shall we then fear to proclaim his name?

Whosoever therefore shall be ashameil of inc and
of my wurdfi, in this aflnlterous and sinful senera-
tion, of him shall also the Son of man be ashiimed,
when he cometh in the {?lory of his Father with the
holy angels.—Mark 8:;58.

Do you not see, now, that it takes some
courage to be a Christian? And shall we
back out, and stop by the way, because of
the lions that may be found near our path?
Not a bit of it. 1 shall talk ''• great peace,"
I hope, as long as 1 live; and, with the help
of the Lord, I hope to live it, even in busi-
ness, better than i have done.
Some of you may say, " But, hasn't a man

a right to — have his" wagon-tongue sawed
off, if he has a mind to? It is his wagon,
and if the man gets his pay, whose business
is it? "

My reply would be, that no one who pro-
fesses to be a Christian has any right to be
guilty of any such proceedings. Whenever
you contemplate any such action, you are,
like Christian and Hopeful, out of the strait

and narrow path that leads to the celestial

city.

Ernest had not got through with me, it

seems, for he commenced again, that 1 liad

too many cares, and too much business.
George followed him up; and in the talk
that ensued," it appeared that my fretful, un-
charitable, and impatient moods were inva-
riably between three and four o'clock p.m.,

at just the hour when I am accustomed to
gather up the business of the day, and pass
it through my brain, before it goes into the
mail-bags. 1 was at fault for getting out of
patience; but in truth, I had been lighting
against fearful odds that had not been taken
into account. One may be able to read let-

ters more rapidly than Jiis brain can stand it

to handle the business. Brains, like mus-
cles, will stand about so much, and no more.
I was a little proud, too, perhaps, of the
amount of busineirS I could handle, and this

was another obstacle in the way of the " great
peace." Here were a couple of mere boys,
only starting in college as it were, yet who,
having the love of the Lord in their young
hearts, were teaching me great lessons. My
letters were to be read at different times
through the day, instead of letting them all

run into a single hour, and I was to study in
different ways to husband the powers God
has given me, as well as to try harder, with
Jesus' help, to " suffer long, and be kind."
Now, I know there are those among you,

my readers, who are often overworked in
the same way. There are times when it is

next to impossible, on account of mental fa-

tigue, to call forth the kind smile you would
gladly give if you could. INIay God help you!
And just a word more : Think gently, suf-

fer long, and be kind to those whom you
know are suffering from ill health or over-
work. When you see a cloud of care upon
the brow of a loved one, lift it ; make it a
study to be able to disarm vexation; and
when you, with God's help, have learned to

soothe one, and bring him into his right
mind, while in the chains of passion, you are
on the way to realize the promise,

—

And they that be wise shall shine as the brightness
of the tirnmment; and they that turn many to right-
eousness, as the stars for ever and ever.

—

Dan. 12: 3.

And you can then also say with David,—
Groat peace have they which love thy law.

FriC?Kli?oo(;—In reading the Home Papers in the

January number of Gleanings, some thoughts were
suggested by Mr. I. B. Rumford's article, on the duty
of studying, that wo may know and obey the laws
which the Creator has stamped on our physical and
mental natures.

He very pertinently asks, in speaking of the ef-

forts of the Moral lloform Association in behalf of

the degraded, " Will it not be best —yes, imperative-

ly necessary- to look well to the cause, and go to

the root of the matter?"

Now, I hold that the cause of all the misery and
unhappiness in the world results from the violation

of laws which the Creator has wisely framed for our
welfare and happiness. He has not given us intui-

tive knowledge of these laws, nor has he proclaimed
them in his revealed word; but he has endowed us

with powers of observation and rctlection, through

which we may learn what he has instituted in regard

to us. ]f we neglect to use these powers in making
ourselves familiar with the Creator's laws as they

affect ourselves, we must inevitably sulTer; for they

arc immutable and unbending in their operation.

Man, ignorant and uncivilized, has suffered count-

less miseries from which we of the present day are

delivered. But it is only because we know more of

God's laws than our ancestors. And if there is mis-

ery and unhappiness in the worl i to-day, it is be-

cause we are still ignorant of what will assuredly

some day be known, or selflshly disobedient where
knowledge is already abundant.

Within a stone's throw of me to-night there lies a

drunken mother, so helplessly besotted that another

has to put her nursing babe to her breast. It is

scarcely live months since this babe was born, and

it was during a drunken spree like the present that it

first saw the light. The husband is a man of good

capacity, who would have a home of his own to-day,

but for an unfortunate iuheritance which has been

handed down to him from his father. The latter

has been in the habit all his life long of going on

periodical sprees. Between the sprees he would be

strictly temperate. But about twice a year the

slumbering taite for strong drink would arouse,

and lead him away like a slave, refusing to be satis-

fled till absolute physical prostration, and a system

saturated with alcohol, caused the very sight of

liquor to create a loathing. The son has inherited

this peculiarity of constitution. He rises from his

sprees penitent, and thoroughly disgusted with him-

self on account of his weakness and folly; and I

have known him to swear with his hand on the

Bible, that not another drop of liquor should ever

pass his lips again. But before six months have gone

by, some peculiar temptation,— the banter of a com-

panion, or the excitement of some festive occasion,

— will arouse the demon slumbering within him, and

he will be led away, a helpless slave, bound with the

chains of his inherited desire. His wife is a weak
woman, who inherits her taste for strong drink from

her mother. They have three little boj'S besides the
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prepared to offer a plan for securing such an end;
but it is very clearly important that something
should be done in this dircciion.

FOOT-POAVEK SHEARS, FOR CUTTINO
TIN, PASTEBOAI^M, THIN WOOD, ETC.

SOMETniXG ABOUT A HANDY TOOFi FOR A BEK-
KEEPEI!.

fjIIE machine we illustrate below was in-

tended originally for cutting sheet iron— and tin ; but we found them so handy
for a great variety of purposes, that we have
had them for years in the different rooms of
our factory. As they are all made of iron,

and the bed-plate, or table, planed perfectly
true and level with the different gauges, it

affords great facility for cutting peffectly
square, and with great accuracy. As it cuts
paper as nicely as any paper-cutter, wlien
not more than, say, 1^4 sheets are cut at once,
it is really superior to most paper-cutters for
any thing like the money. For several years
Gleanix(;s was trimmed on one of these
machines, and it did it quite as well, and al-

most as fast, as the cutter we use now, cost-
ing several Inuidred dollars. Amateur print-
ers will lind thein very handy for trimming
circulars, cutting cards, paper, etc.

infant before alluded to. Will it be strange if these.

children shall grow up to be common drunkards?

Will it be strange if this inborn desire for strong

drink should lead thom to the felon's cell, or bring

them to an old age of pauperism and misery?

Conceived in inebriety, born in inebriety, and

suckled at the breast of an inebriate mother! What
a terrible legacy is this for a parent to leave a child I

And yet, ii is a legacy wliicb, eight times out of ten.

will cling to that child, and produce its legitimate

fruits as long as he may live.

This I conceive to l)c the root of the matter. Men
are what they are, not so much by instruction and

training, as by what they have inherited from their

parents. Let our reformatorj' institutions and as-

sociations bear this fact in mind; and while they

battle with the evil which is present, let them not

forget its fertile source, but let them proclaim

through the highways and the liyways of the land

the immutable laws of the Creator, which place

within the power of parents such a controlling in-

tluonce over the destinies of their unborn children.

James McNeill.
Hudson, N. Y., Jan. iU, 1883.

L can not forbear giving here an extract
from Doctor Kellogg"s excellent book. Flam
Facts, as it lias such a direct bearing on the
subject friend M. has so vividly and power-
fuhy brought up before us. >See what our
nation has to battle with:

—

A SOURCE OF CRIME. -THE "JUKE" FAMILY.
Who can tell how many of the liars, thieves, drunk-

ards, murderers, and prostitutes of our day are less
responsible for their crimes against themselves,
against society, and against heaven. thHu those
wtio were instrumental in bringmg them into the
world? Almost every village has its boy "who was
born drunk," a staggering, simpering, idiotic repre-
sentative of a droaken father, beastly intoxicated
at the very moment when he should have beeu most
sober.
An interesting study of this question has recently

been made by Mr. Dugdale, a member of the Prison
Association of the State of New York. Wnen visit-
ing the various jails of the State, he found in one six
persons detained for crimes of vari(jus character,
between all of whom there was a family relation.
Upon further inquiry, he found that of the same
family there were twenty-nine relatives in the vi-

cinity, seventeen of whom were criminals. Still

further investigation developed the following facts:
Within seventy-tive years, a family of 130IJ persons

have sprung from five sisters, several of whom
were illegitimate, and three of whom were known
to be unchaste, and who married men whose father
was an idle, thriftless hunter, .a hard drinker, and
licentious.
Of this family, the history of but 7i9 was traced.
Of these, the facts set forth in the following in-

complete summary were found to be truer-

Paupers 280
Years of pauperism, •. 798
Criminals, MO
Years of infamy 750
Thieves 60
Murderers, 7

Prostitutes and adulteresses, 165
Illegitimate children, 91
No. of persons contaminated by syphilitic disease 480
Cost to the State in various ways 81,308,000

Without doubt a complete summary would make
this showing still more app-.illing, since of the TU9
whose histories were traced, it was in many in-
stances impossible to determine whether the indi-
viduals were guilty of crime or unchasiity or not,
even where there were grounds for suspicion. Such
oases were not included in the summary.
No amount of argument on this question could be

so conclusive as are these simple facts concerning
the "Juke" family. It is certainly high time that
our Ipgislators began to awaken to this sub.iect, and
consider whether it would be an unprcjfitalj'.e ex-
periment to make some attempt to prevent the mul-
tiplication of criminals in this manner. We are not

22-INCn FOOT-POWER f-QUARIXG SHEARS.

You will observe by the cut, that there are
sliding gauges, both on the back and front.

Other gauges make it easy to cut wood, met-
al, card, or paper, into any size or shape,
bound by straight lines. Tin can be cut into
squares or strips, l)y air expert, faster than
you could well count the pieces. Thin wood
is also easily cut, and we use one constantly
in the wax-room for boxing fdn. As we use
mostly thin basswood, we cut it across the
grain readily, where the thickness is from i
to i inch ; and with the grain, we can quick-
ly shear olT even ^ stuff'. Nail the pieces on
your box, letting the stuff extend over; take
it on the shears, and clip off closely clear
around : now linish witii one of our cheap
planes, and yon have a neat job, done in a
twinkling. "With a lot of tliin basswood,
such as you can have made at any shingle
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machine, you can make light packing? boxes
with this machine with wonderful facility.

Tne one figured above cuts a length of 22

inches, and we have obtained a special rate

from the makers, so we can furnish them to

bee-keepers for an even §1U.00.

ClEAMfflOS m BEE OUlTtlRE*

EBITOK AND FUELISHEH,
MEDINA, O.

TERMS: $1.C0 PEK YEAK, POST-I»AI».

FOR CLUBBTNG RATES, SEE FIRST PAGE
OF READING MATTER.

3VEE333I2M"--a., ^^SSIO. 1, XOOS.

And the Lord shall grnide thee continually, and sat-

isfy thy soul.—Isaiah 58: 11.

We have recently sent friend Abbott, of the Brit-

ish Bee Journal, sixty thousand one-piece sections.

Ox page 37, January number, last line of friend

Morris' letter, read "nuisance" instead of "new
ones."

Will friend D. A. McCord ask Mr. Langstroth his

experience in regard to pollen being necessary for

brood-rearing?

We don't want lona articles from anybody. Bear

in mind, there aic a great many we want to hear

something from every month.

The time of holding the meeting of the Bee-keep-

ers' Convention at Jamestown, Pa., has been post-

poned one week, and will take place Feb. 8 and 9.

Reports from working bees are always in order;

but, dear friends, I do not believe it is profitable to

have so much theory as we have been having lately.

Friend Abbott has just us another large order,

and in it is one item of 100 of our 50-ccnt cold-blast

smokers, which seems to imply they find favor

across the water.

It has been said that those who constantly dwell

on the faults of others, are invariably smarting un-

der guilty consciences. One who is trying to do right

is generally pretty busy at home.

If there are any better oranges in the world than

the Rusty Floridas that friend Froscher, of Pilatka,

Fla., is supplying our lunch room with, it has never
been our fortune to find them. Wc have just opened
two barrels of luscious ones.

We have about two dozen of the old-style Water-
bury watches on hand, that we will sell for 50 cents

less than the new solid nickel ones. They are regu-

lated by carrying, like the rest, but the cases are

only nickel plated. Who will take them?

The Apiary Register, from the A. B. J. office, is

very neatly gottenup, and strongly boundin leather;

but I fear our friends will think fl.50 pretty high for

a small book with the "reading" all the same on
each paare, and the pages unnumbered.

We have just added quite a quantity of new type
to our job-work department in printing, and our
friend "M." is anxious that I should let you know
about it. Labels, circulars, price lists, etc., printed

on short notice. Estimates furnished on application.

Friend Hayhurst says, ia his postal-card circu-

lar, "Bon' t send any affidavit, nor return any dead
bees; but simply Sfly they are dead, and briefly give

circumstances." To which I would add, "Don't ev-

er, at any time, be in haste to think you have been
cheated."

We have made a very decided improvement in our
rubber-plate machines, by using a hard quality of

rubber. The fdn. often drops from these plates of

itself. We are now about to test dipping plates for

plain sheets made of rubber. The quality of rubber

required, to stand heat, is worth about $1.00 per lb.

Dr. Kellogg's doctor book, men tioned last month,
is called "Home Hand-Book of Health," and the other

is "Plain Facts for Old and Young," instead of as I

had it. The books are much more expensive than I

supposed when I wrote; and it seems to me the lat-

ter one especially should be published in a cheaper

form, for the benefit of the masses. Address Dr.

Kellogg, Battle Creek, Mich., for prices.

the one-piece sections.

Before us is a copy of a patent granted in 1874,

to H. W. Hutchins, East Livermore, Maine, for a

plan of making boxes of one piece of wood, precisely

like the Forncrook sections, even to the V-shaped

groove, dovetailing in the ends, and all. The draw-

ing makes it so plain, it is difficult to conceive that

Forncrook's was not copied from it.

jDSTas we go to press, "John" is all excited over

some pic-plant roots that Mr. Merrybanks has per-

mitted him to set in his greenhouse. He set the

roots in tubs made by cutting old barrels in two,

filling in with the best manure and woods dirt he

could fliid, and the enormous growth they are mak-
iog— whew! If the men over at the now sawmill

don't get supplied with nice flve-cent pies, sweet-

ened with maple 8.:gar, won't it be funny? You
can just see the chimney of the new sawmill in the

telephone picture.

To-day is the 28th of January, and we have 3639

subscribers, and about 200 swarms of bees. The
bees are in good order. I know that, because they

had a little fly yesterday, and we overhauled a few

of the weaker ones. Hill's device seems to an-

swer excellently for lotting the bees pass from one

comb to another, to get at their stores. I presume

the 3030 subscribers are all in good order too, for

they seem to be quite lively, from the amount of

business they are sending us from every part of the

civilized world.

destitute colonies in FEBRUARY.
Small cikes of candy, laid right on the frames,

over the cluster, seems to be the simplest way of

feeding any colonies that may be in danger of starv-

ation. If broken into pieces about the size of wal-

nuts, they will warm them up more readily. I would

not feed candy containing flour for at least another

monih yet. So long as there is danger of more se-

vere weather, I would not start brood-rearing. Of

course, this is for Northern localities. Where bees

can fly a little nearly every day, you can crowd

brood by feeding aU you choose.
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QUEENGESS COLONIES IN WINTER.

Don't worry if you have a few colonics quecnlcss.

We have four or five such, nnd they are wintering

just as well as any, so far; and if it is desirable to

prevent brood-rearing, the iibscncc of a queen will

probably be just as effective as the absence of pol-

len. Friend Viallon, or somebody else down that

way, will have young queens ready lor us in April;

and who knows but that they will be all the better

for having no queen until April? I should not be at

all surprised, from the experience I have had in

such matters.

A BEE PAPER IN CALIFORNIA.

It is coming, friends, and I think it a pretty good

Idea, if they have some one to direct it who is not

afraid of work, and, so far as I know, friend Lever-

ing seems to be the man. See:—
Please mention in your Feb. No., if you oan, that tlii.-; State is

to have a bee paper, "The California Aiiicultinisl ;" tluit it

will be out by the Ut of Feb., and publi.--hecl at lliisi'Uy anil

Los Angeles, with N. Levering as editor. Subscription price

$1.00 per year. Cal. Api. Pub. Co.
Oalilaticl, Cal., Jan. 20, 1S82.

1 confess, friends, I would much rather see the

name of some good square man, in the place of "Cal-

ifornia Apieultural Pub. Co."

In regard to the Square List, it has occurred tome
that candidates for this list had better be pro-

pounded a month ahead; and if no objection is

raised, they then go in. Also, as it may not be al-

ways possible to settle according to everybody's de-

mands, why not have difficult cases settled by ar-

bitration? Any party who refuses to submit to ar-

bitration, I suppose would have to be called a

"heathen," and passed by as unworthy of count.

You may say this is getting a little complicated;

but there is great need of something of the kind, as

many of you well know.

TDE BLIZZARD.

The morning of the Slth it was 3^ below zero here.

I am told that, in some parts of York State, it was
40°. Here is what Doolittle says:—
This is the coldest morning we have had here at Borodino

since I have kept bees. The rneicuiT stands at 26 deg-i'ees be-
low zero as I write. At such times I can not help but feel that
a good cellar, keiit at a uniform temperature of 4.5 degiees, is

the best plan for bees during winter. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Jan. 24, 1882.

And here. Alley:—
Whew ! 20 degrees below zero here . Coldest ever known

.

Wenhani, .Mass., Jan. 21, 1SS2.

Now, I don't feel so sure we want cellars, in our
locality, especially if it turns round as quickly as it

did here; for in 'H hours, or a little more, we had
mud again.

THE PRESENT CONDITION OF AFFAinS AT THE
PATENT OFFICE.

The following is an extract from the Humbug De-
partment of the American Ar/yiculturitit for Febru-
ary:—
A few years ago we asked the then Commissioner of Patents

whj' an inventor could not do business directly with the office.
He replied that, while he would give an inventor every facility
in so doing, he would not advise the attempt, as (lie Patent
Laws, which he had no hand in making, were so intricate, and
in such confusion, as to reciuire an expert to avoid mistakes
which might invalidate a patent.

Well, friends, if such was the case a few years ago,

is it any thing strange if, at the present time, one
getsapatent onanything,if heonly pays the money,
no matter how many times it has been patented be-

fore?

going to renew in a club," it is a pretty hard matter
for us. If we send it without pay, of course we must
charge it; and then when the club agent sends in

the name, how are we to know that the charge
should be balanced on the ledger? Again, you say,

"Keep my name on your list, and don't let Glean-
ings stop. I will remit in a few days." Well, when
you remit, a great many of you don't say a word
about this little transaction, but just say, "Here is

your dollar for Gleanings;" and the consequence
is, you get two copies— one paid for, and the other
charged to your account. We have had several

quite respectable little fights (we try to have no oth-

er kind with our patrons) from misunderstandings
growing out of just this one thing. Now, won't you
try to help us?

A SUCCESSFUL HOUSE APIARY.

Mr. J. p. Needles, Alanthus Grove, Mo., has re-

cently paid us a visit, and, among other things, I

learned he had a house apiary which he has had in

constant use since before the time ours was built.

He uses it only for comb honey, and never lifts out
the combs, nor opens the hives at all, except to

take the honey off, and as he does this only after

the bees are driven out of the boxes by cold weather,
he never has any bees out in the house. The honey,
while there over the hives, is safe from moths,
thieves, and all other enemies, and it Is never
moved until he wants to take it to market. I pre-

sume he gives each colony all the boxes they can
possibly fill, at the commencemeat of the season;

for, in fact, he saj's he sometimes piles them almost
up to the ceiling. In this way he would get a better

ripened quality of honey, but it would not be so

clean and white to the eye.

We always like to accommodate; but when some
friend say?, " Send us Gleanings right along, I am

I THINK, friends, I shall have to give you a little

chapter on alarm clocks, as so many are complain-
ing their clocks don't alarm when they are set. The
trouble is, you forget that the alarm is dependent
on the position of the hour-hand of your time-piece;

if you move the hour-hand to set the clock after it

has run down, your alarm is out of tune.

HOW TO 8ET the ALARM CLOCK CORRECTLY.
Wind the alarm a little, and then move the clock

forward by the minute-hand, until the alarm sounds.
Now let go of the minute-hand, afid place the hour-
hand exactly over the time you wish to get up, say
half-past five in the morning. You see the alarm
has just sounded, and it is half-past five by the hour-
hand. Therefore it will ahvays sound at half-past

five until the hour-hand is again moved independ-
ently. Wind up your clock, and set It by the min-
ute-hand as usual. Now don't wind your alarm dur-
ing the day, or it will sound in the afternoon at half-

past five; but wind it in the evening, before j-ou re-

tire.

Suppose some one should say, "Potatoes can not
be raised for 2.') cents a bushel. I can demonstrate
itbyflgiu-es. If anybody offers them at that price,

he is damaging the community, for they can not be
good." Would not somebody soon say, " Whj-,

friend, what means this singular vehemence?
Have you a spite against anybody who does raise

them at that price? Very likely you can not afford

to do it; but how do you know what others can do?
See, here are carloads of them going off, and those
who have used them for j'cars do not find them ma-
terially different from those they have at other
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times paid a dollar for"? Is not the case some-
what parallel with the "essays" we have had against

dollar queens? No one expects dollar queens are all

to be used for breeding purposes (any more than

that all Cuttle and horses shall he so used), for the

greater part of them are used for the production of

honey. If I am not mistaken, the greatest crops of

honey on record have come from our dollar queens,

reared from imported mothers. On page 5SU of our
December number, a daughter of a dollir queen
gave 316 lbs. comb honey, and oOt extracted, in twen-

ty-four days. What do lijng, uncharitable " har-

angues" (excuse me) amount to, compared to great

reports like these?

CIRCUIilRS, ETC., RECEIVED.

SQUARE MEN.

5gj^-5feE like your proposition to start a "Square
WM Men's" column; but while such a course on
-^ -' your part would be of unquestionable ad-

vantage to all dealers whose dealings will bear the

light of daj', and to consumers, it presents some ob-

stacles, the chief of which is the danger of doing in-

justice, either to an honest dealer by leaving him
out of the list, or to consumers and all concerned,

by putting in dealers of questionable reputation. In

order to bo just to all, it will be necessary to proper-

ly define the meaning of square men. Our ideal of a

square man, and which we endeavor to live up to, is

one who will keep the rjoMcn rule, " do to others as

he would that they should do unto him." Suppose

you should offer to insert one month, free, an ad-

vertisement offering to make every thing square

with dissatisfied customers. For our part, we would

be glad to re.'pond with something like the follow-

ing:
NOTICE!

We do not know that we have a single dissatisfied

customer; but if we have, such will confer a favor

by writing us kindly, and we will do our best to

render satisfaction.

Why is it that some sny that the world is hard to

please? We have not found it so.

E. A. Tno.MAS & Co.
Colerain, Mass., Jan. 14, 1882.

Friend Tliomas. I tbank you for your sug-
gestions, as well as those written by others on
this matter, and it is to me another evidence
of God's loving kindness over all of us who
are trying to do right, for good is assuredly
beginning to shine out of it all. One who
bad not worked hard for a good name would
hardly dare come out and take the bold
stand you and several others have done.
May the J.ord bless you, and give you pa-
tience to bold out in the task you have un-
dertaken. How will this do V —

Department for those who wish to be corisidered

SQUARE MEN.
Names will be inserted in this Department free of charge the

first time. After that, lOo. each insertion, or $1.00 per year.

Wg whose names appear below do not know that
we have a single dissatisfied customer; but if we
have, such will cimfor a favor by writing us kindly,
and we will do our best to render satisfaction.

Paul Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La.;
I. li. Good, Napp:inee, Elkhart Co., Ind.;
Otto Kli'inow, opn. Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.
E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Jackson Co., Mo.

;

E. A. Thomas & Co., Colerain, Mass.

Friend llavhnrst frivc?: m .a very neat little price list on a pos-
t il r:iril, an 1 duriny; ISX'! is prepaid 1 to replace all doUai' queens
that ttirn out liylirid^. IC;uisa-; i.'il.v. Mo.
W. \V. Cuy iV SciTi, ( 'iilcraini-. :\I,i.ss., send us a 1-page circular

and prioe list of \>vi-^ :\ni\ supplies.
A very |>vi'tty little (jueen circular from .1. T Wilson, Mor-

tonsvillc, Ky.,' telling to which State in the Union he sent
queens l:\^t vi-ar.
W. S. ('auilieu, Pleasant Hdl, S. C, a price list of Italian bees

and (luoi'us, imr pimc, 5 x 15.

Jas. FornrruoU- ,v Co , Itlpag'c list of apiarian supplies, bees,
etc. Watcitown. Wis.
A very pretty I'i-paLte circular from Mrs. Lizzie K. Cotton, of

West Ubrhaiu, JIc. This circular contains muclt that is valua-
ble; but I fear it rather exaKK'erates the profits that a new hand
misht cxiicct from a swarm of boes. Mrs. C lays almost too
much stress on " ln-r liivc," as it seems to me; still, I have no
doubt but tlcit til-cat ii-siilts maybe obtained by her plan of
very libi'ral b.'cdiiiK bcloic t\ic honey I'rop appears.
c' (i ]>ii-kiiisoii, South Oxford. X. Y, sends us a 1-page cir-

cular and ]uicc list of bees and hives.
We have .just i)rinted circulars and price lists for the follow-

ing parties:

-

J. F. Hart, I'nion Point, Go.., an 8 page catalogue of bee sup-
plies, copiously illustrated.

.T. M. Kinzic. Doou, Out , Canada, a 4 page list of hives, etc.
Von Horn, omalia, Xeb, a 4-page list of apiarian supplies, il-

lustrated.
A. W. Cheney, Ivanawha Falls, W. Va , a 12 page list, illus.,

of the Kanawha Apiaries.
Dclos Staples, West Sebewa, Mich., a 4page circular and de-

scriptive piice list of the Willow Ridge fruit farm.
T- C Crilly, (iiatlon, O., .a 12-page list of bees and queens.
fi ^I. Doolittlc's r;-page list is very comprehensive, giving a

list of papers for which he is agent, some rvui in number, and
also a catalogue of bees and queens. Altliough friend Doolittlo
is so prominent as an apiarian, one is ;it a loss to say, after
i-eading his catalogue, whether he is not deservedly as much so
as a horticulturist ; for his cuts of strawberries .and potatoes,
and descri)ition of small fiuit, make one's "mouth water."
Borodino, X. Y.

Rubber or plaster machines, warranted, $3 75 to
ST.dO. THIN FDN. machlnerv comolete, by mail.
$2.,50. See OLIVER FOSTER'S free samples and
price list. Mt. V^ernon, Lian Co., I )wa. 3d

NORTHERN-GROWN SEEDS. PLANTS, VINES, ETC,,

of first hands, at growers' prices, grown at my seed
farm, fruit gardens, and apiary, east side Saratoga
Lake. Address, JOHN H. MYERS.

Box 106i, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

T*vo young men to work with bees, and in the nurs-
ery. Will paywages, wiih a chance lo learn the busi-
ness. S. I. FREEBORN,
2d Ithaca, Richland Co., Wis.

At Kansas City, Mo.^
I breed PURE ITALIAN BEES for sale. I warrant

my dollar queens to be purely mated, and guarantee

safe arrival. I will try to givo perfect satisfactiun.

Please send for list to E. M. HAYHURST,
2-3d P. O. Bo.x 1131.

1S82. TWELFTH YE-VR. 1882.

Tested Queens in April and May, - - - $3 50
" " in June and after, - - - 2.00

Untested Queens in April and May, - - 1.25
" " in June and after, - - LOO

Bv the % doz , 5 per cent olf above prices. By the
dozen. 10 per cent off above prices. Also, Syrian
and Cyprian Queens (bred in separate apiaries), at

same price. Sent by mail, and safe arrival guaran-
teed. Address W. P. HENDERSON,
2-5d Murfreesboro, Ruth. Co., Tean.

FOR SALE CHEAP.—Foot-power buzz-saw. Pure
Plvmouth Rock fowls and eggs for hatching

during the season. Orange cane-seed, the kind bees
work on. Also seed potatoes. For prices, address

N. J. ISRAEL,
2-3d Beallsville Monroe Co., Ohio.
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Langstroth and

SIMFLIOITT HIVES

!

New and perfect maehinei-y for turning- out first-

class work. Send $1.00 and set a 2-story Lansrstroth
Hive, with -i^ixlV^ dovetailed boxes, with all fixtures
complete, in riat. with roof top. All my hives are
made of select dry white pine. To anyone getting:
1000 dovetailed Sections I wiU send a niaohine with
which a child 14 years old can put together 1400 of
my boxes in one day; a deduction of 10 per cent olf
on large orders. Send for Price List. Be sure to
state whether or not you now have my 1881 Price
List. For reference. Farmers' National Bank, or
Nve P1.1W Co.
S. 1>. BCJKIili, Union City, Branch Co., Mich. 2d

BJ;^ XJS^IE
To send a postal card for our illustrated catalogue of

Before pnrchasiujr elsewhere. It contains illustra-
tions and descriptions of every thing new and de-
sirable in an apiary,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Italian, Cyprian, and Holv-Land Queens and Bees.

J. C. & H. P. SAYLES,
2-Td Hartford, Washington Co., Wis.

FOE SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A planing-mill and foundry, with a well- stab-

lished supply trade. Will take bees for first pay-
ment. A. B. WEED,
2 No. 75 Baag Street, Detroit, Mich.

WANTED!
Every reader of Gleanings to send at once for a

copy of my new Illustrated Circular of Bee-keepers'
Supplies. It may pay to see it before ordering.

2-7d

BXSXSSWAX VTANTHJ}.
J. V. CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Henry Co., 111.

BEES and QUEEUS.
HvbridQiip'^ns, fl.OO; Italian Tested Queens, before
May 20, S2.')0: after. S2.00 ITntested Italian, C.vp-
rian. H<'h -Land, and queens where the three races
are kept (laving). .¥1.00; per half-dcz. $.').r)0; per doz.,
SIO.OO. Bees. $1.00 per pound: 2 (L.) frame nuclei,
$1.50; 3(L.)franie nucleus, ^2.00; colony of Italian
bees in 10 (L ) frame hives, $7.00; (add price of
oueens to nucleus and colonies); 3 or more colonies,
10 per cent discount. Special discount on large or-
ders, and after July 1st. Guarantee safe delivery to
your post or express otHce. Root's Extractor, ARC
Book, Cook's Manual, and Bee-keepers' Supplies
I'urnishedat Root's prices.

OTTO KLEINOW.
2tfd Opposite Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.

X3cbX*X3r Xt£k.lia.XL C^iXGGXLiS !

ONLY THE BEST. FROM

W, J. ELLISON, STATESBURG, SUMTER CO., S. C.

Tested queens in April, May, and June,.
" " in July, - . -

Dollar queens in April, May, and June,
" " in .luly - - - -

Bees by the pound in May, - - -

2-.5d

2.00
1.2.5

1.00

1.50

1 OOO Consult your own interest, and send
i. OO^ for my new Circular and Price List of
Colonies. Nuclei, and Queens.
3-Td Address S. D. McLEAN, Columbia, Tenn.

G. M. DOOLITTLE
Says STANLEY'S VANDERVORT FOUNDATION
for sectiotis is even thinner than natural cnmh, and
is the very best fdn. made. See Gleanings for Jan.,
pages 14 and 15, and A. B. J. for Jan. 3. Wo also
make high-walled Vandarvort fdn. for brood-cham-
ber, to fit any size frame. Send for samples and
prices, or send $10.00 for 20 lbs., 10 sq. ft. per lb., to
2-4d G. W. STANLEY & BRO.,
Wyoming, - Wyoming Co., - New York.
!^S"25 cents per lb. in trade for good yellow bees-

wax, delivered here.

I
Brother Bee-keepers, if you want the most perfect

surplus arrangement for obtaining Surplus Comb
Honey, send for my new Twit) Clamp; it is simple,
cheap, and handy. It keeps the sections clean and
neat from propolis. I will send a perfect clamp,
filled with the most beautiful sections in the world,
all ready to set upon the hive, for $1.00. By this
sample you can get the idea, and make them to fit

upon any hive. Send to
F. BOOMHOWER.

2d Gallupville, Scho.Co., N. Y.

IMPORTED QUEENS.
In April, 11 francs in Gold.
May and June. ... 10 " " "
July and August. - . . g i. »i u

September and October, - . 7 " " •'

Queens which die in transit will be replaced only
if sent back in a letter. 1-fid

CHARLES BIANCONCINI & CO., Bologna, Italy.

CtFOUHDATIONIjO
WHOLESALE

-AND-

RETAIL.
Dealers in Bee Supplies will do well to send for our

wholesale prices of foundation. We now have the
most extensive manufactorj^ of foundation in the
country. We send to all parts of the U. S. We
make all standard styles, and our wax is nowhere to

be equaled for cleanliness, purity, and beauty. Ex-
tra thin and bright for sections. All shapes and all

sizes. Samples free on rciiuest.

CHAS. DADADTT 6l SON,
Itfd HAMILTON, HANCOCK CO., ILL.

1882. QUEENS ! 1882.
I am now booking orders for war-

''* ranted Italian Queens; each, $1.00;
six. $5 00. Tested, after June, $1..50.

Cyprians, unwarranted, $1.00; six,
$5.0). Send for circular giving de-
scription and recommendations from
P. M. and county oiHcers. Money-
Order oflice, Versailles, Ky.
Itfd jr. T. WILXoiV,
Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

I. R. GOOD, Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Indiana,
Makes a specialty of rearing

Holy " Land Queens.
All queens bred from D. A. Jones's imported queens.
Dollar queens before June 20th, $1.25 each; after
that date, single queen, $1.00; six queens for $5.00;
twelve or more, 75 cts. each. Tested queens, $2.50
each. Italian queens, raised in Holy-Land apiaries,
same price. Bees by the pound, and nucleus and
full colony, as per A. I. Root's price list. l-9d
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3 Bees lor Sale!

I will sell and ship from the 15th of April till the 20th of May next, 300 oolonies of bees at the following
prices:

SINGLE COLONIES, EACH, $7 50
2 to 5 "

.

.' . . 7 00
5 to 10 " " ..-...- (J 75

10 or more " " £0

PURE ITALIANS, 50 CENTS PER COLONY MORE.
It is unnecessary to siiy any thing: concerning the quality of my bees, inasmuch as thf^y have always

f?iven universal satisfaction. As to their strength in numbers of bees, and extent to brood, I will only say

that they arc as strong as atiy that I have at the season of the year that they are shipped. The queen must
be healthy and prolific, and this year will, in nine c;ises out of ten, bo of last year's breeding, since nearly

all of my 613 colonies that I wintered in last fall had been supplied with young queens during the season.

They will have sullicient honey to carry them through to white-clover blossom; often they have much
more. I use the eight-framo Langstroth hive, with portico. They are caiuted white; arc in neat, trim-

looking shape, and have all straight combs.
I might here insert letters testimonial sufficient, but I tru.t that my guaranty, that every colony I

ship will give satisfaction, is sufficient in any case. Inasmuch as I have shipped several thousand colonics

during the lust four or five years with never a grumbling report.

I will further guarantee safe arrival at the last express station. No order is booked unless accompa-
nied by the cash. When booked it will be filled la its proper turn. Notice will be givon as to the time of

shipment, and, shortly before shipment, the exact date. No discount from the above prices will bo given

under any circumstances to anyone; and correspondence for that purpose will bo useless. I shall, bow-
ever, be glad to answer any other questions in regard to bees and their management.

Money may be sent by Chicago, Mihvaukee, or New York Dr»ft, Money Order, or llcgi^tcrcd Letter.

Respectfully yours.

THE OEIGINAL PATEMT

BINGHAES BEE SMOKEB
AND

Bingham & Hetherinqton

Send a card for testimonials, or half-
dozoii rates, to •

BINGHAM & llETHERiHGTON,
ABBONIA, MICH.

For reliable information regarding climate, re-
sources, and the general industries, subscribe for
the

SEMI - TEOPIC CALIFOHNIA

I

An illustrated monthly, devoted to Agriculture,
Horticulture, Viticolturo. ApicuUure. the home,
and fireside. The KEPBESENTATIVB JOUENAL of the
S0UTHE5H PACIFIC COAST. Subscription east of the
Rocky Mountains, $1.00: sample copv, three 3-cent
stamps. Address COLEiMAN & DICKEY,
2-4 Los Angeles, Cal.

eiVEN'S FOUNDATION PBESS.

GIVEN'S MACHINE
FOK WmiJYG FBAMES.
The only invention to make foundation in wired

frames. Circulars and samples free.

D. S. GIVEN & CO.,
l-3d Hoopestou, Vermillion Co., 111.

, LEWIS' IMPHOVEO ONE-PIECE SECTION.

Objection has been made for the list two years, by
Heddon and otb<rs, to the Ouo-Pieee Section, on ac-
count of the sharp corni rs made by the fcide-insett=,

and bj' others to the tendency of the bees to make
the combs narrower at iho insets. Our attention
was called to ihese objections by receiving large or-
ders for sections without the side-insets (one party
ordering 30,000). Wo have now decided to manufac-
ture them like the above cut, without side-insets.
This improvement aUo enables us to make them at
a lower price, as there is less labor on them. P ice
$1.50 per 1,000 cu « idcrs » o* 'ess tli:in 500.
No cliarye i'ov craitu£. No Pateu-. on tlii

»

Section.
Send for new Price List, now ready.

C B. LEWiS
2tfd VVatcitowu, Wis.

IN THE FRONT RANK
of Queen-Breeders. Oitr handsome 24-page

IllListrated Ca.talou:iie

of four races of BEES, QUEENS, and BEE-KEEP-
ERS' SUPPLIES for 1S32 is now ready. Secure a

copy before you purchase elsewhere. Address
E. A. THOVJAS & CO.

(Successors to E. A. Thomas),
2-Td Coleraine, Franklin Co., Mass.
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ALSIKE CLOVER SRED.—Prime now s^od, 22c
per lb. ; 5 lb3. for $1.00, F. L. W RIG HT,

3d Piaiiinekl, Mich.

/CHEAPEST Pr-ACE FOR COLONIES.- Italian
V_y Bees, S'^.Sil; Nuclei, Queens, Extractors, and
Bee Books, see Feb. Gleanings. Address

OTTO K LEINOW.
3tfd Opposite Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.

/^^OMB FOUNDATION MACHINES, from $1.00 to
\J $4:00. DIpping-Rox, $3.50. Fnundation, 85 to
40c per lb. No .siipg'tng' or breaking' down with the
dipped fdn. Having moved m,v apiary, all wishing
to address me will do so at Townhouse, Smvth Co .

Va. JOHN FAKIS. 3

ANOTHEH MEW IDEA

!

Foundation all rcad.y for business. Every sheet
wired and bound around with a light wooden rim
rcad.v to adjust instantly into .your frame. No ad-
vance in prices. Small sample for tic. I shall also
breed Choice Italian and Holy-Land Queens, prac-
ticing a new stimulative process. Write now for
prices and particulars to JOHN H. MARTIN.
3-2d Hartford, N. Y.

HOLT-LAD
-A. 3Nr X3>

CYPRIAN QUEENS.
Tested Holy-LRnd Queens, in March and April,

$.'5.00. Selected, $7.50.

ALL BRED FROM MOTHERS IMPORTED BY
D. A. JO.VES.

Cyprians at the same price. Reared in separate
apiaries. H. B. HAKRrNGTO>r,
3 Medina, Ohio,

Recent Additions to tlie

COUNTER STORE.
„ THREE-CENT COUNTER.
Postage. J [Pr.of 10, of 100

6
I
Tumbler for !i lb. honey, tin top

|
2!»

|
2 85

3
I
MiiplesugarcrtUes, first run, extra nice,

|

20 | I 75
2|('halk lines, cotton, good

|
20|l-80

2
I

Fishing-lines, cotton, good
i

21
I
2 10

I
Ink, gi>nd blick ink., p^r bottle

|
25

|
3 25

3
I

Pans, oblong, for m>iking 1-lb. bricks of
bee candy or maple sugar

1 33 1 2 75

FIVE-CENT COUNTER.
i
Gem p.iiis, 3 in a frame

|
48 | -l 50

I
Glass tumblers, 1 pt., strong and well
linished

[ 45 | -t 00

TEN-CENT COUNTER-
6

I
Baking powders, friend Muth's, and a
splendid article '

|
80

| 7 50
n ' Gem pans.i! lu a frame ( 95 | 9 00
3

I
Pocket oilers

| 90 [ 8 50
3

i
Spectacle case, tin, just right for our

10-eent speetaoUs
| 85 | 8 00

18
I
Soap. Frank Siddall's Celebrated, wash-
esolotbcs without b')iling and without
injury

|
90

|
8 ,50

Twenty-Five Cent Counter.
12

I

Hummer, tempered steel, claw, small
size, adze eve, splendid for the money |

3 .52
|
25 00

1
Wooden bowls. 17 inches 1

2 25
I
21 00

Thirty-Five Cent Counter.
6

I
Pocket wrench, nickel-plated, a very

il.seful tool
I

3 00 27 50

SEVENTY-nVE CENT COUNTER.
10

I

Life of Gartieli). from Canal Boy to
President, .\lger**

|
6 85

|
67 00

10
I

Walks and Wonts of Jesus** 1 5 50
| 50 00

This book cont.iins, in ver.y Large type, all the words spoken
by Jesus, as nearly in fheii- proper or<ler as we can get them.

ONE -DOLLAR COUNTER
35

I
Clock, in ualniit c;ise: a real beauty.
and a good " timer." 1 9 00

i
85 00

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

NORTHERN-GROWNSiDiyLAmVINES. ETC.,

of first hands, at growers' prices, grown at mj' seed
farm, fruit gurdens, and apinr.v, east side Saratoga
Lake. Descriptive catalogue free.

Address, JOHN H. MYERS,
DoxlOm. Sara toga Springs, N. Y.

TOOLS FOBTl^AXCirrG

Maple Sugar

!

Sap-piils, 10-qt.,each20c; per hundred, $18.00. Sap-
spiles, like those shown on page 143, per box of 100,

$1..50; per 1000, $I3..50. Sample by mail, 10 for 30c.
Bits, "ii, to match above, 20c; braces to hold thera,
25 and 50c. Pn.stage on bits. 3c; on braces, 18 and 37c
respectively. Oblong square pans, for 1-lb. cakes,
3c each. Patty p.ins, from 10 to 3(ic per dozf n.

A. L ROOT, Medina, 0^_

FOR SALE.—Barnes Bros.' Combined Machine
with all necessary tools for making hives,

frames, and section boxes. C^st $.50; will take $30.
J. F.THORNTON,

3d Bedford. I nd.

One-Piece Sections a Specialty.
Pound size, $4.50 per 1000; L. hives, .50c each. Cir-

cular free. BEE WALKER,
3-7d ^apac, St. Clair Co., Mi h.

WANTED.—A Barnes Combination Circular and
Scroll Saw. Must be in good condition.

Write, stating particulars and the lowest cash price.
S. H. HICKOK,

3 ^ BethcU Fairfield Co^Conn^

WOOD SEPARATORS FORSURPLUS HONEY
They are better, cheaper, warmer, than tin, and

give % inch f?iO'n?icc to sections. We have machin-
ery to furnish them in any ouantity desired. Ad-
dress C R. ISHAM, Peoria, Wyoming Co., N. Y., or
C. J. VAN EATON, York, Ljy. Co., N. Y. 3a
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Names of responsible parties will be Inserted in

any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 30 cents each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names inserted in this department the first tim^ with-

out charge. After, 30c each irisertion, or $3,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anj'thing of the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time when customers become
Impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st, or after Nov. If want-
ed sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. Itf

*Paul L. Viallon. Bayou Goula, La. Ittd

*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. Itfd
*Wm. Ballantine. Sago, Musk. Co.. O. Itfd
C. H. Deane, Sr., Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

Itfd
*.T. O. Facev, New Hamburg, Ont., Can. 2-7

*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O. 3-3

*C. C V aue-hn, Columbia, Maury Co.. Tenn. 3-8

.1. P. Sterritt, Sheakleyville, Mercer Co., Pa. .3-8

*Otto Kleinow, opp. Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.3tfd

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. Itfd
S. P. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. Itfd
.T. F. Hart, Union Point. Greene Co., Ga. 4-3

M. S. West, Flint, Gen. Co.. Mich. 2-7

F. A. Snell, Milledgeville, Carroll Co., 111. 3-2

Department for those who wish to be considered

SQUARE MEN.
Names will be inserted in this Department free of charge the

first time. After that, 10c. each insertion, or 81-00 per year.

If thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest
that thy brother hath aught against thee, leave theie thy gift
before the altar, and go thy way; first be reconciled to thy
brother, and then come and offer thy gift.—Matt. 5: 23, 24.

We whose names appear below do not know that
we have a single dissatisfied person with whom we
have had deal; but if we have, such will confer a
favor by writing us kindly, and we will do our best
to render satisfaction.

Paul Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par.. La.;
Otto Kleinow, opp. Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.
I. R. Good, Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Ind.

;

3tfd
E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Jackson Co., Mo.3tfd
E. A. Thomas & Co., Colerain, Mass. 3ifd

THE FOLLOWING ARE IN THIS MONTH FOR THE
FIRST TIME.

J. P. Moore, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky. 3tfd
G. W. Stanley & Bro., Wyoming, Wy. Co., N.Y.Stfd
Hiram Roop, Carson City, Montcalm Co., Mich. 3-3

Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa. 3tfd
D. A. Pike, Box 19, Smithsburg, Wash. Co., Md. 3-5

J. A. Osborne, Rantoul, Champ. Co., 111. 3ttd
Chas. D. Duvall, Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md. 3tfd

J. O. Fflcey, New Hamburg, Ont., Canada. 3-7

J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky. 3tfd
Rev. J. S. Woodburn, Livermore, Westm'd Co., Pa.

3-8

J. H. Myers, Saratoga Springs, Saratoga Co., N. Y.
3tfd

Byron Walker, Capac, St. CUir Co., Mich. 3tfd

ESSEX PIGS A SPECIALTY!
75 to 100 Pedigree Pig's for delivery in June,

six weeks to two months old. Write for prices.
Also Brown Leghorn (prize winners) EGGS, @ $1

per doz., and B. B. R. G. Bantam Eggs for Hatching
(imported), @ $1.50 per doz., in new baskets. Safe
arrival guaranteed. C. W. OANFIEliD,
5-4:d Athens, Bradrord Co., JPa.

MUTH'S
HONEY EXTRACTOR,

SQUAKE GLASS HONEV JARS,
TIN BUCKETS, BEE HIVES,

HONEY SECTIONS, &c., &c.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send Stamp of 10c for "Practical Hints to
Bee-keepers. Itfd

READ THIS:
FIFXr YEARS AN APIARIAN.

We are the oldest breeders of Italian Bees, and
manufacturers of APIARIAN SUPPLIES in New
England.
Our experience dates backto the first experiments

of Mr. Langstroth in the movable-comb system.
Send for our Price List of Bees, Queens, and Sup-
plies, before making your purchases for 1883.

Address WM. W. CARV & SON,
Itfd Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

HEADQUARTERS FOR
EARLY ITALIAN and

CYPRIAN BEES and

TWO, THREE, & FOUR FRAME NUCLEI
-AND—

TESTED QUEENS^ SPECIALTY

!

DOLLAR QUEENS FUR- I THREE RACES OF
NISHED WHEN BEES FOR SALE BY
REQUESTED. I

THE POUND.
I shall take especial pains to furnish very full

stocks early in the season.

EXPRESS CHARGES PAID PART WAY !

Basswood-Trees, Black Locust, and Sourwoods,

young and thrifty, at reasonable rates. Send your
orders early, and get served early.

Send for Circulars, and see how well I will use

you. Address

A. V7. CHENEY,
KANAWHA FALLS, FAYETTE CO., WEST VA.

THE
British Bee Journal.
The British Bee Journal is now mailed to our ad-

dress in packages, each month. In order to dispose
of them, we offer them at present at $1.00 per year,
postage paid, beginning Jan., 1883. Will guaratee
safe arrival of every number.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

FOR SALE CHE AP.~Foot-power buzz-saw. Pure
Plymouth Rock fowls and eggs for hatching

during the season. Orange cane-seed, the kind bees
work on. Also seed potatoes. For prices, address

N. J. ISRAEL,
3-3d Beallsville Monroe Co., Ohio.
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Hfiaiparters ii tlis Sol
FOR THE MANUFACTCTBE AND SALE OF

Bee-keepers' Supplies

SIIM:FELICITY
AND V. D. NELLIS HIVES AND FRAMES.

THE ALL-IN -ONE-PIECE SECTIONS,
Made on a machine purchased from A. I. Koot.

Comb Foundation.
Having purchased Mrs. Frances Dunham's whole

outfit to manufacture foundation liy steam power,
I can furnish foundation in any quantitv, and in
sheets as large as 14 inches wide and 7 feet long-.

ITALIAN BEES and QUEENS.
All bred from imported mothers of my own im-

portation. Dollar queens in April, $1.25; in May,
$1.10; in June and after, $1.00. Tested queens from
March 1st to July 1st, $3.50; after. $3.00. Full colo-
nies of Italian bees in any quantity. Early l-frame
nucleus, with tested queens. $5.00. This is more ad-
vantaereous to those wishing bees by the pound.
Send for illustrated catalogue for further particu-
lars. Address

Bayou Goula, Iber^'llle I*ax'., I^a.

C. OLM'S COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
SEND FOR SAMPLE AND CIRCULAR.

5tfd C. OIj.TI, Fond du Lac, Wis.

^ST0 3E»! Ij IST Ja 3>kr 1..^
The new Deane System for Comb Honey.

The N. A. B. K. A. says it surpasses any thing- of
the Icind. combining all the necessary arrangements,
simple emd complete. One full set for 50 cts. Weight,
4 to 5 lbs. Sent by freight or express as ynu direct.
Send money bv P. O. money-order to Versailles,
Woodford Co., Ky., at my risk. Send for price list.

Will send by mail, exact"measurement of each piece
of the Star Chatf Hive, and the new Deane System,
for 30 one-cent stamps. Don't fail to put your name
and P. O. address. C. H. DEANE,
12-5d Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

1882. QUEENS ! 1882.
I am now booking orders for war-

ranted Italian Queens; each, $1.00;
six, $5 00. Tested, after June, $1.50.
Cvprians, unwarranted, $1.00; six,

$5.01. Send for circular giving de-
scription and recommendations from
P. M. and county officers. Money-
Order office, Versailles, Ky.
Itfd J. T. WlliSOiV,
Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

IN THE FRONT RANK
of Queen-Breeders. Our handsome 34-page

Illustratecl Catalogue
of four races of BEES, QUEENS, and BEE-KEEP-
ERS' SUPPLIES for 1883 is now ready. Secure a

copy before you purchase elsewhere. Address
E. A. THOMAS & CO.

(Successors to E. A. Thomas),
2-7d Coleraiae, Franklin Co., Mass.

20 SWARMS OF BEES FOR SALE!
I will sell, and deliver to Louisville express office

from 1 to 30 swarms of Italian and hybrid bees at
the following prices : In 10-framo 3-st()ry Langstroth
hives, each $10.00; in 8-franie 1-story L. hives, each
$7.50. Pure Italians, $1.00 per colony more. They
have all straight worker combs, young queens, and
are as strong as any that I have at the time of ship-
ment. I will guarantee safe arrival to your express
office, and am determined to give satisfaction. No
order tilled unless accompanied by the cash. No
discount on the above prices. Address

A. SCHNEIDER.
3 4d Cor. 26th & Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

Dodgers Bee - Feeder
TAKSS THE CAKE !

Hundreds using it; universal satisfaction. Sample
by mail, 30e; per dozen, by express, $3.i 0. Price list

oif Bee-keepers' Supplies, and Small-Fruit Plants,
free to all who send. Address U. E. DODGE,
3d Fredonia, N. Y.

GIVEN'S FOUNDATION PRESS.

GIVEN'S MACHINE
FOE ^]'IRI^^G FRAMES.
The only invention to make foundation in wired

frames. Circulars and samples free.

l-3d

S. GIVEN & CO.,
Hoopeston, Vermillion Co., III.

Honey-Bearing Trees

Look! Look!
For 35 cents, I will send by mail, postpaid, to any

part of the United States, either of the following
(can use 3c and 3e stamps):
20 Pussy-Willow cuttings, the earliest blossoming of

honey-trees (except box-elder), yielding pollen
largely.

20 Golden Willow cutting?, yields both honey and
pollen, and is tougher than hemp twine for tying.

35 Gray, or fence willow: will grow on low, wet
ground, and can be headed back into a good fence;
also yields honey plentifully. Put in deep, and
ground well mulched, 90 per cent of these cut-
tings will ft)rm roots.

10 Catiilpa Spociosa. Nice trees. Better than bass-
wood for honey; a very quick grower, and the
wood positively will not rot.

13 Turner R ispberry. Best honey-plant in U. S., and
bearing abundant crops of the finest fruit.

13 Gregg, largest black-cap, keeps the bees busy.
10 Rox-Elders; nice little trees.
5 Russian Mulberry; fine fruit-trees.

Catalpa seed, 30c por 75 seeds. Osage hedge-plants,
boxed on car, by freight, $3 50 per 1000. For cata-
logues of small fruit and nursery stock, send to
3d H. M. Morris, Rantoul, 111.

Evergreen Sugar-Corn Seed, at $3. .50 per bushel.
Seamless Sacks, 3.5c. Germination guaranteed.
3d J. A. WARD, Madisonville, H am. Co., O.

FOR SALE!
I have a few more stocks of Hyhrid Bees that I

will sell cheap; also 13 Nellis Chaff Hives, and 16

Novice Chaff Hives. Now is your time, if .vou want
a bargain. Bees will be shipped in lO-frame Sim-
plicity Hive complete.
. Address W. G. SALTFORD, 61 Delafleld St.,

3d Poughkeepsie, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

-AwKrTEX>.-'«7S7"-A.38:. -Address
Von Dorn, 820 South Ave., Omaha, Neb.W
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We h'^ve rpccived from D. A. Jones a quantity of
his perforfitcd zinc, for the exclusion of drones and
queens. Duties and freia-hts cost so mueh wo can
n<Usellit less than 15 cents per square foot; hut we
will cut it to any size tor that price The pistafic; on
it, if wanted b3'mail,will be about 18 cents per square
foot. ,

TnK price of nails has advanced so that we can not
now buy them at the prices given in our Jan. price
list. A"now price list will be mailed on application.
Wire nails are at old prices, for immediate orders.
A very larsre tr.ide has sprung- up in No. liO tinned
wire, for brood ef>mbs, and, notwithstanding- ad-
vances, by buying in half-ton lots we are enabled to

erivt' a decline in prices as follows: For less than 1

lb., 2c per oz ; for 1 lb. or more, 25c; for unl.r.iken
coils, as thov come from the factory, weighing from
5 to 10 lbs, 2ac per lb.

Friknd Boomhower sends \is a piece of a section,
with a very pretty labnl on it. The latter is made
with a rubber stamp. The matter on it is something
like this:-

a*

T^

©

CUMB HONEY, ^ p
FllO.I! THE py ©

GaUiipville, Schn. C;)., N. Y. H

_ F. BOOMHOWEE. PEOP. p^ R
» ©©OQ00O0QOO0QS0O00G0

•

Wc can furnish such for $2 50, postpaid.

BASSWOOD-TKEES; HOW SHALIj WE GET THEM?
Tfterr is quite a call for b-isswood-trees, and no-

body is at present a'lvertising th^m. [ h-ive a iittle

bit of a secn^t for those who want somclhing to do,

and it is that basswood shoots, if cut tip into single-
bud pieces, and properly started, will grow almost
as well as currant and willow. I am trying to get
time to have it tried in our greenhouse, and have
just been thinking of getting buds from such trees
as I know produce lots of honey, so as to get an ex-
tra variety. Mr. Merrybanks thinks he can raise
maple-trees in the same way, from the " old s^veet
tree." We shall see. Will those who can furnish
small bass wood-trees please advertise them? You
need not write me about them, because it will be by
far the simplest way to deal direct with those who
wish to purchase. Get some basswood shoots, and
start them in boxes in the window, or near the stove.
If the basswoods are not near you, we can furnish
the buds for 25 cents per hundred, postpaid.

CIKCUIiARS, ETC., RECEIVED.
Otto Sohulz & H. Guhler. of Buckow, Pi-ussia, send us a very

nice 20-yinse price list of supplies for the apiary, as used In Ger-
many. The list also contains a lithoerraphed card witli pictures
of implements for the apiai-y. presenting quite a contrast with
those used here; also a calendar for 1882 on the back. This list

is so pretty, that probaljly few will be thrown away
.7. A. Hopkins, Soutli Oxford, N.Y., sends out an 8-papre list,

8x3'/^ inches, of supplies for the apiary. It is well t^ottcn up.
(t. W. Stanley, Wyoming:. N. Y., sends out a neatl-pago cir-

cular, with samples' of the Vandei-vort fdn.
One of the brightest tittle circulars of IB pages comes from our

friend Viallon. Bayou Goula, La. We make the following ex-
tract in regard to Simplicity hi\-es. from p. 7: " Having had no
demand for L. hives for the last two seasons. I discard them
from this catalogue ; while it may have been the best and sim-
plest hive at one time, it is fast being superseded by the Root's
Sim]3licity, and the Vandeusen-Nellis Simplicity hives, which
are, in fact, nothing else but an improved L. hive, giving all

the facilities of manipulation.'

'

Narmore & Wood, North Lansing. Mich., send a price list of
hives, sections, etc.. printed on card, 5}4^-fH-
J.I. Johnson, Palmyra. N. Y. .sends out his 4-page spring cata-
logue of small fruits, and price list of bees.
Dougherty & McKee, Indianapolis, Ind., dealers in bee-keep-

ers' supplies, have sent us an 8-page illustrated price list of their
wares

.

Friend Olm, Fond du Lac. Wis., sends us samples of beautiful
fdn. with high side walls and thin bases: also prices of mills for
making the same, down to 40, 2,i, 15, and 10 dollars for 12, 9, 6, and
4 inch, respectively.
The California Apiculturist makes a very creditable appear-

ance for the tirst nuiuber. Tei-nis $1.00 a year.
A very pretty 32-page catalogue from A. H . Newman, 972 W

.

Madison St., Chicago, 111., fully illustrated with modern imple-
ments.
Dr. Nugent, Strathroy. Ont . Can . is fully up to the times

with his tasty 20-page pi-ice list of things pertaining to the bee
business.

S. D. Buell, ITnion City, Mich., has issued a 12-page list of Sim-
plicity and L. hives, sections, etc.
A very pretty circular of fdn. mills, from Mrs. Frances Dun-

ham. Mrs. Dunham, by her increasing business, demonstrates
woman's capabilities in nice machinery as well as bees.

J. O. Facey. New Hamburg, Out,, Can,, sends a 4-page list of
bees and apiarian supplies.

X very pretty circulair from W.P. Henderson, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.. with a long string of kind words from his pleased cus-
tomers.
Dr. ^V. R. Howard. Kingston, Texas, sends .a nicely printed 4-

Iiage list of ai)iarian supplies. It is literally filled with cuts — a
good feature.

F. A. Snell, Milledgeville, 111., issiies a 16-page list of hives,
exti-a(-tors, bees, etc. Illustrated. Friend Snell makes the
"Eclipse " hive.
Cheirograph circulars are becoming quite common. Friend

Duff, of Flat Kidge, O.. sends us one .5x4. one page, which looks
decidedly '

' gay. " It is a price list of queens, It.alian and Cyp-
linn. Fnllowin;r this is one from friend Oliver Foster. Mt. Ver-
non, liiwa. relative to rubber machines for molding fdn.
G 11. Lewis, Watertown, Wis., sends out a 16 -page price list,

map fold, of ajiiarian goods.
B. Davidson, Vxbridge, Ont.7issuos an S page list of hivos, sec-

tions, etc,
I. R. Good, Nappanee, Ind., is out with a postal circular of

bees and queens.
J. H. Robertson, Pevvamo, Mich., sends out a 4-page price list

of bees, with a picture of his .apiary on first page.
L. C. McFatridge, Carroll, Ind. , a postal circular of bees and

qtieens.
J L. Bowers, Berryville, Va., sends us a pretty 4-page list of

ajjiarian goods.
Among those issued from our Job Department during Februa-

ry we note the circular and price list of E. T Flanagan, Belle-
ville. 111., 12 pages, illustrated, size of this journal. A 4-page
list for J. A. Osborne, liantoul. Ill .dealer in bees, queens, and
Cotswold sheep. A 4 page list of bees and queens for George
W. Baker, Lewisvilie. ind. A price list of grapevines and small
fruit. torF. L. Wright, Plaintield. Mich.

J. P. Moore, ^viorsan, Ky., a 4-page list of Italian queens, of
which friend M. makes a specialty.

Underthis head will be inserted, free of charge, tne names or
all those h.iving honey to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, I would not advise you to send vour
honey away to be sold on commission. If near home, where
you can look after it. it is often a very good way. By all me.ins,
develop your home market. For 2o cents we can furnish little
boards to hang up in your dooryard, with the words, "Honey
for Sale, '

' neatly painted. 1 f wanted by m.ail. 10 cents extra for
postage. Boaids saying '

' Bees and Queens for Sale, '
' same

P'ice.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—Ho)!ey.—There are no changes in the

quotations ou either wax or honey in th s market
since my last rep irt. The market is fully supplied,
and sales are much slower. I f^uote: Comb honey,
17@22 c. ; ext.. S(«ili( c. Wax, 18(a),22 c.

Chicago, Feb. 22, 1882. A. H. NawMAN.

Cincinnati.—Hone;/ —The retail demand for ex-
tracted honey in small packages is fair, but only an
occ.isional barrel is sold for m^nufaciuring purpos-
es. It brings 7(5sll c. on arrival. Demand for comb
honey is only in a retail wa.y, and only choice white
is salable, it would bring 20 c. on arrival. Beeswax
brings 18(i$-'2 c. on arrival. The demand exceeds the
offei ings. C. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, Feb. 21, 1882.

Cleveland.— Honey.—The honey market contin-
ues very steady, particularl.y for white clover and
basswood; 1-lb. sections take the preference, but we
are enabled to get 2I@22 c. for both 1 and 2 lbs. It is

almost impossible to sell buckwheat honey. Ext. in
small packages sells at 12 c.; large, lie. IT'a.c very
scarce—22®25 c. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland, Feb. 20, 1882.

Detroit.—Honey—The honey market is very dull.

The demand is light, and but little is coming in.

Nothing but what is first-class will sell. Prices are
unsteady, and range from 16 to 18c.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 24, 1882. A. B. Weed.

New York.-Hone?/.-We quote best comb honey,
put up in 2 lb. sections, at 18@20c; fair grade of
white, 1.5@ilTc; mixed and dark grades, 12@13c;
large boxes, 2c per lb. less than above prices; best
white extracted in firkins. 10@llc; best dark do.,

,7@8c. Be swax, prime quality, 'S-Wiylijc. We have no
comb honey in 1-lb. sections; therefore we do not
quote them. H. K. & F. B. Thurber & Co.
New York, Feb. 23, 1882.

I have between 1300 and 1400 lbs. of honey in kegs,
for which I will take 10c for basswood, and 11 for
pure clover, delivered on board cars at Farley. No
charge for kegs. Samples sent, If wanted. 1 guar-
antee purity, and quality to he good.

J AS, ScoTT, Farley, Ohio.
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NO. 28.

OUR BUSINESS- SHALL WE COMMENCE " LITTLE OR
BIG"?

f
If^RIEND HEDDON, I was much pleased in read-

ing your article in January Gleanings. I

agree, with you, that, after a man has learned

bee-keeping, and intends to make it a business for

life, it is foolish for him to fritter away his time
with a few colonies; hut in regard to the manner in

which he shall gain a knowledge of bee-keeping, I

don't agree with you, and yet I do. The serving as

an apprentice may be all right in some cases; in

others, it may not, as a method of management that

is successful in one locality may boa failure in an-

other. An apprentice who came from a distance to

learn of friend Rtddon, might be disappointed upon
putting into practice, at his own home, a method
that was successful in Southern Michigan. But
even if this were the best way of learning bee cul-

ture, ,iust think how few persons can leave home
convenient Ij', and become apprentices; while bj'

the aid of books, bee-papers that contain the ex-

periences of the best apiarists, and a few colonies of

bees, the theory, principles, and practice of bee-

keeping can be easily learned at one's own home.

THE "SQUARE LIST."

I can subscribe to the declaration with which the

"square" listisheaded; yet there is somcttiing repug-
nant tome about thp whole business— this advertis-

ing, in this manner, one's honesty and good name.
Public opinion says, that the physician must not
advertise his wonderful skill; it says, "Let his

works speak for themselves;" and J say, let a man's
works, or dealings, speak for themselves. Di^aler

after dealer has advertised to " guarantee satisfac-

tion;" but, judging from the manner in which some
of them deal, it must have been unto themselves,

and not unto their customers, that they guaranteed
satisfaction. A bee-keeper once said to me, " When
a man advertises, or boasts of his honesty, I think

it advisable not to trust him too far." Please don't

think that I am casting reflections uponthose whose
names have already appeared in the square list—
far from it: T consider them the squarest of square
dealers. Perhaps, though, if I had lost a good round
sum through the dishonesty or negligence of some
" scaly" dealer, 1 might feel differently about this

matter.

BEES WINTERING SPLENDIDLY.

For the first time since November, my bees had a
" fly" yesterday. I carried all, except two colonies,

out of the cellar; allowed them to fly, and then re-

turned them to the cellar. I did not give two colo-

nics a "fly," as I wish to see if they will stand it

without a "fly " until next May. There were scarcely

any dead bees under the hives, and all my bees are

wintering splendidly. I say "all;" but about those

10 colonies that are buried in clamps— well, I will

tell you more about them next spring, after I dig

them out. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Kogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

I think you mistake a little, friend H., in
tlie matter of square men. Those who enter
the list simply promise to make good any
dilierences before commencing another sea-
son's business. Well, tliere are quite a num-
ber of our advertisers whom we would be
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very glad to have say to the friends they
were ready to settle up old scores, and
make thing-s satisfactory. You may say
there are some who can not doit. Jii that

case, should they be allowed to run the risk

of defrauding more V Is it boasting, to say,
'• Friends, if there is any thing in my past
deal not right, I stand ready to make itso"V
To be sure, not. Will anybody put his name
thus before the public who is not square V

He may one month ; but the minute his

name comes out I should be notiiied if he
did not live up to this public offer. That is

why I suggested they be propounded one
month ahead. See :

—

In regard to the Square Men's Column, I wish to

say, that I also liked your proposition, but did not

sec how it was to be managed justly to all, until E.

A. Thomas & Co. explained it. I can most heartily

indorse all they say. Please consider me an appli-

cant for a permanent position in the Square Men's

Column, and accept my thanlvs for placing me there

on the start. You have said a great many kind

words lor me, friend Root, but this last compliment

exceeds them all. If there is one thing that I take

solid comfort in, it is the feeling that, so far as 1

know, none of my customers have reason to com-

plain. E. M. Hayhubst.
Kansas City, Mo., Feb, 6, 1883.

And here is another :

—

To advertise Viallon and Hayhurst, with whom I

have dealt, as square men, seems to me ridiculous,

because I know that, like yourself, they will do more

than is required, to satisfy their customers; but

every year brings new men forward, and to them
your indorsement will be of value.

L. M. Shumaker.
North Danville, Va., Feb. 6, 1883.

Many thanks, friend S., for putting my
poor self in with friends Viallon and ilay-
hurst ; but if you will reflect, I think you
will think of reasons why I can not stand
there. These two friends have fought for

the place they occupy, and there is a great
and strong desire on the part of many of our
younger members, to stand by their side.

Good is coming out of all these troubles,
and perhaps a greater good than even the
most sanguine of us dream of.

V

THE PROBIiEM OF HEKEDITY.

TH3 DZIERZON THEOKY; THOSE THREE - BANDED
HYBRIDS; SEVERAL RACES MERGED INTO ONE;
CLIMATE AND TEMPERATURE CAUSE INSECT
RACES TO VARY IN COLOR; BEES IN
AMERICA; THE EASTERN RACES, ETC.

Mt. EDWARD CORI, who is more extreme in

WW bis views on the Dzierzon Theory than I am,
' says: " I think the effects of impure fertili-

zation more pronounced and perceptible in the

drone progeny than in the worker progeny." A. F.

Brown says: " We erred in breeding from drones

where the queens have met with hybrid or black

drones. Dzierzon or no Dzierzon, for such we have

no use." Martin Metcalf speaks of the Dzierzon

Theory as the bogus theory of the books; and Mr. J.

E. Pond invites the fraternity to set him right if he

has made a mistake in concluding that it is false.

Undoubtedly, all who run full tilt against this theory

should be suspected by the editors — suspected of

having tested it, and of having found it false in

practice. The truth sometimes prevails in the long
run; but, as my views differ from those of the work-
ing majority, lest I become a recognized sinner, I

forbear to press the subject further. Let us have
the whole truth on this important subject, friend
Root, by all means; we have been groping in the

dark too long already for the interest of the bee-
keeping class.

THOSE THREE-BANDED HYBRIDS.

Most people know that animals sometimes breed
after themselves; but most people do not know what
Mr. Doolittle asserts that he does know, in the fol-

lowing quotation ; and herein consists the stunner
observed by Mr. John A. Buchanan, who, mistaking
the shadow for the substance, adds his testimony to

prove the first-mentioned fact. Mr. Doolittle said

(see October Gleanings), '• I claim the Italian bee
is only a 'thoroughbred,' and not a tixed race of

bees. It is said that a cross of the black bee with
the Egyptian will, in three generations, produce a

bee which no man can tell from the best Italian. If

this is so, it is probably the starting-point of our
Italians; but why such breeding can so thoroughly
fix the bands that a queen, mating with a common
drone, will not show such mating in her working
progenj', is more than I can tell, but know such to

be the fact." Mr. Doolittle, then, has found two
races of bees (if the report can be relied on), whose
offspring of the third generation can not be told

from the best Italian! This he considers the start-

ing-point of our Italians. This breeding has so fixed

the bands, that a queen mating with a common
drone will not show such mating in her working
progeny; this he knows to be a fact; and yet he
claims that the Italian bee is only a thoroughbred,

and not a fixed race. Nearly 20C0 years have passed

since two races of bees have been known to exist in

Italy; and what can be accomplished in three crosses

of their probable progenitors, is not yet accom-

plished in their progeny in that country. This sur-

passes the credulity of ordinary men.

several RACES MERGED INTO ONE.

In the early part of this century, in the Miami
Valley, Ohio, the bristly swine of that section of

country were improved by crossing them with the

Russia, the Byfleld, and the Bedford breeds of swine.

In 1816, four China hogs were imported, and bred

with the before-mentioned hybrids. From 1835 to

1841 the blood of the Berkshire hog was freely

added; and in 1838, some Irish graziers were im-

ported and bred with them. By judicious selection

from among these mongrels, a race of fixed character-

istics, called the "Poland-China" hog, was formed
in about half a century. Here seven lines of de-

scent converge to form one race. This race varies

in color from a light-colored hog with small black

spots to those nearly black, as would be expected of

a race made up of the descendants of animals of vari-

ous colors. Color is not, then, necessarily, a dis-

tinctive characteristic of a race.

CLIMATE AND TEMPERATURE CAUSE INSECT RACES
TO VARY IN COLOR.

Two species of the hawk moth. Sphinx quinque-

maculatus, which is a northern species, the larva of

which is known as the potato worm, and another,

whose larva is known as the tobacco worm, meet in

Maryland. They are nearly alike in all their states.

The potato worm is there distinguished from the to*
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bacco worm by the bluish color of the anal horn on
its tall, and by a few minor distinctions. Here, this

horn has assumed the reddish color of the horn of

the tobacco worm. There, as here, the potato worm,
which is of a ffreenish-yellow color in the summer,
becomes nearly black late in the fall. Some speci-

mens hatch out yellow late in the year. In this case,

color is not to be relied on in determining the mem-
bers of the race, and the influences of temperature
and climate are strongly marked.

BEES IN AMERICA, AND THE EASTERN RACES.

Previous to the introduction of the Italian bee, the

bees of this section of country, in some cases, had
well-defined yellow bands; in Arkansas the yellow

color prevailed to a greater extent than here; in

New Mexico they were of a lighter color still; at the

North they remained dark. On the eastern conti-

nent, similar conditions have produced results sim-

ilar to those produced here. Many queen-breeders

have observed the change of color produced upon
the occupant of a queen-cell by exposure to cold;

and the same result maj' be expected by exposing

other brood. Diversity of color in a race of bees,

then, is in line with diversity in color in other races

of insects, and a result due to the same causes. As
in the case of the Poland-China hog, diversity of

color in progenitors will produce diversity of color

in the resulting race, unless the surrounding con-

ditions are such as to produce a counteracting in-

fluence. It is evident, if the yellow bee has been
produced at the South, and the black bee has been
produced at the North, that there must be an inter-

mediate point, or section of country, in which the

two influences are about equal. Here, a race inter-

mediate between the Southern and Northern races

would be likely to develope, or the two races would
overlap each other, and uniformity in color would
not be produced by natural selection.

Virgil wrote before the time of Christ, and then
two races of bees were known in Italy. One was
spangled with gold, which is_ the better race, and
one looked hideously ugly. Italy was then the

intermediate ground on which the two races met,
and, overlapping each other, mingled together.

Knowing, at that early day, that the yellow bee was
to be preferred, the natives would naturally practice

selection in a rude way, and the yellow race would
gradually prevail over the dark one. The influences

of climate and temperature not existing in that

country, the change would have to be produced by
selection alone, and this could not be done until the

two races had become hopelessly blended. We
should expect from such results just what we have
got; namely, a race of bees, uniform in character-

istics, though varying in color from the lighter to

the darker race; yet, when removed to where cli-

matic influences have their full effect, capable of

rapidly assuming the color of the race whose blood

has entered most freely into their composition.

In view of these facts, is it reasonable to doubt
that the Italian bee is a fixed race? In 1874, Mr. H.

A.King had four Italian queens that were dark
enough to pass for black queens. Their workers
were as yellow as any he ever saw — all alike, and
tapering in form, and the drones were better than
the average. He raised quite light queens from
them; this he could not understand, he said; and,

also, that all queens raised in this country are

lighter than those imported. Mr. King's experience
here given agrees with the experience of others

who have used dark-colored queens from Italy, and
is the best evidence to show that the Italian bee is a

fixed race. Where climatic influences do not favor

uniformity in color, they follow the same rule that

governs the Poland-China hog; but when removed
to where it has its full force, the tendency is to at

once assume the color of the progenitor whose
blood has entered into their makeup the most
freely. They have descended from thesarae parents,

and have the same distinctive qualities in common,
which they transmit to their offspring with cer-

tainty. This is as much as can be said of any other
class of animals; they are, therefore, a race.

Rulo, Neb., Feb., 188:2. Jerome Wiltse.

Many thanks, friend W., for your able pa-
per, and the important facts you have fur-
nished us. I have often wondered just how
our Poland-China pigs and other improved
races came about, and you have given some
very important light on the matter. In re-

gard to the Dzierzon Theory, I would sim-
ply ask our friends who can, to get some
after-swarms from a locality where no Ital-

ians can be found, and bring them into a
large Italian apiary. These virgin black
queens will be pretty sure to meet Italian
drones, and will produce mixed workers —
some black, some three-banded, and some
one or two banded (begging friend Doolittle's
pardon). Now, if you can tind among the
whole a drone showing a single mark of Ital-

ian, you will do sometning 1 have not been
able to do.—I have several times had it re-

ported there were yellow bees in localities

where Italians had never been. All speci-
mens showed bees with a yellow fur, or
down, as described in the A B C, but none
showing the faintest yellow in the horny
scale, as do the Italians. If you will excuse
me, friend W.,I must still be a little incred-
ulous about any thing like Italian blood be-
ing found in America before their importa-
tion.

KEEPING BOX HONEY.

AN ARTICLE OF MUCH VALUE.

M S there are some bee-keepers who fail to keep

J^^_ their honey in a good marketable condition,
' I will try to give my experience, and hope it

will be of help to those who fail in this respect.

When I began keeping bees in movable-frame hives,

it was advised to store honey in a good, dry, well-

ventilated cellar, if one was handy. I had such a

one; and as the honey was taken off it was placed

on a table, or rack, in the cellar. Almost as soon as

it was stored there, it would begin to turn watery,

and sweat. I did not know what caused it, and so

did not remove it until shipment in the fall. I had

about 8000 lbs., and I think that I lost at least five

cents on every pound; or, in other words, $150, by
not knowing how to keep my honey in shape so that

it would bring a good price. At about this time I

saw it advised to keep it in a warm upper room;

and as I was about to build a bee cellar, I concluded

to add an upper story, and partition it into two
rooms, the one facing the south, with a large win-

dow on the south side, allowing the sun to shine di-

rectly in, to be used as a honey-room,

I kept the window and door shut as much as pos-

sible, which made it very warm and close. For two
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years I stored it in this room, and the honey was
more watery, if possible, than ever. At last, upon
the advice of a friend, I covered the south window
opening in the honey-room, and also the one at the

north end of the building-, directly opposite, with

wire cloth. A large opening- was made in the door

between the rooms, which was covered with the

same material. In this way I provide for a free cir-

culation of pure air every sunshiny daj-, directly

through the room in and around the honej'. Damp,
rainy days and nights, the windows are kept closed.

Since fixing the windows and door in this way I

have had no trouble until the approach of cold

weather, when a stove helps to maintain the desired

temperature; even then I do not neglect ventila-

tion. One thing more: Since I have kept my honey
in this way I have not had to burn sulphur to kill

worms, for none have halched. N. F. Cask.
Glendale, Lewis Co., N. Y., Feb. 13, 1883.

MANIJM'S MACHINK FOR GLUING SEC-
TIONS.

ESPECtALLY FOR "FOLKS" WHO THINK THE DOVE-
TAILED AND ALL-IN-ONE-PIECE NOT STOUT

ENOUGH.

fN compliance with your request, I will give you
a brief description of the machine. As you see—

' by the cut, it somewhat resembles a harness-

maker's stitching-hnrsc. Having once worked at

the harness business is doubtless the cause of my
adopting this easy form fur these machines. They
arc made of well-seasoned ]ia d wood (maple and
birch), e.\cept the seats, which are made of soft

wood. The mwchines are put togither with screws
or bolts; they can thus be easily and quickly put
together or taken apart. There is nothing about
them liable to get out of order, or to wear out, ex-

cept that the wooden spring may, after a time, lose

its elasticity. To remedy this it may be turned over,

which will make it as good as ever.

MACHINE FOR GLUING SECTIONS.

The little table under the slide A is movable, and
can be adjusted to accommodate any size section.

The plunger, to which the glue-pad is attached, is

automatic, making a plunge into the glue at every
downward motion of the treadle; and by simply
touching one of the dovetailed ends to the pad, suf-

ficient glue will adhere to the section to make a

strongjoint. These machines are very simple, and

easy to operate. It is fun for boys to operate them.
A smart 12-year-old boy can put together from 1200

to 20C0 sections per day, with one of these machines.
The fdn. press, B, is a simple piece of wood, which,

when in operation, takes the place of the slide A.
It has a metal gauge which plays in a groove in the

lower end of tlio press. The fdn. is placed up to this

gauge; and when the press is brought down, the

gauge is forced up out of the way; and as the press

rises again, the gauge is forced back by two springs.

Thiii press I have recently invented, therefore I

have never put it to actual use; but I feel confident

that it will work. However, as I charge nothing ex-

tra for it, no one will suffer any loss if it should

prove worthless. A. E. Manum.
Bristol, Vt., Feb. 13, 1882.

CORRECTIONS.

fN our last number we were particularly
unlucky as to mistakes. Tlie first six—

' lines on p. 73 should be at the top of p.
72, Tliey were at tirst carried over from p.
7J, and accidentally misplaced. ]3y drawing
a mark around these lines, it will make the
articles of friends Mellen and Corey read far
more intelligibly, llasty's article on clover,

pp. (jo, (j4, is also defeciive. In the fourth
line above the cut, read ''solitary Jfoit-ers

"

instead of hairs. Fig. 1 is a section of a clo-

ver-head, and not an exterior view. Fig. 2
is '' a section of clover No. 5 changing to a
raceme." In the third line under the cut,
read, "and ccc the solitary tlowers. Iwas
greatly desirous of getting seed from the solita-

ry Jlowers, but none were produced." The
eleven words in italics were omitted. On
the same page, (14, tenth line from top, read,
'• heads and large tlower-tubes. [This I con-
stituted a new No. o, that number being
now vacant. I oiuitted to mention that the
best plant was of medium growth, small
heads, and slender flower - tubes.]" The
words in brackets were omitted, tlie com-
positor's eye jumping from one "• flower

-

tube "to the same word further on. These
mistakes are humiliating and aggravati)ig

;

the more so, as we take great pains with our
typography. Friend Hasty himself, in tell-

ing us or these errors, pays us the following
beautiful (though perhaps hardly deserved)
compliment:—
What now has befallen the vigilant proof-reader of

Gleanings, that my last article should be hashed up
in such awtul style? Kight here, before I I'age and
pitch any more, perhaps 1 had better perform a neg-
lected duty. 1 want to thanli the proof-reader of
Gleanings, whoever he may be, for the comfortable
feelings I have so often had when folding up an arti-
cle for that journal. " That, at Iccst, won't be mur-
dered by inches in getting through the press," I have
mentally said. Now it so hiippens that I have suf-
lered a good deal at the hands of printers — gram-
mar knocked into a cocked hat; spelling calculated
to make Webster turn over in his grave; absurd
substitutions' t one word for another; exasperating
"outs," to make one think the writer's wits had ta-
ken a sudden vacation, etc. : but Gi..eanings has
been a haven of rest to me. The editor gets fre-
quent compliments and thanks; will the proof-reader
this time accept most hearty ones from me?
For the future, we can only promise more

care with our articles ; and to make up for
having occupied so much valuable space
with an account of our blunders, we will
give our readers four extra pages in the April
number.
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SPRING DWINDLING.

JAMES HEDDON.

^N discussing this subject, I must do so from my
l| own standpoint. I must mean, by "spring—

' dwindling," that phenomenon we have here to

which I have attached that name. Our bees come
out in spring alive, and strong in numhcrs, and ap-

parently, to the casual observer, " all right." They
have already, or immediately commence to breed.

The necessary cares of breeding decimate their

numbers at a fearful rate. The old bees drop off so

much faster than the young ones come forth, that

the colony "dwindles" down to a mere handful,

which handful never gets to be larger (especially if

the "spring" is replete with wintery reactions), and

finally the brood dies for lack of protection, and the

"jig is up."

Of these symptoms which 1 term "spring dwind-

ling," I will make some positive statements.

1. I have never known these effects to take place

after successful wintering.

3. I never knew a colony to dwindle (that had a

fertile queen) where the workers were not diseased.

3. T feel confident that the name of that disease

is dysentery.

For the first few years of my observations, I knew
of no other way to look for symptoms of dysentery

except outside of the anatomy of the bees. I soon

learned, however, that there were always unmistak-

able evidences of the disease ivithin the bodies of

them, whenever it existed. My eye soon leal'nod to

detect it at a glance. I found no trouble in spotting

the fated hives that were liable to "dwindle" out.

But I also found, by observing with other bee-keep-

ers, that the symptoms were almost universally

overlooked.

In friend Townley's article, on page 66 of your
last issue, he says his first case happened after a

"very severe winter;" and the next, after a winter

whose severity he does not mention, the bees

"stood out unprotected." All of that sounds true

to my experience. T.et us suppose, for the argu-

ment's sake, that pollen-eating is the cause of dys-

entery. During cold weather, when the bees can

not as well change positions in the hive, they, after

eating all the honey in their immediate vicinity,

naturally make the mistake of using that other

kind of food, which is adapted only to every-day

flights. Thus severe or protracted cold, or both,

tend to pnllen-eating, and the natural results, dys-

entery and brooding, as soon as the weather gets

warmer. If this action takes place early in winter,

and opportunities for voiding are cut off, dysentery

will show all over the frames, hive, and sometimes
the bees, in dead or living forms, on or before the

time of the spring opening. But if, on the other

hand, the action occurs nearer spring, or is of less

severity, the bees, whose instinct is not to void in

the hives, will hold all the fa?cal matter within their

bodies, the same becoming diseased; and the mo-
ment voiding and its consequent and coincident

activity take place, these diseased bodies succumb
very readily. As the bees are on the wing mainly
when they give out, all we see is a sort of an " all

goneness " in the hives.

I do not claim to know what is the cause or causes

of dysentery. I do claim to know that most of the

causes attributed to it are not the causes here. I

claim to believe that the consumption of bee-bread

by the older bees, at improper times, is the cause.

I may be mistaken, but I shall give it up only when
evidences force me to. If such a time comes, then

I shall be again entirely lost in the fog in regard to

the problem. I have no doubt but that the disease,

and its consequent death, has been present, more or

less, whenever and wherever bees have been. But
just ?io!(' (counting back about 15 years) I think the

disease and its cause, pollen, has been more preva-

lent than formerly. Forests contain honey and

spring pnllcu. When they are cut away, their nat-

ural successors, weeds, contain honey and fall

pollen.

Some weeks ago I tried an cxpcrintent. I had four

colonies almost perfectly destitute of stores. These

four colonies were In my cellar. When they had

gone as far as I dared risk their stores' exhaustion,

I proceeded to feed three of them two 2-lb. bricks

each, of granulated-sngar candy, pure. The fourth

one I gave one brick of pure candy, and one of

about three-fourths sugar and one-fourth flour. All

four colonies procerded to cover the two bricks in

each hive. In abnut three weeks the colony with

the brick of flour-mixed candy was dead, with as

radical a case of dysentery as I have seen within

five years. The bricks, frames, and even the bees

themselves, are terribly daubed with their excre-

tions. Not one sign of the disease is to be seen in

any of the other 30 colonies in that cellar. I have

left every thing just as it stood, and shall do so till

spring, because I wish to show it to as many wit-

ne>;ses as possible, and because I know the disease

is neither contagious nor infectious. I found, a few
days ago, one colony dead, and nnother sick with it,

among the ovitdoor-packed colonies. I scrutinized

the conditions closely. In the dead one I found

them as fallows: From some cause, overlooked in

fall, the colony was reduced to a mere handful, so

small they were capable of making but little heat.

The hive being thickly packed, they felt the sun's

rays but little, if any. They had eaten the honey

from their immediate cluster, and then eaten bee-

bread, and died upon it, and that, too, before it was
time to begin brood-rearing. The other hive had
ample numbers, but had evidently eaten a combined
diet of honey and bee-bread, which were both handy
to them, and showed late signs of use. This colony

still lives; but unless they reform, they are " goners."

They have had their fly, but now the "dwindle" is

next. Our colonies were, as a rule, very light witb

bee-bread. These were exceptions. All flew lively

four days ago. Those In the cellar have been con-

fined since Thanksgiving, and I shall keep them
there till I can set them out to stay, say March 20th

to April 1st, when they will have had the ordinary

length of confinement, and the same temperature

as though the winter had been of last year's sort.

I do this to put to test the problem in one of its

branches. I have no fears as to the result. Most of

my outdoor experiments will prove only partial,

owing to the mildness of the winter; still, they show
something. More anon.

Dowaglac, Mich., Feb. 9, 1883.

Thanks for the experiment, friend H. We
have before had reports similar, and I have
also seen something of it, in feeding Hour
candy to weak colonies, during cool April
weather ; but in all these cases, if I am cor-

rect, the excrement was of a whitish color,

instead of the usual brown, or dark yellow-
something the color of pollen itself. Was it
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so in the case you mention V If so, does it

not seem to indicate that the pollen or flour
passes from them in a raw, or undigested
state y Here is a fact furnished this minute
by another friend :

—
poltjEn from sawdust.

My bees are all right yet so far, packed on sum-
mer stands. They were carrying' pollen on the 6th

Inst., from sawdust, which I had been hauling in my
bee-yard. They had got so thick on the pile of saw-

dust, from noon until about 4 o'clock, that I could

not unload any more until toward evening.

E. J. C. Troxell.
Fort Seneca, Seneca Co., O., Feb. 9, 188i.

There is nothing especially new in the
above, for we have had the same thing re-

ported before; but does this sawdust they
gathered so freely harm them V I think it

does not, for some of the best seasons I re-

member were those when the bees worked
ravenously on the sawdust. Eriend II. may
say, this craving for sawdust sliowed them
to be destitute of pollen, and perhaps it does.

FRIIilND MARTIN'S liETTEK.

NOISY BEES.

WJpAVING occasion to visit a friend, who keeps

}'\[f^^ bees, I found him in a downright stew about
the musical propensities of a few swarms of

his Italians. This friend had about one hundred
swarms of bees in his cellar, the most of them
blacks. That race of bees were all quiet, while his

Italian.^ would every now and then act as though
they were holding a grand politicni meeting, with
bands of music and procession. Many get out up-

on the cellar bottom, and in the spring they were in

excellent condition — to dwindle, and did dwindle.

I have had just such bees, and we can trace them
to a certain strain we obtained from a noted breeder.

My friend condemned all Italians, as being hard to

winter; but I think it is only certain strains, and
especially of the light-colored beauties.

RICH IN STORES.
Another point in wintering is to have your swarms

rich la stores. We have a neighbor who uses box
hives, and each swarm has probably 40 lbs. of honey.
These swarms are wintered in a warm cellar, and
hang out in clusters upon the outside of the hives;

but being black bees, they do not leave the hive;

and, in fact, are as contented as we would suppose a

man would who has a good bank account. Those
bees know they have something to " fall back on;"
still, they would probably winter just as well upon
25 lbs., for bees in a cellar consume but little honey.
During the first month of the present winter, our
bees, or those we weighed, consumed but 1 lb. each.

DAMPNESS.
Many complain about damp cellars and moldy

combs. We would say to such, if your combs mold,
put in more ventilators. With thorough ventila-

tion, the dampness will be a blessing instead of a

curse. Many bee-keepers having dry cellars pro-

vide water for their bees in proper receptacles.

COLOR.
While many are advocating leather-colored Ital-

ians, the general purchaser will take nothing but
your lighest-colored and handsomest Italians when-
ever we sell swarms. We have to sell for color, or

the customer is dissalisflcd. It is the same with
queens: they must be very yellow, and beauties.

ONE-POUND SECTIONS.

The recent action of the N. E. N. Y. Association

in relation to the proper size for section boxes, is

much like the "pope's bull against the comet." If

the market demands pound sections, and they sell

better, why not leave the bee-keeper free to use
what size he desires? I thirk the pound section has
been upon the market too long to be now withdrawn-
It is safe to say, that over half of the crop of comb
honey for the coming year will be stored in one-

pound sections; furthermore, as far as I have read

the proceedings, I should call it a comb-honey asso-

ciation. The production and sale of extracted hon-

ey has not received the attention it should.

Hartford, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1883. J. H. Martin.

€EL>IiAR ^VUNTERINO, ETC

^Jj^Y 5 years' experience in wintering bees has

P/?[| brought me to the conclusion, that, where
' there is a dark, dry collar, free of frost, and

which can be controlled as to ventilating,' I would
prefer cellar wintering every time. It saves in

honey; it saves the hives, and especially the covers;

it prevents bees starving on one side of the hives

while there is plenty of honey on the other; it pre-

vents the outside bees of the cluster becoming
chilled and dropping down, to die in a short time
during cold weather. If the hives are amply venti-

lated, it prevents having moldy combs; it prevents

the frost from settling on the combs; it makes the

bee-keeper feel happy to see them comfortable

when an icy north wind blows outside; it enables

him to look at his pets any time he feels like it; it

saves money, because he can do without chaff hives,

which are very expensive and cumbersome, because
every house has, or ought to have, a cellar anyhow;
and if it is not well ventilated it can be made so at lit-

tle expense; it enables the bee-keeper to have his

bees surrounded by almost the same temperature,
sudden changes being so injurious to animal life; It

prevents a colony of bees from getting destroyed by
the cover leaking unexpectedly; it keeps the

thieves from carrying the hives off when you think

they belong to you, as you worked hard for the pos-

session of them. As it would make my letter too

long to give my experiments during the 5 years, I

will simply give you a description of

THE CEI-bAR,

in which I have not lost a hive of bees yet, except

two by starvation. It is virtually on the north-east

corner of two cross streets, underneath the store.

The noise above does not seem to bother the bees;

there is a Are kept constantly in the store, except at

night. The cellar is 50x21 ft. inside: it is imbedded
entirely in sand; is 8 feet deep under the joists; it

is walled out with a 20-inch limestone wall, white-

washed all around and above, and paved with

pressed brick; for

VENTILATION,

it has 2 openings in the pavement, 2x3 feet, pro-

tected with wrought-iron grates, one on the south

side, or fro: t, and 3 on the west side; these open-

ings can be shut up on the inside by windows swung
on hinges; with these I can control the temperature
by keeping a thermometer in the cellar; on the east

Bide of the cellar are holes along the top of the wall,
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connecting- with the outer air by passing under-

neath a building (feed store) having grates in the

wall along the east sido of this building, and in this

way creating a gentle draft overhead in the cellar,

if wanted; if not, they can be shut ofT also. The
back, or north side of the cellar, is ventilated by
holes connecting with openings imderncath and
around the dining-room, where there is a stove also;

this ventilation makes me think and feel that when
the outer air is overcharged with dampness that the

air in the cellar is not nearly as damp as it is nut-

side. Now, in the north-east corner is

A CELLAR ATITHIN THE CELLAH.

about 14x20 ft., originally partitioned off up to the

.ioists lor my wife to keep her preserves, etc., in,

with a glass door and window in it: and as it was
rather large for the purpose, my wife gave mo per-

mission to use it to put the bees in. By putting a

curtain on the glass door and window I can make it

as dark as I want it without shutting the air out, as

it comes in from under the feed store, and connects

from between the joists, above the partition, with

the main cellar. There is not a particle of damp-
ness on the floor, and the drj' dust can be found
thereon when we neglect to sweep it off. In the

summer we have to shutotf ventilation, and sprinkle

the floor pretty often to keep it cool and cellar-like.

After all, and with a cellar like this, don't let me
be understood that I am ready to shout Eureka! as

I have cases of dysenterj*, without being fatal, in

this very cellar; but I think I brought it about by
experimenting with different ways of preparing the

bees for the cellar. It is a small study of itself; but

I think the time is not far off when cellar wintering

vs. outdoor will be what the Langstroth frame vs.

the other frames is to-day; viz., it will bo adopted

by the majoi'ity of the bee-keepers as soon as the

requirements to success are known. I have also

tried my hand at outdoor wintering; but as my let-

ter is too long already, I will close and promise to

give you further particulars in the future, if you
think they can be of anj' benefit to the bee-keeping

fraternity. I can not but admire the similarity with

which friend Geo. Grimm and myself prepare our
bees for winter. A. Scheidxer.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. U, ]SS2.

DO BEKS VOID THEIR EXCKEMENT IIV

A DR¥ STATE ?

OBSERVATIONS OF A NOVICE.

JUNE 28, 1880, I put a very small swarm of black

bees into a new hive, filled with new frames.

An old bee-keeper remarked to me, on my in-

forming him of the fact, that it would be useless

for me to attempt to winter them, as they would
not gather honey enough to support themselves un-

til the next spring. My answer was, that I should

try and see what I could do with them. After they
had built comb in several of the frames, and com-
menced brood-rearing, I began feeding them, and
continued to do so, moderately, until cold weather.

On preparing them for winter, I found they had not

increased much in numbers, and were apparently
deficient in stores. After removing all the empty
frames, and those containing comb without honej-,

I put a frame filled with granulated-sugar cand.v by
the side of the cluster, closed up the space with the

division-board, packed them in chaff, and left them.

They ceased flying about the 10th of Nov., and did

not fly again until the 7th of March. At that time
there A^as about a dozen dead bees on the bottom-

bt)ard, covered with cappings niix''d with a flue

dust-like powder, of a dark-graj' color, nearly hhiek.

My opportunitj' for observation was good, as I re-

moved the bottom-hoard, then under the hive, and
replaced it with a clean one; the moisture in the

hive having dripped from the frame of candy, and
formed a sticky mass on the bottom-board. I feared

the bees might get daubed and killed by it. April

Tth thej' commenced flying regularly, and on open-

ing the hive I found the same dark-colored powder,
mixed with particles of cappings, and a few dead
bees. This dust, cappings, etc., after a transient ex-

amination, [ brushed olf, lea\ ing the liottom as

bright and clean as when it was put under in March
previous. What was the du^t? It dues not appear
that it could have been composed entirely of cap-

pings. as the particles of wax were distinctly per-

ceptible— coarse, of a yellowish color, and more in

quantity than the other matter. No foundation

was used in forming the combs; and when exam-
ined in spring they were as clean and transparent

as when left the fall before. Nor does it iippear

probable that they had been cleaned, thus eaily, by
the bees, preparatory to ct>mmencing their sum-
mer's work. The frames were covered with a thick

quilt, made from factory chjtb, inclosiriar a thick-

ness of batting, which was snugly propolized down,
not evfn permitting "upward ventilation," — the

cmptj- space at the side of the frames serving the

purpose. The bees, though not in large numbers,
were perfectly healthy, and, with the aid of fdn.,

increased rapidly, so that, by the first of June, they

had filled 14 frames with broid and honey, and made
a good display of comb, with some honey in 2-1: one-

pound sections over the frames— a fair beginning

for this climate. J. F. Latft.a.m.

Cumberland, Maine, Feb., ISS.:.

FKIE^JD EOOMHOAVER'S IDEAS ON
^VINTERING.

WILL BEES BREED IN A CELLAR WHEN THE TEM-
PERATURE IS KEPT AT ib° AND UNDEIiV

rN one of your back numbers I think that George
Grimm made the statement, that bees will not

rear brood in the cellar when the temperature
is kept at 15°. If Mr. Grimm did not make the above
statement, some one else did, for I have read it in

one of your back numbers. Now, friend Root, what
is your experience in this case':? I want you to tell

just exactly what you know about it.

To-day is the 11th of February. The sun is shining

brightly. I have just carried out two colonies of

bees from the cellar— one black colony, and one

pure Italian. The first one carried out is a colony

that was made late last fall by uniting two not very

strong nuclei of old bees. One of the nuclei had a

drone-laying queen from the middle of August un-

til the day that they were united, which was about

the last of Oct., and of course the bees were of good

age. At the time they were united, a black queen

was given them, and November 2Tth they were car-

ried into the cellar. To-day this colony is strong

with bees, and has, by actual measurement, about

12,t00 cells of brood, from the egfi to the hatching

bee; young bees were crawling out by the dozen,
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while I was examining: them. The other colony,

Italian, have 3 frames of brood in all stages, with

lots of young bees crawling- out, and plenty pf bees

that look as if they had been out two or three weeks.

The temperature in my cellai- has not reached over
45°, and has been down as low as the freezing-point

for only a day or so. The outside doors had no pro-

tection, and one could look right outdoors through
the crack around the casing, and the temperature
outside was 20° below zero; but the most of the

time the temperature will average 44°. The bees in

the cellars are very quiet — not a sound can be
heard. No bees are dropping upon the cellar bot-

tom, and very few under the hives. Their bodies

are but slightly distended, and their excrement is

in a dry and healthy state. Some say that rearing

brood in the cellar causes uneasiness and dysentery,

and spring dwindling; but if this be so, others must
have different bees from mine. I have never as yet

had a case of spring dwindling, nor any dysentery.

My bees rear brood nearly all winter; never get un-

easy, and always come out strong in spring. My
experience is, that, to have bees winter successfully

without loss, and come out strong in spring, with-

out spring dwindling, they must be wintered in such

a shape that they will rear brood from the last of

December. Where bees can do this, and do it right,

my friends, you have the secret of successful win-

tering. Such is my experience and opinion.

Frank Boomhower.
Gallupville, Scho. Co., N. Y., Feb. 11, 1883.

If you will excuse the liberty, friend B., I

would suggest that your success has been at
least partially accidental. You know there
are many localities in which spring dwin-
dling seems unknown, and there are many
who, after having boasted for years they
had never seen any thing of the kind, have
afterward had the conceit (this is the word
tJipy used in telling about it) taken out of
them, by most grievous l()sses. I shouldn't
be surprised if even George Grimm should
meet with heavy losses some time ; but his
excellent cellars and management may be
proof against it. If you continue to winter
with open cracks through that cellar-door, I
shall be surprised if you do not meet with
losses. I believe it is well known, that bees
sometimes rear brood all winter; but it is

equally well known, that they at other times
do not start brood until they are set out of
doors, in March or April ; and, if I am cor-
rect, these latter are not as apt to " spring
dwindle."

EXTRA-PURE QUEENS.

DOOLITTLE ANSWERS QUESTIONS.

eN page 579, Dec. Gleanings, friend Hutchin-

son asks questions, and says, " Now, friend

Doolittle, about those extra-pure queens. I

have read the references that you gave in regard to

the matter, but not one of them mentions a queen
whose daughters did not produce one or two band-

ed bees, or hybrids. The daughter of each won-
derful queen produced no black bees, but nothing is

said as to whether they produced hybrids. Like

friend Hoot, I have seen queens whose daughters

produced no black bees, but I have yet to see the

queen whose daughters produce no one or two
banded bees, if they had mated with a black drone."

Now I wish to speak of this last sentence first, for

the reason that friend Root and others used to tell

us that, if a pure Italian queen mated with a black

drone, a part of such queen's progeny would be
black, and a part Italian. This was the doctrine

preached by nearly every queen-breeder ten years

ago, and I believed it was true till that ''wonderful"

queen came from H. A. King, then of Nevada, Ohio.

She was introduced into a colony the latter part of

July, 1870, when there was not another Italian bee
within 25 miles of here. From this queen there was
not reared a single drone that season, so of course
all the 40 queens reared must have mated with black

drones, as a consequence. Not one of these 40

queens ever produced a black bee, and thus I was
forced to give up the black-bee theory in regard to

hybrids. It seems to me that friend H. has made
quite a concession on friend Root's part by making
him say that he (Root) has had queens mating black

drones that never produced a black bee. As this

discussion has drawn out others, to show that plen-

ty of such queens do exist, we have gained one
point at least, by proving that our queen-breeders

of ten years ago were mistaken in their assertions.

Next, friend H. asks, " Now come right out fair

and square, friend D., and tell us if you have a

queen whose daughters produce no one or two
banded bees, even if they have mated with black

drones; and also how you can tell what drones they

have mated with."

Again I answer the last question first, by pointing

you to the above 40 queens.

Now to the first question: I claim that there is no

such thing as a one or two banded bee, and I expect

that this discussion will draw out enough on that

part of the question to again prove me correct, and
that all this talk of one and two banded bees of the

past was a mistake, as well as the black-bee part

has been. If you will turn to page 371, A. B. J. for

1881, you will find friend Demaree says, "that the

meanest hybrids will show the third band in

splotches." Again, on page 395, .1. jB. J., I say, "I
have yet to see the bee that shows yellow on any
band that does not show it on all three; so it will be

seen, as none of these 40 queens produced a black

bee, they certainly must have produced all three-

banded bees, which they certainly did." Now, ladies

and gentlemen, get your hybrid bees, and place

them on a window, as A. I. Root tells you how to do

in his ABC, when testing bees for purity, and see

if you don't agree that, if a bee shows yellow on any
of the bands, she will show it on all three, in about

the same proportion as the best yellow bee shows

hers; that is, if little yellow is on the first segment
next the thorax, still less will be on the second, and
still less on the third; yet there will be yellow on all

three if any is found on the first. Don't be hasty,

and write till you have taken your ABC and ap-

plied the test as there given. Now, if you bear me
out in my experiments, it will be seen that there is

no such thing as a pure Italian bee, for those 40

queens referred to above produced what would be

called by all parties, pure Italians; yet every one of

them was necessarily fertilized by a black drone.

Now having demolished this citadel of purity, let

us cease this wrangle of words about the same, and
breed bees for honey rather than purity. If bees

showing the three distinct golden bands are the bees

producing the best results in honey, let us breed in

that direction; if those bees showing but slight

traces of yellow on the three bands (or dark Italians,
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if you please to call them so) are the ones which pro-

duce the most surplus, let us breed in that direction,

keeping an ej-e to the best at all times.

The reason why I have kept so close to those 40

queens is, that there could be no doubt that they

mated with black drones. While I believe many
such queens have mated with black drones since

then, it would not be so easy to prove that they

did so.

In my next I will answer more of friend H.'s ques-

tions, and perhaps questions from others.

G. M. DOOtilTTLE.
Borodino, N. Y., Feb. 11, 1882.

Why, friend D., it takes only a little

stretch of the imagination, from yonr stand-

Eoint, to say that all our bees are either pure
lacks or three-banded ; there ain't any such

things as hybrids any more. Hereafter,
when a man complains that his queen pro-
duces only hybrids, we will tell him that.if her
bees have any bands at all, they have three;

see what Doolittle says on page 118. I know
there is some truth in what you say, for a
mixture of two races produces all sorts of
sports, as it were, and so we often have bees
that have three yellow bands, but with bands
that are narrow, or notched, showing the
mixture of black ; and, if you will excuse
me, I think you got hold of this kind. Take
robbing bees that have got the fur all worn
off, and you can see the dividing line be-
tween the black and yellow very plainly.

The ARC says the color is in the horny
scale. Well, take these horny scales and
wash them in alcohol ; cut out sections,

and paste them on glass slips under a
microscope of moderate power, and I think
all our readers can agree that hybrids have
yellow only on one band, or only on two
bands. About ten years ago it iveis suggest-
ed that we adopt, for a test, that none of the
workers of the daughter of a tested queen
should show any black bees. This was de-
cided to be a mistake, however, almost im-
mediately ; for reports came right away to
show that, while some queens impurely mat-
ed showed evenly marked hybrids, others
produced part full-blooded blacks, and part
full-blooded Italians. Please, friend D.,do
not be in too great haste to criticise the
brotherhood.

ladk^' f^^ar'%^»l.
HOW A LADY FIXES STARVED BEES.

WANT to tell you some of my experience with

my bees this winter. The weather has been so

rainy or cold, that bees have not flown much

;

but one day being a little more pleasant, I saw all

flying but one colony. I opened the hive, raised the

cushion and peeped in, and saw them clustered on
an empty comb, and apparently lifeless; but on a
close examination 1 saw them move a little. I took
a few to the house and warmed them; thej' soon got
lively, and I then went back to the stand, removed
the cushion and division-boards, took them to the
house, set the boards before the grate in the sitting-

room, and put the cushion in the oven of the cook
stove. While they were heating I made a batch of

candy, then sprinkled them with sweetened water,

while the candy was cooling; then took the cushion,

boards, and candy, to the hive, huddled the boards
as closely as possible to the almost dead bees ; turned
the warm candy over them, and the hot cushion on
top of the candy, then left them to their fate. In a

few days, or as soon as the weather would permit, I

examined them again; found them lively, and in

good condition, and but few dead bees on the bot-

tom-board, comparatively speaking. I winter on
summer stands. Lizzie McConnell.
Ripley, O., Feb. 8. 1882.

A LETTER FROM GEORGIA.
We use a Hi-story hive, all of them exactly alike,

for the convenience of hanging the frames. My
husband is a carpenter, and he makes all of our
hives. He dresses all the lumber nicely, and they
are very pretty when finished. It takes lo3 pieces to

complete a hive, including the pieces for frames.
They look like little houses.

The first swarm we had last season made us 90 lbs.

of the prettiest white comb honey, besides filling the

lower story, and they are full now. I looked at them
last week, and every frame was filled and sealed in

the upper story, and in the lower story the side

frames don't seem to have been touched yet. All of
ours are in good condition now, weighing from 75 to

100 lbs. each.

Friend Root, I am in feeble heal( h, and am not able

to do much work. I thought I would subscribe to

your school as an A B C scholar, if you would accept
me. I think I can earn my living by attending to

our bees. I have learned to transfer them.

CUTTING A BEE-TREK.
We found a bee-tree nearly on top of the moun-

tain, about a mile from home. My husband, togeth-

er with three or four of our neighbors, and two or

three negroes, went after them; carried a hive,

smoker, and one thing and another that we thought
we should need, but never thought of any thing to

fasten the comb in the frames with. The bees were
in a large pine-tree. They worked in at a knot-hole
about 15 feet from the ground. The men cut the
tree down, and blocked out a piece 3 feet long and 6

or 8 inches wide. Their combs were 3 feet long, with
the brood in the middle. I never saw such sheets of
comb in my life. We laid them down on the log, on
the bottom-board of the hive, and cut around the
frames, laying them on the comb. I happened to

have my knitting-basket with me, and with a ball of
knitting-thread fastened the comb in the frames.
We filled all the frames, putting in the comb that

had the most brood and honej', and then there were
two large buckets and a pan full left. We thought
we would cut the thread from around the frames,
and take it out when they had time to seal the comb
in the frames; but they thanked us — they could
wait on themselves; for the third day after we hived
them I was walking out among the bees, and in

looking at them I saw five or six coming out in a
line, pulling at something, I could not tell what,
when, on going up closer, I saw it was the thread
they had cut, and were pulling out. We examined
them then, and found that they had cut them all off

and carried them out except two or three pieces, so

we left them to finish the job themselves. There
was a fine swarm of them, so they are full to the top.

I shall begin the season with 12 colonies, if nothing
happens to them, and will try to go by your direc-

tions; and if you will accept of it, I will report to

you how I succeed. We get from 1212 to 15 cts. for

honey.
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When you start around to see your ABC class, I

want you to call on us too. I think wo could show
you some curiosities on the mountains. Tliore arc

some of the prettioiit roclcs, some diamond-pidnted,

and any size or ehapeyou wish to see. On the ttip of

some of tlie^e peaks you cnn see for miles around, as

fnr as the eye can reach. Tliere are also l.-irore

springs of cool clear water in the caves, and at the

foot of s^mo of them. The people who live near the

mountains have the best of health, as a general

thing-. It is a splendid place for cattle-raising-. You
must come the first of the summer, if you want the

best honey we ha%'e, and huckleberry pies. The
mountains are covered with them. Our bees gather

the best honey from hucklelierry.

I will send you a sample of silk. I raise mv own
sewing-silk. You can present it to some of your
daushters. Mary A. Sistrunk.
White Sulphur Springs, Mer. Co., Ga., Feb. 6, 1883.

Many thanks for your kind lett t, my
friend. I mnst confess T slionld veiy much
like to raakeyoii a visit in yottr pretty moun-
tain home. If huckleberry pies }?row all

over the nioiuitain, I shall come down there
sure, when George and Ernest ^et home to

relieve me from my post, for F am great on
pies. We have some huckleberry - bushes
planted down by the pond now, and we hope
to have five-cent huckleberry pies in our
lunch-room one of these days.—Many thanks
for the samples of silk : they are beautiful.
I presume you know how dearly I love to see
new industries started — something to keep
this great army of boys and girls busy, all

over our land.

LETTKR FROin TEXAS.

now I -MAN.VGED THE BEES THAT GAVE 520 LBS. OP
HONEY IN 24 DAYS.

SN the first place, they were a verj' strong colony,

early in spring. They wanted to swarm the last—
' of March; kept them from it by giving- room,

and cutting out every queen-cell they started. The
4th of April I put on a second story, filled with fdn.,

lifting two of the brood-frames from below, and
placed them in top story; replaced the bottom with

fdn. ; the queen showed a tendency to lay in the up-

per stories, and desert the bottom altogether. When
she filled all the combs above, I would drop them
down to the bottom story, and so on. April 10th I

set on a third story; the queentookto itat once,and
I worked them as before. April 30th Iput on fourth

story, and the queen acted same way; broke for the

upper, or top story, and remained in the third and
fourth stories quite awhile, not laying in the bottom
ones at all. I kept the brood down until every
frame in the hive was partly filled with brood. At
about the time the brood all hatched out we were
blessed with a " fearful " flow of honey. During the

24 days in which they gathered the .520 lbs., the queen
came down to the bottom story, and laid only in 4 or

5 frames. The bees stored honey so fast she had no
chance to lay. At about this time we were getting

behind with the extractor, and several times they
had the three upper stories sealed up solid; and to

keep them at work, I took 24 full frames of ho::cy

out of the three top ones, and set them away in the

honey- house in empty boxes, and left two full

frames in each story, and refilled with fdn. In a

short time the whole hive was solid again, and by
thistim3 I had extracted out of the first, and .iust

lifted out full frames and set in empty finished

comlis. With the two set of combs we kept them at

work, oecasion.i Uy saving a pretty white frame for

comb honey. The above is, ;is near as I can remem-
ber, the way we managed them. E. J. Atchley.
Lancaster, Dallas Co., Texas, Feb. 13, 1882.

ANOTHKR TOOL-BOX,

WITH MtNUTE DIRECTIONS FOR MAKtXG.

TyjrNCLOSED you will find a sketch of my combined
i\' comb-holder, queen-stand, work-box, etc. I will
"^ give the size of each piece, and you can make
one if you wish to. Fig. 1, A, 29xl0x;i in.; B, two
pieces of Ja lumber, 12i8 in. wide, 13 high, with a rab-

bet Ix^u at the top, for the ends of the frames; C, C,

two pieces ISlixliix'^a in. B ire a hole I's inch in di-

ameter in each piece, "„ in. from the end. Put a

IKi-in. screw in one piece, 2;'8 in. from the end which
has the i'a-in. hole in it. Let the screw project about

% in.; D, WlixHix'^i in.; bore a li-ia. hole in the

center; E, 23.xlJ4x 'a. Bore a ?4-in. hole in the cen-

ter. F, tool-box cover, two pieces 5^xl3J4x-''a in.

G, covers to comb-holder; two pieces, 20V4xTx'/2 in.

H, side of tool-box; two pieces, 13i8x6i8 in. S, hinges

to the covers of the comb-hclder, Sx^'sX^s in. M, is a
bolt 3 in. long, ^i inch in diameter. D, is a bar with

two short pieces of wood rabbeted and nailed on
each end of the bar. The bar will hold two combs.
It turns on a pivot at M.

HY.VTT'S COMBINED WORK-BOX AND COMB-HOLDEK.

The covers to comb-holder and tool-boxes should

have Yi in. slant. The latch, X, Fig. 1; B, Fig. 3. is

4x1 in. It holds the handle, as shown in Fig. 1, when
it is to be used as a queen-stand. The tool-boxes

are 12iaX4?.£xO inches inside, which is just right

for Simplicity cold-blast smoker. The tool-boxes

will hold veil, smoker, fuel for smoker, gloves,

queen-cages, tacks, screw-driver, scissors, knife,
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etc. The strip V, Fig-. 1, is 13i.i.\;lx?8 inches. Tliore

must be 7i in. between the bar D, and the bar E, to

make room for the fingers, when using- E as a han-
dle. When the handle is in the position shown in

Fig. 2, and the covers are on th'^ comb-holder., the

apiarist can use the comb-holder to sit on.

O. H. riYATT.
Farragut, Fremont Co., Iowa. Jan. 24, 18S2.

Every sii'I or lioy, iiiulor 12 yoai's of asre, who writes a letter
for this (lep.ivtiiieiit will reeeive one of David Cook's excellent
Ji-cent Sunday-sehuol linnks. Many of these hooks c-entain the
same mattei- that you lind iii Suuday-seliool books eostiuir from
$1.00 to Si. 50.

fjHIS is my first attempt to write for a paper.

1 know yon will not expect much from a boy
' 12 j'eais old. Papa calls nip his boe-man, and

I assist him all I can. I am thankful that I have a

pa to help and to love. But I have no mother to

love. I read in Gle.vnings of the death of your pa.

How sorry I am for you, as I know you must have
loved him as I do mine! I forgot to say that pa
has 75 colonics of bees, all of them In nice painted
hives, and they look nice.

STONEWAtrt, J. Opp.
Helena, Phillips Co., Ark., Jan. 7, 1882.

Pa keeps bees. 1 am but six years old. This is my
first letter. I would like a book. Mary E. Baer.
Vanwert, Ohio, Feb. 5, 1882.

I am eight, and have never written a letter, but
pa read the children's letters, in Gleanings, so I

thought I would write. Henry W. Baer.
Vanwert, Ohio, Feb. 5, 1882.

I am nine years of age. My pa has bees; some at
home, and I don't know how many away from home.

ESTA Williams.
Vanceburg, Lewis Co , Ky., Feb., 1882.

I am 11. My brother-in-law has 4 stands of bees;
he is trying different ways of wintering. He bought
new queens, but all of them r:id not get much honey
last summer on account of the dry weather.

NOHMAN HINEBAUGH.
New Paris, Ind., Feb. o, 1883.

I am a girl 8 years old. I have a sister 6 years old.

Her name is Susie, but we call her Stubbie. Pa says
we will have to call her Sue. Pa has kept bees 7

years. He has 13 swarms now. We go to school,

Susie and I, but not to Sunday-school; it is too* far
off. This is my first letter. Cora King.
Baraboo, Wis., Jan. 10, 18S2.

My pa was a soldier in the Third Iowa; lost his

limb at Jackson, Miss. Pa has 23 swarms of bees. I

hope they will winter well. He put 18 down cellar,

and left five in chaff hives. He lost a good many
last winter, but likes the business so well that he
does not get discouraged. Thomas E. Stocks.
Nashua, Iowa, Feb. 3, 1S83.

My pa is a bee-man, and he has 46 stands of bees.
He got a ton of extracted honey in 4 weeks this fall;

but I don't help him work with the bees as some
little folks do, but I like to eat the honey. I like to
read the letters the little folks write. I have three
brothers and one sister. I am 10 years old, and go
to school. Chablev Baldwin.
Stewardson, TU , Jan. G, 1883.

My age is 7. My pa takes Gleanings, and keeps
bees. He put 99 swarms into the cellar last fall. I

go to school; had the mumps last week, and had to

stay at home. Edith A. Morts.
Mohawk, Herkimer Co., N. Y., Feb. 5, 1883.

I am ten. My pa has bees, and ma is afraid of
them. I like honey, and eat it when I get a chance;
but last year the bees did not make much. Pa has
lots of empty hives, but only 12 with bees in.

Circleville, O., Jan., 1882. Charlie Rife.

I am a boy of 10. We keep bees. Pa and my
brother C. together have 25 stands. If this letter is

too long, cut some off, and throw it away; but
please don't forget the book. Hay Phillips.
West Chester, Butler Co., O., Feb. 6, 1882.

It would have been pretty long, friend Raj^,
but you see I crossed out some that was not
particularly about bees, or of much general
interest. You see, if we hear from all we
shall have to be rather brief.

I am nine. I li-ve in Michigan. We used to live in

Ohio, and when we came here we came through
Medina, and we saw your bees; but I did not know
they were yours until we were past; and if we ever
go back again I am going to watch for them, if I

think of it. Papa and mamma and my sisters and
brother used to live in Medina. My sister takes
Gleanings, and if she gets some bees you may hear
from me again. Bertie Bachtel.
Napoleon, Jackson Co., Mich., Jan. 30, 1882.

My pa keeps bees, and he got 50 lbs. of honey from
a new swarm, and he has 5 Italians, 4 blacks, and
one hybrid. One hybrid swarm went away. I helped
pa fix his bees for winter. I have two brothers and
two sisters. 1 go to day-school and Sunday-school.
I am 11 j-ears old. Please send me a book out of
that wheelbarrow full.

William Job Church.
Waterford, Ont., Can., Jan. 5, 188J.

And that we will, friend Job. If letters
like that don't make us fly around lively, I
don't know what will.

lam eight. Papa keeps 9 hives of bees, and we
have lots of honey. We have it on pancakes every
morning. My little brother Willie don't like to have
mamma steam it when it begins to candy, because
he says he likes the little " hummocks " in it. When
I was a little boy about three years old I threw a
stone into some bees hanging on the outside of the
hive, and one stung me on the knee, and I have not
bothered them since. My Waterbury watch, which
papa got from you, and gave me Christmas, I think
is very nice. Horrie Hickok.
Bethel, FairlielJ Co., Conn., Jan. 10, 1882.

I am five years old. Papa has bees, and one of
them is mine. I like bees, but I don't like jackets.

Last summer a yellow-jacket stung me on the lip,

and I tell you it made me hop. Papa killed them all.

Do j'ou think it is a sin to kill jackets? I go to Sun-
day-school when it don't rain, or is not too cold. I

live in Williamsport, Lycoming Co., Penn., and my
name is Lee Hoffman. Papa told me how to spell

the hard words.

It isn't wicked to kill "jackets," or others
of God's creatures, when they are doing
harm ; but it is wicked to kill them need-
lessly. I think, on the whole, I wouldn't
kill them. Quite a bright little letter, Lee.
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Pa keeps bees. He has 20 stands. They are all in

Langstroth hives. He does not like that kind of

hive very well. He was out to see you last sum-
mer, but I suppose you do not remember him now.

I should like very well to see Blue Eyes. We have
your picture with her sitting on your lap. I like the

little bees, but do not like them to sting mo very
well. I have no bees, but have some nice little birds.

I have Canary birds. I like to hear them sing. I

was 11 years old the 4th day of January.

Clara E. Grdbb.
Key, Belmont Co., O., Jan. 11, 1882.

TflAT SILO, AND THE ENSILAGE.

As you wished to hear more about the silo, I will

try to tell you more about it. The ensilage has
come out nice and good, and the cattle like it very
much. The size of the silo is 21'^ feet long, 14 feet

deep, and 13'/4 feet wide. Father thinks it is a great
thing for the fiirmers. He thinks the silo will hold
from 75 to 100 tons. Lizzie D. Flint.
Waterford, O.vford Co., Me., Feb. 3, 1883.

Thanks, Lizzie. I wouldn't wonder if some
t)f us older ones are as much pleased about
it as the cows and children are.

I am a boy 8 years old. My papa keeps bees, and
he has 13 swarms in chaff hives. He does not lose

them in the winter time. Summer before last he
had 3.5 swarms in Michigan. I had two. I did not i

get much honey. I have got 4 now. Last summer
papa look one up to grandpa's, and they made 80

lbs. of honey. Papa has bought 4 queens of you.

He takes Gleanings, and I like to hear him read it.

My papa was transferring a swarm of bees, and I

went out with him, and some bees went for me, and
Iran through the corn toward the road, "hollering"
with all my might. I got stung on ray nose. The
next morning, one of my eyes was swelled shut. 1

did not go near the bees again in a long while. I

have a little curly-headed brother five years old, and
a little sister two years old. She has blue eyes, just

like your little girl. Percy Bebryman,
Geneva, N. Y., Jan. .5, 1883.

I am a boy 7 years old. My papa takes Glean-
ings. I go to school. I got the prize for spelling'.

I got 44 head-marks. My pa has some bees, but they
do not do much good. I like to read what the young
folks say in Gleanings. I have two brothers and
two sisters. We all have blue eyes.

George Smith.
Halsey, Linn Co., Oregon, Jan. 23, 1883.

I like to read about Mr. Merrybanks and his neigh-

bor. Papa keeps bees, but they don't do much
good, as this is not a very good country for them. I

have three brothers and one sister. The baby is a
month old. I would like to see the picture of your
Blue Eyes. I am 11 years old, and my name is

Halsey, Ore., Jan. 23, 1883. Kate Smith.

Now, George and Kate, I think you will
have to tell your father to brush up and do a
little better with those bees, if he is going to
have two children who write for the papers,
because, you see, they might tell about it. I
wish you M'ould send me that blue-eyed
baby ; I am sure we need him at our house
more than you do.

I am seven years old. I go to school now nearly
every week day, and also to Sunday-school. Papa
had one hive of bees, and he got some more in the
country, where farmers were going to kill them.

He put one in with his Italians, two in with my
brother Lee's, and six with mine. There is now
over a peck in each hive. Papa got a queen for

Lee's hive from you, and after she was in about a
month the bees took a notion not to have her, and
they carried her out three times before they killed

her. She had one foot off. The bees are now
packed in double hives with five inches of straw all

around them. I had a little sister 3 years and 3

months old that died last August, and our home is

not so pleasant as it was. Harry Hoffman.
Williamsport, Pa., Nov. 23, 1881.

Now, it is really too bad, Harry, that your
letter got passed by since way back last fall

;

but you can now write and tell us how the
hives did, with a peck of bees in each. If
your pa gave them all feed enough, I pre-
sume they are all rousing big colonies by
this time. May God bless you in that lone-
ly home, since the dear little sister is gone.

SONG OF THE BEES.

I am a worker-bee;
Come, fly away with me. \

1 must work so busily.

All through the day.
My honey-sac I fill

From the sages on the hill;

And I work with right good will.

Come away! Come away.
Once I builr up waxen walls,

Onci I carried pi)llen-balls,

Fed the larvae, capped them o'er.

Jelly made and cleaned the floor.

Buzz! buzz! This the song I sing.

Honey for my hive, and for my foes a sting.

Buzz! buzz! I've no more time to give;
1 must work; for six short weeks is all

I have to live.

I am a jolly drone.
No trouble have I known;
I am lazy, I must own.

Yes, I'm a shirk.

No honey do I bring.
So I never need a sting.

But my cheerful song I sing,

"Never work! Never work!"
On a warm and sunny day,
I go out to take a play.

Sport awhile, then rest and dream,
Or fly off to find a queen.

Buzz! buzz! This the song I sing.

Honey for myself, but for my foes no sting.

Buzz! buzz! I've no more time to give;
•

I must play; for six short weeks is all I

have to live.

I am a queen, you see.

Full-blood Italian bee.
And three yellow bands on me,

Brightly do shine.
A thousand eggs I lay.

Every warm and pleasant day.
In the merry month of May,

If the honey is fine.

When the spring days come out warm.
Then I go cut with a swarm.
Leave my oldest daughter home.
With young worker bees and drone.

Buzz! buzz! This the song 1 sing,

"Fresh eggs for my hive; for royal foes a
sting."

Buzz! buzz! I've no more time to give;
I must work; for three short years is aU I

have to live.

C, M. Drake, Santa Paula, Cal.
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HONEY FROM CORN.

A "CLINCHER" FROM GALLUP.

f
N reply to Jesse Oren, on pap:e 29, Jan. No., I will

say that, one season in Iowa, my bees gathered

honey very freely from corn, and I mentioned
the fact at the time In the A. B. J. They gathered

large quantities of pollen from the tassels, but the

honey was gathered from the silk. The silk fairly

glistened with sweet — so much so that you could

taste it with your tongue, and also see it with the

naked eye. I succeeded in getting four kegs of l.'iO

lbs. each, almost clear corn honey; and when it

granulated it was the coarsest-grained honey that I

ever saw. It was quite yellow, and had a peculiar

taste. I could detect somewhat the flavor of corn

Bilk. Never, in all my experience before or since,

have I seen bees work so freely on corn as they did

that season. The atmosphere was quite humid and
hot, night and day, during said How of honey.

I introduced the first Italian bees into Mitchell Co.,

Iowa, and in the fall an old bee-hunter found them
at work on a field of buckwheat, just 6 miles west of

my place, and lined them to my apiary. He had
never seen any Italians before, and did not know
that there were any in the country. He had to line

them 3 miles through heavy timber, and ho was
about two days and a half about it; but he stuck to

it like a good one, for he thought he was going to

make a fortune by finding a new race of bees. You
ought to have seen the change in his coutenance
when he found them in my hives, and I told him
that I had kept them all summer, and got the queens
from Wisconsin, and put them into black swarms.
He wanted to know how I managed to kill off all the

blacks, and raise Italians in their place. He said

that he never had followed black bees over 3'/^

miles. E. Gallup.
Santa Ana, Cal., Jan. 10, 18S2.

Now we have got it, sure enough, and
right from our old friend Gallup too. Bees
do get honey from corn, and it comes from
the silk. I confess this is a new idea to me,
for I never saw a bee notice the silk, that 1

know of. Who can report, during the com-
ing season, bees working on the silk of cornV

MRS. 1.UCINDA HARRISON AND HER
ASSISTAINT IN THE APIARY.

SOME KIND WORDS AND SUGGESTIONS ON
ETY OF TOPICS.

fflpJiHE December number of Gleanings failed to

PI appear, and it upset us " intirely." We kept
musmg over our loss, and forgot to sew but-

tons on our partner's shirts, bunted our spectacles

when we had them on, etc. After we had notified

you, and it was mailed the second time, it came, aft-

er we had received the January number.

CONVENTIONS.

What attraction had Battle Creek over Lexington?

Had you cut down all that "power of bushes"
around your ranch that need shaking so often? Wc
intend to have revenge, and with that end in view
shall 'lectioneer to have the "reunion" meet at

Medina, O., in 18?3; and if youthen find " handker-

chiefs" wrapped around "stove-lifters," and "Our
Homes " on "sad-irons," and "plaid shawls" pinned

around "bell jack-screws," you may know "who's
been there."

Can't you let us have your prayer-meeting room to

convene in? When the time came for your ap-

pointment we could adjourn, or turn it into a prayer-

meeting, with Brother Johnson, of Kentucky, as a

leader. We could all feed together at the lunch

counter, and wouldn't it be cozy and sociable? And
you could — turn an honest penny.

HONEY FROM CORN.

About the middle of last August I was visiting a

venerable and intelligent bee-keeper of Passumpsic,
Vermont. He remarked, that his bees were then
gathering honey from sweet corn. I remained dur-

ing the month of August in St. Johnsbury, Vt., and
noticed particularly the blossoming of the corn.

My attention was directed to it by its blooming so

late, and the tassel appeared thicker, being covered

with more bloom, and continued out longer than at

my home in Central Illinois. When we have hot

nights, we say, " It is good corn weather;" the bloom
comes to perfection quickly, and dries up much
sooner than in a damp, cool climate. We should

not be too positive, with reference to the value of

honey-producing plants, for they most assuredly

vary, according to soil and climate. We wrote at

one time a description of the R')cky-Mountain bee-

plant {Clcomc integtifoUa), as we know it here. A
bee-keeper of Denver, Col., reprimanded us for not

giving it justice; judging from his description, and
other accounts of it, we infer that, in its h bitat, it

blooms much larger, and produces more honey than
in this locality, owing, no doubt, to difference 'n soil

and climate.

MRS. HAKRISON'S BEE-DRESS.

Here we are, dressed cap-a-pia for work in the

apiary. There is one thing lacking in the picture,

which we wear when bees arc very cross, and we
did not put it on; for if we had, you could not have
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seen how the cape is made. AVe put on a linen sack,

or a gent's vest is buttoned on, and we then have a

perfect head-g-ear, as no bees can gain access by

creeping under the cape or around the arms. Our
assistant will wear a long-sleeved apron, fastened

around the bottom of the hat, and, if bee3 are very

cross, wear leggins or a long skirt.

The hat is made of green wire gauze, such as

screens are made of; the top of pasteboard, and

bottom of calico. In making, we are careful to leave

no wires to stick our hands or head when \9e put it

on. We first roll up a hem; and if the wires stick

through, hammer it upon a flatiron. When all

sticking wires are disposed uf, it is bound top and

bottom, joined at the back, the top and cape sewed
on. At the bottom of the cape is a wide hem,

through which a string is run ; under one arm is left

open, and the other is joined with a string, thus

forming an arm-hole. We put our arm through

this hole, slip on the hat, and tie it at the open side.

When we are stooping over a hive, the wire cloth

rests upon the back of the head; and, to prevent

bees stinging through there, a postal card is sewed
on the under side. Our hands are covered with

buckskin gloves, which have deming sewed on to

the gauntlets, kept in place by elastic. The apron

has capacious pockets, which are always handy for a

screw-driver, handkerchief, etc.

We never succeeded very well with a veil. If we
only wanted to walk around the apiary, it was al'

right; but when we worked, getting in all sorts of

positions, it was sure to get close to our face or

neck, and stings were the result.

We see by your letters, children, that you almost

all say, that you would like bees better if they

"didn't sting." For our part, we like bees that can
fight their own battles; they have driven off thiev-

ish boys from our apiary several times, when they

were trying to steal honey, and they protect our
fruit and vineyard better than a dog. Before the

busy time comes for work in the apiary, rig up a hat

and gloves, so you will be of use there. If you are

afraid all the time, you are of no account to work
with bees. The expense is trifling— the gauze for

the little girl's hat cost only ten cents, and atop was
cut from a paper box. Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, 111., Jan., 1883.

By all means, bring the convention here,
Mrs. H., and you can have the ''prayer-
meeting-room," "lunch-room," or any other
room, to do what you please with. I would
suggest, however, that you might be disap-
pointed to find the former room so filled up
with bee-hive frames, section boxes, etc.,

that you cotild hardly see the speaker. How-
ever, you shall have the court-house free of
charge, and it is but a short walk from the
factory. The lunch-room shall be free to
everybody who comes to the convention ; and
if we do not give you a very imposing bill of
fare, we will give you all the honey you may
consume (California mountain-sage includ-
ed), with hot cakes and coffee to match.
The ladies shall have lodging also, free, as
long as they choose to stay ; and as the time
is a long way ahead, perhaps we maybe able
to study up a place for the gentlemen also,
free of expense to them. By all means, have
Brother Johnson come, to ask a blessing at
the table, and assist in various other ways.
—May God bless you, Mrs, H., and the little

girl by your side, whom you have forgotten
to tell us about. Has she ever written for
our Juvenile Department?

MORE ABOUT LAYING AVORKERS.

ALSO A PLAN B'OR GETTING GOOD QUEEN-CELLS.

eN page 603, D. A. McCord speaks of a laying

worker and a laying queen living har-

moniously in the same hive, and you ask
if the queen or bees were not of the Holj'-

Land race. With me, such a case is not unusual
with the Italians, where they have been queenless

for some time.

It has been demonstrated to my own satisfaction,

(1) that laying workers will often be produced while

unsealed larvse and qaeen-cells exist in the hive, if

the colony has been long queenless. (2) That some-
times a great many laying workers will occupy the

same hive in harmony. (3) That it is not always diflS-

cult to Introduce a laying queen to such a hive; and
(4) that when the queen gets a firm foothold, her in-

ferior substitutes disappear or stop laying. During
the past season I had l;iying workers appear in 5 or

6 nuclei, each of which was always supplied with

either a queen or a queen-cell, and almost always

with eithereggsor unsealed larvae; but I think that,

generally, several queens had failed in succession.

Into these hives several virgin queens from the lamp
nursery were introduced successfully, without re-

moving the laying workers, which afterward dis-

appeared. It has been my practice to have my
queen-cells built in strong and prosperous colonies,

as follows:—

I deprive a good colony of its queen and young
brood, and give it plenty of sealed brood, and the eggs

from the imported queen. As soon as the queen-

cells are fairly started over the hatching larvae, they

are given to another strong colony, with brood in all

staqoi (the queen of course having been removed)
where the cells are completed.

After this colony has finished two or three batches

of cells, their brood is all ceiled, and they are given

eggs from which to start cells for a fresh hive. Al-

though this system requires intense watchfulness, I

think it comes nearer than any other to nature's

plan.

But, to the point bearing upon laying workers.

After a colony has finished two or three batches of

cells, and started several other batches, I have 5 or 6

times found eggs from workers about the time the

last brood was hatching. After the workers began
to lay, but few if any cells were started, although a

large number were promptly started before. Upon
introducing queens to these hives, they were gener-

ally accepted. In one hive the queen held her own
for 3 or 4 weeks, and then disappeared. In another,

after the queen had been laying several days, I

picked from a single comb (drone) ten workers that

1 found in the act of laying, within two or three

minutes' time. There was no trouble in that hive

afterward. In another, queen and workers laid to-

gether for several weeks. The latter Increased in

power until nearly all the brood (several cards) and
one-half the population were drones. I gave them
2 or 3 cards of young brood, and very soon the

ground around was covered with dead drones black

and white. I knew this queen to be an extra good
one, and wanted to test her " sand." She did splen-
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didly afterward. The quickest way to get rid of lay-

ing workers is to shake the bees into a pile 10 rods

from the stand, returning the hive supplied with

unsealed brood, and a queen or queen-cell. All the

bees that can fly will return, but not the laying

workers.

Another way: If there are many young bees that

would be lost by the above method, give them an

unsealed queen-cell, and plentj' of eggs and larvte.

Oliver Foster.
Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., la., Dec. 19, 1881.

THE IPS AND DOIUNS OF THE MAN
^VHO GOT 565 LBS. IN ONE \^EAR

FKOM A NUCXEUS.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT CELLAR AVINTERING — WIN-
TERING A COLONY ON IV2 LBS. OF HONEY.

¥0U say, in Deo. No. of Gleanings, page 59V,

that you have no doubt that I have been—
' through discouragements and troubles like

many of the rest. Yes, that is so. I have had many
ups and downs in the few years I have kept bees,

and I will tell you about it. I commenced bee-keep-

ing in 18T6, with one swarm, which I increased by
dividing to 3. It was a poor season here that year.

I put them in the cellar in November, and in Febru-
ary I took them out. In March we had terribly cold

weather, and a big snowstorm, so I lost 3 of my 3

colonies. In January, 1877, I ordered the A. B. J.,

and Magazine, the first bee papers I ever read, and
in May, Gleanings. From this I learned a better

way of artificial swarming. In the fall of that year

I had 18 colonies in good condition for winter, and
they all came out of the cellar in the spring, as

bright as a new dollar. From these 18 colonies in

1878 I increased to 45, and took considerable honey.

I am sorry I did not weigh them in the fall and
spring, and keep a record of the honey; now I al-

ways weigh the bees when I put them in the cellar,

and again when I talie them out in the spring. Nov.

7, 1878, 1 put them in the cellar; March 23, 1879,

1

took them out. They were as bright and nice as the

spring before. They wore in the cellar 135 days.

One colony consumed only 4 lbs. ; 3, iVz lbs. ; 4, 5 lbs.

;

2, 51/2 lbs.; 14, 6 lbs.; 3, ^M lbs.; 1, 13 lbs., and the rest

7 and 8 lbs., making an average of 6 8-9 lbs. I sold

some colonies, and increased them during the sum-
mer to 101, and had a very good crop of honey. Put
them in the cellar Nov. 4, 1879, and took them out

the latter part of March and fore part of April, 1880.

They were in the cellar about 148 days. One colony

consumed 1^2 lbs.; 4, 3U lbs.; 4, 4 lbs.; 15, 4!4 lbs.; 8,

5 lbs.; 14, 5'/4 lbs.; 13, 6 lbs.; 4, 6/2 lbs.; 1. 10'^ lbs.;

the rest, 7 and 8 lbs.; average amount consumed,
5 8-15 lbs. Then I had the first spring dwindling. I

sold some colonies, and increased to 88. I had only

about 600 lbs. honej% nearly all fall honey, as white

clover was a failure. Nov. 13, 1880, I put them in

the cellar, and April 16, 1881, took them out. They
were in the cellar 155 days. One colony consumed 5

lbs.; 3,6 lbs.; 2, 614 lbs.; 3, 7 lbs.; 1, 13U. lbs.; 1, 13

lbs.; 1, 13^2 lbs.; 1, 15 lbs.; 1, 16'/2 lbs.; the rest from
8 to 12 lbs., averaging 9 4-5 lbs. per colony. I had 33

dead colonies; the remaining .55 I doubled up, so I

had 25 colonies in not very good condition, and 10

nuclei of 1 and 3 frames for queen-rearing. From
these 25 colonies I obtained 6037 lbs. of honey, of

which 3107 lbs. was extracted, and 2920 lbs. comb.

and increased to 93 colonies. I sold some colonies,

and now have 83 in the cellar, and 4 colonies on sum-
mer stands packed in hay.

I will report next spring how I succeeded in win-

tering them. So far they are all right.

H. Newhaus.
Burlington, Wis., Jan. 30, 1883.

Thanks for the figures, friend X. It seems
to me your colony must have been a very
small one, that consumed only li lbs. in 148
days— rather a nucleus, was it not V I once
wintered a small colony that I should think
hardly consumed more than that ; but as I

did not weigh them, I can not say exactly.
I dare say, that those that used so little

stores came out in better health than if they
had used four times as much. AVhat a sav-
ing it would be if we knew enough to win-
ter a pint of bees and a queen everii time, and
thus save the large amounts of I'loney con-
sumed by a heavy colony ! With our pres-
ent light, we could easily make the pint into
a rousing colony before winter, and may be
get a crop of honey besides. Where is Hos-
mer now-a-days V

THE SEX OF EGGS OF A QUEEN.

SOME THOUGHTS AND FACTS FROM A FRIEND OVER
THE WATER.

WN the columns of the British Bee J(mrnal, and

Jl also in Gleanings, I occasionally find opinions

advanced on the above subject, which seem
barely to harmonize with entomological facts; and
if my judgment serves me correctly, Prof. Cook, in

his Manual, advances the theory, that the sex of eggs

is determined, if not by the will of the queen-bee, at

least by the amount of abdominal pressure to which
she is subjected in depositing cgfis in different-sized

cells, whilst others, with a semi-claim to the appella-

tion of naturalist, support the idea that the will of

the insect in controlling the amount of sperm to

each, is supreme in this matter of sex. I am not,

however, aware that any definite conclusion has

been arrived at, through demonstrative evidence;

and a few details of observations, taken in a small

apiary in the center of Montrose, Scotland, during

last season, may assist your readers in forming an
opinion thereon.

During the first days of August, four out of five

hives were prepared and sent to the heather above

Fasque— a distance of over 14 miles ; and some time

after their despatch, the remaining hive, which was
a stock hive in movable frame, from which a top

swarm hart been taken, was discovered to be queen-

less. The brood being all sealed, it was necessary to

obtain a square inch of worker comb filled with eggs,

from a hive at Ilossie Gardens, a distance of over a

mile. This was attached to comb with a small piece

of wire, and two queen-cells were speedily raised

thereon. After a few days, all the ova disappeared

from the small piece of comb; and in about a week
from the time of giving eggs, a number of drone-

cells were filled with the whitish substance common
to larva? at this stage. Here the thought suggested

itself, that the queen had been overlooked in previ-

ous examinations. But then, why these two queen-

cells? And on a still more careful scrutiny, and
comparison of the number of cells in previously

mentioned square with the larvse in drone-cells, a
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harmony was obvious, and thus the previous disap-

pearance of eggs was accounted for. It was now
perfectly clear, that the all-wise Creator had en-

dowed this insect with a forethought and power,

probably unexampled in the animal kingdom. They
knew that they wanted a queen, and prepared their

cells accordingly. They also seemed to know that,

without a male to mate that virgin queen, their

colony would become extinct; hence they trans-

ferred these eggs from worker to drone cells, to

prevent such a fatality. The result was, iu the

month of October they had a queen performing all

the duties pertaining to her position, and several

drones were then flying.

One more corroboration was noted. In one hive,

a queen was observed dropping eggs, not in cells,

but on the top of the comb, whilst a number of bees

were, with the utmost order and eagerness, watch-

ing and picking up the eggs, and placing them in

cells. In this case, could the queen instruct the

bees where each egg was to be deposited, if her will

regulated the sex, or did they instinctively know
the proper cell for each egg? It could scarcely be.

The only warrantable and logical conclusion is, that

the ova of a fertilized queen-bee, in a sense differing

from that of a virgin queen, or even a fertile work-

er, belongs to neither sex, being for the time neutral,

having its future sex determined by the cell In

which It is placed, and the treatment to which it is

subjected by the bees. K. Edward.
Montrose, Scotland, Dec. 5, 1881.

I think, my friend, yon are in error ; for

eggs have been repeatedly cut out of a work-
er comb, and transferred to drone-cells, and
vice versa; but, so far as I know, all experi-

ments have resulted in showing conclusively

that it made no difference where the egg was
placed,—it produced the same insect it would
if it had not been moved. Moreover, micro-
scopical experiments, detailed in that valua-
ble little book, the Dzierzon Theory, show
pretty conclusively that the egg producing
the worker or queen is fertilized, while that
producing the drone is not. You found the
eggs gone which you gave them, and other
eggs in drone comb, and these latter pro-
duced drones ; but for all that, I do not think
the bees moved them tliere. The eggs in

drone-cells were probably the eggs of fertile

workers ; and these fertile worker drones, I
should say, could not have produced the
drone that fertilized your queen. First,
these drones could not well be old enough ;

and secondly, it is a matter of great doubt
whethei- eggs from fertile workers ever pro-
duce drones equal to the task of fertiliza-

tion. The fact you furnish, in regard to the
bees taking eggs from a queen, and placing
them in cells, is an important one; for, if I

am correct, we have never had proof of this
in print before — only conjectures that it

might be so. Whether, in such a case, the
bees would know from the looks of the egg
which kind of cell it belonged in, or whether
the queen called out to thpm, as they carried
the eggs away, the name of the sex, is a
pretty deep question ; but I am inclined to

doubt whether the bees have the ability to
judge, further than to call all eggs drones
they find in drone-cells, until the larvae are
hatched. I also doubt the queen having
sufficient intelligence to communicate any

knowledge of this kind to the bees. When
a queen has too few bees to care for her
eggs, she frequently exudes them, and the
bees apparently eat them up. If they put
them into cells, it seems to me a very unnat-
ural proceeding, and I should be rather in
doubt that they hatched out into either
drones or workers. Did you, friend E., note
whether these eggs produced perfect bees
or drones? It has been suggested, that
caged queens sometimes furnish eggs for the
bees to put around into cells ; but I believe
you are the first one, friend E., who has seen
it done.

K. I. FRGKBORN'S REPORT.

350 COLONIES IN WINTER QUARTERS A YEAR AGO,
AND WHAT THEY DID.

BOUr a year ago I reported having 350 swarms
in winter quarters. Since then I have said

not a word (in Gleanings I mean), though I

have said several that might have been heard around
here, especially when handling hybrids and Cypri-

ans. Well, had I not been ashamed to make a re-

port last spring, it would have been about 146 with

live queens the first of May — 100 of them the weak-
est lot ever owned by a discouraged bee-keeper;

about 40 that I had in a location where they wintered

fairly well, were the salt that seasoned the whole
mess, and served as a reserve corps to draw on for

bees and brood to restock my empty combs and
make a passably fair report out of what seemed in

spring a very doubtful chance. The spring, or sum-
mer, rather, as we had no spring (only winter fol-

lowed by summer), was all that a bee-keeper could

ask for, as May was bright and balmy, and the nights

warm ; that enabled many a handful of bees to build

up into good strong stocks that in a more unfavora-

ble season would have been lost by brood chilling.

In May I had an opportunity of buying 19 swarms
of blacks in box hives; this made 165 to start with;

and as I had them in five places I debated whether
to get them together in one or two lots, and run for

honey, or Increase them up to the original number
again; buthavmg so much comb on hand, and not

liking to have the name of being out of bees, I con-

cluded to increase them again. So I kept them scat-

tered; and when dividing and making swarms I

moved all the young ones to a new location, which

prevented their returning to the old hive, which

they will do more or less when not moved, and they

work nearly or quite as well as natural swarm? of

the same strength.

I had thought in spring, if I could increase aa

many as I have lost, it wouJd be about all I could

reasonably expect, without much of a honey crop;

but after getting bees in my 350 hives again, I

thought if they could do more than fill up they

should have all the comb they could fill, and I kept

them supplied according to strength and location;

using, on some of the strongest, from 16 to 34 Gallup

frames.

The season was in many respects remarkable, es-

pecially for heat and moisture. White clover was
almost a total failure, as we got no pure clover

honey, though there was sufBcient of It to keep
them Increasing. Well, to be ready for basswood

and later flowers, we had too much rain during bass-

wood for a large yield, the amount from this source
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being about 8000 lbs., and of later flowers 9500, mak-
ing 17,500 lbs. of extracted, and increase 200 swarms;
and while many have reported doing much better

than this, I am satisfied with the result, as I did bet-

ter than r expected, which ought to satisfy any one.

We watched only one lot regularly, but depended on
controlling swarming by cropping all old queens,

and cutting out cells, and taking brood from the

strongest; and yet we are not positive of losing but
three swarms. We have one lot ten miles from
home; another seven. Having them so far away,
and moving all young swarms, kept three of us so

busy through June and July that we had but little

time to go fishing or play ball.

In regard to the wintering problem: I see that

many think they have solved it, and in their particu-

lar location they probably have; but should they try

some other, it might be they would modify some-
what their present views, as, in my opinion, loca-

tion has much to do with success or loss in winter-

ing, and that the wintering depends upon the sum-
mer's gathering; otherwise, how shall we account
for one lot wintering well and another dying under
the same treatment a short distance awaj'? It is

possible that, by takiug all natural stores away, and
feeding sugar, they might all be wintered in a season
when they would die on natural stores; but as we
can hardly tell when disaster is coming, and as it is

a big job to take the honey from them and feed a

large lot, I have so far taken the chances of their

wintering on their own stores.

I take no stock in the theory that we must have
them breed late in winter, for I have known them to

winter well without feeding, when all honey sources
had failed in August.

I have 103 swarms, chaff packed, outdoors, and 250

in cellars. They seem to be doing fairly so far, both
out and in. Those out were carrying water in the

warm part of the day on several days during Novem-
ber and December. S.I.Freeborn.
Ithaca, Wis., Jan., 1883.

HONEY FROM BASSWOOD, AND HONEY
FKOM THISTLES.

fjiHOUGH my report is not very brilliant, and per-

haps, also, a little out of season, I will try to

let you know what I have been doing the past
summer. When the honey season began in real

earnest, I found that I had only 30 colonies out of 39

that were strong enough to make a start in the box-
es. At the close of the basswood flow of honey I

took off 3130 lbs. of nice white comb honey, an average
of 71 lbs. per colony, and double increase. They
would swarm and swarm; no amount of boxing
would control them. I have douliled up and sold

down to 66, which I am wintering in Langstroth
hives on their summer stands.

THISTLES AS A HONEY-PLANT.

Now, f'-iend Root, allow me a little space to tell the

readers of Gleanings who have possession of land

where our common thistle grows, not to destroy
them, for they are a good honey-plant in just the
right time. In looking over my bees after the sur-

plus arrangements were removed,! found plenty of

brood, but very litf.e honey. Some time near the
last of July I noticed that the bees were coming in

heavily laden with honey.
" Hallo !" says I to mjself, "Mr. Root need not

'kick up such a dust' about one red-clover queen;

why, my whole apiary is of that stamp. I must real-

ly go and see that large clover field."

I put my smoker away, and before many minutes
I was standing in a field of red. Imagine my sur-

prise to see very few bees. I started home, greatly
disappointed. As I got about half way home my
silence was broken by a loud humming of bees pass-
ing overhead. They led me to a large thistle patch
where I found them so many in number that they
were crowding, it seemed, to see how many could
get one flower. I beat a hasty retreat homeward,
well pleased with my two hours' ramble, and with a
strong resolution that I would destroy no more
thistles. Day by day they gathered their sweet
treasures, and at the end of one month the combs
were bulged out with a beautiful golden-colored
honey. T. C. Chilly.
Grafton, Lorain Co , O., Jan 30, 1883.

I liaven't a doubt of what you say, friend
C. ; but if you go to recommending thistles,
some of the friends wouldn't sleep nights.
You see, it Avould seed the land of your
neighbors ; and as the common thistle grows
a second year, it would be even worse than
the much-abused, but comparatively inno-
cent, blue thistle we had such a time about
a year or more ago. I have seen bees get
quite a little honey from thistles some sea-
sons, but I hardly think it is a very common
occurrence.

A TRIP TO JEFFERSON, WISCONSIN.

BY ONE OF THE "BLASTED HOPERS."

CHAPTEK I.

^fit^'A'i' 1, 1881, I had but 13 colonies of bees and 3

|l/)(|l very weak nuclei in my bee-yard, where from
' 60 to 100 colonies usually stand. They looked

so lonesome, and I felt so blue after my losses, that

I determined to buy more if pos.ible. After corres-

ponding with several having bees to sell, and finding

their ^prices too high for my pocket-book, I deter-

minedon a trip to Jefferson, the home of theGrimras
and many other quite extensive bee-keepers. For
the want of a better conveyance, I proposed bring-

ing them home in the lumber wagon. Under the box,
rubber springs were improvised by cutting up old

rubber boots and shoes, and in the box was placed
hiird and tough brushwood upon which boards were
laid so that the hives would be level. An hour be-

fore sunrise. May 30, 1 was on the road leading north-

westward, and, rough and stony though it was, I was
intending to do the 30 miles by noon. The morning
was pleasant. The team needed no urging, and my
spirits rose as I thought that perhaps to-morrow I

might be returning with 30 colonies of nice yellow
bees to work on the yellow blossoms of the dandeli-

ons with which the roadsides were nearly covered.

White clover, too, had also begun to show its small

pink and white flowers, on which I saw many bees

before arriving at Jefferson. As I passed through a
small village, two or three men were seen giving

their horses water at the town pump. I, too, drew
rein and saluted them with a good-morning, which
was pleasantly returned, after which they were asked
of the prospect for buying bees in that locality.

One of them laughed as he remarked, that nearly

every one had gone out of the bee business, and,

pointing to a house near by, said, "A bee-raan lives

there, but he has only one weak swarm left from the

forty he had in the fall, and he is a sample of all."
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I drove on; and as I did so, noticed that there was
plenty of bass wood-trees in the woods, and many
basswood logs lay by the sawmill, ready to bo made
into boards and scantling. The fences by the road-

side, too, were nearly hidden from sight by the rank

growth of grapevines, sumac, and crabapple-trees,

the latter of which were then in full bloom, giving

forth their strong but delightful perfume. White
clover was abundant also, so it must be a fine coun-

try for bees. When within about four miles of Jef-

ferson, my eyes were gladdened by the sight of a

bee-yard, if yard it could be called, for they were in

the open lot, and all in one long straight row— 40 of

them, and all Langstroth hives, and painted white.

Of course. I called. The proprietor, a German, like

nearly all his neighbors, was very busy putting on
upper stories filled with empty combs, from which
he proposed extracting the honey when it came. He
had a small honey-house near the bees, on the hill-

side. Under the bouse was his stone-walled cellar,

where he wintered his bees with the greatest suc-

cess. "But," said he, "I take great care of them. If

they are too warm, 1 open the door and window^
nights; and if too cold, I warm them with a fire,"

He showed me the cellar, but it is not nearly so nice

as mine, where the bees nearly all died. His bees

were nearly all Italians, and very strong, I judged,

by the number passing in and out. He said they

were then working on the white clover and dandeli-

ons. He could not be persuaded to sell any, so I

drove on. J. L. Wolfenden.
Adams, Walworth Co., Wis., Jan. 30, 1883.

HOW TO BUILiD UP AN APIARY.

AND ALSO HOW TO ITALIANIZE.

ijnjp COMMENCED in the spring of 1880 with one

Ji([ swarm of black bees; increased by natural

swarming to three, but got no surplus honey.

I wintered all; but two came out strong in the

spring, and one weak. The weak one was t^ie old

swarm, but I soon built them up strong in the spring

by feeding candy, as given in the ABC, and I have
taken 250 lbs. extracted honey, and increased to ten

by natural swarming. One first swarm filled their

hive, containing 13 Gallup frames, in just ten days,

with comb honey and eggs, and gave me 40 lbs. sur-

plus honey. The hive they came from was a two-

story one, with 34 frames in, and the queen filled

them all with eggs, and I tell you there were a few
bees around when they swarmed.
Buckwheat did not amount to much with us, on

account of dry weather; the bees stored surplus

only about four days from it.

HOW I INTRODUCED MY ITALIAN QUEEN.
I got her of you ; and as it was the first one I ever

introduced, I took out all the frames of brood, except-

ing one with a few bees and the queen, and put them
into a nucleus hive. The next day the queen came,
and I caged her on the single frame of brood left in

the hive for 6 hours; I then lifted the cage, and let

her out. The second day she commenced to lay, and
1 took out the brood combs and filled the hive with

them, after the honey had been extracted. I then
fed them up till the combs were filled and capped. I

now have a rousing swarm of Italians. I wish to

Italianize in the spring, and this is the way I am go-

ing to do it: I have 9 colonies of black bees, and I

shall make 9 nuclei, giving them each a capped
queen-cell; when the cell hatches I shall build them

up strong as fast as I can, at the expense of the nine

old swarms. I expect, by the time I get the nuclei

built up to strong swarms, the old ones will be pret-

ty weak. I will then remove their queens and intro-

duce laymg Italians in their stead. By doing this

way, I expect to get the nuclei built up strong soon

enough to gather surplus honey. I think I can do it,

as I shall have the services of two queens to build up
with. Do you think my plan will work, friend Root?

C. E. Larrabee.
Horton, Jackson Co., Mich., Dec. 19, 1881.

I think your plan a very good one for Ital-

ianizing, friend L., providing you start the
nine nuclei, say some time in April or May.
If you keep on with the zeal you show now,
I expect to see you have a rousing apiary ere
long.

FROin THIi: BOX-ELDERS.

FEW evenings since, as we were about to call

on Mr. Duster, when nearing his residence we
^^^^^ heard music, both instrumental and vocal.

The sitting-room was lighted up brightly, and through
one of the windows which came down to the floor,

over which was a partially drawn curtain, we saw
the daughter seated at the piano — the father in his

easy-chair, and, with instrument accompanying, they
were making the whole house vocal with song, while

the wife and mother sat by contentedly listening.

This scene was just such a one as can and should be
found in every farmhouse in our land, if we will but
cultivate a taste for music. There is nothing so rest-

ful, after the toils and perplexities of the day; noth-

ing that so " heals and humanizes our distempered
natures," and makes our homes lovely and lovable,

as music.

As we stood looking at this scene for a few mo-
ments, it seemed almost rudeness to do so; while,

upon the other hand, we felt it nearly a sacrilege to

disturb them. Mr. Duster appeared rather tardily

in answer to our summons, and, by waj' of apology,

said,—
" We had got into the heavy part of our perfor-

mance, and as there were only two of uSto carry the

four parts, it took our whole attention and efforts to

do so!"

I looked at him somewhat amazed, that two per-

sons could sustain four parts in music, when he re-

sumed by saying,—
" You see, my daughter played the instrument,

and sung; that's two parts, while I whistled a little

tenor, and now and then whined a little falsetto for

alto, and then came down on the bass for all I had
left — ' singing ourselves away to everlasting bliss,"

you see."

We found Mr. Duster in a very happy frame of

mind; and why should he not be? Soon our conver- »

sation led us to our favorite topic —
bee CULTURE.

"I see," said Mr. Duster, " that almost all who ad-

vertise queens for salei-ecommond them as being of

an improved strain — telling how smart they are at

the egg-laying business; how industrious and spry

their progeny are, getting up early, and going to bed

late; crying when night comes when no bee can

work, not even the improved sort; great, good-

natured, good-looking fellows (?) that 'never, no,

scarcely ever,' sting, etc., etc.

" Now, do not understand me as ridiculing the

claims of these parties, for I believe in the
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IMPROVED BEE,

and I believe, too, we have been iuiproving them for

the last ten years; and so I say, let them advertise

and give us the good points they claim. No^one ex-

pects they would advertise that they had got the

old ' black boss bee ' of 10 or 15 years ago. They
would be looked upon as about on a par with the

fish-monger who went on the street to sell fish, cry-

ing, ' Stinking codfish for sale! who'll buy?' So Isay,

cry up the good points you think you have devel-

oped, and in this way stimulate others to greater

efforts in the good work."

I saw that Mr. Duster was in right-down earnest

in his belief in this matter, so I suggested that per-

haps he had got an improved strain of bees. As he
did not respond at once, we looked at him and saw
that he was regarding us in a kind of a quizzical,

doubtful way, with one eye partly closed, and the

other drawing a bead on us across the bridge of his

nose.

"Yes, yes!" he broke out, "I've just that. My
bees strain every winter to get through, and they
make it, too, by jim-i-ny!"

"Tut, tut!" interposed his wife, across the table.

"Well, well; leave off the two last words if you
like," said Mr. D. ;

" but it is the truth, all the same.
Some of these fellows who winter their bees out-

doors will tumble to my racket in the way of winter-

ing, one of these days, and don't you forget it!"

After going thus far out of the way to give his

friends on outdoor wintering a " whack," as he
called it, he returned to the improvement question
again.

"You don't suppose that, after improving the
short-horns that we bought of Johnny Bull until he,

Johnny, is glad to come over and pay us a good
round price for oui- improved short-horns; you don't

suppose, after improving our breed of horses " (and
here Mr. Duster arose and struck an attitude) "until

we have been able to send across the waters such
samples as Foxhall and Iroquois, that cleaned out
the whole ' caboodle ' of 'em; you don't suppose that

we have improved the little Jersej's until they are a
far better breed in most respects than those first im-
ported, and we, after doing all this, can't improve
our bees!"

Here Mr. Duster dropped into his chair with a long-

drawn-out "pish," that seemed to let out all the
wind there was in him. He, however, soon rallied,

by saying, in conclusion,—

"Look at what has been done in the improvement
of ourpoultry. Breeds that we imported thirty years
ago can now hardly be recognized as the same, so
great has been the change for the better. The hen-
fever and bee-fever, I wish to remark, are very much
alike. I will not diagnose them to prove it, but will

simply say, that I have had both, and am myself a
living monument of thirty years' standing to the
fact! It will take time, some money, and a good
deal of patience, to bring this matter about; but it's

as sure to come as that the future is before us."

R. H. Mellen.
Amboy-on-Inlet, 111., Feb. 4, 1882.

Friend M., please tell Mr. Duster, next
time you see him, that our friend Merry-
banks has several projects in hand that he
would like his opinion on, and one is, wheth-
er he don't think the " improved bee " would
get along faster if bred in his pail bee-hive,
rhey are so much more comfortable, clus-

tered together in a round ball, as it were, and
then in the springtime the sun warms up the
pail so readily, and dries out all dampness.

FRIE:ND DEAIVE'S SYSTEM OF WORK-
ING SECTIONS FOR COlttB HONEY.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR WIDE FRAMES AND CRATES, FOR
SECTIONS.

1
i?T does not usually take a bee-man very
I'lt long to learn the advantages of simplici-

ty and fewness of parts in his appliances
for the ai)iary ; and the great favor wlilch
the Simplicity hive has obtained is probably
owing to its being composed of just two
simple parts, bodies and covers. Almost
every beginner suggests that a flat board,
cleated, would do just as well as a bottom-
board made just like a cover; but he soon
learns that the advantage of having bottoms
and covers exactly alike, and always inter-
changeable, more than pays for the extra ex-
pense. Since our system of gauges, so that
Simplicity hives made by one man always fit

exactly those made by any other man, have
become known, it is now quite common to
have single orders for a hundred or more
hives. Well, the one-piece section did a
great deal in the same way toward simplify-
ing. When there were two or more separate
pieces to form a section, somebody was eve-
ry little while getting too many tops and
bottoms, or too few sides, or, as often hap-
pened when we had sent them all right, he
counted wrongly, and imagined he had not
got what he should have, which made more
trouble, if possible, than the other. Well,
not only are all such troubles over, but the
one-piece section can be put up ever so much
faster than the other ; even if a nailed sec-
tion is wanted, they can be put up faster, for
it is a very much easier job to nail it nicely,
when every part is held firmly in place while
the nails are driven.

Well, the wide frames to hold sections are
still made of three different pieces, and the
crate that sets over the frames, even the
simplest in form, is made of quite a number
of pieces. Now, friend Deane proposes to
make two simple pieces of wood make pret-
ty nearly the whole of both. Below I give
you a cut of the pieces as he uses them.

THE PIECES OP WOOD FORMING THE DEANE SEC-
TION-HOLDERS.

The smallest piece is 11x4^x7-32. The oth-
er is 17ixl#x7-82. You will observe, the for-
mer is just the width of an ordinary section
in its widest part, and the latter just the
width in the narrowest part. The latter is,

in fact, only the bottom-bar to an ordinary
wide frame. Xow, -in-

stead of notching them
together as friend Deane
does, I would put them
together in the usual way of dovetiiliiig, so:
If made to drive together hard, they will
make a much tirmer joint, and yet they can
be easily bent back a little, when lifting out
the sections. If separators are to be used,
they are tacked to these short pieces. I
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would suggest, that the prices for these
sticks be about $3.25 per thousand, for the
small ones, neatly planed, and about double
the amount for the large ones. This will
make the four-box case, which it really is,

just $15.OU per thousand. We will now let

friend Deane tell how he uses these little

cases :
—

In answer to tho many calls for information in re-

gard to the new Dcane system for comb honcj', I

have taken this opportunity to arise and explain

throug'h your valuable journal.

CASE ILLUbTKATIISG FRIEND DEANE'S SYSTEM.

The arrang-ement, as shown above, is composed of
seven wide cases, holding four 'i}ixV.i, sections each,
and clamped together by means of two thin boards,
one on each side of the cases. It will be noticed
that there is a wire passing- around the screws in

ends of the boards, and that this wire has 3 small
wire loops around it ; now, by pushing these small
loops toward the screws, every thing is made so tight
that the wires sing like fiddle-strings. Tighten the
wires at e.ach end of the cases in the same manner,
and you can then handle the cases like a solid

box. By bringing the small loops to the center,
every thing is made loose, and any one case can be
lifted out without trouble. Place strips lii wide by
li inch thick all around the hive, and right on top of
the brood-frames, and then set this case right down
on the strips. Make all tight by means of these
strips, so no heat or bee can pass up from below, ex-
cept into the sections. When the bees g:et well to
work and you want to tier up, just raise the whole
combination, and place an empty one under it; but
be very careful to get the cases exactly over each
other so the bees can pass from one to the other.
The cases have no top-bar, and when they are
trussed up the sections are firm and solid, being the
same width the cases are. When used without sep-
arators, the whole thing can be sent to market just
as it comes from the hive, simply by placing thick
paper on bottom and top, and screwing a couple of
strips across the top and bottom and into the sides.

This arrangement of the new Deane system I use on
Simplicity and Star chaff hives, and it leaves about
% of an inch to spare on the sides of the Simplicity,
so you can use the regular body to slip over it, or it

can be used on any 10-frame Laugstroth hive, or the
principle can be applied to any movable-comb hive.

THE HOOP-IRON WIDE FRAME.

This device is made of hoop iron, and will hold two
of the above cases, as can be seen by the cut.

Its use is to suspend the cases on each side of the
brood-chamber, and when the bees get well to work
in them, raise them to the upper story and put emp-
ty ones in their places. When the cases are used
tvithout separators, you must use a perforated metal
division-board on the sides of the cases in the body
of the hive. You can nail separators on the cases,

if you wish; but in that case they would not do to

send to market, as tke cost would be too great.

Trusting this system may prove of great value to the

readers of Gleanings, I remain,— C. H. Deane.
Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky., Dec. 38, 1881.

Now, as we have considered the advan-
tages, it maybe well, before going into it too
strongly, to look at the other side. The plan
for drawing up the frames by sliding the
wires, is an old device, and, I believe, was
discarded, as being too mucli bother, and
also too frail. Those who have had experi-
ence in shipping, Ifnow how quickly such
devices are torn into bits ; and even when
handled in the apiary, by ordinary help, I
fear they would be ail the while ''• tumbling
to pieces." The case costs just about the
same as our combined shipping-case, and
does not have the observing-glass on each
side, either. Two objections present them-
selves to the hoop-iron frame. The one sent
us weighs nearly * lb., and, at the usual
price, 6 cents per lb. for hoop iron, the iron
alone costs more than we sell complete wide
frames for by the thousand. The other ob-
jection is the bottom-bar extending right
through between the upper and lower tier of
sections, separating them i inch further than
with the usual way. This latter objection
may be, perhaps, done away with ; but at
present I hardly know how. Now, after all

this, I still think friend Deane has made a
start in the right way, and that his system
will doubtless be adopted by many, and
probably greatly improved during the com-
ing season.

l»^ATER FOR BEES IN \*INTER.

FRIEND BOOMHOWER ONCE MORE.

CHAPTER II.

fN my letter to you which was published in Sept.

No., I stated that my bees were supplied with wa-—
' ter during their confinement in winter, and that I

thought it was the main point of my success in

wintering, and that I would give my method of sup-

plying them with water while in the cellar. As soon

as Sept. Gleanings was sent out, I began to receive

postals and letters from bee-keepers from all over
the country, far and near, requesting me to give

them my plan of supplying bees with water, and my
method of getting 286 lbs. of white honey from one

colony of bees. As I was at the time in Vermont,
running one of A. E. Manum's apiaries and queen-

yards, and also at the same time giving almost daily

instruction by mail to my family in New York State

concerning the management of my apiary and affairs

there, it was beyond my ability to find time to write

to Gleanings, giving methods and plans. And al-

so after friend Doolittle thought that I was casting

shadows upon our old pioneer bee-keepers, I thought

that I would not write any more letters to

Gleanings or any other paper pertaining to bee

culture. But I guess friend D. thought perhaps I
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was hitting him a little, for I think I have heard that

he does not winter his bees very well, and so wanted
my shadows to hit Langstroth and Quinby; but,

friend D., such was not mj- intention. But, to re-

turn to the water question.

From my first experiment and first winter in

wintering bees, I can't tell exactly how it came
about, but I got the idea In my head, that bees need
water in winter, for 1 remember, when a small lad,

of seeing my brother-in-law's bees go for water when
first carried out in spring, and I guess from this I

first got the idea of water for bees while in the cellar

or winter rcpositorj-; and as my experience grows,

this idea becomes more and more established and
confirmed within myself.

One day last spring I received a visit from a gen-
tleman living in the southern part of the town who
keeps bees. He had about 40 colonies in his cellar.

He related to me that he had taken extra pains to

have his cellar very dry, and free from dampness. I

asked him how his bees were wintering. Retold me
that for some time they had been very uneasy, and
one daj', as he was in the cellar, the idea came to him
that perhaps Ihey needed more under ventilation;

and as there was nothing handy to put under the
hives, he took potatoes; and as his hives were all

box hives, and very heavy with hor.cy, the potatoes
were somewhat smashed, and the juice from them
collected in a little puddle of water. The next day
he was again looking at his bees, and every hive that

had potatoes under, the bees had collected down and
sucked up every particle of moisture that could be
obtained from the smashed potatoes. He asked me
what I thought made them so eager for the juice

from these potatoes. My friends, what do yuu think
about it? Does this not look as if those bees were
very thirsty? I think it does.

One more point, and then I will drop the water
question for the present. About a mile and a half

from me is located a bee-keeper by the name of E.

Haverly. He has, for wintering his bees, a house
partly set in a bank of dry soil. He has it well ven-
tilated, and the air inside, when the bees are in, is

very dry — so much so that every thing is fairly

dusty; 90 colonies of bees were put in last fall; in

the middle of the winter the bees began to get very
uneasy, and began to crawl out and drop upon the
floor in such numbers that it began to look quite se-

rious. About the first of March, if 1 recollect right,

in the morning of a promising, sunshiny day he seat
word for me to come and help him carry out his bees
to give them a fly. I went and helped him do so;

and upon looking at quite a number of colonies that
were nearly destitute of bees, I found lots of dead
and apparently starved brood. All had plenty of
honey. What Was the cause? I think it was this:

That the bees had begun to rear brood, and were in

want of some moisture; and as all surroundings
were as dry as a powder-house, none could be had,
and the bees became uneasy and discouraged, and
had left the hives, and dropped upon the floor. Out
of the lot, he managed to save about 40; and the
most of these were so weak that it took until late in

the summer before they could rally so as to be of
any use. I believe that Mr. H. has provided water
for them this winter, and that his bees are wintei-
ing well.

HOW I SUPPLY MY BEES WITH WATEU IN WINTER.
As my bees are carried into the cellar, and set in

place where they are to remain through the winter,

each hive is raised up from the bottom-board about
l-i of an inch, by means of four little blocks of wood. /

After each and every hive is in place; the covering, ->^
or honey-board, is taken off; then I cover over the —
top of the hive with common cotton cloth, or cheap
factory; then I lay the honey-board tisbtdown ftpojj ^/
this cloth. After a few days, the moisture fr©H»^^e
colony will draw through the cloth, and collect in

little clear drops upon the under side of honey-board

;

and often little drops, like very small peas, will be
on the upper side of the cloth, or between the cloth
and honey-board. The bees can help themselves to

this water at any time, without any inconvenience,
or leaving the cluster, as it is only li, of an inch from
the top of frames to the under side of honey-board,
and the bees generally cluster over the tops of the
frames; so you see that water is always within their

reach. When too much moisture collects upon the
under side of honey-board, I turn it over, and so
keep doing through the entire winter. This water 1

have often collected and tasted. I find it to be as
clear and pure to the taste as good spring water.
Some colonies gave much more moisture than oth-

ers. The fewer the bees, the more moisture is giv-

en. The cloths never get wet or damp, but are al-

ways dry. I never give any upper ventilation. It

don't agree with me or the bees. I never have any
moldy combs in spring, nor do I carry out any dead
colonies, and but few dead bees upon the bottom-
boards. I have 25 colonies under ground, covered up
tight with from six inches to one foot of earth , with
no ventilation (wcept what can pass through the
ground packed tightly over them. In the spring I

will report how they come out.

HOW 1 GOT 286 LBS. OF HONEY FROM ONE COLONY.
The reason that I got this amount of comb honey

in such a very short space of time was this: The col-

ony had good care, lots of bees, did not waste their
time swarming, or preparing to swarm, for the rea-
son that they had no queen in the hive, nor material
to rear one from, and that they had perfect surplus
arrangements. As this was only an experiment, I

will not yet give to the public how I managed this

way of preventing swarming; but so far it has
worked well, and the two colonies that I experiment-
ed with gave the largestyields of honey of any in the
yard.

I wish to say, through Gleanings, that whoever
wrote to me for information concerning what I have
written in this chapter, and did not get an answer,
will please excuse me for so doing, as I was then
overrun with work, care, and anxiety.

In Chapter III. I will tdl you how I stir up my
bees in winter, and whether it harms them or not,

and also something about buckwheat and its culti-

vation, and melilot clover. Frank Boomhower.
Gallupville, Scho. Co., N. Y., Feb., 1882.

It would seem from the many facts in this
direction, that bees do need a little water oc-
casionally, when wintered in the cellar ; but
I really do not see, friend B., that your plan
of giving it to them is materially different
from that of a good many others. You sim-
ply stop most of the upward ventilation, and
take the chances of the condensation fur-
nishing just enough and no more. I think
this would be greatly dependent upon the
temperature and dryness of the cellar.—Your
plan of getting an extra crop of comb honey
by making the colony queenless at just the
right time, is essentially the same as the oue
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suggested by some of our York State bee-
keepers. If I am right, it works sometimes,
and at others it don't. Did you not have
fertile workers, and hordes of these useless

drones, as a result of keeping them queen-
less, with no means of rearing a queen V

CYPRIANS, ETC.

HOW THEY WINTER.

^ip HAVE been experimenting- with bees, and read-

Jl ing up bee literature for a few years, but have

had no honey. Commenced with blacli bees, but

the moths crippled them, and the robbers cleaned

me out last spring. Last June I bought two nuclei

of Cyprians, of three combs each, one in a Lang-

stroth and the other in what is called here a Mitchell

hive; filled both with frames furnished with fdn.

In an incredibly short time both hives were filled

with bees and honey, and they commenced storing a

surplus, when the dt-ought closed their labors in that

direction. I left them, for the winter, on their sum-

mer stands, setting up a few boards, to break off the

north and west winds. The Langstroth had its

honey-boxes on, and the other a super, -with three

frames, the ones immediately below them being un-

covered. 1 was careful not to disturb these upper

arrangements Hfter the close of the propolis season,

as the bees would not then be able to shut off up-

ward ventilation. Remembering Mr. Langstroth's

experience, I provided them with a large amount of

downward ventilation, the Langstroth having an en-

trance of ?i of an inch, the width of the hive, and

the other 7 by % inches. Yesterday they cleaned

out their hives, and are very busy to-day cleaning

each other off. There were but few dead bees in the

Langstroth, and about three times as many in the

other. Both hives feel about as heavy as they did in

the fall.

The Cyprians are certainly great honey-githerers,

and their courage and pluck are simply wonderful. I

no longer fear either moth or robbers. While very

carefully handled, they are as gentle as kittens; but

upon the slightest false move they boil out and
" pitch in." Smoke is of little account, as they make
no provision for retreat, ever ready "to die" upon
the wound, and leave the sting behind. I think they

are just the bees to keep for storing honey in boxes

or glasses above, and, for this purpose, I will change

all my hives to Langstroth. This will require but

little handling of them; and while my sheep are

lying in the shade in the heat of the day, I can hive

the swarms that come out — if they will let me.

I want some of those " flat-topped glasses," repre-

sented on pagcBlof Gleanings, when you get them;

and, also, with them a pair of gloves, which latter,

surely, is admissible in handling, ever so little, these

spunky little yellow jackets.

In former years this was a " land of honey," and

may be again. C. S. Callihan.

Jem, Clark Co., Mo., Ftb. 6, 1882.

And this reminds me, friend C, that the
strongest colony in our apiary is the Holy-
Land one we have mentioned. They are al-

most the only ones that are wintering on
natural stores, just because they had abund-
ance of stores without any sugar feeding.

Well, as a matter of course they spot their

hive, while the others do not ; but for all

that, they are still the strongest colony in
the apiary. With 200 all like this one, I
almost feel as if I could supply the market
with bees by the pound, without buying any,
even if friend Burch does not come forward
and help at all this season.—So, friend C,
you are expecting to avoid the stings by
using large glasses and gloves. I presume
you will let the glasses stand on the hives
until the frosty weather has driven the bees
all out of them, and then you can quietly
march off with your spoil. To do this, you
will need to set your bell-glass on a thin
bottom of wood, having only one opening in
the center. When it is to be lifted off, just
revolve the glass around this center, and it

will come loose quietly, and can be raised
without irritating their "majesties." i\.

house apiary would be beautiful for this
work, and it would then be a splendid place
to show to visitors. I have submitted the
glasses to two glass-factories for prices.

CASTliES IN THE AIK, ETC.

planning your work for the coming season.

^P|n N reading Banner Apiary Notes in Feb. No. of

^M Gleanings, I see that there was some one
else besides myself going after that " forty-

colony " craze. Somehow it makes me think that I

have something on my mind which seeks an outlet

in Gleanings. On turning to my note-book I find

the following under the head of specialties:—

"Select six best colonies, and make three divisions

of the same. No. 1 to be run f..r comb honey, as that

is the oldest method of obtaiuing honey from bees.

No. 3, for extracted hone;, the next step in order

after comb honey. No. 3 for that ' bonanza,' eighty

colonies from the two, although I do not expect to

get much above one-fourth of that number, which will

be doing very well, if I could realize six dollars

apiece for the twenty in the fall, providing expenses

were not too heavy. If I were in the queen business

I should have a No. i. As it is, I shall leave that to

W. Z. Hutchinson or some one else."

Now for No. 3, as reviewed from notes.

HOW to increase to the greatest number op
GOOD colonies POSSIBLE.

I will speak of only one colony, as an illustration.

Keep the colony together until the hive seems a

little crowded; then remove three frames with ad-

hering bees, two of sealed brood, one of eggs; place

them together with one empty comb, in an empty
hive on a new stand. If there does not seem to be

bees enough at No. 2, shake one or two frames in

front of it (a good many bees will return to the old

stand, so be sure to have enough); leave queen at

No. 1, and fill vacancy with empty combs or fdn.

Now give to No. 3 a queen-cell about ready to hatch

(these queen-cells I shall take from other colonies,

for the reason that, if I were running enough colonies

on the principle of "make as many as you can," one

colony would furnish queen-cells for a number of

new ones); let them remain in this state until No. 3

has a laying queen: then add 3 more frames of

brood and bees from No. 1 ; this would give to each,

seven frames of brood and honey. Fill space in

each hive as before. In a few days the same can be

gone over with, working on both No. 1 and No. 3,

which should be kept about equal in strength; and
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so on through the whole season. By the above

method the laying queens are always kept in a full

colony, where they can do the most good. "In
union there is strength; in division, weakness."

One queen in a strong colony will produce more
eggs than two queens in two weak ones.

TAKING NOTES.

Perhaps my method of reading bee .iournals will

be new to some. On sitting down to read a bee

paper I do not try to take it all in at one mouthful,

but "bite" off what I can "chew." With pencil

and note-book in hand 1 commence reading; when I

find anything that I want to remember, I put it

down under the heading it belongs to. Headings

read something as follows: Wintering; Hints on

handling bees for comb hpnty; Uniting colonies;

Introducing queens; Work to be done this winter,

etc. I find after pursuing this course for a short

time, I have a complete A B C, or bee dictionary.

Very often the note gives only the No., page, and

heading of the article in reference. If every be-

ginner would adopt the above plan, he would save to

himself a large amount of anxiety and worry, be-

sides a great many blunders and losses, and, if I am
not mistaken, a good many of Mr. Root's postal

cards, to say nothing of the time consumed in writ-

ing them.

SEPARATORS TO BE USED BETWEEN BROOD-COMBS.

I do not remember of ever seeing the above men-

tioned. If any one has used them, will he please

state with what success? I have had a great deal of

trouble in getting foundation drawn out evenly,

when hung by the side of an empty comb —the bees

bulging the latter so much that it prevented getting

a perfect comb from the sheet of fdn. ; also necessi-

tating the trimming of the bulged comb. I presume
others have had the same trouble. Now, it occurs

to my mind that, to use a separator of thin wood
about three inches wide, hung between the two,

would make every comb as smooth and neat as sec-

tion-box honey. To make the separator, get out

pieces the right width, and one inch shorter than

the hive it is to be used in. Clasp the ends with

folded tin, one end of which has been clipped and
turned back to form the projection, and you have it.

When finished, it should hang about half an inch be-

low the mat covering the frames. L. D. Gale.
Stedman, Chaut. Co., N. Y., Feb. 9, 1883.

Your plan of increase, friend G., is exact-
ly the one I pursued in increasing 11 to 48 in

a single season. At present I do not know
of any better way, including, of course, the
aid of empty couibs, or fdn., and the lamp
nursery for hatching the queens.—Professor
Cook, at the convention, suggested. a similar
way of taking notes, and I think it is by all

means to be commended. You will observe
that GLKANiNGshas broad margins, and the
paper will admit of writing nicely and plain-
ly on it, with ink.—You will lind, in the first

volume of the American Bee Journal, exact-
ly your plan for getting straight combs, giv-
en by Mr. Langstroth, with illustrations,
over 20 years ago. lie used sheets of both
tin and wood. Notwithstanding this, the
Patent-Office afterward granted a patent on
tin separators for getting straight combs.
The plan was abandoned, because it took up
so much room in the heart of the brood-nest,
and because the bees would often swarm out
and desert such hives.

WINTERING ON SUGAR.

ABSENCE OF POLLEN, ETC.

JANUARY' 23d the mercury fell as low as 13 °

below zero. It gradually got warmer up to

tho 27th, on which day it was 60° in the shade

at noon, and the bees had a regular jubilee. I made
an examination of all my colonies; laid out the

packing, which is rye straw and lawn-mower clip-

pings, etc., and let the sun dry out all the moisture;

looked to see if there were any dead bees on tho

bottom-board, and see if they had enough stores,

etc. Well, Ifound them in good shape. Two-thii'ds

of them were fed last fall on thick coffee A sugar

syrup; and they did not have a grain of pollen, so

far as I know. When I looked at them they did not

have any brood either; neither did those that had

pollen. Those that were fed on sugar were some I

got in the country, and saved from being brim-

stoned. I put several of them (seven in one in-

stance) into one hive on full sheets of foundation. I

mean to test the point, whether it is possible to rear

brood without pollen. My hive is similar to the

Doolittle, so arranged that I can pack five inches ail

around the brood-chamber.
MEASURING BEES' TONGUES.

Will you or Prof. Cook tell us the best way to

measure the length of the worker's tongue? Why
should we not try to breed a race of bees that can

get the nectar from the most thrifty red clover? I

think that, with the required skill and energy, this

can be accomplished.

In the matter of

DRAWING OUT FOUNDATION,
it has been my experience that the black bees are

ahead. Last fall I had a colony of Italians that I

feared were not strong enough for winter, as they

covered but four Gallup frames. I turned in a col-

ony of blacks with them, and put three full frames

of foundation in the center. Two days after, I

found nearly all the blacks on the foundation, draw-

ing it out in nice shape, and but few Italians among
them. The latter were lounging around in a sort of

lazy way on the other combs.

According to my notion, the

SHEPARD SWARMING-BOX
is far superior to the improvement of Rev. Mr.

Jones (see page 78). Tho "improvement" has too

many places for limbs, etc., to catch on; and if I

got the bees in it, I would be afraid a stray limb

would tip it up, and throw them all out again before

I got them to the ground. J. S. Hoffman.
Williamsport, Pa., Feb. 6, 1883.

At the convention, Professor Cook had a
queen-cage which he said was the one used
in measuring bees' tongues. You can doubt-
less get one from him on application .—The
matter of taking bees that are to be brim-
stoned, and wintering them on sugar and
fdn., is quite an important one. Let us see

to it, that no more bees are brimstoned in

this fair land of ours.—Is it not possible

that your black bees were young ones, and
the Italians old, that made the difference

you mention? I am inclined to think we
shall find there is no great difference in the

two races in working fdn., only that certain

stocks will go at it with much more vigor
than others. The extra energy of the Ital-

ians would seem to make them go ahead, as

a rule, I believe.
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From Different Fields.

as
AM thinklnj? of moving to Southern Dakota in

the spring, and if 1 go I should like to take my—
'^ bees alcng with mo. I have three colonies in

chaflf hives, which I got from yon, and I wish to

know the best way to arrange them for shipping 5.0

miles by railroad. Will there be danger of combs

breaking down? and if so, how can I prevent them
from doing so? W. Platts.

Davenport, Iowa, Jan. 23, 1882.

If yon aflhere strictly to the following,

friend P., I think you will get your bees
through safely: 1. Move them when the
weather is moderate, when the combs will

be in the best condition for shipping, and
the least danger of the bees being injured by
heat or cold. 2. Leave only 9 combs in the
lower story of chafi hive; space them even-
ly, and fasten them securely, by placing
sticks between the ends of the frames from
top to bottom, making the last one wedge
tight: nail a piece across the top of the
frames at each end. 3. Fasten wire cloth
over the entrance and top of the hive, giving
the bees the upperstory to play in. It would
be well to go on the same train, and look
after them a little.

PLANTING POPLAR-TREES.

A great many of your readers have waste land

that is uncultivated, and is doing them no good,

while they could, with but little cost, plant it in pop-

lar, and within a few years the land, for the timber

alone, would be greatly enhanced in value, to say

nothing of the vast amount of honey it would yield.

There are trees near me not over eight years old

that are fully 10 inches in diameter, and have been

blooming 4 years. With these considerations, to-

gether with the fact that the trees can be bought at

$1.00 per 100, 1 think the subject worthy of your call-

ing attention to it. Chas. Kingsley.

Greeneville, Tenn., Jan., 1882.

handling bees in winter, etc.

Can you tell me if bees need attention? Does

looking into the hive at any time do them injury or

benefit, when all seem quietly asleep this cold win-

ter weather? In other words, what is to be done tor

bees this month and next? I wish some bee journal

as good as Gleanings would tell the A B C class

what to do each month, or a synopsis of what may
be done each month. It would satisfy some very

much. L. C. Donnelly.
Vaimont, Col., Jan. 17, 1882.

While I am not sure that it harms bees to

remove the cushions and take a look at them
in cold weather, I would rather advise that
the hives be not touched, when the weather
is too cold for them to tly.—I have often
thought of monthly directions ; but you see
Gleanings goes all over the world, and the
directions for you would not do at all for our
friends in the South, to say nothing of those
the other side of the equator. Even if it did,

much of it would be a repetition of the A B
C, or of former years. Nevertheless, I will

try what can be done.

wanted — a process for making dark honey
LIGHT.

I find, in selling, that white honey will sell twice as

quick as dark, and at a far better price, even if the

dark is better in flavor and quality. I consider it,

therefori', of great importance to bee-keepers to

find a way by which they can convert their dark ex-

tracted honey into white. It seems to me that sci-

entific men, thoroughly posted, might find an easy,

practical way (that is, practical to the bee-keeper)

to convert the dark honey into white, without des-

troying the flavor or any of the good qualities, if a

sufficient inducement were offered to them. Now, I

think you should discuss this question in your jour-

nal; and if you can find 99 bee-keepers who are

willing to offer $5.03 each as a premium to any man
who invents such a practical way as above stated,

let them pay the $3.00 into your hands and I will

send mine, with the understanding that you offer

the $i0C so received as a premium to any man who
will fill the bill, subject to your decision, that the

process wanted is practical for the use of common
bee-keepers, that it is simple, and that the honey

passing through this process will become as white

as basswood, without losing any of its flavor or any

of its good qualities. Chas. H. Gkote.

Mauston, Juneau Co., Wis., Dec. 20, 1881.

Thanks, friend G.; but I hope you will

excuse me for being a little incredulous as

to the possibility of any such process, with-

out adding any thing to the honey that

would subject us to the charge of adultera-

tion. Also, if I am right, dark honey usual-

ly has a flavor rather inferior to our light

clover, basswood, and sa:?3 honey.

house apiaries.

Five years ago I visited your place, and took my
first lesson in bee business. You then had a house

apiary full, or nearly so, of bees. I would like to

know if it was a success, and whether you have one

or more.

HOW TO GET bees FROM WIDE FRAMES, IN TAKING
OUT SECTION HONEY.

Take a box 2 feet high, and long enough to hold 20

or more frames, they to be half an inch apart. Make
the box wide enough so the frames will just hang in

the top; then take any metal dish, put in fire and

rotten wood, enough to make a good smoke; set this

in the box, and you are ready to take out honey by

the wholesale. Bees are driven from the frames at

once, and you can keep one man busy carrying hon-

ey. No trouble with bees clustering on, and uncap-

ping the honey; no danger from robbers, as your

hive will not be open long enough for them to get a

start. L. U. Todd.
Vermillion, Erie Co., O., Jan. 28, 188).

Our house apiary is now vacated, friend
T. ; but we propose to stock it up again as
soon as we can get bees enough ahead to

spare. It is not as pleasant working with
bees in it, as in the open air, and our bees,

you know, are all pretty thoroughly worked.
— If your box were carried right beside the
hive, I can readily see that it would be a
pretty good thing, for the bees would have
but little time to uncap the sections while
you were lifting out the frames full, and
placing them in the "smoky box." Many
thanks for the suggestion.
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MAKING THE BEES BUILD OVER THE TIN BAR, IN

THE WIRED FRAMES.
In putting foundation into wired frames, I tried

the experiment of cutting each sheet into two equal

parts, and then lapping one half on one side the tin

center-bar, and the other half on the opposite side

the bar. B.vthis means 1 induced the bees to build

the frame full the whole length, and, not to leave a

space over the bar. This is but little moVe work;
takes no more foundation, and makes a much nicer-

looking comb, than by putting all on one side the

bar. I tried it with six frames, and found them all

well filled out. The idea is new to me, although it

may not be new in itself. If considered of value, let

the friends know of it in Gleanings. I like, if I

have any thing I think good, to let the world know
it. J. E. Pond, Jr.

North Attleboro\ Bristol Co., Mass., Feb. 2, 1883.

Thanks, friend P., for the idea. When
honey is coming in briskly, we have no trou-
ble in getting the bees to cover the tin bars
completely ; but at other times they do build
out the fdn. on the side where it covers tlie

bar, and leave the other. Your plan will fix

it nicely. And, by the way, you have start-
ed another and very important matter. Rub-
ber plates, to till a frame complete, are pret-
ty heavy to handle, and rather expensive.
One to make a half L. frame full, would be
quite pretty to handle, and could be worked
perhaps enough more rapidly, besides the
smaller expense. I will at once see to get-
ting some out for a half L. frame. The
query may come in here, Why have the tin
bar V I would have it, my friends, because
it enables us to make a frame very much
lighter, and, as a matter of course, with a
much greater area inside for honey-cells.
Our wired frames are made of such light
strips of pine, that we are enabled to dis-
pense with a great amoiuit of heavy wood
that has heretofore encumbered the very
heart of the bee-hive.

dollar queens.

As complaints are continually made by parties in-

terested, doubtless, in keeping up high prices, against

the dollar-queen business, perhaps a few words in

reply will be permitted from a buyer and producer
of queens who does not sell any. A few years ago,

in the National Convention, a speaker, deploring

the degeneracy sure to result from the low price of

queens, asked what would become of our herds of

choice cattle and sheep, if bulls and rams were of-

fered for a dollar! The reply was, that if bulls and
rams could be pioduced for one dollar, they would
sell at that, or nearly that price. Now, if such parties

would but retlect, they would see that an untested

queen can be sold much cheaper than one kept till

its progeny appears; also, that some men have a

greater aptitude for such a pursuit than others, and
can therefore produce good queens much more
cheaply than others. So long as careful breeders

are content to furnish untested queens at one dol-

lar, or even less, and claim that they can make more
monej' at that than in honey production, who should

complain? It is true, that careless, shiftless men
may sell queens not properly reared; but may not
that be done at three dollars, and more to the injury
of the buyer, than by him who sells at one dollar?

That good queens may be reared for one dollar, is

now beyond question. The public, by patronizing

those who do the best, can regulate this matter in a
far more satisfactory way than by trying to create a

monopoly. J. W. Porter.
Charlottesville, Va., Feb. 4, 1882.

good for TEXAS.

There arc some stocks kept here, but mostly in

old cross- stick hives; but the yield of honey is

good. One old-style bee-keeper has sold 4000 lbs. of

honey this last season (1881), from 125 stands. In

February, 18S1, I bought hives — 4 in Simplicity

frame hives, and two in cross-stick; transferred the

latter, and increased, by natural swarming, to 17

hives; used an extractor, and obtained 500 lbs. of

honey; sold at IJVic; sold all the hives for $40.00

(their first cost was $18.00), and bought Italians to

stock up with this year. I think the investment
paid me 100 per cent. My bees are gathering some
pollen now — the first about a week ago.

West Falls, Texas, Jan. 28, 1882. S. A. Elam.

bee-men AS A CLASS.

In all conscience, there has been enough said in

the Burch matters. One well-authenticated case of

such treatment as Mr. Merrick narrates in the last

number ought to stamp any dealer as unworthy of

confidence. I think every business man will say

that. No professions in the column for "square
men" can relieve a man from a stain of dishonor. A
man is either honest or dishonest. Every man can
tell which class he belongs to, if he will give the time
for study. To be sure, it is human to err, and it is

divine to forgive. Few just, right-thinking men,
would refuse to pardon an error or forgive a wrong,
if that error or wrong be acknowledged, and forgive-

ness asked. What excuse van there be for such con-

duct? A man may be embarrassed, but he need not

be dishonest in consequence; and what else is any
one who receives and appropriates money to his own
use which belongs to another, which was intrusted

to him for a specific purpose? The bee-keeping fra-

ternity will compare favorably, so far as my varied

experience goes, with any other for probity and lib-

erality. The sooner we are freed from impostors

entirely, the better it will be all around.

J. W. Porter.
Charlottesville, Albemarle Co., Va., Feb. 4, 1882.

necessity of ventilators for CHAFF HIVES, ETC.

Last fall I went to work and made chaflf cushions,

and packed my ten colonies of bees all down snug
for a long winter, overlooking entirely any escape

for dampness, supposing the chatt' in those cushions

would absorb all moisture that might arise from the

breath of the bees. To-day I went to my library and
stood for a moment to choose some book of interest.

I finally took up the little red cover, A B C of Bee
Culture. As I intend to make all chaff hives in the

spring, my attention was drawn to that subject on
page 97, " How to make the gable ends." No sooner

had I read this than I said to Mrs. B., " I must see to

my bees," and that I had just been reading in A B C
we must not omit ventilation in chaff hives. I threw
the book down on the table, and as the day was very

mild I went to work at once. I found the nice new
cotton chaff cushions rotten — not only the cloth,

but the chaff too, which looked more like manure
than chaff. One or two were all right. I soon took

off the miserable wet stuff, replacing it with fine

hay, as I had no chaff. I may not have done right;

but this I know, it is fresh and dry; the bees arc all

booming, and look as slick and clean as in June.
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Now, had you not put that clause into the book, it is

not liliely I should have attended to the bees until

April. I regard it as a timely warning-. I am in-

tensely interested in the little workers. They have
done well for me. From every dollar I have invest-

ed thus far, I have received fovr in return. My best

hive made me 106 lbs. in the 1-lb. sections last sea-

son, which I sold at 30 cts. per lb. I paid only $4.00

for the colony in the spring. In the fall I gave 68

lbs. of honey for four good strong colonies, and each

as much as one could lift. Thus far they are winter-

ing well — no dead bees of any consequence in any
of the hives. C. S. Burke.

Albion, N. Y., Feb. 6, 1883.

HOW TO KEEP SQUARE.

Place me along with the " square men," every

time. Why! I expect to live eternalhj with that class

of persons. Here is one way I have been trying to

keep square with every one for two years past: Up-
on receiving an order from a customer, I " book "

his order upon his envelope, and leave his money,
postal order, or draft, with his letter in the envelope,

until his order is filled. If I can not fill the order at

once, he is informed; and if he wants his money
back, it is returned as he sent it, postpaid. I have
no right to use it until the order is filled. This saves

getting a new order, and prevents bankruptcy (?).

QUESTION.
I should like to ask Mr. George Grimm how he

controlled natural swarming in his five apiaries,

with one assistant. I am thinking of estab.ishlug a

new apiary this spring.

AT HOME.
While we were reading in Mr. Frank Benton's

article about his "little prize queen" that came to

his " home in Cyprus," Sept. 5th, my dear wife

looked up with glistening eyes and said, " That was
the same day that our little Victor was born "—a
bright, ruddy little " king-bee," or bee king, as he
might have become. But, Mr. Root, we hope some
day to know why it was best that the angels should

come and take him home just as our hopes had be-

come almost unbounded. Oliver Foster.

Mt, Vernon, Iowa, Feb. 7, 1882.

excrement op the bees in health.

One bright sunny forenoon in Feb.. 1880, my hive

of bees (blacks) were taking a flight, after having

been confined for a long time. I was perched on
our grape-arbor at the time, about 15 ft. from the

ground, trimming the vines. A bee alighted on one
of the slats of the arbor, not two feet distant from
the tip of my nose, passed its excrement, and flew

off again. The excrement, which, I judge, was over

% inch long, looked, in shape, like that of a dog (on

a small scale, of course); as the bee was voiding it,

the end broke off and rolled from the slat, which is

fastened to the arbor slantingly; the remaining

piece of excrement also rolled from the slat, when
the bee had finished. At that time I was only a be-

ginner; and although I watched the proceedings

closely, I did not know that this was something
about which there was any uncertainty.

F. Hahman, Jr.
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 9, 1883.

BEES in a greenhouse.
Do I understand that friend Merrybanks, In Feb.

Gleanings, had more than one hive in one apart-

ment? Is there no danger of bees getting in wrong

hive or fighting? I shall put two hives in my green-
house the 1st of March, for an experiment. What
temperature should the house be so that they can
work fdn. inside the hive? It was an open winter
here, until about the middle of January. Now the

hives are completely buried in show. All right Jan.

S6th. Two nights in January the thermometer went
down to 35° below zero, but they came through it.

Chas. O. Meloon.
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 7, 1883.

Your humble servant had three colonies in
a greenhouse, or under glass, and all re-
turned to their own hives just as well as
they do outside in the summer. Let the
temperature run up until they begin to fly

pretty freely, and then hold it there. Give
plenty of fresh air, and they will, after they
get a little used to the surroundings, work
all right.

WINTERING without POLLEN.

Bees are apparently wintering all right in Root
chaff hives. No good free flight since Dec. 18th.

Those without pollen keep the quietest, and have
the fewest dead bees, and this was our experience
last winter. We have several stocks without pol-

len; and if these are the strongest, when we get
clear "out of the woods," then good-by pollen for

wintering, as far as our bees are concerned. Last
winter, one stock which we put up with but very
little pollen never showed a live bee at the entrance,

from some time in Nov. till the 19th day of March
(when they had a good purifying flight), sent out a

good strong swarm on the 37th day of May, which,

so far as we could learn, was the earliest swarm in

the county. G. W. Jones.
West Bend, Wash. Co., Wis., Feb. 6, 1883.

A swArm that wouldn't be "bossed."

I sometimes get "bee on the brain." As there is

no rush of honey or swarming [cold, and 10 to 13 in.

of snow], I wish j'ou or some apiarian to look over

the following, and see if any one has had like tor-

ment or experience. June 15th, large swarm is-

sued; did not cluster, and went back; I supposed

the queen was lost. On the 34:th, out again; re-

turned as before. July 6th, alighted on a cherry-

tree; very cross; used water freely; went in hive

nice; in about an hour they commenced coming out

slowly, and going back until all were at their old

home. On the 10th, out again; hived them; they

did not stay; about one-half went back, and the oth-

ers clustered again; put them in hive, and about

half of them came out and made an effort to leave;

the queen and part of the bees remained in the hive,

and the most of the others went to the old hive. On
the 13th, I put them in hive; went back as usual;

15th, hived them; came out, and alighted again;

hived again; came out, and struck for the moun-
tain, and I was glad of it, as they were mean, small,

cross hybrids. I have had bees for 55 years, and

was always "boss" until this swarm got ahead of

me. I never had many; 89 is the highest at any one

time. Thos. G. Williams.
Shartlesville, Berks Co , Pa.

Why, friend W., yours is the old-fashioned
way of managing, it seems to me. I have
had colonies try to act the same way, but I

soon cured them by dividing them up small,

and making them rear queens, or do some-
thing else useful. I believe putting colonies
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back is not a very profitable way of doing, in
any case. If they stay, they seldom work
much ; and, if I am not mistaken, it is gen-
erally thought better to humor them enough
to give them a new place to work. If a col-

ony goes out, and then comes back to the old
hive, 1 would take it as an indication they
were dissatisfied, and I would divide them
at once. Give the discontented bees a new
hive, with a comb of unsealed brood, and
just as soon as you can see queen-cells start-

ed on it, give them a queen, and then, if you
like, give them all the brood from the old
colony. You see, you can by this means
make a good colony of Italians out of " the
meanest hybrids "' you ever had in your api-
ary. Never let a colony waste its time as
you did, in any such "foolishness."' The
bees you mention might have stored nearly,
and may be quite, a hundred pounds of hon-
ey, while they were engaged in swarming
out those eight times.

" WHOPPERS," ETC.

I had almost made up my miud not to take your
journal. You would say, "Why not?" Well, be-

cause some report such—such—such—"whoppers,"
that I think I am nowhere in the business. But for

all that, you will find inclosed one dollar for Glean-
ings. Send it on. I like to read big things. A little

about my experience with bees: In the spring of

1879 I bought two swarms. In the fall I had live,

wintered in the cellar. In the spring, they were all

dead. I then bought three in the spring of 1880;

that summer two swarms wont to parts unknown.
One I lost by transferring, which left mo six. Last
spring found me with 4— one so weak it gave but
little surplus. The three, by artificial and natural
swarming, increased to ten. I have now 11 that I

call good, and had about 260 lbs. of cap honey. I

winter them on their summer stands, in dry-goods
boxes, packed in chaff. I am waiting for spring.

Jacob Snkll.
Prey's Busli, Mont. Co., N. Y., Jan. 9, 1883.

Now, friend B., you must keep right on,
and presently you yourself will have a
'' whopper " to report, and then you will feel
better, you know.

chapman's machine for piercing frames for
WIRES.

Having, the past two seasons, demonstrated the
superiority of wired frames over the unwired, I

have come to the conclusion to use no other kind.

Since the adoption of very fine tinned wire (No. 30 is

the best), we have no more of the trouble of brood
being killed where the wire passes through the
comb. But if the wire is not in the center of the
frame, and, consequently, of the comb, then we
have trouble; hence the importance of having the
holes pierced exactly in the center of the top and
bottom bars. With those who, like you, have steam
power, it is cheapest and best to pierce the holes
before the bars are ripped out; but as the majority
of bee-keepers have not the facilities you enjoy, and
as the labor of piercing the frames by hand is con-
siderable, as well as very slow, which is quite an
item, and as it is almost impossible to punch the
holes correctly, I think I am doing the brotherhood
a favor in calling their attention to the " bar-
piercer" invented by F. B. Chapman, and described
by him in Oct. No. of Gleanings, 1881, page 479.

After piercing by hand over 2000 bars, each having

six holes, I concluded there must be some better

way to do it; and remembering the description giv-

en above, I asked friend C. to make me one of his

piercers, as I confess I was not (without one to work
from as a guide) equal to the job. He did so, and I

have found it all and even more than he claims for

it. It is simple, effective, practical, accurate (which

is one of its best features), and easily manipulated.

A boy of ten years can work it with ease. I pierced

over 600 bars with it in one hour, without fatigue.

It can bo arranged to fit any frame, to pierce any
number of holes desired, at one operation. Frames
can be pierced after they are put together, though
it is better to pierce the holes first. I could say

much more in its favor, but you "don't want long

articles." I do, however, advise all who make or

use wired frames, to get or make one of Chapman's
bar-piercers, and I am sure you will thank me for

calling your attention to it. E. T. Flanagan.
Belleville, III., Feb. 1, 1883.

DAMPNESS; HOW TO BANISH IT FROM BEE-Hn'ES, OR
anywhere else, IN A "TWINKLING."

I proceed to give my plan for wintering bees. If

strictly followed, I would be willing to pay all losses.

In the first place, make bricks of common red clay,

two inches thick, and just long and deep enough to

fill the hive, and use them instead of division-

boards. Of course, the bricks must be burned like

those for building purposes. Now make bricks, of

the proper length to cover brood-frames; these

bricks must be slightly arched in the center, to al-

low the bees to pass over the frames; now have
your hives so constructed that you can remove the

bottom-board. Place your hive on a floor of hard
brick; that is, not directly on the ground— say on
rocks or wood, and have your bees surrounded with
hard brick, and I guarantee that no moisture can
ever be in the hive, for each one of these bricks will

absorb nearly a quart of water, without showing
the least signs of moisture. I learned this idea

from putting hard bricks in large bulks of wheat,
or damp corn, to save the trouble of sunning. Now,
if any of the friends don't believe this, just put a

few hard bricks in damp wheat, and see if it don't

absorb all the water very quickly. This will never
be patented, for it originated with me, and I shall

not charge any thing for it. I give it to bee-keepers
and wheat-growers, hoping thereby to be of some
benefit to my race, and nothing more.
Atlanta, Ga.. Jan. 23, i883. A. S. Smith.

Friend S, T feel more sure you have given
us something of great value for many gener-
al purposes, than I do that it is just the
thing for bees. You know Ave have had
several articles of late, strongly favoring the
idea that bees need water in winter. I am
sure it Avould effectually do away with the
dampness ; but I do not know how long it

would take the bricks to get saturated, so
they would have to be dried out. Take a
piece of porous sandstone, during a hot dry
spell, and by pouring on water slowly from a
pitcher, you will find the stone will take up
almost its own weight of water. Bricks
slackly burned would be comparatively warm
to the bees, and would take up an enormous
amount of water, without question*
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WHAT 36 WEAK COLONIES DID.

I started in the spring with 3t very weak swarms.

I had old combs to supply 15 or 20 new swarms. I

ended up in the fall with 88 swarms; sold 5, put 83

Into winter quarters in fair condition, not over-

stocked with bees, but, I think, with plenty of honey.

I sold 1500 lbs. of comb honey, and from 15 double

hives I extracted 1000 lbs., making in all the yield of

2500 lbs. of honey. My extracted honey I put in one

and two lb. jars; sold at home market for 16 and SO

cts. per lb. wholesale; retailed at 20 and 25 cts.

Dr. John Maxson.
Whitewater, Walworth Co., Wis., Feb. 1, 1882.

DIARRHCEA, OR DYSENTERY — WHICH ?

I notice in several of our bee journals a dis-

cussion of the dysentery question. I have looked in

vain for a characteristic symptom of dysentery.

While it may be true, that a "rose by any other

name would smell as sweet," yet dysentery and
diarrhoea are different diseases. The first is a spe-

cific disease, and has a specific cause; and If we may
judge by analogy with the human species, must
have an atmospheric or bacterian cause. Diarrhcea

may be caused by over-distention, improper food,

poor ventilation, exhaustion from starvation, un-

natural food, etc. Would it not simplify this dis-

cussion, in attempting to find out the cause and

remedy of this disease that is decimating our apiar-

ies, by calling it diarrhoea, and then looking for the

cause in some improper food or condition of the bee?

We can readily understand how over - distention,

moisture, fermented honey, or bee-bread, or their

being compelled to live on bee-bread, might produce

diarrhcea; but we are not ready to adopt the " clc

iiouobacterian theory," that the above-named causes

must generate bacteria, and thus be a cause of dys-

entery — at least until the microscope demonstrates

that the disease is dysentery. I make these re-

marks in aid of the diagnosis and cause of the

disease. Give us the cause, and the remedy will be

found. W. R. S. Clark, M. D.

Bluffton, Ind., Feb. 6, 1882.

A good point, friend C. ; and the idea of
it, as I see it, is whether the bees have some-
thing like the smallpox that is catching, and
might be cured by vaccination (?), or wheth-
er it is something like the troubles we have
in the summer, when we have been impru-
dent in eating green stuff and the like. I

would suggest, that, as it seems pretty well
conceded now that a healthy person is much
less liable to take even contagious diseases,
our treatment of the bees would be pretty
much the same in either case; viz., to keep
them in the best health possible by having
many bees, much pure food, and pure air.

BEES AND GRAPES.

We publish the following by request :
—

At the annual meeting of the North-Eastern Bee-
Keepers' Association, the question of bees punctur-
inggrapes was brought up. This is important among
bee-iieepers. and it is one over which legal difficul-
ties have often been threatened. It was the unani-
mous opinion of all present, that honey-bees never,
under any circumstances, puncture tiie skin of a
grape. Tests have been repeatedly made, and in no
case has any bee evpr been known to toucti a grape
that was not punctured. Black ants are the ene-
mies of the grapes. Two bills were introduced in
the •"'alifornia Legislature to do away with all bees
on this account. A CMreful examination, and an ex-
tended debate, proved that there was not a single
case of bees puncturing grapes. The society placed

itself on record on the matter by adopting the fol-
lowing resolution:—
Rksolved. After due investigation of well-known and numer-

ous cases, the Convention unanimously asserts, that the honey-
bee never punctures the skins of perfect grapes or any other
fruits; but that the sucking of juices from fruits is only from
tliat which has been punctured by other insects, birds, or natu-
ral causes. By Okder of Committee.

The above may be true
; yet I am inclined

to think bees are of more "annoyance to the
grape-growers, sometimes, than one would
gather from it. When cross-examined in
the recent Krock and Klasen case, I was
asked to mention substances that bees could
bite through. I mentioned cloth, stout ma-
nilla paper, etc. And why not the skin of
the grape also V was the next question. Be-
cause bees get through cloth and paper by
pulling out one minute fiber at a time

;

whereas the grape-skin is smooth, and pre-
sents no fiber at all. A bee's mandibles
would slide and slip over the smooth grape-
skin in spite of any thing he could do. My
impression is, his only chance with a per-
fectly sound grape would be to make a start-

ing-point right at the stem. If he could get
the least taste of the juice there he would
probably be able to insert his tongue where
the juice came out, and he would then soon
make way with the whole berry.

WINTERING TWO COLONIES IN ONE HIVE.

I put away 42 swarms last fall. I looked through
a few of them to-day, and do not find any brood yet;

26 of them are on summer stands, and the rest in

cellar. I think those in cellar are doing best. I be-

lieve I shall put some more in cellar yet. My bees

are in the Mitchell hive — 2 swarms in one hive, with
division-board in the middle. I do not like that way
of wintering. When they Hy out they are apt to crowd
one end, and leave the other with not enough. I got

a tested queen from J. B. Haines, Bedford, and have
Italianized all my stocks from her, so you see I am
all ready for queen-raising. As far as pure drones

are concerned, those in my own apiary are Italians,

as are most of the bees in this neighborhood. I

guess my queen is one of Doolittle's kind, for all the

queens that I raised early enough to be tested pro-

duced all three-banded workers. James Forbes.
Macedonia, Summit Co., O , Fob. 6, 1882.

I believe yours has been pretty nearly the
general experience, sooner or later, in regard
to wintering two colonies in one hive, friend
F. One hive for each colony or nucleus
seems to be the linal decision.

PLUCK AND TACT.

I have 31 colonies, all on summer stands in mova-
ble-frame hives (Langstroth). Some of my neighbors

are watching my bee-keeping with considerable in-

terest. They like the old way best, and call modern
bee-keeping fooling or tinkering with bees. As we
have had two such poor honey seasons, no surplus

at all hardly, they begin to think thev are about as

well off as I am; but they miss it badly, as some of

them (in fact nearly all), 2 or 3 years ago had three

times as many bees as I had, and now it is just the

reverse, only more so. Some have only a lot of old

gums to show. The first good honey season we
have, I'll "bet" I'll make them open their eyes, for

I think I know my "biz," and have got the pluck

and tact to put the bees through. J. W. Lamb.
Prllsville, Verm. Co., 111., Jan. 28, 1882.

Friend L., if were you I would make
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them open their eyes during a poor season.
Raise queens, and bees by the pound. This
Avill pay for the feed yon may have to buy.

"JIANV MEN OF MANY MINDS."

How much per hundred do you charge for drilling-

holes in L. Irames to receive wires? Have tried

several kinds of fdn., including Given and flat-bot-

tom wired, and it has all proved to be a delusion

and a snare. I want to try hand-wired next.
• M. Frank Taber.

Salem, Ohio, Jan. 30, 1882.

Why, what a fellow yon are, friend T. !

Fdn. '• a delusion and a snare "? The above
illustrates how differently we look at things,
if notiiing more, and sliould, I think, help us
to have more charity for each other. 1
would just like to come to your house in
''honey time," and show you what I could
do with either the Given, ilat-bottomed, or.
In fact, any other fdn. on the market, that I
know of.— We consider it worth about :i5 cts.
per hundred frames to drill the holes, with
the gang of drills we have for the purpose.

QUEENS REARED OUT OF SEASON, ETC.

I must say, that I feel very much encouraged. My
bees, 26 colonies, to-day, Feb. 8, arc flying briskly,

and are bringing in great loads of pollen. I have
just finished examining them, and find they are in

fine condition. 1 have brood in every colon j'; 7 had
spread their brood on 5 frames; 9 on 4; 5 on 3, and 5

nuclei that were packed on two frames, each had a

good-sized batch of capped brood on each frame.
Some of the queens that are la the nuclei were
reared in September, and saved on account of their

fine points. Now, friend Hoot, what are such queens
worth? I sec that some queen-breeders claim that

queens reared out of season are not as good as when
reared in the swarming-iime. Why are they not? I

have one in my apiary that was reared between the

3d and 25th of September, 1877, and she is as good, or

superior, to any I have that were reared in April or

May, the swarming months in this latitude. Now, if

cueens reared in September produce worker bees
that live as long, and gather as much honey as

queens reared in April or May, why not rear our
queens later in the season, so as not to disturb our
bees at a time when they should be storing large

quantities of honey? W. S. Cauthen.
Pleasant Hill, Lan. Co., S. C, Feb. 8, 1882.

I do not know what such queens are worth,
friend C. ; but I will give you ^±00 apiece
for a dozen such that produce pure Italians.
Or 1 will give $1.25 for all dollar queens any
of the friends in Florida or elsewhere can
deliver to me alive this month. We have
been sending out queens already, and a good
many of our colonies are queenJess.

A KIND WORD FOR GEORGE QRIM.M.

As per promise, I will now report my last year's

success wiih bees. But first I will say, that J. & I.

Crowfoot lost all of their bees except thirty swarms
in the years 1880 and 1881, of which I took three, and
bought of George Grimm 22 and Increased the 25 to

over 200, of which nearly all are now alive and
strong, with plenty of honey to carry them through.
I am wintering on summer stands, and shall never,
hereafter, winter otherwise. If it were not looking
too pauch like advertising for Mr. Grimm, I would

say that he has got his bees bred up for business,
and not for looks. I was at his place twice last

spring, and I see that he inherits the principles of
his father; that is, give every man what he pays
for. I got from the 25 swarms about 3000 lbs. of ex-
tracted honey. I. S. Crowfoot.
Hartford, Wis., Feb. 14, 1882.

THE HONEY-BEES.
Of all the insects which God in his wisdom has

created, there is none that is so industrious, and use-
ful to man, as the honey-bee. From early morning,
imtil late at night, they are busy bringing sweets
from the flowers, with which to enrich their stores;

and when night with her sable robes comes on, they
do not, like us, cast aside their labors, and lie down
idle, to sleep away the hours of darkness, but,
rather, they work all the night, and place in order
what they have accumulated through the day. What
an example they place before us! We never were
created to live a life of idleness, and the honey-bee
was given us as an example of industry, which we
should do well to imitate. Like the honey-bee,
our lives are short at best; and if, like them,
we strive to improve each shining moment, we shall

in the end reap a most liberal harvest. By furnish-
ing them with our improvements in hives, frames,
boxes, and the like, we aid them in carrying on their

work with more system and expedition; and in the
fall, when they are obliged to rest from their labor,

and we take from them their store, we are proud of
them; and if the little things had ears, they would
hear some good words of praise and commendation
for their energy and zeal, throughout their season
of work. So is it with us. God gives us just such
improvements to aid us throughout our lives, by
furnishing us with the means whereby wg may im-
prove our minds, and duties for us to perform,
which, if we suffer to remain undone, will cause us
to fall far below the honey-bee in the estimation of

our great Master. If misfortune comes, and our
bees suffer from it, and we meet with losses which
greatly impoverish us, do not let us despair, and place
curses upon our little helpers, but assist them to

build up their forces and give them a new start,

trusting and feeling that it is all for the best, that

God gives us all these trials and disappointments
for our especial good. Let us ever be as diligent and
persevering in all our efforts as these little workers.
Long live the honey-bee ! Hybrid.

Bees are wintering well here, and prospects are

good, for strong colonies at least. To commence
the season with, we shall start with about 150 or 200

colonics, and shall try the real merits of the Italians

pretty thoroughly, as we shall have a fine lot of

early queens to breed from. Last winter we lost 85

out of 89 colonies, and the 4 that were left were very
weak; outlast night we saw some hives with eight

spaces crowded with bees. We have just received a
letter from a man from whom we bought a large

amount, saying that his 135 swarms are all living,

and in fine condition. G. W. Stanley & Bro.
Wyoming, N. Y., Feb. 17, 1882.

BEES IN A GREENHOUSE.
Bees commenced bringing in pollen, Jan. 3, and

are now bringing in some honey, which is enabling

them to build rapidly up. About Jan. 15th I put a
very fair colony of bees on foundation only, inside

our greenhouse, and so arranged them that they
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could fly only on the outside. I kept no fire, there-

fore they were sheltered only from the cold winds

and the sun's rays. 1 commenced feeding- boncy,

and in about 15 days was enabled to take away two
frames two-thirds filled with brood, leaving- two
others partly filled, and now they arc "booming"
as if it were the month of April.

Thos. Balcomh.
Luling-, Caldwell Co., Texas, Feb. 11, 1882.

LOSSES THE PAST WINTER.

Pa has had quite a loss with his bees this winter. I

would like to tell you all about it, but I haven't any
room. S. E. Gregohy.
Crooked Lake, Wy. Co., Pa., Fob. 18, 1883.

Why, I supposed every one's bees were
alive this spring, for I thinlc this is the first

bad report we have had, unless, indeed, it is

Neighbor H., who has lost about halt' a doz-
en that gathered enough without any feed-
ing. All the sugar-fed bees are all right.

He fed one, however, on maple sugar, con-
trary to iriy advice, and that one died. It

will do very well to feed maple sugar after
the bees can fly freely. .V very ince grade of
maple sugar would do to feed them, I pre-
sume, even in winter.

My bees in the yard had a Hy Feb. 14 and 15. They
came out very strong-. The snow, the fences, and

the clothes that hung in the >-ard were spotted with

yellow spots. I looked at them, and the frames
looked all clean, except in one hive, and that was be-

smeared a little on one frame. Do you call this

dysentery? and is it usual for this time of year? Do
you think I shall be troubled very much with this?

Do you think I shall winter them through in this

condition? B.E.Andrews.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 17, ies3.

It is dysentery ; but you M'ill probably have
no trouble with those having clean frames.
If the one that daubed the frames does not
get better, I would give them some lumps of
pure granulated-sugar candy.

TELEPHONES FOR BEES SWARMING.

Our telephone is sort of three cornered; has three

ends,—one at the house, one at the shop, and one at

the barn. At either point I can hear the bees when
they strike the wire; can hear a call to dinner while

sitting at my desk in the office, and, in fact, have
heard the hens cackle in the barn from the shop; so

j^ou see we know when to go after the egg-s. It is a

triangle, with a single wire running from each point,

making 35 ft. from house to shop; CO ft. from house
to barn, and 80 feet from shop to barn. The house
is brick, and I could not well cut a hole through, so

I just raised the window about live inches and put a

board in the opening ; where the wire passes through

the board is a one-inch hole, covered with soft sheep

leather; the wire through the leather is in the cen-

ter of the hole, so the cold air and the bees are kept

out. I think friend Gallup is needlessly alarmed
about the bees killing themselves on the wire. I

have watched them, and all I have seen strike have
been rising from the hives, and it merely turns them
from their course a little. I have not seen one fall

to the ground.
SQUARE MEN.

As to that list of " square men," if you will drop
the word "square" and put j^wmpt in its place, and
also leave out "we do not kaowof a single customer

who is not satisfied," 1 think it would just fit me.
Although I do not know of one of my customers

who is not satisfied, I dn know that money will not

satisfy some when there has been a delay, or goods

not just as expected; and then if that clause were

out, friend Hoot might have his name in the list.

BEES ON THE MAPLES IN FEBRUARY.

An hour ago I visited some soft-maple trees in this

neighborhood, and the bees were working on the

open hlossrms, making a noise as if on a basswood-

tree in time of the honey-How. How is that for win-

ter? Bees flying from every hive that had bees in

last fall when they were fixed for winter.

James A. Nelson.
Wyandott, Kansas, Feb. 13, 1883.

& aj
u^me^f^.

BOx-nivE neighbors in the rear.

Sfiij"i HAVE 18 swarms of bees in the cellar in good

I'll condition at this date— 12 of them 'n your l'/2-—
' story hives, and the rest will be next May if wo

live until that time, I took 350 lbs. surplus honey
last year; my neighbors ket p bees in box hives, and
did not get any. Amasa Holcomb.
Soulhwick, Hampden Co., Mass., Feb. 8, 1883.

Bees carried in pollen to-daj-. What does it mean?
Will not bees and bluebirds get fooled yet this sea-

son? S. H. Moss.
Colchester, McDonough Co., Ill , Feb. 15, 1883.

ONE-PIECE SFCTION.

I made and used one-pi- le sections more than

seven years ago, similar to those now in use, except

the ends were glued and tacked together.

J. L. WoLCOTT.
Bloomington, 111., Feb. 17, 1883.

MULTUM IN PARVO.
I got 10,309 lbs. of honey from 73 stands and their

increase, 25 stands; 07 in all; 2341 lbs. of it comb
honey. P. LouCKS.
Kingsbury, Fresno Co., Cat, Jan. 24, 1882.

[Well done, friend L., even for California.]

CHAFF niVES.

I have at present 18 colonies of bees, all in good

shape; 13 in your chaff hives, and the rest in cellar.

I prefer the chaff hive to any thing I have seen. I

have been keeping bees for over three years. I

have the first swarm to lose yet. Joseph Ball.

Chillicothe, Wapello Co., la., Feb , 18S3.

HORSEMINT.
Our last season's success encourages us to push

forward next season, and the ide;i is, to be in time,

ft is as warm as spring here; grass is green, and I

notice our great honcj'-plant, horsemint, is already

coming in abundance, 3 or 3 inches high. Wc arc

going to do our part, by the help of God.

Hallettsville, Tex., Dec. 13, 1881. Dk. J. E. Lay.

Send Gleanings as usual to Olmsted, as my wife

lives there and tends to the bees. I go home every

Saturday and Sunday. I sold my extracted honey,

450 lbs., at 17!/2 cts. M. R. Kuehne.
Cairo, III., Feb. 3, 1883.

[Friend K., give my respects to your wife, and tell

her we should be glad to hear from her in the La-

dies' Department.]
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SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST.

I unitetl two stocks—a stronger whose queen I had
removed two or three dajs before, and a weaker one

with a 3'ellow queen. I gave them decisive handling,

to take the "fight" out ot them; but the stronger

killed every bee of the weaker, except the queen,

which they saved alive to be their own queen.

John FOTnERiNGHAM.
St. Mary's, Out., Can., Nov. 2."), 1881.

HO.ME-MADE HORSE-POWERS.

I have made a horse-power according to direc-

tions given by M. H. Hunt (p. 487, Oct., 1881), and it

works " bully." My wheel is 15 feet in diameter. I

use a chain. Friend Hunt says it is hard on la horse.

Well, just put in two, one on each side, and a " small

boy" to dri\e, and things will hum, "you bet." If

you want to amuse the chillren, just remove the

chain, set them on the rim, and whirl it. It makes a

splendid " living Dutchman." F. W. Stevens.
Moore's Hill, Dearborn Co., Ind., Jan. 10, 188;J.

I have a letter inclosing a small amount of money,
signed Edson Hains, but not a sign to tell where it

came from; even the po'^tmaster forgot to ink his

stamp. Date of letter, Dec. 7, 1881. Another dated

Feb. 5, 1882, with mone?, and signed L. Bock with,
Berlin, but doesn't say where Berlin is. Both claim

to have seen ad. in Gleanings. Will you please

call attention to this in your next issue? No reply

necessary. C. H. Deane.
Mortons ville, Ky., Feb. 13, 188i.

[We have a man by this name at Berlin, Wisconsin.]

AN AfOLOGV; SEE P. -iS, .IAN. NO , AND 83, FEB. NO.

No, friend Neuhaus; if I had such a large yield, I

should not be ashamed to tell of it. 1 was perhaps a

little hasty; but when I hear of such big yields, it

fairly takes my breath away. Now, I have always
thought that if I could get 100 lbs. of surplus, and a

swarm from one colony, I was doing nicely; indeed,

if I could average that, I would be satisfied. At any
rate, I offer you my hand in apologj', and doubt not

but that you will take it, owing to the gentlemanly
manner in which you answered. Jong.
La Porte, Iowa, Feb. 13, 1883.

MB. ^TIKKKYBANKS AND HIS NEIGH-
BOR.

I have been yoving, and now am old; yet have I

not seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed beg-
ging bread.—Psalm 37:2.").

M FT EU Chnstraas. things seemed rather

j^^ dull, and Mr. Jones, for the first time
' in many weeks, found it hard to tind

some work to do. The roads were bad, and
every oi)ening to earn even 2-5 cents a day
seemed to have been closed, for no one got
out away from home. All that the surround-
ing farmers had to do, they did themselves ;

and there were so many oifering to work at
the sawmill, at whatever price the owner
would give them, during the winter months,
there seemed no kind of a chance there. To
tell the whole truth, he began to feel a great
longing for his )tipe during these dull days,
ami Satan kept whi.speiingthere could not be
any thing so very wrong in a simple matter
like this, until he was in very gieat danger
indeed of getting back into his old ways.

lie did very wisely indeed in telling his wife
all about it. I hardly think he would have
done this had it not been for a very warm
friendship that had recently si)rung up be-
tween the two. I dare say, some of the
friends may smile at the idea of a friendship
springing up between man and wife; but, if

1 mistake not, there may be others who know
something what a friendship of this kind is.

Young folks often form friendships (if you
will excuse the word) before marriage; but
they do not then know each other as they do
after a few years of acquaintance amid the
sometimes monotonous duties of home life.

Well, the great friendship between John's
father and mother commenced about the
time they formed a habit of kneeling in
prayer together the last thing at night,' and
asking God for all they felt they needed.
After both voices had been lifted up to God,
each felt a new trust and confidence in the
other ; and it was after such an exercise that
he ventured to tell her he feared he was los-

ing trust in God a little, and also felt a long-
ing for his old tobacco. The little Bible
soon supplied the text at the head of our
chapter, and her bright woman's faith and
trust soon made him feel ashamed of any
such feelings. They were all regular in at-

tendance at all Sunday services, and no Sab-
bath passed without something being con-
tributed to the cause of God's work. The
utmost economy was practiced in all their
expenditures, and so she felt she had a right
to plead with her Savior, on the strength of
the promises in his holy word. She was but
a small, weak, feeble woman ; but her faith
in Liod was bright, and she knew their pray-
ers would be heard. She didn't know, how-
ever, after all, and I presume never dreamed,
of the way in which God would use those
prayers, nor of the cares and trials that
would come through the answer to them.
Sometimes God sees lit to answer our pray-
ers so quickly that we are fairly startled.

At other times it may be years before it

would be best for us to have them answered,
or even safe for us. This one came very
quickly.
" Mr. Jones, 1 want you to help me right

away, this morning.''
It was ITncle Billy, and he seemed in a

great hurry as he stood in the door on that
stinging cold morning. The husband and
wife exchanged glances.

" All right, sir; what tools shall I bring?""
" Bring all the tools you used in cutting

that under-drain in the rock."'
'' But. isn"t it pretty "

Here he stopped abruptly, because of a look
of pain in his wife's face, as she shook her
head at him.

"• What is it, my man? out with it !

"

'•I beg pardon. Uncle Billy; I was just
going to ask if it wasn't pretty cold for such
work ; but I Mant to take it back, and to
say that I will gladly go anywhere, and do
any thing you bid me, to earn an honest liv-

ing."'
'• Spoken like a man, Mr. Jones. Here is

my hand on it, and you just stick to that and
we will be friends."'

Do you see how nearly he came to reject-
ing the answer to their prayers, when it was
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brought to his very door ? Uncle Billy was
a man who did not stop long to coax one
who was afraid of frost or cold weather.
The work was over on tlie hill near their

home. Mr. Jones did as he was bid, and
asked no further questions. J^efore night,
rough blocks of stone were got out, and in
rough sheds, hastily built of boards, masons
were getting ready to cut them into shape.
Mr. Jones was called on in a good many
ways at once ; and because the business was
new to him, he got some very unkind, harsh
words; but he remembered the prayer of the
night before, and also the kind words of
Uncle Billy, and he someway felt sure Uncle
Billy would interfere if the abuse went too
far. For his part, he decided to do the best
he knew how, quietly, and trust— yes, trust
God to take care of him.
Many surmises were made as to what

Uncle Billy wanted of such stone ; but to all

inquiries he only replied he thought they
"might come handy some day;" but the
question was. Why should he take such a
sudden notion to commence such work, right
in the middle of winter? As they were
gathering up the tools at night, he said,—
" Mr. Jones, you have had it a little hard

to-day; but alter the men know you, and
you know them, I guess it will be all right."
That was all, but it did him a great deal of
good.
As the weather moderated so the stone

could be handled and worked, the new stone-
quarry began to be quite a busy place ; and
as most of the hands from both the quarry
and sawmill passed the little house beside
the watering-trough, going to and from their
meals, quite a little trade started up in tin
cups, pails, honey, maple-sugar candy, etc.

While John was at school, his mother was
obliged to sell the things; and, to make it

more convenient for her, John and his father
arranged a kind of stand each side of their
front door, for the utensils, so they would be
in sight from the road. This stand was
such as you sometimes see for flower-pots,—
a sort of steps, as it were, one above the
other. Besides the 2o-cent pails for honey,
John had made some i-lb. pails, to be sold
full of honey, for only a dime. These he
made one Saturday ; and as they seemed
just right for a lunch, the workmen who
carried their dinners took them off in no
time.
While Mr. Merrybanks was one day wait-

ing in the tity, he came across a stock of
small jelly tumblers, holding just about ^ lb.

of honey. By purchasing the lot, he got
them for 2-1 cents per dozen. John soon
made tin caps for these, at a cost of i cent,
and there they had a glass package for honey,
that could be sold at a profit for 3 cents.
The whole neighborhood made a run on
them, until every family had one or more of
these pretty little tumblers ; and after that
they allowed 3 cents each for all that were
returned. Well, friend M. also found in the
city some little tin pie-plates, inches across,
that he got so John could sell them for 3
cents, and a larger size for 5 cents. John's
mother was an adept in making pies, and it

was not very long before a brisk trade had
started up on 5-cent pies, and this paved the

way for some beautiful light gems, to go
with the honey, that the workmen always
found smoking hot, just at dinner time, at
the house beside the spring. Two gems and
a dish of honey were only 5 cents. Did I

tell you they had a line crop of beautiful
white beans, where that old slop-hole once
used to be V Well, they did ; and as there
had been no good offer for them, they had
not been sold. Well, altogether they some
way contrived to fix up some most tempting-
looking little tin dishes of baked beans, each
one having a tiny piece of nice pork in it,

that just captivated the quarry-workers

;

and when hot coffee (for only 3c) was put on
the little bills of fare that Tom printed, the
workmen, almost in a body, decided to have
dinner down at the " Temperance Hotel,"
instead of either carrying tlieir dinners or
going to town. When they got tired of
beans and pork, Mrs. Jones gave them
" hulled corn " in such good-sized dishes,
and so daintily cooked and served, that
some of her customers told her she would
lose money in furnishing a dish like that for
5 cents.

After some talk on the matter, the man
told her he had quite a family, and they had
hard work to make both ends meet. He had
told his wife he could get a good dinner of
corn and beans for 10 cents, and they could
not understand how it could be done. Mrs.
J. told liim, smilingly, to buy a bushel each
of corn, beans, and wheat, and she would
show him how to cook them so that 10 cents
would come pretty near paying for the ma-
terials for his whole family.

Just here friend Mtrrybanks came in,

with samples of maple sugar and molasses
that he had been making during the month
of February.

"• Surely," said Mrs. J., " this is honey."
" No, it isn't honey. Taste it."

A small glass dish of it was given to all

present, and the exclamations of surprise
and pleasure were satisfying. Each one de-
clared it was the most beautifully flavored
sweet that had ever passed their lips. The
sugar cakes were about as white as cream,
and had this same wonderfully fine flavor,
reminding one of buds and blossoms, and
possibly of their earlier days, away back in
the woods on the old farm

.

" Now," said our friend, " I have long had
the idea, that as much or more progress is

possible in making maple sugar and syrup,
as in getting nice honey, and a nice price for
it. This cost me a good deal, it is true ; but
I just wish to leave these samples here, and
let your customers taste of them. The
syrup you are to sell the same as you do
honey, which will be about SI.50 per gallon,
and these little two-ounce cakes, for 5 cents,
which will come to about 40 cents ]ier lb.,

you are to have one-third for selling.''

I need hardly say, that, even in that com-
munity, both sold readily, whilethe ordinary
dark sugar and syrup sold slow, at usual
prices.

It was Saturday, toward evening, after a
mild day, very near the first of March.
They had stoijped work at the quarry early,

as they usually did Saturday, and, at John's
urgent request, his father and mother were
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going over to the sugar-camp. Mrs. M. was
to go too, and the children were fairly boil-

ing over with fun and merriment, as only
good school children can " boil over." It

was an unusually pleasant day for the sea-
son, and even the mosquitoes were buzzing
about. As Mr. M. had a pretty fair road-
way made down to the woods, their walk
was a very pleasant one. Before they got
fairly into the woods, they heard some one
singing. It was our old friend ; and as they
stopped a moment to listen, they recognized
the familiar words, '' Only an armor- bearer,"
that he was in the habit of singing through
the telephone.
"Mother, mother!" said John, "don't

you see ? He has all of his sap-pails cov-
ered with wooden covers, so there can't a
bit of rain water, or a leaf or bug get into
the sap ; and don't you see some of the cov-
ers are painted white and some red V Well,
now just look here !"

At this, John approached a tree, and lifted

the cover, showing that one side was white
and the other red.
" Look, mother ; when he has emptied a

pail, he turns it the other side up ; see ? and
you see he knows just how many pails he
has emptied, and he can't skip any. Isn't it

funny V"
"And just see, too, mother," said Mary,

" he has these little short sap-spiles that go
right through the side of the pail, so not a
particle of sap can spatter over or get blown
away by the wind."
" Yes," said Freddie, " and the spiles are

made of double tin, and then dipped in tin
all over, so it can't rust anywhere, and make
the sngar and molasses black. See here!"
and Freddie took one out of his pocket like
this:

—

MR. MERRYUANKS' SAP-SPILE.

They had now got near the boiling-house ;

and as pails were scarce, a few tin pans
were used, where they could be emptied
often. One small tree had only a 5-cent
pail hung to the spout, and Freddie volun-
teered the information that this was his

tree, and that it would run a pail full in just
an hour, a spell in the forenoon. His moth-
er suggested he should pass the sap around

;

but he replied they would take the dipper
and go down to the "old sweet tree,'' for
there was one tree sweeter than any other
in the woods. I told you once before how
nicely friend M. kept his sap-pails and all

his tinware. The sap from this tree was
relished and praised by all, after their rather
long walk.
By this time they were near friend M.,

who was gathering sap on a sort of sled, cr
stoneboat, carrying a clean tin can, covered
so no sap could slop over. They noticed his
pony was trained to go over a particular
path, and that he made him go on, or stop,

by simply talking to him, very much as he
would talk to a person. In fact, the pony
looked and acted as if a part of the su^ar-
camp belonged to his horseship, and as if he
was proud to have visitors admire it; and I

don't know but that such was the case; for,

in truth, he had helped to make almost
every thing about it.

"Opa!" said Freddie, "mayn't I show
them how he likes sap V" Permission was
granted, and the pony plainly showed, by
pawing and nodding his head, that he knew
that sap is good as well as anybody. Shall I

show you how friend M. empties the sap,
without lifting the pail at all V

THE WAY Mil. MERRY'BANKS EMPTIES HIS
SAP-PAILS.

I really can't show you the painted cover
to the pail, for Freddie has got it, very busily
explaining to Mary how it is made of three
thin boards, with the grain crossed to pre-

vent warping. The middle one is a little

larger than the two outside ones, and this

makes it ht down into the pail so the wind
can not blow the covers off. These covers
can be made very cheaply at a cheese-box
factory.
" Listen !" said some one. All stood per-

fectly still. The most apparent sound was
a musical tinkling, produced by the sap
dropping into the pails, all over the woods.
Some of the pails had just been emptied,
and the drops striking on the tin bottom,
made a comparatively loud note, while the
dull thud and bubbling sound of those nearly
full combined to make a pleasant music.
As it echoed through the woods, more than
one heart in that little company was raised
in thankfulness to God. But John inter-

rupted,

—

" Hark ! I hear bees ; I know I do."
There was a twinkle in friend M.'s eye as

he suggested, " Don't you think you imagine
it, John ? Perhaps you have got • bee on the
brain,' and that is what makes the buzz-
ing."

"iSTo, sir," said John, Avith vehemence;
" I know I hear bees." At this he started
off ; and as he looked behind a large maple-
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tree but a little distance off, he fairly danced
and shonted for joy. He didn't shake any
thing off the table this time, for he stood on
solid ground. Of course, the rest were soon
on the spot, and this is what they saw :

—

3IK. MERRYUANKS' COMIUISJED BEE-niVE,
\

SAP-PAIL, AND 3IAPLE-SUGAR
j

EVAPORATOR.
Sure enough, there was the pail bee-hive

that had stood in the greenhouse, but they
had been built up so that two pails instead
of one were required to hold thera all. The
sap was conducted on to the comb ; and as it

dripped down through, the bees ordinarily
took it all up; but during the best part of
the day, if it was quite a favorable one, it

would come too fast for them, and drip into
the upright pail below. This pail was fur-
nished with a full set of combs, also, so that
the sap dropped into these combs, and could
be taken up by the bees at their pleasure.
The colony was so strong that the bees clus-

tered, during warm weather, clear down into
this third pail also, so you see they were
well prepared to take all the sap a large tree
would furnish. You will observe he has
here in this case used pails, without even
removing the bales.
" Why, husband, why did you not tell me

of this before V"
" Well, 1 did not know how it would work,

for one thing ; and for another, I thought
you could see it better than I could tell it

;

do you not V"
" Why, Mr. M.," said John's mother,

" you do not mean to say that nice syrup and
sugar came from this bee-hive V"

*•' No, it did not ; it was made in the pan I
will show you presently. I expect to get

' How dotli the littlo busy bee improve each shining hour!

TOM'S PICTURE.

nicer maple syrup from this hive than any
thing that has been seen yet."
Just here Tom, the doctor's boy, came

with some labels he liad been printing for
John's lu-cent pails of honey. John thought
he would like some kind of a picture on the
labels, and Tom thought he could engrave
it. Here is a picture of the sample label he
showed them, and the words he had printed
under it.

Of course, there was a big laugh all round
at '"Tom's picture;"' and after they had
laughed, they went up and had some warm
sugar. If l" should tell you how they got
some snow, and made wax, and all that sort
of thing, I am afraid it would make you
feel l)ad because you were not there too ; so
I think I won't say any thing about it. 1 de-
clare, I shall have to put off telling about
Tom's printing-i)ress, and the way he made
bronzed labels, until next month.

I'ertaiiiiiig: to 33ce Ciiltai'c.

Wu respei'tfullv solicit the aid of our friends in conducting
this dcpartinciil. and would consider it a favor to have them
send us all cirrnhiis that liave a deceiitivc ajipearanee. The
rreatest care will be at all times maintained to prevent injustice
being done any one.

^3j^ARTIES here are selling a hive constructed

f\r^ Similarly to the Simplicity hive, with perma-
~ nent bottom-board, movable lid, division (or

adjustable) boards. They correspond in size, shape,

frames, and entrance, to the Simp. hive. These par-

ties are representing- them as "Mitchell's patent."

The question we desire answered is. Has Mitchell

such a hive patented, or is Ibis bogus? Please ans-

wer at once, as a suit is pending- to enforce payment
of claimed right for use of said hive.

Cornelia, Mo., Feb. 1, 188:2. John J. Hollar.

Our older readers will hardly need a word
of caution, after hearing " Mitchell " men-
tioned in the matter ; and we can briefly say
to the new ones, that Mitchell has almost
monopolized this department for the past
four or live years. Of late, we had heard so
little from him we hoped he was getting an
honest living somewhere ; but it seems that
he needs to be taught, a few times more, that
" the way of the transgressor is hard."

"Who is Kirk Kidder? He sold to a man up the

French Broad River, in North Carolina, near Mar-
shall Co., a right to make and sell his hives, he, Kid-

der, to fill orders, I believe, for hives in Hat at cer-

tain prices, etc., from somewhere in Kentucky.
Kidder got a note for foCOO for it, and one J. J.

Gurlycr discounted it, and the man claims that he

has been unable to hear any thing from Kidder
since. ] understand that Kidder was through here

about a .vear ago, doing that kind of business. I live

at Chattanooga, Tenn., and like this countrj' much
better than Ohio. It is a very healthful countr.v;

pure water and climate; fine fruit, etc.

Big Creek, Tenn., Feb. 1, 1883. B. O. Everett.

J.,etters of similar import, that have ap-
peared in back volumes, it seems to me,
point out pretty clearly who Kirk Kidder is,

or, rather, what he is'not, friend E.
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§m ihiim-

And whosoever shall lose his life for my sake,
shall find It.—Matt. 30:25.

M LADY once came from quite a dis-

J^^ taiice, to work with us in the apiary,
' to learn bee culture. She was to as-

sist in the apiary, enough to pay for the
knowledge she obtained, so that she had the
freedom of the ai>iary, with few or no re-

strictions. She also "had entire charge of
perhaps lialf a dozen liives. After a few
weeks, it was mentioned to me that the boys
who worked in the apiary were not always
as accommodating and respectful to lier as
they should be. I felt sad to hear this, and
remonstrated with the boys. It seems this

did not entirely cure it, for the same friend
mentioned the matter to me again, and
asked me if I did not think it too bad that
she, a stranger, and a lady of culture, sliould

be so used. I assented ; "but as I had been
watching things a little, I. could not but feel

that the trouble was a little, at least, on both
sides. As I did not like to say this, I was
silent. After a little rellection, I replied in
substance as follows :—
''My friend, you are a lady; you have

taught school, and had experience with boys
and men, and people in general. You know
the world pretty well, as we generally lind
it. Well, keeping this in view, suppose you
were to go out among the men in the fields,

for the purpose of studying up some branch
in agriculture; or, if you choose, suppose
you, a stranger, were to" come into a factory
like ours, or go out among a lot of boys like
ours, would you not expect,— nay, are you
not sure,— you could win their respect and
friendship, and kind treatment V
She looked up with a sort of smile, and

replied,

—

"Why, yes, I think I could; in fact, it

seems to me I almost /yiiow I could."
I knew she could too; and, my friends,

dare I say I know you could V I ask this
question, because it is in regard to winning
your way in the world by just; this same spirit

I have been talking about, that I wisli to
speak. Well, when this matter is presented
to one in trouble with somebody, or with the
world (it amounts to the same thing, for the
world is made up of people of whicli you
and I are a vmit), the hrst reply is, that they
are willing to accept any thing in the bounds
of reason, and you might quote tome that
forbearance sometimes ceases to be a virtue.
My friends, 1 suppose there are cases where
forbearance ceases to be a virtue ; but these
cases come so rarely in your life and mine, I

should advise i)ractically counting them out.
There is a kind of gambling by throwing
dice, where a gold watch is given to the one
who throws ten dice so that each one of the
ten has six spots up. The proprietor says,
and says truthfully, that it is possible to do
this and get the watch ; and thousands of
young men have wasted their time and
money in trying to throw ''No. 60;" but I

have never yet heard of one who did it. The
keeper knows by experience that his watch
is just about as safe on Xo. 00 as in his pock-

et. A mathematician Avill work out for you,
by the rule of chances, that, if you throw
dice day after day, say for a year, you would
not be likely to hit No. GO. Well, I should
say the times when forbearance ceases to be
a virtue will be about as rare, especially if

you wish to lay claim to being a Christian.

Are there any quarrels in your neighbor-
hood V did you ever know two Christian
people who couldn't agree V May be you
have in your life had a chance, once or
twice, to listen to the account of it from both
sides. If it is an old feud, each one has been
doing ever so much for tlie other for years
past, in a most self-sacriticing way. in cases
of such great number tliat it would make
quite a book to tell it all; and even then,
ever so much would have to be left out.
When you hear one man's story you say, at
intervals," Why, is it possible V Who would
ever have thought that possible, of neighbor
A? It is really monstrous!" But when
you go over to talk with neighbor A about
it, and hear his side, you are tempted to use
the same expression. Well, where is truth
and where is justice V Is the world really so
bad ? No, the world is not so bad as tliese

tvi'o friends have perhaps, in a sense, hon-
estly made it out to be. They are both in
the power of Satan, and their own sins are
greatly lessened, in their eyes, while the sins
of their opponent are magnified and distort-

ed to a fearful extent. If you get into a
quarrel you will do just the same way. I

know, for I have tried it. There are two
remedies for such a state of things, that sug-
gest themselves to me. The first is to recog-
nize that you are sick, and unable to reason
intelligently and reasonably in the matter,
and put the whole case into the hands of
some disinterested friend, and demonstrate
that you have a little good sense left, by do-
ing exactly as he directs. Jesus pointed out
the way in the r)th chapter of Matthew. If

you are a (/hristian, or even a reasonable
man. you will show it by cheerfully submit-
ting to such a case, ratller than by going to
law, and, may be, getting some one who is

not a Christian to settle these differences
for you. Jesus said, " They that be whole,
need not a physician." If you are in trouble
with any one, you are sick, in Satan's toils.

The second way is not to have any trouble
with anybody, t do not mean by this that
you are to give way to everybody in every
thing, and go crippled through the world,
but, on the contrary, I mean you should
tight your way. step by step and inch by
inch, to the attainment of every thing good
and noble in the universe. There may seem
a contradiction here, but I think there is not.
Instead of fighting your neighbors, you are
to fight against the temptations of your own
heart. If you whip in the latter, you will

whip the neighbors, in the best sense of
whipping them. You will win them. When
you can whip out the evil in your own. heart
as fast as it springs up, and go through the
world thus, transacting all kinds of business
with all kinds of people, you will not only
win neighbors, but towns and cities, nations
and continents

; yea, the whole world shall

you liave for your inheritance. Is that a
pretty large promise V See :

—
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Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the
earth.—Matt. 5:5.

And —
Ask of me, and I shall givo thee the heathen for

thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the
earth for thy possession.—Psalm 3:8.

Since I have given you quotations from
the Bible for the same thing, I fear you will
say you knew all about that before, and so
let it lose its force ; but I pray you, friends,
believe me when I say you do not know all^

about it ; or at least you have not proved it"

by actual experience. Satan is wily. You
may be a professing Christian, and you may
think your life is very good ; but for'all that,
you may be a great stumblingblock to all

about you.
Some years ago I attended a conference

meeting where all seemed harmony and
peace and good will, until some difficulty

arose in regard to parliamentary rules. It
seemed to come from a minister from a
neighboring town, who was not quite satis-
lied. After a considerable waste of time, a
brother suggested they should sing a hymn,
with a view of having it break the protitless
discussion, and restore a better feeling; but
no sooner was it started than he jumped to
his feet, and declared he would not be" sung
down'' by anybody.
Do you think, friends, such a spirit will be

likely to rise in the world, or to win souls to
the Christian religion ? As he would not be
sung down, the whole audience wisely, as I

think, gave the tloor, and alloAved him to
talk as long ashe wished. I was quite young
in Christian matters then ; but at the noon
intermission I approached him and ventured
to suggest he had not shown the spirit of the
Master.
"Oh! yes, to be sure," said he; "any

thing in the bounds of reason; but when
people make asses of themselves, it is a dif-
ferent matter."
Now, it might have been quite pat to the

purpose to have told him who I thought was
making an ass of himself; and I confess I
relish as hugely as any of you that way of
speaking plain and apparent truths ; but by
so doing I should have lost all possible hope
of doing him any good at all. He stuck out
for his rights, and would not submit, or be
taught of any one, because he was old and
wise. He was, in fact, old, wise, and learn-
ed ; but for all that, he had not learned to be
as little children ; and before the afternoon's
exercises were half through, he got mad
again, (I guess I have used the right word,
haven't Ir*) and gathered up his books, over-
coat, and manuscript, and swept out of the
room without even delivering the address as-
signed to him on the printed programme. As
he got down the stone steps of the church, he
ran against one of our prominent lawyers,
who made no profession of religion, and,
stirred up as he was, he commenced detail-
ing to him his grievances, and appealed to
him to know if he wasn't right. The law-
yer, in a mild, gentlemanly, and, I guess,
Christian -like way, declined passing any
opinion, saying that if we Christians got
into quarrels in our church matters, he really
did not know how he could help us any.
Boys, how much do you suppose this inci-

dent did to help the cause of religion? Eve-
rybody who heard it would almost at once
decide in favor of the lawyer, and (I shudder
while I think of it) in favor of skepticism
rather than the churches. Yet this poor
man, minister though he was, was so blind-
ed by Satan he could not see his awful in-

'consistency.

One of my great objections to attending
bee conventions was because this kind of
wrangling and waste of time is so apt to be
the case. Do you not see how much we need
the spirit that'would prompt us to come to
help, not to stand up for our own personal
rights? In the language of our text, if we
would be of use, we need to lose our lives for
the good of the people. The two neighbors
\v\\o were quarreling, needed to get rid of
selfishness ; and Christ, in his teachings,
recognizes so fully the importance of this,

and the great probability that we will err,

even the best of us, in this same matter of
selfishness, that he says, when we are struck
on one cheek, turn the other also, and get
struck a second time rather than return evil

for evil ; and, also, if we are sued at law,
and lose clear down to our coat, let the cloak
go also, rather than disagree with a neigh-
bor. Well, we sometimes make ourselves
miserable by worrying about matters that
are not blows, nor coats and cloaks either.

^Ye get a notion in our heads that we have
done a great deal for the world, and that it

has done but little for us. and we brood
over it until we are actually incapable of
seeing the truth as it really is, and so we
go through life blinded by selfishness, as it

were. What shall we do? Some will say,
I know, we should ask the Holy Spir-
it to enlighten us, and we shall then see
ourselves as we really are. I grant this,

pi'oviding the prayer is supplemented with
strong, earnest, willing work. The man who
prays, and at the same time gets up from
his knees thinking he is liberal, and all the
rest of the world selfish, will not profit very
much by his prayers, if I am correct. God
gives wisdom, but it comes only through
hard and searching labor, Moses, with all

his great wisdom, and nearness to God, would
have made the blunder of wearing himself
out had he not listened to and heeded the
voice of his father-in-law .lethro. The great
lesson we have to learn, is that we are hu-
man and selfish still. We want to so learn
this that it will be " rooted and grounded "

in us ; and as we recognize we are selfish,

just in proportion shall we see the good
qualities of others, and so shall be ready to
have love and charity for all.

We want to be just. We say we do, and I
guess we are honest in it, as a general thing.
Well, how shall we manage to be just, when
we are so prone to selfishness? By accept-
ing it as a fact that we are, have been, and
always shall be, selfish ; and, therefore, de-
ciding to give more to the world, constantly,
than it seems to us we ought to. To be sure
we are not taking more from the world than
we give back, make it a point to do kind
services to everybody, at every opportunity

;

and after that is all done, just " fiing in " a
lot more of kind services, so as to be posi-

tive y sure we have given a full equivalent
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in this uncertain and Imrd-to-compute com-
modity, of the common courtesies of life. In
other words, '' Do good and lend, hoping for
notliing again."
When I was only a boy, "out lecturing,"

as I have told you about, somebody ]n\t the
idea into my head that I wanted a watch.
The man who suggested the idea, strangely
enough had one for sale, and I bought k in

about live minutes, giving him all the money
1 had, and promising the rest out of the
next evening's I'eceipts. When I got home
to my boarding-place, they laughed at me
for paying .?14.0u for a brass watch.
" Why," said my landlord, " I will sell

you my watch for llO.OO. and it is solid sil-

ver. 'See there! I would take it right
back."

I took it back, and asked for the money so
I could buy the silver one.
"A silver one I why, I will sell you a silver

one tor only eight dollars. It is the celebrated
' Quartier ' make ; see V

I closed the bargain at once, and in great
glee took my silver watch, that cost only
iJS.OO, to my boarding-place. When I showed
it, they laughed at me more, and the land-
lord said, in a bantering way,

—

" Why, my young friend, they sell ' Quar-
tier watches in New York for S2. 50 a biixhel ;

and if a man is dissatisfied then, they just
put in a couple of shovels fnll free of
charge."
Although I used to believe then pretty

much all that was told me, I don"t think I

quite believed all that ; but I have often
thought of the expression ; and, my friends,
it just now occurs to me tliat, in serving the
world, we want to cultivate a disposition to
do just about that. Give good measure, in
courtesy and politeness, and then just put in
" a couple of shovels full " extra, to counter-
act seltishness.

Give, and it shall be given unto you; good meas-
ure, pressed down, and shaken tog-ether, and run-
ning over, shall men give into your bosom. For
with the same measure that \e mete withal It shall
be measured to you again.—Lukk 6:3S.

When at the Centennial, we stayed over
Sunday ; and in my eagerness to attend as
many of the Sabbath-schools as possible,
some of the guests of the hotel laughed at
my enthusiasm. One in particular said he
used to be a great Sunday-school worker, but
he found the people all so ready to ^

i ide a
willing horse to death," that it' broke down
hi^health, and he was obliged to give it all

up. It was all very well for one who had
not been "through the mill," but that 1

would get wiser after a while. Thank God,
I haven't yet got any wiser; and, thank
God, I know, too, that the man's words were
false. It isn't so. Such speeches and such
thoughts are only one of Satan's subter-
fuges. When you hear any one make any
such speech as that, you can set him down
as a very selfish if not a very wicked man.
Whien a Christian says or thinks such things,
he or she is assuredly off the track, and is in
great danger of being led entirely away. It
is true, you may have to labor some little

time before the world comes to know and
recognize you, and you may have to be pa-
tient and kind with your neighbors and as-
sociates for some little time before they un-

derstand and realize that you are really a
true and sincere friend; but if you persist-
ently watch and pray for opportunities of
doing them kind'.iesses, you will in due time
reap a bountiful harvest.

You are not responsible for the whole
world ; you are responsible only for yourself
and your own heart; and while you can not
change the world, you can change yourself,
which really amounts to the same thing.
Two men were talking about their wives,
and one said he would leally like to hear his
wife scold, just for the fun of it.

" Do you really want to hear her scold V
"

said the otlier.
' Yes, I do."
" Well, you just draw her a load of crook-

ed firewood ; for nothing in the world makes
my wife scold so badly as does crooked hre-
wood."
Our friend went to the woods, and selected

all the crooked sticks he could find, until he
had made out a load, and very quietly put
them in the usual place, and awaited results.
Days ])assed ; but not a word was said, un-
til tinally one day she spoke :

—
'' Husband," said she, " our wood is near-

ly out, and if you should happen to have any
more like that last lot, I vvould mucli prefer
it, because it tits around the pots and kettles
so nicely.'' Do you not see? One woman
was looking for troubles in every thing that
turned up a little different from usual, while
the other was always looking at the bright
side of every thing, and turning every little

item to some good advantage. You, my
friends, are to turn the crooked sticks, the
crooked men, the crooked troubles, and all

else in life to some good purpose, and try to
hnd the good there is in them all.

A letter has just been put into my hands
that explains so well what I mean, I will
give it to you :—

I want to tell you how much good the Home Papers
have done mo. It was through their influence that

I gave up using tobacco, swearing, and a great many
other careless ways that I had got into; but still I

did not join the church; I thought that I could be a

I
Christian without doing so. I went on in my own

I

way till a short time ago, when I experienced my
i first real disappointment which made me so miser-

able, and enabled me to see my own weakness so

plainly that I determined to trust in my own strength
no longer, but to put my trust in Christ for every
thing. So I joined the church, and tried to do what
I could to help the work along. It was not long be-

fore I found out that it required a great deal of

prayer to live in any way consistent. Often I have
come in at night, alter work, feeling down-hearted
and discouraged, because 1 had been trying all day
to keep my temper, and failed, sometimes think-

ing it was no use trying to be a Christian, and often

wishing that I had never joined the church at all.

One night I came in from work in one of those

moods, and I thought I would try your plan of pray-

ing about it. I accordingly went into mj' room, and
down on my knees, and prayed. I had been praying

some time when I thought of the Homes. I went to

the pile and picked up one at random (I did not

know hich one it was, for it was dark). I brought
it to the light, and read it. It was the one in which
yoa describe your visit to the minister, and the
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trouble about swine, and the demons, etc. I can not

tell you how that number (May, 1879,) of the Homes
encouraged me; It made me happy again.

I have often been unhappy since, and I have gone
to the same source in the same way, and have got

rid of my unhappiness. Not only that, but I have
felt twice the amount of energy about my work —
so much so that I have looked around to see what I

could do to make things better around home, and
havefoundmyself down cellar, sorting out the rot-

ten apples from the good. May God bless " Our
Homes"! E. Grainger.
Deer Park, Ont., Can., Feb. 20, 1883.

And may God bless you, my young friend

and fellow-traveler ; and may he be praised,

that these same Home Papers have had a
hand in the work of pointing you to the
Lamb of God, who taketh away the sin of
the world. I am the more thankful for your
letter just now, and its closing words, be-
cause my wife has been criticising neighbor
Jones in the Menybanks story. She said
that she feared even religion, although it

should do so, did not often give a man ener-

gy to work, as well as strength to resist

temptation. Now you have struck the point
exactly, where you say it gives you energy
to go to work, even to going, down into the
cellar to sort the rotten apples. I wonder
how many there are whose eye rests on these
words, who need just this very kind of ener-
gy. If you are faithful with the rotten ap-
ples, God will certainly give you something
more to do, when they are finished. One of
my most constant prayers is for energy and
zeal in distasteful duties.
Now just a word in closing. Some of the

friends have wished me to take more room
in this department to discuss Christianity
and infidelity. Is it worth while to use val-
uable space for such a purpose? Through
the influence of my monthly Home chap-
ters to you, the young friend who has just
written has given up tobacco and swearing,
and is growing happy in good, steady, hon-
est work. He has been won, as I have tried
to tell you this month, you must win your
way among men. With the love of God in
his heart he will win others, and they in
turn others still. Do discussions ever bear
such fruitV Will it not be better to discuss
in our hearts the evil we find there continu-
ally, and fight it out on bended knee before
God, as did he? If we do this, we shall be
able to win souls and to rule nations.

Create in me a clean heart, O God; and renew a
right spirit within me. Cast me not away from thy
presence; and take not thy Holy Spirit from me.
Restore unto me the joy of thy salvation ; and up-
hold me with thy free Spirit. Then will I teach
transgressors thy ways; and sinners shall be con-
verted unto thee.—Psalm 51: 10—10.

He that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto
the end, to him will I give power over the nations.

—

Revelation 3:26.

Every nation on the face of the globe is

now open to the teachings of the gospel, and
never before since the world began was hea-
thenism so rapidly giving way to the en-
lightening influence of theJBible. My friend,
is your lamp trimmed and burning? Are
you ready and willing to lose your life, for
the sake of that glorious and heavenly awak-
ening?

FL.OUK CANBY IN WINTER

NOT NECESSARILY DETRIMENTAL.

MY hives are frame hives, something like the

Langstroth. I winter in cellar, and remove
' the cap on top of brood-chamber. I use two

boards crosswise of the hives, and when 1 put the
bees in the cellar I spread these boards apart so that

the bees can come on top of the hive any time. This

leaves a good draft, and keeps the combs dry. I al-

ways spread the combs in the center of the brood-

chamber, so that the bees can cluster together and
keep warm. I hardly ever lose any bees, unless they
starve to death.

One year ago last fall I was not at home; did not

get home until it was too late to feed, and
my bees were very light. Some did not have
any honey at all. But 1 put them all in the cellar—
37 swarms. I put the light swarms so that I could

feed them. I fed sugar and maple molasses and
candy, but they would crawl all over the hive and
die; 5 swarms died, and I thought that I should lose

them all.

I will tell you how I saved the best. I took 10 lbs.

of white sugar, and put it in a tin pail; set the pail

in hot water until the sugar melted in good shape.

When melted, let cool a little, and put in 1 lb. of

wheat flour. I took thin burlap and put inside of

the frame ; made two or three holes in the center

for the bees to crawl thi-ough. Now I spread on
the sugar and flour. When hot, it will stick to the

burlap; but when -cool, I put it in the hives. The bees

will do better on this than honey. I did not lose

any more bees, and those that I fed sugar did better

than those that had lots of honey. They swarmed
the first, and made the most honey. I call it Brown's
feeder. I shall feed all of my bees this spring in

that way.

I have 53 colonics in cellar, all in good shape. I

had a swarm given me 1 ist 0-;tober, if I would give

back the honey. I took them home and fed them
sugar. I put three frames of sugar, two frames of

empty comb, and they went to work, and are as

good a swarm as I have got. My feeder is not pat-

ented. I think that is the best way to feed sugar.

You can put it into the hive any time, cold weather
or warm. When you melt the sugar, do not put
water in it. G. S. Brown.
Salisbury, Addison Co., Vt., Feb. 20, 1883.

When reading friend Ileddon's article on
p. 115, it occurred to me that if flour candy
did kill his bees, it does not always kill them
for other folks. A few years ago I built up
a late natural swarm on this flour candy in
frames, and I showed the bees to Professor
Cook, when he paid us a visit the last of De-
cember, and we saw plenty of brood in all

stages. The queen was fertilized in Octo-
ber ; but the next spring, when a customer
paid for the best colony in my apiary, he se-

lected this one. We have had many other
similar reports. Friend Brown, who gives
the above plan for putting the candy into the
frames, has, I think, by his sheet of burlap,
done away with the objection I have men-
tioned to frames of flour candy. The bur-
lap, you see, will prevent the bees from
building a comb, when the candy is all taken.
Many thanks, friend Brown. By melting in
water as you suggest, I presume we can mix
the flour and sugar, witnout the addition of
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any water, and thus get a candy not burned
in the least, but of always the same consis-
tency. Did not friend Heddon burn his
candy just a littleV

COJVIB FOUNDATION, AND WHERE IT
STANDS AT THE PRESENT TIITIE.

ALSO SOMETHING IN REGARD TO RECENT IMPROVE-
MENTS IN ITS MANUFACTURE.

-HEN the bees build comb, we see such
a multitude of them, with (to our
eyes) a multitude of different notions

in their different little heads, it seems impos-
sible that any thing good or regular should
come of it. "Well, in looking back over the
years since I first told you comb fdn. should be
made on rolls, it seems to me we bee-keep-
ers have been behaving much like the bees.
There have been a multitude of notions, and
many things have been taken up, and then
dropped again, for years, it may be, until
somebody came along and took up the same
old thing, and, lo and behold ! after brush-
ing off the dust and cobwebs of age, and
adding a few very simple touches, it is ex-
actly the thing after all. AVhen I first told
you, after a couple of months of work, that
sheets of wax would come out of rolls as we
wanted it to, what a breeze there was ! Our
first experiment was with quite light walls,
for we wanted it like natural comb ; but be-
fore we had rolled out many hundred pounds,
I got the idea into my head that we should
give the bees wax enough to make the whole
of the comb, and proposed to put it in heavy
walls they could work down. At just this
stage our friend Perrine came along with his
patent, as you know ; and before he took the
mill away, I told him my plan. He so far
fell in with it, that JSIr. Washburn worked
the mill over by his directions. The fdn.
produced was almost exactly like that now
called Dunham fdn., as we can show by
samples of the work we have yet. The walls
are nigh, and the tops of them level, almost
like the top of a board ; and, in fact, the
sheets came out of the mill almost like a
board out of a planing-machine. The mania,
however, that soon sprung up, to have as
many square feet from a pound of wax as
possible, induced Perrine to have his mill
worked over, and induced us, also, to make
our subsequent mills with the light narrow
wall. Before discarding the heavy wall, I
did try it in hives ; but, unfortunately, I
used bleached white Avax for the experiment,
and it was so hard, in that April weather,
that the bees could not handle it. You
know white wax was all the talk then.

Well, as mills were necessarily very high
then, as Mr. Washburn is a mechanic who
commands high wages, others commenced
to make mills. It was found, about this
time, that our fdn., although it worked nice-
ly In cool weather, stretched and bulged
badly in the heat of July and August. I oe-
lieve Mrs. Dunham was about the first to
make mills after us, and, for some reason,
she commenced to make the original thick
wall. It was soon found that, with yellow
wax and hot weather this worked all right

;

and, still more, the heavy walls held the

sheet up from stretching and sagging. She
did not try to make a great many square
feet to the pound, but rather to make a good
stout comb that would stand hot weather.
As her mills were nice, and low in price,

they have obtained, I am glad to say, a great
sale.

Now another nice little point comes in

here: In trying to get fdn. as thin as possi-

ble, we made sheets without any side walls
at all ; and as the bees worked these into
nice comb honey, it was thought to be a
great saving. In using such for brood-
combs, however, it was found some colonies
of bees took hold of them very reluctantly

;

and, in fact, some bees were so poorly post-
ed as to what was going on in the world,
they would not touch them at all. They
couldn't see the point, until they had
learned, at least, unless some kind of a side
wall was given them. We found this out by
the dipped fdn., which gave a sheet with
walls on one side, and not the other. The
bees worked one side, and left the other
plain. To get them to take right hold quick,
we must have a good fair wall, and it wants
to be soft wax, and not compressed.
The base of the cell may be as hard as yon
please, providing it is as thin as natural
comb. Bees handle the walls with compar-
ative ease, because they can get their
" thumb and linger " each side of the wall,

and pull it up, as a potter pulls up the clay
in turning a crock. The only way they have
of making the bottom thin, is by scraping
them down, which is necessarily a very slow
operation.
Now another point: When we commenced

making dies for the rubber plates last sea-

son, we decided, of course, on the heavy
walls. We made a nice sheet from our best
mill, but could not get a plaster cast to come
off without breaking. The walls were too
high, and too straight up. Vve must make
a new mill, to get a single sheet of wax for
these molds, or we must buy a sheet of some
one who had a mill producing a sheet that
would ''lift" from plaster. A sample, re-

ceived from friend Dadant, we found would
lift. We sent to him for some whole sheets,
and from these our rubber plates are modeled.
Now, the very point that makes the Dunham
fdn. lift from the plates, while ours would
not, also makes it come out of the rolls, and,
I think, very likely keeps it from sagging in
the hives. What is this point? I think I

can make it plain to you by a diagram from
the ABC book.

B A
Our fdn., and, indeed, all that is made

that I know of, except the Dunham, is made
after the natural comb, as at B. Mrs. Dun-
ham, while making the bottom of the cell as
we all do, makes the wall to these cells
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something like A. It would seem that she
uses a round punch in making the walls.
This is much easier to do than to use one
producing ahexagonal wall ; and a mechanic
incnpable of making a pair of rolls like 13

might easily make one like A. Isn't it fun-
ny y A comparatively rude machine, pro-
ducing an unnatural cell, seems, at the
present date, to be really better for our pur-
pose tlian the laborious" ones we have been
all these years working at I No disrespect
intended to our friend Mrs. Dunham here,
but, on the contrary, we owe her a vote of
thanks, not only for the excellent mills and
fdn. she has given to tlie world, but for
showing, too, that women are capable of
ranking side by side with the benefactors of
our race in the mechanical world. There is

one thing, however, against which 1 would
like to protest a little. It is the following-
note, from her new circular :

—

CAUTION.
Havinpf obtained letters patent No. 2ifi,00!1 for Dunham Foun-

dation Machine, making comb foundiitinu witli liase of cells of
natural shape .and siile walls brought U|i to foiin an even sur-
face, also on the foundation made on said machine, 1 hereby
give notice to all parties infringing my riglits either by manu-
facturing said machines or found.atiori, as well as to all parties
purchasing machines as above other than those of my manu-
laeturc, th.at I am prepared to protect my rights, and shall
prosecute all infringements to the full extent of the law.

In regard to the round cells: "WhenPer-
rine took our first mill away, he said the
man he had hired, Weiss, had made a small
mill with rolls of bniss, and that the cells

were first drilled with a hollow drill. He
tried to get a patent on this, and failed.

The Given press is a very rapid means of
putting fdn. in wired frames, but it can not
at present be very well worked on metal-
cornered frames, if I am correct, and there-
fore we do not use it. I am inclined to
think, too, that it is difficult to make the
sheets of fdn. as thin as we do with our rolls,

and to have it go clear up to the wood of the
frames as we use it. The fdn. is much like
the Dunham, and may be made exactly like
it. The rubber plates work nicely now, but
we do not get as full a wall with them as by
the rolls, neither can we get as thin a base ;

but the bees Avork the sott wax more readily
than any rolled fdn. Samples of the fdn.
made by them will be sent free on applica-
tion* The rubber plates are mounted by
placing them in frames like an ordinary
slate-frame. Small screws are put part way
into the rubber, at intervals of perhaps two
Indies. The whole is then backed with plas-
ter of Paris, being carefnl, of course, that
the plates are in contact at every cell. When
dry and firm, they are hinged together and
worked like the plaster plates. To make
starters, pour on so little wax that, when the
plates are closed, it does not come to the
outside ; then pile up a lot of these irregular
sheets, and cut up in the usual way. To
make whole sheets, you must cover the en-
tire lower plate, and close quickly. Trim
off the surplus wax around the edges, and
your sheet is ready to lift out. Of course,
the plates are dipped in water to cool them.
The water must be warm, or the sheet will
break. The time occupied in trimming off
the surplus is the great drawback. If some
way coula be devised for pouring in just
enough wax for the sheet, and no more, and
having it quickly distributed over the plate,

it would then be the most rapid process
known, and there would be no hindrance in
making it right in wired frames. We can
furnish a machine for starters, just right to
fill a 1-lb. section, for :?2.00; and if it does
not please, you can return it for what it cost.

PRESENT PRICES OF FDN. MACHINES.
Below are the prices of the different ma-

chines now in the market :
—
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Is right. If sheets crack in coolin;?, your wax is tfio

hot. By the above plan the sheets will bo tappring.
If started witli the tliui end of the slicet in the mill you
will have no trouble, and the sheet will be long
enough to cut olT the thirl end.

Thiti paste made of rye Hour makes the best lubri-
cator for the rolls that I know of. Sheets should be
made at k-ast two weeks before milling.

We will fiunisli clipping -plates, as de-
scribed above, made t'roiii clear straicrbt-

grained basswood. for any width, for 3 cents
per inch in width. If your tank is wide
enough to take a l:i-incli dipping-board, you
can dip l-inch strips for starters, (i at a
time, by having a similar board divided into
three parts by broad saw-cuts. Each board
will then be iibout ;>J in., and every dipping
makes 6 narrow sheets.

THE COLOR OF WAX FOR FOUNDATION.
Now a word in regard to the color of wax:

It is well known. 1 believe, that very dark
wax is just as good for brood-combs as any
thing else; but for all that, some will com"-
plain, unless all the fdn. is of a bright yel-
low. To lix this all pleasantly, Ave will, in
the future, furnish fdn. for brood-combs,
made of the darkest wax, for from ;> to o cts.

per lb. less than our regular list prices. Jf
you want to take advantage of this offer,
give us a little time ahe ul ; for we do not al-

ways have dark wax on hand. If you want
to see samples of the nicest fdn. for all pur-
poses, including the extra-thin tlat-bottomed,
send for our free box of samples.
Just as we close our forms, comes the fol-

lowing in regard to the rubber plates :

—

After having tried the rubber plates thoroughly, I
pronounce them a success, inasmuch as they make
good fdn. that runs 4 ft. to the lb., and that answers
my purp.ise fully. It took me about two days to
learn to make full-sized sheets that would not crack.
Getting the wax the right temperature is the main
point, it should be just melted, and no more — about
120° is the right temperature; if hotter, itwill stick.
The water should be about bO^orVO". lean not do
good work to slap the plates together, but succeed
best to exert mi e\'en pressure on the middle of the
upper plHte. keeping the hand on till ready to open
the plates. If the pressure is removed sooner, it ad-
mits the air, and causes the sheet to crack. This was
the point that gave me more trouble than all the
rest. The plates must be kept wet all the time. I

use a Common clothes brush, and brush off all the
surplus water before applying the wax. I find it

easier to get sheets of an even thickness if the holes
in the fountain are made smaller in the middle than
at the ends, as some wax runs off at the ends. 1 can
not do a very large day's work at it yet. but consider
3Jlbs. a fair dav's work. C. B. Thwing.
Hamilton, Mo., Feb. 22, 1882.

GlEAWmCS m BEE CULTURE.

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,
MEDINA, O.

TERniS: $1.C0 PER YEAR, POST-PAID.

FOR CLUBBING RATES, SEE FIRST PAGE
OF READING MATTER.

IVTESXDXlN'.if^, 3VE ^^IFl. X, 1882.

God is our refuge and strength, a very present
help in trouble. Therefore will not we fear, though
the earth be removed, and though the mountains be
carried into the midst of the sea; though the waters
thereof roar and be troubled, though the mountains
shake with the swelling thereof.—Psalm 4ii: 1—3.

We are told Mr. Burch's residence has been de-

stroyed by Arc, but that it was fully insured.

The Kawas Bee-Keeper is a very fair little journal,

for only 60 cts. a year; but the print is poor, and so

far it has been rather slow in getting out on time.

A GREAT amount of matter I should have been
glad to have printed is again left out for want of

room, and much of it has now become unseasonable,
unless some special need should call it up again.

If you wish to deal with some one who always has
every thing right, every time, and never makes a mis-
take, don't send to us. If however, being always
ready to make good every error, the minute it is dis-

covered, will do, send along your orders, and we will

be glad to serve you.

We have 4072 subscribers, and 196 colonies of bees.

Don't you think we have a right to be happy? Only
two colonies are lost up to date, and one of them
swarmed out. We have already sold a number of
queens this spring, and united, but as 6 of the above
are still queenless, we are ready for some queens
from the South.

The Elwood & Co., who advertised in last No., it

seems have left Starkville, N. Y., without filling or-

ders. As I have advertised and sold their ink pow-
ders for some time, with quite general satisfaction,

we had no reason to suspect any thing wrong. If

all who seiit them money without any return will

notify us by postal card, we will fill the order from
here.

The British Bec-Kecpcr's Guide-Bnok, by Thomas
W. Cowan, second edition, is at hand; and as it dis-

cusses and illustrates- improvements clear up to

Nov., ISSl, it will prove quite an addition to our bee
libraries, in this country as well as England. The
price is given as " one shilling and sixpence," and I

presume we could get it so as to be sold for about
half a dollar.

That bees do in health void their excrement in

the form of a comparatively dry powder, is, I should
think, fully proven by the reports that have been
sent in. The statements made have called to mind
facts from my own experience, enough to satisfy

me, unless something more be brought forward to

the contrary, that Mr. Quinby was right in his posi-

tion. Doubtless some of our friends think those
who have reported have been needlessly definite;

but I think it won't hurt us, if we succeed in having
the controverted point settled.

A PAMPHLET on foul brood, by Albert A. Konke,
of Youngstown, O., is on our table. It treats prin-

cipally of the salicylic-acid remedy, and I should
judge friend K. to be well capable of handling this

remedy in a truly scientitic way. The price, 25 cents,

I should object to, for 1000 such pamphlets could
easily be printed for $20.00. A 23-cent book ought
to contain all that is valuable that has ever appeared
on the subject. Besides the high price of the pam-
phlet, the winding-up seems to result in an adver-

tisement of a $5.00 " medicine-chest " for the cure of

foul brood. Isn't this a little out of the spirit of

modern bee culture?

Conventions.—A meeting of the bee-keppers of
New .lersev will be held at New Brunswick, March
15, 18.S2.—The (^hamplain Valley Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation at Middlebury, Vt.,Mav II.—The Texas State
Bee-Keepers' Association at McKinney, Collin Co.,
April 35, 1882.
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TALiaN^]^BlESXaND)CQUEEH$
Full colonies, 2, 3, and 4 frame nuclei. Tested

Queens, in May, $;^.00: in June, $2.50; July, Auprust,
and September, $3.00. Untested queens, in June
and July, $1.00; Aug., !tOc: Sept., 7.5c. All queens
will be reared from imported and home-bred queens.
Please send for list to GE( ). W. BAKEK,
3-9d Lewisville, Henry Co., Ind.

G. M. DOOLITTLE
Says STANLEY'S VANDERVORT FOUNDATION
for sections is even thinner than natural comb, and
is the very best fdn. made. See Gleanings for Jan.,
pages 14 and 15, and A. B. J. for Jan. 3. We also
make higrh-walled Vandervort fdn. for brood-cham-
ber, to tit any size frame. Send for samples and
prices, or send $10.00 for 20 lbs., 10 sq. ft. per lb., to

3-4d G. W. STANLEY & BRO.,
Wyoming, - Wyoming Co., - New York.
1^^25 cents per lb. in trade for good yellow bees-

wax, delivered here.

WARRANTED
ITALIAIT (JUEEITS
Mv queens are all bred from Imported mothers.

Send for circular free. L. C. McFATRIDGE,
3 Carroll, Carroll Co., Indiana.

lOO Colonies of*

ITALIAN BEES FOR SALEJN SIMPLICITY HIVES I

ALBINO, CYPRIAN, AND ITALIAN QUEENS ;

ROOT, VANDERVORT, DUNHAM, and GIVEN
FOUNDATION FOR SALE, with everything need-

ed for a first-class apiary. Send for a circular, to

3-2d E. T. FLANAGAN, Box 819, Belleville,

Rose Hill, Apiary. St. Clair Co., Illinois.

IMPORTED QUEENS.
In April, 11 francs in Gold.
May and June, - - - 10 " " "

July and August, - - - g »»
i» ^

September and October, - - 1 " " "

Queens which die in transit will be replaced only
if sent back In a letter. l-6d

CHARLES BIANCONCINI & CO., Bologna, Italy.

To send a postal card for our illustrated catalogue of

Before purchasing elsewhere. It contains illustra-

tions and descriptions of every thing new and de-

sirable in an apiary,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Italian, Cyprian, and Holv-Land Queens and Bees.

J. C. & H. P. SAYLES.
2-7d Hartford, Washington Co., Wis.

Albino and Italian
Queens and Bees,

and Supplies for 1882.
IIeadquakteks for the Albino Bees.

If you have any taste for beauty, desire pleasure
in working, and want Inrge yields of honey, buy the
Albinos, for they are the "coming bee." In order
to meet the demand for queens, 1 have increased
my stock, and will be able to furnish several hun-
dred per month after May 1. Also furnish hives.
Novice's extraotor, and apiarian supplies in general.
Send for price list. S- VALENTINE.

3-.5d Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co., Md.

Italian Bees & Queens
AT BEDUCED BATES.

Send for price list and be convinced. Address
3-5 T. C. CRILLY,
GilAFTON, - - LORAIN CO., - - OHIO.

I. R. GOOD, Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Indiana,

Makes a specialty of rearing

Holy - Land Queens.
All queens bred from D. A. Jones's imported queens.
Dollar queens before June iOth, $1.25 each; after

that date, single queen, $1.00; six queens for $.5.00;

twelve or more, 75 cts. each. Tested queens, $3.50

each. Italian queens, raised in Holy-Land apiaries,

same price. Bees by the pound, and nucleus and
full colony, as per A. I. Root's price list. l-9d

LaDistTfltli Hiffis ^ Sfictlois.

I i ti

LEWIS' IMPROVED ONE-PIECE SECTION.

Price $4.53 per 1000; any size to 6x6. No. 1. first

quality dovetailed sections, any size to 6x6, $1.50.
No. i, second quality dovetailed sections, any size to
6x6, $3..50. No. 3 is planed smoothly one side, same
as No. 1, but lumber is not ii-< clean and white.
Lewis' one-piece boxes of white basswood, all

sizes, very low. No charge for boxing or crating
sections. Send for new price list.

C B. LEWIS,
3d WATERTOWN, JEFF. CO., WIS.

Raspberries and Strawberries
A SPECIALTY.

The celebrated Ohio Raspberry; Sharpless and
Crescent Seedling Strawberry. Any one wishing to
save money will do well to send for descriptive cir-

cular, free. Address J. IftVIN JOHNSON,
34d Brookside Nurseries, Palmyra, N. Y.

DIPPEH-GOURD SEED!
Tj^'RIENDS! Why not jai-ic your Dippers? Cheap-
JD er and better than "John's .5-cent cups." All
sizes, from 1 pt. to 1 gal. Straight handles, from 1

foot to 3 feet in length. True Seed, 6c. per packet;
i pks., 30c., postpaid. Send stamps. Address
3 S. P. YODER, ViSTUL.i, Indian.4.

HIVES AND SECTION BOXES,
wide L. frames, tin separators, brood frames with

metal corners. All kinds of hives; chair hives with

movable upper story.

Send for price list. A. B. M ILLER & SON,

3.5d Wakarusa, Elkhart Co., Ind.

Italian, Cyprian, and Holy-l.and Queens,

Bred from the A. D. .Tones importation; also VAN-
DERVORT COMB FOUNDATION, made on the

same mills that made the fdn. that took the pri^.e at

the Northeastern Bee-keepers' Association at Utica
in 1881 and 1883, over the Van Deusen, Flat-Bottom,
and thin Dunham, for surplus boxes; also the thick

over all kinds for brood-chamber.
I. L. SCO FIELD.

3-8d Chenango Bridge, Broome Co., N. Y.
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Dovetailed Sections

!

Before June 1st, 414x4'.!, at $4.50 per 1000; r-iViXr,':,,

$5.00 per 1000. Sample of either, by mail, for a 3-ct.

stamp. Italian queens, and bees by the pound at
A. I. Root's prices, with packages Included. Two-
comb nucleus, with Galhip size frames, after June
1st, $2.00; with 4 combs, in full-sized hive, complete,
$4.50. Add price of queen you want. Full colonies,
with tested queens. May and June, $9.00 each. It
will pay you to try our bees I

HIVES! Material in the flat, for%.any common
single-walled hive, with bottom, frames, and 7-inch
cover, aiid crate with full set of sections, in Iota of
10 or more, $1.10 each; 30 cts. each less, without
crate and sections. Place your orders early. First
come, first served! Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
money at ray risk by p. O. money order, registered
letter, or draft on New Tork or Chicago, to
No circulars. O. H. TOWNSEND,

Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo Co., Mich.

TESXI]Vi:03SriA.ILS:
I have the bees on summer stands, and I will say

for you that I never saw a finer lot of bees.
B. S. Underhill.

"Williamson, Wayne Co., N. Y., Sept. 10, 1881.

Last May I sent $7.5.00 to friend Townsend, of Hub-
bardston, Mich., for bees. They came the first week
in June, and the hives were full; each hive contain-
ing 13 combs, with brood in 8 combs. If friend T.
does as well by every one, he deserves to be patron-
ized. W. z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Mich., July 1, 1881.

ITaken from August G'.eaninys, 1881.]

Hubhardston, Mich., Feb. 13, 1882.

TO WHOM IT May concern :-We, the under-
signed, citizens of Hubbardston, Mieh., take

pleasure in recommending O. H. Townsend, of Kal-
amazoo, formerly of this place, to the favorable con-
sideration of boe-kecpers and others, believing him
to be reliable and straightforward in his dealings.
A. V. Phister, Postmaster.
J. J. Robins, M. D., Drusrgist.
O. C. Townsend & Co., Bankers.
W. J. Tabor, Grocer. 3d

1882. TWELFTH YEAR. 1882.

ItalianQueens

!

Tested Queens in April and May, - - - $2 50
" " in June and after, ... 3.00

Untested Queens in April and May, - - 1.25
" " in June and after, - - 1.00

B.v the M doz , 5 per cent off above prices. By the
dozen, 10 per cent oflf above prices. Also, Syrian
and Cyprian Queens (bred in separate apiaries), at
same price. Sent by mail, and safe arrival guaran-
teed. Address W. P. HEi^DERSON,
2-od Murfrcesboro, Ruth. Co., Tenn.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Early Itallai & CfBriai iJiifiBiis.

Imported and home-bred; nuclei and full colo-
nies. For quality and purity, my stock of bees can
not be excelled in the United States. I make a
specialty of manufacturing the Dunham foundation.
Try it. If you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies,
send for my new Circular, containing directions for
introducing queens, remarks on the new races of
Bees, &c. Address
Itfd DR. J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

At Kansas City, Mo.,
I breed PURE ITALIAN BEES for sale. I warrant
my dollar queens to be purely mated, and guarantee
safe arrival. I will try to give perfect satisfaction.

Please send for list to E. M. HAYHURST,
2-3d P. o. Box 1131.

THE LIGHTNING

DOVETAIL

This is a machine
for gluing dovetailed
sections; 1500 are put
together in a day by
one man. It is

SIMPLE,
DURABLE,
AND CHEAP.

White-Poplar Sec-
tions a specialty.
Illustrated circular

free. Address

A. £. MANU^,
Bristol, Add. Co., Vt.
3-4d

A BARGAIN!
If you wish to purchase Italian bees and queens

early in the spring, and wish a bargain, you should

send for my new price lists, sent free on application.

Address W. S. CAUTHEN,
3d Pleasant Hill, Lan. Co., S. C.

50 SWARMS OF BEES FOR SALE !

For terms, inquire of
3d

H. NEUHAUS,
Burlington, Wis.

B3E3X3 - X^:E3£2X^£3X=LS, Save your
money and do your own printing with Rubber

type and stamps. Circulars free.
3d Address A. H. DUFF,
Flat Ridqe, - - Guernsey Co., - - Ohio.

"I
000 Consult your own interest, and send100^ for my new Circular and Price List of

Colonies, Nuclei, and Queens.
2-7d Address S. D. McLEAN, Columbia, Tenn.

HEADQUARTERS for the GOLDEN ITALIANS
and the ORIGINAL ALBINO BEES and

QUEENS. Send for circular.
J. M. C. TAYLOR,

3d Lewistown, Frederick Co., Md.

FOR SALE.—Bees, Full Colonies, or Nuclei. Ad-
dress H. B.4^BBER, Adrian, Lenawee Co., Mich.

WANTED.—A situation in an apiary, to work
with bees, for wages, with a chance to learn

the business. Address J. A. KEPLER,
3 Mt. Pleasant Mills, Snyder Co., Pa.

FOR Dunham and Root foundation, equal to any
made in the U. S., and other apiarian supplies,

address V^ON DURN, 820 South Ave., Omaha, Neb.
Wax wanted. 3-6d

BEE-KEEPERS! Send $1.00 for the "Excelsior
cold-blast Smoker." The latest and the best.

By mail postpaid. W. C. R. KEMP,
3-4d Orleans, Orange Co., Indiana.

T3EES AND QUEENS FROM MY APIARIES.

QUEENS AND NUCLEI IN SEASON.
3d Circular on application.

J. H. ROBERTSON, PEWAMO, lONlA CO., MiCH.

D.A.fike,Bod9,SniitIi%M.Co.,Ud.
Breeder of those Beautiful Albino and Italian

Queens and Bees which gave universal satisfaction
last season. Send for Circular. 3-4d
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YES, SIR!
The Orlfflnal Binnrham invented antl

patented thetirst practicnl
lit'llows bee smoker, and itBINGHAM

Patented, 1878. i

RoQ ^mnLor '''"^'*^ ^'^ previous maizes
Dec OlllUnCi rrom the niarK-et at rmce.

T. P. Biug-ham&O.J.Hetb-
ei inffton invented and pat-
ented ttie tifst improved
uncappina--knife.
Over 25.000 of our ."smo-

kers and knives have heen
sold to the best bee-keep-
era in Europe and Ameri-
ca, and used from one to
five years without a com-
plaint or one returned.
"The.varethe best," so all

disinterested bee - keepers
say. Our patents cover all

bellows smokers that will
liurn sound stove wood, or
do not g'o out. If you buy
our implements lirjit you

^ will have to buy no others.

Haniled to I

Customer.
|

Larere Bineham Smoker (wide shield)
2'/3 inch SI 50

Extra Bitig-ham Smoker (wide shield)
3 inch 1 25

Plain Rnigham Smoker. 3 inch 1 00
Little Wonder Hing-hum Smoker li'i in 50c
Bing-ham & Hetheriogton Honey-

Knife. 2 inch 1 25

By Mail.
I'ostpaid.

$1

1 50
1 25
65c

1 40

To sell again, apply for dozen or half-dozen rates.

Address T. F. BhVGHAM, P. M., or

BINGHAM & HBTHEUINGTON.
3d ABRONIA, MICH.

Bee-Keepebs' [xchjngE
The M^RCH No. of the ''EXCHANGE" contains

a full offl(aal report of the metting ot the North-
Eastern Bee-Keeper's Association, held at Unca,
N. Y.. .Ian. 25. 26, 27. The discussions and essays
treat on the most vital points of apiculture; are by
able and successful bee-keepers, and should be pe-
rused by every profrressive beekeeper in the land.
This one number is worth the subscription pric^ for
a whole year. Single copies lOc each, or .'J months
on trial for25e; fi months, 50c: one year, fl.OO.

Address HOU€K A: PKKT,
3d Caimjolisirie, !V. A'.

75 Imhm Italian Nuclei For Sale

I have 75 four-frame Italian nuclei, all last August
queens, from Root's imported queen; $3.00 each.
Safe arrival guaranteed. RICH'D CADLE,
3-4d Shawneetowu, Gallatin Co., 111.

PRINTED, 100 Envelopes. 100 Letter-heads, 100
Business Cards, postpaid, $2.00. Fine Chromo

Floral Cards, 15c per 25; 25c per .50. Hand Bouquet,
Cat and Gold Motto, 2,5c per 25; 40c per 50. All kinds
of job work neatly executed. Send for Price List
and "Circular of thoroughbred Land and Water
Fowls. Fancy Poultr.v a specialt.y. If your hens
don't lav, 'eed Imperial Egg Fof>d. Trial package
by mail, 50c and $1.00. J. T. FLETCHER,
3tfd West Monterey, Clarion Co., Pa.

'SistrrJ.-y X'tA.llftxi Q-u.eexi.si !

ONLY THE BEST. FROM

W. J. ELLISON, STATESBUR&, SUMTER CO,. S, C.

Tested queens in April, May, and June, -
" " In July, - - - -

Dollar queens in April, May, and June, - -
" " in July

Bees by the pound in May,
2-5d

$2..50

2.00
1.25
1.00

1.50

NOTES FOR

32 parjes mantMi/. 3tJc. per year.
Present circulation over 6000 monthly.

^VUat Others Say

:

"The ' Notes' have been a srreat help to my-
self and family—wo use them daily. 1 do most]
earnestly recommend them, and shall be glad to
do whatever I can to further their circulation."
-E. w. Bliss.
'•'Notes for Bible Study' are upon the whole

the best aiid cheapest help for the study of S. S.

Lesson and the Bible as a whole that I know of."
|

—(Rev.) Geo. F. Pentkcost, D. D.
•'After trying the 'Notes' for one month, my I

S. S. teachers are unanimous in favor of their
adoption, and now send for 100 additional copies

|

for 1882."— (Rev.) E. D. CAMPBELL.
" I herewith send you the names of 42 subscrib-

ers for 1882—hope to"send more soon. The ladies'

pra.ver-meeting of our church uses the * 'Topics' I

for each week with much profit. The daily notes
are very helpful, to say nothing of all the other

|

readings and helps, which are most excellent."
—Mrs. Henky Baucock.

S. R. BRIGGS,
Willard Tract Depository,

Shaftesbury Hall, Toronto, Canada.

MOLDED COMB FDN.
has advantages over all other. M.v new machines
make it very perfect. Thin fdn., warranted 10 to II

ft. per lb. See free samples, and price list of fdn.

molds. Bees and Queens. OLIVER FOSTER,
3d Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

END FOR ILLUSTRATED
CIRCULAR OF

CHAFF AND SIMPLICITY
BEE-HIVES. SMOKERS,

COMB FOUNDATION,
QUEENS, BOOKS, ETC., ETC.

Ms. c. & jTp. watts,
W't LUMBER CITY,

' ^CLEARFIELD CO., PA.
t. 3-lld.

SECTIONS & HIVES

AVe make a specialty of our "Boss" One-Piece
Sections. Patented June 28, 1881. We have not
sold any right to manufacture, therefore we cau-
tion the public against buying any One-Piece Sec-
tions not bearing our stamp. Se d for new price
list. JAMES FORNCROOK & CO.
Watertown, Jeff. Co., Wis., March 1, 1882.

Every reader of Gle.vninos to send at once for a
copy of my new Illustrated Circular of Bee-keepers'
Supplies. It may pay to see it before ordering.

2-7a

J. V. CALDWELL,
Cambridge, Henry Co., Bl,
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GTFRM QUEENS.
Tested Holy-Land Queens, in March and AprH,

$5.00. Selected, $7.50.

ALL BRED FROM MOTHERS IMPORTED BY
D. A. JONES.

Cyprians at the same price. Reared in separate
apiaries, H. B. HARRINGTON.
3 Medina, Ohio.

20 SWARMS OF BEES FOR SALE!
I will sell, and deliver to Louisville express office

from ] to 20 swarms of Italian and hybrid bees at

the following prices : In 10-frame 2-story Langstrot h
hives, each «10 00; in 8-framc 1-story L. hives, each
$7.50. Pure Italians, f 1.00 per colony more. Thoy
have all straight worker combs, .youn^ queens, and
are as strong as any that 1 have at the time of ship-

ment. I will guarantee safe arrival to your express
ottico, and am determined to give satisfaction. No
order filled unless accompanied by the cash. No
discount on the above prices. Address

A. SCHNEIDER,
34d Cor. 2flth & Market Sts., Louisville, Ky.

HEADQUARTSRS FOB.

EARLY ITALIAN AND CYPRIAN BEES

Two, three, and four frame nuclei and tested queens

a specialty; rousing fuil stocks and bees for sale by
the pound. Basswood trees of all sizes at a bargain.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Send for

circular. A. W. CHENEY,
4d Kanawha Falls. W. Va.

Cash for Beeswax!
Will pay 21e per lb. cash, or 23c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered

at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those

who wish to purchase, at 27c per lb.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

P. S.—Unless you put your name on the hox, and
tell how much you have sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen-
eral thing to send wax by Express. A. I. Root.

ABIOTHER NEW tOEA

!

Foundation all ready for business. Every sheet
wired and bound around with a light wooden rim
ready to ad.iust instantly into yc)ur frame. No ad-

vance in prices. Small samnle for tic. I shall also

I

breed Choice Italian and Holy-Laud Queens, prac-

ticing a new stimulative process. Write now for
prices and particulars to JOHN H. MARTIN,
^
3.2d Hartford, N. X.

ITbee-keeper wanted.
Must be experienced and reliable. No person

using intoxicating liquors, tobacco, or cigars, need
apply. A married man preferred. Must be iudus-

trioiis. Address DR. ISAAC EDWARDS,
13tfd Omaha, Nebraska.

Applies for the Apiary.
Purchase your Hives, Crates, and Sections, from

j

where pine lumber can be bought cheap. Special
; attention given to large orders.
' 2-7d HIRAM ROOP, Carson City, Mich.

Til! OldLst Dec Paper in America—£:stablished in ISOL

iMERIGAN BEE JOURNAL,
rublisUcd WEEK.I..Y, at S3.00 a year.

'I'ho first .and third numbers of each month, Sl.OO ayear.
The tirst number of each month, SO cents a year.

THOMAS G. NEWMAX, Editor and Proprietor,
W?* West Madison Street, Chtcaeo, 111.

MAHER & 6R0SH,
34 N. Monroe St.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.

NEW KNIFE.-3-blade; Stag or Ebony
Handle; long blade, as carefully made as a

razor. Price, postpaid, $1. All our goods
haud-forged from razor steel, and replaced

FREE if soft or flawy. Our
Farmer's Extra strong 2«

blade 75c; medium, 2-blade,
' 50c: 1-blade, 25c;

extra strong 1-

blade, 50c. Hunt-
ing knife f1. La-
dies fine 2-blade.
.50c; Gents' 3-blade
$1. Bu teller
Knife, 6 in. blade,
50 cts. 49-page list

sent free.
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Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion,"or 13,00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
I^ames in»&rled in this department the nrat time with-

out charge. Aften; 20e each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anytliingof the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-
turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st, or after Nov. If want-
ed sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa.
*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Ln.
*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O.
*Wm. Ballantine, Sago, Musk. Co.. O.
C. H. Deane, Sr., Mortonsville, Woodford Co.,

*.T. O. Facer, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O.
*(;. C. Vaughn, Columbia, Maurv Co., Tenn.
*J. P. Sterritt, Sheakleyvilie, Mercer Co., Pa.
*Otto Kleinow, opp. FortWavne, Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. B. H. Lowe, Hawkinsville, Pulaski Co., G
*C. B. Curtis, Selraa, Dnllas C<i., Ala.
*J. H. Reed, Orleans, Orange Co., Ind.
*B. B. Plunket, Atlanta, FuUon Co., Ga.
S. C. Perry, Portland, Ionia Co., Mich.

4tf
4ttd
4tfd
4tfd
Ky.
4ttd
3-7

IW
;-!-K

:?-,s

3tfd
a.4-C

4-(i

4-9
4-9

4tld

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La. 4tfd
S. F. Newman, Norwalk. Huron Co., O. 4tfd
M. S. West, Flint, Gen. Co.. Mich. 2-7

F. A. Snell, Milledgeviilc, Carroll Co., 111. 3-3
Jno, M. Kinzie, Doon, Ont., Can. 4ftd

Department for those who wish to be considered

SQUARE MEN.
Names will be inserted in this Department free of charfre the

first time. After that, 10c. each insertion, or $1.00 per year.

If thoti brinjr thy ffift to the altar, and there rememhcrest
that thy brother hath aught against tliee, leave there thy gitt
before the altar, and go thvwav; first be reconciled to thy
brother, and then conic and offer thy gift.—Matt. 5: 23, 24.

We whose names appear below do not know that
wo have a single dissatisfied person with whom we
have had deal; but if we have, such will confer a
favor by writing us kindly, and we will do our best
to render satisfaction.

Paul Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par.. La.;
Otto Kleinow, opp. Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.
I. R. Good. Nappjinee, Elkhart Co., Ind.; 3tfd
E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Jackson Co., Mo.3trd
E. A. Thomas & Co , Colcrain, Mass. 3i)d
J. P. Moore, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky. 3tfd
G. W. Stanley & J3ro., Wyoming, Wy. Co., N.Y.3tfd
Hiram Hoop, Carson City, Montcalm Co., Mich. 3-3

Oliver Foster, Mt. Verni>ii, Linn Co., Iowa. 3tfd
D. A. Pike. Bo.x 19, Smithsburg, Wash. Co., Md. 3-5

Rev. J. S. Woodburn, Livermore, Westm'd Co., Pa.
3-8

J. H. Myers, Saratoga Springs, Saratoga Co., N. Y.
3tfd

Byron Walker, Capac, St. Clair Co., Mich. 3tfd
J. A. Osborne, Rantpul, Champ, Co.j lU. 3tfd

Chas. D. Duvali, Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md. 3tfd
J. O. Fncey, New Hamburg, Ont., Canada. 3-7
J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky. 3tfd

THE FOLLOWING ARE IN THIS MONTH FOR THE
FIRST TIME.

C. W. Phelps, Tioe-a Centre, Tioga Co., N. Y. 4tfd
O. H. T<nvnsend, Kalamazoo, Kal. Co., Mich. 4tfd
C. B. Curtis, Selma, Dallas Co., Ala. 4-t)

J. J. Kiser, East Des Moines, I'olk Co., Iowa. 4tfd
C. S. Larkm, T><)Ckp(jrt, La Fourche Par., La. 4tfd
S. P. Yoder, Vistula, Elkhart Co., Ind. 4
S. D. Biiell, Union City, Branch Co., Mich. 4tfd
R. Stehlo, Marietta, Wash. Co., O. 4tfd
Bright Bro's, Mazeppa, Wabasha Co., Minn. 4tfd
T. C. Crilly, Grafton, Lorain Co., O. 4tfd
S. C. Perry, Portland, Ionia Co., Mich. 4tfd

Bees by the Pound.
Those whose names appear below agree to furnish

bees by the pound, and at the prices given in our
circular.

R. Stehle, Marietta, Wash. Co., O. 4tfd
S. C. Perry, Portland, Ionia Co., Mich. 4tfd

ITiOR CHOICE QUEENS, and for bees by the lb.,

Jj or in any other shape, address S.C.PERRY,
Portland, Ionia Co., Mich. 4d.

WARRANTED ITALIAN QUEENS A SPECIALTY.

All who expect to buy queens this season, Z)C sure
to send for my circular. My queens gave perfect
satisfaction last year. Warranted Italian queens,
Itred from choice imported mothers, in Mav, $1.25;
six, $tj.00; twelve, $11.0u. Holy-Land and Cyprian
queens, crossed with Italians, at the same price.
Tested Italian queens, $3.00.

CHAS. D. DUVALL,
4d Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md.

Bisswo@d or Linden Trees

!

One foot and under, $2.00 per 100; bv mail, .$3.00; 2,

4, 6, 8, and 10 tt. high, lor 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 cents each,
respectively. Special rates by the 100 or luOO. Dan-
delion plants, 50c per dozen by mail,

GEO. E. HILTON.
4d Fremont Center, Newaygo Co., Mich.

APICULTURAL if

The oidy bee journal published on the Pacific
coast is the Illustrated monthly CALIFORNIA
APICULTURIST. It is devoted to the interests of the
Apiarists of tke (ioklcn West, and is an able exponent
of the Bee-Keeping Industry everywhere, and is ed-
ited and published by practical bee-keepers. IN
SHORT, it is brivht, spicy, and reliable; the infor-
mation contained being interesting to apiarists the
world over. $1.00 a year; 3 mos., 25c. Sample copy
free. Get one tiefore you forget. Address,
4 AFICULTUR .\L PUB. CO., Oakland, CaL

WANTED^
A hee-hrccdcr of experience. One who can come

well recommended; must be competent to take
charge of an extensive breeding apiary of 500 hives.
Must be sober and industrious. To such a one, a
flrst-elass opportunity is offered. Also, an appren-
tice in bee culture. Address C.H.LAKE,
4d P. O. Box 815. Baltimore, Md.

10 one-story Langstroth hives, with brood-
frames; "s-inch cap, each 88

15 two-story, nearly new, 8-inch cap; brood-
frames below, and narrow or broad above,
painted inside, and 3 coats outside, each ... $1 13

4 colonies Italian bees in 10-franie Langstroth
hives 7 00

1 Everett extractor (cost $12.00) 8 00
tjo new chaff division-boards (a la Root) each.. . 13
Tin separators, heavy, per 100 1 00

4d A. FAHNESTOCK, Toi-EDO, OHIO. 1
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\V Motberwcirt PCt'd,~ of the
crop of 1881. A. I. Root,

Medina, Medina Co., O.
D

GET JUST WHAT YOU PAY FOR.
Bees bv the pound, April, f;:.00; May, SI. 50; Hy-

brid Queens, S^l.Oil; pure Itnliuns, $:!.U0. Stores and
oonibs, 1.5 cts. per lb. No charge for pacltage.
Frames either L., or l();/».xlt;;.4. Safe arrival at last

express office guaranteed. Will sell bees without
queens. J..7.KISEK,
•t-5d East Dos Moines, Polk Co., Iowa.

HIVEsTnD SECllW BOXES,
wide L. frames, tin separators, brood frames with

metal corners. All kinds of hives; chaff hives with

movable upper story.

Send for price list. A. B. MILLER k SON,
i!-3d Wakarusa, Elkhart Co., Ind.

Italian, Cj'prlan, and Holy-Iiand Queens,
Bred from the D, A. .Tones importation; also VAN-
DEKVORT COMB FOUNDATION, made on the
same mills that made the fdn. that took the pri7e at
the Northeastern Bee-keepers' Association at Utica
in 1^81 and 1883, over the ^'an Deuseu, Flat-Bottom,
and thin Dunham, for surplus boxes; also the thick
over all kinds for brooJ-chamber.

I. L. SCOFIELD.
li-8d Chenango Bridge, Broome Co., N. Y.

FliAT - BOTTOM COMB FOUN-
dation.—High side-walls, i to 14 square
feet to the lb. Circular and samples
free. J. VAN DEUSKN & SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
•itfd Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

lOO Colonies of
ITALIAN BEES FOR SALE IN SIMPLICITY HIVES

!

ALBINO, CYPRIAN, AND ITALIAN QUEENS;
ROOT, VANDERVORT, DUNHAM, and GIVEN
F0U.NDAT10N FOR SALE, with everything need-

ed for a first-class apiary. Send for a circular, to

3-2d E. T. FLANAGAN, Box 81!i. Belleville,

Rose Hill Api.iry. St. Clair Co., Illinois.

|
tahah)^e11sj[Mi^QUeenS
Full colonies, 3, 3, and 4 frame nuclei. Tested

Queens, in May, $;<.00; in June, $3.50; July, August,
and September, $3.00. L'ntested queens, in June
and July, *1.00;. Aug., 90c: Sept., 75e. All queens
will be reared from imported and home-bred queens.
Please send for list to GEO. W. BAKER,
3-9 Lewisville, Henry Co., Ind.

Ms.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED
CIRCULAR OF

CHAFF AND SIMPLICITY
BEEHIVES. SMOKERS,

COMB FOUNDATION,
QUEENS, BOOKS, ETC., ETC.

C. cf- JTP. WATTS,
LUMBER CITY,

CLEARFIELD CO., PA.
3-lld.

WANTED!
Every reader of Gleanings to send at once for a

copy of my new Illustrated Circular of Bce-keeperB'
Supplies. It may pay to see it before ordering.

2-7d

BUESWAS; WAZITTED.
J. V. CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Heury Co., 111.

ITALIAN Bees
3By tlxo DE=»o-u.ixca.

in April and until the l')th of May, $1.00 per pound.
After May 15th, 80c per lb. in lots of 5 Ib-j., and 75c in
larger lots. Express charges are very little more on
5 lbs. than less. Dollar queens at $1.00 after May 1st.

Hybrid queen with lbs. of bees, in April, $1.00. Satis-
faction guaranteed. G. W. GATES.
4^5d Bart left, Tenn.

PRINTED, 100 Envelopes. 100 Letter-heads, 100
Business Cards, postpaid, $3.00 Fine Chromo

Floral Cards, 15c per 25; 35e per .50. Hand Bouquet,
Cat and Gold Motto, 35c per 35; 40c per 50. AH kinds
of .iob work neatly executed. Send for Price List
and Circular of thoroughbred Land and Water
Fowls. Fancy Poultry a specialty. If your hens
don't lav, 'eed Imperial Egg Food. Trial package
by mail, 50c and $1.00. J. T. FLETCHER,
3-4 West Monterey, Clarion Co., Pa.

C. OLM'S COMB FOUNDATION MCHINE.
SEND FOR SAMPLE AND CIRCULAR.

4-6 C. OIjM, Fond du Lac, Wis.

1882. QUEENS ! 1882.
I am now booking orders for war-

'''* ranted Italian Queens; each, $1.00;
six, $5 00. Tested, after June, $1..50.

Cvprians. unwarranted, $1.00; six,

$5.00. Send for circtilar giving de-
scription and recommendations from
P. M. arid county officers. Money-
Order office, Versailles, Kv.
Itfrt J. T. WILSOIV,
Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

IN THE FRONT RANK
of Queen-Breeders. Our handsome 24-page

Illii.stratetl Catalogue
of four races of BEES, QUEENS, and BEE-KEEP-
ERS' SUPPLIES for 1883 Is now readj'. Secure a

copy before you purchase elsewhere. Address
E. A. THOMAS & CO.

(Successors to E. A. Thomas),
3-7d Coleraine, Franklin Co., Mass.

SMALL FARM AND APIARY FOR SALE CHEAP.
Property worth about $1,500. For particulars,

address J. B. COLTON, Waverly, Bremer Co., Iowa.

BY SENDING YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS on
postal card I will send you my 16 page circular

of Italian. Cyprian, and Holj'-Land Bees, Queens,
and Apiarian Supplies, etc. H. H. BROWN,
4tfd Light Street, Col. Co., Pa. .

||IA| PI I
Three frames brood and honey, 1

NUULCI i lb. bees, 1 untested Italian queen,
shipped in my S. hive, $4.00; with 3 lbs. of bees,
$5.00; for each additional pound, add $1..50. All

orders received in April tiiied in May in rotation, or
money returned.
4d H. BARBER, Adrian, Len. Co., Mich.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Please send Gleaninus. I don't think my bees
would work without it. Dr. G. A. Deming.
Amboy, Lee Co., 111., Jan. P, 1883.

The ABC that 1 purchased of you is the nicest
book I ever saw. John Ellinc.er.
Hopkins Station, Allegan Co., Mich., Jan. 4, 1883.

Frank isgrowingfflster,and walks straighter Since
he has the Waterhury. It does fluely.

Beallsville, O., Feb. 13, 1883. N. J. Israel.

The magnifying glass bought of you some timo
ago is a very nice article for the money, and I am
well pleased with it. W. S. Cobb.
Woodston, N. J„Feb. 10, 1883.
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The goods canic all right. Every thing you sent
was nice and cheap. You will have to enlarge your
factory, or quit selling so low. Many thanks.
Glasgow, Ky., Feb. 1«, 1H82. M. Winniger.

That watch you sent me was duly received, and is

a heauty. I was offered $3.50 for it, but refused;
you see that would leave me Gleanings 4 years for
50 cents. J.B.Wise.
Nappanec, Ind., Jan. 16, 1882.

The lO-cent 2+-lb. spring balance T got from you
proved, by fair test, as you recommended them;
they are a cheap and good article.

James H. Goouloe.
Calvert Citj', Ky., Jan. 1(5, 18><2.

The goods you sent came all right. The watch is

just " boss." It keeps time first rate so far. I was
disappointed in getting so many sections for the
amount. Jas. J. Church.
Waterford, Ont., March 6, 1S83.

Don't give up the Hotne Papers. Your every-day
experiences and trials and t-hortcomings are worth
more to me than long sermons on theology.

F. A. Rlake.
Rochdale, Worcester Co., Mass., Feb. 20, 1882.

The Waterbury watch that I ordered of you came
to hand all right. I am much pleased with it. It
keeps better time than half of the $10.00 watches
about this place. E.T.Anthony.
Normandy, Tenu., March 11, 1882.

I received the watch you sent me by mail, in due
time. To say that I am much pleased with it, does
U'lt express my appreciation of it; it keeps excellent
time. How you can afford to give them away as
you do, " muddles" me. W. J. Stewart.
Seaford, Del!, Jan. 14, 1883.

We can truly say, that Gleanings has been the
bpst advertising medium we have yet iried. Since
the Jan. number came out we have had hundreds of
calls for samples, and our order-book shows a long-
list of orders from those who want their fdu. and
other goods in time for the season's work.

G. W. SrANLEY & Bno.
Wyoming, N. Y., Feb. 17, 1882.

When I wrote to you I was in a great hurry, and I
did not tell you how to send the hive; in fact, after I

sent the letter it came to me that I did not write the
town I five in. It does seem to me you must be a
Christian man or you could not be ^o calm when you
have such letters written to you. for I know you
have a great number. Henry D. Ainsworth.
Westboro, Mass., Feb. C, 1882.

WORTH ITS weight IN GOLD.
I agree with you about the "Christian's Secret of

a Happy Life," and would love to order ten copies,
but we have just come to a uew country, and are
trying to get a start. Mrs. W. L. Helm.
Ocala, Fia., Jan. 3, 1882.

Goods received all satisfactory, especially the A B
C book, in which I am much interested. Mrs. B.
says that she can not get me interested in any other
reading, t am now wintering 3U swarms; but if I

had had the book last summer I should have had
them in better shape than they are.
Ellington, N. Y., Feb. 11, ISSi. O. P. Barber.

The ABC received, and I have just finished an at-
tentive examination of your most valuable work on
bee culture, and can not wonder, after a careful
reading,thatit is meeting so large a sale. The world
is greatly indebted to you for presenting in such an
attractive form the amount of useful information
you have collected within its pages.

Tom M. Hardwick.
Strickler, Ark., Feb. 11, 1S83.

THE FIVE-CENT NIPPERS.
The .5-cent nippers give perfect, satisfaction. I

can cut lead with them, and have cut brass and cop-
per wire too. And those other tools you sent me
were worth twice what they cost me. I have 4 hives
of b^es, and li6 lbs. of box honpy, and 80 lbs. of ex-
tracted. The latter brought me 10 cents, and the
comb 13 cents. L. F. Williams.
Bast Berkshire, N. Y., Feb. 3S; 1883.

The Waterbury watch is just at hand. Accept my
sincere thanks. How in the world can the Water-
bury Co. afford to sell such a beauty of a watch to
you so that you can afford to give it as a premium
for 0)i7.i/ five subscribers? Do they work for noth-
ing and board themselves? As 1 already have two
watches, I intend making my cousin the happiest
boy in town by giving him the Waterbury. Again,
please accept my thanks. W. S. Boyd.
Hamilton, O., March 14, 1882.

THE re-CENT telephone.
Telephone up and works well; but that No. 25 cop-

per wire j'ou sent is too small— it won't stand pull-
ing. Fortunately, there was enough of the large to
reach. C. B. Thwing.
Hamilton, Mo., Feb. 4, 1S81.
[We know it, friend T., and we will replace the

copper wire by the annealed brass wire we use now,
to you or any others who h^d the copper, if they
will mention it.]

HOW friend w. came to be pleased "all over."
As I examined the various articles,! was pleased

" all over;" but you have made a very bad mistake;
you have sent what I did not order; namely, two
watches instead of c?i ". One came by mall a few
days after my order was sent; the other was packed
in the box with the other goods; but I sold one the
vcrj' first time I showed it and said it was for sale.

S. M. Wallacjs.
Cassville, Harrison Co., O., Feb. 7, 1883.

The clock "Fairy Queen" goes beaulifuUy. The
makers of this clock have aptly named it, and it is

very beautful Indeed. I bouarht it mostly on account
of the alarm attachment: wife and I are both sleepy-
headed, especially in the morning, and our sitting-
room clock generally failed to awaken us, away otf
up stairs in our bed room. The "Fairy Queen"
alarm is just right; it awakens Mrs. Taylor, and —
and — Jeaues me asleep along with the baby "black
eyes," who is not much of a baby either, as he is

nearly 2 years old. R. C. Taylor.
Wilmington, N. C, Feb. 17, 1883.

The third and last Waterbury watch sent by you
to lill my order (the two former not giving satisfac-
tion, having been injured in the mails) was received
safe and sound, and it keeps excellent time. It was
wound up as soon as received, and has not stopped
one minute since. I confess that I was somewhat
disappointed after receiving the second watch, and
not being able to start it; and had it not been for
the implicit confidence that I placed in your word,
coupled with your fair dealings with me in the past,
you most certainly would have received an article
for the Growlerv. J. D. Brands.
Delaware Station, Warren Co., N. J., Feb. 6, 1882.

The goods have arrived in good condition, and are
entirely satisfactory. I like to see good workman-
ship: and when it is furnished at so low a price as
the 3401b. scales and the3.5-cent dividers, it gives me
still greater pleasure. Bees are wintering finely in
their chaff' hives. The winter has been mild so far.
My neighbor who lost two-thirds last winter, has
protected his bees this; but 1 presume by the time
we have another cold winter he will have forgotten
his losses and lost his zeal. " Our Homes," Part II.,

has done me much good, and has been read and
praised by the rest ot the family. I pray for you
dai y. C. B. Thwing.
Hamilton, Caldwell Co., Mo., Jan. 28, 1882.

My time was out in Dec, and although but a short
time has elapsed since I read its interesting pages, I

can feel a sad and lonely feeling "stealing " over
me because I have not had the opportunity of pe-
rusing this month's Gleanings. Our little "pets",
are now placed within their little beds, being sur-
rounded by dry wheat chaff, which keeps them
warm and healthy. Oh how it fills the apiarist with
enthusiasm, to know that his industrious little
" friends " are safely housed amid the cold and
storms of winter! and when summer comes, what a
joy he feels as the myriads of little " fellows," from
early morn to eventide, endeavor to repay Dim for
his little trouble in preparing for them a beautiful
home in which to live, and plentiful covering under
which to sleep during the severe winter.

E. J. HiNSHAW.
Lynn, Randolph Co., Ind., Jan. 24, 1883.
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What made you stop the journal? You oug-ht to
know that I could not keep house without it. 1 will
send you that $1.00 in due time, you know I will,

don't you? Try me and see if 1 ara not as good as
mv word. W. W. Rowley.
Eau Galle, Dunn Co., Wis.. Jan. 2.5, 18S2.

[And you oupht to know, t'riei'il K ,that we could
not very well know you wanted ii kept gning, unless
.vou said so; but now since you have said so, we
know, of course, you want it, and that you will send
the money just as you say. Just imagine us going
with a hop, skip, and a jump, to put your name
down for the whole of 188:i. Shall we not put it for
live years, and not have any more trouble? You
know you will have a watch, then, too.]

SHIPPING FllAMES OF WIRED FOUNDATION TO
TEX.\S, ETC.

The goods ordered of you, and shipped Jan. 9th,
arrived Feb. 20th; so you see the good in ordering
in due time. All came safe, and in splendid order,
even to the frames of wired fdn. The freight to
Schulenburg was $11 30. I do not know that that
is too much for .590 lbs. Bees are fine and strong,
full of brood; the fruit-trees are in bloom, with
many other kinds of flowers. Our "flxin's" here
are in good trim. Every thin^ will be ready by May
Ist, which is the beginning of our great harvest.
The " Square List " is a happy idea — good!

Dr. J. E. Lay.
Hallcttsville, Texas, Feb. 24, 1882.

I thnnk you for the Home department of Glean-
INOS (Feb. No. especially). You touched upon the
secret trial of many a hi ime the world does not al-
ways know of; but it nevertheless blights the little

good we might do in more waysthan one, sometimes
by causing us to hang our heads in contrition at the
prayer-meeting, when we ought to be testifying to
the goodness of God. Satan knows our weak points;
he knows how to help us hide our lights under a
bushel. You are not the only one who speaks and
acts unadvisedly sometimes. I thought of things in
my own life. Husband sat silent for some time. I

looked up after a while, to see him brush away a
tear.

Oh the good we all might do,
• While the days are going by

!

But the seeds of good we sow,
Both in shade and shine shall grow.

While the days are going by.
Sakah J. W. AXTELL.

Koseville, 111., Feb. 28, 1883.

We are glad that George and Ernest recognize a
wider meaning to the law that gives "great peace."
We are sure you do not intend to disregard the laws
of health, by the indulgence of appetite or passion;
but when the poor tired nerves are wound up daily
to their highest tension, there must be a rebellion.
Nothing but a miracle can save you from disease ot
death. Can any one do his best work for saving
souls by continual overwork? Is it not better to take
needful rest, trusting in Providence for the event?
I believe in enthusiasm and hard work, and rejoice
greatly in the work you are doing; but the Bible
says, " A merciful man is merciful to his beast." So,
then, let us be merciful to our own physical natures,
that we may the better glorify God.

Prudence K. Sinton.
Ithaca, N. Y., Feb. 7, 1882.

OUIt HO.MES.

I had thought that I would not have my son sub-
scribe for Gleanings this year, but your Home
Papers have been of so much benefit to me, I do not
think I wt>uld be doing right to not renew. Actually,
if I were one of those very few who have a dislike to
every thing you i>ublish not tending toward bee
culture, 1 ci'rtaiiily would not let any one know I

did nut h'lve that so much-desired "love at home,"
by requpstiug the discontinuauce of your Home
talks. Those who do not like the tone of Our Homes,
surely must be of a sour, fretful, fault- finding
nature — the very ones, of all others, who snould be
benefited. A man may not be a Christian — reject
every good, holy thought — but how necessary, how
much more pleasant it is to cherish love at home!
Therefore goon in your good work. You may not
succeed in making all your subscribers Christians;
but honesty and morality will be imparted and in-
culcated, and love for the dear ones at home cher-
ished. I know I am a better man from reading your
home talks, and I pray God to continue this growth
in grace until I am a perfect man.
Snyder, Ark., Feb , 1883. - B. A. Bethune.

Bro. Root, for so T shall venture to call you now,
please find inclosed one dollar to renew subscription
for Gleanings, 1882. Of cjurse, it's worth the mon-
ey to me, and a great deal more. Please accept my
thanks for the kind words in Our Homes. The more
faith we have in God, the more we have in our fel-

low-man; we can trust them further, leaving the
results in the hands of Him who has said, " All
things shall work together for good to them that
love the Lord." I have 48 stands of bees, mostly
blacks, in my cellar, two outside, packed. Made
about 15 cwt. of honey last year; have never Inst any
bees of any account by wintering yet. If I have my
usual luck this year, it will be bees or farming —
which? Wishing you success in your business af-
fairs, also in your labor of love, I remain vours
truly,— Wm. Cox.
Viroqua, Vernon Co.. Wis., Dec. .30, 1881.
[Thanks, friend C; and I would call especial at-

tention to your point of faith in our fellow-men.
One who sees only the worst side of his fellow-men
is pretty surely wicked himself.]

For the last two years I have been a careful reader
of Gleanings. There is much in it 1 admire and
appreciate, and also a good deal that a "canny
Sci>t" would hesitate to pronounce upon. Your
Home Papers I am very much interested in, and
from many parts of them 1 can not but say that I

derive profit as well as pleasure; and although there
are many statements in them which a reticent dis-
position would shrink from making, still, having
made them, their very declaration bars the way to
returning, knowing that a previous weakness
(wickedness If you will) will be watched for with a
keen eye by a spiritual enemy. Your readiness as a
writer, I admire, and the tact with which you tone
down strife is exemplary, and what I should wish to
imitate. And I often think it is impossible for you,
with your multifarious labors, to give the requisite
thought to every subject requiring your attention,
and much must be decided by j'ou without premedi-
tation. K. Edwabd.
Montrose, Scotland, Dec. 5, 1881.

CIRCULARS, ETC., RECEIVED.

Bright Bros., Mazeppa, Minn., issue a 2C-pRge price
li.-it of iipiaii:in jcoods. It is nithei- strantre that a catalogue so
nicely in'inted as tliis is, and Irum .-uili cntevpiisiiijjr nun, should
contain bad spflliiifr and typo^raiiliical errors. It is surpassed
ill this I'ospect, however, lj.y one from friend Colvin, Dalton, Pa.

,

dealer in liives, bees, etc.

From W. J. Pettitt, Dover, England, we have re-
ceived a Ifipase list of hives .as made and used in that city. It
is almost bewildering to see the complications of tlie English
hive and bee-house. They remind one of the latest improved
burglar-proof bank-safes 'of this country —that is, in the pic-
ture One l)ee-house, Cwl ft. 2 inches, and fi ft luider roof, iron
toj), is iiriced at over STO.iK) Jlr. Pcttitt's liees fret their honey
from the )iit,'li and inaccessible rucks of Dover cliffs. He has
ablaut Wt hives. 3Ir P. is doing a Jiobli' work in developing the
honey industry of Kngland, and his catalogue reflects great
ciedit on his ehdeavois.

Before US is" Gray's How Plants Behave. How they
Move, C'limli, Employ Insects to AVork for them." It is a beauti-
ful l)Ook. linely illiistrated, and the pictures of the blos.soms
ot the Simii^on lioncv-plant (ligwort) are so real as to make one
almost smile. Although the book does not contain a great
amount of matter lor the money, it is .an e.xcellent one for be-
ginners in botany, or those interested in the matter of pollen
and honey, and their relation to botany. We can furnish it tor
50 cents, or 5,") by mail.

A very neat circular on smokers and honey-knives
comes from otir enterprising friends Bingham & Hetherington,
Abronia, Mich.

J. R. Landes. Albion, Ohio, sends us a nice 4-page
price list of poultry and apiarian su]ip!ies.

C. H. Lake, Baltimore, Md , has just sent us a 60-
nage catalogue of aiiiarian supplies, and an illustrated list of
lioney-iilanls, ruch as poplar, I'ape, .\lsike clover, melilot, and
many others. The whole work is full of cuts, and forms a valu-
able addition to our stock of pHce lists.

From John H. M.vors, Saratoga Spiii^'. N. Y., a
descriptive list of garden, field, and flower seetfaHBUlbs, tubei's,
etc., llesides bees and Simplicit.y hives. ?
Friend DuU's circular, mentioned last month, was

iirint<'d with a nibl)ci- st;cin)i, .md not with the clicirograph. We
nave .ju-^t rccL*i\'ed fi-oin liiin hi^ business carti. printed im a pos-
tal, with one of these stamps, vitilet ink. The impression is

nearlj', it not quite, as good as type — being, in fact, as much
like it as an electrotype iilatc. He also sends other specimens.

Friend Muth's little book, containing some ver.v
practic.U hints, from a practical bee and honey man, is before
us. Such ,1 little liook.froiu one old in e.\pei"ience, is almost
like a. visit fioni him.

H. M. Morris. Rantoul, 111., sends a postal circular
of lioney-plonts and trees, raspbenies, etc.
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A 28-pagre price list of Italian, Cyprian, Holj-Land,
and Albino bees, I'lom E. A. Tliomas & Co., Coleraine, ilass., is

before us.

C. D. Duvall, Ppencerville, Md., issues an 8-page
price list of the standard varieties of bees.

,T. M. Brooks c& Bros., Columbus, Ind., send us a 2-

Icaf priee list of queens, colonies, bee supplifs, etc.

.7. W. Calder, Williamstown, Ont., sends out a 4-

pa(;e list of apiarian supplies, etc.

We mi^ht almost say thfi neatest circular of the
reason, typographically, is one from .1.1*. AS. C. Watts. Lum-
ber City, Pa. We copy from pag'e 3 as follows: " Altlionyh 'he
pr.ictice of paekinj; bees in chaff, straw, and other materi.il^ is

very old, and even years ago hives were made willi tluulile

walls, or at least a p.artial provision for a siurouiiiliTiit lininH' of
yonuMJrotectivc material, yet it is Imt comi>:uati\ cly n< lutly
(hat the subject in all its bearings has been bronulit t.i the no-
tice of the bee-keeping public. Kor the aceom)ili?;liini>iit of this

end we are indebted to. perhajis mure than any otlic-r, A. I. Uoot,
editor of Ci.k.vnings i.v Mke (Ti.TUitE. About the year ISTM hi-

contrived and put into th^iroiii^h test the now famoiis Chulf
liivc. .Since then it has been subjected to the most riyid trial

and most SCI utiuizintre.Namination; and so well has it passed its

probationnr.v terra that it is to-day substantiall.v unchanifcd
from what it was when first introduced, while its po|iularit.v is

so preat, and its advantaf:es so important, as to indicate aimost
a revolution in bee ctilture. '

'

From our own press we note a 4-pagre list of queens
.•vnd bees, foundation, and machinery to make it, from tilivcr

Foster, Mt. Vernon, la.

We have also just printed for G. F. Williams, New
Philadelphia, O., a l-page list of bees, queens, hives, etc.

Under this hea<l will be inserted, free of charge, tlio names of
all those having honey to yell, .as well as those wanting to bu.v.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing. I would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. It near home, where
you can look after it, it is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 25 cents we can furnish little
boards to hang up in your dooryara. with the words. " Honey
for Sale," neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10 cents extra for
postage. Boards saying '

' Bees and Queens for Sale, '

' same
ji'-ice.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.—Ho97cy.— In reply 1o your postal of

the 20th Inst., permit us to say we have had a good
demand for eomb honey throug'hout the season;
prices for fancy white, such as is well graded, are
Keeping well up. The demand for dark honey has
not been so good, therefore there is a decline in pric-
es. We have received, this season, from New York
State, 8876 crates comb honey, or2il,900 lbs. net; out
of this we have but 425 crates. The season being a
ver.y good one in every respect, we are informed
that a full crop of honey is anticipated through Cal-
ifornia; but as similar reports were entertained a
year ago, they may again prove to be unwarranted.
Our market on honey and wax is as follows : best
white, in 2-lb. sections, in neat and attractive style,
18@20c.; fair grades of white, 2-ro. sections, 1.5@l'Tc.;

mixed and dark, 2-ib. sections, 11®!%. Large boxes,
2c. per lb. less than above prices. Best white clover
extracted, lOOllc; off grades of clover, 8(aj9c. ; dark,
7@8c. Beeswax, prime quality, suitable for comb
fdn., and guaranteed pure, 25®26c.

H. K. & F. B. Thukbek & Co.
New York, March 23, 1882.

CHIC-400.—Ho?iey.—In answer to your postal in re-
gard to honey and wax market in this city, I would
say that my last quotations remain unchanged, and
sales slow, owing to the season being well advanced
— except choice white comb honey, which sometimes
commands 26c., as it is scarce. A. H. Newman.
Chicago, March 21, 1882.

Cincinnati.- Hoiiey.—The demand for comb honey
is slow, and pi-ices nominal at 16(y),20c on arrival. A
fair demand for extracted honey, for .iobbln.g; prices
for 1-lb. jars clover honey, are, per gross, $25.00; for
2-lb. do., $42j[)0. A new life got into the demand for
manufacturing purposes, and our sales were very
good for the last few weeks. We pay 8(Sil0c on ar-
rival. Chas. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, March 20, 1882.

Ci.EVEi.AND.—iTor2c.i/.—There has been a little lull
in the honey market the past two weeks, but prices
remain unchajiged. Best white, 1 and 2 lb. sections,
20 to 22c; buckwheat, no sales. Extracted, l^c for
small and lie for large pkgs. Beeswax, 25 to oOc.
Cleveland, March 21, 1882. A. C. Kendel.

Detkoit. — Honey. — The demand for honey is

steady, though light, and the market is rather dull.
A good article brings from Iti to 18c. A. B. Weed.
Detroit, March 24, 1883.

Recent Additions to the

COUNTER STORE.
THREE-CENT COUNTER.

Postage. 1 [Pr. of 10, of 100

2
I
File, '!-cornored, 4 inches long, good. . 1 28 I 2 75

1 believe this is the finest file ever offered for so
low a sum. They are little beauties, and very handy
oftentimes.
2

I
Table-spoons, tinned, and well made.

|
25

|
2 25

FIVE-CENT COUNTER.
2

1
Pumpkin seeds, choice, per y^ pint

1
30

| 2 50
4

I
Balls, O. K for schoolboys

|
47

|
4 50

4
I
Dyes, all colors, with directions lor use

|
45

I 4 00
4 1 Hand-mirrors, a wonder for 5 cents. ..

|

47
|
4 .50

I
Oval alctss Dish, 7 in., beautiful pattern

|

49 | 4 80

TEN-CENT COUNTER
2 1 Powder Gun, insect-destroyer | 90

|
8 50

9
I
Starch-kettles, a handy imnkment | 95

|
9 00

2
I
Boys' or girls' Knife, white handle, 2
blades ! 95 | 8 50

Well n\ade; a wonder for a dime.
I
Oval Dish, 9 in., glass, elegant | 85 |

8 00

I
Oval Dish, 7 in , glass, with cover |

".'5
|
9 00

10
I

School slates 8xl0!2, with an ingenious
pencil case concealed in the frame and
a sheet of drawing lessons accomp'ng |

90
|
8 50

2
I
Screw Driver, to put In a brace, a fine-

ly finished tool , . . . | 85 | 8 00

FIFTEEN-CENT COUNTER.
l.T

i
Note Paper, package of '4, ream | 1 35

|
'2 00

3
I

Clock oil, an excellent article
|
1 45 14 00

2
I

Countersink and Gimlet | 1 25 ( 11 00
To put in a brace. This handy little tool bores for the screw,

and countersinks for the head,' at one operation.

Twenty-Five Cent Counter.
17 1 Cullender, full size, three for 50c ....

|
1 65

1
15 00

18 i Note Paper, pkg. of 14 ream; good..
!
1 75 1

16 00
3 I "The Christian's Secret of a Happy

Life," a book of 185 pages | 2 25 | 20 00
Worth its weight in gold. The same hanu.somiclv bound in

cloth (gilt edgtdi, three times above prices.

FOR $2.50.
An extra Cottage striking Clock. A nice good ono

in mahogany and rosewood case.

FOB. $3.00.
A nickel Clock, similar to Fiiiry Queen, called the

"Boom." It strikes the hours on a oeautiful silver-

toned bell. With a calendar attachment, $3.50. Post-
age on Boom, 35 cents extra.

FOR $6.00.
boy's printing-office.

This consists of a self-inking press, furniture, ink,

font of type, leads, can of lye, etc., and printed in-

structions.

FOR $20.00.
Hoosier Corn-drill. Plants corn and fertilizers

with it. A most useful machine for Planting or sow-
ing many kinds of seeds. Itpquircs but one horse.

A. I. KOOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

We have still left about a dozen of the old pattern
Waterbury watches, all carried and regulated,which
we will mail for only $2.50 each, to close them out.

So large a trade has sprung up on the "Christian's
Secret of a Happy Life," that we are now enabled
to furnish the book at 25 cents, and cheaper in lots

of 10. See above.

The Cortland Union Bee-Keepers' Asso. will be
held in Cortland, N. Y., May 9, 1882.

The Central Mich. B. K. Asso. meet in the capitol
building. Lansing, Apr. 20, 1882.

The Northern Ohio B. K. Asso. will be held in Nor-
walk, O., Saturday, Apr. 15, 1883.
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NOTES FROM THE BAIVNER APIARY.

NO. 29.

LET US PRACTICE WHAT WE PREACH.

^
BOUT the first of March we had several warm
days, and the bees flew merrily. I presume
many of you know what sweet music the bees

make upon these early spring flights. How I was
tempted to open one of the clamps and let the bees

fly; that is, if they were capable of flight! I pre-

sume I should have dug out some of the buried bees;

but I had just written an article for the Countr\i

Gentleman, advising bee-keepers not to be deceived
by these chance spring days, but to keep their bees
in winter quarters (unless it was to carry Ihem out
for a flight, if they became uneasy) until warm
weather had really come to stay. I believe in

practicing what I preach, and the advice that I had
given others kept ringing in my ears until I decided
not to open a clamp until at least April 1st.

DID THEY WANT WATER?
One of the two colonies that have been confined in

the cellar without a flight since the middle of Nov.,
became uneasy; and as I could not carry it out
without disturbing the other long-confined colony,

I carried them both out. This colony that became
uneasy was one that had nothing but pure sugar
stores; can it be that the sugar syrup did not fur-

nish them enough water, and it was for this that
they were begging? The colony that had natural
stores, and had remained in the cellar the same
length of time, was very quiet, and it was some little

time before the bees roused up enough to fly; but
after they once made a start, they flew lively.

THE CONVENTION AT DETROIT.

A few weeks ago I received a postal that read

something as fallows:—
Fi'iend H.: -If you will come down to mv iiljico, I will take

"onventiun that will be held
M. H. Hunt.

care of vou , and take you to the
April nth. .Tt Detroit.
Bell Blanch, 'WayneCo., Mich.

I have decided to accept this very kind invitation.

I shall write no essay, and shall deliver no address,

but shall go with my heart full of love for my broth-

er bee-keepers, and my head full of— curiosity and
inquisitiveness. I hope to meet a number of bee-

keepers, and to have a good visit —just about such

a time as folks have at a family reunion.

EXTnA-PTTRE QUEENS VS. BEES FOR HONEY.

Until friend Daolittle has finished his "say " about
those extra-pure queens, I shall make no reply, un-
less it is to say, that I felt like grasping his hand and
saying "amen" when I read the following; "If
bees showing the three distinct golden bands are the

bees producing the best results in honey, let us
breed in that direction ; if those showing but slight

traces of 3'ellow on the three bands (or dark Ital-

ians, if you please to call them so) are the ones
which produce the most surplus, let us breed in that

direction, keeping an eye to the best at all times."

MAKING A FOOT-POWER BCZZSAW.
Last fall I traded my foot-pnwcr saw for eight col-

onies of bees; they have, so far, wintered all right

;

and I am now very pleasantly engaged in making
another saw, upon a somewhat' ditferent style from
my old one. I shall use eight-inch saws, and when
it is finished I will tell how it is made, and how it

suits me.
ATTENDING FAIRS; HINTS WANTED.

Two years ago, after making an apiarian exhibit
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at our county fair, I felt somewhat disgusted with

exhibits and fairs; but the rather liberal premiums
offered bj- our State Agricultural Society have in-

duced me to think quite favorably of making an ex-

hibit at our State Fair next fall. And now I should

be pleased to receive hints from every one who has

made an apiarian exhibit at a fair. Friend Uoot, I

shall want a set of those glass jars, or bell-glasses.

W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

A 1%OR» IN FAVOK OF CHAFF MlVIiS,

FROM A CELLAR TRIEND.

^ HAVE all along been advocating cellar wintcr-

Jl iug, nor do I wish to change now. Cellar win-

tering has thus far undoubtedly been the most

successful method practiced, taking mild and severe

winters together. But there are disadvantages con-

nected with it that challenge our attention. How to

winter well in the fullest sense of the word, is a

problem that has by no means been satisfactorily

solved. Though my success has given me much
contidenct^, and leads mo occasionally to boast that

wintering has.no dread for me, still I am not by any
means satisfied. True, I am not afraid of losing a

large number of colonies by cellar wintering during

any winter; but that does not change the fact, that

a fair proportion of my colonies is greatly reduced

in bees every spring. "All is not gold that glitters,"

with me as well as with every one else. Uniformly

successful, as most men would call it, t am myself

far from satisfied. I want my bees strnna at all

times of the season; and before I quit the business,

I have faith that I shall succ ecd. I do not expect to

lose many this winter, and, from present appear-

ances, my loss up to May 1st will presumably not ex-

ceed 4 to 5 per cent, if that many. But I know that,

as every year, there will be a great many so re-

duced that they will not be strong enough to work
for surplus till half the honey season is over. It is a

loss of one-half the profits of the business, and must
be remedied. Experiments and observations have
convinced me that chaff hives and cellars must com-
bine, in a climate like this, to give full success.

There is no use denying the fact, that single-walled

hives won't do for our falls and springs, however
satisfactory in summer, or in the cellar. Bees quit

breeding too early, and resume too late. With me,
bees ought every year to breed one month later

than they do, and you can not get them to do it in

thin unprotected hives. And they should breed

earlier in the spring, uninterrupted by sudden cold

«nap8. On the other hand, we can not as yet claim,

with any degree of certainty, that we have a safe

outdoor protection for tho winter. The ordinary

chaff hive is insufficient during protracted cold

weather. Again, we do not want to curry a great

number of chaff hives into a cellar, and take them
out again every fine day. Many good days would be

missed, to say nothing of the labor involved. The
only way to solve the problem to the satisfaction of

any reasonable man, is to discover a plan that oom-
biues the advantages of both cellar and outdoor win-

tering. Bees must have access to the open air eccry

fine day, and have at all times a moderate, uniform
temperature in the hive. How can we do it? I am
free to confess, I don't know; but, like the rest of

mankind, I have more ideas than actual practice or

experience. 1 am now getting up a hive with a5-
iiich space, filled with chaff and the like, on all sides.

If that is insufficient, I'll try 10 or 15 inches. I have
tried putting horse manure, known for its heating

qualities, all around a hive this winter, and that is

the strongest colony I have. But this is an easy one,

and the next winter it may not be successful. Mois-

turfe absorbents over the top may not prove suffi-

cient, and a circulation of air may be found neces-

sary. Why not provide absorbents and ventilators,

and inclose our hives with horse manure well mixed
with hay? The entrance can be open at all times,

and the inside of the hives ought certainly to be«

warm enough. There is no way, I am convinced,

that will insure us against all loss, or even partial

less, at all times; but, taking every thing into con-

sideration, cellar wintering is by no means the acme
of perfection, and some plan of outdoor wintering

will, sooner or later, eclipse it. It is time that we
bend every nerve to the task that includes every ele-

ment of success in our profession — that of discover-

ing how to ''keep your colonies strong." If it takes a

ten -dollar hive, feeding, chaff, ventilators, horse

manure, or a brick wall, we'll have to get it, sooner

or later; fori am certain that only those that can
" keep their colonies strong " will make any money
out of the business after a few years.

Jefferson, Wis., March 17, 1882. Geo. Grimm.

Now, friend Grimm, I am most agreeably

surprised by the above ; for the fact that
you so strongly indorsed cellar wintering,
and condemned chaff, has troubled me and
stumbled me not a little. Almost on your
account alone I was very near deciding to

build a nice large bee-cellar; and it is be-

cause bees suffer in the spring months so

much for lack of protection, that I have
laid so much stress on chaff hives. For
years I have gone over all you mention, over
and over again, and many times have I

thought we had at last obtained the long-

sought desideratum. If you do not, others

will recollect my horse-manure experiments,
and the many plans of house apiaries after-

ward. I agree with you, that it is powerful
colonies we need in April, for the great re-

sults that we might make. It may have
been Doolittle who said, if our colonies were
as strong during fruit-blossoms as at bass-

wood time, they might, for aught we know,
get nearly as much honey from the fruit-

bloom. How shall we get them as strong in

May as they are in JulyV It can be done
with a greenhouse, but it would be rather

expensive. I have often longed for an open
cave, in the side of a dry bank, such as friend
Boomhower describes in this number ; and
if I knew just how to keep it from being
damp in cold weather, and have it warm up
as soon as the outdoor air does in warm
weather, I verily believe I should start to do
it at once. Who among the friends has an
open cave on his premises, where water will

not freeze, and where bees could fly out at
pleasure, when it is warm enough? Friend
Grimm, when you solve the problem I will

come and see you ; and when I solve it, ycu
must come and see me. I presume neither
of us run any gre^t risk 0» such a bargain.
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SOME POETRY AND—PROSE.

FROM THE LONE-STAU APIARY.

J?u<'kwht>at cake! 'tis of thee,
,\nil the little honev-bee,

Tlmt I wouklsin;;:
Thoii that with pork art fried,
Tlicii Imlti rill on one side,
With IioiMiiiint honev thick applied.

Thou luscious thing:

i^] TOP, Amos' wait until "Eliza" or "Lou" brings

^^ those delicious cakes smoking hot from the
' — stove over yonder in the corner of the lunch-

room, before you wallop them all over in honey; or

perhaps you prefer the Early-Amber sorghum 'lasses

or Buffalo grape-sugar syrup. Well, I declare it is

too bad; we bee-folks down here never quarrel over

our sugar-barrel, for we get the pure article right

from the mills; but if jou could step into my gar-

den and see my 100 pear-trees in bloom, and bees by
the hive full swarming over them, loading them-
selves with the sweet nectar, you would be con-

strained to exclaim. What a lovely country! The
whole earth is one vast sea of bloom, and the bees

are making good time of the opportunity.

CYPUIANS, THE I.ONG-SOUGOT APIS AMEUICANA,

There under that ornamental peach-tree is the

three-frame nucleus that passed through the win-

ter of 1880-'8l safe and sound, whose queen was
raised in November, and mated the Cth of Decem-
ber, now 16 months old. Raise the top and peep in,

and you will flud 8 full frames of brood, and two
others with eggs in them. I have taken two frames
from them, and they have replaced them in the last

few days, and have eggs in them. I have gone
through all the colonie's, and I And the Cyprians are

ahead. If you remember, I got a Cyprian queen
from you in August, 1880, and this is her daughter.

Last spring I divided the old Cyprian colony, and
again and again, making four colonies; four frames
melted down in July, and in September I took out

four frames for queen-rearing, and I now have
these hives all full. I got 131 lbs. of honey from the

old colony, and lost about 30 lbs. by melting down.
I find them better workers than the Italian*, but not

so gentle, for they are rather nervous while being
handled, but not more so than hybrids or blacks. I

do not want a better bee. But there is one trait

about them that I can not appreciate: the young
lady bees delight in a little flirtation with the gentle-

man bees before they settle down to a married life.

FEUTILE WORKEIIS, SO CALLED.

The bee-books tell us something about fertile

workers (so-called) being such a pest ; and it is pure
laziness in the apiarian to have them in his hives,

and that it is useless to try to introduce a queen or

queen-cell where one is. This has not been my ex-

perience, for they have given me no trouble what-
ever. I have seen several times last year a fertile

worker (?) laying eggs and a virgin queen a few days
old crawling about on the same comb. I watched
one of these hives closely for 19 days, and this same
diminutive drone-layer kept sticking eggs here and
there until the queen began laying, and perhaps
longer. I have often introduced queen-cells where
I knew fertile workers (so called) were, and never
had one destroyed, I had two hives last week with
fertile workers, and they have raised them a queen
now in a capped-over cell, from eggs given them.
One of these hives had several queen-cups started

with six to ten eggs in each, with cells built out and
capped over drone larv£E, and I had no trouble to

get them to build cells over worker larvre. I had a
nucleus last year in the same tix, and I gave them a
cell, and they raised a good queen. Again, I have
found fertile workers, and seen thorn laying (drone-

layers) in a hive that had a good fertile queen, and
I believe it is a common thing for these drone-laying

workers to be in hives where there are good fertile

queens. B. F. Carroll.
Dresden, Texas, March, 188~'.

Friend C, it isn't Eliza, or J^ou either,
who makes the hot cakes to go with the ma-
ple molasses : in fact, I am afraid they have
ahiiost forgotten how. ISI either is there any
"corner" to the lunch-room (especially at
12 o'clock at noon), for it is hut a corner it-

self. We have heeii considering the matter
of a comhined dining and reading room, and,
in fact, we have, at our noon service, asked
God to help us in bringing it about.—I can
pretty nearly agree with you in regard to
fertile workers, only I should say it was your
lauded Cyprians that had brought in the
fashion of a laying worker in the hive with
a laying queen. 1 never heard of it when
we had only Italians.

SEVERAL ITEMS FROM FRIEND C. C.
MILLER.

BARE-HEADED BEES.

« LL old bee-keepers have probably had frequent
cases of young bees, nearly ready to hatch,

~^^^ remaining uncapped. It has been said that

it was all right; that they hatched out as well as

anj-. It may be all right, but I am getting suspi-

cious. I can remember more than one instance
where the colony was poor, either at the time or
shortly after, apparently from no other reason but a
poor queen, and no amount of fussing could bring
them up to strong working order. I may have had
good colonies acting in the same way, as my atten-

tion has only lately been directed to the matter; but
I am inclined to the opifiion, that when the heads of

the young bees are bare it is a sign the head of the
queen should come off. Will others report if they
have known any case similar, in which the colony
continued afterward a strong working colony?

SIZE OF STARTERS.

For the purpose of shipping, it maybe well enough
to have small starters: but for home use I can not
be satisfied with any thing but a full section of fda.

For the i^ixi^i sections I prefer stai-tcrs SViXo^
inches; and as there is a standard size of sheets for

Langstroth brood-frames, so I think there should be
a standard size of sheets that will cut into starters

3'2x3?.t, if the majority should agree upon this as the

best size. If I am not much mistaken, a section full

of foundation will bo finished sooner than one part
full, and thus more honey be obtained when the

flush comes.
FASTENING STARTERS.

I have had some trouble with foundation dropping:

out of sections just at the most annoying time when
honey is coming in with a rush, and every minute
counts; and I suppose others who use full-size

starters are not entirely free from this trouble.

Where they have been fastened with Parker's fdn.

fastener, I have found it to occur either where the

starter was put in too cold or where too big a "bite"

was taken by the fastener. I have been putting: In
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several thousand starters in sections with my own
hand?, and apprehend less difliculty the coming
season. I formeriy supposed that 1 could not well

put in starters in cold weather; but I now prefer

winter. Perhaps 1 had bettor tell you just how I do
it. I do the work in the liitchcn. The fastener is

screwed tight to a board which is clamped tight to a
table, the fast6uer being close to the edge of the

board nearest me, the length of the fastener run-
uiug- parallel with the board, and the handle at the

rig:ht side. The taljle without the board would be as

well, f)rbett<='r, only I don't want to drive screws in

the tal>le. Just beyond the fastener I put a pile of,

say, .51) starters, and at the left of the pile stands ii

hot tlat-iron, such as the women-folks use for iron-

ing, while another iron stands on the stove ready to

replace this one when it gets cold. Seated on a seat

6 inches higher than an ordinary chair (I put a chair

on a hive cover), I am ready for work. The edge of

the starter next the llat-iron is heated so that it is

quite soft; I care little Itow soft, so that none of the
starters are actually melted. This soft edge is the
one, of course, to be mashed down by the fastener,

and the object is to get iis small a "bite" as possi-

ble, only no that a little of the wax is actually

mashed the whole width of the starter. The ordi-

nary direction is to put the foundation under ^i

inch, which I think quite too much. Instead of

"turning the piece of foundation up against the end
of the lever," as usually directed, 1 leave it lying

Hat till I pick up the section; and on turning the
section ri>;ht side up, the foundation will, by its own
weight, bo found hanging right every time without
any attention.

VENTILATION.

The opinion seems to be rapidly gaining ground,
that for cellar wintering one very important point

is to have the cellar well ventilated. A few years
ago I was in the habit of putting a fire in the cellar

when the bees became uneasy, under the impres-

sion that they were too cold. A fire kindled in the

evening would raise the thermometer a little, and in

the morning I would flr.d the bees perfectly quiet,

but, to my surprise, the thermometer just as low as

the previous morning. I suspect that the ventila-

tion of the cellar was hastened by the fire, and that

thcinllowof fresh air, more than any thing else,

cuieled the bees. Latterly I have left the window
at one side of the cellar, and the door at the other
side, open a great many nights, especially toward
spring. Oil first opening the cellar at night, if it is

pretty warm the bees make a good deal of noise;

but by morning ail is quiet, and often the bright

rays of the sun shine directly on the hives through
the window, without disturbing them. To-day,

March 13, the door and window have been open all

day, till the present time, after one o'clock.

Since writing the last sentence I have gone down
and closed the door, leaving the window open.
Scarcely a bee was stirring, although the sun has
been shining brightly all day. When I opened the
door this morning, the temperature in the cellar

wag U° ; outside, 16". Now it is 43^ in the cellar, and
4i° outside. If there had been any wind, the cellar

would have clianged more. This matter of ventila-

tion needs a great deal of ventilation, for very few
understand the Importance of it, either for their

bees or themselves. A year ago I was in a manu-
facturing establishment whose proprietor takes a
deep interest in the welfare of his emplojes. In his

ofDce he and his clerks were suffering for want of

that cheapest of all luxuries, good fresh air; and on
his attention bslng called to it, a reform was inaug-

urated, or at least meditated; but if I am a good
guesser, I'll venture the assertion that £o-day they
are breathing air in which a hog would pine and a
sheep would die. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111!, March 13, 1883.

It lias been mjMinpression, tliat all bees
let their children go " bare-headed " in the
hot months of the year, friend M. ; but I

shall be very glad to be corrected, if I am
wrong. Your suggestions in regard to put-
ting in sections are most opportune and val-

uable. I know sheets filling the section are

much better, for I proved it in the house
apiary years ago, to my full satisfaction ; but
how is it possible for lis to rig hives ready
for use, and ship them thus? The only way
we can do it is to fasten the fdn. in the sec-

tion clear around; and even then, I am
afraid the severe handling the hives get will

often break it out. This may not, however,
prove to be the case. You see, we can not
wire the sheets for comb honey.—In regard
to the ventilation, in part of your letter,

friend ^I., yon are all right, unless it be in

presuming no attention has been paid to

your instructiona given at that noon session.

The problem of getting ventilation in our
office, and not give the clerks dangerous
colds, is one that has not yet been fully

solved ; but I think we ate getting on. Sis-

ter Axtell gives us some strong facts, in the

Ladies' Department, in regard to the im-
portance of ventilating cellars ; and I hope a
good many who don't keep their bees in cel-

lars will make a stir as soon as this number
is out. My wife is often troubled with sleep-

lessness. A few months ago she made the

astounding discovery, that she always went
to sleep without trouble, when a window
was up on each side of the room, so that a
draft of air could pass right through. Many
a night has she declared some one must have
put one of those windows down, for sleep
wouldn't come. She was always right. A
badly ventilated church will give her a nerv-
ous twitching in the hands and feet; but
with plenty of fresh air, it is gone at once.
Do not these facts, coupled with those given
by Mrs. A.'<tell, indicate clearly the seat of a
great part of our aches and pains, and —
deaths?

BOOIilTTIiE ANSWERS QUESTIONS.

BEFORE proceeding, I wish to say that it would
seem, by friend Root's remarks at the close of

my last article, that he thinks I am writing
" to criticise the brotherhood," while such is not the

case. It was with reluctance that I said a word on

the subject of "Extra-pure Queens," and my first

thought, after reading friend Hutchinson's article,

p. 424, Gleanings, lS81,where he asked the questions

(M. B. Warner started the thing in motion) about

extra-pure queens, was not to reply to it, or even

notice the matter, as I knew I should be considered
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a heretic by the bee-keeping fraternity if I gave my
opinion in the matter. Aftei a little consideration,

I thought it would be cowardly not to stand up for

what I believed to be the truth in the matter, and so

I have answered the many questions propounded by

friend II., to the bestof my ability. I am well aware
that many will say that the statements about extra-

pure queens are no credit to mo, or of benefit to

queen-breeders; nevertheless, if I say any thing on
any subject, I must say what 1 believe to be the

truth about it, whether it is or is not a credit to me.

WHAT WAS DONE WITH THE EXTRA QUEENS.

NotT, to further questions: On page 579, Glean-
ings for 1881, friend H. wants to know what I did

with the 67 extra queens I told of rearing more than

were accounted for by sales, etc., and says, "No, it

can't be possible that Doolittlo has been guiKy of

selling (foliar queens." Yes, Doolittle was guilty of

selling one of his best tested queens for fl.OO to a

gentleman who desired a good tested queen for a

dollar, saying he could not afford to pay more for

one, as he was short of this world's goods. So we
have 66 left. Well, three of our friends claimed a loss

of queens, by letting them lie around for a day or

two carelesslj', as it looked to me, and these I re-

placed at half price. Six of my friends wrote me
that they lost their queens in introducing, but made
no claims upon me, as they considered the loss all

their own. After I had filled all the orders I had
booked, I sent each of these a queen as a present.

Then I exchanged queens with three different psr-

ties, and one of them died within a week after she

was introduced, so I had to take one of my own to

replace her. This brings it down to 50, while six of

these were given to neighbors. The remaining 50

were considered as not coming up to my standard of

queens, so their heads were pinched off. Friend H.,

if your inquisitive nature is not entirely satisfied,

just let yourself rest for a little while till I get breath

again.

ABOUT THOSE TWO EXTKA-PURE QUEENS.

Jerome Wiltse seems to be " astonished at the

doctrine," and thinks Doolittle not explicit enough,
and says I mention no owner, and give no character-

istics of the bees. The queen from which "there
were hiindreds of queens raised daring three years,

none of which ever produced aught but three-banded

bees," was purchased of H. A. King, of Nevada, O.,

and owned by a neighbor bee-keeper. As I was then

young in the business, and wished to travel around
among bee-keepers to learn what I could, he pro-

pssed to take me in as a partner, he raising the

queens and 1 taking them around with me, and sell-

ing them, which was accepted. Thus we worked for

three years, he raising all thequeens from this same
mother. As nothing but bands was guaranteed, of

course we did not stop to test them, and all were sold

for pure Italians. The queen which produced the

63 queens which produced all three-banded bees was
purchased by myself of A. I. Root in 1873. Friend
Wiltse seems to get my quotation from page 13;J,

Vol. II. of Gleanings, mixed with the present time;

while the "past season" refers to the time of the

quotation, which was 1871. Now, as to the charac-

teristics: The bees from all these queens were just

as docile as any bees I ever handled, and all parties

pronounced them pure Italians, some of whom con-

Bidered themselves experts. After a second cross,

when more or less black bees were produced, then it

was that the irascibility of the hybrid was mani-

fested. The bees produced by the granddaughters
of these two queens quoted above were the worst

bees to handle ot any I ever owned. As regards the

sentence, " It is said that a cross of the black bee

with the Egyptian will, in three generation-!, produce
a bee which no one can tell from the best Italian," I

quoted from memory. It strikes me that Mr. Lang-
stroth is the author of it; but I can not tell for cer-

tain, and I have not the time at my disposal to hunt
it up. 1 have never tested the matter, for I never
had an Egyptian bee. Now, gentlemen, I have given

you the facts in the case, and leave the matter here,

for I have no lime for long arguments. In conclu-

sion, I wish to say, that, from my practical experi-

ence, I have been led to believe that the breeding of

bees is not analogous to that of swine, sheep, etc.,

and thus a long-winded argument to that effect es-

tablishes nothing. The facts as I have given them,
and the corroboration of them by others, are

stronger than theories, in my mind.

Borodino, N. Y., March, 1882. G. M. Doolittlle.

FOUL BROOD.

DIRECTIONS FOR ITS TREATMENT AND CURE.

FRIEND from California sent me two piecesof
comb, requesting me to state whRther they
were infected with foul brood or not. Most

of the cells were capped, and, removing the capping,
the cells appeared to be empty. I examined closely

those two pieces of comb, and found that eggs had
developed into larvie in both of them. While the

cells were capped, the larvte died, dried up, and
shriveled up into so small a mass that it was not vis-

ible any more to the naked eye in some cells. In

others it was still visible, and in some it was very
plain indeed, showing even yet the shape of the

nymph. These latter were apparently the cells

most matured when they took the disease. The
smaller piece of comb showed this state of affairs

more plainly than the large piece, because it was of

more recent date, and consequently the dead brood
was not dried up to quite the same extent.

It is in this sh ipe in which the insidious character

of foul brood is most dangerous. The diseased larvaa

dries up in capped and uncapped coils, so that the

best of us will be deceived. But it is there; and
just as sure as you hang one of those combs in a
healthy colony, and an egg is laid in one of those

cells, that hive will be affected with foul brood just

as soon as the egg developes into a larva, and soft-

ens up that mummy. If that infected cell would
have been filled with honey, the infection of the col-

ony would have been postponed only to the time
when the bees would have made use of its honey,

and fed it to larvos. However, if j'ou had taken a

little brush and washed out those cells with salicylic

acid, as Mr. Hilbort does it, those mummies would
have been made harmless. But that is a particular

and a serious job, more especially in a country like

ours, where time is money. I render, therefore. In-

to wax all combs that have been in an infected hive,

and let the bees start out anew in a clean hive, on
comb foundation, with a Jar of honey with perfor-

ated cover inserted above them, the honey prepared

as given in my "Practical Hints," page 31 — an
ounce of the medicine to everj' quart of the food.

Being out of combs and brood and stores, the bees

partake of the food very readily (more especially be-
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fore or after the tionej' season); build out their fdn.,

fill the cells with eggs and stores fi'om above them;

and if the colony was a strong one, they will soon be

in a prosperous condition once more. It appears

that their eating the medicated honey, and coming
in contact with it when storing it in their new cells,

disinfects the bodies of the bees, and effects the

cure. I have tried this so many times, and with

such marked success, that I recommend the above

process as a sure cure of foul brood.

When an apiary is infected, bees will pull out part-

ly decayed larva?, and, dropping them unywhci-e, are

alwaj's apt to ri'infect thereby one or the other col-

ony. Spores will be thrown out by the dead larviE

on the ground; and if a bee happens to alight on it,

she will take the disease home to her hive. A board
or plank, over which the bees of an infected colony

run, will be infected with the spores of the disease

hidden in cracks, and between fissures of the wood.

As the bees dropped them when infected, so they

are apt to take those spores homo again on their

feet, and reinfect their hive.

The greatest care, therefore, is necessary to disin-

fect thoroughly cvcrjMnfected hive and all its sur-

roundings. You will readily observe that you can
never tell with certainty when you have seen the

last of foul brood after it has once made its appear-

ance in your apiary, unless you discover it in its

first stages, are well posted, and govern yourself ac-

cordingly. Let us, therefore, be prompt when it

turns up, and profit by the experience of others.

Dr. Schoenfeld discovered, first, by microscopic ob-

servations, the true nature of foul brood; that it is

of vegetable growth (like mold), and will be de-

stroyed by salicylic acid, which is comparatively

harmless to animal life, and even to the life of the

larva of a bee. He keeps his salicylic acid dissolved

with alcohol; and in order to keep it soluble, ap-

plies it lukewarm. The honor of having cured the

first hive of bees of foul brood is due to Mr. Emil
Hilbert,oneof our most enthusiastic German bee-

keepers, whose skillful management and persever-

ance I have admired in more instances than the cure

of foul brood. He gave us, also, the proper propor-

tions of the medicine, and the manner of its ajiplica-

tion.

My apiary being infected at the time when Dr.

Schcenfeld and Mr. Hilbert made their discoveries, I

read carefully every article as it appeared in our

German bee journals, and I made use of their ex-

periments. Their experience as to the nature of

foul brood is fully substantiated by my own experi-

ence, and, after several years of hard labor, I have,

by the aid of my druggist, who ranks high as a chem-

ist, simplified Mr. Hubert's remedy by substituting

borax for alcohol. By this means, salicylic acid is

not only kept soluble, but is also ready for use cold,

as well as warm. This is not a small advantage, as

those will find who test both methods as I have done.

An overdose of salicylic acid and borax will kill lar-

vn? just as an overdose of salicylic acid and alcohol

will, only it lakes less of the latter than of the for-

mer to do the mischief.

I inclose my little pamphlet, "Practical Hints."

On page 21 you will find my treatise on foul brood,

which please make use of if you think proper.

Other business is so pressing with me at this season

of the year, that it is really a sacrifice for me to

write an article of this sort. CnAg. P. Muth.
Ciaclqnatl, O., March 9, 188?,

HOW SII.VL.I. WE PtT ON OUR SECTION
BOXES ?

AND now SHALL WE HANDLE THEM FOB A LARGE
YIELD?

M FTER reading Gleanings from the first num-

J(^\,_
ber, 1 was led, in the spring of 1877, to adopt

' the standard Langstroth hive, with 7-inch cap
and portico, and the followmg method of producing
comb honey, which I should like to present to the
readers of Gleanings, in competition with the

Deane and other systems, and would invito criti-

cism.

The case which I use is similar to the one described

on page 19, January price list, and which you seem
to have given the " cold shoulder," as you do not
now keep it in stock. I use tin separators, and glass

the sections. The case is rabbeted so as to let the

top-bar of frame }i inch below the top. The top-bar

of frames is same width as bottom-bar, so as to ad-

mit free passage of bees when two or more tiers are

on. The whole is covered with a quilt. The bottom
of frames is even with bottom of case, so there is

a space between each tier of H inch, which is enough
to prevent crushing the bees when tiering up. I see

you do not approve of such space. I think in prac-

tice it is no detriment; and as bottom-bars are al-

ways covered with wax, it serves as a ladder for bees

to climb to upper tier. With the Deane system of

tiering up, it seems that the wax on bottom-bars is

so much in the way that one tier will not sit tightly

above another, and the tops of under boxes will get

soiled, besides crushing bees; and honej% sent to

market as it comes from the hive, does not suit the

tastes of customers in this vioinity as well as glassed

sections and prize crates. 1 think all will agree that

my method has advantages over Simplicity in the

following particulars: First, in beginning of sea-

son, or when stock is not strong enough, I can put
on one tier of 27 boxes, and raise that up and put
under an empty one when needed, while with the

Simplicity, 50 have to be put on at once, and bees

will nearly finish lower tier before going into upper,

if at all. And again, one frame of 3 boxes is more
rapidly handled than a frame of 8. In tiering up, I

have a ring to put on hive, same dimensions as cap
and width of the case, one for each case. I have had
4 tiers on at once, and have taken 240 lbs. of white

honey from one hive.

I call the above my method, but do not claim it as

my invention exclusively, as others may be using

the same thing; but after using it five seasons, and
trying other methods, including prize rack, I have

no desire to change. I should like to add, that I

think, for all purposes, the L. hive, with portico and
7-inch cap, has not been improved upon.

LeRoy, N. Y., March 18, 1883. W. C. Gillette.

At first sight, a little frame to hold one'
tier of sections does seem to be very nice and
convenient ; but we should bear in mind
that this frame occupies needless room right
over the brood-nest, and it also incurs a
rather heavy and useless expense, over a
case such as we use. The ground lias been
well gone over in the past ten years, and
any who choose may figure out the extra
expense of these small frames, for them-
selves. Where you can put eight sections in

a frame, instead of three ox four, the expense
is very much lessened, and we therefore use
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our usual wide frames, where a whole upper
story is to be filled with sections. Of course,
it is better that a small colony be given the
case, instead of the whole upper story ; and
a very small colony may not be able to take
even either one, but only a wide frame or
two at first, in the lower story. Will not
these three different methods suit the wants
of any stock, friend G.V We do not use
the glassed sections in our market, because
the people will never pay for them, but they
rather prefer to have the glass in the re-

tail marketing case. It is true, a case of
three sections is easier (lighter) to handle
than a case of eight, just as a very small
frame is easier to handle than a Langstroth;
but when the bee-keeper takes into consid-
eration the greater number to handle, he
finally decides on the large frame, preferring
the additional number because he gets along
so much faster. AVe once used three-box
eases entirely, but I do not think I shall
ever wish to go back to so many pieces
again. However, as we all have our peculiar
notions, I presume many will prefer to use
the small frames, or cases, holding only a
single short separator.

HAND1.1NG BESS, AND DISTUKBING
THEM IN ^VINTEK.

DOES IT HARJI THEM?

CHAPTER III.

^pk UlTE often do I see, while looking through our

|L^) bee journals and papers, the following words

:

^^ "Keep your bees as quiet as possible while in

winter quarters;" "never disturb your bees after

they are put into the cellar;" " perfect quietude is

the secret of successful wintering," and the like in

different forms. Now let me ask one question of

the writers of all these articles on quietude: Did you
ever lose any bees, or damage them any, by handling

or distui'bing them while in the cellar or in winter

quarters? There is not the least doubt but that all

have wintered successfully who advocated quiet-

ness and seclusion for their bees; but how do you
know but that they would have wintered just as

well if they had been disturbed; eras friend Manum
terms it, " kicked about a little"?

Now, my friends, in writing this articl-; I do not

mean you shall understand that I kick and knock
mj' bees about, and churn them up and down so as

to make every thing jingle. Oh, no! not by any
means; but what I wish you to understand is, that it

does them no harm to examine and look at them
carefully every day; raise up and turn over the

honey-boards, and, if necessary, carry them care-

fully about the cellar a few times through the win-

ter. A very intelligent bee-keeper of my acquain-

tance, last winter had occasion to move his bees

from one side of his cellar to a more convenient lo-

catioTi on the other. Well, as fate would have it, all

died; and in telling me about it last summer, he
stated that he had disturbed his bees in moving
them from one side of hiscellnrto the other, which
caused them to fill themselves with honey; and there
being no warm days after, that would allow of bees
taking a putifying flight, of course they died — he
meaning to be understood that, if bees had occasion

to fill themselves with honey, that their onlj' salva-

tion from death was to be set out for a purifying

flight. I think he made a mistake here. His neigh-

bors' bees, that were left as undisturbed as the

tomb, shared the same fate, so there Is no proof of

his theory.
A FEW FACTS.

The first winter that I had bees, they were win-

tered in a room upstairs. I made daily visits to

them; sometimes 1 would remain la the room for

half an hour, turning up the hives and looking at

them, and counting the dead bees upon the bottom-
boards; whenever we had any company orcallers,

they had to go up and see the bees. The last of

March we had some very warm days, and the room
got vei-y warm. The bees were carried from the

room upstairs, and placed in the cellar; when the

weather became settled later, they were placed out-

doors, and all came out in flue condition, none the

worse for their frequent handling. This was proof
the first that bees would winter well if frequently

handled. The next winter I made a sort of an out-

side cellar by digging into a dry bank, and sftting

into it a frame of joist, and then siding up with

boards. One end was exposed to the weather, the

other end and both sides being protected with dirt

and stone. In this repository my bees were placed;

and as I was then, as the neighbors termed it, " bee

crazy," I of course made almost daily A'isits to the

bees, and I was not the only visitor they had, either.

As this repositorj- was on the edge of a large piece of

wood, it made a very convenient place for the little

deer mice to collect; and collect they did, for sev-

eral nests wei-e formed, and young mice were bred

in here. I could see as many as half a dozen run
every way over the tops of the hives every time I

opened the door. Toward spring I made up my
mind that 1 had not only wintered my bees well, but

a good quantity of mice also; but I could not see

that thej' did any harm.
This puts me in mind of having read an article in

a bee journal, where a man goes on to tell how quiet

bees must be kept. He says, not even a ??ioi(sc must
be allowed to run over the tops of the hives. Last

winter, and the present one, my bees have had fer-

quent handling. My bees at present are directly

upon slats that are nailed to joists that are fastened

direct to the floor timbers . We live in the room
above, over the bees. Everj' jar can be felt to the

bottom row of bees. I have had bee-keepers go into

my cellar, and, after feeling the jars that came in

contact with the bees, and then see for themselves

how quiet the bees were, have been much surprised.

One colony has been carried from one place to the

other every time I went into the cellar; that is,

when I had time to do it. This colony has been

opened, the bees have been aroused, so they were in

considerable excitement, and to-day they are as

quiet, and in as good order, as those that have had

the lc:ast handling.

We have had of late some very warm weather.

The bees are yet quiet, and doing well. From the

whole lot I do not think there is a pint of dead bees

upon the cellar bottom.

In conclusion, I will say that, in my experience, it

does not harm bees to handle them while in the cel-

lar or in winter quarters; and that, in the five win-

ters I have handled them, In addition to the water

handy for them, it is an advantage to them rather

than harm. F. BOOMHOWER.
Gallupvjlle, N. Y., Match, 18S3.

Friend B., you are a very good friend of
mine, and will, therefore, I feel sure, excuse
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me if I take the liberty of bidding you " go
slow," on matters you have not as yet had
as much experience with as we hope you
will liave some day. While I am inclined to
agree with you in thinking bees may he han-
dled in winter without injury, I feel pretty
sure they have been many times tinkered to
death by untimely handling. I remember
one March, when we thought it of the ut-

most importance that all our colonies should
be overhauled, every dead bee got out of tlie

hive, bottom-boards cleaned off, etc.. just as
the books and journals said, you know ; but,
to our great disaitpointment, we could gel
through with only about lialf of them that
day in early March. Well, the half that we
lixed up swarmed out and dwindled out so
much worse than those let alone, that I then
thought there could hardly be a mistake in
the matter. You may be all right ; but
please bear this in mind : We shall expect
you *o repoit failmes, when they come,
promptly and frankly.

BUCKWHEAT AIM> ITS CILTIVATION.

A OOOD HONEY-PLANT IN SOME LOCATIONS.

^HROUGH my vicinity here m the eastern part

of Schoharie County, and through a large part

of Albany County, buckwheat is raised very

extensively; and one not accustomed to seeing very
manj' buckwheat fields, can not but enjoy the beau-

tiful sight and fragrant smell of the thousands of

acres of buckwheat. AVhile in full bloom it is a very

common thing for farmers through this vicinity to

raise from 200 to 500 bushels of buckwheat; and
while passing through a portion of Albany County
lust fall I was shown a farm, and saw the ground,

where 1000 bushels of buckwheat were harvested.

Through this country it is one of the most paying-

crops that the farmer raises; and to give you some
idea of the amount of buckwheat raised, I will give

the number of bushels ground at our mills the past

season in our village: 15,000 bushels at West Berne,
three miles east; the same number at Berneville,

six miles east; 14,000 bushels at East Berne, ten

miles east; upward of 40,u00 bushels at Schoharie,

3'/2 miles west; 10,000 bushels at Central Bridge,

5 miles northwest; besides thousands of bushels

were shipped away upon our railroads that were
not ground the past year. The buckwheat crop has

been a pajing one; in fact, it is a paying one every
year: but more so the past year, as it has com-
manded a higher price in market. The Hour at one
time brought as much as $4.00 per 100 lbs.; and as

three bushels, upon an average, will make ICO lbs.

of Hour, and the bran is worth from $10 to $20 per
ton, you see that it is a good crop for the farmers to

raise, as they often get from 30 to 50 bushels from
one acre of ground through some parts of this and a
greater portion of Albany County. Where bees are

kept In box hives, and have not much care, the
whole surplus is nothing but pure buckwheat honey.
I know of bee-keepers who keep from 100 to 200

colonies, and seldom get a pound of white honey; in

fact, a good share of these box-hive men do not
think of putting on surplus boxes until the first of
August, or when the buckwheat commences to

bloom, which is about that time. In some localities,

buckwheat will not do as well as in others; on light

sandy soils it does not do as woU as where the soil Is

more fertile and heavy; and in locations where it is

lime-rock soil it will thrive and give more and a bet-

ter quality of honey than upon any other soil that I

am acquainted with. This latter fact I have fully

satisfied myself of. Here in this vicinity we have a
lime-rock soil. I have noticed that the honey pro-

duced here is much superior in flavor and color to

that produced upon sandy or slate-rock soil. In
some parts of Vermont, the honey from buckwheat
is inferior in taste and color to ours here. The
combs are dark, and the honey has a rank and dis-

agreeable smell, while that gathered from buck-
wheat here is of a pleasant taste, and the combs pro-

duced from it are whiter than the combs that are
produced from any other honey I ever saw. A bee-

keeper from Vermont stopped with me several

weeks last fall. lie was much surprised when he
came to see the buckwheat honey that was pro-

duced in this vicinitj', and we actually put it by the

side of some choice white honey made from bass-

wood, and the buckwheat actually showed a whiter

comb than the other, the latter having a pale yellow
appearance, while the former showed a comb of al-

most snowy whiteness.
I have found that soil and climate have much to

do in changing the quality of honey made from the

same kind of bloom. The basswood honey produced
in Vermont is much superior, and of better flavor,

than the basswood honey gathered here. The rea-

son for it is, that it is more natural for basswood to

grow and flourish there in that State than in our vi-

cinity, and vice versa. In regard to buckwheat, the

farmers here generally choose a field of sod. Some-
times it is turned over in the fall, and left through
the winter. In the spring it is cross-plowed, and
covered with a sprinkling of manure, and well har-

rowed in; then about the 20th of June they com-
mence to sow the seed, and continue along from
that time up until the 5th of July. A good many
put the seed in with a drill. When sown with a drill,

thej' use, upon an average, from 2 to 3 pecks per

acre; if sown broadcast, a little more seed is re-

quired. The bees commence to work upon the bloom
about August 1; and if the weather is fair it pro-

duces honej' upuntil the secondweek in September.
Sometimes the west winds will blast the blossoms,

where the buckvvheat is sown upon high ground, or

in unsheltered positions; then it does not load, or

fill, so well, and does not produce as much honey.

I have seen it stated, that bees in some locations

do not gather honey from buckwheat except in the

morning or fore part of the day; but in this vicinity

they will work the whole day long, if the weather is

favorable and not cold and rainy. If I were going to

sow buckwheat expressly for honey, I would choose

a field of stiff sod. I would turn it over as early as I

could in the spring; let it lie in this condition till

about the first of July; then cross-plow and harrow
until the soil is in a good mellow condition; then

roll the seed in plaster, or equal parts of plaster and
leached ashes, and apply about 3 pecks of seed per
acre. I would sow the ground about the 10th or 12th

of Julj'. so as to have it come in bloom as soon as

the earlier blossoms fail. A great many locations,

where there is not much fall forage, could be greatly
benefited by sowing a few acres of buckwheat.

F. BOOMHOWKR.
Gallupville,N.Y.. March, 1882.

Since you mention it, friend B., I now call
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to mind the fact that the samples of buck-
wheat sent in to us vary greatly, some of it

being as you say, quite fair. With 1000

acres in the range of an apiary, no wonder
that great yields of honey are obtained. The
best yield of buckwheat honey we ever had
was something like 3 lbs. in a day, and it

was all from a. two-acre lield, two miles or
more awav.

SEX OF EGGS.

™

drones from worker eggs. Can any one else

give us any new facts on this queer matter ?

A TRIP TO JEFFERSON, WISCONSIN.

ARE WE SURE IT IS NOT TJNDEIl THE CONTROL OF
THE WORKERS?

^J^-,,.1H1S is a subject that I do not understand, and
I think that wc are all more or less in the dark

in roj^ard to it. The letter of K. Edward, on p.

125, March Gleanings, calls to my mind a strang-e

freak of— what must I say?— the instinct, or reason

of bees. Last August, during the drought, my bees

removed all of the drones from my apiary; and as

there were no other bees within two miles of me, I

concluded to stop queen-raising for the season. In-

a few days one of my friends called for three queens.

I furnished them; then I gave the nuclei brood

from a choice queen, and thought that I would have
a good chance to raise some drone-layers. Not very
desirable property, though I would have tolerated

one at this time. In due time they hatched some
tine-looking queens. Affcr they were live or six

days old they would liy out almost every day (you

may suppose that I watched them closely). About
the third day, one of them failed to return. I went
to a hive that had a fine young queen, and found a

frame of new comb, or, rather, fdn. filled with eggs,

just beginning to hatch. I cut a piece of comb 3

iuches square from the center of this, and inserted

it in one of the combs of the queenless nuclei. They
immediately started five or six queen-cells in the

center of the above square of comb; and in about
six days after, the queen-cells were sealed, and I dis-

covered a row of cells clear around; this piece of

comb on both sides was enlarged and capped over
like drone-cells. I thought at the time that they

were queen-cells oa a small scale, and that the

queen would have a good time tearing them down.
Before the queens hatched, I opened one of those

queer queen-cells, as I thousrht. On examination, I

pronounced them drones. The next move was to re.

move the other two virgin queens that had appar-

ently given up the idea of becoming fertilized, and
gave them the extra queen-cells. In due time the

young queen hatched, and also the drones; in about
15 days my young queens were laying. I have two of

themyet— as fine queens as I have; the other one I

sold to a friend. The above accidental experiment
convinces me that bees can and do hatch drones

from worker eg;?s. How they do it, I have not the

least idea. Perhaps some friend will insist that the

comb contained drone eggs. Hardly possible; for

as soon as I found out what was going on in that nu-

cleus, I examined the comb that I removed the eggs
from, and found a solid sheet of sealed worker
brood, except the hole where I removed the piece,

and that was just as I left it. S. H. Lane.
Whitestown, Ind., March 17, 1882.

Many thanks, friend !.<. Your experi-
ment, as you give it, seems to be one of the
most conclusive we have ever had, to the ef-

fect that bees can, by some means, get

ny ONE op THE "BLASTED HOPERS."

cnAPTEB ir.

jH^Y" next call was at the home of Mr. George

'JM. Grrimm, who was found busily engaged pre-
~" paring some bees for shipment, but who
found time to extend to mean invitation to take

dinner with him; and as it was now nearly noon,

and an intimation was given me that perhnps he

could supply my wants in regard to bees, I was not

slow to accept. After a preliminary talk as to the

strength of the colonies, etc., he named $7.50 each as

the price he would take for 20 cidonics in an apiary

some six miles from homo. To these fli^ures I did

not object; so after dinner we drove over to look at

them. His little tin mouth-smoker (the same as

used by his father when I made him a visit ten j-ears

before) was filled with tobacco, and the 75 colonics

composing this apiary were soon examined, and

those marked that I wished to take. When the ex-

amination was completed, he remarked that they

were not as strong as he expected to find them, and

perhaps not quite equal to his representation, and

under the circumstances he would charge me but

seven dollars apiece. This, of course, I did not object

to, but considered it very fair in Mr. Grimm; and

this I believe he has the namo of being, in all his

transactions. There had been a slight shower of

rain, as if for my bcneflt, for it drove all the bees

home; so we at once proceeded to fasten them in

the hives.

As he uses the notched triangular piece across the

bottom of the hives, the lower part of the frames

is always secure; and by driving two clout nails in

the projections of the top-bars, the top of the frames

was also made secure. Next the honey-board, with

three one-inch holes covered with screen, was fas-

tened with two screws; then a wire screen nailed

over the portico, and they were ready for moving.

This apiary was in an orchard, on a side hill facing

the north, to which latter fact he attributed their

weak condition. I had the best of them, and they

had brood in from three to six combs, averaging,

perhaps, four and a half. An examination was

made of the cellar in which these' bees were win-

tered. It proved to be an ordinary stone cellar un-

der the farmhouse, with one window and one door.

There was no other means of ventilation, if you ex-

cept a section of pump-log, with about IJi-inch bore,

inserted in the wall. As these bees can not, of

course, have the personal supervision of their owner

during the winter season, 1 suggested to Mr. G. that

perhaps the word luck was about the size of it. I

think he did not wholly agree with me; but be this

as it may, I am unable to explain (and he did not)

why his bees wintered and his neighbors' bees died.

Even his uncle, with greater experience, and that

with hundreds of colonics, too, lost heavily, I heard;

this, too, in the same town, and probably the same

flora from which to gather the honey. But, to re-

sume: The next morning, by break of day, I started

homeward, stopping often to give the bees water

through the screens; and as the sun became warm,

water was freely thrown over the hives to keep
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them cool. Just at nooi I drove into my own yard.

The family had already commenced their midday
meal; but before they finished it, the bees were all

flying from their new stands. After Ihe severe jolt-

ing they had received, it was not without satisfac-

tion I noted the absence of honey escaping from the

hives, and other signs of miscarriage. When I had

eaten my dinner I went at once to the bee-yard, and,

behold, they were already bringing in loads of pol-

len. I call that pretty quick work, for they had been
liberated just about half an hour, and in that time

had found the blossoms, gathered the pollen, and re-

turned to their new homes. On examination, a few
combs were found broken from the frames; but
these were easily fastened, and no material damage
was done. One colony was found rather short of

stores, and I proceeded to feed it with some honey
and water, the rinsings of a honey-barrel that had

stood empty for a year, aside from the honey that

remained candied on its sides and bottom; and in

one week I had killed nearly all the bees in that

hive. The trouble was finally stopped by extracting

all their stores and giving them sealed honey, when
they at once began to get better; and by the middle

of July they began to gather surplus.

In my next I will tell you how much honey I got,

and also what I think of honey-boards.

Adams, Wis., March 10, 1882. J. L. Woi-fenden.

Why, friend Vv., I can not see how the
honey and water you ted those bees could
have killed them, unless it had soured bad-
ly ; and even then I should not have sup-
posed it would have killed them while they
could fly every day. If honey was coming
in from the fields, why should you feed them
at all?—Thanks for report of your trip, and
kind words in regard to our friend George
Grimm.

ANOTHER BEE-FEEDER.

OUU FRIEND A. C. KENDEL IN THE FIELD.

ENCLOSED you will find a drawing of the latest ef

the late bee-feeders — a shallow covered tin box,

9 inches long or more, about 3 inches wide, %
inches high, or as high as will readily push into the

entrance of any hive in the apiary. On one end, cut

a 1 to Hi inch hole; solder the inverted top of a

1-quart Mason fruit-jar, with a corresponding hole

cut in it. At the other end, leave a square opening,

about 3 inches long by width of feeder, into which,

at half its depth, solder a false bottom of coarsely

perforated tin, with one end turned up to be even
with the top, to prevent bees crawling in, and also

to let air in gradually. Set the hives as nearly level

as can be, and all is ready for feeding.

Use your own favorite

food, whatever that may
be, only it should be
rather thin. In using
this feeder, no fears of

robbing need be enter-

tained; therefore,if some
fragrant extracted honey
be added after boiling

this syrup, all the better.

During cool or cold weath-
er, the food should be a. r. KEXDEL'sFRriT-jAn feed-
given as warm as the jars '^^'

^^^.I^k^iJo/bXo"?^'"'
can be held in the bare 'patext."

'8581 i
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hand. After filling the jars with warm syrup, ad-

just the rubber carefully, and screw the feeder on
as precisely as one would put up a can of fruit; in-

vert the whole, and push the feeder into the en-

trance of the hive, letting the jar sit on the portico,

or in chatf hives set on blocks outside, where the
rapid disappearance of the food may be watched. In

extremely cold weather, tucking the jars snugly in

warm woolen rsgs will retain the heat until empty
— a fair colony being able to store away the 2?.t lbs.

syrup, or 3 lbs. honey, in the incredibly short time of

from three to six hours.

When weather is too cold for bees to fly, it would
be best to hang a few thicknesses of cloth in front,

to darken the entrances; care must be taken, how-
ever, that not t"he least chance is given for exit, for

all that should escape would be lost. To close this

usual entrance with blocks or wire would cause too

great excitement. A few advantages of this feeder

are, when it is first discovered that a colony is in

need, the deficiency can be supplied at onoe, in

quantity suflBcient for several weeks; the warmth
and the scent elongate the cluster to the feed in a
few minutes; the food will be stored where most
convenient, without disturbance; the food is in the
most attractive and efficient form, no time nor
waste of labor necessary to obtain water wherewith
to melt sugar; the excitement caused by the sudden
discovery of such an unexpected store of sweetness,
without previous disturbance, and without chang-
ing the usual state of affairs in the covering, can
only be a healthful one, and will most likely result
in quiet contentment, though it would not take a
great stretch of imafzlnation to think there might
possibly be a smacking of lips for more after the
supply is exhausted. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland, O., March 14, 1882.

The friends will observe that the above is

thellains feeder, with the little modiflcation
of covering the open space with coarsely per-
forated tin, and prolonging one side so it

will go into the entrance of the hive, instead
of standing at one side. Up in the garret of
our old bee-house is almost the same thing,
to be screwed into the bung of a waxed
honey-barrel, so we can feed a barrel full in-

stead of only a fruit-jar full. I know it will

work, for you see I have tried it (with a ven-
geance). I fed a single colony a whole bar-
rel full of coffee sugar, and had drones flying
and a queen fertilized in October; also nice
(looking) comb honey, all made out of sugar.
There is one feature about a feeder to be
pushed into the entrance, that I very much
like ; and it is, that the colony can be kept
all packed up, in wintering trim, while the
feed is given. The feature I don't like about
them is having such a quantity of bulky
traps to store away when not wanted. The
tin bread-pans we used last fall are good in
this respect, and the colonies we fed with
them last fall are now in nice triiu. Giving
the feed while warm seems to be quite a
help, especially in cool weather. It occurs to

me something very nearly like friend K.'s
feeder has been given in our back numbers,
and it may be just like it ; but so many feed-
ers have been brought forward and then
dropped, it makes it a rather hopeles task to
look the matter up. ]Jut it is a good feeder,
and will be needed just about as this reaches
the most of our readers. We could make
the tin part for about 5 cts. each, or perhaps
$4.00 per 100. The jar will cost 10 cts. more.
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• HONEY-EXTRACTORS.

HOW SHALL WE HAVE THEM MADE TO HE HANDIEST?

^ EST any of the friends should accuse me
Jyil of coiiyinfT, I will explain, in the ont-
'^"'^

set, that 1 have purchased from friend
Everett his patterns and all the materials for

his extractors, and have therefore a perfect
right to copy his extractor cut, or to lind

fault with it. even, if I choose. I do not
think I shall find very much fault, however,
for I know what different notions we all

have of things, and I ought to know pretty
well what different ideas we have in regard
to the convenience of implements for the
apiary. The engraving below shows an ex-
tractor made so as to contain 100 lbs. or more
of honey under the revolving frame.

HONEY FROin: CORN, ETC.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT "BEES THAT WODLDN'T
FREEZE."

EXTRACTOTt, AVITH A STORAGE CAPACITY
BENEATH THE REVOLV'ING FRAME.

Now the question is. Shall we have stor-

age room in the extractor, or have a separate
receptacle for storageV I Avould have the
latter because it is cheaper, and because I

Avant the extractor made short enough to ad-
mit of its delivering the honey right into
pails, tubs, or the bung of a barrel, while the
handle stands at easy height to be worked
by one standing by its side. Our little bags,
made of cheese cloth, are the handiest and
most perfect strainer of any I have yet seen
devised. I do not know how you can well
use these with a tall extractor like one in the
cut, unless you deliver the honey into the
cellar, or other room below. Now, after
having had my say about it, I will make you
extractors just like above, all you want, and
you can liave the heavy Everett gearhig, in
place of ours, at an expense of 50 cts. extra,
if you prefer it. We can also furnish any of
the parts for repairs, for the Everett ex-
tractors.

fl
HE subject of honey from corn has been ngitat-

ed, and I would say that I have made the
source from which honey is produced a spe-

cial study for the last few years, and the following
are the deductions in regard to honey from corn (dif-

ferent varieties tested.)

I have never known honey to be secreted in cither

silk or tassel; but the smooth gland, or plate, situ-

ated at the base of leaf, or, rather, at the junction of

blade with stalk, usually furnishes honey, and, at

certain- climatic changes, the tlow from this source
is quite heavy. I do not wish to be understood as

claiming that honey is never foimd on other parts of

the corn, for, if there Is such a phenomenal occur-

rence as a honeydew, then I should expect to And
the bees licking honey frotn all parts exposed to

the same. I am not pi-epared, however, as yet, to

give a positive answer as to dew or no dew; but my
investigations during the past three years have led

me to favor such a possibility.

With your permission I will call attention to two
sources from which honey is produced, that I have
not seen spoken of before. First, the common
buckeye; second, a plant (name not known) that I

found growing in waste places such as roadsides, old

pastures, slashings, and in thinly timbered landi

This plant seems to be an intermediate between
motherwort and the mint family. It resembles the

mint somewhat, but is odorless; bears its flowers on
a spike like the former; the flowrets are white and
small, growing in tufts around the spike, about 9i of

an inch apart. It blooms after basswood, and con-

tinues a long time. My observations have led me to

believe it will bear cultivation, and will be much im-

proved thereby. I will send you a specimen iti Iti

season. It is an annual.

A BEE-TREE ITEM.

In January a party of workmen cutting timber one
mile from my place felled a tree in which was snugly
housed a colony of nice Italian bees. The tree fell in

such a position as to split open the cavity, and throw
combs and bees out, with but little loss to either.

Thcj' had a fair supply of stores, and brood nearly
ready to hatch. The day was mild, so that the bees
could fly, and an interval of one hour occurred be-

tween the falling bf the tree and the discovery of

the bees, during which time they improved by load-

ing up to. their greatest capacity, and then clustered

under a hollow shell about two feet from the ground.
That evening the wind changed to south-west, and
became very violent. The next morning the mer-
cury was 4° above zero. The day continued windy
and cold; at eve the wind fell, and the following

morning the mercury stood 4° above. A gentleman
told me that those bees were still clustered under
the hollow shell. I lost no time in going to their re-

lief with a nucleus hive, a brick, and a smoker, t

built a Arc and threw in the brick, then cut a hole

through the shell immediately over the cluster. I

placed the hive over this, and when the brick was
ready I placed it beneath the cluster. In ten min-'

utes after, I had the satisfaction, with the assist-

ance of a little smoKc, of seeing those bees securely

hived. At this date, March 7th, their numbers have
been augmented by a recently hatched lot of young
bees; they are doing finely. How does this compare
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with those queens whose progeny must be put into

chaff or frost-proof cellars, to prevent freezing?

Friend Root, is this queen and her progeny an ex-

ception? If so, who is the man that will pay a thou-

sand dollars for her, or five dollars apiece for her

daughters? K. B. IIoruins.

Bloomdale, O., March 7, 1883.

Thanks, friend R. I have several times
seen bees " nosing around " the leaf of corn,
in a way that seemed to indicate they had
been getting something from the spot you
mention. All that is wanted now is a kind
of corn that bears honey there every season,
and I have little doubt but that it can be
furnished.—The bees you mention, I opine,
are no more hardy than any bees. It
was because they were tilled with honey,
that made them endure the cold so well. If
plenty of good honey were kept in the cl us-
ter all the time, they might stand it that
way all winter ; but after every freeze and
thaAV they would gradually drop off, and, in
time, if the winter was severe, they would
all be gone. In our back volumes I have
given you the result of some experiments in
much the same line.—Can anybody name the
plant described?

HOW TO STEAL A LIVING, AND DO IT
HONESTLlt'.

FRIEND JONES'S IDEAS ON THE MATTER.

THINK it would be of advantage for you to

make more departments similar to those of

Hive Manufacturers, Square Men, etc. I would
suggest one "Situation Vacant," "Situation Want-
ed." I am constantly being asked if I know a good
bee-keeper that could be had at fair wages; then
another, "Bees Wanted," and another, " Bees for

Sale." I have educated many every year, and still

the demand increases. This year I expect to have
a small army of students, and I am surprised that

more young men do not serve their time at learning

the business. If we had fewer mechanics and more
bee-keepers, we should be much better off; and no
mechanic can make as much on a small investment
as can a trained and successful bee-keeper. We
have millions of dollars worth of honey going to

waste, and thousands of peopleir juringtheir health

eating vile adulterated sweets; thousands of young
men leading an idle, miserable, profligate life for the

want of some legitimate employment. Now, if they
could be Induced to learn apiculture they would be

a great lienefit to the country as well as themselves;
and to those whose inclinations lead them to steal, I

would say that bee-keeping is the only way I know
of that a man can steal his living honestly.

Beeton, Can., March 3, 1882. D. A. Jones.

Many thanks, friend Jones. The idea has
been for some time forcing itself on my
mind, on account of the number constantly
asking if I know where they can get a hand,
and others asking lor a situation. Your
ideas, my friend, about setting the bees
and young men to work gathering the honey,
are right royal ; and students who have
worked with you ought to find places readily,
north, south, east, and west ; for if we judge
of you by your fruits, you certainly know
how to Iceep bees and get honey. If you

will turn to the advertising pages, you will
see tills suggestion has boi'ne fruit too ; for
we have there a department for " Wanted, a
Bee-keeper," and " Wanted, a Situation."
Notices to this effect will be inserted for 20
cents a month, or S2.00 a year.

FROM THE BOX-ELDERS.

MR. DUSTER DISCOURSES ABOUT " WATER FOR BEES."

E took a look into Mr. Duster's bee-yard one
evening as we were passing his place the

latter part of February, and saw that he
had taken his bees out of his cellar, and there they
were, with the hono.v-house in the center and the

white hives standing all around it gleaming in the

bright moonlight — quite a little city. Wo knew
this was unusual for him — this bringing out his

bees at this season of the year; so we gave him a

call to learn what he had to say about it, and talk a

little about other bee matters.

" I never put my bees out so early before," said

Mr. Duster, in answer to an inquiry of ours, "nor
did I ever see so mild a winter since I first put bees

into the cellar for wintering. I used to put them
out about the 10th of March, but I became satisfied

that, for most seasons, it is better to let them re-

main as long as they can be kept quiet, or until they
can gather pollen.
" I was just thinking that your friend A. I. Root

would like to know just how bees have behaved this

warm winter in cellai-s, and so I give my experience.
" My bees were as quiet as usual up to about the

10th of February, when they showed some uneasi-

ness, but not enough to bo troublesome. I gave the

uneasy stocks water in a sponge, at the entrance,

with satisfactory results, and it always quieted them.

I am sorry I did not leave in a few hives to try how
long I could have kept them in the cellar, while so

warm outside.
" The two first weeks of February were the most

warm and beautiful weather that I ever saw for the

time of year. I ate it and drank it — rolled in it and
bathed in it tomy heart's content. But my bees were
in that dark cellar — my pets! and I could not but
think if this beautiful weather brought such enjoy-

ment to me, how could I keep any of God's innocent

creatures from this great flood of his beautiful sun-

light? So the night of the llth saw my bees all out.

Those hives that had sponges at the entrance could

not be closed for carrying out, for the sponges were
completely covered with bees, forming quite a large

ball. They gave no trouble in carrying out; in fact,

they seemed among the most quiet; and now for a

few more observations on

" WATER FOR BEES."

Here Mr. Duster seemed to lose himself, as is some-
times his habit; but his thoughts soon began to re-

veal themselves as he commenced soliloquizing in a

slow, deliberate way, by saying,—
" Yes, ycsl This (hobby) horse of mine Is good IC!-!

hands high; young, andgrowing; good action; style,

the best; head up and tail a coming! That's about

the size of it; and here I am just trotting it out for

some graceless, thoughtless, witless nincompoop of

a bee "

"Stop, stop! Mr. Duster," called his wife from
across the table, "you forget yourself! What ate

J
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you talking about? What has all this to do with the

few observations you were about to make?"
" Sure enouffh, sure enough!" said Mr. D., rousing:

up from his somewhat strange reverie: "but that

colt has come to stay, all the same, and T wish tore-

mark, his name is Aqua."
After this rather strange digression to which Mr.

D. is quite subject, he resumed by saying,—
" The first day after being put out, the bees had a

fine fiight, as the day was warm and but little Wind.

The air was full of them, and they seemed to be all

out at the same time. Now, this is what I wish to

call your attention to: There is a quite moist spot of

ground a few rods south of my apiary, and as soon

as the sun thawed the frost and ice, the bees

at once found it. When I first saw them hovering

over it. I thought some stock had swarmed out. I

soon saw that it was icatcr they were after, and that

the grass and ground were completely covered with

bees. I never saw any thing like it before. Thoj-

were rushing in and out of their hives in a way that I

had never seen, even when honey was in full flow.

They kept at this business until quite late in the day.

I offered them honey, but they paid no attention to

it, but passed right by it to the water. The spot

they visited was well fitted for their operations, as

the moisture just came to the surface, and they

could alight anywhere, and rise without trouble.
" One of my neighbor's boys, in coming home from

school, stopped in to tell me that my bees were ' all

over,' as he expressed it, ' and the street is full of

'em.' I asked him what they seemed to be doing.
* Getting water, I reckon, for they are around every
puddle from here to the seheolhouse.' I tell this to

show you that even a crazij schnolhov noticed the bees

getting water that day.
" The second day was just as pleasant, but the hur-

ry was over. I offered them honey as before, and I

can assure you they did not refuse it. And now one
more observation, with a pointer, and I'm done.
" When out with old bee-hunters, when a boy, they

told me to always look for a bee-tree near some wa-
ter. D'ye see? A word to the wise, etc."

R. H. Mellen.
Amboy-on-Inlet, Lee Co., 111., March 8, 1882.

A NE1V SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT.

THE MELOMETER.

fHAVE been making a discovery that seems as if

it might bo of some importance, not to beo-

keepers only, but to the rest of mankind as

well. In brief, the proposition is, that a colony of

bees on a delicate scale is more reliable than a ba-

rometer in pointing out the approach of rain. The
barometer notes only the pressure of the atmos-
phere, while the indications of the — mclomrtcr —
depend, I imagine, on pressure, the degree of mois-
ture, the electrical condition of things, the tempera-
ture, the wind, and perhaps some other things. And
won't it be fun to sell each of Undo Sam's observa-
tories a hive or two of bees?
Mymelomoter is simply the balance described in

Gleanings of Sept., 1880, p. 416. Any scale that will

carrj' a hive, and indicate the ounces accurately,
would do as well; but I think that many of the hive-

scales in actual use would be nearly worthless for
this purpose. I used my scale for two seasons ^v1th-

out the slightest idea that I had a wcathor-indicator.

Recently, however, I drew off the records that were

scattered through the pages of my day-books, and

put them in s\ich shape that they could be compared
with weather and yields of honey in future years.

As soon as this was done, the relation between the

approach of rain and the rise of the honey-yield be-

came strikingly apparent. I will now try to indicate

the rules governing the new instrument, as far as I

have discovered them.

I. It is the increase or decrease, or remaining sta-

tionary of the honey-How, that counts — the more
amount brought in signifying nothing. In fact, the

indications are rather plainer when the yield is very

small.

If. About three days is the usual warning given of

a rain; but often the time is shorter, and sometimes

rain follows in a few hours after the scales show an

increase.

III. The more rapid the increase of the honey-

ylekl, the more violent will be the storm.

IV. If the increased flow is maintained after a

rain, there is probability, but not certainty, of

more rain in a day or two.

V. Total cessation, or nearly total cessation, of the

honey-flow for several days, is liable to eventuate in

rain.

VI. When a rise of several days* duration eventu'

ates in rain, a slight decline sometimes sets in the

day before the rain comes. In these records, how-

ever, the decline of the last figure is often owing to

the bees' being driven in from gathering by the rain

itself.

VII. When rain fails to appear as per Rule II., and

the honey secretion wavers, there is still strong prob-

ability of raiu within two or three days; but the

amount of rainfall will probably be trifling.

VIII. In applying previous rules, the sudden open-

ing of bloom, or close of bloom, of important honey-

plants, must sometimes be allowed for; also any
great change in the working condition of the colony,

as swarming or preparing to swarm, or robbing, or

raids on stores of sweets.

As all will agree that this is important if true, I think

I must present my data in full, even if necessary to

divide and have part next month. If I pick my illus-

trations, the reader will have no fair means of judg*

ingwhat the thing does amount to. Records com-

mence with the spring of 1880. Figures will desig-

nate the number of ounces brought in dtiring one

day, and dates will be omitted when days succeed in

regular order. From one comma to another will be

one day, except that rains coming nefore the honey-

yield of the daj', or after the honey-yield of the day,

will be pointed off with commas.
INIay 4th, 2, 13, 15, 28, 14, 4, rain.

Rain is not to be expected on a declining yield, but

these days cover the close of the fruit-bloom; never-

theless, this run is unsatisfactory as an example.

Upon such figures I should expect rain on the Gth or

8th. I have a suspicion that there was a f-hower in

the night, which I did not record. My weather-notes

were not nearly as precise as they would have been

had I expected to make the present use of them.

May 10th, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, rain. Here the one

ounce on the 12th did not result in rain; but the two
ounces of May 18th pointed to rain, which came the

afternoon of the next day. The day on which the

rain fell, the honey-record was a cipher; but the

next day (May 20th) one ounce came in, in the earHer

part of the day, followed by a heavy shower the same
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afternoon, and by lighter rains for the next two
days.

May 23d, 0, 3, 5, rain. Five oz. were also brought in

the same day as the rain, increasing to 6 the next
day, with slig-ht rain the same afternoon. This illus-

trates Rule IV.

May 28tb, 0, 4, rain. Then follow two days of alter-

nate sunshine and violent showers, honey secretion

seeming to continue. (Rule 4.)

June Ist, 3, 3, sprinkles.

June 3d, 2, 6, light rain, and 10, 0, and sprinkles.

On June Tth, the weight was not reliably taken.

June 8th, 0, i, 1, 5, 15, rain. This rain came in the

afternoon, and was followed by a sharp increase of

the honey secretion, bees getting in 18 oz. that after-

noon. Storm and rain for the next two days fol-

lowed.

June 16th, 34, 17, 0, 10, 9. Just as we would be led

to expect, no rain followed this diminuendo.
Juno 2l8t, 15, 31, 60, 58, rain. (Rule VI.)

Correct weights could not be taken for the next
two days, on account of a grand swarming mchc.
Honey secretion-was probably continued, and show-
ers fell on the 2Tth, 28th, and 29th.

June 29th, 13, 21, 49, rain.

July 2d, 22, 24, 33, rain, and 33, sprinkles, and 9.

July Tth, 3, 11, 14, light rain.

July 10th, 0, heavy rain. This heavy rain, follow-

ing a day of no honey secretion, is somewhat anom-
alous.

July 12th, 2, 9, 12, rain.

July l5th, colony swarmed.
July 16th, 1, 5, rain. On this rainy day the honey-

ttow increased to 15 oz., and the next day was very
r?Jny. It rained also the succeeding day, which had
a small honey secretion.

July 21st, 0, 9, rain, 7 and rain.

July 24th, 3, 16, rain, 6 and rain.

July 27th, 10, 13, 15, 19, 17, 13, and sprinkles. (Rule
VII.) Here false expectations of rain on the 30th

might have been formed.
Aug-. 2d, 11 and slight rain.

Aug. 3d, 1, 12, 14, 14, 14, 13, no rain.

Aug. 8th, 13, 14, 15, rain.

Aug. 12th, 13, 16. rain.

Aug. 15ih, 3, 9, 25, rain.

Aug. 18th, 27, rain.

Aug. 20th, 13, 20, 41, 41, 50, heavy rains.

Aug. 26th, 33, 53, 26 and rain. Two days of lowcry,
drizzly weather succeeded, during which little was
gathered; but honey secretion may have continued.
Aug. 31st, 52, 52, 33 and rain.

Sept. 3d, 9, 20, 1.5, 13, 0, 0, light rain. Unless there
was a shower on the night of the 4th, which I did not
record, the failure of rain at that point looks a little

lawless.

Sept. 10th, 10, 11, 10 and rain.

Sept. 13th, 0, 0, 2, 7, rain.

Sept. 17th, 5, 3, 1, slight rain. This looks lawless;

but quite possibly the decline is merely the effect of
.the frost of Sept. 15th.

Sept. 20th, 9, 3, 0, no rain.

Sept. 23d, 1, 0, light rain.

This closes the honey season of 1880. I leave it

with the reader if the figures do not pretty strongly
support the assumptions at the head of the article.

Next time, if the editor does not refuse, I will bring
forward the remainder cf the evidence.

E. E. Hasty.
Richards, Lucas Co., O., March 8, 1882.

The above idea is certainly novel; but al-

though the figures so far seem to point
strongly in the way of some relationship be-
tween honey and rain, I can hardly feel sat-
islied it is not accidental. The record of the
rate at whicli honey comes in day by day
through the honey season is interesting and
valuable, and we, for the present, may thank
friend Hasty, and stand ready to be con-
vinced, upon the presentation of further
facts.

I^lilAKNING OUR BUSINESS.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT COMB FOUNDATION.

I^RIEND HUTCHINSON, I may be mistaken in

JBp regard to supposing that the best way how to

learn the truths of apiculture is to spend a

season with a successful apiarist; but yet, I think

not. If because what is true in a few instances in

Michigan is false in Florida, as regards our pursuit,

still It remains a fact, that the great basic princi-

ples, not only of apiculture, but of successful apicul-

ture, are facts the world over. If my plan is wrong,
so is our State Agricultural College, aecorSing to

your method of reasoning. So is a journal devoted

to articles from North and South, Germany and Eng-
land, only half a journal to each faction.

But " few persons can leave home convenientlij to

become apprentices."

I never thought of that. I had forgotten I was a
supply dealer. My mind was, for the moment, be-

fogged with the idea that wg were working for the

greatest number of pounds of honey from tho few-

est number of producers, and, consequently, best

price for that honcj'.

Please excuse me. I am surely becoming disloyal

to the fraternity to which I belong, as a Supply deal-

er. It was only a mistake. lam smart enough to see

that my plan would tend ro bring about an economj'
in supplies that would prove damaging to us fellows,

when I stop to reflect. Yes, 'tis true one smoker,
one swarm-arrester, one honey-knife, one extractor,

would be needed by the two or three colony fellow,

the same as by the specialist. Besides, the fellow

climbing the hill uninstructed will often over pur-

chase, and buy some Mitchell and Lizzie Cotton
goods, which goods do not stand in the way of fur-

ther purchase, just as soon as he gets a little more
self-culture, home instruction. No in-" conveni-
ence" should be allowed to check the influx into

this business. We should be proud of tho noise,

when we can stand up and shout, " The only husiness

entirely free from in-'convcniencd'

"

It is simply a question of "'a great many pounds
from a few producers," or, "a few pounds each
from a great many producers." Of course, I see my
intei'cst in the matter; but then, "'tis human to

err." Sometimes, before a man hardly knows it, his

integrity will get the start of his policy.

But we agree exactly in regard to the "Square
List;" but let's not say any thing about it, except

by our actions.

I can second friend Hasty's compliment to the

proof-reader, and even go further: I congratulate

the typo on his superiority over mo in reading my
coldest hieroglyphics.

But now a word about
COMB FOUNDATION.

I want to tell you, in as few words as possible,

why I like the Given press and its products above

1
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all in the fdn. line. First of all, I can print both

heavy and light sheets with greater speed, with less

than one-half the perplexing trouble, and not one-

t< nth the muss and daub that I experienced with any

of the live roller mills I have used; besides the

fact that I can instantly make it upon and around
wires previously woven into the frames, and when
on said wires it is on to perfection ; because I can take

the sheets dry from the pile of sheeted wax; because

they come through the mill dry, ready for use or

shipping; because it needs no papers between the

sheets to ship safely; because my sheets will be the

same size after printing, that they were before. We
can dip to order.

Now regarding the value of the fdn. when put to

the bees. By demonstration I have proved to my-
self that this style of fdn. is drawn further and
quicker by the bees than any other I could get; also

that the comb was more delicate, and thinner, both

in base and side wall, than any other.

These facts have, like all others, got their "why;"
and knowing how much better a strange reader

feels after hearing a reasonable " why," I will give

the one that strikes me, as follows: First, the press

makes the thinnest base fdn. of all. Now, whether
you make thick or thin, the wax is in the line, or

side wall, in greater proportion than with any other

fdn. This line is about as high as any, and broad-

er and softer than any other printed by pressure,

between rolls or otherwise. Bees will sn»ic<imc,s thin

even the base of fdn. They will always draw out all

of the line, or side wall, of any soft-line fdn. It fol-

lows, that we should demand perfection in the base

(thinness and concave shape), while it matters but

little about the line, further than this: that the

more wax it contains, the thicker comb it will make.
The softer the wax in that line, the greater the cer-

tainty and speed with which the bees will change
fdn. to comb; also, the more delicate will be that

comb, both in &ide wall and septum. I have never
heard any thing but praise from those who had

tried the press or its products, except in one case

of complaint of the fdn. I sold a party last season,

and now he is ordering a press. I have no interest

in this mill, or any other; only with truth, as it ap-

pears to me.
Friend Koot, I send you by this mail, samples (ex-

act specimens of full sheets of heavy and light Giv-

en, heavy and light Vandcrvort, light and heavy
Dunham). With your experience, I think you will

have no trouble in determining " which is which." I

hope they will aid you in some interesting com-
menta. They are a few of the best styles of fdn.

that we employed in our late tests.
James Heddon.

Dowagiac, Mich., March 7, 1882.

Many thanks for the samples, friend 11.,

althouglt I already had all, except your Giv-
en samples. These latter are a tritle better
than any I have seen before, but still they
are not as tliin in the base as fdn. we make
on our rolls now, and several others that
have been sent in. 8o far as the style of the
Given is concerned, we have a mill we have
been using for the last year that makes fdn.
almost exactly like it. With this and the
Given, the walls are so broad that a great
part of the sheet is wax almost as soft as it

was before embossing, and it would look now
almost as if the coming fdn. were to be only
thick sheets of wax, with a hole pricked
where the cells are to be. Among your sam-

ples is one that I can not locate. It much
resembles a piece sent me recently by Mrs.
Dunham. It is, in reality, artificial comb,
lor the cells are deep enough for the queen
to lay, or for honey to be stored therein.
The shape of cell hardly looks like the Dun-
ham, and the comb has a tritle higher walls,
and the base of the cell even thinner. As I
look at these, I begin to wonder if it is not
really true that we are creeping along —
slowly, it is true, but year by year nearer
to real honey-comb. No one person is going
to build this complete comb, as it were ; but
great numbers are to give it a touch and a
twist, and out of the multitude of touches
from a multitude of people, the beautiful
complete structure is to be evolved. At this
minute our factory is a perfect roar of indus-
try. Toward a hundred busy brains and
pairs of hands are laboring to perfect facili-

ties and aids for the unconscious little lioney-
bee. I do not know where the end of it all

is to be; but I do feel, in my very being,
that an all-seeing Eye is above and over all,

and that he has planned all things wisely and
well.

GIVEN FUN. IN TWETAIi-CORNERED
FUAMES.

FRIEND good's EXPERIENCE.

SSEE in last Gleanings you convey the :dea that

fdn. can not be pressed into metal-cornered

wired frames with the Given press, which is a

grand mistake, and I believe you have done friend

Given an injustice by so doing, as I have heard from
parties who have ordered presses, but say they will

countermand their orders if you are correct. After
giving the metal-cornered frames a thorough trial,

I wish to say that I never want to use any other in

my apiary, and I have filled thousands of them with

fdn. with the Given press, without any inconven-

ience on account of the metal corners whatever. I

now use top corners onlj', and in making my frames
I use wire nails for nailing the bottom piece on. In

making the frames I drive the nails in only far

enough to hold the bottom piece in place; then in

wiring my frames I fasten the ends of the wire to

those nails, and then in pressing the fdn. in, if it does

not lift off readily, I take a pair of pliers and draw
the nails enough to loosen the bottom piece; then

take hold of the bottom piece, and you can draw the

fdn. off very easily. You that way have the same
advantage that friend Given has, by not putting the

end pieces in till after the fdn. is pressed in. I send

you one of these frames by this mail. What do you
think of it? I hope it will reach j'ou In good shape.

Now, friend Hoot, if you or anyone else has a Giv-

en press, and can not make it do good work pressing

fdn. in metal-cornered wired frames, I will como
and make it work for you by you paying my travel-

ing expenses; and if I fail to make it do good work.

I will take the press off your hands, and pay you for

all your trouble.

Now will you not, in next Gleanings, correct the

idea that you conveyed, that the metal corners could

not be used on the Given press? 1. R. Good.
Nappanee, Ind., March 15, 188:i,

Many thanks, my good friend " Good,"
not only for your experience with the Given
press, but for the frame of wired fdn. that
came in pretty good order. Forgive me if
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I am stubborn, but I really do not like the
idea of having the bottom-bar nailed on as
in your sample. If the frames in the upper
story should ever get waxed fast to those in

the 'lower, as they often do, there is great
Clanger of the bottom-bar pulling off and
tearing the comb in two. I know very well
that fdn. can be put in the wired frames
with the Given press, for friend Given and I

have corresponded in regard to the matter,
and he has mailed me a sample like yours,
only yours is a great improvement over the
one he sent. Still, neither of them had the
fdn. clear up to the wood, as we have it in
those we put up in the old way. You know
my principal point last month was this.

Well, what is the reason you do not have the
fdn. come clear up to the wood on all sidesV
I know that the bees, of themselves, are dis-

posed to leave a vacancy at both sides and
bottom between the comb and the wood;
but this vacancy is just what I don't want.
The recent agitation of the matter of hav-
ing reversible combs is, principally, that it

will make the bees build the combs close up
to the bottom-bar, exactly as they do the
top-bar, and having the fdn. fastened to the
wood all round will do this, usually, without
any reversing. Well, the wires in the frame
you sent were not drawn tight, nor even
straight

;
yet three of them were broken, and

one wire Avas broken in two places. The
fdn. was also broken along the wires, in one
or two places. Now, for all this I presume
it would work very well to hang it right in
the hive just as it came ; and I think very
likely it was much owing to the cold weather
when it came through the mails. The great
point is, we want a machine that will till

frames rapidly, and put the fdn. in. In such
a substantial manner that the frames can be
shipped anywhere, either in winter or sum-
mer, without breaking out. Vve can do this
with the sheets put in by hand, as we have
pretty well demonstrated this winter ; still,

for the present I think it better to ship
frames of fdn. in moderate weather. Now
will some one please report in regard to re-
ceiving frames of fdn. put in on the Given
machine, shipped long distancesV I have
been for some time waiting to receive such
reports.

Just one more point : The fdn. made on
the Given machine is much more brittle to

handle than that made with rolls. The same
is the case with that made on the rubber
plates ; in fact, one is very much disposed to
get out of patience in trying to handle or cut
either, after handling the rolled fdn. I can
cut up rolled fdn. with the shears without
any trouble, when I want to send out sam-
ples ; but if I try to clip off a piece of the
Given, at the same time and in the same
room, it breaks all into little bits and falls

through my fingers. Of course, warming it

more Avould make it do better ; but I think
it is best to consider all these points. No
doubt but that this same quality makes it

easier for the bees to work, for they do not
often have wax break to pieces on their
"hands." They are too old for that.

Now, after all this complaint I want a
Given ))ress at once, and I have sent the or-

der to friend Given to-day. If you, friend

Good, can help to work out the problem, I
will gladly pay all expenses ; in fact, I will

pay your expenses out here to help us work
it, any w^ay. Mayhap we can teach you
something else that will do you " good," at
the same time. I mail you both to-day one
of our wired frames just as I would have
them ; and bear in mind, I want a press that
will make a sheet of fdn. just as large as it

can be squeezed into the frame. It can be
put into the frame before the corners are put
on, if it can not be done any other way, but
I should very much rather have the fdn. put
in after the frame is all made as usual. If
there should be a small corner left off at
each corner of the frame, it w^ould not mat-
ter very much. One great point in favor of
the Given press is, tliat it does away with
all trimming, and there are no scraps of wax
to gather up and be lying around. The trim-
ming is the great drawback to all plaster
and rubber-plate machines. The rubber
machines cost $8.00 ; the new improved
rolls, SoO.OO ; the Given press, §45.00. The
above are all for the L. frame. As some of
our new readers may not know what we
mean by the Given press, of which so much
has been said of late, we give the picture of
it again.

THE GIVEN rOUNDATION PRESS.

In the first place, we make sheets of plain
w^a,x, just the size to fill our frame. The
plan of doing this rapidly is by means of a
board of I basswood, made just the size you
wish, and immersed all over in the wax,
while held by a wire bail. This makes two
sheets, just right without any trimming. The
wired frame is now laid in the press as
shown, and a single sheet placed on the
wires, in the frame, The pressure makes
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the fda., and fastens it in the fracie at one
operation. There is one more point I do not
like : If I am correct, the press is very apt
to cut the wires, if as large as No. 30, such
as we use. Well, No. ^(i, such as friend Giv-
en uses, is not, in my oinnion, strong enough.
^Ve have used it, but it annoyed us by break-
ing after the combs were built out. Friend
Good uses No. 36 wire, but it was broken, as
I have told you. No doubt all these ditlicul-

ties will soon be remedied. If 1 could have
just what I want, t would have the deep fdn.
— almost honey- comb — mentioned on an-
other page, made in wired frames, and tight
up against the wood all around. As the
Given press can't make this, I presume we
shall have to be satisfied with the next best
thing, especially as we are not yet positively

sure the " next best "
is not the best.

HOW FAR BEES FliY FOR HONEY.

A "clincher" this time.

THE CATAI.PA.

ITS VALUE FOR POSTS AS WELL AS HONEY.

^J|INCE writing and advertising the catalpa-tree

^^ as a honey-tret', and that the wood is decay-
^^ proof, I have had a great many cards and let-

ters asiiing for information concerning said tree;

and perhaps I can answer most intelligently by
quoting Douglas & Sons' catalogue, and it rday bo

of interest to others. " W. R. Arthur, Sup't I. C. R.

R., informed me he visited the old homestead, and
took up a catalpa gate-post that his father set 40

years before. It was found as sound as the day it

was set. Judge Upsher, of Indiana, stated that old

citizens informed him the old stockade, built bj' the

first French settlers, was mostly of catalpa-trees

that grew in the forests there; and when the stock-

ade was torn down, nearly one hundred years after,

the posts Avere perfectly sound, and gave no indica-
i

tion of decay. The early settlers in Knox County,
Ind., found a catalpa log that had fallen across a

stream, and used as a foot-log until it was flattened

on top by the wear of the feet. An old Indian, in

answer to the question how long the log had been
there, replied: 'My father's father crossed on that

log,' making it over 100 yeats old. In Southern Illi-

nois, another catalpa foot-log had been in use about
100 years. Prof, liurrill, of the Illinois Industrial

University, had the log sawn into boards, and ex-

hibited one board perfectly sound, at the Centen-

nial." I could give many more testimonials, but
this is enough. I have grape-stakes that were two-

year-old sprouts, that have been in the ground 7

years, and are sound to-day. They are as easy to

raise as corn; there is no tree-seed that I know of

that germinates as surely and quickly, and I plant a

great many seed each year. As to its honey value, I

put it equal to the bass wood. I may overestimate it,

but I have a patch of 1000 trees, and I am watching
them closely. One thing 1 do know, that, while they

are in blossom, my bees work on them excitedly,

Rantoul, 111., March 3, 1883. H. M. Morris.

I have given the above to draw out further
facts in regard to the niatter. There is,

without question, something wonderful in
- regard to the durability of this timber; but
I am not so sure -of the honey. We have
several large trees in our town, but it is not
visited at all by our bees, only on occasional
seasons. How is it in other places V

fj?)
SEE by the Dec. No. of Gleanings, p. 596, that

ji| y i miles is as far as you have found Italians

working from home, and you think there is

some mistake about their going 7 miles for honey.
Again, in answer to Hugh Marlin, in Jan. No., p. 31,

you call for the experience of others. Now, with
your permission, I will give my experience. Fidal-

go, my home, is on an island. There were no bees

here until I introduced them, in 1879. In the spring

of 1880 1 Italianized 3 swarms with tested queens re-

ceived from you, and the middle of June had an Ital-

ian queen in all of my hives. These are the only

Italians in the county. Some time in July I was on a

visit to the head of Fidalgo Buy, just 5 miles from
home in a straight line, and while walking in the

gentleman's orchard I found the Italians just swarm-
ing on the white clover. And they seemed to have
come here through choice, as they passed over fields

of clover and other flowers on the way here.

But the longest flight that I ever noticed was last

fall, in September. I live on the southeast side of

the island, facing Fidelia Bay, a sheet of salt water
.5' 3 miles from land to land. Flowers had become
very scarce on the island; the bees had killed all of

their drones, and I supposed quit work for the sea-

son. About a week later I was one day thrashing

some peas in a field on the southeast side of my
house, when one of my little boys, playing on the

strawstack, called my attention to the bees fly-

ing overhead. I stopped work and commenced
looking. Presently I could see them, a string of

bees 20 feet high. I could hardly think they were
bees, for the nearest land in that direction wasCii
miles. As I was not far from the apiary, I followed

up the line and found them dropping down, as it

were, from the clouds, loaded down with honey and
pollen, and covered with the yellow dust from the

goldenrod. I didn't stop for smoke, but opened a

hive at once, and found everything full— the queen
fairly crowded out. I just made things fly until I

had a sheet of fdn. in every hive (I had taken the

supers rff the week before).

Now the question was, where were they getting

the honey? I must find that out, sure. I noticed

that every bee seemed tired out, and would stop to

pant and get breath after striking the alighting-

board before running into the hive. I was satisfied

they were going to the main land, and I was bound
to know for a certainty. The next morning, about

9 o'clock, the bees were flying nicely. I launched my
boat and started across on the line of flight. As it

was very calm, and- the water as smooth as a mir-

ror, I had no trouble in seeing the lineof flying bees.

After a little over an houi-'s pull I landed in a small

sloujih on the Swinomish tide flats (a reclaimed salt

marsh of several thousand acres). I clambered up
on to the dike, and, as far as I could see, the dikes in

everj' direction were covered with goldenrod In full

bloom —a perfect blaze of gold in the morning sun.

The first thing, I found the bees at work; and all

Italians, and, of course, mine. I was now bVj miles

from home.
Now, in an easterly direction, 7 miles from Fair-

view (the place where I landed), there is an apiary of

50 stands of black bees, kept by friend Chilburgh, on
Pleasant Ridge. These dikes are all laid out with

foot-paths on top, so I had no trouble in following
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on the line of blossoms. I crossed the dikes of four

quarter-sectioHs, making two miles. I hei-e struck an

open slough that I could not cross without a boat.

On the banks of this slough I found quite a number
of Italians, and also a few black bees, which I con-

cluded wore from the Pleasant Ridge apiary. I was
nowT'/^ miles from my homo (S'/i by water and 3 by
land), and still I found Italians, though not very

plenty. Could I have crossed the slough, I am confi-

dent I should have found my bees quite a distance

further. I followed the slough that ran to the north-

oast for half a mile further, and still found bees in

tho ratio of 3 blacks to 1 Italian. I was probably
nothing less than 5 miles of the black apiary. I then
turned back for home, perfectly satisfied with my
trip, for I had proven to a certainty that bees would
lly from 7 to 8 miles for honey. There could be no
mistake, for I am the only one in this part of the

country who keeps Italians, and I have never lost a
swarm, having always artiticially swarmed my bees
before they were ready to swarm naturally. Now,
if you think the above Is worth recording, I should
like to see it in Gleanings. H. A. March,
Fidalgo, Whatcom Co., Wash. Ter., March, 1883.

Many thanks, friend M. I have clianged
the statement in the A B C, but still I am
inclined to think they would go further over
the water, as in your case, than over Iiills

and forests, as with us. We have given
you credit for §2.50 for that day's work in
l)ehalf of the cause of bees and science, as at
least a partial payment for the service. If
you have goldenrod like that every year, I
think it would be a pretty good place for a
bee-keeper to go to.

HONEY FROM THE OAK.

EN compliance with your request contained in the
December No. of Gleanings, I inclose a live-

oak twig with two balls attached, from which,
at certain seasons of the year, bees procure a cer-
tain quantity of honey. These balls are simply nut-
galls, from which tho tannic acid of commerce is

principally obtained. I can not undertake to ex-
plain how a substance yielding, or, rather, contain-
ing, tannic acid in such large proportions, will also,

by some hidden process of nature, yield honey, an
article essentially different in all its properties from
tannic acid. But such is the act, for I have often-
times seen live-oak trees swarming, not only with
bees, but also with many other varieties of insects in
pursuit of this honey. Nor can I perceive any pe-
culiarity in taste differing from that of honey pro-
curetl from many other sources.
Should you desire to experiment in the cultiva-

tion of the live oak, I will take great pleasure in
sending you some of the acorns, as soon as they
ripen in the fall, though I doubt very much the suc-
cess of the experiment in your latitude, as it is a tree
indigenous to the Southern climate, and one which
I have never seen growing north of Mobile, Ala.
With us tho live oak may be considered an ever-
green, as it remains perfectly green during the en-
tire winter, and, in fact, until the old leaf is pushed
off, as it were, by the appearance of the new. As an
ornamental or shade tree, it surpasses aU other va-
rieties of the oak family; and a grovo of them
would remind you of an old and well-preserved
apple orchard. It yields. In profuse abundance, a
dark brown or nearly black acjrn of an oblong coni-

cal shape, of a sweetish astringent taste, and of

which all quadrupeds, and many of the larger birds,

are excessively fond. The timber is highly prized

by us for its strength and durability. As an in-

stance of tho latter quality, I will mention that I

have a gate-post which has been in use for more
than thirty-one years. I. A. Wimbish.
Cuero, DeWitt Co., Texas, Jan. 9, 1883.

And here is something from another friend
who sends us samples:

—

The cuttings of live oak I sent you some time ago,

with the apples, or nut-galls, adhering, are the balls

spoken of by I. L. VanZandt, and many others, as

furnishing bees with considerable honey. 1 don't

know that I can give you a better explanation than
friend Van Zandt has done in Gleanings of Dec,
1881, page 001. We have an abundance of the oak in

this section of country, and the bees (and other in-

sects) must gather considerable honey from tho

balls, for their loud humming will attract your at-

tention in passing by the trees. The oak may
grow in your country, friend Root, but I doubt
whether you have the fly that causes tho growth
of the "honey-balls." You will see on the balls

I sent you the circle of black spots, showing
where the honey was exuded; and in cuttimg them
open you will find a little cavity containing the tly,

in some stage of growth. If you would like to have
a few growing near your apiary, I will try to send

you a few small trees next fall. Thos. Balcomd.
Luling, Caldwell Co., Texas, March 5, 1883.

Many thanks, my friends. I hardly think
I will try growing oak-trees for honey just
yet, especially if we are to depend on "bugs"
and the like to make the honey-yield. I
have had a drawing made of the twig and
ball, sent by friend 11.

TWIG, WITH ONE OV THE BALLS, THAT
PRODUCES THE HONEY FROM THE OAK.
The friends will observe the leaves are

not all just alike in shape. The samples
sent by the first writer all had a regular
curved outline, while the cut shows many
with a scalloped or slightly notched edge. I
should infer from this, that the honey is not
confined to any one species. In fact, re-

ports in our back volumes show that honey
is often gathered from a species of oak in
the JSorth; and, if I am correct, it some-
times comes from the buds instead of oak-
galls. Those who are curious in the matter
can, by means of the indexes, go over the
whole matter, for we have had reports of it

for nearly ten years past.
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FRIEND STEHIiE'S VISIT.

THE BBK8 THAT BUILT COMBS Al.lj OVER THE OUT-
SIDE OP THEIR HIVES.

-ITH your permission I will report about

those Iteeion the outside of the hive (if not too

late), an account of which appeared in the

May No. of Gleanings, 1881, p. 239. I wrote down
with pencil a short sketch of ray visit there, but I

could not get time, somehow, to put it in shape for a

report, on account of work. June 8, 1881, a friend

and myself started to visit the apiary of Mr. Doanc,

to inspect those bees outside of the hive. We ar-

rived at Stanleyville just after a heavy shower. We
found Mr. Doane, his good wife, and a visitor, chat-

ting on the porch of their house. Wc told our er-

rand, and it seemed to please Mr. Doane greatly that

somebody had taken so much interest in his bees as

to drive out from Marietta, over such bad roads, to

see them. As I never have much time to lose, we
declined the invitation to take a seat, and made a

motion to see the bees. Mr. Doane remarked he had

not seen them for a week. Said he, "They are very

cross, and most generally chase me away." We as-

sured him that we did not fear them, so he came
along with us to see the fun.

Owing to the shower above mentioned, all was qui-

et; the hives looked about the same as when I first

saw them in November, 18T9 — combs all over the

hives, on the sides and back, also on top. very little

in front, also below the hives down to the ground.

On the first hive there were no bees to be seen on
the outside. Mr. Doane said, " I guess they are all

dead." I gave the hive a rap, which was answered
within by a big hum. I looked at Mr. Doane to see

him smile; but "nary" a smile. I rapped again and
said, " They arc all right; don't you hear them buzz
now? " He told me that he once could hear the bees

hum, but he could hear nothing now.
Upon close examination I found the combs on the

outside all empty; even the combs below the hive

were not occupied. The bees were evidently driven

up into the hive by the cold weather; as there is no
bottom to the hive, it is quite an easy matter for the

bees to move up. Judging from the buzz made by
the bees, this must be a fair colony; but when all

this outside comb was filled with bees, there must
have been at least a bushel of them.
The second hive is covered with combs like the

first; no bees on sides; back of the hive, all the

combs look dry and clean; no sign of moth worms;
also not the least sign of dysentery. This colony is

in better condition than the first. The combs below
the hive are filled with bees down to the ground; 3

sheets of new combs have been built nearly down to

the ground — two worker, one drone comb, and all

were filled with larva}. There is nothing around
this lower comb. They are exposed all around. Just
think of it, and full of brood! doubtless this is a
rousing big colony. There is no surplus honey any-
where stored on the outside. This is a striking con-
trast to nay best colonies, which at that time had
from 50 to 70 lbs. of surplus honey in the upper sto-

ry. From all appearance these bees wintered wiih-

out dysentery. I have examined every thing very
closely, and find all about the hives sweet and clean.

In all ordinary seasons, I think these bees must be
unprofitable, owing to the disadvantage of being ex-
posed tcf the weather. It is not easy to calculate
how much surplus honey those two colonies would

have made inside of a good hive, with plenty of

room (for an intelligent bee-keeper) while they were
building all this comb on the outside. It would
probably have astonished any of us.

Brother Koot, I don't see whj' the moths don't com-
mit depredations on these combs, so exposed. Mr.
Doane regrets very much that his bees don't swarm
(his is a non-swarming hive); they have not swarmed
in twelve years. He says he bought some patent
hives (cheap) at a sale, and would like very much to

try them, but thinks he must buy a swarm, as his

bees won't swarm. I could not help meditating on
the difference between the bee-man who keeps post-

ed, and is up to the times, and this old friend. But
as our conversation had to be carried on in a very
high key, I did not venture to say any thing about
modern bee-keeping.

In 187!t he got lots of honej- from his bees, from the
outside of his hives; and the same season my bees
made scarcely a living — only about six miles dis-

tance apart, on a bee-line.

At the present writing, all my bees are busy gath-

ering pollen. Every one wintered well on summer
stands; also the winter of 1880-'81, every one of my
colonies wintered through on summer stands. I

think, for this section, outdoor wintering by far the
safest way. K. Stehle.
Marietta, O., March 1 , 1S83.

And it seems, friend S., that, even if it is

demonstrated tliat bees will live almost right
out of doors, witliout protection, tliey do not
yield the profit that they do with more mod-
ern appliances. The fact that these bees are
so healthy, and winter safely every winter,
seems to carry a lesson with "it ; but why do
they never swarm ? Is it because of having
so much empty comb about them all the
time V

JONES'S SYSTEM OF COITIB HONEY.

TALL FRAMES AND SHALLOW FRAMES.

fllE following, from the ]^Iontreal ^Veek-
ly Witness, we publish principally be-
cause it touches on the new system of

getting comb honey in the body of the hive,
by use of the perforated zinc division-boards:

COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY.
Sir : As our maiket demands comb honey as well as extracted

.

I would liko to know, through Mr. Jones aiid the Witness, if tlie
Jones hive can be worked with advantage for the production of
comb honey. Mr. Doolittle, Mr. A. I. Root, and other large pro-
ducers of comb hone}', u^e a shallower frame than the Jones,
and make the hives two and even three stories high by placing
one on top of another. If I am correct, the Jones frame is too
deep to be used as a two-story hive in this way. Is there any
advantage in using a two-story hive for e-Ktraeting!
Claude, Out. Novice.

The Jones hive can be used to advantage for the
production of comb honey, on the new and approved
principle of taking comb honey from the body of the
hive. The above hive is best adapted to, and has
many great advantages over others. For instance,
the long shallow frame could not be worked as we
do the Jones frame, which is about lO-J^xW inches, in-
side measure. It can be used as a two-story hive if

properl.y arranged; but I can get larger yields of
honey from a one-story of my size and shape of
Irame. The way to take honey is from the brood-
chamber. By the use of the perforated metal divi-
sion-board, the queen Is prevented from getting
back of it to lay in the sections, while the bees pass
through as easily as if there were none there. Now
you have a sufficient number of combs to keep the
queen laying in front of hive; next, back of it you
have your perforated metal, then your frames of
sections, and behind, either hatching brood or larvae,
or empty combs to be filled with honey for extract-
ing. You cau extract from those combs, and the
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oftener you extract from those combs behind the
section, the faster they store in the sections; or, if

you just uncap the honey in front, if there shf)uld

be anv. they carry it back and store it in the sections
and rill its pluco with brood. Thus you caa talie

both extracted and comb honey at the same time;
and should there be a sudden large flow of honey,
the bees would not lose it by waiting to build comb,
but would always have empty combs to store in. Be-
sides, they build or draw out more comb in the cen-
ter of the brood-chamber than any other place. Cold
nights do not drive them from their work. There is

no coaxing them into the boxes, as is often the CMse
with other systems; but, rather, you make them
store the hcney just where you want it, and yet let

them put it where they are sure to if not prevented,
or, rather, where thsy always will put it it there is a
Chance to do so. Besides, the honey stored in the
brood-chambor is richer and finer than that stored
elsewhere, because it is better ripened; the heat of
the bees and brood evaporates it faster, thicker, and
more lively. A lady bee-keeper once remarked to
me, that bread, if kept an unusually long time bak-
ing, is never as good as that baked in time, and she
also thought honey is simifir. and should be ripened
rapidily after being gathered from the flowers. All
the first-prize honey at the great honey show last

fall was taken from the Jones hive on the above
principles. The shallow frames were invented more
than twenty years ago, before the honey-extractor
was known, and were made as shallow as possible, to
make room on top of the frames for honey-boxes.
The honey-extractor or perforated metal, and many
other valuable inventions, have completely super-
seded what has been considered by many the only
way to manage bees. 1 have used two and more sto-

ries of both shallow and deep frames, and lind, for
extracting, the single, or one-story, the best, all

things considered. In the long season I frequently
take over oOUO lbs. of honey in a day, and I could not
do it if I had the cumbersome complicated ti.vtures

that some use and call beo-hives. D. A. Jones.

The above frame, it will be noticed, is not
very different from the old-style American
frames which were in such extensive use a
few years ago. We used them for about iive

years exclusively, and for both comb and ex-
tracted honey. Of course, we did not use
the perforated metal division-boards. These
will, witliout doubt, keep the queen out of
the section honey ; but so Avill our present
division-boards, for that matter. Perforated
separators were used to a considerable ex-
tent last season ; but we have had no very
favorable reports from them, that I know of.

Eriend Jones feels sure that I will, in time,
come over to his way of thinking, and it

may be I will ; for I well remember when I

agreed with Mr. Langstrotli, that comb fdn.
was not very practicable. At present, it

does not seem to me i)robable that a deep
frame, and metal division-boards, are going
into general use.

IIVTKODUCIIMG CtUEENS.

SOMETHINQ OLD.

apsliO numerous have been the modes of introduc.

^^ ing queens, detailed from time to time, I fear,

upon reading the naption of this article, you
will be more likely to consign this to the waste-

basket than to give it a place in Gle.-vnings. Yet,

like a child that is pleased with a new toy, and
would be thrusting it into the face of every one for

admiration, I must need risk a rebuff, by essaying

a description of what I amccive to be an infallibU

waij,\i the instructions are strictly followed. I have
followed it since 1876; have sold many queens, and
Instructed the parties to follow this plan, and there

has never yet been a queen lost. You will find the

plan detailed by Frank Benton (whom you will ad-

mit is good authority), in Dee-Kcepcrs' Magazine, 1875,

page 130, in answer to an inquiry I made on page 66,

same volume, which I suppose is on your shelves.

In 1880 1 got hold of your ABC book, which I con-

sidered the best of any book 1 ever saw. I at once
adopted your instructions wherever they differed

from my former manipulations, and, among others,

your plan of introducing queens, thinking it might
possibly also be an improvement, and followed it

that summer, and was alwaj's successful when
bees were gathering honey. But when there was a

drought, I in a few instances kept them caged for

two weeks before they quit balling the queen; lost

some 3 or 4, and then quit it, and fell back on the

Benton plan. When bees are making honey, a queen
may generally be turned loose right away; but dur-

ing a drought there are always robbers ready to

pitch in as soon as a hive is opened, and then there

is danger of a new queen being balled or stung.

Benton's plan will work at all times, drought or no
drought; the entrance being contracted so as to be
c uite small, and care taken that no bee can enter any-

where, save at the entrance, and the queen being re-

leased in the dusk of evening, when all robbers are

at home, and the bees drenched with honey, puts

them in a good humor at any time, and they will

adopt the queen without examining her closely, and
by morning all things are ready for them to move on
rejoicingly. S. C. Fox.
Maysfield, Milam Co., Texas, Feb. 20, 18S2.

We always stop and look at the " new toy,"

friend E.,and so Ave give place to your letter,

and don't put it into the waste-basket. The
following is the Jienton plan mentio ed :

—

DON'T KILL THE QUEENS.

In a recent number of the Magazine I notice that a
North Carolina correspondent asks for " a safe and
sure way to introduce a queen to a hybrid colony."
Success in introducing queens seems to depend upon
but these three simple principles:—

1. The colony to which the queen is to be intro-
duced iHust have been, at the time the queen is re-
leased, without a reigning queen long enough for
everj' bee to have become aware of the loss, and yet
not long enough for them to have queen-cells well
under way.

3. The strange queen must have the peculiar scent
of the hive to which she is to be introduced.

3. The bees must be in a good-natured mood at the
time the queen is released.

I have introduced from fifty to one hundred queens
each season during the past four years, and by ad-
hermg closely to the following method have, in eve-
ry instance, succeeded in introducing fertile queens
even to the most obstinate:—
Remove the common, or hybrid queen, and imme-

diatelj' place the wire-cloth cage (made of wire cloth
about ten meshes to the inch), containing the Italian
queen with three or four of her workers, between
the central combs, and against sealed honey if possi-
ble. Just before dark the following day (after using
a little smoke to quiet the bees), open the hive, driz-
zle honey in a fine stream between the combs and on
the tops of the frames, and allow the Italian queen
to crawl down between the comhs, completelij daub-
ing her witli honcji as she leaves the cage. Close the
hive at once, and contract the entrance for a day.
On the second or third day after, examine for the
queen.

I have detailed this method before: but believing
that, if followed, it will save the life of many a
queenly beauty, I have here repeated it.

Knoxville, Tenn. Fr-^nk Benton.

Granting it is infallible, as you say, it

takes 21 hours or more to get the queen to

laying, while by the plan we use we often
have the queens laying in an hour. This ad-

vantage would, I think, make it pay to lose
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a queen occasionally. Suppose you have a

case of two queens in a hive. By your plan,

as I understand it, your queen is surely kill-

ed ; and it has been shown by our late letters,

that two queens in a hive is a rather fre-

quent thing. By our plan of looking a few
minutes afterward, we can save a queen, if

there are two in a hive, for they will be both
balled. The idea of choosing toward sun-
down, or dusk, is an excellent one, and it is

probably the secret of our great success in

letting so many loose at once, as we often do.

THE DZIERZON THEORV, AND PAR-
THENO-GENESIS.

SEE PAGE 113, MARCH GLEANINGS.

tlpR. WILTSE decidedly misunderstands my
f|l[[ views, if he supposes that I have a shadow of—
"

' doubt in regard to the correctness of the

Dzierzon Theory. Not only do I not doubt, but, by
experiments carefully conducted, I have satisfac-

torily—yes, conclusively —proved to myself that

the doctrine of partheno- genesis, as relates to the

honey-bee, is true; and the object of my article

touching upon that subject, was simply to call atten-

tion to a point that, to my mind, is of considerable

importance in raising queens, which is this: It is

well known, that impure impregnation among mam-
mals renders the female for ever after impure, ow-
ing to carrying the j'oung during pregnancy; the

domestic fowl is disqualified, also, by impure mat-
ing, not because a portion of the foreign semen re-

mains in the oviduct to impregnate the new eggs,

but because absorption has taken place, and thus

her whole system is contaminated. Now, why is

this not so with the honey-bee? If a pure Italian

queen meets a black drone, her drone progeny will,

I believe, to a certain extent, become hybridized;

not because any of the semen vivifies the drone

egg, for that, in all probability, is not the case, but
because the system of the queen has absorbed from
the semen certain of its properties, which ever after

remain; and while it certainly does not amount to

complete hybridization, it does contaminate, as I

believe, to a certain extent, and is always increasing.

Now, for this reason I urge our queen-breeders to

be careful not to breed from the drone progeny of

hybridized queens. This subject, however, is an
open one; and I have written at this time only for

the reason that my former article was misunder-
stood; and I now express the hope that our friends

will look into this matter, and ascertain for them-
selves whether my views are correct or not; and I

sincerely hope, also, that nothing will be left undone,

either in theory or practice, to preserve unsullied

the purity of our Italian bees.
J. E. Pond, Jr.

North Attleboro, Mass., March C, 1882.

I do not think we have misunderstood you
very much, friend Pond ; for from what you
have just written above, I should hardly
think you would pass muster as an orthodox
disciple of J^ather Dzierzon. There may be
a little truth in what you say ; but is it

enough to be perceptible to our eyes, think
you ?

THE CHIPPING SPARROW, AN ENEMY'
TO THE REES.

fl
HE following is an extract from Part I V

.

_ of the Birds of North America :
—

While in their winter quarters, the chipping spar-
rows have no characteristic habits, other than those
exhibited l)y many of the fringillino birds; neither
do they have any note, save the ordinary chirp of
alarm. Then, to recognize them, one must observe
quite closely. By the middle of April, when they
arrive in M«ssachusetts. they forget the life of Inac-
tivity which they led in the enervating climate where
they passed the winter, and display much energy.
At first, only the lively chipping song of the males is

to be heard at intervals along the hedge-rows, which
form a favorite perch for the birds; but a few days
later, every garden and lawn throughout the State
will have its attendant fay in the form of a chipping
sparrow.
They watch their domains very closely, seldom

leaving the immediate vicinity of the dwellings. As
a natural result, from associating so much with hu-
man beings, these little sparrows become exceeding-
ly tame, being, in fact, half domesticated. They will
hop familiarb' about the porch in search of crumbs
and other bits of food, occasionally displaying confi-
dence enough in their friends to venture across the
threshold of the open door.
About the middle of May the females can be seen

gathering material for their prettily constructed
nests, which are often placed on some tree close to
the bouse. The eggs are deposited about June 1st,
the young making their appearance by the 15th. At
this time the chipping sparrows are nearly insectivo-
rous, feeding largely on such destructive insect lar-

vte as the canker and currant worms. Although
thus conferring a benefit upon mankind, they are
not alwavs as useful, for they are accused, and I fear
justly, of killing honey-bees for food. I have fre-
quently seen several of them thus employed at one
time. They would alight on the top of the hives or
on some overhanging limb, and dart down at the re-
turning bees, like tly- catchers ; then, having se-
cured their prey, would alight on the ground in or-
der to be.at it in pieces before swallowing it. I have
observed that the chipping sparrows assemble in the
neighborhood of apiaries, in considerable numbers.
I have found twenty or more nests, in a single sea-
son, all built in an orchard, near which stood several
hives.
In spite of the above-mentioned mischievous pro-

pensity, our lively little friends are general favorites,
usually finding a hearty welcome, and will amply re-
ward the husbandman for the protection which he
affords them, by destroying large numbers of nox-
ious insects.
By September, the young and adults flock to the

cultivated fields in order to feed on the newly ri-

pened seeds of weeds, which once more form their
principal diet. They then associate with large num-
bers of other birds, such as the field and Savannah
sparrows, grass finch, and many other members of
this family, departing with them when they migrate
southward.

I am told that the chipping sparrow dif-

fers from our common ground chipping
bird, by the habit of building its nest only in

trees or low bushes. The common builds

only on the ground. I am inclined to think
the chipping sparrow only occasionally has
this habit of catching bees, in common with
other birds. Common fowls, we are told,

have learned the habit, in some cases, but
we are quite sure they do not do it as a usual
thing. I have often seen chipping birds
picking up the immature bees and larva;,

brought out in the morning from the hives,

but I never saw them catch live bees. It will

be w^ell to keep an eye on the matter, for we
have birds of different kinds visiting our
apiary in a rather suspicious way, almost
every season. The only two we are sure of
is the king bird, and a sort of swallow, or
martin.
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EUROPEAN MNDEN, OB BASSWOOD.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT BASSWOODS IN GENERAL.

MAVING planted a row of European linden, or

linn, as they call them in Eng'land, I noticed

that the one which bloomed last summer and

the year before was considerably earlier than the

American basswood. Has this come under your ob-

servation? If not, when they bloom this year I will

give you notice. Another thing very important:

both male and female trees may be noticed among

the European lindens, planted about our city as

6hade trees; the males never bloom, and are useless

as honey-producers. Do you know if, among their

American cousins, the same thing is observed?

Cleveland, O., March 2, 1882. A. C. Kendel.

I believe it is a fact, that the European
linden blossoms a week or two earlier than
the American linden ; and were it not that

clover is almost always at its height at this

time, I presume we should have made more
effort to grow them. A dozen were plaiited

in our basswood orchard, about eight years

ago ; but most of them, if not all, have died,

indicating, seemingly, they are less hardy
than ours. I believe many of our native lin-

dens produce no blossoms; but I never
thought of the reason for it that you ascribe,

friend K. I really wish we might have a re-

vival of basswood planting. Since ouv ex-

periment last July with the spring scales, I

am getting the fever pretty strongly, and I

have just asked friend Morris, who advertis-

es in this number, Avhat he would take for

10,000 of his little trees. ^Vho can furnish

me 1000 of the European lindens at the best

rates? A linden that would blossom two
weeks later than ours would be a desidera-

tum.

SUIiPHUB FOB BEES.

MUCH has been said about what produces dys-

entery of bees. I have come to the conclu-

son, from what I have seen and read, that it

is bacteria. I have been convinced for many years

that diphtheria, catarrh, scrofula, pulmonary con-

sumption, and all the skin diseases, were caused

from parasites. I am well aware that an assertion

amounts to nothing, unless proven. Medical men
of all schools admit that sulphur is the greatest

anti-psoric remedy known. That it will cure psora,

diphtheria, and very many of the skin diseases, is a

settled fact. How does it do it, except by destroy-

ing the parasites? One case toward proof: A friend

of mine in Ridgeville, who was pretty well posted in

bee culture, had, in the spring of 1880, colonics of

brown bees, one of which, a strong one, had been

kept through the winter previous in a chamber
room about eight feet square. Their ingress and

egress was through the window, with the whole low-

er casement left out. He showed them to me one

day about the first of May, and remarked they had

gone up. The floor was strewn with dead bees and

dysenteric fteces. What to do to save his bees, he

didn't know, and I was equally ignorant. I saw his

bees again in about one week. They were all right

and working nicely. " What did you give your bees

to cure them?" 1 asked. He replied, that he filled a

tea-saucer about half fuUof sulphur, set it on the

floor near the hive, and it was amusing to see the

bees go for the sulphur. They went right into it,

and wallowed like a duck in water. They took all

the sulphur in less than one day. What cured the

dysentery but the sulphur, as nothing else was giv-

en? Would the disease have abated without any
treatment? I have never heard of sulphur being

used for dysentery of bees before or since, to my
knowledge. It may have been used by others for

aught I know. G. F. Peckham, M. D.

Elyria, Ohio, Feb. 21, 1882.

As you all know, I am, as a general thing,
quite averse to medicine or drugs, and I

was ready to enter a protest when friend P.
first suggested sulphur; but when told the
little chaps rolled in it. like fowls in the dirt,

I began to be interested . If they really want
sulphur, by all means let them have it ; but
they certainly did not eat up a saucerful, did
they y Is it possible they loaded it on their

legs as thoy do sawdust, thinking it might
do for pollen? Will anybody else's bees
make use of sulphur? Thanks for the fact,

friend V.

I'P^VABB VENTIIjATIOIV, AGAIN.

WILL PLENTY OF PURE AIR PREVENT DYSENTERY?

^D^jELIEVING it to be the duty of every bee-keep-

J^S er to contribute his mite toward a solution
*^^^^ of the problem how to prevent dysentery, I

wish to give a few facts that have come under my ob-

servation.

Many years ago I commenced to keep bees, and

watch their habits. I soon discovered that they ex-

haled a good deal of moisture, causing dampness to

both bees and stores, if the w inter was mild, or seal-

ing up the honey in a case of ice, thereby causing

starvation, if cold was long continued. I had one

hive, which was built with a chamber over the

brood-nest, having a box, or drawer, holding perhaps

20 lbs. Entrance to this box was by six holes, match-

ing corresponding holes in the hive. After remov-

ing the honey, this box was replaced, with the holes

left open ; and this hive, year after year, never failed

to come out strong in the spring; was tbe first to

swarm, and always gave the most surplus of any

colony in the yard. Acting on this hint, I tried re-

placing top boxes as soon as emptied, leaviny the,

holes oijcn, and with the best results.

A few years ago I obtained some copies of the A.

B. J., then sent for Gleanings and the ABC. Pack-

ing and blanketing was all the rage; and, supposing

these "scientific" publications taught " pure gospel,"

I tried packing and blanketing, and succeeded in

packing my bees out of existence, except two col-

onies, and they were so nearly gone, it took all the

next season to build them up. The packing had
prevented the escape of the moisture, which ac-

cumulated so as to actually run out of the hives.

The same winter, a neighbor had his bees protect-

ed by corn-stalks stacked around each hive. One
night his cattle got in and upset several hives. He
did not notice it. Over a week after, I was passing,

and, seeing the condition of things, I called him, and

we commenced righting them up, replacing caps, etc.

We found one hive lying on its side, cap and quilt

both off, and the wind and snow blowing through un-

obstructed, except by the bees themselves; plenty

of ventilation, surely, for a severe storm had been

rag'ing, and mercury nearly to zero. Weren't they
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dead? I hear some of the packing ad%-ocate8 ask.

Not a dead bee could I find; and, cold as it was, they

showed tAght when wo commenced to right them up,

and they were the llrst to swarm in the spring.

Since then I have taken pains to secure upper venti-

lation.

How I do it, and the result, will have to be given
another time, as this is already too long.

C. J. F. Howes.
Adrian, Lenawee Co., Mich., Feb. 13, 1882.

It would be folly to ignore the teachings
of the above, and the great number of simi-
lar facts bearing on the matter ; but still, I
hardly believe it best to tip our hives on one
side, and let the wind blow through in the
manner given above. Loose chaff over the
bees ought not to restrain the escape of the
exhalations, and I can not think yet it does.
Many thanks, friend H., for the' facts fur-
nished.

THE UZIERZON THEOttV.

PAPER NO. 1.

CJERTAIN articles recently published in Gle.\n-

1/ iNGS, would lead one to suppose that the au-

thors of the same really doubted the truth of

the Dzicizon Theory. Are those writers serious in

this matter, or do they merely desire to open discus-

sion, with the view of causing experiments to fur-

ther verify this theory? Scientists all admit that

partheno-genesisis a settled fact, and incontroverti-

ble proofs have been given to sustain it, not onlj' in

the honey-bee, but in other insect species. Years
ago, when the theory was first promulgated, doubts

were excusable; but now it seems to me that he
who doubts is either willfully prejudiced, or obsti-

nately ignorant; for one might as well doubt his

owu existence as the propositions laid down by
Dzierzon, and since abundantly proved; and more
particularly so when it is so easy for each and all to

verify the same by experiment if they are so dis-

posed.

Perhaps, however, the comments of Berlepsch on
Dzierzon's propositions have been confounded with

the theory itself, and those comments, and the de-

ductions therefrom taken, as Dzierzon's own ideas.

Dzierzon, if I understand him correctly, does not

assert that the drone progeny of a hybridized cueen
is not affected by the copulation, but simply says

that the eggs of a virgin queen will hatch, and that

the result is invariably a drone, which to me seems a

different thing altogether from stating that the

drone progeny of a hybridized queen does not par-

take at all of the blood of the copulating drone; the

latter proposition being a deduction of Berlepsch.

Now, is this deduction correct? I fully accept and
believe the Dzierzon Theory, for the reason that I

have experimented somewhat in that direction, and
veritied the same, at least to my own satisfaction;

but the above deduction I cap not accept without
further evidence of its correctness.

Were tbe honey-bee a solltai-y instance of parthe-
no-genesis, doubts as to the accuracy of experiments
might naturally arise; hut where proofs are ample
that it exists among many other insect species, and
when we have positive evidence, from careful ob-

servers of probity and integrity, that not only can
and do some virgin insects propagate a male of their

species, but have propogated a female, which fe-

male, while a virgin, has again produced her like, it

requires no stretch of the imagination to accept

the doctrine of parthoao-genesis, and admit its

truth. It may seem wonderfully strange to one who
is not a student of science that this is true; but is it,

after all, more wonderful or strange than the fact

that we ourselves are born and still exist?

J. E. Pond, Jr.
Attleboro, Mass., March 8, 1883.

kpMim^nt
A TIMELY HINT IN HEGARD TO CELLARS.

IE are having most beautiful weather— dilH-

cult to keep oar bees cool enough in the

cellar, but have succeeded flnely thus far.

We find it works nicely to shade the cellar windows,
three in number, outdoors, and leave them open.

We lean largo broad boards up against the house
over the window; and if the light is not then all

cut off, lay old cloths or carpets over, so as to ex-

clude all rays of light, but let in the air. The idea of

giving bees fresh air to keep them quiet is good.

It not only is good for the bees, but makes the house
for people to live in much more healthful; in fact, 1

think it very bad for our health to live above poorly

ventilated cellars, whether bees are kept in them or

not. One of our nearest neighbors always kept a

very damp, impure cellar; so much so, things would
mold very soon. They, the man and woman, both
took sick, and died of typhoid fever within a month
of each other. The house fell into the hands of

renters, who would hardly ever escape hard and se-

vere sickness, until a largo outside door was built.

The above came under my own observation. There
was another friend I called to see one warm day in

spring. The cellar emitted such an odor that the

sitting-room above smelled as if there was a corpse

in it. The wife and mother died soon after. This

was the house of a bee-keeping friend who kept his

bees in the cellar.

A WORD ABOUT SEPAUATUHS.

Mr. Axtell is nearly ready to give up separators in

his apiaries, as he thinks they induce swarming, and
we think we get more honey without them, espo-

cially if honey comes in slowly. If large starters

are used, bees will generally build their combs
straight. Wc had no trouble in selling our honey,

even if some combs were bulged. Of course, care

needed to be used in packing, and it takes consider-

able more time; but any thing, almost, pays us that

controls swarming, and secures an abundance of

honey. Our bees did well the past season, especially

in the fall, and honey was in good demand. I could

easily have sold as much more; netted about 18 cts.

per lb.; never had so good home sales.

BEE-KEEPING FOR WO.MEN.

My health gets ever so much better when work-
ing with bees —almost well, compared with what I

used to be; l)ut in winter and spring I am obliged

to take my bed again three-fourths of tho time;

but my general health is good to what it used to be.

SARAH J. W. Axtell.
Ilosevillc, HI.. Feb. 28, 1883.

friends of GLEANINGS.

As this is my first letter ever written on or about
bee culture, I should like to ask afew questions con-
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cerningr tho warm-footed little creatures. Pirst,

does tbc old queen go out with the first swarm, and

leave a young queen? and if said swarm send out an-

other swarm in ten daj's, does the young queen left

ten days before come out with this second swarm,
and leave a queen younger? I've heard persons re-

mark, when a swarm came out early and returned

to the hive, that the queen was not quite strong

enough to lly yet; others say the old queen goes out

with new swarms. Second, If you don't wish to

have bees send out hut one swarm in a season, is it

the right way to keep a queen-cell cut off the rest of

swarming time. I did so to three swarms, and kept

cells clipped, but to no avail; they burst out one

sultry July day at noon, and filled a space in the air

as big, seemingly, as a forty-foot barn. I'm sure I

did not miss any queen-cells. As soon as tho swarm
had left, and quietness reigned, 1 opened up the

hives, but found no queen-cells or queens, but sights

of brood and newly laid eggs. The section boxes

were stored full of bees instead of honey; they did

not seem to want to lay up honey above, but kept

raising bees. I've purchased two swarms of bees at

my own expense, and want them to pay interest on
the money this coming summer. Will some one

please tell me the best way to make bees pay— to

sell honey or bees?

"SHINGLES" FOR BEE FEED.

The 1st of March they carried in a quantity of

pollen. We did wonder where they got it, but read

in Gleanings of their gathering it from sawdust.

Well, we have a pile of new pine shingles, and they

were working on it lively; but I can not think what
gustenance they contain. Is pollen and bee-bread

the same thing? Please excuse this writing, for

tending a four-months baby, and composing a letter

for a journal, is rather out of the general custom.

Mrs. Minnie S. Haynes.
Winfleld, Mich., March 113, 1882.

You have got things a little wrong about
the swarming, my frieud. The old queen,

as a rule, goes out with the lirst swarm ; but
instead of leaving a young queen, she leaves

only queen-cells, and, with the Italians, not

even that. The after-swarms are of course

led out by young queens, but it may be any
one of them, as it happens. Young queens,

with perfect wings, usually liy very lively,

and it is the old ones with ragged wings, or

heavy with eggs, that fail to keep up witli

the swarm, or to get started with tliem.

Thus you see, cutting out queen-cells would
make little or no difference with first swarms,
but it might have the effect of preventing

any swarms after the first.—I believe the de-

mands of the market have much to do with
deciding which will pay best, to sell bees or

honey.—This matter of sawdust, and similar

substitutes for pollen in early spring, is a

little mysterious. "What nutriment can there

be in sawdust, sure enough, or in the fuzzy

dust they should get from shingles? I am
inclined to tliink tlie bees know what they
need, and that, after their long confinement
and lack of pollen or woody vegetable matter,
they need it something as a grain-fed animal
needs hay or straw. Horses and cattle seem
to crave woody fiber in the spring, and why
should not beesV—Somebody has said, the

first year of a child's life has much to do
with shaping its future character. My
friend, you liave a little liuman life tliere

with you to mold and fashion ; and who
knows but that your four-months-old baby
may not some time be a writer for our bee
journalsV May God help us to take care of
the babies I

^n^^nil^ §^liavin(^nh
Evi-ry yrirl or boy, under 12 years of apre, who writes a letter

for this department will receive one of David Cook's excellent
5cent Sunday-school books. Many of these books contain the
same matter that you tiud in Sunday-school books costing from
JJl.OU to $1.50.

BM-Y pa has never lost any bees in the winter. He
(M has six colonies now, and I have one in a

' chaff hive. I got it for watching pa's bees

last summer while ho was drawing hay. I have an
empty hive ready for next swarming-time. I made
a chaff division-board and put all the sections and
brood-racks together for pa. How will that do for a

boy not quite 8 years old? Pa quit chewing tobacco

New Year's day, because you said so much against

it in Gleanings. He does not need a smoker, but I

should like one to handle my bees with. Ma says

children and bees are similar. If that is true, I hope
I am a worker and not a very cross one either.

Louis C. Brooks.
Brighton, Livingston Co., Mich., Feb. 10, 1883.

[Very good, Louis. We will send you a smoker on
your pa's account, if he will promise to pay for it

when he commences to use tobacco again.]

My brother has 64 swarms ol' black bees; 26 of thom
are in Simplicity hives. He takes Gleanings.

Anna R. Lengfeld.
West Chazy, N. Y., Jan. It, issa.

lam a boy of 13. Pa has 15 stands; began with

3; bought 3. I goto temperance meeting every Sat-

urday afternoon. Charles W. Schaeffer.
Corydon, Iowa, Feb. 10, 1883.

Pa has 11 swarms, and ma one. Pa has been keep-

ing bees for about .5 years. He takes Gleanings,
and it comes in Mr. Davis' name.

Jessie Gullev.
North Salem, Ind., Dec, 1881.

I am 11. Papa keeps his bees all in the cellar.

He has kept bees ever since I can remember. I have

a little sister three years old. Her name is Harriet

Elizabeth. Frances E. Watkins.
Charlton, N. Y., Feb. 10. 1883.

I got a pretty book as a prize for head marks at

school. My pa keeps bees. He has 11 swarms. He
said he wouldn't let more than lor 2 hives swarm
next summer. Zellie E. Ebv.

North Robinson, O., Jan. 11, 1883.

I am 8 years old. Pa has 13 boxes of bees; he has

great big chaff hives, and big chaff cushions that

look like bed-ticks. Tell Blue Eyes may be I'll write

her a letter. Eddie Duff.
Flat Ridge, Guernsey Co., O., Feb. 11, 1883.

My father has 13 hives of bees; 3 are in chaff

hives. My brother has six; he is going to get chaff

hives for all his bees. He takes Gleanings.
FiNLEV E. Simon.

YouDgstown, Mahoning Co., O., Jan. 31, 1883.
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I am a girl of 11. I don't like honey. My papa
teaches school in the winter, and farms and tends

his bees la the summer. I help him tend his bees.

He has 8 colonies. I don't like them very well, for

they stiuff. Maky E. Sutton'.

Adamsville, O., Feb. 8, 1883.

I am a little girl 11 years old. Papa keeps bees,

but my brother Russell takes care of them. He has

Ifi hives. Russeli made a honey-extractor. I signed

the temperance pledge. Papa don't use tobacco at

all, nor do any of my brothers.

Jennie L. Fletcher.
Deposit, N. Y., Feb. C, 1883.

I am a little girl of 10. 1 thought I would write

too. My pa takes Gleanings, and thinks he could

not do without it. He has nine hives, and we have
plenty of good nice honey all the time. I would like

very much to see Blue Eyes, as I have two little

sisters with blue eyes. Delia Larkin.
Hunt's Sta., Franklin Co., Tenn., Jan. 38, 1882.

Papa keeps bees. He has 17 hives. I have one
little sister. We call her Mary. We call our farm
Willow Bloom. The bees sting me very badly, be-

cause I have black hair. We had a black rooster.

He had to stay upon the hillside because the bees

stung him. Jesse E. E.ari^le.

Greenca?tlo, Tnd., Feb. 13, 1883.

I am a little girl 10 years old. My pa has 13 swarms
of bees, and he takes Gleanings. I read the Juve-
nile Department and Merrybanks. I do not like

bees, for they sting; but I like the honey they
make. I should like to see Blue Eyes.

VlNNIE HARTMAN.
Clarksburg, Ont., Can., Feb. 9, 1883.

I am a little girl 9 years old. Hive with my uncle
and aunt. I have two cousins, named Charley and
Douglas, but both are in California. I like to watch
our bees when they are at work. I don't like to get

stung by them, but I like the honey. Uncle King
has 85 colonies. Flora May Hildretei.
Dent, Hamilton Co., O , Feb. 5, 1883.

I am 10 years old. Pa has 38 swarms; 9 of them
in chaff hives of his own make. Last fall, a year
ago, he had 30, but. 17 died. Pa has made 33 chaff

hives this winter. I would go to Sunday-school, but
it is too far in the winter. Pa has been a bee-keeper
for 5 years ; he is 44 years old, and he could tell a good
many things about them. Callie Routzon.
Findlay, O., Feb. 11, 1883.

I am 10 years old. I can not write very well. My
pa keeps bees. We had s colonies last winter. All
died but two. One was strong, and the other weak;
the strong one robbed the weak one. Pa changed
the hives, and when the robbers came home they all

tlew into the weak hive, and made them both strong.

They did not swarm, but made two boxes of honey,
or about 35 lbs. Susie C. Bernheisel.
Green Park, Perry Co., Pa., Dec. 15, 1881.

I am a boy 8 years old. Papa, my sister, and I,

have each a swarm of bees. Papa's and mine are
Italians, and my sister's are black bees. I have two
brothers and two sisters. My papa's name is Wil-
liam. Ho is a carpenter. My sister and I go to
Sunday-school at Smyrna. The Sunday-school li-

brary has 161 books. My eyes are blue.

Lynn W. T«acy.
Sherburne, Chen. Co., N. Y., Jan. 9, 1883.

I am a little boy of 13. Pa has 11 hives of bees,

and they are in good order. We all go to Sabbath-
school. It is one mile from our house. Pa is super-

intendent, and my ma is the teacher of the infant

class. Casper Asbry.
Franklin Square, O., Feb. 14, 1883.

[I think, Casper, you ought to be a very good boy
indeed, and make a good "square man."]

When we kept bees I thought I would look into a

cross hive; and the first thing, several bees dived
into my face; but they did not happen to sting me.
The king-birds would catch the bees; and when
they got a big wad of bees they would " spit them
out." We had about 37 swarms of bees last spring,

and when the fruit-trees were in bloom it was a

busy time for them. James D. Seaton.
Utica, Seward Co., Neb., Feb. 9, 1883.

My father keeps bees. I have some that my uncle
I. R. Good gave me for helping him in his apiary. I

am now going to school. Father and 1 desire to go
and see you and your great factory. Father takes
Gle.anings now, and I like to read it. I am 13 years
old. John Good.
Nappanee, Ind., Jan. 16, 1883.

[Come along, John; and when you come, bring
along that " big uncle," too. We think a good deal

of him out here.]

I believe it is about a year since I wrote to you. I

promised to let you know in the spring how our
bees wintered. Well, I failed to do so, and I guess
papa did not care about sending his report. As
nearly as I can find out by papa, my bees are all

dead. It will save me putting my name on the rest

of the hives as I intended to. Out of the 77 swarms,
he had only 10 left. He has increased to 30; has
them in chaff hives, all but three, and they are on
summer stands. Cora Sawdey.
Pooiville, N. Y., Jan. 9, 1883.

Pa had bad luck last wiutcr. He lost all his bees
but one hive, and that was weak in spring; but it

got strong, and it swarmed once. Pa bought one
from a neighbor in June. It swarmed once; that

made him 4. They got good and strong. Pa sent to

New York State and got a little colony of Holy-Land
bees. He fed them up and made them strong for

winter. He gave me that one in place of one of

mine that died last winter.
Mary A. Baker.

Saxonburgh, Pa., Jan. II, 1882.

[Most of our little friends write and spell very
well; but we have a few letters that have to be fixed

a little. Will anybody tell us what is wrong with
this one? We omit name and address.]

I received those sewing machine needles and my
maw likes them very much. And my paw received

the Gleanings Friday evening. I enclose 03 cents

for two nickle plated Shears. And 7 cents for a little

doll cradle, for my little Sister. My paw will renew
his perscriptlon for the Gleanings, again the first

of April. .

I am a little girl of 11. Pa bought two hives of

bees last fall. We never had any bees before, and
we don't know much about them. I hope they will

make a lot of honey next summer, because I like it.

I should like to see Blue Eyes. I think the best part
of Gleanings is the Juvenile Department.

Emma Knightly.
East Waterford, Maine, Feb. 10, 1883.

[No doubt you do, friend Emma; but we must try
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to make it as valuable and instructive as we possi-

bly can, or some of the older ones may no? think as

wc do.]

You sent Lizzie a book, and I like it very much.
She is two years older than L Since she wrote,

father built a new shop in the grove by our apiary,

and now he is making all kinds of bee traps. He is

a joiner, and makes anything. He used to work at

his trade, but don't now. He is getting ready to

send for a box full of things from your store. You
ought to have seen our bees tly on the 1st, 5th, and
6th of Februarj'. Did yours fly?

Annie Bkickner.
Decorab, Winn. Co., la., Feb. 6, 1883.

[Ours flew the last of February, friend Annie.]

My papa has kept bees for 35 years. Some years

we have plenty of honej', and more than we can use;

some years we have not anj', and we miss it very

much, as we all like it. For the past 3 years the

swarms went away. I am a little girl ten years of

age. I saw a picture in Gleanings of Tom, the

doctor's son. I have a brother, and his name is

Tommy. He is a doctor's son, but he nes^er got

stung by the bees yet. .Jeannie E. Galbuaith.
Tarentum, Allegheny Co., Pa., Jan. 19, 1883.

[Very good, Jeannie. I hope your " Tom the doc-

tor's son " is a good boy.]

I am a little boy 8 years old. My father has 30

hives of bees. He sold a ton of honey to one man,
and he sold a few 50-gallon cans of honey to some
other men. My father takes Gleanings. Itsnowcd
about half an inch this morning. A man came up
with a sleigh, and gave my mother a sleigh ride.

My mother and I made a hat-rack and knife-box

from the pattern In Gleanings. We have a pair of

wild quails. Ernest Hilton.
Los Alamos, Cal., Jan., 1883.

[Well done, friend Ernest. So you really had a

sleigh ride in California. I should like to see those

quails.]

I am 10 years old. My pa keeps bees. He got one
hive last winter, and has three now. He gave my
brother one hive. We had to bring one hive nearly

60 miles. I have four brothers; one of them takes

Gleanings. We did not get much honey from our
bees last season. I do not like bees much, for they

sting me; but I like to eat the honey, it is so nice

and sweet. I am afraid of the bees, for whenever I

go near the hives where they are they will be sure

to come after me. My brother Wesley goes and
takes off the top of the hive. Grandpa had bees too;

he had 20 swarms and they all died, and ho did not

get any more. Joshua F. Baeb.
Colborne, Ont., Can., Feb. 8, 1883.

I am a little German girl 9 years old. I went to

German school, and can read quite well. I go to

English school now; am in the Third Reader and in

United States money in Arithmetic. I had one lit-

tle sister; her name was Lillie. She was older than

I; but she has gone to heaven, and now I am alone.

Papa had 20 swarms of bees last winter; lost all but

3; has 20 again; they are all in good shape on Rum-
mer stands. I should like to sec Blue Eyes. Will

you please send me a book? Lena Votgt.
Peoria, 111., Jan. 8,1883.

[To be sure, we'll send you a book, Lena; and may
you 80 live that you will meet that dear sister some
time, in her home In heaven.]

My pa gave me one swarm of bees, but he keeps
all the money which he gets for the honey, and puts
it into his own pocket. This is not a very good
honey country. Our best swarm gave only about 70

lbs. of extracted honey. My brother Daniel is read-

ing " Silver Keys," which you sent him, and he likes

it very much. We put our honey up in Mason's
quart jars, which sells for (5j cents.

Willie E. CL\nK.
Bellows Falls, Vt., Jan. 25, 1883.

[Now look here, Willie; when I hear a boy com-
plaining of his pa, I always think there may be two
sides to the story, and I guess there is to this one.

Are you quite sure that you always make a good use

of your money when your pa entrusts it to you?]

Pa has 35 colonies of bees, all Italians. He haT 5

two-frame nuclei colonics. He and I examined them
this morning, and found the little "fellers" as

bright as new money. Pa lifted out the frame of

two of the nuclei, and found the queens. He said

they were queens he reared late in the fall, and
hated to kill them. He said he did not feel the least

uneasy but that Ihey would come through in the

spring in fine condition. Now, Mr. Root, I have not

written this expecting to get a book, for it is not

worth one; but if you will send me Our Homes in

book form. Part 3, and the price, I will ask pa to let

me sweep off the bee -yard every evening after I

come from school, until I earn enough to pay you
for it. I go to Sunday-school every Sunday, or nearly

every one; but they have got no library, and conse-

quentlj' we get no good book to read.

Eddy E. Cauthen.
Pleasant Hill, S. C, Jan. 7, 1883.

[All right, friend Eddy. We are always glad to

accommodate industrious boys.]

A visit to D. a. JONES.

The last time I wrote you I was getting ready to

go to Toronto to attend the convention. We went
about 90 miles by rail, part along the Niagara River.

We hiid a good view of the rapids, falls, suspen-

sion bridges, and Brock's monument. We took

the steamer at the landing at the town of Niag-

ara, for Toronto. We went to the convention two
nights, and saw the great D. A. Jones, of Bceton. I

had a taste of Mrs. Wallace's honey cake, and it was
nice. I saw Mr. Nugent's and Mr. Ramer's prize

honey. Pa took us through some of the nicest

churches. We came home through Hamilton, and
we had to wait there quite a long while, so wo had
time to look around a little. We were so tired that

we were glad enough to get home. Pa is away at a

convention to-night, and he took the Gle.4ning8

that you sent him, for he knew there would be a lot

there who don't take any bee-paper. My pa don't

use tobacco, and he never tasted liquor of any kind,

and he is 35 years old. Our bees seem to be winter-

ing all right so far. I got a nice book as a Sunday-

school present for having my les!=ons good. I have
written you two letters now, and if you think they

are worth a book, would you please send me one? I

am eleven. H. Francis Cook.
Atherton, Ont., Can., Feb. 3, 1883.

[Very good indeed, Francis; we have sent you a

book for your letter, and placed 35 cents to your
credit besides, which you can trade out as you
please, or we will send you the money. I will gladly

pay any of the young friends for dcEcriptions of

their visits to our great bee-men.]

I
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From Different Fields.

OKE YEAR'S EXPERIENCE WITH UEES.

BOUGHT a colony last fall, packed them In

chaff, and they wintered well. My brother,

G. A. Beach, and I tended them this summer.
They increased to 5 colonies. The last of August we
united two of the weakest, then sold out and went
west. We had ii lamp nurserj- made, and tested it

with success. We introduced nine virgin queens

for one of our neighbors. All were received and
purely mated, except one, which was probably lost

in taking her flight. We also introduced several

virgin queens to our own colonies. One stand lost

their queen twice. We had one comb with 83 queen-

cells on it. This was built in a colony of light-

colored Italians. Does this not beat Hayhurst's

Cyprians? We transferred several stands with suc-

cess, so you sec we had a little experience in several

branches of the business. W. O. Beach.
Quitman, Nodaway Co.. Mo., Nov. 11, 1881.

HOW A NEW HAND INTRODUCED HIS QUEENS, ETC.

For years I have kept bees as a secondary busi-

ness, and in a go-as-you-please manner, and they

have usually paid me very well for the attention

they received. Bui last winter hit me hard, and at

its close I had ten hives with living bees, and ten

with dead ones. To save my combs, I placed tbem
on the hives that had bees. When they were strong

enough to divide, I sent to headquarters of Glean-
ings for Italian queens, and prepared for their re-

ception by separating the two hives that had formed
one colony. Four of those upper hives I left on the

old stands, and moved the lower ones with the

queens to a new place. When the strangers arrived

I looked those eight over and found queen-cells in

the four on the old stands, and fresh eggs in the

others. I introduced the queen according to direc-

tions; and when I looked them up I found three of

them balled. The other one appeared to be at home;
but the next morning a dead queen lay at the en-

trance of the hive. But an examination showed
that the lady from Medina held the fort, and that

the dead queen was a black. The unexpected pres-

ence of a queen in that hive made me look over the

others, and I found a queen iti each of the others on
the old stands, and queen-cells started in those that

had been moved. This satisfled me that those
queens had come out when I examined their hives,

and went back to their old stands. As my bees were
quite weak last spring, and the season poor, I ob-

tained but a little over 200 lbs. surplus. But I intro-

duced 6 Italian queens successfully; raised 4 queens
from their progeny, and went into winter quarters
with 20 hives, all of which were able to clean house
lively on the 5th of March. J. M. Beatty.
Shaw's Landing, Pa., March 10, 1882.

BEBS IN SICILY; SEE P. 77, FEB. NO.

Perhaps you would like to have a little informa-
tion concerning bees in Sicily. Most of the bees
here are black, although some of the queens are

marked very much like " Ligurlans," but their pro-

geny are black, with the exception of about half a
dozen well-marked workers in a stock. Now,whether
they have a strain of the yellow-jackets in them, or

whether they are a distinct race, I can not as yet

tell; but certainly their habits are not the same as

theyellow-jickets, for they do not stick to the combs
when handled, nor do they rise so much as the

blacks. Kegarding their honcj'-gathering power, 1

can not as yet say, but hope to do so in due time.

The hives that are mostly used here are something

wretched— boxes about* feet long and 9 or 10 inches

square, made either of rough boards or reeds plas-

tered over with mud, both ends opening. They are

arranged just as you would build a single row of

bricks with their ends out. It matters not how
many the bee-master may have (if I might be per-

mitted to call him a master). The advanced bee-

keepers have a frame hive which contains two stories

of comb. The bees have the range of the whole
hive all the season. The hive opens fi-om the back
with a door, from whence they are always worked.

They pile them up one above the other as high as

five tiers. I had the pleasure of seeing 7(5 in one
house 18 feet by 13, and besides that a number of

empty stands from whence hives had been removed.
Sicily, Italy, Feb., 1883. W. Mann,

Well, friends, the above would look very
much as if there were black bees in some
parts of Italy, after all. It is a little queer
that they should be found on the island of
Sicily, so near the main land, and none on
the main land ; and again, that all the bees
should be yellow in the island of Cyprus.
Eriend Mann, are you sure your bees are not
dark Italians, after all? How are they, to
stingy

MILD WINTERS, LITTLE STORES CONSUMED, ETC.

My bees are in the best condition I ever had them
at this season of the j'car. Thus far we have had a

very mild winter, and they had a very good fly every
ten days or two weeks. Storing no honey last fall, I

fed them with sugar syrup. They are wintering

with but little loss, having consumed but a small

amount of their stores. My experience this winter

compels me to question the theory taught by most
bee-keepers, that bees consume more honey during

a mild winter than they do when it is very cold.

They have been bringmg in pollen for over a month.

M.^NAGINO ROBBERS.

The only trouble I have is with robbers. One col*

ony of Italians particularly, seem to have organized

into a regular band of outlaws. I had exhausted
every means I could think of, and my temper too,

almost, to stop them, when I commenced feeding

them thin sugar syrup, which appears to have satis-

fled them. I had one colony swarm out on the Ist

Inst. 1 caught the queen as she came out with them;
caged her a short time; returned her to the hive,

when in a very short time the bees, all on the wing,

returned to the hive. What caused them to come
out? They had an abundance of stores, strong with

bees, no dampness; in fact, so far as I could see,

were in splendid condition.

SOWING BUCKWHEAT EARLY.

Will it pay to sow buckwheat in April for bees?

Merrett, 111., March 1.3, 1883. H. W. Hitt.

I believe your decision in regard to mild
winters is right, as a general thing, friend
II. Your plan of stopping the bees from
robbing is also the orthodox one, if rightly
managed, I believe.—Your bees had the
absconding mania, described in the A B C,
but it is rather unusual for a good healthy
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colony to thus swarm out in the spring.—
liuckwheat sown as early as you mention
would come in bloom right in clover time,
and, so far as our experience goes, would
not be noticed at all by the bees. If yon
want the bees to work on it, sow it so as
to come in bloom just as the summer honey-
crops fail. In our locality, we sow it about
the first of June, and it is then in bloom by
the tirst of August, which is jus about as
basswood fails.

HOR8EMINT HONEY.

I send the sample of horsemint honey, and hope
there will be enough to taste. The honey I send

has been exposed to the lowest temperature, in one-

pound tumblers, all winter, and you will notice that

it has not commenced to candy. It docs not candy
readily, if at all, here; none that I ever had has can-

dled, no matter how long it was allowed to ripen in

the hive. 1 can send you a much better sample

about the middle of next June, when it is coming in

the fastest. We have had more rain * nee Jan. 5th

than we have had before in as short a time since

1809. Horsemint is coming up everywhere, and we
look forward to a very largo crop.

Austin, Tex., March 11, 18S3. W. L. Stiles.

The honey is of a beautiful clear amber
tint, and very thick indeed. The flavor is

rather peculiar, and although at first taste
not quite equal to clover, I think it will

command a very fair price in the market.
Shall we not have a horsemint patch, with
all the rest? If I only had nothing else to
do but make a nice one down by the pond,
wouldn't I be happy i* Many thanks for the
samples, friend Stiles.

THE "queen-bee" WOMAN OP THE SOUTH.

Mrs. Lowe is very busy with her bees, and reading

at intervals your very valuable and vastly interest-

ing Gleanings, and has imposed upon me the pleas-

ant duty of writing j'ou this note. Now, Mrs. L.

swears by her bishop and his sermons, and A. I.

Hoot and his Gleanings, and I dare not criticise or

dispute the words or works (or, as Mrs. L. says, the

truths) of either. She is now booking orders for

queens and bees from north, south, east, and west;

in fact, she Is so busy in her apiary that it's almost

impossible for mc to get near enough to speak to

her without coming in contact with the fighting end
of some seemingly insulted bee. Her beautiful Ital-

ian pets have already begun the work of raising a

very numerous family, and by their strenuous ef-

forts are winging their flights through the March
winds to the forests and swamps, returning laden

with pollen and honey. The prospect so far is very

encouraging, and Mrs. L. is buoyant with hope and

a bright future. I am cognizant of the fact, that

bee fever ia contagious; for I am almost persuaded

to don the veil and gauntlets. Should I do so, shall

I inform you of my success? A. A. Lowe.
Hawkinsville, Ga., March 9, 1883.

I am sure, friend Lowe, I feel greatly hon-
ored, and you can tell your good wife that
our girls here in the office came pretty near
deciding, last year, that there wasn't a man
down South, or up North either, who could
put up queens so as to go as nicely as those
she sent us. So, now, if you go into the
business you will need to take a low seat and
prove a willing and obedient pupil.

POLLEN, DIFFERENT COLORS IN EARLY SPRING.

I have 4 hives; 3 of them have been bringing in

pollen ever since the first of February. Where do
they get it this time of the year? It was dark green
and black at first; now it is yellow.

Mrs. S. a. Chancellor.
Parkersburg, Wood Co., W. Va., March 11, 1883.

The dark green, I should say, was from
alders, and the yellow from soft-maples

;

but I can not say where they sliould get
black pollen, unless they are gathering some
foreign substance in lieu of pollen. If I am
correct, we have had cases reported of pollen
from coal dust, and even black earth, where
a swamp had been burned off. Dark-green
pollen in the summer comes from red clover;
but where the variously colored pollens come
from, gathered in March and April, I can
not tell. Willow and soft-maples furnish
about all that I now think of. >Vho can tell

us more about itV

HOW TO make bees.

Why, friend Root, I did not mean to say that I

made those bees that gathered that honey out of

nothing but an extractor, postage-stamps, etc.; but

I do mean to say, that I raised the bees by hard
work that gathered that honey, and that made them
young stands of bees. I also raised 30 young queens,

which were, all but one, purely fertilized, and I have
but one in the yard that produces hybrid bees, and
that one I purchased from you (A. I. Root). I did

not charge the two old stands of bees, nor did I the

hives and combs; but just what money I paid out,

and I did not credit twelve frames of honey that I

had left after I had put the bees into winter quar-

ters—only what was sold and used by my family was
credited. My bees arc wintering well so far. Those
that were packed in chaff have done far the best;

have not lost one pint of bees to all 8 of the stands,

while those that were unpacked lost one-half of

their bees in number. They have gathered natural

pollen since the first day of March, and are raising

brood very nicely. George Colb.

Frceport, Ind., March 7, 1882.

Well, I declare, friend C, had I known it

was going to come out about my selling you
the only queen in your yard that turned out
a hybrid, I guess I wouldn't have said any
thing about your making bees with an ex-
tractor, postage-stamps, etc. Never mind

;

all is well that ends well, and you seem to be
on the right track now, anyhow.

water for bees in winter.

1 am giving my bees water daily in the bee-house,

with the most gratifying results. Any "doubting

Thomas" upon this subject can have an ocular dem-
onstration of the value of drink for bees in winter

quarters that will refute all argument, by coming to

my apiary any time before I set my bees out, which
will be some time in April, unless the weather

should be quite warm. H. K. Boardman.
East Townsend, O., March 15, 1883.

The greatnumber of facts recently brought
to light on this matter seem to settle it oe-

yond question, that bees often suffer in the
cellar for want of water. Now, do they also

suffer for water when wintered outdoors? If

so, why do we not see them, during a rain,

out at the entrances, drinking up the rain?
Did anybody ever see them doing this? If,
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when the weather is too cool for them to do
it, should we give them water on a sponge,
over the cluster? ('an not some ingenious
one among us Hx a sort of upper entrance, or
veranda, with a tiny watering-trough, where
they can just step out of the cluster and
drink to their little hearts' content, when-
ever it rainsV JVrhaps even the dew of a
bright June starlight night might be util-

ized. When you set it to work, let us know.

FIXING ENTRAKCKS.

Do you bank the sand right upagfainst the bottom-

hoard even with the entrance? If so, won't it soon

rot the end of board? Edwin D. Stevenson.
Burlington, N. J., March i, 18S2.

The way we fix entrances is to set the
hive, first," on four half-bricks ; then bank it

around with coarse cinders sifted from coal
ashes. Over the cinders we put coarse sand
and gravel, finishing with the whitest sand
we can get. We wish the surface to be of
white sand, so we cm see at a glance when
a queen or drone, or any other kind of a bee,
is brought out. Sometimes we can detect,

at a hasty glance, where robbing is or lias

been going on, by tlie dead bees scattered on
the white sand. This arrangement will not
rot the bottom-boards, especially if they are
made of pine, as we usually make them.

BLUE-THISTLE HONEY.

I send you a sample of blue-thistle honey in a bot-

tle la a block of wood. If it were not for blue this-

tle this would be a poor country for bees. Blue
thistle makes the finest honey I ever saw. My bees

are in fine condition; the weakest colonies have
brood in three frames, and every thing is nice and
clean about their hives. Friend Root, if you ever

get anywhere near here, come and see me. I think

I could entertain you a week anyhow. I wish you
could come in the blue-thistle season. I know you
would enjoy your visit. Bees can be bought in the

mountains near here for two dollars per hive, de-

livered at rai'.road station (black and bo.v hive, of

course). I am the only one in the county of Clarke

who uses one-pound sections or comb fdn.

J. Luther Bowers.
Berryville, Va., March 6, 1883.

The honey has a flavor in some respects
strikingly like the famed California sage

;

but otherwise, I should call it white clover.
It would command as high a price in the
market, I should say, as any honey we have.
The comb is very delicate, and melts in the
mouth. If we do not raise blue thistle, it

would certainly pay bee-men to locate where
it will grow any way.—I should be very glad
to make you a visit, friend J5.,and I presume
I should enjoy the sight of a blue-thistle
field exceedingly ; but I hardly think I could
leave these boys and girls here for a week.
AVould a half-day do V

SQUARE vs. PROMPT LIST.

We have just been reading the remarks of Mr. J.

A. Nelson, on page 140, March Gleanings, regard-

ing the Square Men's list. Mr. N. says: "As to the

•. list of square men, if you would drop the word
square, and put prompt in its place, and also leave

out 'we do not know of a single customer who is not

satisfied," I think it would just suit me." What

would a column devoted to prompt men signify? If

we sent $5.00 to a man, and he sent us an article

worth 50 cents, prompt!.!/, he would still be entitled

to a place in the prompt list, would he not? But do

you think we should regard him as a scjuare man
who endeavored to keep the golden rule? Assured-

ly not. Now, it seems to us that the word square

implies promptness and everything else that is hon-

orable and upright. While a dealer may not always

be able to ship goods at just the time wanted, there

is no excuse for his not answering correspondents

courteously, and returning money when requested.

An objection to the opening clause of the heading
would, it seems to us, imply that the person making
such objection had a dissatisfied customer that he

knew of, and refused to satisfy. We hope friend

Hoot will not change the heading of the Square
Men's Column to please any who are afraid to take

such a stand for the right.

Bees are in splendid condition. We have not lost

a colony, and all are very strong and healthy. We
think we never had so good a lot of bees before.

E. A. Thosias & Co.

Coleraine, Mass., March, 1883.

A new and novel swarming-dox.

A swarm issues, and I pick up the queen (her

wings being off), and put her in the corn-popper with

a few of her bees. Now, I do not want to move the

original colony, and how far from that stand can I

take her and have the returning swarm readily find

her? Don't tell me to "see A B C," for I've lent it,

and don't know where it is. M. Simons.

Brccton, N. Y., March!, 1883.

I do not see how you can do it at all, my
friend, unless you can get the bees to cluster
on the corn-popper, and then, of course, you
could hive tlieni where you choose. If the
bees miss their queen, they will, so far as
iny experience goes, go immediately back to

their old hive ; and if you should put their
queen in a new hive, even close against the
old one, they would probably not see her.
Where did you get that idea of a corn-pop-
per? I am inclined to think it may super-
sede all our swarming- boxes. Put in the
queen and hold it near where the swarm is

clustering, and they will be pretty sure to be
all on the corn-popper in a very little time.
The wire cloth will furnish them a nice foot-
hold, and their queen and a few bees inside
will surely hold them. Shake them before
the hive where you wish them ; and as tiiey

run in, open the cage and let the queen go in
with them.

THE BEST SWARM-CVTCHEJtl.

Take a frame of comb, well fastened; hang it on a

pole; hold this among the flying bees, or In front of

the limb where the bees have commencPd to settle,

which thoy will do with delight, on the frame. After

they have started to settle on the frame, you can

walk slowly to the hive you want them in, and hang
the frame in. Bees will almost hive themselves in

this way. Louis Hofstatter.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 20, 1883.

OUR SnOP-ROOP APIARY OP TM'O HIVES,

I live on the " South Side '' of Pittsburg, and I will

give you our experience with bees in the city. Wo
keep our bees on our shop roof adjoining our house,

which shuts off the cold wind. We bought 3 lbs. Of
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bees, S queens, and 2 frames of brood of you about
the 1st of June, and started 2 hives. The season

was a poor one here last summer, but both colonies

filled their lower stories. In all, they gathered
about 100 lbs. They are doing well now. I exam-
ined them about 4 days ago; the weaker of thetwo
has Drood In three frames; the stronger has none as

yet. There is ajelly-factory near us where the bees

get stores every warm day. I believe that a few
colonies can be Itcpt to profit in almost any city.

There is one question I would like to ask you: We
use your chatf hives, but no division-boards; both
colonies cluster on the left-hand side of the hive

where the wind is the strongest; what is the reason?

Fred C. Tygaud.
Pittsburg, Pa., March 10, 1882.

I think it onlv accident that tliey cluster
where they do, Friend T.

AN OLD AMERICAN BEE-BOOK.

I send you a little work on bees. Perhaps you
have seen the same work before now. I am well ac-

quainted with Mr. Kelsey. He is a very old man,
but still ieeps bees. This book was priuted two
years before I was born. I think he is one of our
oldest American bee-keepers. I think he would be
glad to get a copy of Gleanings. He still has box
hives. Ben. Franklin.
Franklinton, Scho. Co., N. Y., Feb. 2, 1883.

The above-mentioned book is dated 1837,
and was written by Francis Kelsey, Durham,
Greene Co.. N. Y. In it he speaks of keep-
ing a moth miller on some honey -comb
under a glass ten days. In that time she
produced, he thinks, as many as 500 moth
worms. In 22 days some of these worms
had produced full-grown millers. If there
should ever be a demand for such, couldn't
we raise them fast, boys ?

FLORIDA.
I have been spending some time in Florida, look-

ing up the bee business and orange-growing; the

latter is a big thing. I visited W. S. Hart's apiary.

His orange-grove is young yet, but looking well.

His bees arc doing well, carrying in pollen and honey.

One or two years from this time he will have a tine

place. I visited another apiary, owned by Mr. O.

Olson. He opened one hive, and showed me 13

Langstroth frames, any amount of honey; 7 of the

frames nearly full of brood. How is this for the 20th

of February? Nearly all of the hives seemed to be
equally strong. There are 140 hives of bees at this

place, which will commence swarming about the 1st

of March. I have seen some good locations for bees;

but I think this the best that I have seen. It is

only a small portion of Florida that is good for

orange-growing, and I have seen places where I

think bees could hardly make a living. The climate

here is delightful. C. F. Hopkin.s,

New Smyrna, Fla., Feb. 21, 1882.

REPORT FROM FLAT-RIVER APIARY.

As I do not see many reports from this section, T

will send in mine for 1R81. I am one of your ABC
scholars, and I thought last spring my place was
very near the foot of the class at that, as I lost

about 4-5 of my bees last winter. I can not give the

big report that some have for the season, but I am
satisfied with the results. Commeuccd the season

(when the bees had settled down to business, about

the first of May) with bees in 10 hives -" two of them

good fair swarms, the rest all light; some a mere
handful of bees and queen. Two of the best queen-
less succeeded in raising queens for themselves,

which I think were fertilized bj' drones wintered
through with a queenless colony. I had also an
abundance of combs saved from the wreck (thanks
to Gleanings, for if it had not been for that I should
have melted up at least half of them.) Now for re-

sults: I worked for increase; have 40 good swarms,
and extracted last year 500 lbs. of honey.

A. L. Entrican.
Westville, Montcalm Co., Mich., Fob. 11, 1883.

WHAT A queen AND ]i LB. OF BEES WILL DO,
STARTED THE 18TH OF JCNE.

,

Yours of the 21st is at hand. I do not think I will

need any queens this year, and I have no bee-keep-
ing neighbors who believe in Italian bees. You ask
me how that half-pound of bees are getting along. I

received the bees on the 18th of June. I put them
into a hive with 2 frames of comb and no brood. On
the iith of July the young bees were hatching, and
were pure Italians. By the first of September they
had 10 frames of brood, and by the 20th of Sept. they
had made 40 lbs. of comb honey, and robbed 3 hives

of black bees in box hives, for my neighbor. I put
them into winter quarters on the 20th of Oct., and
am feeding them now to stimulate brood-rearing. I

want to see how much honey they will make this

year. I will let you know how they do this summer.
John Dallas.

Sharpville, Mercer Co., Pa., Feb. If!, 1882.

The above was sent us by friend Burridge,
and we do not think it particularly extraor-
dinary, especially if the bees robbed neigh-
boring hives, as stated. I would infer these
neighbors' hives were queenless, or badly
managed in some way, for the Italians are
not given to such work, on good strong colo-
nies. This report may send a good many
customers to friend B. ; but if it should, "I

hope he will be more prompt than he was
last season, not only in sending bees and
queens, but in returning the money when he
was unable to send them.

TRANSFERRING IN THE NEW WAT.

I have got some transferring to do this spring, and
would like to do it by the easy method recommended
in A B U. You say, place a Simplicity hive on top,

and make all perfectly tight. Now, what I want to

know is, whether you mean to leave no entrance to

Simplicity hive, except through top of the box hive.

I would suppose that, to stop the entrance in box
hive, and leave one open in Simplicity, would cause

them to go up sooner, as the other plan would be the

same as adding a second story for extracting pur-

poses. Would putting on hive too long before

swarming make any difference about bees accepting

it? D. S. TvLER.
Clio, Mich., Feb. 11, 1883.

My remarks, friend T., were with a view
of leaving the entrance as usual; but since
you suggest it, I think very likely opening
an entrance at the top of the old hive might
be instrumental in causing the bees to grad-
ually work entirely up into the new hive. I
do not think it would make much difference
when you put this upper hive on ; but per-
haps they would go up quicker, if you Avait-

ed until just about the time we generally
put on boxes.
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BEES BY THE POUND, ETC.

Please accept my many thanks for the free adver-

tisement of bees by the pound you gave me last year.

I would not have given ten couts to have had my
name put in there, for 1 didn't reallj' expect it would
bring mc sale for a pound; but to ray surprise it

brought uie orders for all I could spare till into July—
in all, over 100 lbs., all of which I delivered, to the

entire satisfaction of my customers. The most of

them I sold the first of Juno at $1.00 per lb., which I

think was too cheap. I think your present prices

are nearer right. I wish some one would determine
just how much honey a pound of bees would gather.

It could be told quite closely by weighing a new
strong natural swarm at the beginning of the honey
season, giving them plenty of empty combs, follow-

ing closely with the extractor, and taking awaj' ail

combs containing eggs every second or third day so

they would use no honey to feed brood. I think a

pound of bees would gather 30 !bs. of honey; and as

honey is the basis of all bee-keeping, the 30 lbs. at 10

cts. would make a pound of bees worth $3.00 at the

beginning of the honey season, for the honey they

would store. I shall try to demonstrate it this com-
ing season. S. C. Perky.
Portland, Ionia Co., Mich., Mar. 21, 18s3.

I think you have got it prettj' high, friend

l\, for general localities and general seasons;

but perhaps not on the average, if rightly

cared for. 1 have bought bees by the pound,
just a day or two before the close of bass-

wood, and had them pay for themselves in

three days. You have started quite an in-

teresting question : How much honey can a
pound of bees gather?

A BOLD St^OGESTIOX.

The application of partheno-genesis to Doolittle's

statement, in regard to a three-banded progeny
from queens which were reared among black drones,

will at once give us light upon a mysterious point;

and I assume that those queens which he mentions,

whose worker progeny plainly showed three distinct

bands, were daughters of virgin queens. I once had
a very prolific queen which I watched closely from
the time she was hatched till the day she commenced
laying, and never saw any evidence of copulation,

although for three entire days I say her as often as

every three hours. This is all theory, I know; but
discussion In an amicable manner will aid in eradi-

cating error and establishing truth.

J. E. Pond, Jr.
Attleboro, Mass., March 12, 18S2.

If friend Pond has said exactly what he
meant to in the above, I fear I do not exact-
ly get his meaning ; but if he would suggest,
that the queens producing all three-banded
bees, among hosts of common drones, never
met any drones at all, I think I could see the
point. You will remember I have hinted in
the ABC, that it seemed possible a queen
might produce workers witliout mating at
all. If we accept this, it is easy to account
for the great numbers of cases of wingless
queens that produce worker brood, without
declaring they must have met a drone in the
hive, or while hopping around near tlie en-
trance. I tliink it will be well to go slow in
deciding wUat is impossible, so long as there
is so much we don't know.

FLOUR CANDY IN JANUARY.

Three colonies of my own that I was afraid had
not suUleient honey to carry them through, had
quite a patch of brood started, some hatching, while

in seven others that had an abundance of stores there

were no eggs; in others the queen had just begun to

lay. I attribute this fact, that to the three light

colonies I gave each a frame of flour candy in Janu-
ary, which they had nearly consumed, and in one
stock had built a small piece of comb in place of the

candy. One dollar's worth of granulated sugar
makes just two frames (Langstroth) of candy, as I

make it. I use about }.i flour, as nearly as I can
guess. I don't weigh it. But I tell you it's business

to make it and not burn it. I believe you recom-
mend clear sugar. I don't know but it would answer,
but do you think it as good? I winteicd three nu-
clei in one Simplicity hive packed in chaff on one
frame of such flour candy each, and a venj little hon-

ey; each has now lirood hatching.

Bethel, Conn., March, 1883. S. H. Hickok.

I had suggested that the flour bstter be
omitted for winter feed, friend II. ; but your
experiments seem to decide that it is not al-

ivays deleterious, at least.

TQE NEW DEANB SYSTEM.

I was somewhat surprised when looking through
March Gleanings, on finding the article and illus-

trations on the " New Deane System for Comb Hon-
ey." Not so much on account of the wonder-
ful " system," but because I had invented, and,

to a certain extent, iLscd, the very same thing last

summei'. 1 had a number of such cases under course

of construction when I received the number of

Gleanings referred to. The only points of differ-

ence between friend D.'s and mine are, that I nail

the pieces together, instead of putting them togeth-

er as illustrated by you and friend Deane. It is

more easily done by one who does not have the re-

quired tools for notching or dovetailing; and that,

to hold the boards to the sides, and keep the whole
together, I use heavy wire, bent at right angles at

the proper length, so as to form a clasp. Slip the

clasp over the end of the boards (one at each end of

the ease, of course), push one end of the clasp down
and pull the other up, and you will clamp the whole
together so firmly that it will '"sound." I think I

should like the word "case" rather better than
" system," for I think it is a new case for holdino sec-

tion bo^xs, that friend Doane has invented and
brought before the public, ra'her than a new system.

Bees will come through iu good condition I think.

Amos A. Ressler.
Soudersburg, Lan. Co., Pa., March 13, 1882.

HOW 1 WINTERED MY BEES AVITHOUT POLLEN.

Last fall I packed my bees in chaff, on summer
stands (30 colonies in all), some of them with enam-
eled cloth fitted close down on the frames t<3 exclude

all upward ventilutiou, with chaff cushions above
that almost filled the upper story; others with car-

pet on the frames, and chaff cushions above, and
some hives with about half a bushel of loose chaff

on the sheet of duck; two with nothing but one
thickness of carpet on the frames; all of them with-

out pollen in the brood-nest. The last week in Feb-

ruary was nice and warm, and the bees came out for

a grand jubilee. The next day was flne also, and
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they went nosing- around as though Ihey were look-

ing for something that they did not have in the

hives. I set out a shallow box, filled with flour;

they went to work on it with the hum of joy that

they always make when we give them what they

want. The first day of March being a fine spring

day, I made a thorough examination, and found

them in splendid condition, without any exception
— every queen laying, but no brood hatched; so you
see I can throw up my old hat (I have no other), and

halloo "Hurrah for the new departure! remove all

pollen from the brood-nest in winter." Some broth-

er will say, " Hold on. Lane, the danger is not all

past yet." I think it is. Mj' experience teaches me
that all colonies that are in good health and good
condition the first of March are out of danger.

Whitestown, Ind., March 17, 1883. S. H. Lane.

I am jrlad your bees are doing so well,

friend L. ; but I can not quite agree with
yon, that tliey are surely " out of the woods,"
even this first of April, nor that it was sure-
ly the absence of pollen that saved them, for
almost every one's bees are alive now. In
fact, all plans have succeeded during this
past winter.

$€l%i and §um(is.^c

PLAN FOR HONET-HOUSE WANTED.
^^«/tILL some of the friends give us a plan for a

wll convenient and not expensive honey-house,

to be used for extracting, storing honey,

taking care of brood-frames, putting hives together,

etc.; say one large enough for 50 or 100 colonies?

FOLDING TENT WANTED.
Also give a plan for making a tent for use in the

apiary; such a one as will admit of folding up into a
small compass.

FEEDING CANDT IN THE OPEN AIR.

Is it safe or advisable to feed honey or candy in

the open air at this time of the year? I have suc-

ceeded in doing it so as to prevent fighting among
bees, by shading the feed from the sun when the

bees got too furious. F. A. Palmer.
McBrides, Mich., March 2, 1882.

[Why, friend P., it seems to me you have answer-
ed your last question yourself. I fear the folding

tent wiU be hard to make at a low price.]

Send me the primer, ABC. I wish to enter the
" bee sohool." J. W. Gregory.
Lincoln, 111., March 13, 1883.

HONEY FROM CORN.
Last summer I had corn honey, and it tasted as

ranch like sweet-corn honey as basswood or white
clover or buckwheat. Almon Achenbach.
Columbia, Tuscola Co., Mich., Feb. 13, 1882.

Bees were doing a rousing business in pollen

March 1, 2, and 3. John T. Schafer.
Ada, O., March 7,1883.

[That is what we hear from almost every point,

friend S.]

I should like to shake hands with Mr. T. M. Pear-

sons, of Tippecanoe City, O., for his experience (p.

38, Jan. Gleanings) in transferrliig and fixing up his

neighbors' bees. It's mine, to a dot. J.H.Myers.
Saratoga Springs, N. V., i*eb., 1882.

WIRE nails by mail.

It makes them pretty high priced, but, like the

dog after the woodchuck,"got to have 'em." Bees all

right. F. Baker.
Holly, Mich., March 4, 1883.

I have wintered 2.50 swarms in bee-house in perfect

Order to date. Most of them were set out for a fly

during the late Avarm spell, but are now enjoying a

morning nap, which I hope will last till April 15.

H. R. Boardman.
East Townsend, O., March 6, 1882.

I started in the spring of 1881 with 11 colonies, and
some were very weak. I increased to 38 by artificial

swarming, and got 400 lbs. of honey, and sold some
queens and bees; and if mine winter better this win-

cr, I shall have a better chance next summer.
Orrville, O., Jan. 26, 1883. C. J. YODER,

CHAFF HIVES.

I sold the only two colonies I had in j'our chaH
hives, with all fixtures, for $35.00. I offered my cus-

tomer colonies in other hives at $6.50; but he
thought these would be the cheapest ia the end, and
I think he was right. H. Barber.
Adrian, Mich., March 13, 1882.

IN FLORIDA.

I am away down south among the orange-blossoms,

and 1 brought a poor little hive of bec:s along that

could not by any chance get through the winter at

home, and they arc doing well here. I have made
them a full sized hive, and I want some fdn.

E. M. Johnson. .

Longwood, Orange Co., Fla., Feb. 28, 18t>3.

ONLY A POSTAGE-STAMP WANTING.

I put a letter in the office this day two weeks ago
with an order for goods, and with two postofHce

orders, one for fifty dollars, and one for th'rty; and
on inquiry, the postmaster tells me my letter was
not stamped, so it went to the Dead-Letter Office.

Philip Earhart.
Davenport, Towa, March 10, 1883.

[Your $80.00 came around all right in due time,

friend E., but T would not advise you to follow up
that way of doing business.]

On our lawn, where my bees sit, the water was 14

feet deep. I put them (100 swarms) on top of my
house. They gathered pollen, and, to all appearance,

do as well as on their stands. The strange part

about it is, how they get back, for all the hives look

alike, and sit close together, side by side, and the

front within-C inches of back. Kich'd Cadlb.
Shawncetown, 111, March 8, 1883.

[Why, friend C, this seems to upset some of our
theories, at first glance; but I presume the fact

that the whole aspect of things was so changed ac-

counts for it partly.]

TOBACCO rOIiVMN.

RECEIVED the smoker some days ago, and will

say that, when I smoke or chew tobacco you
will pretty soon get your pay for the smoker;

and, by the way, I think you will got it before that,

for I think it is I who am benefited, and not you; it

is I who am saving money by the quitting, and not

you. It is three weeks to-day since I tasted the
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weed. I miss It, to be sure; but 3 times 30 are 90

cents saved. I can go to bed. and go to sleep; can

eat; have no vertigo, so it is good not to use the

weed at all. J. H. Daniel.

Cumberland, O., March 11, 1883.

Many thanks for your kind frank state-

ment, friend J). It reminds me of a young
man in our employ now. When he came
here, nothing seemed to stand in the way of
his having tlie vacant place, except his tobac-
co ; and as he stated the case it seemed al-

most a cruel thing to iusist on what might
be termed my notion in the matter. Almost,
for the tirst time, 1 was tempted to waver in

this, one of our rules and regulations. I

prayed God to guide me safely, and then told
the young man I saw no way for the good of
the great number I employed, but to hold to

my regulation on tobacco. I felt, after I had
told him so, that I had done right. It is now
three or four weeks since that talk, and he
is not only looking brighter, happier, and
better, but he told me yesterday he was glad
he had undertaken it, and that he never
wanted any tobacco near him any more.
This man had tried it repeatedly before, and
failed ; and I think it quite likely that being
among those who did not nse it lias beenk
great help to him.

I have used the weed for 33 years, and quit last

September. If that entitles me to a smoker you can

send it. If ever I use tobacco again, I will send

price of it. Send a good one. Jos. Sheply.
Florence, Ont., Can., Jan. 6, 1883.

We want a smoker, but not for putting away to-

bacco. Blessyour soul, can't the good folks down
In civiUzatum, where there is so much paid for

preaching and foreign missions, live above such
barbarism at home? Why, we " poor miserable de-

graded Mormons " have more manhood than that,

for we do not believe in its use; and the man using

It has little fellowship with us; and the man who
would drink whisky, or profane the name of the

Deity, has none. B. F. Johnson.
Spring Lake, Utah, Feb. 23, 1883.

niR. MEKRI-^BAIVKS AND HIS NEIGH-
BOR.

Let all things be done decently and in order.—I.

Cor. H : 40.

^OM'S printing-office was a sort of shed
adjoining the doctor's office ; and, in
fact, it had been used as a coal-shed

until Tom petitioned to have it tor his office.
Tom had a very good mother, and, while I

think of it, it occurs to me that almost all

the mothers in Onionville were good women.
Is such thecase in your neighborhood? Well,
Tom was naturally rather neat in his habits,
or, at least, folks said so ; but it may be, aft-
er all, that it was the effect, greatly, of his
mother's early training. A lot of boys pro-
ppsed, one night after school, to go and visit
his office. Tom agreed, but it was evident
from his manner that he was not greatly
pleased with the idea. When rallied in re-
gard to his not giving a very cordial invita-
tion he replied, '' Why, the truth of it is, boys,
my office, even if it don't amount to much, is

clean and in nice order ; and if you all go in
there with muddy feet, you will make me a
lot of work scrubbing it out again ; and
folks who pick up things and handle them,
often make me a great deal of trouble."
This raised a big laugh. '' Why, how do

you expect folks to trade witli you, if they
don't ever go to your office V" said one.
Tom looked a little embarrassed, but hnal-

ly replied, " ^V' by, I supposed you were only
going for the fun of it, and customers do not
often come to my office in a big crowd."
John here intex-posed, that they would all

clean their feet so nicely that no one would
know they had been there, from the looks of
the tloor ; but Tom was a little incredulous
as he glanced at the great heavy muddy
boots of the greater part of them. However,
they went to a nice grassy plot, and, under
John's supervision, they cleaned their feet
pretty well ; and as a sidewalk went clear
up to the office, they got in without soiling
the clean sanded floor very much. As it

was rather cool weatlier, Tom asked them
all to be seated on a bencli at one side of the
room, and he would build a lire. At this a
boy, whom no one liked very well, jumped
up and exclaimed, " Oh! I'll build the tire,

and you can go on with the printing."

''No," objected Tom, who was getting a
little nervous, " you don't know how. I
would rather build it myself."
Tom meant by this that Bob didn't know

just how he himself managed to build lires,

and how he preferred to have it done ; not
that he did not know how to start a fire in a
stove, in a general way. How many mis-
understandings come out of just such trifles,

and how often we see people declaring they
have been insulted and abused, when noth-
ing of the kind was ever thought of !

'• Do you mean to say, sir," said Bob, all

in a blaze, " that I am a fool 'i"'

Here the rest interposed and told Bob to
sit down and let Tom do as he pleased in his
own shop. Tom also explained that he ob-
jected, because people usually dropped coal
and shavings on the floor, and it was more
bother to clean up after them than to do it

himself ; but as Bob still declared he could
do it as well as anybody, Tom consented to
let him try, and the rest all watched while
he did it. Back of the stove stood a pail of
coal, and also one of short sticks and shav-
ings from the sawmill. Bob opened the
stove-door and pushed the uuburned coals
back and made a good place for the kin-
dlings ; but in so doing he blackened his
Angers and the wristbands to his shirt in a
way that would certainly make his mother
much work. He next, with both hands,
took a great lot of shavings from the large
kindling-pail, and placed them in the stove ;

but as he raised them out of the pail, the
fine shavings dropped over the sides and
sprinkled all the way from the pail to the
floor. As this raised a big laugh, he declar-
ed there couldn't anybody put shavings in
the stove without letting at least a little

dust (?) get on the floor.
" Shall I show you how I do it?" said Tom.
"How do yt)u do it?"
" Just this way ;

" and, suiting the action
to the word, Tom took the pail of shavings,
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held it i;p to the door of the stove, and put
hi the handful without the possibility of a
single fiber dropping. " J]esides," resumed
Tom, '' yoii have put in about four times as
much as I do ; for I find it no light chore to
bring it from the sawmill."
l)Ob next undertook to put in the coal;

but as the coal-pail was nearly two yards
from the stove-door he had to travel "back
and forth with each shovelful ; and before
he had the stove well filled, little bits of
coal had fallen off the sliovel, making the
fioor look quite imtidy. To make matters
worse, in walking back and forth he had
stepped on these little bits, and ground
them into powder and into the floor. lie al-

so, in putting in the last shovelful, bumped
it against the side of the stove-door, and
quite a lot of coal fell on the ledge of the
stove. The boys laughed, but Tom was get-
ting pretty nearly angry.
" Why did you not carry the coal-pail up

to the stove-door, as I showed youV" said
he.
" Why, that was the way you said you put

in kindling ; I"ll leave it to the rest, if you
said a word about putting in coal that way.
You needn't be so nice about your print-
ing-shop ; a little coal on the floor don't do
any hurt, any way."
Just at this moment his eye rested on a

clean new little broom hanging up against
the wall, and beside it a pretty little dust-
pan. The broom had a ring screwed in the
top, and hung by it on a stout screw put in-
to the wall. ''Here; I can sweep it all up
for you in no time." He first swept the
floor ; and in so doing he scattered the bits
of coal further, and crunched more of them
under his boots. After this was done, he
noticed the coal on the stove-ledge ; and in
sweeping this off, he got it all over the floor
again, and mashed some more under his
feet. When he got done he put the dust-pan
in the sink, instead of hanging it on its nail,
and stood the broom up in a corner. Tlie
new white broomstick was also marred by
the sooty marks of his fingers. ]3y this time
he was ready to light the fire ; butin getting
a match out of the neat little match-safe he
knocked it down and spilled them all ; and
in picking them up he left three or four that
he did not happen to see. Back of the stove
was a clean place of whitewashed wall, and
on this he scratched his match, instead of
on the sanded surface on jjurpose, on the
match-safe. A long black streak was left
on the wall ; and as the phosphorus flew off
and didn't light the match, he threw it on
the floor and tried another. The fire was
finally lighted, and Bob turned to see what
the rest were all looking at. Tom, after
glancing at things, put the dust-pan and
broom into place, picked up the good and
bad matches, looked ruefully at his floor,
and then resumed his work with the presses.
My friend, are you sure you know how to
build a fire any better than Bob didV
You may think I am needlessly particular

in going into all these little details ; but, my
friends, it is these little things that make the
difference between eternal life and eternal
ruin. A world of unhappy people are to-
day drifting about with nothing to do, or

working at very small pay, just because
they started and went through life like poor
friend Bob. A hoy that will build a fire,

and put away every thing so carefully that
you would not know a " boy " had" been
about, I could easily afford to pay a dollar a
day, where I could not give over'oO cents to
one who goes to work at every thing as Bob
did. In fact, to tell the plain truth, if I had
no regard for the poor boy's future. I would
not have one like Bob in our establishment
at any price. We all like neat, clean, and
pleasant homes, and pleasant places of bus-
iness ; and it is right we should like them,
for no one can do nice work in a disorderly
place. You need not tell me children can
not be taught to be orderly and accurate, or
that they do not enjoy themselves better
when so taught, for I have had about as
much experience with them as anybody, and
I do not believe they think me a hard task-
master either.
The matter of the fire being now nicely ar-

ranged, Tom was desired to print something,
just to show them how he did it. He had
only one job on hand, and this was some
cards for the superintendent of their Sunday-
school. John and one other boy were the
only ones of those present who were Sunday-
school scholars. This was whatwas to be on
the card :

—

Jesus, tejicli nie not to swear;
This sliall be my earnest prayer;

All (lay long-, at work or play,
Jesus, teach me what to say.

TOM s PRT<SS

As a printed copy was given him, Tom
had little trouble in setting it up, so it read
just like the original. After he had pro-
nounced it all right, the copy was given the
rest to read, until all agreed it was exactly
right. Here is the press he used.
After the type

were fastened by
little blocks called
"furniture," ex-
actly in the middle
of the iron frame
called a " chase,"
several sheets of
blaiik paper Avere
fastened over the
"tympan," or part
that moves up
against the type, and a \eiY little nik was
rolled over the face ot the type. The first

impression would, you see, be right on these
sheets of paper, and it was then easy to see
where to stick some pins, against which to

rest the cards, that they miglit be printed
exactly in the middle, and square. After
several times trying, the "register," as it is

called, was right. Now, it was found that
some of the letters were not as clear and
plain as others. This was adjusted by chang-
ing the impression a little, by means of the
proper screws, and then Tom took down
from a shelf a pretty little paper box, that,

when opened, was found to contain nice lit-

tle cards, put up in bundles of 50 each, with
a little paper band around each. Did you
never notice how nice and clean such goods
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are when they come from the factory V You
may think your hands are pretty clean ; but
if you even rest your fingers on one of these
snow-white cards, it leaves a niarlv, and the
card is spoiled. How easy it is to make
mischief in this world, and without any in-

tention of so doing, either ! r>ob found it

out, for almost as soon as the cover was oft'

the box, he picked up one of the bundles of
cards, soiling wherever his hngers touched
them, tore off the neat little paper band, and
threw it on the floor.

" Look a here, old feller," said Tora, " we
don't throw things on the floor in this shop,
I would have you understand.''
" Why ! just that little bit of paper? I

should like to know what you can do with
it/'
" Why, it's waste paper, and it goes into

the waste-paper basket. " And Tom pointed
his finger to a pretty little basket, made of
willow. Would you like to seeitV Here it is.

]>ob looked around at
the rest ; but as no one
seemed to think he had
any just cause for com-
plaint, he picked up the
little scrap of paper and
placed it in the little

basket, saying, '• May
be there is something
else you'd like to have
a fellow do '/

"

All were good natur- ^^^s

ed by this time, and tum-s wastei'apek baskkt.

Tom very quietly said, " Yes, Bob, there is

one other thing I should like you to do.
Will you do it V"
"I Avill if I can ; talk it out."
'' If you are going to help me pi int, wash

your hands, and make them so clean they
won"t leave a mark on a clean card." Bob
did it ; and as the rest were all watching
him, he actually hung the towel on the right
hook, put the soap back in the soap-stand.
and rinsed out the new tin wash-basin, and
hung it up on the nail where he found it.

After trying his linger across a clean white
card, to be sure it would not soil it, Tom al-

of soft cotton being used to put it on with.
The bronze sticks to the ink, but falls right
off from the smooth paper, and so we have
the words in "letters of gold." If I am
right, botli the two boys who were at work
on that little card needed those words, and
it may be the superintendent's little verse,
in letters of gold, started good seed that day,
even before the little cards got out of the
printing-otliee. Would you like a few of
those cards, my friend V Well, you just
mention, when you are writing us, and' we
will send you some.
Bob enjoyed the work so much that he

declared he was going to work hard and
earn money, and have one too. When he
asked the very cheapest that any kind of a
printing-i)ress could be had for, Tom showed
him a picture of one that was only a dollar,
that would print a card very well. It was
very soon arranged that Bob should help
him in the office at 5 cents an hour, until he
could buy it.

At this point, some of the boys, overhear-
ing something about some new things that
Mr. Merrybanks had just invented, the whole
lot started off to go and see them. The
boys all knew he would readily show and

;
explain every thing to them, if they only
asked him, and so the proposal met with
favor at once, as soon as Tom could put away
his bronze, wash his type, and put every thing
in apple-pie order. In answer to a question,
he replied that he usually washed his type
with benzine ; but that, when he wished to
get it real clean, he used concentrated lye,
which he kept always ready for use, in a
little black jug under the sink.

I

The first thing that i)leased the boys was
a new smoker friend M. had just got. It
cost him only .)0 cents, and yet it was light-
ed with a match, and would throw smoke
like a little fire-engine. Here is a picture of
it.

The next thing .John wanted them to see
was a little fence to put before the entrances
to the bee-hives, that would let worker bees
through, but not the drones or queens.
Friend M. had got this from the great bee-

Mis. MERUYBANKS' 1'

lowed him to finish one pack of cards in
gold bronze. The cards for this purpose
were of a steel blue, as it is called, to con-
trast better with gold. An ounce of bronze,
costing only 1.5 cents, will do for a great
number of labels. It is dusted over the
print just as it comes from the press, while
the ink is yet fresh and sticky, a little ball

irxy-CENT SMOliElt.

man of Canada, Mr. D. A. .Jones. As John
was not quite able to explain it fully, Fred-
die volunteered to read all about it to them
in the American Agriculturist, and this is

wliat he read :

—

At the meeting of the National Bee-Keepers' So-
ciety, at Lexington, Ky., Mr. D. A. Jones suggested
a way to control, in part at least, the mating on the
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drone side. This is accomplished by the use of per-
foratei zinc as entrance-a^uards to the hives. These
guides are ten inches loiiy, and each guide is a box
with the bottom and one side removed. A cross-
Fection of this box is one inch square. The holes iu
this zinc arc rectangular, 3-16 by 9-16 of an inch long.

ft^

eel their bees all right, like everybody else,

you know, and so they were tliinking of
selling bees. Here is the board he had in

his hand.

JONES'S BEE-GUARD.

The zinc occupies abort as much space as that occu-
pied by the holes: that is, aboutone-half of the met-
al is cut away. These holes, while they permit the
workers to pass freely through, are a perfect bar to
the drones and the queen. Now. by pincing this guide
with tho wanting side against the end or side of the
hive, before the entrance, we have a perfect barrier
to the drones and the queen, while the workers may
pass with freedom.

now TO USE THE GUARDS.
By placing these guards before the hives, in our

own and near neighbors' apiaries, we may preclude
the flight of all such drones as are not desired to
meet the queens. Of course, if there are wild bees
in the vicinity, ns is always the case if there are
forests near by, then this method is only a help, not
a sure preventive of undesirable mating. A still

better way to use the guides is to let the drones fly

from all but the very best colonies on such days as
there are no young queens to fly out. and about one
or two o'clock put all the guides at the entrances of
the hives, and at night, after the bees are in their
hives, kill the drones. Tho drones shoiild always be
kept down either by this method or by cutting out
the unhatched drone-brood, as they eat a great
amount of honey, and are expensive and worthless
appendages to any hive. I permit drones in my
choicest hives only.

The next, friend M. said he bought in the
city, on purpose for John's mother ; for he
had observed, when fllling pitchers and
bowls with honey, how hard it is for a wo-
man to pour it out of a tin can or pail. This
can be boxed up nicely for shij)ping, and yet
a pound of honey could easily be poured
from it at any tinie.

GROOVED BOARD, FOR FASTENING MOV.\BLE FRAMES
FOR SHIPMENT.

You will notice the strip of board has
three grooves in it. AVell, suppose such
a board were slipped into each end of a
three-frame nucleus hive. If the grooves
were just the right depth and width, the
frames would slide right down in them, and
then they would l)e a fixture, so far as any
possible shucking about were concerned. To
fasten the frames of a whole colony, six snch
boards are used, putting in 9 combs instead
of 10. These boards do away with all wedg-
es, or mashing bees, and the frames can be
puslied down into these grooves, when cov-
ered with bees, almost as easily as they can
be hung in the hives. Where bees and
combs of brood are to be sent in a shipping-
box, without any hives, these boards form
the end of the shipping-box — thin stuff
making the sides, and wire cloth covering
top and bottom. They decided that, with
machinery, they could make boards like the
one in the picture for 8 cents each, or $2.50
per hundred.
" O Mr. Merrybanks !

" said Mary ;
" how

did the bees get along making honey out of
the sap ?

"

" Why, my girl, tliey got along pretty well,

only they found the ' feed ' a little ' thin '."

"• And, oh ! don't you believe," said Fred-
die, " Uncle Billy is going to build a mill
with all those stones at the quarry ?

"

BOXED C.VN, FOR SHIFPING OR RETAILING HONEY.

Mrs. M. rather objected to the arrange-
ment, on the ground that it was too compli-
cated, and not as handy as a common tin

can with a honey-gate near the bottom ; but
when friend M. reminded her that such a
can was very awkward to ship, without hav-
ing the honey-gate broken off, she admitt-
ed it.

John's father here came over to show
something he had studied np, and to ask
friend M. to help him study up machinery
for making them rapidly. They had winter-

^ %qwh §n§€umging.

TWO NUCLEI IN ONE HIVE.

jjp AM feeling quite jubilant to-day, and really must
sit right down and write you a short letter. My
bees are all in fine condition at tho present

writing. I have not lost a queen, colony, or nucleus.

I have never failed to safely winter nuclei on their

summer stands. I always winter two nuclei in one

hive, and they go through the winter as safely as a

full colony would. To-day my bees are carrying

natural pollen; and that's what makes me feel " top-

loftily" like. I suppose they get their pollen from

swamp willow. I always consider my bees perfectly

safe when I see them carrying natural pollen; and

if after that I lose a colony, I call it neglect, and not

"spring dwindling." Fruit-buds arc swelling, and

peach-trees will soon be in bloom. Judging from
present app?arances, there will be an abundance of

apple and cherry bloom within the flight of my bees.

There are at least one hundred acres In orchards

within reach of me. M. J. Harbis.
Calhoun, 111., March 1, 1883.
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And whatsoever he docth shall prosper.—Psalm 1 :3.

^pjIIAT is a pretty h\g promise, to a mor-

Jl tal man, my friends, is it not? Wliat-—
' soever lie doetli shall prosper. Do you

want to know to whom the promise is giv-
en, and under what conditions you can claim
itV If you will read the little chapter from
which I took it, you will Ihid that one very
proonnent requirement is that you keep
good company. A very little thing, is it

not? \\'ell, the first verse reads thus:—
Blessed is the man that walkcth not in the counsel

of the uiigddly, nor standeth in the way of sinners,
nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful.

One day I was out in the fields to see what
flowers the bees were working on. As I

looked over the brow of a hill 1 saw several
boys having sport with a bumble-bees' nest.

Alihough I would hardly a'ecommend tor-

turing the poor insects as a proper pastime
for good boys, I could not but feel a thrill,

as I rememl)ered the times when I used to

enjoy myself hugely in just such "adven-
tures," as we used to be pleased to term
them. It is surely wrong to kill any of
God's creatures just for the sport of the
thing. In a few minutes my ears were
shocked with awful oaths. One of the boys
was one of my Sabbath-school class, and'.

I

watched, hoping he would either make some
protest against such language, or quietly go
away. He did neither. I had often talked
with him about going with such company,
and it seemed, for tlie time, almost as if I

should have to give him up. It is utterly
impossible, my friends, be you either old or
young, for you to be constantly among those
who take God's name iu vain, without being-
harmed. It will surely, sooner or later, spoil
our chance of prospering, even in this world,
iu the best sense o£ the word lyro.^pcr. 1 do
not believe it will pay you to work where
such talk is going on. " Innocent men some-
times get into prison. Do they? I grant
you they often get iu wlien innocent of the
precise crime they are charged with ; but all !

whom I have ever met were guilty of liaving i

kept bad company. Yes, very bad company. :

Every new face [ meet iu our county jail has '

the same old story to tell over again. He '

has been keeping very bad company. Things
j

were all against him. Poor fellowsl they
i

are right; things have been all against'
them. They were the victims of a string of

j

misfortunes, and it really seemed as if all

the powers of evil had for the time con-

;

spired against them. 1 think they are right,
\

for Satan does get his victims into all sorl^s
j

of traps, and very often they get blamed and
punished for things they did not do.

j

I once advised a friend of mine, a young
woman, not to be seen walking on the street
with a certain young man.
" Why, Mr. Koot, what shall I do when he

happens to come along just as I am on my
way to my work? "

"Go slower or faster, so as not to meet
him ; or, cross over to the other side."
" But must I be so rude as not to treat

him civilly when he accosts me?"

" Under the circumstances, I hardly think
you can with safety treat him civilly

;
per-

haps I can not tell you just what to do ; but
something must be done at once. You will
suffer if you do not heed me ; and, in fact,

you have suffered already for even walking
with him once, as you say it has been only
once."
" ^Vhy, Mr. Boot, what do you mean? Are

people talking about me? "

" They are; and that is why I have come
to you."
She burst into tears. " ]Mr. Boot, it is no

use. I might just as well give up. I have
done the very best I could, and yet they are
talking about me again. Oh ! tell me what
I shall do to have people mind their own
business, and let me alone."
" Go back to your Sunday-school class and

teacher. Be constant in your attendance at
church, and let yom' jissociates be only
among Christian people. Shun those who
are in any way questionable, and in time the
world will give you all the credit you de-
serve, and even more too."

Now, I am ready for those of you who ob-
ject to the advice I gave above, on the
ground that it is our duty to extend a help-
ing hand, and be civil to everybody. In
such matters we can not well give advice
that will api)ly generally to all cases.
Character is like money in the bank. Last
month I told you something about how you
were to have a good stock of it laid by for
emergencies.
One little schoolgirl once for mischief took

another little girl's mittens and put them in
the schoolmaster's overcoat pocket. A third
little girl suggested the master might be ac-
cused of stealing. Now, children as they
were, they were capable of deciding, that,
although appearances were really against
the master, no sane person would ever say
for a minute he stole the mittens. Why?
Because he had such a character to back it.

He might go into a saloon, or walk with any
man or woman at any time of day or night,
and not a breath of " talk " would ever be
heard against him. Why? Because he has,
through years, got such a hold of the hearts
of the people, by his uprightness and Chris-
tian example, by his hard and earnest labors
for the youth of the community, that any
man would be called crazy who would think
of imputing to him any wrong motive in go-
ing anywhere, under any circumstances.
Compare this man with a boy who has been
with wild and questionable companions un-
til people have become a little suspicious of
him. Do you not see what a ditference it

makes? Little things make up the charac-
ter ; and the character-builder seems less

aware of how all these little things weigh,
than almost anybody else. Even the children
judge and weigh these little acts, and pretty
unerringly too. The sight of a cigar in a
young man's mouth kills him for posts of
usefulness, to a certain extent, in the eyes
of almost everybody. Why ? Perhaps many
would find it hard to tell you why, and many
might declare it would make no dilference
with them ; but when they happen to be
hunting a trusty young man for some very
important post, the cigar will surely not
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count in his favor. Well, Jesus has said that
all that is not for him, is against him. Pr.
Kellogg struck at the real truth of the mat-
ter Avhen he said that the young man who
would talie up a bad habit, at lirst re-

pulsive, would surely take up with the next
bad habit that happens to be in a line with
his inclinations. Jt indicates an unscrui)U-
lousness, as it were, as an attitude of tlie

heart. It is a mild sort of a "don't care"'
spirit, and this " don't care" spirit, pushed
a little further along, will take up gambling,
drinking, theft, and tinally murder. When
you don't care Avhat kind of a character you
build, you are on the road to the penitentia-
ry or the poorhouse.

I have told you about the young man who
was converted, and that the small boys on
the streets, in discussing the matter next
morning, said they didn't believe it, because
he just went past with a cigar in his mouth.
Very likely those small boys had cigars in
their mouths; but yet they decided, unhesi-
tatingly, that the man who is to become a
better man must start out in the morning
without his cigar. Argue as much as you
please about it, the plain fact still stands
before you, that the world will always de-
cide against the cigar, when it comes to
building character. It has been said, that
the voice of the people is the voice of God

;

and this verdict that the people almost un-
consciously pass upon you and your acts,
certainly often comes very near the voice of
God.
You who are reading, and listening, as it

were, to these words I am trying to tell you,
I am sure have a sincere desire to improve
and prosper in all honest work ; and now in
this same teachable spirit, examine the mat-
ter yourselves, and answer. Would you ad-
vise the young girl who, in real anguish,
wanted the people to stop talking about her,
to go to a danceV If you please, any kind of
a dance. Would you advise her to be found
at any kind of a card-table y Answer it your-
selves, and then you can't well argue the
matter; and after you have answered, go
over all these things that people disagree on.
Or suppose a girl were wanted to take charge
of the books and money of some large insti-

tution. You know girls often do this now.
In fact, I do not know but that it is coming
to pass that we business men find that we
have better "luck " (?) with girls than with
men or boys, for girls don't smoke, swear,
nor drink, you know. I>ut it isn't every (jirl

who is lit for such a post. Well, what kind
of one shall we look for? Think of all the
women you know, and pick out the one you
think would do best. IIow did she build uj)

that character^ what little things entered
into its make-up? is there the least trace of
any thing " fast " about her? does she spend
all she can get hold of to bedeck herself?
does she play lady while her mother is bend-
ing and wrinkling herself with hard work?
is she always wanting the best places, with-
out any regard as to whether other girls have
any kind of a place or not? Now, reader, if

every thing you do does not prosper, is not
some of the reason for it because you have
not built up a character in the ways I have
indicated?

There is another verse in that first psalm
that reads,—
His deligtit is io the law of the Lord; and In his

law doth h.- meditate d:iy and riig-ht.

That word clelkiht, it seems to me, is a
most happy one. I have had boys come here
to work who labored solely for the pay they
received, or at least pretty near that. It
they had to carry hives out "into the apiary,
it was drudgery for them ; and in a sort of
sleepy way they would set them down in the
wrong ])lace, and yawn, and declare they
knew of one boy who wouldn't work if he
didn't have to. Did you ever hear anybody
say he Avished he was rich so he wouldn't
have to work? I have heard men say it

;

but I am glad to say I can not remember of
ever hearing a boy say it, right oitt in words.
It is dismal to think of, and [ am glad to
turn to a pleasanter picture. The pleasant-
er picture is the boy who comes here to
learn about bees, and whose delight is to
study them and work with them from morn-
ing until night. Eyes, hands, feet, and
brains, all delight in the work, and the boy
is so happy he forgets that he is doing hard
bbor, and, in fact, almost forgets when it is

dinner time. Would you be surprised to
hear his employer was pleased with him, or
that he was pleased with his employer?

Well, while you have this picture right be-
fore you, suppose a boy should show that
same kind of enthusiasm in studying how to
be honest and pure in heart. Suppose it was
your delight to study the law of God, both
day and night, and to work as hard as you
do at bees, in trying to get out selfishness,
and see yotu-self as others see you. Remem-
ber, now, this studying is fair and honest
and unselfish, with no underiianded thoughts
behind it, of getting alie.id of other people,
or any thing of that sort. I know^ full well
how many there are who even jeer and laugh
to scorn the very idea of such a thing, or of
the idea that any man can be found on the
face of the earth who is studying God's law,
without any idea of the " main chances," or
the " almighty dollar," or self-aggrandize-
ment, etc. They won't even consider the
point, of one who is simply seeking for puri-
ty honestly. One such person with whom I
had a talk, brought forth a copy of the Po-
lice Gazette, and turned to a passage showing
how a certain minister had fallen ; and in
another part of the paper, anotlier ; and, if I
am correct, they had given a picture of the
man. " There are your pretty ministers,"
said he, and he even exulted as he pointed
out the sickening accounts of how God's
servants had fallen.

Let us let the rest of the world alone, just
a minute. Humanity may be terribly bad

;

but even if it is, it doesn't help us a particle.

Have you, my friend, made it your delight
to study the duties you owe to God and your
fellow-men? If you have not, can you do it?

Have you any taste for such a study? Do
you really /i»/*(/cr and thirst after righteous-
ness amid svtch a world of corruption? If
you do, in the full sense of the word, the
world will find it out, and you will be sought
for everywhere at once, almost. People will
be Avanting to lend you money ;

you will be
wanted to head eveiy enterprise

;
you will
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be offered liigh salaries ; and so vast and un-
w'orked is this great lield. that I am not sure
but that yon would soon be Avanted as presi-

dent of the United States, even though your
abilities might be nothing more than ordina-
ry. Besides all the above. Satan would want
you ; and after you had climbed only a little

way in righteousness, he would try every
weapon in his great artillery to get you di-

verted from your purjiose. He might suc-
ceed, and you might be led away; for with
money, influence, and friends, come tenfold
greater temptations.
My friends, what should Ave know of God,

without the Bible'i:' Should we know any
thing of him at aH':" Avould there be a word
for the Ruler of the universeV Yes, because
nations that have no Bible, nor knowledge
of it, have a sort of an idea of the Deity.
Suppose you had no Bible, and never heard
of one. and yet should have a great desire
spring up to know of this great being, and
to know all that had ever been thought or
written on the subject. What books would
you get, and of whom would you inquire?
Now, while you have this before you, allow
me to digress a little ; and pardon me for the
illustration I shall use.

Vears ago, as many of you know, I was at-

tracted by a truant swarm of bees. I got
possession of' them, and kept them perhaps
one day. During the short time I had them
1 was peering into the cluster almost inces-
santly, and striving to scrape acquaintance
with this queer little community of indus-
try, of whom we had all heard so much.
The bees went off, but not my enthusiasm.
I began to question people about bees ; and
on learning there were bee-books to be had,
I went directly to the bookstore of our town,
but found none. The disappointment seem-
ed only to excite my enthusiasm, and it

seemed strange to me that anybody could
live in this world, and know nothing about
"bees." I found some old volumes of agri-
cultural papers, and devoured eagerly every
word on bees, and thirsted for more. I went
to see a man who had kept bees for years,
and he said he had heard there is a queen in
each hive, that " bosses " the work and leads
the swarm, but he did not know whether it

were true or not. Finally, off I started for
Cleveland one afternoon. I could notw^ait
for morning, you know ; and when there I

went straight to the bookstores. I got Lcmg-
stroth, and, going to a hotel, read a great
part of the night. Of course, I got some
bees; and witli the book and hive side by
side, I tested the wonderful teaching. With
a single comb observatory hive in the win-
dow, I watched the whole process of queen-
rearing. The book was proved and verilied.

I knew it was truth. Although I had read
the book through and through, I spent most
of my evenings reading it again, here and
there. My delight was in poring over its

pages, and meditating on its wonders, by
day and night. My mother called one day,
and found me rapt up in the book and my
papers on bees. She made a remark some-
thing like this:—

'" Amos, I believe the day will come when
you will read and study the Bible just as you
do those bee-books now."

I laughed good naturedly, for I thought it

a good joke then.
" Why, mother, the Bible does not interest

me a particle ; I have tried to read it for
your sake, but I can not make any thing out
of it.''

Perhaps she remembered the time when I
took no notice of bees and bee-books ; so her
faith was undimmed, and she kept praying
for me as well as the rest of her boys. My
friends, do not, I beg of you, forget those
'' mother's prayers."

I am now coming to my third and last

point. My enthusiasm on bees was not a
very unusual thing ; in fact, it is a rather
common occurrence in business. No partic-
ular credit is due me for it, for I took it up
simply because I happened to be attracted,
and my curiosity aroused, by that branch of
natural history. Well, keeping this right
before you, what would be the result, think
you, if some young man should take it into
his mind to study about God in the same
wayV Suppose he should take up the Bible
exactly as I did the book on bees. He opens
the book, and finds, " In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth." He
turns further on and reads, " The fear of the
Lord, that is wisdom ; and to depart from
evil, is imderstanding." He finds rules for
the conduct of life, and promises to those
who are faithful. Over further along he
reads, "But I say unto you, love ye your
enemies, and do good to them that hate
you." Not only is the book his constant
"companion, but he ponders on it, even
through the hours ot the night, and resolves
to prove it in his intercourse among men.
It is a hard matter to do good to those who
hate us ; but in his enthusiasm to explore
the new world opened up to him, he sets

about doing good to those who are most bit-

ter toward him. Just exactly as I saw the
queen hatch before my eyes, from a worker
egg, he sees the book proved and verified.

In a strange and wonderful way enemies are
disarmed, and he feels as did the disciples of
old when they returned, saying, " Lord, even
the devils are subject to us through thy
name." He reads, " Blessed are the pure in
heart, for they shall see God ;

" and with
that same enthusiasm he strives to make
even his inmost thoughts pure ; not because
of men or this world, but because the prom-
ise is only to those who are pure in heart be-
fore God. In the same way he goes over the
Bible and reads it through and through, at
the same time shaping and conforming his

life to it. Reader, where do you suppose
such a man would end? Do you know of
such a man or woman anywhere? If not, is

there not a great and unexplored region for
you and me, right here before us? Please,
now, look again at the verses we have just
been considering. Look at the conditions
and the promise:

—

But his dcligrht is in the law of the Lord; and in
his law doth ho meditate day and night. And he
.*hall bo like a tree planted by the rivers of water,
that bring^eth forth his fruit in his season; his leaf
also shall not wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall
Ijrosper.

Now, if you are not prospering, do you
not see why it. is? Do you love that book
and that law? are you meditating on it day
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and night? move than all, are you proving
the words true every day of your life? Just
try one little point. Are you doing good,
and trying to do good daily to those who
hate you? If not, do you propose doing so,

or have you got a law of your own that you
prefer to God's law?
You may cite me to those on l)eds of sick-

ness, and ask how it can be possible lor them
to prosper. Jesus can make even a dying
bed feel soft as downv pillows ; and he who
in sickness is meditating on God's law, and
putting it in practice in kind words to those
around the bedside, is prospering, in the tru-

est sense of the word. JNIoney and health
are good, as far as they go ; but they by no
means of themselves bring true joy and hap-
piness, such as comes to the one who has
God for a friend, and feels his great love, in
sickness or health, thrilling every fiber of his
being. Dear reader, are you happy? Is life

a great and glorious gift? If not, it is sure-
ly because your delight is not in God's law.
liead your 15ible more, and live it.

GUEAwmcs m bee cultube.

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER.
MEDIXA, O.

TERMS: $1.00 PER YEAR, POST-PAID.

FOR CLUBBING RATES, SEE FIRST PAGE
OF READING MATTER.

Dollar queens are coming in and poing out
They are all right. Friend Mitchell, of Hawkins-
ville, Ga., puts a piece of thin red flannel over the

tin slide, so the bccswon'tget the toothache bj' stand-

ing barefooted on a cold tin tioor.

IMEX2T3X3V.A., .^luZ=>fl.. 1, 3.332.

The fear of the Lord, that is wisdom ; and to depart
from evil is understanding.—Job 28: 28.

When I wrote the editorial in regard tobasswoods,

in our March No., I carelessly overlooked the adver-

tisement of friend Cheney, on page 108.

The California Apiculturist for March was on
hand promptly, and is bright and lively. We can
club it with Gleanings for $1.75.

From reports that come in. we judge it will be well

to give Mr. S. Hawley, of stingless-bee reputation, a

wide berth. He seems to be traveling about; so,

good friends, look out for him.

On one of our advertising pages, our friend " M."
has given you a few specimens of our work. When
ordering, just mention the number of the label as

there given, and tell how many arc wanted.

It is 4:238 subscribers we have this time, and it is i

colonies of bees that have dwindled since our last

visit. We saved the queen to one, and the other 3

we didn't. Well, <i lost out of 200 isn't von 'H(d, after

all.

Business is booming in a way it never was before

at this season. With the aid of new and improved
machinery, and between 70 and 80 hands, we are do-

ing more and nicer work than wo ever did before

with a hundred hands.

OuB enterprising friend Gates offers bees nmv for

a dollar a pound, as you will notice by his advertise-

ment. I really hope it will take the trade away
from us for awhile, so we can get time (and bees) to

raise seme honey this year.

ALFALFA, OR LUCERNE.
A PRETTY little pamphlet, telling all about this

plant, can be had free of Henry Loo, Denver, Col.

Our alfalfa has not as yet attracted \ory much at-

tention as a honp>-plant, but it has done prodigious^ly

as a forage producer. After being cutoff while in

blossom, it shoots up with a suddenness that is as-

tonisbing, and I think it very likely that a large

field would be more likely to bo visited by the bees.

A "SQUARE man" is expected to be always able

to return the mimey by return mail, when asked to

do so, in case ho is unable to ship the goods; he la

also expected to pay every copper he owes anybod3%
when it is wanted. If ho can get longer time grant-

ed, well and good; hat to take time without its be-

ing granted, is not "scjuarc." This will necessitate

keeping close to the shore, it is true; but we always
expect to And all square men close to the shore.

dipping-boards for FOUNDATION.
If the dipping-boards described last month are

made with square edges, you will get a little strip of

wax on each edge, besides the regular sheet. Well,

if you have the edges of the board rounded ( ff to a
blunt knife-edge, the wax will separate on this sharp
edge, and you will have no narrow slip to pick off.

When the boards get so waxy they will not make
good sheets, wash them in concentrated lye, and
they will work like new ones again.

Since friend Hasty's article was printed, it has oc-

curred to me that the phenomena he calls attention

to might be partially expUiincd by the fact, that

heavy showers always put a stop to the honey-yield,

and that it recovers only gradually. Well, as the

rain € vent iHilhj helps the secretion of honey, it would
take perhaps several daj's for it to get up to its max-
imum again. Will not this explain a part of the

facts he has recorded? Have our friends observed

it as I have stated?

It may save a great many people trouble, to know
that screws are turned in by turning them in the di-

rection that the hands of a clock go, and out, by
turning them the opposite way. This applies to

thumb-nuts, bolts, globe-volves in steam-pipe?, and
machinery in general. A mechanic might smile at

such a piece of information ; but he should bear in

mind that every one is not a mechanic. Many ex-

pensive breakdowns might have been prevented by
just knowing which way to turn a nut or bolt, to

start it.

Our friend J. M. Kinzie, of Doon, Ont., has been
published in two of the bee journals, for sending out

poor work in the shape of frames and sections. Mr.

Mason sent a complaint to us with i-equost to pub-

lish; but before so doing, we as usual wrote to Mr.

Kinzie. He replied very promptly, that he would

make every thing satisfactorj-, and did so at once.

Is it not well that every one should have a hearing,

before being published? Mason writes it is all set-

tled satisfactorily, but gives, as a reason fordoing

as he did, that ho wrote Kinzie repeatedly, and
got no answer. The moral, then, seems to be this:

All who deal in supplies must expect to answer all

complaints at least, by return mail, or they may be
published as swindlers before they know it.
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On page 18G of the Scioitific American for March
25, there appears an article on partheno-genesis,

claiming that wc bee-keepers have been making a

great mistake in supposing the queen meets the

drone on the wing, etc, As the winding-up of it is to

the effect that there is no such thing as u fertile

worker, the rggrs having remained in the hive over

winter, atid then hatdied in the sprino, etc., it is hard-

ly worthy of comment. Messrs. Munn & Co., you

may be too much at home in mechanics to be fooled

by Keely motors, but you certainly are ignorant in

regard to the present advanced state of bee culture,

or you would not have given place in your columns
to such as the above.

KEVEUSIKLE FKAMES.
The subject of turning brood-frames upside down

is being agitated; and it is now claimed that, by so

doing at the right time, the bees can be made to

carry the greater part of their surplus (in the brood-

frames) into the boxes above; this empty space then

being at once filled with brood. No doubt but that

this can then be done; but as it destroys the ar-

rangement the bees have made for 'honey right

about their brood-nest, they will have to be fed up in

ample time before winter, or they may be lost in

consequence. It will he no difficult matter to turn a

Simplicity hive upside down, when the combs are

pretty well bridged together. Wedge the bottom-

bars so as to be about equally spaced, then set on
your ease of sections, and you have all the good re-

sults of a reversible frame.

OxcE more we would caution the ABC class in re-

gard to odd-sized hives and frames. It will make a

never-ending trouble to you, and those all about
j'ou. Just now at this season you can order regular

goods of almost any manufacturer, get them at

once, and with no possibility of mistake in size.

Odd sizes must be booked, and take their turn; ex-

pensive help must be employed on them; machines
must be stopped and adjusted differently; and as it

is impossible to pick out the lumber to make just

the quantity ordered, much must be wasted in use-

less remnants. To send in an order now for odd-

sized frames is much like stopping the engineer of a

train on a I'oad-crossing, to ask him to give you a

ride of half a mile. If you can't be content with the

sized frames in our price list, let me make a sug-

gestion: Order tops and bottoms to one frame, with
side pieces to another. These are always in stock,

and J'OU can order them as regular goods. For in-

stance, if the L. frame is not deep enough to suit

you, use Gallup end-pieces; if it is too long to suit

you, order Adair tops and bottom-bars. As the

Adair frame was almost the same in width as the

crosswise L. frame, we have recently shortened it

exactly to it. From these five frames and their

combinations you surely can suit yourselves.

S^VEET CORN AS A HONEY-PLANT.

POBK AND " BEES."

^HE great questions with bee-men are, how to

build up bees strong before the honey season,

and to give them .something to do to keep
them out of mischief, earn an honest living, and lay

by something for winter after the honey-tlowis over.

When I tlrst commenced with bees I had but few, and
raised a great deal of sweet corn, both for market
and to fatten pork. I would plant it at different

times, and different varieties, so I would have green

corn from the 4th of July till frost came, and the

bees would work on both silk and tassel from morn-
ing till night. I never knew pollen from sweet corn
to make bees sick in winter; it is fall pollen, gath-

ered from weeds, and rotten fruit that kills the bees.

I do not doubt liut that Heddon cankill bees byfeed-
ing them raw tlour in winter. I know I can kill

them by feeding poor honey, without either pollen

or tlour.

The way to raise sweet, or any other corn, is to

plant it in drills, three or four feet wide; one kernel

in a place, about one foot apart. In this way you
get an equal growth for each stalk, and no small

ears. Just as the corn is coming up, drag it with a

common harrow. You won't hurt it, and will save
half the cultivating. The best planter I know of is

the Hoosier corn-drill, as it drops the corn, distrib-

utes any of the commercial fertilizers, and covers It

all perfectly, at one operation. Like Prof. Cook, I

like to recommend a good thing.

Every bee-keeper who has an opportunity should
plant a good-sized patch of sweet corn; and just aft-

er it is tit to cook, cut it up and feed to the pigs.

They will eat it, stallis and all; and in this way you
will get cheap bee feed and cheap pork.

Medina, O., Mar. 27, 1882. H. B. Hariungton.
Ill regard to sweet com, I know of no bet-

ter opening tor a great industry than raising
corn for drying or evaporating. Since the
articles we have published, we have tried to
find, some for sale, and at present we are
getting Shaker sweet corn from New York
city, at a cost there of i;> cts. per lb. ; and
even at that price it is the leading dish at
our lunch-room, and sells right along at 15
cts. at retail. The Shaker corn does not be-
gin to compare in richness and flavor with
the Mammoth sweet we have been selling
for so many years, and yet there is a good
demand at the prices I have quoted. If
nothing happens, I would like a ton next
fall, at 10 cts. per lb., providing it te equal
to the dried corn we put up from our Mam-
moth sweet.

MARRIED.
Lyon—Spink.—At the residence of the bride's

mother, March 21, 1883, by the Bev. W. B. Farrah,
Mr. Will C. Lyon, of St. Johns, Mich., to Miss Stella

G. Spink, of Medina, Ohio.
"Twinkle, twinkle, little star."
When 1 jjaze uj) where you are,
I'lose by Leu Jlrtjur's side.
iTruly nuw the " Lvun's bride";
Twinkle softly, theii I'll know
Yon still love me here below.

-Lc.
As throutrh life's vast s))aeeyou move
In theiirbit un iuiTs love.
Upward, onward ever press'

Toward the .'un of Uighteousness;
Trusting: him to light the home.
Where no shadows e'er .shall come.—Carrik and Nettu:.

It seems onlj- a short time ago that a shy, slender
little girl came to me, asking if I had not something
for her to do. Her beautiful penmanship, to which
most of our customers can bear testimony, would of
itself have given her a place; but it could not have
endeared her to all in the factory as her uniformly
kind and gentle ways have done, together with her
neatness, accuracy, and order, in all thnt was in-
trusted to her care. Friend Lyon. God has blessed
you in giving you such a partner for life. May he
grant that no act of yours shall ever cause her to
forget the Savior she accepted but a short time ago;
and may his blessing rest on you both until he calls
on j-ou to cross the dark river to that eternal light
beyond! "Boss."
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I. R, GOOD, Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Indiana,

Makes ii specialty of rearing

Holy - Land Queens.
All queens bred from D. A. Jones's imported queens.
Dollar queens before June ;i()th, ^l.::') each; after
that date, single queen, $1.00; six queens for $5.00;
twelve or more, 75 cts. each. Tested queens, $3..50

each. Italian queens, raised in Holy-Land apiaries,
same price. Bees by the pound, and nucleus and
full colony, as per A. I. Eoot's prioe list. ]-!id

If you wish to purchase Italian bees and queens

early in the spring, and wish a bargain, j-ou should

send for my new price lists, sent free on application.

Address W. S. CAITTHEN,

4d Pleasant Hill, Lan. Co., S. C.

Z3A.X'l3r Xte«>lick<xx Qiieexa-S !

ONLY THE BEST. FBOM

W. J. ELLISON, STATESBURG, SMTER CO., S. C.

Tested queens in April, May, and June, - - $3.50
in July, 3.00

Dollar queens in April, May, and June, - - - 1.25

in July 1.00

Bees by the pound in May, - - - . 1.50
2-5d

MITCHELL'S APMT
Italian bees, tested and untestPd queens, now

ready for shipment; all reared from choice stock,
and sold at Root's pi ices. No "N. C. Mitchell"
about tliis Hiiuu. All orders lilled promptly, or mon-
ey refunded. CHAS. K.MITCHELL,
4-6d Hawkinsvillc, Pulaski Co., Ga.

ESSEX PIGS A SPEGIALH!
75 to 100 Pedigree Pigs for delivery in June,

six weeks to two months old. Write tor prices.
Also Brown Leghorn (prizewinners) EGGS,® $1

per doz., and B. B. R. G. Bantam Eggs for Hatching
(imported), @ $1.50 per doz., in new baskets. Sate
arrival guaranteed. C. W. CAIMFIEliD,
5-4d Athens, Bradford Co.« iPa.

" MUTH'S
HONEY EXTRACTOR,

S€tUAK£ GLASS HONEY JAKS,
TIN BUCKETS, BEE HIVES,

HONEY SECTIONS, &c., dec.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send Stamp of 10c for "Practical Hints to
Bee-keepers." Itfd

CANADIANS, LOOK HERE

!

Basswood Cuttings, 35c per 100, by mail, postpaid.
HENRY R. DUKE,

4 Emsdale P. O., Muskoka Co., Ont., Can.

RErCHERRY CURRANT miSHEsT^
The best kind for making jelly; 1 yr.. 75c per 13 by

mail; per 100, by express, $:j.00; 3 yr., $1.00 ptr 13 by
express; pt-r 100, by express, $4.00.
FRED H. BURDETT, Clifton, Monroe Co., N. Y. 4d

"MOLDED COMB FDKT
has advantages over all other. My new machines
make it very perfect. Thin /tZ/i., warranted 10 to 11
ft. per lb. See fr^e samples, and price list of fdn.
molds, Bees and Queens. OL I VER FOSTER,
3tfd Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

Jr RICE 1^882 L-rlS 1
Juno
1 25

July

00

(X) 1 5 00
I
4 00

I
3 00

i
April i May

Bees by the pound, per lb..
|
$3 00

|
1 .50

1 Colony Italian Bees, Sim.
hive, 10 combs ]

10 00
|
10 00

|
9 00

1 4-frame Italian nucleus,
well tilled with bees

1 3-frame Italian nucleus,
well tilled wii h bees

Hybrids. $1 00 less per hive.
The swarms are very si

;

with honey. Queens from last season; daughters of
imported mother. Bees bciilthy, hardy, prolific, and
industrious. Safe arrival at jour express office

guaranteed. K. STEHLE,
4d Marietta, Wash. Co., Ohio.

50 3 503 50
I
3 00

and well supplied

READ THIS:
FIFTV YEARS AN APIARIAN.

We are the oldest breeders of Italian Bees, and
manufacturers of APIARIAN SUPPLIES in New
England.
Our experience dates back to the first experiments

of Mr. Langstroth in the movable-c(jmb sjstem.
Send for our Price List of Bees, Queens, and Sup-
plies, before making your purchases for 1883.

Address WM. W. GARY & SON,
Itfd Colcrain, Franklin Co., Mass.

TOOLS FOB. IldAKZirG

Maple Sugar

!

Sap-pails, 10-qt., each 30c; per hundred, $18.00. Sap-
spiles, like those shown on page 143, per box of KiO,

$1.50; per 1000, $13.50. Sample by mail, 10 for 30c.

Bits, -^e. to match above, 30c; braces to hold them,
25 and 50c. Postage on bits, 3e; on braces, 18 and 37c
respectivelj'. Oblong square pans, for 1-lb. cakes,
3c each. Patty pans, from 10 to 30c per dozen.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

TAPE !"

Patented, 1878. B

„. ^ , Who will be the first to
Ihe Original copy? 35 thousand in use.

If you buy the original
_ patent Bingham bee-smo-

RPP Xmntof'^'ri you win aid the in-
UOO UlllUnClventor of improved bee-

smokers. Get the best,
that never go out; always
please; never is complain-
ed of; the standard of ex-
cellence, the world over;
handsomer and better this
season than ever before.
Price, per mail, postpaid,
from U5 cts. to $3.00. Our
patents cover all the smo-
kers that will bum sound
stove wood, or do not go
out. If you buy our smo-
kers and honey - knives
llrst, you will have to buy
no others. Send for free
description and testimoni-
als, to BINGHAM &

HETHERINGTON,
Abronia, Mich.

FAD CAI C OUCAD Second-hand 4 horse-
Ull dALC UllCAri power Engiue and
Boiler, with pump and heater, steam gauge,
etc., all complete, and ni perfect working order.

4 F. D. WooLVEB. Hallsville, Montg'y Co., N. Y.

UNGSTROTH, SIMPLICITY, AKD CHAFF
HIVES, and Supplies on hand and made to order.
Send for price list. S. D. BUELL,
4tfd Union City, Branch Co., Mich.
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At Kansas City, Mo.,
I BKKED PURE ITALIAN BEES FOB. SALE.

Tested Queeus, in May $3 00
"June 3 50

" " after June 3 00

Dollar " in May 1 50
•' '• "June 135

" after June 1 00

BEES, per M lb., same prices as dollar queens.

My queens are bred from best Imported and Home-
bred stock.

1 warrant my DriUar Queens to be purely mated;
and g'uarantee safe arrival.

If for any reason the bees do not please you. write
me full particulars, and I will do m^' best to render
satisfaction.
In ordering, please write your name and address

plainly. llcspectfuUv.
4-5d E. M. HAYHURST. P. O. Box 1131.

FOR SALE!
A Barnes combined Circular and Scroll-Saw ma-

chine, with foot power; also pulley for other power.
In good condition, with circular and scroll saws; al-

most as good as new. Price, $TO 00. Also another
saw-table, with every thing ready for work, for sale
cheap. Correspondence solicited. Address
4d O. H. TOWNSEXD, Kalamazoo, Mich.

WANTED.—A second-hand Gem Planer. Give
particular.'; and lowest cash price.

4d D. G. WEBSTER, Blaine, Boone Co., III.

BEES MD OUEENSTSPECIALTY^"
I have had 31 years' experience in breeding the

Italian bee; have queens, nuclei, and full stocks,
from the best strains. Price reasonable. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send your address for price list.

4-7d I. S. CROWFOOT.
Hartford, Wash. Co., Wis., April 1, 1883.

iavtmoney:
Single Queens, tested, in June and Julj' $1 50
Untested, Laying 1 00
Warranted 1 35
Three L. frame nuclei and untested queen 3 00

All queens from Imported Mothers. You can
count on me for Italians. No Cyprian or Holy-Land
bees in this vicinity; and, judging from last season,
nearly everj' queen will prove pure Italian. Shall
allow no one who deals with me any cause to com-
plain. Shall do as I would wish to be done by, both
in quality and quantity.
4-6d DAN WHITE, New London, Huron Co., O.

FOR SALE, Feather Renovater, Saw, P. R. eggs,
and O. cane seed.

4d N. J. ISRAEL, Beallsville, Monroe Co., O.

FOR FULL COLONIES OF ITALIAN BEES AND
QUEENS, address

4-6d P. F. RHODES, New Castle, Henry Co., Ind.

Basswood Seedlings
BY MAIL, POSTPAID.

Ten nice little trees, for 3oc; 35 for 60c; .50 for $1.00.
By express, I1..50 per 100, or freight, $9.00 per 1000.
Catalpa seedlings. Good as basswood for honey,

and the wood is everlasting, almost. I have seen
grape-stakes that have been in ui^e 30 years still

sound. H. M. MORRIS, Rantoul, 111.

Nurseryman and Apiarist.

Horttiern • Grown Seeds, ?lants, Vines, Etc.,

of first hands, at growers' prices, grown at my seed
farm, fruit gardens, and apiary, east side Saratoga
Lake. Descriptive catalogue free.

Address, JOHN H. MYERS,
4d Box 1064, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

1882 Italian Queens

!

Italian Queens ! 1882
Will be ready to ship April 1st. Reared from the

eggs, in full colonics, and from imported and home-
bred queens, of choice and selected stock. Our fa-

cilities for rearing queens are such that we can ship
100 or more each month. All orders that can't be
tilled by return mail will be returned, unless other-
wise stated in order. Unteisted Queens, fl.OO each;
warranted Queens, $1.50 each; purely mated Queens.
$3.00; tested Queens, $3.50 each. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Send for circular.

Address T. S. H.=\LL,
4-5d Kirby's Creek, Jackson Co., Ala.

^^^^^^^^
<̂y

In the West
Having fitted up our shop with new machinery,

we are prepared to furnish all kinds of Apiarian
Supplies; Simplicity, Chaff, Langstroth, and other
hives.

SECTION BOXES,
ONE-PIECE, OS DOVETAILED, $4.50 PEE 1000.

BEES and QUEENS,
(See special offer on Queens in our Price List.)

DUNHAM rOUNDATIONAT BOTTOM PRICES

!

Job Printing done on Short Notice.

LARGE NEW LIST FREE.

BRIGHT BROS.,
mazeppa, - ^Vabaslia Co., - jninuesota.

SBE! SUE! SEB!

Tie BGsieepr's Eiclaiigfi.
A live, progressive monthly, edited by practical

bee-keepers, and richly worth the subscription
price, which is $1.00 per annum, postpaid, or three
months on trial tor 35 cents. Sample copy free, in-

cluding our price list of Apiarian Supplies. You
will consult your best interests by securing a copy
before you order. Address
4tfd HOUCK & PEET, Canajoharie, N. Y.

40 SWARMS OF ITALIAN BEES FOR SALL
For terms, inquire of S. J. ANDRESS,

4 Climax, Kalamazoo Co., Mich.

BASSWOODS ! At $2.00 per 100, by freight or ex-
press. All to be over 1ft. Can furnish a few

bees and queens. A. OSBUN,
4d Spring Bluff, Adams Co., Wis.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Bred from an Imported Mother. Sent by mail,

and safe arrival guaranteed.

Tested Queens, before June 15th f3 50
after " " 2 00

Untested Queens, before J une 15th 1 00
after " " W

Give me a trial. Satisfaction guaranteed.
4-Od J. H. REED, Orleans, Orange Co., Ind.
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HAND-PRINTING RUBBER STAMPS.
Bee-keepers, liuy a llubbor Stamp, and print your

Envelopes, Cards, Honey-Labels, etc. Your name
Stamp, with pads and recipe for making ink, by
mail, ~5 cts. Name and address, 30 cts. Business
Stamps, 50 cts. to $3.00. .Stamps for Manufacturers.
Merchants, Grocers, etc. Samples of printing-, and
Price List, free on application. Send sliver or U. S.

bills when possible. B. H. COOK,
4 Andover, Tolland Co., Conn.

QUEENS FROM THE SOUTH.
I fully demonstrated, lust season, that queens

rnitld be shipped safely from the South as early as
March. OoUar queens this month, $1.00 postpaid.
Bees by the pound, $1.35. Orders promptly tilled, or
money refunded.
4d CHAS. S. LARKIN, Loekport, La.

TEXAS 1ILIES7
~

The bulbs of 6 beautiful Texas Lilies, very hardy,
by mull, 23c; 50c per doz. Stamps taken.
4 WM. L. STILES, Austin, Texas.

rUBE ITALIANS A SPECIALTY.
Choice tested Queens, in .Tune $2 00

" July 1 .50

Warranted " 125
Untested, Laying 100
Three L. frame Nuclei and Queen 3 00

I shall do by all as I would wish to be done by,
both In quality and quaniity. Can furnish full colo-
nies reasonably, to be shipped in April and May.

XDA.3Xr WHITIS, 4tfd

NEW LONDON, - - HURON CO., - - OHIO.

QUEENS FOR BREEDING PURPOSES A
SPECIAIiTV.

Circulars free. JOS. M. BROOKS,
4-Od Cplumbus, Ind., Box 64.

SOUTHERN CALIF0RN1a7
For reliable information regarding climate, re-

sources, and the general industries, subscribe for
the SEMI- TROPIC CALIFORNIA ! An illustrated
monthly, devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Vi-
ticulture, Apiculture, the home, and fireside. The
REPRESENTATIVE JOURNATj Of the SOUTHERN PA-
CIFIC COAST. Subscription east of the Rocky Moun-
tains, $1.00; sample copy, three 3-cent stamps.

Address COLEMAN & DICKER.
4 Los Angeles, Cal.

I will sell 40 colonies of Hybrid Bees, in Simplicity
hives, Langstroth frames, straight combs, and in
good and healthy condition, delivered at express
office in Battle Creek, Mich., in good shipping order.

Single colonies, each $7 50
2 to 5 " " 7 00
5 to 10 " *' 6 75
10 or more, " 6 50

4 W. S. WRIGHT,
BATTLE CREEK. CALHOUN CO., MICHIGAN.

BEEKEEPERS! Send $1.00 for the "Excelsior
cold-blast Smoker." The latest and the best.

By mail postpaid. W. C. R. KEMP,
3-4d Orleans, Orange Co., Indiana.

"DEES AND QUEENS FROM MY" APIARIES.

QUEENS AND NUCLEI IN SEASON.
3tfd Circular on application.

J. H. ROBERISON, PEWAMO, lONlA CO., MiOH.

$6.-C0L0NIES-$6.
If vdu wish to buy bees, send for Price List.

4d C. \V. & A. H. K. BLOOD, QUINCY, MASSACHUSETTS.

Young Basswoods and Maple-Trees, from 6 to IC
inches high, carefully packed, and put on board
cars here. ASA WALCOTT,
4d Berlin, Ottawa Co., Mich.

WANTED —I wish to buy .50 colonies of Italian Bees.
F. W. Holmes, Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich.

Dealer's Process to Preserve
EGGS FOR WINTER MARKET.

Having had large experience as a buyer and ship-
per, after a test of years I now offer for sale to a
limited extent my process For Preserving Eggs,
now in use by some of the largest packers in West-
ern New York. Write for particulars.
4d C. R. ISHAM, Peoria, Wyoming Co., N. Y.

THE OLD RELIABLE FIRST QUAL-
ITY PIONEER

COMB FOUNDATION" MACHINE,
IMPROVED.

These machines are made with iron frame, heavy
steel shafts, tin composition rolls, with gun-metal
heads, gun-metal boxes, and machine-cut gears.

Prices Reduced.
.5-inch machines $28 00
9 " " 40 00
12 " " double-geared 75 00-

14 " " " " 85 00

CHALLENGE ! (2iia quality).

PRICES REDUCED.
4-inch $14 00
(i " 17 00

" 22 00
12 " .. 30 00

The Challenge has steel shafts and cut gears, and
is of as good material and workmanship as other
low-priced machines. Side walls made heavy or,
light, dcen or shallow, as wanted.
Cash with order. Address

A. V^ASHBURN,
Orirjinal mamifucturcr of rolhr machines.

Medina, Medina Co., O.

BA "RT^JT^T <=; f>P' HONEY, ANDJ^rXr^C-'i-"^ YELLOW BEES
FOR SALE. None but yellow bees kept;
warranted not excelled in any point of
value. JAMES M. MARVIN,

4 St. Charles, Kane Co., 111.

Tin Pointf« for Glassing Honey.
Cut by machinery. Are much cheaper and better

than hand-cut, and are perfectly straight; 2i.00 to
5000, 25c; 6000 to 10,000, 22c; Over 10,000,20c. Send
30c for sample thousand tree by mail.
4d W. C. GILLETTE, Le Roy, Gen. Co., N, Y.

ONE-Piece Sections a Specialty. Pound size, $4.50
per 1000; L. hives, 50c each. Circular free.

3-7d BEE WALKER, Capac, St. Clair Co., Mich.
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HEADQl AKTERS FOR

Italian and Holy-Land

QUEENS and BEES.
I use the very best of Imported and Home-bred

queens to breed from; and all queens warranted to

be mateH with pure yellow drones. If you want
bees that are sure to winter, try our Italian queens.
Nohlach lice'i in the vici)iit!i. Di)llar queens, tiefore

•Tune :iO, $1.25 each; after that date, single queens,
$1.00; six queens for $.'> 00; twelve or more, 7.5 cents
each. Tested queens, before June 20, $3 50; after

June 20, $2.00; bees by the pound, in May and June,
$1.25 per lb.; after June, :?1.00 per lb.

35c per lb. COMB FOUNDATION. 3 5e per lb.

The purest and brijrhtest yellow foundation made.
Extra thin and bri^bt for sections, 10 sq. ft. to the
lb.. 45o per lb. I will work up wax tor lOe per lb.

Send tor sample of our eomb foundation before
purchasing elsewhere. F. W. HOLMES,
4-9d Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich.

Y^RIENDS, if you
need Hives, any

pattern. Frames, Sections, Itali.'in or Cyprian queens,
or queens from my apiary, where I am crBssinjr the
Brown German and Italian Bee, which produc-'s the
best all-purpose bee extant, you can have my circu-
lar and prices, by describing what vou need, and ad-
dressing J. A. BUCHANAN,
4-Od Holliday's Cove, Hancock Co., W. Va.

1882. TWELFTH YEAR. 1882.

ItalianQueens

!

Tested Queens in April and May, - - - $3 50
" " in June and after, . - - 3.00

Untested Queens in April and May, - - 1.25
" " in June and after, - - 1.00

By the 54 doz , 5 per cent olf above prices. By the
dozen. 10 per cent off above prices. Also, Syrian
and Cyprian Queens (bred in separate apiaries), at
same price. Sent by mail, and safe arrival guaran-
teed. Address W. P. HENDEKSON,
2-5d Murfreesboro, Ruth. Co., Tean.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

&
Imported and home-bred; nuclei and full colo-

nies. For quality and purity, my stock of bees can
not be excelled in the United States. I make a
specialty of manufacturing the Dunham foundation.
Try it. If you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies,
send for my new Circular, containing directions for
Introducing queens, remarks on the new races of
Bees, &c. Address
Itfd DR. J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

FOR Dunham and Root foundation, equal to any
made in the U. S., and other apiarian supplies,

address V"ON DURN, 820 South Ave., Omaha, Neb.
Wax wanted. S-ti

D, A. Fike, Eod9, Us%M Co., i.
Breeder of those Beautiful Albino and Italian

Queens and Bees which gave universal satisfaction
last season. Send for Circular. 3-4d

•<ceo Consult your own interest, and send
J.OO<^ for my new Circular and Price List of
Colonies, Nuclei, and Queens.
2-Td Address S. D. McLEAN, Columbia, Tenn.

HEADQUARTERS for the OOLDEN ITALIANS
and th»? ORIGINAL ALBINO BEES and

QUEENS. Send lor circular.
J. M. C. TAYLOR,

3tfd Lcwistown, Frederick Co., Md.

Dovetailed Sections

!

Before June 1st, -t^^xl'i, at $1.50 per 1000; S'^xn'i,

$5.00 per 1000. Sample of either, by mail, for a 3-ct.

stamp. Italian queens, and bees by the pound at
A. 1. Root's prices, with packages included. Two-
comb nucleus, with (ialhip size frames, after June
1st, $3AKI; with 4 combs, in full-sized hive, complete,
$4. .50. Add price of queen you want. Full colonies,
with tested queens. May and June, $!i.00 each. It

will pay you to try our bees!
HIVES! Material in the flat, for any common

single-walled hive, with bottom, frames, and 7-inch
cover, and crate with full set of sections, in lots of
10 or more, $1.10 each; 30 cts. each less, without
crate and sections. Place your orders early. First
come, first served! Satisf:.TCtion guaranteed. Send
money at my risk by P. O. money order, registered
letter, or draft on New York or Chicago, to

No circulars. O. H. TOWNSEND,
4tfd Kalamazoo, KalumMzoo Co., Mich.
See testimonials in March Gleanings.

Raspberries and Strawberries
A SPECIALTY.

The celebrated Ohio Raspberry; Sharpless and
Crescent Seedling Strawberry. Any one wishing to
save money will do well to send for descriptive cir-

cular, free. Address J. IRVIN JOHNSON,
3-4d Brookside Nurseries, Palmyra, N. T.

Albino and Italian
Queens and Bees,

and Supplies for 1882.
Headquarters for the Albtxo Bees.

If you have any taste for beauty, desire pleasure
in working, and want large yields of honey, buy the
Albinos, lor thej' are the "coming bee." In order
to meet the demand for queens, I have increased
my stock, and will be able to furnish several hun-
dred per month after May 1. Also furnish hives.
Novice's extractor, and apiarian supplies in general.
Send for price list. S. VALENTINE.

3-.5d Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co., Md.

11 fmhm Italian Nuclei Tor Sale

!

I have 75 four-frame Italian nuclei, all last August
queens, from Root's imported queen; $3.00 each.
Safe arrival guaranteed. RICH'D CADLE,
3-4d Shawneetowu, Gallatin Co., 111.

a :ez. :e .A. :e* i

Italian bees, $5.00 per colony. Hives, $1.00. Ev-
erett extractor, unused, $7.00; Peabody extractor,
used, $5.00. E. A. GASTMAN,
4 Decatur, Macon Co., 111.

basswoodTnd soft- maple trees.
I can furnish nice young basswood and soft-maple

trees at the following prices:

Basswood, 1 foot and under, per hundred $3 00
3 to 5 ft. high, " " 5 00

" 5 to 10 ' " 10 00
Soft Maple, 4 to 10 ft. high, per hundred 10 00

Address CHAS. T. GEROULD,
4 East Smithfield, Bradford Co., Pa.

W-A-lSrTE;i3.-'^7^-A.3K:. -Address
Von Dokn, 830 South Ave., Omaha, Neb.

Italfan Bee^&Queens
AT BEDVCED BATES.

Send for price list and be convinced. Address
3-5 T. C. CRILLY,
GRAFTON, - - LORAIN CO., • - OHIO.
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GATHERED FROM
3VS:o-u.aa.tA<ixx &a,sc> of CJa.lifoi-M.ia--

()
—

This Honey is separated from the combs by the Extractor, just as it is

brought in from the Hower, preserving the respective tlavor ot each

variety. It is not possible in all cases to have the contents ot each

jar entirely from the blossoms named, yet sulHcieutly so to

give distinctly their characteristic flavor. ^
O w-^'-

FROM THE APIARY OF S^

R. WILKIN, San Buenaveutiira, Cal.
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NOTES FROM THE BANIVER APIARY.

NO. 30.

now THE BEFS AVINTERED IN THE CLAMPS.

M PRIL 1st.— Dug out the bees, and found them

jH^ all O. K. The3' were just as dry and quiet as
' bees could possibly be. The straw surround-

ing the hives was neither damp nor moldy; in fact,

it was nice enough to use in flUing beds. The bees
were in such splendid condition in this one c'amp
that I opened, that 1 shall not open the other clamp
until I return from the convention.

REMOVING BEES FROM THE CELL.\Il.

April 5th.—Alder, willow, soft-maple, and elm, are
in blossom; the weather continues warm and pleas-

ant, and the bees are bringing in such loads of pol-

len that it seems a pity to keep the poor little fel-

lows "cooped up" down cellar, and 1 have placed
them upon their summer stands " for good."

OFF FOR THE CONVENTION.

April 8th.—Here we are, wife, babies, and all, out
at "Grandpa Simpson's," in Flushing. Grandpa^,
wintered about £0 colonies without loss. They were
left upon their summer stands; some in chatT hives,

and others protected with straw. How warm it is

to-day, and what swarms and swarms of loaded bees
come In from the low ground, one-half mile away,
where can be seen the crimson tops of the soft-

maple, j-ellow " clumps " of willow, and the tall elms,
with their gracerul, spreading tops brown with blos-

soms!
April 9th.—Considerably cooler to-day. Wife and

babies are left at grandpa's, while I go three miles

away to visit a brother-in-law who has 30 colonies.

Some of his bees were wintered upon their summer
stands, while the remainder were wintered in an
out-3f-door3 celhir. All came through in good con-

dition.

April lOih.— It froze quite hard last night, and a

cold north wind is blowing this morning. Left my
brother-in-law's this morning at 7:45, and walked
down to the road to take the stage that passes on its

way from Flushing to Flint. There was no stage in

sight, so I walked along, thinking the stage would
overtake me; but as no stage came in sight, I kept
on walking and walking and walking, until I walked
into Flint, a distance of 10 miles. The stage ar-

rived half an hour later. There are two bee-keepers

in Flint,— Mr. West and Mr. Coppen, whom I should

have been glad to have called upon, but other busi'

ncss prevented. At 1:~0 p.m. I took the train to

friend Hunt's, at which place I arrived at about-4

o'clock.

AT FRIEND HUNt's.

To you, friend Root, I do not suppose it is neces-

sary to say one word in regard to the hospitality of

friend Hunt and his wife. To others I will say, that

their chief thought seemed to be to make my visit

both pleasant and profitable to mijsclf. And when I

came away I was fairly loaded down with — well,

shall I tell what? I guess I will. New varieties of

potatoes, grapevine cuttings, strawberry _plants,

Early-Amber sugar-cane seed, etc.; yes, and a bottle

of Amber-cane syrup, as a sample to show to the

wife, babies, and neighbors. You will remember,
friend Root, that friend Hunt had his hives arranged
in the form of a hollow square; well, the center of

this square is now adorned with a tenement hive
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that is ornamented with scrollwork in that artistic

manner that crops out quite frequently in many of

his productions. All of his bees are in chaff hives,

where they wintered without loss. The Adams
horse-power was closely examined, and I may some
time give a detailed description of it, tog-ether with

the hints and suggestions that friend II. offered in

regard to improvements that might be made. Dur-
ing my stay here I was surprised to see that Alsike

clover is grown very extensivelj'. If I understand
the matter aright, it was owing to the efforts of

friend H. that the farmers in his vicinitj' were in-

duced to give this clover a trial.

GOING TO THE CONVENTION.
April 11th.—Friend H., his wife, and myself, drove

to the city. We passed friend Cotterell's (near Fer-

ry's seed farm), where friends H. and C. have an
apiary in partnership. (It was at friend C.'s, I be-

lieve, where you, friend Root, ate so many raspber-

ries.) At the seed farm, the onions that are to fur-

nish such immense yields of honey when in blossom
have just nicely commenced to grow. There are

about SO acres of onions— all in such nice, straight

rows. The country boy (W. Z. H.) gazed with plea-

sure upon the "sights" of Michigan's metropolis.

The City Hall, Music Hall, Ferry & Co.'s seed-house;

Newcomb, Endicott & Co.'s drj'-goods house; C. R.

Mabley's clothing and furniture establishments,

and many other places, are certainly objects of In-

terest to one who has never seen such "sights."

AT THE CONVENTION.
Prominent among the bee-keepers whom I had the

pleasure of meeting at the convention, were A. B.

Weed, Otto Kleinow, and J. H. Robertson, PewamO)
Mich. I wrote to E. E. Hasty, asking him to meet
me at the convention, and what do you suppose he
said? Well, here is his reply:—
" I'm ' skittish' of conventions, and don't want to

go. May be, some time when my ship comes in I can
afford to come all the way, and see j-ou at your own
apiary.
"My idea of the way things ought to be done, is to

have apiarians divide up into little associations of
about half a dozen, to meet at each other's apiaries
in rotation. If all live near each other, they can
meet once a month; if widely scattered, once or
twice a year. Possibly a fellow might want to be-
long to two juntas, one of his immediate neighbors,
and one of the friends he had got acquainted with
through the bee papers. It you and Frank Wright
and Cook and Ileddon and Townley were to meet at
either apiary, with no crowd, no clap-^trap, no swell
report, no essays, no nothing but a friendly talk, and
an inspection of a live apiary —why, then I should
wish very much that I was worthy of an invitation,
and could go. Fraternally, E. E. Hasty."
Now, friend Hasty, at this convention not an essay

was read; and the only attempts at addresses were
made by the president, and by your humble servant

;

and in neither case were ten minutes occupied, and
the remainder of the time was passed in a conversa-
tional, social manner. (I know I said that I should
deliver no address, but I was asked to talk about
dollar queens, and I talked, but I " cut it short.") I

will admit, however, that, to my mind, a very inter-

esting convention was held in friend Hunt's sitting-

room, upon the evening of my arrival, when friend
A.. B. Pierce, who is president of the association,

dropped infer a quiet chat. Friend Pierce wintered
his 80 colonies in his cellar, and wintered them suc-
cessfully too. By the way, friend Hasty, or any one
else, if friend Hunt ever Invites you to make him a
visit, you will miss a good thing if you do not ac-

cept the invitation. Friend Robertson, of Pewamo,
wintered his 511 colonies in his cellar. He prefers to

have his bees remain quiet, without breeding, as

long as possible in the spring. He also thought that

the best of queens could be reared in the fall, if the

bees were fed when no honey was coming in, and
gave, as a reason, that there were more bees at

home to "attend to the business." He had reared

many queens, and spoke from experience. His bees

had access to 500 acres of Alsike clover. He had
tried sweet clover, and had discarded it, but noic

thought he should give it one more ti-ial. Friend

Hunt was quite enthusiastic over chaff hives and
wired frames. Otto Kleinow raised quite a laugb by
saying that sections gi%'en a Holy-Land colony last

'

July were yet in the hive. He had not been able to

remove them; and, as for subduing the Holy-Lands
with smoke, he said: "The smoker does just as

much good when left in the house." He found
them very prolific, but not more so than sonic of his

Italians.
A COLD SNAP.

April 12th.—Oh, my! wasn't it cold last night? If

there are any bees that I don't worry about, those

under gtound are the ones. This day was very
pleasantly passed at friend Hunt's, and in visiting

friend Pierce's apiary.

ONCE MORE ON THE ROAD.

April 13th.—Here I am at Plymouth, waiting for

the train that is to carry me back to Flint, where I

expect to meet Mrs. H. and the babies. As I have
had nothing else to do, I improved the time in writ-

ing the above notes.

Two o'clock P.M.—It has been only four days since

I saw the faces of my loved ones, yet it seems like a

longtime; and how slowly the express train does

seem to move!
Five o'clock p.m.—Myself and family arc aboard

the cats, bound for Tuscola County, Michigan,where
we are going to visit "Grandpa Hutchinson." Those
of my readers who have not seen their parents dur-

ing the past year, can perhaps imagine with what
pleasure I look forward to the meeting.

April 15th.—Here I am, off upstairs at Grandpa
Hutchinson's, writing again. I have a younger
brother who has not yet left home, to whom I have
been sending Gleanings the past two years. Slowly

but surely he has been getting the " bee fever," and
I have promised to give him a colony next spring.

HOME Again.

April 18th.—As Mrs. Hunt remarked, "It is nice

to go visiting, but it is nicer to get home." I dug
out the remainder of my bees yesterday, and found
them all in good condition, except the very lightest

colony, which was dead. These bees had been con-

fined five months, and yet they were perfectly quiet,

with no signs of dysentery, and with what a will

they did go to work when they were released!

W. z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

Very good, friend H. I rather think it

does you good to go visiting. Neighbor
Blaljeslee once said it always did him good
to visit other bee-men, because it took the
" conceit " out of him. I shouldn't wonder
if this were the case with all of us. And I

most heartily approve of the kind of conven-
tions friend Hasty wrote about, and the one
you attended.—So you have really conquered
the wintering troubles, friend H., or at least

you have during such a winter as last. Now
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the question is, AVould it have made any
difference with those buried bees, whether
the winter were mild, like this last, or like

the one a year ago ? Theoretically, no ; but

I am not quite so sure practically.—Tell

friend Hunt to give us a photo of tliat hol-

low-square apiary, and we will have it en-

graved for you all to take a look at. You
may write a description of it, and give us

those hints about the horse-power.

HOAV TO MANAGE A SWARITI, ^VITHOUT
HAVING IT CLI STER AT ALL.

A SEASONABLE INVENTION.

MS the swarming season is close at hand, I send.

J^%_ you a little invention of mine that does away
' with the necessity of "breaking one's back,

almost," in moving the orig-iaal hive from its stand

(in case the queen is clipped). Last season I conclud-

ed to let my bees swarm naturally, and, as the queens
had their wings clipped, and the hives were too large

and heavy for me to move without help, I began to

study up some plan by which I could prevent the

swarms from returning and entering their old hive,

and this plan has proved a success.

BROOKS' SWARMCATCHEB.
To use it, let the swarm issue; catch and cage the

queen; place the wire screen over the mouth of the

portico. The stick holds it there, as shown. Liiy

the queen-cage (which should have a piece of wire

attached as shown) on the cloth, and against the

screen, and you are ready for them to return, and

will have plenty of time to get their new home in

readiness. The Ijees having clustered on their

queen, pick up the two corners A and B of the apron

with one hand, and the top of the screen with the

other; carrj- them to the hive to be occupied; place

the catcher on the ground, with the side C let down,

and close to the entrance. Start a few bees, and the

queen in the entrance, and they will soon hive

themselves. To use it on plain hives without porti-

cos, there should be an inch tin band tacked to the

frame, projecting hack, to keep the screen away
from the front of the hive, to f.dmit air. If you al-

low your bees to swarm, arm your boys with one or

two of these catchers, and give them a trial. I am
satisfied they will be pleased with them.
Columbus, Ind ., April 5, 1882. Jas. M. Brooks.

Friend B., I should say you had hit the
nail on the head exactly, from what experi-
ence I have had with swarms where the
queens were clipped. It is no use to let

them go back, after they once come out

;

and a hive heavy with section boxes nearly
filled, is no small "lift," as you say. An-

other thing, after we have got a hive all

fixed up, resting on half-bricks, banked all

around with cinders, white sand, etc., we
don't want it hastily jerked away, and plant-

ed all askew somevVhere else, just because a
few excited bees demand it. Ilave your api-

ary all laid out, and have it fixed with as

many empty hives as you are going to need
during the season. When swarms start out,

take our friend Ihooks' plan, and in a sober,

methodical way, put them where you want
thom. Priend i3., we take the liberty of

crediting you with $5.00 for *•' professional

services" rendered to the craft. If it isn't

complete as it is, some of our bright boys
and girls will be sure to discover the '• miss-
ing link " ere the season passes.

KEEPING HONEY.

SOME seasonable HINTS FROM FRIEND C. C.

MILLER.

ON page 111), N. F. Case gives some valuable in-

) struetions, and I may be doing a favor to be-— ginncrs to call their attention to them. Many,
however, having only a small quantity of honey,

may not flu 1 it convenient to have a room such as

Mr. Case describes; and to such, a few suggestions

may be useful. Besides, to have the benefit of a

draft, as Mr. Case suggests, the room must be rat

and mouse proof. I am sorry to say, that as yet my
honey-room admits mice, and I am obliged to keep
the honey covered up close, except when the brim-

stone smoke is in the room. It will not be difficult

to find in any house a place where a small quantity

of honey may be kept pretty well, providing we
keep in mind the principles that control the giving

and taking of moisture by the atmosphere.^ The air

is something like a sponge to hold moisture, only it

will hold a great deal more when warm than when
cold. It is not a good plan to keep honey in a room
where there is no fire, but which has opening into it

part or all of the time a room where there is a fire,

especially if the latter room be a kitchener other

room where there is much steam. In that case the

warm air becomes saturated with moisture, and

when it passes into the cooler room where the honey

is, the air, on cooling, gives up its moisture to the

honey, whether extracted or in the comb, thus mak-
ing the honey thin; and if it is warm enough after

thinning, it may sour. We are oi-dinarily told to

keep honey in a dry, cool place. I think I would

rather have it in a dry, icarm place. In fact, I don't

believe it matters how warm, provided it be dry.

Neither do I care if it is not so very dry, providing

the air that comes into it be drier than that which

goes out. For instance, honey will keep well in a

warm kitchen, even if there is a good deal of steam

in it, because the cold air that comes in has, as it

becomes heated, a greater capacity for moisture,

and takes up all the moisture, leaving the honey

dry. I have now some crocks of honey that I ex-

tracted in 187", keeping nicely in a loft over the

kitchen, the door being seldom open, so that no

steam goes into it from the kitchen. There is no

plastei-ed ceiling, simply the shingled roof overhead,

and in summer it is so hot it is suffocating. As I
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have now tested It for five years, I call it a prood

honey-room.
STIMULATIVE FEEDING.

To-day (April 20) I have been feeding my bees, as

they seem to have very little to work on, till the

fruit-blossoms open. Not readily getting rye meal,

I fed them shorts. I also fed them a syrup made of

granulated sugar and water, taking a pound of

sugar to make 5 pints of syrup. As I have 175 colo-

nies (I sold one last week), and don't know of half a

dozen anywhere near me, I fed them in the open air.

To feed the shorts (for which they were, I think,

more eager than for the syrup), fused 8 hive-covers,

putting perhaps half a peck of feed in each. I

raised up one end of each cover by placing a small

stone under it, or, rather, by putting the stone un-

der it near the middle. In the course of half an hour
or an hour, the bees would have the meal all worked
down to the lower end of the cover. Then I turned

the cover around, so that the meal was at the upper
end, reversing it as often as the bees dug it down.

If I did not do this, the bees would soon have a sur-

face of coarse bran through which they could not

dig down to get what they wanted. After they have

worked over it all day, the remainder can be fed to

cattle or chickens. 1 have heretofore used ground
corn and oats, which is also eagerly taken, but have
never tried rye, which i3 said to be best. To feed

the syrup, I got 5 of the largest dripping-pans I

could get. Then I made for each a float by taking

strips of "n-lnch stuff an inch wide (for one I used

strips two inches wide, and it is as good, if not bet-

ter), placing them Y2 to ?i inch apart, and nailing

them together by a strip across each end, making
the whole float about half an inch smaller than the

bottom of the pan. Putting the float In the pan, I

put over each a piece of cheese cloth large enough,

when tucked down in the pan, to leave a couple of

laches hanging over the sides. Then I fill up the

pan with the syrup a little warmer than milkwarm,
and it is ready for work. To carry the syrup out,

and poifr in the pans, 1 use a common watering-can

without the rose. When the pan is perhaps half

emptied, I fill up with syrup quite hot, for that in

the pan has cooled, and, mixing with it some quite

hot, brings it to the right temperature. If 1 pour
the hot syrup directly upon the bees, it will scald

them to death very quickly; so I raise one corner of

the cheese cloth and pour the syrup rather slowly

under the cloth. To prepare the syrup, I put 10 lbs.

granulated sugar into a common kettle en the stove,

and fill up with water. When dissolved, I put about

a fourth of it at a time in the watering-can, which
holds six quarts, and fill up the can from the reser-

voir, and melt another kettle full as fast as it is

used up. To-day I have used about liO lbs. of sugar,

making about 30 gallons of syrup. Of course, I keep
the feeders in a sheltered place.

C. C. Miller, 6T.

Marengo, 111., April 30, 1883.

I entirely agree with friend Miller in re-

gard to the care of honey, but I do not know
that I could have given all the reasons for it

as well as he has done. Never keep honey
in a cellar, and never keep it in any place
where you will find moisture condensed on
it.—In regard to the stimulative feeding, if

friend M. keeps it np just as he has describ-
ed, whenever there is a dearth of pasturage
I predict he will give us a greater report this
season, if it prove a fair one, than he did last.

AN INSTRUMENT FORME VSURING THE
IiEN<iTH OF BEES' TONGUliS.

SOMETHING NEW FROM FRIEND MARTIN.

SEND you by this mail an electrotype of my in-

strument,— bees'-tongue register. I have oft-

en desired an instrument of the kind to test

the reaching power of certain swarms of bees in my
own apiary. I first tried to make a self-registering

instrument, the pointer to be operated by a float in

diluted honey. I could not make this work satis-

factoril3', as the specific gravity of the liquid used
at different times would cause a difference in the
record, if we wish to register a hundredth part of an
inch. I finally discarded the selt'-registcring idea,

and perfected the instrument I send you, which is

operated as follows:—

jiiTiinvnnijHyDii

HliLs'-TONGUE REGISTER.
A glass feedmg-tube will be found by turning the

cover upon which the wire cloth is attached. Fill

the tube level full of diluted honey or syrup, return

the cover carefullj' to its place, smear a little honey
on the wire cloth and down along the base of the in-

strument. Set it level in the hive, and give the bees

access to it until they remove all of the honey they

can reach. Then remove and set it upon a level sur-

face and uncover the tube. Now turn the thumb-
screw in the center of the back of the instrument un-
til the ring that encircles the tube is on a line with
the extreme upper surface of the honey. The point-

er will now record the length of tongue upon the

dial in ICOth parts of ?.n inch, and even higher, if j'ou

read the record between the lines. When not in use

it is a good plan to keep it in the box in which it is

mailed. The test occupies but a few minutes of

time.

This register is worked internally by an eccentric,

and can not possibly get out of order, or make mis-

takes.

If we wish to breed for the reaching power of our

bees, this instrument will enable us to do so without

trusting blindly to the development of this quality.

A general trial with such an instrument will soon

teach us whether the large yield of certain swarms
is dependent upon this quality of our bees. It will

teach us whether climate makes a difference in the

length of tongue. It will also register the length

of tongue. It will, too, register the length of

the tongue of any honey-loving insect, from a fly to

a bumble-bee. I have made the register to the ca-

pacity of a full inch, with the expectation of the ar-

rival, ere long, of apis dorsata.
John H. Martin.

Hartford, N. Y., April 10, 1883.
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Our readers who are conversant with our
back volumes will recognize friend Martin as
one who has contributed not a few novel in-

ventions to the cause of bee science ; but the
one described and illustrated above is per-

haps the most novel of all. You know I

have rather held to the idea, that by breed-
ing from the best honey-gatherers, without
regard to tongue measurements, we should
have reached just what we wanted, by a
short cut. no matter where it came from.
Well, even granting this, it will certainly be
quite an object to tind out whether the long-
tongued bees are the ones that get the most
honey, and this instrument will do it to per-

fection. It occurred to me at once, that
something better than wire cloth was wanted
for close, accurate measurements, and so I

wrote friend M. on the matter, sending him
some samples of perforated zinc I had re-

ceived from England. Here is his reply :
—

I have tried to get wire cloth3-32of aninch mesh, or

a little less than ^s of an inch, for I think the mandi-

bles ought to work through the mesh. Dr. Brown
advised 's inch; but that will let in a bee's head

clear up to the eyes, and that would be a little more
than the tongue. How can I get some of that per-

forated metal? If you order any other goods from
the parties who sent you the samples, put in an
order for several sheets of the metal with ^J-inch

holes. J. H. M.

The instrument will be furnished at $2.00.

BEES VOIDING DRY KXt'RKMKXT.

BV THE EDITOR OF THE BUITISH BEE JOUUNAL,.

f'
AM rather amused at the apparent uncertainty

which seems to exist in America, if we may
judge by the reading of the various journals,

as to whether bees void dry excreta, but I do not

think there would be much doubt about it if any of

your people would take the trouble to examine a

swarm-box in which a swarm has traveled for 2-1

h^urs without comb. I have seen hundreds of in-

stances where, in these boxes — about 15 in. square
and 8 or 9 deep, covered with perforated zinc so that

the bees could fly — in which there have been thou-
sands of grains of bee excreta, about the size and
color of coarse gunpowder, so I have not the least

doubt on the question. When bees travel with
combs the case is different; they appear to be too

cleanly to foul them, and hence protracted confine-

ment produces what, tor want of a better term, we
call "dysenteric Fymptoms." C. N. Abbott.
Fairlawn, Southall, Middlesex, Eog., Mar. 27, 1883.

Many thanks, friend Abbott, for your
timely suggestion. I have often noticed the
gray powder found on the table, or wherever
our cages of bees are set down, even a little
while ; but as they are always gnawing and
biting at the wood of the cage, their candy,
and whatever else they can have access t(>, I
had dropped the matter, thinking it was lit-

tle bits and shreds they had bitten off.

While you speak of it, however, it occurs to
me that bees that have been sent in to us al-
most invariably show something on the bot-
toms ol the boxes that both sight and smell
would have little difficulty in pronouncing
excrement.

KLOGR'S BEE.FEEDSR.

AND A FRIENDY CRITICISM ON THE KENDEL FEEDER.

S"

HAVE just finished reading the article on Ren-
ders bee-feeder, page 174 of Gleanings; and

^ as I invented the same feeder over two years

ago, with the only difference of having a square tin

cm soldered on the base, instead of the Mason jar. I

will warn j'ou and the readers of Gleanings that

Render s feeder will not feed, just as little as mine
did. It is a failure, notwithstanding you indorse it

so strongly. Undoubtedly, friend Rendel's enthusi-

astic description of it is only theory, and I do not

believe he had, at the time of writing said article

for Gleanings, yet made or tried the feeder. If

you look at the picture again, you will observe that

there is a space several inches in width by % of an
inch deep between the jar and the perforated part

of the base. Well, my experience says, the bees will

not get one drop of honey out of the feeder, beyond
what runs out under the perforations when first

righted up, the solid column of honey preventing
any air from going up into the vacuum and letting

down more honey. The feed ivill stay in the jar. I

write this to save the friends from loss, who may
intend to make this feeder. If you make it for sale,

as I conclude from your remarks on the feeder, you
have, no doubt, by this time, found to be true what I

say. I modified my feeder by leaving off the per-

forated tin and admitting the bees into the base, so

they could go up to the very mouth of the can, and
it worked very satisfactorily then. Adjoined is a
drawing of my feeder.

Push it into the entrance

up to the bridge, one side

against the side of the

entrance, and an en-

trance block moved
close against the other

side, and no outsider can
interfere in the least, and
the bees can get the last

drop of honey out. Come
to think of it, I will just

mail you one of my old i

feeders. You will see it"

was made of an oyster-can; but never advise any
one to use oyster-cans, as the tin is of the poorest
grade, and soon rusts so tbe feeder is worthless. I

will hereafter always take the best new tin for

them. The bridge might be left off entirely, and the
feeder would work just as well by pushing it snug
up against the hive; but it assists in filling the feed-

er, acting almost like a funnel. By laying the feed-

er on its back, and elevating one side a little, so that

the air can escape from the can as the syrup enters,

it can be filled quite rapidly, and without immer-
sion, which latter is objectionable for an entrance
feeder. It will feed on top of the frames just as

well, and is, I think, one of the best and cheapest
feeders made. I would never have published this,

were it not that I am afraid some of the friends will

be led to invest in Rendel's feeder, which is utterly

worthless. I think some of the friends ought to put

,

their theories to practical tests, before making
them public. T. H. Rloer.
Terre Haute, Ind., April 18, 1883.

Many thanks, friend K. ; but if you will
excuse, I think you are a little uncharitable
toward friend Kendel. Without question,
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the difficulty or differences are in slight va-
riations in construction ; but you have given
us a timely caution, and as your plan seems
to be rather easier of construction, it seems
to me I should prefer it. I would suggest,
that the slit where the syrup comes" out
should not exceed l-Ki of an inch, or the
bees will push their heads into it when try-

ing to get the last drop, and often get caught
by their necks. We had a good deal of this'

trouble with the Mains feeders. By making
a right-angled fold on the edge above the
slot, the matter is helped ; for then there
will be Jio sharp edge to catch into their
necks. I think 1 should prefer the glass
fruit-jar, that you may see how fast they are
taking it. The great objection now to all

feeders of this class is, that it must be
drawn from the hive to fill, instead of being
filled with a coffee-pot, like the covered Sim-
plicities. As a quart fruit-jar full is enough
for quite a little time, it may not be so great
an objection, after all. We will furnish
these feeders, all tin, like cut, to hold about
a quart, for 10 c, or $1.00 per doz. ; or, made
with a quart glass fruit-jar, 20 cts., or S2.00
per doz. The former can be sent by mail for
10 c. more.

FOUNDATION TO FIL.I. THE l-TOUND
SECTIONS.

SOME EXCELLENT SUGGESTIONS FROxM A I'BACTIC.IL
HONEY-MAN.

A TIMELY MINT ON TRANSFEKKINti.

BY AN A B C SCHOLAR.

fl OR the benefit of the ABC class I write you
this. Last year I tried both the drumming-
out system and your favorite way in transfer-

ring. To-day I tried a plan of my own which may
have been practiced by others, but if so, not within

my reading. I arranged a Simplicity hive, into

which I wanted to put my bees, by putting some
frames of comb into it ; I removed the cover, and
set my box hive right on top, bottom down, removed
top of box hive, and smoked bees down into Simplic-

ity hive; removed one side, and cut out honey and
comb as fast as I could work, and had no trouble

from bees, which were all below, and quiet. As
fast as I could get brood into frames, I set them in

an empty hive that was on old stand. When thi'ough,

all I had to do was to double up the frames into one
hive, and then I had no bees crawling around on
the ground. More than that, I was done and cleaned
up in about the time that I would have been, had I

drummed them out. If you have never tried it, do
so at once. I did not use veil or gloves; the latter I

never use. I. D. Pbarce.
Kirksville, Mo., April 20, 1883.

Very good, friend P., and we all give you
a vote of thanks for the idea, especially if we
are going to do any transferring. I thinic,
if I were to do it. though, I would set the
hive of empty combs right on the stand, and
as fast as I got a frame filled with brood, I
would move the old box hive a little, and get
it right down among the bees, where they
would keep it warm, and safe from robbers,
and where it would hold them all together
also. The modern way of transferring is to
use frames of fdn., chiefly, and transfer only
the combs containing the brood and the
most of the pollen. All the rest is melted up
into wax. The odds and ends, dripping
with honey, may be laid over the cluster,
over night, or until all the honey is taken
below, and then melted into wax.

FLEASE send me by express, 35 lbs. thin foun-
dation, in sheets as nearly as you can so that

' I can cut it 3?ix3l2. What you sent me last

was beautiful and excellent; and if I did not think
you would take it as a favor, I would not criticise it

in the least. But I know you want to get as near
perfection as possible, and want to help what little

I can to get up a standard size of fdn. for starters.

In your remarks iu last Gleanings, you lay some
stress on haviug starters so they can be shipped.

But please remember, that the great bulk of it is

not to bo shipped till after the bees fill it with
honey, and, barring your presence, we honey-raisers

don't care a fig whether it can be shipped or not.

What we want is the best fdn., and the most of it in

a section. Allow me, therefore, to say what I con-

ceive your last shipment lacks of perfection. The
sheets were Itjjjx^ij inches. They should bo 18?4x

3^2, so that the starters can be cut 3;!^ inches long;

for the length of the starter, as it runs up and down
in the section, inust correspond with the length of

the sheet, for two reasons. First, I want to use the

edge that I cut myself to fasten in the section, as I

can then cut it as true and square as I wish; second,

some of the sheets are inclined to split up into rib-

bons, and this is always lengthwise of the sheet, so

these pieces can only hang in the section in the di-

rection of the length of the sheet. This splitting of

the sheet is another evil to be remedied; for it is a

tedious task to pull the paper off them without split-

ting and breaking them badly. Another fault Is the

slight curving still left in the sheets, which I sup-

pose is exceedingly difficult to overcome; but your
last shipment is such an immense improvement
over previous efforts, that it is possible sheets may
yet be made entirely straight. Of course, it would
do just as well if the sheets were 1.5 or 33Vi inches
long, only so they would admit; of being cut into

starters 3?4 inches long. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111., April 15, 18?3.

To be sure, I shall always take it as a fa-

vor, friend M., to have our patrons tell us
wherein we can improve, or make our work
adapt itself to their work. I have read your
letter to the foreman of the wax-room, and
we are now following all the suggestions you
have made. While it is not always possible
to have these thin strips exactly straight, we
are getting so we can come pretty near it. It
is those who order made-up hives, or a com-
plete sample hive, who want their sections
already filled with fdn. ; but if the sheet
must be allowed to hang, as you do it, of
course they cannot be shipped in that shape.
We can easily cut them in any of the lengths
you mention. I have published your hints,
chiefly for the benefit of fdn. makers, and
they are now a small army sca'.tered abroad
through our land, roundation mills are so
cheap now, that every neighborhood should
have one, and thus save the expense of ship-
ping wax and foundation. Express charges
on wax and fdn. are often quite expensive

;

and unless the quantity is 25 lbs. or more,
freight is about as bad. Every State, at
least, should have a reVuihle supply dealer ;

and where many bees are kept, three or four
in a State might be an accommodation.
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DBo:vr:^ from fertile ^vorkers.

ARE TIIEY CAPABLE OF THE FKRTILIZATION OF
QUEENS ?

'N yo\ir replj' to Mr. K.Edwards, of Montrose,

Scotland, on " The Sex of Ejigs of Queens," in

March No., p. 120, you say, "It is a matter of

great doubt whether eg'gs from fertile workers ever

produce drones equal to the task of fertilization."

During the summer of 18^0, Dr. A. P. Coulter, a

neighbor of mine, and fellow bee-keeper, ordered

two queens of you — one a Holy-Land, the other a

Cyprian. I took the Cyprian queen and introduced

her to a strong colony of bees. She proved to be a

very prolific queen, and when I put them into winter

quarters in the following winter she had her hive

full of bees and plenty of stores. Those who had

bees will certainly remember the winter of 1880 and
'81 for a long time to come. The severity of the

cold, the length of the winter, and the destruction

of bees, will not soon be foi gotten. Our bees did

not get to fly out from the last of October until the

middle of February but once (something unusual in

Southern Illinois). On the 15th of Feb. they had a

good tly, and, being an.xious tO see how the "new
kind of bees " were standing the cold, I opened the

chaff hive that was the home of my Cyprians, and

when I lifted the quilt, drones that were bred in

worker cells boiled out of the hive. My eyes opened

wide, I tell you. " There, my Cyprian queen is dead,

and the bees have raised another queen, and she

could not meet the drone, and she has gone to breed-

ing drones," was what I thought.

1 went through the hive and looked for the queen,

and looked again and again, but could not find her.

I found drone brood in all stages, but no queen. I

closed the hive and went after Dr. Coulter to come
and help me find her. We went through the hive

time and again, but found no queen. In a few days

we looked again, and shook the bees all off from the

combs in front of the hive, but could see nothing

like a queen. The doctor then pronounced it a

"case of fertile worker." I put in brood from an-

other hive, suitable for rearing queens, and closed

the hive. The weather turned cold for two weeks.

I examined again, and found that they had con-

structed queen-cells, but had torn them down ; plen-

ty of eggs and drone brood, but no queen. I had a

hive of pure Italians standing a rod away from the

Cyprians. They were very beautiful bees. In look-

ing at the entrance of this hive, I found the queen
lying dead. On opening the hive I found some
queen-cells sealed over. I determined to test this

very question whether drones bred by fertile work-
ers could fertilize queens or not. The doctor and I

examined all of our hives, but could find no drone
brood. They were not in condition to breed drones.

The conditions were favorable, in every respect, if

I could raise a young queen, to test this matter. In

a week I had a tine young Italian queen hatched.

On warm days the air was full of these little Cyp-
rian drones. This was nearly the middle of March,
1881. in ten days my young queen began to lay.

The doctor and I watched tho brood closely until it

was sealed, to see whether it was drone brood or not.

It proved to be worker brood. We watched closely

to see the result of my experiment. Finally the
young bees began to show themselves. There was
the cross plainly to be seen. Some had the peculiar

markings of the Cyprian, while others were marked

like the Italians. In one particular they all resem-

bled the Cyprians —they were easily shaken off tho

comb. They were very quiet and gnod-natured.

They could hardly be teased enough to make them
sting. The3' were not very energcjtic; while my
Italians were busy, they were loafing about the hive.

I am satisfied, from the time of the year and

from the condition of all the bees in the vicinity,

that this queen was fertilized by one of these little

Cyprian drones, whose mother was a fertile worker.

The Cyprian and Holy-Land bees seem to produce
more fertile workers than the Italians do. Dr.

Coulter's Holy-Land queen died this winter. Her
hive has one or more fertile workers in it. At any
rate, there are hundreds of worker drones in it.

For my part, I have had enough of both Holy-Land
and Cyprian bf»es, and propose to stick to the Ital-

ians for a while longer. William Little.

Marissa, St. Clair Co., Ills., March 7, 1883.

Many thanks, friend L. Although it is

barely possible there was a colony some-
where in your vicinity, capable of having
natural drones at the season you mention, I

think the probabilities are all on the other
side, and that tliose small drones do at least

sometimes fertilize queens. The next point
to be considered is, Are the worker progeny
equal to ordinary worker beesV If I catch
aright the drift of your remarks, I should
opine you think them not. You surely do
not mean to say the Cyprians, reared from
your original Cyprian "queen, were lacking
ill industry, do youV

OVER-STOCKING.

DOES IT PAY TO KEEP 100 COLONIES IN ONE API.VRY?

^|lf|x IFFERENT bee-keepers have given various

f\i?jj opinions with regard to the number of colo-

nics which can to the best advantage be kept

in one place. I think I have a good location. It is a

first-rate dairy region, and has different altitudes

that help to prolong the time that honey can be

gathered from the same species of flowers. Thus,

when flowers begin to bloom in the spring, I find

them at work in the valley, or near the river, where
the soil is sandy, the country protected from cold

winds to a great extent, and, consequently, vegeta-

tion is earlier. In a few days they are at work on
the next elevation, upon which my apiary is situat-

ed, in a sunshiny glen well protected from every

wind, being about midwaj' between the different ele-

vations of land. As the season advances they work
higher, until at last they finish upon Tug Hill, a place

of so much elevation that corn can not be success-

fully grown. I believe that, with every species of

flowers, the season is prolonged considerably by the

different altitudes at which my bees work; and as

the soil is all of average fertility, I call this a good

location. I have for a number of years kept 100 old

colonies; that is, after the losses of winter and
spring are past, I aim to have that number, and
have succeeded for several years. I try to take the

best of care of them, and do every thing at the pro-

per time; yet I find that apiaries of from 20 to 30

hives, in localities that I do not regard as good as

mine, will do far better; that they will fill their

hives with brood, and begin work in sections sooner

in the spring; will make more honey; and last, but

not least (and here I And the most difference of all),
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with the same management they will need but little,

if any, feeding to fit them for winter quarters, while

mine, with scarcely an exception, need from 5 to 30

lbs. per colony.

>ly bees are nearly all pure Italians, or hybrids of

selected strains, while those with which I have com-
pared them have been, in nearly every instance,

blacks; so it can not be in the bees, for I found the

same difference when my apiary was all blacks.

From what experience I have (and I have given the

matter my loarticnlar attention with a view to de-

termine the number of colonies I should keep) I can

say that, to get the very hcst yield, not over fifty old

colonies should be kept in one locality; and if I kept

over 100 I should expect to keep them at an ex-

pense instead of a profit. N. F. Case.

Glendale, Lewis Co., N. Y., March 27, 1883.

.

I think, friend C, you have put it a little

strongly in favor of small apiaries, although
doubtless lOU is vather too many for most lo-

calities. In an average locality, if I were
going to work 100 colonies for honey alone,
I think I should put them in two, if not
three, apiaries, and I should prefer to have
them from three to live miles from each oth-
er. In rearing queens as we do, I should
not hesitate to have as many as 500 nuclei
in one place; but very likely these would
not make, all together, 100 good strong colo-
nies for honey-gathering. He who keeps
100 or more strong stocks in one place, must
expect to feed a great deal that would be
saved, by having them scattered in apia-
ries of about 20 or 30 hives each.

MEIiOMETEK IIVDKATIONS.

{Continued.)

l^ltlEND ROOT, I want to I

JiN brick" at you for wet-bla:

heave a " whole half-

lanketiug me with the

reckless and incorrect statement that you
made on page 204, "That heavy showers always put
a stop to the honey-yield, and that it recovers only

gradually." Say sometimes, or frequently, instead of

always. Bees not infrequently do a staving busi-

ness when it rains "like suds" every few hours.

That the flowers should be so prostrated by a

shower that they could only recover gradualij', like

a man getting up from a fit of sickness, is a trifle

absurd. In point of fact, there is sometimes a ces-

sation of honey-flow, and gradual i-enewal, some-
times a pretty steady continuance of honey-flow, and
sometimes even an increase. These varying results

show that it is some other cause, and not the mere
sprinkling of a little water on the bloom, that de-

termines the cessation or flow of honey. The fig-

ures given last month afford of themselves the

means of refuting the above-mentioned explana-
tion; but I need not cite them, as there is abundant
evidence in the figures of 1881, which I now proceed
to give. When there has been little or no decline

after a rain, I will put in an asterisk (*); and where
there has been an actual increase I will put in two
of them {**).

In the spring of 1881, not a single ounnc was indi-

cated by the scale until May 30th, after which we
had showings as follows:—
May 3)th, 3, 7, rain. So much rain soaked into

things that the drying-out overbalanced the honey-
run of the next day. I noted down the fact, how-

ever, that honey was coming in, and the next day
there was more rain.

June 4th, 0, 4, slight rain.

June Otb, 0, rain, rain, rain. It was cloudy on
June 6th, and rather too cold for bees to work,
which may account for the cipher.

June 10th, forgot to weigh at morn.
June 11th, 7, 9, rain.

June 13th, 5, 7, 6, rain. The apparent decline of one
ounce on the 15th was probably not an actual de-

cline. The bees were disturbed that day, and were
also making preparations to swarm. I repeat the

last scries to show its connection with the next rain.

June 13th, .5, 7, 6, rain, 10 (**), and rain again the

same day.

June 17th, 3, 8, 7, slight rains. (Rule VI.)

June 31st, 2, 0, 0, 3, rain, 8 (**), rain.

On June 28th, the honey record suddenly ran up
to 38 oz. (**), more than twice the yield of any previ-

ous day this season ; and the next day there followed

a shower with violent wind, unroofing hives, and
making muss generally. (Rule III.)

June 30th, 0. 3, in, 13, 19, 16, 18, rain. This run of

honey is the opening of the basswood bloom.
July 7th, rain and 13 (*), rain and 6, 13, rain and 13 (*).

July nth, 0, 10. rain.

July 13th, 0,0, 1,0, rain. (RuleV.)

July 18th, 0, 3, 6, rain, great rain and 2, heavy rain.

July 33d, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, slight rain. (Rule V.)

July38th, 3,0, 0, 3, 9, 8, 9, 9, 13, slight rain. Rule
VII.)

Aug. 8th, 3, 13, in, 10, 13, slight rain. (Rule VII.)

Aug. 14tb, 5, 16, 18, 23, rain.

Aug. 19th, 34 (**), 30, 33, 39, 34. The next day could

not be fecorded, as the hive swarmed. The suc-

ceeding day give an 0, perhaps because the flying

bees had nearly all gone with the swarm. The se-

ries seems to be an example of a fair-weather run,

not eventuating in rain.

Aug. 26th, 17, 14, (41 in 2 days), 38, 33, rain. Two or

three days of showery weather followed, with the

honey yield about steady at 19 oz. (*). The next day,

Sept. 4th, the scale indicated no gain, but the secre-

tion of honey may not have ceased— the colony had
resolved to swarm again. Sept. 5th, the issuing of a

3-lb. swarm made a record of the honey-run impossi-

ble. Sept. 6th, I neglected to weigh the hive.

Sept. 7th, 9, 3, 0, no rain.

Sept. 10th, 3, rain, 1, 0. This is the last ounce indi-

cated for the season of 1881.

The present season, early as it is, has already giv-

en two runs of honey, both of them followed by
rains.

Perhaps I am not the proper person to judge, but

I shoul J say that there is assuredly a direct connec-

tion between the approach of rain and the rise of

the honey-secretion, not a mere accidental coinci-

dence. The real question is. How will the new in-

strument compare in utility and reliability with the

instruments already in use?

While my figures are before the public, I am
tempted to give tongue a little on another subject.

Quite likely some of our fraternity have inwardly

accused me of cutting a pretty big swath in the pa-

pers for a man whose honey-harvests have been so

moderate. Please notice that the figures for 1880

aggregate only 99 lbs. The figures for 1881 add up
only 52 lbs., about the same as our Texas comrade
claims as the yield of one day! Upon this meager
yield I realized an average of 63 lbs. of sections to

the colony, spring count. Of course, it would be
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utterly impossible to do this ia any other way than

by first larg-cly increasing the number of colonics,

and then lying in wait for the fall honey. If any

comrade wants to take my daily i uus and win a big-

ger harvest from them, let him raise the hand.

Kichards, O., April 10, 1883. E. E. Hasty.

Friend II., I have heard a story of how
Bonaparte ordered a smith to make a coat of

mail for him that would turn bullets. When
he brought it home, the great general bade
him put it on. When done, he very coolly
walked off a proper distance, and tired bul-

lets at him until the poor fellow was almost
scared out of his wits. When he found he
wasn't hurt, nor the coat of mail either, Bo-
naparte explained that he was simply trying
it, to see if it were a good one. I fell a deep
interest in your theory, as I do, in fact, in

the grains of truth gathered and brought in

by all the " comrades," as you term them ;

and if I have found a great deal of fault, and
objected a great deal, it was only to see how
they would ''stand fire." I can not remem-
ber that I ever saw the bees do a staving
business within half a day after it had rained
''like suds." Let us all take notice right
now, amid the fruit-bloom, and see how it is.

We have been often accused, by wise old
heads too, of publishing a great deal that
soon transpires to be all moonshine. Jiy the
way, friend H., wliy is it that you do not
have any larger daily yields? In this paper,
if I am correct, you have not gone higher
than '64: oz., and yet your colony was strong
enough to make preparations for swarm-
ing. With us, we have, almost every sea-
son, single days in which a good colony
would gather 8 or 10 lbs. in a day.

WATER FOR BEES.

BOTH INDOORS AND OUT.

ifp^j LEANINGS comes to our house regularly, about
whfifr' the third of each month, and is a most wel-
^'^^ come visitor. I noticed in it last evening,
that W. Z. Hutchinson queries in regard to water
for his uneasy colony. I will venture the opinion,

that if he had given it drink it would not have been
necessary to remove it from the cellar. I have 65

stocks in wintering-house, and during the first of
March I made an examination, and found 6 or 8 very
uneasy; took a coflfee-pot of water, and turned it in-

to the entrances, and the little chaps gathered round
the pools of water and drank as eagerly as pigs. I

have an idea, but do not know to a certainty, that

these uneasy, thirsty stocks were breedmg, while
the others were not. Will Mr. H. tell us if his were
or not?

The next morning after watering these bees, I

went into the house again, and found all quiet.

Perhaps the above does not prove my opinion to be
correct; yet, "straws show which way the wind
blows." I notice that Mr. Duster has had just my
experience with water too; so that goes to strength-
en my conviction, that water is sometimes beneficial

during winter. Mj' wintering-house has been too
warm this winter, and as a consequence I expect
brood has been reared nearly all winter. I have lost

more bees than usual by their getting on the floor.

SINQLE-WALLED HIVES.
I have built my last single hive, unless something

occurs to change my mind. Last fall 1 built 4 twin
hives, which I like very much. They are packed
with 6 inches of chaff on sides, 4 inches on bottom,
and 8 or 10 on top. Loss on 73 stocks, 2; died from
starvation, with plenty of filled combs in honey-
house,—well, perhaps I'll learn by and by.

F. H. Comings.
East Berkshire, Vt., Apr. 5, 1883.

I am sure you are right, friend C; and
furthermore, I am convinced it is not only
bees in the cellar that suffer for want of
water, but bees outdoors as well. Listen :

AVe have had a week of weather that did not
permit the bees to fly. Well, on Friday
night, the 1-lth, we had quite a little frost,
and, to please the children, I tapiied a couple
of the maple-trees over. Toward noon, as it

got warm enough for the bees to fly, they
came out in great numbers, and were all

over the ground so one could hardly step
withoutkillingthem. At one time I thought
they were robbing somewhere. They crawl-
ed down through the grass, and seemed
searching everywhere for something they
had lost. Finding a place where it was low
and damp, where they seemed in unusually
great numbers, I carried a grooved board
and jar of the new sap, as shown in the A B
C. It was black with bees as long as it was
warm enough . The weather was still warm-
er on ISunday morning, and I kept jars full

of sap on the grooved board, while I sat by
studying my Sunda3'-school lesson. "If it

wasn't Sunday," said I to my wife, " I
would tap every one of our 40 maple-trees
this morning, and teach the bees to gather
every drop of the sap as fast as it runs."
You see, the trouble had been, heretofore,
that the sap ran on days the bees could not
fly ; but this day, the conditions were just
right. It was church time, and I had to
leave them ; but just as soon as Sabbath-
school was over 1 filled the jar again. To
my great surprise, they had lost their appe-
tite for sap. Now, it began to be clear to me.
It was water the bees wanted, and they
Avould have behaved almost the same had I
taken water from the well. During the
warm and pleasant day, they went to the
creek and brought as much water as they
needed, and therefore my jar was compara-
tively unnoticed, because the sap does not
contain sugar enough to make it an object
to them, aside from the water it contains.
Moral.— If you want your bees to keep

away from the sugar-bushes, teach them to
get water at a convenient spot near the
apiary. Tlie grooved board and water-jar
is perhaps the most convenient way in which
it can be given them.
Moral No. 2. — When a number of days

occur in the early spring, when it is too cool
for the bees to fly, they often suffer greatly
for water with which to dilute the thick old
honey, that it may be worked up with the
pollen, as food for the great quantity of
brood that is to be supplied; and pure water,
or quite thin syrup, given warm in a Kendel
feeder, at the entrance, would no doubt com-'
fort the bees, as well as the pocket-books (V)

of their owners.
Query.— Is it not possible that the water

in the feed, in spring, is often of as much
value as the sugar?
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H. A. BIJRCH & CO.

OllCVEIlAL intimations have come to us,^ that Mr. Bnrch proposes to fill all un-
finished orders this season ; but the

most direct encouragement we have had is

in the following letter :—

Friend Root ;— I have been keeprng bees some
years, with but little proflt. I can generally winter

without loss by using enameled cloth and cushions;

but being black bees, they make but little honey, so

I thought I would get a better strain of bees; and as

H. A. Burch & Co. claimed to have the best, I wrote

to them on the 21st of April, 1881, and sent them a

postolHce order for S6.05 for a colony of Italians in a

standard L. hive. I have waited patiently, but up to

date I have not received my bees. So a few days
ago I sent them a card, and this is the answer I re-

ceived:—
Yours of 8th April received; please accept thanks.

Will do what we can; but between the action of the
bee journals last year, and our loss by fire in .Janu-
ary last, wo can't name any dates. If we can send
bees by and by, will do so. Yours Irulv,

H. A. BURCH& Co.
South Haven, Mich., April 11, 1882.

Rather poor encouragement, after waiting so long,

as I wished to Italianize and try to make my bees

pay. I am seventy years old, and a poor man, and
not able to do much hard labor, so I thought by tak-

ing Gleanings and reading the A B C I might make
keeping bees pay, as there is plenty of basswood
here on the creek, besides fruit-blossoms and white

clover; but it seems I must wait for the " sweet by
and by." I could hardly spare the money I sent them;
but as they seemed reasonable in their prices, I sent

the price asked. If I had felt able to pay Dadant &
Son's prices, I should have gone over into Illinois and
purchased a colony of them, as they live onlj' about
15 miles from me. Dear sir, tell me what to do in

this case;. it is very hard on me; they should have
sent my money back, and not have made use of it.

Henry J. Alvis.
Montrose, Lee Co., Iowa, April IT, 1883.

We are very sorry indeed for your disap-
pointment, friend A., and I do not think I
am taking any liberty in saying the bee
journals, all of them, would most gladly do
any thing in their powder to assist Mr. Burch
in making good all these claims. If any
one can tell us how to do so, we will consider
him a public benefactor. We will gladly
publish statements from all as soon as they
receive their bees, or, in fact, any thing else
that goes to show they are settling up in an
honorable way.

A HAL.F-STORY SIMPLICITY HIVE,

ARRANGED TO HOLD ONE TIER OF SECTIONS.

S
WRITE concerning the half-story crate, of

which I wrote last fall. I send you a sample.
' You will see by measuring, that it is just half

as high as the regular Simplicity hive; and by re-

moving the nails which hold the bottom, or rack, in

place, you can easily take it out, and by having the

metal rabbet in the ends, and placing two of them
together, we have a Simplicity hive complete. Now,
this is not all I wish to say in favor of them. You
well know, that the greatest reports in comb honey
have of late come from those who practice the tier-

ing-up plan ; and as it is utterly impractical with the

crates made by you, I trust you will unhesitatingly

express your opinion in their favor, and keep them
constantly in stock for the benefit of your custom-

ers. You may say what you will; but with my ex-

perience, which is somewhat limited, a full sized

hive is too much to be added, all at one time, and I

feel myself substantiated in saying, that better re-

sults can be obtained from it than from any other

crate now in use. But, my object in sending it to

you is to obtain yovu- price for them. I shall want
about two dozen. Please let me know as soon as

convenient. Perhaps I should have stated in the

beginning, that it is the invention of Mr. Wm. Fry,

and has been used since 1870, and has come under

my observation during the last swo seasons.

Basil Bleasdale.
Warrensville, Ohio, April 15, 1882.

When I first invented the Simplicity hive,

a part of the original idea was to have whole
bodies and half-bodies; and two half-bodies

were to make exactly one whole one. The
hoop hive, that some of you may remember,
was made exactly on this plan. Now, friend
B., I think you a little hasty in saying the
greatest yields of honey are positively from
the tieriiig-up plan. Our greatest yields of
comb honey, in the hands of the masses,
have come "from the chaff hive ; and with
this it is certainly not very convenient to
tier up, by any way that I "know of, unless
you consider Doolittle's plan, of taking out
the sections as fast as they are capped, and
substituting empty ones, on the tiering-up
system. If so. the chaff hive, I should say,

is the very handiest for that purpose. Again,
you surely have read your price list and
ABC book enough to know^ that we use a
half-story cover, especially to hold a single
tier of sections. Well, when the bees get
this single tier pretty well filled, and need
more room, there are two ways of giving it

them. The first is to give them an upper
story, filled with wide frames, putting the
nearly filled sections in for the upper tier.

This is some work, but not much more than
taking out a part of the sections that are
filled, and replacing them. The second way
is to raise up the whole case of partly fin-

ished ones, and put a new^ case under it, hav-
ing all sections with open tops. Of course,
your cover will not go on now, and so we
must have a half-story, made of half-inch
lumber, and then we are all right.

Now for the new plan, and I hope tite

friends will be patient while we consider it,

for it is one of the vital points before us. In
many of the cases in use, and illustrated in
catalogues, the sections are held over the
brood-nest in such a way that the bees can
cover the under side of the sections with
wax and propolis. This should never be, for
it is a fearful task to undertake to scrape it

all off, before sending the honey to market.
The bees should never be permitted to touch
the outside of a nice basswood section

;

therefore we must have the sections rest on
wide wooden bars, with spaces between to
match the spaces between the sections.

These bars must be attached to and form
the bottom of the section-case, or half-story,

and this spoils all idea of ever using two of
these half-stories for a whole story, to hold
frames at some subsequent time. Well,
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friend B. surmounts this obstacle by having
these bars made into a sort of frame, or
grate, such as we show you below.

GEATE, TO 11 T IN THE LOTTO^I OF A SJ^M-

PLICITY niVE, TO KEST SECTIONS ON.
This grate is held so as to come just i inch

above the frames in the lower story, by what
he calls a pair of metal rabbets, attached to
the lower inside edge of the half-hive. Thus
you see we have it. "When you want to put
on sections, just drop in the grate, put in
your sections, wedge them up, set it up over
the Simplicity hive that is ready for honey-
storing, and just put on the regular cover.
AVhen all are iilled, take off the whole, put
the cover down on the hive again, and take
the whole to market. When you wish to lix

the hive for winter, use these same grates,
put in a cloth, fill with chaff, and there you
are without any chaff cushion ; and friend
Townley, if I am correct, thinks loose chaff
better than cushions. I have given friend
B. $.3.00 credit for the idea, and he can share
it with his friend Fry, as he chooses. Now,
please do not think me fault-finding when 1
mention the objections. I do not want to
see a lot of you go into these new things
precipitately, and then repent afterward.
Gleanings should present you new ideas
every month ; but yet we do not wish to have
it said, it is always urging you into new in-
vestments that are to be soon dropped for
something else.

OBJECTIONS.

The cost of making Avill be exactly the
same as a wiiole Simplicity body ; for if they
are to be used interchaiigeably as hives, we
must have metal rabbets on every one, and
the strips before mentioned, to hold the
grate, besides. You may say, have these on
only half of them ; in that case, when they
get mixed up all through the apiary, you
will find the kind you want, just wiiere you
can't get at them without much trouble. I
should say, all must be made alike. I think,
on the whole, they will cost about the same
as whole stories, unless we should have quite
a demand for them. Now, here is a much
worse trouble: If we are to use these for
sending honey off to market, they are heavy,
expensive, and can not very well look as nice
and clean, after being exposed to the weath-
er, as the light case that is covered with an
outer cap. Worst of all, our Cleveland hon-
ey-man, A. C. Kendel, says now that a case
must be so cheaply made that it can be giv-
en away with the honey. The job of hunt-
ing up empty packages, and sending them
back, is more than can Ije borne, especially
when honey is passed through several hands
before it reaches the consumer. This is a
point that hits all of us; and I don't just
now see how it is to be met in the best way.

One more word about tiering up: Tf you
raise a case nearly filled, and put an empty
one under it, you will have the stx-ky and
dauby under side of the crate resting right
on the tops of clean sections. Besides this,
you interpose between the sections, and
those under them, the thickness of this
grate. This latter point, I am sure, is bad.
A break in a sheet of comb is always bad

;

and if the break is separated by more wood
than the necessary thickness of the sections,
it is always a detriment to the crop of honey.
Putting the sections in short frames, made
so as to hold a single tier, is still woise. be-
sides being a great additional expense. Tlie
wide frames and chaff hives, it seems to me,
are the simplest and most easily handled of
any arrangement we have had yet, even if

we do have to put the honey into an extra
case to send it to market.

If you wish to use' the combined case on
the l.T-story hive, either omit separators, and
send it to market just as the bees fill it, or
us« open-top sections, covering the openings
until the bees get them pretty well filled,

then proceed as follows: Get another case of
sections exactly like the one on the hive.
Invert it so the spaces all match exactly.
Now, holding the two firmly together, lift

them from the hive, and set them back, ex-
actly the other side up. This tiers them up
at one stroke, and the empty sections are
between the brood- nest and those partly
filled. The bees can not daub a section, and
the two tiers are as close to each other as
they are in the wide frames.
Care should be used in inverting a case of

sections, to see that all the sections are far
enough along so the new combs of honey
can by no means tip over ; but as tiering up
should not be done until the first tier of sec-
tions is near completion, there is no necessi-
ty for any troubles of this kind.

SAWDUST VERSUS CHAFF, FOK CHAFF
HIVES.

PROVED BY EXPKIUMENT.

^ INCE reading George Grimm's letter in the

^^ April Gleanings, it has occurred to me that if

our most successful cellar advocates are going
to try packing hives, we ought to know what kind
of packing will retain heat the longest. I have been
making some experiments with this end in view,
and will now give you the result of them. I took a
tlour-sicve, put in two 1-in. blocks, and laid my ther-

mometer en them, and packed chaff under and over
it to the depth of an inch. I then put It under a
chaff cushion in a chaff hive until it reached ('3 de-

grees or over, examining it at stated intervals, and
taking notes, until it reached that point. I then
took out the sieve, and examined it at staled inter-

vals (first placing it in an out-buildicg, so as to be
out of sudden gusts of wind), and took notes to see
how long it would retain heat. I tried 4 samples —3
of chaft' and one of sawdust. I was induced to try
sawdust, because a neighbor living 3 miles from me,
and having quite a large apiary, packs his hives
with sawdust, and winters with good success, I be-
lieve. In the ABC you quote Mr. Townley as say-
ing sawdust is not as good. Now, had friend T. tried
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sawdust that was perfectly dry, and as fine as the

sample I send you? I send you samples of all kinds

but the oat chaff, which you are well acquainted

with. These samples were treated exactly alike, or

as nearly as possible, the temperature being about
2 degrees below the freezing-point both days when
making the experiments. I was astonished at the

result, but am not satisfied yet. I think we need

more experiments in the same line. I would re-

mark, that the sawdust, being heavier, would pack
down tighter around the thermometer than the

chaff, the latter being so light and springy. I send

you a table giving the time required in warming up,

and also the time consumed in cooling off, which
shows pretty plainly, I think, the relative power of

the different samples to retain heat.

In using No. 1. clean clover chaff, the temperature
rose to ib° in 15 minutes; 50° in 30 m.; 5t)° In 45 m.;
60^ in 1 hour; 03° in 1J4 h.; 65^ in IY2 h. In cooling,
the temp, fell 3° in 15 m. ; 15° in 45 m. ; 25° in II4 h.

With No. 3, oat chaff, the mercury rose to 47° in 30
m.; 50^ in 1 h.; 60° in IJi h. ; 63° inl^a h. In cooling,
the mercury fell 3° in 15 m.; 19° in 45 m.; SO" in 1>4 h.
With No. 3, dirty clover chaff, the mercury stood

at 40° in 15 m.; 52° in 45 m.; 5'i° in 1 h.; 59° in 1^4^.;
62° in IVz h.; 63^ in 1?^ h. It cooled 9° in 30 m.; 15° in
45 m.: 24° inlU h.; 26° inlV2 h.
With No. 4, sawdust, the mercury stood at 44° in 30

m. ; 52° in 1 h. ; 56° in VA h. ; 59° in 2 h. ; 61° in 2'/^ h.

;

62= in 3 h.; 63° in Sii h. It cooled 2^ in 15 m.; 13= in
45 min.; 21° in 1% h.; 24° in Wi h.; 20° in lU h.

Oberlin, O., April 20, 1882. Chalon Fowls.

Our readers will see at a glance, that the
thermometer was colder under sawdust, aft-

er Si hours, than it was under the chaff aft-

er only H hours. In cooling it off again, a
similar result was obtained. I am not at all

surprised at this. Had he encased the saw-
dust in a tight paper sack, it would have
hindered the heat from passing out or in,

still more. In adopting chaff, we had in
mind the great array of facts that have been
for years before us, and brought out recent-
ly still more strongly, that bees must have
an abundance of air, to keep healthy. Hives
without bottom-boards at all, and those with
cracks from top to bottom, are a success,
where all others fail. See Gallup, in this
issue. In support of sawdust, fine and dry,
I would say that D. A. Jones is right on
that track now, and he talked it at the con-
vention, and has recently written me, that a
hive made of narrow slats, almost like our
wood mats, both outer and inner shell, with
an inch or a little more of fine dry sawdust,
would winter better than our nicely painted
chaff hives with four or six inches of chaff.

He may be right about it ; but at present
the matter lacks demonstration by experi-
ment under all trying circumstances. It
seems to be working toward my old " hoop
hive," with sawdust packing added.

RliiSULiTS OF MY TKIP TO JEFFERSON.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT HONEY-EOARDS.

CHAPTER III.

to those who have followed me thus far, I will

say that my intention was to let the twenty

colonies purchased do the honey-gathering,

while the remnant of my own apiary would be de-

voted to increase; but " the best laid plans o' mice
and men gang aft a glee," and my plans went so far

"aglee" that the honey-gatherers increased to 29,

and gathered 1400 lbs. of white-clover honey by July
15th (enough to pay for themselves), while the 13

colonies and 3 small nuclei that were to do nothing

but increase their numbers, persisted in gathering

so much honey that the extractor was brought into

requisition; and the result was, I soon had two bar-

rels full of honey, besides increasing them to 42

good colonies by dividing. My object in keeping the

two lots of bees separate was to see if those bought
would pay for themselves; and as this was accom-

plished by July loth the apiary was run as a whole
after that date; and by Sept. 1st 1 had 71 good colo-

nies of bees, and 5300 lbs. of honey, one-half of which
was white clover, and the other half buckwheat,
nearly all of it extracted. From this should be de-

ducted 600 lbs. of sugar fed to 25 colonies, for winter

stores. I am aware that the above yield has been
exceeded by many; bat when the weak condition of

the colonies (many of them occupying but three or

four combs June 1st) is taken into consideration, to-

gether with the absence of basswood from this lo-

cality, I have reason to be satisfied.

I will say just here, that my bees are all alive at

this date, April 14th, and appai-ently in good condi-

tion, with two or three exceptions, and those have
too many dead bees to drag out every morning.

Twenty-five were wintered on sugar, no pollen; 13

on drone combs full of buckwheat honey, no pollen;

5 on white-clover honey and pollen, and the rest had
fall honey and pollen. Not many lessons learned

this time, although I tried hard.

Now a few words about honey-boards and quiltS)

and I am done. I have used the quilts ever since

you, Mr. Novice, called my attention to them when
Gleanings was young, but have now discarded

them for the old-fashioned honey-board, with all its

failings. The objections I urge against the quilt are

these: First, they are expensive. The first cost is

not so much greater than the board; but while the

latter will last a lifetime, the former has to be fre-

quently renewed. Second, too much labor for the

bees. Not only has the entire surface of the quilt to

be covered with propolis, but every time it is replac-

ed on the hive, a crevice the length of the inside di-

mensions of the hive, together with that of both

sides of the top-bars of each frame, has to be filled.

This, in a ten-frame Langstroth, is equal to a crevice

about 440 inches long, while with the board, the

crevice would be but about 58 inches. Third, untidy

top-bais. The propolis accumulates continually on
the top-bars, and, if not frequently scraped off, will,

in a few years, raise the quilt from a quarter to

half an inch above the frames, while with a honey-

board, if smoothly dressed and painted, and the top-

bars to frames also smooth, we have only occasion-

ally a pillar of wax built between.

J. L. WOLFENDEN.
Adams, Wal. Co., Wis., April 14, 1883.

But you are a little behind the time oil

quilts, are you not, friend W.V We have
not used quilts, nor advertised them, for
years. The great staple now for covering
the bees in summer time is the enameled
cloth, and we have just bought of the manu-
facturers, in one single order, nearly $200
worth. The demand this spring is tremen-
dous, while honey - boards, and even the
cheap wooden mats, seem to have been al-

most dropped. You can spread it over the
bees without any danger of killing them ;

they can not stick wax or propolis to it, and
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they very seldom bite througli it, if the liive-

covers are not leaky. True, it is not a very
great protection against cold, but in cool
weather we keep a chaff cushion over it.

MACHINERY FOR MAKIINCl
< AiNS.

IIONEY-

T the present time, a great deal of in-

terest is being taken in the matter of
cans for fruit, and considerable in cans

for honey. Friend Wilkin, at least, has pur-
chased the tools for making his own honey-
cans, and apiarists will, in the future, very
likelj^ have this work done on their own
premises during the winter, and at other
seasons when they or their employes can
not well work in the apiary. The press
shown below is for stamping out the tops
and bottoms, and also for making deep cov-
ers, at one operation.

PRESS FOB MAKING COVEFS FOR HONEY-CANS.

We have just received one of the above
machines, and the workmanship pleases us
so well that we asked the makers, Messrs.
(Stiles & Parker, to lend us the ilhistration.

The treadle, as it goes down, moves back ;

and while it gives a long stroke, it at the
last, by a sort of toggle-joint, gives a most
prodigious power. The press alone costs
S75.0(J, and the new and improved dies cost
about S12.5.OO per set. AVith it the tin is cut
out and the edge turned up, at one single
stamp of the foot. Even a deep cover, like
those used on the Jones honey-boxes, are
made at a single stroke. Compared with

the old slow ways of working, these ma-
chines seem almost like a sort of sleight of
hand or witchcraft.

in
•9

Or DfiJartnicnt lor duties to be attended to
tlii» uioiitli.

This department is intended for the purpose of reminding our
friends of tlie duties of each month.

f
SHOULD like to suggest to you a "Remindery
Department" in Gleanings. I think it would

' at least be as important as the Growlery. Jt

would remind us each month of the various things

that arc very necessary to be done, which are very

often neglected for want of thought. Now, as you
make a good reminder in Our Homes for doing our

duty in a spiritual sense, which is, I think, far more
important than any other thing in this world, j'ou

could conduct a "Kemindery Department," remind-

ing us each month what to do with our bees.

J. H. Thoknburg.
Winchester, Ind., April 13, 1883.

You can see, friend T., that I approve
your suggestion, by the heading above.
There has been quite a call for something of.

the kind, for some time ; but I was deterred
from attempting it, because the seasons dif-

fer so widely where Glkanings goes. Well,
it hnally struck me like this: Of late, I have
been obliged to shift my many cares, one
after another, on to the shoulders of others.
I am now going to ask you, my friends, to
help make this department what it ought to

be. Let us remind each other of the impor-
tant things for each month, as we think of
them ; and if Ave get short suggestions from
(juite a number, we shall be sure to hit the
most of you. 1 will start it, something this

way:—
In our locality it will be time to transfer,

with most of you, when this reaches your
eye. Read what is said in this number about
it, and directions in AB C. Those who have
no A B C can have a transferrinj^ sheet sent
them, by asking for it. During fruit-bloom,
give your bees every opportunity of getting
out and in their hives rapidly, by removing
all grass and weeds near the entrances. A
single spear of grass will often knock down
hundreds of bees in a day. Don't be satis-

lied- with pulling out a little grass now and
then, for it will be right in the way again,
after the first JMay shower. Dig the grass
all up for a foot around, and then put down
gravel or coal cinders, banking it right up
to the entrance ; then cover it with white
sand, patting it down hard, so every bee can
buzz right in. If you can't see them express
their thanks, you don't understand " bee
talk." Do it before they are out in the
morning, or use a smoker. Don't have any
unpleasantness about it. Leave on the chaff
packing and the Hill's device until they be-
gin to build comb under it. Do every thing
that ought to be done, and look into every
hive, and see every queen at least once a
week. Give some frames of drone combs to

the queen you wish to have rear drones.
After the flow from fruit-blossoms is over,
feed a little every day, and keep comb-build-
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ing still going along slowly. Read friend
Miller's article on spring feeding.
When you don't know what ought to be

done, study the bee books and see if they do
not remind you of something.

Or liettcrs from Tlio(>ic AVho have Mpide
Bee Culture a. Failure.

HAT shall I do now? In the winter of 1880-'81

1 lost all my bees; so I bought 10 in the

spring for $50.00; increased to 20, and got

lbs. of honey. It turned olT dry in the fall, my
bees Jacked stores. I fed them 300 lbs. of honey.

They sealed it up nicely, and were strong in bees, so

I thought they were in good fix. I built a good cel-

lar that cost me $100. In February I found rny bees

were dying with dysentery; March 1st, 11 left. The
weather was pleasant ; they began to carry in pollen

and honey, so I thought all was right ; but the 15th I

had 5 left, and April 1st, all gone. Now, my family

think I had better quit, though I have plenty of

hives and nice combs, and trees also. I sowed clo-

ver seed. Now, when the honey season comes I

shall want bees, though I have spent my money, and
have no more to spend. Now, what shall I do? Every
few years I lose my bees by this same disease.

Dunlap, Kan., Apr. 13, 1883. S. P. SowEits.

Buy a couple more colonies, and try again,
friend S. Never again, as long as you live,

think of feeding honey for winter stores.
Where they have stores in the comb nicely
sealed up, "that you have reason to think are
good and wholesome, it may be well enough
to let them have it ; but when you are oblig-
ed to feed, by all means feed granulated
sugar. You can get it at any store or gro-
cery, and your honey, if any way decent, will
sell for more than enough to buy your su-
gar. If the honey is so poor it won't sell, by
no means think of feeding it to your bees
for winter stores. Try again, but don't in-
vest very mnch money. Go slow, and learn
to winter without any loss.

My bees all died this winter, with the dysentery. I

want to try it again this summer. Please let me
know what you can furnish this bill for.

W. B. ZiNN.
Holbrook, Ritchie Co., W. Va., Apr. 3, 1883.

Why, friend Z., I thought you were dis-
couraged, and were going to give it up ; but
I guess I must have made a mistake, and
you don't belong in this department at all.

I wanted to make a kind of respectable
showing for this department this spring —
but I declare it is hard work — hold on !

Our next friend will hll the bill sure, and he
tells it ill poetry too. J list read :

—
Written for Gleanings.

MY friend's bequest AND REPORT.
" Jim," said a friend of mine to me one daj',
"I've thought it over, and helieve 'twill pay —
If the l)earings I have rightly reckfjned —
To attend Jtie Harvey's Siiletho 3d,
And buy, just to try thom. smne of his bees.

He has nine sc.ips that he don't want to keep,
And I know I can get them 'dogged' cheap;
Besides, they're things that don't need much care;
Just hive them, and set them anywhere,
And let them do exactly as they please.

" I don't go much on these new adoptions
(These new-fangled hives and such contraptions),
Because they're just made to get your money.
Not to give you more gallons of honey;
And 1 won't have any of them about.

These bifalutin editors may talk
About their patent hives and foreign stock.
But the man that's fool enough to buy them •

Will find, to his sorrow, after he tries them.
That they'll rank with the biggest humbugs out."

Well, hs went to the sale and bought the lot
For thirty-seven dollars, on the spot;—
Nine old box hives and a big box of comb —
And, one cold day in March, he hauled them heme.
Hoping, as he did so, they wouldn't ficeze.

" Now," said he blandly, " I'm just starting out
In something I don't know much about;
1 can't well no a thing 1 don't know how;
But, if j'ou happen 'round a year from now.
Don't fail to call and see me and my bees."

A year rolled by; and I, as requested,
Sought the report on cash invested
At ' the sale " in apicultural stock;
Also to indulge in a friendly talk
On the various questions of the day.

We talked about horses, cattle, and sheep.
And other kind of stock that farmers keeff;
But 'twas some time before 1 could persuaae
Him to redeem the promise he had made.
And have, on bee-keeping, something to say.

"Well, Jim," said he at length, "yonder they are;
And, hoping that my harsh words will not mar
One of the oeeish otfspring of your brain.
Or kind opinion that you entertain
On bees and bee-keeping, 1 will report.

Over yonder, beyond that bed of selves,
Lie the nine historical old box hives.
Smashed and broken — as you can plainly see,
And wanting the hum of a single bee —

Its busy life, alas! how very short 1

"You mind, I bought them along in March,
And set them against that old boilei'-archV
Well, ihey sat there all right till 'long in May;
Then my wife ran agin the stand one day.
And knocked four of the best ones in the run.

The comb, you may bet, was mashed about right,
And 1 had to ' sulphur ' the four that night
To keep them from drivin' U3 off the place.
As it was, eleven stung me in the face,
A'.d nearly killed my sister's little son.

" To make it short, the others all swarmed twice,
Settled on the pear-trees all right and nice;
Calmly surveyed my apicultural goods.
And then six of the ten wer.t to the woods —
A part of the programme 1 hadn't billed.

I then had eight swarms; five old and three new,
And they fooled along the whole summer through,
And, tvith buckwheat fields and clover all around,
(Jf t)ox lioticn they never made a pound;
Then tlie profitless mess all ivinter-kdlcd.

That's my report," said he, and I replied:
" My friend, I'm sorry that jour bees have died;
That your investment of time and money
Should bring you, instead of bees and honey,

this grievous melancholy retrospect.
Yet, in your expert nee you have earned
A prize; tor you, undoubtedly, have learned
That, to make bee-keeping a grand success.
You must Itnow and lieep their laws, nothing less^
Failures are but the fruits of sheer neglect."

F. F. M.

Now, to tell the truth, friend " F. F. M.,"
I am not very much astonished at your
friend's bad luck, but I am astonished to

know that there is a woman in this broad
land so awkward and unfeeling as to run
against a bench, and bump those poor little

bees down, and " astonish " them clear out
of their poor little wits. I presume the mor-
al to this sad tale is, that the women folks

who have husbands addicted to apicultu-

ral pursuits must step around a little more
carefully.
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OlilVER FOSTER'S HOUSE APIARY.

A SUCCESSFUL 14-HIVE HOUSE APIAUY.

vfr^nr-JERE is a sketch of the hoi:se apiary I promised

J™ to describe. It is 6x10, and 7 ft. high; i feet
— at sides. The roof is of inch boards, matched
to turn water. They are nailed at top to a 3x4 scaat-

ling:. which passes under the ridge the full length,

and at the lower side to a similar piece shown at A.
These are supported in the middle by posts, B B.

Between these posts are hung trap -doors which
open out as shown at C.

FOSTER'S HOUSE APiAKY.

There are T two-story hives on each side, with a

space of two feet between the rows. The frame
used in this apiary is 9?4xl2?4 inches. The inside

walls of hi%-es are of half-inch stuff. The 7 hives of

each row ai"e all built together in one box 9 ft. long,

and wide and high enough iu lower story to take the

frame crosswise. The partitions between the brood-

nests are half-inch boards, and 15 in. from center to

center. The top stories are built to take the frame
across the other way, and are 20 inches long, which
makes it easy to remove lower frames. The spaces

at sides and ends, and below each row of hives, are

filled with chaff. Chaff cushions are used la top sto-

ry in winter. The entrances pass out from under
the brood-nests something like this:—

.^^r^Lq^Q

J

GHOUND-PLAN OF ONE SIDE OF APIARY.

The portico on Nos. 3 and 5 prevents bees mixing.

As I said, this house is a success summer and win-

ter. I would rather handle bees In it any time than

elsewhere. When it is warm, and I want to work in

the "open air" with a nice shade overhead, I just

open all the doors. When robbers are tr^mblesome,

I open one door in front of the hive I am working,

and all the bees that take wing lly out. In extract-

ing, bees can be shaken into top story or in front of

ontrance. When I said that 1 intended to "adopt

this principle unanimously," I meant that I would

place the colonies close enough together In winter

to keep each other warm. But I reserve this sub-

ject for another time. Oliver Foster.

Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa, March 9, 1JS3.

The idea of having a little door or window
over each hive is, I believe, something after

the plan Of a house apiary built by friend

Nellis *, but as we have never heard any fa-

vorable report from it, we had supposed it

was eventually dro])ped, like almost all of
the otlier house apiaries, ^o doubt but
tliiit the plan of friend Foster will work well;
but it seems to me it would be rather expen-
sive, having so many doors to work nicely ;

and I am a little afraid, too, that in the
hands of the average bee-keeper it would
get out of repair. Notwithstanding this, I
ieel very much inclined to make just such a
house apiary now, and I rather think I shall
like it. Our own house apiary is now desti-
tute of bees, but we are talking of stocking
it up again, just as soon as we can get bees
enough ahead to raise comb honey. 1 be-
lieve more honey will be secured in a house
apiary than in hives outdoors, on an average.

FOUL BROOD.

WHAT OUR OLD FRIEND, J. BUTLER, ADVISES ABOUT
IT.

SN writing on this subject, we do not expf^ct to

tell you any thing new, but to give a little of
' our experience. Probably no man in this sec-

tion has suffered so much loss from foul brood as

our old friend Ezra Rood, of Wayne, Michigan. At a
convention in Jackson he was asked the question,

"What shall we do with it?" and his reply was,
"Bury it so deep that it can never be resurrected;"

and after 3 years' trial with it we fully indorse what
he said.

It seems natural to most of us to try to do some*
thing, in some way or other, to save something out
of the wreck; but after a number of trials, spend-

ing money and wasting time, and then suffering dis-

appointment, we say positively, do not try to save
either bees or combs. In the first place, foul'brood

stocks are weak iu numbers, and the best of them
will not contain more than the bulk of a fair second
swarm; and if the bee-keeper tries to save them
they will cost him more than they are worth. We
have been through the mill, and think we know
whereof we speak. We have, in a number of cases,

saved the bees, and confined them 48 hours without
honey, in a clean hive; then transferred them and
set them at work, and after a while pave them a
frame of brood to help them along; but in nearly all

cases they are still infected with foul brood.

In the October, 1880, No. of A. B. J. was a long

article on foul brood and its positive cure. Wo used
the remedy, but the combs still remained foul. And
now, friend Novice, if I were going to give advice it

would be, "Don't spend money and time to no pur-

pose."

In locations where smallpox has been raging,

great care is used to prevent its spreading; and I

am fully persuaded that the same care is needed to

prevent the spreading of foul brood. But if we go
dabbling around, trying to save a little honey or

wa.x, the chances are that it will tend tostill further

spreading of the disease. I was at first fearful that

swarming would tend In the siimc way; but ff)ul

brood will not be augmented by swarming, for not

one in twenty with mo has ever cast a swarm, be-

cause foul -brood stocks can't mature queens.

They build quoen-cells, but I have never found one
that contained living larvte, but all rotten foul

brood.

Now I will tell you what I save, and how I do iU
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WHAT TO SAVE, AND HOW I DO IT.

Cases to hold sections; all good hives; bottom-

boai'ds and alia-hting--boards.

I have a caldron, or kettle, that li<ilds a barrel of

water. I set it <in blocks or stones, and till it nearly

full of water; then I put in M bushel of unleached

ashes; stir it up well, and after hives and every

thiug has been scraped clean, and the kettle bi>ils,

dip in your hives; keep turning them over quite oft-

en, so that all parts will get an equal soaking; ten

mituites for each piece will be enough. After they

are rinsed off, and dry, it's fun to see how nice they

will take a coat of paint. All hives that h-,)ve con-

tained foul brooil should he kppt where the bees can

have no access to thpin until they are cleaned.

I am sanguine that this dreaded malady can be
rooted out, but it will take a little time and a great

deal of care. If any should be so unfortunate as to

get it, I would saj' to them, '"Examine every stock

in the fall: just before the last brood is hatched is

the best time to see whether there are any cell-* that

contain foul brood. Stocks that have it only lightly

are the ones most likely to be overlooked, for a bad

case is seen at first glance. All stocks should be

closely examined at or near the close of brooding,

just before all the brood is hatched; but if left a

week or ten days later, the bees will remove it, and
the bee- keeper will pass them as a sound stock."

How we got foul brood, we can't positively say;

but we will, at some future time, tell what we think

about it, as a word of caution to others not to do
likewise. It came all on a sudden; and before we
wereawareofit we had sown it broadcast allthrough

the apiarj-. Three years previous to the advent of

foul brood with us we had 3 splendid seasons, and
our apiary numbered 113 colonies, and wo had nearly

surplus combs enough to supply all new swarms
with a full set of brood-combs; but, alas! we did not

know which had been exposed and which had not;

80 we thought the only safe way was to destroy all.

OUR LOSS IN THREE YEARS.
Forty stocks, and burned 20 chaff hives (at first we

did not know how to clean the hives); more than 600

bee-combs, 2500 454x454 sections; these had all been
on the different hives, and we did not know which
Were which, so we burned them; straw mats, chaff

cushions, etc., all cremated. J. Botler.
Jackson, Mich., March 20, 1882.

SOME OF FRIEND TAYIiOR'S VAGARIES.

WISE, AND OTHER — WISE.

^' Out of the Fryinij-pim— Into it Again!

!jC|gnrrJAVfi never seen bees come through a winter

Ji[[^'|[ (even as mild as ours generally are) as bright

and lively. I thought lust yenrat one time
that I was out ot the bee business. I had sold out

my entire stock, fixtures, etc., to a neighbor.

BKES COMING BACK TO OLD " MAKSTER."

After the bees were removed a considerable dis-

tance to their new home, I noticed a few returning
to their <.ld stands. I fixed up a iiox, and in two or

three days enough had returned from three miles

distant to fill a quart measure. I gave them a

queen-cell (from a neighbor's apiary )i and the,

thrived amazingly. To-day th' y till a 20-frame L.

hive, and — well, I'm going to pit this colony against

all North Carolina the coming season for a big yield.

LARGE YIELDS OP HONEY.

Some friend, I have forgotten where he abides, has

spoken of large yields of honey as " fishy," " snake

story," etc. I believe the friend who is skeptical

upon reports of " large yields" resides in Texas, or

— somewhere in the South. I want to whisper to

him gently, that he may expect a big " snake story"

from this neighborhood this summer; and if he re-

sides near enough, I should be gad to have him come
and see the "snake." With this one colony built up
from "nix" I sh.ill make— let me se3 — well, I won't

say yet, but I now prophesy. Novice, that even you,

with all your chari'y lor the brethren, will raise

your eyebrows, when you hear my report, and no
doubt think of the " snake" brother, with a mind to

join him against mo. Wait and see.

HANDLING BEES IN WINTER.

When I first began handling bee«, only four or five

years ago, I wrote and asked the question through
Gleanings, whether or not the bees returned all

the honey they " sucked up" out of the combs while

being handled. I concluded they returni d it, but
know better now. I am positive that they do 7iot re-

turn all. When being handled frequently, they

se^m to think "it's master's honey and master's

bees," and that it's too good to put all back;

and from that time they certainly use more
stores than they would have done if left un.
molested, especially if the weather is Just a little

pleasant. I shall not in future molest a hive of bees

during the winter season, even if they are out for a

fly, unless I see manifest symptoms of something
b3iug wrong With them.

bee-keepers.

Regarding the buslacss of keeping bees, as a busi-

ness, there is not one doubt existing ia my mind but
that it will support a man and family, almost in any
locality, always provided the man is possessed with a

love for the bees and their ways, and the pursuit it-

self, and especially industry. Why, I know of over
a dozen ihen who With their families have moved
into our town in the last two years, from fams;
they claim that farming is "played out;" "no money
in It," etc. They "have to work 14 hours out of

every 24," etc. We know that many, very many,
succeed at farming; do well; many grow wealthy,

while others fail.

Now, I am c )nvincf>d that, in bee-keeping, every
man would not do well; but from the fact of one's

failing in a business, we can not justly condemn that

business, especially when we know of many who are

making the same lucrative in every respect.

LAZY PEOPLE.

I wonder if many of us think that we are lazy?

Any way, if you have the very smallest doubt on the

subject, dear fri nd, don't undertake bee-keeping

for a living; if you do, you will regret it. Don't for-

get this. Laziness in any form (and 1 am sorry to

say there are various forms) and bee-keeping won't

go together to one's financial satisfaction. 1 know
of one bee-keeper near me who thinks he is the

most industrious man in existence; he thinka it, 1

am sure; but. I can see better; he neglects his bees;

his apiary is kept slovenly; he seems to delight in

being as lar from his bees through the day as possi-

ble. He works at times hard, but soon gets over it,

and lags. This man will fail. He will not succeed

at the business, I am certain; yet he has entered the

ranks as a bee-keeper, and follows no other busi-

ness. I have a mind to have a photo gotten up next
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month of this apiary; and I want to suggest to all

bee-keepers, whether they are making specialties or

not of bee-keeping, to keep things picked up about

the apiary; and just imagine at all times that Nov-

ice, or some of the "big guns" in the business are

to step in to see our little apiary, and wo must
'•spruce up " a little.

DRONES — THEIR ORIGIN.

I want to say something more; catch hold of some-
thing to keep from falling, now. I have made up
my mind that the queens don't lay the larger per-

centage of drone eggs. I am of the opinion that ye
fertile (so called) workers do the "drudgery of lay-

ing drones" (patent applied for). I don't say the

queen can not, but I think that mostly all the drores,

during the busy portion of the season, are laid by
the workers. I could give you reasons, but this is

ominously long now; so thai-.'

What do you think of ray theory. Bro. Doolittle?

11. C.Taylor.
Wilmington, N. C, April 7, 1882.

Why, friend T.. you and others of late

seem determined not to give me a shadow of
a chance to hold on to my idea, that bees
don't tly over three miles. And why didn't
toti pay your friend for that quart of beesV
I watched all through your story to hear you
say you did, but diiln't see it. Now about
drones : It is almost what I expected, after
Doolitte said there weren't any two-banded
bees anywhere. You kn6w another friend,
in this same number, almost proves that
worker eggs produce good drones. I will go
so far witii you as to say some drones are
produced from worker eggs.

G.4l,IiL'P ON VENTlIiATION.

ALSO A TOUCH ON POLLEN.

M'OW, Mr. Editor, I am going togive you fits. You
say that Gallup thinks Mr. Quinby was right.

"" Now, I don't even think, I know positively.

In wintering bees in Canada on their summer stands,

we had the old straw hive, the Weeks, or Vermont
hive, and the common box hive. In wintering in

the box hive, the hive was raised on inch blocks

placed under the corners. In the Weeks hive the

bottom- board was suspended an inch below the

hive in winter. Now, if any one undertook to winter
without raisinsr the hive, or giving the air-space, he
would almost invariably lose all his bees with dys-

entery, except the hives that were made of hemlock
boards, and had a crack from top to bottom, open
enough so you could see right in on the bees, and in

many cases wide enough to almost put your hand in.

They would invariably winter well, and come out
strong in spring, providing they had stores enough.
Your careless bee-keeper who made very rough
hives, with open joints, and the bottom sawed off so

much oiit of square that it could not be got down to

the bottom-l)oard, could keep bees, while your nice

workman, and one who was going to keep his bees
warm and nice, had no success whatever. All would
die with dysentery long before spring. Now, bees
In the suspended hive, with the open bottom; your
box hive raised on blocks: j'our straw hive with the

summer entrance open, and a two-inch hole open in

the center at the top (I wintered in such a hive for

1.5 years with perfect success), and your hive with
the crack from top to bottom, would winter well ;

and when the thermometer was 40° below zero, blow
in the hive, or jar it, the bees would lly out as quick-
ly and readily as your bees do in the heat of sum-
mer; and you know. Mr. Editor, that when a- bee
tlies out and is blinded with snow he alights on his

back, kicks up his heels, and just before he dies he
discharges the contents of his abdomen. I have
seen 'em do it in thousands of instances, and it was
dry and powdery like— so much so that it would not
smear or adhere to any thing; as much so as sheep
manure where sheep are fed on dry hay and straw
in winter. The fact is, that any bee-keeper in Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Northern New York, or
Canada, who has not seen bees discharge dry pow-
dery excrement under the above conditions, is not
and can nut be a very close observer; and I do not
doubt in the least, that if Mr. Quinby were alive to-

day ho could tell that he had seen the same repeat-

edly in his locality. Why, Mr. Editor, you might as

well deny that there is such a place as Santa Ana,
simply because you have not seen it. Your old col-

ony, with "lots and slathers " of pollen, would win-

ter the best; ycur new colony, with now comb and
but very little pollen, are the poorest to winter every
time.

Now, I am not disputing with any one on your
wintering problem; I am simply stating facts. I

lost every colony down to my old straw hive (and

that was the old nest-egg) for several winters,

simply by being too nice, and trying to keep my bees

in nice warm well-made hives, while a neighbor who
made his after the bees swarmed, and set them
on top of stumps, without any bottom-boards, had
good succes^. 1 took extra pains to make my hives

nice, and have them set in a nice tasty shed to shel-

ter them from the cold winds and storms. You see,

in those days it was all luck; the neighbor was
luckj', while I was unlucky. E. Gallup.
Santa Ana, Los Angeles Co., Cal., March 27, 1883.

Then, friend G., why didn't you stick to
the Weeks hive witli its suspended bottom-
board? or why don't bee-men now make
their hives without any l)ottom-board, and
thus save — lumber? I am really afraid,
since reading your article, that some one
will patent the idea of using hives without
any bottom, and we shall all be compelled to
put bottoms on them, even if we don't want
them. Joking aside, I am well convinced
that many of us have erred sadly in making
the hives too tight below. We now leave
the entrances to our chaff hives open all

winter full length ; and if the Simplicity
were pushed well forward, so as to have a
very large entrance all winter, I think it

would many times have saved the bees.

IS Bii:i<:>KEi<:piNK profitabliE?

BB^Y crop of honey raised during the season of

nSjl 1881 was most of it sent to commission mer-
' chants, as I was not able to And a sale for it

at prices which I thought it ought to sell for, hence
the present time finds me hearing from the last lot

which closes out my entire stock. The most of my
crop was shipped in lots of about 300 lbs. each to dif-

ferent commission men in New York, Boston, Phila-

delphia, etc., and was sold quickl3' at from 21) to 22

cents per lb., while the lot just closed out, which was
shipped to a large dealer, togethci- with a large con-

signment of my neighbors', on the co-operative plan
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recommended by some, brought from 12c. per lb. up
to 20, thus proving that the co-operative plan is not

always the best. After placing the amount of this

last sale on my ledger, it was but natural that I

should look over the debit and credit columns to see

what my bees have paid me for ray season's labor.

After footing up the whole receipts, and deducting

the expense incurred by the bees therefrom, I And
I have an average profit of $29.63 for each colony I

had in the spring, as the cash receipts free of all ex-

pense. Thus it will be seen, if a person can care for

100 colonies of bees (and it is done by many of our

practical apiarists), this would give an income of

f20G3.00 a year. But to be on the safe side, suppose

we call it 50 colonies, thus giving a salary of $Usl 50.

I wlU admit, that the season of 1881 was better than

an average one for honey in this locality, and, there-

fore, to be sure and not get our figures too high, we
will take off $481.60 from the above, when we have
left SI 000 as an average yearly income for one per-

son. As proof that the above is not overdrawn, I

will say that I have cleared on an average over $1000

from my bees each year for the past nine years,

with an average of less than 50 colonies each year.

That beekeeping will compare favorably with any
other pursuit in life, I firmly believe; and the

trouble why so many fail in it is that they do not

properly attend to it. Men will give their horses

and cattle the best of care; but when it comes to

the bees, they let them take care of themselves,

w th the exception of hiving swarms and putting on
and taking off boxes. What would they expect

from their cows, if treated in that way? The keep-

ing of cows means milking twice a day for at least

210 days out of the year, and feeding ttiem three

times a day for 180 days, saying nothing about clean-

ing stables and other work necessary to carry on a

dairy. When men are willing to thus care for bees

they will find they will give a greater profit than
can be obtained from cows, er any other branch of

rural Industry. Bee-keeping means work, energetic

ivorli, a place for every thing and every thing in its

place, and to know how to do things just at the right

time and in the right place, if we would make it

profitable. We also want the best bees, the best

hives, and all the modern appliances, just as our en-

terprising dairymen would have the best breed of

cows, and the best utensils to care for the milk.

Also a man must have a liking for the business. No
man will ever make bee-keeping profitable who pre-

fers to lounge about a country store or tavern in-

stead of working in his apiary. In fact, a person

will not succeed in any business, unless he has

enough love for his calling in life so he will be dili-

gent and faithful thereto. " Seest thou a man dili-

gent in his business? he shall stand before kings,"

was what Solomon told his son; and the saying is as

true to-day as it ever was. If a person is not willing

to spend the time on bees which they require, he had
better keep out of the business; for sooner or later

they will become disgusted with It, if it is undertak-

en with the idea, that " bees work for nothing, and
board themselves." G. M. Doolixtle.
Borodino, N. Y., March, 1882.

As friend Doolittle truly says, thei'e is no
great good witliout great labor; and our
boys and girls who hope to succeed must not
only work hard, but they must know exactly
what they are doing, and all about it. A
few days ago I went into the wax-rooili and
found a couple of hands rolling fdn. One

was looking out of the window, and his as-
sistant, who turned the crank, was looking
over his shoulder. The sheet had torn in
two, and one part was going round one roll-

er, and the other the other. If a bee-keeper
expects to succeed, he must work in quite a
different way, for it needs hands, eyes, and
thoughts, all together and all at once.

BEES OF AMERICA.

THEIU ANTIQUITY, GEOGRAPHICAL KECOIIDS, AND
RANGES.

MR. ROOT:— You say, "I must still be a little

incredulous about any thing like Italian
' blood being found in America before tbeir

importation." It is judicious and commendable in

an editor to be incredulous enough to doubt facts,

until evidence enough has been drawn out to estab-

lish them; but I have the impression that truths

susceptible of proof should be given the preference

;

that probable truths, sustained by analogous testi-

mony, should take the second place; and that theo-

ry against which analogous testimony bears strongly,

shall be given the last, or rejected as unworthy of

the confldtnce of men.
To remove this incredulity I took a journey of 13

miles, and obtained the inclosed statement, which
speaks for itself. Mr. Capps is a gentleman of good
standing in society; is familiar with the country for

many miles around; he knows the use to which his

stat«ment is intended to be put, and the necessity

of caution in stating the facts. It would be interest-

ing to learn how far north, and how far in other di-

rections, a tendency to assume yellow bands has

been developed in this race of bees. Our Southern
friends have furnished no reliable means by which

}
we can trace them beyond Arkansas and New Mexi-

co; and Mr. Tcter, though he established the fact

that they exist in Minnesota, has said nothing of

their being tinged with yellow. Such of the readers

of Gleanings as wish to trace the facts produced
concerning them, will find them given in the July,

October, and December numbers of Gleanings for

1880. Many others must ba familiar with these bees,

and the silent indifference with which they view the

subject is surprising.

THEIR antiquity.

The Rev. Edward Stevenson, Secretary of the Bee-

keepers' Association of Utah, in the News of Salt

Lake City, has added much light concerning the
" Bees of America," and their ancient importation.

Mr. Stevenson quotes the " Book of Mormon," and

in a letter to me cites passages from the Bible to

show that the honey-bee was brought here 600 years

before the birth of Christ, by a cobny from the

Eastern Continent. Strongly confirmatory of Mr.

Stevenson's quotations is the recent discovery of a

cave in Kentucky, in which were found several

mummies. Masonic emblems, and a pyramid. It is

certain that they have existed here long enough for

the Missouii River to remove a body of earth some
fifty feet thick, ten or twelve miles wide, and many
hundred mles lon^, since the petrified bee that Mr.

Murphy certifies to was deposited in the rock on the

shore of the Missouri River. Bees may have reached

here by the abovcmentioned colony, and they may
have previously reached here, or the same conditions

that produced one paii^ may have produced several
J

J
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pairs in various parts of the wor'd, in accordance
with the will of Him who has ordered the reproduc-

tion of the differtnt races. It would be hardly lair

to restrict God to the creation of one pair only, when
we sec an infinity of creations around us.

OEOIiOGICAL nKCOUDS AND BANOES.

Geologists teach that our continent is an ancient

sea-bed elevated above the surrounding sea, and of-

fer the petrifie 1 remains of marine animals, gather-

ed upon its surface, as evidence that can not be gain-

said. That their views are correct, is a self-

evident fant. Were North America to sink 1000 feet,

it would be covered by a body of sea-water extend-
ing from the GulCof Mexico to the Arctic Ocean, and
the eastern coast of the west part in the State of

Nebraska would be in about the same longitude as

Omaha. Were it to sink 10,000 feet, all that would
remain would be a few Islands extending from a
few hundred miles south of the source of the Platte

Elver, to a few hundred miles north-west of the

source of the Missouri River; and we should then
have existing here, conditions similar to those ex-

isting on the Eastern Continent at the time of the

so-called Flood, or the subsidence of that continent,

when, Herodotus says, many inhabitants were saved
on the highest mountains. The sea is uniformly the

same in bulk; and when this continent was in the

condition given above, the sea was drained from
elevated positions elsewhere, and the earth's center
of gravity probably was not as at present. In com-
pensation for the sea-bed formed here, what is now
the bed of the Paciflo Ocean may have been elevat-

ed into dry land, and continuous from the Eastern
Continent to this. In such case, the races common
to that continent would gradually find their way
toward this part of the world, and eventually, as

this continent reached a higher elevation, spread
out over the dry surface of land. Similar conditions

may have existed along the eastern part of the con-

tinent, producing similar results there. This would
account for the two great geographical ranges to

which so many races are almost exclusivelj' confined.

I.INES WHICH THE HONEY-BEE MUST HAVE FOLLOWED.
The honey-bee, reaching the elevated lands of the

West, could spread only as the waters receded, and
the river-courses became timbered. Ages would be
required for the suitable conditions to be reached,

and ages more for them to colonize the vast extent
of country over which they are known to have
spread. By the way of the large streams of the
North, and their tributaries, they could reach the
timbered sections of that part of the world, and
spread over Minnesota and the Hudson's Bay Terri-

tory, as they have been shown to have done (see

Gleanings, July No., 1880), and they could reach
New Mexico along the line of the mountains; but,

owing to the vast timberless tracts of prairie on the
west, they were compelled to follow the course of

the Missouri River and its tributaries to reach hero.

Advancing from here along the course of the Mis-

souri and its tributaries until they reached the tim.

bered lands of the South, they would spread indefi-

nitely. Jerome Wiltse.
Falls City, Neb., April, 1883.

MB. CAPP9' RTATKMENT.
I have lived in Missouri aiul aloiicr the Missouri River since

1S46.' I liave been accustomed to hunt bees, and have handled
them all my life. I have seen yellow bees freixuently. ever since
wo first arrived in Missouri. In the year IS.'il or '55, 1 killed a
deer in Kans.as, near the Missouri River, about 17 miles above
St. Joe, and largo yellow hees, mariced with yellow b.inds on
their bodies, came ami sucked the blood, and "retunicd to their
tree iu sufBcient nunjbers to have lined thenj; but owjuf to the

thick prowth of vines and brush and rushes, we were unable to
tret thcni. It was the body of the bee, and not the hair, that
was yellow. AV. J. Cuts.

Many thanks, friend W. Were it not tliat
Mr. Capps is an old bee-keeper, and used to
handling bees, I should be tempted to sug-
gest that those yellow bees were some sort
of a yellow- banded hornet that has its nests
in trees and swauipy j unfiles. 1 have seen a
sort of wild bee, with yellow bands, that for
brilliancy far outrivaled any Italian ; and
from what I know of their habits, I should
judge them far more likely to suck up the
blood of the deer, as he states, than any kind
of honey-bees. 1 really beg pardon, friend
W. ; but is it not possible that he was mis-
taken in thinking these were veritable hon-
ey-bees? We are very much obliged indeed
for the trouble you have taken to collect and
furnish these facts.

i» »«!

COMB FOUNDATION.

JAMES HEDDON.

FERITAPS never before in our lives, Mr. Editor,
did you and I come so near agreeing upon
any important subject as we do upon this one

above. There are, however, a few less vital though
not unimportant points in the highest successful
use of comb foundation upon which we do not seo
quite alike.

Here is one. You say, that the sample of Given
thin fdn. I sent you has not as thin a base as some
fdn. you have had sent in, and made upon your
roller mills. Can it be that I made a mistake In

not sending you a fair sample of my thin Given fdn.?
By this mail I inclose one in a box to you, and
this is a sample of what I can and did make upon
the press rapidly. Now, who wants a thinner base
than this? Is not a majority of natural comb of
thicker septum? Does this sample not contain a
bulky line, for fdn. that runs 10 to 11 feet to the
pound? Please weigh and measure this sample. I

do not recommend so light fdn. for full sheets in

boxes. I prefer that about 8 square feet per pound,
with thin base. Comb foundation has a lively value,

outside of procuring straight combs and inducing
early commencement on them; it also aids very
greatly in tboir i-apid development. For this latter

object we want the heavy line, or side wall, contain^
ing plenty of wax.

I have received, both solicited and unsolicited,

very many samples of fdn., and I have never seen
any thing in the line that equals the Given for thin-

ness of base and heft of line combined, or either

one taken by itself. Tho sample that you "could
not locate." that is almost " artificial comb," was a
portion of a sheet that we madfe upon our 13-inch

heavy Vandervort mill; and though very many
good and experienced judges would choose this in

preference to tho more homely flatter-lined Given,

our experiments proved that the bees took to tho

Given first, drew it out quicker, faster, further, and
thinner, and consequently made a much more deli-

cate and beautiful comb.
We differ in our opinion as to the desirableness of

the manufacture of a " real honey-comb," for I do
not believe that science will ever "evolve" wax in-

to comb, said comb being eatable; and as for the
brood department, do we not now have more trouble
than, tho bees do, with the manufacture of tho
shallow cells we are making?
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Now in regard to the press putting fdn. in wired

frames. After I had devised the lye process last

season, I supposed I had all sticky troubles at an
end: but wo hnve now been at it one more day this

year, and I can not make the lye process work near-

ly as completely as it did last season. I shall have
two new die-books here in a few days, and I will

then make a new trial, and report. The Given press

has enough advantages in its favor, that it needs no
bolstering by denying the fact, that hand-pressed

sheets work to perfection.

I have shipped many hundred wired frames of

Given fdn. over the country as far as iiOO and 400

miles away, and I have heard of some complaint of

the fdn. breaking loose in transit, but am led to

think that most of it went safely. The great objec-

tion to the general sale of made-up frames of fdn. is

the hig-h transportation charges; and for that rea-

son I said the following in my circular for this j-ear.

I quote:—
I believe it will pay all who keep 10 or 5« eolonies of bees to

owna)iiess ami make their own tounilation, iiiasimich as the
trauspoilatii^ii on that on wires in niaiie-ni) frames is high, and
the press makes tin- very best we have ever seen for both de-
partments, besides makint;' it in wired frames.

I ha\ o- no doubt of the perfect adaptability of

made-up fdn., pressed on to wired frames by hand,

after looking over my colonies this spring. 1 have a

number of combs (say oOO) drawn from hand-press-

ing, and aU is in good and perfect order. I really be-

lieve it will pay those who have no press, and not

colonies enough to warrant the purchase of one, to

buy their frames in the tlat, wire on the spool, and
fdn. made up, and make up and wire their frames,

and press on their fdn. by hand. It is not so formid-

able a ,iob as it seems to be.

I paid girls U cent per frame, and they hand-

pressed the wires into the fdn. with the end of a

nail, pressing it into every cell the wire ran over,

©ne by one, and made wages.

Will you do us the favor to detail your latest ap-

proved method of hand-pressing on fdn. in this May
No. of Gleanings, for I think 1 am aAvay behind in

that matter?

I had always supposed that the Given fdn. was the

icrtst " brittle" of all. I know of no better style of

fdn. for hand-pressing on to wires than the Given.
The bulky, soft, low side-wall makes it well adapted

to that purpose.

To conclude, 1 really much prefer the press and its

product to any of the roller mills, both for the ease

with which I can run the sheets off, and the rapidity

with which the bees use it. If I can't obviate the

sticky troubles we are now having with the wired
frames, without having to bother with half-nailed-up

frames, or pulling off the bottom-bars, I shall put
my sheets of Given fdn. on by hand, knowing, as I

now do, that the ©peration is not complicated or ex-

pensive, but practicable in every point of view.

I am opposed to metal corners; and if you will use

a regular half-inch end-bar (as given to us by Mr.
Langstroth), and make it of whitewood, as all end-

bars should be, you will tind that one 3d fine nail will

hold a pull that will pull your bottom-piece in two
in the middle, before it will give way.

Now, friend Novice, you an) too old and experi-

enced for us to excuse you for using any arrange-

ment that allows the bees to glue the bottom-bars
of the upper frames to the top-bars of the lower
ones. The objection, that heavy end-bars take up
too much room, is " straining at a gnat and swal-

lowing a camel." I am one who cares not for early

and late breeding, and many other supposed ad-

juncts to this pursuit, l)ut do enjoy bees free from
chol— dys— diarrhtea, and seasons in which the
nectar flows lively. I am much interested in the
"fresh-air " ideas. lean and will add something in

favor of the fresh-air theory, by and by.

Dowagiac, Mich., April 5, 1^82.

P. S.—Please explain to us why j-ou think hand-
pressed fdn. will stick to the wires better during
transit, than those put on with the Given press.

Thanks, friend 11., for the determination
you show in helping to work out this im-
])ortant matter now before tlie world of bee-
keepers; and thanks, too, for the very
beautiful specimens you have sent, of thiii

fdn. made on the press. If you will excuse,
however, I think the samples I send you are
a little thinner in the base, and they are
made on a S^HO nine-inch mill too. Very like-
ly, a wall so heavy that s feet will weigh a
pound will be better than that thinirer. We
can make either the light or heavy wall on
the same roll or press, either, and I can not
well see why the product of the one should
ditfer vei'y materially from that of the other,
])roviding the embossing is the same on each.
Very likely, the deep cells may never be
fotuid desirable for general use ; but we
need more experiments in the matter. I
presume the greater first cost per square
foot would stand much in the way.

I have given in the supplement, issued
April 15th, our method of putting fdn. into
wired frames. We pay the little girls half a
cent apiece for putting in the wires, and it is

worth about half as much for putting the
sheets of fdn. in, and doing it nicely. The
greatest reason why I tliink the fdn. would
stay better put in by hand, is because we
catch the edges of the sheet of wax on the
sides of the frame, with the fingers. This
same thing may be dome with the press yet,
and I hope it will. We can do it nicely with
the rubber plates, and have the melted wax
catch right on to the wood of the frame, on-
ly said melted wax will get on the wood-
work in too great a quantity, and the trouble
of getting it olf takes more time than the
hand method. If just enough wax could be
poured on the plate ecenZ?/, and no more, the
.rubber i)lates would be ahead of all. In re-

gard to the metal corners, about f of all the
frames we now sell are metal-cornered, and
we often have single orders for 1(1,000 of the
corners alone. Two machines are now at
work constantly, with a capacity of about
5000 a day, and "we find it hard work to keep
up.

I really wish, friend Ileddon, you would
explain to us ABC scholars how to keep
the bees in a two-story hive from building
between the upper and'lower frames.
Now I Avish to revert to a subject referred

to on p. 140, March No. It is the little point
that distinguishes the Diuiham fdn. from
all others. I mean, making a cell a little

nearer round, or, rather, rounded at tlie

corners, instead of the natural hexagonal
shape. After deciding that fdn. made thus
has a much greater strength, besides com-
ing from the rolls much easier, and also giv-
ing a thin base with much less pressure, I

directed Mr. Washburn to make a conical
hollow punch, and strike over a pair of our

i
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second-hand challenge rolls. The result
was, that this mill at once made the nicest
fdn. we have ever had; it came from the
rolls the easiest, and it would make strips

for comb honey, of the thinnest base of any
thing that ever went out of our establish-

ment. The reason of this latter is, that tJie

wax Hows, as it were, away from these round-
ed surfaces, in a way it could not get out of

the way, of flat plates. Away bade in the

old volumes of Gleanings, if I am not mis-

taken, I suggested that if we could get some
lead shot of the right size, and solder them
to a plate, we should have just what we
want for a plate for making fdn. Well, now
it transpires that we are about to go back to

this old idea. Have the rolls so struck that

the surface looks not unlike shot. Roll them
together with moderate pressure, and the

spheres will flatten each other where they
touch, and these faces thus made will be a
perfect fit. These spheres let go of the wax,
and put all surplus Avax into the walls, as

friend Ileddon has so vehemently advised.

Perhaps a dozen others have advised pretty

strongly the same thing. It is simple enough

,

when we take a look at it, and the difliculties

of making fdn. with deep cells, and a thin

soap-bubble base, are very much lessened.

Mrs. Dunham's mills always came pretty

near this ; and had she, in her application

for a patent, claimed this point, it would
seem there might have been some reason for

claiming a new invention. As she has not
made any claim on this, I will, if she will

accept of it, give her SlOO for having partial-

ly developed this great improvement. Now,
friend Ileddon, if you will have your new
die-books made on this plan, you will give

the Given press a very great start ; and if all

makers of fdn. mills will nse this hollow
punch, they will save once going over the

rolls, making the labor of making considera-
bly less, and confer a lasting boon on all who
use the rolls. So great is the improvement,
in fact, that I would not use a mill of the old

kind a day, if I could help it. Send it to the
man who made it and have it punched over.

The free samples we send you are of the im-
proved kind, and they, when compared with
any make of old fdn., will show at once the
difference. Do not accept any fdn. mill, of

any kind, of any maker, until he makes the
corners of the cells rounded, in the way 1

have mentioned.
This fdn. is not only worked out by the

bees quicker, but it will stay in the wired
frames better for shipment, because those
braced side-walls support it. I might add,
that, to have fdn. stay well for long ship-

ments, the sheets sho uld be of pretty good
thickness, say 5 feet to the pound. With
these new tnills, the rolls never need adjust-

ing differently, only as they wear; for the
bases of the cells are thin any way, and if

the dipped sheets are made thicker, it gives

a heavier fdn. by putting the extra wax into

the walls, so the mills are always ready to

make either thick or thin fdn., according to

tbe width and thickness Oc the sheets of wax
that are init through them. By using dip-
ping sheets of the width of your section
boxes, and dipping once in wax pretty warm,
you can get fdn. 10 or 12 feet to the pound
with very little trouble ; but still, as friend
Ileddon suggests, I am inclined to think fdn.,

even for starters, is more prolitable with
enough wax in the walls to make it weigh
about 8 square feet to the pound.

STSRILIi: EGGS.

TRAKSLATED FROM THE " BIENEN - ZUCHTER," BY
W. P. ROOT.

^jnpR- MEYEK, of Dietinpren, Lorraine, writes:

Mjfi " Last year I observed a curious fact in my
' apiary. A young queen laid a mass of eggs

that never hatched. What do you think of this

fact? "

The queen in question had laid sterile eggs. Hap-
pily, such cases arc very rare. It has been observed
among queens which, after their first laying, pro-

duced onlj^ such eggs, and also among those that

have passed through a sulHcienlly long period of

fecundity, sterile eggs have been produced to the

end of life. This fact is attributed to an organic

defect in the oviuries of the queen.
Very learned naturalists, such as Messrs. Siebold,

Claus, and Dr. Leuckart, have furnished the solu-

tion to this question. They dissected some queens
thus defective, and proved that their oviducts had
suffered an alteration, and that a fatty substance

had formed in the elements, known to science as

vitellogenous cells.

It was at first believed that sterility of the eggs is

one cause of non-fecundation, as this has taken place

among other insects, and even among fowls when
they have not been fecundated. But it has been
sulKciently proved that a young unfertilized queen
c ommeuces, at the end of 40 or 5'J days, to lay eggs
which develop perfectly into Inrvie, nymphs, and
drones. It is to the celebrated apiculturist Dzierzon

that we are indebted for this important discovery,

called parthenn-gfuesis. It has likewise been dem-
onstrated, that a queen from which the vitalizing

fluid has been exhausted after three or four years of

fertility, has continued to lay eggs which produced
drones.

One may easily believe, that a colony having a

queen laying sterile eggs is on the rapid road to ruin.

Also in straw hives the bees have perished in like

manner, without their owners being able to account
for the cause which led to their ruin. What a price-

less advantage over such a state of things does the

hive with moval)le frames afford us! Nothing there

escapes the eye of the intelligent apiculturist. The
habits of the queen, as well as her defects, can be
easily controlled.

Our readers will recollect that such queens
have been mentioned in our back volumes,
several times. We have had perhaps half a
dozen such, in the past ten years. After a
few days, the eggs have a shriveled-up look,
and in this way we detect the trouble before
the colony runs down badly.
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BEESWAX.

A FEW QUESTIONS PROPOUNDED IN REGARD TO IT.

eNE of our friends who " wants to know,
yon know," proponnrls the following,
find we answer the best we know how:

Will yon or some one of your contributors please

write an article on beeswax, and answer the follow-

ing questions? What is the wax product of the U. S.

annually?

I can't give the figures, but I would sug-
gest tiiat about 100 tons a year is now used
in making foundation.
For what is wax generally used?

]\Iaking foundation.
For what is wax principally used?

Making foundation.

Can wax be substituted by any other product or

substance?

For almost every purpose, except making
fdu., ceresin, or mineral wax, answers; but
it will not answer at all for fdn.

What will be the commercial value of wax after

scientific bee-keeping has reached its highest point?

This is a pretty hard question. If the de-
mand continues to increase faster than the
supply, it may go up indefinitely. If, how^-
ever, our bee-men And they can produce
wax at a prolit, at 22 cts. per lb , even with
advanced modes of managing bees, I sup-
pose it will stay at about that price. I have
for many years been repeatedly astonished
to see wax hold its own, or even go down,
while such a demand w-as constantly increas-
ing for it, for the manufacture of filn. It is

now at this date, April 4th, steadily running
up, in consequence of the many demands for
it for foundation.
Can a progressive bee-keeper afford to sell his wax

at 30 cents per lb.? H. S. Hackman.
Peru, HI., March 28, 1883.

No, I do not think he can. If he has fifty

colonies, it seems to me he should have
some sort of a fdn. machine, and work up
the wax. If he is too busy with work that
will pay better, it may be cheapest for him
to sell his wax and buy fdn. lint I am in-
clined to think he could make it more cheap-
ly, if he cared to. Who will answer the
above questions more definitely?

i^ •

A "KEVOLUTIOIN'' IN BEE CIXTUKE.

OR, AT LEAST, A "REVOLUTION" BEE-HIVE.

^N February number, in describing M
III fSiOO hive, you state that the ol

Mr. St. John's
jt^ fSiOO hive, you state that the old cbaff-hive

' problem (how to get at lower story) is solved

after a fashion. Now, let me solve it after another
fashion, thusly (only it may not work with a chaff

hive): Take a Simplicity hive, turn it bottom side

up, and set on your super. Now set two posts in

the ground, one on each side of the hive, and oppo-
site each other, with an auger-hole in each, near the
top. A pivot is to be fastened to each side of lower
hive, in center, near the top, to turn in these auger-
holes, so that, when you want to examine lower
story all you have to do is to give your hive a " tilt,"

and up comes lower hive, down goes super; take off

cover which was bottom-board, and — there you are!

The super, of course, would need to be fastened on,

as would also cover and bottom -board; and the
frames, by some ingenious device, would have to

be made to stay in their places until wanted.
Now, I want to illustrate the beauties of this ar-

rangement for comb honey. You can run it on the

"Deane system," Doolittle's, or any other; you can
combine side (end) storing with top, bottom, or any
other kind of storing, with the least possible labor;

for instance, arrange some sections at one end of
the hive; and when they are ready to go on top,

give your hive a quarter turn, and — presto! sec-

tions on top. Now put more sections on the side or
end which xoas top; and when you take off the full

sections, replace with empty ones, and give your
hive another tilt; top is side, and side is top. "Won-
derful is the ingenuity of manl" The bees might
get cells a little crooked by this arrangement, but—
friend Root, you tell the rest. R. Touchton.
Santa Paula, Cal., March 14, 1883.

Well done, friend T. If you haven't given
us something new, you have at least revived
the old hobby of our friend J. M. Price, who
published and illustrated liis "reversible,
and revolvable," bee-hive in the A. B. /.,

perhaps 10 or 15 years ago. Can't we have
it so as to put the empty sections in at one
side, and keep turning it the same way, so
as to take off the finished ones on the other,
something on the plan of the modern fruit
evaporators? You know Doolittle strongly
favors getting the comb built at the sides of
the frames, and then lifting them up on top
to be filled. Surely it would be less trouble
to simply give the whole hive a quarter
turn. Well, the idea is here in black and
white, for you all to work on.

\ SIGAR FACTORY.

HOW SOBQHUM SUGAR IS MADE,

ET
may not be uninteresting to the readers of

Gleanings to know that in the State of Ohio a
successful sorghum-sugar factory is in opera-

tion, and making a really fine article of sugar and
molasses, free from objectionable color or flavor,

and actually to be classed with our flne-grade sug-

ars. This is not theory, but fact. I helped to make
the sugar myself. Just out of the village of Jeffer-

son (i4 mile west) is a large imposing structure, the

big white letters upon its front, telling that it is the

"Jefferson Sugar Works," Henry Talcott, proprie«

tor. For years, two things have operated against

making a sugar product of Amber cane: First, its

own acidity; and second, the lime, which, while cor-

recting the acidity, was about as destructive to the

sugar crystals as was the acid. Then, nothing was
found effective to remove the dark, objectionable

color and flavoi'. These difficulties are now over-

come by the Stuart process at this factory.

Briefly, I will tell you how sugar is made. The
cane is first run through the great crusher, which ex-

tracts about 95 per cent of the juice. It is then run
through a sieve, or cloth, to free it from pieces of

stalks, and it is then put into the "heating-pan"
and warmed up to about 185° when milk of lime is

put into correct the natural acidity of the juice.

The lime is stirred in, and the pan subjected to just

enough beat to bring it to a boil, when it is taken off

the fire. The juice is then emptied into a " settling-
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can;" then the sediment heavier than the juice falls

to the bottom, and the clear juice is drawn from the

top. This done, the juice looks somewhat dark, and
will always be so if the lime is not next neutralized.

The juice is then put into copper evaporators, and a

mixture known as " solution B " is added. This is a

formula of sulphur and niter, j^enerated into a gas,

and then precipitated into water, making a mild
form of sulphurous-acid gas, and having power both

to bleach and destroy the lime. It gives the juice a

clear straw color. The boiling is now " pushed."

The faster it boils, the lighter will be the color of the

sugar. When finishing otT, the syrup is continually

stirred, to prevent burning; and as the mass be-

comes thick it does not cook even, owing to its den-

sity, so that agitation is necessary. To tell exactly

when it is cooked enough, requires great experience;

It is, therefore, a matter of skill to know just when
the syrup is finished. It weighs about 1'3 lbs. to the

gallon, and as soon as it is removed from the pans it

is placed in granulating tubs, where it remains for

several weeks, the temperature of the room being

kept at a uniform point of about 100°. It is now
placed in the "centrifugal," the basket holding

about 200 lbs. of " mush." This is then whirled at

the rate of 1703 revolutions per minute, the molasses
being completely drawn out through the wire mesh-
es of the revolving c> Under. This gives a nice

light-brown sugar in paying quantities, and a fair

proportion of excellent syrup. The returns of an
acre of good land are far greater than if put into

wheat. This w«s the first season, and a very poor
one at that. More and better machinery will be
added another season, to save labor. We can soon
get the pure cane sugar for feeding our bees. In-

closed I send you a sample of amber-cane sugar,

made by tliis the Stuart process. H. A. Simox.
Lordstown, Trumbull Co., O., April, 1883.

Very many thanks, friend S., for the valu-
able facts you have furnished us. The sam-
ple of sugar you send us is far ahead of any
we have had, and would, without question,
command a ready sale anywhere. ^Vith the
additional experience we have had with the
amber cane, we can say that it is very easy
to raise. In fact, it self-sows on our ground,
so as to be quite a troublesome weed, if the
ground is not frequently cultivated. Your
article will doubtless call forth a "power of
questions;" but I presume our friend Tal-
cott is prepared to answer them.

CHAFJIAN'S BAU - FIEKCER, AGAIN.

EFFICIENT TOOLS FOR WIRIXQ FR.VMES W.iNTED.

fHAVE made a good strong piercer from the de-

scription in Gleanings for October last (p. 480),
~"^ which pierces half-inch bottom and top bars as
fast as the stuff ctm be handled, and I am not a ma-
chanic either. While trying towcrkitouti thought
the description needed to be amended in several
particulars, and I see by the April No, of Glean-
ings, just at hand, that E. T. Flanagan confesses he
was not equal to the job, without a model, and had
to order a machine from the inventor. I first made
a little one, using the measurements as given, except
as to the width of the bottom-board and levers, just
to see how the machinery of the thing worked, and
to flad out what was required. As the description

said nothing about the thickness of the stufif, or the
kind of wood, I used inch pine for my full-sized ma-
chine. It would do the work well enough, but
would not last, because the stuff was too light, and
the wood too soft; so No. 2 was a failure.

I then purposed getting hard-wood plank for the
bottom, and dovetailing hard-wood uprights into

its sides; but failing to get any wide enough, I

made a frame of hard-wood scantling for a bottom-
board, using coach-screws instead of mortises and
tenons. Two carriage-bolts in each, fasten the up-
rights to the sides of this frame. Instead of a broad
plank cut down to a handle for the upper lever, I

used a piece of plank about 10 in. wide, lengthwise
between the uprights, and across this is bolted a
lever 4 It. long.

The head-block is the most particular part to

make. I selected the very largest-sized awls, and had
to cull two stocks to get enough of the same size.

The word obtuse second line from the bottom, p. 479,

should be acute. The beds for the awls must be cut
of even depth, and not quite deep enough to let the
awls half way down. Instead of 8d nails I drove
wire nails for the notches of the awls. These pro-
jecting ends are filed to a point. When the second
piece is screwed on, these wire stops are imbedded at

each end in a hard-maple block. No beds are cut in
the second piece. The two pieces are fastened to-

gether by putting a quarter -inch carriage - bolt

through each end, and one between every two awls.
When screwed up, these two pieces come close to-

gether. There is no possibility of these awls either
shoving uj) or drawing out. Any one who has to

bore by hand 20,000 holes will save a sore wrist and
probably a blistered hand by spending a day getting
up such a machine, and save time, and do a better
job besides. s. Corneil.
Lindsay, Ont., Can., Mar. 6, 1883.

I fear, friend C, our readers will find it a
little difficult to get this before them. If
you will maiie a rude pencil sketch of your
machine we will have it engraved for' our
next number. With the great demand there
is now for wired frames, it behooves us to
have something efficient for this laborious
piercing. Can not some one offer a good
machine for sale at a low price?

TVINTEBING BESS WITHOUT A QUEEN.

ALSO SOMETUINO ABOUT FERTILE WORKERS, ETC.

fjjHIS may do all right with Italians, but not with
Holy-Land bees. I had one colony that I waa
going to try wintering without a queen. I ex-

amined them a few days ago, and found that the
bees were not clustered close together like other
bees, and had considerable larvse queen-cells, and
sealed drone-brood, and thousands of eggs laid by-

worker bees, and the bees had consumed twice the
amount of honey that other colonies had. I united
them with another colony. The Holy-Land bees
will accept a queen quicker, if queenless, than any
other bees I ever tried, even if the hive is full of lay-

ing workers, and such will be the case very soon
after they arc made queenless.

I had a nucleus last summer that had laying work-
ers all the time that would co mmence laying just as
soon as I would take out a ijueen, and keep it up un-
til tbey would have a laying queen again, and I do
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not now remember of having one queen-cell destroy-

ed in those colonies. Did you ever notice this pe-

culiarity in the Holy-Land bees?

TWO NUCLEI IN ONE HIVE.

There is one more ej^perimcnt 1 tried last summer
that proved successful, that does not agree with

other authority. I put a division-board iiito a hive,

making two apartments, but leaving it so that bees

could pass from one to the other. 1 then put a nu-

cleus colony into each depaitment, and gave each

one a queen-cell. Both queens hntched, and one

queen commenced laying before the other one did.

I took her out and gave them a queen-cell again;

after taking her out, the most of the bees went over

in the other department, where the other queen was;

but there would enough bees stay to take care of

the brood and queen-cell; but afterthe secondqaeen

commenced laying, and was removed and given a

queen-cell again, the bees would go back again; or,

to make a long story short, in whichever depart-

ment there would be a queen, especially a laying

queen, there is where the most of the bees would

be. 1 reared queens in that hive all summer, and do

not think I had one queen-cell destroyed, or one

queen killed. I. K. Good.
Nappanee, Ind., Feb. 6, 188.2.

I know the Holy-Lauds and Cyprians be-
have differently, but I have never tried

wintering a queenless stock of either. We
have seldom had trouble in giving a colony
with fertile workers either a queen or queen-
cell. I have had two nuclei in one hive, ex-

actly as you describe, with no division-

board at all. Each one occupied three
combs, and this left a space between them
equal to four combs. They did very well
until the honey-flow ceased, and then the
robbers made trouble. Brood was kept in

each side, of course, and they built queen-
cells, and had the queens fertilized, both
using one common entrance. Of course,
the entrance was the whole width of the
hive. Some strains of bees will mix thus
peaceably, while others will not. If we could
keep up one uninterrupted flow of honey,
the season through, it would be quite pos-
sible to rear queens in this way. Perhaps
the 100-acre honey-farm may do it, when
worked up to perfection.

^.«.^
PAKTHENO - GENESIS.

THE DZIERZON THEORY, AND QUEEN-BREEDING.

M PRIL Gleanings contains a couple of articles

J^^_ of more than ordinary significance in their
' bearing on the development and perpetuation

of the " coming bee.** Partheno-genesis, literally,

beginning from a virgin, is an accepted fact, not on-

ly among intelligent bee-keepers, but among scien-

tiflc entomologists. It is not only characteristic of

the hooey-bee, but of several other tribes of insects,

and seems to be a provision of nature against their

utter e'xtinction. The study of it may well prompt
the exclamation, "Great and marvelous are thy

works. Lord God almighty." It was long ago ob-

served, " An undevout astronomer is mad,'* and the

same may be said of an undevout bee-keeper. No-
where in nature have I seen such manifest traces

of a divine hand, or felt such an impulse to adore

the Infinite Wisdom, as in the wonderful economy
of the bee-hive.

The Dzierzon theory, as I understand it, is distinct

from that of partheno-genesis, though to a certain

extent dependent on it. Parthcno genesis is the

ability o[ a virgin queen to produce, unaided by the

male, a drone progeny capable of begettiug worker
bees. Tho Dzierzon theory maint«iusthat the drone
progeny of a queen conforms perfect y to the nature

of the mother, even after her impregnation by a

male belonging to another race of bees.

Mr. J. E. Pond, Jr., in an artie'e on p. 185 of April

Gleanings, calls this theory in question, and, I

think, with good reason. In another article, p. 187

of the same number, he says it is not the Dzierzon

theory he doubts, but a deduction from it. Is he

not comfounding partheno-genesis with the Dzier-

zon theory? What he questions is not, it seems to

me, a deduction from the Dzierzon theory, but the

theory itself, the essenceof which, I take it, is that

drone nature follows, with absolute identity, that of

the queen mother.

The question,whether this is really so,is one of great

importance to bee-keepers, and I think Mr. Pond's

arguments from analogy go a long way toward dis-

proving it. There is no denying the facts he cites

from other departments of animated nature. Suc-

cessive colts bear the impress of the horse that first

impregnated a mare. Physiologists have shown that

this law operates even in regard to the human race.

If we can trace it all the way down from man to the

poultry tribes, is it not reasonable to suppose that

it extends to bees? It will perhaps be said, that par-

theno-genesis is peculiar to the bees, and may
counteract the law under consideration. It may,

and then again /nay not. '• Who shall decide when
doctors disagree?" The prfp )tency of a stallion or

bull is limited to one pregnancy, yet it affects the

nature of the female for a lo:.g time, and, perhaps,

ever afterward. The prepotency of a drone lasts

during the lifetime of a queen, as the result of a

single impregnati(jn. Might we not expect that so

powerful and lasting an influence would affect the

whole nature of the queen to a much greater extent?

All this, I know, is reasoning from analogy, but

that is good reasoning, and amounts at least to high

probability. It is strengthened by the fact, that in

every neighloraood where there are black bees,

there is a constant tendency to admixture of blood,

rendering frequent purchases of queens necessary

from large apiaries, in which the Italians are kept

in such numbers as to heighten the probability of

pure mating.

If we are ever to have a fixed strain of bees that

shall, with absolute certainty, possess the qualities

we want to perpetuate iri our honey-gatherers, we
must in some way control fertilization. It is thus

that the qualities have become fixed in the various

breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, hogs, and fowls.

Until we find some way of securing fertilization of

queens by particular drones, we can not breed

"points," except bj' the isolation of selected colo-

nies.

now FAR BEES C VN FLY.

It is here that the other h ghly significant article

in April Gleanings comes in. I refer to that by

Mr. Marcb, p 181. You call it a " clincher this time."

I think it is. The whole bee-keeping fraternity owe
Mr. M. thanks for the persistent investigation he

made, and for the interesting account he has given
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of it- You receive the narrative ''cum grano salts"

(with a graia of salt), as the saying is. It appears

to me a very small grain of consolation, that the

bees will "go further over the water than over

hills and forests." After these bees had gone

C'o miles over a sheet of water, they stretched

their flight two miles on land. I would be in-

clined to think they might go further over land

than over water. As forage became scant in a giv-

en locality, they would naturally wander a longer

distance, and even a pedestrian, adding a mile daily

to his walk, will go an astonishing distance in a day.

For myself, I give it up. I don't know "how far

bees Hy for honey" or for mating. They may, for

all I know, take an occasional holiday trip, like

human beings, a long way from home. When I

first got the Italians I bad no reason to believe that

aoj' one else had them within a distance of 50 miles.

How far I found traces of them, I do not like to tell.

Perhaps I may venture, after Mr. March has taken

another tour of observation. Certainly I feel very

like Cowper about Johnny Gilpin —
' When hi' next dotli ride abroad,
May 1 be tlieiv to see !

"

My belief is, that to get the " coming bee " with

fixed points of highest excellence, we must have a

queen-breeding establishment in some absolutely

isolated locality, far from all possibility of inferior

admi-xture. Mr. Jones has struck out the right idea,

but there are serious difficulties in the way of success.

It is too costly an enterprise by far. The transport

of bees lUO miles back and forth, exprcssage of sup-

plies, and expense of attendance, foot up an enor-

mous bill in the course of the season. So far, mon-
ey has been sunk in the enterprise. Very lew will

be willmg to pay the prices that must be charged to

make such an undertaking pay. It would be well if

a more genial clime couid be found where bees can

stay all the year round. Is there no spot in the
" Great American Desert," with an oasis in it, where
a secluded queen-bee nursery could be established?

The enterprise is big enough, almost, to demand
that the government should take hold of it. If we
could once get the bee we want, with length enough
of tongue to gather the red-clover stores, there

would bo an enormous addition to the national

wealth. There is not much likelihood, I suppose,

that the government will be wise and patriotic

enough to embark in such an undertaking. It

seems to me, however, that a company might be
formed. If the shares were put low enough every
intelligent bee-keeper on the North American con-

tinent would take stock in it. The experiment is

well worth trying; and I hope there willyet be forth-

coming, men of brains and means, with pluck and
faith enough to set it going. \Vm. F. Clarke.
Listowel, Can., April 8, 1SS3.

Many thanks, friend Clarke, for the en-
couragement you liave given us, if notliing
more. Truly, we have a great lield before
us, and there is room enough for us all to
labor, and even write our peculiar ideas, on
partheno-genesis, and the D/Aer/.on theory,
without any clashing or hard feelings. 1

thank you, too, for pointing out the differ-
ence between partheno - genesis and the
Dzierzon theory, in a way that I should say
is correct, although I am hardly capable of
judging, without going back and studying
the matter up, in a way I have hardly time
to do now. Who among us can tell where
we shall tind that island, 50 miles from shore?

THE liANGSTROTH FRAME FOR WIN-
TERING.

ONE WAY OF USING.

fN February Gleanings, Mr. D. A. McCord gives
an instance of losing a large colony where all

' the frames were left in the lower story full of

honey, and seven frames above, where they clustered

and starved. I have experimented some in this di-

rection, and have lost colonies under similar condi-

tions. But when I removed one-half of the frames
from the lower story, and placed them above the
lower ones in the center of the hive, and covered top
and sides with pieces of carpet, I never lost one, and
I believe it is one of the best ways of wintering.

They are surrounded on two sides and top by a cov-

ering that will keep out the cold, yet let in plenty of

fresh air, and allow all moisture to escape; thus in-

suring good ventilation and dryness, which, with
plenty of good feed, are without doubt the condi-

tions most essential. It is adapted to either large or
small colonies. If the colony is small they will locate

in the upper frames, which will contain food enough
for them; if large, they will extend down into the

lower frames and have access to the stores below as

well as above, with the best of winter passages. It

has the advantage of eonflning the colony to a few
frames, without the disadvantage of removing all

but 5 or 6 frames and confining the colony upon
them alone; for it is hard to tell the exact size of a
colony early in the fall, and to know how many
frames they will occupy, and how much honey they
will consume, especially when the frames are not

all well filled; and it frequently happens that the

largest colonies are lost from starvation by being

confined on too few combs to eontaia sufficient food.

Or when the frames are not well filled, which is usu-

ally the case, especially when breeding has been
kept up till late in the fall, we have to give too many
frames to give sufficient food, which leaves too much
lateral space to keep warm. By placing the heaviest

combs above, the bees will cluster in the center and
have access to the honey below in moderate weath-

er, and to that above in cold weather, if a large col-

ony. A small colony will find sulficient stoi-es above,

without any lateral space to chill them.

I use two pieces of carpet, and let them lap on top

of the frames, for convenience of examination, and
extend to the bottom of the hive. The spaces be-

tween the carpet and sides of hive may be filled with

dry leaves or chaff or cushions, but I have found two
thicknesses of carpet sufficient for the coldest

weather. Thaddeus Smith.

Pelee Island, Ont.,Can., April, 1883.

Pretty well done, friend S. You have re-

vived an old idea, and presented it so well
tliat I really feel like trying some strong
colonies in that way next winter. We can
dispense with the Hill devices and winter
passages, and who knows but that we may
do the same with chaff cushions. The plan
will also come in favor with those who have
been insisting so strongly on the importance
of bottom ventilation. It just now occurs
to me that I paid one oi" our friends a dollar

for the idea, several years ago, but never
used it, and I am not really sure I ever pub-
lished it before. May be the idea well
worked out will enable us to winter safely

in the two-story Simplicity hive.
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From Different Fields.

AN A B C SCHOLAR'S REPORT, AND WHAT HK THINKS
OF FDN.

BOUGHT 3 queens of you last season, but let

my 8on-in'hiw have one of them. Now, it is ad-

mitted by all who have seen them, that one col-

ony is the finest Italians they ever saw, I got one
colony from the 3 lbs. of bees, and they have winter-

ed finely. I took no honey from them, but fed the

young colony some, as there was nothing but "dust"

to make honey of here after they came. They were
well packed in chaff during- the winter with chaff

cushions on top of frames, and one foot nearly all

around the hives, and young bees are making their

appeax'ance in plenty, and yesterday they were
bringing In pollen, and I doubt if there has been
more than two dozen dead bees seen from each hive.

The same may be said of my son-in-law's; he has 3

colonies. I tried to utilize comb filled with honey
from my dead bees last year, but shall use no old

combs again; they make crooked combs of it. I

ehail use foundation. V. Toukgek.
Kingsville, Ashtabula Co., O., April 3, 1883.

GUM - TREKS.

In answer to A. S. Davison, page 85, Feb. Glean-
ings, I will say that we have two species of gum-
trees that grow and seem to be at home here. The
sweet gum, which yields no honey, if I am correct,

and black gum, which does yield honey; and for

color, I will place it upon the same step with clover;

but for taste, I would put it away below the foot.

Of this honey I wrote on page 124, Gleanings for

1880. The honey has a very bitter, pungent taste;

in fact, to me it is a sickening taste, for its presence

in the apiary can be detected by the (to me) disa-

greeable odor, even at a distance. Its time of

blooming is between fruit and clover, being a very

useful thing at that time. It does not yield honey
every year — probably one year in three it will

yield a good crop. The sweet gum exudes a kind of

glue that bees gather for propolis. Any informa-

tion in my power will be given by request on this or

any other subject. T. J. Cook.
Newpoint, Ind., April 8, 1883.

QUEENS going VISITING.

I must tell you of a freak of one of my queens.

She is a young Italian, raised last 5'ear; colony not

very strong. Well, on looking them over I found a

queen-cell sealed over. I thought my queen was
gone, sure; but I soon found her on another comb,
with a circle of eggs about 5 inches in diameter, 4 or

5 in a cell, some brood sealed, and some just ready

to seal; no very young brood. She looked as if she

had been visiting, and just got back. I left the cell,

and they kept it two days afterward, then tore it

down. They are all right now. Can you explain it?

I can't. H. C. Johnson.
Eeesville, O., April 8, 1883.

The question was discussed some time ago
as to whether queens ever go visiting and
come back again; and although instanceswere
given where it seemed they were gone long
enough for the bees to start queen-cells, and
then they came back and began to lay again,

I can not think they wer-e really out of the
hive. Sometimes a queen in a very weak
colony, in the spring, will leave the hive in
disgust ; and after she comes back she will
go to another part of the hive and desert the
brood already under way. Well, the bees
will often start queen-cells on this little

patch of brood, and she may then, in a day
or two, conclude to come back to it with her
few loyal subjects, and this would give about
the state of affairs you witnessed.—The four
or five eggs in a cell is the result of too few
bees, and hence, too small a held for the
queen's labors.

MY plan of FEEDING BEES.

I have been trying for a long time to devise a plan

to fill combs with syrups, but have never succeeded

until recently. Then I exclaimed, "Eureka!" Take
a common fruit-can that has become unfit for put-

ting fruit iu. Take a small awl (the small end of a

hand-saw file will do) and punch the bottom full of

holes about Vi-inch apart. Now get a pan large

enough to admit of laying the comb down fiat inside

of it, to save any syrup that may be spilled or run
over the tops of the cells. Hold your can over the

comb and pour syrup into it, which will run through
the small holes in the bottom of the can in small

streams. Hold your can about a foot above the

comb, and keep moving it backward and forward

over the comb and you will soon fill it full. I have
frequently put in from a quart to three pints of

syrup in a single comb in Langstroth frame. After

your comb is filled, open your hive and put in your
combs at the sides of the brood-nest, and watch the

little fellows "go for it." Don't have your honey or

syrup too thick. The streams falling into cells

drive the air out, and fill them full. Any one with

a little px'actice can fill a comb almost entirely

full. It will not hurt the combs any. Try it. When
you have filled one side, turn it over and fill the oth-

er. The syrups will not run out. After it is full,

stand it on its edge in the pan, and let it drip before

you put it into the hive. Wm. Little.

Marissa, St. Clair Co., 111., March 7. 1883.

Your plan of feeding, friend L., is very
old. It was some years ago illustrated in the

American Agriculturist by our old friend

Quinby. If I am right, it has been dropped
because of the daubing it necessitates, and
the danger of inciting robbing. If you do it

at a season when the Lees are trying to rob,

they will soon learn to literally cover every
comb before you can get it out of your cor^ib-

bucket, and hang it in a hive. Doing the

work by moonlight will answer nicely, if you
are enterprising enough to work all day and
moonlight evenings too.

ANSWERS TO PRAYER, ETC.

In Our Homes for February, I see you have been
Instrumental in stopping quite a lawsuit through

the elHcacy of prayer. As this is a matter of dollars

and cents to the parties concerned, I would suggest

that you widen the field of your usefulness, and
offer up business petitions to the Deity, Ask him
to reveal unto you the secret of wintering bees

without loss, especially your own, and then sell the

recipe. Ask about the origin of foul brood, the true

cause of dysentery. Find out whether bacteria is

to be feared, and don't forget the " pollen theory."
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We need a little inspiration just now to help us out,

and we look imploring-ly to you for help.

Hollr, Mich., Feb. 10, 1882. S. D. MOSHEB.

Friend M., have you not overlooked tlie

fact that God grants our requests only when
it will be for our own good ? I hope and
trust I am widening my tield of usefulness
day by day, but I am by no means sure it

would result in permanent good to have the
bees of careless bee-keepers (like myself)
saved from the wintering maladies. We are
asking God to help us to understand the
mysteries connected with foul brood and the
like, and the answer is coming through the
voices and writings of many people. Again,
you speak of my selling the " secret,"' after

God has given it me in answer to prayer.
One of the most emphatic injunctions of the
Bible is, ''Give, and it shall be given unto
you." Some of you have laughed at me for

giving away things so freely, and because I

have no patents, and trust humanity ; but
were you here to-day it seems to me you
could not help saying God has given me back
"good measu re, "^ pressed down, shaken to-

gether, and running over."

SHEPAnO'S SWARMING-BOX, ETC.

I have sold 100 colonies to G. W. Stanley, Wyoming,
N. T.; will have 3 J or 40 left, if they don't die this

spring. That my sight Is failing me some, is one

reason of my selling. If I were young, and wanted

a business, I should not fook for any thing better.

I see a Mr. Jones has been improvina our hiver. I

should consider that he had spoiled it, at least for

my use. It is always unfortunate, friend Root,

when any one attempts to instruct other people

about something he does not quite understand him-

self. If plenty of holes are bored in the box, the

bees will get in fast enough. I always leave one end

open, so that the bees can be easily shaken out.

When 1 get them to the hive I always keep 5 or 6

ready for use on boxes of different lengths. I have

had them all full at one time, and all the swarms
taken from one limb of the tree.

Cochranton, Pa., Feb. 20, 1883. N. N. Shepard.

Gently, friend S. I should not have pub-
lished the " improvement " had not quite a
number of others suggested the same thing,
and I thought I might answer all at once.
The difficulty seems to be that so many will
have it that bees must be carried like water,
in a pail right side up, while just the con-
trary is true. I have often carried bees in a
basket, but I did it by keeping the basket
always upside down. If I had turned it

over in the usual way, they would have
crawled up tlie handles, or tlown away. By
the way, why would not a '5-cent basket tied

to a pole be just about as good as any swarm-
ing-box r* The corn-popper recently sug-
gested by one of our lady friends will prob-
ably soon be tested pretty weU.

BEES AND — SUNDAYS.
Please don't be offended with me if I ask you one

or two questions. The queen you sent mo last

spring was a very nice one. I made 7 swarms of

Italians and hybrids. I went into winter with only

11 swarms; they are all to-day, strong and lively. I

have not, to my knowledge, lost an ounce of bees

this winter; but as you admonish people to delight

la " God's law " (page 204, April), I wanted to ask

you if you keep it. Is it your delight to remember
the Sabbath day to keep it holy? or do you keep tho

pagan Sunday, and so dishonor both the Bible and

the God of Israel? Yours in hope of the truth,—

Alden, N. Y., April 6, 1882. J. C. Clark.

I trust, friend C, that my delight is in the
spirit of God's law, rather than the letter.

One of the saddest sights of the present age,

to me, is to see Christians wasting time over
such (as it seems to me) unimportant mat-
ters ; crippling their powers to do good, as

it were, while a great nation of people are
not onlv almost ignoring any Sabbath day,
but on that very day they take God's name
in vain, drink, gamble, aUd commit crime,
and yet we Christians let it all go by, for fear

we are keeping the wrong day for Sunday!
When Jesus was on earth he went into the
synagogues and taught on the Sabbath ; and
the burden of his teaching was to have men
repent of their sins; and it seems to me,
friend C, that if Jesus should come among
us now, he would join in with the customs
of the people in such matters just as he did
then.

seeds; now to be sure you send odt good ones.

Our friends will remember W'e sent out
some bad rape seed last season, Weil, we
told our enterprising seedsman, A. C. Ken-
del, about it, and this is the way they do
with their seeds before offering them for

sale.

The bag of rape seed we send you germinated 49

from 50. I have set aside 5 bags growing 45 to 48

from 50, first count. A. C Kendel.
Cleveland, Ohio, April 4, 1882.

You see, they count out exactly 50 seeds,

and put them in the hot-house. After the
plants are up they are counted, and thus we
know just what the seed will do with good
care.

division-boards; an easy way of making.

I send to-day one of the cushions at your request.

Tbo band, or tape, of this cushion might have been

one thickness more, to make it flt snugly. Some
prefer to pack, which can be done with any coarse

material, without covering the back, the tins being

ample to keep it in. I don't tack the tape, or band,

to the frame as this is, but just hold it on the frame

in place, and slip it in the hive. C. H. Beeler.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 14, 1882.

Thanks, friend B. The division-board re-

ferred to is made of a common wide frame
with the sections removed. The tin separa-
tors cover one side, and thin wood is tacked
ou the other. The principal feature now
comes in here. To make the frame fill the
hive and stay in place, a strip of burlap, long
enough to pass over bottom-bar and ends,
is folded until it gives the requisite thick-

ness. Counting the, time required, this lat-

ter plan is probably cheaper than the chaff
tilling we have used ; but rough frames of
lath can be made much cheaper than a good
wide frame to hold sections. Where one
wishes to get along with much economy,
they can, without doubt, use the frames that
hold sections in summer, for a division-board
in winter ; but the labor of taking off the
sides and taking out the chaff, etc., will

hardly pay, it seems to me, for general use.
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REARING ITALIAN QUEENS IN HIVES CONTAINING
OLD BLACK QUEENS.

Last July I placed a queen-cell in a hive in which
there was a laj'iug queen that was old. The young
queen came out all right, and superseded the old

one. The cell was placed in the corner of a frame
outside of the brood-nest, and the bees were gather-

ing a surplus at the time. The same experiment
was tried on another hive in September, witba like

result. The old queens were blacks, and the young
ones Italians. J. M. Beattv.
Shaw's Landing, Pa., April U, 1883.

Why, friend B., I feel ashamed of myself
to think I have never thought of what you
suggest before. We liave, for some time
back, been learning that hives often contain
an old queen and a young one at the same
time, and I have, too, mentioned cases where
queen-cells had been given nuclei, supposing
their queen was lost, and it transpired that
both were in the hive when the first queen
began to lay. Now you have gone and
capped the climax, by showing us how we
can Italianize without having a hive queen-
less a single day, and without even being
obliged to hunt up the old (pieen. The great
drawback is, that we don't always know
how old our black queens are, and that, un-
less they are old, the been would probably
destroy the queen-cell, or tlie young queen
after she is hatched. You may remember I

have mentioned letting queens from the
lamp nursery into hives containing queens.
Sometimes they tolerated them several days,
but I always took the old queen out after
they were well received. Such experiments
succeed better with either pure blacks or
Italians. Hybrids are not much given to
accepting strange queens or queen-cells.

DRONE BROOD RESULTING FROM INJURY TO THE
QUEEN.

Last fall I bought of a neighbor a Cyprian queen,
which had mated with an Italian drone, and she pi'o-

duced some large, fine, marked bees. When I looked
at them in March, there was some worker brood
capped over, with some four or five drones, in work-
er cells, raised and capped. After that, all of her

progeny were drones. On examination, I found the

second ring of the abdomen, on the left, indented.

Could that have been the cause of her producing
nothing but drones? It was a mystery to me until I

saw the secret which I believe to be the cause of it.

But, why should it cause her to lay all drone and no
worker eggs? Would it keep the sperm from com-
ing in contact with the egg as it passes out? If so,

then all eggs must be drone eggs until they come in

contact with the sperm. I leave it with scientists to

solve, if there is any mystery about it.

Bees are in good condition, and breeding up nice-

ly. Fruit-trees are in full bloom, and bees arc busy
gathering the nectar. Geo. W. Forman.

lliplcy. Brown Co., O., April 6, 1883.

You are probably correct in your deduc-
tions, friend F.; for, if I remember rightly,
we have several cases on record where
queens laid only drone eggs after injury
from careless caging, or something of tliat
sort. It seems a little dlHicult to account
for the injury you mention, unless it was
done by careless handling of the combs, and
you speak as if it happened in the winter,

when the hive was not opened. All eggs
are drone eggs, I believe, until the queen
has been fertilized.

are FREQUENI importations NEEDED?

I am satisfied, from what experience I have had
with bees, that, if we wish to keep up our stock to a

proper standard, we must keep adding pure blood.

They will do very well to about the tlyrd generation,

and then we had better stop and ge<ra pure import-

ed queen. We will get more or less black blood, and
whenever we begin to cross these hybrids with each

other we have the most worthless set of bees that

can be gotten up. Cross pure drones with pure
black queens, for one cross seems to improve them

;

but mate a black drone with a pure Italian queen,

and we make them worse at the start ; and the longer

they are crossed, the worse they get. M. Young.
Loveland,0., April, 1882.

Although there may be truth in what you
say. friend Y., I can "not help thinking you
piit it almost too strongly. I would advise
having an imported queen to rear from,
about once in four or five years, and I have
never been able to see any difference in the
working qualities of hybrids produced by
either of the methods you mention.

starting with one colony.

Bees have wintered splendidly here this winter.

Mine have not consumed over 10 lbs. of honey per

colony. I commenced the. ^ring of 1881 with one
very weak colony of bees; increased to three strong

ones, and got but very little surplus honey, on ac-

count of dry weather in the fall. I bought three

colonies of blacks this spring, so I will commence
the season with 6 good colonies— 3 Italians and 3

blacks. I shall Italianize the blacks, and run three

for comb hon^y, and three for increase. I forgot to

say, those dollar queens I got from you proved pure-

ly mated; one of them (the first I got the 14th of

May, 1S81) produces the nicest yellow three-banded

bees I have seen anywhere. John B. Crooks.
Keith's, O., April 1, 1883.

The winter of 1880-'81 was a most disastrous one
for bees in this section of country. I think the loss

must have been fully 80 ppr cent. "Very many lost

all of their bees. I was one of the lucky ones. I

went into winter quarters in October, 1880, with 11

colonies — 9 blacks, 1 Italian, and 1 weak hybrid. To
prepare them for winter, I went through each hive,

weighed the frames, and cut winter pass ages through

the combs. I then packed them on their summer
stands with oat chaff between the frames and body

of the hive (I use the closed-end Quinby frame),

put a thin cloth over the frames, and put on a chaff

cushion about 5 inches thick. My bees came through

all right, excepting the hybrid; that died In February.

I had fed them unsealed honey in the fall, and think

it caused their death. The honey season of 1880 was
very poor here, my 11 colonies giving me but about

50 lbs. surplus. I never saw bees buildup so rapidly

as they did last spring. Long before T expected it

they were storing honey very fast. But, from what

I afterward learned, I suspect they did not get it

all honestly. Several of my neighbors, who had lost

their bees, neglected to secure what honey the bees

left in the hives, and before they were aware of it

their honey was gone, and very likely my bees and

my neighbors' bees made use of it. I commenced
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the season of '81 with 10 colonies. They commenced
swarmiiig' June 4th ; cnde 1 July 10th. July 3 [ took

oflf first section?. Got no fall honey, on account of

the drought. Have taken liil3 lbs. of honey, 89ti in

section^?, and 116 extracted, and increased to 33 col-

onies, with which number I went into winter quar-

ters last fall. Thos. Decker.
Otsdiiwa, N. r., April 10, 1SS3.

thansfekking; how and when.

My business in the spring- of the year is selling

hives and transferring bee^ for my neighbors, and
many at a distance; and as I transfer from all sorts

of hives and boxes to the Langstroth hive, I have

had considerable experience. I transfer from the

middle of April until swarming time; but the best

time is in fruit-bloom. My method is to puff a little

smoke in the entrance of the old hive; invert, and
carry to some old house or shade-tree, placing a box
where the hive stood, to catch returning bees; then

with a coll chisel about three feet long, and a saw,

I remove two sides of the box. I don't drum the

bees out unless the swarm is very strong, but com-

mence to cut out the comb5, placing them in pans;

and as you commence cutting out the combs, smok-
ing the bees a little occasionallj'. They will crawl

to the opposite side of the hive, and ofttimes they

will cluster on the outside, out of the way. There I

let them remain for a time while cutting out comb«;
and if any young bees remain on them, I brush them
off into the new hive, which I have close by. They
will not fly out, but stay there. After this is done I

commence to fit the combs into the frames, taking

nothing but nice straight worker comb; but now
how are we g nng to fasten these nice white heavy
combs, filled with honey, in hot weather? I have
tried tin clasps, wire, cord, and, in fact, almost every

thing I " ever heard tell of." But nothing gave sat-

isfaction, for ofttimes when I went to examine them,

what would I find? Well, sime,of the heavy combs
had fallen down, and packed bees and honey into

one side of the hive. Bro. Root, I tell you I did not

feel good on such occasions. At last I concluded

something had to be done to keep the combs where
I put them; and now I think I have that part about

to perfection. Instead of using tin, wire, yarn, etc.,

I use little sticks '4 inch square (or about that),

reaching from the upper edge of the top-bar to the

bottom of hive; place from 3 to 6 sticks between
every frame of comb (ir as many as are necessary),

letting them rest on the bottom of hive. If there

are not combs enough to fill hive, fill with fdn; by
this method it is impossible for combs to fall down.
After the hive is filled I shake the remaining bees

right on top, or in front, and let them crawl in and
carry to old stand. Always remove the sticks as

soon as the combs are built fast.

Mr. Root, perhaps this is not new to you, but I

never saw it in print. When robbers are trouble-

some I transfer in a cage; and after placing the

hive on tha stand I cover it with a large sheet of

mu«lin lor about half an hour, when all is well, gen-

erally. Speed in transferring is necessary in all

cases. H. A. Simon.
Lordstown, Trumbull Co., O., April, 1883.

If you Will look in our ])rice list, friend S.,

you will see tliat we illustrate clasps, sticks,
and wires. Your idea, of liavinji: the sticks
long enough to rest on the bottom- board, is

somewhat new; and as I read it, the idea
occurred to me that they might be made to

stay in place by simply wedging the whole
of the frames until they are kept in place.

Here I come again, with something to tell this

time. 1 had a drone-laying queen; sent her to T>r.

Armstrong, Flemingsbxu-g, Ky., so as to give two
chances to test and solve that mooted question,

whether or not such drones can fertilize a queen. I

had a queen hatched March 35th, and on the 8th of

this month she was laying splendidly, and I know,
beyond a doubt, that there was not a drone from any
other queen. Now, if a large amount of royal jelly

is essential in the production of good queens, the

two I have are not good, because they seemed to be
raised without any, as I could see the larvjB plainly

just before sealing. M. L. Williams.
Vanceburg, Ky., April 13, 1883.

I agree with you, friend W.,that the facts
go pretty strongly to show, of late, that these
drones are as good as any ; but still, I do
not feel it is quite proven beyond a question.

a "peck" of bees.
That little magnetic tack-hammer is a wonder for

ten cents. I can pick up tacks, and drive them
faster now than I could pick them up before. My
bees that swarmed the 7th of March have built 8

combs, and have something in nearly every cell. Is

a peck any thing extra for a swarm of blacks? I

now have two colonies of Italians and 10 of blacks;

am a little less than a year old in bee culture, and
want to wake up myself and this part of Arkansas
pretty soon. A. R. Nisbet.

Dobyville, Clark Co., Ark., April, 18S3.

As a quart of bees averages about a pound,
your peck would be about 8 lbs., and that is

rather above average good swarms, friend N.

WANT OF water FOR BEES.

Bees have wintered well in this vicinity, and were
doing well up to the 9th of April; had commenced
to work oa soft maple, when a polar wave came
from the north, the thermometer going 11 degrees

below freezing, and is cold and freezing yet. Bees
died off rapidly for want of water, flying out for

some when too cold to return. First natural pollen,

March 39, from aspen-tree. Fruit-bloom is partly

killed by frost; also maple. Samuel Heath.
Reimer, Armstrong Co., Pa., April IV, 1883.

There it is again, frien<l H. It was want
of wat'^r, as you say, and [ begin to think it

has been want of water all along. Ileddon
says it's pollen, but I say — beg pardon, sug-
gest, that the w^ant of water is what has
killed all our bees except, if you please, those
of our friends down South. It wasn't quite
want of water that ailed the bees there for a
few weeks past. It has turned off warm
now (April is), and the sap has dried up, so
I tilled their jars with water, and they take
the water just about as well as they did the
sap.

CYPRIANS.
My Cyprians are bringing in pollen and honey

with tremendous energy. The peach-blossoms are

alive with them. They have been visited but once

by robbers (blacks). It was laughable to see them
go for the robbers, which they vanquished in a very

short time. I saw one catch a robber on the wing,

six inches from the front of the hive. Hurrah for

the Cypriiins! C. S. Callihan.
Jem, Mo., April 5, 1883.
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THE GIVEN PRESS, ONCE MORE.
I tried making fdn. last Saturday, and I find it is

more difficult to fill L. frames, and do a nice job,

than to fill the short L. frames that I use. If you
use No. 30 wire, you will have to have heavy sheets

of wax cr it will cut the wire; or if you take thin

sheets of wax, such as you use for making thin fdn.,

lay one sheet on the dies, then your wired frame,

then another sheet on top, having the wires between
the two sheets; press the two sheets together in that

way, and it is not apt to cut the wires. The greatest

dilSculty I find is in keeping the wires stretched

and straight after the tin bar is taken out, and then

putting it back in again after the wax is pressed in.

This is something I had no experience with, as I do

not use them in my short L. frames. I. K. Good.
Nappaneo, Ind., March 20, 1882,

It would seem from the above, that I was
not so far out of the way after all, in decid-
iug that the Given press is hardly yet per-
fected for filling full-sized L. frames with
fdn. Of course, we can make the top-bar to

the frame so heavy there will be little dan-
ger of its sagging, and then, by dispensing
with the tin bar, gel the frame pretty nearly
filled. But there are two objections to this:

First, top-bars nearly an inch in thickness
will often sag considerably,under the weight
of a great mass of honey. Secondly, such
great top-bars are heavy to handle, and oc-

cupy space that might just as well be hlled
with brood and honey. The diagonal wires
and the tin bar give us a frame tliat can not
sag a particle, practically, although they are
made of i-inch pine all round. With our
live-cent button-hook, and full-sized sheets,
we get perfect sheets of comb clear up to the
wood. No one has yet answered in regard
to shipping frames of fdn. made on the Giv-
en press, lias any one received any safely,

that liad been shipped a long distance?

GOOD rOR AN A B C SCHOLAR.

I worked to some disadvantage, having too much
farm work on hand ; and it being impossible to get

men at any price, my bees were neglected. A num-
ber of swarms having no room, left for the woods;

so my report is not as good as it might have been. I

took out of winter quarters 13 stands in very poor

condition, not more than half-swarms, and from
them I sold 1800 lbs. of extracted honey, and 100 lbs.

comb in 1-pound sections — lOiO lbs. in all, making
an average of 146 lbs. per swarm, not counting what
we used in the house daily, and increased to 30 colo-

nies, which I think is a fair report considering their

condition in the spring. Honey was gathered from
white clover, basswood, and buckwheat — mostly

from the latter. I sell honey at 10 to 11 cents per lb.

I winter them in a bee'house built on top of the

ground. H. E. Christie.

Oxford Mills, Ontario, Canada, March, 1883.

DOLLAR queens.
•riife drift of much that is written is, pay more for

your queens, and you will get better ones (doubtful).

A dollar queen is usually sold before her brood

hatches out, in which case she is termed tested (aft-

er het brood is out). If there is fraud in the queen
business, I hardly think advancing the price would

preveht it. A queetl sold alter she has been laying

five days is worth as much to the purchaser as she

would be at twcnty-flvc days. In the latter case she

would be tested. It seems to me, if queen-breeders
have sent out worthless trash in the shape of queens,
they would do the same thing if the price were
doubled. I have bought only tested queens so far.

If worthless queens arc sold, don't put the fault on
the buyer, when, nine times out of ten, the seller is

to blame. G. W. White.
Hickory Grove, Ga., March 31, 1883.

I have just bought 100 colonies of neighbor
Rice, to be delivered in May, and the ques-
tion came up as to what the queens should
be. His queens are all tested, reared from
imported mothers ; but 1 told him I would
just as soon have dollar queens reared in
J\Iay as tested queens raised last season.
Judging from the orders we get, it seems al-

most everybody else has come to pretty
nearly the same conclusion. It is not so
much in what the queen is called, as it is in
the man of whom we buy.

SOUR honev.
Can you or some one of your subscribers tell me if

honey will sour in the comb? About six weeks after

I put my bees into the cellar I noticed a bad smell in

passing one of them. I lifted up the cover, audit
smelled like rotten eggs. I doubled up a number of

swarms in the fall, which left me hive3 and honey.

I filled one with sections filled with honey, and trans-

ferred them to-day, and they are all right. Some of

their honey smelled and tasted sour. What made it

sour and smell so badly? This is the only one out of

73 swarms of the kind. Had I left them in the hive

all winter, would they all have died?
C. C. Holmes.

Sauk Rapids, Benton Co., Minn , March, 1883.

I think the wliole trouble, friend II., is

want of ventilation in your hives, and possi-
bly in your cellar. JJees will, by the warmth
of their bodies, evaporate the moisture from
the honey, providing they can liave a circu-
lation of air to takfeoff this surplus moisture;
but if they have not this circulation of air,

and the moisture condenses in small drops
on the honey, it will, by the warmth of the
cluster of bees, be made to sour ; and this
state of affairs has been suggested as a cause
of dysentery. If the water condenses on the
pollen, we have sour pollen, and no Avonder
the bees get sick. See what; Gallup says on
another page, in regard to hives cracked
from top to bottom, and hives with no bot-
toms, for wintering.

starting I5ASSWOODS AND OTHER TREES FROM
CUTTINGS.

We noticed something you said in a recent num-
ber of Gleanings about striking cuttings of bass-

wood, in which you did not give full directions, if

we remember right. We would say, in addition,

take the straight growth, not fi'ora branches; out

with a sharp knife close to an eye; set in clear sand

or powdered charcoal, and keep the bottom 10 to 20

degrees warmer than the top, which will cause a,

growth of roots speedily in any plant that can be

grown from cuttings. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland, O., April i, 1883.

Many thanks, friend K. Our bassWood
buds started finely at first, but for some rea-

son did not hold out, and we suspect it was
just because of the lack of that same bottom
heat you mention. Since you speak of it, we
find that much the same directioua are given

i
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THEORY AND EXPERIEKCE.

Theory is a good thing in its place, and a very

necessary thing; for upon it depend all discoveries

and inventions that are not the result of pure acci-

dent; in other words, it is impossible to seek out a

hidden truth without having some theory to direct

the experiments or investigation. The endeavors

to prove or disprove a theoiy may result in the dis-

covery of new truths, either directly, as an acci-

dental discovery, cr indirectly, by leading to the

formation of new theories, and their subsequent

demonstration. So, theory is a good thing in its

proper place, and those who cry, " We want no theo-

ry, but only experience," only go to the opposite ex-

treme of those who are too willing to accept theory

for fact. Let us all draw the line between the two

so plainly that no one will be led into error by con-

founding them; so, let us have the experience of all

on matters pertaining to bee culture, and enough
theory to keep the ball of investigation rolling.

ODD-SIZED HIVES AND FRAMES.

I have just been reading friend Root's editorial on

this subject, found on page 205, April Gleanings,
and I think his remarks are very sensible. Custom-

ers do not seem to undei stand the difference be-

tween standard goods kept in stock, and goods

made to order. Many do not seem to realize that it

costs more to cut out odd-sized fiames or hives, or

that it takes any longer to till such an order. The
following is from a letter received a few days since,

from a customer who wanted six odd-sized hives

made. "As it will not take as much lumber to make
these hives as the Langstroth or the Simplicity, I

suppose the price will be less." This only shows
what some expect. Such customers consider a

dealer's prices *' steep " when he charges only enough
to make himself whole. There can be no more
sound advice given to beginners, than to use only

standard goods that are kept in stock by nearly all

dealers. Orders for such goods can be filled prompt-
ly, and without any annoying mistakes. I believe,

if we would all give up s ome of our pet theories in

regard to frames and hives, and adopt the standard

Langstroth frame, bee culture in the United States

would make a steady and rapid advancement. Then
would the danger of drawing erroneom conclusions

from the reports of bee-keepers be avoided, and the

results of wintering be compared to the advantage
and profit of us all. E. A. Tuomas.
Coleraine, Mass., April 18, 1882.

CHAFF HIVES VS. CELLAR.

Seeing various reports from others in regard to

mode of winti ring their bees, I will give my plan.

I went into winter with 03 colonies, 37 in chatf hives;

the rest were put into the cellar. To-day I have 51,

the most very strong. 1 lost one that was in the

chaff; the other 10 were in the cellar. Doesn't this

speak well for the chaff? Those in the cellar had
the dysentery badly. Now, right here let me ask
you one question. Why not let us chaff-hive men
have a chaff-hive department, so we won't have to

search Gleanings all through to find these chaff-

hive men? O. R. MUNSON.
Meredith, Del. Co., N. Y., April 12, 1883.

Why, friend M., when Geo. Grimm comes
over to chaff hives, and we get the chaff hive
made just as it should be, thickness of chaff,
ventilation, food, and all that, we all expect
to come over to chaff hives.

A SUGGESTION AND REPORT FROM FRIEND C. C.

MILLER.
It would be such a pleasure and advantage to know

the number of colonies each contributor keeps, that

I wish you would throw the weight of j^our influence

in favor of having each one sign, immediately after

his name, the number of colonies kept by him on
the 1st of May last, preceding the time of his writing.

At the last meeting of the N. W. Bee-keepers' con-

vention at Chicago, it was voted, I think unani-

mously, that this was desirable, but no one seems to

set the ball in motion, although, possibly, every one
wishes it. Like every one else, I have wintered my
bees well, not having lost one out of 177, except one
that was put into the cellar queenless, with a very
few bees, so that they would have died out, even
had there been no winter. The last colonies were
taken out April 4, having been confined without a

flight just 5 months lacking f no day. So I have 176

colonies in rice condition; but as it is not yet May 1,

I must sign myself — C. C. Miller, 67.

Marengo, III., April 15, 1883.

With all my heart, friend Miller; and al-

though I have about 194 good ones now, I
must sign myself A. I. Root — as near as I
can remember, about 10 very poor ones.

A RAILROAD APIARY.

We read with great interest your valuable paper,

and all the many instructive articles it contains.

There is so much said on all subjects, that it seems
there is verj' little we can say; still, we feel like

those who speak in meeting, that it is our privilege

and duty. We began the season with 250 swarms in

all. We have one apiary of 100 colonies, situated

within ten rods of our railroad station, and laid out

in tracks, and switches, etc. These 100 we shall run
for extracting, and we have a box car that contains

extractor, etc. We shall be in readiness this year for

the flow of locust honey, which is of no little conse-

quence with us. Our other 150 colonies are equally

divided, and situated, one apiary 3 miles east, the

other 6 miles east, surrounded by basswood forests,

slashings of brier patches, and white-clover pas-

tures, and think we can reasonably look for a fair

yield of honey. These we shall run for one-pound
sections. We have a mill (water-power) fully rigged

for manufacturing bee-hives, sections, etc., but we
are able to do but little this year besides our own
work, and our would-be customers we refer to A. I.

Root.

A NEW SUBSTITUTE FOR POLLEN —COTTON-SEED
MEAL.

We have made a discovery which may be new;
that is, in furnishing bees material for pollen, they

leave oat meal, rye meal, and every thing else, for

cotton-seed meal (which is being introduced here by
Mr. Waldo as cattle-food), and they act as though
they were perfectly happy with it, rolling and tum-
bling over each other in their eagerness. It may be
the sweetness of the cotton-seed meal that makes it

so attractive to the T.ttle beauties. Please give us
your opinion. Will write more lat,< r.

H. A. Williams & Co.

Berkshire, N. Y., April 12, 1882.

That is right, friend W.; we should feel it

a duty to say something, and I, on my part,
am going to make a greater effort to give
you all an opportunity of being heard. If I
am correct, cotton-seed meal has once be-
fore been mentioned ; but if It is really a
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fact, that bees take it better than oats or
rye, it might be well to offer it for sale. Who
will tell us what it is worth?— I should
much like to see that railroad apiary.

CATALPA.
In speaking of catalpa, you forgot to state that,

in the long hot days when there is nothing else, the

under side of its leaves furnish lots of honey for

weeks in little wells, much like those you tell of in

Simpson, and like the honey-holes at the base of pet-

als in cotton bloom.

STING IN THE EYELID; HOW TO GET IT OUT.

Dwighi Beldiii, of this place,was stung in the eyelid

;

and after going into the house, the empty sack and
a portion of the sting were taken off, but the face

and cheek swelled awfully, and turned black and
red, 80 that for a day or two you or his best friends

would not know him. His eye was badly inflamed,

and evidently had something in it like sand. After
many examinations, the sting was taken out from
the inside of the lid, covered with matter. All right

now.
We have had swarms all along since April 1st, but

the last five days Ave had a cold wave, and they have
been silent, young queens and larvas thrown to the

entrance, etc. Fortunately, it being cloudy all the

time, we have escaped frost, and a great crop of

fruit and mast is in prospect.

QUEENS' VOICES.

I heal'd four distinct voices of piping queens in

one hive the last four days; now the 16th day since

that hive swarmed. A. W. Bryan.
Hot Springs, Ark., April 15, 1882.

True, friend B., I had forgotten that hon-
ey was reported from the leaves of the ca-
talpa, last season. I do not think, however,
we can depend on this, for it is a sort of
freak of nature, and may occur with almost
any other thrifty plant, when the conditions
are just right. If it really is a common oc-
currence, we should be glad to hear of it. —
A sting in the eyelid may often be drawn
through from the under side of the lid as
you suggest.

DRONES ALL WINTER.
Do bees keep their drones all winter? A friend of

mine has a box hive of black bees which was tipped

over twice last winter by the cows. He bought them
about the first of March, and moved them 25 miles

in a lumber wagon. When he got them home there

were drones in the hive, and they are there still.

J. R. Brush.
North Hampden, Delaware Co., N. Y., April 17, 1882.

It is very unusual for drones to be found
in a hive all winter, unless the queen is a
drone-layer, and then we should hardly ex-
pect a strong colony. I have been told that
powerful colonies sometimes have a few
drones all winter, but I do not think I have
ever seen any such ; that is, with natural
drones, in the normal condition. Perhaps
the cows may have stirred them up to un-
usnaJ activity, and, following out this line,

who knows but that a few more cows might:
have helped them to rinse queens, and swarm
in the winter? Any way, the tumbliug-
down and 25 miles in a lumber wagon, seems
to have had an opposite eifect from that
narrated by our poetical friend on another
page.

QUEENS, ETC.

Bees put in cellar Nov. 18, 1881, 40 good colonies, 7

nuclei in fair condition; took out, on 28th of March,
188.!, 47 queens, all in as good shape as last fall; tem-
perature 40° to 48°. I never did better. The man
who does not raise his dollar queens as well as the

tested ones, ought not to be patronized. I think it

is prejudice or foolishness when a man will say that

dollar queens are a damage. The tested queens, as

ordinarly sent, do not amount to much; they are

tested only for the stripe. To know whether she is

worth anything, she has to be kept nearly one whole
season. The man who will cheat in the dollar

queens, will in the tested. V. W. Keeney.
ghirland, HI., April 4, 1883.

F^GWORT ROOTS.

Will Simpson plants grow that come up from the

roots, when divided so as to make eeveral hills out

of one by transplanting them ? Is it best to thin

them down to one stalk in a hill? They have come
up from the root from 4 to 8 in a hill. My object in

getting the seed is to plant in every vacant fence-

corner around my little 16-acre farm. What do you
think of the idea? W. Dickerson.
Ladoga, Mont. Co., Ind., April 8, 1882.

You can divide the roots of a plant one or
more years old as much as you please, and
every root wall grow, almost as surely as a
potato when divided. We let every slalk in
the hill grow, but very likely you would get
a larger growth, and larger blossoms, by
thinning out to only one. We find they do
much better on sandy soils than on clay

;

and cultivation makes a vast difference.
Cultivate exactly as you would corn, and
keep down the weeds until they cover the
ground.

fertile workers, etc.

You ask for some one to give his experience in

worker bees laying drone eggs. I want to say, that

my experience is, that workers can not lay any oth-

er kind of eggs than drone eggs, and they ai'e not

particular about laying in drone and worker comb.
I once was so busy about my other domestic affairs

in the spring, that I did not look after my bees very
early; so, when I did look, I found one stand whose
queen was dead. I also saw eggs and young bees in

almost all stages. I supposed that they would raise

a queen, and I did not look after them for quite a

while. So, behold, when I did look, there was not a

worker bee to be found, but I had about '/^ gallon of

drones, and the comb, both worker and drone, was
full of drones, some hatching, and some just capped

;

and those in worker comb had heads )4, of an inch

above the surface of the comb. This led me to

think that a worker could not lay any thing but

drones ; yet that doesn't correspond with Mr. Lane's

experience. This is my first for Gleanings. I have

kept bees for several years, but without much prof-

it. I have not time to attend to them. I now have

20 stands, and I will give them to any good practical

bee-keeper for half of the proceeds and increase.

G. W. SUESBERY.
Steele's Mills, 111., April 14, 1882.

You misapprehend, friend S. It was in

regard to worker eggs laid by the queen,
and afterward turned into drones by the
bees themselves, that friend Lane and I

were speaking of, on page 173. Your case is

a common one of fertile workers, but you
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tell it so vividly I think it may be a warn-
ing to others, for they will be pretty sure to

want to put their bees out on shares, if they
neglect them that way. 1 very much doubt,
friend S., whether you have any '' domestic,"
or any other " affairs," that will pay you as
well as your 20 colonies of bees, if looked
after properly.

HAVE BEES A LIKING FOU SULPHUR?

In your notice of Dr. Peckham's article in April

No., page 186, you ask, " Will anybody else's bees

make use of sulphur?" Yes, sir, my bees will, and
appear very fond of it. I hud often thought of writ-

ing you about it, as I never saw any thing of the

kind laid down in " the books," or heard of such a

"bee feed" till I accidentally discovered it; but

knowing your dislike for drugs and medicines for

bees, I hesitated.

The discovery was made in this way: My wife's

hobby is chickens, and she keeps dishes of water

sitting around, for them to drink. I noticed a part

of these dishes alive with bees, while others were al-

most entirely neglected. For some time I was puz-

zled to ttll why the bees were so thick at some
dishes, and not at all alike. I asked my wife what
made the bees so anxious to drink out of some
dishes, and not out of others, and she said, "Why, I

put a handful of sulphur in those dishes." Scarcely

believing that to be the cause, I changed the dishes;

but the bees would soon find those which contained

the sulphur water. The bees appeared to work
most during the very hottest days, when the sulphur

was melted and partially mixed with the water.

What did they want of it? They did not take it as a

cure for dysentery, as they were clean and healthy.

Perhaps they were .laying it up as a "household
remedy," to use in' case they were attacked by
"bacteria." Will Mr. Heddon please look into this

matter, as bacteria is his special bantling?

C. J. F. Howes.
Adrian, Lenawee Co., Mich., April 20, 1883.

Why, this is more and more mysterious.
We all know that sulphur is good for the

,

but we didn't know it would dissolve in
water, nor that it melts in the sun — not in
" these parts," at least. Isn't it an unusual-
ly hot locality where you live, friend II.

V

Never mind ; the next day the sun shines I
will have some sulphur put into that water-
jar, and may be 1 will learn something I
didn't know. Who knows V

DRONES FROM WOIiKER EGGS; ADDITIONAL EVI-
DENCE.

On page 173 of April Gleanings, at the close of an
article by S. H. Lane, ycu ask, "Can anyone else

give us any new facts on this queer matter? " I rise

to give my experience. Last season, on the 17th day
of May I started three nuclei as follows: I took one
frame of sealed honey kept over winter, also one
frame of comb from which the honey was extracted

in the fall, and put them into a nucleus hive, and
between them I put a card of brood in all stages, in-

cluding fresh-laid eggs, and about a quart of bees,

but no queen. I formed all three of them in the

same way, and I knew there was not a drone-cell in

either of those three cards of brood, and every one
of those nuclei raised not only queens but drones,

and they raised them right in the worker comb,
where the new eggs were. After that I tried eight

or ten more during the season, and every one raised

drones in the same way. At first I was puziled, for

I had no doubt of the truth of the Dzierzon theory;

but on mature thought I made up my mind that the

worker bees have the sense and skill to move the

seminal fluid or matter from the newly laid worker
egg, and raise from it a drone. Now, if any have
doubts, let them try the experiment; and if their

bees can't do it, let them send for some of mine;

they can do it every time. I have been watching ev-

er since I made the discovery, to see if some other

brother did not have a like experience, and, lo, it is

brother Lane. So now I venture to speak, for "in
the mouth of two or three witnesses," etc.

Mansion, Wis., Apr. 7; 1883. H. V. Train.

A NATURAL HOME FOR THE HONEY-BEES.

After reading George Grimm's article in April

Gleanings, and your reply, 1 concluded to try to de-

scribe to you a location that is on my farm, about
30 rods from my house; and I should like to have
your opinion of the location for an apiary. I will

call it a bluff that lies in a rainbow shape from the

southeast to the southwest, facing the south; is

about 80 to 100 feet high, and rises at about 45 de-

grees, and the surface is nearly flat at the base, and
covered with small white-oak trees from 10 to twelve

feet high. The brush holds its leaves till spring ; the

grounJ never froze under the leaves there this win-

ter, and never does to exceed three or four inches

the coldest winters. The winds can never reach it

from any direction. The birds come in large num-
bers, and shelter there from the colder storms in

winter. Do you think the bees would fly out, or go
too far from the hives, and get lost in cold weather?
I think they would fly on the coldest days, if the

sun shone. The only disadvantage I see is, it is too

far from the house. But I think I shall test it this

winter.

I think, friend M., I should proceed forth-
with to establish an apiary in the spot you
mention ; for I believe it is just what we are
coming to, to look out natural sheltered
spots like the one you describe. The bees
will have the advantage of a Southern cli-

mate, and yet they can, in fair weather, soar
above the hills around them, and have all

the benelits of Northern pasturage.

GRAPE SUGAR IN IOWA.
I see so much said about grape sugar, I shall have

to give j'ou my experience in it. In the fall of 1880,

that bad winter, in putting my bees up for winter,

the last one was a young queen that had a large

amount of sealed brood, no honey— not more than 3

lbs., and 1 had none to give them. This was about

Oct. 15th, so 1 put them on 4 combs, and inverted a

box of grape sugar 4x0x13 inches, and filled the re-

mainder of upper story with rags, and then told

them to live or die. About the 1st of March, 1881, I

looked in, and the prettiest lot of Italian bees I ever

saw was in that box and hive. They had eaten nearly

all the sugar, and taken some down into the combs
together, and were building comb in the box. Those
bees had dwindled some; but I had 6 die and 6 more
that came as near as could be and notdie, that never

tasted grape sugar. I have wintered 3 this winter

on grape sugar, with the same results.

So it transpires that grape sugar alone
will winter bees, even during such severe
winters as 1880- '81, and as far north as Iowa.

DRY EXCREMENT IN THE HIVES.

What is it that I scrape out of the bottom-board of
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hives that is in round balls that look like poUen? I

saw a bee alight on my pants the other day, and I

saw him drop something on my knee that looked

just like what I see on the bottom-board.

I believe the dry excrement is now a set-

tled matter.
WHITE BEES.

Did you ever see or hear of a white bee? I saw a

young white bee alight on the alighting-board,while

I was looking at young bees playing last summer.
It was so white that the boards seemed to be a

muddy color. I noticed it closclj', and there was no
mistake.

Bees have wintered well, and are now gathering

honey from the willow — what we call prairie wil-

low. It grows on wild land, from 1 to 3 feet high. It

beats all the other willow we have in this country

for honey and pollen. Fruit is opening now, and
buckeye will soon follow; and if I can get my hives

full of bees I will have some buckeye honey. Tell

friend Hayhurst that the Cyprian bee becomes as

gentle as the Italian after handling them for one
year, I can't see any difiference this spring. The
cross between the two races, I like the best.

Oaklej', la., April 10, 1883. Wm. Malone.

The white bees you mention are the real

Albinos. I believe no one has ever yet seen
a hive full of such. The Albinos sent out
by some of our friends in the Sovith are
simply light-colored Italians, and none have
ever been sent us that would even be called
any thing else than Italians, were not the
slight difference pointed out.

]adi^^' f^j^arlipwl.

^ CAN only recapitulate what I know you hear

J(|_ until I wonder you are not vain. How precious

Gleanings has become, with its fresh bright

pages once a month! All are anxious to read it,

from grandpa down to little Daisy, who enjoys look-

ing at "Merrybanks." The other day, an old-time

bee-keeper called to see my brother's bees, and, in

brother Will's absence, I, out of the kindness of my
heart, undertook to show him the workings of the

movable frame in the Simplicity hive. He looked

at me with a sneer, and said, "Why, we will soon all

be hcc-men." My brother is getting his new chaff

hives painted, and when we get the bees in them we
will have an apiary to be proud of. I have named it

" The Branch,'* as it really is a branch of Rev. Mr.

Woodburn's, of Livermore.
Mrs. Bell L. Duncan.

Black Lick,' Pa., April 4, 1883.

Thank you, my good friend ; but you
know I have growls enough mixed in with
the kind words, to keep me from getting
vain ; and it is quite likely they do me good.
Such bright cheery letters as yours always
make me happy, though, in spite of the
growls ; and may God bless you and the
-Branch apiary, in your mission of shedding
sunshine ! and tell our old friend Wood-
burn, " long may his branches wave."

veils of wire cloth, etc.

If Mrs. Harrison would sew the wire cloth to a

comfortably fitting chip hat, such as small boys
wear in the country, I think she would find it better

than her flat crown. If the wire cloth is cut 6 inches

deep it will not touch the shoulder or head in any
place, and will keep its proper place on the head, no
matter how much we move. No other shade is need-

ed to protect from sun. We also cut out a part of

the wire before the eyes, and cover with brusscis

net. I think it is better for the eyes. I would like

to ask Mrs. H. if prespiration hardens buckskin
gloves. Elizabeth H. McClymonds.
Tcmpleton, Armstrong Co., Pa., March 30, 1883.

We have not offered wire-cloth veils for
sale, because of their injurious effect on the
eyes ; but by putting on a brussels net face,
as suggested, we might get a much more
durable veil than any we have now. A cloth
veil is easily doubled up and pvit away, but
a wire-cloth one must occupy just about so
much room any way. For all this, a wire-
cloth veil may be a thing needed. I think
we can rig one up, hat and all, for about 75
cts.; but how are we to ship such a bulky
thing, either by mail, express, or freight?
Perhaps we could roll the wire cloth up and
put inside the hat, and put in printed di-

rections for '' setting up the structure." If
there are enough of you who want one of
that kind, we will get up a lot. The wire
cloth and hat would not be easily torn or in-

jured, unless it was the brussels net getting
torn out, and this could be easily and cheap-
ly replaced,

1 hope next time friend Jones has a communica-
tion to make like that in April No. of Gleanings,
page 176, he will include women also; for I think

they can " s'.eal a living and do it honestly," as well

as men. I have charge of 43 colonies, all wintered

on the summer stands, with no losses, and all now
in good condition. If we have a good season I will

tell you in the fall how a Sunday-school girl can
steal a nectarious living. I have not much to brag
about, but I was the first lady member of the New
Jersey and Eastern Bee-keepers' Association. I can
handle our Cyprian bees almost entirely without

smoke; just a puff or two at the entrance. That is

not very cross, is it? M. J. T.

Stelton, N. J., April 18, 1882.

I am sure, my friend, Mr. Jones meant to
include women in what he said ; and if he
did not, I do •, for I have satisfied myself
that an earnest '' Sunday-school girl " can
do any thing that requires brains, that a
man can do, if she wants to. We shall be
very glad to hear from you again, '' M. J. T."

APRIL DAYS, AND APRIL GLEANINGS.
April, five of 'em; and such daysl cut from the

best piece; sunshiny, warm, balmy, just the right

conditions for the secretion of honey. Peach-trees

in bloom, and box-elders opening. Heavily laden

bees rushing into the hives — all is lovely. We've
spent a delightful evening reading Gleanings. It

reminded us of the little girl writing to the ^duocafe,

"We are all getting gooder and gooder all the time

at our house." An evening among the " stalwarts "

ought to be enjoyed by all lovers of the bee:— Muth,
Heddon, Doolittle (or, rather, do a great deal), Jones,

the Christian lady Mrs. Axtell, and Mr. Duster, on
the qui Vive, were present, with A. I. Root as presid-

ing officer. It was a grand repast, and no April fool-

ing either. Lay the cloth and we'll gather around
the table May 1st. Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, 111., April, 1883.
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$el%} and Qmrie^s.

^ MADE a complete failure in the bee business

Jt([ last year, but now 1 am going to try all over—
' again. I will be more careful. My hopes are

not blasted yet. I am a boy, but I think that so

much the better, as I begin soon in life.

Joseph Ross.
Germantown, Pa , April 15, 1883.

[That's the spirit, friend U. If our boys should

have their hopes blasted, I don't know where our

nation would go to.]

"The Lebanon Apiary " is now receiving my at-

tention. From time to time, however, I shall go
over to the Cynrus apiary, which is still kept up.

Beyrout, Syria, Feb. 14, 1S83. Frank Benton.

I set out 2:) colonies of bees this morning. Win-
tered in bCw-house, with plenty of top ventilation.

No chaff, no cushions. No loss of bees. All in good
condition. W. H. CuMiMiNGS.

Boonsboro, Iowa, March 29,1883.

THE WAY TO DO IT — IF YOU CAN.

The queen arrived on the 7th all right. I got her

home in the evening; introduced her at 8 o'clock at

night; the next morning she was laying.

C. W. King.
Emlinton, Venango Co., Pa., April 12, 1882.

MR. LANGSTROTH.
[We have received from our old friend the follow-

ing brief note:]

My health does not improve, and I can take no in-

terest in bee-matters. Your friend,

—

Oxford, O., April 16, 1832. L. L. Langstroth.

The L'Horamedieu brothers have had their usual

good luck in wintering their bees. Cellared 91 col-

onies Nov. 12. April 1st, set out 91 live swarms —
none queenless, that we can discover. Commenced
bringing in pollen April 2d.

D. E. L'HOMMEDIEU & BRO.
Colo, Story Co., Iowa, April 3, 1883.

HONEY FROM FRUIT-BLOSSOMS.
Bees are In splendid condition this spring. Frida}'

and Saturdaj', April 7 and 8, were the best honey
days that I ever saw for fruit-bloom. Bees came
home from daylight to dark, and fell in front of

hives like pebbles. I never saw them loaded down
so. E. B. Rife.
Circleville, Pickaway Co., O., April 10, 1882.

What will you give me (in trade) for 18 or 20 hybrid
queens, also a few blacks? Bees wintered without
loss. I have kept bees for 5 years, and have never
lost a swarm — an argument in favor of cellar win-

tering. H. O. Morris.
Tiskilwa, Bureau Co., 111., April 10, 1883.

[We have no use for the hybrids. Can any of the

friends take them?]

BEES ON A RAMPAGE.
Just talk about bee fights. I killed a chicken for

dinner, and it fluttered on to one of the alighting-

boards of a hive, when the bees covered it; they just

covered it all over, then tackled every thing that

dared to cross the yard. I got a pole, got the chick-

en, and then got my smoker, and "went into them."
In about fifteen minutes they surrendered.

Burnsville, Ind., March 20,'82. A. J. Galbraith.

Bees are doing very well here. I wintered 25 hives

without the loss of any. They are now full of bees,

and trying to swarm; but I am holding them back
for the honey crop. J. A. Clements.
Villanow, Ga., April i:i, 1883.

June weather. Every colony (23) brought through,

and in fine condition, bringing in honey with a rush.

Had to extract from one colony to-day, to give room
to the queen. Apple not fairly open. With a con-

tinuation of this weather for 2 weeks, I expect to

take hundreds of pounds of honey from the apple.

White-clover prospects flrstclass.

Mortonsville, Ky., Apr. 8, 1882. C. H. Deane.

A ONE -cent binder FOR GLEANINGS.
Having adopted a cheap plan of binding Glean-

ings, I will give its readers the benefit of it. I take
it for granted that everj' reader is keeping all the

numbers on file. I use two strips of leather. Cinches

long by li inch wide, and cut two holes in each.

Near the fold at the edge of the paper I cut holes in

the paper, and insert in each a shoe-lace. As soon
as a number is received, it is filed, and at the end of

the year they are all bound at a cost of one cent.

Stamford, Ct., March 29, '83. Fred Offinger.

seven-top turnip.

Why does my seven-top turnip winter-kill? I have
tried two winters. Will it do any good to sow it in

the spring? I planted some in March; it is up now.
Chelsea, Iowa, March 14, 1883. W. C. Howard.
[So far as I can tell, friend H.,the trouble is not

getting a sufficient root in the fall. The most com-
mon reason is in not sowing early enough; but poor
ground may be the trouble. Sandy soils are much
less likely to let plants winter-kill; perhaps your
ground is too much clay. In the low sandy land

down by the pond, we have much the best success

with all plants that are to winter over. I have
never tried sowing the seven-top turnip.

ITIKRRYBANKS AND HIS NEIGHBOR.
Seest thou a man diligent in his business? he shall

stand bofore kings; he shall not stand before mean
men.—Prov. 32: 29.

T was six o'clock in the morning, and the
Jones family were gathering around the—

' breakfast table. A year ago they did
not have breakfast at six o'clock, unless, in-
deed, it was for Mrs. Jones to get some sort
of a cold hasty bite before she went at her
washing, and then the children and her hus-
band came stringing along for their break-
fast whenever they felt inclined. The break-
fast, take it altogether, was an uncomforta-
ble affair, and seemed to all parties a sort of
necessary evil. The children were seldom
half dressed, and I fear many times would
not have had their faces washed had not the
poor mother insisted on it. Mr. Jones used
to wash his face, I believe ; but as he seldom
got up early, he did not feel very well pleased
with himself nor anybody. else, and the feel-

ing that he had probably hindered his wife
by his being so late in getting up did not
help matters very much. As his pipe seem-
ed the best tiling to rouse him up and make
him forget these uncomfortable feelings, he
usually hurried through with his meal so he
could get hold of that. Thank God, it is

not so^ this bright spring morning ; for al-

though it is only six, as I told you, all are up
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and dressed, and looking pleasant, tidy, and
happy. Mrs. Jones isn't tired, because they
have all helped her bear the burdens of the
breakfast. You might think Mary is rather
young to be up so early ; but as she goes to

bed about as soon as it "is fairly dark, she has
about as much slee]i as she used to have the
old way. The goods they keep for sale are
already out on their stands eacli side of the
door, and it would be nothing strange if they
should have a customer before they get quite
through with breakfast. In that case, nei-

ther the father nor mother would have to

get up, for Mary or John would be on a strife

to see which should wait on the customer
first.

They take their seats at the table, and yet
no one makes any movement to help himself
to the' food, nor even so much as move a
dish, for that matter, for God's blessing
must be asked over the morning meal first.

In this little feature alone there was a won-
derful difference over the old way. It is

true, that ofttimes some one of them was
unavoidably hindered ; but if the hindrance
was not to exceed a few minutes, all hands
sat and waited. If breakfast was not quite
ready, Mr. Jones had a way of reading in the
Sunday-School Times about the lesson for the
next Sabbath, and who shall say his time
was wasted? Very often he struck some
bright thought (did it ever occur to you how
easily one catches bright thoughts after his

face is washed, just before breakfast?) that
made the theme of discussion for all at the
morning meal. The words he usually used
in asking a blessing were often homely ones;
and many who have a better command of
language than he had, might have smiled at
such common-place words ; but they were
his own. and the best he had. As nearly as
I can tell, it was usually something like this:

" Our Father who art in heaven, we thank
thee for this happy little home thou hast
given us, and for this our morning meal.
May thy blessing rest upon the food before
us, and may thy loving care be with us all,

through all the duties and tasks of the day.
Amen."

It was so shortand simple that no one ever
wearied of its length, and yet the words, so
few and plain, were such that all could men-
tally assent, even if they did not outwardly
say amen. The Jones family did not always
feel pleasant about every thing early in the
morning, any more than the folks do who
live at our house or your house ; but the
thought of this simple little blessing was a
check, even before it had been pronounced,
and the memory of it was a check after it

had been pronounced.
During the meal, the subject came up as

to what should be planted on their little

patch of ground this season. Perhaps noth-
ing had brought them so much money as the
crop of white beans, for the 5-cent dishes of
baked beans had got to be an established ar-
ticle of trade with the men working on the
new mill. It was decided that every foot of
ground must be made to produce something;
and then Mr. Jones remarked, that they
must make the ground rich, and to that end
a compost heap was to be started, and every
scrap of every thing that Could be converted

into manure was to be put on it, even to the
soapsuds and dish-water.
" O mother! "said Mary, " Mr. Merrybanks

has got a peach-tree right near the house,
and they always pour soapsuds around it,

and it bears a bushel of peaches every year,
and it's only a little tree too."
" Oh, yes! " said John, " and he carries all

the ashes and puts around the rest of his
peach-trees, for he says it keeps the worms
away. Right closa to "the ground, he showed
me where they ate into the bark, and made
the gum run out ; and he said if we kept
ashes around the roots, there would never be
any gum there ; and,0 father! don't you be-
lieve? he has some nice peach-tree honey."
" Yes," said the father, " and we must

have some peach-trees around our place, and
some raspberries and strawberries ; and, if

mother is willing, Ave will go right about it

this morning."
Inasmuch as they all declared they liked

to raise berries, pick berries, and eat berries,
it was decided their little plantation was to
be devoted to fruits, bees, vegetables,

—

"And tinware! " suggested Mary.
By this time, as all had tinished their meal

the father took the little worn Bible and
read a chapter, concluding with the little

text at the head of our talk to-day ; and as
they all knelt, he asked God to bless their
work, and help them to be diligent, not only
with their bees, fruits, and vegetables, but
also in following his law as laid down in the
book they had just rend. After this, all

were ready for work, auJ it wasn't quite 7

o'clock either. Who shall say it was time
wasted? They had simplv been starting the
day '' decently and in order," as directed in
our little text of last month.

TOBACCO COIiUMN.

f
HAVEN'T forgotten my promise; my smoker is

all right. I am going to holJ my promise as—
' long as I live. I hope you will not forget me.

W. H. T. Collins.

Aycrsville, Habersham Co.. Ga., April 1, 1883.

I do not forget you, my friend, and I pray
that God may remember and strengthen all

those who have given us the promise in the
Tobacco Column.

Charley, our Swedehand,is trying for your smoker
by leaving off chewing and smoking, but says he

must "snuff a little while yet," which I think is

even worse than chewing. He is a very excellent

and humble Christian, I believe. Has a wife and
three children in Sweden, and wc will help him to

send for them next month. He has been earning

monej' to get them here. S. Axtell.
Roseville, Warren Co , III.

Why, bless your heart, my good friend
Charley, tobacco is tobacco, whether it goes
into the mouth, lungs, or nose. The only
advantage I can see with the snuff would be
that you might take less of it ; but if I am
correct, it is a more disagreeable habit to

those about you than smoking or chewing.
Ask the Savior to help you, my friend, and
then make a clean sweep of tobacco in every
form, and save the money for the good wife
and children.
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§ur tcnm.
The woman whom thou g-.ivest to be with me, she

gave me of the tree, and 1 did eat.—Gen. 3: 13.

!'HEN' Adam was placed in the beauti-
ful garden of Etlen, and told that it

was all his own to care for and look
after, he was probably very happy. If he
was not a child in stature, he was at least a
child of the childhood of humanity, and we
can imagine him going about in the garden
in almost childish glee,"as he named the ani-
mals, and wandered here and there, eating
of the fruits of the trees, and seeing new
sights day by day. Without sin, with a clear
conscience, and the innocence of childhood,
his life was one long holiday; and with the
great God, who made all, for his best friend,
what more could he ask forV Perhaps he
did not ask for any thing ; but his kind Fa-
ther above, who, out of his great love for
this child of his was still working so as to
best conduce to his needs and happiness,
saw that he needed companionship. lie
lacked a playmate. As Adam had never had
a playmate, he probably knew nothing of the
new happiness that was in store for him un-
til his eyes first rested on a beautiful little

girl, or,"if you choose, a beautiful little wo-
man. In spite of what happened afterward,
I am inclined to think Adam loved her at:

first sight. He was surely as capable as any
of us of appreciating all that is good and
pure and lovely ; and I can imagine that
Eve, on the day when she was first intro-
duced to Adam as his companion in the gar-
den, was as pleasing in his eyes as was ever
woman in the eye of man since her time.
No lovers' quarrels, no memory of unkind
words, marred the feeling they had toward
each other; and no doubt her smile was as
pretty, that morning, as were those of the
woman whom God gave you, my friend, when
you first learned to know and love her. Oh
how I should like to know that Adam, on
bended knee that first day, thanked God for

the great and priceless boon he had given
him ! If it would be strictly orthodox, I

should like to suggest, that, had he done so,

there would never have been any trouble.
Have you, dear reader, ever thanked God

for the woman he has given youV If you
haven't, and have any faith in my ability to

guide, do so now. You can do so as you
kneel by her side at night, before retiring to
rest, if you choose ; but besides putting it in
words, let yenr actions say every day and
every hour, that you thank God for the wo-
man he has given you. If she has faults and
failings, thank God all the more, not for her
faults and failings, but because to you he
has given the task to bear with them, and to

win her to better things. You love her as,

no one else does ; therefore you can bear it

better than anybody else. If you don't love
her as you once did, by God's help get back
that love. Y'ou have no more business let-

ting that loVe wane, or grow cold, than you
have to lose your love for your right hand.
Y'ou have no more business to neglect her
than you have to neglect your right hand,
and let it get burned or frozen. In fact, you

have not as much right ; for it is your busi-
ness to endure fire and frost, rather than to
let her suffer pain or needless trial. God
gave her to you, and he will hold you re-
sponsible. Neglect her, at your peril. Love
and cherish her, and God will send you great
happiness ; neglect her, and you will be un-
happy, dissatisfied with yourself and all the
world, and possibly without knowing why
either.

Never trust a man who speaks ill of his
wife. Several ye;'rs ago our pastor asked
me to conduct the weekly prayer-meeting
during his absence. I was young in the
Lord's service, and felt it quite a privilege.
Of course, I exhorted to repentance, just as
I do now ; but I was then a little more sure
tliat everybody who gets up and speaks in
meeting will hold out, than I now am. To-
w'^ard the close of the meeting a man arose,
and tried to say he wanted to be a Christian,
but broke down, and, amid sobs, declared it

was his purpose to serve the Lord. Of
course, I at once concluded it was the effect

of the earnest way I had been putting the
matter, and inwardly thanked God that he
had paid me the great honor of permitting
me to lead a soul to the kingdom. It is true,
the man did, in his confession, say that he
had a very hard time of it at home (poor fel-

low!) because his wife was a hard, bitter
skeptic, and he asked praj^ers for her. I
talked with him about her after the meeting
was over, and proposed to go and see her, for
I had never yet met a woman who was not at
least open to conviction on the subject. He
objected, saying it would do no good, for she
would not talk reasonably on the subject,
nor even tolerate prayer in the house. He
did not come to meeting any more ; and as
I met him occasionally, I exhorted him to
come along and unite publicly with Chris-
tian people. One of the excuses he gave
was that our pastor had never called on him,
nor given him any encouragement, and, in
fact, I was the only one who had paid any
attention to him at all. Y''ou see, like Adam
of old he first complained of the woman God
gave him, next of the pastor of the church,
indirectly of those who were present the day
he spoke in meeting, and it bordered so
closely on complaining of the Church and
Christian people in general, that I was be-
ginning to wonder if 1 were not the only real

live Cliristian there was anywhere around.
The Murphy meetings started up, and he
went out with us as a speaker ; but I noticed,
and felt a little troubled about it, that he
was more given to exhorting other people to
repent of their sins, than to allude to the
fact that he, too, was a sinner. I inquired a
little about him, and asked why none of our
Christian ladies had called on him or his
wife. Something like this was repeated to

me. I do not give it as gossip, but that you
may know what to think of a man who gets
up "in meeting and complains that he isn't a
Christian, because of '' tlie woman thou gav-
est me." It seems he had gone to a picnic,

or something of that sort, down to the lake

;

and instead of taking his wife, as any man
would be expected to love to do, he took
some other woman. His wife heard of it,

got a horse and buggy at the livery stable at
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his expense, went down to the lake too, and
took the baby along. When she found them
sitting down enjoying the breeze and the
scenery, thinking no harm to anybody I pre-
sume, she just went up and planted his baby
ill his lap, and drove off home. It was an
awful wicked thing for her to do ; but you
know she was a skeptic, and didn't believe
in the Bible a.s he did.

Time passed. I heard reports that he had
been arrested somewhere out West, and
that, when arrested, he was a member of a
prominent church, in good standing, and en-
gaged to be married to one of the nicest girls

in the community ! I had hardly got over
the surprise at such a statement, before in
he came one day with his father. They
asked to see me alone; and as there wasn't
a quiet spot in our then cramped-up quar-
ters, I took him down by the engine in the
basement. He took a chair, and covered his
face with his hands. \^iile he shook as if

with the ague. His father said he had chills

and ague, but I thought, and think still, it

was the ague of a guilty conscience. 1 point-
ed him to the Lamb of God, who taketh
away the sin of the world ; but it seemed
to be hollow mockery, for he said he be-
lieved ia that, and told me he had been
trying hard to get away from his old asso-
ciations, and live the life of a good Chris-
tian man. My friend, you will never suc-
ceed in living a Christian, in any such way.
If there be any spot on earth that knows all

there is bad about you, that spot, above all

others, is just where you are to stay and live

it down. It is one of Satan's games, to per-
suade you that you can be better among
folks who don't know you, and with some
other than " the woman thou gavest me." I

didn't talk much to my friend then, for I
felt that I wanted to see him and his wife
together. She was living near his father,
several miles out in the country, and the
next Sunday, after Sabbath-school, I turned
the horse's head that way and arrived at the
place a little after dark. He was on the
lounge, and seemed quite uncommunicative.
I was much surprised, however, to hnd that
his wife was a very pleasant, ladylike wo-
man, and I could hardly understand how it

was possible she was the one who had threat-
ened anyone who should attempt to read the
Bible or offer up prayer in their home. I
had prayed on the way, that God might help
me to be faithful in tlie mission he sent me
on, and I determined to speak plainly, if

permission were granted me. To my great
surprise, she was ignorant of the charge
against her husband, and he had even con-
trived to keep the newspapers out of her
sight. I shall never forget the look of sur-
prise and pain on her face when it came out.
The only words sounding like reproach were
" Why, oh why, Fred, did you not tell me of
all this before ? " and she bowed her head in
anguish. He, too, covered his face with his
hands, but said nothing. The little home
was neat and tidy, and the children wei-e
well behaved and neatly attired, although
all around showed evidences of the need of
a father's care. Here she had been hard at
work, doing all she could to make both ends
meet, while he, the father of her children,

was courting another girl, and talking in
meeting, may be, and exhorting "sinners"
to repentance. Strange indeed, was it not,
that his wife once threatened him, if he at-

tempted to ask a blessing at the table V

I read a few verses from the Bible, and
she, with tlie children, knelt with me in
prayer.
" Mr. Hoot," said she, " I have been wick-

ed, and said things I ought not ; may God
forgive me ! I tried not to do so, and I

wanted to be better, but I was goaded to it.

I do believe in the Bible, and I believe in
God ; and may he have mercy on a poor soul
in misery and trouble !

"

She was the woman whom her husband
spoke of in meeting as a skeptic. Who was
the sinner and unbeliever, in the sight of
God ? Do you think her husband could ever
have made her a Christian by arguing the
matter? Whenever I hear tvvo individuals
arguing on the Bible or Christianity, I have
a sort of feeling that Satan will get them
both if they don't stop it and set right to
work liviiig the gospel.
After Adam had sinned, he not only found

fault with his little companion whom God,
in his loving kindness, had given him, but
he, in a most seltish and unmanly way, tried
to lay the whole of the blame on her poor
frail shoulders. Not only this, but he in the
same breath reproaches God for not having
given him a better woman. The woman
whom thou gavest me, she it is who is to
blame for it all. We are Adam's children,
and I suspect we are liltle Adams now, and
shall be to the end of tlie chapter, unless we
accept of the blood of Cluist, and are born
again. My friend, did you ever know a per-
son who, when he had done wrong, did not
straightway try to tuck it off on somebody
else's shoulders V A'ery likely, too, they will
put it on some worn in,or somebody who can
not very well defend himself. Sin always
makes people unfair, and it makes them
cowardly. It makes them suspicious of and
abusive to their fellow-men, unreasonable in
their demands, and bitter and blasphemous
toward God. It all goes along together. If
your heart is not full of thanks toward God,
it is because you are sellish and wicked.
Did you ever know of a person who was

always ready to bear his full share of the con-
sequences of all his wrong-doings, and a lit-

tle more ? They are very scarce, I assure
you, though some are a great deal more
ready than others. You all know how re-
freshing it is to have one own a fault, when
it is pointed out to him, and even to make
an acknowledgement, and express regrets
for the harm done. <^'ourteous words, in
themselves, often atone for sins of omission.
I fear we are every one of us remiss in the
little act of making a courteous apology,
When it would so often lighten the burdens
our friends have to bear. Neither is it

enough that we should bear our own bur-
dens ; for in doing all this, we should have a
sadly selfish world. We should stiive to do
it, and then besides,—
Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfill the

law of Christ.—Gal. 6: 3.

Sometimes, perhaps, you feel the world
has taken up and appropriated every thing
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new, and that you long to start out some-
thing original — to do something that some-
body else has not already done. My friend,

you can find a place unoccupied in every
community, and, I tear, in every household,
by taking the blame of what goes wrong, in-

stead of shifting it on to somebody else's

shoulders. Don't censure ; don"t find fault,

and don't criticise. Tilings go wrong, no
doubt, and there is much that needs mend-
ing. IBreathe in your heart a " God help
us," and then quietly, but smilingly, start

out. The world wilf brighten and broaden
before you ; you will have more love for

your fellow-men, and more love and thank-
fulness toward God.

Nearly a hundred hands are now here working

to please you.

We are rejoicing to-day because we have 4513 sub-

scribers, and lots of bees.

A NEW HONEY-KNIFE.

fjEIEND JONES has been so kind as to

mail us a new honey-knife made under— his supervision, with the following en-
thusiastic description of it :

—
I send you a honey-knife by mail to-day. My first

lot is nearly all gone. Everybody wants one. They
will beat the world, sure. They get thinner toward

the point; they are beveled from one-third of the

handle to the point. You should just see them
working, to appreciate. The cappings do not fall,

but stick, and you have to scrape them off. If well

made, they are better worth five dollars than some
as a gift free. D. A. Jones.

Beeton, Can., March 3S, 1882.

D. A. .lONES'S HONEY-KNIFE.

'We present a cut of the knife, and have
sent it to our honey-knife makers to see
what they can be made for. We presume
the price will be the same as iiingham's,
about a dollar each. You will observe by
the cut, that it differs from Bingham's, in
having the bevel extend clear up to the mid-
dle of the blade, giving a thin, keen, razor-
like edge.

GIEAMIWGS m BEE CULTURE.

BDITOR AND PUBLISHER,
MEDINA, O.

TERMS: $1.C0 PER ITEAR, POST-PAID.

FOR CLUBBING RATES, SEE FIRST PAGE
OF READING MATTER.

ZWX£3X3XINruAu, IVL-ATST 1, 18B2.
And now I say unto yoii, Refrain from these men.

and let them alone: for it this counsel or this work
be of men, it will come to nought: but if it be of
God, ye can not overthrow it.— Acts .5 : 38.

Busy work should be the order of the dny with all.

No sensible bee-keeper has now any time to quar-

rel or find fault.

Do all you advertise to do, and then do a little

more, just for the fun of it.

The tin points advertised by W. C. Gillette will be

furnished from hei-o at his prices.

If any of the manufacturers of one-piece 1-lb. sec-

tions can furnish more than they have orders for,

will they please give us a sample of their work, and
best prices on 100,000 lots.

J. H. Martin has sent us samples of his fdn. lined

with very light strips of wood, all ready to put right

into frames. Those who have trouble in getting the

fdn. to stay, may And this quite a convenience.

At present, sweet clover (or melilot) seed is not

to be had; but we can furnish Bokhara clover,

bought of D. A. Jones, at .'iOc per lb. Many pronounce
it the same thing as sweet clover, but friend Jones

thinks it is not exactly the same.

Supply dealers should commence work now at 5

o'clock in the morning, and work until 10 at night,

if they can stand it. It is no time now for picnics

and pleasure parties. Stick to "biz," and do the

visiting after the honey season is over.

Until further notice, we will pay 10c. each for

Jan. or Feb. Nos. of this year.

Those wanting help, or those wanting a situation,

in the care of bees, can have their wants made
known in the department for that purpose, for 20c.

each insertion of their names, in accordance with

the suggestion of friend Jones last month. Send in

your names, and we will have the department
started.

A GriExVT many kind words have come for Mr.

Merrybanks, and he tenders his kindest thanks for

the same; but as by far the greater part of his

friends seem tobelong to the younger portion of our

readers, we have decided to give him and his neigh-

bor, together with the Temperance-hotel-tin-shop, a

place in the Buys' a>:d Girh' Joiuivil hereafter. The
all-absorbing topic at Onionville, just as we go to

press, is the fact that John's mother has just been
appointed Postmistress of the burgh.

It seems from the following, that friend Doolittle

has also wintered all his bees this time:—
Cold here most of the time all through this month;

and as I write, the mercury stands at 18°, with the
ground frozen so it fairly rings as I walk over it.

Bees are clustered as closely as in winter, and some
of my weaker swarms are beginning to sutfcr there-
from, although I still have my number (SO) reported
last fall all alive yet. No pollen so far, and, with the
exception of winter wheat, vegetation has scarcely
started to grow in the least. Hope it may warm up
soon. A part of my bees are still in the cellar.

G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., April 25, 1883.

GKE.A.T troubles still come from imperfect ad-

dresses, and often, too, when goods are ordered in

great haste by express. Well, a few of the friends

are bright enough to have shipping-tags with their

own address printed on them in large plain letters,

and when they make an order they just inclose one

of these tags, saying, "Put up the following goods

forme, and tie to them the inclosed tag." Thisends

the matter, and saves them the trouble of giving

any directions at all. Now, to help j'OU, we will

print you 100 such tags for 30c., or 1000 iflr S2..50. By
mail, 3c. per 100 additional. We will include, on the

above, a brief business card for 15c. per 100, or $1.00

per 1000 extra. Samples on application.
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We are now importing our tin direct from Eog--

land, and hope to be able to give prices second to

none.

Will our friends observe that we sell all goods by

tens and hundreds, instead of the old hard-to-reckon

style, of dozens?

We have a fine lot of nice healthy one-year-old

Simpson roots now, that we can sell for 3c. each; 2.50.

for 10, or $1.00 per hundred. If wanted by mail, send

2c. each extra. »

Parents, if you want a magazine that your chil-

dren will surely read, and one that will not teach

skepticism, either directly or by pointedly ignoring

God, subscribe for Artliu7's Home Magazine. Its

teachings are helpf u', and based on the solid Rock.

We do not wish to purchase any queens, except

dollar queens, and we will, until further notice, pay

a dollar apiece for them, and sell them for a dollar

and a half. You can doubtless buy them cheaper

elsewhere: but at the above price we are going to

try to send them by return mail.

Several of the friends have remonstrated be-

cause we have not replied to the unkind things that

have been said in regard to dollar queens, and those

who make a business raising them. It is because I

have a sort of feeling that the best reply we can

make is to keep on raising and sending out extra

nice queens, and //ley will do the talking, just as they

have done all along.

Ouu friend "M.," assisted by George and mj-self,

has just gotten up a little book to enable everybody

to tell what all kinds of printing will cost, from a 35c

label up to the finest catalogue or price list. So far

as I know, it is the first time prices on job printing

have been reduced to a fixed rule, so every custom-

er will be charged a uniform price every time, and
any one can tell what that price should be. The lit-

tle circular will be mailed on application.

OCR prices for bees by the pound in April were

high, and 1 think all will agree they should be, after

they have taken a pound or two from a colony and

seen how it woi-ks. In just a few days there will be

a decline; and with our 300 colonies we expect to be

able to fill every order as soon as received. We may
run short of dollar queens, but I think we shall be

able to supply any demand for any thing else. A
large lot of imported queens are expected this month.

We would be glad of facts in regard to the Dzier-

zon Theory, but for the present I can not think it

worth while to arouc the case over again. Those in-

terested would do well to go over the first few vol-

umes of the American Bee Journal. After you see

how much has been said and written already, per-

haps you will agree that it is not best to take the

whole matter up again, unless we can have some-
thing that has not been gone over several times be-

fore.

Our enterprising friend Bingham sends us a new
smoker which he calls the "Conqueror." It is not

only nicely made, and beautifully finished, but it is

a "great big smoker." In fact, the capacity of both

bellows and fire-pot is almost as great as that of our

50c. smoker. In this respect it is the first smoker I

have seen, of any kind, at any price, as large as our
50c. one. 1 filled them both with beans, so I know
exactly how much they hold. The price is $2 00, in-

cluding postage.

Several of our advertisers are scolding because
their advertisements were taken out, when they

wanted them continued; and one or two have talked

unkindly about it. Dear friends, it pains me greatly

to find I have not conformed to your wishes; but
still more to have you intimate that I have been
uncourteous purposely, for I do not know of a single

one who advertises with us whom I am afraid to

trust. The whole trouble is, that you do not tell us
you wish it continued, and you certainly would not

wish us to do so without orders. When j-ou send it

in, say "until forbid," and I will assure you the

clerk will never take it out until you so direct.

Beau in mind, friends, it is everybody's privilege

to go into the Square List or not, as they choose,

and in either case nothing unkind should be said be-

cause you differ in opinion. Let us look at it this

way ; During the past year quite a number of you
have eaid in your communications, in substance," If

anybody has been displeased with any business

transactions with me, will he please give menotieeV"
You know peop'e sometimes feel hard, but keep it

to themselves. Well, to give space to let a great

many say this same thing over again, would take

too much room, and yet it would be almost un-

courteous to refuse. The department brings f.ll

such friends together, and a single line tells it all. I

would gladly put it all in free of ch;u-gc, were it not

that it would fill the paper with matter of not very

great general interest. If it be thought advisable,

we may soon have it in a little book that will be sent

free to any one who wants it. It will thea be virtu-

ally a reporter of the standing uf the bee-men of the

world. We know the standing and habits already of

almost every one who advertises ' bee-flxins'." Shall

bee-men be graded, as merchants and grocers are?

DECLINE IN PRICE OF FDX. MILLS.

By far the greater part of the fda. now used for

brood-apartment is for L. frames, and the most of

this, of late, of the size for wiring. Now, to fill

frames in the way I have directed, and do a nice job,

we want the sheets at least ."'3 x IT^si as given in the

price list, or, if any thing, 1-16 larger each waj\
Well, a 9-inch mill is hardly wide enough to work
easily with so little margin, and we have therefore

had a lot of mills made with the new cell described

on another page, with 10-inch rolls, that we can sell

for an even $25.00. They roll thin strips for starters,

as well as fdn. for the brood-chamber, and give such

a good wall, with so thin a base, for a sum of money
so little in advance of the cost of the rubber plates,

that we shall, for the present, drop the latter. If

you want my advice, it is to use the L. frame, and
have one of these $35.00 mills — nothing larger, noth-

ing smaller. One of them is worth more in our wax-
room to-day, than the old back-gcai-cd mills that

have cost toward a hundred dollars. It is the im-

provement in the cell that has made it possible for

so small and light a mill to do the work.
•—«—

•

spectacles.

A BIG trade has grown up in the 10 cent spec-

tacles; and to help you in ordering, I would say that

the number of the glasses has no direct relation to

the age of the weai-er, but they only indicate the fo'

cal distance of the lens. Thus, take a pair num-
bered 24, and you will find, by using it as a burning-

glass, that it collects the sun's rays into that bright
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burning spot at just 24 inches. Spectacles are num-
bered, for ordinary use, from 7 to 30 inches. No. 7

is used by the very oldest people, and No. 30 by those

whose eyes have just begun to fail. Very few peo-

ple ever care for No. 30. The greater part of them
commence with 20 or 24. As your eyes fail, you have
to hold your paper too far off, and you must get a

lower number, to bring them nearer. Thus, after

using 20 you will next need 18 or 16. When 16 is too

far oflf, get 13 or U; next 10 or 11, and so on. As you
get down to the more powerful numbers, you will

find a single inch (or number) makes a great deal of

difference, and we often, therefore, need to have,

say, 8^, to got a comfortable fit for the wearer. Use
spectacles whenever they are a relief and rest to the

eyes, and change whenever you find a change is a

rest or relief. One great advantage in the IC-cent

spectacles is, that they arc so cheap you can have
several pairs, one for a distance, say; another to

read easily. Also, if you lose one you can bring out

the extra pair. If in ordering you do not get what
you want the first time, give it to some friend Mhom
it tits, and try another. Always have them sent by
mail, in cases. A stout paper case is 5c., and a tin

one 10. I'ostago on b -th specs and case 5c. more.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Fkiend Woodburn, Livcrmore, Pa., sends us a

postal-card circular, so unique that we give it entire:

Bee culture i.s my rec rentive and iilca-iifable pastime, iry api-
ary is truly mv pleasure lesurt ; and while it eontinues to be so,

I expeet to find in it my best and cheapest health lift.' ' Oth-
ers of my brethren may take their annual rtins to the .sea-shoie
or lake- shore, and during the.-c haipjiy vacaticm jaunts may see
much for which I may well envy theiu the si^ht; but noiie of
them can, I think, outvie me in the highly invij^airatcd ciuidition
of the physical man — a condition which agricullnrc hcljied me
to attain years .ago, Imt tor the tetcntion of wliich 1 feel, under
Ood, lai'gely indebted to apiculluie. My apiary is worked chief-
ly tor the production of choice extracted lioney. Forniy own
supply, however, as well as for the supply of old customers and
others who may lie pleased to look to me for what they want,
a portion of my bees will b;' devoted to the raising of queens,
and which I shall continue to rear under every conceivable con-
dition favorable to their fullest development and their greatest
longevity and vigor. My priics lor bees and queens for the sea-
son will range as follows: For tested queens (It.alians or Cypri-
ans) in May. $3.00, or with '

. lb. of bees. $4.00; in .June, 82.ri0, or
with Yi lb. of boes, S.'?.50; after .Inly 1, S-3.00, or with full pound of
bees, $.1.00. Untested queens, attci- .July 1, $1.00; with 1 lb. bees,
$2.00. The same in 8-framc Sini|>licity hives, with foundation
in wired frames, $2.00 additional in each case. I can not, as
others do, put forth the immodest claim to have " the best strain
of bees there is in the world; but that they are not particul.arly
devoid of very commendable industry, may be inferred from the
fact, that during the past season — which my neighbors gener-
ally voted a poor one — they yielded an average ot Oi; lbs. honey,
ana 233 per cent increase per colony, spring count. Jly price for
choice extracted honey this season will be l.i cts. jier lb., subject
to advancement after Kept 1, should the price of other commo-
dities demand it. This is lor lioney in any quantity desired, in
j-our own vessel. When •.'•'i or .">ii lbs. are taKcn at one time, I

will furnish it in a serviceable tin can, without extra charge. I

also e.xpect to pack a considcralile qtiantitj- in 2-lb. tin cans, se-
curely soldered, and which I will furnish to the tiade, neatly la-
beled, and packed two dozen in a box, at $7.20, per package.

OBITUARY.

HAZEN—March 30th, 1SS3, Rev. Jasper Hazen,
the founder, and for many years pastor of the
Woodstock Baptist Church, died in that village, aged
over 90 years. Mr. H. was widely known through-
out the State, both as a minister and bee culturist.
To the subject ot bee culture he had given much
attention, and had written largely about bee mat-
ters for periodicals.—S7. Alhans ( 17.) Moisengcr.

Many will remember Jasper Ilazen as the
one who so strongly advocated covering the
brood-nest on top and sides with honey-
boxes (after the plan of Quinby, JNIrs. Cot-
ton, and others), and keeping but few stocks
in one locality, with a view of having as
much of the honey as possible, from each
Held, go to market, instead of using it to
winter a great quantity of bees. Altliough
he took up bee culture late in life, he by his
zeal directed mtich attention to these two
points.

I And Gleanings an excellent advertising me-
dium. Wm. L. Stiles.
Austin, Texas, April 13, 1883.

I am well satisfied with the circular I received of
you. I have sent out lots of them, and have re-
ceived several orders. Geo. W. Baker.
Lewisville, Ind., March 4, 1883.

The .50-ceiit smoker came all right, and is fully up
to expectation. There is one point you fail to no-
tice in the smoker. When you want the fire to
start, or to raise a little more smoke, just open the
door a little, put your finger on the nozzle, blow a
little, then shut it up for business. This saves hav-
ing any extra pipe for hot-blast claimed for some
other smokers here, that cost twice the amount, and
are uo better. J. N. Gilchrist.
Santa Barbara, Cal., April 7, 1882.

I received the mainspring of the watch. I put it in
myself. The watch is doing finely now. I am very
much obliged for your kindness. I shall remember
and do for you all in my power.
Janesville, Wis., Mar. 15, 1882. Johan Jackel.
Lit has been reported to us several times that jew-

elers wanted a ample of dollars, or even more, for
putting a mainspring into a Waterbury watch.
Well, friend J. thought he could put the spring in
himself, and so we asked the factory to send him
one. which they did without charge. You see he did
it, and without much trouble, evidently, for the
mainspring can be got at easily without interfering
with the rest of the m< chinery of the watch at all.]

THE TuC. TELEPHONE.
The telephone is a grand success. The wire is

over 100 rods long, and yet we talk with the greatest
ease. 1 wish I hud one runnmg to the ears of some
of the bee-keepers. I would quote David to them:
" How good a thing it is for brethren to dwell to-
gether in unity." Send another. The only fault is
the ringing sound which sometimes is very loud
and unpleasaut. Is there any way to quiet the
thing? A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich., April 14. 188.3.

[Thanks, friend Cook. The ringing sound is usu-
ally because the wire needs drawing tighter; but
sometimes because an end or joint is loose some-
where, and vibrates.]

[Kind words from one of our customers, accompa-
nying an order]

Cn.VRGE TO THE BEE.
Go west, you little busy bee;
Nor for one moment wait.

Until you reach Medina town.
In fair Ohio State.

To Amos I., " the bee-man," fly.

Nor linger round his flowery border;
But safelj' place into his hand
This little postal money-order.

Then do not try his hive to rob.
Nor flirt around his clerks so fair;

But strict attention give to "biz,"
And well behave while you are there.

Then quick return your load to bear;
Buzz not with idlers hy the way,

Until you reach Lynn City fair
On Massachusetts' lovely bay.

Poetry runs in our family, as you will see. I have
a brother who can write poetry even better than I,

if any thing. My poetry (like sample) I can supply
in any quantity at 10 cents a line. Write for special
rates on all orders of over fifty verses. The above
was made on the "Given machine;" therefore I don't
charge any thing for it. If more sentiment is want-
ed in the " line," with thinner " base," and all made
of " bright whax," add 3 cents a line for all regular
sizes. AVe keep bees, write poetry, and take in
washing. Small orders thankfully received, and
larger ones in proportion. Don't place any thing
to my credit; besides, you owe me 5 cents already,
and I will take it up in Sunday-school books or tin
rattles. Won't we sling honey this summer?

JfHIL.
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The pound of bees and queen I got of you last

spring is now a very strong colony, and is working
well. A. H. Rouse.
Ickesburg, Pa., April 5, 1882.

I have bought four Watcrbury watches, and must
say I never had abetter time-keeper. 1 have car-
ried this one now nine months. E. G. Petehson.
New Orleans, La., March 4, 1883.

I get four diflerent newspapers, mostly milling
journals, but I want Gleanings to hang on the up-
per nail. D E. Bauohey.

yt. Thomas, Pa., March 30, 188.2.

A PLEASED CUSTOMER.
Accept thanks for promptness. And such beau-

ties for the money 1 why, it's simply tremendous!
Carlstadt, N. J.", April 0, 'S3. Fredk. Holtke.

Goods received in good condition. Thanks. Where
did you ffet that dictionary? I is a third larger than
my dictionary that I gave GO cents for, and better
bound. C. W. Leah.
Spanish Fork, Utah, April 3, 1883.

The ABC arrived s-xfely. I can not tell how sur-
prised I was when l saw the large book you sent. It

makes every thing so plain that a wayfaring man,
though a fool, ought not to err therein.
Elber, N. Y., April 18, 1883. A. S. Douglass.

ABC book is received. Thanks for your prompt-
ness. I am much pleased with the book, for I be-
lieve it is a useful and good one for such as myself.
If there were no more to be had, I don't believe you
could buy this one for less than about an X.

St. Thomas, Pa., April 14, '83. D. E. BAUG HEY.

When .Tohn wound the watch it wound so easily
that he thought the spring was broken or unhooked,
and he sent to me to see about it, saying that it was
out of fix. Now ho would not take $10.00 for the
watch if he could not get another.

Ed. S. Harvey.
Cavclt, VanWert Co., O., April 10, 1883.

I wish to say that I am so much pleased to see
that you bring Christianity into your daily life and
business. We need to meet its teachings at every
turn. I trust that your life shows that you believe
as well as talk, for that will convince unbelievers
that Christ is divine. I want to thank you. too, for
M'arring against tobacco. From observation, I be-
lieve it injures the health, blunts the perception of
right and wrong, and destroys ambition.
Delavan, Wis., April, 1883. Libbie Williams.

About this time last year I sent you pay for three
months. You made a mistake and sent me Glean-
ings for a whole year. Now, Mr. Root, 1 do not in-

tend to beat you out of the rest of your pay, which
is 75 cents. T will send it in May. and one dollar for
next year. I have taken Gleanings forsome years,
and also the other bee journals. I like Gleanings
best of all, and mean to always take it. My tees
have all wintered well, everyone of them. Swing
your hat once more for chaff, and call for reports
from cellars. I don't think cellars will show up as
well this spring as chaff. Wm. McEvoy.
Woodburn, Ont., Can., April 3, 1883.

[That's the way to do business, friend M.; and we
not only thank you, but we will note on onr "bis
ledgers" that you are a square man; and the world
is always noting such little things too ]

The Watei'bury watch has been in use for one
month. I find it O. K. It runs right along with my
$300 watch, and seems to be as correct a time-keep-
er. I have one of the finest and best movements that
can be bought for money; and so far as a ' imc-frcep-
er, the Waterbury is equally as good. It is neat,
too, in appearance, and no gentleman would be
ashamed of it. It came through the mail all right.
The W. W. Co. are to be congratulated.
Wilmington, N. C, April 10,'83. R. C. Taylor.

I stopped my subscription to Gleanings last
September, never intending to renew; neverthe-
less I feel myself compelled to, and do hereby In-
close f 1.00 for that purpose for the year commenc-
ing September last. The reason I change my mind
is that, on retlection, I saw I was punishing the

wrong man ; that whereas it did not matter to you
whether 1 was a subscriber or not, it was injuring
mo very considerablj^ to be deprived of a valuable
medium of apiarian instruction and amusement;
and^ feel at the present moment somewhat in the
humor of my old schoolfellow who, on being offered
a piece of cake by a boy with whom he was on un-
friendly terms, exclaimed, " Well, James, I don't
like you, but I won't miud a piece of your cake."

J. Hammond.
Montreal, Ont., Can., March, 1883.

LBut it dqes matter to me a great deal, friend II.

I do not mean because I lose the dollar, but because
I do not want to give the slightest cause to any one
of you, if I can help it, tor feeling hard toward me.
Please think, dear friend, it is not from choice I

have been uncivil or unkind, but because of this
great sea of business that seems just now covering
me all up, and making it next to impossible for me
to do a tenth part of the duties I know I ought to do.]

I would like very much to see you and have a good
talk; some about bees, but more about the Homes,
and the work you are doing for the Master. You
will see by your list that I am a subscriber to Glean-
ings, and how it came about was by talking to a
friend about bees. Ho offered to lend me some
numbers of Gleanings, and the Homes met my
views so exactly that I sent for the 1880 numbers,
and hope to get the blessed "Homes" while my
good Master leaves me here to work for him. Why,
brother, your advice to take all our cares to the
Lord in prayer, and ask him for what we want, and,
if for the best, we will get it, is a fact that I have
proved for more than 38 years. I have been per-
mitted to work as superintendent in Sabbath-school
for more than 20 years, and have seen about fifty
who hive been taught and praytd for become hope-
ful members of Christ's Church, and many of them
are working as teachers in the Sabbath-school.
In one of the Homes you gave an instarce of tak-

ing trouble to the Lord in prayer. I will recite one
instance out of many. During the pressure of ]8"7 I

»vas troubled to get mone>' t . p ly a bill, and asked
the parties for more lime; but the answer was, as
they went from the office into the store, " We will
wait no longer." 1 was enabled to lift my prayers to
God, as he was the disposer of the hearts of men, to
soften theirs; and in a fev/ moments one of the tirm
camp in with the word,—
"When I went out I did not mean to wait another

day; but something has come over m.y feelings, so
that I can not refuse yi ur request, and now what is

it?"
" Why," said I, " I have been asking God to soften

your hearts, for he knows my intentions are honest,
and he has answered my prayer by changing your
minds;" and before the time expired, the good Mas-
ter helped me to pay it all, glory to his name!
Do not stop the Homes. They are worth more

than the bees; the bees gather the sweets from the
flowers for man, but the Homes lead and encourage
man to gather better and more lasting sweets from
God's word, and by prayer. Wm. Seedlam.
Oyster Bav, L. I., Jan. 18, 1881.

fcn^^ §cliinin.

Underthishead will be inserted, freeot charge, tne names or
all those having honey to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, I would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. It near home. w"here
you can look after it, it is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 25 cents we "can furnish little
boards to hang up in your dooryard, with the words, "Honey
forSale, " neatly painted. If wanted by mail, lOcents extra for
postage. Boards saying '

' Bees and Queens for Sale, '

' same
p 'ice.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.—Honey.—In reply to yours of the 30th

inst., permit us to say, we have no fancy white comb
honey in this market. We quote fair grades of
white at 14@16c; mi.xed grades and dark, ll@,13c;
best white clover, extracted, firkins, 9@,llc; dark
clover and buckwheat. 7@8c.

Bcesit'a.r.—Very scarce, and finds ready sale at 26
@37c. H. K. & F.B. Thurber & CO.
New York, April 34, 1883.
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Chicago.—Honci/.—No change since last quota-
tion. White comb, scarce.
Beeswax.—la heavy demanrl, and I am paying 24c

for grood yellow, and 25c lor prime lots. Cash on ar-
rival. Dark and off yellow, l5@22c.
Chicago, April 24, 1883. A. H. Newman.

CLEVELAND.—Honci/.—Our honey market for white
honey in sections is good at 22c per lb., with but lit-

tle coming forward. Extracted is also well ex-
hausted; prices still ll@12c.

Beesiva.r.—'26 to 30c. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland, April 21, 18S2.

Detroit.—Hojiff/.— The honey market is very dull.

There is but little in the market, and the demand is

very slight. Good comb honey is quoted at 16@17 c.

Detroit, April 27, 1S82. A. B. Weed.

Conventions.—The Maine Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion will meet at Foxcroft. May 11, 1882.

The Eastern N. Y. Bee-keepers' Union will hold
their 10th semi-annual convention at Cobleskill,
Schoharie Co., N. Y., May 2d and ;id, 1882.

BEES AND HONEV FOR SALE

!

Would exchange 100 colonies for land in Michigan.
J. P. HOLLOWAY,

5d Monclova, Lucas Co., Ohio.

SECTIONS & HIVES
1=3

We make a specialty of our " Boss " One-Picce
Sections. Patented June 28th, 1881. We have not
sold any right to manufacture, therefore wo cau-
tion the public against hviying any One-Piece Sec-
tions not bearing our stamp. Send for new price
list. JAMhS FORNCltOOK&CO.
Watcrtown, Jeff. Co., Wis., May 1, 1883. 5tfd

Bees By the Pound.
Also Dollar Queens at Gleanings prices. Orders

will be filled about June 1. Money returned Avhen
customer is tired of waiting.

A. M. SAWDEY.
Poolville, Madison Co., N. Y.

I will sell full colonies of Italian Bees, with tested

queen, 10 L. frames, $10.00. Bees by the pound, after

June 1, $1.00.
DR. D. R. PORTER,

5 Manhasset, Queens Co., L. I., New York.

TEXAS LILIES.
The bulbs of 6 beautiful Texas Lilies, very hardy,

by mail, 25c; 50c per doz. Stamps taken.
5 WxM. L. STILES, Austin, Texas.

Six swarms of bees, and some extra chaff hives, at

a baigain. Address H. L. CHAPMAN,
5d Marcellus, Cass Co., Mich.

I!
Clean Seed, pure, per bushel, $1.75; 3 bushels, $3.00.

C.A.GRAVES,
Birmingham, Erie Co., O.

TTALTAN QUEENS and Bees and Nucleus, full
J- colonies, cheap. Send for prices.

SIMON P. RODDY.
5 Mechanicstown, Fred'k Co., Md.

Dovetailed Sections

!

Before June 1st, 414x41.1, at $4 50 per 1000; 5'/4x5!/2,

$5.00 per 1000. Sample of either, by mail, for a 3-ct.

stamp. Italian queens, and bees by the pound at
A. I. Root's prices, with packages included. Two-
comb nucleus, with Gallup size frames, after June
1st, $2.00; with 4 combs, in full-sized hive, complete,
$4..50. Add price of queen you want. Full colonies,
with tested queens, May and June, $9.00 each. It

will pay you to try our bees

!

Send money at my risk by P. O. money order, reg-
istered letter, or draft on New York or Chicago, to

No circulars. O. H. TOWNSEND,
4tfd . Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo Co., Mich.
See testimonials in March Gleanings.

Albino and Italian
Queens and Bees,

and Supplies for 1882.
Headquarters for the Albino Bees.

If you have any taste for beauty, desire pleasure
in working, and want large yields of honey, buy the
Albinos, for they are the "coming bee." In order
to meet the demand for queens, I have increased
my stock, and will be able to furnish several hun-
dred per month after May 1. Also furnish hives,
Novice's extractor, andapiarian supplies in general.
Send for price list. S. VALENTINE.

3-.5d Double Pipe Creek, Carroll Co., Md.

Italian Bees & Queens
AT BEDVCED BATES.

Send for pric3 list and bo convinced. Address
3-5 T. C. CRILLY,
GRAFTON, - - LORAIN CO., - - OHIO.

J CCf^ Consult your own interest, and send
JLOO<^ for my new Circular and Price List of
Colonies, Nuclei, and Queens.
3-7d Address S. D. McLEAN, Columbia, Tenn.

HEADQUARTERS for the GOLDEN ITALIANS
and the ORIGINAL ALBINO BEES and

QUEENS. Send tor circular.
J. M. C. TAYLOR,

3tfd Lewistown, Frederick Co., Md.

M Y FRIENDS, if you
need Hives, any

pattern. Frames, Sections, Italian or Cyprian queens,
or queens from my apiary, where I am crossing the
Brown German and Italian Bee, which produces the
best all-purpose bee extant, you can have my circu-
lar and prices, by describing what vou need, and ad-
dressing J. A. BUCHANAN,
4-6d HoUiday's Cove, Hancock Co., W. Va.

FOR Dunham and Root foundation, equal to any
made in the U. S., and other apiarian supplies,

address VON DORN, 820 South Ave., Omaha, Neb.
Wax wanted. 3-(J

BEE-KEEPEHS' SUPPLIES. Every thing used.
LEWIS & DETWILER. Manufacturers,

otfd Toledo, ( )hio.

Hill Side Apiary.
Italian and Holy-Land Queens, Apiarian Supplies,

Bees by the pound. Nuclei, or Full Colonies. For

circulars, address
W. B. COGGESHALL, Supt.,

5 Hill Side Apiary, Summit, Union Co., N. J.
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CtFOUNDflTIOH!)
WHOLESALE

-AND -

RETAIL.
Dealers in Dec Supplies will do well to send for our

wholesale prices of foundation. We now have the

most extensive manufactory of foundation in the

country. We send to all parts of the U. S. Wo
make all standard styles, and our wax is nowhere to

be equaled for cleanliness, purity, and beauty. Ex-
tra thin and bright for sections. All shapes and all

sizes. Samples free on request.

We now quote an advance of 5 cents on the prices

advertised in our circulars, wholesale or retail.

CBAS. DADAPTT & SON,
Itfd HAMILTON, HANCOCK CO., ILL.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

&
Imported and home-bred; nuclei and full colo-

nies. For quality and purity, my stock of bees can
not be excelled in the United States. I make a
specialty of manufacturing the Dunham foundation.
Try it. If you wish to purchase Bees or Supplies,
send for my new Circular, containing directions tor
introducing queens, remarks on the new races of
Bees, &c. Address
Itfd DR. J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta, Ga.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Bred from an Imported Mother. Sent by mail,

and safe arrival guaranteed.

Tested Queens, before June 15th $2 50
" " after " " 2 00

Untested Queens, before J une 15th 1 00
after " " 90

Give me a trial. Satisfaction guaranteed.
4-6d J. H. REED, Orleans, Orange Co., Ind.

DESa^xrly XtA.llA.zx QueexLS !

ONLY THE BEST. FROM

W. J, ELLISON, STATESBURG, SUMTER CO., S. G.

Tested queens in April, May, and June, - - $3.50
in July, 3.00

Dollar queens in April, Maj', and June, - - - 1.25

in July 1.00

Bees by the pound in May, ... - ].50

3-5d

FOR FULL COLONIES OF ITALIAN BEES AND
QUEENS, address

4-6d P. F. RHODES, New Castle, Henry Co., Ind.

BEES^ND QUEENS A SPECIALTY.
I have had 31 years' experience in breeding the

Italian bee; have queens, nuclei, and full stocks,
from the best strains. Price reasonable. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send your address for price list.

4-7d I. S. CROWFOOT.
Hartford, Wash. Co., Wis., April 1, 1883.

CHEAPEST PLACE FOR COLONIES.— Italian
Bees, Nuclei, Queens, Extractors, and Bee

Books, see Feb. Gleanings. Address
OTTO KLEINOW,

3tfd Opposite Fort Wayne, Detroit, Mich.

A BEE-KEEPER WANTED.
Must be experienced and reliable. No person

using intoxicating liquors, tobacco, or cigars, need
apply. A married man preferred. Must be indus-
trious. Address DR. ISAAC EDWARDS,
IStfd Omaha, Nebraska.

ITCHEIL'S APIART
read;

sold at'Root's prices. No ^.. ^. ....

about this thnig. All orders filled prii)nptl)j, or mon-
ey refunded. CHAS. R. MITCHELL,
4-6d Hawkinsvillc, Pulaski Co., Ga.

A. HATVI>Y FEEDEI?^.
QUEENS FOlft BREEDING PURPOSES A

SPECIALTY.
Circulars free. JOS. M. BROOKS,
4-9d Culumbus, lud.. Box 61.

HEADQUABIERS FOR

Italian and Holy-Land

QUEEUrS and BEES.
I use the very best of Imported and Ilome-brcd

queens to breed from; and all queens warranted to
be mated with pure yellow drones. If you want
bees that are sure to winter, try our Italian queens.
Nit hhtcli hce^ ill the viciniUi. Dollar queens, before
.June :.'(), $1.25 each; after that date, single queens,
$1.01); six queens tor i5. 00; twelve or more, 75 cents
each. Tested queens, before June 30, f3 .50; atttr
June 20, $3.00; bee^ by the pound, in M:iy and June,
$1.25 per lb.; after June, $1.00 per lb.

35c per lb. COMB FOUNDATION. 35c per lb.

The purest and brightest yellow foundation made.
Extra thin and bright for sections, 10 sq. ft, to the
lb., 45c per lb. 1 will work up wax for 10c per lb.

Send for sample of our comb foundation before
purchasing elsewhere. F. W. HOLMES,
4-9d Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich.

ONE-Piece Sections a Specialty. Pound size, $4.50
per 1000; L. hives, 50c each. Circular frcse.

3-Vd B. Walker & Co., Capac, St. Clair Co., Mich,

$6.-C0L0NIES-$6.
If you wish to buy bees, send for Price List.

:>-U\ C. W. & A. H. K. BLOOD, QUINCY, MASSACHUSETTS.

"DEES AND QUEENS FROM MY^ APIARIES.

QUEENS AND NUCLEI IN SEASON.
3tfd Circular on application.

J. H. Robertson, Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mien.

HEAD THIS!
I will sell 40 colonies of Hybrid Bees, in Simplicity

hives, Langstroth frames, straight combs, and in
good and healthy condition, delivered at express
office in Battle Creek, Mich., in good shipping order.

Single colonies, each $7 50
3 to 5 " " 7 00
5 to 10 " " 6 75

10 or more, " 6 50

5 TV. S. WRIGHT,
BATTLE CREEK, CALHOUN CO., MICHIGAN.

HUEENS^ROM THE SOUTH.
I fully demonstrated, last season, that queens

cnulcl be shipped safely from tho South as early as
March. Dollar queens this month, $1.00 postpaid.
Bees by the pound, $1.25. Orders promptly tilled, or
money relunded.
4tfd CHAS. S. LARKIN, Lockport, La.

LANGSTROTH, SIMPLICITY, AND CHAFF
HIVES, and Supplies on hand and made to order.
Send for price list. S. D. BUELL,
4tfd Union City, Branch Co., Mich.
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

NO. 31.

EXTRA-PURE QUEENS, ONCE MORE.

^iSf^RIEND DOOLITTLB, on page 118, March num-
JiH ber, j'ou say, " It seems to mo that friend—

' HutchinsoQ has made quite a concession on
friend Root's part by making him say that he (Root)

has had queens mating black drones that never pro-

duced a black bee." Now, then, how do yoti under-

stand the following from friend Root's remarks on
page 483, October number, 1881: "I am well aware
that we often have queens whose daughters produce
no hkick bees, but I do not know that 1 have ever
owned one whose daughters produced no two-band-
ed or hybrid bees"?
Time and again, friend D., have I asked you to

say whether you have a queen whose daughters pro-

duce all three-banded bees, even though they have
mated with back drjnes; also how you could tell

what kind of drones they had mated with. You
have always evaded answering this question, by re-

ferring me to some queens that you had several

years ago. Begging your pardon, my friend, do you
really know, to a certainty, whether you now have
such a wonderful queen?

I don't wonder, friend D., that It required some
courage to say, " There is no such thing as a one or

two banded bee." I presume that you thought the

majority of the bee-keepers would think, as a prom-
inent apiarist wrote me, that, "if almost anyone but
Doolittle had made such an assertion, he would be
considered a fit subject for the Insane asylum." But

never mind, my friend, what others think; I think

you are deserving of great credit for saying what
you believe to be the truth in this matter, even
though you stand almost alone.

ARE DARK ITALIANS HYBRIDS?
Friend D., although I do not agree with you, that

there are no one or two banded bees, I will venture

to suggest, that perhaps the dark Italians are hybrids,

I know that these dark Italians show the three bands;

and if they are hybrids, it certainly helps to strength-

en the position that you, in this, have taken. "We

now have pretty good evidence that there are black

bees in Italy; and isn't it possible that these dark

bees are a mixture of the yellow and black varieties,

and it is this mixture that makes them so smart?

By careful breeding, in this country, the black blood

has often been "bred out," and the result is the

light-colored Italians and "Albinos." By crossing'

these light-colored bees with the black bees, we
again have dark bees, or hybrids. But in my ex-

perience, hybrids produced by crossing bees in this

manner, are bees with one or two yellow bands. If

the dark imported bees are hybrids, and yet show
the three yellow bands, I will confess that I do not

know why it is, unless it is because they have been

so long bred as hybrids that almost a distinct variety

has been developed; that is, an Italian bee with just

enough black blood to give it a dark complexion.

We all know that hybrids (whether the hybridiza-

tion is done in Italy or in this country) are good
workers. Who over knew of a lazy swarm of hy-

brids? In my experience, some hybrids are cross as

well as smart, while others are as amiable as pure

Italians. I consider the dark Italians a trifle more
difficult to handle than the light.
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QUEENS REARED UNDER THE SWARMING IMPULSE
NOT ALWAYS UP TO THE STANDARD.

I am very sorry, friend Doolittle, if I have offended

you by my extreme inquisltiveness. But shouldn't

you bear with me, even if answering so many ques-

tions does put you somewhat "out of breath," es-

pecially when such questioning brings out such val-

uable facts? For instance, it brought out the fact,

that queens raised under the swarming impulse, and
with Doolittle's management at that, do not always
come up to the standard, nearly 25 per cent being
culls.

LEARNING OUR BUSINESS.

Friend Heddon, it is a fact, that " the great basic

principles, not only of apiculture, but agriculture,

are facts the world over;" but it is equally true,

that there are hundreds of details in the manage-
ment of either business; that these details differ

with the locality, and that success is largely depend-
ent upon these details, no one is more fully aware
than is Mr. Heddon. Friend H., were you going to

engage in bee-keeping or farming in Michigan,

would you not preferto learn lioiv at our State Ag-
ricultural College, rather than at an agricultural

college in Mississippi? Yes, in a certain sense a

journal devoted to articles from North and South,

Germany and England, is only half a journal to each
faction. No, friend H., I do not consider it as " sim-

ply a question of a great many pounds from a few
producers," or "a few pounds from a great many
producers." I am in favor of both a great many
pounds from a few, and a few pounds from a great
many. I do not think, friend H., that you and I will

live to see the time when too much honey is pro*

duced,any more than we will to see too much biscuit

and butter.

My NEW HOBBY— MANAGING BEES WITH AS LITTLE
LABOR AS POSSIBLE.

On page 225, friend Cummiugs wishes to know if

that uneasy colony of mine was breeding. Friend
C, I don't know. During the first two or three years
that I kept bees, I opened the hives and examined
the bees at every warm spell during the winter and
spring; but now I have a new hobby, and it is that

of managing my bees with as little labor as possible.

I don't intend to neglect them, but to so manage
that they will require as little attention as possible.

In the fall I see that they have plenty of honey; are
strong enough in numbers, and have vigorous young
queens. I then protect them upon their summer
stands, bury them, or place them in the cellar, and
I don't open a hive again until the latter part of

April. I prefer to raise extracted honey, and am
rather inclined to favor the tienng-up plan of

friend Dadant, which gives me time to extract the

honey at my leisure. With this method of manage-
ment, one does not need to open hives very often,

and larger numbers of colonies can be cared for.

With each succeeding year, I find myself more and
more inclined to building up a large apiary, perhaps
more than one, and making a specialty of raising

extracted honey. W.Z.Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Mich.

I fear, friends, we are taking np too much
space over this " yellow-band " business, and
I fear, too, we shall some of us get into an
unfriendly mood, if we don't look out. I
very much dislike to refuse the publication
of articles that have been prepared for print,
and I should therefore feel very much oblig-
ed to all concerned if they would drop the

matter just where it is. The swarming sea-
son is now upon us, and we haven't time to
argue. Sliall we not roll up our sleeves,
shake hands, and then pitch into the work
that is to be done? Tell us about your work,
and I shall be glad to print it.

HOW THEY DO DOWN IN GEORGIA.

SWARMING EXTRAORDINARY.

/jpS\N the first day of April I had Ifl colonies, all

IJI^ in good condition except one, which I sold to

a friend at his own price, as he seemed to

have more faith in them than I had. He says that,

with a young queen which I gave him, they are do-

ing well. April 3d my first swarm issued, and on
the 29th my 25th swarm issued, all from 11 calonies

except one, which came from one of the new swarms
eleven days after it was hived, so they were all fi-om

the 11, after all. Up to the present writing, May 2d,

I have had 27 swarms, all from 13 of the original 18.

These 12 have cast, some one, some two, some three,

and one, four swarms. This I call swarming extra-

ordinary. I have now 40 colonics, and a one-card

nucleus, with queen fertilized to-day. I have Ijst

three or four swarms with young queens; have di-

vided two, captured one that was running away
from some other place, united some, so that, with

the 27 swarms, I have Increased only 22. Five of the

40 are double-size hives, so I consider theai equal to

two ordinary hives.

It our bees here have plenty of food to winter on,

they require lit*le or no attention during winter. I

find it a good idea to feed a little during March, so

as to get the bees stirred up to business during

peach-bloom, which is any time in March when the

weather is warm enough. Dees at this time, and, in

fact, through April, have very little honey; but as

they build new comb, the queen fills it with eggs.

We never lose any swarms with old queens. As soon
as I flad a young queen is laying, I clip off one wing.

GIRLS AND BEES.

My daughters, I find, are very handy in the apiary.

Some one of the four is on the lookout, and as soon
as she sees them start out, she hastens to the place;

and the queen must be quick on the fly, or she is

sure to b3 captured before she leaves the alighting-

board. We have had several swarms leave the hive

after being hived; but I find, when we succeed in

capturing the queen, and let them return to the

hive themselves, they never attempt to leave. I

hear of a great many bees running away this spring,

some losing nearly every swarm that Issues. One
man asked me what he must do to his bees. Of
course, I asked,—
" What is the matter with them?"
"Exactly what 1 want to know," said he.

" Well, what do they dof I asked.
" Why, run away as fast as they swarm."
"Tie them, man, tie them."
Of course, this was Dutch to him, as ho did not

know how to " tie " them. After I explained to him
how to tie them by cutting the queen's wing, he ac-

knowledged that he could not do that, as he was
afraid of them.
" Then sell them, or give them to some one who

is not afraid of them; for If you can not take care

of them yo» have no business with them."
And this is the advice I give to all who try to keep
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bees by proxy, or by lotting- them take care of them-
selves. If a mail can not stand and let a bee make
a close examination of his nose, eyes, and ears, he

will never succeed as an apiarian.

It is said, that bees in large hives seldom cast

a swarm. I had bees winter in two of my lai'ge

hives, and each of them cast three swarms in the

month of Apri', while some of the small ones have
cast none. J. M. Harris.
Cedartown, Polk Co., Ga., May 3, 1882.

P. S.—Another swarm to-day. May 3.

I entirely agree with you, friend II., in re-

gard to keeping bees by proxy. Neither do
1 believe in keeping bees on shares, or let-

ting them out on shares. It is well to hire
help, if you need it, but you must be on the
ground, with your sleeves rolled up, your-
self. If you want help, get your own boys
and girls interested, and, nine times out of
ten, the girls will see a queen twice as quick-
ly as you can, after they get a little interest-
ed. I wonder how many of our young
friends have dreamed of seeing queens, after
a busy day hunting them.

GEORGE GRIMiTI'S REPORT OF WIN-
TERING.

CELLAR WINTERING AND COAFF-HIVE WINTERING.

^^OU no doubt expected to hear my report last

W month or before; but as I wanted to make it—
' complete, I could not give it sooner. The

fact is, T have been losing bees constantly up to the

middle of May. This has been by far the worst
spring I can remember. Lately I saw a letter of

Mr. Doolittle in the A. B. J., and it made me feel

more contented; not but that I am sorry for Mr. D.,

but, you know, "misery loves company." Maybe
he will feel easier after reading my report. Far
sooner would I have winters like that of 1880-'81,

with such a spring as that which followed, than win-

ters like the last, with a tail reaching into summer.
Such springs try my courage severely. The loss

during winter was light enough— even less than I

had hoped. The total loss in cellar was but nine

colouies; but since, with freezing, robbing, and
doubling up, there are about live nines added to it.

Breeding is very slow, and bees are weak, fully one
month behind time. It appears to me that this may
affect the honey c rop somewhat

!

But as this is to be a report of wintering, I will en-

deavor to confine myself to that, and let the summer
take care of itself. Some of you will remember that

I had a large tank built in one of my cellars, to till

with ice in case the temperature should become too

high; and I have had a number of inquiries as to its

success. For the sake of the experiment, I am
sorry to say that I did not need it, consequently did

not use It. The temperature in that cellar changed
but little and slowly, even during the warmest days
of the winter. I made a mistake, and that, too, when
I should have known better. It has been my invari-

able rule to leave my bees in cellar as late as possi-

ble, and to give them no winter flight. But the mid-
dle of February brought us such beautiful weather
that the temptation became too strong. I took out
all but those in one cellai-, 123 colonies. Every one
said warm weather would continue, and it did look
like it; but every one, as usual, was mistaken. Aft-
er a few days, cold weather came in plenty, and left

its mark in the shape of freezing small colonies,

and dwindling generally. They were returned to

the cellars as soon as possible, and left there till the

latter part of March.
I had felt some little anxiety in regard to the 123

colonies that were not removed all winter, since

they passed through quite a siege of warm weather.
This cellar is five miles from my home, and I had
been in the cellar but twice during the winter, and
then only to see that the entrances were not clogged
up with dead bees. I took them out March 20. A
surprise awaited me. I had expected the usual loss,

as that cellar was always the poorest I had to winter

in; but one after another was brought out and ex-

amined; and when all were out, I pronounced them
the best lot of bees I had. One was dead, two were
weak and were united, and five have been robbed
since, when I was away. The rest rate fair to good.

Not a trace of dysenterj' could be found. Does this

not indicate that winter flights are not alwaj's bene-
ficial? That I did not get through this winter with
less loss, was certaiolj" partly owing to the fact that

the rest had a flight in February. Why can we not
let our bees alone when they are all right?

Since speaking in favor of chaff hives, I have been
besieged by parties willing to help me to get what I

want exactly. Judging from their letters, the very
hive we have been long searching for has long been
in use. Wonder I did not know this before. Per-

haps they were afraid to tell mo of it, fearing that I

would not believe them, since I was (and, what they

may not know, am yet) a strong advocate of cellar

wintering. I thank them kindly, and will at least

test some of their claims. But let me assert ono
thing: Chaff is not victor yet, and this winter, by
its mildness, and the eminent usefulness of chaff

hives this spring, will lay a grand foundation for an-

other loss like that of 188J-'81 at no distant date. I

shall give a piece of gratuitous advice now — advice

that I shall follow to some extent in the future:

Severe winters will not average more than one in

three or four years. In mild winters, the advan-

tages of outdoor wintering are of great importance.

A warm double-walled hive will pay, even if used

only in early spring and late fall. Now, then, this is

what I think is advisable: Keep one-half of your
bees in protected hives on their summer stands, and
put the rest into the cellar. Loss will rarely strike

both at the same time. In spring, double up all

weak colonies into warm hives, and save the empty
hives and comb for the summer's increase. This is

" mixed farming." I fail to be convinced that there

is a hive in existence that will give us perfect suc-

cess in outdoor wintering in this climate; but with

one hundred colonies on the summer stands, and
their increase in the cellar to double up with in the

spring, we can always keep the original number in-

tact and strong at the right time.

Is this not one solution of the problem how to

" keep your colonies strong"? Geo. Grimm.
Jefferson, Wis., May 22, 1882.

I think it is, friend Grimm, and I believe
it was Doolittle who first said, try half in-

doors and the other half out. Will you
please repeat, friend Grimm, just how many
you started in to winter with, and how many
you had lost (by doubling up, etc.), by the
tirst of May? And one more thing: I)id you
try keeping any in until the tirst of May, and
have you ever tried so doing? During the
severe frosts in May, there was a time when
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the bees came out and spotted their hives
with a tarry matter that is not washed off

the tin root's yet ; and liad not fine weather
come at just the right moment, I do not
know but that we might have lost a liundred
colonies, even after tne first of May. As it

was, we lost but two or three. Why does
cool weather make so much more trouble in
April and May^ than it does in winter ? Is

it because they nave a good store of new pol-

len that they have filled themselves with r*

Will friend Ileddon please answer?

SUGAR VERSUS HONEY FOR WINTER-
ING, ETC.

M S everybody has something to say in regard to

J^^_ cellar or outdoor wintering, I will tell my ex-
" ^ perience with chaff hives. I have wintered

Buccessfully, packed in chaff. The winter of 1880

and '81, my bees were packed in tenement hives, 20

swarms in number, and I lost only 3 out of the 20,

and they died with dysentery. I had some swarms
that I fed on while-sugar syrup in the fall, and they

came through without any sign of dysentery, clean

and bright in the spring. When 1 prepared my bees

last fall for winter, 1 fed white-sugar syrup to those

that were lacking in stores, and to the i-est I gave
good early honey, and I have wintered without any
loss on the summer stand in the Roop winter-pro-

tector hive, which I think is the best hive out for

both summer and winter use. Double-walled or

chaff hives are the thing for spring and fall, espe-

cially during such a spring as this has been; with

the sudden changes, bees would suffer in single-

walled hives. I think, if we would feed white sugar
more for winter use, it would pay.

TELEPHONES AS A WEATHER INDICATOR.
I see a question in Gleanings in regard to the

ringing of the telephone wire, and your answer was,

the wire was too loose. We have one, and the wire

is drawn as tightly as it can be, and it rings louder

than it did when it was loose. I think it is the at-

mospheric changes that cause the ringing. We have
noticed that it always rings before a storm or a
change in the weather. It has proven to be more
correct than the barometer that hangs on the stoop.

The other morning I was going to town, and the tel-

ephone was ringing, and I said it would rain before

night, and it did. If you have one, please take no-

tice, and let us hear more about it. E. W. Lowe.
Sebewa, Ionia Co., Mich., May 9, 1883.

The testimony in favor of white sugar in
place of natural stores, places the matter be-
yond controversy, it would seem. It was
one of the points I urged emphatically, when
the first number of Gleanings was issued.
The testimony of the years that have passed
has steadily confirmed it, and the only change
I would make since then is to advise the
purer granulated sugar, instead of coffee A

;

and for this idea we are indebted to friend
D. A. Jones. The few colonies we have lost
during the past winter are in each case
among those that had enough natural stores.
The one of neighbor II. 's five, that died in
May, was the old original stock started from
the pound of bees ; and as they were so much
ahead of the four made from them, they
gathered sufficient natural stores, while the
young ones had to be built up on sugar.—
The ringing of the telephone you allude to,

friend L., is not quite what we have been
discussing. The ringing sound while talk-
ing, was the objectionable feature. You
speak of the musical note, like that of the
ieolean harp, and you are, of course, right
about it, being greatest when tightly strung.
Its queer sound, often breaking out in the
night time, was once quite a serious objec-
tion to ours, but I never before heard of as-
sociating it with weather changes. It is oc-
casioned by the rising of a light but steady
breeze, if I am correct ; and as a rain is al-

most invariably preceded, several hours be-
fore, by such a rising of the wind, no doubt
a ringing of the telephone would indicate
the coming of rain, on the same principle as
the barometer and hygrometer.

(liARK'S FOUNDATION FASTENER.

AN IMPROVEMENT ON THE PARKER MACHINE.

ITH this I send you a modiflcation of the

Parker machine for fastening fdn. in sec-

tions. You described it a year ago in

Gleanings, but I think perhaps you never used it.

Myself and neighbors have used it the two seasons
past. Will you please try it? I wish no acknowl-
edgment of any kind for it.

It is to be screwed on a

table or bench, with work-
ing end over the edge, so
the lever will swing; use a

little honey on the edge of

the presser occasionally,

and as the lever is brought
forward to relieve the

pressure on the founda-

tion, the section should

swing around as though
-.^ hinged at the corner; this

CLARK'S STARTER MAOHIKE. y,\\y caUSC the fdU. tO

adhere firmly to the section, while if the presser i3

raised and the section i-elieved without bringing it

forward, the foundation is quite liable to remain

on the presser.

The particular object of the machine is to give one
two hands to handle sections and foundation, while

the foot docs the pressing. Norman Clark.
Sterling, ID., May 18, 1882.

You are right, friend C; we never got
around to make a machine, and therefore it

was never tried. It happened this time,
however, that your machine reached us
when the girls were crowded to get starters

put in fast enough, and all hands were so
busy I just told one of the girls to fix it up
themselves. In a short time I passed by, and
found them putting in starters faster and
better than they ever did before on any Par-
ker machine. The greater lever power ob-
tained makes it easy to rub the wax into the
wood so it can never get off without tearing

;

and with both hands to work with, one can
bend the fdn. up so it will hang right, and
do it vastly faster than with the Parker ma-
chine. With three flat-irons kept hot over a
coal-oil stove, as friend Miller taught us to

do on page 167, April No., I tell you work
goes on nicely and rapidly. Friend C, the
little machine is worth $5.00 to us, and I

hope it will be worth the same to at least a
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thousand of our readers. That would make
$5000 ; but instead of offering you that, I
think we will credit you with $5.00, and for
the rest you can have the satisfaction of
liaving done good. We again give the cut,
and full measurements. It is all made of I
pine. The piece with the mortise in it is 20
inches long by 4 in. wide at one end, and
only 2 in. wide back where the screw goes in.

The mortise is made by boring I holes 3i in.
apart, and cutting out the wood between
them. The upright piece is 30 in. long, 2i
wide where it goes into the mortise, and H
wide where the walnut pin for the foot is

put through. About 3i in. below the top,
and i in. from the back edge, is put an iron
pin, i in. diameter. The hard-wood block
that rubs in the edge of the fdn. is 3fx2ixf

.

The lower edge is brought to a rounded sort
of an edge. Friend Clark has told how the
machine is to be used. A couple of wire
nails will stop the sections so as to have the
fdn. come just in the right spot. If you
prefer us to make them, we can at the fol-
lowing prices :

Eor Simplicity sections, 40c ; other sizes,

50c. If sent by mail, 35c extra.

REQUEENING IN THE FALL..

YOUNG QUKEXS VERSUS STIMULATIVE FEEDING.

^^|OME time since, I wrote j'ou in regard to re-

^)) queening in the fall, and you claimed that you
could accomplish the same results by feeding,

and that it would be a loss to kill the queens, etc. I

have tried this on a small scale for a number of

years, and am satisfied that it will pay largely. As
soon as the honey season was over last season, I de-

prived my bees of a laying queen, and kept them
from rearing brood for two or three weeks (I can see

no advantage in having a great horde of bees hatch
at a time when no honey is to be gathered). I then
gave them laying queens, young queens just

hatched, and queen-cells, being governed by their

strength as to kind of queen needed. These young
queens commenced laying, and kept it up till late in

the fall, without any stimulating. They went into

winter quarters with plenty of young bees and an
average of 40 lbs. of honey. Now for the result:

This has been quite an unfavorable spring for bees,

yet these young queens have kept laying right

along, and have converted nearly all their honey
into brood without stimulating, or protection with
chaff or quilts. This mode does away with feeding,

and you need not kill many queens. As customers
generally prefer a tested queen, one year old, mine
are generally all sold every season at remunerative
prices, and I thus save the price of a queen,
and a large amount of honey that would have
been converted into brood at a time when it

was not wanted, besides doing away with feeding
and tinkering. File your objection?, friend B., and,

if I am not right, set me right.
L. W. Vankirk.

Washington, Pa., May 23, 1883.

I do not know that I have any objections
to make, friend Y., for in the main I agree
with you. It seems to me you have unwill-
ingly made a pretty strong point in favor of
dollar queens, and I have, for some time
past, thought I would rather have an average

dollar queen than a tested queen, when the
latter was raised the season before, as al-
most all our tested queens are, until, say,
about the lirst of July. But, why keep a
colony queenless, just because you do not
want so many bees V Would it not be better
to divide, or, if you do not want more stocks,
sell the bees by the pound at some price V

THE "TINKERLESS" SWARM-
CATCHER.

STILL ANOTHER PLAN.

WANT to say a few words in regard to that new
invention. Brooks' swarm-catcher. You say,
" If it is not complete," etc. Well, you know it

is not; but still, it cost $5.00. Now I will tell you of
a swarm-catcher that does not need any tinkering,

if you will keep still about it, and not get it patent-
ed. Two years ago I had 45 stocks at home, and
Mr. Johnson had 73, worked for honey; those at

home, my wife attended, I placing the hives for her
in the morning before breakfast, where she wanted
them to stand. You see I always make it a point to

have breakfast at home. Are you listening hard for

that "tiukcrless"? Well, breakfast-bells always
make a break in my business. If you are here yet.

now take a box, any size that will hold a swarm, say
16 inches high, 8 inches by 13 or 10, according to the
size of your swarms; leave one side 3 Inches short
for the bees to enter. No bottom. Now for the
corn-popper idea: you remember I gave you a hint

before, but you did not seem to " catch on." Take
screen wire enough to make a cage for your queen,
and half a pound of bees; make a plug for one
end, and fasten and tie a string to it. Make a
plug for the other end to slide in, and fasten with a
pin. Have a sheet to throw over the front of the

hive.
now TO PROCEED.

"Mamma, the bees are swarming!"
"Are the> ? I declare, and my dishes are not

washed yet!"

Take the cage, go to the hive — bees tumbling out
like smoke— hold it to the entrance till you have
bees enough; put in the plug; catch the queen; put
her in with the bees; throw the sheet over the hive,

leaving it so the bees can come out at the sides;

set the box on the sheet in front of the hive; put
the cage under the box. Now go and finish the

dishes. Ten minutes, dishes all done. Draw the
cage out from under the box; take hold of the bail

to the box, and carry the bees where you want them.
Shake the box, and they fall in front of the hive, and
go in. Draw the plug and lay the cage so the queen
and bees go in with the swarm. The bees in the

cage have a great deal to do with making a success.

If the bees do not go up into the box, loose the

queen and bees, and they will go up. Do not shake
the bees and queen from the cage, as you are liable

to injure her. Don't put this in Gleanings with my
name to it. Don't credit me with $5.00. It cost

some study, but I have my pay. We don't saw off

any more limbs; we don't climb any more trees; we
don't race any more bees to the woods in the hot

sun, nor have any more music of the kettle-drum

sort. J.J. SWARTWOUT.
Union City, Mich., May 24, 1883.

Friend S., I have obeyed you in every par-
ticular, except putting your name to your
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valuable contribution. I like to be contrary

sometimes, and this is one of my " times."

You need not make sport of my live-dollar

investment, for I think it has turned out
pretty well. Do not the friends agree with
me? I might have had an engraving made
of that box with a bail to it, but I presume
we all understand it as it is.*

WINTEHING ON SUGAK SYKUP WITH
NO POIiLiEN.

CAN BEES REAR BROOD WITH NO POLLEN?

fHE bees that I put into the cellar the 31st day

of last November, solely on sugar-syrup stores,—
' 110 pollen, were removed on the 19th day of

April, having had only one fly, March 2d, since

last November. Now for the result of the experi-

ment: They were all in splendid condition, except 2

that were overlooked, and starved, and 2 that were

queeuless, but strong in bees; this, however, I con-

sider no fault in the manner of wintering, but my
own carelessness in keeping such old queens. I

never before had bees winter without some of the

colonies showing signs of dysentery. There was not

a cell of brood nor hardly an egg in the 17 colonies

left. Their comb and bees were as clean and bright

as they were last November. Now, if they wintered

last winter for 100 days without a fly, and came out

in good condition in spring, why will they not such

a winter as one year ago last winter?

But before I swing my hat too high, I will wait till

I pass through such a trying ordeal, for fear that it

may take some of the conceit out of me. I have de-

layed reporting till the young brood began to hatch

nicely, for bees with me are net wintered until then.

A. A. E. WiLBER.
Moravia, Cayuga Co., N, Y., May 23, 1882.

Yours seems to have been a valuable ex-
periment, friend W. If you had seventeen
colonies that wintered over without a par-
ticle of brood until new pollen came in, it is

impossible, almost, that the result was acci-
dental, and that your depriving them of pol-
len had nothing to do with it. I have, for
some years, been under the impression they
would winter just as well without pollen, and
I should not be at all surprised if your treat-

ment would do away with a possibility of
dysentery, unless, indeed, they took it and
died after new pollen came. ]f you can
keep them in the cellar imtil the first of
May, it almost seems as if you had a sure
thing on that special trouble.

A STING THROUGH THE EYELID,

AND HOW TO IXTRACT IT.

eOME years ago I was stung on the eyelid. It

)
did not swell at the time; but two days after-

ward I felt a scratching on the eyeball, which
became very painful, and inflamed. I went to a

physician, who said it could not be possible that the

barbed point had broken off and worked through
the lid so as to scratch the ball, and yet I was satis-

fled that it had. After some trouble I procured a
microscope, and found a man who could use it. He
found the point of the sting through the Inside of

the lid, but he could not catch it with tweezers. I

then got a piece of soft pine, and he rolled back the
eyelid on a lead pencil, and pressed the pine stick on
the point of the sting till it pierced the wood sufli-

ciently to draw it out. You could then see that it

was really a part of the sting broken off. Had I,

when I felt the first scratch, got some one to roll

back my eyelid on a pencil, and press on it with a
soft piece of wood or leather, the sting would have
been extracted without trouble, before it inflamed
my eye, and have saved me much pain and annoy-
ance. Since then I always use a bee-hat or veil.

Don'tyou think the sting often breaks off, and that

the barbed point still works into the flesh and mus-
cles, causing some of those pains that we attribute

to rheumatism? John F. Lafferty.
Martinsville, 111., May, 18S2,

I hardly think these broken-off splinters
produce rheumatic pains, friend L., but they
may produce a species of irritation in the
muscles that those who handle bees much
sometimes experience. Thanks for your
suggestions in regard to getting stings out
of the eyelid.

THE CORN INDUSTRY.

A CHEAP EVAPORATOR WANTED.

FERHAPS you will remember that one year ago
last fall I sent you a small sample of evapo-—

' rated sweet corn, and asked you what you
thought of it. You published ray note in Gleanings,
and said it looked and tasted as good as fresh corn.

I saw the notice, and thought no more about it;

but in two or three days I received my first letter or

postal of inquiry, and they are coming yet, as I have
received a fresh installment this spring. The pre-

vailing inquiry appears to be for a small evaporator,

or drier, to use on the cook stove. You sell and
manufacture household conveniences. If this is

not one, I do not know what is. I would suggest to

you that you add one to your list of household con-

veniences. Let it be one that will do good service;

can be used on any cook stove, and is cheap. It' it

will fill these requirements, there will be a great de-

mand for it. N. F. Case.

Glendale, N. Y., May 22, 1882.

We have just sent to New York for 100
lbs. of dried sweet corn, and Mrs. S., who
has charge of the lunch-room, says the hands
are inquiring for it every day. It costs
there, at present, 13c per lb. l)o you want
any better paying business than this V I
heartily second the call for a cheap evapora-
tor, to be used on a common stove, and
would like to hear from the man who can
make one. While he is studying it up, I

may remark that the nicest and sweetest
corn we have ever had from anybody was
some we dried in our own oven. We have
tried it several years, so we know we can do
it every time, and have it always alike. I say
" we," formamma dries the corn , and we chil-

dren help eat it. Who will simplify and ex-
pedite the labor of drying with inexpensive
apparatus V Do you want to know what
this has to do with bee culture? Why,
sweet corn yields honey and pollen, and aft-

ter that — green corn. Don't you see ?
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FRIEND AVIL.TSE ON YELIiO^V BEES,
ETC.

MOTIVE FOR WRITING FOB BEE JOtTRNALS. — THOSE
YELLOW BEE8.— bee-hunters; THEIU KNOWL-
EDGE OF THE HABITS OF THE HONEY-BEE.—

TRUTH VERSUS THEORY.

W.ITH me, the main motive io writing for the

bee journals is to assist in eliminating cer-

^ - tain false theories that have crept into the

science of apiculture, and to aid in reaching the

truth. We ought to bequeath to the rising genera-

tion a fixed standard of management by which they

can be guided, and upon which they can rely. This

standard should be based upon facts reached by

actual experiments; and when these facts are prov-

ed, they should be accepted as such by the fraternity.

THOSE YELLOW BEES.

Many are aware that there were yellow honey-

bees, native to this country, before the introduction

of the Italian bee. To obtain written statements of

this fact, however, becomes more difficult as the

blood of the Italian becomes more extensively dis-

seminated, and as the old settlers die off and move
away. Had I entertained a thought that Mr. Capps

could have mistaken wasps or hornets for honey-

bees, I should not have sent his statement.

BEE-HUNTERS; THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF THE HABITS
OF BEES; SENDING OUT SPIES IN SWARM-

ING TIME.

The tact of the frontier bee-hunters, and the

knowledge of the habits of the honey-bee that they

had acquired before the introduction of the frame
hive, would astonish the bee-keeping fraternity

of the older parts of the world. In 1863, a Missourian

who could not read, who had acquired all his knowl-

edge of bees by hearsay and close observation, spent

the Sabbath with us visiting. We then had near the

house several hives of those yellow bees mentioned

above. A swarm issued from one and alighted on a

small tree near by. Mr. Bay inquired if I had been
accustomed to handling bees. I replied that I had
been familiar with them all my life, and had han-

dled them a great deal.

"Then," said Mr. Bay, "you are aware that a

swarm, soon after clustering, sends out spies to

hunt a tree, and will go to it if not hived ? " I re-

plied that I knew they would leave, and had heard

that they sent bees to hunt a tree before they left,

but never had seen the bees go.

" I have," said ho. " I have seen them go and re-

turn, and the swarm leave soon after their return.

If you will watch you will see the spies when they

go. It will not be long. Whether the bees cluster

a great while or leave soon, depends upon the

trouble the bees sent out have in finding a suitable

tree."

We sat down and watched the swarm. In a short

time a dozen bees or more left the cluster suddenly,

as if driven by some impulse, and scattered in every
direction.

" Do you see them going ? " said Mr. Bay, as they

left the cluster. I assented, and he continued: "The
swarm will not leave until these bees return. Let
us watch and see them return, and then, if you do
not wish to risk them longer, we will hive them."
We watched the swarm several hours, and at

length saw some of the bees return singly, and
alight on the cluster.

"Their spies have nearly all come back," said Mr.

Bay, and we must hive them or you may lose them.

We may be able to stop.them after they start, if you

wish to watch them longer."

I concluded to see them through to the end, and

then hive them if we could. Soon, as if acting under

orders, a dozen or more workers left the cluster all

at a time, and all flew in the same direction, slacken-

ing their speed as they advanced, for the bees in

the cluster to have time to catch up with them.

"Those are their spies," said Mr. Bay, "leading

for the tree, and we shall now have work to save the

bees."

These bees had not flown thirty feet before those

in the cluster began to leave it and follow them. We
lost the bees; but I learned a lesson more satis-

factory to know than to have a swarm of bees.

Would Mr. Bay have mistaken wasps or hornets for

honej--bees ? The visible manifestations of the Om-
nipotent, dwelling within the honey-bee, are too

strongly marked in its instinctive habits for such a

mistake to occur. Would such men say, " I claim

there is no svich thing as a one or two banded honey-

bee?" They are too accurate in their observations to

be caught making such statements.

TRUTH VERSUS THEORY, AND PARTHENOGENESIS.

In the winter of 1848 and '49, Louis Agassiz deliver-

ed a course of lectures in Boston. In his tenth lec-

ture he said: "One unexpected result has already

been ascertained; namely, that cells are properly

the organs of living beings; that all functions are

influenced by life, by the independent life of isolat-

ed cells." Mr. Lionel Beale says: "A cell consists

of a mass of protoplasm, with a portion of formed
matter around it. There is no tissue through which
these soft living particles, or small portion of living

matter detached from them, may not make their

way. This formless living matter (protoplasm)

moves forward and burrows, as it were, into the

nutricient pabulum, some of which it takes up as

it moves on. It is not pushed from behind, but it

moves forward of its own accord." (See Matter and
Life, pp. 225 and 242.) Cook says the spermatheca
receives the male fluid in copulation; that sperm-

cells, mingled with viscid secretions, form the sem-
inal fluid, and that the queen mates with the drone

but once.

These three authors teach the following facts:

That the male seminal fluid is maintained in service-

able condition, while retained in the spermatheca.

This could not be done except through contact with

the circulating fluids of the queen's body. This cir-

culation could not exist unless the male seminal

fluid became, to all intents and purposes, a part of

the queen. The seminal fluid, then, after copula-

tion, becomes, by catalytic action, or inoculation, or

both, a part of the queen. This seminal fluid, or the

cells of which it is partly composed, are possessed of

independent action, being able to penetrate any
tissue wilh which they come in contact, and exert

their individual influence on what they come in eon-

tact with. If these authors tell the truth, it is im-

possible for a queen-bee to mate with a drone with-

out its producing a constitutional change upon her-

self, and all her offspring partaking of that change.

A foreign element is incorporated into her body,

that, of its own accord, can penetrate any part of it,

or the male or female egg.

Dzierzon discovered that partheno-genesis existed

as one of the laws of reproduction among bees. Ber-

Icpsch drew the inference, that because the produc-
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(loM of tho (Ironn was Hitnotlines aKamln, It rriUHt

not. nncoHsiirlly bo ho In nil ciisoh. This ne.rh'jtHdi.

ri»i.lcclu)i \h, at I nniUM-stand 11, lh(3 " Dzlorzon Tho-
ory" of tho hooks, IhiU. Iimh loud Ttiiiny apliirlaiis to

H\i|)|>(iHo Ihiit tho aniiio laws do not hohl I mo In

bi'i'cdliiK liccH that hold with other HiiiiiiaN.

( 'linniliers' lOnoyclDpodlii, HpcaUs of AkahM'/, hh on((

of llin iiiiisl dlMtliiKiilMhcddf iiiodrrn nat iirallHtM, and
he Is nicritloiK'd In VVclislor'H ItioKraphioal Dlollon-

nry. IJciili' In inont loncij an a physloloHlst atid inloro-

HcoplMt In tho Atnorloaii y\ddllloM to (.'hainhors' I'lii-

oyclopcdla; Ijiil ono lookH In vain In thcHc^ works for

tli() iniiniwof llorli'p^oh and D/Acv/Am. Which woiilil

bo niiiHt llkfly to load thoir followors astray^

l''allH('lty, Nob.. May, IKHiJ. JionOMio Wii/rsn.

Wliy, Iriciid \V.,yi)ii .siictk to it vvitiHc Ui;ui

;i, \V()iii;iii, iiiid I |)i(^Himi() I hud hclUir hn;^

pardon and stop siif^ff^cstiiit; tliaX tli(! Ixm'S

wci'd not: ^fiiiiiibi tiii('(i-lta.!idcd Italians. I

Hlidiild liko to ask about. t.iiaL (piccir lcat,iir(^

of l.li(!if l»(Miiif lioiiry-l)('(^s and still caliii;^

liiood ; hiiL as it; is, I tiiiidc I will Ihaiik yoii

iiisLcad I'oiyoiif vufy vivid dcisciiptioii of Mkj
way ill wlii(;li tlu; heos si'iid out scouts aCUu'
swaiiiiiii^; and if I <w(U' have, tlu! pleasure,
of iiicctiii^f Mr. ('apiis, I will bike. olT my hat.

anil },fivo iiiiii a t,'ood " stiak(i " while! I thaiik
liini for the V(My valuable I'atds he has liir-

iiished lis. I idesiime you have remarked,
lri(!ii(l W., liovv v(!ry aeciirately this eorrob-
oiates what Irieiid "Pettiis says in his letter
in the A !'>(!. I am vei-y well awan\ that
tho cyclopedias a.iid dictionaries (piote Ag-
assi'/ and men of like* ilk, and ignore D/iin--

zon and I5(!rlepscli ; but when 1 remember
the roolishm^ss Agassi/, nttisred in ref^ard to
the way bfses Imild their ctills, (^tc., I I'cel in-
clined io say as the inventor of the Icxuymo-
tive said when the objection was raised, that
it would never be tolcMated niniiiiin- aitross
the eoniit.ry, becausi! it would " kill tlie cat-
tle." (Said' he, '•'Then, my lord, it will be
bad for the cattle." Now, it was (certainly
bad for A^'iissi/, wluiu he came before our
A H (', class and tried to ttiach bees; and I

fear it will hit ba,(l for the dictionaries and
e^'cloiiepias, if tlu^y persist in (luotiiijjf scien-
tists lather than mciii like r>orlep.sch and
Dzierzon, when they treat on bee cuUure.

i'i>iTi:s'rici» (ti'iciONs.

19 TlIK TIl.VI'KIO IN THKM nKTAIlDlNd IlICK ClII/rilltKi'

'K yon f(!ol froo to kIvo both shhvsof tho matter, I

sbonld In: pleased to h<»o a copy of this article

In .IniK^ (hiiCANiNUS. 0. M. DooLiTTiiic.

Ilorodiiio, N. v.. May, IK83.

Jn accordance with the above request, we
publish Uie followiuK which friend D. has
sent us:—

I have been much Interestfil in the dlsciiMsions In
tho boo .|o\irnal8 as to th(< policy of reaiinK and sell-

ln>r "Dollar (.Jiioonn;" and nolesHsoin tho \'ery can-
did arti(!lo from inv friend W. /. MntchlnHon, whi(;h
iippear(Ml in a late Itiodl. Mr. II. ikhhI hav(^ no fear
of prIvInK olVcn.'io. Ills very o\ldcnt candor. Iriith-
fulness, and bonesty, mnsi <'ver win admiration and
osto<Mn, and would Utavo no shadow of an e.veuse for
any hard feidliiKon tho partof an opponent. It Is

not arRnmcMit and candor that hurt ; it Is lii\eetlve
and crimination. I am «liid to know that Mr. II. is

ajfoatloman, and so has ikj u.so for tho3o latter wea-
pons.
As to iho oCfoots of tho " dollar-ciin^nn bnsinoH," I

think that Mr. II. docs not nndorstand my position.

I bollovo h(! has only to nndorstand mo to ajfroo with
me. I Unvc no doubt, nay, I am snrcsthat ho makes
tho bmincss pay. I am further cijrialn that ho does
.lust as III- says he will do that he roars his diiliar
(|uc^ons wit h us much oaro as ho does any; that he
broe<lsonly froin his bi^st <|ueons, and that in all r(!-

spects his dollar iiueens are Just as «oo(| as tho test-
ed ones, (ml iiiK l heir chancr! for impure mat ing'

which, with the ca,r(^ Klv(!n to the muitf-r by Mr. II.,

issllKht. Nor a,m I at all certain t.Iiat his tested aro
siipeilor at all to the untested ones. In fact, I think.
If i understand Mr. Ilutehinson, I a.Kr(!(! with him in
nearly (^v((ry point ho makes. Viit, I iieiievo that
the " d()|la,r-(pieen tralllo" has done more than any
oiKitliliiK to relard lh<! pro(<-t<iSH of American api-
(Milliire. I believ(^ it stands direetiv In tho way of
the Ix^st acliievemcnts, and ac(u)rdlnKly anything'
that, tends to throl tl(! its c.vlstenco is a blt^KHliiK-

The brecdin)^ of biu's. like th(! rearlliK-of anv other
stock, Is a malt(Ttliat must not bo hurried if wo
would HeennMho best r(^H\ills. f/onn' wal chilly:, (he
most earid'ni study, and the most rljforous woodinjf-
oiit are .)ust. as r(w|ulsit(i hern as In broediHK tho
best sli'>rt-li(irns. Docs Mr. II. think that our sliort-
horn c;it I le would pinscsH their present excollenen,
had IIkmm^ been MO K''eat(^r inducement to hard and
persistent elfort than that held out to the b(?o-brC!ed-
or of to-diiy? It seems patiwit, that the " dollar-
<|U(M'n trallic" lias Ho eh(Nipen(Ml (|uecns that no
person ciin possibly alford to laki^ Ihi^ pulns that we
oiiRhl to have taken, unbtss, forsooth, hi i brttad and
biiltei' U secured by some otlKir means. I wish wo
bad br(!cders that eoiilil study their lasos as did
Hammond his sheep, and as hiindrcwis of Hammonds
are siudyiii),' lh(dr sheep. caltlt% and horses, all over
the cuuntry to-day, and (jould select, mate, and
brewed, not with riiiKS solely In view, but with a far
higher id<!al, in which meri) coloration should form
bulasilK-ht olemetit; thou wo mlxht look for real
projcress. I eati not, tliid time, with my numorons
duties, to do this as 1 think It oiiKht to be done.
Neilhi^rMr. II. nor any oth(^r breeder (!an alford to
doll. Thoy would starve, far short of success; as,
how(^\'(T w(;ll they miicht ilo, they (^mld hope for no
ade(|nat(^ rfMiuiiUTation, so powerfully has the bito
(|ueon business tond(Hi to wiMikon th<^ spirit of Im-
pr )vomenl. Our pr(^sont systmn calls for economy
of time, money, and thontrht. Ibit tho maximum,
not lh(( minimum, of care is what wIIIkIvcus superi-
or bees.

Tli(( point I make is Just this: Tho onorfiry and
push put into tho (pioen business of lato— which on-
erjry was at)Soini<dy reipiisito to aucx'oss, and then
only th<< shrewdest business mon could, if honosi,
make a iiviiiK' by roarlnjc those cheap queens - havo
so choaponoil the price of (iniutns that thero is no
jrcnoral demand for any other. IJiit decided Im-
provement nan come only by th(< utmost pains In
soirietliiK broedln(jr stock, bo'h dronos and (pioons,
wlilcih in (laso of drones Is very dlllicult, and r(!ipilr(!s

the greatest lacd, patloncie, and jx-rslstoneo. Now,
this very dilUouliy iimkes It necessary to havo every
lnduc(?mont thrown in the way to incite any bec-
kcKjpor to nndertako It. Tho prospect of a dollar or
a littl(i more for (lueens thus bred, would not only
oH'(M'no su(!h Indut^emont, but would be tho best pos-
sible o.vtinKuishfu- of ail enthusiasm. More than
this, to breed tho ideal <iueen will ro(piire such a
riK'oroiis w(UMt|n(jr-oiit that oniv a small proportion
of tho (pioens roared will be sulferod to live. To sup-
port a family, tho l)riM>d(!r of cheap (pioons must soil
every one, anil will thon have ^niiit reason to re-

Joieo If his ledK-er ac(!ount shows a crc(llt l)alance. In
testing-, Mr. II. only waits to see If tho roipiislto
numborof bands Is present. I would havo him wait
to si^e If Uu) r(!(|uisit(! number of okm'S, l)ees, and
pouiiilsof honey were fortius .minir. and th(!n, when
such assuraiKU! was trained, I would pay him iflO.CK)

for tho (pieen, and make money, wblUt I would lose.
In tho ma.loiity of cases, to pay $I.IK) for the ])i-osont

(pieens. In biiylnuf scn'cral to lost the matter, not,
however, of Mr. II., I havis won a blank at each ven-
ture.
Why did Avery & Murphy produce such a masrnlfl-

oent herd of cattleV Only bcfninsn thoy took the
Kr(^at()st j)ains to secure the best material to breed
from, and then used tho best. Judirment and most
(jonsunimato skill in crossing:. Why did ^if) cattle
brlii)^ $.")0,000 at IIk^ recent sale at (ihica.K'o'i' l"'or tho
same reason. Why tho exerclso of tho skill and
(^aution'i' Only because of tho prospectivo thou-
sanrls at future sales.
Unless thoro Is some money Influence to Induce to

more time, caution, and palnstaklnR In breeding:
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boos, thon truly tho boo of Iho futuro, whloh Hhoul'l
anrj will l)c 118 KTOiit an mlvaiicoon thu hcHt hooH ol'

to-diiy ai an; our Itnprnvcd call I-, hoifM, <!lc-., upon
thoHn ol'th'! laHt KoncratlDM, will ii't, find Hh advent,
111 this (jrc'iKjratloii. TJk; mily ohaiiuo to ('Hoaix; this
conclUHlnn Is I'or wornu t)i!(;-kof'i)f;r lo ni-l to work
as 1 would do could I k'vc tlini; to It, ami had 1 capi-
tal to warratit Iho utidr-ttiklriK - and work to ail-

vunco hl« t)f;(;rt. w|fh riolhoilK'ht of ifrcHcrit protit, to
Hparc no tirnf?, no |)ilni, no Htiidy, no rnon<;y, lo HC-
curo the Ideal \)m;, and thon cri.Mito his own market
liy dlHlrlhutlriK his heoH to the enterprlsintf l>ee-

keopers of the ctjunlry, asking them lo trjHt them,
and then p ly aecordlri^' to \U<: worth of tin; IjeeH. In
this way he could hope In lime lo k"' l>''*y f'"" his
time and lahor, and wuul I hiive the HatlMfaetlori of
holnjjr classed with Mates and th(! Ho'dhs. Ifavo wc;

any [). A.Jones who can iilford lo uridr;rtake this
wovk'f—l'nif. A. J. (;i>i)li in Hiind Nciv )'(iiliei\ Mnu,
188}.

While I can he.irlily ufjree with all that
friend (!ook says in reganl to irn|)rf)vernf!nt

in our Htraiiis of hee.s, I can not hut i'eel

cleei)ly paiiiod whenever I hear him utter
sucli words as " I biilieve tliat tiie dollar-

queen trallif; has doin; more than any one
tliii)(( to retard the progress of Aineicaii api-

culture." Such expressions have Hcennid to

me HO iinn;a3oiiabie and unkind, he^(?in(<

friend book's |)ardoii. tliat I have refrained,
as friend Doolittle puts it. from giviii;^ "hoth
sides" of the (juestion. If the rapid (lissem-
ination of the Italiati hlr)f)d, freshly imported
ri^ht from Italy, has ht-en a hofni io our
land, then selliii}^ daughters of importerl
mothers at a dollar has surely hficn a great
national hlessing. 'J'lie " blind point" of all

these objectors is, it seems to me, in insisting
that every queen we don't want to breed
from shall be killed, in rearing these thoi-
oiighbred horses, flo they kill all they don't
want for breeders? The great bulk of the
dollar queens are sold for tlw; prf)fluction of
lioney, just as the horses are sold for work-
ing horses, that are not found desirable as
breeders. Are not horses and cattle, not de-
sirable as ijreeders, sold at reasonable prices
for other purposesV Now, inHsmuch as the
greatest yields of honey evei' reported from
single hives have been almost invariably
from dollar (jueens. it does not seeni to rne
they have been so great a detriment. What
is to hinder doing all th;>t friernl Cook ad-
vises, and why does not some one do it? I

confess I don't see why we shoiihl stoj) fur-
nishing the markets with tons of lioney
meanwhile, nor do I s ;e how the rapid dis-

semination of the Italian blood by queens at
a low price, in any way stands in the way of
it. I need hardly mention the evils of gam-
bling in fancy stock, for there are few of us
who have not friends who liave been wrecked
by the fictitious values placed on horses, cat-
tle, sheep, or, in a less degree, on poultry.

A C'AICn FICOTI PItOF. <OOK.

THE .NATIONAt^ HEK-KEEPER8* ASSOCIATION.

SBKG leave to call tho attention of the vlce-pre8-

IdentH of the National Ilee-keeperH' Assocla-
tirm, and the bec-k<;eperH of America, through

the several bee papf.-rs of tho country, to the next
meeting of our asHoelation, to be held in the city of

Cincinnati, some time in October next.

All diginterefited friends of apicuiturai progreBs
will recognize tho valuable work of the association,

and tho greater good tliat may oomo, ycH, and will

come, when all our assoolatioMH are harni<<nloUHly

workbiR loKe.tlK'r to build up our art. TlioHe pres-

enl III till! lasl ine<'tlng at Lexington will leeiill the
pr;i Ir-cl, liiirinony imd the perre<M spirit ol' ac<!ord

that prevailed at tho entire nie(;tlng, and tho l'e<'llng

of real satlsfaction that was manifested by those

pr<;sent from every section. fiOt us commence
early to secure even greater fruits at tho nexl con-

vention.

with this <!nd In view, I wish to olfer some sug-

gestJoriH:—
1. Let any one who wishes Iho eharacler of tlio

rn.~:etlngs changed in any particular, writo to mi; at

once, and his wishes shall r(;celve (jiirnest attention.

'i. IjCI tho deleji^ates from each Htato come pre-

pared toglvf! accural*! data as to the honey crop for

the season of 188:i, that we may be able to glv<! tho

best advice as to marketing the crop.

:i. Let It bo rern<;mlH.'red, that committees were
appointed to experiment In several lines, particu-

larly in controlling fertlli/.atlon, and let us hope
that lull and able reports will bo rendered. Let f>th-

ers come prepared lo add to tho reports, and tr* dis-

cuss them.

In acjordiince with the general opinion, few and
short essays will b(! rejfl, that tho discussions may
be more full. With this In view, let every person

come pr(;pared tr) give quick and accurate accounto

of what he has learned, that will be helpful to tho

bee-keepers of tho country.

List us hope for a large attendance of the enthu-

siastic bee-keepers of the country, ttn<l that all may
come full of the spirit of pr'jgress, good feeling, and

harm iiiy, that the meeting may b<; great In the good

that shall be accomplished, and entirely free from

all harsh, unc-harltable words, which In no cf)nven-

tlon tend to edification. A. J. (;ook,

I'res. Nat. Bee-keepers' Ass'n.

Lin-lng, Mich , May il,188:J.

itIJICICN NI.KGICIfV.

A SUCCESSfUfc OPBHATIO.-U.

WPfl'> the wide-awake bee-keeper who delights In

jl|l the business In which he Is (ingaged, now les-

"^ "^ sous are being continually taught. Those les-

sons may have been learned by others long ago.

What I learn rnay have been discovered by others

before me. In fact, this is generally the case. Men
like Huber, Quinby, Langstroth, and others, who
have- devoted their lives to the study of this, the

most wonderful of all Insects, have given us a deep

insight Into tho character and nature of the honey-

bee.

I can not claim the discovery of any thing that

will throw a great deal of light on any particular

branch of this Industry; yet I, and so raay others, in

relating our experiences In successes anl reverses,

contribute S'tmething, If wr; will but make It known,

to the general stock of Information which will be of

value U) others.

I had a little experience that was new to me, last

year. 'Ihe books speak nothing atKjiit It, as far as I

have been able to re-ad theni. In the latter part of

May, and first of June, I raised a fine lot of young
(jueens for my customers. I was very successful In

getting them fertilixed. All began to lay about tho

same time, except one of the nicest. Hhe flew out
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and met the drone. I witnessed her arrival home,
and the investigation that she passed, by the bees in

the hive. The drone ororau was very large. I kept

watching for her to begin to lay. The drone organ

seemed to stick to the vulva, and hardened there. I

waited; two weeks passed, and she began to shrivel

an though she were going to dry up. Finally she

grew stupid. She was in a strong nucleus. 1 gave
thorn brood suitable for rearing queens. In two
hours she was thrown out at the entrance dead. I

examined her closely, and found that the drone or-

gan had bjcome fastened, by agglutination, to the

vulv^a, completely closing the passage. The poor

thing could not give birth to her eggs.

A short time after this, I had another one in the

same condition. She would make every effort to lay.

The workers would follow her around over the

comb, and stick their heads into the cells, and exam-
ine and seemingly wonder why their queen was not

doing her part of the work in their home. I con-

cluded to make an effort to relieve her. I caught

her and gently held her between my thumb and fore-

finger; moistened the obstruction with saliva, and
with a cambric needle picked it away, and turned

her loose in the hive. She began to lay the next
day, and is to-day one of my most valuable queens.

I relieved another a short time after this one. Dr.

Coulter witnessed the first operation, and pro-

nounced it a successful surgical treatment. I think

this Is more liable to occur in hot dry weather. The
glutinous substance of which the drone organ is

largely composed dries rapidly, and becomes fas-

tened so firmly that the bees can not remove it, and
it remains there, completely closing the ovipositor

of the queen. Of one thing I can be certain— thej'

can be relieved. William Little.

Marissa, 111., May 13, 1883.

I have had queens that never laid, but I

do not remember that any thing of tlie kind
was noticeable, as suggested by friend Lit-
tle. The experiment, besides showing how
queens in such a condition may be saved,
also settles the point that has been consider-
ably argued, as to whether the organ of the
drone should be entirely removed — or at
least it seems to do so. While the deduc-
tions would at first seem to conflict a little

with those brought out by our foreign friend
as given on p. 20, Jan. No., closer investiga-
tion may show that they do not, after all.

Thanks for your contribution to the cause,
friend L.

COM^B FOUNDATION,

JAMSS HEDDON.

¥OUR sample came, and also mine back with it;

and, after looking them over carefully, we
think the Given is the thinner. But however

that may be, both have a very thin base, and are ex-

cellent foundations. I would have said your sample
was made on a Dunham mill, which, of all mills to

stick, carries off the palm.

I find that some days my die-book works much
better than on others, and Mr. Given says that he

hears from all over the country like this : "My book
sticks so badly I can't get off the wire frames in good
shape and with any speed. Later.—Now the book
works admirably, and we can take off the frames
rapidly and in good order." That is just my experi-

ence; for the next day after I wrote you so discour-

agingly for the May No., I took off 100 frames per
hour in splendid condition and with great ease. We
ran off 20 wired frames without relubricating the
book. We ran off 400 sheets of fdn. (not in frames),

without touching the lower leaf, and by rubbing an
almost dry brush over some spots on the upper leaf

every 20 or 30 sheets. We have never had any trouble

with the press in making heavy or light fdn. out of

wired frames. Now our press works as nicely as at

any time last season.

The lye process is a perfect success, but we have
had to discover several new facts in nature to get
along with it nicely. Of all that slips and slides, lye

stands at the head of the list.

1. A piece of wax (fdn.) soaked in very strong lye

48 hours, shows no change in its texture; rinsed in

water a moment, it tastes and feels in the mouth
like the same old beeswax. A sheet that is sharp
with lye, drawn through the water once, comes out
clean. Water has a powerful affinity for lye, as

well as all forms of potassium, and wax seems to have
literally none. I have rinsed all my sheets this year,

except some 10 lbs. for my own use to make further

experiments with.

Experiments with some 30 sections full of strongly

lyed fdn., made last season, proved that there was
no use of rinsing, the bees taking to the lye sheets

as soon as any. The liquid lye upon unrinsed sheets

precipitates at once, and after a short time seems
to lose its strength, becoming simply an innocent
powder, of which the bees take no notice.

I really think this lye process the best discovery

made in connection with the manufacture of comb
fdn.

I have just had reported the first case of serious

damage in the transportation of the wired and filled

frames, and one which must have occurred by the

carelessness of the railroad employes. Nothing is

positively safe from being damaged through hand-

ling by railroad men, except a solid block of iron. If

they can better afford to pay for their recklessness

than to go a little more caret ullj', that is their busi-

ness and not ours.

Why does the Dunham mill with its " round cells
"

stick to the wax so much worse than the Vander-
vort mill with its square cells, with equally high side

lines?

Friend Novice, if 1 can see correctly, the Given
die-books ore made on the plan you advise in your
foot-notes to my May article, are they not, and much
more so than any other sample I have ever seen?

more so than the one you kindly sent me, which was,

as stated above, just like Dunham. The Given lines

are not hard pressed as is your sample. They are

bulkj' and soft, and, if you will put them to the bees

beside of other sorts, they will decide in their favor

at once. Try it. Bees prefer heavy fdn. of any
sort; and where the base is thin, the heaviest is the

most profitable, in either department. I will use no
lighter than 8 feet to the pound of Given, in my sur-

plus sections.
HONEY-BOARDS.

Yes, I will unload my immense stock of knowledge
in regard to how to keep the upper and lower sets

of frames from sticking to each other, for the bene-

fit of all "Novices." I use a slat honey-board, made
with a sink in the upper side, so that the super fits

the lower hive, both when the honey-board is on the

hive and off. This board rests bee space above the

lower frames and below the upper frames, which ab-

i
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solutely prevents all sticking of frames to frames.

I have experimented till I have demonstrated lo a

certainty, that there is no objection to this board

except its slight cost, and almost no trouble of man-
ipulation. These are thrice offset by its aid. One
correspondent writes me to know if I call that

"rack" a honey-board. He calls the "cover" to a

hive a "honey-board." Let us understand alike, that

a honey-board is a board that our surplus honey
rests on, on the hive, and of course is a perforated

board. Mine is a network of slats.

Dowagiac, Mich., May II, 1883.

Our new cell is nearer like the Dunham
than any other cell ; bi^t although we liave

one of the highest-priced nickel-roll Dun-
ham machines all the time in our wax-room,
it does not begin to let go of the fdn. as well
as our $2o.00 mills. As I have said before,
these let go of the fdn. far better than any
mill we have ever before sold at any price.

No one can be more pleased than I am to see
the day of high-priced fdn. mills at an end.
With your explanation of the way the Given
press often works, friend H., it does not
seem so strange we could not make it work,
after all. AVith our rolls we now use no lu-

bricant but starch, and I rather dislike lye or
soap about fdn., even if the bees don't ob-
ject. There are two reports in regard to the
shipping of fdn. made on the Given ma-
chine, on another page.
If I am correct, our new round cell gives a

thinner base than any that has ever been
sent out from the Vandervort mills. Our
friends can easily test the matter, with the
free samples we furnish. Friend V. will
certainly copy the new cell sooner or later, I

think, as all other makers of fdn. mills must
do, including the Given dies. The cell can
be made as small as you please, thus giving
a wide wall of soft wax. The great point is

to discard sharp corners.

I confess that I have never seen a honey-
board used between the upper and lower
frames of a two-story hive ; and my impres-
sion would be that some colonies would
build right up solid on honey-board and all.

But perhaps you have something ahead of us
on that line. We will try to have an engrav-
ing of it for the next number ; for of a truth
the building of the upper and lower frames
together has been quite a nuisance many
times. I should be a little afraid this sepa-
rating of the two stories, even the thickness
of a thin board, would have a tendency to
discourage the bees from going above.
VV' here honey is stored in boxes or sections
placed above a honey-board, it has been
quite universally the case, so far as I know,
that there was a loss over placing the boxes
right on the frames, or separated from them
by the thinnest piece of wood we could in-
terpose to keep the under side of the sec-
tions clean. By all means, let us look into
the matter thoroughly.
Most two-story hives are made so that the

upper frames come within f inch of the tops
of the lower frames ; and as this space is too
small to admit of a honey-board, saying
nothing of a bee-passage, we shall, so far as
I can see, be under the necessity of a re-
construction in hives, to use the slatted hon-
ey-board. How is it, friend II.?

A FEW ITEMS.

POLLEN, AND WHERE IT COMES FROM.

>ipvS^N page 193, Gleanings for April, 1 see that

%M friend Root says, in reply to Mrs. Chancellor,

that he does not know from what her bees
gathered black pollen, and also that he can not tell

where the variously colored pollens come from which
are gatheied in early spring. I can not tell from
what friend Root's bees get pollen, or on what Mrs.

Chancellor's bees were working when they brought
in the black pollen; but I believe 1 know from what
my bees get pollen of the various colors. Always
being very much interested in all substances col-

lected by the bees, I have traveled miles to see on
what they were working; for only as we know the

resources of our locality, can we intelligently man-
ipulate our bees so as to have them produce the

most to the best advantage. This knowing just

where all the different kinds of pollen and honey-
producing flowers blossom, and working according

to that knowledge, is one secret of successful bee-

culture. In this locality, the first pollen comes
from skunk cabbage, and is of a bright yellow. The
next, and immediately after, is from " pople," as it

is called here; and from the looks of the timber, I

should say it is quite similar to the poplar from
which Mr. Manum and others manufacture those

nice white sections. The color of this pollen is

black; and if there are any such trees in West Vir-

ginia, probably Mrs. C.'s bees gathered their black

pollen therefrom. The blossom is quite similar to

that of the pussy willow, except that, while the wil-

low blossom stands upright, the blossom of the pople

is drooping, and sways back and forth in the wind.

The pollen-spikes are also black, while those of the

willow are yellow. Next comes pollen from the

pussy willow, which is an orange-yellow color. These
are the three earliest kinds; but before the pople and
willow fail, soft-maple and elm take the attention of

the bees.

Right here I shall have to disagree with friend

Root, for he sayR, " I should say the yellow pollen

came from the soft-maples." I have watched beea

many times at work on soft-maple, and they invari-

ably gathered a light-pink pollen therefrom, or at

least they had such in their pollen-baskets while they
were at work thereon. Elm, both the swamp, the

white, and the slippery kind, all furnish abundance
of pollen, all of which are of different shades of

green — that from the swamp elm being so light

that it might be termed yellow by the casual ob-

server. Next comes the hard-maple, which gives

the bees an abundance of pollen of a lemon-yellow

color. Following this comes dandelion, wild grape,

etc., till our interest is lost in pollen by seeing the

combs growing white with newly secreted wax used
in lengthening out the cells to store the honey which
is now coming in. One thing I have observed, which
is, that, so far as I know, the color of the pollen is

the same as the color of that part of the blossom
from which the bees gather it. So, if you see the

bees at work getting pollen from a yellow flower,

the pollen will be yellow, etc. As regards pollen

from clover, if I am correct it is gotten from near
the base of the corolla, when the color is green, and
not from the tlower proper.

BEES GETTING WATER AFTER A RAIN,
Friend Root says, on same page, in reply to Mr

Boardman, " If so, why do we not see them duringr
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a rain, out at the entrances drinking up the rain?

Did anybody ever see them doing this?" Well, not

during the rain, but immediately after, I have often

seen a row of bees out at the entrances taking up

water, and carrying it into the hive. I have also

many times seen them takmg the dew off the grass

that was near the entrance of the hives. At all

times, when bees are rearing brood extensively,

they desire water, and apparently suffer if they can

not get it; but when little or no brood is being

reared, I never could get them to touch it.

TO GET A SWARM TO CLUSTER WHERE YOU WISH.

On page 193, M. Simons wants to know how far

from the old colony she can take her corn-popper,

containing the clipped queen, and have the return-

ing swarm find her. As I hive many of my swarms
on a new stand, and as I clip all queens' wings, of

course I must have some way to prevent the bees

going back to the old hive. I have four plans

which I use, either of which works well. The first is

the same that friend Root tells of in reply to the

question. The second is, when the bees begin to

cluster on a branch of a tree, which I care nothing

for, I attach a small wire to the cage, and hang it

with the clustering bees; then when I get ready to

care for them I cut the branch from the tree, and
carry them to the hive. No danger of their going

to the woods, if you let them hang there all day. I

was amused one day by seeing a swarm uncluster

and start for the woods as I was about to take them
to the hive. Away they went, clear out of sight, so

I sat down to watch operations. In about ten min-

utes, back they came, and I was anxious to see

whether they would go to the tree where the queen
was, or to the old stand. 1 was soon satisfied, how-
ever, for they soon clustered back on the queen. If

any of the readers wish a swarm to go to work in the

open air, this gives you a clew to how it can be done.

My third plan is to place the new hive immediately
in front of the old one, and throw a sheet over it

(the old hive), till the bees return and enter the new
hive, the queen being let go with them, of course.

As soon as all are in, carry the hive to the stand you
Wish it to occupy; uncover the old hive, and the

work is done. The fourth plan is to hang the " pop-

per," or cage, on a post or tree, or any thing of the

kind near the old stand, and throw a sheet over the

hive from whence the swarm issued. As soon as a

few bees miss the queen they will commence to

search for her along the route the swarm took in

leaving the old hive. These bees soon find the

queen, and commence fanning their wings, and the

Whole swarm will cluster where they find their

queen, when they can be hived where you wish.

With the last two planS) care must be taken if more
hives are close by, or some of the bees will try to

enter them and be killed. By having a sheet or two
handy to throw over these hives, if they should

bother, this difficulty is overcome.
Borodino, N. Y., May, 1882. G. M. Doolittle.

Since friend D. lias called my attention to
It, i think he is right in regard to the sources
of pollen ; but I never before thought of the
point he makes, that pollen is usually the
color of the flower from which it comes. Oi
course, this is not the case with clover, but
he gives a reason for this apparent excep-
tion to the rule.—The suggestions in regard
to hiving swarms are both seasonable and
reaeonabie. Sheets placed handy, during

the swarming time, will be often needed, es-
pecially where a large number of hives are
worked for box honey.

HOW MRS. HARRISON MAKES BEES.

/p|iUR bees are fully up to the times —booming.
||SI) We have had some very fine days for honey,

but they were like angels' visits, few and far

between. Wo had not as many bees as we wanted,

but concluded not to buy, but raise them, as we had
the "seed." The sugar-barrel will do to tie to every

time, when bees are to be made. It has yielded nec-

tar in our apiary all the season, whenever the flow-

ers failed to " give it down." These " sugar-made "

bees are now ready for business (May 16th), but as

we had a sharp frost last night, we may expect little

nectar for them to work upon.
We have used all sorts of contrivances to feed in

-^ little pans with muslin tied over the top, old fruit-

cans, Mason jars with perforated covers, and about

a dozen Langstroth feeders. In bad weather our

partner fed the bees, and invariably remarked, as

he came in, " Langstroth's head is level every time;

his feeder is the boss." We could use the pint Ma-
son jar without leakage, by putting them on almost

any way, but failed with the larger size, as the per-

forated covers must be exactly level, and our hives

have an inclination to the front, as they should, to

accelerate moisture running out, the carrying-out of

debris, etc. The perforated covers for pints are a

gem, ready for an emergency at any time. I have
never noticed that " perspiration hardens buckskin

gloves." Propolis does; but when it gets too thick I

pick and scrape it off; and when they are warm, they

are sufficiently soft.

wiRE-CLOTri veils; effect on the eyes.

I think you made a "mistaken," as our little girl

says, when you speak of the " injurious effects on
the eyes," by using green wire cloth as protectors.

The Maker of the eye dresses all nature in green.

Peoria, 111., May 16, 1882. MRS. L. Harrison.

I presume the feeder referred to is the
wooden box with float, for that is the prin-
cipal one I remember to have seen recom-
mended by friend Langstroth. I entirely

agree with you, my friend, in regard to the
propriety of making bees by means of the
sugar-barrel, in place of buying them.—

I

know green is a good color for the ej;es, but
I should prefer it in the shape of green
fields, rather than on wire cloth an inch or
two from one's face ; but as I never use a
veil, I presume I am not a competent judge.

KILLING OFF THEIR DRONES, AND THEN SWARMING
THE SAME DAY.

It is the first time my husband or myself ever

hived any bees. We had splendid luck ; not one sting

have I received yet. I always expect to keep bees
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for the pleasure of working with them, if nothing

else. I imagine they would be very profitable in this

country if properly cared for. Our prairies are

covered with flowers. I inclose order for your A B
C. I don't know that the instructions would apply

to our bees here, as they act so differently from the

bees North. Nothing I have ever read will apply to

them. One hive was killing the drones, and bring-

ing them out. I remarked to my husband, " That
hive won't swarm, for the Ijooks say you needn't

look for any when that is the case." In less than an
hour a very large swarm came out of that very

hive.

We have a nice place here for bees, and I'll let you
know in the fall how we have succeeded the first

year. V. L. Hubert.
Winnton, Gonzales Co., Tex., April 1, 1882.

I believe, my friend, I have quite a talent
for studying up some reasonable explanation
for every phenomenon in bee culture, but the
case you mention is almost too much for me.
When a queen has been superseded, they
often kill off their drones as soon as she be-
gins to lay, for they then have no further
need of them ; but why they should kill them
off just before they were going to swarm, I

can not imagine.

To-day I have fastened fdn. on some frames, and
was surprised to see how easily I could do it the first

time trying. I think the fdn. is very nice. My
bees are working nicely to-day.

Mrs. a. Knowlton.
Saunemin, 111., April 27, 1883.

SPRING FEEDING, BUCKEYE HONEY,
POIiLEN, ETC.

FEEDING BEES IN THE SPRING; DOES IT PAY?

fp COMMENCED feeding, early in March, in the

Ji{[ open air, grape sugar dissolved. The bees

took it 20 days in March; the rest of the

month was too cool for them to fly. Then I fed up
to the 9th of April; then a cold wave from the north

struck us, and the bees could not fly till the 2od.

About the 18th of April I examined my bees, and
the strongest had brood in V or 8 combs, and were
starving to death. They were uncapping the brood,

and eating the food from the young bees. I didn't

think they would consume so much food as they do.

I learned something, and think it pays to teed in the

spring. Now, my bees were starving, and what to

do was the question. I had sugar in the house, but
no feeders; so I made syrup from brown sugar, and
turned back the cover and poured the syrup over
the bees twice a day till they could fly; so by the

first of May the strongest was full, and starting

queen-cells.

BUCKEYE HONEY.
1 told you I was going to get some buckeye honey,

and I did. It is good too. We had some for supper
and breakfast. I should like to have had you here

to get a taste. It is as white as linn, and has the

best taste of any honey I ever ate. But I think the

crab apple has something to do with the flavor.

The buckeye has a pod about inches long and 3 in

in diameter at the base, and has from 100 to 150

flowers on a pod; commenced blooming May 2, and is

at its height now, May ITth, and I think, from the

appearance this morning, that it will last 10 days yet.

RED POLLEN.

Will some one please tell me what kind of a flower

it is from which bees get a deep-red pollen in May?
I think honey, too, for the most of them get small

loads. It is not from buckeye, crab apple, nor dan-

delion. I can't find the flower.

Tell neighbor II. we want to know how many of

those 5 colonies he wintered that he made last May.
Oakley, Iowa, May 17, 1882. Wm. Malone.

It seems to me, friend M., that the moral
of your feeding experience is, that, when one
commences, he had better keep on.—I saw,
a few days ago, a buckeye-tree humming
with bees; and where there are great num-
bers of them, it may doubtless prove quite
an item.—I can not remember of having
seen a dark-ved pollen.—The first of May,
neighbor II. had all his live colonies in what
I should call pretty fair condition ; but, sad
to say, one of them died of dysentery during
the month of May. Uf course, they might
have been saved had any one kept an eye on
them.

it ^-
4€H m-

Or Department for tliO!>>e wl»o don't Sign
XIieLr Names.

f'
SENT a letter to you the first week in April,

with one dollar inclosed for the ABC, and have
'~' never heard any thing from you nor the money.
This is the second time that I have been duped this

way. It is very discouraging for a man to send

money and receive no value. I had intended to send

for 2 or 3 queens, but I am afraid to risk it, as I am
a poor man, and have to work very hard, and have a

large family to provide for, and am not well able to

work at this time. It goes hard for me to lose the

money. Henry Simon.
Hopewell, Bedford Co., Pa., May 15, 1882.

My good friend, I have no doubt but that
you are a poor man, and have to work very
hard for a living ; and I agree with you, that
you ought to have all you have paid for;
but, please let me suggest it would be well
to be careful about calling your friends
''dupes," until you know the fault is not
your own. Such words hurt and sting, and
when they are applied to some one who is

working hard to be honest and fair with all

men, they discourage more than you think
for. Children are sometimes hardened by
being scolded when they are not in the least
at fault, and I have wondered if men and
women are not sometimes hurt in the same
way. Friend y., just imagine our girls, dur-
ing the care and hurry and worry of busi-
ness, running here and there, hunting sub-
scription lists and postal guides, and writing
to postmasters, just because you have been
so careless, and then to receive, as reward
for doing the best they could, a letter like
the above. Here is the letter you wrote, or-

dering your book, with every scrap of writ-
ing there was on the sheet :

—
A. I. Root, dear Sir,—

Inclosed you find one dollar for the A B C of Bee
Culture. As I want to become acquainted with the

management and working of the honey-bee, please
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forward as soon as possible. My postofflce is Hope-
well, Bedford Co., Pa.

Hopewell, Pa., March 3, 1883.

We are very mucli obliged indeed for tell-

ing so plainly where your postoffice is, but
you see, friend 8., a postofflce without a man
to it doesn't do us very much good.

H. A. BURCH & CO.

GOOD NEWS THIS TIME.

f'HE following in substance was received

,
a few days ago :

—
I wrote H. A. Burch & Co. that I would take 16 lbs.

of fdn. for the $7.00 they owed me, aad they sent mc
161/^ lbs. Edw. Williams.
Fish Hook, Pike Co., 111., May 12, 1883.

On receipt of it we at once wrote to Jiurch
& Co., telling them how we rejoiced to hear
such reports, and asking if we could be of
any assistance in any way. The following
is their reply: —
Yours of the 17th came duly. In reply we will say,

that we are doing now, as we did last season, all in

our power to satisfy all just claims against us. The
same day we shipped Mr. Williams his fdn., we sent

to three others, to all of whom we put in extra

weight. We claim nothing more than common hon-

esty in doing this, and only regret that we are un-

able to meet all claims in the same way. While this

subject has been so kindly brought to our notice^ by
yourself, we can not refrain from saying a word
about the events of 1881. While the loss of our bees,

and other untoward circumstances, had materially

delayed us in filling orders, a year ago we were
straining every nerve to catch up with orders, and
had given every assurance in our power, both to our
customers and to yourself, that every order should

be faithfully filled, and as speedily as possible. All

we needed was the patience and confidence of our
patrons in order to work out of the dilemma. But,

as you well know. Gleanings contained statements
which aroused suspicion and inflamed prejudice, and
we were at once placed in a position from which we
could not extricate ourselves. While this worked
great injustice to ourselves, we did not then, nor do

we now, regret it so much on[that account as we did

for the loss and hardships which it entailed upon our
customers. But the past has fled, and can never be
recalled; and we have no further complaints to

make, no reproaches to offer. We have set reso-

lutely to work to do whatever lies in our power to

satisfy those who sent us money in good faith for

the goods we offered for sale.

So far as assistance is concerned, there is nothing
that would so effectively aid us as to be set right be-

fore the bee fraternity, whose good opinion we shall

ever strive to merit, and for whom we cherish a fra-

ternal regard. H. A. Burch & Co.

South Haven, Mich., May 30, 1882.

Now, friends, inasmuch as nothing will
contribute so much to this conlidence men-
tioned, as a knowledge of the fact that or-
ders are being filled, we request you will all

send us a brief note, as .fast as your orders
are filled. I, too, think no good can come
from any moire reproaches and fault-finding;
and as our friends are again filling orders,
why not, at least for the present, let the past
drop?

FRA^IES OF FDN. MADE ON THF GIVEN
PRESS.

WILL THEY STAND SHIPMENT?

KECEIVED 100 L. frames from D. S. Given,

made on his press. There were about 25 per-

fect frames; 25 somewhat cracked, 25 badly
cracked, and torn from wires, and the rest of them
were useless. 1 cut them into starters for sections.

Those that were good, I liked better than the fdn.

made on rollers, as the bees worked them out soon-

er. I did not make much complaint to Mr. Given,

as I did not think he was so much to blame as the

railroad company was in handling them in trans-

portation. The frames mentioned above were used
last year. I for one do not think it very profitable

to buy them very far from home.
C. H. Parker.

Coldbrook Springs, Mass., May 4, 1883.

REPORT FROM ANOTHER FRIEND.

In reply to your repeated inquiry for reports from
such as have bought frames of fdn. manufactured
by the Given process, I will say that I bought, last

year, 100, and have the greater part on hand now,
our last fall's crop being a total failure. Although
I like the fundamental idea of the Given process

very much, and find the fdn. very nice, the general

workmanship and condition of the goods is not such
as to induce me to buy more. The woodwork is

rough, now and then a wire broken, and nearly al-

ways 1 find the wires too loose to be of good service.

I take hold of the wire under the bottom-bar, and
twist a loop into it to tighten it. I think I could do a

better job, if I had a press myself. The great draw-
back in the present way of manufacturing wired
frames on the Given press is, in my humble opinion,

the necessity of pressing the fdn. on slack wires In

half-finished frames, and then finishing the frame. I

wire my frames by hand, so taut as to make them
sing, and then lay them on the fdn. and imbed the

wires by hand, and such a frame is a pleasure to

look at. The Given press is good enough to make
one wish for a press, even if the fdn. has to be fas-

tened by hand. But a hand wired and filled frame,

such as I make, is a hundred per cent superior to

those I bought ready made of Given. The frames
shipped tolerably well, but many sheets were par-

tially loose, and needed straightening and pressing

in of wires around the edges. If the Given press

were ever perfecteJ so as to press sheets of wax on
tightly strung wires in finished frames, it would be
the best fdn. machine in the world, and I would buy
no other, if I ever bought any. But I am afraid it

can never be so perfected. The wires would be cut,

and frames could not be got loose from the press.

Terre Haute, Ind., May 9, 1883. T. H. Kloer.

I fear your faith is small, friend Kloer, in
what the rising generation are going to do,
especially in the line of bee culture. If our
farming friends have got machinery to cut
and bind grain successfully, surely we can
turn out finished frames of wired fdn., suffi-

ciently perfect to please anybody, and we
are going to do it at a moderate price too.
We are working at it " like bees," all over
our land, and who will say what the next
few years will not do? Some other reports
have been received; but as their general
tenor is about the same, we do not give
them.

i
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This department is to be kept for the benefit of those who are
dlssatistled ; and when anythini? is amiss, I liope von will '

' talk
right out. " As a lule. we will ouiit uamt'S auii addresses, to
avoid being too personal.

f
RECEIVED the book by express, with or after

paying charges of 80 cts. I must confess that— you have curious ways of doing business. I or-

dered my goods by mail, and sent money to pay for

them at your advertised rates. I sent for A B C in

paper, and you say that you take the liberty of send-

ing cloth instead of what I ordered, as though I did

not know what I wanted myself. If I had ordered

A B C in cloth, I would say nothing about it; but I

did not, and I want my money. .And then you say

I have balance left due me. That surely is a nice

way to use my money in goods that I did not order,

and leave balance in your own hands, and make me
pay a big bill of expressage. I am not at all satisfied,

and I want you to make it right at once, or quit your
loud claims of fair dealing. I at first said I would
send the goods back, but I was reminded by a friend

that you would then have both goods and my mon-
ey, and that you would charge for expressage both
ways, and for that reason, in part, I took them. I

have noticed in the journal time and again your
loud professions of fair dealings; now I will see

what you will do. I want nothing but what is right.

I claim that there is due me from you as follows:

overcharges on A B C, ~3 cts. ; balance due me, 14

cts.; total, 36 cts. You will please forward this

amount in three-cent postage-stamps at once. I hope
we will have no quibbling about this, but that you
will respond at once and redeem your honor..

J. L. RUTHERFOIO.
Campbellsburg, Ind., April 24, 1883.

I confess, friend E., I was a good deal
" riled " when I read the above ; but I think
we may get some good lessons from it after
all, because it strikes on several of the vital
points that enter into almost all troubles in
business transactions. We are all forgetful;
and when stirred up, as you doubtless were
when you wrote, we forget to take into con-
sideration the fact that we may be mistaken.
You say,

—

" I ordered my goods by mail, and sent money
enough to pay for them at your advertised rates."

Friend R., you did not send one cent of
postage for the foundation, and not nearly
enough for the section boxes. The postage
on these two alone would almost pay the ex-
press. The closing words of your order are
these :

—
" If you can put the goods all in one package, and

send them cheaper, and get them to me just as quick
as by mail, I give you liberty to do so. My pobtoffice
or express olhce is," etc.

Po you not see how sadly you had forgot-
ten? You did send enough for the clothABC
book by mail ; but as the weight of the oth-
er goods would bring the postage up to $1.2-5

or over, we of course sent by express as you
said (and you will notice we saved you 4.S

cents by so doing); and as the cloth-bound
are very much more durable, I directed the
clerk to put one in instead of paper, mean-
ing to give it you at tlie same price, as a sort
of pleasant surprise, as I often do Avlien a
customer buys a number of articles. By

mistake, you were charged the price of a
cloth A B C when the bill was made out, and
this little omission provoked you, and called
forth the above unkind letter. " How great
a matter a little tire kiiidleth!'' Tlie next
time [ take the liberty of sending people
more than they pay for, I will try to have it

plainly stated.
There are three points in your letter I want

to speak of. First, you command me, per-
emptorily, to return your money. No one
likes to be so commanded, and the disposi-
tion rises up strongly within me to say,
" Let's see you get it!'' Secondly, you say
you don't want any '' quibbling." I am
rather sorry this word quibbling has been
recently used as commonly as it is. Once in
a great while the word is needed ; but I am
sure it is never needed between gentlemen,
or even respectable business men. Third
and last, you meditated returning the goods,
because of these imagined wrongs. Sending
goods back, under such circumstances, or
under any circumstances, without iirst hav-
ing informed the sender, and getting his
consent, is upon a par with taking an ax and
smashing a neighbor's property because you
have a grudge against him. I do not know
how the custom started, but it is, to my
mind, one of the most unreasonable and un-
kind things I ever heard of being done.
Write the shipper, if j'ou choose, that the
goods do not please, and are subject to his
orders ; but never send them back until told
to do so, unless you are ugly enough to set
his house on lire, poison his dog, or some-
thing e(iually bad. A boy once pushed an-
other into the mud. The muddy one got up
quietly, and went along by his side as if

nothing had happened. ''"Why didn't you
push him into the mud, to pay him back V

"

said a looker-on. " Because there would
have been two suits of clothes to wash, in-

stead of one," was the philosophic rejoinder.
Dear friends, are there not troubles and
mistakes enough, even if we all keep pleas-
ant, and avoid doing any thing for spite V

SOITIE KIND WORDS FROM A nillVISTER.

BEES AMONG THE CLERGY.

W HAVE some one and two banded fellows that

J8|[
stung a Methodist ministtr who also keeps
bees, and who is my dear friend, very severely

the other day. I think he intended to show off a

little, and his great boldness caused him the annoy-
ance of an enormous upper lip, and cheeks that

made him look like an orang-outang. It is a good
joke on him. I can say, I have not been stung in 15

years; and why? Because I protect myself proper-

ly. You could not get me into the pulpit with a
nose like a flst, or closed eyes, and I simply do not

give the bees a cbance when I perform with them.
FEEDING PAYS.

I have been feeding to breed up, and I can tell you
it paj'S. I have some hives that could now occupy
25 frames. Box hives, and. In fact, all hives that are

not properly cared for, will be lost this and next
week if they are not already gone. There Is no
honey coming in now, and the bees were without
much for some time. I saw two swarms out of

their hives at my neighbor's, and he thought that
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my bees were driving- them out and robbing them,

while the fact was, they had no more honey. He
gave them a little, and they returned. He had 38,

and now has 7. 1 had stocks that did not have two

pounds of honey in October, and very few bees; and

when I fed them, my ingenuity was taxed to the ut-

most to keep out robbers, yet now they are strong-.

All seem to have a good word for your strain of

bees. I get my supplies from friend Chas. H. Rue,

of Manalapan, N. J., and the hives he has made for

me were never surpassed in workmanship; and his

bees are just beauties.

You'll hear from me anon. All the boys and girls

seem to be interested in Blue Eyes, and It affects

me too. I have also a Blue Eyes, 4 years to-day,

her birthday, and we had chocolate. My parents

live in Wisconsin; and when I go "West to see them,

I'll call and see Blue Eyes and all the rest, and also

those who serenade the newly married couple with

the constellations of the heavens; and if Gleanings
is a good index, I expect, to meet merry Christians,

merry hearts, merry bees, and merry sunshine all

around.
TOBACCO.

I find no reaction yet on my system from giving

up the use of tobacco, though I formerly smoked al-

most automatically, and all the time.

Stephen J. Harmeling.
Spotswood, N. J., April 7, 1883.

THE HAIiF-STORY SIMrilCITY, AGAIN.

SOMETHING FROM THE MAN WHO INVENTED IT AND
USES IT, AS DESCRIBED ON PAGE 336.

HAVE used the half-story since 1876, and that,

too, with veneer stuff for sections. In the first

place, I used as a honey-rack, the slotted bot-

tom [see cut on p. 337, May No.]; there is, when set

on the hive, just % in. space from top of brood-

frames to the bottom of bottom-bar of rack, leaving

space for bees to pass over between the ranges of

brood-combs to the openings between ranges of

sections above. Now, 4 sections just fill the space

between the two little strips nailed across at each
end of the slotted bottom, which also answer for

separator rest; and 7 rows of boxes fill the rack.

If your boxes are just 3 inches wide, it will leave

about li inch play, which is exactly as we want
them; because, when filled with honey they will be
very apt to be more or less propulized down to the

bottom-bars. Now, being a little loose, a slight

crowding sidewise easily starts them loose, and one

box, or all of them, may be removed, and new ones
replaced, without paying any attention to the sep-

arators, they being held in place by being dropped
In between the sections. The rack, when filled with

sections and covered down with your enamel cloth,

incloses the bees inside the boxes, leaving no space

for them to get outside and soil the sections, they

being, when filled, as bright and clean as when they

left the shop. For tiering up, it is unsurpassed.

After the bees get well started in the sections, and
are crowded for room, have another rack prepared
with sections and separators in place. Now lift off

the rack in which your bees are working, and put
on the prepared rack in its place. Now, to make
your racks tier up nicelj% and prevent those bits of

comb containing honey on the bottom-bars of the

removed rack, with partly filled sections, from soil-

ing the top-bars of the lower tier of sections, rest

one end of removed rack on your scrap-receiver,

and with your knife, or the box-scraper described

on your S5cent counter (which is such an article as

I use), scrape off the bits of wax and comb on bot-

tom-bar, not being particular about getting it all off

down clean, as I have made provisions for that in

not letting the top of the section come up to the top

of rack within 3-33 of an inch. Now place the rack
on top of the new rack already on the hive, and you
have double surplus capacity; and in like manner
you can tier up to any amount, all of which can be
done in much less time than it takes me to write it.

Used as a hive in swarming-time, if the bee-keeper

should run short of hives, and has a surplus of

racks, he can lift out the loose bottoms, pile two to-

gether, hang his frames in the rabbets at the ends

of racks prepared for them; set it on a loose board,

put on enamel cloth and a hive-cover, and he has a

hive as compact in every particular as one made es-

pecially for that purpose. To use as a half-story

for feeding, or for winter packing, lift out the loose

bottom, put in your chaff cushions or absorbents,

and, as far as the top packing is concerned, your
bees are ready for winter.
This is not mere theory, but my actual practice,

having wintered my bees on their summer stands in

plain Langstroth hives, with those racks for top

packing for the last 4 years, not losing over 3 per

cent in winter of 1879 and '80, as my neighbors can

testify. Thus you see the rack is in continual use

throughout the year, requiring no storage room.

This is a plain statement of facts (hurriedly jotted

down), which any one visiting my apiary can see in

use in all the different styles I have described.

In looking over my back volumes of Gleanings,
the following parties send you their ideas, for

which you reward them as follows; March, 1878,

Carlin's foundation-cutter, a ten-cent article, $10.00;

April, 1878, Hains' feeder, a five and ten cent article

(as per your price list), $10.00; June, 1878, $35.00 for

Dunham feeder; July, 1878, $35.00 to Scoville for

queen-cage, and others. After seeing those awards,

I must say I concluded you must have overlooked

some of its merits, or else you thought my inven-

tion of little importance, by the price you set on it.

Warrensville, O., April 37, 1883. Wm. H. Fry.

Friend F., I thank 5'ou for the additional
facts from practical experience yon have
given ns in regard to your invention ; but
still, I would go back and repeat what I
said last month, and, if I am correct, when
tiered up you still have a 3-32 for the bees
to get over the lower sections and propolize
them. The two inventions you have men-
tioned, for which I paid $25.00 each, were
never used at all, and, in fact, so many I
thought at first glance were meritorious,
have been soon superseded or discarded, I

have become a little careful of late. The
Parker fdn. fastener, I first paid $-5.00 for;
and as it came into general use, I have since
paid him $10.00 more. If your half-story
comes into general use, I will gladly pay you
$25.00 more. Some of you may think this a
rather poor way of doing, but it is the best I

know how. I am always ready to pay cash
for articles, or devices and inventions, that
I think valuable, that I may give them to

you through the journal. Of course, I can
not do this on patented articles, for these are
not given to the public.
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WATEK FOR BEES IN AVINTEK.

^jOj^URING the past winter, which has been mild

Mr)) and pleasant, our bees wt-'iit for water the

first thing when thej' could flj' at all; and
they often went on days so cold that many were
lost on the water when they had filled themselves

with cold water. To remedy the loss, we hung bur-

lap sacks on the bank of the ditch, part of the sack

in the water, which gave the bees a dry foothold to

fly from. The nearest water to the bees is an irrigat-

ing ditch 3 or 4 rods from my apiary. There has

not been a week since Feb. 1st, but that the bees

have carried water, more or less, and are at it now.
Many lost on water this morning. The winter of

1880-'81 was a long cold one, when the bees did not

flj' much, and we often saw them come to the door
of their hives and sip snow water, and drips from
the roofs of the hives, and we ofien furnished it to

them by pouring or sprinkling it at the door of their

hives. Our experience is, that bees need water as

Avell as any kind of stock, and that in this dry cli-

mate they must have water for brood-rearing also.

R. H. Khodes.
Arvada, Jeff. Co., Col, April 13, 1883.

My attention was first called to my hives by sounds
from the bees in them, indicating uneasiness. On
examination, I found satisfactory indications of

brood-rearing, as near as I could do so without open-
ing the hives. It being too cold to warrant a disturb-

ance of the bees with safety. I Immediately gave
them water by filling some flasks, and putting pieces

of clean cotton cloth into the mouths of each, a la

lamp-wicks, and pushing the wicks Into the en-

trances of the hives, capillary attraction conveying
the water through the cloth, within reach of the

bees. They soon found the bottles, and in a few
minutes stopped their "scolding." I have supplied

my bees with water in this way once before, my at-

tention having been directed to their wants, by ob-

serving them search for water at the time of their

having a flight, early in March of last year. I then
found one colony breeding, and uneasy, while the

others showed no indications of brood, and were
perfectly quiet. I gave water to the colony that was
raising brood, and they were quiet until they com-
menced Hying regularly, in April following. As
this question of watering bees in winter is being
discussed at the present time in Gleanings, I

should like to be informed if I am correct in the con-
clusion, that only those bees that are rearing brood,
absolutely require water in winter or spi'ing, other-
wise than what is contained in their honey; or, In

other instances, at such times as they can not ob-

tain it outside of their hives, except when confined
to their hives in hot weather. Jas. F. Latham.
Cumberland, Me., April, 1883.

I think j'ou and Mr. Comings hit it exactly. I be-

lieve the time will soon come when water will be
considered necessary, and will be provided for bees
at all times, when thej' can not fly to the brooks. I

believe that bees should and can be made so com-
fortable and quiet, by having all their wants sup-
plied in their hives in winter and spring, that very
few will venture out at the risk of losing their lives;

and if long confinement makes them uneasy in such
winters as 1881 and 'S3, and a supply of water will

not remedy that, then I think a room (or rooms), say
anywhere from 10 to 15 feet square, warmed and
lighted, with no outside windows to let in the light,

could be so arranged as to put in one.hive at a time,

and give them a good fly, and have them all get back
into the hive again. "Who will try it, if the next

winter is a long one? I think I will for one.

My bees acted just as j'ours did after the first

frost, and once since. They came out as soon as the

sun shone ; and though the creek Is not 30 rods away,

yet the cold wind would not allow them to\go
there, and they went into the grass, and ground
close around the hi^'cs, and seemed in such'a hurry
I thought at first some disease had got hold of Ihem

;

and Indeed, quite a numbergot chilled and lost their

lives in their eagerness to hunt water — poor fel-

lows ! N. N. Shepakd.
Cochranton, Pa., May 3, 1883.

In regard to water, I believe it would
pay to have it where the bees can get to it

without going out into tlie wind, almost ev-
ery day in the year. When so cool they
could not fly, of course it must be given
them in the hives, if they have it at all.

—

You can i)ut several swarms in a room, friend
S., as 1 have proved.

CLER<;VITIEN AS BEE-E£i EPEKS.

AVITH A FEW COXCLUDING WORDS TO OUR OLD
FRIEND MR. LANGSTROTH.

flHE need of variety in study and exe

ogniac'd in all departments, in oi

xercisc is rec-

order to the
^^ highest success. No one knows his business
or profession thoroughly unless he knows something
outside of it as well. Those who pursue a regular

routine of study especially, need some little employ-
ment aside from their professional course, which
will furnish exercise and development for the physi-

cal constitution; otherwise they will likely become
both mentally and physically warped or dwarfed. If,

at the time of securing manual exercise, such an
employment can be selected which will yield a pleas-

ing diversion, and lead one Into a cognate field of

study, and also furnish something very agreeable to

the palate, and remunerative to the pocket, what
shall we say of the gain? Much every way. Pleasure
and profit, exercise and diversion, study and practice,

food and refreshment, are all most happily combined.
If any one can suggest any one thing that will com-
bine all these features more nicely than bee-keeping,

according to the latest improvements, I will set my
colonies to one side and take It up.

I am glad to see, among the number of those in-

terested in apiculture, so man j' physicians, who must
see some points of special interest in the work,
viewed from the standpoint of the if profession.

There is no one, however, who, it seems to me,
could take more real pleasure in some little di-

gression of this kind, than clergymen. When I was
entering upon my duties as a pastor, I found my
brethren each having his little care, some keeping
a nice garden, and making a specialty of some ber-

ry, others keeping chickens, and reading the poultry
magazines with avidity; but It Occurred to me that

there was nothing that I would like so well as 6«e-

keeplng. There were so many points in their favor,

not like chickens scratching my garden all up, and
needing to be fed three times a day, and requiring as

much attention one day as another, the whole year,

winter as well as summer; and if you are away,
your wife must do this work, increasing her burdens

;

yes, and then often, when she would like to go along,
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you look bland, and say, " Oh, yes ! but some one
must stay to feed tbe chickens," I can g-o out and
take her with me. Then how interesting the work
is ! one finds that, unconsciously, he is becoming so

intensely interested that some one will say, " Why,
he's enthusiastic." Then there's danger that he will

forget that he is a minister, and imagine he is a bee-

keeper. What a satisfaction it is when one's friends

come to " see a body," to take them out into the

apiary, and show them the wonders of modern bee-

keeping, and see them stare and wonder where you
learned so much, and how different now and then,

and tell them that you read Langstroth and Quinby
and Cook and Gleanings, and then practice what
you read. I must not forget, however, that it was
Rev. Dr. Van Eaton (deceased), of York, N. Y., a

very able and successful apiarist, who gave me my
first lesson in the work. I found at first that I would
have to guard against seeming too much interested

and too enthusiastic in the work, lest I should incur

criticism and censure; but who does not want to be
warm-hearted, whole-souled in every thing? and I

think there is no industry in which there are really

more whole-souled men and unselfish women en-

gaged than in bee-keeping.

One thus situated may not feel at liberty to use all

the anecdotes and illustrations from the apiary that

might present themselves, for setting out a discourse,

lest his people might think that his mind was run-

ning too much in the "bee line," and that, whilst

they liked honey from the apiary very well, would
prefer sermons from some other source. These
need not, however, be lost. Last summer, in com-
ing up the St. Lawrence by boat, I fell in with a

young brother from LTtica. In speaking of the mat-
ter of illustrations, I told him there was one which
I did not feel free to use; but as there was neither

patent nor copyright on it, he might have free use
of it. The search for a stingless honey-bee has been
rewarded only in finding a poor worthless creature,

and so the search for stingless preachers has result-

ed about as favorably. Preachers who do not wound
whilst sending home the arrows of truth, and deal-

ing out words quick and powerful, sharper than a

two-edged sword, are certainly about as valuable as

a hive of stingless bees. But as a little honey is a

ready remedy, so the wound itself carries its healing

balm in itself. " He wounds to heal." " Good !

"

says he, and, out with note-book and pencil, added,
" I'll use that some time on the defensive." If he is

inclined to pursue the study of entomology, there is

perhaps no field more inviting or fruitful; and when
a friend comes and sees a nice plate of honey on
your table, he is delighted. " Your own production?"

"Oh, yes ! certainly." And why should he not have
something of his own with which to bless others?

The blessings of the sick, whose hearts are gladden-

ed by a little taste of the balm of a thousand flowers

from the minister's apiary, is treasure laid up in

heaven. What we have used on our own table, with

what I have had the pleasure of giving away, has

paid me well for all my labor.

The points in favor of bee-keeping as a little in-

dustry for ministers, may be summed up then as

follows :
—

1. It is in the best possible keeping with his great

work in life as a minister. 1 know of nothing that

could harmonize more completely with the dignity

and nobility of his high calling. If properly con-

ducted, it will prove a great help, a valuable adjunct

to his profession.

2. The least capital is needed for beginning. The
smaller the beginning, generally, the better. One
hive is sufiicient.

3. The most rapid increase of capital stock, under
careful management; if stock is desired, they will

increase very rapidly, especially by artificial swarm-
ing.

4. The greatest returns for the least outlay of cap-

ital and labor; 100 per cent is good, but more may,
by skillful labor, be realized. They are the only

thing that I can find that will work for me, board
themselves, and, as a little rogue remarked at the
dinner-table, " cell " their own honey and give me
all the profits. One can keep 25 stocks of bees with
less labor than 25 chickens, and ten times the profits.

5. The production of an article the most beautiful

in appearance and most exquisitely delightful in

taste.

6. A staple, useful, healthful, salable commodity.
7. He is leai'ning from one of the least, but, at the

same time, one of the most beautiful and interest-

ing little beings in the universe. If we may learn

from the ant, much more from the honey-bee. Thoy
lead to direct lines of study and fields of thought
peculiarly their own, yet cognate to all his other

studies, and most valuable incentives to seek the

highest attainments in all departments. What a

field here for the entomologist 1

8. It gives him physical exercise, as a recreation

from sedentary habits and their evil tendencies. Un-
less he is a bungler, he will acquire a skill in the use

of tools which is not to be despised. Next to my
" book shop," in the front part of the house, I value

most highly my little work and " tool shop " in the

woodhouse.
9. The care of his apiary will fall most heavily at

just such a time as he will feel least like being in his

8tudy,and most like being out,building up for another

year—June, July, and August. Few country pastors

have regular summer vacations, and a couple of

months with the bees is just about as good as a va-

cation during these hot days; he would go asleep

over his books, but not among the busy bees. This

allows him to be absent from home at almost any
other season of the year for a week or a month, as

may be necessary, and then his wife doesn't have to

stay to attend to them, but can go too.

10. The little revenue of a hundred dollars or more
each year will enable him to get some valuable

books, which will increase his own self-respect very

much, and may add greatly to the efficiency of his

ministry. A few weeks' labor in the summer may
furnish him all the books he can read during the

winter. A small steady revenue of this kind is bet-

ter than an interest in a gold mine (?), and some-

times, like the honey itself, it isn't hard to take.

Most men who preach have either to practice self-

denial in many things, such as the useless luxury of

books, or supplement their own salaries in some
such way, and thus help to support themselves in

order to enjoy the privilege of preaching the gospel.

I can not insure himthat, just about the time when
he is becoming vehement, and the trumpet waxing
louder and louder, a swarm of these golden birds

may not get to capering, and elope for parts un-

known; but he must take his losses with his gains.

If he extracts, he need have but little difficulty.

Besides, there are many other precautions he can

take. If he is at ITthly and finally, they may hang
on the bush until he responds to the Macedonian

ci-y. Of mine, I can testify that they are like a great
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many professors. If they do not keep the Sabbath

very well, they observe church hours any way, and,

so far as I know, either come out before I go to

church, or wait until after I come home. They may
some time, however, forg-et.

When I think of what clergymen have done for

other departments of thought, invention, science,

and art, aside from their own vocation, I need not

wonder that in Germany and elsewhere they are

among the most successful bee-keepers, contribu-

tors to magazines, inventors, etc.; and especially I

am happy to say, that the father of American bee-

keeping in America, like the father of all modern
republics who derive their model from Switzerland,

was a clergyman. When I was a boy, some 20 years

ago, in reading his book I was not more delighted

with the ideas it contained, than charmed with the

beautiful diction in which these ideas were ex-

pressed. It is one of the most readable books in the

English language. But, like most great men who
have lived in thought a generation or more In ad-

vance of their own, Mr. Langstroth was not allowed
to see realized in invention and successful practice

some of the most useful operations which to him
seemed among the possibilities of the future, but
are stationed among the attainments of to-day.

May we not hope that they may be enabled to do
much more for this department of honest gain than
any thing they have yet accomplished?
Sterling, N. Y., April, 1882. Rev. T. J. Allen.

BROIVES FROM A FERTILE Tl'ORKFR,
CAN FFRTIIilZF A QUEEN.

THE QUESTION APPARENTLY DECIDED.

fHAVE a queen which I have no doubt (but not
positive proof) was fertilized by a "fertile work-

' er's drone." Last tall one of my Holy-Land
queens from D. A. Jones, died, and the young queen
l-eing lost in mating in August, 1 did not discaver

'.he fact, being busy, until I had " that pest, a fer-

tile worker," and about 2000 drone larvtB in combs.
I gave them a queen in September, but preserved
the drone larvte. In Sept., 28th or 29th, I lost a queen
in trying to introduce her to a hybrid stock of four
frames; and as all the drones in my apiary had been
killed, except the fertile worker's drones, also in

the neighboring apiaries, as I learned by inquiry, I

concluded to raise a queen. So, taking a frame of

brood from the 4-frame stock, I gave it an unsealed
one from an Italian stock. They raised a line queen
which hatched out about Oct. 2tth or 25th; but the

weather being too cool for her to fly, she did not
come out until Nov. 6th. I saw her come to the en-

trance, and retreat; but in about Ave minutes more
she dashed out and eluded my sight. I examined
her next day about 10 a. m., and saw no sign of fer-

tility; but on the 12th I found eggs in about 50 cells.

The weather turning cold, I packed them for win-
ter. I have no doubt she mated with a drone from a
fertile worker, and I am further strengthened in

this view by the characteristics of her progeny.
They present the three yellow bands of the Italians,

with whitish hairs and smaller size, ana slender ab-

domen of the Holy-Land bees, and they stick to the
combs a little better than the latter, but not so well
as the Italians, and are the most vindictive bees I

ever met with. When their hive is opened they
sally out in a perfect fury, and woe to the man who
fears a mad bee then. They do not buzz around,

but thrust their javelins with the fury of a mad bull.

Will report their comparative working qualities in

the fall, if life and health are spared.

Enoch S. Arwin.
Bedford, Tarrant Co., Texas, April IT, 1882.

Many thanks, friend A. It would seem
that this additional evidence ought to settle
the question, that drones from a fertile work-
er are, after all, capable of fertilizing queens.
I believe this is the same conclusion arrived
at by Beiiepsche, years ago, anrl we have
finally, after years of discussing and experi-
menting, come back to his decision once
more.—J5y all means, give us further reports
in regard to these bees.

HONEY-PLiANTS OF CONNECTICUT, ETC.

A DISCUSSION IN REGARD TO THEIR RESPECTIA'E

MERITS.

^ WANT to say a word first about catnip. I see

M a great deal said about catnip as a honey plant.

Now, here in Connecticut I have watched it close-

ly for three years, and I have but very few times seen
honey-bees on it; but it is always loaded with the

white-headed bumble-bees, about as large as a drone-

bee. But
MOTHERWORT

is, in the time of bloom, always loaded down with

honey-bees. I can safely say, that I have seen 200

honey-bees on motherwort to one bee on catnip.

Catnip and motherwort much resemble each other,

and this may have led to mistakes. I do not say cat-

nip may not be valuable, but hero I do not see such
wonderful evidence of it.

SUMAC

>

I consider this one of our best honey-plants, com'
ing just after basswood, and continuing in bloom
for weeks, according to location, and always com'
pletely swarming with bees in the time of bloom.

Our bee-men say that a great deal of white clover

and basswood honey, sold as such, is in reality su-

mac. A patch of the bushes yields, I think, much
more bloom than the same ground in buckwheat(
and is much more eagerly sought after by the bees,

they working on it from morning till night. I think

that in this town there is 500 lbs. of sumac honey
gathered to one of catnip. Now, I have no sumac
seeds for sale, although I could load a cart in one
day with them. It is a rather troublesome bush in

pastures, although it can readily be destroyed by
plowing. It will grow in any rocky, bushj' soiU

and I think it would be as worthy of trial as many
other things. You speak of honey on oaks. Two
years ago the white-oak trees were covered with

bees. It seemed as if there was a swarm there.

TWO SWARMS IN TWO DAYS.

Did you ever know two large swarms to come out

of a hive in two days? Last summer, as I was away
at work, the children came and told me that the bees

had swarmed and gone into an old empty hive, about

four rods from their hive, and the next day a large

swarm came out of the same hive. Now, were they

mistaken ?

I have taken Gleanings since Jan. Isi. I like the

Home column; and now, friend Koot, a word of ad-

vice. Bo not work too hard. You know that the

Devil wants those people who are opposed to saloonst

etc., and who are doing the Lord's work, to wear
themselves out and kill themselves off as soon as
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possible; but it is as much a duty to take care of the

body as any other duty. The Lord wants workers,

for he says, "Pray the Lord of the harvest that he

may send laborers into his harvest." I think the

advice in Our Homes good and helpful to those who
are in the good way. I lilie the Tobacco Column.

There will be no tobacco smoke in heaven — the

smoke will be in the other place.

And there shall in no wise enter into it any thing that defileth
or maketh a lie.—Rkv. 21 : 27.

How do you think John Bunyan's Pilgrim would
have looked if he had presented himself at the little

wicket gate, or the house of the Interpreter, or the

Palace Beautiful, or even at the gate of the celestial

city, with a crooked pipe in his mouth about a foot

long ?

Now if, after this mass of chaff has been run
through the editorial fanning-mill, you find some
heads that are worth saving, well; if not, consign

It to the waste-basket. H. Perry.
Southbury, N. H. Co., Conn., April 29, 1883.

Friend P., you see we have found some
heads of value ; and, first and foremost, we
want to know what time of year it was when
you saw those bees at work on the wliite
oaks. Was it from bova-fide blossoms, or
from nut-galls, or oak-apples? I think the
trouble with your catnip is because your soil

is not favorable. To illustrate, I will men-
tion that we have sumac here, the kind that
bears red berries, red and sour, but 1 have
never yet been able to find a bee on it.—The
children were surely mistaken in thinking
that two large swarms came from the same
hive so close together, unless it was a stray
swarm that went in and came out again. If
the first one stayed in its hive, as I suppose
it did, you have given us a case of the " au-
tomatic swarming'' we were so eager to find
out about a few years ago.—I guess our
friend would have to put his pipe into his
pocket before he went in at the wicket gate,
and I am sure I don't know what he would
do with it afterward, if he got in.—Thanks
for your thoughtfulness in regard to my poor
self. I will try to remember it.

A REPORT OF ONK OF C.VNADA'S BIG
BKE-ITIEN.

RAISING THE HIVE FROM THE BOTTOM-BOARr> FOR
CELLAR WINTERING.

^pHHERE are not many of us bee-keepers who

Jl like to tell of our failures in bee culture. Well,

I have failed very often in bringing my bees
through the winter when left on their summer
stands with little or no protection. Since I have
adopted cellar wintering I have succeeded very well.

Perhaps it would not be amiss to give a report on
the last season, 1880, as I neglected sending one in.

I have kept bees for ',13 years, and I find it a very
interesting and profitable business. In 1880 there
were great failures throughout the country in the
honey crop, and I shared the fate of others in that

respect. I had very little honey that season. I had
quite an increase in swarms by natural and artificial

swarming, as I began the season with 160 swarms,
and in the fall had increased to 330. When I came
to examine them in the fall I found quite a number
too weak to go into winter quarters, so I united 30

with others, which then left 300 colonies. I sold to

Rutherford, of Strathroy, 43 of the best colonies I

had. On the 15th of November I put my remaining
257 in the cellar, and left them there till the 3d of

March, when I took out 127, and the remainder on
the first of April, some in good condition; but, a

few died for want of stores, and some spring-

dwindled, and left their hives, brood and all, and
went into other hives, which added to their strength,

and left a lot of white comb for summer use.

Now we have our bees through to April 20, 1881,

and doing well, and along comes Dr. Nugent and his

bee-man, from Strathroj', very anxious to buy bees,

as they were scorce then in this part of the country.

I sold him 150 colonies, and 50 to others, which left

me 20 culls. My sale of bees amounted to over $1500.

How is that, Mr. Editor, for a Canadian bee-keeper ?

I increased by artificial swarming to 71 colonies last

summer. The past season was an extra one for

honey.

The hive T use Is the Ontario, a two-story hive of

my own invention. I extract principally from the

top story, except in case the brood-hive has too

much honey, then extract to make room for breed-

ing.

My bees are now in good condition. 1 set them in

the cellar about the 15th of November last fall. I

put them up half an inch from bottom-board, leav-

ing plenty of space for foul air to pass off without

having any upward ventilation. I have wintered

eight years this way successfully. I never wintered

with better success in my life than the past winter.

I lost one hive ; all the rest are in splendid condition,

lean not see what the long cold winter has to do
with success, so long as the bees are in a proper

condition, and have a good laying queen, and are kept

in a dark dry warm cellar, well ventilated. I have
not yet lost one strong colony thus prepared, having

plenty of good sealed honey directly above the

brood-nest. I have tried various plans of wintering,

but am in favor of the cellar so far.

Lobo, Can., Mar. 30, 1883. Joseph Aches.

I think it is tiptop, friend A., for a Cana-
dian, or any other bee-keeper ; and I have
no doubt biit that many colonies have been
lost, both in the cellar and out of it, that
might have been saved had more ventilation
been given ; and your plan of giving abund-
ance at the bottom of the hive may be just
what is needed.

ITIARKETXNG HONEY.

HOW TO GET RID OF A CROP OF 5300 POUNDS.

S the honey harvest is near at hand, I should

like to offer a few thoughts on the above sub-

ject, believing that, if more attention were
paid by all the bee-keepers to building up a home
market tor their honey, that but a small portion of

our crop would have to be sent to the large cities,

and, as a consequence, our wholesale markets would
advance in price, and buyers seek our surplus, in-

stead of producers seeking a buyer. In order to

give facts and not mere theory, I will tell you how
I created a home market. Last July, being busy
with my bees, and not having time to go myself, I

sent my father to a village of 3500 inhabitants, nine

miles distant, with a load of honey put up in one-

quart Mason fruit-jars. Right here I wish to say,

that I believe Mason fruit-jars the very best thing
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to sell extracted honey lu, while In a liquid state; it

looks so clear it will often tempt a person to buy
when almost any other package would fail to attract

attention; but when honey candies, then tin pails

are the best. To resume, I told him to sell it at pri-

vate houses for 60c per jar, and allow 10c for all jars

they wished to return or exchange. I also told him
to warrant it pure; and if any one still doubted, to

tell them he would give $1C0 if the jar contained

any thing put pure honey. As the people knew
nothing of extracted honey, most of them doubted

its being pure; some said tJiey had a recipe for mak-
ing honey; others, that they had been humbugged
enough, and many like expressions. Well, he man-
aged to sell all he took with him, scattering it

through the village. I waited about two weeks, to

let the honey advertise itself, when, having a day I

could spare, I went down with my father, taking

about fifty jars. We found a much more ready sale

than before —those who had purchased, speaking in

the highest praise of the honey, and advising their

neighbors to buy. Shortly after, we took down an-

other load, and told people this was our last trip;

and after this they could get my honey at the gro-

cery stores. As many expressed a wish to get some
in the fall for winter, I told them I would supply

them in $5.00 lots for Vi'ic per lb., they to furnish

something to put it in. Before I commenced to sell

any, I got some nice labels of A. I. Root, and put

one on each jar, so people would know my honey.

I then took my honey to the stores, telling them to

sell it at 60c, and I would allow them 10c per jar for

selling. I sold at home for 50c per jar, or filled their

own jars for 40c.

There is a country store near me where I do most
of my trading. I made a bargain with the merchant
to sell my honey and allow me the same as he got

for it, I taking it out in trade at his store. He sold

It for the same as I did at home. He sold about

$135.00 worth, which I consider just as good as cash.

I had about 5300 lbs. extracted, and 450 lbs. comb
honey. It was all sold at home, except two barrels,

which were shipped in November, and that could

readily have been sold at home if I had kept it.

I wish to impress upon bee-keepers the fact, that

it is a great mistake to wait till fall before putting

honey on the market. July and August were my
best months. Many working people will buy in the

summer who will not buy at all as soon as cold frosty

winds remind them that warm clothing must be
bought, the coal-bin needs filling, and . many ex-

penses they do not have in warm weather. It is also

a mistake to ask fancy prices. My honey netted me
a little over 121 2 c, which was better than selling a

a barrel or two for 16c or 20c per lb., and hav-

ing to ship the rest to some wholesale dealer. Now
let us all make an effort to keep our neighbors and
near villages supplied with honey. If we do not,

the increased consumption will not keep pace with

the increased production, and honey will go begging
a market in the larger cities. James Nipe.
Spring Prairie, Wis., May, 1882.

I believe friend N. is about right in the
matter, and very likely the Mason jar is the
package for selling in that kind of way ; for
the package being something that every
family wants, it costs virtually nothing. For
shipping honey long distances, however, the
Mason jar would be too heavy and too liable
to break, and we shall therefore, I think,
have to depend on tin, and putting it up as

ordinary canned goods. If the honey is can-
died hard, it would seem that it ought to
ship in the .Jones tin boxes ; but this, so far
as I know, seems to await testing. We now
have candied honey in tin boxes that is so
hard it can be turned upside down without a
particle of danger of stickiness ; but wheth-
er it will remain the same during the ex-
treme heat of summer or not, I have not yet
proven. If it will, these little boxes must
soon be a favorite for honey for a lunch, un-
less I am very much mistaken.

SHEPAKD'S SW.\R]niNG-BOX IN THE
HANOS OF THE ABC CLASS.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT PUTTING UP SECTIONS.

M S you have asked for the experience of those

Jj\ who use the Shepard hiving-box, and I have
' seen no replies, I will give you my experi-

ence. My box is made according to the engraving

on page 181, June number, 1878. It is 6x10, by 10

deep, inside measure, made of rough boards, with

half a dozen holes in each side. The handle is se-

cured to the bottom, and is about 7 feet long, and so

made as to take another in at a joint beveled on the

lower end. When I make another I will nail the

handle on the side.

My use of it has been different from Mr. Shepard's.

I have the bees alight on it, instead of getting them
on it after they have alighted. As soon as the bees

have begun to cluster, I jar them into the box until

they begin to alight on it, then set in a good posi-

tion for the bees to cluster and to be taken away;
then set my hive, or look out for other swarms.
This has been enough saving to pay for Gleanings
ten years yet. You cut no limbs and climb no lad-

ders. When the queen can not fly, I cage her with a

few bees, and place her on the box, when the bees

will follow, if placed among them.

PUTTING UP 4MX414 SECTIONS.

I think I have a better way of putting up sections

than given in your directions. I lay a bunch of sec
tions on the bench with the narrow strip at the left.

cn
Call this No. 1, and the others 2, 3, and 4, successive-

ly , for convenience in description. Take hold of No.

2 with both hands, thumbs above, fingers beloW;

raise it carefully to an angle of 60 degrees, bringing

it outside of No. 1; then, still retaining thes hold, tip

it in the other way; slide the left hand on to No. 1,

and take No. 4 in the right hand, and bring it up and
No. 1 forward until they join, when they may be

driven together with a tive-cent mallet.

I put up over 500 in 3 hours and 45 minutes, and

could do better than that with practice. I do not

know whether this would compare with your ex-

perts or not. The principle to be remembered is,

bring the wide pieces outside of the narrow ones.

Edinburg, O., May 13, 1882. Chas. R. Bingham.

I am very glad to hear of so good a report
of the swarining-box, friend B., for we are
selling a great many of them.— I hardly
think we should like your way of putting up
sections as well as ours, for our boys will put
up a box of .500 in an hour and a half, or a
little less ; still, we give the plan, for some
will prefer one way and some another.
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A NEW BEE DISEASE.

OR, RATHER, AN OLD ONE REVIVED.

fSEND by to-day's mail a small papei- box con-

taining some diseased bees. I would have sent—
' in cage with food, but I am sure they would not

reach you alive any way. I send, and desire you, if

possible, to have them examined with a microscope,

in hope that some information may be arrived at

relative to the cause of their death.

I will now proceed to tell you how they are af-

fected.

Many of them are black and slick and shiny, like

old bees, or like bees that have been dipped in

honey and cleaned off. The bees become dissatis-

fied with these, and drag them out of the hive. They
are often found to be unable to fly, and crawl off in

front of the hive and die. The disease is not con-

fined to this class of bees, however. Many, apparent-

ly young bees, are dragged, and crawl out and tum-

ble off the alighting-board, and often fall on their

backs, and, being unable to turn, lie there and
" claw the air." They have an unsteady movement,
and a slight vibratory movement of the wings while

on the combs. The great majority of the diseased

bees contain honey in their sacks. Fifty per cent of

my stocks are diseased; some have lost thousands of

bees, and are really worthless for honey-storing. I

have just examined a neighbor's stock, and 80 per

cent of his hives are diseased. The bees seem to be

paralyzed; they can not fly, and they crawl with dif^

ficulty. Some of my stocks were affected last sum-

mer, taut the disease is spreading rapidly. It it con-

tinues, we shall not get any surplus, and our apia-

ries will be worthless by fall. The queen does not

become affected, but they continue to lay till the

stocks grow weak from loss of bees. They are noiv

gathering from redbud, dogwood, and black locust.

When stocks become much affectei with this new
disease, they lose their energy. I would like if some
entomologist would examine carefully into this mat-

ter, lam fearful that it is a new bee disease; and if

It is, great loss is sure to result. Our bees are Ital-

ians and hybrids. Blacks are scarce here. I will

ascertain if they are diseased also. Please sound the

alarm, and let us know if this new malady has ap-

peared in any other section. J. A. Newton, M. D.

Boonville, Ind., May 3, 1883.

Friend N., if yoii look you will flud exact-

ly what you describe, mentioned in the A B
C. I have seen none of it of any account
within the past few yeflrs, although we find

a few emaciated bees occasionally, in stocks
that seem to have got run down from some
other cause. A few days ago I saw a men-
tion of this thing in a California paper. With
the roar of business now upon us, we shall

be unable to make a microscopic examina-
tion, even though we were equal to tlie task,

and I Will therefore mail the bees to Prof.

Cook. I have little hope the microscope will
reveal any thing, for it seemed to me, when
1 studied the phenomenon several years ago,
that it was something like consumption in
the human family, although we had good
reason to think it soon affected the whole
hive, after it once started. Very likely, it

will disappear of itself, after a time ; but it

would be of great moment to know of a rem-
edy, if it be possible to find one.

CAN BEES REAR DRONES FROM
AVORKER EGGS AT PL<EASIJRE?

apparently decided in the affirmative.

^|EEING an article in Gleanings, April No., p.^ 173, by S. H. Lane, entitled " The Sex of Eggs,"
and as you ask if any one else can give any

new facts on this queer matter, I will give you some
facts of exactly the same nature, which came to my
notice to-day. When setting my bees out, I found
one queenless colony, but strong in bees. I had no
queen for them. Several days later I gave them a
frame of brood, eggs, and larvre, from the center of

another stock, the center of which had hatched, and
had been refilled with eggs that were just hatching.

Several days later, I gave another frame of eggs. I

noticed two nice queen-cells capped on the first one,

and also noticed a patch of brood above them, drawn
way out long, and capped. 1 supposed them to be

queen-cells, although there were about 35 of them.
To-day I saw Mr. Lane's article. I proceeded at

once to examine the hive, and, sure enough, I found
these odd-looking cells to contain drones, fine and
well formed; the cells had been enlarged like queen-

cells, but they are drones, and were reared from eggs

and larvte laid by a queen in a hive in normal condi-

tion, and laid in worker-cells just vacated by young
workers. The comb is a new one, drawn last

year from worker Dunham fdn., and not a drone-

cell in it; the bees hatching from all the card are

fine workers. The eggs would have produced work-

ers had it been left in its own hive. This is conclu-

sive that the worker bees do control the sex of eggs,

and do rear drones from worker eggs, same as they

do queens. This accounts for the presence of black

drones several years ago when I was first Italianiz-

ing my apiary in colonies with no drone comb. They
would always have a few drones, do what I could.

Mr. Lane is correct in his belief; and when these

drones commence to color I will send some to Prof.

Cook for examination, with the comb.
Arcadia, Wis., May 1, 1883. E. A. Morgan.

liUCERNE IN UTAH.

also some suggestions in regard to sweet
clover as a forage plant.

¥OUR questions on lucerne I will answer, by
saying that it is adding its millions to the

value of this whole mountain country. With
proper irrigation ^ our driest and poorest lands will

yield three crops in one season, of from one to three

tons per crop to the acre. To make good hay, it

should stand vwy thick, that it may gi'ow fine. Hefe
in this dry climate it yields much honey, yet not

equal to the sweet clover, which here has run wild

on all the water-courses and domain where it can
find moisture, and it also makes good hay when
grown so thick that it will be fine, and, like lucerne,

cut often. I am acquainted with your country, and
feel assured that lucerne would be a great success

with you. In sowmg the seed, the ground should be

carefully prepared, made very fine, and about 30

lbs. of seed sown per acre, to make fine hay. To
raise seed, from 7 to 10 lbs. of seed to the acre would
be sufficient. We raise no forage on which stock of

all kinds will keep in as good condition, or on which
cows will give as much milk, as on lucerne; and it

Is said that sweet clover, when grown in the same
way, would be equally good, but it has not been so
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universally tested; but it is proved to be our great-

est honey-plant. B. F. Johnson, Sen.

Spring Lalic, Utah, April IT, 1883.

Since reading tlie above, I have pnlled
some of the rank hixnrhint foUage of the
sweet clover that grows over one of onr un-
derdrains, and given it to the horses, and
they eat it without any hesitation whatever.
Now I would like to know, what is the rea-
son sweet clover has never been used as a
forage plant. The question is one of great-
est moment to bee-keepers, for if it can be so
managed astolte a forage plant and a honey-
plant too. we can, without fear, sow large
tracts of it. On our grounds is an old road-
way, so hard and yellow that for years not
even the hardiest weeds have grown on it.

Well, to reclaim it we put an underdrain
right in the center of this old roadway, and
sowed on sweet clover, three years ago. The
clover has all disappeared now, except right
alongside of this underdrain, and now we
have, right in tliis hard and yellow clay, a
bed of great luxuriance, six or eight feet
Avide, but none further than that. Well, if

these underdrains were only about a rod
apart, we should have, in tnat poorest of
poor soils, a perfect lield of verdure. In
building our new house, we dug through tliis

underdrain, and the sight of those sweet-
clover roots, going down three feet, all

around the tile, was a sight that will make
me feel happy every time I think of it ; for
I feel sure now that i have learned how to
bring the worst spot of ground on our pos-
sessions into good condition. I am sure I

do not know what these roots would in time
do to the underdrains ; but if they should lill

them up in after years, I would dig new
ones. Terhaps some of you can tell us about
it. No doubt lucerne would thrive in under-
drained ground in the same way.

THE QUEEN DETEnitllNES THE SEX
OF HER OVA.

ANOTHER NEW FACT IN THE MATTER, FROM FRIEND
PETERS.

OCCASIONALLY there happens some event
! which establishes or destroys previous theo-

ries and conjectures. I have been forcibly

impressed recently by a circumstance which clearly

establishes, in my miiicl,a. theory of Dzierzon, in-

dorsed by, I believe, the weight of Langstroth's
name; to wit, that queen bees determine the sex of

their ova in the act of deposition, either by control-

ling the escape of sperm from the spermatheea dur-
ing her laying, or in some other manner unlinown
to us. la this bottom we have recentlj' gone
through a terrible ordeal — the most disastrous over-
flow of the Mississippi Kiver that has occurred for a
century, and perhaps exceeds any thing of the kind
since the waters that now thunder over Niagara
ceased to wend their way to the Gulf by this great
watercourse.

Duiing the high water there was a sudden accu-
mulation of twenty inches in twentj'-four hours,
accompanied by a storm of wind which blew every
thing movable into the flood. Away went the rem-
nant of my apiary, blown from the scaffolding, and,
of course, I gave them up as lost, having been car-

ried off In the currents sweeping through the forest.

In a few weeks I passed in a skiff by an Immense
drift of logs and brush, a mile from the house at the
back side of the farm. The day being pleasant, I

was attracted by the sound of bees. Examining the
source, 1 found most of my colonies impacted in the
drift, the lower stories submerged, but the upper
ones in part above the water. I alwaj's leave the
sections on during winter, with such stores as are
collected late in the fall. The bees had found an ex-
it from the hives, as most of the tops were more or
less displaced; some were still alive, without get-

ting out. All the bees, having been driven into the
upper stories by the water in the lower part of the
hive, went to work in the sections; such as made an
exit were in good condition. The brood-combs in

lower stories were flooded, and not fit for use for
several weeks. That night I carrried them in bat-

teaus back to the house, and in due time all the
combs wore utilized by the bees.

But, we will go back to the subject, " the power of

selection and distribution " by the queen, of her ova.
My sections for surplus are of such a size that three
completely All a Langstroth frame, and consequent-
ly reach nearly to the top of the upper story. To
this circumstance is the safety of the bees attributa-

ble. I had used drone foundation for starters in

these sections. Well, they were all filled last fall

with combs. Now, nearly all these sections with
drone combs were filled with worker brood— a very
small per cent being drone brood. I watched the
development of these worker broods to determine
whether a larger cell would produce a larger bee.

They were genuine workers, and I at first thought
they were a shade larger than other workers; but
upon closely comparing, there is not a particle of
difference from others reared in ordinary brood
combs. I think the offspring of the Arkansas
brown bee and the Italian are without a doubt larger
than the original bees of the country; and to the
improved blood I attribute the improvement of

race— not to the drone-cells.

In the above instances the queen had no other
place to deposit worker ova but in drone-cells, and
their progeny are pure workers; hence the fact,

that qvieens do determine the sex of their ova is un-
questionable; but in what manner she does so re-

mains among the unsettled problems of apiculture.

Geo. B. Peters.
Council Bend, Arkansas, April 28, 1882.

We are certainly greatly indebted to you,
friend Peters, for the valuable facts you
have given us ; and while I am very sorry
for your loss of bees, I could hardly help
havin<5 a good laugli, to think of the way the
poor little fellows made the most of a sad
mishap. This is a deep question that lies
before us ; but. granting you are right, it

seems to me tlie bees have, after all, the
power of making worker eggs produce
drones, when they wish, as the recent facts
brought to light seem to show. And here is

another idea : How can you prove that all

the eggs laid by a fertile (lueen would not
produce workers if they were not tampered
with by the nursing bees? If 1 am correct,
no egg can ever produce any kind of a bee
unless the nurse-bees" can have a cliance to
lick and sop it with their pabulum? Here is

a held for our boys and girls? Can you
make a worker egg hatch by keeping it warm
and giving it the milky food taken from oth-
er cells containing larvse?
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MAY GliEANINGS.

SOME KIND WORDS IN POETRY AND PROSE.

fJlHERE Is more of the breath of spring and the

perfume of flowers among- the pages of Glean-—
' iNGS for May, than in all the outside world of

nature in this part of the great American continent.

Yet, untoward seasons have their lessons and uses.

Here are some of them done into rhyme.
1ST MAY, 1882.

Though winter lingers, May is here,—
Blight, cliarming, beauteous May,

Tlie sweetest month of all the year
For worship, work, or play.

This morn, when four degiees of frost
The early-riser saw,

A doubt arose : has natxire lost
The sway of springtide law ?

Faith, too, inquired. Has earth forgot
That ordinance of heaven.

Spring-time and harvest-time shall not
Cease always to be given >.

But as the day wore on, the sun
Shone out with genial ray;

The air grew warm, and nature won
A victory for May.

Not always does the unchanging woid
Fulfill itself so soon

;

Yet, doubts that in the morning stiiied
Are oft removed by noon.

Life, like the year, beholds its May
Caught with a wintry nip

;

But , through each cold and wintry day,
Let faith maintain its grip.

For soon the cheerful sun will shine,
And winter all depart.

While proofs of life and power divine
Gladden tlie trusting heart.

But I took up my pen to jot down a few running
comments on the May number. Friend Hutchin-
son's opening article is interesting, and suggests

what I have often thought; namely, that bee-keep-

ers ought to visit one another more. If I could af-

ford the time and money, I would like nothing bet-

ter than to make a summer tour among them. Per-

haps this pleasure may yet be in store for me.
Friend Brooks's plan of catching a swarm without

letting it cluster at all, is good for those who prac-

tice the clipping of queens' wings. I do not, and,

with the Jones gate, there is no need of maiming
and crippling the beautiful creatures. Therefore I

hope that queen-wing clipping will become obso-

lete.

Martin's bee-tongue register is a triumph of in-

genuity, but 1 shall want a coat-of-mail more than
this delicate measuring instrument, when the apis

dorsata becomes a native of the New World.
Mr. Abbott's communication about bees voiding

dry excrement is to the point. Is it not time for

Prof. Cook to "rise and explain" on that subject?

I mean to try friend Pierce's plan of transferring,

the first chance I get. The only difficulty I see about
it is getting off the cover without breaking things
up generally.

But I must hasten to what most interested me in

the May number,—
FOSTER'S HOUSE APIARY.

Have you ever turned over an idea in your brain,

got it developed, and then been chagrined to find

somebody ahead of you? That is how it was with
me when the picture of our friend's house apiary,

and the description of it caught my eye. He has
tried it too. Well, I am glad it isn't patented. My
idea was the same in principle, but on a larger scale

— sufficiently extensive to provide accommodations
for extracting, storage for hives, etc., all under one
roof. Would not a more extensive plan obviate the

diflaculty of having the entrances too close? The
objection, perhaps, will bo, that then the bees will

not keep one another warm. But I think a colony

fit to winter is able to keep itself warm with sulfi-

cient outside protection. I think this idea will grow
in favor, and be improved upon as our more thought-

ful bee-keepers come to consider its advantages,

and experiment upon it. I amglad you are smitten

with it, because I think your active mind will assist

in working the thing out to greater perfection.

"Gallup on Ventilation," p. 233, and "The Lang-
stroth Hive for Wintering," p. 241, will reward care-

ful thought. Bees can resist a low temperature, if

dry; but excess of moisture is fatal to them, what-

ever the temperature. This is one of the main points

to be studied in all attempts to master the problem
of uniformly successful wintering. We can all win-

ter successfully sometimes; but who has discovered

the secret of doing it cuery time? I will say that I,

for one, have lost faith in all schemes of upward
ventilation, and intend, whatever else, to have my
hives hcrmcUcaUy scaled on top. I fancy if there is

a coraer where the heat can be absolutely retained

without dampness, bees will survive any kind of a

winter.
OUR HOMES.

I can only take time now to thank you for this de-

partment in the May number. It suggested a ser-

mon to me which I preached, first to myself at

home, and afterward to my congregation. How
much may be done in the way you point out so well,

to store honey in the domestic hive, where it is so

much needed, both by the adult workers and the

young brood ! And if, instead of trying to throw
the blame of our faults and sins on others, avc would
repent of them before an all-seeing and infinitely

holy God, we should be humbler, holier, happier,

and, what is most of all important, more useful.

Wm. F. Clarke.
Listowel, Ont., Can., May 12, 1883.

Many thanks for your kind words, friend
Clarke; but may I ask if you really think
the Jones bee-guards are to be depended on
to restrain the queen as well as the drones,
so as to answer the same purpose of clipping
a queen's wingV They work beautifully to
get out the drones, as we tried to-day. A
swarm was purchased full of drones and
drone brood ; but as they were hybrids, it

was quite desirable to get rid of them. The
heads of the drone brood were sliced olf,

the bees all shaken outside the hive, a guard
put over the entrance, and in a twinkling
every drone was outside, while the bees went
in without trouble.

HOAV TO GET B.4SSWCODS FROM CUT-
TINGS.

HOW TO DO IT ON A LARGER SCALE.

SI
READ A. C. Kendel's article and yours on bass-

woods from cuttings, with interest; but not
' having had the time to give you my experience

sooner, I will give it now.
A. C. Kendel is perfectly right as far as he goes;

but to give it to those who wish to try it next season,

I will give it more in detail. All those having a

greenhouse can easily get along by changing one of

the side benches which run over the flue, or hot-

wator pipes, into a propagating-house by boarding

up the sides to confine the heat, which will then pass

into the sand, to give the necessary bottora heat.

The sand on the benches need not be more than 4 or

5 inches in depth; the glass overhead to be shaded

by slats or whitewash, so as to let plenty of light in,

J
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but no sun. I would not start the operation sooner

than January nor later than March. Now get your
cuttings ready, which should he all nice straight

growth, and cut them in lengths of one inch or

more, as you please, and insert them one inch apart

each way in the sand, and about one inch deep.

Keep these always well watered, never letting them
get dry, or you will be sure to lose a good many, if

not all. Now plunge a thermometer into the sand
among the cuttings, and see to it so the tempera-

ture never gets above 70°; from 60° to 70° is right—
the temperature of the house to be from 50° to 60°,

never letting it exceed 00°; the neare?- you keep it

at the above temperatuie, the surer will be your
success; for it depends more on this than any thing

else. After your cuttings are rooted, which will be
in about 25 or 30 days, plant them in boxes 3 inches

apart (shallow boxes about 3 inches deep), and set in

cold frames; keep temperature in cold frame about
40° to 50° at night, and 50° to 60° by day, with plenty

of ventilation to keep them from budding out.

About the latter part of March or so, according to

season and time the cuttings were made, plant them
in rows outside, and hoe and keep clear of weeds.

In this way I have made cuttings of new grapevines,

roses, shrubs, and, in fact, all kinds of plants that I

wanted to increase largely and successfully.

Fr. Holtke.
Carlstadt, Bergen Co., N. J., May, 1883.

There is no question but that it is of the
greatest importance that some of our boys
and girls set about raising basswoods at
once. The way in which the section busi-
ness is taking otf the basswood timber
threatens to deprive us of this great honey
source, unless new forests are started at
once. The demand for little trees is already
beyond the supply, at moderate prices, and I
know of no better or surer investment than
a million of good strong little basswoods.
Friend Morris, who had a pretty la,rge lot,

has recently informed us that they are all

gone. Trees raised in the nursery, and
strongly rooted by cultivation, I think much
preferable to average crooked gnarly trees
pulled from the forests ; and by the plan of
raising from cuttings which friend II. has
given us above, we may have stock from the
trees that bear the largest quantity of honey,
just as well as any other. Who will set
about itV

Or Letters from Those Who have Made
Bee Culture a Failure.

WENT into the winter of 1880-'81 with 16 swarms.
I got through with 11, very weak. They did

well until the middle of June, and had become
quite strong, when that terrible drought, with the
more terrible chinch bugs set in. Our ci'ops were a
complete failure; thousands of farmers in Southern
Illinois did not raise any thing, either provisions for

their families, or provender for stock. The bees
suddenly killed off their drones, and barely lived

until fall, when the How of honey was better. I did

not get a pound of honey or a swarm of bees last

year. I got through last winter with nine swarms;
lost two. John Judd.
Palo Alto, 111., March 30, 1883.

FRIEND FRADENBURQ'S "DOWNS AND UPS."

Here I am again, after a year's silence. I have not
been dead, but sleeping, as far as bee-keeping is con-

cerned; but to let you all know about my standing

with the bee-keeping fraternity, I must briefly go
back to the time of my initiation, and give the ups
and downs, or, I should put it, the downs and ups.

As for my share, it has been more downs than ups,

with bees.
I started in 1876 with 1 stock; increased to 3; in

1877 increased to 5; got no honey. In 1878 I bought
25 stocks in box hives, making 30 in all. Increased

by natural swarming to 68; got some honey, but
not a large amount. In the winter of 1878-'79, I lost

all but 11, and they all weak. In 1879 I increased, by
buying and swarming, to 31; in the winter of 1879-'80

I lost 4; in 1880, increased to 57; got no honey; in

the winter of 1880-'81, you all remember it, I lost all

but 4, and they very weak. I was then practically

starved out —had no bees, no money to buy them
with, and nothing here to do. So I fixed the 4 nu-
clei that were left, as well as could be, and said they
must shift for themselves, as I was going to for my-
self, and took my carpenter tools and " lit out."

About May 1st I came back once and made 3

swarms by dividing; came back again in the fall,

gave them some candy and packed them well in

chaff hives, and said, "Live or die as you will

through the winter."

I came back again a week ago, and found the

whole 6 in good strong condition, plenty of brood,

but small stores; have since bought 10 more. You
see I have raised a stake, which makes me 16 all

good strong stocks. I never had better ones at this

time of year; 11 of them are pure Italians, 3 hybrids,

and 3 blacks, which I intend to run this season for

honey alone, or not let them more than double in

number of stocks.

Friends have often said to me, "Don't invest any
more in bees; they are too uncertain;" but I can
not help thinking yet that they will be profitable, if

we can only keep them through hard winters; and
I believe that great problem is getting to be pretty
well solved.

A. A. Fradenburq.
Port Washington, O., May 15, 1883.

There is surely a moral to your story,
friend F., and I think it is, to beware of too
rapid increase. My early experience at one
time was a good deal like yours, until I
stopped dividing and selling queens, and de-
clared I was going to raise only comb honey.
To do this, I of course made all stocks as
strong as possible, and, after the season was
over, liad nothing but rousing colonies, eve-
ry one of which it would seem could be di-
vided in the fall as well as not. I did not
divide them, however, but just let them
alone, and every one of them, or nearly
every one, wintered safely, and I made quite
a little money by selling strong stocks in the
spring, at a good round price. Now, just
keep them strong, or even powerful, at eve-
ry step, and you will be pretty sure to win-
ter, no matter how severe the weather is.

Come to think of it, your hopes don't seem
to be blasted after all ; but after the losses
you have had, it is almost a wonder they are
not. Our neighbor Shaw, too, once had just
such work as you do, but now he is an old
veteran in wintering. Now mind, my friend,
this summer you are going slow and sure,
and you are going to winter, too, all right.
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FILI-ING TIN BOTTLES BY STEAM.

f||0

fill the tin bottles with water, first cause a

vacuum in them by holding them in boiling
"—

' water, then quickly submerge in cool water,

and it is done — atmospheric pressure, you see. By
tying them in bundles I can fill a hundred in five

minutes — yes, in two minutes. We have to thank
that most excellent and practical gentleman, friend

N. Emmerson, of Exeter, Kansas, for this item. Aft-

er quietly watching me a few minutes squirting

away at them with a syringe, he remarked, " Why
not flu them by vacuum, friend H.?" Did I feel

" cheap " ? well, the truth must be told, I did. What
little practical use I have made of my natural phi-

losophy I E. M. Hayburst.
Kansas City, Mo., May 1, 188^.

ADVANTAGE OF THE DIAGONAL, WIRES FOR BROOD-
FRAMES.

I have three hives with wide frames filled with

section boxes in second story. The bees are now
capping the honey, and it will soon be ready to re-

move. Will you be kind enough to tell me the best

way to expel the bees? The frames below have
sagged so much that the bees fill up the space be-

tween the top of lower frames and bottom of upper
ones with honey, and it is very awkward to keep it

cut out, owing to weight of upper boxes. From the

manner in which our Texas bees ignore the fact,

that the frames are meant to be taken out at plea-

sure of apiarian, they can hardly be as thoroughly
civilized as your bees, and I find that showing hives

like yours, before the bees are put into them, to ad-

miring bee-men (" box-hivers "), is different from
manipulating when full of bees. Allen, Root, and
King must have straighter combs and more " blessed

bees " than I have, notwithstanding one stand in

King's "Eclectic" had filled 24 boxes nearly ready
to seal by the Stth of March.
Please pardon the length of this acknowledgment;

and if I am not intruding on your time, tell me
what to do with the two-story hives. If I get the
honey out safely this time, I promise you to try the

lYi stories in the future. I have had eight swarms
from ten hives up to date. F. F. RoCKWEiiL.
Leonard, Fannin Co., Texas, April 24, 1882.

I am sorry to say, friend R., that our bees
are just as uncivilized as your Texas bees
seem to be. If the top-bar to the frame sags
with the weight of the honey, they will as-
suredly build comb In it, and lill it with
honey just as fast as you can cut it out. It
is for this reason I never want any more
frames without the diagonal wires and the
tin bar, to prevent sagging. You will have
just the same difficulty with the U stories,
for any thing I know, unless you set the
boxes on the frames, and then they will help
the top-bars to sag still more, by their addi-
tional weight.—We are glad to hear you are
getting the honey.

ANOTHER DEPARTMENT WANTED.
I see you have three departments you get some of

your customers in, but I do not think that either of

them will suit my case. You should have another
department, and term it the " lilues," into which
condition a "feller" falls when he gets such a bayo-
neting by the little fellows as I got last fall, when I

undertook to take a little of their surplus honey,
and I tell you there was war in the camp, and I had
to retreat on the double quick; and if the theory ad-

vanced, that the sting of bees is good for rheuma-
tism, is true, I ought not to have it for the next five

years.
'

J. L. Porter.
Pleasant Dale, Neb., March 30, 1883.

BIG BEE-STORIES.

I inclose one dollar to renew my " perscription "

for GLEANINGS. I think there are some of the hig-

gest bee stories in it. I would like to give some one
$25.00 for a stand of bees that will make 520 lbs. of

honey in 24 days, or I will give it if they will make
that much in a honey season. Jas. Bannon.
Archie, Pa., March 16, 1882.

So would I, friend B., quickly, for I could
sell the honey and come out ahead then.
13ut you know it isn't the stand of bees
alone. It needs the locality, the season, and
the man to manage them, after all the rest is

ready. Are you the man?

LOCKING THE STABLE AFTER THE HORSE IS GONE.

I had a large swarm of bright Italian bees come
out the 2d daj' of April. I was not at home, but the

boys hived them, and they stayed in the hive about
three hours, and out they came and hied for tall

timber; and if you were down here now you might
see them passing in and out of a small hollow in a

post oak-tree, about forty feet high; and let me
tell you, they work in a "sloose" too. If ever I

get hold of her ladyship, the queen of that colony,

she will lose the point of one wing.

Miles, Ky., April 6, 1882. W, B. Cloyes.

THE CORN-POrPER SWARM-ARRESTER, AND HOW TO
USE IT.

In regard to your corn-popper swarm-arrester, it

will work all right if you fill it with bees. 1 have
used a cage of wire cloth, 6 inches long, 4 wide, one
deep, with a plug. When your swarm is coming out,

hold it at the entrance till it is full; put in the

queen, then the plug, and hold it where you want
your swarm, and the noise will bring them every

time. For a Bwarming-box, I use a box with a han-

dle; cage the queen, throw a sheet over the hive,

place the box in front, on the sheet, lay the queen in

front of the box, and when they begin to go in, let

the queen go in with them. Pick up the box, and

take them where you want them.
J. J. SWAUTWOUT.

Union City, Mich., April 7, 1882.

Why, you will see, friend S., by the May
No., that you have struck on the idea of

friend Brooks, almost exactly. It seems you
have both been practicing almost the same
thing, and each without a knowledge of
what the other was doing.

AN .^ B C SCHOLAR IN TROUBLE.

You seem so kind, and willing to answer ques-

tions, and you show so much patience with dull peo-

ple, I thought I would venture to tell you of our

difficulty. I don't find any thing in the A B C book
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or Gleanings that helps us out. We have only one
hive of bees. They are strong, and are working
nicely; they have fastened the sections all together

with comb; they built the comb crosswise, and every
way; the top of hive is fastened down; in fact, the

whole concern is fastened up tight. Just what is

best to do with them, we don't know; whether we
should let them be until they swarm, or shall we
take them apart? Now, if you would give us ad-

vice about them, we should be very glad.

E. A. Barber.
Akron, Summit Co., Ohio, April 3, 1882.

Why, my friend, the reason the ABC
says nothing of such cases is because it does
not anticipate ever liaving any. It tells how
to transfer from box hives, and I guess that
must be the thing for you to do. I can not
imagine how your t)ees ever built their
comos crosswise in the sections, unless you
omitted the fdn. starters ; and if you did
this, you would assuredly have this kind of
trouble. What should we ever do without
fdn., at this day and age of the world V

KENDEL'S FEEDER.

When you make any more Kendel feeders, please

have the end quite as high as the rest; if any thing,

a little higher, and the perforated tin sunk a little

lower. The lot you made for us will let the syrup
run out at the end when set just a little lower than
level. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland, O., April 39, 1883.

There ! Did I not tell you last month that
the differences in regard to this feeder were
only in construction? You see, friend Ken-
del made the perforated tin a little lower
than the rest of the tube, and this let air into
the jar easily enough.

36 colonies, and 1500 lbs. of honey from one
sw.arm in one season.

Owing to our winter rains not coming til) late, bees
have yel scarcely commenced swarming, which Is

two months late, still, as all farm crops bid fair for a

tine yield, although late, bee-keepers look for a fair

honey crop. The bee interest is not booming here
now as it was three years ago, when our chief bee-

man here, Mr. Archer, increased ohe swarm to 36,

and extracted over 1500 lbs. of honey from them.
This is wonderful, but lam acquainted with Mr. A.,

and do not doubt the correctness of the statement.

S. P. Snow.
Santa Barbara, Cal., April 24, 1883.

The above may seem almost incredible,
especially to our friends new in the Inisi-

ness ; but with a good queen and a powerful
colony, and the climate of California and
one of California's best seasons, I think we
have a few among our number wlio could
reach it. Neighbor II. took a pound of bees
in May, as I have told you, and increased
them to five good colonies, and every one of
the five are working strongly this 4th day of
May. A powerful colony might have 10 lbs.

of bees instead of one at the date mentioned,
and all that would then be lacking to make
fifty would be the nine extra queens.

FRIEND DEARBORN'S REMARKABLE SUCCESS (?J.

I have kept bees five years; good success every
way, except profit. Kansas don't furnish the honey.
Sometimes it is too dry, sometimes too wet. I live

near a creek, and there is plenty of willow, bass-

wood, maple, mulberry, judas-tree, Cottonwood, elm,
etc., and peach and apple orchards. Three yeai-s I

sowed buckwheat, and never saw a bee on it. I

failed to get red clover to grow. This spring I sowed
Alsike and alfalfa. I prefer outdoor wintering, even
if it takes more feed. I fed all last summer after
the fruit bloom was gone. They went into winter
quarters with about 5 lbs. of honey per swarm, and I

fed in February and March.

A NOVEL "observatory" HIVE.
Only one year have they made any surplus. One

swarm came off in June. I put them into a box
without any bottom, set it up so that I could lie down
under it and look up and watch them. Up to the
10th of August, they made a piece of comb about
tlie size of my hand; after that they made about
one hundred and fifty pounds of comb and honey.
They are black bees, industrious, and healthy; but
it doesn't pay in cash. It is the pleasure of seeing
and working with them that induces me to feed
them. J. H. Dearborn.
Silver Lake, Kan., April 32, 1883.

Why, friend D., you are a genius. If your
enthusiasm continues to the extent of prompt-
ing you to lie down with your face upward
under a bee-hive, I predict you will eventu-
ally get honey and money, more than you
perhaps have any idea of, and right where
you are, too, in your poor location. The
quantity you mention, from one hive of
black bees, indicates pretty well what your
locality may do. After the rejDorts we have
had in the years past, I am a little skeptical
when I hear people speak of poor localities.

hybrids VERSUS EITHER RACE PURE.
I find, from several years' experience, that the

Italians are no better than the blacks— Jiot so good;
but a pure Italian queen crossed by a black drone is

worth almost any two of the pures. Thoj' do sting

with some force, but they are a powerful bee. I am
going to hybridize all mine this summer.

combs put in THE EXTRACTOR, NOT AS THEY HANG
IN THE HIVES.

I am surprised at your recommending the frames,
in slinging, to be put in the same as they hang in

the hives. You are aware that the cells are not
horizontal, but slope upward a little. Now, if you
place the comb in the extractor so that this slope is

backward, that is, have the bottom of the comb go-
ing round first in the extractor, the honey will slide

easier than in any other position, considerably less

speed will do, and the honey will come out cleaner.

Geo. Eiddel, A. M., School of Leslie.

Insch, Aberdeenshire, N. B., April U, 1883.

Even should we grant that first- cross hy-
brids are as good as the pure, friend R. (I
hardly tliink it will be agreed they are bet-

ter), you not only have cross bees to handle,
but you are in danger of having their drones
fertilize your queens, and then you Avill have
bees that are perfect furies when the honey
yield relapses. If we could be sure that our
queens all had a pure mother, we might get
just as much honey, in spite of any num-
ber of black bees about us, but we couldn't
well rear queens for sale.—Your argument
on extractors may console the friends wlio
object to the L. frame because it is turned
to set in the extractor. After the comb
comes up to full speed, I am inclined to
think the position of the comb would make
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no difference ; but your idea may be correct,

while it is being brought up to speed.

HONEY-KNIVES ALL IN THE " SHADE."

Don't go crazy over Jones's uncapping-knife until

you take a g-arden-trowel of good finish and metal,

grind to an edge by beveling from the outside or

convex surface, then finish on oil-stone to keenness,

and you have it. The trowel will cut like a plane, if

held properly, and will hold the cappings of one side

of a frame without trouble. I have tried it and

hnow; the main trouble is to get one of good enough
metal.

THE IMPROVEMENT IN FDN.

Glad to see your idea of fdn. in last Gleanings. I

have advocated for some years that cells ' should be

made, say half size, and round, if necessary, because

cheaper, but only the proper number to the square

Inch. I found, in 1877, that bees would thin the side

walls for room; they are not obliared to thin the

base. Bees will work our way in preference to their

own, only when compelled to; and this statement

will do for an axiom. J. M. Shuck.
Des Moines, Iowa, May 4, 1883.

I am sure, friend Shuck, we are greatly
obliged for the suggestion, any way, and
just as soon as we have any uncapping to do,
I assure you we will have one of our bright
10-cent steel garden-trowels ground up, and
try it. The steel and temper are pretty fair,

and if they would do for honey-knives, why.
we could have them made with a great deal
more care. Who will be the first to try a
garden - trowel, for an uncapping - knife?
Eriend S., you are in a fair way of getting
thanks, if you don't get any money, for your
idea.—Thanks, too, for your kind words in
regard to the new fdn. While experiment-
ing with it, I remembered you once wrote
me that bees would accept of plain wax
sheets with holes pricked in them at the
proper points for cells, or something to that
effect? I believe your axiom is a good one
to go by.

SEVEN-TOP TURNIP.

It would have done you good to see my bees work
on my seven-top turnip a few days ago. I have
about one-half acre of it, and would not be without

it in early spring, even for my bees, say nothing

about salad and seed.

HONEY FROM A FIELD OF BARLEY.
I notice, for the last three or four days, that my

barley patches are alive with bees, and, on exam-
ination, find that they alight on the stalk near the

top blade, and follow up the blade that is next to un-

fold, which is already twisted, and forms the top of

the stalk (for the barley is jointing, and is not head-

ed out), and on examination 1 find small drops of

honey-dew, clear as crystal, produced, apparently,

from plant lice, for, upon opening the fold that I

spoke of. It discloses plant lice imbedded or envel-

oped therein. If it comes from the insects. It is cer-

tainly sweet. The honey certainly Is secreted from
the plant, or sprayed from the Insects. Some may
be ready to say that it is water; but if it is water,

the bees would work on it mornings as well as even-

ings; and besides, it would not be sweet. The bees

just roar on it from about noon until dark. I can't

say how long it will lust. We had a rain last night,

but I have been so busy to-day I have not noticed

whether the honey still continues or not. Have no-

ticed to see if they worked on wheat and oats the

same way, but don't find a bee on them.
J. D. FOOSHE.

Coronaca, Abbeville Co., S. C, April 4, 1883.

JNIany thanks, friend F., for this new fact
you have given us. What a wonderful field

is opened to those who are on the alert to see
and gather every new fact in regard to the
source of honey"! Does it not indeed seem
as if a bountiful Creator had so ordered it

that honey may come from such a multiplic-
ity of different sources, that the field for ex-

ploration is almost endless? You may lose
your crop of barley, friend F ., but who knows
but that the crop of honey may almost equal
the loss in grain? 1 have seen bees hover-
ing over grain just before heading, in a way
that has led me to suspect something much
like what you mention. You know we have
recently had reports of a similar phenome-
non on corn

.

WATER FOR BEES WHEN IT RAINS.

It don't seem as if bees ought to need watering
when it rains; but this is the third day of a regular

nor' caster, really cold, and no opportunity for the

bees to fly. Yesterday I tried a sponge filled with

water, laid down at the entrance, and they were so

eager that I started for town and bought a dozen for

a dime. They will empty one of them in fromlVi to

3 hours all day long. So I am going to look out for

water after this when it is so cold they can not get

away from the entrance. The cellar men around
here complain that the cokl weather is taking off

the bees, while our chaff atpl -'sawdust" men feel

as unconcerned as you pleasj. F. A. Palmer.
McBrides, Mich., May 1.', 1883.

BEESWAX — THE OUTLOOK.
We have no beeswax. There is not 50O lbs. In the

city of Boston. Crocker & Blake.
Boston, Mass., May 13, 1883.

You see how it is, friends; pretty soon,
and the wax of the world will be gone.
What shall we do? I will tell you, if you
won't be scared. For brood - combs use
wires, and go back to our old paraffine ex-
periments of years ago. Had we only put
wires into i\i'e frames as we do now, we
should then have succeeded without trouble.
For comb honey, we can use a mixture of
wax and paraffine that the bees will work
out much faster than pure wax ; and for our
small 4i sections, I think we can manage so
the sagging will do no harm. No one will
ever receive any fdn. containing a particle
of paraffine or ceresin, from our establish-
ment, unless it is ordered, and every pack-
age will also be labeled as such. We shall
in all probability find wax enough at some
price, for all demands this season.

pollen; can it take the place of honey, and
TO what extent'/

The first pollen was gathered by the bees from
soft-maple on the lust day of February and first day
of March. The elms bloomed from the middle of

March to the 6th of April; then the sugar-trees be-

gan to bloom just before the cold snap, which killed

the bloom upon the earlier trees and kept the late

trees back so that there was still some pasture up-

on them. After the first of May they would get one
or two good days' work a week, some days an hour
in the middle of the day. The cool weather seemed
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to ripen the pollen so slowly that it was in the best

condition to carry, judging from the size of the

loads they brought in. The most of the fruit is

killed, although the trees are in bloom nicely, and

they will yield the usual amount of pollen, but no

honey. The bees are building up finely, some stocks

being strong enough to swarm. Can you tell in

what proportion pollen is used as food for brood-

rearing? Have any experiments been made to find

out whether bees can rear brood on pollen alone, or

with very little honey when it is plentiful? I have

thought that they were able to accommodate them-

selves to the season; and if pollen were plenty and

honey scarce, they could get along by using more
pollen. John Baird.

Elm Grove, Ohio Co., W. Va., May 10, 1883.

I have often thought of the same thing,
friend B., and I am satisfied it does many
times support destitute colonies for a con-
siderable time, when they can fly out, with
but very little honey ; but as to whether pol-

len alone will do, I am unable to say. I

presume they seldom get pollen from any
plant, without getting at least a little honey
with it. New pollen has a sweetish taste

that somehow always reminds one of honey.

WATER FOR BEES, AGAIN.

Sunday, the Tth, the bees were out in a mass, and

acted as if honey had been spread on the grass. I

thought they were after water; then on looking at

the bee watering-trough I saw from a gallon to half

a bushel of bees in and around it, and they oven neg-

lected fruit-bloom for about 3 hours until they had

enough water, and then they went for the bloom

lively. My bee watering-trough is 12 feet long, 1

foot wide, 4 inches deep, with coarse gravel and

stone in it; gravel is to keep water pure, and
stones are for bees to crawl up on when they get in.

It works well. Corn-cobs would do for floats, but

would soon become impure.

A WORD IN FAVOR OF COMB FOUNDATION.

While after- swarms in box hives starved, I

found those with foundation all right. I put 3 third

swarms in one hive with foundation and division-

board, 3 entrances; each gave 10 lbs. surplus, and
wintered well. Fdn. did it. E. Pickup.
Limerick, 111., May, 1883.

" INTRODUCING " BROOD.
Please answer the following question through

Gle.anings. Will a nucleus or any colony accept

unsealed brood? I have found the cells empty,

when I looked a few days after.
Jacob Fischer.

Elizabethtown, Ky., May 13, 1883.

At first I was a little inclined to laugh at
such a question, because it is so well known
how quickly a queenless colony rushes for a
little unsealed brood, and how obstinately
they stick to a frame, after they have once
got on it ; but after a little I reflected that I

had. been many times puzzled to find small
bits of comb, which I had put in for queen-
rearing, in a few hours with every cell emp-
ty. At other times thelarvic is all removed,
except the few that are *in the queen-cells
just started. It has been several times ex-
plained, by saying the bees ate up the extra
larva} to make royal jelly for the queen-cells;
but I think this has been shown untenable.
Now, who can tell why they sometimes throw

out the eggs and larva% and do not start
queen-cells at aHV Is it because they some-
times get contrary and stubborn, and decline
their greatest blessings, like some other poor
mortals?

how small a NUMBER OF BEES MAY BECOME A
COLONY?

How small a quantity of bees and a queen can a

person start a hive with? D. F. Marikle.
Sioux Falls, Dak., May (>, 188}.

If yon put the bees and queen on a little

patch of hatching brood, a teacupful of bees
or less would answer; but without bees
hatching daily, it would be almost impossi-
ble for such a quantity to hold out until new
ones could be reared. A pint of bees and a
queen, in the height of the clover season,
might build up on dry comb, but there
would be great danger of the queen getting
discouraged and swarming out, because she
could lay as many eggs as the bees could
cover and care for, in a few hours, and then
she would have nothing to do for about 20
days, or such a matter, unless it were to go
round and lay more eggs in the same cell, as
they often do when they have too few bees.
As a pint of bees is pretty nearly i lb., it

might be worth while for some one to weigh
them out, and try the experiment. But I

predict it a failure, unless in the hands of an
expert. With a very little brood in all stages
to start on, the matter is comparatively easy,
because you will soon have more bees com-
ing out daily.

QUEENLESS COLONIES.
I have a colony that I can't find any queen in, nor

eggs nor brood, but lots of bees. Now, if I give

them a frame of brood from -another hiv^e, can they

raise a queen so early in the spring? If a colony

has plenty of their own honej', would you feed

them? If bees carry in pollen, is it a sign they have
a queen, or will they carry it in if they have no
queen? D. M. Stowits.

Beaver Dam, Schuyler Co., N. Y., May 15, 1883.

Your colony is probably queenless ; still,

they may have an old barren queen. In any
case, the thing to do is to give them a comli
of unsealed brood. In 24 hours, you should
be able to find rudimentary queen-cells start-

ed, if they are queenless. If they have a
poor queen, you will be sure to find her on
the comb of brood. In the latter case, pinch
her head and they will raise a queen from
the brood, and fetch up, if they have bees
enough. A queenless colony will carry in
some pollen ; but the loads will be few and
small. If pollen is going in briskly, you are
about certain they have a queen, or are rais-

ing one. I would not feed when they have
an abundance of honey.

OPEN-AIR FEEDING.

Please allow me to countermand my order of the

6th for 100 Simplicity feeders, if it is not too late. 1

have been trying open-air feeding, and like it much
better than feeding 140 colonies separately.

Dayton, 111., May 13, '83. J. A. Green.

If you haven't neighbors' bees around, and
there is no robbing, no doubt but that out-
door feeding is the cheapest ; and when the
weather is warm and dry, I rather think I
like the effects of it the best.
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"huckleberry honey," and some other things.

I have been thinking of writing to you for some
time. Father has the rheumatism, and it keeps me
stirring. But you know more about the troubles of

a busy bee-keeper than I do, especially if he is be-

hind time in his work. I will have my little shop
and bee business advertised. Do you think I can
get plenty of work to do ? We will be satisfied with

a little, for we get that nice pure whortleberry hon-

ey. The next journal you print, tell the people to

raise the Italians, and, even if their queens mate
with black drones, their apiary will not be in any
bad condition at all for honey-gatherers. We have
here 45 stocks; lostl; they are blacks, hybrids, and
Italians.

A single comb .5'2 inches thick.
Ask the friends if they ever compelled a hive to

build a comb 514 inches thick, 13 inches long, 4 in.

deep. I raised one last spring.

Tell me your opinion in regard to which is the

cheapest plan of shipping extracted honey, etc.

Ira D. Alderman.
Clinton, Sampson Co., N. C, March 17, 1883.

To be sure, you will have work enough to
do, Mend A., or any other kee-keeper, if

you only do it. Take good care of your fa-

ther, and save all of that huckleberry honey.
—Yes, we have combs almost if not quite as
thick as you mention.—The cheapest way to

ship extracted honey is, without question, in
barrels. Perhaps the next best way, the
shipping-cans we advertise.

LOOK OUT — when YOU MAKE BEE CANDY.
I will let you know that my bees wintered well in

the chaff hive. The queens are busy laying, and the

workers In gathering pollen. I have three colonics,

which are all in good condition just now. Mr. Root,

I thank you for your good advice which you gave on
page 48, A B C, in " Caution in regard to Candy-mak-
ing." As I was cooking it, I dropped some of it on
the stove, then on the floor, and after that the table.

Then my wife said if she were in my place she would
stop bee-keeping. I asked, "What for?"

"Why, it seems to me as if you have forgotten

that advice which Mr. Root gives."

And that made great laughter.
John H. Houtsy.

Fredericksburg, Lebanon Co., Pa., April 3, 1883.

ROBBERS, etc.

I went into winter quarters with 13 stands of bees.

All wintered well, but the robbers are terrible this

spring — have cleaned out two hives, and are now
working on the third. I don't know which will con-

quer yet, the' robbers or myself.
' Warren Foote.

Glendale, Kane Co., Utah, April 10, 18S3.

Friend F., we have not had a single case
of robbing among our whole 200 hives this
spring. I do not really know why it is, but
robbers seem to get, with moth millers,
" kind of out of fashion," after we get the
hang of the business. Come to think of it,

I guess I will stop, or you might think I was
sort of bragging ; and when 1 get to feeling
that way, I almost always get a backset, so
I shouldn't be very much surprised to hear
our bees were robbing before night. I just
want to add, though, that they didn't die
last winter, they don't rob, there are no
blacks nor hybrids among them, nor moth
millers either. So, now

!

wintering two or more nuclei in one hive, etc.

I commenced last season with 38 stocks in fair to

poor order; got 30O lbs. comb, and enough to winter;

started to winter 31 swarms and 10 nuclei, not very

strong. A colony that is strong enough to pack on 4

or more combs I call a full colony; three combs or

less, a nucleus. I have lost my weakest nucleus and
one fair colony — cause, would not protect them-

selves from the robbers when the entrance was
closed, so but one bee could pass at a time, and of

course thoy starved. That is the extent of my loss.

I have about 30 fair colonies; will unite the re-

mainder a la Doolittle, and will commence with

about 34 swarms. Man}' of my nuclei were wintered

on two combs (with chaff at side and on top of

frame-, but none at ends of frames or bottom); two

in a hive with flinch board between. These lost

very lew bees — less in proportion than some of my
best ones. I find that nuclei do better with but two
in a hive, as thoy cluster each side of the division,

while, if three or more are packed with divisions be-

tween, the center ones will cluster on one division

and neglect the other; this makes the outside ones

worse than if packed singly in chaff.

Now, friend Root, can you not give us Gleanings
semi-monthly? It is too long to wait a whole mouth,

and then get such a "dose "of bee talk. It is a good

plan to give a big dose for winter, but hiw about

stimulative feeding? Won't you give your sub-

scribers a chance to vote on it ? you may be sure of

my vote. John B. Case.

Baptisttown, N. J., April 10, 1883.

AVell, yes, you may vote, friend C, if you
choose, especially as your idea is already in
practice. If you wish to help it along, ]ust

show Gleanings to your neighbors, and as-

sist in extending its circulation.—Your ideas
on stimulative teeding are correct, I believe.

Small doses at a time, and pretty often.—

I

have seen bees refuse to protect themselves,
when wintered indoors, but seldom when
wintered on their summer stands.—I agree
with you, that it is not well to attempt to

winter more than two in one hive.

THE good old way.

I am trying to be an apiarist, and must ape other

bee culturists, I suppose. I have been reading your

ABC book until I can talk hce talk a little. I am
amused and amazed at your talk about feeding bees.

I thought we kept bees for them to feed us; that is

what I keep them for, I am sure. During the months
of Oct. and Nov. we have our principal honey har-

vest, la fact, some years I never "rob" until Oc-

tober, if wo have plenty of honey to last so late. I

sella little honey sometimes for about 1354 cts. per

lb., but it is not built in section boxes. I have ' bee

gums" of the good (?)old pattern, and when I get

the honey torn and mashed and squashed out, and

rammed down into an old c jal-oil can, it don't look

so very attractive; but then, you know, friend

Root, it has one advantage (?), you can put the best

combs on top, and the worst in the bottom. Now, I

see j'ou frown at that, for I know you must bo a

good man; so you impress me. You should be par-

ticular how you instruct Ihe A B C class, for I am
certain that every one of them will believe every

thing you say. W. P. Laughter.
Morales, Jackson Co., Texas, April », 1883.

Don't you know, friend L., that " there is

that scattereth, and yet increaseth; and
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there is that withholdeth more than is meet,
but it tendeth to 'poverty "V I think the
above will apply pretty well to feeding bees.

If the A B C class are "really going to believe
all I say, I think I had better be pretty care-

ful what tiiat '' say " is.

GETTING UP IN THE MOKNING, ETC.

1 tell you I have all I can get through with. I had

to get up at 3:35 Monday morning and tix up two
3-frame nuclei to go on the early train. I have sold

over $20.00 worth of bees and queens this week.

Washington, Pa., May 13, 1882. L. W. Vankirk.

And is not that just the way to do, friend
V.V I believe I always feel the happiest
when I have to work so hard I hardly get
time to eat and sleep. You see that teaches
us to appreciate a few moments of leisure

when we get them.

EXTRACTED VERSUS COMB nONEY.
My bees did well last season. I took about 1000 lbs.

of extracted honey. In fact, I take no other, for

extracted is coming into general use more and more
every year, and justly so. It is more nutritious than

comb honey, the wax of which is scarcely digestible.

I obtain just the same price (20 to 25 cts.) for ex-

tracted that I do for comb honey, and we can all do
this when we get our customers to understand that

we will, under no circumstances whatever, suffer

the least adulteration in any honey that we put up-

on the market. Other professions put inferior and
adulterated goods on sale. Let bee-keepers as a

class come squarely to the front, and, under the

guarantee of their own right hands, offer nothing
that is adulterated or of an inferior character. This
is my motto.

As heretofore, my bees came through the winter
in fine condition, all on their summer stands. I did

not lose anj', neither have I in ten years.

I think the ''new departure" is good, especially

when we old subscribers to Gleanings are to re-

ceive it " free gratis for nothing." Can you stand
this? If so, it shows that Gleanings is on good
foundation, for which we will all rejoice.

Shclbyville, 111., May 20, 1882. J. W. JorfNsON.

" HOW TO get them LOOSE."
The three-frame nucleus you sent me two years

ago has increased to three good colonics. When-
ever there comes a warm day they work very strong.

I left the upper story of sections on all winter, and
the frames are stuck as tight as if they grew there.

1 would like, if it is not too much trouble, to have
you tell me the best way to get them loose.

Salem, O., May 13, 18^2. William Stratton.
Wait until a warm day, and then let the

sun shine right on the sections until all the
propolis is warmed up so as to be soft. Now
you can remove them without trouble, but
they will be so badly daubed up as to be
rather unsightly. If we wish nice comb
honey, the unfilled sections should be re-
moved as soon as the honey-yield ceases. It
is true, the propolis can be scraped off with
a bit of glass and sandpaper, atter they are
filled with honey, but it is quite a laborious
task.

SOUR honey.
Some one asks in May Gleanings if honey will

sour in the comb. I will tell you what came under
my observation. Several years ago I had a very

large swarm. I hived them in a box hive; they

fllied it in two weeks during the fall; that honey
was so sour that one could smell it anywhere about
the hive. J. S. Cummings.
Brooklyn, Pow. Co., Iowa, May 13, 1883.

I should be inclined to think the odor of
this honey was a characteristic of the plant
from which they obtained it, not because it

soured. Hives often smell of onions, you
know, where many seed onions are raised.
A good strong colony of bees are generally
proof against any thing souring that once
gets into their combs under their direct su-
pervision.

smokers, etc.

I ordered a Bingham smoker of you for a friend

12 months ago. I have used it some, and don't like

it at all. It is awful to snort out tire. I ordered a
Clark for a neighbor some time ago, and 1 like it the

best of any I ever saw. It never snorts fire, and it

is fcmpcr paratus— (always ready).

A man here says ho does not now let his hees
swarm, and don't have so many to abscond as for-

merlj'. When asked how he got swarms, he replied

that he would take a few frames out of different

hives, and then hunt up a queen and put in; but
sometimes the queen is very hard to find, and in

such cases he would put in a drone, and he never
could see but that it did just as well.

My bees commenced swarming the 10th of March,
and for the last 3 weeks I have had one and two
swarms every day. I cut down the cells and put
the queen back. It seems that don't do much good
here. They will swarm again in a week or ten days,

and several have swarmed thus 3 or 4 times. I have
saved several swarms until I have every thing full

of bees, even ash and salt boxes. I now have 40,

and if I had the lumber to make hives I could have
80 or probably 100 this season. They are not making
much honey yet, but just enough to give them the
swarming fever. In my present circumstances, I

would sell several lbs. of bees at 50c, if I were near a

market. The honey harvest here will not open till

the middle of May. I never saw the horsemint finer,

and this, undoubtedly, will be a great honey year.

Maysfleld, Texas, April 24, 1882. S. C. Fox.

Friend Bingham says, in his advertisement,
no complaint has ever been received in re-
gard to his smokers. Well, the above is not
much of a complaint ; but if friend F. wants
one that doesn't " snort fire,'' and the Bing-
ham does, it seems there is one dissatisfied
customer. / am generally pretty well pleas-
ed to have them ''snort lire;" for where
there is tire, there is generally, pretty soon,
some smoke too. And I think, friend Fox,
where there is lots of swarming there is gen-
erally lots of honey to be had if you manage
rightly ; so, go ahead and don't let the bees
waste or go off.

$80.00 WORTH OF HONEY FROM SEVEN HIVES.
Bees are just booming now. I have 28 colonies,

and never had them so strong this time of year be-

fore, since I kept bees. If the honey season is good,

I expect to get a great amount of honey. Last year
I got 400 lbs. of comb honey from 7 hives, and sold it

at 20 cts. per lb., which amounted to $80.00 in money.
Cash invested in bees, and then taken care of, pays
better than any thing else for the same amount.

WM. FLICKINQBRi
Doylestown, Wayne Co., O., May 10, 1882.
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BBOOKS' SWARM-CATCHER, ETC.

This reminds me of a similar sug'gestion I had

thought to write you when I wrote before, hut over-

looked it. My plan has been to seize a common
swarming sheet and throw over the hive when the

bees begin to return, and if I had failed to secure

the queen, which was generally the case, I was sure

she would be in the swarm by the time they had set-

tled. I would just take up the sheet by the four

corners and carry them where 1 wanted them. I

think it not desirable to multiply implements and
fixtures about the apiary, and see nothing to the ad-

vantage of the complicated arrangement of Mr.

Brooks. This, I believe, is in accordance with your
theory— simplifying every thing as much as possi-

ble. I like your Simplicity hives, and I think I shall

like your chaff hives (when I get them), and I am
pleased with Gleanings and ABC book, and gen-

erally with the implements and fixtures you recom-
mend, and your Ideas; but I don't like your delay

In sending my goods. C. H. Smith.
Ellaville, Ga., May 10,1883.

I do like simplicity, friend S., but it seems
to me friend Brooks' simple apparatus isn't
very complicated. vSince you mention it, I

think a sheet might be made to do very well,
and we thank you for the suggestion. I,

too, terribly dislike delays ; but with a busi-
ness that is on the boom only at a particular
season of the year, and at the same time you
can never tell how much of a boom there is

going to be, it is a pretty hard matter. We
are improving, and preparing ourselves and
learning by experience every year ; but when
a season comes like the present one, when
everybody's bees winter, I know of no other
way than for those who dislike delays, to or-
der so far ahead there can't be any disap-
pointment. That is the way we have to do.

CLIPPING QUEENS' WINGS AS SOON AS THEY HATCH
— A WARNING.

I bought 4 hives of Italians last spring; increased

to 18; by fall they were very weak to commence
winter. This was caused by cropping my young
queens as they hatched, though I had the luck to

queen them again In time, and they got through
safely, and I lost none. If you wish to put this in

Gleanings, do so for the good of some beginner.

It won't do to crop young queens. I have 23 colo-

nies now in good condition. I have taken 115 lbs.

from them this spring. J.W. Teague.
Brownwood, Texas, May 15, 1883.

It isn't at all strange you had bad luck,
friend T.,if you commenced clipping their
wings as soon as they had hatched. How
did you suppose they were going to fly out to
meet the drones? or had you imbibed the
new doctrine recently taught m the Scientific
American? If you did, you unwittingly
made a pretty fair proof of the absurdity
of it.

THE RAILROAD APIARY.

Friend Root:—We call you friend, because you
seem to be friendly to all bee-keepers, and we cer-

tainly feel friendly toward you. As our extracting-

car [see p. 247, May No.] seems to be a new idea to

many bee-keepers, we take the liberty to give you a
description of it. The car is 13 feet long by 6 wide,

painted bright scarlet, and trimmed with white, and
makes a very showy appearance; but the car la not

for show, by any means. It has a door in each eiid,

and two windows on each side with double sash, one
side being glass and the other wire cloth, so that we
can have free ventilation through. Each side of the

car is fitted up with two drawers that hold just 10

Langstroth frames. We start out with one drawer
full of empt}' combs on each side. Pushing the car

alongside of the hive, we take the full frames from
the hive to the empty drawer and fill the hives right

up with the combs from the other drawer. Then
we are through with one swarm, the time occupied
with the swarm being incredibly short. Then we
are ready for swarm No. 2, and the combs from No.
1, when extracted, go into the hive of No. 3. Of
course, the honey is being extracted inside the car

at the same time. The drawers are so arranged that

the car is bee-tight when they are either open or

shut. We will send you our picture some day.

M. A. Williams & Co.
Berkshire, N. Y., May 17, 1882.

bees IN A greenhouse, ONCE MOHE.

In Middletown there is a man by the name of

Firth who raises winter cucumbers for the New
Vork market. Last fall he bought a late swarm of

bees that had not stores enough to winter on. Be-

fore Christmas he put them into his hot-house, and
kept them there until about the 20th of April. They
would fly and work on the cucumber blossoms
whenever the sun shone. He fed them 7 lbs. of

sugar, and some honey from the comb. He had the

hive in one end of the room, and put his feed in the

opposite end. The room, I should think, is about 35

feet long by 13 or 14 wide. He said that the blooms
with the bees were mostly male blossoms, but he
picked more cucumbers from that room than from
either of the others (he has 3 hot-houses), the bloom
in the other two being mostly female or bearing

blossoms. The bees fertilized the blossoms in their

room, and he did it in the other rooms by
hand with a camel's-hair brush. They raised young
bees and built up strong. He put in one lot of dark
honey in the comb for feed, which they would not

work on at all, even when he put it under their

hive. He intends to put a hive in each of his hot-

houses this winter. It has been a hard spring for

bees here, being very cold and backward.

E. D. Howell.
New Hampton, N. Y., May 13, 1882.

There you have it, friends. A man who is

not a bee-keeper has kept a colony all win-
ter in a greenhouse, and they are common
bees in a box hive besides. They worked on
the cucumber blossoms too ; and with a
greenhouse large enough, we might have
not only cucumbers, but cucumber honey

;

and I declare, I am not positively sure but
that we might, after a while, get cucumber
swarms, not to mention" cucumber queens."
The friends who claim that bees spoil the
fruit should make a note of this fact : Where
our friend had no bees, he had to fertilize

the blossoms with a camel's-hair brush, or
he would have had no cucumbers.

A SWARM in APRIL, SENDING OUT A SWARM IN MAY.
A swarm issued April 6th, and was put into a hive,

and the same queen led out another swarm May 6th,

settled a short time, and concluded to try the woods,

and off they went. I was at church. Had I been at

home, I think I could have accommodated them in

the way of a home. How often is this beaten in the
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way of swarming? The queen was a pure Italian,

correctly mated; workers, dark leather-colored. At
times they can use their stings pretty well.

G. W. White.
Hickory Grove, Crawford Co., Ga., May 9, 1883.

Friend AV'., you can say as did the man
whose pig went through a window, tliat he
liad got his dimensions, any way, and you
have done better than tliat, for you have got
a lot of queen-cells from that queen that
gets around so fast. If they left a fair colo-
ny with combs full of brood, they certainly
did extra.

DRONE FOUNDATION, ETC.

I have a large lot of honey ready for market, and
the demand at home is better than ever before. I

can sell extracted at 15c, and comb at 20. I have ex-

tracted from some of my best colonies, during pop-

lar bloom, 100 lbs. per colony, and as much as 75 lbs.

comb. I don't like your drone fdn. for sections, or

in large frames for storing honey either, friend

Root; the queen invariably occupies the combs.
Hybrid bees are ahead of any thing so far this sea-

son in gathering honey; but, oh how they sting!

Forsyth, Ga., May 17, 18S2. F. N. Wilder.
I presume there will always be this objec-

tion to drone fdn., even though the bees do
build it out and store honej[ in it faster than
in worker comb. If there is no drone comb
in the hive, the queen is very apt to seek for
it in the section boxes. What has been the
experience of others in this matter?

THE RUBBER PLATES; A NEW WAY OF USING.
I have rigged my rubber Idn. plates to press by

foot, so as to have my hands free to handle the fdn.

I sit in a chair, with a dish of water just hot enough
to ketp the strips of wax limpid; keep afewof them
floating on it, ready to press. I do not know how
others work with the plates, but I succeed first rate

as above. Geo. H. Patch.
Stevens Point, Wis., May 1, 1882.

Our friend, it will be observed, has been
using the rubber plates like a Given press,
and, to make such soft yielding material
take an impression, the wax sheets are
warmed by hot water until very soft. Now
the point is, that this supplies the missing
link needed to make wired frames with the
rubber plates. The only trouble I appre-
hend, is in keeping the wax sheets so soft
as to be readily impressed by rubber, and
yet not come to pieces in handling. The
plain sheets will likely need to be of pretty
good, thickness, to get nice walls on both
sides.

DO BEES KEEP DRONES ALL WINTER?
Yes. The first of last April, while examining a

strong colony, a last year's swarm, I was obliged to

shake some of the bees from the combs, in front of

the hive, in order to accomplish a thorough investi-

gation of the brood-nest. While the bees were re-

turning from the hive, I improved the opportunity
to examine them through a magnifying-glass. They
displayed that glistening appearance of perfect
health so satisfactory to the eye of the bee-keeper
in early spring. Among the bees were three drones
— real, veritable, lumbering drones. But they did

not bear the marks of that youthful health so prom-
inent in the appearance of their surrounding com-
panions. Their color was somewhat faded, with

general indications of old age otherwise. That in-

stance was my first experience in finding old drones

in my hives in the spring, before brood had begun
to hatch. The cotvs hadn't been meddling with the

hives, cither. J. F. Latham.
Cumberland, Me., May 8, 1883.

ENEMIES OF DEES; THE ENGLISH SPARROWS.
They are playing hob with my bees just at pres-

ent; they come down in front of the hives, and pick
the bees oil' the alighting-board as they come in with
new honey, and feed their young birds with them.
Now, I don't mean I saw one bee go that way, but I

have seen at least 50 go in a verj' short time — say
one hour and a half. To what extent they catch
them other ways, such as on the wing or on the blos-

soms, I can't say. Now for the point. I think it

was my own fault in cultivating a taste for the bees
in the sparrows, by the following: When I trans-

ferred the combs to the wired frames, of course I

destroyed quite a little capped brood; and the next
morning, after the bees had cleaned up house, of

course there were a good many dead bees in the
white state lying around the entrances, and thus
the sparrows started on them, and when they were
all gone they tried the live ones; and, from all ap-

pearances, liked them, to my sorrow. Although the

sparrows are fed every morning with soaked bread,

they will let it lie all day, evidently having a prefer-

ence for bees. The bees will, once in a while, drive

the sparrows away, but thej' are too smart for the

bees. If the sparrows get hold of a bee that has pol-

len, or one that has not much honey, they bite him
and throw him aside, and pick up another.

Moral, do not let any bees in the worm state lie

around the hives. Beeler, Jr.

Philadelphia, Pa., May, 188i.

1 am sure we are much obliged to you,
friend 13., but I am inclined to think this a
rather exceptional case. I have watched the
English sparrows around here, and have
never seen them go near our hives, although
a sort of swallow does, sometimes. All these
reports seem to indicate that a great variety
of birds and reptiles may at times learn to
devour bees. For instance, in the past years
we have had reported toads, frogs, skiinks,
snakes, king-birds, martins, swallows, and
even common fowls, where they had acci-
dentally learned it as you taught the I]nglish
sparrows. Before waging war on the latter,

it might be well to inquire if others have
ever noticed them eating bees.

ON THE BOOM.
I have 53 hives in fine fix; in fact, they are on a

boom. I took lOii gallons yesterday, and will take
much more next week. Poplar is now at its height,

and the honey flow is splendid. Can you And us a
market for ten or twenty barrels of honey? I have
never had any loss. I sold 95 colonies last year;

shipped to Indiana. The trade in bees is growing
here for bees to ship north. I should like to have an
order for 100 colonies; and if you know any such,

direct them tome. I can give you good reference.

T. W. Hargroves.
Buford's Station, Giles Co., Tenn., May 7, 1883.

Bees are on the boom everywhere, friend
11., where they are owned by a live bee-
keeper. Tell us what you want per lb. for
your honey, and we will put it in the Honey
Column.
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HORSEMINT.

!|^EES are just booming now, gathering honey

lire from horsemint pretty rapidly. I had 30 colo-
'^'^ nies last fall, but doubled back in February

to 27 strong ones; have had 26 new swarms to date,

besides 40 three-frame nuclei; I have returned all I

could, but some were too large to be returned. The
chaff hive I got of j'ou is <?ic Mw for Texas as well

as North. Our sudden changes are more severe on

bees here than the continued cold north.

J. S. Tadlock.
Luling, Caldwell Co., Texas, April 21, 1883.

I am going to change to the regular Langstroth

hive, and discard all others. S. H. Hutchinson.
Mechanic Falls, Me., May 4, 1883.

COTTON-SEED MEAL, AGAIN.

My bees prefer cotton-seed meal to any other sub-

stitute for pollen. D. S. Hall.

S. Cabot, Wash. Co., Vt., May 16, 1883.

Gallup gives my ideas to a "t-y-t." T never had

but one to dwindle in spring. If you want to know,

I will tell just what made it. J. W. D. Camp.

Camden, O., May 5, 1882.

[To be sure, we want to know.]

SPIDER PLANTS.

If there is any one who wants plants, they can get

them of me by coming and pulling them up, for

there are thousands coming up where my plants

grew last year. J. Parshall.
Skidmore, Mo., May 4, 1883.

I could not find a cant file in Cleveland, not even

at the flle-works. C. N. Meech.
North Ridgeville, O., April 24, 1883.

[I am not at all surprised, friend M., for a great

many of our flies and other tools are made express-

ly for us, and can not be found anywhere else.]

riGWORT.
I raised only one single plant last year, but I got

as many seed from it as I wanted. I have about 100

plants, transplanted in my garden, now about 4 in.

high. I raised them in my flower-house.

Bonham, Texas, Mar. 28, 1883. J. P. Ingram.

THE RIGHT WAY TO BEGIN.

Two years ago I started with two hives ; last spring

I started with ten; have 36 now; never bought any

nor lost any by wintering, flow is that for a begin-

ner? Henry Large.
WhIgviUe, Noble Co., O., April 10, 1883.

GOOD RECREATION FOR STUDENTS.

I have been attending college here for the past

two years. I brought a hive of my favorites with

me, to watch and work with. I keep them in my
bedroom window of the dormitory, third floor.

Walt. J. Quick.

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., April 83, 1883.

I would like a pkg. of Simpson honey-plant, and
also one of Spider plant. I am going to experiment
this season, but expect to put in flve acres or more
next season, as it seems to be a good thing.

G. H. Shibley.
Richmond, McHcnry Co., 111., May 8, le83.

OPENING A HIVE THE FIRST TIME.

I must tell you of my first trial in taking out my
frames. I went into them without a veil and got

along splendid without a sting, and I have had them
out /ouc times and no stiugs; they are hybrid, too.

W. L. Richmond.
Paikersburg, Wood Co., West Va.

HOPEFUL, IN SPITE OF DISCOURAGEMENTS.
I don't know that I shall have any bees very long,

as they are doing something as the Kilkenny cats

did— fighting, etc.; but if there be a few left, it may
be like the "handful of corn on top of the moun-
tain," which hereafter may wondrously grow.

W. H. Child.
Cornish Flat, N. H., April 19, 1882.

I had a very choice swarm of bees come out yester-

day. May 4. Can you beat that, Mr. R.? If so, I'd

like to hear from you. I hived them, and they are

working nicely; flO.OO would be no temptation for

them, Mr. Root. I have 10 stands of as nice Italian

bees as there is in Delaware County.
Geo. L. Scott.

Lewis Centre, Delaware Co., O., May 5, 1882.

[We can't beat it, friend S., for the best we ever
did was a swarm on the 11th of May.]

NEW HONEY IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
Bees commenced swarming April 1st; have in-

creased from 17 to 35, even after doubling up second

swarms. Have taken 28 lbs. extracted honey from
upper story of my best new swarm within six weeks
of the date of hiving them. Perhaps 15 to 30 lbs.

could be taken from lower story to advantage.

Newberry, 8. C, May 18, 1883. F. Werber, Jr.

CHEERING FROM TEXAS.

Bees are at the very height of the horsemint sea-

son, and are literally pouring the honey into the

hives. We began taking off sections April 13, and
have continued at shoit intervals since; have ex-

tracted some also. We are indeed at this time in a

land of sunshine, flowing with milk and honey.

Hallettsville, Tex., May 16, 1883. J. E. Lay.

I think in next Gleanings you had better tell us

what to do with upper stories and hives for new
swarms when we have no fdn. Geo. H. MCGee.
Point Marblehead, O.. May 23, 1882.

[Why friend M., do as you did before we had any
fdn. of course. Use comb guides, and make the

bees build their combs straight, by keeping an eye

on them, and if they build drone comb, cut it out

and use it in the boxes. Go and visit Doolittlo.]

only 1 LB. PER MONTH, PER COLONY,

I have never had bees as strong as they are this

spring. They consumed a little less than 1 lb. per

colony each month, while in the cellar. There are

plenty of young bees flying, and drones from some

of the stronger. 1 am not afraid of their stores, as

my 90 colonies had an average of 40 lbs. last fall. I

haven't lost any yet, nor do I expect to, unless some-

thing unusual occurs. L. W. Vankirk.

Washington. Pa., March 38, 1883.
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FRIEND GIVEN IN CALIFORNIA.

My health is still mending some, but I shall not be

able to return East this spring. The prospects in

Califorpia look well for a good honey crop this year.

I have the care of some 253 stands that are beginning

to swarm. D. S. Given.
Los Angeles, Cal., Aprils, 1883.

It is a very cold, raw, windy day. The first week
in April could not be improved — bees did splendid-

ly, and we bridged over the cold week following the

freeze, by feeding liberally, and continue to do so

every cold or stormy day. Our bees are in splendid

condition. Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, 111., April 33, 1882.

spring versus winter.
In my article, page 224, May No., I say, " If I kept

over 100." It should be, " If I kept many over 100."

I finished faking my bees out of the cellar April 30;

have lost one out of 141 in the cellar, and three in

the five days they have been out. I can winter bees,

but how to get them through the spring is what
troiMes me. Judging from my experience other

springs. If I have 100 the first day of June I will be
well satisfied. N. F. Case.
Glensdale, Lewis Co., N. Y., May 5, 1882.

swarming-boxes.
There is a little mistake I see in printing my arti-

cle [on p. 243]. You say, ".5 or 6 boxes of different

lengths." It should be on pales of different lengths.

The reason why I think a " 5-cent basket on a pole "

would not be as good as a box, is, it could not be
handled so well, and crowded up through among the

limbs of a tree, as a box, if well made
N. N. Shepard.

Cochranton, Crawford Co., Pa., May 3, 1883.

[To be sure, it should have been poles of different

lengths, friend S. How stupid in us!]

HONEY FROM PEAS.

After our long drought, one colony of hybrids

yielded me 50 lbs. extracted honey from the small

pea crop grown near town, making about 100 lbs. for

the colony. The peas arc the ordinary speckled or

whippoorwill peas. They are planted here in May or

June for cow feed. Immediately around town 10 or

15 acres are sown, and during the day till after sun-

down, the patches are in a perfect roar. As there

are no other sources of honey supply at that time, I

conclude they gather from the peas.

Dr. T. J. Happel.
Trenton, Gibson Co., Tenn., Mar. 30, 1883.

[Many thanks, friend II. The pea you mention is

something unknown to us here. Will you be so kind
as to send me enough to sow about li acre? The
matter surely needs looking after.]

ONE -QUART PAILS.

I can't get 3-lb. pails made here for less than $16.00

per 100. Bees are nearly ready to swarm, the strong-

est of them. I did it by feeding. W. Malone.
Oakley, Lucas Co., Iowa, April 37, 1883.

[Tell your tinners, friend M., that if they wish to

be up with the times they can, with a little machin-
ery, be able to make these pails at the regular

prices; or they could do a nice trade on them by
purchasing a hundred or thousand at a time. There
is at present a great demand for them, and custom-
ers will often give 5 or 10 cents for a little pail,

for a single occasion, rather than to try to borrow
one. Our price for a covered pail to hold 3 lbs. of

honey is $5.35 per hundred.]

TOBACCO COIiUMN.

OUGHT doctors TO USE TOBACCO? ALSO THE REA-
SON WHY DR. TYRRELL NEVER DID.

flOR many years I have wondered at the bad hab-
its of smart, educated men, and that they will

' persist in using active poisons as medicines,
while many of them admit that the people would be
better off without such medicines; and nature and
common sense teach us better than to use them. No
wonder that boys and illiterate men got into the
habit of using whisky, tobacco, and other intoxi-

cants when the example is so prominently set be-
fore them. I taught my boys while they were young,
not to use tobacco, and not to use whisky, coffee,

nor tea, as a beverage, and not to take poisons or
anything that would act contrary to nature, and
only such as would assist nature in removing dis-

ease. And when they enlisted in the army I told

them there was more danger in the hospitals with
the surgeon's medicines than on the battlefield with
the enemy's tullets. My patients in army hospitals

and camps soon noticed the difference between my
medicines and treatment, and that of other surgeons.

I will not call their science of medicine " scientific

ignorance," nor their practice "murderous quack-
ery;" others may testify. When a boy, I quit the
use of tobacco while walking home from meeting
with the preacher's daughter, and have never
smoked nor chewed it since. Success to you in all

your works in every department of reformation!

D. Tyrrell, M. D.
Toulon, Stark Co., ML, April 34, 1883.

ISTow, just look a here, friend T. We
think it's downright mean to leave off just
where you did. What became of that min-
ister's daughter? After she had wasted her
time in giving good advice to a tobacco-using
chap like yourself (begging pardon), if you
did not just set about taking good care of
her, and are in the same business yet, we
shall feel very much disappointed. May be
she will tell us about it; we are all listening.
May we beg of you to be so kind, Mrs. T.V

Please find pay for the Clark smoker you sent last

fall, as I am again using tobacco. I am sorry, but
the flesh is weak. J. L. Mercer.
Madoc, Ont., Can., May 8, 1883.

Well, I declare, friend M., did tobacco re-
ally come out master and you the slave? In
any case, we know you are a " square man,"
and a man of your word, and as such I re-
spect and honor you. Here is my hand, old
friend, and now I want to see you just
" buckle to it," and, with God's help, just
climb above that old appetite as did friend
Balch. Just hear him.

March Gleanings came on time, and, as usual,

the first place to read was Our Homes. Being in a

hurry, and for what other reason I can not tell, un-

less it was to give me an idea what Gleanings
would be without the Homo Papers, I did not find

it. Well, I threw it down, and began to think, " Has
A. I. Root really backslid? if not, he would have
written something for the Homes." Then I began
to think of the many cares and trials in business;

and as my thoughts ran along, " You haven't prayed
for him lately," came into my mind. Then I picked
up Gleanings again, and the next thing to look for

important was the Tobacco Column, to see who had
given up the filthy habit, and, to my surprise, not
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one name in that. Then it came to me, as it has be-

fore, " Better tell how jyou stopped using' tobacco."

Really, I am not writing this for a smoker, but for

the glory of God. Yes, praise his name for what he
will do when we ask him ia simple faith. I com-
menced to use tobacco when a boy, nearly 30 years

ago; my health has been very poor far the past 3

years, and my physician toll me it was no use to

doctor, unless I would stop using tobacco. Says I,

" Doctor, I have such a tas.e formed, and the habit

is so old, that when I stop for one day I am so dizzy

that I stagger and reel like a drunkard. I have tried,

time after time, yes, very many times, and shed

tears over it, used thoroughwort in its place for

some time, yet with no success. 1 "hankered" after

it more than for my meals, or any thing. None but
one who has had the experience can have any idea

how much I suffered. Last August I went to one of

these noisy (bless God) Free Methodist camp-meet-
ings, where the minister said, " We do not run this

meeting with whisky nor tobacno." After preach-

ing, all who wanted religion, and all who wanted
more religion, were invited to come forward to the

altar. The Spirit of God that was sent into the

world to convince men of sin, righteousness, and
judgment to come, said to me, " Thou art the
MAN." Pride said, " You! an old professor, belong-

ing to a church of another denomination for 20

years? yes, and here are lots of them besides, and
some who have been in j-our B ble-class. You will

make a pretty show! A nice representative from
our church;" yet the Spirit said, "You are a sin-

ner; go fDnvarcl." And I started (praise God, I feel

the Are welling up now). When I got to the altar,

the first thing I said, and that just as soon as I got
there, was, " Lord, take away all desire and appetite

for tobacco, for I have done the best that 1 can to

stop;" and in that very moment I was cured. It

was my extremitJ^ Bless the Lord, I haven't want-
ed it yet, neither did I feel any of the former effects;

for when I stopped, no dizziness nor any bad eflfects

followed. My wife asked mo the next day if stop-

ping would not make me sick. No, it did not, and it

never has since. Wm. H. Balch.
Oran, N. Y., April, 1883.

I presume, friend B., you must have had a
journa], a part of which was carelessly omit-
ted ; but if such accidents always broua^ht
letters like the one you have given us, I do
not know that I should feel so very badly
about it. When a revival brings us a relig-
ion that makes men give n\) their sins and
bad habits, the world, with almost one ac-
cord, decides it comes from God. When
noisy meetings will lift us up to as good a
purpose as they lifted you out of your bond-
age and slavery, by all means let us have
the noise. I feel like grasping your hand,
and saying, "Bless God" too, brother B.

If j'ou will make me a present of a smoker, I will

promise you faithfully that I will stop using tobacco
hn- ever. I am not able to buy one, for I have been
saving up for a long time to get money enough to

buy those things. J. M. Conningham.
Uniontown, Pa., March 20, 1883.

Why, friend C, it don't seem as if you had
been saving at a very lively rate, or you
would have cut off the tobacco ere this.
Well, now, you will kill two birds — get a
smoker, and save your money too.

Send me one smoker, for which I will pay you
when I resume the use of tobacco, if not before. I

have used the weed 35 years, except about 5 years
during that time; and for the last six weeks, your
writings have caused me leave it off, and I hope
many others will be led by you to leave it off, for it

is injurious to the human race; and may the Lord
help them to quit it. A. AV. Matthews.
Pott's Station, Ark , April 18, 1883.

Amen to your closing remarks, friend M.;
and if I get poor in furnishing smokers, I
can feel that it was in a good cause.

I saw in one of your Gleanings that if any one
would quit smoking tobacco, you would send them
a smoker; so, away goes the pipe and the tobacco;

and if I turn to the habit again, I will pay for the

smoker. E. A. Mumford.
Annawan, Henry Co., Ill , April 31, 1883.

All right, friend M. ; and may God help
you to hold out

!

I sec you have a tobacco corner. May I give the

experience of one who began its use at 11 years of

age, and left off at 05 years— not in my own strength,

for I had tried several times, but always got back
again; but in the strength of Jesus it was dropped
from me like an old garment. Now don't put this

into your Tobacco Column. I may give my experi-

ence ill meeting some time, but not now. J. L. L.

But, friend Ji., we can't well excuse you,
for your experience has something in it that
I know will be helpful ; and, even if you do
" speak in meeting " S( me other time, we
want this from you now. Our evil habits
should drop olf from us like an old garment,
when we commence in real true earnest to
follow the Master.

Please let me in the tobaeeo class. I am a young
man; began 3 years ago to use cigars as a kind of

way ot putting on style. The appetite thus created

led to the use of the pipe. 1 have made up my mind
to appli' for the smoker, and bid adieu to the whole
tobacco business. I have, in parinership with my
father, GO stands of bees. We wintered in a pit in a

sandbank; lost none. Bees all wintered well in this

section. Had a very mild winter.

McE. Stewart.
Orion, Kichland Co., Wis., April 5, 1883.

There you have it, boys. AVhen a young
man commences to smoke, he does it because
he wants to put on style. Friend S., we re-

joice that you have had tlie manliness to
come out and own up your fault. We pray
that God may help you to have a higher mo-
tive in living.

Please send me Clarn's smoker. 1 will never use
tobacco again. I will pay for 20 if 1 do. I will pay
the postage at Louisville. John B. Cox.
Louisville, T.'nn., Feb. 34, 1883.

May the Lord help you, friend Cox, just as
he helped friend Balch, in the other letter;

and be assured he will, if you tiust him, and
fight it through as he did.

I had been a great slave to tobacco for 23 years,

but I have not touched it since the 15th of Decem-
ber, 1881; and by the help of God I will let it alone.

Johnson Wilson.
Rockwood, 111., April 13, 1883.

1
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For God so l:)ved the world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have ever'astlng- life.—John
3:10.

mEADER, does it pay you to liveV Is

,
life a boon, a blessing V Have you
never, amid trouble, trial, perplexity,

and sorrow and disappointment, been tempt-
ed to think it didn't any more than i)ay? I

say tempted, for one is surely tempted of the
evil one when he harbors such thoughts.
They may come, as all other selfish thoughts
at times ]>resent themselves to poor- frail hu-
manity ; but I trust they don't come to you
often, and that, when they do, you give them
to understand very quickly they can have no
dwelling-place with you. As I sit at my
type-writer the sun is just rising, and it is

the 19th day of May. The apple-trees are in
bloom, and, as the day is warm, we shall

have a merry time with the bees to-day.
All nature is lovely ; but the happiest part
of it to me is the little verse at the head of
the chapter. As I read it over and over, my
heart swells with thankfulness, and the
most precious word in the whole verse is

that one "loved" — for God so loved the
world. As I am one of the world, it means
me as well as you, and all the rest of us.

God loves us. These are the words of Jesus
himself ; and just before he uttered them he
said,

—

If I have told j'on earthly things, and ye believe
not, how shall ye believe if I tell you of heavenly
things?

Then this verse was one of the heavenly
things he alluded to. It is indeed a heaven-
ly thought, that God loves tis. I know what
a great sea of unbelief rises up to contradict
and deny it. I have tried to tell the men in

jail of this great and wondrous love of God,
and have heard their unbelief expressed.
Many of them would like to believe it ; but
with their past habits it seemed a great un-
dertaking to grasp it all at once. I have
heard those out of jail deny it, too, as an im-
possibility. If God loves us, why is it thus
and soV Poor, weak, sinful humanity,

—

poor, warped humanity,—says, '' If he loves
me, why does he thus afflict meV "

I once knew a beautiful child, so pretty
and beautiful that his kind parents called
him " Lovey." They were well to do in the
world, and the child had every thing he
could ask for. As they lived in town, he
was beautifully dressed every day, and was
a great part of the time on "the streets, at-

tracting the attention and kind words of the
passers-by. He had bright, smart, pretty
ways, and, as a consequence, was rewarded
with cakes, candy, and sweetmeats, a great
part of the time. Years passed, and I lost

sight of him. When we were building our
factory, a shabbily dressed fellow came
prowling around ; and, as he had no errand,
was finally driven away from the station by
the agent, and some of the boys said he was
crazy. After committing some petty theft,
he in anger smashed in a window of one of
our stores, and for that and some other of-
fenses was sent to jail. He was the victim
of an ungoverned temper, until some called
him crazy. I had some friendly talks with
him, but he was too stubborn and unyield-
ing for me to get much acquainted with
him. It was the child " Lovey " — the one
who was so lovable in his childhood, and,
with sadness I think of it, might have been
a lovable man still, with the proper training.
Now, friends, I ask you the question. How
should the parents iaave shown that they
truly loved that beautiful boy God had giv-
en them? Even in his infancy his childish
will needed subduing, and very likely he and
the street loafers who gave him candy would
have thouglit his parents hard and cruel had
he been trained in the way he should go.
He is now in the penitentiary ; but the bond-
age of that unrestrained will and temper is

a thousand times w^orse than the stone walls
and iron bars that cut off his liberty. In
fact, that very stubbornness seemed to be a
barrier I could not get through, even suffi-

ciently to tell him about God's love for a
sinful world. It avUI shut him out of heaven.
Now before you declare that there is no

God about it, or that God could not thus af-
flict one whom he loved, will you not consid-
er the point now before usV Is it not a kind
hand that afflicts? and are not these afflic-

tions and trials, that we may grow strong
and good? We shall not grow strong and
good, mind you. unless we take these things
patiently, and with a submissive spirit ; for
parents punish, and (Jod punishes, often-
times, when it only hardens the heart. Many
a parent has been made even more bitter to-

ward God because a loved child was taken
away ; and very likely children have, in a
few cases, been driven away from home be-
cause the parent insisted on "obedience. The
discipline of the law sometimes hastens the
criminal to ruin and death. Shall we on this
account abolish law? You see, friends, these
afflictions and trials are beneficial, only to

those who take them as coming from a lov-

ing hand. Had this boy, when desired by
his mother to take off his nice clothes, give
up his candy, and carry in wood, said to him-
self, "• I know that my mother loves me, and
would not require of me any thing that isn't

for my best good," you all know he would
have risen to be a good and useful man.
Proper training, froni infancy upward, will

almost always make a good man ; but the
time must come, sooner or later, when the
child feels the power within him of deciding
for liimself, and the fearful responsibility
comes up before him,

—

Choose ye this day whom ye will serve.—Josh. 21:15.

It has been suggested, that man got his

bodily form from tne lower forms of animal
life, by successive stages of evolution. It is

not in my province to discuss whether or not
this doctrine agrees with that laid down in
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the Bible, but I have often thought of the
idea advanced, that, if such were the case,
there must have been a point in the develop-
ment when man, instead of walking on ail

fours, began to stand up erect, and look
about him. AVe might imagine it was about
the same time that God breathed into his

nostrils the breath of life, and he became a
living soul. I believe I have heard some-
tliing of a " missing link" that isn't yet found,
just about here ; but we won't stop to argue
on that point just now. We are here, and
we are living souls and responsible beings.
There is a good deal of the animal left about
us, still ; but there is with it all, enough of
the breath of life in us for us to look up and
claim relationship with God, because he
created us " in his own image." Weak,
wicked, foolish, and sinful as I am, I know
that God loves and cares for me. I have a
jovial sort of a brother-in-law, who has a
way of saying there are but two things in
this world we are positively sure of. The
two things are "death, and taxes." Not
very comforting, friends, is it? Well, now,
there is something I am sure of, and it is

comforting, too, I assure you. It is God's
unchanging love. Again my heart bounds
and thrills when I think of it. It has grown
stronger and steadier, and more enduring,
too, I trust, than it was when I first began
to write these Home Papers. I can feelliis

approving love, too, wfen I "wi'ite these
words to you, and tell you where you may
iind in his word,

—

I know that my Redeemer liveth.—Job 19:25.

A consciousness of God's love gives hope.
It gives energy and zeal. The inebriate
who is sinning his life away, will tell you all

mankind are corrupt, and that the whole
plan of creation is a hopeless failure. The
libertine will talk worse than that, and his
power in jeer and sarcasm is not only Satan-
ic, but it is poisonous. The coldest, hardest,
and most steely bitterness toward God and
humanity is that which wells up from the
mouth of one guilty of this last-named class
of sins. It sometimes seems as if you could
see the imps of darkness leering and blazing
out of his eyes, when you attempt to talk
to such a one of God a\id his love. Hatred
of God comes first, then of your fellow-men,
and, tinally, of yourself and your own life.

With the hatred comes lack of faith in God,
man, and yourself, and the end is often sui-
cide. A pure, unselfish life, brings love and
faith in God, faith in your fellow-men, grati-

tude, and thankfulness.
The work of missionaries in reclaiming

savages is first to assure them of God's love;
and our work in the jails and penitentiaries
is the same, to first convince men of God's
love for sinners. At a temperance meeting
last evening, the lady who spoke mentioned
some of the discouragements they had a few
years ago, during the woman's crusade.
One man was especially bitter. He hired
men to persecute the women with dirty wa-
ter, mud, tripping them up with a concealed
wire, etc. They were praying women, and
not easily discouraged. They went to the
man, and plead and prayed with him. It

only made him worse. Anybody might have
known those foolish women would have had

no effect on a man like him. Wait a bit

!

At the last moment, he confessed that he
could not sleep nights, the matter lay so
heavily on his mind ; and just one step fur-
ther, and down he went on his knees, saying,
" God have mercy on me a sinner." He be-
came a converted man, and a Christian.
Wait a bit again. This hard, bitter man,
when he was converted, set straightway
about telling everybody else about God's
love, and by and by he was allowed to hold
services with the convicts at the penitenti-
ary. Mrs. Woodbridge, for it was she who
told it, has just visited him and his work
there, and out of the convicts present at
their little service, 78 arose and told of the
love to God that had lately sprung up in
their hearts. Those who have little faith in
God and man will insist their penitence was
not genuine ; but the real earnest Christian
worker will thank God for the start they
have taken, and hope and pray that they
may each and every one leave a "record, like
the man who was converted by the efforts of
the woman's crusade. God honors energy
and faith, when they go together.

God's love goes with us through sickness
and death. The following is an extract late-

ly received from our old friend A. F. Moon,
whom many will remember as a former edit-

or of one of the bee journals: —
I have suffered pretty badly Avith my limb — the

one that was amputated. It was taken off about

eight inches below the knee, but not high enough to

get the diseased bone, and li is never healed up, and
at times is quite painful — so much so I almost give

up, but still keep around. But it can neverget well

unless it is taken off higher, which I can hardly con-

sent to have done, as it is quite hazardous to my
life. Yet I suffer enough every month to have it

done. For two years 1 have done but little or noth-

ing in raising bees or queens. 1 have not been able

to take care of them; about all 1 have done was to

take care of house plants and llowcrs, and the most
of it was sitting on a bench.

I have been so cramped by losing my limb, that it

seemed almost impossible for me to clear up my lit-

tle matters; trouble and misfortune have ruined

me. What shall I do? A. F. Moon.
Rome, Ga., March 13, 1S82.

Several years ago my youngest brother
wrote me of the death of their little boy.
He was a sweet, loving child, and before he
died he put his arms around his parents'
necks and bade them good-by. In his grief
and sorrow, my brother wrote me. It was
my duty to offer some kind of consolation.
As I did not then believe that God loved the
world, or, in fact, in any thing particular, I
could not think of a word to say to cheer or
comfort them. The child's good-by rung in
my ears, but I dare not try to point out to
them any comfort in that direction. The
letter was a very brief one. About all I

could do was to say I was sorry for them.
What shall we say to comfort friend Moon?
To go on, is a lingering disease with much
pain and suffering, and death at the end

:

to submit to another operation will be terri-

ble pain, and there is much danger that he
may not survive it. Shall we say,

—

" Friend Moon, we are very sorry for you
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in your affliction, and we would gladly do
any thing in our power, if we knew how'' V

You pause here, feeling liow very weak
and feeble is humanity, when it comes to
the point of grappling with grim death.
Something more must be said. You ven-
ture,—
" Do not be cast down, brother Moon."
Until the words had passed your lips, you

did not dream how hollow and empty they
would sound. You ask him not to be cast
down ; but you might as well tell one who is

struggling in the midst of the Atlantic
Ocean, to get out without help. You ven-
ture again,

—

" Friend Moon, we must all die some time.
Bear up under your pain as well as you can,
and it

"

You came very near saying it would soon
be over, leading indirectly to the thought that
he might hope for death, and that the great-
est blessing his friends can hope for under
the circumstances, is that lie may die soon.
What sort of comfort is that to a dying man?
If a horse were suffering greatly, it would be
perfectly right to say you hoped death might
soon end its sufferings.
Please bear with me a little now, dear

friends, in what I am going to say, for I do
it solely to show you where skepticism and
intidelity leave a man.* When a horse is

suffering with an incurable disease, the so-
ciety for the prevention of cruelty to animals
demand that his sufferings be put to an end
by taking away his life, and it is a Christian
act to do so.

The horse is a dumb brute ; but man is a
part of God, and endowed with a living soul— a soul that enables him to look up and
comprehend God, and know and love him as
a father ; and, friend Moon, in the name of
that Son whom God gave as a token of his
love to a poor, lost, and sinful world, I bid
you look up.
Let not your heart be troubled; ye believe in God,

believe also in me.- John 14:1.

Verily, verily, I say unto you, If a man keep my
Baying, he shall never see death.—John 8:51.

Verily, verily, I say unto j-ou, He that hcareth my
word, and believeth on him that sent mo, hath ever-
lasting life, and shall not come into condemnation;
but Is passed from death unto life.—John 5:34:.

Disease may torture, and pains may rack
your poor suffering frame ; but that wonder-
ful love can bear you up through it all. A
little common-place illustration may help to
make this seeming paradox plainer. My
wife says that, when she was a child, if she
could sit in her father's lap, and lay her head
on his shoulder, all pains and aches were
gone at once; yet when he put her down,
they at once came back again. We may
smile at this

; yet how many of us are there
who can not remember something of the
same kind? The touch of a loved one, and
the consciousness that we are loved, and
that some one cares for us, often makes pain

* The following statistics show the comparative
numberof suicides in different nations: InChristian
Sweden, 1 suicide to every '.i2,000 inhabitants; T'nited
States, 1 suicide to 15.000 inhabitants; in England. 1
suicide to 13,000 inhabitants; in London, 1 suicide to
21,000 inhabitants; in intidel Parig, 1 suicide to 2T00 in-
Iwbitants! Is there any thing- startling in the last
Item?

easy to bear. Physicians can tell how much
there is in a hopeful spirit to help one to
bear up, and not give way and break down
in despair under pain and affliction; and,
friend Moon, although we can not promise
you, positively, restored health and freedom
from pain, we can point you to the Lamb of
God who taketh away the sin of the world.
Peter said,

—

Silver and gold have I none; but such as I have
give I thee: In the name of Jesus Christ of Nj'.za-
reth, rise up and walk.—Acts 3:6.

And we say, unitedly, that you shall have
our prayers, that God may give you strength
and grace to bear your trials, and that, if it

be his will you should go down into the dark
valley, it may be with that consciousness
and assurance that will give you peace and
rest and resignation. In closing, I will give
an extract from a sermon by my beloved
pastor, who first turned me from this world
to thoughts of the world to come.

I must die. You, my hearer, must die. You may
seek to waive aside this tragic event as of little mo-
ment; you may absorb the stoic's philosophy, or

drink of lethean waters; you may shout peace,

peace, to that last great enemy; that one moment-
ous event, the concentration of the evil and good of

a lifetime, in a few agonizing throes of mingled
phj'sical and mental pain, will soon come to me and
to you. You may say, " Let not the preacher fright-

en us. We do not enjoy dwelling upon this theme."
But if to speak of it is a pain, what must it be, O un-
willing hearer! to experience it? If you flee from
the bedside of the dying, averse to the presence of

the king of terrors, what will you do when you your-

self lie upon that bed, and feel for yourself the ice-

cold fingers, and the chilling deeps of the dark cold

river? If you can not now look with steady nerve
into the open grave, how can you slowly descend
into it? It might at first seem desirable that this

great crisis should be ignored, or that we should

soothe and flatter ourselves that there is no real en-

mity between us and death, or so deceive ourselves

with some flxed-up compromise as to suppose we
have avoided the issue. No, no, my friends, there is

positively but one way to meet this issue, and that

is to face this last great foe with a realization of his

implacable nature, exclaiming, "O Death, I know
thy dread terror. Thou delightest to blight the fair-

est and the best; I know ihy heartless purpose; I

have seen thy devastating work; the groans and ago-

nies of thine insidious cruelty have reached my
ears. My own loved ones have withered under thy
foul and loathsome breath; and after persecuting
me all thou canst, thou wilt make of this form I love
so well, a loathsome carcass and a nest for worms.
Ah, I know thy nature, thou subtile enemy of man-
kind. But I know of one force greater than thine,—
a still, quiet, c'cep power that thou canst not greatly

disturb nor undermine. I believe, I trust, I hope in,

I wait upon. One greater than thou. I know thine

enmity, and I know his friendship. I look thee calm-
ly in the face, O thou my cruel and relentless ene-

my, and I say to thee, do thy worst; come when thou
wilt, in the exuberance of youth, the fullness of

manhood, or the weakness of old age; come as thou
wilt, in storm or tempest, by fire or sword, in wreck
or disaster, in peril of waters or peril of robbers; by
plague or famine or fever; by slow, lingering, tor-

turing pain, or quick dissolution; by the terror of

night or the arrow that flieth by day; in the pesti-
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lence that walketh in darkness, or the destruction

that wasteth at noonday. Thou mayst torture, but

thou canst not destroy; thou mayst afflict, but thou

canst not kill. I may shudder, but I shall not sink;

I may groan, but I shall rejoice; I may b'> wounded,

but I shall be conqueror. Though I die, 1 live. Be-

cause I have ever died in living, I know I shall live in

dying. To thee only, do I die: to supernal joys, to a

better life, I live."

_ Tremblinpr, hoping:, lingeiinj?, flying,—• Oh the pain — the bliss of flying

!

O dear hearer, whosoever thou art, may you and I

so live, so pass through all other crises, that, when
this last great earthly crisis Fhall come we may say,—

The world recedes; it disappears;
Heaven opens on my eyes; my ears
With sotinds serai>hic rin;;;

Lend, lend your wiiiHs! 1 iimunt, I flyl

O Grave! where is thv vietory;
O Death ! where is thy sting*

Once more, dear friends, I commend to
you the opening text,

—

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting life—John
3:16.

Read it over and over again, and when you
begin to drinli in this great promise, read
the whole chapter and the whole book ; then
ask yourself what would be the consequence
of making your life conform to the ruling
spirit of that book.

I love thee, because thoii hast first loved me.
And purchased my pardon on Calvary's tree;
I love thee for wearing the thorns on thy brow;
If ever 1 loved thee, my Jesus, 'tis now.

I will love thee in life, I'll love thee in death.
And praise thee as long as thou lendest me breath;
And when the death-dew lies cold on my brow.
If ever I loved thee, my Jesus, 'tis now.
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Then Simon Peter answered him, Lord, to whom
shall we go? thou hast the words of eternal life.—
John 6:68.

Kemember that fdn. is now 5c per lb. more than
quoted in any price list you may have received prior

to June 1st.

Order queens and bees from some one near you.

Don'thave them shipped long distances, if you can
possibly avoid it.

We have now about 300 colonies of bees, and 4,785

subscribers, and a business that amounts to from
one to two hundred orders a day.

A GREAT trade has sprung up in the Jones bee-

guards, to put before the entrance. Price, each, 10c;

by mail, 12c; 90c for 10, or S8.00 per hundred.

Can not some friend in Oregon advertise and fur-

nish queens? We can ship them thus far, but the

losses are so great that it is, as a whole, a losing bus-

iness. As it will be a very great accommodation all

round, we will give such an advertisement free, from
some responsible party.

Just see how the papers go on: " Some sage Ohio
legislator wants it declared felony for a man to

break into a bee-house. Why not make it a crime

to sit down on a hornet's nest?"

As no one has sent in any thing for the " Kemind-
ery," we leave out that department this mouth; but
I tell you to look out for robbing and starvation, in

localities whe:e clover is not yet out.

Everybody now seems prospering in the bee bus-

iness, and I hope this season to see nice honey offered

at so low a price that it may come more into general

use than it has ever done any season before.

It seems to me as if our reporters were a little

sleepy, some of them, in regard to the condition of

the wax markets. The New York quotations sound
as if they knew what wns going on, and were ready

for business; but how about the rest?

Prices of goods change unavoidab'y, and, what is

still worse, it is a hard matter to get the clerks to

explain these changes, as we would like to have them
do. Please bear in mind, dear friends, we can not

write very long letters about a 5 or 10-ccnt article,

but we do alw.nys put in your package a late price

list, informing you of the change in prices.

Some idea may be obtained of the favor with
which our 50c Clark smoker is being received, when
I tell you we purchased one bill of leather for them,
amounting to S180.00, This will make about 5000

smokers, and they will hardly last us through the

present season. Those made now are a great im-
provement over those of a f- w months ago.

Wi£ shall pay, during this month, 75c each for dol-

lar queens, from reliable breeders. We shall sell

them for J1.35. I do not suppose they will be any bet-

ter than those you buy of other parties, only wc pro-

pose to send them, in all case?, by return mail. We
can not undertake to deliver queens alive to Ore-

gon, and other like remote points. If these distant

friends will take the risk, we will do the best we can.

Our good friend Mrs. Lowe has again this spring

sent us more queens, and in nicer order, than any
other queen-rearer in the South, man or woman. I

feel a degree of pride in telling this, because it dem-
onstrates pretty conclusively that women are equal

to men in one more department of the useful indus-

tries. May be her husband does the work, and she

gets all the credit, which, you know, is often the

case (?). How is it, friend L.?

Fruit-blossoms are over, and wc are now feeding

our bees on soft-maple sugar, laid right on top of

the frames, under the enameled sheet. Any kind
of sugar will do to feed now that they tvill eat, and
it is a great mistake to let brood-rearing stop for the

want of a pound of maple sugar. If you haven't

maple, stir up any sugar with a very little water,

until it makes a sort of dough. When you get

through, you haven't any feeders to gather up and
stow awaj'.

We hope to be able to fill orders for our regular-

sized Simplicitysections; but to stop our machinery
now, and adjust it over for each 500 or 5000 sections,

is almost an impossibility. Another drawback is,

that we find it 'nipossibliJ to make odd sizes without

much waste cfe 'umber, aside from the delay. lam
very sorry to 's«em so disobliging, but for these rea-
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sons I fear we shall have to decline orders for odd

sizes until the great rush of the season is over. The
regular goods we advertise to keep in stock, we must

keep on hand. Don't j-ou see?

If j'our watch stops or the qu3en wc sent you

comes dead, do not imagine that it is necessary to

write us a long letter about it, dear friends, but just

come right to the point, and say it stops, or she was
received dead, A postal card will contain all that is

necessary to tell about it, and if I think you ask

more of me than is right, I will tell j'ou so frankly.

In case of the watch, send it back at once, but never

send us dead queens unless we ask for them. It is

about all wc can do hero to look after the live ones;

and besides, dead ones always make us feel dismal.

Under no circumstance think of taking several

sheets of paper to narrate all the particulars.

In ordering regulir goods, don't attempt to give

dimensions, but just give the name, foi one is very
apt to give the flguros ho did not intend. For ex-

ample, instead of saying, " Send mo sections iy^xil^,

and fdn. Sf'sxlVa," say, "Simplicity sections, and
fdn. for wired frames." i'ou won't then make mis-

takes, and the clerks won't make mistakes. Several

times this season we have, at great expense, changed
our machinery to make sections according to order,

when the regular (jixids were wanted; but our friend

made different figures from what he meant to. Even
our careful friend Heddon has, in one place, in his

circular, said 4J4x4'/2, where he evidently meant to

say, iU x4 li

.

A NEW HONEY-PIjANT.

One of our girls brought me a flower a few days

ago, from what she calls a wax ivj', containing so

much honey on its petals that it was literally drip-

ping. More than all, the honey was as thick as the

best ripened honey in the hive, and of most exquisite

flavor. Were it not a greenhouse plant, and a rather

shy Moomer, I would at once set about having a

plantation of it. As it is, I should like to see a

greenhouse full of them, to see what a swarm of

bees would do with such a banquet spread out be-

fore them. Can any of our florists tell us if the wax
ivy always bears honey in such profusion? — I have
just been to see the plant, and find it has something
like a dozen bunches of flowers on it, and that they
remain, perhaps a week in blossom. The oldest

ones have the most honey on them, and some of

the drops wore almost ready to drop off.

Somebody says I am uncourteous. Well, I am
afraid I am in one sense. If I should stop my type-

writer, pull down my vest, and shake hands with
every stranger who comes in, I shouldn't get very

much written, or many letters read. A gentleman
called yestcrdaj', who looked, to my unsophisticated

eyes, as if he were editor of a bee journal, or pro-

prietor of a thousand colonies; but after I had
shaken hands and talked about the weather, etc., I

found he had made his way through all the clerks,

away up stairs hero to me, to buy five cents' worth
of tomato plants! Now, remember our lalch-string

is always out, and you are quite welcome to go anj'-

where onourgrounds, or in the buildings, and I am
always glal to see visitors; but I have had to learn,

by sad experience, that I must not take very much
time with each one, especially uiv>l I know who you
are, and what is wanted. You (fo not wish to see

me break down with overwork, do you?

QUEEN-CAGE.

STILL ANOTHEK.

fMAILyou one of my cages that I use in the api-

ary. What do you think of it? I have used a—
' great many different styles, and have never yet

used one that has given me as much satisfaction as

this one. You see that there are no stopples to lose,

and if it should get stepped on, there is not much
danger of killing the queen, as is the case where
they arc entirely of wire. The cage can be taken in

the left hand, and the spring pushed back with the

foroflnger or thumb, when the queen can be put in,

and as many bees as one likes, without bothering

with a loose stopple. The cage can be tumbled
about without any fear of its coming open and let-

ting out its inmates. They can be made very cheap-

ly. The spring is taken from an old hoop-skirt,

and any one who can cut tin and drive a few small

tacks can very quickly make them. In time of

swarming, a quantity of such small cages for sur-

plus queens should be kept on hand, and in a con-

venient place, where they can be got at handily

and quickly. I always carry a number in my pock-

ets at such times, and have often saved two or three

dollars' worth of queens, which would have been lost

or killed if I had not been supplied with those little

cages.

I have often been in yards when, at such time, the

owners were sorely puzzled to know how to take

care of surplus queens; and instead of having

a number of these handy little cages to protect and

keep the queen from getting lost or killed, would

have them under tumblers and other unhandy de-

vices. Frank Boomhower.
Gallupville, N. Y., May, 1883.

I should object to this cage, because it

don't seem to have any place for candy ; but
this can easily be
provided. The es-
pecial feature of
it is the door op-
erated by a small
spring. By catch-
ing the linger on
the point of the
spring, it is easi-
ly opened with one hand. No doubt but
that this is a convenience ; but the cage is

hardly suitable to be used otherwise, as we
use cages now, nor could we very well add
this feature to the Peet cage without making
it more complicated than it is now. When
one is used to the Peet cage, he finds little of
the difficulties our friend has mentioned.
You are right, friend B., in saying that a
bee-keeper should have queen-cages handy,
and plenty of them too.

BOOMHO'.VER S QUEEN-CAGi:

OBITUARY.

PARSE.— Our friend and brother, Molvin Parse,
Pine Bluff", Ark., died on the 13th inst., after a very
short illness, and unexpectedly. Friend Parse was a
good man and a good bee-keeper.
Cincinnati, O., May 31, 1883. Chas. P. Muth.

Mr. Parse has been for many years a
valued correspondent and friend, and his
death will be lamented by many. lie was
one of the formost in introducing into his
vicinity the late improvements in modern
bee culture.
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'elmiiih

tTniJerthia Jieatl will be insertea, free oC chaigc. tne names of
all those hnving honey to sell, as well as those wantinf; to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, I would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. It near home, where
you can look after it, it is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 25 cents we can furnish little
boards to hang up in your dooryara, with the words, " Honey
forSale," neatly painted. If wanted by m.ail, 10 cents extra for
postage. Boards saying '

' Bees ajid Queens for Sale, '
' same

P'ice.

CITY MARKETS.
Cleveland.—Honey.—The honey market contin-

ues very steady with us. Several small lots of very
nice white sections have been sent in from various
quarters. The best has met with ready sale at T2c;
second, 18 to 20c; but buckwheat is unsalable at
any price. Extracted, none in the market, and no
inquiry.
Beeswax.—2^ to 3Cc. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland, O., May 20, 1883.

Boston.—We are entirely closed out on honey and
wax. Newhone.y will be in demand early this year.
Boston, May 18, 188 i. Cbocker & Blake.

CniCAGC— Ho/!Cf/.— I am paying- 7@9c for extract-
ed honey on arrival. Sales of comb honey are slow
and unsatisfactory.— Becsu'a.r.— 21@25c for bright
yellow; 15@23c for off colors and dark.
Chicago, 111., May 33, 1883. Alfred II Newman.

Cincinnati.— Honey.— Market for extracted hon-
ey is fair. Demand very good for manufacturing
purposes, and fair in the small way for table use.
It brings 7@10c on arrival. Demand slow for comb
honey, and prices nominal.— Beeswax brinas 20@35
on arrival. Cn.\s. S. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., May 33, 1883.

Nisw York.—Honey.— The demand for comb hon-
ey is very light — no white in this market. We
quote mixed and dark grades comb honey, 3-lb.
boxes, 11@13, of which we have enough suppl.v to
carry us over until the new crop arrives. Best
white extracted in firkins is selling at 9@10c. Dark
grades of extracted, 7@8c. Beeswax is in active de-
mand at 37@30 for prime quality.

H. K. & F. B. Thurber & Co.
New York, May 23, 1883.

San Francisco.— Beeswax.-Your postal received.
Sorry to say, there is not a ton of surplus wax in the
market. Our season is backward, and we are anx-
iously awaiting the new crop, which will be in S. F.
in sixty days. Stearns & Smith.
San Francisco, Cal., May 17, 18S3.

CIRCl liARS, ETC., RECEIVED.

J. T. Scott & Bro., Crawfish Spring's, Ga., send out
a very nice " Catalogue and Guide Book" of poultry, hives,
etc., illustrated. Price 3 cents.

H. H. Brown, Light Street, Pa., issues a 16-page
list of bees, fdn., extraetors, etc.

S. Valentine, Double Pipe Creek, Md.. has publish-
ed a pretty IS-page map-told circular of Italian and Albino
queens, nuclei, etc.

A. B. Miller & Son, Wakarusa, Ind., send us a one-
page list of hives and apiarian supplies.

J. H. Martin, Hartford, N. Y., sends out a 4-page
circular, the prominent feature of which is sheets of wired fdn.
on a light wood rim. This rim can be pushed into the frame,
and you are all ready for business. We see no objection to the
plan, other than the expense.
E. H. Cook, Andover, Ct., sends us a postal circu-

lar of queens, etc. It was printed with a rubber stamp.
S. E. Douglass, Whitmore I/akc, Mich., sends out a

onej_page list of bee-keepers' supiilics.

w. Hoyt, Riplej', Me., sends a 4-p.igc list of Italian
and C.vprian queens.
B. B. Beebee, Oneida, N. Y., has published a very

presentable 1'3-page list of bees ami all kinds of apiarian sup-
plies. Friend B. seems to value the Cvprian anti Holy-Land
bees more highly than the Italians, .and yet he is not prepared
to " discard either race."

J. D. Goodrich, East Hardwick, Vt., sends us an
elegant 6.page list of bee-keepers' supplies.
W. G. Russell, Millbrook, Ont., Can., sends us an 8-

page list of bee supplies.
L. E. Mercer, Lenox, la., publishes a postal price

list of Italian bees, etc.

S. P. Roddy, Mechanicstown,Md., sends us a 1-pagc
list nf apiai ian supplies, bees, etc.

Friend Allfy. Wcnhain, Mass., is out with a tasty 4-
page list of Halian, Cvprian. and Hungarian bees.
Friend Hedd.m sends \w .i briyht, wide-awake circular of S p..

from which we in;il;i- the folloH ing extract: " While I have not
the space to present the nn:nc'i-ou-; arguments in favor of a
standard fiame and section, I will assure you that I know its
advantages to be very Kieat. In buying, selling, renting, and

ivi's, .iiiil li.xt\ires, do we feel the stern
:inic ;in(l sccti.)n. Jlost agree that, all
Ian liid Lang troth frame is best,
ilse, it is cvidenily the coming fiaine,
lilfercnce in adv.antages in liitl'erent

. :ued with the benefits a(.-cTUing from
all using one size of frame. If you have no more than titty or a
hundred colonies, I feel sure it will pay you to adojit the' stan-
dard L. frame at onee, and in the change .secure jpcrlect combs.
I changed over littv colonies when the cost was dnuble what it
is now, and it paid me twice over. TheiX^ih x 2 section is
also becoming :\ standard."

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

interchanging i

necessity for a i

things consideicil. t

Whether this be line
nnd in my opinion
frames is iiot ti

I think the magnetic tack hammer is a little

bcaut.y. Joseph M.^.son.
Wallace, ill., March 4, 1883.

The queen arrived ycsterda.v. As we were leav-
ing the church, one of the P. O. clerks came to us
(who is a bee-keeper) and said that a queen came to
our address this morning, and if we would drive by
the oflice he would get it for us. She is now con-
fined on a comb in a hive. Thanks for promptness.
Peoria, 111., May 5, 1883. Mrs. L. H.\rrison.

The 80 hives came through all right. I haven't
lost even a queen. She stood the storm of winter
like the burning bush on the mount before Moses.
Thanks to the Lord. The Lord bless you and your
business. I had one hive last summer that gathered
375 lbs., 300 of it in 23 days. J. W. Utter.
Amity, Orange Co., N. Y., May 8, 1883.

the cheap fdn. mills.

My fdn. machine came to li I'ld May 1, and in the
very best condition. I have used it, and last week
made up about 150 lbs. of fdn., and it works to a
" pin." I wo\ild not take f.jO tor it. I had a chance
to sell it, but did not know whether you had them
on hand or not, so I did r.ot do so. There is no ques-
tion but that your machine is the best now at the
present day. The express on it was onlv $3.35. I

am fil.id you sent it as you did. F. G. Kinney.
Bristol, Ind., May 15. 1883.

I have never been so much pleased in dealing wilh
a man as I have been with you ; in fact, I am pleased
beyond description. The Waterbury watches were
received in due time, and tire, in short, just beauti-
ful, and are good time-keepers. Can't see how such
a watch can be got up for so low a price. They are
a boon here. It it were not for the limitation of m.v
pecuniary means, I would order an entire dozen. I

know I could dispose of them in a short time, and
make a good profit. Aug. Tigqes.
Marathon City, Wis., March 31, 1883.

I told my wife that I believed you to bo either a
good, jolly, honest man, or deserving much credit
for having reduced hypocrisy to a science; and if

the former, or either, 1 could lose nothing by help-
ing you. We get terribly out with our bees some-
times (they are the little black, spiteful kind), and
just as soon as I get able I mean to get some of your
amiable kind. You remember 1o have told us not
to buy until we could spare the money, and a right
sensible suggestion it is. F. M. Blount.
West Point, Ga., April 3. 1883.

I see by February Gleanings that you are suc-
cessfully learning to govern your numerous em-
ployes by being yourself governed by themeeKand
lowly One. Bless him who is higher than the heav-
ens! How wondrous his stoop of love that he should,
as it were, iff »eel to the chief of sinners, and pray,
through his ambassador, " Be ye reconciled to God"!
Oh! surely we are here taught the simple and only
way to obtain "great peace" and "rest to our
souls." Let not the unbeliever triumph. IF the
righteous fall ho shall rise again. Jesus savs, when
taken by those who were seeking his life, " Of them
which thou has given me, have I lost none." I very
much approve of the kind advice given you by
George and Ernest about crowding so much work
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into a single hour, and that a late one. It struck
me you must need a Jethro to give Moses advice, is

there not one among you trustworthy in the tug of
war? Somehow I have a high opinion of the ability
and moral honesty of those about you. Please give
George and Ernest my Christian salutation and
love. Tell them the writer was a member of Bro.
Fianey's first theological class at Oberlin. There
was great religious zeal and power in those days. 1

hope there is yet. I have a son there yet, a printer.
Hev. J. Mattison.

Ocean View, N. J., Fob. 0, 188J.

As wo go to press, we learn that the insurance

money on H. A. Burch's residence (recently burned)

did not go to H. A. Burch at all, but to the former

owner.

Until further notice, we will allow the following

discounts on tested queens, pounds of bees or frames
of brood : On a purchase of $10.C0 or over, 10 per

cent ofif ; $25.00 or over, '.', per cent off, and $50.00 or

over, 25 per cent off. The best we can do on dollar

queens is 10 per cent off, for an order of 10 or more.

Besides the above, 10 per cent will be deducted to

those who come and get their bees and queens, fur-

nishing their own cages.

Recent Additions to the

COUNTER STORE.
THREE-CENT COUNTER.

5
I
Drawer pulls, per pair

I
27 | 2 00

FIVE-CENT COUNTER.
3

I
Cotton Hose, a wonder for the money I 45 | i 25

1
I
Garden-weeders. a useful tool |

38
|
3 .5U

2
I
Button-hooUs, nickel, folding

|
.tT

|
4 50

Are used for putting: f'lln in wired frames also.

TEN-CENT COUNTER.
I
Pudding-pans, 9-in. Rockingham ware,
a most convenient implement j 85 |

8 00

I
Scythe-stones, Indian, and extra good | 95 |

9 00
6

I
Shipping'tags, for addressing goods,
in packages of 100

| 85 |
8 00

Your address, t'te., printed on tlie above for 20e more, or on
tOOO for si.r.n.

10
I
Cup Dippers

| 75 | 7 00

Twenty-Five Cent Counter.
12

I

Milk-strainer, stamped and retinned.
A beautiful utensil

I
2 00 | 18 00

FOR $2.50.
Clock, extra Cottage, No. 1. Striking. A nice

good clock, in mahogany and rosewood.
A. I. KOOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

PURE ITALIAN QUEENS.
1 Untested Queen (during June), $100
1 Warranted " '• " 125
1 Tested " '• " 3 00

Safe arrival guaranteed.
J. Luther Boweks, Benyville, Clarke Co., Va. 6d

100 POUNDS OF BEES, AT $1.00 PER LB.
DK. D. R. PORTER,

MANHASSET, - QUEENS CO., - NEW YORK.

R.~STEHLE, Successor to

FISCHEB S' STEELE,
Sells fu'l colonies. Nuclei, Bees by the pound, with

Dollar Queens, at VERY LOW PRICES.
6d R. STEHLE, Marietta, Washington Co., O.

A K 4 lbs. bees in 2-frame nuclei, for $5.00. Two-
^tMm frame nuclei in S. hive (body) $2.00. Queens,
fl.OO. H. BARBER, Adrian, Mich. 6d

Hill Side Apiary.
Italian and Holy-Land Queens, Apiarian Supplies,

Bees by the pound. Nuclei, or Full Colonies. For
circulars, address

W. B. COGGESHALL, Supt.,

6 Hill Side Apiary, Summit, Union Co., N. J.

ITALIAN QUEENS!
(No other strain bred.)

Choice tested queens, reared last season f 1.50

this " 1.75

Warranted queens 1.25

Sent by mail, safe arrival and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Address L. W. VANKIRK,
6tfd Washington, Pa. P. 0.^)0x178.

Bees By the Pound.
Also Dollar Queens at Gleanings prices. Orders

will be filled about June 1. Money returned when
customer is tired of waiting. A. M. SAWDEY,
6-7d Poolville, Madison Co., N. Y.

KIND READER! Do you want to buy queens?
If so, will you not favor me with a trial order?

I am confident I can nlease vou. FINE WAR-
RANTED ITALIAN QUEENS a specialty.

Prices: Single queen, $1.00; per ]i doz., $5.50; per
dcz., $10.00. Sent by mail, and safe arrival guaran-
teed. All queens bred from choice imported and
improved stock. Circular free. Don't fail to send
for it. Address J. P. MOORE,

Bo.x 27, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky.
Monej"-order office, Falmouth, Ky. 6tfd

I F. hdrews, Farina, Fayette Co., umm
has 18G colonies of bees. As no surplus honey is

gathered in his locality until August, he offers bees
at $1.00 per lb. during the month of June. 6d

Y FRIENDS, if you
need Hives, any

pattern. Frames, Sections, Italian or Cyprian queens,
or queens from my apiary, where I am crossing the
Brown German and Italian Bee, which produces the
best all-purpose bee extant, you can have my circu-
lar and prices, by describing what vou need, and ad^
dressing J. A. BUCHANAN.
4-Gd Holliday's Cove, Hancock Co., W. Va.

M
FOR Dunham and Root foundation, equal to any

made in the U. S., and other apiarian supplies,
address VON DORN, 820 South Ave., Omaha, Neb.
Wax wanted. 3-6

BEE-KEEPEKS' SUPPLIES. Every thing used.
LEWIS & DETWJLER, Manufacturers,

5tfd Toledo, Ohio.

-j OOO Consult your own interest, and sendXoOA for my new Circular and Price List of
Colonies, Nuclei, and Queens.
2-7d Address S. D. McLEAN, Columbia, Tenn.

SECTIONS & HIVES
~1""

We make a specialty of our "Boss" One-Pieco
Sections. Patented June 28th, 1881. We have not
sold any right to manufacture, therefore wc cau-
tion the public against buying any One-Piece Sec-
tions not bearing our stamp. Send for new price
list. JAMhS FORNCROOK&CO.
Watertown, Jeff. Co., Wis., May 1, 1882. 5tfd

TTALTAN QUEENS and Bees and Nucleus, full

JL colonics, cheap. Send for prices.
SIMON P.RODDY,

(id Mechanicstown, Fred'k Co., Md.
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IN THE FRONT RANK
of Queen-Breeders. Our handsome 34-page

Illvxsti'ated Catalogue
of four races of BEES, QUEENS, and BEE-KEEP-
ERS' SUPPLIES for 1883 is now ready. Secure a
copy before j-ou purchase elsewhere. Address

E. A. THOMAS & CO.
(Successors to E. A. Thomas),

3-Td Coleraine, Franklin Co., Mass.

MUTH'S
HOUEY EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY JARS,
TIN BUCKETS, BEE HIVES,

HONEY SECTIONS, &c., A:o.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.
P. S.—Send Stamp of 10c for "Practical Hints 1o

Bee-keepers." Itfd

IMOLDED COMB FDN.
has advantages over all other. My new machines
make it very perfect. Thin fdn., warranted 10 to 11
ft. per lb. See free samples, and price list of fdn.
molds, Bees and Queens. OLIVER FOSTER,
3tfd Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

C. OLM'S COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
SEND FOR SAMPLE AAD CIRCULAR.

4-6 C. OlilTI, Fond du Lac, Wis.

1882. QUEENS ! 1882.
I am now booking orders for war-

ranted Italian Queens; each, SI.00;
six, $5.00. Tested, after June, SI. 50.

Cyprians, unwarranted, fl.OO; six,

$5.00. Send for circular giving de-
scription and recommendations from
P. M. and county officers. Money-
Order office, Versailles, Ky.
Itfd J. T. %VILSON,
Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

Supplies for the Apiary.
Purchase your Hives, Crates, and Sections, from

where pine lumber can toe bought cheap. Special
attention given to large orders.
2-7d HIRAM ROOP, Carson City, Mich.

|fAUAN)|OsXANDXQUONS
Full colonies, 3, 3, and 4 frame nuclei. Tested

Queens, in Maj', SH.OO; in June, S3.50; Julj', August,
and September, $3.00. Untested queens, in June
and July, $1.00; Aug., 90c; Sept., 7.5c. All queens
will be reared from imported and home-bred queens.
Please send for list to GEO. W. BAKER,
3-9 Lewisville, Henry Co., Ind.

THE
British Bee Journal.
The British Bee Journal is now mailed to our ad-

dress in packages, each month. In order to dispose
of them, we offer them at present at $1.00 per year,
postage paid, beginning Jan., 1883. Will guarantee
safe arrival of every number.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

FULL COLONIES
Italian Bees, with queen, in Root's Simplicity hive,
$7.00. E. D. GILLETT,

5-6 Brighton, Lorain Co., Ohio.

QUEENS FROM THE SOUTH.
I fully demonstrated, last season, that queens

coM/d be shipped safely from the South as early as
March. Bollar queens this month, $1.00 postpaid.
Bees by the pound, $1.35. Orders promptly fiUed, or
money refunded.
4tfd CHAS. S. LARKIN, Lockport, La.

ONE-Piece Sections a Specialty. Pound size, $1.50
per 1000; L. hives, 50e each. Circular free.

3-7d li. Walker & Co., Capac, St. Clair Co., Mich.

$6."C0L0NIES-$6,
If you wisli to buy lieos, send lor Price List.

5.fid C. W. & A. H. K. BLOOD, QUIN'CY, MASSACHUSETTS.

"DEES AND QUEENS FROM MV APIARIES.

QUEENS AND NUCLEI IN SEASON.
3tfd Circular on application.

J. H. Robertson, Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

HEADQUAR'a ERS FOR

Italian and Holy-Land

QUEENS and BEES.
I use the very best of Imported and Home-bred

queens to breed from; and all queens warranted to
be mated with pvu-e yellow drones. If you want
bees that are sure to winter, try our Italian queens.
No black hccif in the vicinity. Dollar queens, before
June 30, $1.35 each; after that date, single queens,
$1.00; six queens for $5.00; twelve or more, 75 cents
each. Tested queens, before June 30, $3.50; after
June 30, $3.00; bees by the pound, in May and June,
$1.35 per lb.; after June, $1.00 per lb.

40c per lb. COMB FOUNDATION. 40c per lb.

The purest and brightest yellow foundation made.
Extra thin and bright for sections, 10 sq. ft. to the
lb.. 48c per lb. I will work up wax for 10c per lb.
Send for sample of our comb foundation before

purchasing elsewhere. F. W. HOLMES,
4-9d Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich.

A. h:aivi>y i^eedeu^.
QUEENS FOR BREEDINO PURPOSES A

SPECIALTY.
Circulars free. JOS. M. BROOKS,
l-9d Columbus, Ind., Box 04.

SMALL FARM AND APIARY FOR SALE CHEAP.
Property worth about $1500. For particulars,

address J. B. COLTON, Waverly, Bremer Co., Iowa.
4tfd

BY SENDING YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS on
postal card I will send you my ICpage circular

ot Italian, Cyprian, and Holj'-Land Bees, Queens,
and Apiarian Supplies, etc. H. H. BROWN,
4tfd Light Street, Col. Co., Pa.

i

I. R. GOOD, Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Indiana,

Makes a specialty of rearing

Holy - Land Queens.
All queens bred from D. A. Jones's imported queens.
Dollar queens before June 30th, $1.35 each; after
that date, single queen, $1.00; six queens for $.5.00;

twelve or more, 75 cts. each. Tested queens, $3.50
each. Italian queens, raised in Holy-Land apiaries,
same price. Bees by the pound, and nucleus and
full colony, as per A. I. Root's price list. l-9d

BEES AND QUEENS A SPECIALTY.
I have had 31 years' experience in breeding the

Italian bee; have queens, nuclei, and full stocks,
from the best strains. Price reasonable. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send your address for price list.

4'7d I. 8. CROWFOOT.
Hartford, Wash. Co., Wis., April 1, 1883.
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NO. 33.

QUEEN SURGERY — A CASE THAT DIDN'T TURN OUT
SO WELL.

fHAD a case last season that was similar to one

mentioned by friend Little, on page 277 of June
Gleanings. After waiting a week for nature

to remove the protruding and dried-up drone organ,

I clipped it otr, using my finger-nails for nippers or

scissors. The queen then commenced, in a day or

two, to lay, filled the comlis of her nucleus with

eggs, and was, apparently, all right, so I sent her to

a customer. In two or three weeks I received a

card from her purchaser, saying, "One of those

half-dozen queens that you sent mc does not per-

form her duty as should a well-behaved queen.

She scatters the eggs all over, puts more than one
egg into a cell, and sometimes attaches them to the

sides of the cell. It is not the work of a fertile

worker, as the queen is present, and I have seen her
laying.'* I concluded that it Avas the queen that I

had operated upon, and so I sent another.

SELLING EXTRACTED HONEY.
Nearly all of the honey that I have sold away from

home has been sold in Mason's fruit-jars. In pack-
ing them for transportation, 1 place an inch of chafif

in the bottom of a box, set the jars upon it, and then
pack chaff between them. I always carry the hon-
ey away myself, and I have broken only one jar, and
that was caused by a small knot, from some board,
getting into the chaff packing, under the jar. When
honey is in the liquid state, it certainly does present
a sort of "make-your*mouth -water" appearance

whea put up in glass; but after it candies it looks —
well, one groceryman remarked, like lard. If I

should ever have honey enough so it doesn't "get
sold " before the cool fall weather begins to make it

candy, I shall try putting it up for sale in small tin

pails, and adorn the pails with bright, attractive

labels. For shipping liquid honey, I have used, to a

small extent, the 100-lb. spruce kegs, and I could ask

for nothing better.

NOT GOING TO THE FAIR, AFTER ALL.

It is with regret that I have finally decided not to

make an apiarian exhibit at our State Fair this fall.

What's the reason? Well, "too much to do," haven't

time to spare to prepare things for an exhibit and

do the subject justice. I wish, however, to thank
the kind friends who have offered to help me in the

matter, and who have written and given me some
valuable suggestions.

MY REVISED REPORT FOR 18S1.

In giving my report last January for 1881, I esti-*

mated my 28 colonies at $5.00 each. One died in the

winter, one was robbed this spring when I was away
from home (my first loss from robbers), one was
found queenless, and was united with another, so I

commenced the season with 23 colonies. I think it

fair to estimate these 23 colonies now at $8.00 each,

which would place my profits at an average of $18.30

per colony.

MY WINTERING EXPERIMENTS.
You will perhaps remember, that last fall I pre-

pared my bees for winter in several ways, with a

view of determining which was the best method of

wintering. Some colonies were left unprotected up-

on their summer stands, others were protected with

chaff cushions; some were covered with the chaff
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over the combs to the depth of eight inches, some
were simply covered with a cloth, and others were
left with nothing over the frames. Some were plac-

ed in a well-ventilated cellar, while others were buried

in "clamps." Some of the colonies which were
left out of doors, as well as those placed in the cellar,

and those that were buried, had pure granulated
sugar for winter stores: others had part sugar and
part honey, and still others had only the honey that

was in the hive in the fall. The majority had little

Or no pollen, while others were given an abundance.
Some were prepared for winter early in September,
and then left undisturbed, while others were not

t*acked until late in October.

The results can be told in a few words. As nearly

as I can discover they have all wintered alike. The
past winter was mild, and bees, under almost all

conditions, have universally wintered successfully.

So all my trouble and experiments, this time, have
done little toward solving the wintering problem.
But I shall continue my experiments, year after

year, and, without doubt, in a few years a severe
winter, or some other cause, will again sweep away
the bees, and then my experiments may throw a
little light upon the subject. To make such experi-

ments valuable, they should be continued through a

series of years, and, if possible, be made in different

localities, and under different circumstances. For
this reason, I wish that other bee-keepers would ex-

periment in this line, and continue to do so for a

number of years. The bees which were wintered in

the cellar and in the " clamps," consumed very little

honey compared with those that were wintered out
of doors.

HANDLING BEES WHEN IT RAINS.

June 3. I have a lot of queen-cells that will soon
hatch, and I ought to be starting nuclei for them,
but it rains.

June 4. Hains again to-day.

June 5. And yet it rains. Will it never stop ?

Queens are beginning to hatch, and there is no place

to put them; what shall I do? And then came the

thought that they handle bees in house apiaries, even
in rainy weather; why not carry the colonies that I

wish to handle, into the shop, and handle them there?

No sooner said than done. A colony was brought in,

looked over, the queen found, combs for nuclei se-

lected and hung in an empty hive, their places In

the old hive filled with empty combs, and the col-

ony carried back to the yard. Then another colony
was brought in and treated in the same manner, and
then another and another, until I had a sulficient

number of combs to form as many nuclei as I

wished. Thanks to previous management, the nu-
cleus hives were all on their "stilts" in readiness

for the bees. I took a comb, covered with bees, in

each hand, and carried them to a hive in so short a
time that no harm was done, even if it ilid rain. The
half-dozen queens that had hatched were given to as

many nuclei, and all but one were accepted.

June C. At last it has " cleared off." Although
queens "kept hatching all the time," there are

plenty of nuclei started for them.

June 13. Bees are "lying on their oars," waiting
for the white clover that is just beginning to blos-

som. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich., June, 1883.

We too, friend II., have found tlie Mason
jars about as good as any tiling for honey, or
maple molasses either ; and if you seal them

up as you do fruit, while hot, you will have
little trouble from its ever looking like su-
gar, or lard either.—If you have much work
to do with bees when it rains, why not have
a small house apiary, with a few hives in it

for rainy days? Thanks for your good prac-
tical article this month, friend H.

REVIEW OF CLEANINGS.

fSEE, in the Gleanings fnr June, that there is,

in Paris, one suicide for 2700 inhabitants. Such
' a figure would give about 1000 suicides every

year, or nearly 3 every day.

As I am a native of Franco, where I have lived for

46 years, I can not let pass such an assertion with-

out protest. No doubt, friend Root, you have found
that in some Christian paper. It is, indeed, shock-

ing to see what means so-called pious people use to

blacken the men who take the liberty and have the
courage of thinking freely I The ckctcil, unaUe to

meet the arguments of the liberals, are accustomed
to slander them. If such is the charitableness of re-

ligion, the people at large would be better to have
none of it.

On another page of the Gleanings you advise us

to use parafflne to make comb foundation, and to

mix it with wax for sections. This advice is about
as bad as the one you gave several years ago about
glucose, and will lead to the same results.

Your advice will be commented in the journals,

and the conclusion will be that what we bee-keepers

offer to sell is not honey at all; shall we use paraf-

flne to make combs, and glucose to fill them? It

would have been better for all of us if you had quit-

ted type-setting when such an idea came to your
mind, so as to think of its consequences; for, at a

time of so manj' complaints against adulteration,

one in your position ought to be careful not to lead

the consumers to suspicion.

This advice of yours is the more surprising when
we read in the May number, page 238, that you con-

sider eeresin, or mineral wax, as a thing unfit to

make foundation. Paraffine is mineral wax too. In

this circumstance, as in a great many others, your
mind is far from being settled.

Your fear of being unable to find, in the icIidJc

world, beeswax enough to make comb foundation is

altogether groundess. For several years the pi'O-

duction of beeswax in the U. S. was so much above
the consumption, and its price so very low, that it

allowed a fair margin to the exporters. As soon as

a fair lot of beeswax was gathered, it was sent to

Europe, and sold there readily at 29 or 30 cents. Such
was the position of the article when the scarcity be-

gan. This scarcity was caused by the mildness of

the last winter, which did not kill the bees as usual.

Now the price of beeswax is too high to leave a

profit to the exporters; we will, in consequence, be
able to find, henceforth, what we need, and more.
Having anticipated this scarcity, we have bought, at

high figures, enough beeswax to fill all our orders,

and have a few thousand pounds in reserve.

In the same number of June, I see also that you
indorse the idea that worker bees are able to raise

drones from worker eggs. Such ideas remind me
of the joke played by Mr. Wuite, of St Louis, on us

bee-keepers, about the fertilization of queens in con-

finement. Mr. Waite, having written that he had
had 125 queens mated in the hives with select drones,

all the bee papers were filled with articles of bee-
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keepers who had succeeded. Wh:»t has become of

such assertions? I dare say that it is as impossible
for the worker to chans'o the sr> if the egg as it is

impossible for a hen to raise, at will, a hen or a

rooster from an egg which she has laid.

Hamilton, 111., June 7, 1882. Chas. Dadant.
H. S.—Friend Zi'oof;—Please insert the criticisms

that I inclose in this letter, without changing or ex-

tending a word. Yours friendly,— C. D.

SUICIDES.

You are right, friend D., in your surmise
that the item 1 gave came from a Christian
l)aper; but you are surely wrong in saying
that Christian papers would willingly print
untruths. After receiving your letter we
turned to the People's Cydopcdia, and looked
for " suicides." We found it just as I gave
it. We looked again in Chambers', and
found it stated a little stronger still. Our
proof-reader looked in Zell's, and he says it

also gives stronger figures than mine. Our
cyclopedias are reliable on a matter of sta-
tistics, are they not, friend UadantV Three
suicides a day is indeed terrible to think of.

BEESWAX, AND THE POSSIBILITY OF A SUB-
STITUTE.

I hardly think any one has misunderstood
me in what I said about using parafhne or
ceresin with wax for fdn. For brood-combs
without wiring, it will not answer at all

;

but with wires near enough together, it is

worked out even faster than natural wax

;

and, if I am not mistaken, Capt. Hethering-
ton was the tirst one who informed us of this
fact. Several years ago I used, in section
boxes, starters made of part yellow wax and
part paralflne, and the bases of the cells
were thinned out beautifully, and the honey
in no way differed from any other. We then
discontinued the use of it, because it worked
so disastrously for brood-combs; but such a
thing as wiring frames was then almost un-
known. Grape sugar is still being used quite
extensively for feeding bees, and works ad-
mirably for keeping them from starving dur-
ing such a spring as we have just had. 1

live in the fear of God, or, if you choose, 1
fear a guilty conscience ; but I do not fear
what men may say, nor that I shall lack pat-
ronage so long as I am doing business hon-
estly.—I am very glad of the facts you have
given us in regard to the supply of wax, and
doubtless you are right. Since our last, we
have found wax enough at from 26 to 28 c,
and we have, in fact, been obliged to drop
our paying price one cent. We have, so far,
worked up about 18 tons of Avax this season,
and we have now about two tons in stock, so
I presume there will be no need just yet of
our thinking of a substitute.

CAN BEES REAR DRONES FROM WORKER
EGGS y

Will it not behoove us all to decide cau-
tiously in this new matter of the ability of
the bees to change the sex of a worker egg V

Since it has come up, Neighbor II. and I
botli recall to mind cases where drones were
reared on pieces of worker brood given to
queenless colonies. You can all try it. Take
a nicf C'lnbof worker brood, cut out a piece,
and i^[\ e to a (|ueenless colony. The portion
left m the hive will produce all workers,

while that taken to the queenless hive will
often produce more or less drones. Try it

and see, and then give us an explanation. I
thank you, friend Dadant, for the kindness
and courtesy with which ^ou have pointed
to me where you think I might be in danger
of making mistakes.
In regard to this last matter, facts are con-

tinually being brought in, and here is one
from friend Flanagan, while I am writing:

—

In regard to being able to change the sex of the
egg, the fellowiug came inider my personal obser-

vation, and seems to corroborate friend Peters'

statement in a recent number of Gleanings, only
in this case they made drones from worker eggs. In-

stead of workers in drone-cells. In going over the
apiary in which I have an interest, placing in the
nuclei pieces of brood to ensure no fertile workers,
(and to supplj' eggs for rearing a queen if any acci-

dent happened (he virgin queen), a piece of comb
containing eggs of the proper age was Inserted in 3

different nuclei at the same time. In the first there

was a virgin queen, and the piece of comb contain-

ing the eggs developed into tirst-class drone brood.

In the 2d and 3d nuclei, the young queens were lost

(probably on their wedding flight), and the result

was the raising of a nice lot of queen-cells that

hatched good queens from each piece of brood. The
comb was frcshlj'drawn out of foundation, aEd had
not one drone-cell in it. Where theie was a young
queen, and the bees had no way of raising drones
but from the worker eggs given, instinct and de-

sire prompted them to change the sex, while with

the o;her two cases, being more in need of a mother
than drones, queen-cells were theresult. These are

the facts. Make the most of them, and let us hear

if any one else has had a similar experience. Who
will speak first? E. T. Flanagan.
Brlkville, 111 , June33, I8S3.

FRIEND BOOITIHOWER AND HIS
"DARK CI^OUD."

ALSO HIS PLAN Of PDTTINO ON IT A "SILVER
LINING."

DARK cloud is hovering over the bee-keep-

ers of this county. To-day is the 18th of

June, and up to the present time our little

pets have gathered scarcely a pound of honey.

Intelligence has reached me from adjoining towns,

and from localities in Albany County, that many
colonies have perished from starvation. In my
short experience I never knew bees to consume so

much honey, and be in such a weak condition up to

date, as they have this spring. I never saw a more
extensive bloom than we have had this season, but
the weather has liecu so cold and wet that it was im-

possible for the bees to take any advantage of it.

Up to date I have heard of but one swarm in this

State; everywhere bees are weak, and some are in a

deplorable condition except where extensive feed-

ing has been kept up for the past two or three

weeks. The bees seem to have become discour-

aged, dragging out their brood and swarming out.

The crop of white honey positively must be short;

and only where bees have been fed, and had extra

care, can any white honey be obtained. Box-hive

men are suffering more than those who have frame
hives. The former, as a general thing, have been
careless, and, having box hives, could not readily
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see or tell how much honey or in what condition

their bees were in; it makes me feel sad to pass

through the country and sec what a miserable con-

dition and way these box-hive men keep and manage
their bees. I must say, they are doing a great in-

justice and damage to the bee-keepers who have
their bees in frame hives, and are trying to build

up a great indvistry in the way of producing fine

honey, and in a fine condition to fetch a good price.

These box-hive men, as a rule, get their honey
(what little they do get) in such an unsightly condi-

tion, that it will not fetch a decent price; and when
it is in market, it is hurried off at the first price that

is offered for it, therefore injuring the price of

choice honey in fine shape.

Now, friend Koot, I have a little scheme in my
head, and I think it will work admirably. In the

first place, as a general thing the most of these box-

hive men will improve, and get their bees in better

shape, if they only have somebody to get them
started and instruct them a little. The most, or

nearly all, who are keeping their bees so slovenly,

will try to better their condition, for there is, in my
opinion, no one who has a lot of bees, no matter

what the number is, but will, if he can, be con-

vinced that it will be for his or her personal gain

(for it is natural for humanity to better its condi-

tion) to get them in such a shape that they can
make a few dollars instead of a few shillings. Now,
what I am driving at and going to propose is this:

That you i-equest all readers of Gleanings to send

you the name of every box-hive bee-keeper in his or

her vicinity who has not or is not taking some bee
journal, and that you will forward them a sample
copy of Gleanings with the following, or some-
thing else, as your better judgment will decide,

printed upon the wrapper or a separate sheet of

paper:

Dear Friend:— Your name has been sent in to us
as a bee-keeper, and, thinking that you would be
glad to receive a copy of our Gleanings in Beb
Culture, and that you will carefully look it over,
and become convinced that it will be for your ad-
vantage to become a subscriber, we take the liberty
of sending you one. It will not only teach you how
to take better care of your bees, but show you how
to put up your honey in such a way that it will com-
mand a good price in market, therefore putting dol-
lars in your pocket where you do not shillings, and
thus bettering your condition and that of those
around you who are striving to produce nice honey,
and are putting it in salable shape.

A. I. Root, Medina, O.

I think that this suggestion will not only benefit

the bee-keeping fraternity, but secure for you sev-

eral hundred subscribers.

For the past few days the weather has become
more settled, and warm ; the bees have commenced
to work, and are now getting some honey, and I for

one will rejoice if feeding is over.
F. BOOMHOWER.

Gallupville, N. Y., June 18, 1882.

I am pretty well aware of the general fail-

ure of white clover to yield honey this sea-
son, friend B., and we are a little anxious
about the nearly four hundred colonies in
our own apiary that have, many of them, not
over a pound of honey ; but still, we are
hopeful. The season is backward, and the
abundant rains liave had the effect of wash-
ing the honey out, to a great extent, or at
least that is my reason for the lack of white-
clover honey ; but this same abundant mois-
ture will, we hope, prolong the honey-yield
later than usual. In our case, the large

number of strong stocks in one point would
be a pretty good reason why they sliould not
accumulate very much honey. Neiglibor
Blakeslee reports that a colony on his spring
scales brought in 3 lbs. on the 22d, which is

not a very bad showing.—I thank you for
your suggestion in regard to increasing the
circulation of Gleanings, but it is pretty
nearly what we have been doing for years
past. It is true, I have not many times
asked our friends to send us the names of
box-hive bee-keepers specially, but I have
stated that we are always glad of the oppor-
tunity of sending sample copies free to any
name you may choose to give us. We now
send you, friend B., a sample copy and price
list, that you may see just what we do put on
the wrappers. One more point : If we keep
up the Juvenile the year round, and hold
to the old price of $1.00, a little larger circu-
lation would be quite a favor. Therefore, all

who feel friendly to the little " bantling "

can show their good will by helping to ex-
tend our circulation.

OR HONEY-PLANTS TO BE NAMED.

YELLOW CLOVER.

Sf
HAVE now 10 colonies, including one new one,

the only swarm I have had this season. Nearly
all my colonies are doing well, or seem to be;

many of them are very rich, from quite a number
of which I have taken from 45 to 60 lbs. of nice

finely flavored honey. Our surplus honey is made
this year mainly from the bloom of a grass, or

weed, with a small yellow bloom, which we call "yel-

low clover." So far as we know, it made its appear-

ance here only a few years ago, and now grows
spontaneously almost everywhere. Bees have been,

and are now working on it to the exclusion of near-

ly every thing else on my place. The honey is of a

rich golden hue, and very fine flavored; so you see

we have some encouragement to give a little time
and attention to our bees this season. Bees gener-

ally in this county are doing well now, though only

a few swarms. I inclose a sample of the yellow
clover. What is it? J. B. Ritchey.
McMiimville, Tenn., June 9, 1883.

We have ^ent the specimen to our botan-
ist, and here is his reply:—
Plant from McMinnville, Tenn., is TrifoUum pro-

cumbens (yellow clover, low hop clover), a small-

growing clover found mainly in the New England,

Eastern, and a few of the Middle States, in rather

dry soils. Branches many from one root, slender,

3 to 6 or 8 inches long, leaflets small, wedge-obovate,
denticulate or obcordate, terminal, one on a petio-

lule 1-6 inch long, lateral ones subsesile; heads
small, yellow, subglobous; corolla persistent, re-

flexed, and brown when old. This plant is often

mistaken tor Med icagoluindina (nonesuch, or black

medick), and vice versa. It does not, however, as-

sume the " weedy " character of the black medick,

and is readilj' recognized by the shape of the seed-

pods. W. R. Lazenby.
Columbus, O., June 19, 1882.

new jersey tea, oh red root.
For a few days, the bees have been getting some
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honey, as wo thought, from dog- fennel (hope you
have none in Ohio), but to-day one of my daughters

was out getting berries, and noticed the bees very

busy at work on a certain bloom. On examining it,

she found that it had ascent like the honey our bees

are getting; so we have decided that it is not dog
fennel, but " red shank " (this is what Laura called

it). I inclose a twig with the flower, but it may not

retain the disagreeable scent till it reaches you.

Cedartown, Ga., June 1<>, 1883. J. M. Harris.

Plant from Cedartown, Polk Co., Ga., is Craiioflms

Aincrica)ni,f (New Jersey tea, or red root), a small

shrub 1 to 4 feet high, bearing a profusion of pretty

white flowers in clusters from the axils of the

leaves. The branches are reddish, round, smooth,

downy. The flowers are small, white, in beautiful

clusters. Calyx campanulate, 5, cleft; corolla

white, sepals long-clawed, sacate-arched. Leaves
oblong-ovate or ovate, serrate, and with three prom-
inent veins. They were used as a substitute for tea

during the Kevolution, whence its common name, or

one of them ; the other is from its roots being used
for coloring. There are several other species of the

Ceanothus from Mexico and South America, that

have recently lieen introduced into the greenhouse.

The disagreeable scent is somewhat variable in the

same species, often nearly wanting.

Columbus, O., June 19, 1883. W. K. Lazenbv.

MIAMI MIST.

I send you a sample of a weed that no one here

can name; tell us what it is. I think it is an excel-

lent honey-plant; it blooms about twenty days im-

mediately after apple-bloom, at a time when there

is nothing else for bees to work on. It was the

prettiest sight I ever saw. Just think of a ten-acre

field of these beautiful little flowers covered with

Italians from morning until night! I saw such a

sight as this. I intend to gather some seed; they

are now nearly ripe. Joel Tilman.
Akron, Ind., June 13, 1883.

The plant is what goes by the common name of
" Miami mist"— Coftmantlins purshii— order Hydiv-
phyUacca'. It is quite common in fields and river-

bottoms, and is a very handsome flower when in

bloom. It is found from Pennsylvania to Georgia,

and west as far as Iowa. It is very abundant here

in Franklin County, Ohio, and I have just made a

collection of seed. W. II. Lazenby.
Columbus, O., June 33, 1883.

BliADDER-NUT.

Inclosed you will find a small branch of a tree of

which I should like to know the name. I know of

only two trees; they are both on my place, and are

small yet, but arc growing very rapidly. They
bloom just after fruit-bloom is gone; the blossoms

hang in clusters all over the trees, and the bees

work on them just as they do on basswood.
Ila Michener.

Low Banks, Ont., Can., June 16, 1883.

The plant is the bladder-nut {Staphijka trifoUa),

order Sapindacccv. It is a handsome shrub, 5 to 10

feet high; found in moist woods and thickets from
Canada to the Southern States. The flowers ai-e

whitish, appearing in drooping racemc-liko clusters

terminating the branchlets. The most remarkable
feature of the plant is its large inflated capsules,

which are more or less 3-sided, and contain several

hard, small nuts, or seeds. It usually blossoms in

May. W. K. Lazenby.
Columbus, O , June 33, 1883.

WATER-LEAF, OB BURR-FLOWER.
I put in a honey-plant that the bees seem very

fond of, to get the botanical name. It is called

chicken's foot, and is used for greens.

Silas M. Jewell.
Cleveland, Oswego Co., N. Y., June U, 1883.

The plant is what is commonly known as " water-
leaf," or" burr-flower," Hudwplnfllum Virginicum —
order HijdidphnUacca'.. It is found in moist woods
throughout the United States; is a herbaceous
plant, with a stem from one to two feet high, bear-

ing large tufts of flowers. I have observed that it

is a favorite with the bees. W. li. Lazenby.
Columbus, O., June 33, 1883.

We are indebted to Prof. W. E. Lazenby,
of tbe State University, Columbus, Ohio, for
the above very full and complete descrip-
tions of the phmts we have sent him. The
plants are pressed, and kept in our herbari-
um with his descriptions, so that we may
ourselves identify them when they are sent
in again.

DAVARF HOLLYHOCK.
I write you in regard to one of the greatest honey-

plants in existence. I refer to the "dwarf holly-

hock," or mallard. I have a patch that has been in

bloom since early in April, and each plant now has
thousands of blooms, and has been roaring with bees
since first in bloom, at all times of day; and when
poplars were in bloom, which literally flow with
honey, they still roared and swarmed on the mal-
lard. It blooms till trost. I will send you a lot of

the seed, if you desire. I have seen every species

of honey-plant, and this excels every thing that ever

came under my observation. It grows on any soil.

I could get barrels of honey if I had a field of this

plant. J. H. Borrow.
Lynnville, Tenn., June 19, 1883.

AV"e have what is called mallows, a small
sort of hollyhock, if hollyhock it could be
called, that we have mentioned before on
these pages ; but send us some seed, and we
will give yours a trial, and tender thanks
besides.

^VATER FOR BEES,

AND SOME OTHER MATTERS.

N the Sth day of May I feci safe to make a re-

port of my successful effort in wintering my
bees. I put into the cellar 131 swarms on the

31st of November, and put them upon their summer
stands on the 18th of April, losing one in the cellar,

I wintered 5 in chall' outdoors, and lost two. Since

putting them upon their summer stands I have
found a few queenless, and a few feeble swarms
that will require doubling uj), which will reduce my
numbers to about 113; and although we have had a
frigid and dry April and May, they are all building

up splendidly.

For the first time in my experience as a bee-keep-

er I weighed every swarm when they were put in

the ccUai", and when placed upon their summer
stands, and I wish to say that, as long as I keep
bees, I shall hereafter practice the weighing. The
average consumption of honey was only 6 lbs. per

colony. Now, will some of our chaff - hive advo-

cates give us the average consumption of honey,

say for 100 swarms of bees? I think we will find the
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cellar the more economical in the consumption of

winter stores. Our bees were very quiet, and 1

could have kept them in the cellar until May 1st,

and perhaps longer, by the use of that glorious bev-

erage for man, beast, and insect,—

WATER.
I had experimented some with water upon uneasy

swarms, and comparing notes with Bro. Thomas, of

Coleraine, I concluded to adopt his size of bottle, a

4-oz., and put one upon every hive. I wished to also

give the bees that clustering - space above the

frames, so I invented a chalf mat according to this

plan.

J. H. MARTIN S WATERING DEVICE.

I made a rim two inches wide, to go on the top of

the hive. Simplicity style; to the under side of this

rim I tacked strong cotton cloth— duck is better. I

then placed in the center under the cloth a block

with a hole through it, in which to insert the neck of

a bottle. The block is also notched upon the sides

to give the bees free access under it. After placing

this block under the cloth the rim is filled with
chatf, and another cloth tacked to the upper side of

the rim, and both thicknesses of cloth are tacked to

the block, and a hole is then cut through the cloth

into the hole in the block. When the mat is placed

upon the hive, the block rests upon the frames, and
a clustering-place is formed; and when the bottle of

water is inserted, the bees have free access to it.

The bottles were put on about the middle of Febru-
ary, and were emptied according to the strength

and disposition of the colony. A few swarms emp-
tied five or six bottles of water, while others would
empty but a part of a bottle. I am so well pleased

with the success of the experiment that I shall con-

tinue its use. It is also a good plan to keep the bot-

tles on after putting the bees out of the cellar; if a

cold term comes on, the bees can be shut in the

hive several days without becoming uneasy.

J. H. Martin.
Hartford, Wash. Co., N. Y., May 8, 1882.

I think it is now pretty well proven, that
water for bees, at the proper time, would
have saved many of our troubles in winter-
ing. The mass of facts, all in this one di-
rection, are beginning to point pretty strong-
ly to the importance of some device similar
to the one friend Martin has given. The
glass bottles, in plain sight, indicate most
clearly whenever the supply of water is out.

piece of carpet, to suit them better than any thing
else. It seems that the evaporation from so large

a surface draws the bees, and they will fairly swarm
there for water every afternoon all summer.
Columbus, Ind., May 5, 18S2. J. M. Brooks.

CHAFF FOK WINTERING.

TIMOTHY CHAFF VERSUS ALL OTHER KINDS.

Most assuredly they need water. I winter in cel-

lar, and fasten a sponge right at the entrance of each
colony, and keep them wet. If you have never tried
it, you will be surprised to see them take water. Be
careful to make the sponges secure, as the bees will

completely cover them, and might roll them off to
the cellar floor. The sponges can remain at the en-
trances, and be kept wet, even after the hives are
carried out, preventing the loss of many bees in ear-
ly spring. It is good advice when you say, "Teach
your bees to get water at a convenient spot near the
apiary." It keeps them from bothering your neigh-
bors' pumps, and saves the lives of a great many
that get killed in different ways. You will find a
shallow tub, filled with water and covered with a

eN page 237, May number of Gleanings, one of

your correspondents details results of expcri-
""' ments in reference to heat-retaining proper-

ties of different kinds of chaff and sawdust. As I

have had a large practical experience with chaff

hives, permit me to suggest that Mr. Fowls' experi-

ments were in entirely the wrung direction. Any
of our kinds of chaff, properly freed from straws,

etc., also very line dry sawdust, has plenty of heat-

retaining properties for the needed purpose. The
two great desideratums for successful wintering by
any mode, are to keep bees in as even a tempera-
ture, and as free from moisture as possible; and
the last condition is by far the most important, as

well as the most difficult to obtain. Show me a
practical method of keeping the entire inside of a
hive perfectly dry during winter, and I will have no
fiirther fears about unsuccessful wintering. As
you already know, I have been quite successful in

the use of chaff' hives, and I have learned that the

dryer you can keep the packing, the better the bees

winter, and that the dryness depends both on the

method of using and on the kind of chaff used.

I have used buckwheat, oat, wheat, and timothy
chaff, and have discarded all except the last, retain-

ing that because of its greater power of absorbing
moisture given off by the bees, without retaining it

and itself becoming damp and moldy. I have never
tested clover chaff, although a typographical error

in the report of the Michigan State Convention
makes me advise the use of that ; but I think it

would answer well. Very flue dry sawdust is, with-

out doubt, an excellent non-conductor of heat and
cold, but I should be afraid of its liability to retain

moisture.
I am glad to see so strong a believer in cellar-

wintering as is George Grimm, admitting the truth

of the statement I made at the Lexington Conven-
tion, that "chaff hives are, in my opinion, worth all

of their extra cost if used only from the time of

taking bees from their winter quarters until the
commencement of the honey season;" but I can not
understand how he, as well as so many others, have
an idea that chaff hives are not successful during
long cold winters. I lost only about 5 per cent oi

my bees during the winter of 1883-'81, and nearly or
quite all of my neighbors who use the same method
of packing that I do were equally successful.

O. O. POPPLETON.
Williamstown, Iowa, June 22, 1883.

Thank you, friend P. I presume it will
do no harm if I say I had been wishing to
hear something from you on this same mat-
ter, ever since I listened to your very able
address at our very pleasant convention at
Battle Creek, Mich. And now, if you will
excuse me once more, I want to thank you
for your very kind and able exposition of The
Dollar-queen Traffic, in the A. B. J. of June
21. Said article "sums up, in such a masterly
manner, all I would say on the subject, it

seems to me I could just drop it right there,

and refer all future objectors to it.
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BEST FUEIi FOR SMOKERS.

JAMES HEDDON.

fJiHE above may seem a pretty small subject for

an essay; but to the practical apiarist who is— doing' business on a scale of any considerable

extent, the item of good fuel for his smoker is one

of the largest of the details of which the business is

composed. It is a matter of no very small import-

ance to (Ofiy (DJC who uses a smoker at all. 1 have
suffered much, even since smokers have been per-

fected, from the want of proper fuel. When, under
unfavorable circumstances, or when one is in a

hurry, and the bees need considerable subduing, to

stand and puff and puff and pulf, and see so little

smoke issue as to be only just discernible, or to go
to the other extreme, that is, pick up the smoker
and lind it out, are trials that it is worth many dol-

lars to avoid. Numerous are the substances highly

recommended as the "best fuel for smokers."

TOBACCO
was once the all in all. Experience has demon-
strated that the smoke from it puts too much spirit

into the bees, and is lialile to lead to habits that

take it out of the bee-master. That substance is al-

most abandoned, and wisely too.

COTTON RACS
were next recommended. They don't come into

general use, however. Speaking for myself, the

reason they do not Is because they do not make
enough smoke for many occasions. The smoke
they do make is villainous to both bees and man,
and is finally justly resented l)y both. They must
bo kept in a pretty dry atmosphere all the time, or

they readily absorb moisture enough to fail totally.

PEET
is preferred by some. This, I find, has two objec-

tions: It is quite inaccessible to many, and burns
out too fast. Many other things, such as corn-cobs,

buffalo-chips, and the like, have all been recom-
mended, and, so far as I have tried them or ex-

changed experiences with those who have, they have
been found to come under one or the other of the

above-named objections; viz., they make too little

smoke (going out oftentimes), or burn out too fast,

consuming too much of the apiarist's time in "firing

up" the tube.

Mr. Bingham, I infer, has spent much time in ex-

perimenting with different substances for smoker
fuel, and has finally perfected his smoker so as to

burn
SOUND WOOD.

This sound dry hard wood has one splendid advan-
tage — it is easily obtained by all bee-keopers in all

localities. But upon testing its use, I found that it

had several serious disadvantages. It makes such
an intense heat that " fire-shields " are attached,

and this heat wears out the smoker rapidly. But
that is not the worst of it. It blows fire out of the
tube, increasing the danger of a "Are" of larger

and more disagreeable proportions, and abusing
the bees to such an extent that the heart and brain
of man go into partnership, and invent the

COLD-BLAST SMOKER.
Still another serious objection with the hard wood

Is that the intensity of heat generated by it causes
the condensation of creosote, which runs out all

over the flre-tube, dauliing and mussing up the
smoker, and ofttimes the operator.

After experimenting- with all the various sub-

stances mentioned above, together with many more,

as well as nearly all I have read about, I will tell

you
WHAT I USE,

and find to fill the bill exactly.

Perhaps it may be properly called

PUNK.

I know it has been so named by others] vvho have
used it and written about it. It is a peculiar dry rot,

collected in just a certain stage of decay. I have
found that from hard-maple we get the best. Touch
a match to a piece, and it will catch instantly; fill

the fire-barrel of the smoker, and your trouble from
unruly bees is soon at an end. It smokes in a vol-

ume that is unmistakable. The smoke is almost

odorless. It never gets too hot to haiidle the tube-

cover freely, whik; it subdues the bees instantly, and
leaves no irritating reaction upon them. Your
smoker does not die down nor go out while the fuel

lasts, which is from one to two hours. It l)urns

equally well in all sorts and sizes of smokers. Keep
it out of the rain, and dampness does not affect it. It

is not as readily found in woods where it might be
expected, as one would suppose. It exists only in

standhuj trCGS. It is usually a heart i-ot, and is al-

ways a dry rot, and no wet, moldy rotten wood is of

any account when artificially dried. It must be a

dry rot.

About five years ago a woodman brought me a

cord of it, for which I paid twice the price of sound
maple (I mean, an 18-inch coi-d). Of course, I had to

slice and hew the good from the worthless portions,

which left about one-third real smoke wood. To-

ward the latter end of last season I ran out of it.

Then trouble began. Then I began to think of the

woodman. I saw him. He could find no more. I

accosted another expert woodman, and he found
me a quarter of a cord of the very best I ever saw.

I have it now in the attic of my honey-house at the

apiary. I think of it often through the days. If I

wake up in the night, I am sure to think of it. Real-

ly, I feel childish about it. I would refuse $35 .00 for

this a IS-inch cord, could I not replace it for less. I

have been thinking of those who have not access to

this material, and how I should have it boxed and
shipped to me by freight. "Well, I'm in such circum-
stances, and the thought has occurred to me that a
traffic in this material, while it might be the means
of giving such poor woodmen l.-abor wherein they
are their own proprietors, it would, at the same
time, threefold bless the purchasers. This man (an

honest and deserving one) says he would like the job

of hunting, securing, and culling this material at

such prices as would give $1.50 per day of 10 hours.

Then there would be the nominal cost of boxing and
shipping and freights, which would then, in my
judgment, make it the cheapest and best smoker
material known to bee-keepers. Of course, no one
can exactly estimate the cost per cubic foot at first;

yet the traffic, once started under the auspices of a

man of integrity, a proper price could soon be
adopted. Competition would soon select the fittest

to supply this boon to the apiarist. What do you
think of the idea?

Dowagiac, Mich., June 5, 188-J.

I think favorably of it, friend Heddon, and
I have already tried two or three times to
get a similar project started. My price was,
I believe, 10 cents for a peck basket full,

basket thrown in ; but I found great ditti-

culty in getting a sufficient supply of a real-
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ly first-class article. The wood we used was
rotten elm, however, and not punk ; and
while I am about it, what we here term punk
is a fungus excrescence growing out of logs
and standing trees, especially the maple. I

used this for years, until the supply gave
out. In the earlier days of Gleanings it

was advertised put up in 5-cent packages.
Now since you have got some that is just
right, I propose, friend II., that you send us
some to try, in the shape of a 10-cent pack-
age by mail ; and if we like it, we will ask
yourwoodman to send us a dollar's worth by
freight. If it isn't up to sami)le, we shall
not want any more of him. If anybody else
can furnish good smoker wood, let him also
advertise it, sending samples by mail at,

say, 10 cents. It seems to me that a good
clean article should be furnished at about 2.')

cents per bushel. A regular wood-chopper
is the man to furnish this material, and I
should like samples from all who think they
can supply what is needed. I want a sample
of that quarter cord, which you lie awake
thinking about too, friend Ileddon. Smo-
ker fuel that will light at once with a match,
and don't make sticky, tarry '' juice " either,
and will burn a good while and not go out,
will be indeed a boon. I would give $5.00
for a cord of it to-day.

DISABI..KD QUEENS, ETC.

KECEIVED the queens you sent mc, April 21st.

One was In fine coniltition, but the other was
disabled; one of her hind legs had got last be-

tween the edge of the candy and the feathery edge

of the hole it was run into, and her leg was twisted

off at the knee joint. I tried to introduce, iiut it was
no go; the bees were friendly to her, but she could

not stick to the combs, but would tumble off as fast

as I could put her on. I then let her go, and watched
for results. In about five minutes I looked again.

She had fallen on the bottom-board again. This time

a few bees were trying to take her out. I worked
nearly half a day with her, and then pulled off her
head, united the two nuclei into one, and the other

queen was laying before night. I sometimes think I

should have sent her back; but would it have done
any good to you? I send you balance due you for

queens; and now, friend Root, If you think I deserve
another, send her along, but not till I call. I believe

you to be a Christiau, and I am willing to abide your
decision. In regard to the queen having her leg off

when she came, I refer you to F. J. Gridley, express

and ticket agent at Transfer, Pa., for I opened the

package in his presence, and he first called my atten-

tion to her disability.

Vi LB. OF DEES AND QUEEN IN JCNE.

I must tell you of that queen and half-pound of

bees I got of you about the middle of June, 1881. I

put her and the bees on three frames of comb, and
fed them a little for a week or two, and supplied
them with frames of fdn. as thej' needed it, and by
fall they had ton frames full of honey, and hive full

of bees. Thanks for Juvenile Gleanings. I tell

you, it made the boys happy. S. Bunninqhoff.
Transfer, Pa., May 1, 1883.

One of the reasons why we have to have
the margin on queens we do, is that we may
not be out of pocket in making good all acci-

dents like the above, replacing drone-laying
queens, queens that do not lay at all, etc.
In regard to disabled queens, we never send
otit such a one if we know it, although many
a queen does, so far as we can see, just as
well with a leg gone entirely. In my earlier
experiments in clipping queens' wings, I
used, once in a while, to get nervous, and
clip a leg when she interposed it in order to
save her wing, and I never found them to
lay less afterward. In your case, friend B.,
the queen must have been enfeebled as well,
I should conjecture, and of course I should
expect to send another in her place. I am
sorry you wasted half a day with her, my
friend, and that you thought necessary to
send a reference from your express agent. A
real enthusiastic bee-man is always a truth-
ful one in the main. Is it not so V

FRIEND CATHEY AFTER TWO YEARS'
SILENCE.

SO.METniNG ABOUT HIS TRIALS IN ITALIANIZING,
AND HOW HE AT LENGTH SUCCEEDED.

T was some time during the year 1880 that the

readers of Gleanings heard from me; but I

have but few apologies to offer, as I think they

have been set back but little on account of my long

reticence. But whether your readers have felt the

loss or not, I have at times felt an effervescing which
was hard to control; but by using proper palliatives,

I have subdued it so far.

THE HONEY CROP OF LAST YEAR
was very poor in this region. Most of the bee-keep-

ers here (and they are few) use the black bees and
buster hives; their bees declined in numbers, and
gave not an ounce of honey. Mine were those worth'

lesH hybrids; but I about doubled my stock, and got

some honey. This year bees took a fine start, and
there were many early swarms; but the cold wet
weather has greatly retarded their progress.

VENTILATION.
There has been much said and little proved on the

subject of ventilation — upward, downward, and
lateral. From all I can hear, I have not yet been
convinced that bees in a hive ever died from cold

alone. I have had them die in cold weather with

honey in the hive, but I always found that they had
consumed all the honey in reach, and could not

move to get the honey which was some distance

from the cluster. 1 will not be dogmatical, but "take

an example, to our purpose quite." One of my
neighbors had a box hive stolen from him one
Christmas night, when there was snow on the

ground. It was carried into a wheat field, robbed,

and left standing on end, with one half the head off.

It stayed there until the wheat was cut. It had

borne all the snow, sleet, and rain, of winter, and

was in good condition, or the bees seemed to be,

working out at the top of the hive. I saw several

hives last winter, so open that the bees were work-

ing out at the top. We of the South have no need of

chaff hives, bee-cellars, or bee-houses.

SEX OF EGGS.

I am glad that friend Lane and some others have
brought up this subject, for it has bothered me for

about 14 years, and I should have mentioned it long

ago, but I did not wish to introduce any " heretical
"

views. The first bees I ever attempted to transfer
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was in the latter part of winter. I found a little

patch of brood on 3 sheets of comb, in the center of

the hive —just about as much as I always find in a

hivo of blacks in winter, but I never found it in

Italians. In each patch of brood was a queen-cell,

capped; the other was all drone brood in worker-

cells. I was then a disciple of Mr. Adair. I wanted

to let him know how I was progressing in the knowl-

edge of bee culture. I told him that the bees had

lost their queen, and ha3 started to make two others,

and had made the rest of the brood into drones for

the fertilization of the queen. He did not reply to

this; but my chagrin was intense when I subse-

quently learned that my views were not strictly or-

thodox. I supposed that he was ashamed of my ig-

norance; but that thing has haunted me until the

day I read friend Lane's communication.

SAVARM-CATCHERS.

I notice that several new swarm-catchers have

been recently invented. I use a much cheaper one,

and much more convenient. My queens are all

clipped soon after they begin to lay. M'hen a swarm
starts out, I catch the queen and then move the

parent hive a little distance, set my new hive in its

place, and then hold still until the bees start back;

I then turn the queen loose at the entrance, and in

a few minutes from the time they emerged, I have

them hived. If I know the old hive is strong in

brood, I let the new one stay in its islnce; but if it is

a large swarm, and the old one weak, I move the old

one back to its place, and move the new one some
distance off.

DOLLAR QUEENS.

There is nothing 1 have heard recently among bee-

men, which has so astonished me, and which seems

so unreasonable, as the war made on "dollar queens."

I bow low to the superior talents and erudition of

Prof. Cook. I have learned to look upon him as

the highest authority on all questions pertaining to

the science of Botanj'or Entomology; but I hnow he

Is " off," badly " off," on the subject of dollar queens.

I can see nothing to prevent queen-breeders going

to the highest state of improvement possible, and

still the traffic in dollar queens continue, for the

benefit of those of limited means. For instance,

how would such poor men as I, and many others,

over have got a start with Italian queens in any oth-

er way? 1 was an enthusiast from the time I read

the first pamphlet on bee culture, and wondered that

every one else was not; l)ut I could get none to see

it as I did. The high prices asked for queens caused

men to say that it was all a humbug, to make money.
But I was determined to have a (jueen. My first

queen and hive cost me only $29.00; but my queen
came dead, and my hive was a humbug. But the

man replaced the queen with another dead one, and
still promised me another one, to be mailed on the

5th of August. I rode three miles three times a

week for four or five weeks; but it has not come
yet. These two queens lasted me about six years,

when I paid $5.00 in October for one, and did not get
it till the next June, with 80 cents charges. I caged
her and put her into a hive, and when I looked for

her again, in 2t hours, she was dead. This one last-

ed mo about two years longer. At this time I was
working along with a few weak colonies of black
bees, and no honey.

My next effort was with A. I. Root. I got a tested

queen from him for, I think, $2.00. She had been
baked in the express office ; but he replaced her with

a live one, and I lost her in introducing ; there were
80 cents charges on this.

At this date I had paid $37.00, and no nearer start-

ing, so far as I could see, than at first. I forgot to

state, that before I sent to friend Root I bought a

full ciihmii of Italians for $10.00, thinking that I had
a sure thing of it ; bvit it proved to be a drone-layer,

and I kept all of my hives queenless five or six

weeks, trying to raise queens from drones, and I

came near losing my whole stock. Nothing daunt-

ed, I got 2 one-dollar queens from Paul L. Viallon,

which cost me $;3.00, and proved a success. 1 have
bought some other dollar queens since, and can pro-

duce as finely marked bees, and as good workcr.a, as

any one.

Friend Root, I think I have read somewhere that

you invented the dollar-queen system. I am glad

you did not patent it. I can't think of any thing you
have ever done which has proved as great a blessing

to humanity as that, in a worldly or pecuniary point

of view, and I think the people owe you a vote of

thanks; and the longer it continues, the more cer-

tain will the bee-keeper be in getting and keeping

up the pure blood.
HYBRIDS.

Friend M. Young gives his experience with cross-

ing the breeds, and it is so different from mine, and
from that of all others from whom I have heard,

who have given them a fair test, that I wish to no-

tice it. Among other things which are contrary to

my experience, he says: "Cross pure drones with

pure black queens, for one cross seems to improve
them; but mate a black drone with a pure Italian

queen, and we make them worse at the start."

I raised a queen from those I got from Viallon,

which was mated with a black drone. She was as

prolific, and made as good honey-gatherers, as I ever

saw — far ahead of her mother's progeny. I gave
her to a neighbor, in order to try to keep my stock

pure; but about this time I lost mj' other queen, and
had to put up with a daughter from my hybrid

queen, mated with a black drone, which took nearly

every whit of yellow out of her bees. Last year

they stored 60 or 70 lbs. of box honey, while others

(some <ulI-blood) did not store more than 10 lbs. I

have had pure queens about four years, but my hy-

brids have always started brood about a week before

any others, and have been my best honey-gatherers,

notwithstanding the pure Italians are always out

earlier of a cool morning. If my sole object were to

get honey, and I could keep my bees at a standard

of half-breeds, I should never have any other sort.

B. F. Cathey.
Cabot, Lonoke Co., Ark., June, 1882.

HOW TO a»RY SWEET CORN, ETC.

ALSO SOME GENERAL IDEAS IN REGARD TO DRY*
ING THINGS.

lj?N the June number of Gleanings you ask for a

j8([ cheap evaporator. I think I have a plan for a—
' dry-house, that will work well. Make a small

house '.i ft. square and 4 feet high; have the front to

close with two doors; on the two sides nail cleats to

hold sliding racks, or, better still, have wire sieves

to hold the corn. Put a small stove in the bottom,

with pipe to pass around and out at back side, or

build a small brick arch, and cover with a piece of

sheet ii-on. Perhaps it would be well to cover the

sheet of Iron witli a layer of brick, to keep the heat
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more even. Board up and down with cheap lumtier;

batten the cracks; there should be small openings

in the gables, for ventilation. Now you can dry

corn, fruit, or any thing else, rain or shine, out of

the way of Hies, chickens, children, etc.; and when
you want to fumigate empty combs, etc., all you
have to do is to remove some of the sieves, or

shelves, put in your combs, throw in some sulphur

on an old pan of coals, shut the door, and then go
off about your business. H. G. King.
Baraboo, Wis., Juno 15, 1883.

We have had a great number of communi-
cations, reports, and suggestions, in this
matter, and it may be well to consider the
general principles' involved. To dry fruit,

lumber, green corn, or any other article, we
want to send over it a continual stream of
dry air. As the readiest means of making
the air dry is by heating it, heat is generally
used ; but heat without a continual change
of air is of little or no avail ; therefore, what-
ever plan is used, dry air should be admit-
ted freely at the bottom, and let out freely
at the top, after it has become charged with
the moisture taken from the article to be
dried. In one of the plans submitted to us,
the damj) air, after it passed from the fruit,

was carried off by a small pipe leading into
the stovepipe. This is the same plan so
generally used for drying bee-cellars, and
the stovepipe gives a draft by drawing or
" pulling " the air through, as it were.
Make or buy what you want, without pay-
ing any attention to patents or " family
rights." Where steam is available, the most
perfect apparatus can be made with a series
of tin pipes, such as we use in melting wax,
evaporating syrup, etc. By having the wire-
cloth trays set directly over the steam-pipes,
we can get any amount of heat, and distri-

bute it evenly, and with great regularity,
and with no possible danger of scorching.

THE FL.O0D, AND SOME OF ITS UOllVGS.

SORELY TRIED, BUT NOT DISCOURAGED.

afJ
MUST confess, friend Root, I am not in such
spirits as I was last year. The flood came, and
I lost GO out of 70 colonics; 59 of them had

young and beautiful Italian queens. I lost a great
many hives and frames, besides my entire crop of

cane and corn, which I estimate worth some $2000,

cane included. My bees were in good ti.v, with their

honey-boxes on ready for business. I had flvo feet

of water on my apiary, so I had to put them on my
gallery, side by side and three deep, and all this at

day time, so you can imagine what a mess; and how
they found their hives again is a mystery to me, un-
less they did away with their general rule of fight,

and went in any hive most convenient. They did

not spare me when waste-deep in water, where I

could not handily retreat. If bee-stings are a cure
for sickness, I think I ought to be healthy the rest

of my days. My loss gave me such a shock I thought
I would ask for a place in Blasted Hopes. My wife
thinks that I deserve a place in the Growlery. 1

think I had a right to growl; what say you? So I made
up my mind not to go in either. I had 3 stories on
the hives, which were full of honey and brood from
bottom to top. I do not think I ever saw so many
bees in that number of hives. Could it be that the

bees which were lost, having clipped queens, re-

turned to the remaining hives? I extracted Y^ bbl.

honey, and I made 10 colonies from brood and bees

from honey-boxes, and I also made 10 nuclei from
the bottoms to raise queens from. I had only one

Italian left, and I fear 1 am giving her too much to

do. I captured 9 late swarms, which will give me 39

colonies. I intend to gio into the woods and hunt

some up that I lost. What bees I have are better off

for honey than they were this time last year. Al-

though four-fifths of the land was under water, I

am only H mile from heavy timber and swamps,

back of which is a beautiful lake. I think the fall

crop of honey will be large, as we usually have a

great deal of smartweed, and a great many other

varieties of weeds and flowers after a flood.

M. A. Garrett.
New Iberia, Iberia Par., La., June 3, 1882.

Since hearing of the losses our friends
sustained in tlie South, I have often thought,
when I looked on our flourishing apiary,
what I would do if they were drowned out
as yours have been. The account of it may
serve to remind us to be thankful while we
are well off.

HO^V SHALL WE PUT UP OUR HOISEY
FOR SALE?

THE GREAT QUESTION FOR HONEY - RAISERS.

IJIIE enterprising editor of the Bee-Keep-
ers'' Instructor has taken the pains to
propound to the honey-dealers in our

large cities, a series of questions in regard to
the way in which honey should be put up

;

and as the whole article is of so much value,
we give it entire. One cheering part of it is,

that all the dealers seem to agree so well,

and their opinion of the 1-lb. sections part-

ly explains why we have had such a whirl-
wind of orders for them for the past few
months. Here is the article :

—

MARKETING HONEY.
The manner and style of packing, and the size of

package used, both for comb and extracted honey,

are matters of much importance to every bee-keep-

er who desires to realize the largest possible returns

from the sale of his product. When the production

was limited, and honey looked iipon merely as a

luxury, the manner of marketing it and the style of

package used were of comparatively little impor-

tance. But the production has increased many fold

during the last scoi-e of years, and honey is fast be-

coming a staple article of food instead of a luxury.

With this increased supply and demand has come a

demand for smaller and neater packages than those

formerly used; in fact, the large boxes used almost

exclusively a few years ago are scarcely salable now
at all.

The size of package used, and manner and style of

packing, having so much influence on the prompt
sale of honey at the most remunerative prices, it is

self-evident that it will pay every bee-keeper to give

special attention to these points. Realizing the ad-

vantages to be gained by securing and marketing

the honey crop in the most salable shape, we a

couple of weeks since sent a number of questions to

commission merchants and dealers in honey in New
York, Chicago, Boston, St. Louis, Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, and Baltimore, which were designed to draw

out the most pertinent information obtainable on
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the subject. Up to date we have received answers
from all except ttie two last-named places. We give

them in full lielow, an-l hope tLat the information

they contain will be of interest and value to our
readers. It has cost us some time and trouble, but

we will feel well repaid if it throws any more light

on such an important subject :
—

St. Louis. May ~'ti, 1883.

Your favor of the 26lh inst. received and carefully
noted. We render you with great jileasurc, as near-
ly HS possible, the desired information.
There is really no difference in value per lb. of

honey in jiaekages of 3(10 to 500 lbs. and packages
holding 50, 100, and ]7.'> llis , when there is a good de-
mand. When the article moves slowly, dealers pre-
fer it in the lesser packages, and frequently pay !4
to Uc. per lb. premnim for them.
In 10 and .5 ll>. wooden packages and 3i4 and 1J4 lb.

tin packages and 1 and 3 lb. ghiss jars, the honey is

generally held and sold at a higher price (from V4 to
]c. more per lb.), but it sells slowly, dealers prefer-
ring to buy the larger packages and put it up in such
lesser packages as suits their trade best. We would
not advise sending packages containing less than 3
gallons of extracted honey (30 lbs.), and to send
small quantities in tin cans, the 3-gallon can pre-
ferred.
Comb h(mcy sells best in 1 and 2 lb. packages; V.i

lb. packages are not wanted, and generally sell at
from 1 to I'.ic. less per lb. than the 1 and 3 lb. pack-
ages.
All barrels and kegs should i)ethoroughly cleansed,

hoops tightened, and weighed before filling, and the
" tare " distinctly marked or branded on the head.
Unclean packages, with no tare marked on them,
are not easily placed. Frequently, sale of such is

only effected subject to emptying packages and
thereby determining the tare, while the tare marked
on nice clean packages, from reputable shippers, is

hardly ever questioned. The tare should also be dis-

tinctly marked on the outside of comb honey.
E.xtracted honey sells most readily in cold weather,

though the sale does not suffer in warm weather.
We have sold some new extracted honey in barrels,
irom Arkansas, ntQ\i c. per lb. New comb, 1 bo.\,

from same State, at 31c. per lb. Beeswax scarce at
24 to 25c. per lb. K. C. Gkf.fr & Co.,

Pe7- Sichieferdccker.

' Chicago, June 3, 1883.

The difference in the price of honey put up in bar-
rels, and that in kegs ot .")() to 175 lbs., is little, if any,
for the general market. That put up in tin pails of
from 10 to U.t lbs. weight, and in 1 to 3 lb. glass jars,
sells at from H to 1 cent more per lb. th£i.n the bar-
rels and kegs — not mf)re than enough to cover the
difference in cost of packnge.
There is a difference of from 1 to 3 cents per lb.

between 1, 1'^, and 3 lb. packages of comb honey.
There are demands for all sizes of packages con-

taining extracted honey, whilefor comb honey there
is a profitablo demand only for that which is put up
in single-comb sections holding from 1 to 3 lbs. each.
The apiaries of the North report excellent pros-

pects for the honey-gathering.
H. A. Burnett.

New York, June 2, 1882.

We are often asked. What is the difference in price
per lb. between extracted honey put up in barrels of
about 300 to 500 lbs., and that in spruce kegs of .50,

100, and 175 lbs.? also, what is the difference in price
per lb. between l,l'/4,and2 lb. sections? To these
questions we reply as follows: —

1. Our wholesale trade will pay no difference in
the price, owing to the fact that the bulk of extract-
ed honey is used for manufacturing purposes, al-

though we often find dealers who will take .50, 100,

and 175 lb. packages in preference to larger ones, at
the same price, as they find them more convenient
to handle. Honey put up in 1}4, 2',2, 5, and 10 lb. tin
pails rarely find ready purchasers, because extract-
ed honey will granulate, and in this condition finds
very slow sale. We therefore advise bee-keepers to
pack their extracted honey for this market either in
tlrkins holding from 1.50 to 175 lbs., or in small bar-
rels of about 300 lbs. net. In these packages they
are most salable for the general trade. By this meth-
od recular dealers can always place their gooils be-
fore the viiblie, looking fresh, clear, and transparent.

2. Comb honey put up in 1-lb. sections, no glass,
finds readier sale than 2-lb. sections, besides bring-
ing 2c. per lb. higher price, as long as they remain on

the market. As soon as gone, however, the 2-lb.

packages sell fully as nvell as the 1-lb. sections did.

By 3-lb. sections we mean that the section should be
well tllle<l and glassed, and should not weigh over 2

lbs. gross. Sections weighing l'/4 lbs. gross will not
sell any better than the 2-lb. sections. We think, as
a general rule, that a section measuring 5x5?i inches
mcikes a very desirable package, and would hud very
ready sale.

We would advise all bee-keepers to pay more at-

tention to the grading ot comb honey and the glu-
ing of the glass to the sections, as often, when show-
ing up the honey to customers, the glass drops off

completely. ^This is very often the cause of losing
the sale entirely, or of having to make an allowance
in price on account of the defect. Fault is some-
times fouml with prices obtained for honey because
some lots have sold for one or two cents per pound
more than others. This difference is mostly due to
the mistake the bee-keeper makes in grading, and
fastening the glass to sections. We could mention
several bee-keepers who pay special attention to
grading comb honej' for market, alwaysmakiug two
separate grades of white honey, the result of which
is the highest market price for each grade. We
notice that parties who complain of prices put up
two grades of white honey in one crate, and the re-

sult is that their honey sells at the price of the in-

ferior grade only. In a great many cases they also

pack mixed grades in the same crate with the best
white honey. Mixed honey does not, as a rule, sell

for any better price than a good article of buck-
wheat, alfhough it has the preference at the same
figure. Mixed honey should therefore always be
packed by itself, and graded as such.

In addition to care in grading, in order to obtain
full market prices, it is necessary to have a neat and
attractive crate for shipping purposes. Such a crate
should contain 2f 1-lb. sections, and weigh from 22 to

24 lbs , or 12 2-lb. sections, weighing the same.
H. K. & F. B. Thurber & Co.,

Per J. M. 3IvCaia.

Boston, May 27, 1883.

ll'iney in kegs and half-barrels sells from Vi to 1

cent higher per lb. than in barrels, and in cans from
5 to 10 lbs. weight, and lighter, from i4 to 1 cent high-
er than that in kegs and half-barrels. Tins aud glass
jars (10 lb. tins) sell best.
One-pound packages of comb honey sell at from 3

to 4 cents higher than Hi and 3 11). packages. More
1-lb. packages should be produced. Half-lb. pack-
ages are also wanted at 2 to 4 cents per lb. more than
1 lb., and 4 to 8 cents more than 2 lb. Glassed sec-
tions are not wanted.
The first new white comb honey in 1 and 2 lb. sec-

tions will bring a good price here.
Chock Eit & Blake.

CiiEVELAND, Ohio, May 26, 1883.

Your favor of the 25th is at hand. We take much
pleasure in answering your several questions, and
also add a few thoughts which bear on the subject.
The price of honey put up in barrels of 300 lbs. is

about one cent less than that put up in 50-lb. kegs,
or about 10 cents per lb. The price of 50-lb. kegs is

about the same as 50 to (30 lb. tin cans, say ten cents.
The 30, 25, 10, 5, and 3'/4 lb. tin cans and pails bring
about one cent more, say 13 cents. We give these
prices merely as a basis, la order to show about the
difference.

The demand for honey in full barrels is very un-
certain. It is bought only by manufacturers and
lurge dealers, and such are lew and far between.
The .50-lb. packages are usually bought by small
druggists, and are therefore in lietter demand. The
30, 25, and 10 lb. packages generally go in the same
direction. The packages of 5 lbs. and less are taken
by the grocery dealers, and are sold direct to families
for talile use. This trade, of course, takes the larg-

est quantity, and can be better depended upon for
constant demand. In our opinion it will not be
many years before this latter trade will be fullv de-
veloped, although it hns taken years to wear off the
prejudice against strained and extracted honey, es-

peciallv where candied. The press, the great molder
of i)ublic opinion, is one medium through which this

prejudice can be overcome; but the chief means
lies in the hands of bee-keepers and dealers them-
selves, by being honest, putting up only the best
qualities, and strictly pure honey, with a warrant
of purity over the producer's name.
In comb honey there is usually a difference of 1 to

3 cents per lb. in favor of the one-pound sections,

quality, appearance, and condition being equal; be-
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sides, the 1-lb. sections find a more ready sale.

When honey is scarce, these_differoncc3 are often
set aside, and thus it happens that 1!4 iind 3 Ih. sec-
tions bring the same price as 1-Ib. ; for it is the duty
of the commission merchants to take advantaffe of
such a state of the marliet for the benefit of his con-
sijrnee.
Comb honey must be g-rarted all throughout the

crate of uniform color, and the sections well filled.

Showing the best only on the outside, and filling the
interior with a lower grade, works disa'^trously to
the shipper, aiid is not even policy. The more at-

tractive in appearance the hon^v is, the quicker the
sale and the better the price. Honest grading tells

very quickly, purchasers usually leaving orders for
the whole of the next consignment of the brand
which has pleased them in this respect. Thus it will
he seen, that while the market may be tilled with a
fair quality, these special brands find ready sale on
arrival, whilst others drag, causing returns to come
in slowly.
Another cans'! of slow returns, for which cotn-

mission merchants are often un.iustly blamed, is the
failure on the part of shippers to have the tare of
the cases marked on each pacljage. In such in-
stances, when sales are made the tare of the ca<!es

must remain unsettled until they are returned for
settlement, which often takes weeks and months.
Glass jars wc would recommend only for the home

market, not for shipping.
Nice new crates, made to hold a single tier of sec-

tions, and cheap enough to give away, will be the
most desirable package for all concerned. .

A. C. Kenoel.
As will be seen from the above, the requirements of

the different markets vary considerably, and ship-

pers in packing will have to consult the t.aste of the

market they propose to sell in. We might go on to

considerable length and point out the differences,

but it would make this already long article much
longer, and it is not necessary, as every intelligent

reader can easily see them for himself.

The friends will notice that a half-pound
section is mentioned and asked for in one of
the above letters. We have made such, and
had honey stored in them, but I am inclined
to think it will not pay, unless we could
have almost as much for a i-lb. section as we
get for a pound, as the bees are so loth to
use these very small receptacles. As the
matter comes up, I can not but revert to
what I said many years ago, that if a plan
could be devised for dividing np large sheets
of honey into nice little squares, Avithout any
dripping or waste, bee-keepers could aiford
to pay thousands of dollars for stich a pro-
cess. Will it ever be done V The 1-lb. sec-
tion grew out of an attempt to solve this
problem, and is as near it as any thing yet
furnished, probably. Who will start the
thing with a suggestion?

^— I ^
FRIEND ATCHIiEY IN 1882.

280 FINISHED SECTIONS FROM A HIVE ALREADY.

M FEW words for friends James Bannon, of

>^ Archie, Pa., and It. C. Taylor, of Wilmington,~
N. C. My friends, it seems a little like mak-

ing fun of my report for last year; but I don't

know how you term It, from your letters in

Gleanings. Friend Bannon says he would give

$35.00 for a hive of bees that would make 580 lbs. of

honey in 24 days, or in a whole season. So would
almost anybody; but the queen from that hive

alone can't be bought for $25.00, even if she is only

a daughter of a dollar queen.

Friend Taylor, I am going to watch for that big

snake story from that little bunch of bees that re-

turned to you. If you both will come down, I will

show you how Texas bees are managed, but I won't
have much time to talk with you, except after dark
and before daylight, for I have more than one big

booming colony this season, or fifty-one either.

I am running that liig colony this season, and sev-

eral others, for coml) honey, and the big one has al-

ready turned off 280 finished one-pound sections, or

5 Simplicity cap fulls, and 113 more read}' to seal up,

and some more colonics not far behind; and if mint
continues to bloom all through this month, as it

usually does when it rains enough, God knows how
much they will make, for I don't. I have often

heard of bees becoming lazy or disgusted after gath-

ering so much honey, or so much being fed to them;
but none of my colonies have made a flinch yet.

Now, friends, T know this all looks big to some;
but if you want it proven, it can be done by four
other persons besides myself, and one of them a

preacher. We have bee-keepers all around us, but

they don't seem to get anything but ordinary yields;

the reason why, I can not tell. Friends, if you could

see my two little boys Willie and Charlie, aged 5 and
7 years, with bee faces on, smokers in hand, caging

and introducing queens, and hiving swarms, and
telling what such and such hives needed, I think you
would wonder whether we wore not going to get all

the honey there was in the fields, saying nothing

about pa and ma as bee-keepers, who often stop to

get breath a minutt', and thank God, while the

children are at the other end of the apiary examin-
ing from hive to hive to see what is needed.

Dallas, Tex., June 10, 1883. E. J. Atchlev.

EXPIjANATION.

HOW DOOLITTE GETS HONEY EVERY YEAR.

^njg^Y referring to page 75 of present volume of

Wm Gleanings, it will be seen that J. A. Buchan-
an draws some conclusions, after which friend

Root makes some comments, the e.vplanation of

which is the purpose of this article. When I first

commenced bee-keeping I was greatly benefited by
the writings of E. Gallup, M. Quinby, A. I. Koot,

Adam Grimm, and many others; for by their writ-

ings I learned my A B C in bee culture. My first

year of bee-keeping resulted in 13 lbs. of surplus

box honey, and one swarm from the two I had
bought to commence with. The next season I ob-

tained about 25 lbs. surplus from each hive I had
In the spring, on an average. At the end of the

fourth season I chronicled an average of 80 lbs. box
honey as the average surplus for each stock in the

spring. During these four years I had studied, read,

and practiced all my wakeful hours, about the bees,

for I never spent an hour in my life in work pertain-

ing to bee culture without its being a real pleasure

to me. Many a night have I lain awake from one to

three hours, planning how to accomplish some re-

sult I desired to achieve in regard to the practical

part of apiculture. Although no scholar, and hav-

ing scarcely the advantage of a common-school edu-

cation, I felt that I ought to write for publication,

thereby adding the little I might discover from time

to time, to the general fund of knowledge, thus help-

ing others what I could to pay in a small measure
the debt of gratitude I owed for the instruction I

had gained from the writings of others. Hence I

began to write; and as the editors kindly fixed up
my articles so as to make them presentable, I had

the lightest part of the job in jotting down my dis-
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connected sentences. And to-daj finds me still scrib-

bling away, trying to tell what [ know concerning
practical bee-keeping. Bnt I sec that, of late, some
think that " Doolittle " is writing uuly for the sake
of giving a big rejwrt, to make it appear that " / am
a lii(/ htc-man." Now, friend Buchanan, did j^ou

rcaUy tliink (7iat, because you could not reconcile a

hive full of honey in the fall with a small brood-

chamber, or were you a little jealous? At first 1

hesitated about giving in a report at all; but when I

looked back over the past, and saw how eagerly I

followed the plans of those who backed up their

system of management with a good report each fall,

1 saw that, if any confidence were placed in my
methods, it would be necessary for me to show the

success of those methods. Right hero I wish to saj',

that I never yet reported a pound of honey but that

was actually sold; so the insinuation of something
else, falls harmless to the ground. If you wish to

learn farming, to whom do you go, to the man whose
farm grows up to Avceds and briers, or to the man
who produces good crops each year?

At our N. E. B. K. Association there is usually a

person who is always telling his methods of manage-
ment. While he was giving a long harangue over it,

E. D. Clark, an excellent, practical bee-keeper, said

t o me, '* I double his yield of honey every year; and
until he can better his reports, I don't care for his

methods." Thus I have given you, in Mr. Clark's

sentence, why I have reported each j'car.

But, to the next point: " Colonies so managed are

not self-supporting." Had you forgotten, friend B.,

how I have advised that the bees be made self-sup-

porting, and not only this, but that each bee-keeper
so control his expenses that he is self-supporting

also? To show that my bees have been so man-
aged as to live without "resorting to feeding for

winter supplies," I will say, that for the past nine

years in which I have rejinrtcd, I have feed only two
barrels of sugar, which was in the spring of 1878, aft-

er a failure of honey in the apple blossoms. When
I read of so much feeding of bees as others report,

I don't see the need of it; but as I presume they do,

I am willing they should do as they think best. But,

says B., since with your small hive the frames Avill

" be filled with brood, the bees must store all their

honej' in the surplus boxes;" from whence comes
your honey for winter? Well, it is in this way: Aft-

ter I have worked my bees so as to get every cell

full of brood as far as possible, the boxes are put up-

on the hive, after which, it will be remembered, I

have advised letting the bees alone, unless some-
thing of necessity occurs, such as loss of queen, get-

ting a frame of brood for cjueen-rearing, etc., which
demand that the hive should be opened. Now, by
thus leaving the hive alone, the queen, which has
heretofore been somewhat overtaxed, takes a partial

rest; and as the young bees hatch, the bees fill the

outside combs with honey, as well as the ui>i)er parts

of the frames. This part of the matter, my friends

opposed to small hives seem to have forgotten.

The main secret of success is the getting of the

combs literally full of brood before the honey har-

vi'St, thus getting a full force of workers ready for

the field just, when they arc needed. What man is

there who hires a lot of hands to hoe corn before the

corn is up? Not one; but they wait until the corn
is ready to hfo, and then have the help. Just so we
want cur bees at the right time, to have them
profitable, A hive full of bees in April is of no more

use than a field full of men to hoe corn would be at

that season of the year: for June is the time we hoe
corn in this latitude. Again, if wo do not have this

brood and bees in time for the honey harvest, all

the extra powers of the queen ar(^ spent in vain; for
it would be like getting a lot of hands to hoe corn in

September, after the corn was ripe. Once more: If

the hive is not full of brood when the honey harvest
opens, the bees will store their first honey in the
brood-combs instead of going at once into the box-
es; and if a start is thus first made in the body of
the hive, the bees will idle away their time to a
greater or less extent, as they arc loth to work in

the boxes at all. "Enough is as good as a feast,"

and so 27) lbs. of honey in the brood-chamber the
first of Oct. is just as good as 50 lbs. ; and as a rule I

have 25 lbs. in my small brood-chamber, while with
large ones the average will be 50 lbs.; and 1 have al-

ready shown why that ^5 extra lbs. is far more profit-

able in the sections than in the brood-chamber, aside

from its selling value. Of course, 1 have to see to

each hive in the fall, and equalize the stores so that

all have Ihe 25 lbs., which would not have to be done
with the large hives, for the lightest would doubt-
less have that amount. If there is not enough hon-
ey in the yard to make the 25 lbs. on an average, as

was the case in 1870, I double my stocks down till

there is' enough, and then make them self-support-

ing. If I can impress upon the minds of the readers
these two facts, that, togetplcnty of bees in just the
right time for the honey harvest, and the hive full

of brood at this tirae, is the great secret of success-

ful bee culture. I shall not have written in vain.

Now a word to friend Hoot. As I read, " If friend

Doolittle would get along without the losses he sus-

tains in winteiing so almost invariably, we should
have still more faith in his peculiar plan of manage-
ment." My mind was carried back to my visit at

Medina, Ohio, in 1876, at which time frieml R. told

me he believed it was his sphere to teach the bee-

keepers of the world, through Gleanings, which
we all know has proven true. Now, friend R., shall

wo lose our faith in your teachings because you
don't succeed in wintering bees any better than does
your humble servant? Na3'! I rejoice to see a man
winter his bees every time; still, I respectthe teach-

ings of the man the more who loses half of his bees
every winter, and still clears $2.00 off the half left,

than the man who wintersthe whole and clears a dol-

lar. Geo. T. Wheeler once said to me, after losing

nearly all his bees during the winter, "I can make
500 per cent on money invested in bees from sum-
mer management, and buy my bees of my more suc-

cessful wintering neighbors, while they make only

250 per cent out of their bees, total receipts all

counted." G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Juno 16, 1882.

I believe I agree with you, very nearly at
least, friend J)., and was ratl)er anxious to
have you quote ray reply to friend Buchanan
when I said, " If a bee-keeper makes money
with his bees, year after year, we have hard-
ly a right to lind fault." You are right, too,
when you intimate that successful wintering
alone does not make one up to the highest
point in modern bee culture. It has been
several times suggested, that a smart, up-to-
the-times bee-man could make money by
selling out in the fall and buying his bees
new every spring, and I haven't a doubt of
it ; so that successful wintering is not really
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an essential condition to success after all

;

but for all that, I should be a litt)e ashamed
to buy all my bees crery spring.

H. A. BIRCH & CO.

?N our June No. we had considerable en-
couragement that friend JJurcli was go-
ing to lill at least a part of his orders

this season. It is now July, and no word
has come from any of his cu"stomers of hav-
ing received bees or any thing else. If bees
are sent now, they will be like those sent out
last fall — of little use to those who receive
them. Hearing that Mr. B. had quite an
apiary this season, I wrote him, after our
last number had gone out, asking if he would
be so kind as to let the friends know what to

depend on, or at least let us know about how
many bees he had, with which to fill orders.
Here is his reply :

—
Friend R<ii>t:—Ccvlam\y; yet our matters arc in

such a shape at present that wo hardly feel at liber-

ty to comply with your suggestion. Will give the

matter clue consideration, and may possibly forward

you such a statement in time for publication in

your July No. H. A. Bdrch & Co.

South Haven, Mich., June 8, 1883.

I presume it will be as well to consider
now, without further delay, how we may
have this business settled up, so far as it con-
cerns myself. Those who were not bona-fidc
subscribers to Gleanings when they sent
their orders to 13urch I'v:. C'o., have, of course,
no claim on me ; neither have those who, al-

though they may have been subscribers,
were induced to send by receiving Mr. B.'s
circular, or seeing his advertisement in some
other publication. I shall have to trust to
your word and honor on this last point ; but
I am not afraid, for I have found bee-men,
the most of tliem, remarkably truthful. If
you deceive me, you may get some of my
money ; but you will lose in the happiness of
a clear conscience, and in the eternal sum-
ming-up that is to come to us all.

Now to the remainder, to those who did
send money to Burch & Co. solely because
the latter advertised in Gleanings, I would
make the following plea : First, my purpose
in wording my remarks about advertisers,
was to guard against being taken in by
swindlers, or such men as N. C. Mitchell,
who make it a constant practice to receive
money, without any purpose of making any
return. Mr. Burch has been for many years
a business man, and has been prompt enough,
at least, to build up quite a business. He for
years stood in good repute by the great mass
of our bee-keepers. We have letters from
him where he refused to receive more mon-
ey. I never intended to hold myself respon-
sible for men who failed in business. My
friends, I will submit it to you, and I beg of
you to answer me without prejudice : Do
you think I should pay the debts of a man
who fails in business, because of my guaran-
tee on my advertisers V

One more point, and I am done. In the
August No. of last year I said this :

—
If Mr. Burch, or any other one, fails to send the

goods, or return the money, I will pay back the
amount as soon as it Is determined that It can not
be collected of such advertiser.

Do you wish to know why I am not as
good as my word, and why I do not pay all

these bills without further 'words, this is my
plea : The amount then was about $200 or
such a matter. To my great astonishment,
I learned, after this had gone out, that he
had received nearer two thousand than two
hundred. Does this make any difference V

Perhaps an illustration will make it look a
little more as it does to me. AVhenfdn. was
first sent out, years ago, I made for Mr.
Burch, out of his own wax, a small lot. The
amount we received for working the Avax
was something like five or ten dollars, per-
haps. It did not please him. After some
considerable correspondence, rectifying mis-
takes, he still complained, and I, perhaps a
little petulantly, told him to say what amount
would make it satisfactory, and I woidd pay
it. He demanded $.'30.00. I meditated a
good while as to what I should do. I had al-

ways been a man of my word, and I did not
see any way to get out of a fair and square
promise. 1 sent the fifty dollars. Did I do
right y Suppose he had demanded five hun-
dred, or five thousand. Would it still have
been my duty as a man or a Christian to
have made my word good V This brings out
the point, that every promise given is to be
taken in the spirit of it, and not the letter. If
we hold a man to what we feel sure he meant,
we should be satisfied without demand-
ing the letter, or the exact words he used.
Is it not true, that every promise given is to

be taken within the bounds of reason V

No doubt you will think I ought to be
careful of what promises I make, by this

time. It is true, I ought to have learned
more by experience. I have several times
cautioned our advertisers against promising
to give satisfaction, unconditionally. I think,
therefore, I will make no promise now ; but
I would ask all who think I honestly owe
them, on this Burcli matter, to say what
amount I must pay them, to have the whole
matter dropped pleasantly. Let us have all

the claims sent in before the August No.
comes out, if we can. I have been unwise,
and perhaps foolish, and I will try to bear
my punishment bravely.

HONEV FROWI THISTLiK, AND HONEV
FROM DANDELION.

fSEND you by to-day's mail a small package con-

taining honey from thistle, and also dandelion,
' thinking perhaps you never saw honey from

the former before. It has been in the hive since

August last. T. C. CRiLtiY.

Grafton, O., June 15, 1883.

The honey from dandelion is lighter in
color and milder in flavor than what we
have been in the habit of considering dande-
lion honey ; but as it had candied, this may
have made a change in it. That from thistle

is dark, but perfectly clear, and of much
finer flavor than the dandelion honey. I can
hardly suppose anybody would raise thistles

on purpose for honey ; but in tracts where
thistles are suffered to grow in great abund-
ance, it may be that hives might be profita-

bly located. Thanks for the samples, friend
Crilly.
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THE ^VINTERIKG PKOBIiEM.

COTTON SEED VERSUS CHAFF.

fj?N Gleanings, page 166, April No., appears an

Ji|[ article from Mr. Geo. Grimm, wliich would—
' seem to convoy the idea, that " some safe out-

door winter protection, so as to bring the colonies

out strong in the spring," is the great desideratum,

"even if it costs ten dollirs per hive," etc. The
cellar is too much trouble, and not satisfactory;

chaff and stable manure are unsatisfactory also.
|

He asks the question, " How can we do it ?
"

AVe wish to exclude dampness as well as c^ld.

Horse manure is a regular steam generator, there-

fore it will not do. Some friend suggests sawdust.

It can be packed until it is very dense, and it will,

perhaps, remain so, and it is a tolerably good ab-

sorbent, and is also the best retainer in the world.

All creation can not dry a wet compact pile of saw-

dust. I am, therefore, dubious as to its adaptability.

Now, in my section of North Carolina we have, or

at least take, but little trouble wintering our bees

out of doors, etc. But we do have, or, rather, did

have, lots of trouble wintering sweet potatoes. Re-

cently I have found that, by making a large box,

similar to your chaff hive in construction, and pack-

ing it with cotton seed, then putting in my potatoes,

and covering them with an !-'-inch layer of seed, that

I can save potatoes any season. Indeed, keeping

potatoes over winter has become a pleasant, paying

pastime, rather than a wearisome, money- losing

labor. Cotton seeds are heavy enough to be packed

very densely, and the peculiar lint that remains on

them after ginning, repels rather than absorbs all

the moisture. Of course, I insert good ventilation

in my box of potatoes. I have never heard of bees

being wintered in that way, but I reason from anal-

ogy, and I do firmly believe that, in cotton seed, we
have the very thing Mr. Grimm is looking for, and
at a far less cost than $10.00 per hire.

Now, friend Koot, I have a proposition to make
you : I will furnish you the cotton seed next fall

for nothing, if you will make a hive like the chaff

hive, giving six inches space; insert in each side (5

sides) a wire ventilator, in form of oblong cube, 4

inches square, long enough to reach clear through
to the combs; prepare a sliding cover for each ven-

tilator, so they can be closed and opened as the

weather may require more or less of them to be

open. Pack it full of dry cotton seed, tight as you
can pack them ; put into a good average colony as

to bees and stores, and set them in a shelter with one

whole side open, like the one for swarm-hiving im-

plements, a sketch of which you give us in A B C —
side open to the south, the other sides, or side and

ends, closed very closely, and shed deep enough that

snow and rain will not blow in on them, and then

open and shut ventilators all winter, as weather may
require, etc.

Such a hive, I am confident, will stand the winter,

and come out strong in spring. The seeds are cheap,

costing from 8 to 15 cts. per bushei of 33 lbs. retail,

and the same seed will do 100 years, if kept In the

dry, so the final cost will be far less than Mr. Grimm's
proposition of $10.00.

If you conclude to try cotton seed, you might fill

the shelter all around the hive with straw, during
the coldest weather, as an additional protection;

and don't forget to give good upward ventilation.

During the winter of 1880-'81, all who put up pota-

toes in coal dust, chaff, sawdust, and pine straw, lost

all their potatoes, and all of us who used cotton

seed saved all our potatoes. Romeo.
Triangle, Lincoln Co.,N. C, May 23, 1883.

I am sure we are very much obliged, friend
R. ; for if you haven't told us how to winter
bees, you certainly have told us how to win-
ter sweet potatoes. I will cheerfully give
the cotton seed a trial, if you wish; but as
our bees winter already as it is, in cliaff, I
don't see how the experiment is to prove any
thing definitely. It seems to me, operating
ventilators, five to a hive, on two or three
hundred hives, would be rather tedious; our
chaff hive, as it is, usually runs itself six
months of the year without any care. \Ve
expect the porous chaff to furnish all the
ventilators needed. I am now ii:clined to

think that cotton seed, properly disposed,
will do excellently, and, if I mistake not, re-

ports from it have been already given in our
back volumes.

A STOOL, FOR THE APIARY.

f
INCLOSE a drawing of a stool that I have used

in my apiary for more than a year. The points—
' in its favor are these: It is just about the

cheapest and simplest thing of the kind that can be

made. The whole thing is made in a few minutes,

out of an oil-can, some strips of wood, and a few
nails and rivets. It is lighter than any thing that

can be made of wood, and as strong and durable.

The pocket on the front side will hold all the tools

that it is necessary to carry from hive to hive. I

should greatly object to carrying around a whole
"work-box," and using about half the tools it is

filled with. Set the stool down by the hive with the

pocket in front of you, and when you sit down you

have the picket just between your knees, always

ready to drop your queen-cages, hammer, screw-

driver, etc., in.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKINO STOOL.

Get an old oil-can, cut out the top with a common
can-opener, leaving about two inches of margin
around the outside. Now cut some narrow strips of

pine to fit the inside, thus making a wooden frame

to stiffen the lower edge; bend the tin down over

the strips, and fasten with wrought nails driven

from the outside. To make the hole for the hand,

just cut a half-circle with the can-opener, and bend

up the tin inside of the can. Now set the can right

side up and punch a few holes in the top so there

will be no danger of sitting down in rain water.

The cut will thow how
to make the pocket. It

should be fastened on so

as to stand out about 's <

inch from the can, atthe
;

bottom, to allow water:

and dust to escapa. I iiiiiiii

think, if you queen-raisers will make and use one of

these cans, you will findthcmtosaveagreat amount
of trouble and a pain in the back when you have to

stoop over your nuclei all day. Wm. L. Stiles.

Austin, Tex., M.ay 13, 1883.

Your seat is certainly ingenious, friend S.,

and it combines lightness with strength, to

a very unusual degree. We do not have oil-

cans about here like those you describe, but
I presume they are plenty in other localities,
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as I have heard them so often mentioned. It

has occurred to me, since seeing your de-
scription, that we might get up a simiLar
stool, neatly painted, for about half a dollar.

I think I sbould prefer that pocket inside,

out of the rain, if a shower should happen to

come up unexpectedly. Of course, it might
be carried in every time you stopped work,
but it takes more time than it would to just
drop it where you worked last. Cau't it be
made to hold a smoker, fuel, and matches,
inside of its voluminous hollownessV You
know you could turn it up when you wanted
to get them out, and thus do away with the
necessity for any such rigging as a door.
AVho will give us the best one, made of tin V

WHAT IS THE MATTER?

WHY DO QUEENS DIE SUDDENLY, ETC.?

N August last, I introduced safely a selected

tested queen, purchased from you, into a col-

ony of hybrids. She was accepted, and began
laying the same day she was introduced. About
the middle of March I examined her colony, and

found she had then filled 4 American frames with

brood and eggs. May 10th she was still laying very

freely, but on the 22d day of May I started to trans-

fer her colony from an American to a Simplicity

hive, and the first thing I noticed was about 20 queen-

cells. Upon looking further, I found plenty of

capped brood, and bees just hatching, but no larvte

or eggs; and upon carefully searching in front of

the hive, I found the queen dead. The comb in this

hive was drawn up from foundation, and there was
not a drone-cell, or a hatched drone in the hive.

Now, why should the bees supersede a young queen,

or why should a queen die when apparently in per-

fect vigor?

The matter is a mystery to me, for she must have

been laying profusely, up to the time of her death,

for she had tilled Tout of the 9 frames completely

full of brood. If any one can give a reason for the

above state of things, I should like to have them.

I had supposed that queens gave some signs of ap-

proaching dissolution, either by laying no f ggs at

Jill, or else by laying drone eggs only; but in this

case, no warning of any kind was given, and she

apparently died in the harness. J. E. Pond, Jr.

Foxboro, Mass., May 25, 1882.

Although such cases are not very frequent,
friend Pond, they do sometimes occur, and I

have several times in my experience found
queens dead in front of the hive, under just
such circumstances. I have wondered if it

were not possible they died suddenly from
over-exertion in this very matter. \Vhile I
am about it, I wish to call attention to a
general truth right here. Man, as well as
animals, is liable to die suddenly. I believe
physicians usually find a cause for it, but it

is not always apparent to the eyes of average
humanity. The best queen in the world is

liable to die any day, and at any age of her
life ; and the best watch in the world is lia-

ble to stop at any moment, and perhaps the
very first day the purchaser has carried it.

If the one of whom you bought it had car-
ried it a year, and it never stopped, it would
seem unlikely it should stop very soon after
he sold it ; still, as there has got to be a first

time for every thing, it is very unreasonable
to dispute his word on such grounds. Friend
Pond has not complained, I know ; but how
often we hear purchasers say they believe
they have been humbugged with an old
worn-out queen, because she lived oidy a
short time ! A man bought a 'NVaterbury
watch, and was quite indignant because it

ran well just thirty days and no more, jump-
ing at the conclusion that the manufacturer
made them purposely so they would run that
length of time to escape tlie warrant, and
then stop, — as if they could be so mean if

they would. Another buys a dollar queen,
and she never lays an egg, and he straight-

way condemns all dollar queens ; the man
who sent her, knowing she laid splendidly in
his own apiary, declares the one who re-

ceived her has falsified, just to get another
queen for nothing. Both rush hastily at
conclusions, because something has come up
contrary to their experience. £ tell you, my
friends, we all need a more teachable atti-

tude, and a great deal more faith in each
other.

^ »» <i^

THE FIRST QUEEN-CAGE EVER SENT
THROUGH THE MAILS.

AN INTEHESTING REMINISCENCE.

f]
KOM perusing the bee journals, I take it that

the shipping queen-cage is a thing that at-—
tracts the attention of bee-keeping philoso-

phers and savants whose faculties are taxed to the

utmost in the attempt to improve —perfect—

a

"shipping-cage." I can't give you a connected his-

tory of queen-cages for mailing, but I will tell you
all about the first one that was ever mailed. In 1861,

when breeders of Italian queens began to send

queens to their patrons, they shipped by express. I

received queens from P. J. Malran, of Philadelphia

(who was the first to su'-ceed in importing colonies

of Italian bees), and I received queens from friend

Langstroth, of Oxford, Ohio. At that time there

was no express office in my localitj'. I had to get

them from an express office 20 miles distant. This

was so inconvenient that it occvirred to me that the

queens might be transported through the mails.

Accordingly, I wrote to flev. L. L. Langstroth (in

July, 1862 or '63), inquiring what he thought of the

idea of mailing. He responded with an answer un-

favorable to that mode of transportation. But I

have a way or will of my own, so I took a paper box
from the store, some 2Jixl?ix?ii inches, put a bit of

honey-comb in one end of it, tacked it with needle

and thread. Then I opened a hive, took therefrom a

queen with a few workers, shut them in the box,

sealed a wrapper around it, punched a few holes

through it, and mailed the package to the address of

Mr. Langstroth. In due time I received a letter

from him, and a package— a cage with a fine Italian

queen, and several dead workers. The cage was a

"poor stick "—pine, 8-square, some 3 inches long,

having a ?8 hole nearly through its length, and a

piece of honey-comb in the bottom, then the bees

shut in with a wire web over the open end. The
queen arrived in a helpless condition, and died in an
hour after. I reported the case to Mr. L., and he

forwarded another in a different cage — larger. That

came safely.

Now, friends, you men of genius and of sense, I
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gave you the idea (necessity is the mother of inven-

tion); goon and improve on my original shipping-

cage; but remember, my first attempt was a suc-

cef5s equal to any of the new-fangled cages of the
" latter-day saints." C. J. Robinson.

Richford, N. Y., May, 188:i.

MAKING WIRED FKAMES WITHOUT
ANY PIEKCING.

A NOVEL INVENTION.

Sp

FIND in your May number an inquiry for a

I

proper machine for piercing wired frames. I

"""' wish tosay, no such machine will ever be neces-

sary. I have invented what I consider a better way
to make wired frames — not use any piercer, but

make the top-bar in two pieces, the bottom in one;

the bottom-bar is only ';i wide. Where the wires go

on I saw in Jj inch or less on the edge of the bot-

tom-bar, and one piece of the top-bar is cut in on

one edge the same; the frame is then put together,

leaving oti one piece of the top-bar, then the wire is

run on instantly, as fast as taken from the spool,

easily drawn tight and nice, braces and all, then

the other piece is bradded on the side of top, and the

frame is complete.

The way I put them together: I make a board

that will just fit the inside of the frame, nail cleats

on the board around the edge so as to let the top and

bottom bar rest on them just low enough so the

surface of this board will be even all around where
the wires go on. You will perceive that the bottom-

bar is nailed one side of the center, so as to make
the wires come in the center. I like it better than

having the bottom in two pieces, or having it as

wide as the top. It gives more room for sediment

or dead bees to fall to the bottom-board. I use two
sheets of wax, one on each side of the wires, and
press them together with the Given dies; the wire is

then in the center, and the wax is not cut half way
off by the wires. I can wire 8 or 10 frames made in

this way, and do it better, in the time of wiring one
the other way.

To put on the wire,

drive a small tack in

the upper right-hand

corner ; leave it up a

little; take the spool in

your left hand, end of

wire in your right; twist it once or twice around the

tack; pull it gently with your left hand; run on the

braces, or diagonal wires, then run it up and down
till you get back, and finish at the same tack.

J. C. Clark.
Alden, Erie Co., N. Y., May 10, 1883.

Perhaps our readers will get friend Clark's
idea a little plainer, if I say that, instead of

drilling holes in the top and bottom bars, he
simply cuts in with a saw. Suppose you
take a board and make shallow saw-cuts
across it, say 2 inches apart; well, if you rip

off strips from this board, these cuts will be
in each one. Now, instead of putting the
wire through a hole, our friend simply drops
it into this notch, or saw-cut, and then car-

ries it along to the next, and so on. It can
be done very rapidly, without question ; but
I should not like a bottom-bar half width,
nor a split top-bar, I fear. We tried top-
bars in two pieces, several years ago, as a

way of putting in fdn., but we found it very
hard to make a neat job and get the ends to-

gether square so the frame would hang true.
1 think 1 should rather have these notched
strips tacked inside of an ordinary frame;
but then we could not get at it to wire them,
with such expedition. As friend Clark has
it, the wires can be put on nicely, and with
great precision. Reports from the (iiven
press, where two sheets of wax are used, one
on each side of the wires, are very favorable.
It seems to me that fdn. made in this way
should ship with liardly a chance of its work-
ing out. Has friend Ileddon ever used them
that way? Two sheets should give good
fair walls on each side; and if the thin end
of one sheet matches the thick end of the
other, we should have a very even frame of
fdn. with the wires exactly in the center, and
entirely out of sight.

FRIEND WILSON'S PERPLEXITY.

INTROIIUCJNG A QUEEN WITHOUT FINDING TOE OLD
ONE.

^ S you do not have many questions to answer, I

Jc^^ should like to ask one or two. I received
'^—

' from you last July a cueen, and was intend-

ing to put her into a hive something like a Sim-

plicity. I looked for the old queen, but could not

find her, and, after trying several times, and
getting stung several times, I gave it up, and, being

very much hurried with my business, and also be-

ing afraid my queen would die on my hands, I let

her go into an old American hive that I had, think-

ing that she would stand one chance in a thousand

of living. Now, that is a very slack way of doibg

business, I confess. I will only say in excuse,

that I was very much hurried at that time. Well, I

did not see any thing that indicated her presence in

the hive until this spring, when I saw a very few

yellow bees, but concluded they came from the oth"

er hive, as I had one colony of Italians. Now, I win'

tered my bees in a dark room in the basement of

my barn; and when I took them out for a fly in the

winter, I did not set them on their summer stands,

and, consequently, the bees got somewhat mixed upi

and there were a few yellow bees in almost all of the

hives. Well, to return to the hive in question, I

watched them closely this spring, and, after a week
or two, did not see a yellow bee until the 33d of this

month, when I was very much surprised to see yel-

low bees going in and out, and, looking closely, I

found that they were not the same shade of yellow

as my other Italians, but had a reddish cast, and

they are increasing in quantity every day, nearly

every tenth or twelfth one being yellow.

Now for the questions: What was the reason that

the yellow queen did not lay last season, and why
should she all at once take a notion to raise a fam-

ily? Of course, there must be two queens in the

hive, or else she must have had two husbands. I

should like very much to have your opinion on the

subject, if you have time to give the subject a

thought. Dr. J. A. Wilson.

Hanover, Mich., May 29, 1882.

My explanation would be this, friend W.

:

The queen you let in at the entrance was
killed, and the hive afterward raised a queen
that met an Italian drone. Your queen is,
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therefore, only one of the kind of hybrids
that raise both black, Italian, and one and
two banded bees. Ur it may be that the
queen we sent you proved to be a hybrid,
and was received after your novel way of in-

troducing, after all.

WHAT IS DZIERZON, AND ^VHAT IS
BERL.E:PS€H i

AND WHAT ARE WE ASSAILING?

M S you well say, enough of theory has toecn ad-

J^\ vanced in regard to the Dzierzon theory, and
'

I do not propose to discuss the subject, ex-

cept so far as to set myself right in the matter.

That theory is laid down in thirteen distinct and
separate prf)positions, the Stth of which contains the

real subject-matter of discussion. The text of that

proposition is as follows:—

"All eggs germinated in the ovary of the queen
develop as males, unless impregnated by the male
sperm, while passing the mouth of the seminal sac,

or spermatheca, when descending the oviduct. If

they be thus impregnated in the downward passage

(which impregnation the queen can effect or not at

pleasure), they develop as females."

Now, I have carefully studied the above proposi-

tion, and nowhere can I sec that it means more than

that partheno-geuesis is a quality of the queen-bee.

I can nowhere find one word from which it can be

assumed that he intended to go one step further

than that in his theory. Berlepsch, however, in dis-

cussing it, deduces therefrom the idea (which it

seems to me has heretofore been taken for the the-

ory itself), that the drone progeny of a fertile queen
is in no way affected by the fertilization, and I think

that any person, after a careful study of the propo-

sitions of Dzierzon by themselves, will come to the

conclusion that I am correct, and that Berlepsch,

and not Dzierzon, should be credited with the idea

that copulation does not affect the drone isrogenj' of

the queen-mother. J. E. Pond, Jr.

Foxboro, Mass., May, 1883.

I dare say you are right, friend Pond, or
pretty nearly right, at least. Many there are
who have assailed the Dzierzon theory, but
so far it has been found to stand like the
hills, when the assailants got right down to
what our old friend and benefactor did lay
down for us. I should go a little slow in de-
ciding against Berlepsch as well.

THE NEAV BEE DISEASE, AGAIN.

I;
AN you give us any light as to disease among
bees, where some of them in occasional hives

are affected similarly to the one herewith in-

closed? Their wings shiver as their hinder part

blackens, and the other bees soon cast them out. I

have 90 colonies, and have seen them in several—
possibly as many as ten. Hayhurst tells me he sees

them occasionally, but does not know the ailment.

Bees wintered remarkably well in this locality,

and one month ago they were nearly a month more
forward than last year. The cold weather since that

time has discouraged the queens, and necessitated

feeding, so that we now stand just about as last

year. S. W. Salisbury.
Kansas City, Mo., May 13, 1883.

This is the same disease mentioned on p.

290, June No., but I omitted to state there
that it seems to be unaffected by the weath-
er; and, in fact, the approach of warm
weather seems sometimes to aggravate it. I
believe it usually disappears of itself, after a
time, although it has, in two cases, as I have
before mentioned, resulted in the destruc-
tion of the colony. Whether it belongs dis-
tinctively to Italians or not, I can not tell

;

but I have seen it only on Italians and hybrids.

ARTIFICIAL. PASTIRAGE.

ALSO A WORD ABOUT "TAKING NOTES" WHILE
YOU READ.

fHE letter of Mr. N. F. Case, May Gleanings, p.

233, calls forth the following from my repos-
' itory of items. I would say that, during the

last two years, I have made it a practice to give the

different subjects, arising in connection with bee
culture and honey-raising, a thorough and careful

investigation, reducing my deductions to paper, and
filing them away for future reference. Among the

items treated will be found the following: —
LOCATING an APIARY.

Your success in honey will depend largely upon
the natural resources of honey in the surrounding
neighborhood. Do not think of establishing a large

apiary in a poor locality, bearing in mind that an
average locality will give profitable pasturage to

only about ten colonies to the square mile. Now,
just in proportion to developing the resources, this

number may be augmented.
DEVELOPING THE RESOURCES FOR HONEY.

No well-established apiary should think of resting

its case entirely upon the natural resources, but
should go about the work of developing the re-

sources as though they were a part of the apiary it-

self; in fact,- it must go hand in hand, if you
would make success sure. When we look around
and see the large area of waste places and roadsides

that may be seeded down to good honey-plants, in-

stead of growing up to thistles and other noxious
weeds, it certainly ought to be an incentive to all

apiarians to employ at least their leisure hours, if

they have any, in such labor. I find fully as much
happiness and pleasure in this part of the work as I

do in taking off the nice tilled sections. K. B. K.

Bloomdale, O., May 8, 18S2.

So do I, friend K. ; but I have never yet
felt as sure that my work was a paying in-
vestment when raising plants for honey, as
when taking off tilled sections. I know that
apple-trees pay, and buckwheat pays, and
locust-trees pay ; but if one man were to
plant all his bees would need of the above,
he would need to be a pretty big man, and
to have a good many acres. My four thou-
sand basswoods will probably yield a little

crop of honey this year. You see, it is now
just ten years since we planted them out.
I am sure I did not dream, while I was
then engaged in setting them out, that the
bee business would ever be where it now
is. Perhaps when I gave those basswoods
a start, they also gave me a start — who
knows? And, friend R., if we engage with
enthusiasm in developing some such new
industry, how do you know it does not give
us an impetus that is worth all the experi-
ment costs, even before the trees bud and
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blossom sufficiently to pay in dollars and
cents? A neighbor wanted to buy that ten
acres a few days ago, on -w hich I had, as
lie thought, " fooled away so much money."
The land cost me $400. I told him he could
have it for S2000 and no less, and I pre-

sume he thought I was crazier still.

A STRING OF SKiGESTIONS FROM
FRIFIVn BROOKS.

THE SWARM-CATCHER, AND OTHER MATTERS.

^5^0U say, that if my swarm-catcher is not com"
jl([ pletc as it is, some of the bright boys and—

' girls will be sure to discover the "missing
link " ere the season passes. I could have made an

addition to the model sent you, by inserting a tri-

angular piece of cloth in Ihc gap made when we lay

down the side C, when hiving a swarm. I use it

just as I sent it, and as shown in the illustration, as

the bulk of the swarm generally clusters down on

the apron with their ciigcd queen. Those prefer-

ring this gap filled out can have it so, using a thin

piece of cloth, so it will easily fold inside the catcher

while catching the swarm. However, if it can be

improved in any way, "let's have it." AVc can't

have things too handy in the apiary. I see you have

allowed me fS.OO for "professional services " ren'

dcred the craft. Here's my ffS^, friend Root, with

many thanks.

Now I Bhould like to make a suggestion, and per-

haps you can start another department in Glean-
ings, as you and I believe the majority of bee-keep-

ers are opposed to patenting articles in the apiary.

Could there not be an association formed of bee-

keepers for the "encouragement of inventors" of

non-patented articles for the apiarist's use? Come
to think of it, friend Root, you have it nearly started

now. You pay for the idea of any thing you find to

bo new, and think will be a benefit to bee-keepers.

Now, could you not think of some plan that would
give more encouragement? How would it do to

start a list of those who are willing to pay for any

thing that, after a trial, proves to be a benefit to

thorn? Of course, there would be nothing compul-

sory about it, and it would be optional with each

one to pay nothing, or whatever he might think the

Idea worth to him. Subscribers to this list cnuld

also make their wants known, if any. For in-

stance,—
John Brown, Canton, Ohio.

Wanted.— AdjugtcMc Divii^ion-hoard.

We want an exchange of ideas, and something

should be done to bring it about. No doubt but

there are many useful things being discovered that

are kept from the public, simplj' because of the lack

of "money inducement" to bring them out. Men
generally, do not care to work for the glory of the

thing; but let there be a little pay in it, and see how
quickly they fall into line. The idea of patenting

hives, etc., is about dead. But let's not bury invent-

ive genius with it, but give it all encouragement
possible.

kloer's bee-feeder,
I used feeders like it ten years ago, and I know it

to be a good feeder. The objections I had to it, as

well as many others I have made, is that they must
be taken off the hive to be refilled. Who will be first

to get up a ;'c, der to be useil oji toj) the frames, that

will fi-ed from the bottom close to the bees, and can
be filled while on the hive, and show when it's empty?

Who will invent a simple division-board for both

winter and summer use, one that will adjust itself to

fit the hive bee-tight in every direction, and bang on
the rabbets; also a<lrait of letting the tees i ass un-

der it or not, as the operator desires, without lifting

off the rabbets?
THE weather.

Well, you all know how it is yourself. I sent South
for a nucleus containing drones, thinking to steal a

march on my own bees, but that cold snap put an
end to them. The bees killed them all off, almost,

before I knew it. I could have saved them, perhaps,

by making them queeDless,l)ut the weather remain-

ed cold so long that I was prevented from rearing

queens, and diil not gain any time after all. I win-

tered on summer stands this last winter; all came
through in good condition except one I found queen-

less this spring. I gave it a comb of brood and bees,

and now they have a laying queen. We are having

warmer weather now, with plenty of drones flying,

and queen-rearing under way. Jos. M. Brooks.
Columbus, Ind., May 5, 1882.

I approve your suggestion in regard to a
contribution "for the encouragement of the
friends who have given us valuable inven-
tions, friend B., but I do not at present see
how it can be carried out. The principal
trouble standing in the way is the fact that
inventions which seem to promise a great
deal at first glance, often never come into
use at all, and those that are in use may be
dropped for something better to-morrow,—
the Tarker machine, for an illustration.

POISONiNG 'JTHK BEES BECAUSE THEY
INJDRE THE FRUIT.

fWANT to ask a favor of you in regard to bees

injuring fruit by working on the blossom. Wo— have some people here who have been putting

out poison of some kind to kill the bees, and have
accomplished it to some extent. Please answer soon

and oblige. Mus. Ruth A. Brown.
Fostoria, O., May 26, 1882.

My friend, your people need enlighten-
ment. Can you not overcome their preju-
dices in some way, enough to show them
how sadly they are mistakenV In our last

number we had a most convincing experi-
ment, showing that fruit can not be raised
without the agency of bees, or some similar
means. It might be well to quote them the
law against injuring a neighbor's stock.

POISONING the bees, AGAIN,

Some of our very intelligent citizens have taken a

notion that bees injure the fruit by extracting the

secretion, or nectar, of the blossoms. Acting upon
this idea, and not being troubled by any notions of

honesty, they are now poisoning our bees, so that we
shall have no surplus honey or bees. There are

about 40 colonies that have been destroyed entire.

They use some tasteless poison mi.xed with honey or

syrup, and they nearly all die before reaching home.

A few return loaded, and die at the mouth of the

hive. The young bees within the hive are all healthy

and strong. Wm. M. Cake.

Fostoria, O., May 27, 1882.

Friend C, are you sure vou are not mista-
ken in thisV There is one feature of the bee
disease, or spring dwindling, that operates

very much as you describe. If any personsj
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have really been doing such a foolish thing
as this, have them prosecuted to the fullest

extent of the law, unless they will at once
pay in full for the property they have de-

stroyed. ^Vhere ignorance and superstition

go so far as this, it is high time they were
stopped.

The following item relative to the above
matter is clipped from the Cleveland Herald
of June 2 :

—
A NEW VARIETY OF MEANNESS.

Dr. AVilliam Calse, Willitim Brown, and John C.

Springer each has lost within a tow days many valu-

able honey bees, which have died in alarming num-
bers, as is" supposed, from poisoning. The tirst two
j^rentlemen possess u large number of valuable hives,

and their loss has been by no means small. The
bees may have been the source of a little annoyance
to some, but not sufficient, by any means, to war-
rant tbem in taking so decisive action, and if its

agents are discovered they will probably suffer the
penalty of their mean act.

FIAKmG FOINDATION AVITH THE
GIVEN PRESS.

FILLING THE FRAMES CLEAR UP TO THE WOOlJ, ETC.

M)0,

friend Root, I do not think you stubborn, in

the least. I never have had any trouble in

the way you speak of; but there may be more
danger with the L. frame than with the frame I have

been using, which is the crosswise L. I have never

had any trouble about the bees not fastening the

comb to the top-bar and end pieces, but they will

leave a vacancy at the bottom. To prevent that, I

cut narrow strips of foundation, lay them in the

frame against the bottom-bar, make them wide

enough so the sheets of wax will lap over the press,

or, if you cut your sheets large enough so they will

completely fill the frame, the bees will then work
them out to the wood every time.

You say the wires in the frame I sent you were not

drawn tight, nor even straight, yet three of them
were broken, which may all be true, as I was in a

hurry when I made them. I received a card from
some one asking about putting fdn. in metal-

cornered frames with the press. After answering

them, I came home from the postofflce, went into

the house, and got a few sheets of wax that had been
dipped some time before. I warmed them well, it

being a cold day, then went into the shop with them,

where there was no fire, consequently the dies were
cold, which would cool the wax very quickly, which
would cause the wii'es to break much quicker than

they would if the wax had been warm. I filled three

frames, and sent you the best one of the three. They
were the first full-size L. frames that I tried to till,

for, as I have told you before, 1 never used them in

my apiary, but have now made 100 L. hives for my
own use.

Now as for my coming out there to help you make
fdn., and have my expenses paid in the bargain, that

was a grand thought of mine, to teach such men as

A. 1. Root and Mr. Gray, and a host of others how to

make fdn! Well, I declare: just forgive me this

one time, and I will try to do better the next time.

Yes, I know you could teach me a great many things

that might do me good, and I am coming out there

to sec you when I can get time, and I will pay my
own expenses too. I shall not need to come to show
you how to work the Given press, because you can
do that as well as I can ; in fact, last season I had

my brother's boy, 12 years of age, to make my fdn.

If the press you have ordered does not suit you after

you have tried it, just send it to me, and charge me
up with it, as I intend getting another one, at any

rate. I have never had any trouble with the dies

cutting the wires, or with the wires breaking after

the combs were built out. I. R. Good.
Nappanee, Ind., March IT, 1882.

Thaidvs, friend Good ; but the Given folks
do not seem quite as sanguine as you do. for

they have declined making a press according
to the requirements I mentioned on p. 180,

April No., or, at least, they said they feared
the press would not suit me if they sent an-
other. I have no doubt but that they will,

in time, give us all we require ; but it seems
we have not got it quite yet. I hope this

will not spoil that contemplated visit, how-
ever. Are we to understand you pressed
those sheets of wax without putting some
lubricant on the plates, such as soapsuds,
starch, or something of that kind? You say
the shop was cold, but make no mention of
putting any liquid on the plates. The rea-
son why I ask, is that friend fleddon has
written repeatedly about pressing sheet aft-

er sheet, without even brushing over the
plates with any thing. If we could get rolls

to work without requiring any starch, or
substitute, it would be quite an achievement.

NOTES FROM EAST-END APIARY,

AND SOME "BEE STORIES" AMONG THE REST.

EFIND, in Gleanings for April and May, several

articles, about which I wish to say a few words.—
' The first I will notice Is in April No., page 167,

where Mr. C. C. Miller speaks of

BARE-HEADED BEES.

He says, "It may be all right, but I am getting

suspicious." My experience is, that it is not all

right, and I decided, two years ago, that these "bare-

headed bees" indicate a worthless queen.

VENTILATION.

I see a good deal said in Gleanings about ventila-

tion. Here we never trouble ourselves about it; at

least, I do not. I use nothing over the frames but a

plain board, which often leaves ij inch open on two

sides, and I find that the bees often close this; so I

decide they know more about what they need in

that respect than I do. I have never heai'd of foul

brood in Georgia, though there maj' be some.

BUCKWHEAT.
There is none raised here as a regular crop; i. e.,

in this part of the State. I have had a little grow-

ing in patches for several years, but have never

planted more than J4 bushel any year, and have

never saved any grain but once, and then only a

few pounds. I do not know what time to sow it

here to procure grain. A friend living near me,

who came from Kentucky to this place 18 months

ago, says it should be sown about the first of Aug.

;

but in ISTO I planted some away from the house, out

of reach of the fowls, and if it brought forth a single

grain, I could not find it. Our representative, Clem-

ents, of 7th Georgia, sent me about a quart of silver-

hull, from the Agricultural Department, and I

should be glad to know just when is the best time to

plant to get the greatest yield of grain.

SEX OF EGGS.

Mr. Lane, in April No,, page 173, says he does not
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understand it. Neither do I. But were it not for

the fact that the bees can not raise a queen (as old

bee-men say) from an v^g lai I in a drone-cell, I

would be willing to admit that all bee-eggs are of

one sex. The bees take a worker egg and raise a

queen, and we know that they do frequently raise

drones in worker-eells. If the bees can raise a well-

developed female from a worker egg (and all bee-

men agree that they can and do), why not raise a

male also from the same sort of an egg? It seems
to me that the one is just as reasonable as the other.

May No., page 333, Mr. II. C. Taylor seems to start

up a new theory about drones. He may or may not

be correct, but I doubt a part of it, as I think the

queen does lay some of the drone-eggs. Did you

ever see a queen laying in a drone-cell? I never have.

SOUR HONEY.
On page 316, Mr. C. C. Holmes wants to know if

any one can tell him if honey will sour in the comb.

I have sour honey nearly every fall, but it does not

smell like rotten eggs. It simply Emells like sour

honey.

water; do bees care for it, fresh and pure?
I never trouble myself about watering my bees in

winter or summer. There are but few days at a

time in winter when our bees can not fly and get

plenty of water, as there is always plenty in reach

of them, except in a very dry time in the fall, and

then our bees trouble us a good deal, for it often

happens at such times that we have some difiieulty

in getting a drink from the well-bucket, as hundreds

of bees are ready to take the first sip, when drawn
from the well. Some people seem to think that

bees prefer stagnant water, but I know ours are

very fond of fresh water right from the well.

"BEE stories;" a full colony from one queen
AND "TWO" BEES.

Not all told yet. I have a neighbor, about 300 yds.

off, who tells some strange stories. He tells of one

man in Kentucky, where he came from, who raised

up a colony of bees from a queen and two worker

bees. He says, also, that he once captured n runa-

way swarm, and in hiving thetn the queen was hurt

in some way, and in two or three days he found her

dead, at the mouth of the hive, and the bees settled

on her. Not being able to supply them with a living

queen, he tied a small thread to the dead one, and

hung her in the hive. The bees returned to the hive

and went to work all right till they cut the thread,

and again brought out the remains, and the bees all

followed. As often as the bees brought her out, he

replaced her (or what was left of her) till there was
nothing left of her but her head; still the bees

worked all right as long as he could keep the head

among them; but when that was lost, they soon

quit work and died out. This man is keeping a few
stands, but says he does not care to take any bee

journal, as he already knows enough about bees.

BALLINO QUEENS.
Well, now for my story. May 10th I had a large

swarm issue with a young queen which was laying,

and had a wing amputated. Yesterday I opened the

hive and began to look for the queen, and, to my
surprise, I found no fresh eggs, and did not find any
queen. But as I was about to give up, and conclude

they had no queen, I saw a ball of bees on one cor-

ner of a frame, and I raked them off on the ground.

On dissecting the ball I found the queen, which was
not dond, but died before night. I caged her and
put her into a queenless nucleus. Now, why did

the bees serve tbe queen jn tljis yray? She was

young (about two months old), and quite prolific. It

is something new and strange to me.

THE DRONE QUESTION

seems to be taking a good deal of your space, and
not very edifying. Why not conclude, as I have
suggested above, that all bee-eggs are alike when
deposited in the cell, and let the matter rest until

some one knows to the contrary?
Cedartown, Ga., June 3, 1883. J. M. Harris, 39.

Surely you and friend Miller are mistaken
about bare-headed bees, friend II. I have
seen them in the very stocks that g<ive me
the largest results in honey ; and if their
queens were worthless, where are your good
ones V—Buckwheat seems to thrive only oc-
casionally, unless in localities especially
adapted to it, and I am a little inclined to
think it does better in a moderately cool cli-

mate, although it is, at the same time, very
sensitive to frost.—You would advise drop-
ping the drone question, because it takes a
great deal of space, and is not very edifying.
Very good ; but here you yourself have start-

ed a new issue by pointing cur attention to

the fact that a queen can not be raised from
an egg laid in a drone-cell. We all knew
that, but Ave did not think, before, how it

demolishes, or seems to, the truth we thought
we were getting at on pages 290 and 2i)l,

June No. ; viz., that the bees have the pow-
er of making any worker -egg produce a
drone, no matter whether in a drone or
worker cell ; and friend Peters seemed to
give proof that eggs laid in drone-cells can
be made to produce workers ; but your fact
seems to indicate that they can not get a
queen from eggs laid by the queen in drone-
cells. Or is it that, after they have once
hxed an egg for a drone, they have no power
to''unhx"it again? I think I shall have
to say I don't know, as you do. Neighbor
Clark was just in, and 1 read to him that
part of your letter about the man who built

up a colony with a queen and two bees. He
thinks that is bringing it down to a very line

point. Neighbor C. is a queer genius. Eve-
ry time he comes in he soberly declares he
wants to sell out and give up the bee busi-

ness, as it takes so much of his attention
from his farm, and he has been selling out
for the past two years. He concluded the
best way to get rid of them would be to sell

them to me l)y the pound, and although he
had only about a dozen to dispose of a year
ago, I paid him for queens, and bees by the
pound, during last summer, over §200, and
he has about a dozen colonies to sell yet.

He just now brought in two nice queens he
wished to sell so as to "close out," and I

suspect he has got hold of that process of

building up strong colonies from a queen
and " two bees."

It may be a pretty hard matter to explain

w'hy bees sometimes ball their own queen, as

in the case you have narrated. I have many
times suggested it was because bees had got
in by mistake, that belonged to some other

hive too near them. During a dearth of

honey we often have such work, and it seems
hard to account for it on other grounds than
that the whole hive had got into an abnor-
mal and demoralized condition through rob-

bing, lack of stores, or something of the
kind.
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BOAVNUARD VENTll.ATION.

HAS THE MATTER RECEIVED SUFFICIENT NOTICE?

fAM interested in the facts recorded in Glean-
ings, and amuse myself by trying- to interpret

them, and reading- the attempts of others. I no-

tice that one class of facts, which bear upon tde

subject of downward ventilation, has been either ig-

nored or misinterpreted. Even Mr. Lungstroth, in

his book (prg-c 3tl), seems to use a very striking

one in favor of Hpu'arcl ventilation. Mr. Sturtevant

had 20 stocks in a row; 19 considered in good condi-

tion, "the 20 suspended two feet from the ground,

and withnid any bottom-boivd." A fter a severe -win-

ter, the 19 were found dead, while "the one so much
neglected came out strong and hearty." Isn't that

something- worth thinking- about? Similar facts,

equally impressive, have appeared in Gleaning?,
even during the past year; yet scarcely a single

plea has been offered for that to which they unmis-

takably point; viz., dmvnicard ventilation.

In this western country, the health - destroying

and death-dealing malaria is found in the lower

strata of the atmosphere; while the dwellers in the

lowlands are shaking: with ague, those on the up-

lands, though in sight, are exempt. After all, may
not the little bees have more sense than they are

credited with? You know with what pertinacity

they labor to shut off all upward ventilation, while

they have never been known to utter a single pro-

test against downward ventilation. Of coiu-se, bees,

like every thing else that has life, will die, and whole
colonies will occasionally be swept off, no odds how
they have been kept, manag-e<l, or doctored.

C. S. Callihan.
Jem, Clark Co., Mo., March 20, 18S2.

ANOTHER FEEDER.
sMw^HILE I am writing to you, I want to tell you

Ylfl abaut a bee-feeder which I made and took
^ -' over to the New Jersey and Eastern Bee-

Keepers' Convention the other day, and how it

looked beside one of Gray's, exhibited by our
worthy president, Mr. G. W. Thompson! But I

think the best way will be to go to the shop and
make a little one to send to you, and then you can
see for yourself. Recollect, it will be only a model
to send by mail, and too small for use. I make them
to hold 2 qts. at least. Take off the roof, and you
will see the point. Call in brother Gray, and ask
him if that isn't, after all, what he, and Shuck too,

were trying to make. Does he say he can make his

cheaper and faster? Yes; but how much can he
make one hold? A teacupful. I tell you, there are

a good many times when we want to give the bees
"a good square meal," and we want a feeder big

enough to hold it; and this is the one to do it, while
it answers all the other requirements of a flrst-elass

feeder. J. Hasbrouck.
Bound Brook, N. J., April 15, 1882.

Our readers will understand this feeder,
by supposing a Simplicity feeder made of
two apartments, and one very much larger
than the other. The small one is for the
bees, and the large one for the feed. A nar-
row slit at the lower edge of the partition
allows the feed to go in to the bees. You
see, if the feeder holds a quait or more tlie
bees will take it slowly from the small apart-
ment, until it is all gone. The idea is hardly

new, and I do not know why it has been
abandoned, unless it is the difficulty of mak-
ing a box of several pieces of wood, that will
not leak. I know waxing is often used, but
it answers only temporarily. Tin will not
answer well, for the bees slip down the
sides. Of course, the large apartment is to
be covered so no bees can get in.

Or Letters from Those Who have Made
Bee Culture a Failure.

f
SEND you the inclosed ad. forJune No. of Glean-
ings. I send you $1.00. If this is not enough,

' please let me know, and I will remit balance.

I lost nearly a'l my bees last winter and this spring

(over 100 stocks). I have only 4 left. I think the

main cause of my loss was dysentery, caused by
wintering in a damp cellar. Spring dwindling used
up the rest. My bees went much as yours did a
year ago. I dislike to give up bee-keeping, as I have
made it my main business for the last 15 years; but
as I am now situa'.ed, I shall have to give it up for

the presect. I don't like to be put into Blasted

Hopes, but do what is right, and may you and
Gleanings continue to prosper. If my combs do
not sell soon, I may send you some wax after a little.

J. B. R. Sherrick.
Decatur, Macon Co., 111., May 20, 1882.

Accompanying the above was the follow-
ing advertisement

:

800 L. FRAMES WITH WORKER COMBS, FOR SALE.
Best, 20c each. Frames about X filled, 1.5c; Frames V. Hlleil. lOc.

Drone combs, full frames, 15c. Write to J. B. R. SHERRICK,
DECATUR, ILL.

After reading it, I sent friend S. the fol-

lowing :—
Friend 8., you are making a mistake.

Trust your old friend to guide you. Our
wintering troubles are now almost all over
with all of us, and nearly all of oia- bee-keep-
ers are making money. Don't sell your
combs ; get at least a few bees, and build
up again, and in a few years you will thank
me for the advice. We will insert ad. un-
less you say nay, but I don't believe it will

pay you. JEverybody is using fdn. now.
And here is bis reply :

—

Your card is received. On reconsidering the mat-
ter, and at j'our suggestion, I will not advertise my
combs for sale, at least at present. Give me credit

for $1.00 on account. J. B. R. Sherrick.
Decatur, 111., May 2i, 1882.

I do not wish to have it understood that I
would advise everybody who fails, to keep
on investing money, for I think that, too
many times, the lesson we should learn by
failure is to stop investing, or. at least, make
very small investments, until the business
begins to be self-sustaining again. In the
above case, I would keep bees enough to
take care of the combs, and then I try pretty
hard to make them give a clear balance in
cash every year. Some of our most success-
ful bee-men are about the very ones who
were about ready to give it up and drop the
business a few years ago. With late im-
provements, and late prices for honey, one
could almost do well to buy his bees every
spring, and sell out every fall.
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A CHEAP FOLDING TENT.

FA. PALMER asks for a folding tent. Let mc
Q suggest one; and if you can indorse it, tell—" ^ him about it. Take a staff about two feet

long, shod one end with iron, that it may be easilj'

forced into the ground, and bore a hole in the other

to receive the handle of an umbrella. Make a veil

of mosquito bar of proper dimensions; put a cord in

the upper hem, and a light chain in the lower one;

to prevent anj' drooping of the veil, sow on, at suit-

able places, eyelet holes in duck or leather, to re-

ceive wires iu the ends of four light laths. The veil

is thrown over the umbrella as the ordinary veil is

over the hat, and, I im:igine, will keep off both the

sun and the bees. This arrangement, without the

veil, was adopted by a friend of mine in his nursery

while budding peach-trees, using the Jacob's staff

of his compass. C. H. Smith, M. D.

EUaville, Ga., April 11, 1883.

Your idea is certainly ingenious, friend
S., but I fear we could hardly Und an um-
brella large enough to furnish room inside
for the operator and a bee-hive. The tent
we use does not need folding up, and it is

also very quickly removed from one hive to
another, which could not well be with a tent
stuck into the ground. While I think of it.

the chain around the lower edge is so seldom
required that we now dispense with it alto-

gether.

DRONES REARED IN COMBS MADE FROM WORKER
FOUNDATION.

The other day I took a walk of a mile and a half to

mj' wife's mother's, to look at her bees, as she had
requested me to do. She is a beginner, and wished

me to make an artificial swarm for her, she fearing

that, if they were left to swarm by themselves, they

would goto the woods. Sol went to work, opened
the hive, a Lang troth, and I neverbeforc in my life

beheld such a strong swarm of bees in a hive at this

timeof j-ear; and upon removing the frames, you
can judge of my surprise to find that nearly a fourth

of the bees were drones and plenty more hatching.

I could tell the drones from the worker brood by the

cells of the drone brood being raised, or extended
out further than the worker. Now, all those drones
were actually reared in worker combs, the combs
manufactured from worker foundation made on the

Dunham machine. Now, where is the man who says

we can control the rearing of drones by foundation;

that, if we wish to have no drones, to use no drone
foundation? There was no drone comb in this hive,

I know, as I have had the care of that colony of bees

since she had them, over a j'car. What shall we
conclude, now? If lam corrtet, the Dzierzon the-

ory is mashed all line. I think it is he who claimed
that thequcen has to pass her body through just so

large a spaced cell, or it, the egg, will produce a

worker bee. Now, my theory Is, at present, that the

nurse bees are the ones that know how all this is

done, about the sex the egg will produce; that, if

the egg is taken care of in such a way, it will pro-

duce a worker bee, and if neglected to feed at such
a time, it will produce a drone. Do you not think I

am right? G. Phillip.s.

Komeo, AVis., May 23, 1882.

Slowly, friend P. "Be sure you are right
then go ahead,'' is a pretty good motto for a
bee-keeper. If poor old father Dzierzon
were guilty of all he is blamed for lately, he
might have a pretty heavy load to bear. Tlie
compression theory was simply a suggestion,
and it did not come from Dzierzon either, if

I am correct. It has long been abandoned.
In the case you mention, the queen has be-
come incapable, for some reason or other, of
laying other than drone eggs, and of course
we shall have to have drones in worker cells,

for there are no others. This is always the
case with a drone-laying queen, or a fertile
worker, and such cases are not counted. If
you tind, on further examination, that your
queen produces worker brood, as usual, you
have certainly found something unusual.

THE PIECES THAT "WEREN'T THERE."
Inclosed find one dollar, to pay for parts of frames

sent last summer by mail. The original ones have
been found, and I consider It ray duty to pay for

them. If not enough, let me know.
I. W. Humphreys.

Woodstown, N. J., May, 1882.

JNIany thanks, friend 11., for so kindly re-
membering us when you found out the fault
was not ours after all ; but I am really
afraid some poor clerk was made to pay the
postage for leaving them out, in spite of his
most earnest protest that he did send them.
What shall we do about this matter of mis-
takes y There have been so many reports
like the above, that I have really been afraid
to make our boys and girls pay for shortages
this year, as I used to do. AVill not our
friends be very careful in reporting things
missing, until they have made a most thor-
ough examination? Please have your box
on a clean floor or table, before you unpack,
will you not? and when you do, please bear
in mind the busy, tired workers, away off

here in Medina. Here is another :
—

You were right about the sweet corn. The chil-

dren were in such a glee about the maple sugar
that some of 1 hem took out the corn and laid it

away, and it was overlooked. The other package
was received all right. Please charge me with 12

cents. You will excuse nie for troubling you so

much. J. W. Koseberry.
Kent, Mo., April 28, 1882.

TAKING CARE OF TRUANT SWARMS.
Thanks for Juvenile Gleanings. My eleven-

year-old Ernest is greatly tickled with it. My 23 col-

onies wintered outdoors better than ever, all very
strong, no loss. I sold one colony on the 6th day of

May for $12.00, and next day (Sunday, the 7th), some
of my friends came to me and told me there was a

swarm of bees on the court-house fence, and that I

could have it by going after it. I brought along a

little nucleus hive, 3 combs, with syrup in them,
and smoked them into that. They were rather

weak, but very pure Italians, and a very fine queen.

By adding a frame of brood with bees, they mademe
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a fair little colouy, and are doing well, bringing in

pollen. Nobody knew where they came from, nor

saw them till they hung on that iron fence. I be-

lieve they starved out some plac3. Quite a number
of bees have been lost since that warm spell the first

part of April, by starvation.

Geo. L. Hollenbach.
Noblesville, Ind., May 19, 18?2.

I have before remarked, that there is some-
thing strangely fascinating in taking and
caring for these truant swarms. You see,

friend II. sold a good colony for .$12.00, and
then picked up this one, that perhaps no one
in his neighborhood would think of taking
as a gift, and yet, with a frame of brood and
a little feed, they will soon be worth just as
much as the one he sold. These truant
swarms are found almost everywhere, sooner
or later, near where bees are kept, and it

will pay to have an extra hive in readiness,
to give them a pleasant home whenever they
make their appearance.

WITH AVHAT MEASURE YOU METE, IT SHALti BE
MEASURED TO YOU AGAIN.

Quite often ] hear, " Mr. Root, you have
more faith in humanity than 1 have.'' I

have sometimes wondered if there is not a
good deal in taking humanity right. AVe
sent an extractor to the friend below, and
he replied that it came with the casting bro-
ken. As I should not like to get a broken
machine myself, I judged he would not, and
so I sent him a new piece, saying there
would be no charge. See what he says :—

The arm to extractor, and your postal, received all

right, with the exception of your not taking pay for

the former. I want you to take your pay like a man,
and not be afraid to take what rightfully belongs to

you. Yours with respect,— Orem Dipes.

Fulton, Owego Co., N. Y., May, 1883.

Is it not a pleasure to have your business
transactions turn out that way V and is there
not something fair and generous in human-
ity, when you draw it out by being fair and
generous yourself V

LEAVING THE HONEY-BOXES ON ALL WINTER.

I have lost 3 out of 30; one starved, one died with

dysentery, and the other, I think, had too much up-

ward ventilation. I left broad frames filled with

sections in the upper story for an experiment, but

don't care to try it again.

HONEY FROM CORN.

Since reporting last August that my bees were
gathering honey from corn, I have noticed quite a

controversy on the matter in the bee journals. Now,
I do not wish to say whether they do or do not get

honey from corn in all latitudes; but for the last

two years they certainly have gathered it here, and

from the tassels. I have watched them closely, and

find that they alight on the tassel, and walk ai-ound

over it, tonguing the blossoms. The corn I raise is

known as the Early Ohio Dent. They also get a large

amount of pollen from the tassel. M. D. York.
Millington, Mich., April 17, 1882.

MOVING BEES IN WARM WEATHER.

Perhaps it would not be out of place to tell how I

moved bees 7 miles the 3d of April. The roads were
rough, but ray bees arrived all right, I took and put

the double box on the wagon, filled the first box with
straw, set ray bees on the straw, and then packed
them around with straw. They rode as nicely as

you please, and they are doing well.

THE GREEN-CORN INDUSTRY.

I see in June Gleanings, p. 374, an article headed,

"Corn Industry," and " A Cheap Evaporator Want-
ed." I have planted some corn, and am going to use

the Teasdale fruit evaporator, a cut of which I in-

close you with this letter. There are a great many
used here, and are liked very much. There are dif-

ferent sizes; the one that I have is 18x28 inches, and
takes 10 frames; capacity, 1 bushel of apples. It is

the largest family size — rather too large for a stove.

They make them smaller, and also larger for arches.

There was one run in Howell last fall, that kept 10

or 15 hands at work all the time. The price of the

one I have is, or was last fall, $20.00. I think they

have them for $10.00 about one-half as large. They
arc, and no mistake, the best thing out for a farmer
or bee-keeper. If you want further explanations,

write to F. N. Monroe & Son, Ilowell, Mich.

THE SWARMING-BOX.
I have used the swarming-box, and find it to be the

"boss" thing. Lynn Andrews.
Howell, Mich., June 5, 1882.

AFFAIRS IN UTAH, AND HOW THEY CURED FOUL
BROOD.

Our bees have wintered poorly; many empty
hives this spring, but plenty of honey. We have had
six months hard winter weather this s:ason,andit
has been snowing steadily all day tc-day. Many bees

have died this spring; on an average our loss has

been over one-half of all the bees in the county. I

have 102 colonies alive, but if winter continues

many months longer I do not know how many will

be left alive. I have 48 dead, and no foul brood in

the county, to my knowledge. Thanks be to our
legislature and county court for appointing a bee
inspector, with authority to see it destroyed.

Being the County Bee Inspector, I have visited al-

most all the apiaries within the last two years. Last
season the honey harvest was extra good in most lo-

calities; honey being abundant, prices were low,

and many bee-keepers did not take as much out of

the hives as they should have done, therefore the

brood-chamber was crowded with honey, and no
empty cells for the queen to use to keep up the

strength of the colony; hence weak stocks this

spring were one of the causes of our losses with
bees. George B. Bailey.
Mill Creek, Salt Lake Co., Utah, April 17, 1883.

HOW NEAR WILL IT BE SAFE TO PERMIT BLACK
STOCKS?

I have 13 very powerful stocks of bees, one-half

pure Italians from Oliver Foster, and the rest hy-

brids. Now, I think this a good location for rear-

ing queens for market. There are no bees within

l?i miles, and but 6 or 8 swarms within 3 miles.

Now, to make a sure thing of purity of queens, how
far from here shall I have to Italianize the neigh-

bors' bees?

A MYSTERY; WHERE DID THE EGGS COMB FROM?
This summer I wished to raise a few queens, so I

sent to a friend for some larvte to start queen-cells.

It was received in the morning. The day before it

came, one of my strongest stocks swarmed. While

clustered, I looked the hive over, removed all the
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combs, and replaced them with some empty ones
and some larviv; found the old queen in the clus-

ter, and hived her with a part of the bees, and re-

turned about one-half to the old hive. In the morn-
ing I removed the larvit and replaced with the new
just received. I kept a close watch of them, but
thoy seemed to be less and less until there was left

only a pint or so of a good swarm only a few days be-

fore. I removed all but two cells. One of these I

removed just as it was hatching. The other was just

about ready to hatch, l)ut had not, I am quite sure.

The next day I found her out, cell-cover hanging
loose, and a lot of eggs, 500 or more; now, where did

they come from? There was no other queen, nor
any way they could have raised one; no larva' nor
brood, and but two frames, and but about one pint

of bees. Could that queen have hatched and begun
to lay in less than 34 hours? It was fine and warm.

Fred V. Sargent.
Hubbardston, Mass., Jan. 13, 1883.

From recent developments, it would seem
that bees, if not queens, may fly seven or
eight miles, or more. I should advise Ital-
ianizing all w^ithin -) miles, if it can be done.—A queen could not begin to lay the same
day she was hatched ; but another queen
must have got in by some accident. It is

not uncommon for bees to keep a young
queen, when they have a laying qtieen al-

ready in the hive.

gUNSHINE OR SaADOW FOR BEE-HIVES IN WINTER.

Mrs. D. A. Donnelly, Valmont, Col., inquires about
bees in shade or sun, etc. I am sure it will not do
to have bees out so the sun can shine on them in

the middle of the day in the winter in Colorado. The
sun shines out very hot oftentimes when there is a

light snow on the ground, and the air is too cool for

the bees to get back to the hive again, and many
would perish. Most bee-keepers here shade their

hives If they stand exposed to the sun. Mrs. D.'s

bees are all right as they are; and whenever it is

warm enough for them to start out it will be safe for

them to fly. The best results in wintering bees in

Colorado have been attained by covering them with

straw all but just room enough for them to get out
in front; and when it comes very cold for a daj' or

two, cover them in front. My bees are covered all

over with straw, and when a day comes warm
enough for them to fly I take it away in front. This

is the best country to winter bees in I ever saw.

Denver, Col., Jan. 17, 1883. J. L. Peabody.

MRS. cotton; honey FROM THE SPANISH NEEDLE,
ETC.

Your humble servant was humbugged to the

amount of four dollars by sending for one of Mrs.

Cotton's "controllable" hives, but I "cut my eye

teeth " by so doing. Perhaps it would be somewhat
interesting to you to know what our bees gather
their honey from down here in Egypt. When the

winter ia not too severe, for honey we first have
peach-blossoms, then apple, then comes the ground
ivy, or coltsfoot, which grows on the low land in

abundance. This keeps them humming busily until

white clover makes it appearance about the middle
of May; then honey abounds till the middle or last

of July, if no drought, but which we suffered severe-

ly from the past season ; then perhaps ten or twelve
days not doing much, when the stubble fields are

made golden with the Spanish needle. This and the

blackheart, or heart-weed, being our dependence for
fall honey— to my taste and judgment being the
richest and best of the season, and with which my
hives are well stored. K. R. Curtis.
Albion, III., Dec. 30, 1881.

THEY " SWARMED AND SWARMED." AND WHAT TO
DO WITH THEM.

In your answer to friend Hutchinson, Oct. Glean-
ings, page 500, j'ou don't say which swarm. No. 1 or
No. 3, J'OU wish to put back. I always saved No. 1,

but returned all after-swarms. No. 3 I hive in caps
8 inches high. It inches square, on a good bottom-
board. This cap I set on top of the old swarm. Now
if the old swarm is done swarming the third or
fourth morning after No. 3 came out, they will kill

their surplus queens and bring them out in front of
the hive. I look on the ground in front of hive
every morning. When I flud dead queens I raise up
the cap, take out the bottom-board, and set cap to
its place: if there is more than No. 3, they are hived
in boxes, and shaken out in front of hive at same
time No. 3 is returned. I never knew them, when
served in that way, to swarm out again. The old
swarm and a'ter-swarms will fill such cap, holding
35 to 50 lbs., for home market. It is worth 15 to 30

cents. Of course, the upper story of Simplicity can
be used instead of cap. Fred Zimmerman.
Fayette, Iowa, Feb. 16,1883.

cellar vs. chaff hives, ETC.

My bees are a cross of the large brown bees and
the Italian. My loss last winter was 30 swarms out
of 31; were all in chaff hives, on summer stands, well
packed in chaff. It was my first experience in win-
tering outdoors, and I think my last. My 16 stands
are all in cellar in chaff hives, all in fine condition.
Formy part, I don't think it pays for a man to tinker
along with a few colonies; he will spend too much
time for the income. I want all I can see to or
none. I intend to make it a business.

REPORT OF THE " FOUR."
April 1st, 1881,—

To 4 stands of bees, $5.00 each $30.00
June 1, to 600 sections 3.60
" "tolShivcs 18.00
" " to 130old combs 6.00

Nov. 1, to crates 3.40

Total Dr $50.00

Nov. 1, by 500 lbs. comb honey, @ 16c $80.00
" " by 13 new swarms 60,00
" " by 4 old swarms 20.00

Total Cr $160.00
50.00

Net balance $110.00

My bees had no care from the tenth of July till

Nov. 1. I was away in the western part of Iowa, and
could have got more honey if they had care, say a
third more. J. J. Hurlbert.
Lyndon, 111., June, 1883.

No wonder you want all you can see to,
friend II., if you can make them all do as
those four did. But, hold on! How do you
know it was not outdoor wintering that
made the four such extra good ones? Why,
a good many would have l)eeii satisfied with
that crop of honey and increase from the
whole thirty-four, and yet you say that, with
care, you could have got one-third more! I
am sure we will let you winter any way you
choose, if you can do so every time.
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EXTRA ENERGY OF HYBRIDS, AND THE REASON.

If you remember, I got an Italian queen of you

some time last August. As late as it was, 1 raised

drones and three queens from her, and 1 hen lost her

in introducing to another colony. Two of the

queens are purely mated, and the othei- produces

hybrid bees; but, what seems strange to me is, the

hybrid colony has more get-up and go-ahead about

them than the pure bloods, though they are as cross

as hornets. Could it te possible that, by raising the

queen and drone by which she was fertilized, from

the same mother queen, that the workers would

have less energy than those raised from a cross?

Or are hybrids generally better hone} -gatherers

than the pure Italians?

The bees are now gathering honey from huckle-

berry and turnip bloom. 1 have 7 colniies, but

they are not as strong as they ought to be. In fact,

the latter part of last season nearly ruined bees; it

was so dry here that they could get nothing, and,

of course, raised little or no brood, and, as a natural

result, they came out of the winter very weak in

numbers. Perry Hansford.
Troy, W. Vd., May 10, 1883.

I think you are very likely right, friend
H., and I believe I would rather have a
queen mated with a black drone, than from
a drone from her own mother. Aside from
that, there seems to be an extra amount of

energy developed, many times, in crossing
those of widely distant relationship.

patent BEE-niVES, ETC.

I was handed a copy of your Gleanings, No. 8,

1880. Last spring, I got 4 hives of bees, in odd-look-

ing hives; took an interest in a patent hive, and
transferred from old to new; they appeared to do

well at first, but I do not like the hive. Last fall a

Mitchell agent came along, and I let him swindle me
still more, by selling me a hive and Italian queen. I

have two left. One neighbor had 17 stands, and let

the same fellow in, and now he has three left.

Jesse Motter.
LaGro, Wabash Co., Ind., May 8, 1883.

THE CHAFF TENEMENT HIVES, ETC.

I use the chaff tenement hives mainly. With the

right management, they are the b:st hive in use for

this locality. Bees seem to require no more honey
in them during winter than hives that wintered in

the cellar, and they come out much stronger and
brighter in spring. Give me tenement hives, with

good swarms, and nice capped honey, and I will win-

ter without loss every time. I am sure the bees

that I have run in chaff hives have far outstripped

others in honey-gathering or increase.

Athens, Me., March 33, 1883. W. H. Green.

LOTS OF TROUBLE, BUT "HOPES NOT BLASTED."

I received the Simplicity hive and smoker all

right Saturday, and was well pleased with thtm. I

thought I had better transfer ray bees at once, as I

saw worms in the old hive. I smoked them, and
took out one side of the old hive, and took out the

frames, and it is hard to ascertain which had the

majority (bees or worms). There was no brood, as

the worms had destroyed them, so I had nothing to

transfer; and, to add to the disaster, a lot of Italian

bees came to the old hive and stole a lot of honcj',

and killed a great many of the old bees; and, to top

the climax, I couldn't find a queen, but I found a

fertile worker, and I destroyed her, as she was al-

most without wings and legs. I do not e.x'pect to

glut the markets of this country this year, from the

present outlook. Geo. Mitten.
Fowler, Ind., May 30, 1883.

It is well you destroyed that fertile worker
without wings, friend'M.,or she might have
made a deal of mischief in that hive that
had almost as many worms as bees. In such
a case, I would make the whole into bees-
wax, and put the live bees on a comb of
brood from some other hive — not because
of the profit there might be in a few old
bees, but because I always feel sorry for
them. How heartless those greedy Italians
are, when a hive is given over to worms and
old bees ! Joking aside, I presume the worms
and Italians have been blamed a great many
times for robbing good colonies, when a
transfer would reveal the seat of miscliief to

be the lack of a queen a long time before,
just as you found it, friend M.

WHO WANTS A CYPRIAN QUEEN?
The Cyprian queen that I wish to sell is the most

prolific of all my bees, and I have I) ) swarms. I put

69 swarm? into winter quarters, and May 1st h?.d the

same number; May 8th I had a large swarm come
oui— the first I ever had come oui so early in the

season. The reason of my wanting to sell the Cyp-

rian queen is because smoke has not much cff ."ct on
them. I wish to introduce an Italian in her place-

She is the only Cyprian I have. I. E. Squire.

Elyria,0.,May 15, 1883.

AN A B C SCHOLAR < fXPERIENCE.
The queen you sent mo wus put into a qucenlcss

colony which had become very much reduced in

numbers; so much so, that I concluded to make
with her an artificial swarm, which I did according

to your method. Itobbers soon put in an appear-

ance, and every thing was in an uproar. The next

day I took a look for my queen, and found that she

had been forced out of her cage, and was nowhere to

be found, and robbers were yet in attendance in

spite of my etforts. This caused me to look upon
Mr. Root's theory of making artificial swarms as a

humbug. But I noticed, in a few days thereafter,

that my artificial swarm had gone to work, and
again I concluded to investigate a little further'

when I found my new queen and plenty of sealed

brood. I therefore owe you an apology for my de-

nunciations of your theory. G. A. Leavitt.

Houston, Mo., May 31, 1883.

Friend L., I would hereby warn you, that,

when robbers do abound, ready to poke their

noses into every open cell, you need not ex-
pect my " theories," or those of anybody
else, to work. After the weather changed
so there was some honey for the bees to gath-
er, they let your poor queen alone, and every
thing Avorked lovely, as it always does.

Now, if we book-writers are to be held re-

sponsible for the weatlier and the honey-
tlow, why — we shall have to be careful,

won't we V Never mind ; I forgive you.

winter rape.
A few years ago we wrote you all we could learn

about winter rap?; but it is so long ago that Ave

have forgotten just what the facts were, and our in-

formant, who had grown the crop in Germany, is

dead. We mention this in order that due allowance

may be made for us if we should not get it just the
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same. As nearly as we can now remember, 10 to 13

lbs. are sown broadcast, or T to 8 if by drills, on good

rich ground, about August 1st. The succeeding

spring it will bloom, and ripen seed about July.

Great care is necessary in cutting the crop as soon

as the pods begin to turn yellow; it' left until ripe,

the seed will shell out. It should then be cured in

the shade on canvas, or tight floor. After thi'ash-

ing, spread and frequently turn, to prevent mold-

ing, until seed is quite dry. A fair crop would be

13 to 15 bushels per acre. A. C Kendel.
Cleveland, O., May 11, 18S3.

Our winter rape is now in bloom, but a
great portion of it was killed by tlie spring
frosts, ^^ery likely we sowed it too late, and
it did not get root enough. Jiy the way, it

looks to my eyes exactly like seven-top tur-
nip, both in leaf and flower, and I should be
glad to have somebody tell me the difference.

SCORCHED HONEY, ETC.

I have some honey slightly scorched. "Will it in-

jure the brood to feed it to the bees? Will it make
any difference in the flavor of it when they put it

in the comb? James Shore.
Gcrmantown, Pa., May 19, 1883.

It sometimes happensthat honey is slight-

ly scorched in melting it after it has candied,
and the query often comes up, as to what to

do with it. I have several times found that it

was just as good as any to feed to the bees in

warm weather ; but as sugar that is scorched
in the least surely produces dysentery, if they
are obliged to use it when the weather is too
cold for them to lly, I should be a little

afraid of scorched honey in cold weather.
In regard to the bees changing the flavor,

that is something quite out of their power.
I have fed it to them until it was nicely
sealed up in the sections, but it was burnt
honey still, and so I am obliged to conclude
that bees have only the ability to collect and
ripen honey, but not to remove any bad
flavor or scorched taste from it.

NATURAL QUEENS VERSUS FORCED ONES.

I received a dollar queen two years ago from friend

Hayhurst; raised some forced queens from her,

which did not look very well; that is, they were
quite dark — almost black. Last summer the bees

tried to supersede her; 3 or 3 times I found a young
queen in the hive with her. These young queens
were very fine, large, gold-colored ones. I have two
of them now, and also the old queen, which is an-

other proof that natural queens are better than
forced ones. J. L. Peabody.
Denver, Col., May Ki, 1883.

BUYING BEES NEAR HOME, ETC.

Early this spring, I wrote to you about the price

of bees; since then, I have purchased six swarms at

$3.00 each, by furnishing the hives. Cheap for even
black bees, is it not? But the beauty of it is, they

are all yellow ones. The old queen was imported
from the North, about four years ago, and cost, with

about onc'half pound of bees, $15.00. I had one
swarm this spring that I bought last fall, from
which I have taken two swarms; consequently I

have nine swarms at work for mc now, storing up
honey at the rate of about 8 lbs. per day (not per

hive, but all of them). Horsemint and sunflowers

are at their best just at this time. Now, friend

Root, instead of hunting for that cave of which you
spoke in the copy of Gleanings you sent me, in

which to winter your bees, just bring them down to

Texas, and you can let them stay out and work all

winter; that is, they may not have to stay home -10

or 60 days during the season. G. K. Page.

Corpus Christi, Texas, May, 1883.

That is a sensible way of doing, friend P.,

and 1 have no doubt but that a great many
might get bees near home at much less prices
than we are obliged to charge, to say noth-
ing of the excessive express charges where
they are sent long distances.—It might be
cheaper for me to spend a good many dollars
in building a cave, or some equivalent, than
to go away off down there. Who do you
suppose would run the bee-hive factory?

HOW TO KEEP A SWAR.M FROM GOING BACK ON THE
TREE.

Shake in the basket, and hold the basket a few
minutes in the tree, or near where they clustered,

and keep on shaking the limb, and they will soon all

cluster in the basket, when you can empty them out

in front of the hive, and they will not return to the

tree. I learned this way by getting just a little out

of patience with a swarm last season. They were
determined to stay on the limb of a cherry-tree, and

I was bound to shake them off, so I kept up an awful

shaking, still holding the basket, but was surprised

to soon And them all in the basket. Of course, if

you get the queen the first time, all is well; but in a

thick bushy top it is sometimes difficult. I almost

forgot to say how many bees I have, but will sign,^

D. G. Webster, 113.

Blaine, Boone Co., 111., May 13, 1883.

how shall we put up extracted honey?
I propose to run ten hives for the extractor this

year. I should like to know the best way to put up
the honey for market, whether in jars, one or two
pound, or in tin cans that hold more. I have 70 col-

onies, most of them in good condition. 1 saw a few
of them hanging out at the entrance yesterday

morning. I think that pretty good for this year;

they don't like to go out with a rubber coat on, to

gather honey, as they have to nowadays.

George Brockett.
Randolph, Ohio, May 15, 1883.

Honey retails best in our lunch-room in
our 5-cent covered pails. They hold just
about H lbs., and we sell pail and all for lioc.

The next best thing, for both honey and
maple molasses, is the 1-quart mason fruit-

jars, holding 3 lbs. We sell these at an even
half-dollar, full of honey, and for 40c. filled

with the maple molasses. If sealed up
while hot, neither will candy until opened.

WHEN TO PUT ON THE BOXES, ETC.

I am a beginner in this business. I have 30

swarms; and if the ABC book does not give full

directions for putting on honey-boxes, and when,
please write me a few lines in regard to it. Now one

word in favor of the Waterbury I received of you

last January. It came to hand in good condition;

has run, and tallied time as well as can be asked for.

I wind it by drawing the stem-wheel on my pants

knee. It can be wound in half a minute this way.

Everett Leary,
Milford, Oakland Co., Mich., May 1, 1883.

Put on the boxes when your hives are full
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of bees and honey, or just as soon as they
begin to be a little crowded. You must not
only keep yourself posted in regard to what
is going on inside the hives, but you must
also know what plants are soon to yield

honey, and get your surplus receptacles over
the cluster, just when they are ready for

them.—Your plan of winding is novel ; but
after you wear a hole through your"trow-
ses," Avhat are you going to do then ?

now MANY FLOWERS DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE A
POUND OF HONEY?

[Translated from the French by M. L. Wickersham.]

Have you ever thought how many flowers a bee

must visit to load itself with honey, or how much
honey one flower gives? The result of patient ob-

servations gives the following results:

As the quantity of sugar contained in flowers is

very small, the following will show the enormous
labor performed by the bees: From 125 heads of

clover,* it is impossible to extract more than one

gramme (15 grains) of sugar; therefore, to obtain

one kilogramme (2.20 pounds English) it is necessary

to have 125,000 heads of clover. Each head of clover

has GOflowers; therefore, scA^en and one-half millions

of clover'flowers must be visited by the bee, to ob-

tain one kilogramme of honey.

Perrara, Italy, May U, 188:3.

I at first doubted about there being sixty

flowrets on a head of our clover ; but I have
to-day counted one, and find it so near that I

guess we shall have to call the above esti-

mate at least reasonably correct. Now,with
this enormous number of blossoms it takes
to furnish even a small amount of honey, we
can form some idea of how large an area we
must plant to honey-producing flowers, to

get honey enough to amount to any thing.

A COLONY KILLING ITS OWN BEES.

My bees commenced swarming yesterday, the ear-

liest I ever knew them to in this locality. I have

one swarm of Italians that are killing their own
bees; will kill a hundred or more every few days.

Is it a common occurrence? Addison Lake.
Charlotte Center, Chau. Co., N. Y., May 2. 1882.

I should say, that what appears to be kill-

ing their own bees was really killing the
bees from some other hive that stands some-
where so near, and is of so similar an ap-
pearance, that its bees get in by mistake.
See if you can not find that such is the case.

JJees may sting their own inmates at times,
but it seems to me hardly possible.

KLEPTOMANIA AND BEE CULTURE.

I am in bad luck. Some one abstracted from my
counter my ABC, and appropriated it, for what
purpose I don't know. I hope it was not the big

gilt bee that attracted them and excited their " klep-

tomania," but that they are lovers of the "gentle

little bee," and will derive pleasure and profit from
its perusal. C.G.Wilson.
Milledgeville,Ga., June 3, 1882.

Friend W., if he ever gets to be a good
bee-keeper he will bring it back, or pay for
it; for bee-men, as a rule, are honest. In
fact, I do not believe a man who is not hon-
est would like to keep bees, for their habits
of industry would be such a constant rebuke

* White clover is meant, as the red is almost unknown in Ita-
ly or France.

to him. It can't b6 he stole it, for klepto-
mania would never harmonize with the cul-
ture of bees. If the fellow is crazy, the bees
will work a cure for that kind of craziness.

THE CYPRIANS, ETC.

I am at home again, and find the bees in good or-

der, every one alive (1(58 hives). The little one in

Florida is left as the starting-point for a larger move
some other time perhaps. I had two small colonies

of hybrid Cyprians last spring, and I have not had
any bees for years that did as fine a job in as satis-

factory manner as they did,considering their strength

to begin with. E. M. Johnson.
Mentor, O., April 1, 1883.

It will be remembered that friend Johnson
is the man who would rather have blacks or
hybrids,than pure Italians. Well, it may be
the " Cyps " have just enough of the hybrid
dash about them to please him ; and as he is

one of the old veterans in the business of
honey -raising, his opinion is entitled to
something.

PERSIMMON HONEY CANDIED IN THE CELLS.

My honey is so sugared in the cells that I can not

extract it. What must I do to get it? All the turn-

ing I can do with the extractor does not throw it out.

Ishall be glad if you can suggest anything that will

benefit us. All that has come in from the persim-'

mon Is sugared. I extracted a week ago; it extracted

very well then; have taken 750 lbs. extracted honey
from 13 colonies ; no comb but 50 lbs.

Coronaca, S. C, June 3, 1882. J. Di Fooshe.

I know of no remedy, friend E., except to
warm it all the combs will bear. If persim-
mon honey is sure to candy, I would extract
it about as fast as it is gathered, and make a
specialty of candied persimmon honey.
Perhaps it might be pressed into nice little

molds, and drained so as to make a nice
confectionery.

GOOD FOB CHAFF HIVES.

My chaff hive last year gave me 118 lbs. nice sec-

tion honey, and 35 more sections partly filled. My
expenses last year, including bees, work, lumber,

nails, grapevines, sections, tdn., cinders, sawdust,

hauling, etc., were $78.80, and my income from
honey $83.60, leaving me cash $4.80, and 30 stands of

bees, at $5.00 each, $100.00; total, $104.80. So you see

that I am not much discouraged yet, although they

sting me fearfully. My object this season is honey.

I have all the bees I want at present, and as my
chaff hive did not swarm last season, I think I can

get them all in the large hives I am making now, be-

fore swarming time. Tim Calver.
Portsmouth, Ohio, Feb. 23, 1883.

UPWARD VENTILATION, AND WHEN IT IS NEEDED.

I see much said now about upwaid ventilation. I

am satisfied that a colony fed up in the fall, and in-

duced to raise lots of young bees, making the stock

perhaps doubly as strong in bees as it would have

been if no feeding had been done, will need upward
ventilation; or where two or more colonies are

united in the fall until the hive is crowded with bees,

having doubly the bees that we usually find in hives

where no feeding or uniting have been done, should

have upward ventilation ; but where bees are not

thus unnaturally dealt with, no more upward venti-

lation is needed than is allowed with a good chaff
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cushion la the upper story. From my experience,

I would not unite in the fall any colony that had half

a gallon of bees. I have one colony now that is

hatching bees, and has wintered as wellas any strong

stock could. I don't decide from this, however, but
from past experience with colder winters.

KEEPING BEES IN THE CELLAR TILL POLLEN COMES.
I had 10 colonies in the cellar. When I found the

soft-maple was offering so much pollen and honey, I

carried them out, and they were soon as busy as any.

I have not, nor do I intend to, put them back. I

shall not winter any more bees indoors. With me
they winter no better, and are much more trouble,

and some of them won't defend their uives from the

other bees. I have one colony that can't be induced
to make the least effort to defend their hive. It has
plenty of bees, queen, and honey.

G. W. Williamson.
Willow Island, W. Va,, Feb. 24, 1882.

mating between THE QUEEN AND DRONE.
Much has been said ami written on the subject of

fertilization of the qucon-bce, and I see, in your val-

uable paper, you ask the friends of the cause to con-

tribute their mites from actual observation, and here
is mine: Many years ago I was walking in the woods
in June, and heard a roaring of bees in the vicinity

of a tree-top, and at once recognized the coarse hum
of the drones. Suspecting the object of the ren-

dezvousing, and stimulated by curiosity, I climbed
the tree, and soon saw a small swarm of drones
closely huddled together, flying and whirling around
the tree-top. They appeared much excited, and final-

ly alighted on a rosette of leaves. The ball of drones

was as large as an apple, and a savage fight ensued,
each one striving for the mastery, and vieing with
each other. In a very short time I saw a queen-bee
creep out of the cluster, tear herself loose from
their seductive embrace, and fly away in the direc-

tion of my apiary, and all the drones immediately
followed her. The above meeting took place not on
the wing, but on a cluster of green leaves.

Thomas Bus^nell.
Hnyesville, Ohio, Feb. 27, 1883.

Thanks, friend B., for this addition to our
store of facts in the matter. It would seem,
from the above, that the queen is usually
pursued by a great number of drones, as we
have had frequent evidence before. But you
go a little further, and show that they, some-
times at least, alight all together, while a
st}uggle among them ensues. If this is

commonly the case, it would seem that a lo-

cality with much expanse of water near
would be rather bad for queen-rearing.

BEES AND HCNEY.
The season is still cool and backward. With abund-

ant tulip and white-clover bloom, and red clover

nearly ready to cut, we have little honey yet, the

best day thus far indicating -4 lbs. gain to the htve

on scales. Fortunately we did not force the season
by rapid breeding up, and have saveil ourselves the

necessityof feeding the idle bees. We are cutting

and curing the best hay crop made for years. We
are hoping warmer weather will develop honey, and
are ready for it.

BEE veils; a word of caution.
Black lace of the finest kind should alone be used

by those who use any, and value their eyes. Serious
injury has been done by contiiuied use of ])oor ma-
terial. Having suffered myself becaiise I thought

my sight very strong, and could stand any thing,

even white veils, I have had to pay the penalty.

J. W. POHTKR.
Charlottesville, Va., June 5, 1882.

BEES IN COLORADO.

It would seem from the following items,
which we clip from the Colorado Farmer of
Dec. 12, that they have a great field for hon-
ey in Colorado, besides some very live and
enterprising bee-men. Friend Peabody is

well known to many of us, and any state-
ment he makes is sound:

—

$200 PROFIT FROM TWO SWARMS OF BEES.
J. L. Peabody, who lives at 306 Wasoola street, re-

ports that, from two swarms of bees the past sea-
son, he got 15 new swarms, and over 400 pounds of
honey. This makes, at $10 a swarm. $150, and the
honey, at 20c per pound, $80; total, $230. He makes
his own hives, and says that $30 will cover the cost
of them. So it seems two hundred dollars clear
profit, not counting the labor, which was mere noth-
ing, more than amusement. Who says Colorado is

no bee country, or bee-keeping does not pay?

The next seems to be a part of a conven-
tion report:—

J. L. Peabody spoke on the subject of " artificial
swarming," and did not advocate its usage in ex-
tensive apiaries where the sole business was honey.
He referred to city bee-keeping, and recommended
a tight fence, eight feet high, about the hives, as
the bees at that height, on leaving, would soar away
above the neighbors, and so avoid any ground of
complaint being made against them. Two swarms
of bees during the last season, by increase and prod-
uct, have netted this gentleman $100 each, a success
which he ascribes to the fact of his care in prevent-
ing waste. Before closing, he dropped many valua-
ble hints which were listened to with attention by
his audience.

now FAR DO BEES FLY?
Dr. King, of Boulder, was the next speaker, and

began by giving his experience from one swarm as
a foundation to a collection of about J25 stands.
The doctor advocated wintering bees in the cellar,
giving them no exercise, and allowing them no
ventilation from the top of the hive. He had no-
ticed his Italian bees going fourteen miles for pas-
turage in following up the blossoming raspberries,
which mature more slowly toward the range. Since
July 7, one hive had produced 400 pounds, which,
with the rest, was wholesaled to Boulder merchants
at 25 cents per pound.

We thought friend March, p. 182, was get-
ting it pretty large when he suggested that
bees might fly 7 or S miles ; but fourteen al-

most takes our breath away. I should be
much inclined to suggest there were Italians
in the woods, that he did not know of— pos-
sibly the yellow bees friend Wiltse has been
telling us about.

PROGRESS OF BEE CULTURE IN ENGLAND.

You Will be pleaded to hear that beekeeping is

making great progress here. We have already 18

county associations atBliate<l to the central society.

You will be pleased, also, to know that for some
time I have used your metal corners. I have tried

to get others to use them. There is a description of

them in my book. A large number of frames have
been made with them since I wrote it. We are Just

adopting a standard-sized frame, which I hope will

further stimulate bee-keeping. By post I send you
one of my books for perusal. It has had a great sale,

the first edition being exhausted in little more than
two months. I also send you photo of part of my
apiary. Last summer I averaged 100 lbs. of section

honey per hive. It was a good season. I also ex-

tracted a large quantity. Thos. Wm. Cowan.
Compton's Lea, Horfham, Eng., Jan. 24, 1883.
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THE GOOD AND BAD POINTS OF BOX HIVES.

In the spring I had only 19 swarms; left five of

them so weak I put no boxes on them. I increased

the 19 to 43, and have wintered all of them. From
the 19 swarms and their increase I got about 1400 lbs.

of box honey. Is not this pretty well from the old

and much-condemned box hive? Last spring, when
I had nearly 59 dead swarms of bees, I realized one

ba^ point against the box hive —the combs in them
were of no use except for beeswax; whereas, if I

had been using hives with frames, the combs from

the dead ssvarms would have enabled me to have in-

creased my 19 swarms to 75 or 80, instead of to 13.

Thos. Rothwell.
Austinville, Pa., May 8, 1882.

BEE MARTINS, ETC.

I send you a small parcel, supposed to be bees. I

picked it up just as it fell from the mouth of a bee

martin, the paper being stained by the moisture, as

you will see, before it dried. I have no way of test-

ing, to my satisfaction ; and if my supposition proves

true, or you desire, I will send you statements of

facts connected with the subject. I had a fine swarm
last Saturday, May 6, from my dollar queen. She

far excels my tested queen in business qualities.

Will soon have new honey. J. B. Davenport.
Hodgenville, Ky., May 8, 1883.

I have examined the " wad " of crushed
insects you send, friend D., with a good
magnifying-glass, but have not been able to

find any thing belonging to a bee. There
were wings, legs, etc., belonging to bugs
and insects, especially a sort of cricket, or
beetle, but no part of a honey-bee that I can
discover. Let us not be in too great haste
in condemning these feathered friends of
ours.

WHICH ARE THE BEST BEES?

I write you for information regarding bees. I have

two colonies of black bees; have had them for two
years, and have not had a single pound of surplus

honey; fed them about 20 lbs. of sugar last fall, and
managed to keep them through. They are now in

good condition, strong, and are working on the

apple-blossoms. We have no white clover or buck-

wheat, and but little red clover, and our bees have
to make their honey from fruit-blossoms mostly,

and wild flowers in the woods. They work on the

red raspberries, I think, with greater energy than

any thing I have ever noticed. There are several

hundred acres of blackberries, and perhaps some 50

or moi'e of red raspberries within a mile and a half

of me, and strawberries and grapes. I have taken

observations for several ycai-s, and the common
black bees do not pay more than one year in three

or four.

I see in Gleanings, advertisements of Holy-Land,

Albino, Cyprian, and Italian queens; now, what I

would like to Itnow is, io7n'c/i arc the hcst honey-gath-

erers? I want bees that can get honey, whether
there is any or not— I may as well be honest about

It. There are but few bees kept in this vicinity— 30

colonies, and the most of them in the old box hive.

I looked the ABC book all through, but could not

learn which bees are the best. As I do not want to

raise queens from my bees, I made two of Jones's

bee-guards to-day, and put them on my hives. They
work like a charm. I shall rid myself of drones in

shoi't order. My friend Fowler, at Ancora, has two

colonies of Italians. That is all I know of nearer

than Egg Harbor City.

Berries are looking well, all kinds. This is one of

the largest stations for shipping fruit, on the Cam-
den & Atlantic R. R., and N. J. Southern R. R.

J. P. Patten.
Hammontown, N. J., May 3C, 188:2.

That the Holy-Lands, Cyprians, and Ital-

ians, are all far ahead of the common bees,
is sufficiently well established ; but as to
which of the above three is best, all things
taken into account, 1 can not tell. Those
who are curious might get some of each kind
and try. I think I should place both the
others ahead of the Italians, a trifle, if they
were not so prone, at times, to act hke hy-
brids, or even worse. The Holy-Lands, it is

true, are not bad to handle, and they are
great honey-gatherers ; but they are, of late,

showing a disposition toward fertile work-
ers, quite a good deal more than Italians,
which is not a desirable trait. Our apiary is

at present almost entirely Italians. AVith
your vast area of berries, it would seem you
should do well, at least while they are in
bloom.

ANOTHER IMPKOVEMENT IN WORKING RUBBER
PLATES.

After several trials I have get the small rubber

plates you sent me to work finely. I took 2 boards,

about 6x15 inches, and fastened them together with

2 spiral springs. With screws I fastened the lower

one to the bottom of a tub, and fastened one of the

plates to the upper one. Fill with water, so the top

of the plates will just be above it when in its natur-

al position. With the left hand, immerse them un-

der the water; and as soon as they rise, dash a table-

spoonful of hot wax on the right-hand one, and
with the left hand, clap the other down, and the

whole under watei', and open while under the water.

I use nobrush, as it needs all the water I can have

on the plates. It sticks most on the tin and wood
but rub that with paste occasionally. I made 500

pieces in a little more than half a day, and could

make about 1000 pieces in a day, and about as fast

as another hand can trim them. I would advise

every one who has bees, to have one of these small

plates, if nothing more extensive, for making up
the surplus wax for section boxes.

Denver, Col., May 26, 1882. J. L. Peabody.

I should be inclined to think that 1000

sheets, to fill a Simplicity section, a day,
rather slow work, friend P. ; but for all

that, your invention promises to be quite an
important one. If I get the idea, it is that
the bottom-plate is set on a yielding plat-

form, so that the pressure necessary to make
good fdn. forces the whole machine under
the water, out of which it raises itself by the
force of the springs. The only remaining
obstacle now is the trimming, and it does
seem as if something might be arranged to

have these machines self-trimming. As you
say, the hot wax sticks to any thing besides
wet wood or rubber. If you can put on just
wax enough, and not have it run quite to

the outside edges, we can get along by trim-
ming just the edge, where the sheets are fas-

tened to the top-bar of the sections. So far,

we have found the rolls much the fastest

way of working, but very likely the bees take
to the dipped fdn. a little more readily.
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QUEEN-REAHINO, ETC.

II' we are always carclul to rear our queens from
pure queens, I do not see why we cm not keep our

stock pure without an imported queen; but there

seems to be a vim about imported stock that is ob-

tainable in no other way, unless it is by crossing

with the black drones. 1 l)ought a swarm of bees in

18T!>, and the first season I divided into five swarms,

and lost all but two; and Iho next season I divide<l

the two into four; and when spring came, my bees

were all right. I have lo .swarms now, and I am
rearing queens for sale from my imported (lueen. I

tell you, my friends, I believe some of us are pa5'-

ing too much attention to the looks of a queen. I

believe we should pay more attention to the bees

that she produces, and to what these bees do during

the season. I think that chaff packing is the best

for wintering, by puttiny- them on S frames covered
with woolen cloth. Fill the hive with chaff, and
have a chaff cushion on top of the bees.

L. S. Beam.
Middlebury, Elkhart Co., Ind., June 6, 1882.

WIDE FRAMES FOR THE EXTRACTOR.
Please lot us know in Gleanings if it would not

be a good plan for extracting, to use broad frames
in the upper stoty, as it would be no more work to

uncap deep combs than thin. C. E. Hagaman.
Rochester, Minn., Feb. 23, 18S3.

This matter lias been several times sug-
gested, and we have sold wide frames to be
rilled with drone fdn. for the purpose, but
very few have reported. If I am not mis-
taken, some one has said it takes the bees a
great deal longer to ripen the honey in deep
cells, than in the ordinary worker brood-
combs ; but if this is true, it is also an ar-

gument in favor of section boxes less than
two inches in width. Who has tried it for
the extractor V

EGGS that won't HATCH.
I had taken four queen-cells that were built under

the impulse of natural swarming, to queenless colo-

nies. They hatched in a few days, and commenced
laying within ten days. The largest and handsom-
est in the lot was the biggest layer. She com-
menced on a sheet of foundation which was built

out very rapidly, and filled it with eggs; the rest of

the hive she filled with eggs in a short time, and one
egg on the new foundation was hatched out a per-

fect worker in shape and size, but so weak that she

could scarcely walk on the combs. The bees killed

her, and never another egg was hatched. I gave
some of the eggs to other bees, but " no hatch." I

kept her laying about six weeks, when the eggs be-

gan to disappear; then I pinched her head off and
gave another laying queen, and brood-rearing went
right along. It is something new to me. AVhat was
wrong is what 1 should like to know.

Philip Morningstab.
Wakarusa, Ind., Dec. 10, 1881.

AVe have several records of such queens,
friend M., but yours seems to have been one
of the most marked. Those I have seen
were not very good layers, as you say this
one was. We migiit notice, in the outset,
that this queen was a natural one, and there-
fore the defect can not be ascribed to arti-
ficial processes. As to what internal de-
formity causes such results, I am unable to
give a guess. Perhaps the friends who are

at work on the problem as to whether the
queen or worker determines the sex, might
tind a fact here.

FROM one of our FRENCH BEE-KEEPERS.

I
Translated by our proof-ro.ador, W. P. Rootl

I am in my twelfth year of apieultural practice.

I have had many grievous deceptions, but I am
never discouraged. I even continue to take care of

my hives, and have been in military service for four
years. I travel at night and work by day. AVe are
having at this time in France a splendid winter.

We have had no snowstorms, and the cold is mod-
erate. Our bees are doing well, and there is but ii

slight mortality. A. Fournier.
Ormoy, Oisc, France, Jan. 2(!, 1883.

honey in chili, ETC.

Please send me a full line of what you have. In
regard to information about bees and their culture,

and hives, etc., honey is produced in large quanti-

ties in Chili. One of the houses I represent in Val-

paraiso, I saw ship 1000 barrels a short time before I

left there. Richard Hughes.
New York, Feb. SO, 188,3.

One thousand barrels is a little more than
even our great California bee-keepers have
ever had at one time, is it notV If Chili
produces honey in such enormous quanti-
ties in the old crude way of bee culture,
what might be the result with modern
means? We have at present just one sub-
scriber in South America, whom you have
doubtless all heard from through our pages.
I hardly think it probable we need the sting-
less bee, but I do think somebody ought to
do something about opening up and devel-
oping the region that produced this 1000
barrels.

NITRATE OF SILVER FOR MARKING QUEENS' WINGS,
ETC.

That selected imported Italian queen you ex-

pressed to me on the 33d I received on the 26th in

tiptop order— only three bees dead; one-third of

the candy was eaten, and three-fourths of the wa-

ter was drunk. I had quiti^ a troublesome time in-

troducing; her bees balled her twice; I then caged

her 48 hours, and then they were too saucy. Said I

to the bees, " You shall not have this queen to reign

over you." So I took her away and placed her in

the lamp nursery, and then picked young bees

from the hives, taking many hours to do it, till she

had a sulHcient retinue, and now she feels happy,

looks pretty, and lays eggs by the thousand. I use a

little solution of nitrate of silver on the imported

queen's wings, so you can tell her from the others.

It has been a very bad spring for the bees, on ac-

count of so much cold wet weather — bees flying out

and getting chilled by the thousand; but now the

past two days have been warm. Henrv Smith.

New Hamburg, Ont., June 9, 1883.

I confess the above looks quite feasible, as
nitrate of silver is the base of indelible ink.
It would probably stain the thin membrane
indelibly ; and so long as the wing remain-
ed, the queen could readily be identified.

By staining one wing when she first began
to lay, and the other at one year old, a fair

record of her age could be kept. If, how-
ever, she should lose her wing, we should be
about as badly off as with clipped wings.
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DECLINE IN PRICE OF HONEY-JAR8; POOR HONEY;
PROSPECT IN CINCINNATI, ETC.

I have made a new contract with our glass-works,

and can sell honey-jars at quite a reduction. If

you would mention the present price of .iars in next

number of Gleanings, it would be quite an accom-
modation and a favor.

We have had quite a bee famine this spring. Colo-

nies all strong- were kept, by the unfavorable weath-

er, inside of their hives, and consumed their stores

in a hurry. I had not looked at my bees for aliout

two weeks, because of the weather, and found them
at the point of starvation about the 10th of May.
They had but few fresh-laid eggs and young- larvsp,

and most stands had commenced to uncap their

brood-cells and drag out their larvse in order to

keep down consumers. Since that time I have fed

them regularly with over lOCO lbs. of honey. I am
still at it, as no honey is coming in yet. Our honey
season, if there is one coming, must be a short one.

I dare say that, in this neighborhood, as many bees

(or more) died of starvation during the month of

May this spring than perished during the winter be-

fore last. Chas. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., June 15, 1883.

I am very glad, friend ]Muth, to note a de-
cline in prices of any staple article used by
bee-keepers, and I am, too, willing to give
so much of a free advertisement to those
who bring it about.—In speaking of the bees
uncapping the brood, I would suggest that
it is not because they wish to keep down
consumers, but because they are driven by
starvation to dig them out, to suck the
juices out of their bodies. In cutting out
queen-cells, Ave often see the bees sucking
up the juices of the brood that is injured by
the knife ; and when brought to a starvation
state, I have thought it sustained tliem for a
few days, much as honey does. We have
had the same state of affairs here, almost
right in the middle of June, and I know it

is a wasteful thing to let tliem get so far to-

ward starvation, even though they do not
destroy the brood.

FRIEND DUGOER'S PARADISE — FOR BEES.

Twelve months ago I ventured to take a " partner

for life," and have settled down on a small farm,

which I think, from the surrounding situation, is

the bees' paradise. One mile west of here the

Cumberland River flows, which is the home of myr-
iads of beautiful flsh. Along this river hundreds
and hundreds of poplar and linden trees grow, al-

though the poplar bloom, owing to the late cold

spring, was nearly a failure. Two miles east, a

chain of mountains called the Sulphur Mountains
runs parallel with the Cumberland. The summit of

these mountains is covered with a beautiful ever-

green foliage. Their base and sides are covered with

yellow wood, which is now in full bloom. One walk-

ing along, not accustomed to the way bees gather

honey from these trees, would think that there was
a swarm of bees in every tree; and in the valley are

found a great many wild persimmon-trees which are

also in bloom, which the bees work at considerably.

White clover is very, very good this season. I sowed
a patch of buckwheat about the 20th of April, which
is in bloom, but the bees pass it by. I will sow an-

other patch for fall blocm. So you will see that it

was my intention to find a good locality for bees,

which I think I have. I commenced this spring with
four colonies; two of them were in the old-fashion-

ed bee-gums, which I transferred to movable-comb
hives. They are doing as well at present as I want
them to do. I have learned more about bees from
the sample of the Gi-eanings vhich you sent me,
than I ever knew before. I have read it time and
again. My wife laughs, and tells me that 1 must
have all my bees named, and watch and see if any
come up missing. W. C. Dugger.
Clio, Ky.,.June 10,1883.

Bees will never notice buckwheat, friend
D., while they can get honey from other
sources, and it is never of any use to sow it

for bees until after clover and basswood are
gone, or, rather, so as not to come into blos-
som until honey from these is gone. I pre-
sume the reason is, that buckwheat honey is

dark and poorly tlavored, as a general thing.
I •wonder if that new " partner for life " has
not something to do with making your sur-
roundings all so pleasant, friend i). Thank
God for her, and see to it thatthistirstyear''s
experience goes all through life.

]adi^^' §^jiavltm^nh

USING THE RUBBER PLATES.

E
RECEIVED the $7.00 rubber phitcs all right, and
had but little trouble in getting them to work
by the instruction I obtained in the back num-

bers of Gleanings. I used the water .iust warm in

tank. I very soon learned to temper the heat of the

wax; if it gets a little too hot it will stick to the

plates. I used starch cooked about as thick as I do

to starch shirt-bosoms. I made some beautiful

foundation; have some nice combs built from it.

Our bees have been doing finely; have extracted

some veiy nice honey fmm the ratan bloom; have
increased from 17 to 30 hives, all doing well.

Lizzie A. Rogers.
Farmington. Texas, May 9, 1882.

AVell, I confess I am a little astonished.
Our friend Mrs. Lowe has beaten the men
all to pieces in rearing and shipping queens,
and now you, my good friend, have succeed-
ed with the rubber plates, and have even got
nice combs built out from them, even after
a good many men have failed with them, or
reported them quite unsatisfactory ! I real-

ly can not see why you used starch on them.
We use nothing at all but soft warm water,
and we never have any trouble with the
fdn. sticking. While I think of it, 24 nice
queens just received from Mrs. Lowe
are now calling loudly from the stand near
by. Every queen, and, if I am correct, every
bee in the lot, came througli bright and lively.

BEES IN WASHINGTON TERRITORY, ETC.

Our bees commenced bringing in pcllon March 20,

and are gathering honey now. I think there will be

two swarms out in a few days. I will try to ktep a

diary of the bees this year, and send you a correct

report. I planted the Spider plant last year, and the

plants were full of honey, but not a bee could I ever

find on it, as we have so many wild houey-plants

here; besides, we had two crops of buckwheat and

alsike clover, and white clover in bloom from the

middle of May till October. This spring we will sow
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about one aero of alsike and white clover. I should

like to bo with Mrs. Lucinda Harrison one season,

to learn bee-keeping, for I dearly love to work with

the little pets. Honey is 'Z'> cents per lb., and bees

$8.00 per stand. It is a most protttablc business

here. Mrs. Nelson Kelly.
Ferndale, Wash.Ter., May 1, 1883.

The number of your Spider plants was so
small, my friend, and other forage so plenty,
I presume the bees did not discover that on

• the Spider plant. If you have a larger patch
of it, or it comes in at a time when there is a
dearth of honey from other sources, you will

find them on it " with a vengeance."

BLOSSOMS, BUT NOT HONEY.
A lady writes me as follows: "lam entirely dis-

couraged. My bees are nearly all dead — at least,

two-thirds of them. 1 think they have committed
suicide — starved themselves in the midst of plen-

ty," AVhat a mistaken idea, that such greedy little

fellows, with lively appetites, would "commit sui-

cide"! People are crazy who commit suicide, and
we have thought sometimes that bees were crazy

when houey was lying around loose. " Starved

themselves in the midst of plenty!" This lady is a

novice In bee culture, and supi^oscs that, as there

are oceans of bloom, there is plenty of honey. We
are told to provide' pastiu-e for our winged stock;

but " Paul may plant and Apollos water, but it is

God that giveth the"— honey. We can not make
the weather. We may plant and sow; "so far shalt

thou go. and no further." And what are you going

to do about it? Sit still and repine? No, indeed!

Be up and doing; have f)ur dishes right side up, so

If it rains porridge we shall catch some.

We have learned something, while feeding our
bees such a long time, and one thing is, that news-

papers don't always tell the truth. It is all a myth
about p:itent comb being filled with glucose, and
sealed up by the bees. We have fed diluted honey,

and also syrup made of the best white sugar, and as

long as they needed it to preserve life, they carried

it down; but as soon as there was a How of honey,

it was left to sour in the feeders. When we have
fed, in order to have box honey completed, it was
slow work — the bees worked industriously for a

few days; but after that, appropriated only what
was necessary for their daily wants and feeding

their young, thus becoming very strong, but neg-

lecting the boxes.

At the present writing, June 11th, there are thou-

sands of white clover-heads bobbing in the breeze;

black locQsts and raspberries in bloom, and yet bees
are barely making a living. Weather rainy and
cool. Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, 111 , June 11, 1883.

One hive swarmed yesterday about 10 a.m. On
examination (after we saved the swarm), we found
a queen in the old hive, and three queen-cells. In

the afternoon we went to the hive to remove the

Queen-cells to form a new colony, and found one of

the cells open. We have now 9 colonies; had4tobe-
gin with this spring. For my own pleasure, satis-

faction, and profit, and to I)enefit others if I can, I

keep a record of my experience in bee culture.

Mrs. Carrie L. Stallard.
Kussellville, Ind., May 27, 1882.

The queen you found was probably one
that had just hatched, and it was a wonder

that your cells were not all torn down when
you went after them in the afternoon.

We are beginners in the bee business — just com-
mencing our third season. I have wintered 35 colo-

nies without loss, in chafl" hives, on summer stands.

They are in what we call splendid condition.

Mrs. T. Harrison.
Grand Ledge, Mich., May 31, 1882.

CYPRIANS.

The Cyprian queen I bought of you last fall was
introduced safely, and seems to be very prolific.

She has a good colony now.
Mrs. Jennie Howard.

Lawsville Center, Pa., May 31, 1882.

Fancy an Ohio woman in Western Texas, with two
colonies of bees, and no lumber yard within fifty

miles, and you have my reason for writing you, in a
nut-shell. I don't expect to use an extractor for a
long time yet. I don't want to raise honey to sell,

but I do want some hives for my bees to make comb
honey in, (and how fast they do make it inthis land

of flowers!) something that 1 can just go to and
take out the surplus honey for my own family use.

Mrs. J. a. Bonnell.
Center Point, Texas, March 19, 1883.

Please make a little correction in tnat letter in

April number, as printed in Ladies' Department. I

meant to have written you of it before now. It is

this: "Our bees did well the past season, especially

in the fall, and honey was in good demand, and could

have sold as much more," instead of " /could have
sold as much more." Mr. Axtell sells the honey. I

do not sell much, though I try to help him in every
way I can. I believe if we want our husbands to

succeed as bee-keepers, or in any other business, we
must do our part — do all we can.

Our bees average very strong, and are in good
condition this spring. All were alive when taken
out of cellar, 120 colonies; but on examination, 3

were queenless, and one very weak. We united with

a queenless one; the first lot, taken out the 15th of

March, began raising drone brood, and none were
queenless. The last ones, taken out about 18 days

later, were the queenless ones, and the first set out

by the time the young queens were ready to fly had

drones. I think we kept the last ones in a little too

long. One morning we found them in quite an up-

roar—so much excited we could not carry them out

of the cellar, so we poured pails of water all around
in the cellar, and left it until next morning, when
they were quiet; took them out without difiiculty.

At our apiarj', 4'/j miles east of here, we had 9D col-

onies, most of which are very strong, but have used
up nearly all their honey, so they will need from 5

to 10 lbs. more to carry them through to white clo-

ver. They have used more honey than any winter

since we kept bees, I think; but, fortunately, we
had some 225 or 250 combs full of honey set away for

emergencies, and now all we have to do is to set

them in the hives; it is nearly as cheap for us to

give it back as to feed sugar, counting the time of

extracting the honey and preparing the sugar, etc.

We are deficient also in experienced help to take

care of our bees.

The first lot of bees set out of cellar will also have

to have from 5 to 10 lbs. of honey, but last ones will

ha%-e a plenty, I think; but at date there are not

more than half as many bees in the hive, but a large
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quantity of brood. I never saw such colonics at this

time of the year as our first ones are, first out of

cellar, and those wintered outdoors literally boiling-

over full, and we mean they shall have nil the honey

they can use until white clover. It has been so cool

all throiig-h apple and cherry bloom, they have gath-

ered but little. Sarah J. W. Axtell,.

Roseville, 111., May 1. 1882.

Of course, we all know, my good friend,

that you do not sell the honey, just as Ave

know that your husband does not write the
good letters you give us now and then. But
as these letters are, much of them, of him
and about him, we have somehow concluded
you work together, without any Avoman's
rights or wrongs, or man's rights or wrongs
about it, but that you twain are one. Per-
haps I was the unlucky one who interposed
that " I." We are very glad indeed to know
you have so many bees, and we think you
are wise in having them in more than one
apiary.

$dlt^^ and ^mvie^.
DAMP CELLARS NOT ALWAYS DETRIMENTAL.

f||HE weather has been so warm that I have taken

my bees out of the cellar. I find them in good—
' condition, although the cellar had a foot of

water in it when I put them there, and it must have

been damp all winter. It is a clay cellar.

N. P. Appinwall.
Harrison, Kandiyohi Co., Minn., Feb. 15, 1883.

Bees doing well at the foot hills of the mountains;

on the plains it is dry, and no flowers. Our 40 colo-

nics have used over 300 lbs. of Hour.

R. H. llHODES.

Arvada, Jefferson Co., Col., April 8, 1883.

I commenced the season with 13 colonies; 3 were
weak ones; got 895 lbs., all comb honey; brought

$113, for which I feel very thankful.

I). M. Stowits.

Beaver Dam, Schuyler Co., N. Y., Feb. 36, 18S3.

I have 30 colonics of pure Italians. Last season I

sold over 100 gallons extracted, and 300 lbs. of sec-

tion. I had 17 colonies last spring-.

Meles S. Pray.
Delta, Fulton Co., O., March 4, 1883.

wintering in caves.

Bees came from their winter quarters in good con-

dition. We winter in a cave, and cover them up
tight like potatoes, so they never freeze.

Fort Dodge, Iowa, May 26, 1883. T. W. Dale.

THICK HONEY IN NEW ZEALAND.

I have had a fair crop of honey this year, but it is

so thick that it will not extract; in fact, I removed
the sides of a cell, and the honey remained in the

same shape, like a jelly out of a mold.

C. H. Thomson.
Opotiki, Whakalane Co., N. Z., April 17, 1883.

READY FOR BUSINESS, AND BUSINESS COMING.
Bees arc booming. Since the 4th, my 19 colonies

have gathered about 4 lbs. per colony each day, of

surplus honey. Well, let them boom. I think I am
ready, with 35 empty hives and 10 young queens in

nucleus hives, ready for swarms. S. H. Moss.
Colchester, 111., June 8, 1883.

I have been taking Gleanings ever sin«;e the first

number, and find it takes some time to look them
all through to find what I could turn right to in A
B C. Samuel C. Ware.
Towanda, McLean Co., HI., May 37, 1883.

Bee? are now getting strong fast, though no honey
to gather yet. I had several swarms, but must feed

them. White clover comes in about twelve days, if

weather is warm. Geo. Grimm.
Jefferson, Wis., June 1, 1SS3.

Cold and rainy all through apple bloom, and now
there is nothing to be obtained by the bees. I have

just purchased a barrel of sugar, as ray honey is

equalized so there is only about 3 lbs. to the hive.

Next week I shall be obliged to feed, if something
don't yield honey. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Juno 16, 1883.

I have discovered that, for putting fdn. into wired

frames, there is nothing equal to a sewing-needle

with point end put into a handle and grinding off a

portion of the opposite end. By running this

creased end along on the wires it may be nicely and
firmly imbedded into the foundation.

South Sutton, N. H., May 3, 188 J. F. M. Cheney.

JONES entrance-guards — A CAUTION.
The entrance-guards you sent a short time since

do not or did not answer the purpose. The queen
came out, and the bees swarmed as before. I ex-

amined, and found that the holes along the corner

where it is bent, became larger by bending. 1 hnm-
mercd them a little; think they are all rie-ht n >w.

W'm. G. Follmer.
Milton, Northumborhind Co., Pa., June 5, 1883.

REPOKT in regard TO OUR FANCY SECTIONS.

I split the stars, etc., through the middle, and put

foundation between, and the bce^ filled them and

capped over one side. The honey-liow then stopped

abruptly, and they did not finish them. I ptU them
in the body of hive. I think I should have no

trouble in getting the letters built out by putting

one below two 5x6 sections. Geo. E. Hilton.
Fremont Center, Mich., Dec. 26, 1881.

chaff niVE5.

I have most of my bees in chaff hives; have not

lost any. The other day they had a fly ; I noticed in

front of the Simplicity hives three dead bees to

one in chaff hives. I got 79 lbs. comb honey of the

best Italians in chaff hive. I have engaged all my
honey at 30 cents per lb. 1 have .57 strong swarms,
and well supplied with honey, the best I. ever had.

T. J. Elliott.

Ashland, Ashland Co., O., Feb. 20, 1883.

RUBBER GLOVES.
In your circular you protest against rubber gloves.

Five minutes with our bees would satisfy you that

gloves are of some use. Bees here have the 1 >ngest

splinters in their terminus of any bees on the map
of Amcrira. I was stung twice inside of five min-

utes, and through the rubber gloves too.

D. G. Waldo.
McGraw, Warren Co., Pa , June 15, 1883.

[Very likely, friend W., for the bees would sting

you with rubljer gloves on, while j'ou would not get

stung at all without them. Have you not proven
they are of no protection against the "splinters"?

Somehow we are doing a pretty heavy trade on
them, in spite of the protest however.]
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CHArF HIVES AND CELLAR WINTERING — BOTH
GOOD.

I would make a report in regai'd to wintering my
bees. I had 118 colonies hist fall in good condition;

wintered 04 in cellar, the rest on summer stands, 14

in chaff hives; can see but little ditfiTcnce in the

way they were wintered. I have not lost any up to

date; all arc strong in bees, and have plenty of

honey. Geougic Bkiggs.

New Shiron, Ta., April 4, 1883.

HOW AN ABC SCHOLArt FEELS WHEN HE SUCCEEDS.

The queen came all right, and there was not a dead

bee in the cage. It was a cold and windy day, and I

had no straight comb to stick the cage on, so I fixed

it the best I could, and let it go. It was the first

time for me. 1 did not know whether they received

her or not, so I looked some time ago, and, to make
sure, I looked to-diiy, and found a nice lot of brood,

so I was glad. She is iilliight, and in a "whopping"
bisT swarm. Louis Mertz.
Williamstown,0., Feb. 11, 1882.

NO MORE BEE JOURNALS WANTED.
Please do not send me any more of j'our bee jour-

nals, as I have no time to spend on them— not be-

ing much interested in the raising of lees.

J. W. TOWNSEND.
Coatesville, Pa., May 30, 1882.

[Now just look there, will you? Some of you have
got cross because we stopi)ed the Journal when the

time you had paid for it had expired. We supposed

the friend who writes had paid for it, of course;

but come to look it up, it seems he hasn't. You
surely wouldn't recommend us to send the journal

where it might not be wanted?]

THE HONEY-PEA, AGAIN.

I send you by this mail a package of peas. Plant

two in a place, inches apart; keep the ground loose

for two weeks with a hoe, then let alone. For cow
feed they are sown broadcast and let alone. The
peas are gathered for seed when the pods are ripe

and dry. They make a good table dish. From what
I send you, you can get seed in abundance for an-

other year. T. J. Happel.
Trenton, Tenn., June 14, 1882.

[Thanks, friend H. Our friends will remember that

this pea was mentioned on page 303, June No. If it

produces honey in such Quantities in other locali-

ties, it is well worthj' of a prominent place among
our honey-plants. We shall proceed at once to test

them on our grounds.]

^ebaeeo §€lumn.
HOW THE WORK GOES ON.

IE received the two smokers all right, and
would express many thanks for your prompt-
ness and confidence in humanity. Now we

have received your price list, and hasten to send the

money. I hope Gleanings still has its Tol>acco Col-

umn, for I think it will do more good than you will

ever kt ow. My husband used tobacco for 35 years,

and has left off and started a Band of Hope among
the children of the place, which now numbers 73

members who nave signed a pledge against alcohol,

tobacco, and profanity. He commenced using to-

bacco at five years of age, and therefore sees the

Importanee of prevention of bad habits with chil'

dren; but it seems to me you can hardly afford to

hire people to quit bad habits, and we think it too

bad to take advantage of your generosity and take

a smoker for doing so. Mrs. Jennie Howard.
LawsviUe Centre, Susq. Co., Pa., June 15, 1882.

Why, my iriend, I think the smokers giv-
en to tobacco-useis a tiptop investment. We
want money to do good with ; but when we
can take a short cut, and do good without
the intervention of money, wliy, it is a kind
of short cut, like tlie"-rule of three." An
old tobacco-user leading a band of hope I

Whew ! One of our boys asked me this
morning if 1 would guarantee him a steady
job until the first of January. I told him I
would under these conditions. Do you want
to see the conditions ? Here is what I wrote
out for him :

—
I hereby engage John Jones until Jan. 1, 1883, at 12

cents an hour, each hour to be industriouslyimprov-
ed. Swearing, drinking, or the use of tobacco, ren-
ders this contract null and void. A. I. Root.

After he had read it, another boy wanted
a paper just like it, and I gave him one too.

Do you not see that Uod is with us V

The pledge I made to you is good. I have never
broken it. Capt. W. H. Will.
Bloomington, 111., Feb. 8, 1822.

It has been no trouble for me to leave off the use

of tobacco. Bees are doing finely.

Howe, Tex., May 30, 1883. W. II. Jackson.

I have been a slave to the weed for 25 years. I

want a smoker of the largest size, for I have given

up the use of tobacco altogether. If I should take

to the habit again, the cash will be remitted to you
for the smoker. John Simpson.
Striugtown, Ind. Ter., May 27, 1883.

Ht)LDING ON.

I have not smoked nor chewed a bit of tobacco

since I received the April Gleanings (the second

one I ever received), nor do I ever intend to use it

hereafter; if I do, I will pay you for the smoker
with interest. E. M. Sheneman.
Pharisburg, Union Co., Ohio.

I saw in Gleanings for June that you would pre-

sent a smoker to those who would stop smoking to-

bacco. I am one of the number who have stopped

that habit, or am trying to, and will hold out. So
will you please send me a smoker? I am engaged in

the bee-yard of L. C. Root & Bro. at present.

Duncan Monroe.
Mohawlc, Herkimer Co., N. Y., June 5, 1882.

May I be counted in on the Tobacco Column? I

have used the weed for 35 years, until last night one

week ago. If you see fit you may add smoker; if

not, I shall quit anyhow, or, rather, stay quit.

I. H. Daniel.
Cumberland, Guernsey Co., C, Feb. 27, 1882.

May God bless you in your determination,
friend D.

Inclosed find a pledge which myself and T. J.

Fisher went into. I told him if we would quit you
would send us a smoker, and he said he would quit,

so I drew up the Inclosed pledge, and we signed it.

He has been using tobacco about 20 years, and I

have been using it about 5. We will quit to-day.

D. A. Gardner.
Dyer Station, Tenn., March 25, 1883.
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I have used tobacco 26 years. I both chew and
smoke. Send mo a smoker, and I will neither chew
nor smoke until I pay you $3.00 for it.

W. A. Owens.
Brownings, Smith Co., Tex., March 11, 1882.

I sec that you will give any person a smoker if he
quits using tobacco. I have quit about two weeks,
and have bought 3 scaps of bees. I have used to-

bacco about six years, and, God helping me, I in-

tend to quit for good, if you will send me a smoker,
and if I ever use tobacco any more I will send you
Ave dollars cash the day I put the stuff in my mouth.

Henry MarijAtt.
Beloit, Mah. Co., O., May 23, 1882.

I have been an inveterate user of tobacco for 40

years, but have quit it altogether, and, by the help

of the good Lord, I never expect to use it any more.
Please send me a smoker to do my smoking for me,
and I will let it suffice. May the God whom you
serve bless and guide you, friend Koot, and give

you grace according to your day and trial! May the

Lord bless you in all your efforts for the good of

your fellow-men, and reward you with everlasting

life, is my prayer. Jesse H. Wilt.tams.

White Sulphur Springs, Ga., Jan., 1882.

I wish Stella all the happiness possible in her new
relation to the world, and hope she may cleave to

the "Lion" (of the tribe of Juda). Now, friend

Koot, I think I deserve no credit, nor is there any
virtue in my quitting the use of tobacco; it was quit

or die, and I thought I would quit, and I feel better.

I thank you, though, for feeling an interest in me
and all other like depraved mortals.

John H. Daniel.
Cumberland, Ohio, April 3, 1882.

Well, if it was quit or die, friend 1)., I do
not know that there was very much credit,
after all. ]iut come to think of it, I do not
know but that it is pretty much the same
with all. If it isn't quit or die, in a temporal
sense, I am inclined to think it is in a spirit-

ual one, especially with the present march of
progress before one's eyes.

I have used tobacco for 30 years out of 42, and on
the first day of last September I resolved to stop it,

and am " still stopped," as the Dutchman said of the

balking horse; and I did not stop to get a smoker,
although I have saved enough to get half a dozen
smokers. All I ask of you is your prayers, that I

may never return to the filthy habit again. Besides,

while I did use it, I had, for a long time, the bloody

piles, and since I stopped its vise I have no piles.

William St. Martz.
Martinsville, 111., Feb. 6, 1882.

The above was quite evidently not intend-
ed for publication, but it is of such great
importance that our people should under-
stand how large a class of diseases is caused
by the use of tobacco alone, I feel I should
be doing a wrong by withholding it. To be
sure, you sliall have my prayers, brother S.,

as shall every one else who has commenced
to battle for the right, and I know you will
" stay stopped."

About a year ago I wrote you that I had quit us-

ing tobacco; that you should send me a smoker, and
I would pay for it in 30 or 90 days (I don't remember
which). You sent the smoker, and In a card said

you would make no charge. Being a little " hard

up," I have let it run until now. I have not tasted
tobacco in any form since, and do not think I ever
shall. I wish it undei-stood, that I did not quit to-

bacco to get a smoker, but because I became con-
vinced that it is wrong in every sense. I think I am
physically and mentally better without it. I am
very certain that my breath will not intoxicate oth-

ers, and give them the headache. Here is $5.00 for

the smoker, and other goods below.

Unionville, Iowa, May 6, 1882. G. B. Replogle.
Do you not see, friends, hew the bread I

cast upon the waters recklessly, as some of
you thought, is returning after many days?
Surely tliere is a God aljove who looks on
and brings all these things about in his own
inhnite wisdom. May he bless you, friend
K,., for your kind and encouraging words.

The matter of tobacco is just what suits me; for

what an awful thing it is getting to be! I will say
of a truth, that I never used it, nor any kind of

liquors, nor played cards nor checkers, nor any such
games. I would much rather work in the garden or

with my pet-', the bees. How many people there ai'e

who will have tobacco and go without eatables; and,

too, what a dirty habit! The idea that it is good to

keep food from hurting any one! so will any poison.

We have men here who can not pay me for filing a

saw, who use 10 cents in tobacco each day.

E. P. Churchill.
West Minot, Me., April 15,1882.

I guess you must be something like my-
self, friend C. I rarely enjoy any pastime
unless it leaves something substantial after,,

such as a nice-looking garden or apiary.
And of late I lind I have no relish for enter-
tainments or lectures, where they simply di-

vert, without any sort of a liftiiig-up of the
soul, or some effort to raise Iiumanity. It is

sad, friend C.,to see them working with dull
saws, and using ten cents' worth of tobacco
a day. Be of good cheer. I can remember
the day when women used to smoke clay
pipes. Another generation may remember
the time when 7nen used to do such things.

I have been loaning Gleanings to some of my
friends. One of them, Robert P. Rawlins, wants
you to send me one of those smokers you keep on
hand for those who quit using tobacco. He has

been using it for a long time, both chewing and
smoking, and has quit both. He wants you to send

the smoker to mo, for he does not keep bees. If he

goes back to his tobacco, I will pay you for the

smoker. Bees have been quite lively with us for

about three weeks, bringing in some honey and
plenty of pollen. They gathered honey from peach

about one week; but when red-bud opened they

would not notice a peach-bloom. Red-bud lasted 10

days, and started them to building comb and queen-

cells, and yesterday I hived the finest first swarm of

blacks I ever saw. There was a peck of them.

A. R. NiSBET.

Doby ville, Clark Co., Ark., March 28, 1883.

Thank you, friend N. We usually require
the abstainer to give us a promise in his own
handwriting; but in the case you mention,

I

do not know but that it is even a better way,
for your friend puts himself in your hands,
and directs you to liold the pledge. I think
I see wisdom in it, and I am sure God will

bless you both.
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§m tmm^'
It is not by mi^ht nor bv power, b ut by my Spirit,

saith the Lonl of liosts.—Zech. 4: 6.

EMAT have used this text before, fiieiuls;

but even if I have, it seems to be just
the one I want asain to-day. It was

suggested by a letter I have recently re-

ceived. This is the letter :
—

Do you think it is rijiht, or that a man is doing his

Christian duty as a husband and father, who con-

tinues (against his wife's entreaties) to use tobaeco,

and still says he could quit it if he wanted to? Now,
I know a gentleman who has four boys (oldest thir-

teen years old), who insists that he has a right to

smoke or chew; and when one of his boj'S picked up
a cigar, that his exemplary father had laid on the

mantle, and commenced to smoke, he gave him a

downright scoldmg, an<l told him lie never wanted
to see him smoking again. How is that for consis-

tency? Now, 1 claim that it is more harm for a man
to continue in any evil habit, when he knows, as

this one does, that it injures his health, and when
his wife is so anxious for him to quit, on account of

the example to his boys, and especially when he says

he can either use it or let it alone. I think him less

excusable than one who says he can not give it up.

Arc parents not to set the example to their children,

or has any one a right to correct a child for doing

what he himself does? Is a man capable of govern-

ing a child, and of " training him up in the way he
should go," who can not govern his own appetites or

passions? Please give us a little lighten this subject.

I was much impressed by reading Our Homes in June
No. Vour account of the little boy "Lovey " shows
that we can not be too careful in the training of our
children. I am of the opinion, that if we permit
whisky and tobaeco in our homes, and especially if

our children have inherited a taste for such, that we
are guilty of a great wrong, for which wo will surely

have to give an account. For, as friend Mercer has

said, "the liesh is weak;" and, unless assisted by a

higher power, our children will surely fall. And
who shall be responsible? Mrs. li.

HoUiday's Cove. W. V^a.

My dear friend, the case you state is a sad
one, and I presume it is not so very unlike
the trials and conliicts almost every Chris-
tian must meet. To our eyes, this man's
conduct seems very inconsistent. We want
him to do better. He can not well inlbi-

ence his boys very much, unless he sets a
better example. No matter how much he
talks, or how strongly he reproves, his boys
will quite likely smoke and chew, in spite
of all he can say. If there Avere a law
against such inconsistency, we might take
the law on him ; or if he were afraid of his

wife, and dared not disobey her, she might
just set her foot down and give him to un-
derstand that henceforth and for ever no
more tobacco was ever to be put between
his lips. His wife is a Christian woman, I

believe, (did you not say so V) and she must
therefore be right and he wrong ; and if she
had the power in her hands, she might make
him a good Christian too. I beg pardon, my
friend, if what I say sounds like jesting, for
I assure you it is a most serious and a most
sad matter. As in our text above, we have

all to learn, I believe, sooner or later, that
we can not convert the world to God by
might nor by power, but only by the gentle
spirit that Clirist has taught us ; by a spirit

of love and kindness. I knowhow hard it is

to stifle and put down all feelings of a desire
to m((ke people do right, for I have had much
sad experience. It has been with this very
tobacco matter too. In my case God seems
to have put all the power in my hands I

could wish for, for he is sending, day after
day, men and boys to me for employment,
liefore commencing work they give me a
fair and square promise not to swear, drink,
nor use tol)acco. It would seem from this
that the matter is all in my hands, for a boy's
or man's pocket is a pretty sensitive part of
his being. They all know by experience
that the pay for their daily labor comes eve-
ry Saturday night in hartl cash ; and as the
greater part of our work is comparatively
light, and the company and surroundings
pleasant, it places in my hands a pretty long
and a i)retty strong lever. I need hardly re-

mind you, however, that the God who gave
me tliis power would take it away very
quickly if it were not used wisely. If I

have a lever that bears directly on their
pocket-books, they have also one that bears
on mine. If they should all put their heads
together some bright morning in June, and
declare they would not work another hour
unless I would give in on tobacco, or raise
their wages, or something else of the kind,
the long end of the lever would be in their
hands, and they might fetch the other down
on my poor — pocket-book in a way that
would make me beg for mercy, I tell you.
Suppose, during the swarming season, with
letters coming in at the rate of over a hun-
dred a day, and customers imploring us to
hurry up (some of them, perhaps, throwing
it in my teeth that one who professes as
much as I do ought to be prompt in busi-
ness), our whole force should at once stop
and refuse to go ahead, unless I complied
with some condition of theirs ; do you not
see how I should be in their power? Well,
friends, I am glad it is so. I am glad the
power is not all in my hands, and I thank
God that I am depeiident upon them, in
very much the same way they are dependent
upon me. Do you not see now what a very
foolish thing it would be in me to imagine
the i)Ower is all in my hands, and that I
could, if I choose, be harsh and overbearing,
or tyrannical V ISIow, with this in view, sup-
pose I should see one of my boys smoking a
cigar — one who had given the promise, if

you choose ; what should I do ':* If my sole
object were to have my own way, or to avoid
being annoyed by the smell of tobacco on
my own premises, I might discharge him
and hire somebody else in his place. And I
might, too, as a parting injunction, sting his
young mind with reproaches for having bro-
ken his word, and proven untruthful. I
might defend myself in such a course by say-
ing that I had told only the truth. I might
say, too, that I would gladly try to help boys
who were truthful ; but with those who were
not, I wanted nothing to do.

Well, now, let us suppose my motive in
life to be, not to have my own way, nor to
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escape disagreeable things, but to serve the

Master and do good to these boys because of

the love I have for Ilim avIio said, Inasmuch
as you show kindnesses to the least of one of

these, ye show it unto me. Out of love to

him, I have love for these boys ; and out of

love to him, my heart is pained when they

do wrong, or waste the ])recious lives he has
given them. Now, what shall be done for

the one who has broken over tlie rules?

Perhaps on some Sabbatli morning, on my
way to church I catch a glimpse of him
slipping a cigar behind him, because he saw
me coming. As he takes his place in the

factory next morning, he glances a little un-

easily "at me, and may be the rest are looking

on to see the '' fun." Although he knows as

well as I know that he has transgressed the

rules, and broken his word, he in his own
mind has built up a sort of defense. Per-

haps others of our boys were along with him,
and it may be quite a number have been
smoking. He reasons exactly as men do
when they urge the faults of professing

Christians as a reason why they should be
excused. Although he, when he first ac-

cepted my terms of employment, made no
objection to the rules, he now^ decides they
are hard and arbitrary, and that it is none of

my business what the boys do Sundays, when
they are out of the factory. AVhat shall we
do with such a spirit and such an attitude V

Give up, and decide the thing can't be car-

ried out ? God forbid ! That is exactly what
Satan has been planning and working for,

and to give up will not only be ruin to the

boys, but ruin to yourself. Giving up would
be worse than turning the boys off, as they

expect, and perhaps deserve. A hard prob-

lem to grapple with is before us— a problem
like those before which the laws of our land
have proven weak and inefficient. What
shall we do with sin and witli crime V Hard
problems do us good. If they are so hard
that they bring us down on our knees before

God, they do us more good ; and, thank
God, tliey do good to the ones we pray for

too. Go down on your knees hungering and
thirsting for right, or righteousness, if you
choose, and plead before God the promise
given by that well-beloved Son, that we shall

have the desires of our hearts, or, better

still, that we shall be filled, and that hunger
for right shall be gratifled. How shall we do
it? Mueller has said, or some other good
man, that God will not make our work plain

to us unless we have first consulted his word
well. If you have diligently searched your
Bible, and it don't touch on the trouble in

question at all, you may reasonably expect
God to guide you aright in answer to prayer;
but unless you first consult well this chart
he has given, you may make grievous mis-
takes. Well, the Bible tells us, as in our
opening text, that it is to he done, not by
might nor by power, but by his Spirit. His
Spirit is love and gentleness ; a bruised reed
he will not break, and the smoking flax he
will not quench. That bad and unreason-
able spirit is to be disarmed with kindness.
One can be firm, but kind, with Christ's

help, and here is where this quality is needed.
The offender had planned to have the mat-

ter come up the first thing ; he had also, per-

haps, planned to have it come up before oth-

ers. It is rarely well for a teacher to be in a
hurry to show his authority, nor is it wise
for him to go out of his way very much to

take up cases of disobedience. I would
wait a few days, until he had decided no no-

tice was to be" taken of the matter. Then I

would wait until I could find him alone.

Tlie matter should be discussed between us
two, and no otliers, if possible. Only God's
eye should see, and only God's ear hear ; and
if it could be brought about, our young friend

sliould be made to feel it was to God he was
accountable, and before liim he Avas standing.

'' John, did I not see you with a cigar last

Sunday ?
"

As my manner is kind, and my look a
friendly one, lie has hardly the courage to

raise the oltjections he had planned ; but
yet, after a little silence he does attempt a
defense.

'' But your promise, John ; we talked the
matter all over, when you commenced Avork,

and I tliink it was all well understood, and
agreed to. Is it right, and is it a manly
thing to do, to keep on at work and say
nothing ?

"

'' No, sir, it isn't."
" Well, now, John, I do not want to inter-

fere with any boy's rights. He has a perfect
right to choose tobacco instead of his situa-

tion, if lie chooses, and there are doubtless
plenty of places where you can get work, if

you choose, as well as here ; but if you go
away, can we not be friends still? Even
though we disagree on this tobacco matter,
can we not shake hands in parting, and
also when we happen to meet at any future
time ?

"

The boy is rapidly becoming disarmed.
The weapons he had planned to use are lost

;

and this unexpected way of putting it is ap-
pealing powerfully to Jiis better feelings.

" John, I hate to have it said we have had
trouble, or that you have been disgraced.
Even though you have decided to use tobac-
co, I do not insist that you leave right now.
Keep at work, if you wish, until you can
look up another iilace, and no one need ever
know that we liave had this disagreement

;

and whenever you have reason to think that
my stand on tobacco is a good one, and that
you would like to stand by me on it, come
back ; and if I can, I will give you your
place again."
In the darkness of my little closet, after

the hands have all gone home at niglit, after

such an experience as I have given above,
my prayer is usually something like this

:

" O God my Father, again I thank thee that
thou hast enabled me, through weakness, to

baffle once more the schemes of the evil

one. I tliauk thee that thou hast enabled
me to get out of my own heart all feelings of

impatience, and every thing that would tend
to hinder in tliis great work of bringing
souls to thee. I thank thee for this, anotlier

lesson, that it is not by might nor by power,
but by thy Spirit, that evil shall be subdued
and made to give place to good."
And now for this Christian wife, whose

husband persists in the use of tobacco. Can
she make him stop ? By herself alone she

can not, any more than she can stem Niaga-
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ra. If she slioukl tell him that, unless he
gave up tobacco she would leave him, he
would, very likely, choose to hold to tobacco
and let his wife go. I say this from what I

know of husbands in general, and from some
experience I have had of my own. It can
not be done by might nor by power ; in fact,

might and power would probably tend to
harden his heart, and might be the means of
making him continue to use it, where he
would stop if let alone, lleproacheswill not
do it, for the most of us know, by our own
hearts, that reproaches only make us stub-
born. If you will excuse the liberty, my
dear friend Mrs. !>., I fear there is some-
thing in your letter that sounds like reproach-
es. You use the term "exemplary father."
This is not only a reproach, but it tends to-

ward sarcasm. Not only should no word of
this kind be used toward the soul we would
save, but no such thought should ever enter
our hearts. Not by censure, not by sarcasm,
for these are Satan's weapons ; but by the
weapons of kindness and love, for these are
the ones, and the only ones, furnished by
Jesus for his followers. It would seem very
strange to tell that woman she must tirst

love her husband before she can hope to re-

deem him ; but I fear it is a sad fact, that
the great element lacking, not only in the
world, but in the family, and eveu in the
church, is this same Christian love and for-

bearance that would no more allow one to

think of using reproach or censure toward
the one who was to be saved, than he would
be caught shouting and throwing bricks at a
horse in a ten-acre lot, when he wanted to
catch him. If this element of harsh judg-
ment and censure could all be got out of the
heart, and kindness and love made to take
the place of it, we could almost say with
Paul, " I can do all things through Christ
which strengtheneth me."

I do not mean to say that the man is right,

by any means, nor do 1 advise that the wife
should take no steps toward a reformation in
her family ; but I do mean to urge the little

text that says, " Judge not, and ye shall not
be judged : condemn not, and ye shall not
be condemned." Eemember that even Je-
sus himself refused to pass judgment on a
man when one came to him asking him to
make his brother divide the property aright,
or something of that sort. '" ^lan, who made
me a divider or a ruler over you V " If our
Lord and Savior declined to pass judgment,
how very far ought we to be from undertak-
ing a similar office ! And now, my friend,
forgive me if I press this matter home a lit-

tle further. I will take it myself with you,
for I know I need it most sadly. lie spoke
of taking a mote out of a brother's eye ; and
then come these words :

" First cast out the
beam out of thine own eye ; and then shalt
thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of
thy brother's eye." It has only lately begun
to dawn on my imderstanding, the great
truth that lies in tiiis little text. If you and
I, my friend, expect to assist in conquering
the world by the power of Christ's spirit, I
tell you our vision must not be clouded by a
disposition to judge harshly and condemn
hastily. You see, that the worst trouble is,

that the one who condemns in such an inju-

rious way does not see the great beam that
is in his own eye, and, very likely, insists he
is all right while everybody else is all wrong.
Even church-members sometimes get in a
way of reproving and rebuking each other
when the sin of judging and condemning is

a great beam, while the sin of the brother
who is' rebuked is but a mere mote in com-
parison. In temperance work, the danger of
getting so earnest in the cause as to con-
demn hastily and judge harshly is very
great. We Christians forget that the great
key of success consists in doing good to
those who hate us. In doing good to those
ivho hate ns. Over and over again these
words have been read in our J3ibles, and yet
even Christians, when they come face to
face with the matter in the affairs of every-
day life, blindly imagine they are to con-
quer by hating back, and doing an unkind-
ness back again. Did you ever see or hear
of anybody who, when he was stirred up by
unkind and harsh usage, had the grace to
stop, right in the midst of his anger, and
turn about and do a kindness to the one who
misused him ? If you did not, how do you
suppose it would work ? What would be his
power to save souls, and — get husbands to
stop using tobacco before their boys ? Some
one remarked in our teachers' meeting, that
such a way " goes so terribly against the
grain," or across our own feelings and incli-

nations, and that is why they are called
crosses.

Do you not know what David said on this
matter V " Create in me a clean heart, O
God, and renew a right spirit within me."
You see, this was asking God to take the
beam out of his own eye, and he realized the
need of it, and the power it would give ; for
he says, right afterward, " Then will I
teach transgressors thy ways, and sinners
shall be converted unto thee"" Truly would
he then be able to successfully remove the
mote from his brother's eye. Which is it we
want most, to have this man stop using to-
bacco, or to have him become a Christian?
How shall this wife proceed? I will tell you
how I M'ould advise her to proceed, and I

am a man, and know how a man takes such
things from his wife. I'es, I remember very
well how an ungodly man takes such things.
Well, wait until some time when he feels
pleasant, and the tobacco subject is furthest
from his thoughts. If it is a customary
thing for you to sit by his side and have
hold of his hand, you are ready to proceed.
If it is not a customary thing for you to so
sit, I should say you are not yet ready to say
a word on the subject of tobacco. You are
to get ready by winning his love and grati-
tude by kind acts and kind offices. Y''ou

won him once, and you can again. Y''ou

once loved him, and you must love him
again, even as your Savior loves you. Pray
for yourself, and pray for him. It may take
weeks and perhaps months for you to get the
beams out of your own eyes or heart, so that
you are ready to commence on the tobacco
question. We will suppose that the time
has come, and you are by his side, and have
hold of his hand.
" Husband, may I say a word on tobacco?"
Now, if his looks as well as words show he
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will not be displeased or hurt by what you
are going to say, go on ; if, on tlie contrary,

he looks ainioyed, and turns his face away
instead of meeting your kindly gaze, do not
go on, but assure him that his love and con-
lidence are of far more importance than to-

bacco, and so let the matter drop, and keep
on praying. Be careful now of any beams
in your own eye, in the sha])e of impatience
or ill temper, or unpleasant argument or dis-

cussion. If any such discussion gets start-

ed, stop at once, as you value — not your
life, but an immortal soul. The spirit that
is to conquer will tell you when you are

astray, and, many times, without your really

knowing why you are astray either. Listen
for its warning voice, and stop promptly.
You are a woman, and it will be hard for you
to stop without having the last word. You
must give up having the last word, or the
last of any thing. It is the price of victory.

He that ruleth himself is greater than he
that taketh a city. Some will say, " And are

we to get clear down and let everybody
trample us in the mud, and walk over usV "

Yes, my friend, we are to get clear down,
right doAvn in the dust. God will show you
where you can show energy and bravery, but
it is not in argument ; no, nor in might nor
power, but "by my Spirit." The humilia-
tion may be hard, and, if you are unused to

it, it may chafe ; but hold on bravely, and a
great and glorious victory will await you.
That husband who now sets a bad example
before the boys will soon lead them in pray-
er, and, possibly, may not only induce them
to give up tobacco, but to become soldiers of

the cross.

I have, in one part of our talk to-day, al-

luded to the subject of " strikes " that is now
agitating the manufacturers of our country.
A while ago we were hindered in getting some
glassware from a house of unusual prompt-
ness. The reason given, linally, was that
the men were "on a strike." We did have
a small strike here. A few months ago a
new hand came among us who had been
a pretty hard boy, as he himself acknowl-
edged. He told me he would like to work
wliere there were just such rules as we
had, for he knew it would be better for him
to give up tobacco, swearing, and other bad
habits. lie took hold and did well, and we
raised his wages very soon. I can tell pret-

ty well from a boy's eye when he is keeping
his pledge on tobacco. It has a bright proud
look that is gone when he secretly yields to

the demand of the old appetite. After awhile
I was told this one was both using tobacco,
and swearing. As I do not like to take hear-
say, I passed the matter by for the time. I

wish to make a point right here. One who
has a guilty conscience is never satisfied.

lie is never happy nor contented, and Satan,
who is urging him on to other sins, sooner
or later puts it into his head he is not hav-
ing all he ought to have. It is the law of

crime, as you may see from any of our jails

or penitentiaries. Well, one noon as the
engine was about to start, the boys who
worked down in the buzz saw room did not
commence to work. As I passed them in a
group, this one requested an advance in

wages. I very pleasantly told him I could
not afford to pay more, that if he could do
better I was very glad to hear it, and that
others were ready to take his place, if he
wished to give it up. lie made some plea
that inexperienced hands could not very well
take their place at a moment's notice, to
which I replied that I would prefer inex-
perienced hands with a hearty good will, to

old ones who were dissatisfied with their pay.
lie left, and one more with him, whom we
had had but a short time ; but this one man
had, in a few days, aroused a spirit of unrest
in the minds of our Ijoys that it may take
months for them to get over. At the noon
service I told the hands the next day there
were three reasons why there coidd not be a
strike in our establishment. First, too many
of my employes are warm personal friends-
friends whom I have helped, and who have
helped me ; and friends, too, whom I have
often paid more wages than they asked.
Second, I am besieged, almost the yearround,
by boys and girls wanting something to do.

Third and last reason, because I am praying
constantly that our relations with each other
may be. Not— by— might— not— by—pow-
er,— but— by— thy— Spirit.

Or Dopartincnt lortlntles to be attended to
tliiisi uiuiitli.

This department is intended tor the i^urpose of reminding our
t'liends of the duties of each month.

W OOK out that none of the hives lack
Mm room for storing honey. All the labor— of the year, and the reward of all our
care and pains, may be lost now by just a
little carelessness. Take a peep into every
hive every day. If they have sections to

work in, see what they are doing in the sec-

tions ; if you are going to extract, see that
they have empty combs to store the honey
in, and see, too, that the honey is removed,
or more combs given, before they get full

and stop work. If you let them stop work
just one day, you may not be able to get
them started again during the whole season.
If you are hurried for time during the hon-
ey season, put in more empty combs, and
set on upper stores ; let them cap itup solid,

and you will get a better quality of honey,
and, I am inclined to think, more of it, than
in any other way ; but you will have to have
empty combs, or frames of fdn., enough to

hold the whole crop of honey. Always have
some empty comb in a hive' during a honey
yield, either right over the cluster, or at one
side. Discourage swarming, by constantly
giving room and fdn., or empty combs. If

you wish increase, now is the time to divide
and rear queens. If a body can ever raise

nice queens, he can now. If your bees are
not in chaff hives, have them shaded. Be
near your bees, and have your eye on them
from morning until night. Don't have any
clustering out, not even a teacupful. Drive
them in with smoke, divide the hive, move
it away and put a new hive with a few combs
and the queen in its stead, or something
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else, to make them go out and gather honey.
Sometimes a large new swarm will cluster

on the outside instead of going in and going
to work. Make them go to work ; they will

often earn nearly as much as you can, in the
tirst few days they are hived in early part of
basswood bloom. Always have one or more
hives in readiness, to putunexpected swarms
in, and when you put them in give them a
comb of unsealed brood containing but little

honey. Make every colony grow just as you
would make a cabbage-plant or hill of corn
grow, by the best care you could give it. If

you haven't a queen laying eggs in every
hive, give the hive a few eggs or larva? every
three or four days, until they have a queen
of their own laying eggs. Never have a
good queen without a good lot of bees with
her, and never have a good lot of bees with-
out a good queen with them. If some hive
has to remain queenless, let it be a weak
colony rather than a strong one. I know
that some have recommended taking the
queen away from a powerful colony while
they were storing comb honey; but my ex-
perience has been, that it would tend to stop
their work, although they might accumulate
a good deal of honey, having no brood to
feed and care for. You can try it, if you
wish, but don't try it on many to commence
with.

If you wish increase, take all the after-

swarms you can tind in the neighborhood.
Give them some combs and an Italian queen;
feed them when honey stops, and they may
be your very best before winter. Be watch-
ful, be busy, be earnest, be true.
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For the preaching of the cross is to them that per-
ish, foolishness; but unto us which are saved, it is

the power of God.— I. Cor. 1:18.

Honey is now coming from clover moderately.

We have now, this 2Tth day of June, 4797 subscrib-

ers and 385 colonies of bees.

Our number of queen-rearing colonies will soon

be increased to 500, and wo hope to be able to rear

the greater part of the Queens we send out. As
there is not a black or hybrid queen among the

whole, we have a reasonable hope that nearly all

may prove purely mated.

Should any be disposed to complain that I have,

in the Home Papers of the present number, taught

that a woman should fear her husband, I reply by
saying I would advise the same course for a man
who has a wife addicted to any bad habit. Meeli-

ness and gontleneS3 are far rcmovei from cow-
ardice.

When you have had a correspondence in regard

to certain goods, and then afterward make an or-

der, be sure you refer to this previous correspond-

ence; for unless you do so, we shall know nothing

about it. Please bear in mind, that although your
whole correspondence is carefully tiled away with

our multitudes of letters, it is about out of tho

question to remember any thing unless you in some
way allude to it, or call attention to it, that it may
be looked up. Many troubles have come up because
of a failure to do this.

Pounds or half-pounds of bees, containing queens,

shovUd not bo released on old combs, unless there

be among them at least one comb containing

unsealed brood, or there is quite a danger of their

decamping before the queen gets to laying; there-

fore, if you have no bees of your own, and can get

none of near neighbors, you had better buy at least

one c-omb of brood along with your tirst lot. After

this you will always have at least one comb to spare,

containing the young larva?, so necessary to hold

any of these little colonies.

LOOK OUT FOR THE RED ANTS.

Be careful how you leave caged queens where
ants may get at them. Last season the boys lost

quite a number of imported queens by leaving them
in a hive containing no bees until they could get

ready to introduce them. In just a few hours the

little red ants had got at the cages, and the queens
were dead. Notwithstanding this experience, two
dollar queens wore left in a similar place last night,

and this morning both were dead. If these ants are

in your house, place your caged queens on a stand

having its four legs in as many dishes of water, or

your queens will " go dead." I do not really under-

stand why ants are so fatal; but there are some
postoffices where queens are killed by the ants al-

most every time they go there.

OUR NEW FOUNDATION MILL.

Since our improvement in comb-fdn. mills, wo
have sold 26 of the 10-inch $25.00 mills. The cell, al-

though similar to it, is by no means the Dunham
cell. While we have trouble almost every day with

one of the best Dunham nickel-plated mills, the fdn.

comes out of our own, either thick or thin, with

hardly a hindrance from morning imtil night, and

the rolls rarely if ever need picking out. Tho wax
roils so much easier, we have dispensed with the

back-gear, and use only a long crank directly on tho

shaft of the roll. Although friend Hayhurst seldom

speaks strongly, he came pretty nearly doing so

when he wrote the following :—
I am ill ivceipt of :i 1-11). iiackatce of the most beautiful foun-

dation I ever saw. It is annost i)erfect. As I liave ordered no
foundation from otliei- parties, I inter that it comes from you.
Kansas City, Mo., May t;:i, 188-'. E. M. H.WIIIHST.

We have been trying to get some mills ahead, so

as to keep them in stock ready to ship, but haven't

succeeded yet.

We have had a roar of business, I tell you; and of

late, some pretty strong complaints have been re-

ceived; and it is most agreeable to my eyes to see

the clerk's blue pencil-marli across each complaint,

saying, " Goods gone." I know it would be better to

have the goods (joiic before there could be a time for

such comphtint; but remember, friends, you do not

choose to send orders very much before there is ev-

idence there is going to bo a need of them, and why
can you blame us so very much for not wishing to

invest a great amount of money before we know
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anybody will want them? Almost every thing-, this

season, has been piled up ahead in such nuantities

that we have found it difficult to climb throug-h

some of the I'ooms; but once in awhile wc find we
have not nearly enough after all, and then there will

be delay. A good many complaints have been made
because of delays on goods we do not advertise. We
try to be prompt on every thing in our catalogue,

and, in fact, we do not put an article in' the cata-

logue until it is in stock ready to ship. Bees and

queens have all the season gone by return mail or

express, and I tell you it is a pleasure to do business

in that way. More room would enable us to fill

orders much more expeditiously, and we are now
thinking of a new building, of the same size as our

present one, some time in the dim future, if it bo

God's pleasure to continue to prosper us.

Because the queen you receive docs not lay, after

her trip through the mail-bags, is no good reason for

insisting that she was a virgin queen. To send out

a queen before she has commenced to lay would be

about on a par with passing counterfeit money, and

I hardly know of anything you can say more unkind

than to accuse one of doing such a thing. Say the

queen never laid an egg, if you choose, and also say

you think you should have another under the cir-

cumstances, if you think so; but please do not add

to the trials and disappointments of the one who
sent her, by accusing him of dishonesty. Quite a

number of old tested queens have this spring re-

fused to lay, after a long trip through the mail.

'gcmy, %dmv(n.
Under tbis head -n-ill be inserted, free o£ charge, the names or

all those having honey lo sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, I would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. It near home, where
you can look after it, it is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 25 cents we can furnish little

boards to hang up in your dooryara, with the words, '
' Honey

for Sale, " neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10 cents extra for
postage. Boards saying "Bees and Queens for Sale," same
pi.-ice.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.— 7/onfy.— There is no change in the

honey and Becmvax market since my last quotations
in June Gleanings. Alfued H. Newman.
Chicago, 111., June 21, 1883.

Boston.—Honey.— New honey, 25c. for 1 lb., and
23 for 2 lbs. More new honey is wanted in this

market, 'j-lb. honey,30 cts. Good refined Bnswa.r,
32 cents. Cuocker & Blake.
Boston, Mass., June 22, 1882.

Cincinnati.— Honey.— The market for honey is

quiet, with no change in prices. But, ditferent from
lormer years, sales are made every day. New ar-

rivals of extracted honey have become more fre-

quent. We pay 7®10c. on arrival. Prices for comb
honey nominal. Becswa.v is scarce, and brings 20®
28c. on arrival. Chas. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., June 21, 1882.

Dethoit.— Hmicii.— The honey market is very
dull; hardly anything iloing. Quotations are l.j@.18c.

Breswa.r brings"20@,22c,. and is held in stock at 2.5@26c.

Detroit, Mich., June 25, 1882. A. B. Weed.

New York.— Honey.- Your postal of the 20th at
hand; and in reply, allow us to quote: Southern
strained honey, 85@O0c. per gallon; extracted buck-
wheat. 7c. perlb.; extracted clover, fancy, lie. per
lb.; comb honey, buckwheat, ll@l3c. per lb. Pure
Bcesivax, prime yellow, 25@26c. per pound.

H. K. & F. B. Thuhber & Co.
New York, June 22, 1882.

Cleveland.— Honri/.— We regret to say there is

nothing to report in honey, there l>eing no comb in
market; 1 bbl. of old extracted sold tj-day at 10 cts.

Bd'.x'U'rt.r very scarce, none offering.
Cleveland, O., June 21, 1882. A. C. Kesdel.

C'lRClJLiARS, ETC., KECEIVED.

Joseph D. Enas, Napa. Cal., sends us a postal-card
circular relative to Italian bees and queens.

From T. S. Hall. Kirby's Creek. Ala., we have re-
ceived a circular, 5 x 16 inches, giving prices of Italian queens
and bees.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

My advertisement In Gleanings has paid very
well. J. H. Rebo.
Orleans, Orange Co., Ind., June 13, 1883.

The specs are a marvel of cheapness. Thanks. I

shall send another order. G. H. Child.
East Killingby,Conn., May 20, 1882.

I am delighted with the " Little Detective " sc lies

bought of you last year. L. A. D.vhsev.
EUaville, Ga., F.b. 15, 1882.

I received your .50-cont smoker all O. K. Tt works
like a steam-engine. It. Ghinnell.
Baden,Mo., June fi, 1882.

The maple sugar came to hand all right, and the
friends are greatly pleased. It wouM have cost at
retail $24.00 more than It did. J. S. Hughes.
Mt. Zion, III., April 22, 1882.

The A B C book is full of information, explained
in a pleasant way not to be found in any other book
1 have read. J. Uuthekford.
Strathroy, Oat., May 13, 1'-^'^

1 send you 5 names to get a new Waterbury watch.
Last year I purchased 13 of yuu (and now wish this

one for myself). All are sold, and give s^itisfaction.

J. \V. K. Shaw.
Lorcauville, Iberia Par , La . F»'b. 9, 1882.

I want to write as soon as I can get time, and tell

you how well satistied I am wuti eviry thing 1 have
received from you, and 'jow 1 am getting along with
mv first lessons in bee-keeping. W. \V. Tavlok.
Lehi City, Utah, May 24, 1^82.

The Waterbury watch came duly to hand. I have
delayed writing,"that 1 might speak as to its time-
keeping qualities. In a word, it gives me entire nat-

ii<factum; and whai more does a body want?
Elora, Neb., March 10, 1882. J. F. Adams.

THE 50c. smoker.
The bee-guards and smok-er at hand. It seems

that this reaches the acme in the smoker business.
J. E. LAY.

IlallettsviUe, Lavaca Co., Tex., May 10, 1882.

I got one queen and a pound of bees from you one
year ago last September; they made a good hive last

year. This spring they are working well, it was a
dollar queen. Hichard Edmunds.
Grand Crossing, HI., April 2L 1882.

Send me another of Clark's coil-blast smoker.
The one you sent me takes the eye of my friends. I

shall have to order one or give up the one you sent
and use my old one. A. W. Si'R.ACKLbW.
Cowden, 111., April 26, 1883.

Inclosed you will please find 7.') ctnts, for which
you will plea.*e send me one of jour Clark smokers.
1 saw one at Mr. I. A. Fitzgerald's a lew dajsago,
which I was very much pleased witli.

Linwood, N. C, May 14, 1882. G. F. Smith, Jr.

Last night, while visiting at a neighbor's, he
showed lue a very beautiful stem-winding Water-
bury watch, which he received by mail from you. It

just tills my eye. 1 think I could sell dozens of
them. H. E. J ODD.
Kanob, Utah, March 16, 1883.
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The 2 lbs. of bees and 3 queens. 1 Holy Land and
1 Cyprian, did finely. I purchased them of you last
June; have never bought bees that gave as good
satisfaction, especially the Holy-Land queen.

A. D. Havenhill.
Fox Station, 111., April -M, 1883.

THE JONES BEE-GUARD.
Please send me one of the Jones bee-guards. I

want to " coop " some hybrid drones. I suppose this
is the purpose for Avhich it is used.

G. W. White.
Hickory Grove, Crawford Co., Ga., June 10, 1883.

I received my first number of Gleanings the oth-
er day, and am well pleased with it. You don't
know how JuvENiLB Gleanings surprised me when
Itoreoflihe wrapper and it came tumbling out.
Keep it going; don't by anv means stop it.

Randolph, Miss., Juoe 3, 1883. R. C. Gay.

The two queens ordered on the IVth inst. came to
hand to-day in as good condition as 1 have ever seen;
not a dead bee in either cage. Your boys certainly
understand how to put up queens so as to have
them arrive in good condition, at any rate.
Lindsay, Ont., Can., May 34, 1883. S. Cornell.

Saturday, June 10th, T received the package in
which was contained the goods I ordered, and all
were in good shape, and to my entire satisfaction,
for which munv thanks, as also for the prompt filling
of the order. It is a virtue not generally found with
manufacturers and dealers in apiarian supplies, to
furnish goods as represented, and in reasonable
time. G. E. T. Kyber.
Green Bay, Wis., June 13. 1883.

a doubtful co.mpliment.
Inclosed find one dollar, for which you will please

continue my subscription for Gleanings for anoth-
er year; can't keep house without it. Yes, I can;
but then, 1 won't as long as I can raise a dollar to
pay for it. I fear you have made as much of a slave
of me to Gleanings as I have of myself to tobacco.
1 don't like to quit either one or theother; in fact, I
" don't have to " at present. J. H. Kellogg.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Feb. 11, 1883.

A PLE.\SED ABC SCHOLAR.
I was very much pleased with the hives indeed,

they were so much better than 1 expected. Monday
morning. May 8, I commenced making a hive; had
just got the brood-chamber nailed up when the sun
shone out warm. My wife called out, " The bees are
swarming!" 1 put them into the brood-chamber,
finished a hive, and lifted them out and put them in,

and they went right to work, 'and they are doing
first rate. It was an extra large swarm. You will
get several orders from this neighborhood, as
several bee-keepers called to see my hives, which
are as fine aschromos, since I have them painted
and lettered. Please accept my thanks.

W. P. Coleman.
Holmesville, Holmes Co., O., May 12, 1883.

offered him the copy. 1 passed his residence yester-
day, and asked him how he liked it. He came out
to the road and said it was just what he wanted.
He would not do without it; said his wife wanted
him to take the A B C, but Gleanings was .iust
what he wanted. He never had any honey, until
he took some out of L. hives, movable frames. They
are all in a hurry. Send them along.

Fred Zimmerman.
Fayette, Iowa, Nov. 1, 1883.

the waterbury watch in three chapters.
chapter I.

Having received your illustrated catalogue and
price list for June, 1681, 1 have, on this 0th day of
July, registered to you $5.00 for one of your Water-
bury watches, and other articles to that amount.
This I have done on your own recommendation of
the watch, relying on your domestic occupation
more than words on paper. If this small venture
proves satisfactory, you will hear from me again.

Alfred Isaacs.
Tarkington Prairie, Tex., July 6, 1881.

chapter II.

The Waterbury watch purchased of you some time
since, has now been running about two months, and
gives entire satisfaction as a timepiece.

Alfred Isaacs.
Tarkington Prairie, Texas, Sept. 3, 1881.

chapter III.

The 7 Waterbury watches purchased of you give
full satisfaction. A.Isaacs.
Tarkington Prairie, May G, 1882.

A farm of 100 acres. Good house and barn, and
I

fine orchard; both living and cistern water. House,
barn lots, pasture, and orchard on forty acres; the
rest, all smooth prairie. A first-class farm in every
respect, and a bargain for any one wanting a nice
home. Price $30.00 per acre. Also joining the
above, sixtj' acres of smooth prairie, one-third in
meadow, with small house, young orchard, etc.;
price S35.00 per acre. Either of the above farms
will be sold separately or together to suit purchaser.
In a g9od neighborhood; churches and schools; five
minutes' walk from R. R. station. Would sell crop,
stock, and bees, if desired. Apply at once (must be
sold) to M. N. MORRISON,
7d Beverly, Macon Co., Mo.

VANDERVORT FOUNDATICN

!

We have once more received a supply of wax, and
can furnish thin bright yellow fdn. for sections at
60c per pound in lots of 30 lbs. or more. We can also
supply a limited amount of heavy fdn. at 4r)C per lb.

Address ordei s at once to
7d G. W. STANLEY & BRO., Wyoming, N. Y.

a grain of mustard seed.

I want to give you a little rei)ort of what we have
been doing since I last wrote you, for your own pri-
vate encouragement. Three years ago we started a
little class of' i;! here at our schoolhouse, and the
majority were females, and now we have a class
of tj4, and a nice church house in our little town.
The house is worth two thousand dollars. I don't
tell this to brag, but to show you how God has
blessed us. Now, brother, for such I call every one
who is trying to serve God, j'our Home Papers have
helped me; it is like OTir class-meetings; these kind
talks help us to bear each other's burdens. I pray
God to keep you. I expsct to meet you on the
banks of Jordan, when I shall have said rhy last pray-
er and encouraging word, and you have laid down
the pen from writing your last encouraging Homes.

James Parshall.
Skidmore, Nod. Co., Mo., April 17, 1882.

how to get subscribers.

I was so delighted with Gleanings! I had some
copies in my pocket. When I saw a bee-keeper I

offered him one to read, with an invitation to take a
copy. In every instance they have done so. Wil-
kinson did not know that he wanted it at the time I

IPOIS Sj^T.jB!
For sale, by the widow of the late M. Parse, over

40 colonies of bees in L. hives, and a great many
empty hives, also a large quantity of section boxes
and frames. Also, considerable lumber for hives
nicely fixed, all ready to put together, and some
dressed lumber, nice pine and cypress. Also 3 or ;>

kegs of extracted honey, and a trood many things
pertaining to the bee business. Would sell all very
cheap. MRS. M. A. PARSE,
7<1 Pine Bluff, Jeff. Co., Ark.

FRAME NUCLEUS, $2.00;
2 LANGSTEOTH FEAMES WITH DOLLAE QUEEN.

DR. D. R. PORTER, Manhasset, Queens Co., N. Y.

T£LL YOUR NEIGHBORS
that Von Dorn, 820 S. Ave., Omaha, Neb., will have

FOUNDATION
ALL SUMMER.
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SECTIONS & HIVES
|

QUEENS FROM THE SOUTH^
I fully demonstrated, last season, that queens

cnuJd be shipped safely from the South as early as
March. Dollar queens this month, $1.00 postpaid.
Bees by the pound, $1.35. Orders promptly filled, or
money refunded.
4tfd CHAS. S. LAKKIN, Lockport, La.

1
We make a specialty of our "Boss" One-Piece

Sections. Patented June 28th, 1881. We have not
sold any right to manufacture, therefore wo cau-
tion the public ag-ainst buying any One-Piece Sec-
tions not bearing our stamp. Send tor new price
list. JAM?,S FORNCKOOK & CO.
Watertown, Jeff. Co., Wis., May 1, 1883. 5tfd

Italian, Cyprian, and Holy-Land Queens,
Bred from the T). A. .Tones importation ; also VAN-
DERVORT COMB FOUNDATION, made on the
same mills that made the fdn. that took the prize at
the Northeastern Bee-keepers' Association at Utica
in 1881 and 1883, over the Van Deusen, Flat-Bottom,
and thin Dunham, for surplus boxes; also the thick
over all kinds for brood-chamber.

1. L. SCO FIELD.
3-8d Chenango Bridge, Broome Co., N. Y.

QUEENS FOR BREEDING PURPOSES A
SPECIAliTY.

JOS. M. BROOKS,
Columbus, Ind., Box 64.

Circulars free.
4-9d

SMALL FARM AND APIARY FOR SALE CHEAP.
Property worth about $1500. For particulars,

address J. B. COLTON, Waverly, Bremer Co., Iowa.
4tfd

BY SENDING YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS on
postal card I will send j-ou my 16-page circular

of Italian, Cyprian, and Holy-Land Bees, Queens,
and Apiarian Supplies, etc. H. H. BROWN,
4tfd LightStreet, Col. Co.,Pa.

i. R. GOOD, Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Indiana,

Makes a specialty of rearing

Holy - Laud Queens.
All queens bred from D. A. Jones's imported queens.
Dollar queens before June 20th, $1.25 each; after
that date, single queen, $1.00; six queens for $5.00;

twelve or more, 75 cts. each. Tested queens, $3.50

each. Italian queens, raised in Holy-Land apiaries,
same price. Bees by the pound, and nucleus and
full colony, as per A^ 1. Root's price list. l-9d

BEES AND QUEENS A SPECIALTY.
I have had 31 years' experience in breeding the

Italian bee; have queens, nuclei, and full stocks,
from the best strains. Price reasonable. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Send your address for price list.

4-7d I. S. CROWFOOT.
Hartford, Wash. Co., Wis., April 1, 1883.

IN THE FRONT RANK
of Queen-Breeders. Our handsome 24-page

Illiistx'atecl Catalogue
of four races of BEES, QUEENS, and BEE-KEEP-
ERS' SUPPLIES for 1883 is now ready. Secure a

copy before you purchase elsewhere. Address

E. A. THOMAS & CO.
(Successors to E. A. Thomas),

2-7d . Coleraine, Franklin Co., Mass.

MUTH'S
HONEY EXTRACTOR,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY JARS,
TIN BUCKETS, BEE HIVES,

HONEY SECTIONS, Arc, &c.

Apply to CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

P. S.—Send Statnp of 10c for "Practical Hints to

iBee-keepers." Itfd

ONE-Piece Sections a Specialty. Pound size, $4.50
per 1000; L. hives, 50c each. Circular free.

3-7d B. Walker & Co., Capac, St. Clair Co., Mich.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES. Every thing used.
LEWIS & DETWILEK, Manufacturers,

5tfd Toledo, Ohio.

FiiAT - bottom: cootb foun-
dation.—High side-walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the lb. Circular and samples
free. J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
4tfd Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y.

lOO Colonies of
ITALIAN BEES FOR SALE IN SIMPLICITY HIVES 1

ALBINO, CYPRIAN, AND ITALIAN QUEENS

;

ROOT, VANDERVORT, DUNHAM, and GIVEN
FOUNDATION FOR SALE, with everything need-

ed for a first-class apiary. Send for a circular, to

3-3d E. T. FLANAGAN, Box 819, Belleville,

Rose Hill Apiary. St. Clair Co., Illinois.

SZSIS! SEE! SEE!

Tlifi Bfisieepgr's Eiciiaie.
A live, progressive monthly, edited by practica

bee-keepers, and richly worth the subscription
price, which is $1.00 per aanum, postpaid, or three
months on trial for 35 cents. Sample copy free, in-

cluding our price list of Apiarian Supplies. You
will consult your best interests by securing a copy
before you order. Address
4tfd HOUCK & PEET, Canajoharie, N. Y.

KITES AND SECTION BOXES,
wide L. frames, tin separators, brood frames with

metal corners. All kinds of hives; chaff hives with

movable upper story.

Send for price list. A. B. MILLER & SON,

3-7d Wakarusa, Elkhart Co., Ind.

"DEES AND QUEENS FROM MY APIARIES.

QUEENS AND NUCLEI IN SEASON.
3tfd Circular on application.

J. H. Robertson, Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Italian and Holy-Land

QUEENS and BEES.
I use the very best of Imported and Home-bred

queens to breed from; and ail queens warranted to

be mated with pure yellow drones. If you want
bees that are sure to winter, try our Italian queens.
No black bees in the vicinitij. Dollar queens, before
June 30, $1.35 each; after that date, single queens,

fLOO; six queens for $5.ai; twelve or more, 75 cents
each. Tested queens, before June 30, $3.50; after

June 20, $3.00; bees by the pound, in May and June,
$L35 per lb.; after June, $1.00 per lb.

40c per lb. COMB FOUlJDATION. 40e per lb.

The purest and brightest j'ellow foundation made.
Extra thin and bright for sections, 10 sq. ft. to the

lb.. 48c per lb. I will work up wax for 10c per lb.

Send for sample of our comb foundation before
purchasing elsewhere. F. W. HOLMES,
4..9d Coopersvillc, Ottawa Co., Micb.
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.
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ESTHUSIASM IX BEE-KEEPING.

MOW 1 did enjoy reading friend Doolittle's arti-

cle on page 332 of July Gleanings, and then

there is friend Heddon; he, too, wakes up in

the night and (/u'/i7>8. When a man becomes so in-

terested in his work that he can scarcely sleep nights,

we may be pretty certain that something is going to

be done. 1 sometimes think that a thorough, go-

ahead bee-keeper, like a poet, is born, not made;
he loves his business as the engineer loves his en-

gine, the old sailor his vessel, or the artist his art.

But this enthusiasm can not be manufactured to

order. Lying on one's back in the shade, reading a

bee paper, and now and then giving an upward
glance to see the bus.v little workers whirling away
into the vault of heavcnl.v blue, writing platitudes

and "gush" for the papers and bee conventions,

etc., will never make of one an enthusiastic and
successful bee-keeper. The genuine enthusiasm
must bul)ble up spontaneously from the "inside;"

and if it takes the shape of working steadily from
daylight to dark, disregarding stings and the hot sun-

nhine — yes, and perhaps a rack full of tempting
newspapers, then look out for a good report next

fall.

HIVES rV\A. OF BEES AT JUST THE KIGHT TIME.

Friend Doolittle says : "The great secret of suc-

cess is in getting a full force of workers read.v for

the field just when they are needed." Now, this is a

point that I think needs " stirring up." Down to the

convention last spring, at Detroit, Mr. J. H. Robert-

son stood almost alone in saying that he didn't care

if his bees were not extra strong early in the spring.

He prefeired that they should remain quiet, and not

commence breeding much until the weather was
fine and settled, fie did not favor the plan of stimu-

lating them to early brood-rearing, using up honey,

and perhaps having brood chilled by a spell of cold

weather; or, if this does not happen, having hives

full of bees at a time when there was not much hon-

ey to gather. Others thought that a colony that was
strong early in the spring would also be strong, if

not stronger, in the honey harvest. The next morn-

ing alter the convention, friend Hunt took me out

into the yard and showed me different colonies.

"Now, then," said he, "which colony would you

take, if you were purchasing, and were eiven your

choice? and which one do you think Mr. Robertson

would take, this one here where the bees ' boil up'

at any corner of the quilt that you choose to lift, or

I

one where the bees occupy only three or four spaces

between the combs? " Now. then, brother bee-keep-

ers, which one would \ivu take? Of course, if one

wishes to sell bees by the pound, or make up nuclei

j

for queen-rearing, early in the season, strong colo-

'' nies arc to be preferred; but how is it when an api-

j

ary is to be run for honey? Let's have this question

I

agitated; let's have sovae facts upon the subject.

FUEL FOR SMOKERS.

Friend Heddon, how graphically you can write!

Only one who had "been there" would ever have

written, "And pufC and puff and puflf, and see so

little smoke issue as to be only just discernible." In

reading your article, I watched carefully to see if

I you had ever tried rags that had been soaked in a

1
solution of saltpeter, and then dried, Friend Runt
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told me about them last spring, and I have used

them considerably this season. I don't suppose they

are so good as " punk," but it is very dillicult for

some to obtain punli; and to such I would say, try

rags soaked in a solution of saltpeter. They light

with a match very readily, burn slo^v•ly, don't go out,

make a good " stnudgc," and don't stink while burn-

ing, like other rags. I dissolve the saltpeter in

water, making quite a strong solution, wet the rags

thoroughly, wring them out, and then dry them.

BASSWOOD LATE IN BLOOMING.

To-day is July 18th, and the basswood-honey har-

vest is usually over by this time; but now the buds
have just comme need opening ( n a few of the

trees; basswoods "holding off" so long is giving the

bees a " long pull " on white clover.

I am very, very busy (I had to get up early and

dash off these few lines in the morning, before break-

fast). 1 have 34 full colonies, and nearly 100 nuclei;

and I am making hives, and starting more nuclei

every day. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich., July, 1883.

A "MACHINE " TO GET OUT BEE-
STINGS.

ALSO A FEW " HINTS" IN REGARD TO BEING PTDNG.

- SEND you a Shaker " sting-extractor." It slides

below the sack of poison, and takes out the

sting, without compressing more of the poison

Into the wound. The idea originated by being stung,

while taking out a tack^nail with the claws on the

end of a hammer-handle.

SHAKER STING-KXTKACTOR.

1 have used it for a year, and keep it in my pocket.

The little sample I send you will convey the simple

principle, so you can work it into shape for the ben-

efit of bee-keepers. Use it as you please, and wel'

come. jAiMES HiGGINS.
Cleveland, O., June 9, 1883.

It will work, without a doubt, friend H.

;

and if it were illustrated in some of our bee
catalogues, no doubt it wou)d meet with a
ready sale ; but for all that, I hardly believe
I should use one, even if it were all the time
right in a handy pocket. The last time I

was stung, I remember wondering if I should
use such a machine if I had one, but con-
cluded I would not care to wait until it

could be got out of my pocket, and opened.
I usually escape stings by being about as
quick as the bee is ; and as it usually takes
them a fraction of a second to get their
"machinery" in place and " start up," I al-

most always interrupt proceedings about as
soon as I feel a slight pricking. I rarely kill

the little chaps, how^ever, for we need them
all in our apiary to gather honey, or to sell

by the pound. I just give them a loving
pinch, just enough to make their little '•'ribs

crack," and then lay them down in some
place where they can rise up on one " elbow"
after a while and look at me, and in a wiser
as well as sadder frame of mind, conclude
to let me " boss the ranche," instead of try-
ing to do it themselves. I have never known
one to sting me, after this kind of disci-

pline, although, to tell the truth, I can't say
but that they may have done so. By the
way, did you ever know how much of a
'' mash " a bee will stand, and still get up
and tly away, after he gets over it V Well,
the bee-sting puller, in cut, is made of a thin
strip of German silver, set in a wooden han-
dle. You can make one, or send to friend
Higgins for it, if you think you w^ould like
one.

BLESSINGS, BEES, AND OTHEB
THINGS.

The pastures are clothed with flocks; the valleys
also are covered over with corn; they shout for joy,
they also sing.—Ps. 65:13.

^ AST spring opened up very favorably. From

Jjjjji
the middle of March until the 10th of April
the weather was all that could be desired.

Early spring-bloom came on profusely. Brood-rear-

ing began early, and by the first of April my hives

were full of bees, and every indication pointed to a
successful season. I made preparation for extract-

ing on the 10th of April; but the cool, frosty weather
set in, and continued so for nearly two months.
Breeding stopped. The bees would fly out and fill

themselves with honey, and become chilled, and
perish. My most vigorous colonies fared the worst.

By the 1st of June, colonies that had bees enough to

cover a dozen frames of brood, could not cover more
than four. The prospects were gloomy enough, in-

deed. The supply of honey gave out, and I had to

go to feeding, to keep my queens from perishing. I

had reared half a dozen queens. The bees soon be-

gan to kill off their drones, and two of my young
queens were a month old before they were fertil-

ized. I tell you, I felt badly enough. The farmers

were feeling badly too. It was so cold that corn

would not grow. The wheat stood still. The cut-

wqi-m cut down whatever grew in the fields and gar-

dens; and along with the cut-worm came the army-
worm, threatening- to destroy all vegetation. People

nearly nil began to croak. "A worse failure of

crops," they said, "than last year." Seedtime had

come, but the harvest would be a failure.

June came in as cool as May had been. But a

change came. Bright warm weather set in; a

change was soon apparent; vegetation advanced

rapidly, and our farmers have harvested the finest

crop of small grain ever raised in the country. The
earth is just groaning under the load of grain, fruit,

and vegetables. I wish you could see the wheat-

stacks, from some high building or point of land in

Hill Prairie, Southern Illinois. This part of it is one

vast wheat-field. The people's fears have not been

realized. The great Itountiful hand of our heavenly

Father has showered down upon us an abundance
of temporal blessings. What a grand consolation it

is that none of his promises fail! Oh if men everj'-

where could realize that his gracious promises are

more certain, free, and complete, thjin those that

relate to temporal blessings!

My bees have advanced to about the condition

they would have been by the middle of April, if it

had not turned cold. I am enabled to increase my
stock enough to supply orders for bees. I make a

specialty of 5-frame colonies with young fertile Ital-

ian queen. My bees will be in good condition for

fall work. We have a splendid prospect for fall

bloom.
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MISTAKES.

I made two of them this spring that I know of.

The first was removing- winter protection too soon,

and the second was in not beginning to feed soon

enough and in large enough (ju i-itities. If I had

expended twenty dollars more for feed, I am satis-

fied that it would have been one hundred dollars in

my pocket. It pays to feed bees when they can not

gather food. The much-condemned grape sugar

helped me greatly, so far as I used it.

WATKR FOK BEES IN WARM WEATHER.
During the hot period last summer I was very

much surprised at the amount of WHtor consumed
by bees in warm weather. I made a shallow box 10

feet long, 1 foot wide, and V.i inches deep, with two
strips as high as the sides of the box, running length-

wise of the box; this I set close to the pumi), under
the shade of a box-elder. I filled it whenever it was

empty. It held something over three gallons when
full. The bees would alight on the edges of the

box and strips, and fill themselves. It was a pretty

sight to see the nice large Ita'ian bees ranged along

in rows as close as they could stand. When the

water needed replenishing, I would dash in a pail

full right on top of them. They would swim out to

the edges, climb out, and shake their wings as

though they enjoyed the bath.

On the 25th of July last, I put In the box 43 gallons

of water. Of course, a large quantity of this evap-

oratfd — probably not more than one-third, as the

box sat in a very close shade. I had then about 25

colonies. The box with the water in it served a

double purpose. It furnished pure water, which

they always prefer, and kept them from my neigh-

bors' pumps and watering-troughs, which is often

an annoyance to the people. I do not think that

bees will ever starve if they have plenty of water

and pollen accessible. Wm. Little.

Mariss;:!, HI , July II, 1882.

I thank you for the spirit of your letter,

friend L., for it is what I need, and what we
all need, to have a bright, vivid seiise of
God's care and love, and a loving faith and
trust in him when we have done all we CJin,

and feel ourselves dependent upon him. — I

agree with you in regard to feeding, and I

am sure that our little friends suffer for both
food and water, a great many times, when
we could very easily give it, in a way that
would give them comfort and ourselves prof-

it. I can not quite agree, that water and
pollen would keep them, with nothing more;
but it may be so, after all. I believe in pure
water ; and if we had a feeder that would
give the bees pure sugar and pure water, and
let them mix it only so fast as they use it, I

believe I should like it better than any we
now have. Syrup should contain a good
deal of water, to do the most good ; and
with this large quantity of water, it soon
sours in warm weather. The thin basswood
honey, that they seem to thrive so wonder-
fully on just at this writing, is, if I am cor-
rect, mixed during the night, and gathered
and carried into their hives with the first

daylight in the morning. Can we not lix

their sugar and water in something the same
way, or let them mix it themselves at their
own pleasure? Sour or brackish syrup may
not do them any harm, but I do not believe
it answers as well as the fresh nectar from
the basswood-blossoms.

HOIiY-L.A\D BEES.

SOME OF THE WAYS IN WHICH WE MAKE USE OF
THEIR DISTINCTIVE PECULIARITIES.

^T may seem strange to some, that I, occupying

M. so favorable surroundings, should hold aloof

from the general contribution in common with
our many bee friends; but deeming it better to " go
slow," and give our older and wiser heads the field,

I have thus far stood back, thereby corrcctiug a few
of my hasty conclusions and immature opinions.

Lately my attention has been so greatly drawn
toward the Holy-Land bees that 1 can not refrain

from saying a few things in their favor, although
they are surrounded by some prejudices. That they
are very prolific, all who have handled them will ad-

mit; from whence it would naturally follow that

their generative qualities would tend especially

toward raising cells; this, in our experience, has
been decidedly the case. I will mention one or two
instances, not because they are remarkable In them-
selves, but to show that this is one of the character-

istics of the race. On the 5th of July we were some-
what short of cells; and in taking my usual rounds
through the apiary, I came to a Holy-Land colony
from which the queen had been sold. The slate in-

dicated that the bees had killed a dollar queen caged
there, and had served two just hatched in the

same manner. In consequence of this determina-

tion to build cells, the colony had been queenless

about ten or twelve days. On picking up one of the

frames I found a young hatched queen ; and on anoth-

er, I counted upward of 25 cells. As we were at this

date short, and the queen a very fine tested Holy-
Land, I determined to avail myself of this fine lot of

cells. After cutting out perhaps half a dozen, and
laying them on the side of the hive, I was about to

proceed further, when, looking down, I discovered

that three of the six had hatched. I immediately set

back the frame, and disposed of my young queens
wherever most needed. I again commenced at the

cells, and after having cut out three or four, found
two more queens hatched, and another fast gnaw-
ing out. I placed my car near the comb containing

the cell?, and could distinctly hear the nibbling of

the queens within. This indicated verj' plainly that

they would soon all be out. I therefore hastened to

put the remaining cells along with the two hatched

queens, into the nursery; soon after, another lot

was in turn brought there, as I feared they, too,

would hatch on my hands, as did the others. Nor
was I mistaken in this. After resuming my work,

John told me that the queens were running loose

in the lamp nursery in every direction. I hastily

cut out the cells yet remaining in the hive, and once

more started for the nursery. Sure enough, on ar-

riving there my eyes were greeted with a sight that

really made me feel happy for once, as they wen^
just in time to supply the demand of the colonies.

These queens, with a single exception, all hatched

within thirty minutes; and were so remarkably

strong and healthy that some attempted to fiy, and

one di'd succeed partially. No time was lost ia giv-

ing them to queenless colonies; but, unfortunately,

we were not as successful in rearing them all. This

date (5th of July) in our locality was about the inter-

mission of the How of honey between clover and

basswood; in corrsequence of which, the bees, not

having much else to do but mischief, killed a part of

them. Out of the number that were accepted, a few,
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could bo introduced onlj' by vigorously smoking

their colonies at tbe entrance. The queens are now
Inying, and are so exceedingly large and fertile that

ray honored i/.'(fcr pronounced them to be some of

the finest queens he ever saw.

At another time, John and I counted in four Holy-

I/and colonies, 82 cells: this number is only their fair

averagj j ield. Whenever we arc in need of a " raft

of cells," as we term it, the brood of a Holy-Land

colony is exchanged for that of an imported stock.

By that means wc can obtain as many cells as we
need; where.as the imported stock, left to itself,

probably would not raise over 6 or 8 cells, and it is

not uncommon for them to have only three or four.

Now, in summing up a few of the good features of

the Holy-Lands, we find, from the above facts, first,

they raise a great abundance of cells at one rearing;

secondly, the cells are started so that they hatch at

or nearly the same time; lastly, if the ceHs are not

too much disturbed, the queen will hatch out strong

and healthy.

Now, a word in regard to the Holy-Lands as honey-

gatherers: My experience has led me to think that

they are equally as good as the Italians, and some
say a little superior. Being originally reared in a

hot dry country, thej' have necessarily been obliged

to gather honey at every opportunity available, or

the race could never have existed. In this country,

they of course manifest the same energetic dispo-

sition; and hence, as far as my observation goes,

gather some honey after the basswood flow, even

when the other bees are apparently inactive.

After what has been said, I would not have it un-

derstood that I have any the less regard for the Ital-

ians than before; but, on the contrary, all things

considered, I think they possess many qualities far

superior to other races of bees, and will probably

always retain the front rank.

My object in writing this is not to give the Holy-

lands undue praise, to the exclusion of the Italians,

but to bring forth a few of the good qualities which

are justly their due. I do not deny, that the Holy-

Lands have a few bad features; but these, I think,

have been fully discussed before. E. R. Hoot.
Medina, O., July 24, 1883.

The queens hatched from the lot of cells

Ernest has mentioned, pleased me because
they were so exceedingly large and strong,
and because of the comical ringed appear-
ance they presented as they passed over the
combs, with long strides. The groundwork
of their bodies is a tine yellow ; but at every
section they have a dark, or almost black
band. This queer marking is probably be-
cause the Holy-Land queen was fertilized

by an Italian drone. I made the expression,
that I would give a hundred dollars for 100
just such queens, and I haven't changed my
mind in regard to the matter either. The
best honey-gatlierers in our whole apiary of
over four hundred colonies are the bees from
a nice queen of just this cross. After all the
rest of the bees have stopped work, these
bees come into the hive in great numbers,
and drop on the white sand, and then crawl
in. panting ; and they are getting honey, and
building fdn., Avhile many of the others are
rather losing. We have been watching the
colony some time, and have now decided to
rear queens from her. The price will be the
same as our others. If you want one, just
say from our " honey " queen. Lest you

may not all have got a clear idea of the in-
vention the boys have made for getting large
quantities of queen-cells, I will explain that
it is to furnish brood from any queen you
choose, but to let Holy-Land bees raise the
cells. That (lueens are not as good where
the bees build a great number of cells, does
not accord with my experience at all, where
the colony is strong, and the hive well sup-
plied with plenty of new honey and pollen.

SEVEN HUNDRED POUNDS OF HONEY
FKOITI A SINGLE COLONY IN 77 DAYS.

ALL FROM A DAUGHTER OF A DOLLAR QUEEN, IN A
SIMPLICITY HIVE.

nnjjgnr'URRAH for D. A. Jones and our noble Frank

J»[i^'l[ Benton! Hurrah for the Cyprians! Hurrah
for Texas, the land that flows with milk and

honey! The Lone-Star Apiary takes the lead. A
bai-rel of honey from one hive! Never, since the

war-hoop of the savage Indians ceased to reverber-

ate across our boundless prairies, has there been
such a flow of honey and such an increase of bees.

Itjvas impossible to keep them from swarming; I

have taken as high as 48 lbs. of honey from a three-

frame nucleus hive In 10 days. It was impossible

for me to get over one-fourth of the honey, as I did

not have hives and fixtures, and I had my wheat and
oat crop to see to. But I was determined to gel as

much as friend Atchley, of Dallas, Texas, did last

year. I had a Cyprian queen that was raised in De-
cember, 1880, in my yard, a regular dollar queen, and
the daughter of that dollar Cyprian I bought of you
in August, 1S80. I saw she was extra prolific, and I

thought T would run this colony for extracted hon-

ej-. In March, I put on a 2d story with ten frames of

empty combs; April 20 I extracted 6 lbs., and put on
3d storj', with five frames of fdn. and five frames of

empty combs. These were soon filled with eggs.

May 10 I added the 4th story, with wired fdn. The
following table shows the amount extracted:—

Apr. 30 and 30,

May 10,

June 1, extracted 3 upper stories, -

June 7, extracted 3 upper stories,
June 14, extracted 4 stories,
June 31, extracted 4 stories, -

June 36, extracted 4 stories,
June 30, extracted 4 stories. -

July 7, extracted 3 upper stories.

12
10
7.5

75

1291-3

1231/2

1151/2

491/2

lbs.

6811Making a grand total of—
This Is the greatest amount of honey ever produc-

ed from one colony of bees — not a particle of brood

or help from other hives; no extra care, more than

to furnish room and empty combs; no feed in the

spring. I think I am entitled to a grand gift premi-

um from every bee-keeper in the land, as the great-

est honey-producer in the country, from a single

colony; $3.50, $2.00. or even $1.U0, will do; and when-
ever you beat it I will be ready to return the gift. I

presume friend D. A. Jones will give us a pure im-

ported Cyprian queen for his part of the premium;
but the noble fellow has had such bad luck in im-

porting queens, that we bee-keepers should help him
all we can. The Cyprian bee is The Bee, and don't

you forget it.

By examining my report you will see the daily

yield from June 1st to the 7th was 10 5-7 lbs.; from
7th to 14th. 16 lbs.; from 14th to 3lst, a trifle over 18

lbs.; from 31st to 26th, a little over 24 lbs.; from 26[h

to 30th, nearly 29 lbs. This makes an average of 20
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lbs. per day for 30 days; and of honey received from
my 36 colonics io the spring' to date, Is not quite 5000

lbs. I have many hives to go thrmgh yet.

Now, my friends, I give j'ou a biir hono5'-yield,and

some may doubt it; but I am rea y to produce wit-

nesses, or to be qualitied to the above statement.

This honey is all from the horsemint, which has

been in bloom 50 days. I began operations last

spring with 36 colonics, weak and strong, and have
to-day 111 colonics, weak and strong. Don't you

think I am entitled to a grand premium? and don't

you think every bee journal ought to give me a copy

a year free? The harvest is about over for this

year. B. F. CAUKOLii.

Dresden, Navarro Co., Texas, July, 1883.

P. S.—Since writing the above, I see friend Atch-

ley's report, and will have to give in that I expect

him to wear the " blue ribbon;" we'll see. After
reading his report we took cut Iho 18' i lbs. to make
ours even 709, and think we maybe able to get more.

The Queen is doing good work — has 18 frames full

of brood. Who wants this queen at fSO.OO? She is

worth 6100; she has made me |105 worth of honey
this season. Thank God, dear friends, for this enor-

mous yield. If I had extracted all tne stories the

1st and 7th of June, I could have got 100 lbs. more.
And again: if I had taken the honey €very five days
instead of seven, I could have got 200 lbs. more — a

clear loss of 300 lbs., bj' not being able to watch the

hive as I should. 1 was overrun; and so, friends,

you see this hire could have given half a ton of hon-

ey, instead of 700 los. 1 may yet get the 300.

B. F. C.

Why, friend C, with your great yield of
honey it hardly seems to me you need a
present. We have noticed your achieve-
ment in another column.

H. A. BIRCH & CO.

THE LAST CHAPTER (PIIOB.A.1JLY ).

^I^UR fiiends will all remember that Mr.
WM ]3urch complains bitterly of the course
^-^^ the bee journals have taken in regard
to his affairs ; and although he may not have
said so, there seems to be no other apparent
reason that he should call on me to pay his
debts, than that I damaged his business
most by being first to make it known that
he had no bees of that superior strain, to till

the orders that might be sent him. By so
doing, I stopped money from going to "him
any more. If I did wrong, I did what I hon-
estly supposed to lie right, and I would do
the same thing again now. Further, I shall
do the same thing again, if I have good rea-
son to think any of you are advertising that
wliich you have not got and can not get. iSIr.

Burch, as you know, turned all his creditors
to me, saying he had made arrangements
with me to pay his debts. The " arrange-
ment " was simply the fact, that I had guar-
anteed my advertisers to be good men. On-
ly a few weeks ago I received a letter from
an entire stranger, asking me to remit him
over a hundred dollars that he had sent to
Burch. Mr. B. had written him this present
season that he could not fill the order, but
that if he would send his claim to me I
would pay it. Well, the friends who were to
get their" pay of me, naturally wished to

know if Mr. Burch was to make me good, if

I paid their claims. Several of them, as you
see, refuse to take any thing from me, un-
less I am to be made good in some way.
Mr. Burch has never even intimated to me
that he would make me good, if I paid these
claims. I presume he thinks I should do it

for damaging his business.
Well, friends, there is a bright side to all

this. I have prayed many times that God
would guide me and bring me safely through
it all, and he has done so. A few may cen-
sure me, and say I do not live up to Avhat I

profess ; but they are very few, compared
with the number who have, not only by
words, but deeds, sliown their friendship,
yes, and even love, for your poor awkward
friend who has been trying to tell you, in his
own way, the " old, old story." The bright
side is. that nearly all have refused to take a
copper of my money under the circumstan-
ces, but insist it is Burch who owes them,
and not I. The following friends think I

honestly owe them the amounts mentioned,
and I have paid them :

—
With regard to the amount that I am willmg to

take in settlement of the Burch claim, I will say

that my claim against him amounts to $117.50. Burch
claims there should be deducted from this, $3.00

freight charges which he paid on the wax I sent

him; this would leave $115.50 as the amount my due,

and which I am willing to take in settlement of my
claim. It seems a large amount for you to pay out

without' receiving any equivalent, but I have spent

or lost about as much, counting the extra price I

have paid for bees, after failing to get them of him

;

the expense I incurred in my trips to South Haven,

and the interest on the money invested, to say noth-

ing of the loss caused bj' delay in getting my bees.

Capac, Mich., Juno 6, 1883. B\'R0n Walker.

Now in regard to H. A. Burch & Co. According to

your reiuest in July Gleanings, I will report the

amount sent him. June, 1881, $14.00, for which I

have not received any thing, except a few postal

cards that contained fair promises. I will say that I

would not have sent him a dollar, but for the reason

that you vouched for the payment of the same in

case he failed to send the articles purchased of him,

or any one else who advertised in your columns;

therefore I will expect payment of you ; but don't

understand that I intend to sue you, for I have no

such intention ; but what I mean is this: that, if

J'OU don't refund it, it is lost for ever, and that you

are better able to lose it, I mean the whole $3000.00,

than I am to lose $11.00; therefore, if you feel wil-

ling to refund the amount sent H. A. Burch, please

send 3 lbs. of comb foundation for brood-chamber,

worker comb of the Given make, if you have it; if

not, send such as you have. I am needing it now.

If the proposition does not suit you, send it, and I

will send you the amount of same as soon as I have

it to spare. I don't think, friend Root, that you will

lose any thing in the end by paying H. A. Burch's

indebtedness. I will do what I can for you, by

swelling the number of subscribers for Gleanings,

also the sale of any thing that you have advertised.

It is true, it is hard to pay another man's debts.

W. DiCKERSON.

Ladoga, Montgomery Co., Ind., July 5, 1883.

You want all the Burch claims in before the Aug.

No. of Gleanings is out. My claim is $3.50 for bees
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ordered for a neighbor, not for myself. If you feel

like sending me an A B C book I will furnish the

neighbor the bees free, and call it settled all round,

as I have (i colonies from 1 lb. from Hayhurst, 1881.

Webster, Tnd., July 7, 1883. I. P. C. Steddom.

Most ftladly will I send the A B (', friend
S., and may God bless you for letting me oft'

so easily. It will be remembered that I

asked, last month, to know just what amount
1 must pay, to have the whole matter droj)-
ped pleasantly. The three above have told,
and I liave paid their claims. The three fol-

lowing have written, but have not stated
what amount they would be willing to take.

May 8, 1881, 1 sent H. A. Burch & Co. fSS 00; some
weeks before, I had sent an order for 13 nuclei, and
Inclosed f.j.CO, which I agreed to forfeit if I did not
send the rest. When they acknowledged the receipt

of draft of $35.00, they proposed to fill my order for

13 more at the same price, which shows that they in-

tended to defraud, as they knew the condition of

their bees at that date. R.Johnson.
Tiffin, Johnson Co., Iowa, July 20, 1883.

1 sent to II. M. Burch & Co., |;10.50 May 0th, 1881,

for bees, on the strength of their advertisement in

Gleanings, for which I was a subscriber, and am
now, supposing they were honest. I do not like to

lose my monej^ I lost all my bees, 13 colonies, and
had bad luck with what I had left, and got through
with 3; and if you are willing to stand a part of the
loss, it will be thankfully received by one not able

to begin anew in the world, being 73 years old the
13th of July. I would make an order on H. A. Burch
& Co. for $10.50, and if you could got it in time it

would be a satisfaction to me. I think that they are

<lishonest, and meant to be, for they wrote me that

they could fill my order if I sent the money April 35,

1881, and they received it May 9, 1881, and you know
how it stands now, and why 1 sent it, and let us
have no ill will toward each other by my taking you
at your offer. My circumstances are such that I am
not able to lose it. R. H. Gayek.
White's Vallej', Wayne Co., Pa., July 5, 1881.

The July number of Gleanings is at hand, and I

have just read your article on Burch. 1 am unable
to decide what is right. I sent the money to H. A.
Burch because you said you would be responsible
for your advertisers. I did not trust the man ever
since he charged you $.50.00 for damages on that

I'ovmdation ; but having lost my bees, I wrote to Mr.
Burch and others for prices and time of sending.
Mr. Burch was lower in price, and could send bees
sooner than any of the others, and consequently got
my money, against the wishes of my brother, who
said Burch would surely not send the bees as per
contract. Now, I will make affidavit to the follow-

ing facts, and also have witnesses to the same: That
I sent money to Burch on your guarantee, and that
I would not have sent it without that guarantee.
But now comes the point: Shall I receive the money
from you, without yoa getting value received? It

does not seem right; neither does it seem right for

me to lose it under the circumstances. I don't know
what to say, and will leave the whole matter for

you to decide whichever way you think is right, and
I will be satisfied. But I think Mr. Burch should be
reached somehow and punished.

Sterling, III., July 6, 1883. A. F. Stauffer.

I hope you will excuse me, friends, for
preferring you should decide yourselves

what amount of money I owe you. Will
you not name the amount, and let us have
it ended ?

Now when you read the kind letters be-
low, dear friends, let us have a broad chari-
ty for those who may think differently.

Every man has a right to his own opinion,
you know.
My loss by Burch was $6.65; and although Gi>eAn.

iNGs was the cause, I don't want you to pay it. I

think your magnanimous heart swerved your judg-

ment, and I hope that those, at least with such small

accounts as mine, will be charitable enough not to

take advantage of your mistake.

LaGrange, Ind., July 5, 1883. G. K. Hubbard.

In July Gleanings j'ou have renewed the Burch
subject again; and as I wrote you once before on
the matter, I thought. I want to say I think you are

in no way responsible for any loss I may have sus-

tained in my deal with Burch. His advertisement

in Gleanings had nothing to do in the matter, but
his circular did the work. I wrote him the other

day, asking him to send me 2 queens and one pound
of bees, and I would drop the subject. No answer
yet; not time yet; if he responds favorably, will let

you know. J. R. M. Allen.
Grcencastle, Ind., July 18, 1883.

In July No. of Gleanings you wished to hear
from as many as you could, how the matter stands

on the (goose) or, rather, Burch question. Now,
honestly, I was led to send to H. A. B. & Co., by see-

ing his glowing advertisement in Gleanings. After

losing all my bees, and reading how wonderful, hardy,

docile, and prolific his strain of bees were, I fell in

love with them at once. The result was and is, no
bees nor money as yet; $11.50, borrowed at that.

Now, understand me, I do not ask you to pay any of

B.'s liabilities; after I decided that his bees were
" boss," I sent for his circular. I have been waiting

and hoping to hear from the justice to whom I gave
the account last fall. A few weeks since I offered to

sell out to him; have not yet heard. I am "spiling"

to write my experience with apiarian supply dealers.

Clio, Mich., July 19, 1883. JAS. A. Shelden.

Good-morning, Brother Hoot ! It rained last night.

Come to tell you, we got too much Burch. You
have whitewashed him till it won't stick on, even in

your own eyes. The best thing you can do is to

drop Burch from Gleanings; next, pay those you
know will never quit grumbling. In '81 I had no
bees; sent him $13.00 so as to get them early for a
start; said he would do it; ain't started yet; haveto
eat sorghum and glucose. Boses says Burch had 343

stands. Drop him, drop him. J.E.J.
West Point, Iowa, July 18, 1883.

It is letters like these from my fellow-men
that give me faith in humanity, and it is the
thought of the good, kind, and fair spirit
that we shall always find in humanity, wher- J
ever we go, that makes me feel that I shall ^
never suffer very much, so long as I am try-
ing to do right. I guess the advice given by
our last brother, to drop friend Burch for the
])resent, is about the best thing that we can
do. May be he will feel uncomfortable
about it, if we don't say any more, and per-
haps we shall all get it all back. Is that too
much faith in humanity again V It surely
is not too much faith in God ; and if he is

looking to God for guidance, it will surely
be all made right.
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BLISTER - BEETLE L.ARV^ ATTACK-
ING BEES.

DESCRIBED AND DRAWN BY PROF. COOK.

fNCLOSED I send you a tew insects that infest

the bees about this time of the year. I have— found as many as seven on one bee, but mostly
not more than one. I have never found them on
queens or drones, and have therefore concluded
that they come from the Howers when the bees are

at work, though I have never found any on the

flowers, after diligent search. If you can inform
me in regard to them, you will greatly oblige.

Fall Brook, Cal., May 1, 1883. J. P. M. Kainbow.

Answer, by Prof. Cook :
—

The insects (Fig. 1) from J. P. M. Kainbow, Fall

Brook, Cal., are the larvfe of some species of blister

beetle, possibly of Meloc harharus, Lcc, -which is a

common species in California. These blister beetles

are quite curious and interesting. The famous
Spanish fl3', which is commercially of so much*im-
portance, and which, when dried, forms the cantha-

rides of the shops, belongs to this family. We have
several species of these blister beetles, all of which
are as capable of producing blisters as are the green
flies of Spain. Some of our species are very destruc-

tive, and when common do great damage. The old

potato beetle, Epicauta vitatta, used to be much
dreaded in Ohio. I have seen our asters fairly cov-

ered with E. atrata, which is equally destructive to

rape. These beetles have very soft bodies and long

necks. Some of the species, those of the genera 3/('!oc

(Fig. 2), and Hornia, have very short wings. I often

receive specimens of Mcloc angustici)Uii<, which is

common in allot the Northern States, and is readily

distinguished, especially if a female, by the very
short wings and the enormous abdomen, which fair-

ly drags with its weight of eggs.

Meloe, female, showing: sliort
elytra, or wing-covers, anil
large abdomen.

Triungulin, or first lar\-rt,
tlie one eariied by bee to
liire. Length, 2 ni. ni.

But the Strangest feature of these curious insects,

and the one which more directly interests bee-keep-
ers, is connected with the habits and transformations
of the immature Insects, or larvte. These alone
among l)eetles are, in a manner, parasitic. As Mr.
Kainbow suggests, the larvfe (Fig. 1), when they es-

cape from the eggs, thousands of which are depos-
ited in the earth by each female, at once crawl up
on some flowering plant, like the comixmitiv, and as
these latter are visited by bees, the active larvsv

crawl upon the legs and bodies of the bees, and so
are borne off to the hives. Seven of these, as seen

by Mr. R. on one bee, is a serious burden, and must
often overcome the bees. But this is not all. The
larvffi leave the bees in the hives, and take to an
egg diet, which they vary by eating honey, jelly,

and pollen. In this way they become a serious in-

jury to the bees. As neither the drones nor the

queens visit the flowers, these vesicant larvtx; will be
found on the workers only.

The other curious feature of these insects is their

anomalous transformations, which were styled by
M. Fabre, hypermetamorphosis. In most insects

the metamorphosis is like that of our bees. We
first have the egg, then the larva, then the pupa, and
last the imago, or winged insect. In these blister

beetles, we have the egg, then a degraded form, the

one carried by the bees from the flowers, which is

known as the triungulin (Fig. 1), then the second
larval form, which has nearly the same shape as be-

fore, but the legs are much shorter, and now it is

feeding on eggs, and the other good things of the

hive. The next larval form is called pseudopupa, as

it looks some like a pupa as it rests in the mutilated

skin of the previous stage. The next stage is much
like the usual beetle larvae, or grubs, and then we
have the pupa, and last the imago. Surely such a

long- development is worthy of along name, and why
not hypermetamorphosis? Some of the larvoe feed

on the eggs, etc., of some of the wild bees, and oth-

ers, as shown by Prof. C. V. Kiley, in a most excel-

lent paper on these insects, feed on the eggs of the

Rocky-Mountain locust.

That any of the larviE feed on the roots of grass,

as stated by Harris Packard and many others, is

very doubtful. A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich., July, 1883.

^VHICH BEES GO AVITH THE fU AKOT,
IN NATURAL. SWARMIIVa !

Ql BEING an account, lately, that a prime, or first

^i« swarm of bees, is composed of all the old bees

and the old queen, given in one of our bee

journals, led me to think that perhaps the swarming
of bees is not fully understood. If all bees in the

land were alloweil to swarm naturally, the knowl-
edge of just which bees go with the swarm would be
of little importance, save from a scientific point of

view; but when wo realizA' that the majority of our
li2e-keepers make their swarms artiflcially, then we
see the importance of a practical knowledge of how
swarming is conducted. The Creator of all things

pronounced his work good, and thus we see that the

natural swarming of bees is a sure and safe way of

Increase. Many have been the plans devised to

make excellent artificial swarms, but I have yet to

hear the claim made, that such artificial swarms are

superior to natural ones, while many do believe that

the natural ones work Avith more energy, and to a

better advantage, than the artificial, myself being

one of that number. Thus it will be seen, that in

making artificial swarms we should copy natural

swarming as far as possible, in order to have our
swarms of the highest type. Hence a knowledge of

which bees go with a swarm is practically necessar.y

If we would succeed. That all old bees, as above
quoted, should compose the whole of the swarm,
would seem a strange perfection of goodness; for in

that case, where would the nurse-bees and the wax-
workers come from? That old bees do not nurse

the larva', or build comb, any one can prove by in-

troducing an Italian queen into a black swarm of
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bees the middle of May, and watching operations

after the Italians hatch. Hence the swarm needs

bees of all ages, in order to make it capable of car-

rying on all the labors necessary to the establishing

of a new colony. And this is as I find it after close-

ly watching natural swarms issue for years. That
old bees go with the swarm, is easily proven by the

numbers in the swarm having their wings well worn
by hard work, as well as seeing manj' bees with pol-

len in their baskets, which were so eager to go with

the swarm that they did not stop to unload. That
J'oung bees go with the swarm, is proven by seeing

hundreds of bees, so young as to be unable to fly,

On the groun I in front of the hive just after a
swarm has issued, and the few that are finally able

to rise and lly, after a series of strokes on their

wings with their feet, soar off to find the swarm,
i'ather than to return to the hive. That the wax-
workers go with the swarm, is proven by the num-
bers having wax-scales on their abdomens, which is

Dot fotlnd on any of the bees of the ages given
above. Thus the swarm is complete with bees of

all ages; and if we wish to make swarms complete,
like a natural swarm, we should have It composed
of bees of all ages, as above.
"But," says one, "all the old bees go with the

swarm, except those in the fields at the time the

swarm issues." Again I beg to differ; and as proof

,

I would say that I have often shut up a hive as soon
as the swarm was out, so no bees could get out or

in; and upon leaving it shut ten minutes I found a

pint or more of old field-bees trying to get in. Now.
drive all these bees into the air with smoke, open
the entrance, and a squad of old bees will rush out
and go to the fields. Again, bees frequently swarm
us soon as the sun breaks out after a shower when
the bees are all at home, yet we find plenty of field-

bees at work from this hive as soon as it dries off so

the flowers secrete nectar.
Once more, as proof that bees of all ages go with a

swarm, as well as that bees of all ages stay at home,
I will give an experiment 1 once tried. Early in

May I gave a black colony an Italian queen, and be-

fore any of the Italian bees had gone into the field

to work, they swarmed; yet 1 found the swarm
composed of nearly half Italian bees. Upon going
to the parent hive I found black bees quite plentiful.

This hive was allowed to swarm the second time,

and the second swarm was found to contain many
black bees, while there still remained at the parent
hive quite a number of black bees. Thus I ha<l

ample proof that nature designed that bees of all

ages should compose the swarm, in order that it

should be perfect in all its workings; and when I

read statements like the one at the beginning of

this article, I think that, if the writer would give
the subject under consideration a thorough investi-

gation he might have reason to change his mind.
Borodino, N.Y., July G, 1883. G. M. Doolittle.

Thanks, friend J). While it may be true
that old bees alone are not protitable to start
nuclei, we have found, in selling bees by the
pound, that all young and middle-aged bees
answer nicely. For several seasons we have
bought natural swarms (brought in by the
farmers) by the pound, but we soon discov-
ered they were not worth nearly as much as
bees shaken from the combs in the middle
of the day, while the honey-gatherers wei'e
in the fields. I should say the greater part
of a natural swarm consisted of bees capable
of field work

.

THE WESTERN HONEY - BEE ; liU-
<:ERNE, S^VEET CliOVER, BUCK-

WHEAT, ETC.

ALSO SO.ME GENERAti THOUGHTS IN REGARD TO
HONEY- PfiANTS.

'oJW-'^HO but Mr. Root has spoken of the Western

^M honey-bee as an Italian? I inclose a state-

ment about bees, made by a woman in a

journal printed by a woman. It is cut from the
first issue of the Natiimal Dec Journal, edited by
Mrs. Ellen S. Tupper, in January, 1874, and I also

send a statement by Mr. Charles A. Jones.

EXTRACT FROM BEE-KEEPERS' MAGAZINE.

There are plenty of wild bees in our vast forests,
and wild honey is often brought to sell. The small
black bees are most common. There is a larger bee
with a yellow ring, more amiable than the black bee.
If I can do any thing with bees, I hope to be able to
get the Italian, in time, of which I have read a good
deal. Are they worth the money charged?
Talladega Co., Ala. Mrs. Lucy Wilson.

MR. .JONES'S STATEMENT.
I was living in Decatur Co., Neb., in 1857, above the

Omaha Reservation. I found a swarm of bees en-
tering a tree at the ground. We cut the tree down
and carried the bees home in the log, and kept them
over winter. There was a linn-tree close to the oak-
tree which they were in, tilled full of honey wherev-
er there was room. We found the tree of honey
first, and no bees. This was in the spring of the
year. After getting the honey out of the linn, we
found the bees in tlie base of the oak-tree. The bees
were marked with yellow, very much as the hybrids
of the present day are. 1 havefound several swarms
of bees like them, marked with yellr,w. We then
lived at the very front of civilization. Bees were
natives of the country, so far as we could learn. I

always found more honev with the yellow bees than
with the blacks. They cleaned the opening of the
trees where they lived, better than the blacks do.
There were about us manv pire black swarms, as
there Were of those marked with yellow. 'I'bree of
us made our livintr two >ears by trapping, and sales
of h<niey and tiees that we found in the woods.
These facts are known to my father and the rest of
my family, tniir in number. I found a swarm of
liees iti ilie spring of l^lil. near Rulo, Neb., marked
with yellow, out some were entirely black, as the
hyl)rids between the blacks and Italians are. In
Tt^xas I have found bees, but do not recollect any
yellow fmes. In Oregon there were no bees when I ,

lived there. I have always been in the habit of bee-
hunting, and have found as many as si.x bee-trees in
a day since we have lived here. I have kept bees the
most of the time. I know it was the bodj' of the bee
that was marked yellow, and not the hair.

Ch.\s. a. Jones.
These statements show that like conditions pro-

duce like results, subject, however, to variations.

The circumstance related by Mr. Jones, of bees

leaving a tree full of honey, and going into one near
by, is only an extreme case, as is the one related by
Mr. Capps, of those that sucked the watery part of

the blood of the deer. " Bees do nothing invaria-

bly," said Mrs. Tupper, and experience confirms

what she said. I stick to this position worse than a
woman,

lATCERNE AND SWEET CLOVER.
A Mr. Johnson, of Utah, in the June number of

Gleanings, has recommended lucerne and sweet
clover, both for hay and honey; and your comments
on the subject are calculated to encourage people

to test their value by experiment. In Utah, the

merits of these plants are understood to vary with

the climate, and lucerne is not considered a good
honey-plant, except in the Avarmer parts of the Ter-

ritory, and then only when irrigated. For a full dis-

cussion of the sutjject, see Bcc-kecpers' Magazine,

July and November numbers, 1874. Every few
years some person re-discovers a plant that has been

J
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rejected as worthless, except in some few favorable

localities, and recommends it highly. The inexperi-

enced again test it and reject it. Time and money
are lost in these experiments, and a poor opinion is

formed of those who recommend them.

In the fall of 1874, our State was invaded by myri-

ads of grasshoppers. They deposited their eggs

and died. In the spring these eggs hatched, and de-

vastated the country until the 20th of June, when,
their wings having grown sufficiently to enable

them to fly, they left the country. To restock the

earth with something that would mature, upon
which the inhabitants of the country could subsist,

and upon which their cattle could be fed during the

winter, was the all-absorbing question of the day.

The North was searched for the earlier kinds of corn

and buckwheat, and California for lucerne. We
then had bees, and lucerne, the famed honey and
hay plant, was to be had by purchasing and sowing
the seed. This we did, and like us, many others pur-

chased seed and sowed it. Not only did we expect
big things of this plant the first season, but, as it is

a perennial, the roots of which penetrate the earth

to a great depth, wc expected it to survive the rav-

ages of the grasshopper, should they return and de-

stroy the crops again, and to remain a permanent
source of honey and hay supply. The seed sprouted

and grew, attaining a height of about 15 inches. It

blossomed, but not a bee was ever seen to alight on
it. The leaves dried up and dropped off, and a bare

stem, composed mostly of woody fiber, was all that

remained. We left it another year, with i he same
results. It was not worth cutting for hay, and was
worthless for honey. We plowed it under, and so

did the others. In our county to-day, we do not

know of a single plant. The name is not mentioned
among the forage plants of the country.

Sweet clover is indigenous to Utah. It is the

plant known to freighters of the middle of the cen-

tury as Buffalo clover. Some cattle feed upon it in

the absence of anj' thing belter. For five years we
have pastured the same field. It is seeded to tim-

othy, and clover. Around this fioM of grass we
sowed a strip of sweet clo\'cr, six or eight feet in

width, close to the fence, which is Osage-orange
hedge. Horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs feed upon
these grasses at pleasure during the growing sea-

son; and, though the timothy and red clover are

cropped close to the ground, the sweet clover blos-

soms and ripens its seed, making a growth of two
or three feet. Stock browse upon it about as they

do on the tender shoots of the hcilge, or on the

twigs of trees. Though valuable for honey, it is

worthless for hay.

BUCKWHEAT AS A HONEY-PLANT.

Two varieties of buckwheat were shipped here

and sown broadcast over the country, at the rate of

16 to 20 quarts to the acre. First the land was har-

rowed, then the seed was sown, when it was again

harrowed and rolled. This process leaves the

ground in remarkably fine condition to use the mow-
ing-machine for cutting the crop, which is the prac-

tice here. Four men with forks lay the buckwheat
back in piles out of the way of the team. It is left

to cure for several days, and then run through the

thrashing-machine. Twenty bushels to the acre is

an average yield. The two varieties mentioned
above, and silverhull buckwheat, are all the kinds

known here. The larger variety, when sown early,

makes a growth of four to five feet; the other, three

to four. Silverhull, 20 Inches to two feet growth,
however, is controlled by the degree of heat and
amount of moisture anil fertility of soil. The three

varieties rank as honey-plants about as they rank in

size; tor grain, the medium variety is the best.

Here silverhull buckwheat yields eight to ten bush-
els to the acre. It is not a desirable variety. When
the temperature is high and the growth rapid, and
there is moisture CTiough to make the juices of the

plant abundant, then it is that the flow of honey is

abundant, and buckwheat is a profitable plant for

honey. This rule holds with all honey-producing
plants, each varying as the conditions vary, and
buckwheat ranks second to none but basswood as a

honey-plant. Jeuome Wiltse.
Falls City, Neb., July, 1S82.

I bep: pardon, friend Wiltse, for using llie

term Italian where I only meant yellow.—

I

remember the extract you give from the
magazine, and was aware that such state-
ments had been made. You do not give the
date or address of Jones's, but we presume
his statement is one recently made, and we
are very much obliged for "it. One of our
neighbors had a hive filled with solid honey,
by simply letting it stand by the side of a
powerful colony. They were crowded for
room, and, thinking this preferable to build-
ing combs on the outside of the hives, they
used it much as they use an upper story. I
presume this adjacent hollow tree was filled

in the same way.—We are very much obliged
for the valuable facts given on lucerne and
sweet clover. I know old things are being
re-discovered almost all the time, and it is

on this account that it behooves us to not
only read all the bee journals, but to keep
them on file, where we can look back when
these things come up again. It seems to me
the reports in regard to lucerne, or alfalfa,

as it 'is more commonly called, coming up
constantly in our agricultural papers, indi-
cate that there are a good many localities
where it is profitably grown. It is hard and
wiry, I know, if allowed to mature seed

;

but if cut constantly when it just commenc-
es to bloom, it gives an enormous amount of
fodder, even here on our Medina clay. All I

intended to say in favor of sweet clover as a
forage plant, was that horses and cattle eat
it when it is young and tender, as I have
proven. I shall still hold, until shown the
contrary, that it would be an excellent plant
to plow under, as it loosens a hard soil to
such a great depth.—I have long feared that
silverhull buckwheat is not in all localities

so much superior to the common ; but as we
have excellent reports from it, and a great
demand for the seed, we continue to furnish
it.

A FEW CAIilFORNIA BEE-KEEPEUS
IIVTEKVIEWED,

AND AFTERWARD REVIEWED, BY GALLUP.

^ HAVE been visiting among the bee-keepers of

Jli the south part of Los Angeles Co., and I find a
' large proportion of the bees in a deplorable

condition, with no care or attention from their own-
ers, except to rob them of their stores whenever
there is any thing to take. However, I have found
honorable exceptions to this rule. In my travels I
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first went up Saint lago Canjon, and passed Mr.

Hall, 150 stands; Brainard & Smith, 150; McKelvy,
75; Julian, 50; Alfor^l, 50; Alward Bros., 190. Those
1 did not see: Small & Phelps, 140 at the mouth of

the canyon, Small & Phelps, postollice Orange; Wil-

liams, 175; Carpenter, 125; Shrewsbery, 150; Hard-

ing, 70. The postolHce address of all the above, ex-

cept StBall & Phelps, isCarbondale. J. E. Pleasants,

70; postollice, Annaheim. Mr. J. Hickey, lOJ; Mr.

Sprouse, 50; A. Stai)les, 200; Crane, 15; Lyons, 100;

Strane, 80; It. R. Staples, 75. The above are in Live

Oak Canyon. Now comes Trabuco Canyon: Wm.
Itobinson, 00; Martin, 30; Wilson, 75; Wood, 30;

Frazier, 60; Kowell, 180; Clark, 35; postollice, Santa

Ana. Fifteen to twenty-flve miles away. Brown,
100; J. Joplin, 125; Miller, 225; postollice, Tustin.

McNight, 110; Menson Camp, 225; Morse, 125; Rob-
ertson, 180; Fox, 125, Hot Springs Canyon; post-

ollice, San Juan. Capistrano Thurstin, CO; Alisa

Canyon, postollice, Santa Ana. Thompson, 00;

French, 250; Laguna Canyon, postollioc, Tustin.

Now we have left out Mr. Welch, 70. Trabuco Can-

yon; postollice, Santa Ana —all together, represent-

ing 4020 stands. Now, there are probably 500 stands

In the valley. Tiike Annaheim, Westminster, Gos-

pel Swamp, Orange, Tustin, and Santa Ana. But
very few of those take any bee journal, consequent-

ly we find but very few comparatively posted; and
wh(!n asked why they do not, the almost universal

reply is, "We are not able — can not afford it," etc.

Whenever we find one reading up, they think it

pays. We found one live bee-keeper; he has never
moved his bees to the valley. He has never failed

to get from a fair to a good crop of honey, oven in

the worst season. He has already taken out tons,

and will get 2000 lbs. oi- two tons more this season,

while Tnany of his immediate neighbors have not

taken any. Certainly the bee-keeper has something
to do with this result. He has never lost any bees

by wholesale; of course, you understand that the

best of us lose a few by queenlcssuess, or one mis-

hap and another, in si)ite of all we can do; but the

percentage is very small. Hundrcfls of stands died

in this locality the past winter. The increase has

been small, and all on account of feebleness in the

spring, from bad management. We can not get

those men out to our conventions to post them, and
the consequence is, tons of honey are g'ling to

waste. Those men occupy the teriitory, and keep
out, to a certain extent, a better posted class that

would occupy the territory; but they have either to

post up or starve out; which will it be? They are

waiting for one of the old-fashioned California honey
seasons.

Those canyons are usually small, narrow valleys,

containing a small stream of beautiful clear water,

in many places only wide enough for a road, occa-

sionally widening out, so the bee-ranch eonlaias 2 or

3 acres, which the enterprising ones cultivate to

fruit and M'gctables. The streams are l)ordered

with live oak and sycamore, and walled in on each
side with mountains, and frequently the rocks arc

perpendicular. Ot)od pasturage for cattle, horses,

mules, and goats, the entire year. For any one
who likes a retired life, many of the bee-ranches are

perfect little paradises. Some keep stock and hens.

They are l)0und to live; eggs are now 30 cents per
dozen; cows, $75.00 each; butter from 30 to 40 cents.

Now, d m't rny of you eastern bee-keepers came un-
less you wish to. E. Gallup.
Santa Ana, Cal., July, 1882.

GIVEN WIRED FKAITIES.

SHIPPIXQ FRAMES FILLED WITH FDN.

¥0U ask, "Has Heddon ever tried two thin

sheets, one on each side of the wire?" Yes,— time and again. Two sheets thus pressed to-

gether do nicely, but don't forget that, whether you
press on two thin sheets (one each side of the wires),

or one thick one, the press brings the septum
down as thin as the wire will allow, showing the

wire on either side of the sheet of fdn. in either

case. Most of the shipments I have made this year,

of wired fdn. frames, have gone in good order. Tvvo

or three have been seriously damaged; but I sent

one hand-pressed order, that was taken great pains

with, and that one brought forth complaint also.

Another hand-pres.^ed order went perfectly satisfac-

tory. Both hand-pressed orders had every sheet

tacked to the top-bar with a strip of wood, and every
cell the wire ran over had b^en pricked with a nail;

that is, the wire h;id been set down lirmly into the

base by pricking it down in every coll it ran over.

My own opinion is, that there is no safety in the

transportation of this class of goods; but that pat
on the wires by the press is the safest to ship. I

find no fault with the wires breaking; but with

those lots that fall into careless hand*, enrjute, arj

thrown about till the sheets are jarred loose from
the wires. I think the best way is for each buyer to

buy in the tlat, and hand-press on his own.

SMOKE-WOOD.
Bj' this mail I send you samples ranging from the

softest to the hardest that we use. The softest, we
use to kindle; the middle grade and hardest are

mixed in to make a good fire of duration, according

to circumstances. 1 spoke to the woodman, and
showed him your note about prices, and he says that,

had he no family to support, and plenty of money
at interest, he thinks he might furnish the " peck
basket full of wood at 10 cents," and possibly throw
in achromo as well as the basket. No, friend Root,

I was mistaken; this is not a good place to get the

wood. A man could not clear 50 cents per day at

that price. I do not wonder that you failed to sup-

ply the demand. I will buy allot mine at that price.

I doui)t if 25 cents for such a basket filled would pay
the 5(1.50 per day, nc(. It would do no more, to say

the least. We gl.idly yield to s.1013 on j better pre-

pared to supply this blessing to the apiarist.

James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., July C, ]8«.

The specimens of rotten wooil are about
such as we have been using, only they are
what we term " dry rot,'' a kind of rot that
takes ]>hice inside "of the tree or iog. It is

not caused by wet or dampness, and the
wood does not, tlierefore, give out any tarry
sap when burning. A nice article may com-
mand LT} cents a i)eck, but I can hardly think
it will. What is wanted now is for some
one to start it at a fixed regular price, and
keep up the standard and quality, so custo-
mers will not be disappointed. Samples
have been sent us from other parties, nearly
if not quite as good ; but no one seems to be
able to furnish a (piantity of it. It seems to
me the right man for the business must turn
up soon, and I hardly think he will want '2'>

cents a peck for it either. Peck baskets by
the quantity are worth about 4 cents each.

—

As we succeed most of the time in shipping
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frames filled with fdn., 1 think we shall get
the upper hand of the matter before very
long.

WHAT KIND OV BlilCS DO Wr. WANT?

ALSO SOMETniNO ABOUT AN APIAHY OF NINE
HIVES.

^^ ^|I1.\LL wc not roll up our sleeves, shako

^§y bauds, iuid then pitch into the work that

is to be done?" The forcffoing is one of

the most apt sentences that I have found in Glean-
ings during our short aciiunintancc. It matters lit-

tle of what color bees are, if they possess the recjui-

site substantial l)usinoss qualities; viz., inilustry,

hardiness, and fecundity, sullicient to maintain a

good strong working force, ami not exhaust the

most prolltable part of the season every year, in

swarming. Gentleness isan admirablelrait, if there

is not too muoh of it. I find, generally, my Fnmrtest

workers to be the smartest fighters when their com-
bativeness is thoroughly aroused. Heauty is not ob-

jectionable. If thf re are any who think otherwise,

let them hold a frame of comb, covered with young
Italians, in a position to receive the full rays of the

sun, and observe their movements a few moments.
If they are not convinced that an insect "of bfauty

is a joy for ever," they must bick the faculty of per-

ception. Although not favoring the dcchiration

that "there are no two-banded" bees among Ital-

ians (if mine are pure), my reading and observation

will not warrant a settled conviction that the^' are

a " fl.\ed race of primitive origin."

WHAT WK ARE DOING.
Well, early spring found us with nin(' strong

healthy colonies, and, with the exception of a little

moM on some of the combs (the consequence of our

overcare), in perfect condition. We wintered with-

out loss. With the exception of two very late last

year's swarms, all had honey enough to last them
until the season of bloom. Those that were defi-

cient in stores, we gave combs of sealed honey from
last year's surplus, and from the hives of those hav-

ing more than was necrssary tocarry them through.

At the same time, we fed all with sugar candy, and
supplie' them with all the rye meal they would use.

This treatment carried them through the cold,

stormy period, fr(jm the middle of April till the

first of June, when we found ourselves with hives

full of bees, and combs well stocked with brood —
very little honey, no sections adjusted, apple-blos-

soms about two weeks late, and one colony prepar-

ing to swarm. During the first week in June, the

apple-trees began to bloom, and the 6th found us
hiving our first swarm for the season, a fine large

one of blacks — la'ge both in workers and queens, as

no less than seven of their majesties accompanied
the would-be-fly-aways. Having obtained sight of

one good-looking (juccn, and "seen her home," we
felt content, as did our new family, to all appear-

ances. I went oiit next morning to look after them,
and found a perfect be(e)dlam, with a dead q\ieenon
the alltfhting-board. Some of the be's were stand-

ing about the entrance of the hive, with their backs
up; some were clustcrrd in small squads on its

front, as though discussing the condition of things,

while others were busy at work. I concluded we
had injured the queen while hiving the swarm;
went to tbe old hive, found a young queen, eight

empty queen-cells, and one containing a queen.

This gave us a clew to the cause of the trouble, and,
deciding that no harm could result from the opera-
tion, we took the frame of comb containing the

queen-cell, and gave it to the new swarm.
On visiting them the second morning, wo found

another dead (lueen that had been lugged out during
the night. I opened the hive and found the queen-
cell, that we had put in the day previous, torn open,
and a young (lueen in the hive; I then concluded to

lot them work out their destiny without further in-

terference. In the afternoon, two more dead queens
were bi-ouglit out. During the third day, two others

were removed, and the dynasty apparently estab-

lished. On the fifth day we found them doing their

"level best," with a young queen installed; apple-

trees in full bloom, but no eggs in the combs. On
the lllth I opened the hive and fouml five full frames
of foundation nearly worked out and well stocked
with eggs, and every thing prosperous.
Perhaps my proceedings may not be considered

orthorlox by veterans in the pursuit; but, keeping
" an eye to the m;iin chance," I let the bees man-
age their affairs to their satisfaction, t)elioving their

knowledg-e of the "survival of the fittest" to be su-

perior to any other.

.7^i(/ic 23.— White clover, blackberry, raspVjerry, a'd
locust are beginning to yield honey, and the way the

bees rush out and in anrl crowd the sections does

not, at presr-nt, porten'] an application for a berth

in Dlastctl Hopes. Comb-building in the boxes i^

kept back by the cold nights; as the bees go down
into the l)rood-chrmber, very few are found in the

sections early in the morning.
/(tfy fi.— It is getting warmer, and one hive has 24

1-lb. sections nearly ready to take off, while three

others have not donc^ any thing in the ujoper sec-

tions, and very little in the side ones; though strong

in I (;es, they arc inclined to store in the brood-

combs. The How of white-clover and alsike honey
continues good, and the bees are making the most of

it; l)ut they are behind hand in swarming, as but

one colon)', the one before mentioned, has cast a

swarm.
POISONI.NG BEES.

It is tob3 hoped that the two instances of bees be-

ing poisoned, mentioned on page 3>!» of the July

number of Glbanincjh, miy prove a mistake, al-

though I have had the same argument forced on nie

tjy my neighbors, i.e., that bees must injure the

fruit crop l)y extracting the nectar from the blos-

soms, and evrn going to the ridiculous extreme of

maintaining that the potato crop is injured in the

same manner. I have noticed quite a large number
of dead bees in front of my hives, in the morning,

more than usual, butat;ril)uted it to the large honey-

Hows exhausting the old bees; and I hope the sup-

position is correct. Jas. F. Latham.
Cumberland, Me., July 10, 1885.

Friend L., T am a believer, to a certain
extent, in the doctrine of the survival of the
fittest, but I also believe God intended man
should have a part to play in the matter. If
lam correct, you saved only one queen out
of a lot of nine, reared, too, under tlie swarm-
ing impulse, and you indirectly intimate that
the one you saved was as good, or the best, of
the whole lot. My experience is, that she
was just as it happened to be, and probably
no better nor worse. Had you divided the
swarm into nine parts, and given each one a
comb, some bees, and one of the (|ueens, you
might have builded up quite a little apiary
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from so early a swarm, and out of the lot you
might have 'had one or two extra queens.
Nature and man w^ere made to work togeth-

er; and nature, without man to manipulate,
would be a poor standard to go by or to look

up to.— You will lind chaff hives q\iile effec-

tive in keeping the surplus boxes so the bees
can stay in them and work during cool

nights. .^.••^

(^UKKNS BV WIAIL,, ANB OTHIiR lU VT-
TERS.

JAMES HEODON.

fHAVE sent out a considerable number of queens

by mail in several different kinds of cages dur-—
ing the past six years. I have always had some

reported dead on arrival, in all sorts of cages. I am
now using Peet cages purchased of you, friend Koot,

and the same losses as before are realized. I am be-

ginning to think that mail-bag3 (air-tight) that are

thrown about in the sun, are not just the best place

in the world for bees. Take all the pains I may with

these model cages, and queens by mail are not a suc-

cess with any certr.inty. I use a larger and heavier

cage of my own got-up that takes queens by express

with perfect s ifety, where no unreasonable delays

are met with. I am almost sorry that the mails re-

admitted bees.

My way of getting at the right and wrong of any

problem is to put myself on both sides of it. Now,

if I were going to order one queen I should order a

tested one. If fl or 25, 1 should probably order dollar

queens. Now, in either case I would rather pay the

25 or 30 cts. expressage than to have my queens sub-

jected to a mail-bag, if going any distance worthy of

note. I think I would rather have a dollar queen

sent me by express (if over 100 miles), at a cost of

$1.2.5, than by mail postage free, at $1.00. I think, as

you do, that a great many disputes and accusations

of dishonesty grow out of difference in experiences

regarding the same thing. For instance, Jones

sends Smith a selected tested queen. Jones has

linoiun her to produce bees of best qualities, and lots

of them. Smith pays S3.00 for her, and then orders

her by mail; and when he tests her, he pronounces

Jones a big fraud. She is not "prolific," her work-

ers are not " industrious," neither are they "quiet in

disposition." Now, I believe both these gentlemen

are honest, and that the change has been made by

the mail-bags.

I have read and been told of tricks played by sev-

eral of our supply dealers who stand high, in this

very queen business. I bring to mind two noted

dealers, of whom I have heard of queen swindles.

Now, I am personally acquainted with these men;
and if I know that any one is honest, I know these

two men are. Not one word of complaint of dishon-

esty has ever been muttered regarding their vend-

ing any of the dozens of other styles of goods; "but,

sir, that man sent mo a tested queen that produced

bees, some of which were black, and not good bees

in minor qualifications," such as honey-gathering,

good nature, etc.

Were the tests to be made, I am sure that the ship-

ping of queens by mail will rob their workers of not

only some of these " minor qualities," but of some
of the gold rings they wear about their abdomen,
that are so highly prized by some. Whether abnor-

mal condition endured during transit causes them

to lose their fertility, so that thoy seek it again by
flying out in the new field for another fertilization or

not, I do not know; but that this change does take

place, I do know.

I have no theories regarding the disputed question

of partheno-gencsis; I have only a few facts bear-

ing slightly upon the subject. I am not sure but
that, in some instances, sending queens by express,

in large and best cages, produces some of these

changes. Owing to these facts, the " bees-by-the-

pound" traffic will assist to protect queens ordered

with V4 or 1 or 2 lbs. of bees. If I am correct, I be-

lieve the greatly experienced Didants do not war-

rant the safe arrival of queens, and I shall never do

so by those ordered by mail. No goods should be

shii)ped in a manner that incurs irresponsible risk;

and when the transportation companies smash them
they are holden to the consignee, and Hof the ship-

per; and the guaranteeing of safe arrival is a bad

and should be a needless practice. It opens a hole

for dishonest customers to crawl into. Bees (full col-

onies) can now be sent with as much surety of safe

arrival as a box of oranges. Wo can put them up so

they are sure to reach their destination in perfect

order, if the transportation company don't blow up,

or slam them about. If they do, they are holden to

the receiver; and in some cases this receiver, rather

than sue for just damages, seeks to scare it out of

the dealer by threatening his reputation. He is sure

to go by the railroad company, who owe him the

damages, and demand it of the shipper, if he has

been foolish enough to "warrant safe arrival."

When the shipper talks to the railroad company
they tell him whatc\er damages there may lie, it is

none of his business; the goods Avere not his, and
they were not the moment he took his receipt; and
if at that moment he had learned that the one to

whom he had trusted them for pay was a dead beat,

and worthless, it requii-es a process of law to stop the

shipment. The shipper has this advantage: he has

caught the dead beat's goods away from home, and

can attach them for debt. I have looked at this sub-

ject from both sides, as I buy many orders of goods

during the year.

This puts me in mind, friend Root, that of the two
shipments you have made me, I can bitterly com-
plain of loose and careless packing of the first; with

mistakes in the invoice, and queen-cages full of saw-

dust; and of the last one, two weeks' delay in send-

ing; mistakes in two or three articles got down so

cheap that they are too cheap to suit me. Get out of

that "square list" of fellows who just suit e\-ery-

body in every particular and at all times. Now that

you are out among the folks who are finite and

human, I will say that, on the whole, I am pleased

with my purchases of j'ou. Most of the counter

goods arc marvels for the money. The traffic is a

blessing to the consumers. It seems wonderful how
such blessed conveniences can be made, and so well

made, for such a small sum of money, or, I may say,

with so little labor. Thanks to the brain of man —
to science.

I thank Mother Nature that she endowed me with

brains enough to know that you did the best you

knew how, to gi\e me all I oi-dered in the l)est possi-

ble shape, and as soon as you could.

I got these orders to use, and I shall realize three

times the profits upon them, in their use, that you

have in their sale.

Let it not be forgotten, that judicious purchases
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pay thrice the profits of wise sales. It is only a ques-

tion of purchasing the right thin?, at a i-easonable

price, at the right time. Di)n't try to stay in the

Square Li t t)!>cause I am pleasei on the wIidIc, be-

cause, were I a little leds reasonable, I would take

nil the good things of the shipmenta as a matter <if

ourse, and "howl" for the lack of perfection.

Dowagiac, Mich., July 5, 188.-'. Jamks Heduon.

FriPiid Ileddon, our experience a few years
a?o ill sending queens by mail was some-
tliing like yours; but, as" in almost every-
thing else, hands who make it their every-
day business, and do almost nothing else,

acquire a faculty of succeeding, and yet one
can hardly see why they succeed eitlier. We
now ship ([ueens by the thousands, and send
them safely almo.st everywhere. With the
very sams cages and candy we sent you, we
have hardly a failure. It is true, our cages
are tilled with candy almost the dav they are
sent out, for we have one h;ind tilling cages
a great i)art of ttie time. Are you sure the
little bottles were filled with water V We
now, instead of using the oil- can, have a res-

ervoir, holding a gallon or two, placed on a
shelf, with a tin tube leading down to it.

This tube ends in a nozzle taken from an oil-

can, and the pressure gives a jet of water
that tills the bottles very quickly. For all

moderate distances, especially during damp
weather, we omit tlie water-bottles, and yet
we have very few losses. There is some-
thing in having just the right number of
bees. J think we put in from a dozen to
twenty. We can not agree, tliat queens go
safer by express. E\'i)ress companies are
not nearly as prompt as mails in delivering,
and I can not tind that they handle goods
with very much greater care than the mails
do. Perhaps I'd better apologize for so
much that seems like contradicting ; but our
Express Company, a few years ago, declined
being responsible for damages to bees, and
do decline now. We have for years stood all

losses from bad handling, and do so yet. 1

am not really sure they are far wrong. It is

our business to put up such goods so they
can not easily come to harm ; and since we
have used wired frames for our combs, a
breakdown has not been heard of. The ex-
press company, at the time I mention, paid
us $15.00 for breaking down the combs of a
lot of hives. Well, when we found they de-
clined being responsible for honey-combs
any more, we were driven to the necessity of
making some combs that could not break
down, and we liave done it. We have also
had quite a little experience in collecting of
the railroad companies, when they damaged
goods sent by freight, but we don't tind it

the easiest thing in the world.
1 know that good fertile queens sometimes

refuse to lay, after being shipped, but L do
not think it makes much difference whether
she goes by mail ov express. jSTeiglibor II.

carried one of his best queens down to his
River Apiary, and although she was out of
the hive not more than an hour, perhaps,
she never laid any more. It might be, that
riding live miles after his fast •* boss " did
it ; but as the cage was in his pocket, it don't
seem as if it should have been worse than
the mails. It seems to me that it requires a
little stretch of the imagination to see how

the yellow bands could be " jarred off " from
future generations, but it may be so. (^uile
a number of facts seem to declare that a
queen maij go out and get fertilized again,
after being some time deprived of laying by
being shut uj) in a cage ; but it may be a
mistake. (_)ur packing has been praised so
much, it seems a iittle singular that our
hands should have got careless with yours,
and I can not blame you a bit for beiiig dis-
gusted with sawdust in queen-cages. It
don't seem as if anybody could be so thought-
less. Your orders came in May andJiuie,
friend II.; and I tell you, if our friends all

get orders sent in these busy months inside
of two weeks, I think they do pretty well,
especially where the order is a large and
varied one like yours — not complaining, of
course, because an order is a laige one. It
is quite a different thing from having clerks
waiting, as they now are, for something to
do. and taking every order almost the min-
ute the letter is op?ued. i'our order for
cages reads thus :

" Twenty mailing-cages,
just right to send 20 ((ueens to California."
For this jjurpos:; we sent 40 cages, inteudftng
you to fasten two together. We did not put
them together ourselves, because the water-
bottles are not easily tilled after being nailed
together, and very likely we failed to ex-
plain the matter. Queens sent to California
in single cages, would be apt to bring disap-
pointment. I would suggest, friend II., that
the goods you do not think worth the money
might have exactly suited some other per-
son ; for I do not intend to offer a single ar-

ticle that is not useful in the place it is de-
signed for. L thank you for the philosophy
you embody in your concluding compliment,
and ai)ologize for the space I have occupied,
on the ground that one of the main things to

make life pleasant is to meet fairly, and
grapple with philosphically, the cause of
these little disappointments and vexations.
I tell you, our business was not builded up
without my knowing something of vexations.

(LOVER IIONKY, OR STORKS OF GRAIV-
ILiATED SUGAR.

WHICH IS 8A.FKST FOR WINTER?

W ^^'^H to ask you a question or two, which please

i(|| answer. I have 28 colonies of bees; am run-—
' ning most of them for extracted honej'. I had

come to the conclusion that I would lay a waj', dur-

ing the white-clover season, a certain number of old

combs, full of white-clover honey, to give to colonies

short of stores in the fall, at time of preparing

them for winter, and also a reserve for spring feed-

ing, should any colonies need the same. Now, what
I wi.-h to know is ihis: Suppose in the ftill I take

old empty tough combs (they being better fo.- win-

tering bees on than new combs), make good thick

sugar syrup, fill these combs by laying them on their

sides, and running the syiup into them through a

sprinkler, give these combs thus prepared, suflicicnt

for each colony, in time for them to cap the same,
or finish filling, and then cap, will not this iiian be as

good for the bees as the combs of white-clover

honey? If so, it would pay for all trouble, and the

difference in price between the honey and sugar. I
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think tbe plan g'ood, so the frames of syrup are given

in time to enable the bees to cap it before eold

weather sets in. Please give me your views of this

matter, as it goes mightily against the grain to lay

away so many frames of this choice h(jncy. I have

wintered my bees the two last winters without any

loss, entirely on sugar syrup, and not A sugar,

either. W. T. Clary.

Claryville, Ky., July 6, 1882.

Why, friend C, it seems to me your exper-
iments have answered the question already.

It lias been demonstrated over and over
again, that pure su.sar is better for bees than
any honey, and I do not now remember of

ever hearing of a single case where natural
stores were found better than sugar properly
and timely fed. D. A. Jones, wiien here,

made the remark, that there was one of my
hobbies that would bear riding just as hard
as I or anybody else had a mind to. It was
the idea, that sugar stores are better for bees
than their natural food. This last winter
has still further corroborated it. Neighbor
H. thought he was ahead of us, because his

bees had stores of their own, wnthont feed-

ing, or, at least, a great part of them did.

Those that required no feeding died badly
with the dysentery, and left whole combs of

solid honey, while all that had to be fed, al-

most without exception, came through strong
and healthy. My advice would be, to get all

your white honey in marketable shape, and
sell it ; then feed the superior, less expen-
sive sugar.

AN EINTHITSIASTIC A B C SCIIOIiAR.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT GETTING BEES OUT OF A
TREE.

FTER reading your ABC book, and looking

at yours and the little girl's portrait, I am
convinced that you are a friend to all of

God's creatures. I have started in bee-keeping in

this way while at work in the woods. Last winter I

went to chop a tree, a large oak, and found that

some one else had chopped into it years before, and

there was a hollow in it. I thought there might be a

log in the top of it, and struck it with my ax to see.

It was a warm day, and I soon had a swarm of bees

around my ears. They had gone in at the root, near

the ground. I left them there till the 15th of May,

and, prepared with a Simplicity hive, and friends

Gill and Wilson for <;ompany, took them out by tak-

ing one side of the tree out, which was done without

breaking or marring the combs. We then cut the

comb to fit the frames, and filled the hive of 12

frames with full combs of brood and bees, and it was
full. The 10th of June I divided them, giving the

new part 3 frames of brood and one frame of honey,

and frames full of fdn. To-day they are booming.

I bought a tested queen of M. A. Gill, and put with

one part the same day all right, and they filled every

comb they could find empty, and drew the fdn. out,

and the queen has laid one frame of fdn. full of

oggs. I then bought your ABC book, and went to

thinking. In a few days I was down to Wilson's, and

he had a queen that he bought of you, and she had

the largest swarm of bees I ever saw, and, Mr. W.
said, the largest in the county. I asked him what

he would take for them; he said $11.00, and I bought

them. He has offered me f16.00 for them since, but

I have none to sell. I divided them, gave them full

frames of fdn. all around, four frames of brood and
bees, and bought another swarm of Italians of Mr.
Wilson's father, and the five swarms are doing well.

This is my start. 1 shall not keep bees for profit

for one or two years yet. I shall follow your in-

structions as nearlyas I can, even to the planing and
painting of my posts for my vines. I hav<: 30 three-

year-old grapevines started, and shall place them as

directed by you. L. C. Gates.
Viola, Wis., July 3, 1883.

I am always glad to hear from my pui)ils,

friend G., and especially from the wide-
awake, enthusiastic ones like yourself. Your
first work now is to make all of them worth
$1().0(J. — I ^
^VHY SWARiTIS TOIWE TO OUK AI»I.\-

RIES.

AN INTERESTING SUBJECT.

E
THINK I have solved the problem. Apiaries

have certain pasturing grounds, where the bees

seem to congregate, and from which, to the

apiary and back, they seem to have a well-dettaed

path or route. My lees are in my orchard, from
whence they have three distinct courses to their

pasturing grounds, and on those lines they can be

seen going and coming in large numbers, at quite a

distance from the apiary. Now, the point is here:

A swarm of bees fiying over, and coming in contact

with these returning linos, foll(jw them in. Bees

going home are usually loaded, and fly more slowly

than a bee going out, and consequently make better

guides. Now for the evidence

:

About a year ago a swarm came from the south,

across my place, going about due north. I followed,

and at or about tbe north line of my farm they

changed their course to about N. N. W., and, after

going about one hundred rods, clustered on the top

of an oak-tree in which was a swarm that had been

in there some two or three years.

On the first day of July, this year, Mr. Colier, who
is a partner with me in the tile business, and who
lives east of me about three-quarters of a mile, was
sitting in the east door of his house, about 3 o'clock

in the afternoon, and saw a swarm of bees over in

the field east of his house, low down, just at the top

of the grass, which, when he first saw, were going

north, and continued to go in that direction some
distance across the field, when they changed their

course to due west, and came direct to my apiary,

and clustered on an apple-tree. Now, friend R., j'ou

have my theory, and the reasons therefor.

Jerome, O., July 14, 1883. R. McCrory.

I am quite inclined to agree with the
above. I have noticed these lines of flight,

and I have for years been puzzled to know
why runaway swarms should so often come
into the vicinity of large apiaries, and clus-

ter. "We know how prone bees are to unite,

or to fall in with any moving body of bees ;

and that they should naturally join in with
the slow-moving, heavy-laden bees, as they
follow each other slowly in the homeward
route, seems extremely probable, and we
tender you our thanks, friend M., for having
given the matter the attention you have.
The flight of bees has always been a most
interesting matter to me, and I hope others
may follow up the suggestion here thrown
out.
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SOmE HONEY-PLAIVTS OF THE SOUTH.

WHILE I frequently see articles describing

honey-plants, and but few of them are from
^ ^ the South, that land of flowers, I wish here

to call attention to three that I consider of more
than ordlnarj- importance, and respectfully ask for

the experience of others in regard to them.

THE BLACKBERRY.
Of this I have had experience only with the wild

variety, which grows spontaneously in all waste
places. My bees work on it from about the middle
of April to the middle of May. I suppose the culti-

vated varieties arc equally good.

THE PERSIMMON.
This is a medium-sized tree that grows best in the

fields, and blooms through May; bees work on it in

great numbers, and seem to prefer it to almost all

other trees. It could be cultivated, and I think the

fruit might be used for various purposes.

THE SOUTHERN COW PEA.

Mr. White, in his " Gardening for the South,"
gives this as a Doliclio^, but I think that I have no-

ticed that this was a mistake. We have many vari-

eties, the best of which 1 think are the speckled;

they are earlier, more compact in growth, free to

bloom, and do not shed the leaves until maturity.

They seem to secrete honey both in the flower and
on the flower-stalk; commence to bloom in from 30

to 40 days from germination; time of sowing can be
varied 3 or 3 months; will grow on almost any soil;

is but little damaged by drought, ami last, but not

least, as the peas are equal to grain, and the vine

makes excellent hay, it will more than pay its way
aside from honey. I reeommeml their culture.

Paris, Tenn., June 3, 1883. W. H. Greer.

Our friend has kindly sent, with the above
letter, a box of peas, and a sprig of the per-
simmon, with blossoms. The latter has been
several times mentioned as a honey-plant,
and of late we have had attention called
once or twice to peas. We will plant them,
and report.

WHAT TO DO WITH THE DKONES WE
DON'T W^ANT.

AN AUTOMATIC DRONE-TRAP.

WN Italianizing where you have had a drone-lay-

ijl Ing queen, how do you get rid of the surplus
' black drones? I inquired of several large bee-

keepers near me, and all the satisfaction I got was,
"Pinch their heads off; that is all the way I know
of." That would not take very long if a person only
had them caught; but pinching drones with the
fingers, out of a colony of bees that is just booming,
while a lot of the bees are speaking right to the
point — of their stinger saying, " Put that comb
back," is more of a job than a new hand like myself
wishes to undertake.

I made a trap and set it in the entrance so that all

bees passing either way would have to go through
it, with the meshes large enough lo admit a worker
only. The side nearest the hive, in place of the
screening, has tin trap-iloora, so arranged as to al-

low a drone to pass into the trap, and prevent his

return. When they are done Hying for the day,

they can be destroyed. The trap Is 9 inches long, 3

high, and 3 wide. The bottom and ends are wood;
the sides and top are wire screen, 3 meshes to the

inch one way, and 5}i the other. I would prefer the

screening to be made of No. 20 wire, as the finer

wire is not so easily kept in place. If you think

this will be of any use to bee-keepers, you are at

liberty to publish it. If you wish to make some, I

will send you a trap-door, such as I use. The other

parts, any one can make without further descrip-

tion. By the use of it I caught my black drones,

and put them where they will not fertilize my Italian

queens. Would not such a trap be a handy thing for

any bee-keeper to have?
I am a bee-keeper of only one season before this,

and am under many obligations to such writers as

J. Heddon, C. C. Miller, and many others.

C. A. Newton.
North Benton, Mahoning Co., O., June 18, 1883.

Your plan is not new, friend N., and, if I
am not mistaken, the simple device given
us by friend Jones answers every purpose.
By placing it before the entrance, and then
shaking every live bee outside, you have
every drone outside ; and if it is done toward
night, you have them where they can easily

be killed, lentil this season, we have al-

ways been annoyed more or less by black
and hybrid drones ; but now we have toward
four hundred colonies, and not even a black
or hybrid colony on the grounds, and none
that we know of very near. The conse-
quence is, that our young queens are, al-

most without an exception, pure.

HONEY -PliANTS, TO KEEP THE BEES
AWAY from: GKAPES.

HOW TO DO IT.

MpAVING been a subscriber to Gleanings for

! the past three years, and knowing that yoil
' are trying to advance the science of bee cul-

ture, I have a question to ask,— a question that may
be of much importance, not only to myself, but to

many others engaged in bee culture; it is this:

What can we sow or plant to most successfully keep
the bees from grapes? Every year we have the

story of "Bees and Grapes." Now, if we as bee-

keepers can furnish the Vices with something else at

that season of the year, to keep them out of mis-

chief, we shall have that question settled, and it is

the only way it can be satisfactorily accomplished;

and also, what amount should be sown or planted

for, say, every ten colonies? I know the season

may have much to do with our success, but we may,

sometimes at least, be successful.
A. T. Keelev.

Koyersford, Mont. Co., Pa., June 20, 1883.

Your idea is an excellent one, friend K.,
and I think I know of at least one plant that
will do it. There may be others, but I have
not had experience with any I feel sure of,

except the Simpson plant. An acre would
surely keep ten colonies busy, and it might
do more, on good soil, and with good cultiva-

tion. The worst drawback I know of is the
fact that a new plantation must be made
about every third year. If the plants are
started under glass, you will get quite a yield

of honey the lirst season, and it Avill come
just about the time grapes ripen. The next
"will be the principal yield, and the third
will about equal the lirst. The fourth year
you may about as well plow them up and
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take a new piece of ground. The Simpson
has the advantage over Spider plant, buck-
wheat, and ahnost all others, in keeping the
bees busy every liour in tlie day that tliey

can tly. The period of bloom will also cover
entirely the grape season. The next point
will be the item of expense. The cost the
lirst year will be about the same as for an
acre of cabbages. The two succeeding years,

all that will be needed is cultivating just as
we do corn, say two or three times, i should
say $10.00 per year would coverall expenses,
on an average, for the- three years. There is

no crop to gather, you know, unless you
gather the seed ; and with a demand of 25
cents per lb. for the seed, the seed should
pay all expenses. This estimate is for good
thorough care, such as would produce a good
crop of corn. If the work is done in a slip-

shod or negligent manner, it will be a failure,

like all other work with bees—or crops either.

liETTER FROM A PLEASED ABC
SCHOL.AR,

TfiLMNG ALSO WITAT ONK SWARM OF UEES DIlJ IN
OREGON.

fiHE goods you sent me ';ame iu dav time. I

received full compensation for the ten dollars.— The 50-cent plane could not be bought from
me cow foi- $5.00 if I knew it could not be replaced

for less money. The wholebillof goods gave perfect

satisfaction.

By the way, I will tell you what a swarm of bees

did in 48 hours. June 1st, at ll o'clock, a swarm of

bees came out. It was a big one. I put it into one
of my new hives; gave it 11 empty combs, also 32

1-lb. sections, 16 2-lb. sections, all weighing 40 lbs.

June 3, at 11 o'clock, I weighed again, 8S lbs., a gain

of 48 lbs. in 48 hours. June 10, at 11 o'clock, I

weighed again, r31!,2 lbs. I have now taken out 33

well'filled pound sections, and gave them the same
number of empty ones.

I almost forgot to tell you that I set the new
swarm in the old one's place, and moved the old one
about 40 feet away. My brood'^rack is 10?.i.vU)J4. in-

side measurement. I work from 10 to V> brood-

racks in each hive. Now, you can growl about the

size of my racks, if you wish. I think they are just

the right size.

I suppose I am progressing about upon an average
With the A B C class. 1 learned to spell saleratus,

lye, and wear my socks outside of my pants before

I got out of my ABC class.

The smoker you sent me to quit smoking is a nice

one. Before it reached me I sent for a Quinby
double-draft. Now the boys use the one you sent

me for smoking out minks, rats, and rabbits. My
black bees do not know me unless the pipe is in my
mouth; so, what is the price of the little smoker you
sent inc'i'

I am making a collection of honey-plants and
flowers, and will send them to you; the upland al-

sike and white-clover meadow M'ere in full bloom
May S.'ith, and will last till August; the bottom-land
meadow is just getting in bloom, and will last till

October. W. E. McWillt.
Collins, Benton Co., Oregon, June 10, 1SS3.

Perliaps I should apologize for giving the
above entire in the reading columns, but

friend M. seems to have such a quaint fash-
ion of telling a story, it seems a pity to spoil
it by marking any thing out. Perhaps he
would not have been so extravagant in his
praises of the iron plane, without that boom-
ing report of 4.S lbs. of honey in 4.S hours.

ABSC'ONDINC; IN SPITE OF UNSEALED
BROOD.

"A PESKY LOT OF STUBBORN CUITTERS."

/^A N the first pa-^e of ABC, under the head of

™Jy)
"Absconding Swarms," there is a sentence
which reads thus: " We never feel satisfied

unless we have given the new swarm at least one
comb containing unsealed brood, and we have never
had a swarm desert a hive when thus furnished,

nor have we ever heard of one's doing so."

Now I am going to tell you of one's doing so. A
few evenings ago I found a swarm clustered on one
of our pear-trees. It had doubtless hung there for

some time, and had taken a shower while clustered.

They were "powerful" cross, and as they were
slow about getting into the swarming-box, and as it

was getting dark, I threw a sheet over them, and
left them for the night.

Next morning, bright and early, I hived them, put'

ting in a frame of unsealed brood, according to the

most approved plan of ABC, and filling up the

hive with frames of fdn. I also placed the hive in a

shady place. About ten o'clock they swarmed out
and clustered. I hived them again, but had not,

time to get the cover on the hive before most of

them were in the air. A third time I hived them,
giving them a fresh frame of brood with plenty of

stores. I placed the swarming-box quietly on the

frames, covering hive and all with a sheet. But
they seemed possessed with the spirit of contrari-

ness, for they soon came pouring out from under
the sheet, and clustered again. The fourth time, I

hived them in a three-story hive. I closed the en-

trance of the lower story, which contained the brood,

and, clapping the cover on before they had a chance
to get away, kept them prisoners for the rest of the

day. In the evening I found them clustered on the

top of the hive as far from the brood as possible. I

brushed them down into the lower story, took off

the other two hives, put on the mat and cover,

opened the entrance, and gave up the contest, tell-

ing them, a "pesky lot of stubborn critters," to go
or stay, just as they saw fit. The next morning I

found them all clustered at one side of the hive on
the frames of fdn., which they had partially drawn
out. My frame <if brood was stripped of its honey,

and the brood was dead.

Supposing, from such unusual conduct, that they

must be in need of a mother's directing care, I gave
them a queen-cell about to hatch; but behold, the

next morning they had accepted the situation, and
their queen was filling the despised and ill-treated

frame of comb with eggs. James McNeil.
Hudson, N. Y., June '24, 1882.

IJut the sentence don't read " thus " now,
friend JNI. It did when the A B C was first

written, but I soon had to change it. Unce
in a while we lind a stubborn colony, like

the one you mention, but I have always suc-
ceeded in making them stay by breaking
them up and giving unsealed brood to each
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part or nucleus. During the swarminff sea-

son, I would give them the brood without
any honey, if I could readily tind a comb of

such. The new honey often seems to awak-
en the swarming-out mania anew. Some
frames of fdn. that the queen has just laid in

long enough to have a few of the eggs hatch-
ed, and no honey, is just about what you
want. If they do swarm out after being so

divided, you will lose only the part that con-
tains the queen. Un the same principle,

taking away their queen and giving them
unsealed brood will be almost a sure pre-

ventive against swarming out.

POAVElt OF THE WORKER-BEES TO
OHANOE THE SEX OF WORKER-

EGGS.

A SODND REPROOF FROM FRIEND TETBRS, FOR OUR
BOLDNESS AND PRESUMPTinN.

EN
j-our June issue, on pngc 2111, commcntinf? on

"The Queen Determines the Sex of Her Ova,"

you say, "It seems to me the bees have, after

all, the power of making- worker eggs produce

drones when they wish, as the recent facts brought

to light seem to show."

What facts, I ask, sustain such a wild and vision-

ary theory? The opinions deduced from observa-

tions by all tifo apiculturists with whom I am famiU
iar, when scrutinized, go to establish the very re-

verse idea you desire to inculcate. Even in the

June number, on page 200, Mr. Morgan says he hud

drone brood reared in worker-cells. Of course, he

may, and vice versa, if he is a close observer, and

from that fact he assumes that " the eggs would

have produced workers if thecomb had been left in

the hive from which I [he] took it.'" To show the

fallacy of such a conclusion, I need only refer to the

fact of many apicultui-ists tilling whole hives with

worker foundation alone, and yet the instinct of the

queen to produce both workers and drones is such

that, in every case, without exception, more or less

drone brood is reared in colonies having a fully ma-
tured queen. Young queens do not generally de-

posit drone ova until the colony Is made strong and
vigorous with workers. In order to make room for

drone brood in worker-cells, these latter are elongat-

ed bej'ond the level of the worker brood, and hence

sometimes they protrude so as to slightly resemble

queen-cells, but there is always a line of demarca-

tion between the drone brood and the adjacent

worker brood, and thus his 25 drone-cells exemplify

only what may be seen in any healthy colony during

any season suitable for rearing brood. I don't sup-

pose there is a colony of bees in existence in a nor-

mal condition with all worker comli in every frame
that has not more or less drone brood in it.

Now, friend Hoot, what became of your powers of

recollection when j'ou wrote that item quoted

above? Most assuredly, you knew a drone-laying

queen could not propagate a brood of workers. You
also knew, that in such hives the bees always vainly

endeavor to rear queens from drone-eggs. That
abortive effort, however, has a good-looking queen-

cell, but the inmate is male. You can no doubt call

to mind a thousand such Instances. You say the

food manipulated by the Viees constitutes the great

factor of sex. If it were possible for bees to change
the female ova into male larAsr by compounding

food, why not, by the same process,—presto change!

—the male ova into worker-nymphs? Now, you
know there is drone ova, as proven by the progeny

of an unfertile queen, yet you have admitted there

were none but female ova, if I correctly understand

you. Oh! I imagine you say, those ova are from an
unfertile queen, which makes a different case alto-

gether. But the stubborn fact stares us in the face,

that queen deposited male ova only, and one posi-

tive fact can not be dethroned by a thousand nega-

tives, we are told. The drone brood is developed in

spite of the many efforts to rear (jueens by the bees

from them. The worker nurse-bees have nothing

to do with the sex of the future individual— feeding

and nursing is their office. The ova will develop

that sex in which they were cast by nature.

It was said of Lord Bacon, or Lord Somebody else,

a man of rare genius, that occasionally, during his

greatest efforts, there wou'd occur a momentary
suspension of mental phenomena— an ellipsis —
gap, as it were; the faculties of the mind seemed to

slumber an instant, then he would resume the

thread of his discourse without ever being con-

scious of that skip in his mental existence. May
not this tangent off from your stock of better knowl-

edge have resulted from such an ellipsis or suspen-

sion of mental action, and forced you to skip over

your former better and sounder views, similar to

the mental inertia of the noble lord?

Geo. B. Peters.

Council Bend, Ark., June 13, 1882.

I forgive you, friend Peters, even for your
doubtful compliment of likening me to that
great Lflrd Somebody ; but instead of taking
space for a reply, I would simply ask you
and others to get a comb of nice worker
brood, and cut out pieces for queenless colo-

nies. Insert them exactly as you insert

brood for queen-rearing, and see if you do
not find drones from some of the cells. If

you do, go and see if you hud any drones in

the original comb the brood came outof. J^et

others try the same experiment, and if it

transpires we have nothing to talk about,
we won't talk. Meanwhile, let us have as

many facts as can be brought forward. I

did not intend to adduce the facts you gave,
friend P., to prove the point. You only
showed that the queen could adapt herself to

drone comb, and that only, when there was
not worker comb to be had.

< AN THE BEES FROM A QUEENLESS
HIVE STEAL. AN EGG FROM

ANOTHER HIVE?

SOME INTERESTING F.A.CTS IN THE MATTER.

W)HAT do j'ou mean when you say, "Can I

prove that a bee stole an egg and raised a

queen"? Do you mean to ask if I can bring

witnesses to that effect? If so, I say no, not of any
account. I will give It in detail if it will interest

you.

The swarm was queenless long l)efore February,

as there was no V.rood of any kind, to the best of my
knowledge; and about the middle of March I gave

them three frames of brood, in all stages; and of

course they went about raising a queen, which was

a failure, but which I think was my fault, from

opening the hive in too cold weather; however,
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they cut the cell about half down and began again;

but, of course, t ho brood was too old to raise a queen.

They capped the cell one day and cut it down the

next, and they had been playing this way some
time when, to my surprise, on looking io, what should

I see but a cell nicely cleaned up, with the jelly and
a new-laid egg, just as any queen would have laid

five minutes before, and in a few days the cell was
capped, etc., and thus we have a laying queen with
capped worker brood, not drone brood. I have not
for sure seen the young bees yet, but every thing

seems to be all right. There were no eggs nor lar-

vae of any kind in the hive at the time — only some
capped brood, and very little of that— 710 fertile

Worker about it.

Now, just what I want to know is, how did that

Solitary egg come in that hive, if it was not carried

in by a bee? and where did this bee get the egg, if

he did not steal it? or do you think a queen took
compassion on them, and visited them and laid an
egg for them?

I also had another qucenless stock, into the center
of which I put a frame of brood, and in about six

days they had queen-cells on fii^e frames, so this

proves that the bees can carry eggs about in their

own hive, and why not carry from one hive to the
other in a like manner? I am almost afraid to send
thl', but I have summoned up courage and done so,

just as the facts appear to me.
C. H. Beeler, Jr.

Philadelphia, Pa., June 3, 1883.

Why, my friend, instead of being ashamed
to send your article, you ought to be glad of
the opportunity you have for giving i^ such
very valuable facts. Although we have
great quantities of matter sent in for pnbli-
cation, we have comparatively few facts
from real experience like yours. It is true,
we have had reports before, tending to show
that bees do sometimes steal an egg from
another hive, but I have been incredulous,
until now, although it has been long known
that they would carry eggs from one comb
to another.

DOES A FERTILE QUEEN EVER 1.EAVE
THE HIVE, EXCEPT WITH A

SWARM ?

AM fully satisfied that a fei tile queen does some-
times leave her hive when she does not go with
a new swarm. Last Thursday night, when I

arrived home about half-past 5 p. m., I went to my
apiary, and there found a buQch of bees on the
alight ing-board. I at once opened them and found
a queen. Not knowing where she came from, I

caged her and proceeded to examine to find out
where she belonged, if possible. The first hive I

opened was one next to the one where this queen
was found, about dli feet distant from it, and
precisely the same color (white, wilh wide red alight-

ing-board). Upon looking it over carefully I could
find no queen. I examined it very thoroughly 3 or 4

times, but no queen could be seen. On becoming
satisfied that no queen was there, where 1 saw her
the morning before, I concluded that the queen I

had in the cage must belong there; so I at once let

her in among the bees. They received her with ev-

ident manifestations of joy, proving that she be-

longed there. My wife and little boy had watched
thoroughly, and no swarm had issued, so the queen

must have gone out on an excursion of her own.
Now, why did she do this? I have come to the con-

clusion that our queens go out oftener than we sup-

pose, and perhaps many cases where breeders have
been accused of selling hybrids for tested queens
are susceptible of the above as a solution and ex-

planation. At any rate, the above story is a fact;

and if one queen goes out occasionally, why not an-

other? and why is it not probable that our queens
go out often on excursions? I have often opened a

hive, and carefully examined it, and found no
queen; but thinkiug I had not looked carefully

enough, or perhaps queen was lost, I would look the

hive over next day, and find the queen readily. Has
not every bee-keeper had the same experience? and
is it not fair to presume that he did look the hive

over, and the queen had reallj' "gone a visiting"?

J. E. Pond, Jr.

. Foxboro, Norfolk Co., Mass., June, 1883.

The matter of fertile queens going a visit-

ing was pretty thoroughly gone over some
years ago, and I believe the conclusion was
that it occurs so seldom we might say that
they don't, as a rule. I know there is some-
thing a little strange about the fact that we
so often fail to tind a queen, and then again
find her so easily ; but after such searches, I

have sometimes fojind her, away from the
bees, oft: on a comb by herself, almost alone;
and in one case I found her away from the
cluster, up in an upper story. If. I am not
mistaken, I think I have, in one or two
cases, seen fertile queens show themselves
at the entrance, or venture a little way out
on the alighting-board. Granting this, it

behooves us to keep in mind that these are
rare exceptions, and that, while one queen
shows a sort of sport, as it were, like this,

thousands stay in their hives for their whole
term of life, never manifesting any dis-

position to wander from their regular allot-

ed sphere of egg-laying. From the fact of
your queen having a little cluster of bees
with her, I should be inclined to think a
little swarm must have slipped out unob-
served. These irregularities are much more
frequent during a dearth of honey, and I

have known the bees to chase a queen out
of the hives at such times. Old strong
stocks, with plenty of stores, seldom show
any such irregularities.

SUB -EARTH VENTILATION, AND 200
DAYS AVITHOUT A EliY.

ALSO SOMETUING ABOUT WATER FOR BEES, AND
THE "DRY POWDER."

Sf
ARRANGED a room in my cellar within all the

walls, leaving an air space to avoid uneven—
' temperature and what moisture might arise

from the walls: then a small stovepipe was connect-

ed with the chimney, and an underground tile pipe,

40 ft. long, to lead in the air as fast as the stove-

pipe would take it out, which gave pure air at about
41°. With the temperature 60° outside, the ther-

mometer showed 44°; with the temperature 30° be-

low zero, outside, or a variation of 80°, the tempera-
ture at the inner end of the ventilator was 41°,

showing that a little longer tile would not vary it to

any great extent, or prove of much greater value.

About the 7th of November the bees were put in-
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to this rcpositorj-, and the weather being fine on the

14th of A pril, they were removed, nil but one swarm,
which was left to t< st the plan, niifl thus remained
until the "d of June, making- over 200 days with no
lly. May 4tli I rf(,'eivcd a visit from Mr. G. F.

Wheeler, of Mexico (to wh<im much credit should be

given iis inventor of the prize box), and we went for

the experimental hive, which was brought to the

door in bright da3 light, and after giving a whilT of

smoke, the frames (three of them containing brood)

were (xamincd and set into another hive, and
the bottom-board closely examined under the micro-

scope, which would, it seems to me, convince any

observer of the truth of the dry-powder theory. A
frame of swectenetl water was given them, and they

were put back for two weeks, when they were again

overhauled, wi.h no sign of dysentery. They were
again set back until June 3, when they were set cut

for a jubilee, and in about 2 hours they commence I

bringing in pollen. As there were not more than

one pint of dead bees in all, it shows pretty well that

bees sometimes live at least 7 or 8 months. During
the winter they were entirely open at top, and en-

trance also open, showing the bees at all times,

when going into the cellar, which was about every

week, which exposure they scarcely noticed.

For the ventilation idea I am much indebted to

Mr. Dines, of Fulton, N. Y., who has been extremely
successful in wintering for some j'cars past. Has
he not kept his light under a bushel?

WATER FOR BEES.

About the middle of March, some hives showed
signs of uneasiness, and were given water with

gratifying results; and when removed to summer
stands, as the weather was unfavorable, combs were
filled with honey and water, and placed beside the

brood. They were very soon empty, and were re-

filled, and placed in the center of the brood-nest,

and the first we knew they were filled with brood,

and the process repeated as often as they could take

care of them until nearly fruit bloom, when my
?ior!ej/ was all gone; but as the well did not fail, 1

would fill my sprinkler with water and fill the combs,
putting a frame of water into every hive, and in the

strong ones I put it in the center of the brood-nest,

and in every case, with strong swarms, the water
would be gone in two days, and then thousands could

be seen loading with water at a stream near the bee

yard. These I knew were our own bees, as there are

no other Italians around here.

I think I have given 80 hives at least two barrels of

water, and still they go for the creek. Who knows
how much bees suffer for water? In one large

swarm a frame was placed outside the division-

board, filled with water, having access under the

division-board. F. H. Cyrenius.
Scriba, New York, Juae, 1882.

Friend ('.,your communication is a most
valuable one, especially that part of it per-
taining to the sub-earth ventilation matter.
I feel sure the time is not far off when we
shall have a summer temperature all winter
long, and save fuel, too, by bringing our
fresh air under ground before it comes into
tlie house. I am a little surprised at the
good results you obtained from a tile only
40 feet long. Will you please tell us the di-

ameter of this tile V — Your account of giv-
ing t' ( liets so much water makes me feel

as if 1 should like a running brook that I
could conduct right through a bee-hive, and

then I would place a barrel of granulated
sugar where it would run down as fast as
used, riglit by the side of the water-trough,
leaving the bees to combine the two at their

pleasure, and in just such proi)ortions as
they saw lit. In the winter time we should
need a barrel of tl)ur on tlie side of the
trough oi>posite the sugar, and then, with
the sub-earth pipe, we should have an auto-
matic bee-raismg machine. I am i^.ot really

sure we should need any greenliouse foi'

them to tly in, for you have proved they can
live, do well, and raise brood, for at least 200

days without any tly at all. Now in sober
earnest, dear friends, I feel the time is fast

coming when, instead of this great ti'onble

to get bees to start with in the spring, it will

be only a question as to the price of Hour
and granulated sugar. Water and air are

free, thanks to our kind heavenly Father.

A WORD AGAINST CUPPING QHKENS*
AVINGS.

WILL IT ENI).\NGER THE STBENGTR OF THE WORK-
ERS' WINGS?

MAM in the ABC class in bee culture, and feel

that I am hardly entitled to a place in that; at

— least, not far from the foot; and in about the

same position in regard to writing any thing for the

public eye. Yet I feel constrained to say something

on the ifbovc heading.

It is a well and, I thought, generally known fact,

that there is a principle that like produces like, run-

ning through all organized creation, both animal

and vegetable; and it is by the recognition of this

fact, and the judicious use of it, that our domestic

animals and farm and garden products have been

brought to their present high standard of excellence,

the most perfect of its kind being always selected

for propagation. Yet in this matter of mutilating

the wings of the queen-bees, this principle seems to

be entirely ignored. In the town of Wytheville, Va.,

where I lived many years, was a breed of tailless

dogs, and this was produced by a custom which pre-

vailed there of bobbing the tails of that variety of

dogs. I have seen whole litters of puppies, eight or

ten in number, with hardly any more sign of a tail

than a guinea pig. One writer goes so far as to say

that persistent practice of planting only the middle

grains of cars of corn will result in ears without

grains on the ends. Certain it is, that I have seen

many such ears. I can almost hear some one say,

" But bees are not dogs or corn." If the principle is

correct, it will produce the same effect on queens

as on dogs' tails. Already we hear ominous reports,

such and such per cent of queens hatching with

imperfect wings, or without any wings.

I have only three purchased Italian queens of the

most reputable breeders in the country. They have

all the good points generally claimed for them, ex-

cept power of wing. Wife and I were looking at a

very strong colony of them one day in May, when

they were driven in by a coming storm. Wife, who

is enthusiastic for the Italians, exclaimed, as they

fell in myriads in the grass, some as far as eight or

ten feet from the hive, " Oh what loads of honey

they are bringing in! They can't get to the hive

with it till they rest." Well, now, the condition of

things inside did not warrant any such praise or in-
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lerenco; for other stands of both blacks and hybrids

(!i misnomer), with a great many less bees could

show eijually as good a stock account, and they

would make the alighting-board tilmost every time.

The best honey-gatherers I have arc queens raised

from these same queens. The blacks come next,

and these purely mated bought queens are List, al-

though they make up that deficiency by their great

breeding capacity. A. Williamson.
Osceola, Washington Co., Va., June 19, 1883.

Friend W., you liave stiuck on the posi-

tion held by 1). L. Adair, and discussed at
considerable lengtli in the first volume of
Glkanings, teii years ago. The only ob-
jection I know of, to your reasoning, is that
the time is too short for any such results. If

the wings of all queens were clipped for
several centuries, it would seem that nature
might cease to develop an organ that was
never used; but that the cutting -off of
(lueens' wings and dogs' tails in one man's
lifetime should give wingless (lueens and
bees, and tailless dogs, would hardly be in
accordance with the facts collected on this

strange subject. Should we, however, se-

lect dogs and queens, tailless and wingless
from birth, and breed from them for several
generations, no doubt we might in a few
seasons get a breed having this peculiarity
pretty well established. Do you not see the
difference V Well, if we notice that the work-
ers from a certain queen seem to have weak
wings, as in the case you have just stated, by
all means ajvoid breeding from her. Jf I am
correct, the point that Prof. Cook urges so
strongly is, that we take more heed to points
like these. It is, without doubt, of vast mo-
ment that something should be done in this
matter. At present there is, undoubtedly,
too much of a saving of everything that pro-
duces bees with three yellow bands, thus
cutting off all chance for nature to weed out
the poorest as she has been doing for ages

;

and as a result, we are obliged to send over
to barren Italy, every now and then, to get
stock that has been weeded out by this pro-
cess. When Italy learns to raise queens as
we do, and to feed up with sugar all that do
not get enough natural stores, what are we
going to do V Very likely we shall have to
depend on friend Cook, or some other good
friend of humanity, to save us from the evil
that even now begins to loom up in the dis-

tance.

FKIEND ATCHIiEY IN TROirBLE.

A STORY WITH A MORAL.

AM almost ruined la business. I don't know
what to do. I sold a good lot of honey and col-

lected $500.00 to buy wax with, and to pay 1300.00

I owe, and night liefore last myself and family were
nearly killed by chloroform, and my money all sto-

len; my drawer torn out by the roots, and every
thing, including my watch and some other jewelry,

was also taken, and I can not get any trace at all of

who did it. I owe It. Wilkin $li;?.00, and James Mar-
vin $100.00, which is about all the money I owe.

Money can hardly be borrowed hero at all, at this

season; business is dull and I don't know where to

get It.

I was also indicted about a month ago for selling

honey that the people pronounced glucose. It was
the honey I bought of friend Wilkin, and it was so

much whiter than Texas honey they at once called

it manufactured stutl', when it was nothing but the

finest California honey, and the trial comes off in

July, and that will cost me something, although I

am satisfied they can not make any thing out of it.

I am going to write my creditors and see if they will

not wait on me 90 days; and if they woTi'f, I don't

know what I shall do. I have got more money due

me at about that time, and you may be sure I will

never a?aia have more than $5.00 in my house at a

time. If these men will not wait on me I will adver-

tise in Gleanings and sell some bees and honey at

a sacrifice, and pay them. Please tell what you
would do in the matter. I had rather give up all my
bee:^ (90 stands), to pay the $3C0.00, than be called dis-

honest, or not coming up to my promise, and I can

not get the monej' now, otherwise.

Yours in sorrow,— E. J. Atchley.
Lancaster, Texas, June 20, 1883.

Your resolution not to keep over $5.00 in
the house again, friend A., is a pretty good
one, unless you put the amount rather small,
for it is a fact, that keeping money in the
house, or in one's pocket, in sums like you
mention, is one of the incentives to crime.
When money is paid you, either pay it out
again or put it in the bank. Of course, you
received this sum in various small amounts.
Well, if so, why did you not send it, as fast
as you got it, to those you were owing, or
buy w'ax with it, and thus have it out of
your hands, instead of letting it accumulate?
It is an excellent idea, in several ways, to
keep money moving ; for while it is lying
still in your pocket or drawer, it is doing no
good to anybody. Money was made to be
used, and the more we use, judiciously, of
course, the more good it does. It is a loss

every way, for a strong able man to be stand-
ing around when there is so much work to
do, and it is, in the same way, a loss for good
money to be standing or lying still. Keep it

moving and " working."
So much for good resolutions ; but what is

to be done now V Tell the full- facts in the
case to your creditors, and, without wasting
very much time in talking over the matter,
get"to work again. If there is a reasonable
chance of convicting the thieves, by all

means improve it; but don't waste much
time or money, unless the case is a pretty
plain one. A cousin of mine recently lost

his life in pursuing a thief who had stolen
his horse. He exposed himself to a cold
storm, because he was pretty close on his

track, and lost his life and— the thief too.

Coolness and wisdom are needed in coping
with Satan. The fact that you have in your
community, men who would want the hard
earnings of a brother, and risk their lives

for it, would seem to me to indicate that
the cause of religion must be at a rather low
ebb near you. Have you plenty of strong
churches, and are their members real live

Christians who carry their religion into their

daily business V If you are a man well
known and trusted and beloved in your
vicinity, I should expect the people would
rise up in a remonstrance in this honey mat-
ter, and declare it to be impossible that you
had done such a thing. I have purchased
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and sokl quite a quantity of friend Wilkin's
California honey, and we know it to be both
good and wholesome. I feel pretty Avell sat-

islied the honey matter has a.i riglited itself

by this time, witliout costing: you any mon-
ey ; and if your trust is in God, friend A.,
and you are striving, day by day, to liave

your'life right in his sight, the loss of the
money will come out all right too, for he has
given us the promise, all things shall work
together for good to thos-e who love him,
and that, too, in spite of all that evil men can
do.

tm I ^
HOW MANV BKliS THKRE AUK IN

HAL.F A POUND, ETC.

ALSO SOMETniNG ABOUT OUR TRIALS.

^Ej*?JROM the post-mark on your card, I infer that

Jp you shipped my bees the first day of June. I—
' received the card on the sixth daj', and the

bees at 4 o'clock on the 8th. The bees were all dead
except two workers. The cages were all in good or-

der, with plenty of food and water. The bees

showed signs of having been smothered. I live two
miles from town. Thinking I might possibly find a

live queen, I hurried home and emptied a c.^ge on a

cloth; but all were dead, and apparently much re-

duced in size. Then I wanted to see the queen. I

took a feather and shifted the bees repeatedly, but

failed to fiml her. Well, I must find the queens,

and here is a good chance of knowiughow many bees

there are in half a pound; and by counting them, I

shall be certain to find the queens.

The first cage, instead of 1600, counted out 1938;

the other three cages each counted over 2000. But
the weight of bees depends much upon the amount
of honey they have in their sacks. Perhaps you
caged tbem before they ate their breakfast. I

found all the queens, Imt they were so drawn up, or

reduced in length, that they were hard to distin-

guish. I found but very few drones — not more
than ten. The express bill to Asheville was fl.20;

from Asheville to Waynesville, 25 cents.

WtU, I am a little blue, and have been hesitating.

You know nothing about me, whether I am square
or crooked. But as you replace damages that occur
in transit, you will please duplicate my order. That
is, send me by express four selected tested queens,

with half-pound of bees with each queen. Be sure

you get them in cages large enough to avoid smoth-
ering, or else send fewer bees. In my business

transactions my rule is to try to keep square with
every man. Wm. FRA^'CIS, Sh.

Waynesville, N. C. June If, 1882.

It will be observed, that we estimate 1600
bees for a half-pound in our price list. In-
stead of leducing our price list this season
because bees were so plentiful, I have in-
structed the boys to give pretty good weight,
and this is likely why our friend found over
2000 to a cage on an average. It may be,
too, that this lot was sent out before they
had had their " breakfast," as he so pleas-
antly terms it. I am glad to know they over-
ran my estimate, any way ; for even if they
should be pretty well filled with lioney when
sent out. there would likely be the 1(300 any
Avay. l:i the above lot of four half-pound
packages, each one contained one of our
select tested queens. It seems we had got

the food and water part all right, but they
died, as conjectured, for want of air. Such
a loss is enough to make one feel '' blue,"
true enough. It may help some of the
friends who think our prices high, to see
why they must necessarily be so. If the
next lot, which we sent right after them, in
cages double the size, get through all right,
1 presume the money originally received
will pretty nearly cover ro.st of botii. IIow
do I know whether you are "square" or
"crooked," friend F.? Well, I know pret-
ty vvell by your kind letter. Besides, I do
not believe we have a man in our midst so
heartless as to wish to have us send another
lot for nothing, after seeing to how much
pains and expense we have been to in order
to have them go safely.

-*--^
NEIV CANDIED HONEY.

fHE bee-keepers all seem disposed to make a

sort of goi father (or mother) of j^ou, and, like—
children out at play, whenever they find a new

flower, or get a sliver in their finger, they run right

to mother as a matter of course. As you seem des-

tined to share all the "new flowers" and "slivers"

with your many readers and followers, why shouldn't

I trot in with mine? We have not lost a swarm of

lices in two years. We have 20 stands — are cutting

out all queen-cells, to prevent swarming; go through
once a week, and have had only one swarm. They
are all working nicely in sections, and promise a

big crop. But a thing happened lately, which, to

us, is strange. AVe would go through and cut out

queen cells, and then in a week do the same thing

again; and for two or three weeks wo would find

new comb filled with candied honey. This is my
"new flower." Do you allow your bees to act so, or

is it common? One hive, where we could not get

sections in top so soon as we ought, had in six days

built up a pyramid as white as snow on the honey-

board. It was beautiful, and all the central part of

the combs was filled with candied honey, and the

outer portions were fast becoming so. We found
candled honey in new comb in many of the hives.

STICKS AND WIRES FOR TRANSFERRING.

Last year we cid a good deal of transferring from
box hives to frames, and I think we found a better

way than anyl have seen mentioned in Gleanings;
viz., to fasten the comb into the frames. We got

our split sticks all ready— right length, etc., as you
direct for tying with strings. But we use fine an-

nealed wire. Before going to work we cut the wire

into three-inch pieces; then we take half the sticks

and fasten a wire to each end of the sticks. Then
we go to work laying the wired sticks under the

frames, slip in the combs, lay on the unwired stick,

take the loose end of wire, and just give a turn or

or two around the top stick, and the work is done.

No knots, no trouble. In a few days you unwind
the wire from the top sticks and fake all off, leaving

the sticks all wired and ready to be used again. The
same wires, being soft and pliable, can be used a

number of times without being taken from bottom

sticks.

THE RUIiBER PLATES FOR STARTERS.

The little rubber plates we got of you to make our

foundation, work first rate; but we were nearly dis-

couraged before we learned how to manage it. I
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think a person should have two pair, so as to toe flll-

iug one while the other is cooling.
F. S. FCLMER.

Spring- Mill.?, Campbell Co., Va., June 30, 188;J.

Thanks for your very kind words, friend
F., and I earnestly pray tliat I may always
be able to give efficient help to all who see
tit to come to me. Your " sliver " about the
candied lioney is something I have never
seen. Honey that candies almost as soon as
stored, like pure grape sugar, has been sev-
eral times reported ; but 1 believe its source
is not known definitely. The reason you
found it only where you had cut out
queen-cells, was because it was a recent
yield, and I think you will lind the same
kind of candied honey all througli your api-
ary, in the honey just brought in. I know
of no help for it, except to explain it to your
customers ; and if they do not know you
personally, you may find it pretty hard work
to convince them you have not been feeding
sugar.—Your plan of using sticks with wires
on them is very old, but it sometimes does
good to revive old things.

imure
This department is to be kept for the benefit of those who are

fllssatistied ; and when anything is amiss, 1 hope you will " talk
risht out." As a rule, we will omit names anil addresses, to
avoid being too personal.

^jyjpli O not send any more of your trash to me. I am
MM satisfied that j'ou are an arrant hypocrite,

and not an honorable opponent, but, like a

little whiffet, always barking behind.

George K. Wright.
Cambria, N. Y., June 39, 1883.

Why, friend W., one miglit almost think
you were mad about something. If it is all

because J felt obliged to decline publishing
some communication you sent, which I did
not deem as profitable and important as
other matter I had on hand, I am very sorry;
but inasmuch as it is my duty to select mat-
ter to the best of my judgment, I do not see
liow I can do differently. If enemies are a
blessing to us because they tell us of our
faults without fear or favor, I certainly
liave got a blessing this time, and I shall try
to have your words do me good. If I am in
the least disposed to be hypocritical, I will
strive for the opposite ; and if I have ever,
even unconsciously, luid a way of " barking
behind," I will try henceforth to do all my
barking right squarely before people's faces.
Your first request is, however, not so easily
complied with. Your name is likely some-
where in our long printed list of those to
wliom we send price lists once a year. We
printed fifty copies of these lists, and it

would be quite a task to have a clerk hunt
out your name fifty times, and cut it out. I
fear, in spite of all I can do, that a price list

will go to you once a year for the next fifty
years. Before that time, however, it is quite
likely my son may send them out, and yoitr
son may get them. I presume, under the ex-
isting state of affairs, you wouldn't shake
hands if we should meet V Probably not

;

but as far as I am concerned, I do not know

that I would have any objection, even though
you did call me those ugly names.

THE liOCUST AS A HONEY-TREE;

AND SOMETHING ABOUT STARTING LOCCTST GROVES.

fjIIE locust-trees are now in bloom, and from my
window I see the bees working industriously

' among the fragrant blossoms. The flow of

honey seems to bo greatest toward evening, as then
there is a cloud of bees among these trees, and it is

my impression that the yield of honey from them is

quite considerable and of good flavor. These trees

belong to the Lcyuminosce order, which embraces a

host of plants, trees, shrubs, and herbs. There are

about 7000 species. Peas and beans belong to the

same order.
THE HONEY-LOCUST.

Most of us have been accustomed to call the locust

Avith pink or white (lowers, honey-locust; but if the

readers should see a real honey-locust, they would
say, "No such trees on my farm."
All along the trunk are horrid masses of branch-

ing thorns 6 inches to 112 feet long— an excellent

tree for birds to build in, for I am sure their nests

would not be disturbed by bad boys. It attains a

height of from 30 to 70 feet, has beautiful foliage,

and is now covered with small bunches of greenish

flowers. I found some few trees in the woods here,

the contented hum of many bees showing that it

may rightly be called honey-locust (GlcditscMa).

But the most valuable of all the locusts is the

Rohinial. This is the common locust found every-

where in our country. It is a native of the Western
and Middle States, and has been naturalized in New
England. It grows readily and vigorously on per-

meable soils, as sand and gravel, or loam; and now
let me show you its great value:

1. It is a good honey-tree.

3. It is a beautiful tree for the lawn or park, hav-

ing exquisitely beautiful foliage both in color and
form.

3. Unlike other shade trees, the locust improves
the sod or grass where it is planted. The soil here

is very light and sandy, and it is a difficult matter to

make grass grow on the lawn; but if locusts are

planted, we soon have a good compact growth.

i. The chief value of the locust is the durability of

the wood. As fence-posts it will outlast oak of any
kind four to one.

We are told by a fiiend that near the battlefield of

Monmouth stood an old fence built during the Revo-
lutionary War. Four years ago this fence was re-

paired, and to the astonishment of the children who
now occupy the old homestead, the posts which their

father had placed there were still sound. They
were the yellow locust, which abounds here, but is

not such a rapid grower as the common black locust.

All farmers know that one of the greatest nui-

sances about the farm is bad fences, and the keep-

ing of them in repair. There is some waste land to

every farm, and if this were planted with young
locust-trees there would soon be a continual supply

of posts, enough to keep all fences in good repair.

In our yard are trees 1-5 years old. Each one will

make at least a dozen posts. In this vicinity farm-

ers begin to know the value of such timber, and

posts 4 in. by 3 in. by 6 feet sell for 75 cents apiece.

Ten years' growth will make good fence-posts that
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will last 40 or 50 years at the least. We contemplate

buying a few acres of land and planting it with

young locust-trees. Land here can be had for $10.00

per acre, and 15 years' growth ought to make it

worth $2000 per acre. Every farmer ought to re-

serve the most inconvenient and barren spot on his

farm for a locust grove. In Monmouth Co., N. J.,

we see just such groves on farms. Locust seed, I

pi-esume, can be obtained from seedsmen. S. J. H.

SpotswooJ, N. J., June 17, 1883.

AVe have before pretty well discussed this

matter of honey and fence-posts from a lo-

cust grove, and the facts brought out fully

justify, I believe, the investment. The hon-
ey usually comes a little before white clover,
and the yield is about as certain as mostoth-
er sources, while the honey, when well ripen-
ed, is fully equal to clover, although it may
be a shade darker in color. As our 4000
basswoods were not planted as closely to-

gether as they might have been, I have
thought of putting locusts between them.
Will somebody tell us when is the proper
time to sow the seeds, etc.V With the facts
that have been brought forward, an adver-
tisement of seeds or small trees, if anybody
has them, would, I think, now be in order.
A great deal of wire fence is now being put
up, and serviceable posts are soon going to
be in great demand. Small trees, like the
little basswoods friend Morris has been send-
ing out by mail, are about what the most of
our bee-keepers need.

AVASHINGTON TERRITORY, ETC.

AliSO SOMETHING ABOUT SENDING BEES TO OREGON.

I
SAW in Gleanings your kind offer to give any
one a free ad. who would raise queens for the

friends in Oregon. Now, what is the use of ad-

vertising? they would send to you any waj'. " Far
brought and dear bought" is the best, always, and
everybody knows A. I. Hoot to be square and punc-

tual in his dealings, and, of course, will send their

orders to him in preference to an advertiser here in

Washington, or in Oregon. I have corresponded

with several parties in Oregon in reference to

queens. I have ofEered to furnish tested queens
raised from natural cells, under the swarming im-

pulse, for f2.00 each, and I have not a doubt but

that each party sent to you, and paid very near that

price in expressage for their queens. So much for

being popular.

And now, friend Hoot, I want to tell you what
Gleanings has done for me. You have nearly

5000 subscribers, and probably 10,000 readers; they

stretch from the north pole to the jumping-off

place in Australia. Well, they haven't all written

to me, but by the looks of the pile of letters wian-

swcred that I have, one would think the most of

them had sent a letter or postal card. 1 have re-

ceived as many as 17 letters in one day. It would
take all my time and two clerks to begin to answer
them; they all found my address In Gleanings, and

all ask about the same questions. Now, as Glean-
ings got me into the tcrape, I think it's no more
than fair that j'ou answer a few oC the questions.

They can see by the answers what the questions

were.

1. Washington Territory is as healthful a country

as mankind ever lived in.

3. Water Is very good — none better. Speckled

trout in all the streams.

3. Plenty of government land untakcn yer, mostly

timbered.

4. All fruits do well, except peaches and grapes.

5. Bees do fairly, especially the Italians; the

country is rather new yet ; not clover enough.

(5. Climate No. 1. The coldest day at ?;ooJilast win-

ter was 30° above. The coldest morning at daylight

was 1(5° above. I had 3000 cabbages winter in the

ground without hurt. Cabbige-plants sown in Sep-

tember winter out of doors without any protection.

Our summers average from 70° to 80° in the shade;

8t° is the highest that I ever saw it In the f-hade.

Now, friends, come one, come all, and bring your
families, and we will make you welcome.

II. A. Mauch.
Fidalgo, Wash. Ter., June 19, lo83.

Friend March, you are a good friend of
mine, and therefore do not see my faults, or
perhaps wouldn't tell them if you did ; but I
am sorry to tell you, all do not agree with
you in the high compliments you pay me,
and, as an illustration, I would refer you to
the Growlery of this present number. If it

were not for a sprinkling of such letters, I
do not know but that I might be tempted to
get vain. There has been so much trouble
about promptness in the queen and bee
business, I have tried hard to set a good ex-
ample for the brethren, and I decided that
high prices, with prompt shipments, would
be better than low prices and delays ; but it

seems, as you say, that we hold the trade, at
least a portion of it, in spite of the high pric-
es. Well, the moral to all your remarks is,

friend March, that you and others must
build up a reputation in the same way. It
takes only a little while to win the confidence
of the people, and when the current once
sets your way, it is not a very hard matter
to hold your customers, if you have the
spirit of fairness in your heart. Will our
Oregon friends, and those in that remote
vicinity, give friend March a trial V And
now, friend M., get a smart girl or boy who
writes a good plain hand, and teach him to
send an acknowledgment of some kind for
every letter received ; then as soon as you
can, pencil your answer hastily on the back
or margin of every letter, and let the boy or
girl put it in nice shape at her leisure. This
clerk can have a postal guide, make sure the
addresses are correct, attend to the stamps
and stationery, wrap up and mail queens,
while you only do the pleasant part of
scratching off the main points of the an-
swers. In this way you can please people by
giving them to understand that every thing
that goes to you will have some sort of an
answer right back again.— AVitli your glow-
ing account of Washington Territory, I am
afraid there will be a regular stampede for
it, unless there are some unpleasant features
that you haven't yet mentioned. What is

the reason you can not raise grapes and
peaches, with a climate like the one you
have described V Perhaps it doesn't rain,

and you have to irrigate, as they do in Cali-

fornia ?
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TRIALS IN ITALIANIZING; AND IS IT THE QUEEN OR
WOKKER BEES THAT LEAD OUT A SWARM?

fjlHE Italian (lueen which I ordered of you came
all right; but it beats all whatatimel have—

' had with that queen. H' I thought all Italian

(jueens are as cecentric as this one, I should give up
Italianizing-, 1 assure you. I received her on the 3d

of May; introduced her to a good strong colony,

and she was kindly accepted. On the 7th, she, with

her entire colony, swarmed out and tried to go in

with another colony, but I prevented this by

closing the entrance of the hive. They settled, and

1 hived them and put them back on their old stand,

giving them a frame of honey from another stock,

as her colony was one that had been recently trans-

ferred, and I had been compelled to feed them. Well,

she remained quiet; after this, however, she laid but

very few eggs, and the bees igeeraed perfectly de-

moralized, lighting and killing each other until they

were greatly reduced in numbers. On the ;50th she

led them out again, leaving a few bees and a small

amount of brood, trying to go in Avith another

stock; but failing in this they clustered on the end
of the hive. I then put them into a new hive, giv-

ing them a frame of unsealed brood, just as I would
a swarm, l)ut all to no purpose, for on the following

day she led them out again, and I hived them again,

and this time I clipped the lady's wings, thinking I

could keep her in that way, but not so; she persisted

in coming out; and while the bees were svvarming,

she would be hopping about on the ground until

she was caged and put back into the hive, where
she would remain until the nex', day, when she

would repeat the operation, until flnally the bees be-

came tired of so much nonsense, I suppose, and
went in with another stock. As it was a queenless

colony, I put her in too, keeping her caged 24 hours.

When I released her she was kindly received.

On the following day, while out among the bees, I

noticed a bunch of bees collected together on the

outside of this hive. On looking, I discovered her

in the center of the group. I put her into the hive

and went into the house. I went out again in al)out

ten minutes, and the bees vverc quietly at work, but

I noticed a string of bees crawling along on the

ground, and at their head was my beautiful Italian

queen, started for Medina, I suppose, where I al-

most wished I had let her stay.

I captured her and returned her to the hive, only

to see her ball:d immediately. I rescue<l her and
carried her back to the now small nucleus to which
she was first introduced. I put her in after remov-
ing the queen-cells, which they had started, and
giving them to the queenless colony. She remained
quiet a day or so. I watched her closely, feeding

them nights. In the evening of June 9th she was in

the hive; but when I looked for ter abcut 9 o'clock

the next morning, she was gone; so you see she was
too smart for me.

Now, friei.d Uoot, if on rising some morning you
should find a weary, travel-worn queen, with both

wings clipped, you may know it is she. I3e kind to

her, for she surel3' thinks more of you than she docs

of me. But, liying all jokes aside, I have been
greatly perplexed at her conduct, as I have studied

Gleanings and ABC, and have ft!llowe<l your
teachings as nearly' as I could. If you can assign

any reason for her strange behavi )r, will you be so

kind as to do so? Although I am somewhat dis-

couraged, I sh ill not give up; but I think I shall try

dollar queens next time.
Sarah E. Ddncan.

Lineville, Iowa, June Vi, 18S2.

I am sovry to say, my friend, that I can
not assign any reason for tills occasional
swarming-ont mania. Tlietronble seems to
be, to find wlietiier it is tlie fanli of tlie bees
or tlie qneen ; m your case, if the colony had
always behaved with propriety before the
advent of this eccentric miss, it would seem
very plain that she was the party in fault.

Now, the question comes u]). Can a queen
induce the bees to swarm when she chooses,
or, in other words, is it the workers or the
queen that docs the swarming V As the
queen is often almost the last to come out,
it would look a little as if she did not lead,
at least ; and when she has her wing clipped,
she seems to have very little to do with it,

until they lind she is not among them, and
come back. If none of your remaining col-

onies swarmed out and " acted up '' in this
way, it would be another pretty strong proof
that the queen has the iibility to stir up dis-

content and discord, in some queer sort of a
way, where she is so disposed. We haven't
seen tlie jaded and weary traveler yet, but
we will keep a shari^ lookout for her, and
meanwhile you may have another at half
price, in consideration of yoiu- troubles, if it

would be any accommodation.

A "black" QUEEN FROM AN ITALIAN MOTHER.

We failed to make the division of one of our colo-

onies that we had previously arranged for, and this

morning we found five dead queens in front of one
hive where we had left the queen-cells. One of the

queens is so different in appearance from thc^ oth-

ers, I venture to write and ask how you would ac-

count for it. She has no gold b inds, and j'ct from
the same queen. From her appearance, I should

say she is an olJ-fashioned black queen. If you can
give me some information in regard to my " black

queen from an Italian nnlher," I shall consider it a

favor. Mits. Carkie L. Stallahu.
Russellville, Ind., June 39, 1883.

Your case is not at all unusual, and we are
in the habit of paying little attention to the
color of the (lueens, or drones either, to de-
termine their purity. Vour black ijueen,
had she lived, would probably have produced
just as nice yellow-banded bees as her yel-

lower sister; and we often have queens all

black, producing nice yellow bees. These
facts only show that color in queens is, to a
great extent, only accident.

OUR GOOD IRIEND MRS. LOWE; HER SUCCESS AND
HER TRIALS.

How could you, Mr. lloi^t, destioy my confideuce

in you as a just and generous man, one who was
willing to accord women her duos? Like all the rest
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of your sex, from old Adam down, you are ready to

proclaim it if a woman commits an error; but if she

does any thing deserving of praise, you keep silent,

or say you don't believe she did it—"may b'; bcr

husband diil it, and she gets the credit of it."

Idon'tthiuk anybody is entitlcfl to much honor

for the manner in which my bees have been man-
aged; but if any is duo, my husband is not entitled

to it. He is so much afraid of bees he will hardly

come home to ilinner when they are out, and has

tried in various ways to discourage me from keep-

ing them. Because I feil them a few pounds of

sugar last winter he declared each bee had cost ten

cents. I have over one hundred standard and nu-

cleus colonies that 1 have managed without an as-

sistant. Sometimes I lind the work very laborious;

nf)thing but an indomitable determiation to succeed

In the business has sustained me. I have the igno-

rance and prejudice of some of my neighbors to con-

tend with. They are constantly bringing in their

complaints that my bees "suck their flowers to

death;" they "eat the grapes and peaches." One
man complains that my bees work on his watermel-

on-blooms so much he won't be able to raise any
fruit. Mrs. B. H. Lowe.
Hawkinsville, Ga., June 13, 18S3.

Why, my ptood friend, I only suggested
that your husband might deserve some of
the credit, because some one else might
think so ; and now it has brought out the fact,

that you raised the queens all your own self,

and that he only carried them to the post-
office on days when the bees didn't Uy much.
I believe that is the statement he made, or
something similar.—Tell your watermelon
friend that he could not raise watermelons
at all if it were not for the bees, and, if he
will read it, show him the cucumber story
that we gave in the June number, p. 300.

ilt^ ''imikm^
This department was suggested by one of the clerks, as an oji-

position to the Growlcry. 1 think 1 i^hall venture to give names
in full here.

MERE is a dollar to renew my subscription to

Gleanings, and here is my report: Com"
menced in the north-east corner of Blasted

Hopes in the spring of 1881 with two very weak col-

onies; increased by artificial swarming (too poor
and too spunky to buy more) to 9; wintered all nice-

Ij-, and now at tliis date have increased (by " natu-

ral," aided with a little " artiflcial," to give them
"vim") to Si, and have put back at least i or 5

swarms. The swarming fever is subsiding now, and
they are settling down to business nicely. I have
commenced taking off sections. Hoping the " sweet
by and by" is close at hand, [ remain yours with a

broad grin.

P. .S.— Why, my gracious! frieml G. W. White, of

Georgia, needn't blow about a swarm in April swarm-
ing in May. I ha\e had as many as three queens
this season that led out two swarms each, inside of

a month; that is, all in the month of May. We
seldom have swarms here in April.

J.VCOB COPELAND.
Allendale, Wabash Co., 111., June 14, 1882.

Friend C, we can imagine vou bending

over a hive, lifting out the white filled sec-
tions, thinking of the hours you liave spent
ill anticipation of this very harvest time of
all your fond hopes, and " grinning " all the
time. ^ •Bi ^
A NEW DISCIPLE OF THi: " <'0.1IPKES-

SION THEORY."

HOW THE BEES CONTROL THE SEX Ol' THE OVA.

Mi.
BOUT three years ago, being short of worker

jr'\. comb, I used some sheets of drone comb to

furnish a nucleus containing a virgin queen;
this was intended as a temporary arrangement; but,

like many such, was forgotten as soon as made. In
due time this queen became fertile, and filled the
drone comb with eggs, which developed into per-

fect worker bees of ordinary appearance. After
reading friend Peters' letter on page 291, June num-
ber, I think I am safe in making this statement.

nO\V THE BEES MANAGE IT,

to enable their queen to lay fertile eggs. The
bees drew in the edges of the drone-cells in such a
manner as to reduce the size of the openings to that

of worker comb. Mr. Langstroth tells us, in that

most excellent of all bee-books, that we need take
nothing that he says, on trust, but prove to our own
satisfaction every statement that he makes in regard

to the natural history of the bees, by personal in-

vestigation made easy by the use of movable frames.
I have no doubt that any one of us who has the pa-

tience and skill to conduct the experiments proper-
ly, can satisfy himself that the abdomen of the

queen mu.st be compressed to fertilize the ova, or,

rather, that unimpregnated eggs o)ilij produce the

drones. I have seen drones produced under circum-
stances similar to the one mentioned by friend E. A.
Morgan, page 293, June number, but they were from
eggs laid by fertile workers after the combs of brood
were given to the queonless colonies.

E. M. Hayhithst.
Kansas City, Mo., June 5, 1883.

I believe, friend II., this matter has been
before mentioned, altliough no one suggest-
ed, if I am right, that the drawing-iu of the
cells is for the purpose of making the queen
lay worker-eggs. Will friend I'eters please
tell us if the drone-cells in his hives were
thus drawn in at their upper edges? I have
observed it for many years, and in almost
every hive we can "lind patches of drone
comb thus drawn in by widening the walls
at their outer edges, e'v'idently because the
bees at some time wislied to use them for
rearing worker-bees. If this is invariahhj
the case where workers are reared in drone
comb, it will be a powerful argument in fa-

vor of the old compression theory. The
heaviest proof against this tlieory is the fact
that the queen often lays eggs in cells so
shallow there is little else than fdn., and you
have all noticed, by this time, I suppose,
eggs laid in fdn. where the cells are raised
not more than an eighth of an inch. Thanks
for your suggestion of a possible explana-
tion of tlie turning of worker- eggs into
drones, friend II.; but under the circum-
stances you mention, the drones would be
the small kind, and, if I am correct, they
were good full-sized drones. There is evi-
dently much need of more careful observa-
tion.
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OLD-TIME HONEY SEASONS.

SHOULD like to have some such honey seasons

as we have had since I have handled bees. One
year I remember that my bees built on the out-

side of the hive. It was when I used the box hive.

I had them on benches close tog'ether; in one or
two Instances they filled in between the hives. I

roofed them over; they seemed to work in perfect

harmony from each hive. It was one great mass of

bees, covering the sides of the hives next each oth-

er clear to the tap. I had severiil that year that

built comb up the front. I made additions, and
screwed them on to the hive for them to work in;

took the boxes out of the top?, and tiered them up
three high. Oh, for such another year, with my
present knowledge and my facilities for securing
honey I I have had stocks of bees in the old box
hive make and store over 40 lbs. of surplus comb
honey after the second Sunday in August.

B. F. Little.
Brush Creek, Iowa, June 19, 1882.

BLUE honey, and SWEET POTATOES FOR BEE
FEED.

Do you ever have any blue honey in your country?
I see nothing about it in your book. Please to give

me some information about it. Did you ever try

our common sweet potato for feeding bees? If not,

please give it a trial. I think you will be pleased

with the result. S. W. Clement.
Wallace, N. C, June 10, 1883.

I never heard of " blue honey " before,
friend C, and if you can send me a sample
I should be very glad indeed to say some-
thing about it. We have '"blue" people
now and then, and I have heard say that
they could sour milk by looking at it ; but I
suppose it can't be that the blue honey came
in that way. Years ago I tried to feed bees
sweet potatoes, but with not very gratifying
results. It might do for warm-weather feed,
but I would warn you against aiiy such for
winter stores.

FEED THE BEES AND HOLD THE FORT; HONEY WILL
COME.

If the goods we ordered May 22d are not shipped
the day you receive this, lyoH need not ship them, as

my customers are getting " sick " — bees are starv-

ing down here. Our bees have liccn consuming pol-

len largely, and we have had our/nvst case of dysen-
tery, so we score one for Hcddon. At this date we
expect no surplus for sale. Our more favored
Southern friends will have a boom in the honey
market, for which we all should "rejoice and bo
glad." D. H. Tweedy.
Smlthfield, O., June 10, 1882.

So we have lost an order by beiug behind,
and you have lost a crop of honey that you
never had, friend T. I must say I commend
your closing bit of hopefulness.

CAN BEES MAKE WORKER EGOS PRODUCE DRONES?

In June number of Gleanings, Mr. E. A. Morgan
gives an account of bees rearing drones from eggs

laid in worker-cells. Als i Mr. Lane, in April num-
ber, rather carries the idea that tho worker bee de-

termines the sex of the " bee to be." Now, then'

can't the Dzier/.on theory be correct, and yet have
Mr. Morgan's report be true — i.e., the queen be

able to lay a worker or drone egg at pleasure, and
the nursing bees be able to make a drone from a
worker-egg by destroying a part of the deposit of

the queen?
Since reading Mr. M.'s report I have tried asrrarm

on drone-eggs, to sec whether thoy could rear a

queen, but they would not even try. IIow have
others fared who have tried to raise queens from
drone - eggs? or haven't others been foolish (?)

enough to try? I should try to make the bees start

queen-cells over drone-eggs, if it took "all summer;"
but I can't afford it; I can onlj' experiment where I

think there is a chance to make it pay, to help "keep
the wolf from the door." J. J. McWhorter.
South Lyon, Mich., June 19, 1883.

Your suggestion iir the former part of
your letter is not a bad one, friend M. ; but
you are sadly at fault in your last point. It
is quite a common thing for the bees to start
queen-cells from drone larva? (see A B C),
but the drone almost invariably dies by the
stimulating treatment, and never produces
a queen, nor a " king " either. Many of us
learned this to our sorrow, before we recog-
nized these " bogus " queen-cells by their
smooth exterior, as des:: ibed and illustrated
in the ABC.

HONEY FROM WHEAT STUBBLE.
I want to know what our bees get on wheat stub-

ble. There is a field close to my house, and it has

been cut four days, and they are yet sucking on the

ends of the stubble, thicker than I oversaw them
on white clover, and I hear the same report from
two other parties. It is new to me, but may be old

to you old bee-keepers. Thoy stay at it from early

in the morning till lite in the evening, as thick at

noon as any other time of day.

Vienra, 111., June 15, 1883. D. W. Bellemey.

We have had honey from almost every
source, friend B., even from wlieat and oats
before flowering, but never before from the
stubble, that I know of. Did you not ex-
amine, to see if there was not some sort of
sweet juice that captivated their — tongues?
I once thought of straws for artificial comb,
and now you have them nicely " stuck up "

in a field with honey in the — cells!

CROSS BEES.

I began handling bees in the spring of 1881; had 3

swarms of black bees; found no trouble handling
them, with a smoker and veil. In the summer I

Italianized with queens procured from pnrtics who
advertised pure Italian queens; and as ihey became
Italianized they became cross, and 1 found last fall

they were almost unmanageable, and this spring so

cross I can hardly manage them with gloves, gaunt-
lets, veil, and smoker. Now, I wish 5-ou to tell mc
if it is piobable or po><sihle that I have the right kind
of bees. They are yelliw bees, good color, good
workers; never fall off the comb, as some saj'.

Now, I think that good workers would naturally te
cross and self-protecting. I am perfectly satisfied
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with my bees, excepting for the handling- quality.

Would you recommend me to try further for better

breed, kind, or strain? I have been used to hand-

ling bec3 for forty years in the (}hl method, and

know pretty well ab3ut them, but knew nothing of

the new method till about one year ago. I have in-

creased my two swarms to seven. Last fall all win-

tered well, and I have now 15 good swarms, but they

are so cross I am about discouraged.

George S. Paine.

Lexington, Mass., June 15, 1882.

If yonr fifteen are all Italians, I am sure,
friend P., you will find some among them
gentle to handle. It may be accidental that
those you have seem to be cross, and I think
you will find at least a part of them '' civil "

when honey begins to come in freely. Gentle
bees may be just as good honey-gatherers,
and just as prompt to defend their stores as
any. Our imported queens generally have
gentle bees, and yet they are celebrated for
their industry and prompt defense of their
stores.

THE WONDERFUL INSTINCT OV TRE BEES.

The following has commenced going the
rounds of the papers:—
An Australian correspondent furnishes interest-

ing proof of the provident and far-seeing instinct of
bees. Last year the drought in New South Wales
was of long duration, and the denizens of the apia-
ries suffered much from it. This year the bees have
made provision against a similar emergency by fill-

ing a large number of the e.\ternal ctUs in every
hive with pure water instead of honey. It is be-
lieved that their instinct leads them to anticipate a
hot summer and provide against it.

No doubt Eomebody has found cells of
water in a bee-hive at the approach of hot
dry weather, but that the bees have planned
to keep it several months, or even weeks
ahead, is, I think, a mistake. Unless capped
over, it would very soon evaporate, and if

capped it must be thick ripened honey, or
water containing no honey at all, otherwise
itAvould sour. Again, the bees that store
the honey seldom live to eat it. and, worse
still, those that passed through the drought
of last year are none of them alive now. It
would be wonderful indeed, if they told the
story of their lack of water to the rising
generation, so they, in their turn, made pro-
vision for water for a generation yet to come
upon the stage. This beats any thing on
" water for bees" we have had yet.

WATER FOR BEES, AND HOW TO GIVE IT.

The way the bees go for the water every warm
day durmg early spring, is very good evidence that

they want it. If these warm days arc few and far

between, as they have been this spring, especially

the fore part of April, when we want our bees to

be breeding as fast as possible,! think to supply
them with water would hasten breeding, while it

would be retarded for the want of it. I do not think
it is very often necessary to water bees in winter. It

is clearly evident, that those that I gave water to

aro in advance of those not watered, in regard to
young bees and sealed brood; that is, the average
condition of those watered is the best. The way I

watered them was by placing small bottles and vials

of water on the frames. 1 picked up my bottles as

I could find them, some being small. A half-pint

tiat bottle is about right. The bottom should be
elevated a little, to give the water free passage; the

cork, to have a crease cut in the side of it for the

water to flow out. I would further state, that the

water was placed on the hives the latter part of

March, and taken off during the last few days of

Apri', and it was all taken, except a very little in the

largest bottles. Isaac C. Carpenter.
Cherry Creek, N. V., May 16, 1882.

Here is something from friend Warstler,
on the same subject :

—
My bees had a nice fly for a few days, and carried

in water and a little flour that I gave them. They
look very healthy. I looked in; my lightest have
lots of honey. Well, that shows that bees want
water in winter. If you had seen me last winter

watering my bees every time they got restless you
would say that 1 was doing like the man with the

umbrf Ua — holding it over his ducks in the pond
during a rain shower. I told you, in a previous let-

ter, that I would lot you know how 1 watered my
bees. Well, every time they got restless, and were
coming out as tbey did, I would get cotton batting

and put it at the entrance so it would close about

half; then I wciili take soft water, milk warm, and
keep putting it on every 10 to 15 minutes, or as soon

as it commenced freezing, and, oh how the little

chaps did hum and take up the water ! Well, you
may think it don't pay, but it paid me well.

H. L. Warstler.
St. Johns, Clinton Co., Mich., Feb. 17, 1883.

GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS.

The queen I bought of you began to lay in two
days after she was let loose with the bees. The
first day's laying she did was by laying 3 eggs in ev-

ery cell, all in drone-cells; second day's work, two
eggs in every cell: third day, began to lay one egg
in each cell, worker as well as drone. What do j'ou

suppose was the cause?

a stubborn colonv.
I took some o;' her new-laid eggs and gave to a

very strong colonj' of hybrids that have been very
cross all the spring, having killed their queen sev-

eral days ago, first df stroj ing all the cells that were
started from the hybrid queen. They were so mad
and stubborn they carried out ev^ery egg that was
in the nice frame I gave them. Two days after, I

gave them two capped queen-cells; they also tore

those down, and now they have nothing but capped
brood. What do you think was the cause?

LAW AGAINST KILLING BIRDS.

Is there any law to hinder a man from killing bee-

eating lii.ds? King-birds are very thick here. I

have shot a great many. Some people have set up
those martin houses, and the birds are very thick in

this place; because I have shot some, quite a little

talk has been made to put a stop to it. Can it be
done? and do you think they kill very many bees ?

James Kichards.
Milford, Jefferson Co., Wis , June 5, 1882.

Queens often commence laying in the way
you have mentioned, and they do so at tlieir

first laying, as well as after a long trip. Do
not be in haste about condemning a queen.
—After your stubborn colony has hatched
all its brood, they will usually take a cell, or
start brood from anylarvse you give them.

—

I feel pretty sure tlie law would not touch
you for killing any wild birds that you could
show were doing you a damage. Both mar-
tins and king-birds may do you considerable
injury.
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HOW MUCH SPACE TO ALLOW FOR BROOD-FRAMES.
On the old style of cover for Gleanings you say,

"The space iisually allowed for brood-frames is 1

V-lfi in. from center to center, but they can be work-

ed as close as 1% in., or as far apart as 15i in." The
regular Simplicity hive with ton frames brings them
iustl?8 in. from center to center. I use only nine

frames in each, and that brings them iVa in. apart.

A NEW WAY TO EXTRACT WAX.
I have tried several different plans that have been

recommended in Gleaninos, for extracting wax,

and none of them have succeoled nearly so well as

the following: Place the pieces of comb in a pan on

the stove, and pour considerable water on them ; do

not stir; as soon as it is melted, set it where it will

cool slowly; this allows the dirt to settle. When it

is cool, scrape off the dirt. Now put it on and melt

again without any water, and strain through a thin

cloth. I bent a piece of stiff wire into the form of a

hoop (four inches in diameter), with a handle, and

pin the straining cloth in this; as soon as it is done

dripping, I pull the pins out and put the cloth and
dirt both in the fire. Both the wax and cloth should

be as hot as possible, so it will not harden on. I

keep a pan and some teacups to mold the wax in

just for this purpose, so there is nothing to wash
when I finish, except my hands. By this method 1

always get nice yellow wax from the blackest combs,

even when filled with pollen. G. H. Pond.
Bloomington, Minn., June 1.5, 188;J.

Much depends on what the combs are, I

thhik, friend P. If they are built on wired
fdn.. we can use ten in a hive without
trouble ; but if they are old, crooked, and
bulged with honey, we may find nine, or

even eight, as many as will go into the hive
handily.— I should call your plan of render-
ing wax, the old tcay rather than a new one.
It does very well for combs not very old, I

believe, but has not been generally liked for
those that are old and tough, and liave been
long used as brood-combs.

NEW HONEY BEING CANDIED; ANOTHER REPORT.

We have rather strange phenomena in the prog-

ress of bee culture. All the honey gathered for the

last six weeks is completely granulated; the cups,

in many combs, are well filled with sugar, which,

when taken out of the cell, retains the shape of it.

Now, from what does it come? is it the peculiar fla-

vor, or is it attributable to the honey season during

the time of the gathering of this honey? The bees

died out until about half of each colony was gone,

but now they appear to be healthy again. Can you
account for it? What will the result be? Will the

honey answer for food in winter? will it be health-

ful for the bees to live on? Can they eat it? What
was the cause of the mortality?

W.J. Reeves, M. D.

Calhoun, Gordon Co., Ga., June 24, 1883.

I can not tell why your honey all candies
in this queer way, friend II., but I am in-
clined to think it is on account of the source
from which it comes, and not from any pe-
culiarity of the season. I have never before
heard of its being injurious to the bees, more
than to harden in tlie cells in winter so they
were unable to use it. I would try to have
them use it up in brood-rearing, and gather
their stores from some other source for win-
ter, which they will be very likely to do

;

but if not, I would give them sugar syrup

instead. If it has really been injurious to
them in warm weather, it Avill most assured-
ly be unsafe for winter. I think some one
has suggested, that it is the honey from the
persimmon that candies so quickly.

DARk DOLLAR QUEENS.
The queen you sent me is probably a black one,

fertilized by a pure drone, or else she is a hybrid.

Her young are hybrids; as a layer, however, she is

not to be excelled, and she is evidently a good discip-

linarian, for her workers are workers in every

sense of the word. From an unfavorable beginning

she has made my artificial swarm a strong one.

Write me on a postal, if you think there is a proba-

bility of her sending out a swarm this season. From
three colonies in the spring I now have twelve in all,

and more expected. G. A. Leavitt.
Houston, Texas Co., Mo., June 1.5, 1883.

Friend Leavitt, we do not send out black
queens for a dollar. No doubt she looks
dark, and may be as dark as a black queen,
for this is the" case witli many of the daugh-
ters of imported qCieens ; but notwithstand-
ing the dark color of the mother, the work-
ers all seem to have exactly the qualities
you have described. Is not this of far more
value than the single item of color of the
mother V I should think it quite probable
she would send out a swarm.

MAKING NEW SWARMS STAY IN THE HIVES.

My boss, Mr. E. E. Shattuck, uses a frame of un-

sealed brood, and perhaps a frame of honey, in the

hive before shaking the swarm into it. I have put

up several hundred swarms in that way during the

last six years, and do not think that 1 have had as

many as three swarms desert their hive. 1 have
charge of two hundred swarms here. They are do-

ing well at present, and storing considerable honey,

but I fear it will not last long, on account of there

having been so light a rainfall during the last win-

ter. Geo. W. Kowley,
Jglesia Canon, Cal., June 2-t, 1883.

Your plan is exactly what we have been
discussing along back, friend E., and my
experience agrees exactly with yours, only I
would not put in the frame of honey at a
time when honey is plentiful in the fields.

ANTS BOTHERING QUEEN-CELLS IN THE " HATCHER."

In last year's Gleanings I find it recommended
to hatch queen-cells over brood-chamber in chaff

hives. I have attempted to do so, and find that

small ants will destroy the cells, and even kill the

young queen. Can you give a remedy?
Charles H. Grote.

Mauston, Wis., June 14, 1883.

Set your chaff hive on legs, and stand each
leg in a dish of water, and you can put yotir

thumb against the side of your nose while
you look at the ants and laugh at their dis-

comfiture. Neighbor II. again uses, this

year, the arrangement you mention, and it

still works nicely, and he thinks it much
less care and trouble than a lamp nursery.
He calls it a "hatcher," and any sort of a
cage tliat will cage the cells right over a
powerful colony, Avill answer the same pur-
pose. A chaft' cushion is put over the cages,
to keep the heat uniform during cool weath-
er.
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STILL MORE CANDIED HONEV, ETC.

Bees have never done better than they are doing
now. My honey is all granulated in the comb.
There are no Italians near, except those I have sold

— some that are mixed. Well. T do not know what
to do with my bees; they will notstay in their hive.

I give them a frame, but they leave it, and out they

come; some have come out as often as three times:

what shall I do with them? Nearly all arc large

swarms, and do well, when I can get them to stay.

At 4 p M., out came a swarm hived yesterday; I put
them back, l>ut they will be out to-moriow again, I

suppose. The bee fever is high in this section, and
people are making frame hives this spring.

J. L. McDaniel.
Moorsboro, N. C, June lo, 1882.

The bee fever does indeed .seem to be
"high," friend ]\[., especially among the
hers. I did not know at lirst but that they
might have swarmed out more, on account
of that granulated honey ; but I think, after
hearing you through, that it is only the usu-
al swarming fever that we often see when
honey is very plentiful in the fields. I would
divide the heaviest swarms that seem so
bent on decamping, and let one part of them
raise some queen-cells, just to tone them
down a little. The absconding mania will
soon pass over, and then — look out for the
honey.

SWAKMINO EARLY IN THE MORNING.
My bees are doing nicely; never bad them worlc

better, and are swarming every day. I had a swarm
come out tifteen minutes l)efore C on the morning of

the ICth. Can you beat that? T never had a swarm
earlier than 8 o'clock before. Bees are storing hon-
ey from white clover now, and are making up for

the loss in conscquenct^ of the cold wet spring.

Merritt, 111., June 10, 188:i. H. W. Hitt.

Such early swarming is very unusual,
friend 11., and I stippose, of coiirse, it was
an after-swarm with a young queen. First
swarms seldom come off before the sun is

pretty well up and all tlie dew well dried oif
the grass.

SALT FOR BEES.
I have rea 1 with interest all the " big " bec-mens

experience, but have never seen any one yet who
ever tried salt in breeding-lime. I salt mine once a

week during spring and summer; l)y so doing I

keep them from sucking al)Out the kitchen or slop-

barrel.
POLLEN AND PROPOLIS.

There has been a good deal said about pollen,

about whence it comes. I think Mr. Doolittle is right,

but I don't think everything they l)riug in is pollen,

as I have seen them getting gum from the sweet-
gum tree. They also get giim off the goldenrod,
when the stalk breaks or splits. D. A. Gakdner.
Dytr Station, Gibson Co., Teun., June 18, 1883.

CUrXINO OFF LI.MBS, ETC
I bought 4 swarms of bees this spring for $3(1. Oil.

I have made 8 hives for the new swarms, Langstroth
style. One swarm came out Tuesday, the 1:5th, and
clustered on an applc-trce limb that I didn't want to

saw, but I did saw it, and hived them alone — the

first swarm I ever saw in the air. Tliey came out
the next day at 11 o'clock, and cbisteredon a cherry-

tree, and I hived them again, and left them there
until dark; then I carried them to the stand, and

they are contented, so far as I know. They have
been there five and a half days.

Edgar Kawley.
DeWitt, Onon. Co., N. Y., June 10, 1883.

Well, r think, friend H,., you should not
have cut off any liml>s from your apple or
cherry tree either ; but instead, I would
have shaken the bees right into the hive, or
taken tliem down Avith a swarming-box or
basket. If you saw off a limb every time
when your apiary gets to be large, you might
sadly disligure ail your shrubbery. Letting
them stand until ttark, I do not think made
any difference ; but putting in a frame of
larva', as we have so often talked about of
late, would, I think, have made them stay
the lirst time.

FOUNDATION ON PAPER BASE, ETC.

I have been experimenting a little this season
with paper for the base of fdn., and have had very
fair success, even with common straw paper, by dip-

ping sheets of paper in wax, and rolling, while the

wax is yet quite warm. Almost uU the wax will be
forced into the side wall, leaving the base almost
entirely of paper. Now, if a very fine quality of

paper were used, say silk paper, would there not be

a saving of wax, while at the same time adding
to the strength of the comb? And further, if the

supply of wax should give out, as you intimate,

would not paraltine work better in paper than in

wired frames? It may be that you have gone over
that ground before, and know all the objections

thereto; if so, 1 should be glad to have you mention
them.
This has been a very p^or season to get fdn.

worked out by the bees, but thej' have taken to the

fdn. on paper much better than that without; this I

attribnte to its being pressed while soft, and the
surplus wax i-olling back on the other gives the

sheet a rough appearance, and enables the bees to

get a better hold to nibble than where a smooth sur-

face is presented.

No surplus honey so far; weather cold and foggy.

I think the honey crop will be an entire failure.

K. TOUCHTON.
Santa Baula, Cal., June 14, 1883.

The idea is an old one, friend T.,and it

has been several times revived. The great
objection is, that when the How of honey
stops, and the bees are looking out for any
kind of mischief, they will tear the combs
all in i)ieces, in their efforts to get the paper
out. Tliere is also a waste of wax on the
scrap, and it seems very hard to get it out.
Your idea of rolling it quite Avarm, may be an
imi)rovement ; but the two objections men-
tioned, I hardly know how we shall get over.

HONEY IN CITIES, DARKENED BY COAL SMOKE.
We intend to extract this season, because our bees

can not make comb In the city without getting the

smoky tinge on it, and then the very whitest clover

and basswood has a dingy-looking comb, which nev-

er sells satisfactorily. We would not mind selling it

4 or !> ets. per lb. less, but those who buy it can not

sell it without grumbling. We left 35 colonies on
their summer stands as usual; all came out well,

except one lost its queen, which we replaced, and all

are now in working ord'.r, waiting only for some-
thing to do. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland, O.. June 8, 1883.
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STETHOSCOPK FOR FINDING BEE-TREES, ETC.

Last fall I went into winter quarters with 16 colo-

nies of bees; came out in spring without any loss

up to the 10th of May last. I increased to 34 colonies;

they are now prospering, gathering honey from

white clover, which is in abundance. Would uot

the stethoscope be a useful thing to the bee-hunter,

to be used as follows? If a tree is suspected to con-

tain a swarm, chip off the bark and a little of the

sap, to get a solid surface upon which to rest the in-

strument; give the tree a few good raps with the ax,

then apply the stethoscope. Will not some of your

many readers try the utility of the above?
H.J.Peters, M.D.

Kogersville, Tuscarawas Co., O., June 14, 1882.

I do not know where we bee - keepers
would find a stethoscope, friend P., unless
we borrow it of some of j'ou doctors ; and as
you know best how to use it, I would sug-
gest that 3'ou give it a trial.

COMBS BUILT CROSSWISE.

A swarm settled in one of our peach-trees May 1",

about noon; we were all afraid of them, as we had

never handled bees before. We left them hanging

until the next day at noon, when a bee-keeper here

hived them for us. I have a Langstroth hive; the

bottom is full of comb now, but it runs crosswise of

the frames. What shall I do with it? I got fdn. for

the top story, so I will have that straight. Which is

the best way to swarm artiflcially?

Louis T. ROSSBACH.
Jeffersonville, Clark Co., Ind., June 1.5, 1883.

The old way of doing, friend R., would be
to cut the combs out and put them in as
they should be, as we do in transferring;
the way we should do nowadays would be
to melt them all up and put in wired frames
of fdn.

MOVING BEES IN APRIL, NEGLECTING TO FEED, ETC.

On the 1.5th of April it came off warm, and I had to

move my apiary about one mile. I moved them and
set them out ; 49 all seemed strong for the time of

year, and now my troubles begin. It came off cold

in a couple of days, and during April there were on-

ly two days the bees could fly. May was no better,

but worse; for it was warm, then cold ; and how the

bees did die off ! June so far has been no good. On
the 22d I opened a large swarm of blacks in a ten-

frame Langstroth hive; found 5 frames of brood in

all stages, and not ten drops of honey in the hive.

1 then looked them all over, and found 13 in almost
the same condition. I gave each one a frame of

honey left from those that died off, and they are all

right now. I have lost and doubled down until I

have now :34 good stands left to begin with. Am not

discouraged yet. R. P. Love.Ioy.

Greig, Lewis Co., N. Y., June 26, 1883.

Moving bees short distances, say a mile or
less, in the spring months, is almost always
a serious damage ; but letting your bees go
until there are not ten drops of honey in the
hive, when the combs are fullof brood, is a
still more serious matter. Here were 1-5

good colonies, worth in the spring something
like ^75.00, allowed to die just for want of a
few pounds of sugar ! Some of them did not
need the expenditure of a single copper for
sugar, but only needed exchanging combs,
or combs being brought from those that had

died. Is it any wonder that bee-keepers
fail V There is not a month in the year when
there is not a liability of your stocks, some
of them, needing feed ; and the bee-keeper
who has not his eye (and his mind) on his
bees enough to know just how they stand,
ought to have them taken away from him

;

and when God takes them away, you have no
right to complain. Brother L., I will stand
by your side and take this little sermon, for
I remember the time when I starved a strong
colony, right in July, by extracting the hon-
ey too closely.

BEE PARALYSIS — THE NEW DISEASE, AND THE
REMEDY.

There, I have named that disease which our friend

writes about from Indiana, and which you describe

on page 63 of the ABC book. The symptoms are a
sure indication that it is an ailment of the nervous
system. The oscillating nervous movement of the

mass, the severe emaciation, the beating the air in

the feeble manner you describe, seems to me is sat-

isfactory evidence of the above statement. My api-

ary of CO colonies has been severely visited, fully 80

per cent more or less affected. The disease may be
and is often produced by eating poisonous honey.

In my case, I am sure it was, from the following ob-

servations. It first appeared in the colonies whose
stores were short, and such colonies suflfered most
severely. Those having plenty of sealed honey were
not affected. And further, on opening the hives

there was that rank, unpleasant, unmistakable odor

of the buckeye - blossom. Yes, sir, (would you be-

lieve it?) my bees were '* buckeyed." Don't smile

now, if you never heard of the like before. It may
be well to say here that the sick bees acted precisely

like cattle that arc suffering from buckeye poison.

After all that I could find out, I wanted a remedy,

and did not know of any; and I believe you gave

none in the ABC; but bee-keepers would like to

have one. Well, I can give them mine. I found it

out by pure accident. At first glance I thought

they were starving, and commenced feeding sugar

syrup; and not having any feeders, I opened the

hives at sundown, and p„ured the syrup in right on

to the frames and bees, daubing them all over. The
result was, they filled themselves with the thick

syrup, and I could see that a single application was
beneficial, and 3 or 4 dcscs cured the worst cases.

This treatment did not fail in one single instance. I

saved 25 or 30 colonies in this way. G. A. Beard.
Winchester, Clark Co., Mo., June 8, 1883.

I agree with you, friend B., that pure su-

gar feed is pretty good medicine, and it

works well in almost all diseases ; but I can
not agree that the disease you describe is al-

ways caused by buckeye honey. In our api-

ary it made its appearance, and did most
harm, before buckeyes were out. I can
hardly agree, either, that food was the cause
of it, for it kept right on clear Ihrougli clo-

ver and basswood bloom. Destroying the
queen, and giving them another, cured it,

and I presume the same means will cure any
disease of bees, not directly contagious. If

a good feed of pure sugar helps matters, by
all means persist in it ; but when it doesn't,

give new queens from some fresh strain of

bees, and, if you like, keep up the sugar feed
also, until healthy bees make their appear-
ance.
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A SUN WAX-EXTllACTOH.
Allow me to give you a description of my sun

wax-extractor that I Ivnow is very handy and ehoap

for all bec-kcepers. It is ii box ICx'^O, and 13 inches

in depth; a tin pan with a ~-inch rim and spout at

one end; this pan is hung about 4 or 5 inches below

the top of box; on the pan the wax is put; under the

spout a vessel is put to catch the wax. On top the

box a glass with a narrow frame is hingjd on; then

set it in the sun, and it will do its work. It comes

very handy for capping^; the honey is underneath,

and the wax is the nicest that can be seen; no

more fussing with washing the oappings, or letting

bees clean them up for j-ou, nor moths fietting at

your wax before you get ready to start a tire to

steam it out. A sheet of tin, tacked in a hive, and

glass laid on top, will give you a cheap trial of it.

Louis Hofstatteh, 33.

Louisville, Ky., June 19, 1883.

Thanks, friend II. It' I mistake not, we
have given a discription of something simi-
lar, in some of onr former volumes, Doubt-
less a hot sunny day will be required, and I

think likely it will "work better on cappings
than old tough combs.

I'EEDING WITH FILLED COMBS.

Our tirst honey worth naming has just commenced
coming in this week. I have fed about half my colo-

nies since April 1st, and have now fed about 1000 lbs.

of honey. I feed in cards of sealed stores saved last

fall when I doubled for winter. It is the least

trouble of any way that I have found yet, and they

do well fed in that way. H. V. Train.

MaustoD, Wis., June 10, 1883.

This, it is trne, is an easy and safe way to

feed, but it is, after all, a rather expensive
Avay, if the honey is good white honey that
will command 10 cents or more extracted;
or 15 cents or more in sections, for I can not
think it as good nor as safe as an equal
weight of granulated sugar. There is this,

however, in favor of the combs of sealed
hohey : One who is at all inclined to be care-
less would be all right with those combs of
honey ; for a surplus beyond any possible
want could be kept in the hive the year
round, and the disagreeable task of feeding
might be put off, or neglected altogether.

OUR SH<:)P-RO()F apiary, again.

You ought to just see it; it now numbers 9 hives.

We bought 2 three-frame nuclei of Mr. Dan White,

and have had 5 swarms from the 3 one-dollar queens
we bought of you last June. They swarmed once

and lost their clipped queen; they then went back
and swarmed again in a few dnys, without a queen.

Did you ever hear of the like? I had two such
swarms, but gave them bro<)<l to raise a queen, and
they have nice queens now laying. The bees are

going in on the white clover, which is now in full

bloom. Fred Tvgart.
Pittsburgh, Pa., July 5, 1883.

ORANGE HONEY, ETC.

The present season in this region does not prom-
ise a large honey crop. Oranges bloomed but little,

hence orange honey is not plentiful. Last year a

man located in the north part of the county, in the

midst of orange-groves; on the 14-th of April he had
taken five gallons each from ten colonies. This

year, at the same date, he was feeding his bees.

But paucity of orange-blossoms was not the only

cause of their poverty. Our winters are usually

dry; but the past winter and spring were WHusually

dry. Our rainfall in January was 3.60. inches; Feb-

ruary, .15; March, .80; April, 3.01, and May, 3.58,

making, for live months, a total of 9.17 inches.

JAS. H. White.
Goorgianna, Brevard Co., Fla., June 30, 1883.

WINGLESS BEES; AN UNUSU.^L NUMBER.
I tind that a great many of the young bees come

out wingless this summer. A friend of mine was at

my place yesterday, looking at my bees, and he was
remarking the same as regards his, and I also find

they are killing off a great many drones already.

What is the reason? J. G. Partridge.
Newmarket, Ont, June 19, 1883.

The drones are killed off just because the
honey comes so slowly, or because of bad
weather ; and a cessation of the flow from
any cause will result in the destruction of
the drones. I presume the imperfect wings
come from the same reason, or because the
bees have to work so hard for the small
amount of honey they do get, that they wear
their wings out prematurely. If a bee get a
load from the tirst flower he visits, it would
be less sevei^e on his wings than to l)uzz

through the grass until he has visited a thou-
sand clover-heads to get a load.

IS IT TOO LATE?
Do you think it is too late to introduce queens this

year? A. Jump.
Chicago, Huron Co., O., July 8, 1883.

IIow such inquiries remind us of the
strides our industry has made in a few years!
It is an actual fact, friends, that only a very
few years ago we supposed queens could not
be raised after about the middle of July, and
very often there were no drones to fertilize

them. Now our heaviest trade is in the
month of July, and drones are as plentiful
in Aug., Sept., and Oct., as at almost any
other time. One would hardly think, now,
that very many hold the idea that queens
reared in August are in any way inferior, to
see the demand for them during this month.
Friend J., we now send out queens every
month in the year, unless we have a long
spell of unusually severe weather, and we
also introduce them, as a matter of course,
every month in the year. Do you ask,
"What is the good of it allV" Why. we
now get not only five but even seven hundred
X)ounds ofhoneii from the progeny of a single
queen in one season.

HONEST IN DEATH.
Find inclosed the sum of -tO cents, which my broth-

er David owed you. He died two weeks ago, and al-

most his last words were to remember the 40 cents

he was owing you. Robert Stocks.

Springville, Ventura Co., Cal., July 4, 1883.

The above is only a simple little incident,
and it may be that such incidents are com-
mon ; but for all that, it is a touching one—
to me at least. When bidding this world
adieu, with all its cares and sorrows, our
friend, in his anxiety to be just and fair with
all, thought of this little amount that had
not been sent. It may be that my life is

such that I am in danger of laying too much
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stress on such simple matters ; but, my
friends, are we sure that God did not honor
this little closing act, much as Christ did the
little mites that tlie poor widow cast into the
treasury ? A few days ago I heard of a
young Christian who was stumbled, and
went back to the world again, because an
old professor, with wliom he was riding, told
a deliberate lie to tlie toll-gate keeper, to

save only about four cents. IIow far will a
profession count on a dying bed. with such
little things in the record back of it V

UNCAPPING-KNIVES— A MASON'S TKOWKL.

If you wish to furnish the best uncappiug-knife in

the world, get a medium-&ize Henry Disston mason's

trowel. I have used Muth's, Koot's, ard Bingham &
Hethcrington's honey-knives; but Disston's is the

best for all pui poses. It takes up the capping very

uicely; have used one for two years, and fur my
own use I want nothing better. J. S. Tadlock.
Luling, Texas, July 3, 1882.

Did you everV It has often been said, in

describing honey-knives, that they are like

a mason's trowel, somewhat; but it seems
it has been left for our friend Tadlock to

discover that a mason's trowel itself is what
is wanted. I lind, by looking over Disston's
list, that we can get a Disston trowel, first

quality, for about 7.5 cts.; that is, of about
the size of a Bingham honey-knife. I have
sent for samples of different shapes, and
will supply the friends who would like to

try one. As a mason wants the very best
steel and temper he can get, I presume we
shall find in a trowel just what we want for

a honey -knife, so far as that part of it goes.
Since the mention of it, we have sold a great
number of our little steel garden-trowels, for
cheap honey-knives. Will somebody tell us
how they answerV

ABOUT SOME YELLOAV SAVEET CLOVER.
I have some sweet clover, of which I think a great

deal. It is six weeks earlier than the white kind I

got of Mr. Newnmn some years ago, which was rec-

ommended to be the best kind, and is a good honey-

plant. It commences to liloom about the 20th of

June, and lasts about six weeks. My early yellow

commences about the 10th of May, and continues

till the 1.5th of July. It gives twice the number of

blooms; it produces more pollen than the white,

and, I think, more honey, by the way the bees work
on it. It has a little finer straw than the white.

Now, I want to know if any other bee-man has any

of this kind. Seme may be curious to know how I

got it. I did so Ity accident one day. As I was pass-

ing my stock-yarrt I saw a nice yellow bloom in a

group of weeds. I stepped out to see what it was,

and saw it was sweet clover, and I saw it wa? much
earlier than the white. I saved the seed from that

little spear, and I have now a bed well set, 6 by 3 ft.,

and it would do any bee-man good to see how the

bees swarm over that little bed. I have no seed U>

sell yet. I can't tell how the seed came there, for I

never saw any before, and I think it is as hardy as

the white, and will be a great addition to our honey-

plants. S. J. SOWEHS.

Dunlap, Morris Co., Kan., July, 1882.

I believe, friend S., that yellow sweet clo-

ver is not uncommon, but yours may be a
little different from any we have, and, of

course, you will either give or sell the friends

some seed, when it ripens. I presume it

does not blossom until the second year, al-

tliough you do not say so. The blue, it will

be remembered, blossoms in about o weeks
after sowing.

THE STltAW HIVE ON THE COVER OF OLEANINGS.

Let me call your attention to a mistake on the

cover of Gleanings. What you cull a primitive

straw hive is only the outside co.-ering (f suoh a

hive. It is what the (>ld writers call a "hackle." [

inclose a cut from ITamct, in which this straw "sur-

tout" [overall] is shown in a more linished stylp.

Oxford, O., .^pril 0, 1881. L L. Langstroth.

ANCIENT "WINTEl! PROTKCTION.

The above was received over a year ago,
but we never got the engraving ready until
now. It would seem that our artist must
have got his idea from some picture of a
hive prepared for winter, and it was my
suggestion that a hive in its most primitive
form was simply a bundle of straw, tied at
the top and separate al the bottom, so as to

leave a hollow underneath. Many thanks
to friend Langstroth for setting us right;
and this is the more interesting, because it

shows that the idea of chalf hives, or, rath-
er, straw protection, is very old. This pro-
tection may be to keep off the hot rays of
summer, as well as the frosts of winter. In
the engraving, one of tliem is shown placed
over a straw hive, and another over some
kind of a box or wood hive.

ENAMELED CLOTH; HOW TO USE, ETC.

In using enameled cloth for covering the brood-

frames, which side down do you put it,— cloth or

enameled?

We use the enameled cloth with the enam-
eled side down, because the bees can not
bite into the hard smooth surface, and also
because they can not make wax slick to it.

If they do build on to it, the sheet can read-
ily be peeled from the wax, so as to come off

clean and bright. It is also so soft and
light it can not kill a bee, and, all together,
it seems destined to be tlie thing to super-
sede all other devices for covering frames,
where the hive has to be opened often. The
demand for it this season has been enor-
mous, and we received, in one single ship-
ment, 100 pieces, which are nearly all sold
now.
BEST PACKAGE FOIJ RETAILING EXTRACTED HONEY.
Which dt) you consider best for retailing extract-

ed honey, a pail holding a pound, a bottle, or a glass

jar? What do pound pails cost a hundred? Please

give me diameter and depth of pail necessary for

holding a pound.
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At present, our sales of honey are by far
the hirsest in the raised cover, one- pint
pails. These hold just about U lbs. of hon-
ey, and retail for an even 2-") cents. The
pails cost $4.00 per hundred. We also fur-

nish the Dadant pails, holding H lbs., at the
same price. We have no pail holding ex-
actly 1 lb., but we have a 1-lb. tin box, such
as t>. A. Jones uses, at ?2.7o per hundred.
The dimensions of this box are 2^ inches in

diameter, and 4i high. This is perhaps the
best shape for economy in working the tin.

We could put bails on them, so as to make it

a veritable 1-lb. pail, for ;?3.50 per hundred.
THISOWING OUT BROOD.

Being inexperienced at extracting-, I slung- out a

little broort, not much. Will it do the honey any
hurt if it stays in it until drawn from the extractor?

A little brood, immediately strained out,
would not, I think, inipair the taste of the
honey; but in some of our earlier experi-
ments with the extractor we threw out so
much brood that I imagined it ^ave the hon-
ey a raw taste ; and as the milky food pre-

imred by the bees goes with it, I should not
be surprised if it would hasten the tendency
to fermentation. If your honey is so thick
that you have to turn hard enough to start

the unsealed larva-, I think t would skip
frames containing such, and not extract
them.
INTRODUCING A QUEEN IN 20 MINUTES AFTEK RE-

MOVING OLD ONE.

I had a singular experience the other day. In ex-

tracting-, I accidentally, but carelessly, killed a

young- laying queen. 1 wont to a hive where I had

some queen-cells in reserve, cut one out, and, while

taking it to the queenless hive, I heard it gnawing
inside of the cell. I saw the cap begin to separate,

and had just time to pull up the end of the enameled
cloth, and hold the cell down on to the top of the

frames when her majesty crawled out and down in-

to the hive. I had no idea that they would accept

her, but I found her all right next morning. The
hive was not queenless for twentj' minutes.

Gilbert & Gay.
West Winstead, Conn., July 17, 1883.

Your experience is not very nnusual. The
queens we hatch from the lamp nursery are
let loose this way, as an every-day matter ;

and had you let your just-hatched queen
into the hive, even before the other was
killed, they would likely have received her
just the same. They sometimes, how^ever,
notice their being strangers, after they have
been in a day or more, and then they are at-

tacked. While honey is coming in briskly,
you may often swap queens from one hive to
another, without either being molested.
When you liave some queens you do not care
for, try it.

IMPORTED QUEENS— THEIR UNPREPOSSESSING AP-
PEARANCE.

The imported queen was received yesterday, and
duly installed, by taking frames of hatching brood

from different hives until I made quite a colony

when hatched. To-day she seems to be perfectly at

homo among her colony of baby-bees, teaching them
the Italian language (bee), I suppose.

I must say that I am disappointed in her; she is

the smallest queen I ever received through the

mails; but then, she has traveled further — all the

way from Italy. Now, friend Koot, I am not com-
plaining yet ; liut if, after rest and proper attention,

she still presents the present dwarfed condition, I

shall be forced to complain, for you know I sent for

t<iie best six-dollar queen, right from Italy. I do
hope that rest and proper attention may be all the
queen requires to develop her into a /an- one. There
were three dead bees in the cage; the remainder
were strong enough.

Thanks, friend 11. The unprepossessing
appearance of imi)orted queens has always
been a matter of dissatisfaction, and I fear
always will be. They do not begin to com-
pare in ai)pearance with their own daugh-
ters raised in this country; but why it is, I

am unable to say. Then why do weimport,
do you ask ? Because we have proved, over
and over, that tmless we make frequent im-
portations for our apiary, we soon lose the
intense energy of the Italians. As a rule,

the bees from imported queens, or their
daughters, gather honey when home-bred
Italians of several generations do not. Keep
watch of your imported queen, and see if

this is not the case. Since you have again
called our attention to the matter, friend K.,
I have just gone and inserted in our price
list the following lines :

—
It wei-f no nioi-e tlian fair to int'onn our friends that inii)ortu(l

queens, as a rule, are small anil tlark. If jou want a large yel-
low queen, do not ortlcr an imported.

13f/i.—Queen is a little better looking to-day.

xitli.—Queen has decidedly improved in her gener-

al appearance, but has not commenced laying yet.

14;/;, 3 P.M.— Queen commenced laying, and would
be considered an average one.

15W(, "la A.M.—Queen continues laying, but quite

small. She now has quite a colony of young bees,

and I intend to feed them up and make a strong col-

ony by winter. I hope she will prove good, tjetter,

best.
THIN HONEY, ETC.

Our spring proved to be a very poor one for hon-

ey; plenty of tlowers, but no honey; yet I am not

discour.iged; indeed, I ought not to be, when all the

box-hive men tell me they made no honey, and their

bees are dying. I took 1200 lbs. from 30 colonies,

all extracted, and I wonder if the rainy spring ev-

erywhere made honey as thin fts mine was. If so, a

real splendid article is scarce.

Clinton, La., July 15, 1883. W. F. Kcjbekts.

I believe thin honey is the rule this sea-

son ; but you can get it thick by putting on
an upper story and leaving it on the hive un-
til it is partially or all capped over.

HEPORT FROiM AN " A " SCHOLAR.

In the first place, I will term myself an " A " schol-

ar, not having progressed as far as B, for this is the

first season that I ever lifted a frame of bees from a

hive. When I began I had 41 colonies, one of which
had a fertile worker. They began breeding early,

and by the time poplar bloomed they were nearly all

in good condition. The fore part of the season was
very favorable, and you can imagine they kept me
busy. The rainy season began just about the time

white clover opened, and continued until July 1st,

during which time they gave me but little surplus

honey. Since July 1st we have had some nice

weather, and the little pets are working early and

late. I have taken in all, between 1000 and 1500 lbs.;

increased cmly two by natural swarming; have a

nice lot of cells, which -will hatch in a few days, for

nuclei.

Sellersburg, Ind., July 11, 1883. A. L. Crim.
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BLUE THISTLE, AGAIN.
Now, right here is an important question I want

to ask, and much desire a satisfactory answer, as in

it the bee-keeping fraternity are all interestcil. Is

blue thistle really and legally a noxious weed? In

other words, Avill the law of the land tolerate its

growth? Fur instance, if one should choose to let

it grow for bee forage, can his neighbor compel him
to destroy it for fear of its species being propa-

gated on his lands, thereby polluting his soil? The
above question is agitating the minds of some to-

day, and an early answer will be sppreciated.

J. H . BOSSERMAN.
Gettysburg, Pa., June 30, 188;J.

Blue thistle is a, vtiriety of borage, and
nothing more. I do not know why one can
not grow it for honey, just as well as to
grow any plant for honey alone, if he choos-
es to. As the plant dies every year, root
and branch, it is not strictly a thistle at all,

but is exactly like the great mass of weeds
that are a nuisance if allowed to seed the
ground. If one neighbor could compel an-
other to prevent all weeds from growing up
to seed, perhaps it might include blue this-

tle ; but as the law against weeds is intenil-
ed to cover only those of no use, there would
be another side to this question.

YOUNG QUEENS, VERSUS OLD.

I wish the (jueen to be reared this season. This is

a sine qua wm. I would not have an old queen as a

gift. M. W. Chapman.
Mayhew Station, Miss., July 4, 1882.

I would take an old queen as a gift, friend
C, providing she was still active in egg-lay-
ing ; but I should consider a queen a year
old worth only about half as much as one
just tested, other things being e(jual. One
great reason why I prefer dollar queens to
tested ones is because all honest dollar
queens are young ones, while all the tested
queens, say before .July, must, almost, of a
necessity, be of the previous year's raising.

SKIMMINGS FROM MAPLE MOLASSES.

My bees are " no go " this year so far; too cold and
wet. A friend of mine living about three miles from
here wintered three colonies. During May they
swarmed 8 times, so now he has eleven, beeause he
saved the skimmings from the maple molasses and
put them into a large wooden trough, and put a
board on it so the bees could get it without drown-
ing. Tell the people through Gleanings to save the

skimmings next spring for the bees. It pays.

Henry Rreneman.
East Germantown, Ind., June 14, 1883.

WHAT TO DO with UNFINISHED SECTIONS.
As the white-clover season will soon be over in my

locality, and I shall have a lot of sections only partly

filled, I wistt to know if you can tell me of any way
by which I can have the honey carried out of part of
them and stored in the others. ]n short, tell me
how to manage my partly filled sections when clo-

ver is gone. Wo usually have a very good crop of

fall honey here. They Sf metimes make a little sur-

plus in the fall. J.F.Edwards.
Sebree, Webster Co., Ky., June 18, 1883.

You can get the bees to take the honey
out of the sections without much trouble, by
simply uncapping them and moving them
back a little from the brood-nest ; but to get
them to take the honey and put it into other

sections, is not so easy. I believe the usual
way of doing is to take all of those nearest
tilled, and put them on the strongest hive.
NoAv throw the honey out of the rest with
the extractor, and feed it l)ack to this one
colony until the sections are tilled. Or if

you have extracted honey enough, feed until
all the sections on the hives are finished;
but this will be (juite an expensive proceed-
ing, compared with placing all those nearly
finished on one strong hive, and feeding
that alone. 8ee remarks in the ABC on
this matter.

MOVING BEES BY FREIGHT IN WINTER.
As it may do some brother bee-keeper good, and

do me no harm, I will give my experience in moving
bees. I i-tarted from Lostant, La Salle Co., 111., Feb.

27, for Brookfield, Mo., SOO miles distance, with 13

swarms of best hybrid bees in large 2-story chaff

hives. 1 made a frame of 2x4 pine, large enough to

hold () hives, and cleated it so the hives did not touch;

then I bolted on posts and braces, and added another
lot of 6 hives above them on u frame made like the

first. I strapped the hives down securely to the

frames, ventilated thtj top with a two-inch tube
through chaff cushion. 1 set the frame in the car

on as much hay as we possibly could, well leveled

and tramped down; neither the hives nor any part

of the frame touched the car, which was heavily

loaded with stock and other freight. Part of the

road was very rough; the sections of hives were
metal cornered with tin rabbets, with nothing to

hold them but a very small notch made with a file,

and the propolis put on by the bees. There were 3

sections which moved a little by the journey, and
ever thing else was lovely. Wm. S. Robertson.
Brookfield, Mo., July 4, 1S82.

Your plan is a good one, friend R., but I
hardly think so much expense is necessary,
and I should have given more ventilation for
strong colonies. However, iis freight is lia-

ble to very rough handling, your plan may
be safest.

candied HONEY IN THE COMB.
I send you by to-day's mail a small can of candied

honey that I wrote to you about. If you are careful

to take out the comb jou will find at the bottom
some that had been subjected to heat; but the grains

of sugar are there the same, nevertheless. The way
that I got the honey was to take the combs that had
no brood in them, and with the honey-knife I shaved
off all the honey-comb and all down to the base on
both sides, leaving the base whole as best I could,

and then at night put it in vessels and set it on the

stove, and brought it to a heat sufficient to melt
wax, sugar, and all, until I thought all had thor-

oughly melted (stirring well in the meantime). In

the morning the wax had cooled, and all risen to the

top in a solid cake, which I took off, leaving the

honey in a half-sugared state, which I strained and
put away in a can; and in 34 hours it was as ptire

sugar, after heating it, as it was befori*, and that is

why I put Foine of that which ha I been heated, in

the bottom of the can, that you might taste it after

it had g(inc thnaigh the above process.

All the h(jney, inclusive of persimmon and wahoo,

has sugarrd in the cells this year, ms you see the

sample. Our waLoo is synonomous with basswood.
We have a good deal of it on the rivers and creeks,

and our bees have brought in a good deal of honey
from it this year; but all have candied, so the sam-
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pie is perhaps a mixture of persimmon and bass-

wood. The bees are ready and waiting for another

harvest. I hope we shall have no more candied

honey, as it is difficult and unpleasant to work with.

I took about 100 lbs. of honey like sample, but did

not take more than a third from colonies working
for extracted honey; took about 100 lbs. in sections;

it was nice; about 1100 lbs. in all, to date.

Coronaca, S. C, July U, 1882. J. D. Fooshe.

The honey sent is of fair quality, aside
from this unpleasant candying feature ; in
fact, it has a flavor not unlike dried figs. If
some sort of confectionery could be devised
to work it in, it seems as if it might find fa-

vor. As it can be spread upon bread like
butter, it seems as if it might answer just as
well, for home consumption, even if it won't
liquify ; but I suspect the main trouble is, it

doesn't look handsome.

WHY DID THEY SWARM OUT? •

Well, I went into winter quarters last fall with 11

colonies on their summer stands; lost one by winter-

ing, and one in May by swarming out, and one as

late as June 6th, from same cause as the last. The
season now bids fair to be good and long, and I think

will turn out all right yet, even if the spring was so

unfavorable. A few days ago 1 divided a neighbor's

bees that were in box hives, just making two colo-

onies out of one, giving each colony brood in all

stages, and pajing no attention where the queens
were. In three days I went back to look at them,
found two colonies rearing queens; and one colony,

to which I had given brood by transferring combs
from the old hive, proved to have the queen; but
the combs had broken down, and I had to take thoni

out; but they had built several new combs in the

hive, and were woiking nicely. But they swarmed
out the same afternoon, and clustered, when I hived

them again in the same hive, moved it to anew
stand, and they are doing well now. Now, what was
the cause of their swarming out after they had been
working so nicely, and they are a large swarm?

J. K. Eby, 10.

NoTth Robinson, Crawford Co., O., July 5, 1882.

They swarmed out, friend E., because the
combs broke down. Very likely they held a
council of all the wise little heads in their
little community, and, after due considera-
tion, looking at the tumble-down mass from
all points of view, they resolved that, to the
best of their judgment, the wisest thing
would be to just go off and leave the whole
thing, and start over again, and l\x things
better. (^Id-fashioned cross-sticks, or mod-
ern movable combs, would very likely have
prevented the mishap When combs tum-
ble down, you need to get at it and fix tliem
without delay, or the bees will be pretty sure
to desert and start somewhere else.

BEE-VEII.S WITH (JI,ASS BEFOUE THE FACE.

As the question of what kind of bee hat or veil is

best to use for the eyes has been discussed, I will

send you a description iin<l illustration of the kind
that I use. There is no wire cloth or veil to obstruct
the eyesight, and every thing can be seen as clear as

day. Take a strip of wire cloth about V inches wide
and 28 long; have your tinner make a frame out of

doubled tin tixT inches, and rivet it to the ends of

the wire cloth; then cut apiece of good, heavy, clear

glass that will just slip into the tin frame, and fast-

en it there; then bind the top and bottom edges of

the wire cloth; sew it on to the brim of a hat, and
sew cloth or netting to the bottom of it, to put under
your coat, and you have a bee-hat that will not hurt
your eyes. I have used mine two years, and have
not broken the glass, nor does it get smoked up.

My bees are doing well; have increased from 6

swarms to 16 by natural swarming ; first swarm came
out May 25. Wm. A. Jay.
Jayfleld, Mich., July 10, 1882.

JJee-veils with glass were suggested some
time ago, friend J. ; and while the matter
was being discussed in Gleanings, we made
and sold a few of them. My objections to
them were, that the glass would soon get
sticky and dim, and then it Avas much hard-
er to see through than the silk lace we now
use. Besides, when kept washed and clean,
the retlection of the glass was to me quite a
hindrance when looking for eggs in the cells.

BEES GETTIXfi HONEY FROM THE CASTOR-OIL
PLANT.

I observe that my bees are getting honey from a

saccharine substance that exudes from the imma-
ture capsule of the castor-oil plant {Riciniis com-

munis). It appears that the sweet watery juice, or

the honey-like matter, exudes nocturnally; but on
exposure to the sun it becomes hard, and has the

granular aspect of brown sugar. It is very sweet,

and my bees consume it voraciously. They also get

pollen from the bloom of the plant. Is not this a
rare occurrence, for the castor-oil plant to yield

honey? If not, I should think it a very profitable

plant for bee-keepers. Wm. A. Smith.
Merriman, Tex , July 5, 1882.

I am inclined to think it is unusual, iiiend
S., or that you have a variety of castor-bean
different from ours. We have had the large
variety in our garden, as an ornamental
idant, but have never seen a bee around
them so far. Will you please send me some
seeds V

A VISIT to a "big BEF.-M.\N."

I visited oui bi^j bee-man in this part of the coun-
try yesterday — Mr. Wyatt Morehouse. I suppose
he is well known to you, he having dealt with you
considerably. After a ride of about 14 miles along

the side of the Catskill Mountains, through valleys

and dense woods, over rocks and stones, we found
him settled in a pretty iittle opening on the south
side of the mountain. AVhen we arrived he was in

his yard, with smoker in his hand, hard at work. Al-

though a perfect stranger, we were not long in get-

ting ac(iuainted. We found him to be a very pleas-

ant and sociable gentleman, ready and willing to

show and tell us all he knew, which to us (we being
novices) seemed to be almost every thing. After
spending the afternoon with him I bought a Root
chaff hive and started for home. And now I am
waiting patiently for a swarm of bees from an ohl-

fashioned hive which I have on band. I would rec-

ommenil all bee-keepers, or those interested in bees,

in this part of the country, to call on Mr. Morehouse.
lirodhead, N. Y., July 4, 1882. Herbert Shaw.
Now, friend Morehouse, if this brings you

too prominently before the people, you must
keep hives and things enough for sale, .so

that you c;in afford to stop and talk and ex-
plain, or else keep somebody to do it for
you. I know of no more pleasant way of
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enjoying a day, and few things more in-

structive, than visiting a real live modern
bee-man. I do jiot know but that it would
be in order to advise the friends to take care
to make at least a few little purchases after
taking up very much of the time of one who
is comparatively a stranger. For my part, I

always feel a little more free about troub-
ling a man, when I liave just bought some-
thing of him.

THE HOLLYHOCK AS A HONEY-PLANT.
Tell me what kind of a honey-producing plant the

common hollyhock is. There was a good large plat

in my garden, thick with it, that grew up six or eight

feet high, and for a long time I have never seen
bees work on any thing as they did on that. It

seemed there were three or four large swarms at

work on it at one time. The Spider plant here was
a complete failure. It blooms a great deal, but I

have never seen a bee at work on it.

Wm. S. Boyd.
Lincolnton, Lincoln Co., Ga., July 13, 1883.

I have seen bees on the hollyhock to some
extent, but nothing like what you mention,
friend B. All of the Mallow family, to
which the hollyhock belongs, seems to yield
honey and pollen, and we have a small vari-

ety on our grounds that has been several
times mentioned. I would like to test those
you have, and if you will send us some seeds
we will see how our 4U0 colonies will look
after the honey.

foundation in wired fr.\mes.

I
PUT in some fdn. with the wire and tin bars; it

is just splendid. I don t think I shall ever

want any more wired foundation. I would
rather put it in myself, it is so nice.

James B. Mason.
Mechanic Falls, Me., June 19, 1882.

Prospects are not good for honey this jear in Cali-

fornia. J. P. M. Rainbow.
Fall Brook, San D. Co., Cal., May 1, 1883.

I am wintering 152 swarms; sold $1050 worth of

honey. Kufus Comstock.
Plattsburgh, N. Y., Jan. 36, 1883.

I don't like the "Underbill tenement hive;" it

may be extra for winter. Too unhandy to move.
Marseilles, 111., June 13, 1883. M. W. Akeks.

I never saw bees work as they do now, since I have
kept them. Had 66 to begin the season with.

A. F. Staufpek.
Sterling, Whitcsides Co., 111., June 23, 1883.

wintering in a greenhouse.
1 have had good success with ray hives of bees

wintered in the greenhouse. W. J. Kidd.
Logansport, Ind., June 28, 1883.

I have had to feed ray 100 colonies considerably,

but now you can hear that glorious white-clover

"hum." Wesley Dibble.
Middleburgh, N. Y., July 1, 1883.

CANDIED HONEY.
Our honey is all candied in the comb; I fear they

can not live on it this winter. They are making
very little honey now. J. L. Mc Daniel.
Morsboro, N. C, July 3, 1883.

DARK HONEY DURING POOR SEASONS.
No honey to speak of yet; white clever a failure;

bees are getting very dark honey from some source.

I never experienced such a poor season thus far,

Hartford, N. Y., June 30, 1883. J. H. Martin.

"AWFUL BUSY."
The preparation for surplus honey, and taking

caro of an avalanche of swarms of bees, has been
more than I could attend to. I had the money in

the house all the time, but could not send it. I had
to work day and night. A. S. Griffith.
Lebanon, III., June 30, 18S3.

A NOVEL SMOKER.
For a smoker, I use a smoothing-iron, one of the

self-heating kind. I put a few coals in the bottom,

and then a few fine chips and bark from the wood-

pile, and give it a draft, and get all the smoke I

need. P. H. Adams, M. D.

Florence, Williamson Co., Texas, June, 1883.

CLIPPING QUEENS NOT ALWAYS A "SAVING" OP-
ERATION.

The last queen you sent me was " Neighbor H.'s,"

and she was excellent; but I clipped her wing, and
they swarmed while 1 was from home, and she was
lost. Jennie W. Humphreys.
Woodstown, N. J., July 1, 1883.

My 387 hives of bees have increased to 560, and

prospects are now favorable for our getting 34 of a

crop of honey. I have just received a postal order

from New Zealand for queens. The order was cashed

in my own postoffice here at home; thanks to good

postal arrangements. K. Wilkin,
San Buenaventura, Cal., June 4, 1883.

DANDELION HONEY, ETC.

I wintered 37 colonies, Italians, without loss. Hare
sold 14. The remainder have increased to 45 stocks;

some are now making honey in sections. I have ex-

tracted 50 lbs. dandelion honey, the first I have ever

had of that sort. F. A. Ticknor.
Austin, Minn., June 20, 1882.

The wax-plant spoken of in last month's paper is

one of the Hoya. They bloom every summer, and

I have noticed those large drops of honey. Often

they have to be strong plants before they bloom.

Could not the bee-keepers in California try it in a

shady place, as it will not stand the full blaze of the

sun? Will A. Hammond.
Kichmond, Va., JulyS, 1883.

.JONES ENTRANCE-GUARDS.
I find that they are a "big thing" for the purpose

for which they are intended, and more especially in

my case, as I am away from my apiary almost every

day during the day time. They answer a good pur-

pose in preventing the queen from coming out, and

a swarm running away, In case they get a little

start. J. E. Pond, Jr.

Fo.xboro, Norfolk Co., Mass., June 5, 1883.
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The honey season is the best here it has been for

yeai-s; lots of white clover, basswood, and honey in

{4O0d demand at 18 cts. per lb. in your sections, and

about 11 cts. in old-fashioned boxes. Gko. Loud.

Thiirber, Mich., July, 1883.

I am all ^'hustcd up" without a smoker. Win-

tered 4-1 colonies of bees without loss, on summer
stands, in Simplicity hives. Am working for ex-

tracted honey. Have most of them ;5 hives deep;

honey is coming fist, and every thing is lovely.

Geo. W. Foki).
Avon, Lorain Co., O., June 30, 1882.

My bees are doing splendidly now. Swarming ev-

ery day, and bringing in honey by the quantity.

My figwort, planted from the seed this sping, is from
4 to tj feet high, and full of blooms from bottom to

top, and the bees are working on them from day-

light till dark; have been in bloom about 4 weeks.

Bonham, Texas, June 12, 1883. J. P. Ingram.

Don't put me in Blasted Hopes yet, for my bees

are making some of the nicest white honey I ever

saw. ! weighed one hive the »3d of June, and that

day they brought in S lbs. I weighed them again on

the 2Tth, and they had gained 38 lbs.; these a; c the

only ones I weighed. Al. Brush.
Susquehanna, Pa., July .5, 188i.

noPEFUL, AFTEK AT.L.

Some three years ago I bought four colonies of

bees. To the present moment I have been disap-

pointed. This spring I had only one left, and felt like

giving up. This one, however, has sent out three

colonies in the space of ten da.\ s, which are all

thriving wonderfully. L. W. Hasselman.
Pella, Iowa, May 9, 1883.

FROM TENWESSEE.

I commenced the scnson wi'h 45 colonies, most of

them in good order. Took a little more than 1400

lbs. from poplar bloom. Sourwood is now In full

bloom, and promises a good yield. I now have 94

colonies, and they will all bo full by the last of the

ween. J. F. Montgomery.
Lincoln, Tenn., June 27, 1883.

BEES IN THE HOUSE APIARY, ETC.

I now have 30 stands in the house apiary, all very

strong, and I have no trouble in handling them, and
have raised and introduced queens for all young
swarms this and last season. 1 have about .50 Spider-

plants blooming, and each llower has a large drop of

honey, morning and evening. E. K. Leake.
Collierville, Tenn., June 35, 1883.

AN IMPROVEMENT IN USING THE BUTTON-HOOK.
Tell those who use a button-hook to imbed the

wires in frames of fdn., to heat the hook over a

lamp chimney, and see how nicely the wax will flow

over the wires. The bees will never cut around
them when put in in that way. It takes a little

longer, but it does it nicer, I think, than cold.

Sou' Cabot, Vt., July 1, 1883. D. S. H.'.i.i..

now MUCH A GALLON FOR EXTltACTINfJ, ETC.

What would it be worth per gallon to extract hon-

ey for other people, when a person has to go around
with the extractor? Davjd Schwautz.
Berne, Adams Co., Ind., July 10, 1883.

[I would put it something like this, friend S.: For

the first gallon, 50o., or .50c. for " setting up." After

that, say 3.5c. per gallon; or, if a large job, perhaps

20, or even 15c. per gallon.]

My bees are doing finely; plenty of honey. 1 have

taken more surplus honey this season already than

I did in three other seasons put together.

Jacob S. WK.iBr.KY.
Port Koyal, Pa., July 18, 1882.

WHITEWOOD FOR FDN. PLATES.

My fdn. machine works nicely; have made over

500 lbs. since I received it. Blue whitewood makes
better dipping-plates than basswood. We could dip

perfect sheets on it when the basswood would crack

every time. Have taken off some nice comb honey.

Bell Branch, Mich., June 30, 1883. M. H. Hunt.

AVIRED FRAMES.
My Ijees are now doing finely; white clover about

in full bloom, nearly a month later than usual. E.v-

tracted to-day about 100 lbs. from the first wired

frames. I am perfectly delighted with them. I

have about 150 frames built out this spring, and they

are as near perfection as 1 could wish for.

Wheeling, W. Va., June 27, 1882. Wm. Bitzer.

[That is just our experience, friend B.]

EARLY swarming IN 1883.

Some one said, in last Gleanings, that he had a

swarm of bees on the fourth of May, and wants to

know who can beat it. I can. I had one on the 25th

of April, 2d on the 3d of May, 3d on the 4th, all from
one stand, and all from a dollar queen bought of A.

I. Boot last June. Now come on with your early

swarms. Wm. Holroyd.
Russell's Place, Lawrence Co., O., June 10, 1882.

LOOK OUT FOR STARVATION.
I lost one of my best colonies from starvation

about May 1st, before I knew what was the matter.

In looking over my strongest colonies this week
(some that were chock full of honej^ in April), I don't

believe they would average M lb. honey to the hive,

but they are roaring now on white clover.

Samuel M. Humphreys.
Ilichardsville, Pa., June 33, 1883.

INTRODUCING AVITHOUT CAGING.

The last two queens you sent me are beauties.

They went to I aying the next day after introduction.

I never use a cage. I have introduced five without

loss. This being my first experience, I consider my-
self very lucky for an A B C scholar.

ViNCENZ ZIMMERMANN.
Hutto, Williamson Co.. Tex., July 5, 1883.

[Yf)Ur plan is my favorite one, friend Z., but I want
my hive queonless a day or two before I imdertake

it, and I also much prefer Italians to blacks or hy-

brids. With the above conditions, ami aflow of hon-

ey, lour out of five times a queen may be let loose

without any caging at all.]

AN OBLIGING POSTMASTEli.

The queens wo ordered of you on the 3d were re-

ceived on the I4th, just 11 days from date of order-

ing. They were in excellent condition, considering

the distance — some 700 miles; only one dead bee in

the lot, with plenty to eat, but water about gone.

We introduced them at once, according to directions,

and all have been received. It was our first attempt

at introducing. Our P. O. is some two miles distant;

so when they came, our obliging P. M. hitched up
his horse and brought them to us. We fancy that, if

all P. M.'s were like this one, your purse would be

quite a bit heavier at the end of the year.

Brands & D eWitt.

Delaware Station, N. Y., July 17, 1883.
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A 54-LB. SECTION.

If you will split your section boxes in two, and
hang 8 of them in a brood-frame over the brood-nest,

without any separators, I believe you will get Va-lb.

sections without any trouble or fussing. I intend to

try some. G. W. Forman.
Ripley, O., July 3, 1883.

[Thanks, friend F. ; but they would not be in shape

to ship handily; nevertheless, I thank j'oii for the

suggestion, for something may grow out of it.

Friend Muth rather advocates thin comb sections.]

Please send me a Clark smoker. I ought to have
ordered it last Saturday with some other things, but
thought I could not afford it, till the bees stung my
nose for blowing fire on them from punk, as they
had a right to do. Rev. J. M. Smith.

Old Mission, Mich., July 3, 1883.

[It seems to me, friend S., it would not be very
convenient for one of your calling to be obliged to

go before his people with a disfigured countenance,

and most especially with a swollen nose. I wish we
might all learn to take such things as philosophical-

ly as you seem to do, and say, when stung, the fault

is ours for our mismanagement.]

" NOTHING BUT LEAVES.

"

My bees have wintered well on summer stands,

having been packed up warmly with dry leaves last

fall, and are now doing well in spite of our back-

ward spring.

RED POLLEN FROM THE HORSE-CHESTNUT.
On page 281, June Gleanings, Wm. Malone asks

from whence his bees get a dark-red pollen. For the

past week mine have been bringing in a great deal

of that color from the horse-chestnut (^F.sculus hip-

pocastanum), of which there are quite a number of

trees in the vicinity of my hives. 11. L. Rand.
Boston, Mass., June 13, 1883.

QUEENS LAYING IN SECTIONS, AND EUROPEAN
LINDEN.

My few bees (9 stands) are working finely. I have
trouble in keeping queens from laying in sections.

Bees are working on white clover and European lin-

den. H. H. LiTTELL.

Louisville, Ky., June 19, 1883.

[Friend L., will you please tell us if your queens
laid in sections having tin separators on, and also if

they were at the sides, or over the brood-nest? Will

you te'il us, too, if the European linden blossoms be-

fore the American, and about how long before?

You see, I am full of questions this morning.]

PRETTY GOOD AVOIfK FOR A QUKKN.
The queen which you sent to me in April, I intro-

duced after the prescribed mannei', and it was very
successfully done. She is the best laying queen I

ever had. The hive into which I put her contained

but two or three hundred l)ees, and produced, 33d of

June, a very nice swarm. E. A. Rocker.
Havana, Mason Co., III., July 5, 1883.

[We find the above was a hybrid queen sent friend

R., April 18th. She must, therefore, have brought
two or three hundred bees up to the swarming-
point, in about 60 days. This is pretty fair work,
unless there was brood in the hive that kept hatch-

ing out, day by day, which was very likely the case.]

MAKING good ACCIDENTAL LOSSES, ETC.

Being somewhat discouraged at J. L. Hiatt's suc-

cess in getting a queen, I wrote to others; l)ut since

learning that you sent him another, I think it may

be that you wish to do an honorable business; and,

therefore, inclosed you will find one dollar for a

queen. Francis M. Smith.

Chester Hill,' Ohio, July 1, 1883.

[Do j'ou not see, friends, how much depends on

the spirit you show, in trying to bear these losses

where it often seems a question as to who was at

fault?]

mmbaem mlumn.
WILL write to you soon, and tell how, through
your Tobacco Column and the goodness of

God, I overcame the appetite for tobacco, aft-

er using it for fifteen years, and then sent and paid

for my smoker with the money I have usually spent

for tobacco. May God bless you and all other good
people everywhere. T. C. Willis.

East Rochester, O., June 39, 1883.

While perusing the Tobacco Column, I came to

the conclusion that I would not be a slave to the

weed any longer. I have used it for three j'ears,

more or less, but now I have quit it entirely.

R. B. Howard.
Salisbury, Add. Co., Vt., June 19, 1883.

May the Lord be praised, friend II., for
another name added to the list, and may he
help you to hold fast when the time of trial

comes.

As you say you will make a present of a smoker
to any man who is in the habit of smoking, if you
please, send me one, and away goes my pipe and to-

bacco. John Ruckle.
Markhams, Catt. Co., N. Y., June 8, 1883.

With all my heart, friend 11.; and remem-
ber, if yon ever i^ut another pipe between
yovir lips, you owe us that little 75 cents. Of
course, I do not know what you will do, but
the eye of the kind Father above is ever on
you, and it is before him you stand, and to

him you are accountable.

It is .iust one year ago to-day since I formed the

resolution to quit the use of tobacco. I went into

your Tobacco Column one month later, and I have

kept my pledge, and mean to still keep it. 1 used

the weed for about 35 years, and was almost a slave

to it. I had often trial to quit before, but it ended

in a victory for tobacco. I am satisfied that taking

the pledge publicly, us I did through Gf.eanino.'*,

was a great help to me, and 1 know that any one

can quit who will just think so. J. H. Eby.
North Robinson, Crawford Co., O., July 5, 1883.

,V short lecture by one who " OUGHT TO KNOW."
Well, 'tis 4 months the 13th of this month since I

tasted tobacco in any shape; have not got over the

hankei ing after it, though, but am not going to buy
any, nor beg nor steal. I won't have it — no, sir, *ee

;

glad I'm boss, I tell you. I feel better, more sense,

clearer mi nd, no vertigo. Well, the fact is, I'm con-

siderable of a man in feeling; rid of that nasty,

filthy, mean, dirty, stinking, besmearing habit. I

can go into anybody's house, or a meeting-house,

without leaving a nasty, filthy mai"k; but, enough;

for it is sickening to think how filthy wo are.

Jno. H. Daniel.

Cumberland, Guernsey Co., O., June 15, 1883,
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For even the Son of man came not U> be minister-
ed unto, but to minister, and to give his lite a ran-
som for many.—Makk 10: 45.

^lOME of the friends may remember a^ letter in the Home J'apers for May, issi

,

by W. E. Leonard, which was answered
partly in that nnmber, and another part of
it in the Jnne No. ^Vell, friend Leonard
wrote another letter last December, which
he is very anxions indeed I shonld pnblish.
He heads his letter, as yon see, with a verse
from John ; bnt I hardly think he means it

as a text, for he calls it absurd. Here is the
letter :

—
And there arc also many other things which Jesus

did, the which, if they should he written every one,
I suppose that even tiie whole world itself could not
contain the books that should be written. Amen.—

Friend Boot. — Gleanings comes to hand every

month bright and clean; not one word of spite can

be found on its pages, unless written by some one

who is not as good an infidel as yourself, and you
very properly put him into the Growler}'. When I

wrote yovi ia May last, I had no thought you would

publish it; and you would be surprised to see the

number of letters that was sent to me from seven

different States in the Inionia regard to that letter.

One kind-hearted man sent me a book from Utah,

which stated that "Joe Smith foimd the real Bible

in the county of Ontario, N. Y., a.d. 1837!"

Now, what we believe and what we do not believe

does not alter the truth; and in your answers to my
letter, the heathen priest can use them with the

same force, to prove that his stone idol is the God of

the universe; and his theory would have this advan-

tage over your reasonings: he could show his god,

while yours is invisible. I am not an atheist, and

will not deny that thtre is some power that rules the

universe; but I must deny that the God described

in the Bible is the power that rules the universe.

The Christian religion is concentrated selfishness.

" I am going to heaven, you are going to hell," Is the

whole matter in a nutshell, and this is the teaching

of the Bible: " Believe, or you will be d d." Now,
belief is the result of education and circumstances;

and how can I believe, when my reason and educa-

tion teach me that the Bible is not God's word, but

man wrote it in an ignorant age? and my quotation

at the head of this letter proves the truth of this re-

mark?
I have headed this article with some Scripture, as

you do your articles. How does it sound? It is ab-

surd, to say the least that can be said about it.

Again, in I.Tim. 5 : 23, " Take a little wine for the

stomach's sake." Amos says, "Take none at all,"

and I will believe Amos in preference to Timothy.

When a man says he knows two parallel lines will

never meet, it sounds egotistical; and when I said

that I knew that God did not write the Bible, it was
because it is an impossibility; but I will admit that

I should have qualified the assertion; therefore I

will admit the reproof, and confess that I am an ig-

norant man, and not a learned one by any means.

You think you feel the presence of God in the

morning sun, and the heathen priest of India says

he feels the presence of his stone idol when the rain

falls and the grass grows, and the common people

clap their hands for joy. Now, are you not both de-

luded or mistaken? •

Your idea of " saving souls " must be erroneous,

as it is an utter impossibility to save that which
never can be lost. As no man can create any thing,

neither can he destroy it; and if there is a soul, no
one can save, kill, or destroy it, as it must be eternal,

like other matter ! The fact is (in mj- opinion), that

friend Root is a better infidel than the writer. You
are practicing the teachings of Plato and Socrates,

and think you are a Christian. In trying to make
people better, and learn the truth, I will do all I can,

and only regret that I have not the power to bo t'S

good an infidel as A. I. Root.

Now, do not think me unkind because I use this

term, as I think I can prove the truth of this asser-

tion. Did you ever know any church to offer any
thing (except that which they did not have). In the
shape of goods or money, to any person, man or
woman, to leave off a bad habit? yet A. I. Root of-

fers anj' man who will quit making a smokehouse of

himself, an article that will do all the smoking that

anyone should do, worth one dollar. Now, this is

pure infidelity; and as I wish to keep somewhere
near you in the good work, and not be called a

Christian, I inclose you two. dollars; one for the

smoker fund, and one for Gleanings, as I fear you
will not be able to keep the good work a going unless

some infidels assist you, as you have undertaken a
great task; and I earnestly hope any infidel who pe-

ruses this letter will see the necessity of sending
you a dollar for this fund; and if any Christian

wants to practice a little infidelity, let him help in

the good work.

Now, in fairness I shall have to ask you to publish

my letter, to let my intidel friends know that I am
not dead, but will try to live for the benefit of hu-

manity; and when my days are ended, I do not wish
to go to the Christian heaven. Why? because they

have made their heaven the same as the heathens
have in the past. You may ask theEsqviimaux where
is heaven, and he will tell you it is where the rivers

don't freeze, and he can drive his bone spear into

the seals, and live on seal-oil for ever! You may
ask the Indian the question, and his answer is on
the same plan, and the Christian is no better. Ask
them, and they will tell you that heaven is a place

where the streets are paved with gold, and they will

have gold crowns, gold harps, and sing for ever.

Now, this proves that man has always made his

heaven just what his physical wants need most;

therefore I don't want to go to the heaven of gold,

but will exclaim, as an ancient writer did, " I believe

in one God and no more, and hope for happiness

hereafter." William E. Leonard,
Port Huron, Mich., Dec. 37, 1881.

I thank you, friend Leonard, for your kind
words and kind letter, and especially for
your expressions of friendship toward me,
even if we do not read the Bible alike ; but
I wish yon might say that it seems to you an
impossibility that the Bible should be an in-

spired book, instead of declaring, point
blank, it is an "impossibility.'' Humanity
universally agree, that two parallel lines can
never meet ; but humanity are very far in-

tieed from agreeing in regard to the Biljle.

Let us put it in this way : Suppose you and
I think just as we do now about the parallel

lines, but, to our great surprise, we should
find, by talking the matter over, that Doolit-
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tie, Ileddon, and, say. Prof. Cook, think they
might jneet after a while, if we carry them
far enough. Now, inasmuch as these men
have just as much good common sense as I

have (remember, 1 don't say how much
more), would it not be reasonable to conclude
that the chances of their being right are just
as good as oursV The older i grow, the
more I feel the need of having respect for
the beliefs and opinions of others ; and es-
pecially do I pray that God may help me to
be careful about judging hastily and harsh-
ly those who do not see things as T do. Do
you not know a great many, friend L., who
are good honest men, men of talent and edu-
cation as well, who feel that the Bible is a
precious gift from God to the children of his
creation ? Again, there are many different
ways of expressing our vievvs, and still more
ways of detining the words used. We are
taught that the commandments were writ-
ten by God on tables of stone; but I am not
sure that the idea is generally held, that God
wrote the rest of the Bible. It may and it

may not be; but I confess I do not know
just how it is. As for myself, I do believe
the Bible was written by good men, and men
Avhom God raised up and inspired for the
work ; and I believe, too, that he has all
along seen to it that no mistakes of any vi-
tal importance have by, any means crept in-
to it. If you think dilTerently, I am per-
fectly willing ; but before being greatly in-
fluenced by your opinion in the matter, I
should want to know all about you. If you
are loved, honored, and respected by all
about you, and your wisdom, judgment, and
integrity are so well known that you are
sought for, for positions of trust and honor,
I should be much more inclined to be influ-
enced by you than if I found you were one
who studies to be contrary, to call forth at-
tention and remark, and the like.

Without doubt, the Bible is much better
understood now than it was a few years ago,
and I believe God intended we should re-
ceive new light and help from making it our
earnest study, just as we do in the study of
bees. Do you not remember my talk a short
time ago about making it our delight, and
meditating day and night in regard to the
law laid down therein y The New Version
has given us much light on many points,
and I feel sure that God is pleased with the
study that has been recently directed to the
matter, and that it is going to bring bless-
ings on our land and people.
One of the most comforting thoughts to

me in the study of the Bible is, that the men
who wrote it, and those whom we read of
there, were men like ourselves ; and al-
though I am not glad that they had faults
and failings, it gives me courage to hght my
own, when I find they had like weaknesses.
John, who wrote the verse you have just
quoted, was one of tlie two who petitioned
Jesus to permit them to sit, one on his right
hand and the other on his left, and that, too,
just after Jesus had been telling them of the
death he must die. The disciples felt indig-
nant at the selfishness of the two brothers,
and I presume almost every one who reads
it feels the same. John had a good deal of
Adam abouthim, just as we have ; and when

he wrote, he wrote a good deal as men talk.

If I should say that Medina County is at the
present time full of white clover, I hardly
believe you would expect to find clover-
heads piled up as high as the tops of the
fences; and yet you might take me to task,
and declare I said so. After all the apostles
had written in regard to Jesus' words and
sayings, John felt, in looking back, that so
much there was that had not and could not
well be told, that it would, as he said, fill the
world with the books. Friend L. , how many
books would it take to write out all your
sayings and doings V You know a book was
a pretty large affair in those times. If I

found nothing in the JJible more difficult to
understand than this little innocent speech
of our good friend John, I slfould be happy
indeed. By the way, friend L., you i)ut in
one word tiiat we don't find in "any of our
Bibles. You have got it tlie whole world;
but we don't find whole in any of our ver-
sions.

If the Christian people in your vicinity de-
clare they are going to heaven, and others
are going to hell, I should feel that the spir-

it of Christ was far from them. I have nev-
er heard any such talk, and I meet Christian
peoi)le of all denominations, and the pastors
of ail our different churches are my personal
friends. Do you not remember what Jesus
said of the man who thanked God he was
not as other men are V

When you declare so positively that " be-
lief is the result of education aiid circum-
stances," I begin to feel again that it is a
hopeless task for us to t;v to reason togeth-
er. It seems to me you p.it the bars up, and
stop further discussion. Sui^pose you say,
" As I see it, belief is tlie result of education
and circumstances ; is it not so, Mr. Boot V

"

By the last form, you give me a courteous
invitation to reply and give my views; but
by the former, I should almost feel that I

was taking a liberty to answer at all. Do
you think I am too sensitive V True Chris-
tianity should make us kind, courteous, and
obliging. My experience with infidelity has
been that it is a rude and hard doctrine.
Presuming you wish mo to speak of believ-
ing, I will go on. Suppose you and I are
pleading with a young man to give up to-

bacco. He says he does not believe he can.
His education, and the circiuiistances under
which he lias been brought up, are such that
he does not believe it is of any use to try.

Further, he has tried, and he knows he can
not. Christianity says to him, '' You can
believe, and you can give it up ;

" and for
the proof that Christianity does save such as
he, I will refer to cases of the kind right
around the homes of every one of you. I

should say, in regard to the wine matter,
that Amos and Timothy had different opin-
ions in regard to the danger of wine, just as
men do nowadays ; but very likely my opin-
ion in the matter is a wrong one. 1 think
both were temperate, and friends of temper-
ance. Surely these are not difficult passages
to reconcile.

Y ou make light of my efforts to save souls,
friend L.,and yet the whole trouble seems
to be that you attach a different meaning to
the words from what I do. Saving the boys
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from tobacco, whisky, gambling, and tlie

like, I term saving souls ; and to prove that
you are in hearty sympatliy with me in the
work, I will quote from the letter you sent
with the above xirticle :

—
I must object to receiving credit for the dollar, as

the work io that diroetioii must increase; and if any
one can be induced to leave off a bad habit, it is

worth more than gold to humanity at large. The
only way to make people better is to have the par-

ents leave off their bad habits, and then their off-

spring will not be tainted with tobacco or alcohol;

or, in other words, we must do the same as we do

with the bees — hrced a brtter stock. And you have
commenced the work right at the root of the evil,

and children yet unborn will thank you for this great

work, as many children are born with a desire for

tobacco and alcohol. Why? Because their parents

and ancestors before them were saturated with these

vile poisons; and as like produces like, the innocent

children have to pay the penalty; hence I must ob-

ject to having that dollar go to any place except the
" Smoker Fund;" as who knows but that this dollar

will be the means of making some person leave off a

bad habit, and some innocent child will not have his

or her system tainted with tobacco?

What I mean by saving souls, my friend,

is exactly what you have been pleading for
;

and if God has not told us clearly what is to
become of these people who are saved from
ruin, wdiy need we trouble ourselves about
itV You can call me by what name you
choose; but I hardly think the name will

make any difference. I was once put into
the Humbug and Swindle department; but
I didn't see that J suffered any thereby in
the estimation of the people. You see, it is

not what you call a man, but what he does.

You ask me if I ever knew any church to

offer goods or money to any one to leave off

a bad habit, or words to that effect. To be
sure, I have ; and not only that, but I never
knew a live, prosperous church that did not
continually give money, time, and men, to

people to leave off bad habits. Have you
never been at church when a contribution
was taken up for the mission cause V AVell,

as I understand it this money is for that pur-
pose, almost exclusively. What is sin, but
bad habits ? and what do we send mission-
aries for, but to enlighten and lead people
from their sins and bad habits ? One of our
own Medina County boys married a Medina
County girl, and they two left home and
friends, and went to Ponape (one of the
Polynesian Islands), and have been laboring
there for years, shut out from civilization,

just for the good of a lot of naked heathen.
These missionaries are just now home on a
visit, and it Avould do your heart good to

liear them tell of their trials there with this

same tobacco and whisky, furnished the na-
tives by drunken and profligate sailors.

Some converted native missionaries went to

a neighboring island and established a church

,

with schools and printing-press ; and when
our white friends went there to visit them,
they found a part of their creed was to ad-
mit no one into the church who used tobac-
co. Tobacco was made the test of the appli-

cants' fitness for membership.
Among the Christian converts in other

heathen lands is a king who used to be a can-

nibal, and at some of their feasts this king
used to cut oif pieces of his slaves, and
oblige them to cook it for him to eat. This
man now stands up in meeting and tells of
these old scenes with tears in his eyes, while
he asks God to forgive him for these awful
crimes of his old dark savage life. Do you
not think it cost somebody money to carry
on and keep up this work V I tell you it

did and does ; and churches of every denom-
ination are constantly giving their money by
the thousands of dollars to civilize and Chris-
tianize the world. Did a band of infidels

ever take up such a work and keep it going?
May be they do, but I never heard of it. I

hope they do ; and when they do, I shall be
quite willing to join hands with them, for I

do not believe that Christian people are a bit

selfish in regard to this privilege. By all

means, have your infidel friends help ; and
if they have got a man who will go as mis-
sionary and teacher to these dark brethren,
by all means have them go, and I want the
privilege of helping to pay his expenses.

Friend L., the heaven I expect to go to, I

know nothing about, and I can not remem-
ber that I ever heard any minister try to tell

much about it ; but I hope it will be a place
where I shall meet many of my old friends,

and where I may still have an opportunity
of contributing to their happiness and com-
fort. Gold is used as an emblem of purity,

so far as I know, by universal consent. You
and I would want a heaven free from tobac-
co smoke ; and if we are faithful in the Mas-
ter's work, I presume we shall have it ; but
I would by no means undertake to say that
folks who use tobacco now won't be there.

I am just as well satisfied it will be all right,

even if I don't know any thing about it. as I

used to be satisfied my mother would have
dinner all right when 1 came home at noon,
a tired schoolboy, although I had no sort of

an idea what kind of a dinner it would be.

I knew that she loved her boys, and was
thinking about their comfort and happiness,
and I knotv that my Savior loves me now,
while I am trying to tell you, dear friend, of

the love that prompted him to come down to

us and "give his life, a ransom for many."
You say the Christian religion is concen-

trated selfishness. 1 wonder if you have at-

tended Christian services very much lately,

and if you are intimately acquainted with
Christian people of intelligence. Have you,

my friend, been on intimate terms with the
pastors of the churches near you V Of course,

I do not know who they are. nor how fortu-

nate the people in your vicinity have been in

the selection of men to expound the w^ord of

God to you ; but I can hardly think it possi-

ble thev are selfish men, or that their hearers
are a band of selfish people. Whenever I go
from home, I almost always meet Christian
men and women, and I am pretty sure to meet
the presiding ministers ; but I have never
failed to find in them people who were giv-

ing their lives, to a greater or less extent, for

the good of the people, and the good of our
nation. Again : Since you have asked me
to publish your letter, and, at least indirectly,

asked me to reply to it, I am going to take a
liberty that I might not take otherwise. Is

it a polite and gentlemanly thing to thus
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stigmatize any class or sect, or even any body
of your fellow-men, as to call them " con-
centrated selfishness " ? You and I are op-
posed to intemperance ; we regard those who
put the bottle to their neighbor's lips as a
class of fellow-men who are greatly, nay,
fearfully in the wrong. We wish to turn
them from the evils of their ways. We are
in the habit of going to see them, and trying
to reason with them in regard to the evil of
their manner of obtaining a living— at least,

I hope we are. Sometimes I meet a body of
them in our county jail, and try to do them
good. Well, do you think it would be the
wisest and best thing for me to do to say,
"• Gentlemen, the American liquor business
is concentrated sellishness " V If you do, I

do not. I should expect to have them turn
around and say to me, " Who are you, to

stand up and judge us in that way ? You
are very likely entirely free from the sin of
selfishness ; very likely you thank God every
night, before you go to bed, that you are
not selfish and bad and wicked, as other
men are. Hadn't you better gather up your
Bibles and hymn-books, and visit somebody
who wants to see you V '' Jesus once direct-

ed those who were without sin to throw the
first stone. Friend L.,have you not pitched
a pretty big stone at a class of people you
may not know very much about V Judge
not, that ye be not judged.
Shortly after I took my stand among

Christian people, I arose to speak in meet-
ing ; and, with my usual awkwardness, I

said something I did not mean to say, and
felt worried and troubled about it. After
meeting, I spoke of it to one of the elderly
sisters, but she assured me that no one there
would for the world think of ridiculing the
blunders of a new beginner, or, in fact, any
one else. " Mr. Root, you are among friends
here. We never speak or think unkindly of

each other, and no one ever thinks of criti-

cising the actions of another. We all make
mistakes, and so we all overlook them." I

have often thought of the kind old lady's

words, and I have found them the truth.

Nay, she did not tell all the truth. Our
Christian people think kindly of all the
world. I have never heard anybody say
that infidelity is concentrated selfishness,

for, even if it were, infidels would have to

tell it, if it ever were told, for Christian
people have too much gentleness and polite-

ness to ever make such a speech. AVe have
had such struggles with selfishness that we
know exists in our own hearts, that we do
not dare to speak of anybody else.

What do we think of a man generally who
continually speaks of the faults of others V

My friend, what do you think of men and
women who continually speak of the faults

of bodies of men and women who band them-
selves together for any ostensibly good pur-
pose V

Friend L., if we wanted to pick out a good
man to go into heathen lands, and civilize

the savages, should we select one who would
go over there and learn their language, es-

tablish schools and printing-presses, and
then occupy his time in telling how bad the
rest of the world are? "Why, it would be a
fearful waste of time, if nothing more. I

shall have to revert to the little incident I

may have told you before, but which I think
will bear telling again. An individual who
was considerably the worse for liquor,

thought he would get home if possible by
some by-street, without meeting anybody
he knew; but almost at the first turn he
made, he, to his consternation, saw the min-
ister coming rapidly toward him. lie would
have turned off again, if it would have been
of any avail ; but as he was fairly caught, he
resolved to turn a bold face on it, and do the
best he could. As he came up, he assumed
the air of one who feels it his duty to admin-
ister a rebuke, and commenced with 'Par-
son, you're drunk !

" Of course, the parson
was exceedingly astonished, if nothing more;
and before he could recover himself, our
friend, catching hold of the pickets to steady
himself, went on with, ''Now just look a
liere, my friend, there ain't a bit of use of
your tryin' to deny it, for both your face and
your walk betray it too plainly." He then
went on, congratulating himself that there
wasn't very much danger of the parson tell-

ing anybody of it, and very likely he was
right. I often think of this when I hear
somebody severely condemning another. A
man is caught in a dishonest trick, and he
turns round and charges everybody else with
dishonesty. One whose soul" is seared with
impure crime, declares there is not a virtu-

ous man or woman, even in the churches.
The churches and the Bible seem to be es-

pecial objects of hatred, in just the propor-
tion that one becomes steeped in sin and
crime. Selfishness is sin . but not necessarily

a crime ; but one who b!t'.erly declares the
world is all selfishness,— my friend, what
do you, as a rule, think of him ? I know I

am getting on dangerous ground here, for I

shall soon be accused of calling fiiend Ji. a
selfish man, whether I am guilty or not, and
so I will haste to point out nly moral. I

do not know you, fi lend Leonard, and so I

have no right to infer you are selfish. Still

furtlier, L know, from your having contrib-

uted this dollar, unsolicited, that you are
not selfish, so 1 would simply warn you
against such harsh speeches, lest you may be
thought to be so. We should all of us be very
care'ful of doing or saying anything that may
place us in a bad light.

One more point: Our missionaries and
great philanthropists, I believe, as a rule
never lind fault with the way other individ-

uals or societies mnnage. Nothing hinders
a good man's work so much as a habit of

fault-finding. Those who deal with savages
and barbarians must have a bright, cheerful,
happy disposition, and be far — yes, very
far — removed from a disposition to say or
think, I am honest and good, and everybody
else is selfish and bad. is it net so, friends V

As I go over the matter, I am condemning
myself; for I lack, lack fearfully, in this one
element of charity for others. Only just

this morning I started one of the small boys
out to pick pens. We raise excellent mar-
rowfat peas for the lunch-room, and this boy
has it for his task to pick the peas, straw-
berries, etc. " Why ! has not L. come in

with any peas yet V " asked I. I was told he
had not. He had marked his time at 6, and
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now it was near lo 8. Surely the boy must
be at play somewhere, and he will liave to
be looked after. I did not say it, but only
thought it. I was tempted to scold ; but a
better spirit has been telling me, lately, to
try to put myself in people's places when I

am inclined to tind fault, and so I decided
to say not a word until 1 had put myself in
the boy "s place. The way I did it was to
go and pick peas with him, right by his side.

True enough, he had not picked his basket
half full ; but before I had picked a great
while, I found where the trouble was.
" Wliy, L., there are no peas here to pick."
" I know there ain't many, but you said 1

should commence at the hrst row and pick
them clean as I went, and that is what I liave
been doing."
In obedience to my orders, the poor child

had, childlike, been all the morning going
over the very ground the women had picked
over the night before.
" Look here, L., let us go over to the other

side and see if we can't do better." We did,
and in a few minutes the basket was full,

and I hadn't scolded a bit either. Don't
you think I thanked God that I had listened
to that better voice V Suppose I had hastily
decided he was lazy, and had been idling
away his time. Did you ever think what a
very wicked thing it is to scold children
when they are in no way at fault ? Just put
yourself in their places

; go sit down beside
them, and do the same work they do; win
their confidence, and encourage them to
talk freely, and tell you their reasons for do-
ing thus and so. They have reasons (queer
reasons though they seem to you and me,
sometimes) ; and although they do err in
judgment many times, still they think they
are doing right oftener than we know. May
God help us to be slow about judging even
the children.
Now, then, friends, when next you feel

like judging harshly, just go and sit down by
the side of the one who seems selfish and
unscrupulous ; help him along with his work
a little while, just as I helped to pick peas

;

and if you don't see things in a different
light pretty soon, I shall be very much mis-
taken.

For even the Son of man came not to be minister-
ed unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ran-
som for many.

Or Letters from TIiosc AVho have lYIade
Bee Culture a. Failure.

^DjgyjfONEY' crop a f otal failure here. Not one pound

J'ln'|[ of honey jet. Had to feed all through May.
Our only hope is fall flowers; and if weather

remains as it has been, we fhall have to feed for

winter. - T. H. Ki.geh.

Tcrre Haute, Ind., July 18, 1883.

ONCE "BUSTED HOPES." TWICE " HUSTEI) HOPES."

I have 65 stands of bees, and no honey.

Los Angeles, Cal., June 25, 1882. W . W. Bliss.

Short but plaintive. Try " three times,"
brother Bliss.
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FOR CLUBBING RATES, SEE FIRST PAGE
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IVE3E3X>XISr.^^, .^\.XTGIr. 1, 1882.

Be of good comfort; rise, he calleth thee.—
Makk 10:49.

We can still pay 10 cts. each for January and Feb-
ruary numbers of this year.

The Cortland Union Bee-Keepers' Association will

be held in Cortland, N. Y., Aug. 8, 1883.

A SWINO FOH A DIME.
One of our 10c clothes-lines has been doing service

as a children's swing, for some time, under our ma-
ple-trees. It nnt only holds the children, but even
their mother. Who wouldn't invest 10 cents to give
the little " chicks " a swing?

Since our mention of the bee-stiug extractor,

Ernest informs me that he uses, with much satisfac-

tion, a pair of twec/.ers he got from the 5-cent coun-
ter, and which he keeps slipped on his suspender
buckle. With this, a sting can be plucked out en-

tire, without even compressing the poison-bag in

the least.

WIEI, MOTH-WORMS WOUK IN FOUNDATION?
I HAVE always supposed, until now, that no kind

of worms or insects would touch fdn. We are just

in receipt of a box, however, where the worms had
cut it up pretty badly, and the work looks exactly
like that of the moth -miller. We preaume, of
course, it was left ex poood— unboxed, may be, near
old combs containing moth-worms.

HONEY-OATES.
We have just succeeded in getting a honey or mo-

lasses gate, such as are used to screw into a barrel,

for an even 2')C. It is just the same as we have been
selling for ;55c. Postage will be as much more if

wanted by mail. The bore is ?». Our extractor

honey-gates will hereafter be tinned all over, inside

and out, but the price will be the same, 50c. Extra-

large size tinned gates, T5c., as usual.

FII-r.INO TIN BOTTLES FOR QUEEN-CAGES, ETC.

We now fill our bottles for queen-cages and pounds
of bees by means of a pall of water set on a shelf

overhead, and a tube leading down from it, ending
in asmallorittco, exactly like that of an oil-can. The
pressure of the water makes a jet that will shoot

into the bottles, and fill them instantly. Of course,

an oil-can will answer for a few; but where one has

many to do, an apparatus as above is a great saving

of time. W^e use a tin pail, and a tin tube soldered

in the bottom. Tin bottles for queen-cages are now
12c for 10, or $1.00 per hundred.

OVERSTOCKINr..
For the first time In my life I have seen bees

enough to gather all the basswood honey, and our
four hundred colonies do it up clean, and long be-

fore night too. They fall around the entrances at 5

o'clock in the morning, very much as they used to
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when at work on the Spider plani, but it is all over
long- before noon. Possibly a larger yield might em-
ploy all of them all day, but it is pretty evident the
locality is a good deal overstocked. We shall soon
commence siigar-l'eeding again.

We have lo-day, Jnly 27th, 5036 subscribers, and
425 colonies of bees. The xiew of our apiary, from
the windows of the factory, is precisely like the cut
in the fore part of the A B C.

German carp and gold-fish will do very well to go
with golden queen-bees, and our friends will now
find them all in our advertising department. 1 be-
lieve it is universally known, that everybody by the
name of Muth is " square."

"When you order goods, carry out the prices, and
put down, in plain print, the amount you expect to

pay. The price will often give us a clew to what
you want, when we could not possibly make it out
otherwise. Negle.'t of this has made "bushels" of
"troubles" this season, and many dollars' loss. If

you have been having a discount, make out the dis-

count, and then the clerks can make out your bill as
it should be, without going back to hunt up former
correspondence, to see what discounts you are enti-

tled to. "D'ye mind?"

OUR NEW 50 CENT SMOKER BY THIS TIME.

The new Clark smoker is so very much ahead of
the Simplicity, or, in fact, any other smoker we ev-
er got hold of, that we have discontinued making
the Simplicity. We have sold the enormous num-
ber of over /oht f/iousanr? since the middle of May,
and 1 can not remember that we have had a word of
complaint, in all that time. Nearly half a dozen
bands are working on them constantlj', and with
the aid of new and improved machinery at that.
Just before you direct the smoke on the bees, give
the fuel a vigorous shake, and then puff out the
ashes. A single filling, with the right kind of wood,
will burn four hours continuously.

EVAPORATORS.
Great numbers of circulars in regard to evapora-

tors have been sent us, and many different kinds are
ari'anged expressly to be used in connection with a
common stove. 1 am pained to see that a great
many of them talkabout "family rights;" and it you
have any confidence in my judgment, have nothing
to do with any machine or any man who begins any
of this kind of talk. It is sad enough to have it on
bee-hives. One of the simplest forms of an evapo-
rator is a shallow tin pan, like a large dripping-pan,
for instance, with a top covering the whole, but a
little below the edge of the pan. The pan is placed
in a level position, with one end on the stove, and
then party filled with water, the fruit or corn being
spread evenly on top. As soon as the water boils,

you have an even heat that can not exceed the tem-
perature of boiling water, over the whole upper sur-
face, and therefore nothing can be burned. The pan
is filled through a short spout, with a funnel. This
spout allows the steam to escape, without in any
way wetting the drying articles. We are told the
Teasdale evaporator, mentioned on page 344, last
month, is not made now for less than $18.00.

CARROLI^'S immense yield FROM ONE QUEEN.

After reading friend Carroll's letter on p. 376, our
friends will observe that this honey was all stored by
the progeny of a single queen, and that swarming
was prevented by the use of the extractor; also that
the tiering-up process, which no other hive than the
Simplicity will allow of, is at least not a very faulty
plan. When one is hurried with work, I know no
easier way of giving bees room than to keep adding
story after story, with frames of fdn. I have used
them four stories high, and the bees seemed to store
honey in them as well as if only two stories high.
This honey was from horsemint; but, judging from
a sample received from friend Stiles, of Austin,
Texas, I should not call it first class in flavor, al-

though in color and transparency it equals any we
have. We learn further in regard to the queen,
from the Kansas Bcc-Keejwr, that she is a grand-
daughter of the famous Cyprian queen that friend
Hayhurst sold us for $3.00 on account of her "fight-
ing proclivities." Some way this tale begins to spin
out like a romance, and 1 pi-esume many of our
friends would be glad to know what has become of
the Hayhurut queen, about which so much has been

said. She is alive and well, and much store is set by
her possessor, as j'ou will see by the article from
friend McDougal, in Sept. No., who now has an apia-
ry of 26 hives, all presided over by her daughters.

PUTTING FDN. INTO ^VIRED FRAMES.

ET seems as if improvement in this matter
is destined to be the order of the day.
Soon after the advice some friend has

given ns, to heat the button-hook in imbed-
ding the wires, we made a trial of it and
fonnd it worlied well, but it required heat-
ing too often. Knowing that a lump of cop-
per is about the best thing to retain heat, I

had our blacksmith work over one of our
soldering-coppers, as shown in the cut, and
we find it a most convenient tool.

IMPLEMENT FOR FASTENING THE FDN. TO THE WIRES.

The copper is heated over a coal-oil stove,
and when it is just right it not only dries
the wire and fdn. perfectly, but its weight is

just right to sink the Avire into the fdn.,

without requiring any pressure from the
hand, and it softens the wax so it sticks
firmly to exevy^ inch of the wire. After plac-
ing the sheet in the frame, under the diago-
nal wire, and over the up-and-down wires,
the whole is placed on a half-inch board
that just fits inside the frame, and then the
fdn. is rolled down flat with the Blood roller,

shown in our price list. Now quickly run
the copper over each wire, holding "it as
shown in the engraving. The board is to be
kept wet with a damp cloth, to prevent the
wax sticking to it. It is to be turned once,
of course, to run the wires on each side.

Once heating the iron will do for 10 frames.
AVe can furnish these irons at the usual
price of our 3o-cent soldering-irons. If they
are wanted by mail, 18 cents extra.

]olmrin.

Under this head will be inserted, free'ot charge, tne names of
all those having honev to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how niuch, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, 1 would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. I£ near home, whei-e
you can look after it, itis often a very good way. Byallmeans,
develop your home market. For 25 cents we can furnish little
boards to hang up in your dooryara, with the words, " Honey
for Sale, " neatly painted. If wanted by mail, 10 cents exti'a for
postage. Boai-ds saying '

' Bees and Queens for Sale, '
' game

p'ice.

CITY MARKETS.
Detroit.—Ho/ici/.—The market is inactive, as new

honey has not come in yet, and the demand has not
yet commenced. The nominal price is 20 cents.
Beesxva.r is worth from 30@25c. A. B. Weed.

New York.—Hojicy.—There are no changes worthy
of note in the honey market this week.

H. K. & F. B. TnuRBER & Co.
New York, July 22, 1882.

Boston.—JIojicj/.—New honey, 1 lb. sections, 25c;
2 lbs., 22c. Good demand. Wax, 2,5@36c. Crop is

short here. Consignments wanted.
Crocker & Bi-akb.

57 Chatham St„ Boston, July 22, 1S83.
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

NO. 34.

SHIPPING QUEENS.

FIIIEND HEDDON, I have just read your article

on page 384, about shipping queens by mail.
"^^ Like yourself, I have had more or less losses,

both by mail and by express, but more by mail than

by express until — and thereby hangs a tule — until

I used the feed that I am now using. Please turn

to page 374 of August Gleanings for 1S81, and you

will find described, by I. K. Good, the, kind of feed

•nd cages that I am using. Shortly after reading

this article I received a queen from friend Good;

the bees and queen were in splendid condition, and
friend G. wrote: "Why don't you use a feed like

that in the cage I send you? I have no losses at all

with this kind of feed." I immediately commenc-
ed using it, have used it ever since, shipping about

400 queens, sending them all over the Union, to Cali-

fornia and Utah, to Texas and Georgia, to Maine
and to Canada, and have hM onhj one queen. Where
is there another breeder who has shipped 400 queens
during the last year, and lost only one queen? Hav-
ing had such good success with this feed, I won-
dered if friend Good was having equally as good, so

I wrote to him, asking for his experience, and here
is his reply:—

Nappanee, Ind., Aug. 8, 1883.
Friend Hutc]nnsi»i:—\n the season of 1881 I pur-

chased 100 of A. 1. Itoot's bottle queen-cagos. Out of
the KIO queens shipped in these cages, about 8 or 10
were lost, which was very discouraging, and I had
about made up my mind to trive up queen-rearing on
account of the losses in sending them through the
mail, when, one day, 1 for some reason moistened
some granulated sugar with honey to feed some

queens that I did not wish to send off at the time,
and the bees and queens in the cages containing this
mixture lived such a length of time without any of
the bees dying, that it occurred to me that this
would bo a good feed for shipping-cages; so when
the Root cages were all used I made some cages,
provisioning them with this kind of feed, shipping
some queens in them, I think to Massachusetts, and
awaited results. When I received word from them,
instead of its being, as it generally was, that the bees
were nearly all dead, or something to that effect, it

was that the queen's had arrived in splendid condi-
tion, not a dead bee in the cage; after that I used
that kind of feed and had no more trouble. I have
sent a great many bees and queens to California,
Texas, and Utah, and have had but one reported
dead sent to every one of these States. I have, this
season, sent hundreds of queens by mail, and have
lost only iwi>!

Now I wish to say, right here, that bee-keepers, as
a class, are honest. It would be a very easy matter
for them, after having a queen killed by introduc-
ing, to claim that she was dead when received.
Bees need no water when they have this kind of

feed. It is also the very best kind of feed to use
when sending bees by the pound. If you have been
using this feed, you know what customers generally
say; it is, uniformlj', " Not a dead bee in the cage,"
is it not? [Yes, that is it, frieml G.] I now have a
card before me that reads as follows: "Queen re-

ceived in splendid condition, not a dead bee in the
cage; even the drone is smart and lively." This
card is signed, B. F. Carroll, Dresden, Texas.
The best way to prepare the feed is to thoroughly

wet the best granulated sugar with honey, allow it to
stand a few days, then put it into a box or dish that
has a wire-eloth bottom, which allows the excess of
honey to drain off. This makes the feed that will

not run out of the cage, and yet stays nice and
moist. Respectfully,— I. R. Good.

GXTAKANTEEING SAFE AKHIVAL.

Friend Heddon, somehody must be responsible for

goods in transit; and as the purchaser never pre-

pares the goods for shipment, nor has the handling

of them on the road, it does not seem right that he
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should be responsible, unless he buys them at re-

duced rates, and takes the risk in exchange for the

reduction. When g-oods are properly packed, it

seems to me ihe express and railroad companies
should be responsible for all damages arising- from
rough handling; but, as friend Root says, it is our
business to put up goods so that they can not easily

come to harm. Now, as Uncle Sam does not p.iy for

queen bees that die while he is carryingthem about in

his big leathern pockets, I consider it perfectly right

and fair that the shipper cf queens should guaran-
tee their safe arrival. I should not like to pay for a

dead queen, that had died because some one else did

not put it up propel ly.

But 1 did agree with j'ou, fiicnd Ileddon, in think-

ing that these long journeys do, sumctiincs, have an
injurious effect upon queens. Sometimes they do
not lay any — I have had two or three such cases —
and, in two instances, I have had tested queens that

I hnciv produced three-banded workers while in my
possession, reported as producing hybrids. I think

bee-keepers very foolish to send clear across the

continent for a queen, especially when just as good
queens can be obtained nearer home. But, taken
all In all, I consider the sending of queens by mail a
great blessing. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Kogersville, Genesee Co., Mich., August, 1883.

I am very glad indeed, friend XL, tliat you
liave given the "Good" candy a "good"
trial. I have perhaps neglected to use it,

because I feared the bees would dig it to
pieces, and let the sugar all rattle out of the
cage. I know how friend Good fastenes it

in, but I feared, with his arrangement, a
queen might get into that little hole and get
stuck ; but the proof j^ou two give is enough,
and I am ready now to adopt this candy for
the Peet cage. It is of the greatest import-
ance that we have this matter worked up to
the greatest perfection we can possibly get
it, and so I am going to give you and friend
Good, each of you, $5.00 to help me arrange
a Peet cage so as to hold the " Good " candy
in the best and simplest way. I would by
no means think of any other plan of intro-
ducing, after the favorable experience we
have had with the Peet cage, and therefore
I wish you two to mail me cages like the
ones T mail you, as nearly as may be, yet
fixed just as you would have them to liold
this honey and sugar. When done, we will
give our readers the benefit of it.

Sure enough, here conies another testimo-
nial in regard to the " Good " candy, and it
is from no less a personage than friend
Brooks. Read:—

QUEENS BY MAIL.
Friend Heddon, I know how to sympathize with

you in your losses in sending queens by mail, as I

have seen the time too that I thought they would
go safest by express. But I am satisfied now that
the mails will take them safely almost every time,
provided the cages, and especially the feed are made
just right. 1 have used a bit of sponge containing
all the honey it would hold without running, and
have been successful, but wished for something
that would not daub so much. Next I bought some
of A. I. Root's provisioned cages, with candy and
water-bottle in the center, but am sorry to say that
the first queen I attempted to ship (a $1.00 tested
one) came back dead, daubed up with the candy.
The water-bottle must have got to leakin^g, as they

were all daubed up, and dead with candy all over
them. Next I tried friend Doolittle's boiled sugar
candy. It works nicely where you succeed in boil-

ing it just right, but I find that at times we get it too

hard and dry, by boiling just a little too long; then
again it is too soft, and must be boiled more.

I am now using a feed that pleases me better than
any thing I have tried. My friend I. R. Good, of

Nappanee, Ind., presented me with a queen, provis-

ioned with his feed, which was granulated sugar and
honey, " mi.xed cold," into a thick paste. His cage
is made expressly for this kind of feed, and is simply
a small block of some light wood, with one large

hole bored to receive the queen and her attendant
bees, and another smaller hole to hold the sugar and
honey paste, with the partition between the two
holes cut through down at the bottom of the cage to

admit the bees to the feed. Honey, 1 think, is the

safest and suiest food we can use, and the granulat-

ed sugar seems to be the best thing for holding the

honey in nice condition, of any thing I have tried.

Now, friend Good, as Mr. Heddon docs not state the

kinds of cages nor the kinds of food used, I propose
that you send him one of your cages with bees, pro-

visioned with the paste, mixed just right so it does
not run or melt down as it were, and we will see,

after he has tried it, if he can then say that be is al-

most sorry the bees were re-admitted to the mails.

Bees are swarming every few days. They gather

just enough to breed fast and swarm. The queens
have been having things pretty much their own way
this season, and have their hives rnnning over with

bees and brood. Smartweed is blooming, and I can
notice that the bees work a little stronger and con-

tinue longer now every morning.
Jos. M. Brooks.

Columbus, Ind., Aug. 19,188:2.

A SirBSTITCTE FOR A HONEY-BOARD
FOR THE CHAFF HIVE.

#%UR friend Chalon Fowls, of Oberlin, O.,
ij brings into our office the little device
^^^ shoAvn below, to be used on a chaff or
other hive, when we wish to feed and at the
same time keep the chaff cushion in the up-
per story, over the bees.

fowl's honey-board for chaff hives.
To use it, take otf the mat or enameled

sheet, and set it so as to cover the ends of
the frames where the greater part of the bees
are clustered. Now turn the mat around so
as to go across the other way, and you have
the bees fastened down, and you can put
any kind of a feeder you wish over the hole,
in the board, and feed without the bees get-
ting out in the way. If the hole has a piece
of wire cloth tacked over its upper side, you
can tie a piece of cloth over the mouth of a
fruit-jar or tumbler, and invert it right on
the wire cloth. Then when you lift it off,

no bees get up. Of course, the chaff cush-
ion can be tucked in and taken off without
chilling the bees, even if the weather is cold.
The taper shape of the ends of the cleats
that hold the board from warping (and also
raise it up so as not to kill the bees), admits
of the mat fitting down bee-tight.
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FACTS AND FALIiACIKS IX APICILTURE.

M'AS Mr. Koot a clearlj' <lefincd notion of what he

believes? Does he think that, if Messrs. Doo-

— little, Hoddon, and Cook should think that

two parallel lines would meet, if prolonpcd far

enough, it would be reasonable to conclude that the

chances of their being riglit are just as go(>il as ours

(his and Leonard's^ who knotv that they never
meet? Of the nature of the above are the following:

QUEEN-BHEEDERS' CONVENIENT THEORIES.
The most injurious fallacy that has prevailed in

the minds of apiarians is the "Dzierzon Theory."

How little truth there is in that unscientific conjec-

ture, coined by Berlcpsoh, has already been shown
in the back numbers of Gleanings. It mightily les-

sened the toll of breeding pure queens, and was, un-

doubtedly, invented for that purpose. It did not,

however, cover sufflcient ground to make the busi-

ness one of convenience, therefore the following

theories were added: "The queen bee never mates
wUh the drone while in the hive, but always during
flight; and she never leaves the hive after meeting
with the drone, except with a swarm." This never
leaving the hive except with a swarm, nearly pre-

cludes her frommating the second time; and, as the

swarming impulse is then the one uppermost in her
mind, why should she take up another issue at such
a time? Reasoning thus, the queen-breeder conjec-

tured that she never mates but once, and thereby

made the business convenient and lucrative.

PRACTICAL TESTS OF THESE THEORIES.
Does the queen ever mate the drone, except in

flight? Manj' wingless virgin queens have boon
known to lay eggs from which worker bees hatched:
if this theory is true, that she never mates the drone
e.vcept in flight, in such case it necessarily follows

that the workers or drone changes the sex of the

egg after it is laid, or its production is agamic.

DO WORKERS OR DRONES CHANGE THE SEX OF EGGS?
In February, 1883, we had a beautiful Italian queen

that we had purchased of Mr. Viallon the spring be-

fore. At that time she had worker brood in several

combs, but no drone. In March we notiecd, here
and there, mixed among the worker brood, a length-

ened cell containing a drone. Later, they became
more abundant. By the middle of April fully one-

half of her ofl'spring were drones of small size, and
the others three-banded workers. In May the ma-
jority were drones, and, having purchased a hive of

black bees which wo transferred on the 27th, we fas-

tened the brood into frames and hung them in the

hive. Worker bees had been needed in the hive;

and if the power to change the sex of the egg exist-

ed with the drone or with the worker, undoubtedly
it would have been made use of. The black brood
hatched, but the queen's eggs finally produced
drones only, ahd we pinched her head, and supplied

the hive with Drood to raise a queen. In this in-

stance, neither black bees nor Italian workers or

drones were able to keep up the worker strength of

the hive, though the queen laid an abundance of

eggs. This queen, though but a year old, and active,

had lost the powertransmitted to her, to fertilize the

drone egg by mating the drone befoie; and though
in the midst of drones, and, as I shall show hereaft-

er, probably in the habit of flying from the hive,

failed entirely to acquire it; and as the virgin queen,
which, if she mates at all, does so in the first month
of her life, never mated the second time, as the

fertilizing fluid from one or more drones was ex-

hausted in one year, may we not infer that several

fertilizations are necessary for the continuous use-

fulness, from year to j'ear, of a queen?
UO FERTILE C}UEENS LEAVE THEIR HIVES?

Last winter, on examining ourbees we frequently
found stocks withtut queens. Most of these had
been supplied with youngqueens in thesummer and
fall, and had been prosperous colonies. We con-

cluded that some disease was killing them while in

the hive. Having one day found a queen with a few
of her workers on the front of the hive, and reflect-

ing upon the cause of her being there, the thought
struck us, that after all it might be that fertile

queens leave their hive at pleasure, notwithstand-
ing the restrictions fhey arc placed under by
queen-breeders. As we reasoned on the subject,

the Idea that the act of mating with a male should

erase from a virgin queen all her natural instincts,

most especially that of cleanliness, appeared absurd
f;nd ridiculous. Who would bi lieve such stuff if

told of any other animal? We become convinced,

that though the maternal instincts might at times
suppress those of a virgin queen, yet they would re-

vive again as the pressure of motherly duties re-

laxed. The thought, that the queen found on tiie

front of the hive had just returned from a cleansing

flight, struck us with the force of conviction. The
day was warm; and, to test the matter, we took an
opera-glass, and getting in line with the front of a
row of hives watched to see if anj' queens left them;
and if they did, to determine, if possible, the cause

of their leaving. We had not remained long when
we saw a queen on the alighting-board of one of the

hives near by, running aroimd among the bees that

were basking in the sunshine. Keeping the glass

ranged upon her, we watched her actions with the

closest scrutiny. Gradually passing frf)m among'
the bees she elevated her wings several times, and
then flew fi'om the entrance-board, and, making
small circles in the air as she raised herself above
surrounding objects (which appeared to be a labori-

ous job on account of the distended condition of

her body), she gradually gained speed, and, taking a

more direct course, moved off toward the south-

west. After flying several rods, and voiding her ex-

crement, her flight became more rapid; and as she

rose still higher, the sun shining on her wings enabled

us to trace her flight for several minutes. Some min-
utes later she returned and entered her hive. Hav-
ing witnessed the flight of queens from their hives

since then, lam prepared to assert that the maternal

instincts of the fertile queen bee do not erase, but
only suspend, the natural instincts of the virgin

state.

Fully satisHed that partheno-genesis is true, and
that the queen mates with the drone, if ever, curing

the first month of her life; that she, in some cases,

breeds nearly pure bees for a time, and then impure
ones for the rest of her life; that, when wingless,

she sometimes mates with the drone, and that she

leaves the hive at pleasure, it is easy enough to see,

in my own mind, why results never accord fully

with the theories of the queen-breeder. These, prob-

ably, arc the facts: The wingless queen mates with

the drone in the hive. The diversity in the brood of

the queen is due to superfetation and the circula-

tion of the fluids. The return of the queen, once
fertile, to the condition of a drone-layer, is the re-

sult of the exhaustion of the fertilizing fluid; while

the notion, that the worker bees change the sex of

the egg, exists only in the mind of its originators, as
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does the notion of the agamic origin of the worker.

If it were not known that a virgin queen seldom or

never becomes fertile after a month old; and if it

were not also known that a queen that ceases to lay

worker eggs resumes the laying of drone eggs as

soon as the vivifying, sex-changing drone fluid is ex-

hausted, and never resumes the laying of worker
eggs, it might be presumable that fertilization might

take place after long iutorvening periods, if she had

been an active layer of worker eggs.

Falls City, Neb., August, 1883. Jerome Wiltse.

Eriiend W., I hope you will excuse me for
making a little protest against such expres-
sions as " convenient theories." The theo-
ries you advance are your honest opinions,
and I would resent indignantly the sugges-
tion that you advanced them for the purpose
of helping some branch of your trade. That
those who accept the Dzierzon theory in its

main features do so from motives of policy,

I do not believe for a moment. If Dzierzon
and his warm champion Berlepsch did not
discover the matter of a second or third mat-
ing of a queen, at the time Berlepsch wrote
out the whole thing, is it at all to be won-
dered at? They were great pioneers in their

time, and did much to advance the cause of
bee culture then, and I shall always hold in
reverence the name of either for the great
services they did render.
There seems to be some misprint some-

where, or misunderstanding, in regard to the
new idea that the workers have some power
in determining the sex. I have never for a
moment supposed the worker bees could
make a drone egg produce a worker, nor did
I know any one had. I have advanced the
idea, that a queen might produce worker
bees without ever having met a drone at all,

and the same thing is suggested in the A B
C book, as an explanation of the wingless
fertile queens that have been reported. If

you think it more reasonable, friend W., to
suppose the queen was fertilized in the hive,
I surely have no right to object to your hold-
ing this opinion, nor weuld it be kind in me
to say I know it cQukhVt be so. When I

spoke of parallel lines I used a pretty strong
illustration, and I think such a one was
needed. I have several times found myself
mistaken, when I thought I was about as
sure of my position as on the parallel-line
matter.

It may be that queens do go out to take a
cleansing flight, when the hive is in a nor-
mal condition ; but as my observations seem
to point otherwise, I beg to be excused for
not accepting it as yet, although I am open
to conviction. I think I can safely hold this
position, too, without even thinking of doubt-
ing the statements made by any one. I have
seen queens void themselves while on the
wing, when our hives were badly diseased,
during the seasons wlien we had such losses,
but bees and queens were all, at such times,
in an unnatural and demoralized condition.
I have also seen queens eject a watery liq-

uid while on the comb, busily laying eggs.
This liquid, where it fell on the wings of the
nurse bees, was quickly shaken off, and did
no harm, neither did it seem to render the
hive uncleanly or unwholesome. As thou-
sands of clipped queens have been kept in
hives from one to four years, and always

found there whenever the hive was opened,
it seems to me that they, at least, must be
considered an exception.

ARE FERTILE LAYING QUEENS EVER FER-
TILIZED A SECOND TIME ?

I have, in our back volumes, given a case
where it seemed plain to me that a queen
imported from Italy was fertilized again aft-

er having reached this country, and we have
had cases since that indicate to me that a
queen may, at least once in a while, go out
and have a second fertilization, even after
she has been for some time laying worker
eggs. This has occurred only after a queen
had been for some time on a trip, and of
course deprived of the privilege of laying for
some time. It seems to me they may, by
sueli treatment, be reduced pretty nearly to

the condition of a virgin queen. We know
that shipment sometimes prevents a good
queen from laying at all afterward. AVell,

would not another fertilization restore her
at such a crisis? Of course, such a queen,
even though she were imported from Italy,

might meet a common drone, and produce
hybrids. If our trade in imported or other
queens suffers because of my holding this

opinion, by all means let it suffer.

SWEET CORN, PREPARING IT TO DRY,
AND HO\V TO COOK IT.

A "SEASONABLE" AHTICLE.

^lJnS.11. F. H. CYRENIUS thinks he is ahead yet for

J[jP|[ nice dried corn, but we can't imagine any
' better than ours, nor do we think his way of

preparing it to dry, the best. We tried it fifteen

years ago without boiling first, and remember yet

how our faces, clothes, and every thing near us

were starched with the milk. Instead of his hetchel

we drew a sharp knife down through the middle of

the rows of grains, then with the back of the knife

scraped out all but the hull; but cutting off outer

edge of grains makes it easy working after they are

boiled and cold. By boiling first, one need not hurry

for fear of its souring. It can be kept over night

(when prepared in the afternoon, and covered from
flies), ready to dry by the morning fire. The stirring

while drying causes it to be in lumps, and we found

it to be an improvement lately to pound it in a mor-

tar so it would soak evenly. I wish we had some
left to send you a sample.

oreen-corn cake.

This has been one of our summer luxuries. To ev-

ery dozen ears of sweet corn prepared without the

hull, stir two tablespoons of flour, one egg previous-

ly well beaten. Add a little salt and a very little

sugar. Bake it in a greased tin pan in a hot ove n

It is good without any dressing, but may be eaten

with butter or cream, etc. Maria L. Deming.

Watertown, Wash. Co., O., May 8, 1883.

We have about two acres of the Mam-
moth sweet corn, and it has been for

some time furnishing food for the bees, and
is just now commencing to furnish food for

the lunch-room. Heretofore the demand
has been so great we have not been able to

get any to dry, except what Mrs. Boot dries

for family use ; and we all agree at home,
there is none like what "mother" dries.
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Many thanks, my friend, for the recipe for

green-corn cake. I think it will be just the
thing for the lunch-room.

QITEENS L.AYIN<i WHEN TIVO OU
THREE DAYS OLD.

DRONE EGGS FIRST AND WORKER EGGS AFTERWARD.

[HOUGH I have spent almost two seasons as api-

arist at the "Home of the Honey-Bees," I

have never yet written any of ray experience

for Gleanings, because I thought older and more
experienced heads could fill its pages with more
valuable information. But with an apiary of 4:^5

colonies to look after, and rearing from 80 to ICO

queens a week (of course, Ernest helps me), I have

abundant opportunity for a large experience in a

short time; and as one or two things, about which I

have seen nothing in the bee journals, have attract-

ed my attention of late, I have concluded to write

this letter, giving you a few facts which may be

worth mentioning. June ]3th I took from a good

colony a best imported queen, and left them to build

queen-cells. On the 23il I cut out all the cells but

one, leaving that to hatch in the hive. I did not

look again till the 29th, when 1 found the young
queen, a beauty, hatched from the cell (she proba-

bly had been hatched two or three days). I also saw
at this date a little patch of drone comb laid full of

eggs, which was done regularly, one egg in a cell,

and it looked like the work of a queen. This, of

course, roused mj' curiosity, and I decided to watch

these eggs to see if they would be raised to drones.

There were about half a dozen eggs in the worker
cells also.

Oq the 10th of July my queen was laying, and to-

day, Aug. 1st, she is tested, producing as nice bees

as I ever saw. On the2-tthof July I found the drones
hatched from those cells where the eggs had been
laid. They were as large as any drones I ever saw,

and as fully developed, as far as I could see.

There is another case, not quite as far on as the

one described. The young queen started to lay

worker eggs July 28th, and at that date there was a

patch of drones, not quite capped up, down on one
coi-ner of the comb, the eggs of which were laid

while the young queen was in the hive, and when
she was but a few days old. If these eggs had been
laid by a fertile worker, why should she select a

piece of drone comb down in one corner of the frame,

and when she had laid that full too, stop and lay no
more? The eggs were laid more regularly than any
I ever saw by a fertile worker. It seems to me that

the above is conclusive evidence that a young
queen may, or does sometimes, lay drone eggs in

their proper cells when she is but two or three days

old, and before she has been fertilized. The two
cases mentioned above are all that I have noticed

;

yet there may have been many more, that, in my
hurry, I overlooked.

WHY DO BEES STING THEIR OWN QUEEN TO DEATQ?

I do not intend to advance any opinion on this sub-

ject, but I want to ask some of the experienced bee-

keepers why so many valuable queens, just in the

prime of life, and not a year old, should turn up miss-

ing, and a lot of queen-cells started. I have had a

good many cases of this Ivind this season, and I can
not account for it in any way. There is one colony
in which there was an imported queen, reputed to

have been raised the Season before. On opening

this colony a few weeks ago, I found, instead of the

imported queen, a young one just hatched. About
two weeks ago I opened the hive to take out this

queen, which had been laying three or four days, to

sell for a dollar quicn. As I lifted out the first frame

there was a ball of bees around thequeen at the bot-

tom tf the frame. I immediately got her away from
them, but she was dead. These bees were from the

imported (jueen that was in the hive before her, and

why should such bees sting their queen to death?

1 ha\e sometimes found queens that 1 had introduc-

ed, and that had been la>ing several days, dead at

the entrance. The only reason I know of for the

latter case is, that the queens were introduced dur-

ing a heavy flow of honey, when the bees will accept

a queen more readily, and this How suddenly stop-

ping by cold weather, the bees get displeased with

their new queen and kill her. This may not be the

reason, but I find it easier to introduce queen-cells

or virgin queens when there is a good flow of honey,

than when the bees are idle, and on the same ground
the above may be true.

SMOKER FUEL.

We received a piece of the punk friend Heddon
speaks of in July Gleanings, and tried it. It is very

good, but it is something we can't always get.

Friend S. Corneil, Lindsay, Ont., Can., sent us a

small roll of a kind of paper termed " felt," which,

he said, would burn four hours. He requested us to

try it and report. Here is the i-eport : I cut it in

two, and Ernest liurned his piece two houi'S, mine
burned three hours. It makes a very good smoke,

which smells like burning rags. I think that M lb.

would last a whole day, and it can be had at 4 cts. per

lb. ThisisonlyScts. per day for fuel, which, I think,

is as cheap, if not cheaper, than anything else to be

nad. J. T. Calvert.
Medina, O., August 1, 1882.

Since the above was written, other cases
have been found of a patch of drone brood
before the young queen commenced to lay

;

but the point now before us, is to prove the
queen laid the eggs and not a fertile worker.

QUESTIONS FROM AN A B C SCHOIiAR.

WHERE TO LOOK FOR BEES THAT HAVE ABSCONDED,
ETC.

^3R] HE only failure I have had was in getting some

J8([

"'

bees from a man who gave me i lbs. of bees—
' for a Simplicity hive. I put 2 lbs. with a queen

into a box, and told my man, on the drive home, to

make large holes, so as to give plenty of air. He
did not do so; and when I got home, such a mess of

bees and honej' I never saw. I picked out the queen,

however, and gave her to the other two pounds that

had come through all straight, and put them into a

VanDeusen-Nellis Simp. hive. They accepted the

queen, but she was so feeble that I did not expect

her to live till morning; however, on looking at

them the next morning, they were working nicely.

I congratulated myself at this point of the pro-

ceedings; but when I went to look at the hive two
hours afterward, the sight that met my eyes knock-

ed all the congratulation out of me. Not a bee was
to be seen on the outside or inside of the hive. My
conclusion was that the queen had died, and the

bees were swarming in some tree near by. Well, I

hunted for two mortal hours in the hot sun, and
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then grave them up for lost. In the nl'ternoon I was
looking' at one of my yoiin^ Hwnrmw which whh
standing near the hive of the aVjscondcd bees, and
I i)erccivcil Home old drones, Hying in and ont. Now
I linew that my Ix^os hud Klveii up tli(! ideaof swarm-
inj? a^ain, and liad liilled nil the drones, ho that I

hadn't one in fhr) iipiary; and as I kncMV that there
were quite a number of (h(nii In the two pounds of

bocs, a thouKfit IImsIkmI inlo my heail tliat perhaps
my runaways were tlier{\ Sure enoujjrh, on opening
the hive I found over doubli' the inimbcr of bees
that wen; in it the day before.

Now, Mr. Editor, is not that strange? or is It my
igiioranee of the " ways that are darlc and trielis

that are vain " ol' the honey-bee that makes me
think so?

ltrtl-r)IN(l VV CONDKMNKI) STOCKS.
I liad an idea oC getting iriy farmer friends to

let ine liave th(; swarms tliey generally kill in the

fall, giving these swiirtns dollar queens, and feeding

thorn till spring, giving them hives full of fdn. i

have another plan, which perhaps is better — to

rai8C a lot of (jueens from two fine s(dect tested

()tieens I have, and give thorn, say, 3 lbs. of bees

each in a hive with fdn.: do this, of course, this

coming month, August. Which do you think the

better plan?

T inclose a sprig of a plant 1 I'ouud tlie bees work-
ing on very strongly. Can yon tc.U me what it is? It

growsabout4 ft. high. John Asi'inwam,.
IJarrytown, N. \., .July :!1, IHHIi.

VVliore a colony abscoiuls siuldeiily, as in
the cnHG yon mention, I .sliould always loolt

in the oilier hives in the ai)iary, lor they
very oi'ten try to ])nsh in soinewliere else,

and they are not always as snccessfnl as in

your ease ; tluil is, they ol'ten ^et stnnj^ for
their presumption. It is not at all unusual
for stray colonies to come into an apiary
and tinite with some one of the hives.—
Either of your plans will work well, provid-
ing you st"i(^k rijfht to them, and build them
up strong in both brood, bees, and stores.—
\ our plant is the well-known sweet clover.

C!YPKIANS VIOT KIC

.iAMi;s iu;ui)ON.

Mill' I hip! Hold on I Never, since the howl of

the Kree Methodists resounded through the
"~ groves of the backwooils was I so astonished

as when I read the claim that B. F. Carroll's report

was tho largest ever made in the U.S. Mr. J. Vaii-

dcrvort,of Pennsylvania, beat him badly last season,

the same having been reported in tho .1. B. Jiturnal.

Two different colonies of hyl)rids (crosses betwt^en

Italians and (Jormans) beat his record. I (juoto voi-

'l)atlm I'rom Mr. V.: —
"From one stock in the spring, with mo extra

chance, I have to-<Iay three new swarms (two arti-

tlcial, one natural), all good and in the best condition,

except al)out IF) ll)s. loo much honey in each, in the

hives. From the old one and increase, 400 lbs. of

white; honey, and ;!00 lbs. of dark, all in li-lb. sections.

Another gave 400 lbs., and no increase."

NOW, LET US COMrARE.
Suppose Mr. Carroll's honey is llrst-class e.\tractcd

honey (which I suppose it is not, as hardly any
Southern honey is), the present market price is flc.

per lb. Call it 10; It Is worth it, if good. The value
Is $70.00. From Mr. V.'s colony that did not swarm,

400 lbs. of comb honey at 18 cts. (and he got between
20 and 25 if I remember correctly), $72.00. Hipl Hut
then, the other colony gave 3 swarms, worth, say, in

tho fall, independoutly of hive ami frames, $1.0(1

each, $12.00; 700 lbs. of (;omb honey at 18c., $l2fi.0O.

Total, $i;:8 00. Hip! hip! hurrah for Apis Ameri-
cana. Th(! best-natured and best honey-gathering
bees in the world.

Gallup r(;ported 00 lbs. of honey from one colony
inoiUMlay. Ilosmer, rwi in one diy. Vour hnmbh;
servant gol ;!0 lbs. In a single <lay, and I sold $120.00

worth of extracted honey from two colonies, of three
weeks' gathering — l)lack bees too. I also sold

$H(i.80 worth of honey from one (iolonyof black bees,
all gathered in one season. The comb honey sold at

;iOe., and extracted at 20c. per lb.; but tho income
was $80.80 ail the same, and still I was satisfied with
it, without any donations. I do not own any Cyi)-

rlans or Syrians, and I dorr't want to gel their- blood
anywhere near my apiary till I hear boiler reports

fr-om them. Tli(;y arc of doubt fuisrrperior'ity In arry

one resi)ect, it seems, and as cross as " blue Irlazes
"

thrown in, and I want to say that to mo irascibility

among bcca is tho greatest drawback to tho intro-

tlon of apiculture that we have. It Isalso thegr-cat-

est furrroyirnce to the old practitiorrers. I am aware
that many "don't car(! about be(;-stings; " but then,

they prrr'sue a moderatiorr that rro orre would care to

lose time by so dolrrg, if the posterior departm(!nt of

the worker were built on the drone plan, about its

extremities. My motto is, rrrore honey and less

stings, and I am working towar-d that ever-retreat-

ing point irs fast as 1 earr. My motto for- apiarian

Mxtures is, accomplish the; most with the least labor

and capital. Jamus IIioddon.

Dowagiac, Mich., Aug. .''), 188;i.

Friend Ileddon, may 1 gently remonstrate
against llie way in which you speak of our
Free-Methodist brethrenV" Th(;y m;ty liave

different views in regard to the proper way
of worshiping God from wliat you and t

liave; but if we are all of us working for
harmony of feeling, even though we have dif-

ferences of opinion, are we not bound to re-

spect the peculiarities of each otlKU? If the
work of the Free JNIethodists bears fruit in

the shape of inducing men to give up tobac-
co, whisky, and profanity, by all means let

them shout.—If J am correct, you h;ive omit-
ted to tell us wliere in the A. Ji. J. the ex-
tract you mention is found. I believe friend
(Jarroll made liis claim on the gi-ound that
none of the othtn- results were achieved by
the workers from a single queen. It seems
he has sold his a little better than you esti-

mate, as the following, from the American
JU'c Kcrprr for August, seems to indicate:

—

It seems from friends Carrol I and Comings' ai-ticles

in this number, that a bee-keeper can make double
the money from extracted honey. And the best a r-

ginnent we ever had In favor- of (extracted honey is,

that friend Carroll soM the e\traet(Hl honey fr-om
one hive for $10.'>.

I jiretty nearly agree with you in regard to

stings, fiiend J I. ; but our experience with
the two new races has not been that they
sting worse than the Italians, after the lirst

geiun-atioii reared in this country. Profess-
or Cook

J
and a great many others, say the

same thing, if I am not mistaken. JJy all

means, let us combine gentleness with hon-
ey-gathering. It takes tune to get stung, to

say nothing of the other part.

J
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KNOWIilCDOli: or a liOOAXIOlV,

AMI OTllKU MATTEUS.

BlICCESSFUL boo-kccplujf is made up of inimer-

ous items, all of which Iwvir iin iniportniit

pait toward tho sucocss altaino<l; hcneo, tho

more IhoroiiK'hly a person uiKlcratands when to iit-

tond to al! these items so that the rJRht thiiiR is done
at tho rijfht time and in tho riK'i' place, the more
sure that person is to attain tho succcfs desired.

Among- these items, a thorough knowledtrc of the

location in which wo are situated as to its honey-

liroducing llora, is by no means the leas-t. 15(!8t

hives, best strains of bees, and beat locality, all play

an important part in the success of the apiarist;

l)ut none of these are more important than a knowl-

edge of our location. I was for(!il)ly reminded of

this about a month ag-o by being asked liy a person

who had kept bees lor nearly a score of years, If

liasswood was not out of blossom long ago, when
about the 4th of July I remarkc<l that I hoped for

bettet weather when basswooil blossomed. To be-

sure, our l)asswood was nearly two weeks late in

blossoming, and the knowledge of its liclng- late was
what helped mo to secm-c tho little surplus I ob-

taitH^d. How are w(; to kTiow whcMi to (^ommcncii to

build o\ir l)ees up sc as to have our hives tilled with

b(-es and brood at just the right lime, when to put on
bo.xes, and when to have our swarming all done up,

unless wo know which llowers produce our honey?
As I saiil in Glkanin(Js a month or two ago, "The;

getting of bees at just the right time is the great se-

cret of siiccess," and hives full of bees at any other

time amount to nothing. When I llrst began bee-

keeping, I was told bj' an oM bee-keeper, that

when ho lived in niy neighborhood, his bees got an

early start by getting pollen otf the willow buds
when they llrst swelled in the spring, as there was
lots of golden willow on his place. So I set it down
that golden willows produced tho first pollen. 1

Soon ri-ad in (^uinby's book, that golden willow pro-

duces no pollen, but that the first comes from skunk
cabbage. About April Kith I saw tho llrst pollen

coining In, and I at once wt^nt for tho willows, but,

not a hcv was to be seen about them. Ne.x't I went
to tho skunk cabbage, and there I found the little

fellows rolling up the pellets of bright yellow pol-

len, and carrying it home, thus showing that (,»uinby

knew more of what he was talking about than did

my old bee friend. Then as every new variety of

pollen came into tho hive I traced It out and kept

tho date of its bUissoniing In my diary, from the

skunk cabbage in tho (jarliest spriug to thc^ wltcli

hazel in latest fall. Then tho sanio was done as re-

gards honey-producing plants and trees, golden wil-

lows giving tho llrst, and scleudine and a white weed
in the woods tJio last. This was kei)t up for live

years, and then notes compared, bo as to give tho

mean time of tho blossoming of all jilanis visited by
the bees. Thuswitli this knowledge' I could work with

the bees undcrstandiugly; an<l If tho season were
early or late, vary operations accordingly. If those

entering tho ranks of bee-keeping would thoroughly
post themselves in this matter, wo should hear less

of "blasted hopes."

r^AmiE QUANTITIES OF QUEEN-CEI-r.S.

I read with Interest E. 11. Root's article, telling us
bow those Holy-Land bees build queen-cell?. With
me, the Cyprians far excel tho Holy-Lands in that

direction. In swarming, tho Cyprians had about 60

cells, grouped in bunches of from 3 to 10, while 13

was all the Holy-Lands gave under the swarming
Impulse. Although I agree with E. U. Uoot, that the

new races of bees are apt to build more (lueen-eells

than tho blacks or Italians, still I think the e>ndi-

tion of the ivlony h:is m\i(;h to do with it. I on(^e

knew an Itnlian colony to build l.")4 <]Ueen-colls at

one time, and 83 < I' them were on a piece of comb
not larger than a man's hand. This was brought

about by a plan similar to that rep:)rted by Mr. Uoot.

The (luodi was taken away from tho colony, and
after two <la.\ s all the iirood was taken away, Ri\ Ing

them diy (^omb. They were then left ;.'4 hours,

when live frames of brood were given them, with

the above result. Whenever I wish a "raft of cells,"

as Mr. Itoot tells (d', I practice this nu'thod; still, I

rarely resort to It, as I believe cells produced under

the swarming Impulse are superior.

I.AIKJK YlKMiS OV IIONIOV.

I see our I'riend CarroU is at the front with the

enormous yield of 700 lbs. of (<.\tracted honey, which

is 134 lbs. better than I ever ilid, and IIH lbs. better

than P. H. Klwood's report; yet, without wishing to

take any of his well-earned honors, I wish to say

that his sentence, "This is the greatest amount of

honey ever proikuH'd from one colony of bees,"

nee<ls a little notice, as It is not in accordances with

the truth. If the readers will take the pains to

turn to page Kit, A. li. J., Vol. 7, they will find

that E. Gallup, then of Orchard, Iowa, produced a

surplus of 738 lbs. of honjy from a single swarm
hived the 1 Ith of May. If I am correct, Mr. Carroll's

was an old (iolony. Mr. Carroll will also see that

Gallup's swarm mado the same average- feir 30 days

which his e-olony did. Among the "big yields" re-

ported, this e)ne of Gallup's seems to have- been

overle)oked. Unless Mr. Carredl e-an make- out 38

lbs. over and above what his colony consumes elur-

ing the rest of the year till honey comes again, I

don't sec but that Iowa will be tho banner State In

the Union for honey so far.

I also ne)tie!0, on page 4l(i, GfiioANiNeis for August,

that tho editeir says, "Al.se) that the tiering-up pre)-

ces3, which ne) either hive than the Simplicity will

allow e)f. Is at le-ast not a very faulty plan." I read

this sente-nce- several limes, and fe-ll te» wonelering If

frienel Root meant it to reael just that way. Geo. T.

Wheeler's hive allows of tie-ring up; N. N. Hetslng-

er's iloes, and I have- tie're-il up tho Gallup feir ye-ars.

Gallup te)lil (d' tiering up bcfeiro Netvice over thought

e)f the Siniplicily hive- at all, as you will see by ge)ing

over bae;k volumes of the A. 11. J. Dadant uses tho

tiering-up preicess with Iho (^uinby hive, unless I

am greatly mistaken. I have frceiuently tiered the?

Gallup, as wt II as what is termed the Doolittlo hive-,

three steirie-s high, and obtained the4l'21bs. freim one
colony i-epeirtcel last seasein in that way. I once

used a 3:J-frame leing-ielea Aelair hive twe) steirles

high. The ceileiny could not ceinte-nt thomsedve-s

without swarming e)n the 3;J frames, so I gave them
(i4. Don't that se'iite-iice need a little e'.xplanatle)n,

friend Hoot? 0. M. Dooi.ittle.

Horodino, N. Y., Aug. 10, 188:J.

Very likely the sentence needs u little ex-
plan:itie)ii ; but it seems to me my I'liends

need to exercise a little more charity before
takiiiff me very screrc?// to task. As one or
two others have made the- same correction,

j)erha]»s I should not have made the remark
III just that way. What I meant was the
yimplicity idea, compared with hivea having
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permanent bottoms. Although other hives
admit of tiering up, I do not remember hav-
ing seen a hive before tlie Simplicity came
out, that could be thus tiered up, and still,

not permit the rain to beat in at the joints ;'

nor do I remember to have seen a hive that
was made of just two different pieces, bodies
and covers, the covers being either cover or
bottom interchangeably, and fitting as a cov-
er, so as to exchide the rain. The principal
point I meant to make was, that although
permanent bottom-boards have obvious ad-
vantages, taking it all together we could
hardly afford to use them. Am I right in
thinking friend Carroll could hardly have
achieved this very great result without any
swarming, in any other form of hiveV In re-

gard to Ga-llup's great yield, we find on page
you refer to, of A. B. j.^ the following :—

In thii'ty days I obtained -from the hive 50 gallons
of excellent thick honey (a gallon will weigh 13 lbs.).

An average of 20 lbs. per da.v for 30 days in succes-
sion is not bad for one swarm of bees. I took 5V4
gallons from that hive the first week in September,
and have at least six gallons more in the hive, over
and above what will be required for wintering the
swarm.
Orchard, la., Dec, 1871. E. Ga.li.up.

DRONES AND DRONE-TRAPS.

WHAT SHALL WK DO WITH UNDESIRABLE DRONES?

^iHE late discussion of the ' dollar-queen trafllc"

has made quite prominent the idea of improv-

ing the quality of our queens by exercising

greater care about the kind of drones we allow to be

raised in our apiaries. Theorists may write and
plan about building up special strains of bees vast-

ly superior to any we now have, but all said and
done will remain theory onlj' until some practical

plan is devised by which the raising, or, if raised, the

flying of undesirable drones can be certainly and ab-

solutely prevented. Methods are already known
and practiced by which this is done in small experi-

mental apiaries; but it is a vastly bigger job when at-

tempted in a large apiary run for honey. Of course,

the raising of drones can be very much restricted by
using only worker comb or foundation, but that

isn't enough; the restriction must be absolute. I

think what Mr. Hasty says on page 179, July No. of

the Exchayige, is directly to the point.

I have thought this matter over more or less dur-

ing the past two or three years, and have come to

the conclusion that there are but two practicable

methods by which we can accomplish this work.
The first and only way yet successful is the one
used by our good friend Jones — that of having our
queen-breeding establishments on isolated islands;

but it is utterly out of the question for the majority
of us to even think of using this method. The only
other method that it seems to me can be made
practical is to invent some kind of a drone-trap that

will absolutely prevent the escape of a single drone
from any hive to which the trap may be attached,

and yet be free from those serious objections pres-

ent with every trap I have yet seen.

At the National Convention held in Cleveland, in

1871, a Mrs. Farnham exhibited a non-swarming ar-

rangement, to which was a drone-trap iacidentally

attached. This would, without doubt, trap every
drone attempting to leave the hive; but it had too
many objectionable features to be practical. 1. It v/as

a queen-trap also, which is a fatal objection, as old

queens are liable to be superseded, and young ones

fly out for fertilization, at any time; and any thing

that will prevent that is not to be thought of for a

moment; 2. To be eEfective, the trap had to be look-

ed to every daj- while the drones were trying to fly.

This takes more time than the most of us can af-

ford; 3. It was too complicated and expensive; 4. It

seriously interfered with the bees carrying dead

bees and drones out of the hive.

The drone-excluder described by Mr. Jones at the

convention last fall, and also in the April No. of

Gleanings, remedies some of these objectiong, but

not all; and I certainly think you were mistaken in

your answer to Mr. Newton, on page 3S7, August
Gleanings. If one wishes to get rid of bad drones

out of a dozen or so colonics only, your plan will

work, if practiced once every three or four weeks;
but how will it be if one wants to operate on three-

foiu-ths to niue-tcnths of all the colonies in a large

apiary, as I do? You can readily see that it is im-

possible for me to spend the time for that; besides,

to be effective it would sometimes have to be done
when robbers were around, and I have no idea that

any bee-keeper would attempt the second time to

shake the bees off from the combs of 150 colonies

with a mess of robbers looking on. This suggests

another objection to all drone traps or excluders,

which must be overcome before they will be ef-

fective; viz., preventing the queen from regaining

her hive when she is shaken from the combs with

the other bees while extracting.

Now, friend Root, yourself as well as others seem
to look on this drone question as though the few
black or hybrid drones we may happen to have in

our apiaries were tha only fellows that need squelch-

ing; but it seems to me as though it should be look-

ed at in a far broader sense than that. It isn't

enough that our bees be all Italians; theymust be
the best Italians; and to be that, we must obtain the

fathers as well as the mothers of our working bees

from a few of our best colonies; and some effective,

practical method of doing that is just what I want.

Friend Cook suggests that we pinch off the heads of

every queen we raise, not up to our highest stand-

ard. This would be all right if it were not that it

would cost us our income from our bees. Can not

some inventive genius, yourself for instance, give

us some cheap, practical device, free from the ob-

jections I have enumerated? Perhaps some modifi-

cations of friend Newton's device may answer, even
if it is an old one.

I spent one rainy forenoon in experimenting. I

made a Jones excluder, only wider than he uses
them, say 2 or 3 inches Wide; made a hole about ^i

by 1 inch in top of this. I made a box, about the

size and shape of a quart oyster-can, out of same
material the excluder was made of, with bottom,

but no top. In the bottom I made a hole the same
size as the one in the excluder, into which I soldered

a tube of tinned wire cloth, with the upper end
raveled out an inch or so. I set this box (or, rather,

trap) on the excluder in front of a hive, so that drones
could pass up through the hole in the excluder, into

the trap through the tube of wire cloth, the raveled

ends of the later preventing their returning. I used
a loose piece of the perforated zinc to cover the

trap. I watched this for a few days, and am satis-

fied that, if I had the proper material and plenty of

time, I could make a cheap, effective drone-trap,

free from all, or nearly all, of the objections noted.

J
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First of all, perforated zinc will have to be obtained

with slots large enough to allow the passage of

queens, yet not large enough to allow drones to

pass also. If the size of the queens and drones is

too nearly alike to allow this, then wo might as well

drop this whole matter at once, and consider the

making of a practical drone-trap as an impossibility.

Second, the trap itself must be made of open ma-
terial — if possible, more open than the excluder, as

the drones seek the light to pass out; and third,

some better device than the tube of wire cloth should

be used to prevent drones returning to the hive. I

would suggest a cone, or, better yet, a double cone,

with openings at top just large enough for passage

of drones.

Now, friend Root, if you think this matter of suffi-

cient importance to bee-keepers, I wish you would
experiment some to see if zinc can be made with ob-

long perforations that will allow the passage of

queens but not drones, as this is the ore thing I con-

sider absolutely necessary in a practical drone-trap.

I wish to say right here, that 1 have always looked

on all tixings and traps around our bee-hives with a

good deal of contempt; and I am not positive but

that drone-traps are deserving of the same atten-

tion; but the great desirability of improving our

bees by a more rigid selection of drones, compels us

to do what we don't like to do. O. O. Poppleton.
Williamstown, la., Aug. 7, 1882.

Your closing sentiment pretty nearly
agrees with the way I have felt about almost
all such contrivances, friend P., and I must
confess I have been not a little surprised at
the demand there has been this season for
the Jones drone-traps. The demand would
seem to indicate the interest our ])eople feel

in this matter, and very likely it is high
time, in this age of progress, that something
were done about suppressing drones we don't
want. The use of worker fdn. has already
done very much, for by the old way we used
frequently to have drone comb by the square
foot, and, as a consequence, drones enough
in a single hive to fertilize all the queens for
miles around. The next question is. What
drones shall we rear for the fertilization of
our queens V In other words, does anybody
know what drones will give us the best hon-
ey-gatherers V Aside from having them
reared from a queen we know is of great
value in producing a honey-gathering proge-
ny, it seems quite natiu'al that large drones
would be best ; and if they are bright, and
nicely banded with yellow, it seems as if the
worker bees might be more likely to be so
too ; but how much do we really know about
it, and what are the chances that we shall

improve greatly on the old way, even after
we get the management of the matter V Of
course, we can get rid of all black blood, and
we can, if we choose, more rapidly introduce
Cyprian and IIoly-Land blood ; and neigh-
bor II. has been for some time controlling
his drone progeny to a great extent, in this

very way ; but, are we sure that getting rid
of all traces of black blood is going to aug-
ment our honey crop? Day before yesterday
I visited an apiary where the bees were fill-

ing boxes right along through August, and
they did it just about as fast as they ever do
here in June ; but the owner declared his
best yields of comb honey were from hybrids
invariably. This is no new report, and now

the point comes before us. Do we really
know just what we want to do, when we
learn how V—Large drones may be kept witli

a guard that will allow queens to pass ; but
small drones from fertile workers will be
quite likely to go where a queen goes.

YELLO^V BEES.

STILL IN EXISTENCE, AND NOT IT.iLIANS EITHER.

^JSUCH has been said in the interesting columns
ITfynijI of Gleanin(;s concerning the *' yellow-band-

' ed bees" which existed in this country prior

to the importation of our "golden Italians," and
much doubt has been expressed by yourself and
manj- other prominent and able writers upon the

subject, even questioning the possibility of such a

thing. Having not yet attained to a man's estate, I

can not remember (?) seeing them in ante-bellum

days, and have consequently entertained the opinion,

in common with yourself, that those who spoke of

these bees might possibly be mistalien; but I have
recently met with evidence which I think sufficient-

ly important to merit your consideration.

Forty miles from any place where the Italian has

ever been known to wing his flight, and among
people unacquainted with modern bee culture, my
attention was attracted by a few colonies of bees by
the roadside. Upon examination I found them
to be very much like the Italians in form, a little

smaller, and with a small yelhno h'tnd on each of the

three tlrst segments of his abdomen. These yel'ow

bands were on the "horny scale," but were only

about one-third the width of the segments, leaving

a small space between each, covered with a kind of

down, which you claim is the only stripe they have.

I remarked, "These are not the little blacks?"
"No," replied the owner, "they are our yellow bees."

I was content to keep quiet, however, until I ex-

amined other hives, there and in other portions of

the country, which I found to be likewise. The
drones were as well marked as some I have seen

from "imported mothers."

These bees have been in the hands of their present

owner a number of years, and as my apiary is forty

miles away, containing the nearest Italians, and
these bees were with him before I had ever seen a

"yellow bee," they can hanltybe hybrids. I know
several men whose bees are all of this variety, and
from my observations I think they are more in-

dustrious than common blacks, and less pugnacious
than hybrids. They reproduce themselves as con-

sistently as any bees, maintaining their characteris-

tic appearance, and I would pronounce them a diS'

tinct race of hccs.

I have not entered into any elaborate argument to

support my opinion in this matter, but expect to

rear a few colonies of these bees for my own gratift-

eation; and if I am correct, }'ou will, perhaps, hear

me again on the question of " yellow bees." When
I next speak I should like to say something of candy

for bees, which I think you will find more beneficial

to your readers than the question of races.

Chas. R. Mitchell.
Hawkinsville, Qa., Aug. 8, 1882.

Were it not for the clause, to the effect

that these bees were kept, and this peculi-
arity noticed, before Italians were brought
into this country, I fear I should be suspi-
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cious after all, that the Italians had, by some
of their wonderful flights, carried their blood
even over the 40 miles, when no one suspect-

ed it was possible. Will you not, friend M.,
mail us a cage of these yellow-banded bees
that have no Italian blOod about them V

STATISTICS FOR lOAVA WANTED FOU
THE NATIONAL CONVENTION.

TO ALL ijEE-KEEPERS IN IOWA.

fBIEND POPPLETON asks us to give
' room for the following, to Avhich we—

call the attention of our readers in

Iowa :
—

At the next annual meeting of the North Ameri-

can Bee-Keepers' Society, to be held Oct. 3cl, in Cin-

cinnati, vice-presidents are expected to report the

status of the industry in their respective States.

This can be done only by the help of bee-keepers in

different parts of the State, and I wish that every

person interested in bees would, as soon as they see

this notice, send me, by postal or letter, a report of

the condition of bee-culture in their section, from

the close of last year's honey season until the present

ime. I hope all who see this will respond, as I will

not even attempt to make the report expected of

me, unless I have sjifBcient information so as to

make a reasonably coirect one. O. O. Poppleton.

Williamstown, Chickasaw Co., la., Aug. 15, 1883.

ENEMIES TO BEES, ETC.

ASILtJS MISSOURIENSIS.

f
INCLOSE a "bird" that eats bees. I have seen

several of these insects, and with one excep-—
tion every one that I saw had a bee on which it

was feeding. They are not as common as flies in

this section; still, if they subsist entirely on a bee

diet they do me a good deal of damage. 1 hope it is

not identical with the Missouri bee-bug, and that it

is not so disastrous to the bee-keeper.

MARTINS AND KING-UIRUS.

I saw in one of the bee-papers that it had been ob-

served that martins and king-birds kill only drones.

Our king-birds here, I must say, are not so consid-

erate. I watched them last spring when cherries

were in bloom, and was in such a position that the

birds could not see me. One was at work not six

feet from my nose, and I saw it take at least ten

bees from the flowers. It would dive up to a tree,

snatch a bee, and then alight on the fence, give it a

pinch and swallow it, when it was ready for another.

I tell you, if one comes within rang«, and if I have a

gun, and don't miss it, it's a dead bird. 1 have seen

martins swooping about after the returning beeS

when no drones were out, and I put them down also

as bad birds that must keep aloof when I have a gun.

I am more afraid of the bugs I send you than of the

birds. The latter are soon thinned out or scared

away.

The sumacs give a good lot of honey now, in the

early morning. The Rhus globi-a is at its height,

and yields fairly. Buckwheat promises well. I have

not seen bees on sweet corn.

ALBINOS.

I had not seen albino bees until a few days ago. I

have a dollar queen from Valentine, of Maryland,

that produces—well, they are—the prettiest and larg-

est bees I ever saw. They do not fly out yet; but as

they travel about on the combs they appear a fourth

larger than the old bees in the hive. I wish that

those who know about these albinos would give us a

good full report of what they are, and caa do in the

tiild. I admire their appearance, and must albinoize

two more stocks in buckwheat time. S. J. H.

Spotswood, N. J., Aug. 9, 188.'.

The fly you send is indeed the Asilus Mis-
souriensis, so much talked about. I believe
they are found in almost all localities where
bees are kept in great numbers, but I do not
anticipate mucli harm from them, unless
they should increase so as to get to be quite
numerous.—Your report in regard to the
king-birds and martins, seems conclusive.
True enough, we do not often (V) see drones
on the blossoms of cherry-trees.—We have
the albinos, but I have never thought them
larger than the average Italians. Uur albi-

no, received from Valentine, has not proved
as prolific as average queens, but it may be
only accidental. Neither have they been
above the average Italians as honey-gather-
ers. ^ igi **

REPORT FROM KANSAS.

FEEDING AND FEEDERS.

FEEL disposed to send you a meager report

from this region. Bees did finely last winter —
very little loss so far as I know; but the spring

proved to be unusually cold and wet. We got no

good from fruit-bloom, on account of cold and wet.

I fed several stocks till the middle of June, and hav-

ing to feed so long caused me to try to get up an-

other feeder, which I did. I like it much better

than any that I have yet used. I will tell you how
it is made, and run the risk of being told that it is

obsolete.

I take a piece of board ''a in. thick and 5 in. wide;

cut a slot in the edge =3 wide and Hi in. deep. This

slot runs to within H in. of the end; then fit it in,

slot side up, H in. from top-bar ia a common brood-

frame, and brad it fast; then cut a ?a-in. hole in top-

bar, and insert a tin tube to carry the syrup into the

feeder. This tube extends M in. above the top-bar;

then a hole is cut in the quilt, that leaves the tube

always accessible, by simply removing the cover. I

insert a small funnel in the tube, and pour the feed

down near the cluster, not disturbing a single bee;

in this way one hundred stocks could be fed in a

very short time.

HOW to make strong frames of light stlTfF.

Tell Mr. Heddon to have a pot of hot glue standing

by when he is putting frames together, and just dip

the ends of the different pieces in it, and I think he

will not care for heavier end-pieces.

My bees will swarm, even yet, in spite of cutting

out queen-cells, or giving more room. I had a

swarm Aug. 1st that has 11 frames of fdn. drawn

out and filled with honey and brood. A swarm came
off on Sabbath while I was at church; I did not find

them till late in the evening; they were getting on

the wing; they went across the street and entered

a vacant chimney-flue, where they are still. I shall

try to dislodge them this afternoon.
JAS. W. M-4.RGRAVE.

Hiawatha, Kan., Aug. U, 1883.

Friend M., my objection to your feeder
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would be the amount of machinery it takes
— tin tubes, tunnel, hole in the quilt, which
we have found quite an annoyance, and the
difficulty in opening a hive with a tube
through the quilt. Also, these feeding
frames must be taken out and stowed some-
where when not in use. If you do not till

tlie lower part of the frame with comb, the
bees will ; and then when out of the hive,
the worms will get into these combs. Also,
how do you avoid making the feed run over,
unless you measure out just so much to pour
in the tunnel, at every "dose"V For all

that, the arrangement has some very decid-
ed advantages.—Glued frames are certainly
very nice and strong ; and in connection
with the dovetailed joints we make, they are
strong and quickly done. Did we not use
the metal corners, I think we should put all

our frames together with glue.— If the bees
keep swarming, they surely get honey ; and
if they get honey, I think I should manage
to " get honey," if I were you.

Or Enemies of Bees Among Insect Tribes.

f
INCLOSE a bee or fly that I caught to-day. Will

you please tell me what it is, as I have seen
' them in the greenhouses all winter, sipping

honey out of the flowers? Idonotlsnow whether
they have stings or not. Will A. Hammond.
Richmond, Va., July 8, 1883.

Answer by Prof. Cook :
—

The insect sent by Will A. Hammond, Richmond,
Va., is a syrphus fly, and is referred to on page 31 of

my Manual. This one so mimics a hybrid bee, that

no wonder the sender did notlinow whether it was a

bee or a flj\ This insect has only two wings, and so

belongs to the order of Diptera, and no such insects

possess stings. The syrphus flies are very bright

colored, and often so resemble wasps and bees that

it is not easy, even for the entomologist, to tell them
without close attention. They like sweets, and so

are often seen about flowers, in companj' with bees

and wasps. They like the warm sunshine, and may
often be seen about flowers, seemingly motionless,

80 quiet and dextrous are they as fliers; but if we
come near, or move quickly, they dash away like a

flash of light. It is pretty certain that this mim-
ickry among animals is not accidental, but that it is

(he result of fixed laws of development, and is of

great use to its possessors, in protecting them. Thus
the birds, like our Richmond friend, fear the sting

of these syrphus flies, though they have no such
weapon. Thus many a fly goes free because itlooks

like the harmful wasps.

Some of the maggots of these ss'rphus flies possess

long tail-like appendages, and so are called rat-tail

larvae. Such larvae live in water. Others feed, while

larvte, on decaying wood, and still others do us a

great deal of good by feeding on plant lice, which
they destroy in great numbers. Most of the flies

are very gay in coloration, and so make quite a

showy collection when nicely preserved for the cab-

inet. A. J. Cook,
Lansing, Mich., July 14, 188?,

OR HONEY-PLANTS TO BE NAMED.

SEND a honey-plant that I should like to have
you name. It grows very plentifully here In

pastures that are not fed too short, by the

roadside, old run-out fields, and, finally, almost any^

where. Perhaps it is not of any especial benefit, as

it blooms about the same time as white clover; but

even white clover fails some seasons, and perhaps

this would take its place. I think the Cyprians work
better on it than either the blacks or Italians.

Ripley, Me., June 20, 18S3. W. Hoyt.

AVe have the plant here, but it is visited but
little by the bees, owing, perhaps, to the
fact that we only occasionally find solitary

plants. Not being able to name it, we send
it to Prof. Lazenby,who replies as follows:—

The pl5vnt is Bnuidla vulgar s, L., commonly call-

ed " self-heal," or " blue-curls." It belongs to Labi-

ate, or mint family. Perhaps the most remarkable

feature about thisplant is its wide distribution. It is

found almost everywhere, but is not considered in^

digenous to this country. It is not a troublesome

weed, though found on many farms. In ancient

timeR it was highly prized for its supposed medicin-.

al virtues, — especially for healing wounds,— hence

one of its common names. Wm. R. Lazenby.

Columbus, Ohio, July 31, 1882.

HOAV TO MAIil5 AN OBSERVATORY
BEE-HIVE.

ALSO HINTS ON USING IT AT FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS.

BURING the months of September and October,

nearly every State and county will hold its

annual exhibition. The bee-keeper who in-

tends to exhibit his products is now preparing for

the show. As we have been through the operation

several times, we know that it is quite an undertak-

ing, and there is fully as much danger of doing too

much as of doing too little. We find that where the

bee-keeper tries to exhibit bees in the open air, and

flying at all hours of the day, he will usually make a

failure of it. The bees must be exhibited under

glass, and the object of this article is to describe our

observatory hive. There are others who may have

used such a hive, but we have never seen one de-

scribed.

The object of a one-comb observatory hive is to al-

low people to see the bees, the queen, the brood,

and, perchance, the queen in the act of laying.

Such a hive must be placed where people can get

their eyes close to the glass, and in such a manner

that they can examine both sides readily. Ouf hive

has a space of two inches between the glass. It has

thorough ventilation at the top and bottom through

one-inch holes covered Avith wire cloth. It is provid-

ed with panels, to protect the glass when necessary,

and a tin corner, so it can be used outdoors or in a

building. Under the center of the bottom we secure

a two-inch block with an inch hole in it; into this we

insert a peg, which is secured firmly to a narrow

board. This board is secured by screws to a shelf of

the proper height. The hive can now be turned.up-

on its center into any position required, and any

person can turn it just right to accommodate the eye.
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A screw in each end holds the frame steadily in the

center.

Care should be taken in stocking such a hive, not

to get in too many bees; just enough to cover the

comb evenly. The queen can be seen readily by

even an inexperienced person. This hive at our

fair was a decided success. Tliore was a group
around it nearly all of the time. Much instruction

can be given to the public with such a hive as this.

Hartford, N. Y , Aug. 9, 1882. J. H. Martin.
The liive described by friend Martin does

not differ materially from the one illustrat-

ed in the May No. of our .Ju\'enile, only it

has the swivel arrangement, so as to revolve
freely on its center. It surely does form an
instructive and entertaining feature for a
fair; and as some one is almost always near
who can " explain things," it is usually the
means of giving the great wonder-loving
public much knowledge in regard to our pur-
suit. ^ i«i ^

BBES ON A RAinPA*;!:.

WHAT TO DO, AND WHAT NOT/rO DO.

B'J
WRITE for information as to the management
of ci'oss bees. I know but little aljout bee-

' keeping. A year ago T bought two swarms of

black bees. After they had reared considerable

brood I divided them and made three hives; then I

sent to Kansas City for two Italian queens, and in-

troduced them with success. From them I have live

Italian stands. Yesterday I undertook to rob one of

the old stands, assisted by a man who is pretty good
at handling bees. I got along tolernbly well for a

while,when all at once they became angry and drove
us away, and became so enraged that all the evening
it was impossible to go home. They filled my house,

drove wife and baby out, and then attacked my
neighbors, and entered their houses. No person
could pass the street without being badly stung;

they drove the chickens out of the yard, and hogs in

the street were assailed; they took possession of the

printing-office, and drove the inmates out. I could

not go to my house to stay until after dark, and
never succeeded in clearing it until this morning. I

have been thinking of sending for another queen;
but if they all prove to be of that disposition I don't

want any more of them, and will put sulphur to

those I have as soon as they fill up the hive again
with honey, if there is no way of subduing them.
They are good workers, and make plenty of nice

honey, but I can't stand their temper; besides, I

fear they will become a pest to my neighbors.

If you know any successful way to manage them,
please state it. I have never seen any thing that
would compare with them in the way of hostile bees.

This hive has given two swarms this season; the old

imported queen came off with the first swarm.
Mason, Texas, Aug. 8, 1882. "W. Holland,
By no means sulphur your bees, friend II.

If you really want to get rid of them, take
away the queens and get some that are test-
ed for gentle bees, and you will very soon be
rid of them, without any such loss as you
would have if you killed them with sulphur.
I think there are plenty of our readers who
will buy the queen you mention, and I don't
think that they will ever get into such a
scrape with them as you did either. It is

possible that they have a trace of Cyprian
blood in them ; but I am by no means sure

of it, for Italians will often act much the
same way when once they get aroused and
get the upper hand. Give me a good smo-
ker, in nice working order, and I think I

could bring any such colony into peaceable
terms in a short time ; but woe to you if you
run and leave them, and let them find out
they are master and you are the slave. If
you will excuse the liberty, my friend, I
think an experienced hand would have
known trouble was coming, and stopped
proceedings before he got where you were.
When you find the bees are getting excited
and aroused, never by any means push on
with the work. Before they make an at-

tack such as you describe, they usually
range themselves along the tops of the
frames, and by their buzz and motions you
can, if used to them, divine pretty accurate-

"

ly that they will soon make a desperate on-
slaught, if you do not hold on. In such a
case, either cover the hive up quickly, or
get a large volume of smoke, and oblige ev-
ery bee to go back and down, even at times
driving them clear out of the entrance.
Horses, cattle, and wild beasts, all behave
much in the same way. When they find
they can chase you, you'd better look out.
They must be conquered and subdued, and
kept in subjection. The Rarey system of
training horses is right in this same line.

Only yesterday neighbor II. had to give his
little mustang pony a course of lessons not
unlike we have to give the bees sometimes.
Slie had for some time been getting more
and more unmanageable, until finally a
strange hand attempted to use her for some
little service, when she just broke out in
open rebellion. Of course, next time II. tried
to drive her, she did the same way, and
tried to break the buggy all to "flinders."
lie took her out of the buggy, threw her
down by the well-known Ilarey method, put
her head down in the dirt, and quietly sat
on it to hold her there. This was so utterly
new in her experience, either on the wild
prairies or since her domestication, that she
was both frightened and surprised almost
out of her poor little wits. When she found
she could not get up, nor hardly move, she
began whining and neighing, and finally

gave all the promises of good behavior that
any horse could well promise. She kept it,

too, for when he next drove up to the facto-
ry she would stand perfectly quiet until he
had told his last story, even if it was after 9
o'clock ; and Avhen he stepped into the bug-
gy she stood like an obedient child until he
gave her liberty to "skim the ground." In
telling of it, he said he came pretty near
getting mad ; but, my friends, the one who
tames horses or bees, or wild beasts, must
by no means think of getting mad. If you
aren't boss of your own passions, how can
you ever expect to be boss of themV
Now, you may think this a pretty long

story, but I wanted to get the idea clear, of
the way in which you must get and keep the
upper hand of your bees. Don't court a
quarrel; but when one comes, put them
down under your foot, and hold them there
until they promise. It has been said, you
cannot conquer the Cyprians with smoke;
but I think I should try the smoke at all
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events ; but I &hould want it in dense clouds.
I really do not know of any way to handle
angry bees, except with smoko.

A NKW SOI RCK OF HONKY.

BEES ON WniO.VT-STUBHI.E, AOAIN.

/P^NE of your correspondents speaks of bees

ll^ working on wheat-stubble. In 18T8 a person's

boots Avould be wet by walking a few steps in

the stubble; the sap was quite sweet, and the bees

very busy upon it from morning till night. The
wheat was pretty fair, but still did not seem to ripen

up just right and naturally. The straw seemed
brown and light. This is the third poor honey season

in succession. Two j-cars ago some bees starved on
their summer stands before frost came. This year

we have had only l:iO lbs. extracted honey from 11

swarms. Had wc better give it up?
E. Z. Green.

Montague, Muskegon Co., Mich., Aug. 14, 1882.

Most surely E would not give it up, espe-
cially so long as I had seen, with my own
eyes, honey in the wheat-stubble. It' this

occurred over any considerable tract, the
yield of swxet must have been enormous,
even if it was only sweet water. I presume,
by some queer chemical change in the work-
shop of dame Nature, the starchy matter in

the growing stalk was changed to sugar, and
this sweet sap, as it were, tilled the hollow
in the straw stubble; Can any one tell us
how long after the cutting of the wheat it is

that this phenomenon takes place V When
we learn enough about these things so we
can make it come about at our pleasure, we
shall be — wiser than we are now.

^^e^"^^\V\S^G>s^^-^'t.'ueCV>\:\\^-^^^^^

i;^^Si^^^ii'^3Sig^iS^i^^}i^i^^^^^i^^

the golden llEE-IIIVE.

IgKjEE-KEEPING (in frame hives) is just being in-

JS^ra troduced here. A boe-man is running over

the country with a hive called the " Golden "

bee-hive, selling rights, and ordering persons not to

use top stories, etc., saying they infringe on his pat-

ent. E. C. FiSHEK.
Sissonville, Kanawha Co., W. Va., July 13, 1883.

Of late we have had quite a few inquiries
in regard to the "'Golden'' bee-hive. It
has been shown up several times in the
past few years, and the above should be
evidence enough for anybody. It would
seem almost incredible that any one should
pay over money to any party claiming tltat

he had a patent on all ''top stories," but it

seems several have done so. The idea is

even more absurd than Mitchelfs claim of a
patent, covering all cloth or mats spread
over the frames. Denounce every man as a
fraud and swindler who attempts to talk
Golden bee-hive to you ; auti, if you choose,
show him this,

QITKENS; THF/IR FERTILITY SOMF-
TIltlES IJTIPAIRFD BY TR.VNSIT.

GALLUP'S IDE.\S IN THE MATTER.

IN
my travels among the bee-keepers I found two
cases where the parties had received queens
(one from Oatman and one from Dadant), and

they said that they received queens that were not

proline, and they both condemned the queen-breed-

ers. I asked them if the daughters of those queens
were not prolific, and they said, "Yes, in every

case." Now, we must not condemn the queen-breed-

ers in those cases at all, V)ut we must look some-
where else for the cause of the unproliflcness.

Several years ago I sent two queens to different

parties, and which queens 1 knew were extra pro-

lific; but the parties who received them sent word
after a time, that the queens were not as represent-

ed, and accused me of cheating them.

Now, I had an idea; and to thoroughly test it, I

stated ray views to Dr. Hamlin, of Edgefield Junc-

tion, Tennessee, and requested him to exchange
queens with me. Both were to select queens extra

prolific, and report how they turned out. We ex-

changed queens several times; and the result

turned out in every case just as I expected. The
queens proved to bo verj' indifferent layers. Now for

the cause: When we take a queen from a colony,

with her abdomen distended with eggs in the height

of the breeding season, ship her either by express or

through the mails for one or two thousand miles, we
stop her breeding at once, contrary to nature, and
perhaps the thumping about and pounding she gets

in transit has something to do with it. We have
then injured her for life for the rapid production of

eggs, and still it does not and can not affect her

progeny or purity. I explained the whys and where-

fores as I understood it to those parties, and thus

set Messrs. Oatman and Dadant right with their

customers.

I do not recollect of ever having published my
ideas on the above question before. Where parties

know that their stock is all right, why not ship

young queens for long distances, that have just

commenced laying, and it would save this injury to

their laying qualities? I am not sure but taking a

queen away from a populous colony at the height of

her breeding, and keeping her in conflpement for 6

or 10 daj's, might produce the same result — who
knows?
The California honey crop is almost a failure.

Extra good management has produced nearly half

a crop in some apiaries or localities; in others it is

an entire failure. E. Gallup.
Santa Ana, Los Angeles Co., Cal., Aug. 3, 1883.

While I can not think a pure queen may
be made to produce hybrids by a trip in the
mails, I can agree with you, friend Gallup,
that their fertility is often impaired, and the
reports this season show very plainly that
they are often rendered incapable of laying
at all, after such trips. Let those who get
queens, therefore, have a large charity for

the sender, and not accuse him of wiMul
wrong, as has so often been done. And I

agree, too, that queens just commencing to

lay are less liable to such injury, and this is

another reason, I presume, why the tratlic

in queens has gone so entirely, as it were,
into these lyitested queens, or queens sold

just as sooii as they commence to lay.
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THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY.

SHAVE kept bees for ten years. I have 17 colo-

nies now. I think bee-keeping is too hard work—
' for women. Any woman who can lift a 75-lb.

hive with a -tOlb. honey-box on it, and carry it away

go that the returning swarm won't find it, can go

out with an ox team and break prairie sod and make
money faster. Somebody has a long article in

Harper's Monthly for June, entitled "Money-making

for Ladies." Among many other things, it says,

" In connection with a garden, it is a comparatively

easy matter to raise bees. They take up little room,

generally find and take care of themselves. Bee-

raising particularly commends itself to ladies, be-

cause there is so little work in it; it is like having

a colony of small slaves to work for her while she is

busy with other things, or enjoying the sweet do-

nothingness that follows accomplished labor." I

like that — I like the " sweet donothingness." It

sounds well; but any one who has raised bees for a

few years knows it is only sound. Bees must have

close attention, and constant attention, a good part

of the year, and that means work, and very hard

work. A good many women who would like to keep

bees and make money easily are like a woman who
came here three years ago to buy bees. She wanted

cheap bees, and I told her I would sell them as cheap-

ly as I could. I told her that I had paid two dollars

for a single bee, but of course I would not charge

her that much for every bee in the hive. I would

sell her a good colony for $7.00. She said she thought

she ought to get them cheap, because she had lost

all of hers. "I understand bee-keeping," she said,

"and I think I had real good success with them for a

new beginner. 1 had only two swarms last spring,

and in the fall I had six. I swarmed them artiJiciaUu,

and I think I succeeded real well."

"And how many have you now? " I asked.

"Oh! I haven't any: they all died this winter, but

I think I had real good success to make six swarms
out of two."

I did not sell her any. Mahala B. Chaddock.
Vermont, Fulton Co., 111., July 10, 1883.

There is some truth in what you say, my
friend, and I would by no means have our
lady readers think they can keep bees, and
care for large crops of honey, without hard
work ; but for all that, I think it is not nec-
essary, nor even well, for anybody to lift a
" 75-lb. hive, with a 40-lb. honey-box on top
of it." No, nor even one that weighs 50 lbs.,

all told. It is true, work might sometimes
be hastened by so doing ; but in the end, I

do not think it would pay. Friend Brooks
has given us a plan to take care of swarms
without moving the old hive at all ; and as
a rule, I do not believe it pays to move hives.
If you are going to sell bees, lift out the
frames and set them in a nice new hive tox

your customer, and let this new hive stand
on a light wlieelbarrow, and then it can be
easily wheeled where wanted. Honey is

now mostly sold in cases containing not
much over 25 lbs., and a woman of average
strength can handle these pretty well. If

she has a great many, she will have honey
enough so she can afford to hire some cheap
help, in the shape of boys and girls who will

be glad of something to do. Am I not right,

my friend V

TEASELS, SUNFLOWERS, ETC.

We heard this refrain many times during July:

"They are good bees, and we'll put them in the

Holy-Land." A portion of our apiary acquired this

name from some plants grown from ssed given us

by Mr. Jones at Cincinnati, who said it was mint

seed from the Holy Land. In the spring of 1881 we
sowed the seed in a tlower-pot, and transplanted the

plants to our apiary. We impatiently watched for

bloom, but none appeared. This spring we noticed

the plants were of a beautiful green, with long

linear leaves, covered with spines. We said, "They
look as if they might make good greens;" but we
did not try them. After a while they ran up and

put forth burrs, and our partner remarked, "Your
Holy-Land mint is nothing but teasel; I've seen

plenty just like it growing wild in Connecticut, when
I was a boy." And so it has proved to be teasel, and

nothing else. Bees worked upon it, but we had too

little of it to form any opinion as to its honey value

in this locality.

A friend gave us a few Spider plants that she

raised in a hot-bed, and we think they are pretty,

and quite an ornament to a lawn. They seem to

suit this locality better than the Rocky-Mountain
bee-plant, but this season has been uncommonly
cool and wet. The Kocky-xHountain bee-plant revels

in hot, dry weather.

We have some sunflowers that we admire and talk

of from sunrise till sunset. They are the Russian,

and do not grow so tall as the old variety, but the

flowers are immense. The diameter across the seed

only of the head measures eleven inches, and the

circumference is SVA inches. We think they are

grand for shade for bee-hives, as they grow so quick-

ly, and the bees need sunshine in spring and fall,

and they would be large enough for shade as soon as

it was needed. The bloom yields honey, and the

seed excellent food for fowls. Many persons think

that sunflowers grown in a malarial district are a

preventive against disease.

Peoria, 111., Aug., 1883. Mrs. L. Harrison.

THE NATIONAIi CONVENTION.

fJiHE North American Bee-Keepers' Society will

hold their next annual meeting at Washing-—
' ton Park Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio, across Wash-

ington Park from Exposition building. First ses-

sion, Tuesday, Oct. 3d, 10 a.m. We are encouraged

to hope that this will be a very profitable meeting,

as we are promised papers from and the presence of

a large number of our most prominent bee-keepers

from many of the States and Canada. Implements
of the apiary, and essays from abroad, are expected

to add to the knowledge imparted by the research

and Inventive skill and methods of our own coun-

trymen. Ehrick Parmly, Sec'y.
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HOW TO BE SURE OF CHOICE DRONES.

AND SOMETHING ABOUT INTRODUCING AND UNITING.

SHOULD like to toll the readers of Gleanings
my plan for having- pure drones in all of my
colonies, and produced from the egg-s of a se-

lected queen only. I prepare me, during the win-

ter, one brood - comb for each colony I have, by
inserting in the center, and next to bottom-bar, a

nice piece of drone comb 4 in. square ; in early spring

I take one of these prepared combs, insert it in cen-

ter of brood-nest of one of mj' choice colonies, and I

then commence to feed this colony a small quantity

of sugar syrup daily, until 1 discover drone-eggs laid

in my prepared comb. I then remove the comb,

shaking off all bees, and insei'ting another prepared

comb. I then give this comb to some colony, and

let them nurse these drones. I proceed thus till I

have a comb with drone-eggs inserted in each colony

I have, and by the time these drones are hatched out

and flying we are then ready for artificial swarming,

raising queens, etc.

When I introduce a queen to a colony having a

laying queen, I always insert a tight-titting division-

board 34 hours before introducing the queen; after

the queen has been successfully received, and is la3'-

ing, I then at my pleasure remove old queen and
division-board, and by this means I have a queen
laying all the time in the colony, and should my new
queen be killed, the colony still retain their old

queen. Sometimes I keep both queens laying till

the colony becomes too populous ; I can then remove
division and the old queen. The above is a good
plan where you wish to test a queen as to purity be-

fore making way with the old queen, by having the

brood-chamber covered with one of Jones's perforat-

ed division -boards; both colonies can store their

surplus in one department; the bees being all of

one scent, thej' will agree. "When I wish to unite

any two colonies for any cause, I prepare them in

the following manner: If any choice in qiieens, I re-

move the poorest; I then take a good-sized onion,

cut it in half, go to the two colonies about dusk,

slice each half on top of their brood-combs, cover

hives over, and next morning I select from both

brood-chambers a set of brood-frames, put in one

hive, bees and all. I then shake off the rest of the

bees from their combs in front of the hive, and the

bees will unite, and not a bee be killed. I use no

smoke. I believe I could thoroughly scent a colony

this way, and pick their old queen from her comb,
and turn a new queen loose, having scented previ-

ously the new queen, and the queen would be rec-

ognized as their own every time. W. T. Clary.
Claryville, Campbell Co., Ky., July 17, 1883.

Your plan of supplying choice drones,
friend Clary, is all right; but keeping two
queens in a hive is very risky business, if a
single bee by any means passes the division-

board, or gets into the wrong side. I know
many colonies will go for quite a time in
this way ; but as a rule there is soon troti-

ble. It is an old idea, and has been many
times tried. So long as you make two dis-

tinct colonies, and have the entrances far

enough apart, the plan is all right ; but so
much trotible has come from it I believe it

is mostly abandoned, and a hive and loca-
tion of its own is given to each nucleus. As
two colonies will almost always unite in the

manner you mention, I should not feel sure
that the onion had any agency in the mat-
ter. The same may be said about taking
a queen out and putting another in her
place. If honey is coining in , it can be done
in nearly half tlie time, without using any
kind of scent. 1 beg your pardon, friend (-.,

for so much that may seem like objections
to your experiments, but I only wish to give
you a little caution.

CYPRIAN BEES.

THE FURTHER HISTORY OF THAT HAYIIURST CYPRI-
AN QUEEN.

^y[%Y request of friend Hayhurst, I write in July

Wm for August Gleanings. My expei-ience, how-

ever, may surprise him. I have handled

black bees nearly all my life, and for several years

bred Italians; but the " Hayhurst Imported Cyprian

Queen" and her posterity have given me greater

pleasure than any other race of bees. I have raised

about 40 queens from her this season, and now have

36 hives, each of which contains one of her daugh-

ters. A few were fertilized by black drones, and

have progeny that defies every thing but a dense

cloud of smoke. Veils and soft " leather breeches"

afford but little protection from these half-breed

Cyprians. If Apis dorsata stings deeper, or causes

more pain, we ha\e no use whatever for that strain

in America.

As regards pure Cypnans, even from the Hay
hurst queen, it is but just to breathe another senti-

ment. My hives sit upon the ground, about ten feet

apart, with entrances in every direction. Some of

them are in the sun all day, while others are in con-

tinuous shade; and, no matter whether the air is

full of them during a free honey-flow, or when but

little forage is to be obtained, they take no excep-

tions to anybody's presence, whether hot or cool.

You may sit upon a hive with safety while you posi-

tively avoid jarring it. In this latter event you will

be attacked by a number which can be estimated on-

ly by the size of the entrance and the hives from

which they issue. With these, the pure Cyprians, I

use neither veil nor gloves, and would almost as

soon scratch the kicking part of a mule as blow

smoke upon them; it exasperates them. Before

opening a hive, I am careful to take a position that

will not let the wind blow from me on to the bees.

The cover is then slowly removed, and after the

lapse of a little time the enameled cloth is very slow-

ly pulled off. I then wait until the bees on top of

frames begin to seek shelter between the combs,

and the time has now come when I take one or all

of the frames out of the hive, and find the bees

evenly spread over the combs. They do not hang

from the lower part of frames, and fall upon the

ground, as other bees. They are good honey-gath-

erers, the brightest colored, the quickest motioned,

the sti'ongest winged, and the gentlest of all bees,

with the most prolific queens. And more than this,

both strong and weak colonies have thus far es-

caped the ravages of the moth here in a countiy

where black bees are now being driven from their

combs and brood. I buy the straightest of these

wormy combs, and give them to my Cyprians, and

they have not yet failed to clean and fill them with

brood and honey. W. McKay Douoan.
Lenica, Newton Co., Mo., July 20, 1883.
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ki<:eping the queen oit of the
SURPliUS-HONEY DEPARTMEINT.

ARE WE GOING TO NEEB JONES'S PERFORATED ZINC?

iILL you bo so kind as to give me some in-

formation as to what is the best method of

obtaining fall honey sealed in body of hive?

The season here is short, the bees will not work in

the upper story, and it is difficult to prevent tjjem

from filling the brood-nest with honey. It does not

seem to do any good to extract; they put more in

as fast as I take it out. Fall before last I tacked

wire cloth over a frame, made holes in it largo

enough for workers, but not for queen to gothrough,

and hung It in the hive, but it did not do much good,

as most of the bees worked in the brood-nest. I

think now perhaps I made a mistiike in putting it in

the wrong- place. The frames in my hives extend

across the hive from side to side, and not from front

to rear, as I suppose those do in the hive you use. 1

put the frames that 1 desired for honey in the back

part of the hive, then the separator and the brood-

nest in front. "Would it not have been bettor to have

reversed the thing and putthe empty comb in front?

I did not know then that any one else had ever tried

any thing of the kind, but have seen since that per-

forated tin separators are much used. What do you
think of the wire cloth? Mine was painted green.

Is thei-e any danger of poison from that? 1 suppose

another reason why mine did not work well was be-

cause I had the holes too far apart.

My brother takes the Rural New-Yorher, and the

editors promised, some months since, to give Mr.

Jones's plan, which has proved so successful, but it

has not appeared yet, so I thought I would write to

you. There is generally a failure of honey here

from the middle of this mouth till the first of Sept.

Ought the bees to be fed during that time? What
causes bees to cluster on the outside of the hive?

One of my swarms was at that nearly all of last

month, but did not swarm, though the hive was
crowded with bees. I divided them, but that did

not break up the habit with the new swarm. My
hives have a broad board that lies Hat on the top of

the hive, and is used as a cover for the upper story;

also when it is on, should there also be a cap to

protect from sun? The bees glue the board tight to

the hive, and it makes them very mad for me to try

to get it off. You must have patience with my in-

quisitiveness. 1 think I am about lifty years behind

the times in bee culture. Maky B. Crockett.

Wytheville, Wythe Co., Va., July 12, 1882.

It seems to me, my friend, you suggest the
remedy in tlie former part of your letter :

use the extractor. If tliey lill the combs
witli honey just as fast as yon throw it out,

what more can be desired V The bees will

lill a comb with honey quickest when it is

put next to the brood. 1 have no doubt but
that your wire-cloth sheet would answer, if

there were great numbers of holes made
;

but as this would be rather difficidt and la-

borious to make, the perforated sheet zinc

that we advertise will be much cheaper and
better. I believe the purpose of these metal
division-boards is to keep the queen from
the combs or sections, where we have surplus
honey only. Very likely we can keep out
the brood Avithout any trouble, but I feel

pretty sure that combs next to a brood comb
would contain some pollen. Although we

have sold quite a quantity of this sheet zinc,

we liave as yet had no reports of it for get-
ting comb honey in the brood-nest, that I

know of. Will tlie friends who have tried it

please report ? By all means, feed the bees
at any time during warm weather when they
can get no stores. Clustering out is a sort

of habit bees get into when strong; i.e., if they
cluster out when they have plenty of room
in the hive, and honey is to be had in the
fields. If the other means fail, recently giv-

en, divide the colony. If as you say, divide
again the part that persists in clustering out.

When they have only bees enough to cover a
couple of frames of brood, they will be pret-

ty sure to stay inside and go to work. To be
sure, it makes bees very mad to pry off the
honey-board, and this is one reason why
honey-boards have been abandoned in favor
of the enameled sheets. Never mind if you
are behind, my friend ; we are all behind,
more or less. Inquisitiveness is what we
want, if it is followed up by making a good
use of all we learn.

STKAA%' - HIVE AND BEE - SHED MEN
AHEAD.

IS IT CHAFF HIVES, OR CELLARS?

f
DISLIKE to acknowledge it, but the truth should

be told, if It is not very pleasant ; so, here it is:—
' We who advocate cellar wintering and outdoor

summering of our bees, are this season coming out

second, third, or fourth best. That may not be the

ease In all parts of the country, but it is so hero in

Northern New York. Our bees all wintered well;

and when we brought them out of the cellars last

April, our prospects for a good honey crop were

never brighter. But, April was cold, and May was
colder, and June ^fas — not quite so cold as May,

but yet too cold for the bees to do well. I united

swarms the 24th of June that did not have a single

ounce of honey in their cells, and now in July, with

white and red clover, and locust-trees in full bloom,

I am feeding them to prevent their starving. I do

not thiak that there Is a hive in my yard as heavy as

it was when I brought it out three months ago to-

day. Among all of my acquaintances who winter in

cellars, and let the hives stand In the open air the

rest of the year, there has not been, so far as 1 have

heard, a single new swarm hived, and we all let our

bees swarm if they will.

Now for the other side: The one bee-keeper of

this town who keeps his bees in straw hives, and

both winters and summers them in an open shed

fronting the east or south-east, began to get new
swarms the M of June, and has had them every day

or two since that date. The others who also keep their

bees In sheds fronting the south or east, have had

some swarms, though perhaps not quite so many as

usual. Now, I may be wrong; but I believe that our

bees were at least as well off In our cellars as they

would have been in sheds through the winter; but I

think that, in such a season as this, our hives need

protection from the cold all through the spring, If

not all summer. And the question now arises. What
shall we do about It? Is It best to split up our nice

Simplicity hives for kindling-wood, as you advise us

to do with patent hives of all kinds, and go back to

the old round-top straw hive, without frames, or
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any place to put on sections? I don't think it is,

nor shall I go to building' chaff hives till I have had a

chance to use my new Simplicities at least one season.

The best plan that I can think of is to warm up my
bees by putting straw mats, chaff cushions, or felt

paper,aroundthemwhiletheyai-eoutof doors; but in

winter, I believe yet there is no safer place for them
than the dark, quiet corner of my cellar.

Prospects are a little brighter to-day, July 4th, for

the weather is warm, bees are working, and I have

had two swarms. Both came out of old patent hives,

the kind you recommend so highly for kindlings. I

have only four of that kind in my yard, and nine

Simplicities; so you can see which are ahead. If I

had strictly followed the rule of "Square Root,"

transferred the bees duringfruit-bloom, and destroy-

ed the old patent hives, pcrJiaps I should have had

earlier swarms, and more of them.

J. W. riARKNESS.
Keeseville, N. Y., July 4, 1883.

Don't be in a hurry to arrive at conclusions.
friend II. Last winter was an exceptional
winter. By no means throw away your
Simplicity hives. Keep them for summer
hives ; and when it comes winter, double up
and winter only in the chaff hives. Almost
every apiarist will lind use for half as many
more hives in the summer than he needs in

winter.
^ I ^

FRIEND MAIiONE'S 25 YEARS OF BEE-
KEEPING.

A SWARM OP CYPRIANS 4 FEET LONG, ETC.

HAV^E been keeping bees for 25 years. Bees are

a great favorite of mine. Twent.v-two years of

that time I kept them in box hives; didn't

know any better. I got up to as many as 12 stands

twice in the 22 years, and lost all I had, twice. In

the fall of 1879 I got a stray number of Gleanings.
It gave me the bee fever. I got the ABC, and that

made the fever worse. I went to work and made 15

hives that winter. My wife and neighbors wanted
to know what I was going to do with so many hives.

I said, " Put bees in them." They would say, "Don't

count your chickens till they are hatched." They
" hatched," and I have 26 hives of bees to-day, all in

frame hives, with straight combs, and how they

swarm ! and such big swarms as my Cyprians send

off, I never saw before. One swarm was 4 feet long,

and filled a 2-story hive. They swarmed the ITth and
21st. Four days after, I extracted 20 lbs. of honey
from upper story, and the lower one seemed to be

full too.

I fed ten colonies extra, to satisfy myself if feed-

ing would r ay. From those 10 I am getting my hon-

ey now; I have got 200 lbs. of extracted honey from
5, and 5 I fixed for comb honey; these won't go into

the boxes; but, oh how they swarm! I like the

Cyprians best —better than the Italians; they fly off

the combs and go into the hives better than the

Italians, and while extracting I can see a big differ-

ence in Ihe amount of honey in the combs. When
extracting, I find a ready sale for my honey at 50 cts.

per quart in Mason's quart fruit-jars, jar thrown in.

The honey is linden and white clover mixed, and is

very thick. I extract before it is sealed, and it

weighs 3 lbs. and 3 ounces per quart. I fed 30 lbs. of

sugar to those 10 colonies, and have taken $24.00

worth of honey from 5 of them, and have C swarms

from the others, and linden harvest about half gone.

With sumac, smartweod, buckwheat, and other

flowers to come yet, look out for a big honey crop io

Iowa this fall. I have lived here for 25 years, and

never saw a wet season yet without a big honey flow

from smartweed.
DOLLAR QUEENS OR TESTED.

The first Itnlian queen I ever bought was a tested

one; the second cue was a dollar queen from Hay-
hurst, that proved to be worthless. But I knew the

terms before I bought her, and was satisfied with

her. But I thoughtlessly told you about her, and
mentioned friend H.'s name. As soon as he saw
what I said, he sent me a card offering to replace

her. That one offer placed confidence in me toward

friend Hayhurst that will be hard to move. I ac-

cepted half the offer, and then bought a Cyprian

queen of him. Now, what I want to say is, that the

queens that I raised from that dollar queen are

worth twice as much as those raised from the tested

queen, and I have that dollar queen yet, and this

summer she is second to none of my Italians.

THE NEW BEE DISEASE.

I noticed something in June and July Gleanings
about a new bee disease. I noticed the same thiog

among my bees exactly; but as soon as linden came
in bloom it disappeared. I think, from what I could

find out, they found some poison honey-plant, and I

think it was the milkweed. I examined it closely,

and found bees on it, acting like those at the hive.

I may be mistaken, but think not.

Just one question, and I will stop. You say, in the

ABC, that after-swarms are led off by virgin

queens; do they mate before, while, or after they

swarm? Wm. Malone.
Oakley, Mason Co., Iowa, July 21, 1882.

Thanks for your report on the Cyprians,
frien M. That four-foot swarm must have
hung down pretty long, I imagine. Three
lbs. and 3 oz. to the quart would be nearly 13

lbs. to the gallon, and that is pretty thick
honey for that extracted before it is sealed
up. "Virgin queens do not go out to meet
the drones, usually for several days after the
swarm issues ; but they may go out, the
same day, in extreme cases — never before,
I believe. I don't think your sick bees had
any disease, friend M. It was doubtless the
milkweed - pollen trouble, pictured in the
A B C.

TEXAS AND THE IRREPRESSIBLE
HOKSEMINT, ONCE ITIORE.

WHAT THIRTY STOCKS DID IN ONE MONTH.

^D^EES are making some honey now from cotton

J™ and melon blooms. I will send you my repoi't— for the month of June. 1 had 30 stands of

bees in good condition the first day of June; as the

horsemint was very fine, and more of it than usual,

I thought I would try and see what I could do in one
month; so there was not a cell of honey in the up^

per stories on the first day of June, and the last day

of June I finished extracting, and I got only 2270 lbs.

in one month from 30 hives. How is that for Texas?

I have one hive of hybrids that made 143 lbs., and
others that made 100. I have hives that were May
swarms, from which I got 75 lbs. of surplus. All this

was in one month. 1 kept my bees very strong by
returning all after-swarms to their parent hive. As
soon as the swarm would come out I went into the
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hive they came from, and destroyed the re-

mainder of the quecn-cells, and broug-ht the swarm
back and threw them down at the entrance, and

went along about my work, and that was the last I

would notice them until I went to extracting. By
so doing I had the bees to make the honey when it

came in the blooms. For the surplus chamber I get

common lath, and I tlnd the wide frames a great

deal belter to extract from than narrow brood-

frames. When one of these frames is full and sealed

half over, it will make 9 lbs. of honey.

Sherman, Texas, July 23, 18SSf. H. D. Heath.

Incessai^t swarming, and how to
STOP IT.

SWAR»lS dOlNG OUT AND COMING BACKj ETC.

sJITIe swarm that came out the 1st of June has

filled the lower frames, and commenced in the

sections. A swarm from another hive the

l2th of June has filled thd lower frames, and com-

tnenced in the sections; besides, we took one frame

of brood from them to put in another hive. The
bees had to build all their own comb in the frames

IVithoUt founilation.

HIVES OF DIFFERENT SIZES —DISADA*^ANTAOE.

We had one swarm go to the woods with a nice

old queen. Thdy came out of the new hive the next

day after they swarmed, and clustered, and we put

them bac'k; but we diil not have any brood <>r comb
to give them, for our new hives are not quite the

Size of oUr old ones. Our new ones are the Lang-

stroth, and we are going to get all like them after

this, 'fhe next day, they came out and took A bee-

line for the woods. I never had clipped a queen's

wing, and was afraid to try, but now I wish 1 had.

DO swAUMs Come out and Cluster without a
QUEEN?

We had rtn after-swarm come out the 8th of June,

thdy clilstered all right about 4 rods from the old

hive. We got them into the swarming-box, and

Shook them in front of the new hive on the sheet.

At first they seemed to be going in all right. After

awhile they rose and llew away. AVe followed them
aboilt half a mile, and lost sight of them; then I

Came back, and found il queen, almost dead, on the

sheet. Mr. H. found the bees a few rods further

OHi clusterihg on a sapling. After they had all set-

tled, he Cut it down and brought the bees and all to

the house carefully. This time we put them in at

the top of the hive, and spread the sheet over it un-

til they would crawl down among the frames ; but

they did not go down among the frames — they clus-

tered up on the sheet. Toward night I gently put

the sheet down on the frames inside of the top.

They made their way up around the sheet, and clus-

tered on the cover, and hung there until the next

morning. Then we shook them in front of the old

hive. They crawled in all right, and stayed there.

They swarmed out again in about two weeks, and

we hived them, and they are doing well now. One
of our neighbor bee-keepers says they had two
queens, one besides the one they left on the sheet,

or they wouldn't have left and clustered again. If

they had another queen, why did they act so after

we put them into the hive again? We have had two
after-swarms come out and then go back into the

old hive. The first one came out, and we thought

they were going to cluster on a tall tree near by.

Before the bees were all out of the old hive they

starteil to go back; they were going in and coming
out as fast as they could for a few minutes, but

soon they all turned and went back. Once they

came out and clustered, and we put them down be-

fore a new hive, but they would not go in; they

went back to their old home. They came out and
went back without clustering, 3 times. I watched
them closely, and could not see any queen either

time, coming out or going in. Finally they came
out, and we got them hived all right, and gave them
a frame of brood. They have filled 3 frames with

comb, and seem to be doing well.

A swarm came out the 3d of this month, and clus-

tered. We cut the limb off, and let it down in front

oC the hive, and thought the bees were going in; but
the first we knew, they were going back to the old

hive. These did not all rise at once and go back, but
went a few at a time at first, then began to go thick-

er and faster until they all got back. We did not

see any queen. Will you please tell us what you
think about it? We are watching for them to come
out again, every day. We had 3 colonies this spring,

and now we have six. They are the common black

bees. Mrs. S. U. Hunter.
Kendalville, Iowa, July 10, 1S82.

Swarms will come out and cluster, with-
out a (jueen ; but thev will seldom stay clus-
tered more than a few minutes. I think
about a quai-ter of an hour is as long as I

have known them to stay away. Very oft-

en they miss their queen, and come back
without clusterins at all, as in the cases you
have given us. It is because of such mis-
haps and delays (which are very annoying
when one is hurried), that I have so strenu-
ously advocated giving every swarm a comb
of unsealed brood. This will hold them
anywhere, queen or no queen, and in a very
few hours you can tell whether they have a
queen or not, by looking to see if they have
started queen-cells. ^Vhere a swarm keeps
coming out and going right back again, as
in the case mentioned, as soon as you see
them starting out again, move the old hive
away and give them a new one with the
comb of brood, and swarmed they are, in
s]nte of themselves. As a continual swarming
is a great waste of time, both to the bees and
their owner (for they will often gather no
honey for a whole week, right in the height
of the season), I would by all means stop it

at once by the methods I have mentioned.
When a colony wants to swarm, make them
do it up and be done with it. Putting them
back is seldom of any use, unless the hive is

moved to a new location, or something of
the kind.

li. L. liANGSTROTH.

IS HE FORGOTTEN BY HIS FJIIENDS ?

I
RECEIVED a sample copy of the ICttJisfls Bcc-

Kccpcr yesterday, and on examination I find p—
' plea in aid of L. L. Langstroth, now of your

State, by Mr. Pond, Jr., who states that Mr. Lang-

stroth is now unable to work, and is on the charity

of others. He also claims that Mr. L. is the inventor

of the movable-frame hive, and had it patented, but

that he was robbed of much of the benefit by un-

scrupulous parties who set up false claims for them-

selves, and even asserted that L.'s was nothing but
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an Imitation of some previous hive. Now, let us

have the whole truth about Mr. I^., his claims to the

invention, and his present needs. I am a little bee-

keeper, with only five hives stuck up on a roof in

Baltimore. This is my socond si' ison; commenced
with one, but I am williiijr to contribute my mite in

aid of this old man, if his claims arc just. I believe

they are just, for I have heard more of him in con-

nection with bees than any other man. I know you
are as " busy as a bee," but I want you to spare a

little timi' to look into this, and join your voice as a
" leader" in this call for aid. Organization is what
is wanted. Let some oni' take the lead to receive

funds, and stir up the bee-men. I propose that it

shall be a monthly contribution, of any amount
from 25 ('ts. up; just what each bee-keeper feels able

to contribute. It needs, for success, the aid of some
or more bee journals, in which appeals can be made,
and sums acknowledg-ed once a month. Gt,EANiN(iS

is just the journal for it. You can squeeze out

some garrulous letter-writer, and give the place to

this cause. I think you are able to pick out some
good bee-keeper who has the time, and will take an
interest in this work of love and gratitude. Willyou
do it? I hope so. C. Garwood.
Baltimore, Md., July 31, 1883.

Friend G., I thank yon for your kind re-

membrance of our old friend ; but had you
been a reader of Gleanings for past years,
you would have seen that this matter has
been frequently brouj^ht up. Several years
ago I suggested that we wanted, not oc-
casional donations, but that we pledge our-
selves to send so much a year, as long as Mr.
L. is here among us. 1 have for some time
past been accustomed to send him $10.00 the
tirst of every January ; and if somebody else
woidd send as much in February, and others
in March, and so on, we could, with little

expense, keep him in sjiending money the
year round. Of course, let each one send as
small a sum as he chooses, but let it be so
much a year, and send it directly to him. I

am glad to say that my good friend Fond is

a little mistaken in saying he is on the
charity of others. He is living with his son-
in-law, who is, if I am not mistaken, in f;iir

circumstances ; still, if any one feels that he
is indebted to friend Ji., and wishes to send
him a little token of his a])preciation of the
services he has rendered, it will be received
in the same kind spirit. I do not know who
are sending him a sum of money yearly, but
it were no more than fair we should know
something about it ; so let us have the names
in print, and the amount you agree to give
each year. In regard to the patent : so much
has been Avritten on the matter in years past,
I do not think it wise to take it up again.
No one man invente<l the steam-engine, and
no one man invented movable combs for
l^ee-hives ; but friend 1j. did do more, I
think, all will agree, to introduce movable
combs, and make them practicable for the
masses, than any other man that ever lived.
In memory of this service, we, whose

names appear below, do feel it a pleasure
and a privilege to give, each year, so long as
our old friend and benefactor is spared to
us, the sums set opposite our names :

—
A. L Root $10 00.

C. Garwood .

Now, friends, I have started it for you, go

on. Other journals can have a similar list,

if they choose, and we shall soon see how
large a life annuity we can make up. To
show you that friend L. is in fair health, for
him, and at least able to express his thanks
to all who thus remember liim, I give the
following from a postal card recently re-
ceived from hiin :

—
Accept my thanks for the beautiful new copy of

your ABC of bee-keeping, which I value highly.

Bees in my vicinity have no sealed honey, and only
a few days' supply. In my experience of 45 years, I

never knew such a honey famine. Abundance of
clover bloom, but next to nothing in it. My health
is improving some. Truly your Friend,—
Oxford, O., July 2(5, 1883. L. L. Langstroth,

Or Departiiiciii lor tlioife wlio don't Sign
Tlielr IVanies.

Mi
SENT you 88 cents in postage-stamps two weeks
ago; if not received, will jou please notify me
of itV I sent for two o5-eent knives, and a pen

to write with clear water. Jas. Curry.
Nebraska City, Neb., July 17, 1883.

On receipt of the above, we of course made
search ; but nothing could be found of any
James Curry, and we were obliged to write
him as follows :

—
We can not lind that your letter ever reached us,

friend C. May I suggest that you did not address it

plainly? We can not now make out what you or-

dered, and your writing is very bad. See what wo
say in price list about risking money.

About the same time came a notice of a
letter at the Dead-Letter Otlice, detained for
insutlicient postage. We sent on the re-
quired amount, and the letter came; but aft-
er it got to the Medina olHce, the address
was so bad it was delivered to another party.
In course of time, however, it got around to
us ; but after it did come, l)ehold,the writer
had not signed his name ! J lere is the letter
verbatim :

—
New braskcy sity June 26 1883

Dear sir friend rot

pleas find in closed 88 ct for 3 knives hand fored
rasor steal l)lades and 1 pen to rite with Clear water
i beleive this is corect i havent got your catalog A
long with mee
Of course, we went to our subscription

list and found the letters of all subscribers
at Nebraska City, but none of their hand-
writing was like this. It was pretty clear
that our friend at '' New braskey " was not
a subscriber. Just at this crisis it occurred
to me there was something familiar about
that expression, " A pen to write with clear
water," etc. I mentioned it. " Oh, yes !

"

said one of the girls; ''it is the man who
complained on a card, and I know right
where it is." In a short time we had his
two knives, and his " pen to write with clear
water," on the way to him. Now for the
moral. Our good friend, who calls me " dear
editor " and " friend Rot," first wrote his
letter without signing any scrap of a name
to it. Next lie addressed it to Mrs. A. L.
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Root, Medina. Ohio. Tlien he put on a one-

cent stamp. It went to the Dead-Letter Of-

fice ; then it came to Medina, and was given

to my mother, although it was not quite her

initials ; and when we finally got it, it had
no name to it ! By this time his iiostal card

of inquiry had reached here, and we hap-

pened to rememher it because of a peculiar

phrase in it. L)o you wonder that letters get

lost ?

We have one word of praise for you, how-
ever, friend Curry; you did not get cross,

and accuse somebody of cheating you ; for

even in your complaint you say " dear edit-

or." ISlow, my friend, would it not be a

great deal easier for you to have some little

gummed labels, with your name and ad-

dress printed on them neatly ? Stick one on
whatever you send away, and you need nev-

er write your name any more at all ; no, not

even ''ISIew braskey " where you live. We
will print 250 such labels for only 50 cents.

This department was suggested by one of the clerks, as an op-
position to the Growlery. I think I shall venture to give names
in full here.

LiELL, well! You are a "funny" one, sure

enough. You say, in communication, "Wo
ship closed-top sections because you have

heretofore ordered li/2-story hives, and also some
crates." Good thing you don't keep halters up
there, for if we should order one next time, who
knows but you would send a " boss " to fit the hal-

ter? About one-flfth of the sections are worthless

to us— too rough, and break up badly; but then, we
are into honey "up to our eyes" down here, and

don't have any time to growl. Crates and top boxes

are boss. Then the 3-cent glass-cutters we got some
time since work just so nicely that we feel like

praising you every time we handle them. Keep the

ball rolling, and may the Lord continue to prosper

you in " all things." D. H. Tweedy.
Smithfield, Jefferson Co., O., July 15, 1883.

To be sure, Ave are going to have halters,

friend T. We have "almost had them al-

ready. We wanted good ones for a dime,
and they Avouldn't give them to us ; but you
see if we don't have them. If we had good
reason to think you were stilfering for a
" hoss," I don't know but we might send
him with the halter, especially as we know
you are a good "square man." We really

didn't mean to send you any thing you did
not order; but if we did, I am real glad we
hit it right. What you say about the sec-
tions don't seem hardly the thing for the
Smilery, but I don't know but we might as
well smile as do the others. I rather sur-
mise it was because wew^ere "up to otu'

eyes " in sections about the time your order
came. Charge us for the one-fifth, and we
will do better next time. We are now talk-
ing of having the sections graded, and
charge a little more for those all nice, and a
little less for those that— "• aren't." Permit
us to return your kind closing remarks,
friend T.

BEES ARE ON THE "BOOM."
Linn commenced to bloom on the 3d inst. ; and ev-

ery day since, the bees have rolled in the honey at a
great rate. The little "pets" can hardly get to

their hives, so heavily laden are they. It makes us
feel good all over to see them come in with their

great loads. E. W. Pitzer.
Hillsdale, Mills Co., la., July 13, 1883.

SOITIE HONEY - PL.ANTS FKOIW NEW
JEKSEY.

ECHIUiM, BUTTON-BUSH, SUNFLOWER, MIGNONNETTE,
AND BORAGE.

IE have neither white clover nor basswood
ill our immediate vicinity, yet there is fair

forage all the season from a great variety of

trees, shrubs, and wildwood flowers. The principal

honey-plant up to the present time has been the

echium, or Viper's bugloss, a kind of boragewort
which farmers call a noxious weed. It seems to

thrive in the most barren, sandy fields, and blooms
well from May till August. It was introduced here

by fertilizing a buckwheat patch with nightsoil, and
has now, in three years' time, spread over several

acres. The honey from this weed is deliciously

flavored, and of bright amber color.

All along the brooks and ponds, and within a radius

of a mile from my bee-yard, are acres of button-

bush. The low land is fairly white with their bloom.

This is a common shrub — ccjihalanthus, from the

Greek Itcphalc, or head, and antlios, a flower — and
found all over this cnuntry. I consider it an excel-

lent bee-plant. Bees work on it all the day long. I

wish you could have seen my bees this morning at

sunrise all lining for the brook and ponds; even the

little 3 and 3 Irame nuclei seemed to send out about

two-thirds f)f all their force pellmelltothe lowlands.

There is a succession of bloom too. While some of

the heads are out, others are coming on.

I planted some lUissian sunflower seed for poultry

feed, and I believe this variety is no mean honey-

plant. I have watched the operations of bees on

them for several days now, and always find them
there gathering both pollen and honey, and have
frequently seen half a dfizen bees on one disk.

I do not allow any grass or weeds to grow in my
bee-jard; have only the smooth, clean, sandy sur-

face, with alighting to the ground. Ants love to

burrow in this sand, and also love to steal honey, and
they annoyed me and the bees very much until I

tried the cook's good old way, and sprinkled salt

over and about the bee-hives, everywhere on the

ground, and placed an extra pinch in their burrows.

Somehow they don't like salt, and will at once pre-

pare for a general exodus.

I had no shade for my hives, and I found that the

reflection on this bare sand made it hot, generally,

for the bees, and this I remedied by planting early

some Mammoth Russian sunflower seed about the

hives. They grow ten or twelve ft. high, and you

can trim the lower leaves up and make aisles for

yourself and bees, to suit all necessary operations.

They keep the ground and hives cool, and do not in-

terfere with my work among the bees. I think they

would be excellent in a yard of Cyprians or hybrids.

Have a Bingham or Little Wonder smoker, andgf) in

for them. If you get just a little mad, the smoker

Avill begin to blaze, and you'll scorch the wings off

the flrst legion of furies, and when the rest get used
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to the tire and smoke of battle, and menu business,

j'ou can stiinrt coolly by the suiillowers, and there

will be such a siinilarit,\- between .vour straw hat and

Iheir disks, that it will be about a-; bad lor the sun-

llowers as it is for you.

1 don't know what soil is best adaptc<l to mignoii-

ncttc; but it grows luxuriantly on this Jersey sand,

and yields lots of honey. There have been about 35

bees on an average, daily, from sunrise to siniset, on

a plat of five square feet, for two months now.

There are 43,5ti0 sq. ft. in an acre, so there would be

317,800 bees continuall.v at work on an acre of mignoii-

nette.

Borag-e is a good bee-plant with us. There is a

good succession of blo<im. I find about 10 bees to .5

sq. ft. as above, or 87,130 to the acre.

These plants I have near my bee-yard, and still I

have not often seen an Italian bee either on mignon-

nette, borage, or sunflower. Not one in a h\ni<lred

of the bees visiting these plants was an Italian; but

from a half to two and a half miles away I can al-

ways find plenty of them. S. J. H.

Spotswood, N. J., July 3.5, 1883.

Thanks, frieud II. ; but I hard]y think I

shoukl be satisfied with tlie number of bees
on an acre, you mention. According to the
latest observations, there are about 4UU0 bees
in a pound ; and if each colony sent out 5

lbs. of flying bees, your acre of mignonnette
would keep only a little over 10 colonies
busy, and the borage a little over 4. Our
Simpson plant would, I tliink, keep more
than double tlie number of bees you have
mentioned on tlie mignonnette. Suntlower
has been visited so seldom by the bees of
late years, w'e have discontinued its cultiva-
tion, » 1 1 1 w»

BASSWOOUS.

SOME ENC(JUKAGING WORDS FOH lUSING GENERA-
TIONS.

EN
June Gleanings, friend Holtke gives a very
good statement of how basswoodscan be grown
from cuttings, in a propagating house; but not

every one has such a structure, and it would hardlj-

pay to build one just to start a few basswoods. We
have grown a few in the open air very successfully,

and give the modus operandi.

Here let me digress a little, and say that nearly all

trees, vines, and shrubs, can be grown from cut-

tings, if proper care be taken, some from ripe and
others from green wood. All having soft, or open
cellular wood, such as all the willows, all of the pop-

lars, mulberries, and many other trees, grow readily

in the open air, as do almost all grapevines, roses,

currants, gooseberries, arbor-vitaN etc.

Ground should be prepared in the fall, and should

•"e deeply plowed or spaded. Cuttings should also

be made of well-ripened wood, and should be from tv

to 8 inches in length. Tie in bundles, and bury in

dry. sandy soil, out of the reach of frost. As soon
as spring opens, the ground should be thrown into

beds about 6 feet wide, and the soil made mellow by
frequent raking with a rake having long iron teeth.

The cuttings should be pushed into the soil so that

the last bud is even with the top of the bed. Use a
board about a foot wide, place it on the bed, afid

stick the cuttings along its side about three inches

apart; when you have a row complete, turn the

board forward, and stick another row, etc. Keep
the beds free from weeds; and if soil is liable to

bake, mulch with half-rotted tanbark, sawdust, or,

what is better, decayed straw or marsh hay, if freo

from weeds. Treated in this way, 75 per cent of

cuttings should make a good growth.

Were we going to start a basswood nursery, how-
ever, wc should prefer to set roots. These can bo

procured very cheaply in any basswood country. I

have oO acres of woodland which we use as sheep

pasture, and I prcssume the sheep destroy 100,000

young basswoods every year. Take young trees,

from one to three feet high; remove from woods,

taking pains to break the roots as little as possible.

When ready to plant, cut the tops off to within an
inch or two of the crown, and they will throw up a

strong shoot that will make a growth of from 4 to 10

feet the first season.

I was much amused at friend Root's idea, that the

section business would soon use up all the basswood.

Why, friend R., enough basswood is burned in log-

heaps in Michigan every year, to make sections

enough to last a century. The section business, al-

though it may look large to you, is very small com-
pared with some others. Right here in our little

town, as much as 500 or tiOO cords of basswood bolts

are cut into heading for flour-barrels some years,

and such mills arc scattered all over the State, and
yet there seems to be enough basswood lumber at

$13.00 per M., the price asked for it 30 years ago
when I was a boy. We estimate that there will be
enough to last for sections for a couple of thousand
years; then snow-white poplar, and the beautiful

white spruce, will come in; and after that, soft ma-
ple can be used, it being as white as basswood, and
has not that disgusting smell characteristic of l)as8-

wood. When this is gone, no doubt Out that some
genius will invent a process for making sections out

of straw that will throw those now in use all in the

shade, and our rich Western prairies will no doubt
furnish enough straw for 3 or 4 millions of years

yet, by which time you and 1 will be gone, and the

present style of sections discarded. Don't borrow
so much trouble, my friend.

Plainfleld, Mich. F. L. Wright.

Thanks, friend W. I presume it is very
likely that basswoods can be procured
cheaper from tlie forests than from any
other source, unless a very great number is

wanted, and then I tliink cuttings will be
perhaps ahead of those raised from the seed,
or even those procured from the forests.
Another item needs consideration. Just
now it would be very desirable indeed to
have a forest of basswoods that would yield
honey all through August. That this is

possible, you may almost any of you assure
yourself by going through the woods about
the time basswood fails, and seeing what a
great difference there is in different trees in
the time of blooming. Well, just get your
cuttings from the tree that blooms the lat-

est of any one you can hnd, and your late-

blooming forest, raised from cuttings, is

([uickly within your grasp. I think it very
likely I liave been a little too fast in antici-
])ating trouble ; but I am sure that the quan-
tity of basswood cut off in ISIedina Co. will
very materially damage tlie honey crop. I,

too, liave thought of card and straw board,
and things of that kind ; but I have as oft-

en computed how much cheaper is the bass-
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wood, and concluded our best thing to do is

to get to work and raise more trees for both
honey and lumber, for the great unknown
generations of bee-keepers in the future.

FKIKNB ClIIIiDS' SECRET.

HOW TO PREVENT NEW SWARMS FROM ABSCONDING.

M'OW, "Uncle," were you over so hurried that

you had not time to he honest? Well, that—
'

" has been my fix since I received those sepa-

rators, until now; but I have thought of it, and
would think I could get timeto-mornnv, and so time

sped on. It is raining to-day, and I am not sorry,

for it gives me time to pay you, and also to make up
a lot of fdn., which I needed \ery much, but could

not make it while the bees could fly, for they would
not only get into the melted wax, but would swarm
and swarm again, and I am tired of it, with cutting

outqueen-cells, and putting back second swarms, and

still they come just when I want to do something

else. I am up, generally, before four in the mcrn-
ing, and busy until eight in the evening, hiving

them, cutting out queen-cells, then putting back

the swarms, taking off boxes and filling in others,

tacking in separators, putting up boxes, fixing up
stands for bees, etc. Oh! by the way, let me tell

you one secrect, so "keep dark."

When you have a very heavy swarm, you just put

them inside of a large box, like a dry-goods box,

with a portico two inches wide, the length of the

front of your hive. Kaise It high enough for the

bees to go under; fix a good alighting-board and a

good cover (I use loose bottom and cover); now set

your swarm in, as soon as hived; if the weather is

warm, do not have more than two thicknesses of

burlap over them; now turn your cover over so that

it will not cover more than one-half of the burlap;

put on a little strip of a board on the other edge of

the burlap, to hold the edge down ; let them be for

a few days, and that swarm will stay; at least, I

never had one leave that was in that shape, and I

have hived hundreds in that way. I make my out-

side boxes, then they are all ready to pack the chaff

in, in September.

I have never tried cellar wintering. I try to have

hives and outside boxes on hand when needed, but I

van out last Friday, and had 7 swarms that day —
had no outside boxes for three, but left the covers

partly off, and the burlap. I tried to shade some
with boards, but one swarmed out the next day. I

then hived them and covered them, and they were

all O. K. They made a straight walk for the woods
when they swarmed out, but they ran against my
sheet on a pole, and concluded to turn and alight on
the nearest apple-tree.

A DECOY FOR SM'ARMS.

My bees now have a choice of what tree to alight

on. Many alight on apple-trees, some on currant-

bushes, two In some brush I had piled, some on a

little cedar-tree, one on a basswood, and one on

corn; but the "captain" Is a little balsam-tree not

much higher than I can reach. I took some little

dead branches and tied them in a bunch about the

size of a small swarm of bees; they have turned

yellow, and you could not tell them a little way off

from a swarm, and they have fairly rushed for that

tree, and I can not tell the number I have hived

from it.

I have been very lucky in securing the swarms. I

have had only two that mixed together. 1 have
managed, with flag and sheet, to keep them apart.

Amherst, Wis., July 29, 1882. J. Childs.

As I understand it, tlie " secret " seems to
be ill keeping the sun from the hive, and
giving the new colony plenty of air. Very
likely, many new swarms abscond because
their quarters are too warm and close. They
pant for the leafy shade and the cool breezes
of the forest. The matter of decoys for
swarms was much talked about several
years ago, when friend Jones's automatic
swarnier was up before us. Friend Childs,
with your decoy tree you could make the
Jones swarnier a success, without doubt.
Just fix it on a balanced pole ; and when a
swarm alights on it, it will dump them down
before the hive prepared for them, just as
surely as '' falling off a log."

THE POOREST SEASON IN 17 YEARS IN
MASSACHUSETTS.

ALSO SOME OF FRIEND POND'S OBSERVATIONS AND
CONCLUSIONS.

^jnjpl^ URING seventeen years' experience in keep-

JsyJI
ing bees, I have never seen so bad a season

for surplus as the present. I put six good
colonies into winter quarters, on their summer
stands, in single-walled hives, and they all came out

strong in the spring. Spring opened favorably, but

the prospects of an early season were soon changed.
Fruit-bloom was two weeks late, and j'ielded but lit-

tle honey. By stimulative feeding, the production

of brood was kept up, in order that stocks might be

very strong, when white clover, which is the main
stay in this section, came into bloom. Exoeedingly

di-y weather and cold nights until the middle of July

prevented comb-building to any extent, and for that,

or some other reason, clover did not seem to yield

any nectar at all. The result is that my colonies are

all very strong; yet, Avhile they have gathered stores

enough to nearly winter them, no surplus has been
obtained; in fact, the bees could not be induced to

work in surplus boxes at all, even whea put in the

sides of the brood-chamber. Brood sufficient to en-

able mc to at least double my colonics was produced,

but the attempt to fertilize queens has proved a

failure, owing to the bees killing off the drones as

fast as they were hatched. I tried for 36 days to

havequeeus meet drones; but although they flew out

every day, they came back virgins still. I am not,

however, a candidate for the " Blasted Hopes" col-

umn, by any means; for I shall continue on, hoping

that the next season will give me my turn. The
pleasure I receive in working ia my little apiary is

compensation, although I confess I should be better

satisfied with something a little more substantial.

THE POLLEN FROM THE MILKWEED.

1 have noticed'my bees of late dragging out of

their hives every bee that came home crippled with

pollen from milkweed. This I have never before

seen, neither have I heard or read any mention of

it. Whether It is an unusual thing or not, I do not

know; but if usual, I should suppose that some one

would have seen and written of it ere this. The
bees seemed to have as great an antipathy to these

poor crippled sisters of theirs as they would to a

robber bee ; and as this same condition of things ex-

i
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isted in everj' hive at the same time, I must assume
that this crippled state was the cause of their being

savagely pounced upon and removed.
TWO QUKENS IN A HIVE.

This season gave me my first experience with two
queens in one hive living with perfect harmony and
accord. On the 15th of July a swarm issued; was
hived, and placed on its stand, hut in a few moments
every bee struck out for home again. 1 at once
opened the parent hive, and found the old queen
and about 20 capped (^ueen-cclls. Not wishing that

particular colony to swarm, I, as I supposed, destroy-

ed all the queen-cells; but I must have missed one,

for on the 22d I opened the hive and found the old

queen and a young one, apparently a day or two old,

both on the same comb. They were both traveling

around as though this were the regular way; and al-

though I forced them ^o closely together that they

touched one another, no antagonism was shown by
either. Upon examining the virgin queen further,

I found she had a defective wing, and I therefore

destroyed her. I shall experiment with this queen,

and perhaps I may find that she will allow another

daughter to remain with her after fertilization (if 1

can get a supply of drones), and thus have an im-

mense colony by reason of double production. That
this is not a case of liees superseding a worn-out
queen, is proved by putting a frame of fdn. in the

hive in place of a full frame, and the queen has fill-

ed that with worker brood.

DECIDING THE SEX— DO THE BEES OB THE QUEEN
DO IT?

Whether bees can change the sex of eggs or not

after they are laid, I can not tell; but I don't be-

lieve in the compression theory yet. I have now a

frame of comb built up from worker fdn., in which
there is not a single drone-cell, and which, since it

was fully drawn out, has been filled with brood.

When the eggs were first laid there was no ditference

in appearance of any part of this comb (the comb in

the hive was all built from worker fdn.); but when
the cells were capped, about 50 on each side of the

center proved to be drones. I pulled some of them
out, and found them very small; and, having no use
for under-sized drones, I shaved their heads off at

once. Now, if compression causes the queen to lay

worker-eggs, these eggs were all worker when laid,

and were changed in sex; but I believe yet that

compression, so far as the size of the cells is con-

cerned, has nothing to do with the matter, but the

sex of the eggs is entirely at the volition of the

queen ; and in this case, as there were no drone-cells

for her to lay in, she deposited drone-eggs in worker-

cells simply because she was obliged to. Now, who
can prove the contrary?

FERTILE QUEENS GOING VISITING— FURTHER FACTS.

Since finding the queen balled outside of the hive,

referred to in article in August Gleanings, I have
seen another straw which tends to show that fertile

queens do sometimes go a visiting. On opening a

hive I could not find the queen at all. 1 searched

carefully, but could find nothing of her. Just as I

had given it up as a bad job, and was closing the

hive, thinking I was a nice queen "out," back she

came from flying somewhere, sailed in on top of the

frames, and down she went into the brood-chamber;
this was the same queen before mentioned; she

could not have been on the frames when I opened
the hive, for I took them out and looked them over
carefully and set them in another hive, and looked
them over equally as carefully when I returned

them, so she must have gone out on an excursion,
and this time without a retinue accompanying her,

sure. 1 give th(^ facts and my own conclusions.

Others may differ; still, I shall hold to my opinion
until I see a better reason, and especially when I see
a solution of mysteries related by careful observers,

which mysteries can not be explained in any other
manner. Brothers, if we can't agree in our conclu-

sions, let us all agree to differ, and each of us strive

to ascertain the truth. J. E. Pond, Jh.
Foxboro, Mass., August, 1883.

Friend P., you will find the milkweed pol-
len described and illustrated in the A J> C,
but I do not know that I have before heard
of the bees carrying out all those thus fet-
tered.—Two queens in a hive, especially a
queen with a laying daughter, is not a very
unusual thing, as many of our friends have
found to their cost, after losing queens they
were trying to introduce. After having
caught and destroyed one queen, they natu-
rally supposed the hive queeuless ; but I tell

you", friends, my oft-repeated injunction, to
make a colony start queen-cells before you
decide it to be queenless, is a very safe one.
Where I lind a colony with an unusual
amount of brood, I usually look fo)' two
queens, and I am seldom disappointed.—In
regard to workers being able to decide the
sex : Ernest has just brought me a frame
having strips of worker brood attached to
cross-bars all over the frame ; and along the
lower edge of every strip are rows of drone-
cells. The brood was taken out of a comb
having worker-eggs evenly and regularly
laid on fdn. All that remained in the hive,
in the comb it was cut out of, has been
capped as worker brood. Will friends Pe-
ters and Dadant try the experiment them-
selves y and if they lind they are puzzled,
will they be so kind as to stand up and say
so V I know that we often lind a drone-cell
in the midst of worker brood, even on fdn.

;

but young queens do not often lay many
drone-eggs the first season. Is it not i»ossi-

ble that the extra food given a worker near
queen-cells may sometimes destroy the sper-
matozoa, causing the egg to mature as a
drone V I hope my good friend Peters will
not think I have got into one of those " men-
tal relapses " again.—Friend Pond, in regard
to that matter of old queens flirting around
out of doors, I should like to ask if you may
not by some mistake have been watching a
queen that was not fertile V Did you see
her go down into the hive and take up her
neglected work of egg-laying that surely
must have suffered from such spells of ab-
sence of doubtful propriety V Will you
please make sure on this point V It should
be borne in mind, that we know queens do
not generally have such freaks as this, be-
cause thousands of them have their wings
clipped, and yet are found always at home
for one, two, or even three years. True,
they may occasionally take a promenade or
two on foot, but it can't be a very common
thing, as it seems to me.—In regard to your
poor season : Are you sure, friend Pond,
that Uoolittle would not have secured a fair

crop of comb honey, with your locality and
exactly your circumstances V Suppose you
had used an extractor, and not tried to get
them to work in empty boxes V
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CANDIED NEW HONEY, AGAIN.

flELL mo what is best to do with honey that has

sugared in the comh. All the honey jiather-
' ' ed in the past five or six weeks has done so,

and there is no such thing as extracting- it, so tar as

I know. If you will take the troul>le to give me
some information as to what is best to do, you will

very greatly oblige— J. L. Waue.
Terry, Miss., July 34, 18S3.

I can suggest nothing better than to have
the bees work it up in making new colonies,
as I have said before. If any one else can
give a suggestion, let him stand up and
speak. What shall we do with this new
kind of honey, that candies as fast as stored
in the combs V

A TURNING-LATHE IMPKOVISED ON A lOOT-POWEH
SAW.

Some having foot-power saws might like to turn
small things like washers for wabbling saws, or the

like. It can be done in this way: Take off your saw,

put on the collar, bore a hole in the wood you wish

to turn, just large enough so you can screw it on to

the thread of your arbor. Fix your rest, and you
are all right to turn. D. S. Bassett.
Farnumsville, Worcester Co., Mass., July 11, 1882.

Thanks for the suggestion, friend B. We
turn our telephone heads in much the same
way, but it had not before occurred to me
that the Barnes foot-power saw might be
used for turning such articles, until you
mentioned it.

HOW THEY DO IN ARKANSAS.

I've just finished taking honey for this season, and
I thought 1 would let you know what I have done. I

commenced this spring with six stands, and have
extracted about 400 lbs., and increased to 10, besides

six I let go to the woods. I had no iilace to put them,
as I had about as many as I wanted, any way.
The wintering problem don't bother us here, as it

never gets cold enough to freeze bees, even in the

most exposed places. If they have plenty of hone.v

in the fall, they will always come out all right in the

spring. H. C. Bethel.
Poteau, Scott Co., Ark., July 38, 1883.

Letting the bees go to the woods because
you have got as many as you want, is a rath-
er queer way to do, it seems to me, friend B.
AVe should not think it sound up here in the
North.

QUEENS GOING INTO THE SECTIONS, AND A CAUSE
SUGGESTIOI).

In August Gleanings, H. H. Littell complains of

his queens laying in sections; and from the ques-

tions you ask, I judge any information on the sub-

ject would be acceptable. We, too, have some
trouble of that kind, but it is caused by not allowing
drone comb enough In the brood-chamber to suit

them, 80 they build It in from two to four sections
in the center, over the brood-nest, and raise drones.
I have seen very little worker brood in sections.

There were tin separators on the frames.

You may be right in your reason for queens
laying in the sections, and sevenil have de-
cided on using only worker fdn. in the sec-
tions, because the queen was more apt to
put ill brood, when drone comb was built.

KOUL 1!]?001).

I have long wished to ask a question iu regard to

foul brood. If sealed or unsealed l)rocd is killed by
not having bees enough to keep it warm, will it

cause the disease called " foul brood," if left in the
hivesy Bees are doing pretty Avell this summer.

Mrs. p. p. Cobb.
Middleville, Barry Co., Mich., Aug. 1, 1883.

I do not think it possible that dead brood
can ever originate the disease foul brood

;

and, if I mistake not, both friend Muth and
Prof. Cook hold to the same. See back vol-
umes.

COMB -BUILDING, ETC.

It is said by some of our mien, that bees do not
make any comb after the 10th of July. Sourwood is

now in full bloom; this makes our best honey.

C. Watson.
Yanceyville, Caswell Co., N. C, July 11, 1?8J.

The saying you mention, friend W., is

simply a relic of old times. Bees build
comb'whenever they get honey; and if the
honey-yield closes about the luth of July,
there would not be any more comb built.
Nowadays we have comb built, and rear
queens, any month in the year when we
choose, by supplying the needed requisites
artificially.

IMPORTANCE OP KEEPING A " SHARP LOOKOUT."
Bees are doing finely here now, but I came near

losing all of mine this spring. On the 35th of May
we had a killing frost. Up to that time my bees

were stronger than I ever had them that early in the

spring. They had consumed pretty nearly all their

stores, and the frost came killing nearly every thing

in the tender vegetable line, such as beans, pota-

toes, corn. etc. My bees were in such fine condi-

tion, and I so busy at other farm matters, and
feeling pretty blue over the cold rainy weather,

to tell you the truth I nearly forgot them; but acci-

dentally I went out among them, and found at the

entrance of most of the hives at least one gallon to

one and a half of dead bees, while many starving,

stupid bees could be seen crawling out of the hives,

never to return. It being miles to town, I started

out, however, after sugar, and soon revived my liv-

ing Italians. But they are just beginning to swarm
up to date, and I can not govern their swarming
fever by adding surplus room. B. F. Curdy.
New Cambria, Macon Co., Mo., July 33, 1883.

AN A B C SCHOLAR IN A LlIiEMMA.

We want some information badlv. We received

our queens of you, and introdu.'ed them to three

frames and some bees out of one of our black hives,

and put them in, and they went to work all right,

and got very strong, and in two or three weeks they

swarmed, and we hi^cd them all right, and in look-

ing through them we found it to be the same old

queen you sent us. We then went back to the old

hive, and there we found a fine large queen-cell, and
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yesterday we fouud the young queen hatched out all

right, and found her to be just like the one j'ou sent

119, and we now want instructiona what to do, as she

is now about Ave or six days old, and we have no

Italian drones. ]. C. Johnson.

Drake Creek, Ark., July 21, 1883.

I should say. things are going on all right,

friend J., without your doing any thing.

Your queen will (ind drones somewhere, un-
less I am very much mistaken. The old

queen leading out the swarm, leaving the
young one to preside over the old colony, is

the natural order of things, and just as it

should be, I believe. Wnere no bees are
kept near you, your young queen may have
to go out several times, but I think you will

lind her laying when she is about two weeks
old.

TESTING TIN CANS; A SCIENTIFIC WAY.
How do you test tin cans? I test such cans by

putting about a quart of boiling water into them
and then screwing the top down tight, and shaking

them. A leak will very quickly show itself.

Many thanks for yotir suggestions, friend

G. Your plan of testing cans is exactly the
one Ave use in testing honey-barrels when
we wax them, but I never before thought of
it for tin cans. We will use it hereafter,

and it will very likely end the complaints of

leaky cans. The ]iiulosophy of it is, that
you have cold air and hot water in the can
Avhen you screw down the cap. Shaking tlie

two together suddenly warms a large volume
of air, and its expansion generates consid-
erable force.

THE 3-CENT HONEY-TUMBLERS.
Your half-pound honey -tumblers is a most ex-

cellent package for a small quantity of liquid honey.

In selling honey in tumblers heretofore, I have al-

ways had much trouble with sticky, dauby glasses,

and this year the grocerymen complained so that I

was obliged to devise some way of making them
perfectly tight.

HOW TO MAKE ANY JELLY-TUMBLER " HONEY-TIGHT."

I have it now, and it is very simple. Just lay a

piece of paper over the tumbler, and then force the

cover down over that. This keeps the cover on

tight, and not a drop can ooze out, even if the tum-

liler is laid on its side or turned upside down.' Such

paper as the tumblers are wrapped in does very

well, but I prefer such paper as Gleanings is print-

ed on. If the edge of the cap is wet just before

putting it on, the surplus paper can be torn off pret-

ty smoothly, but it is hard to do it rapidly and do a

good job. Can you not cut paper into round pieces

about three-eighths of an inch larger in diameter

than the top of the tumbler? You could sell them
with the tumblers at so much a hundred. If these

paper caps were dipped in melted wax, and the tin

cap put on while the wax was warm, the tumbler

wouli be very securely sealed, and would stand

shipment as well as other glass goods.

J. A. Green.
Dayton, La Salle Co., 111., July 31, 1883.

The idea of making jelly-tumblers tight

by a piece of paper is hardly new, but it

does ns good many times to revive old mat-
ters. We can easily furnish the circular

papers, and could also wax them, but I pre-

sume most bee-keepers will prefer to wax
them themselves, with their own wax. I

will name, at present, a dollar a thousand
for round pai)ers, to lit any of our tumblers,
but very likely we can do better when we
get the necessary machinery.

OUR TEN-CENT GARDEN T150AVEL FOR AN UNC.VP-

PING-KNIFE.

Inclosed please find Id cents, for which send me
one of your garden trowels (10c. for trowel and Oc.

for postage). I want to try it for uncapping.

Ironton, Iron Co., Mo., June 37, 1883. Wm. Hills.

I have tried the trowel uncapping-knife; it works

splendidly-. I ground mine from the inside; I don't

want any thing better. Wm. Hills.

August 1, 1882.

The above seems to settle the question
pretty decisively. I fear, however, the
temper is not as "hard as it should be ; but at
the small price of lOc, it would seem that
no one should be without at least some kind
of an uncapping-knife. And here we have
been all these years paying nearly a dollar

for that wliich might have been bought for
10 cents ! It were no more than fair to add,
however, that these trowels have never been
sold before for a dime, until we made a large
purchase of them for our counter store.

FRIEND TYLER'S REPORT.
I bought one colony of Italian bees last August.

They tilled their hive (10-frame Simp.) last fall, and

this spring they have given me three swarms, and
are now working in full upper story of sections. I

gave their first swarm sections yesterday.

LEARNING T5Y EXPERIENCE.
I bought 7 swarms of blacks in box hives last Sep-

tember (bad calculation, but a good way to get ex-

perience at the expense of capital); one died of

worms; one of dysentery and dwindling; one robbed;

two killed trying to unite in March. The other two

I transferred in May. I use No. U wire for transfer-

ring-clasps instead of tin, and I like it better. It is

firmer, and does not cover as much brood.

A NOVEL WAY OF FASTENING THE COMBS IN, IN
TRANSFERRING.

I seldom use smoke about my bees. I transferred

one colony without smoke, and succeeded quite as

well. And now, by the way, let me tell you how I

fixed my frames so that there was no need of clasps,

except for small pieces. I selected some thin comb-

guides that would slip through the groove easily,

and sharpened one end, leaving a long bevel on the

lower side, which I brought to a knife edge, and aft-

er a comb was cut and in place in the frame, this

guide was shoved through endwise, cutting its own
groove in the center of the comb. D. S. Tyler.

Clio, Mich., August, 1882.

If I understand, friend T., you think you
would have raised your bees cheaper from
your Italians, than to have invested in the

seven black stocks. Very likely ; and you
might also have done it about as quickly,

the way it turned out. You see, my advice
to buy one or two, and then build up, is not
very far wrong.— Your plan of holding the

upper edge of a comb in transferring is in-

genious and valuable. We often put in

combs without any clasps, where they are

straiglit, and lit, aiid are not too heavy with
lioney. The top edge, however, is quite apt
to slip, unless it lits very securely, and your
plan makes it very secure, besides adding
stiffness to the top- bar.
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HOLY'LiANDS AND CYPRIANS.

Please ask neighbor H. to give us his experience

and opinion of Holy-Lands and Cyprians. I bought

a queen of each last season of him. My Cyprian

queen produces the nicest and gentlest bees I have,

but I see no way to distinguish them from Italians

in appearance. The Holy- Land bees are small,

white, and easily distinguishable by appearance and

behavior. I believe they cause me no trouble until

I begin to shake or brush them from the combs;

but then no amount of smoke tvill make them docile.

S. W. MOItRISON, 50.

Oxford, Chester Co., Pa., July 10, 1882.

I think neighbor 11. has no different opin-
ion to express from what he has ah'eady giv-

en, and tlie method ot distinguishing the
three races are just about what you give,
only you have omitted to mention the golden
shield found on the Cyprians. Tiie matter
of identifying now becomes more dillicult,

as we have had no recent importations, and
most of our Cyprians and Holy-Lands are
more or less crossed with Italian blood.
The Holy-Lands are not all so cross, but I

believe they generally drop from the combs,
without adhering, as the Italians do.

BEES ON THE OAKS, AGAIN, AND IN THE STATE OF
MICHIGAN TUG.

Bees have been doing well on basswood the last 3

or 4 days, and are getting a nice lot of honey — also

some honey-dew. I saw the bees at work on an oak-

tree near by, and I found that the leaves were cov-

ered with honey-dew. They did not make a very

great amount of honey to spare. They have in-

creased very well. I commenced the season with 23

colonies — 10 good ones and rather light. 1 have

now 45 good colonies. 1 lost one swarm; they came
out, and I hived them all right on some comb, and

the queen began to lay, and the next day they came
out and went away. N. V. Goounoe.
North Lansing, Mich., July 3;5, 1882.

queen LAYING WHEN FOUR DAYS OLD.

In pinching out queen-cells last week, I took one

with a large piece of comb, but tore the cell half

open on its side. I saw the (luecn was nearly ready

to hatch, and saw her move. I put the cell on top

of frames in a small queenless colony ia the fore-

noon; at 2 P.M. I saw her hatch. Bees seemed very

glad to get the cell, and helped her out as well as

they could. She was large and yellow, being the

grand-daughter of the queen I got from you two
years ago. In four days she was laying in true

straight style. D. C. Avars.
Moawequa, Shelby Co., 111., July 25, 1883.

The above is a little remarkable. Ours do
not usually lay until about ten days old, al-

though we occasionally hnd them laying at

seven or eight days.

GREASE OFFENSIVE TO KEES, ETC.

St)me years ago I purchased two or three stands of

bees, and by the end of the swarming season I had

seven or eight; but by the next spring I was in a

worse condition than your forlorn gentleman pic-

tured on page 284 of your ABC Book. I had not

one left — all dead or absconded. So I gave up
bee-raising till this spring, when I bought 4 stands.

I brought them home, about a mile; they went
to work, and I now have 13. All seem to be in

a prosperous condition. 1 have taken about 100

lbs. of honey from the first four hives. I have
had two swarms abscond. And, by the way, I

have heard more of this during the past season than

ever before, more or less every day. One of these

was a swarm that my brother-in-law found In my
orchard near my bee-yard on Sabbath moining (a

rover, I supposed), and being scarce of hives we Im-

provised a little keg, and he was just hiving them
when our preacher rode up, it being his day for

preaching at our little church near by. The bees

were soon hived, and we repaired to the church

where we heard a most excellent sermon. Late in

the evening I walked out to see what my bees were

doing, when, lo and behold! I found them all in a

pile on the ground. I at once concluded they did

not like the home given them, so I hunted up an old

gum in which many a colony had been raised, and

said to myself, "Now you will be content," and I

put them in it, and they raised a hum of seeming
delight. Here they remained about three days. On
the fourth day I went out lo see them again, and

they were gone, when and where 1 know not. When
I came to examine the gums from which these

swarms had left, 1 found that sonic of the planks of

which they were made were greasy. So I determin-

ed this to be the cause. I then scorched the inside

of each with blazing shucks, and afterward put

other colonies in these same hives, and they went
to work and are now doing well. Think you it

was the grease that was the causcof the absconding?

Do you think there is any harm in hiving bees on the

Sabbath? J. F. Clarke.
Garth, Ala., July 20, 1882.

Grease is offensive to bees ; and further,

it is dangerous to all insects, for it stops
tlieir breathing- pores, :nid causes death,
even a very little of it.— Jjy all means hive
bees on the Sabbath, just as you would give
any kind of stock all needed care that could
not be given ou week days. Of course, we
should make it a point lb make tiiese Sun-
day labors as brief as consistent, and should
have all things in readiness with that end in

view.

THAT NIOW HONEY-PLANT, " WAX IVY."

I suppose this is the wax-plant of this country. It

is a honey-plant in England and Scotland — Houa
crt)»ii).srt (after a Mr. Hoy, at one time gardener to

the Duke of Northumberland, in Surrj', England),

caniosifs, Heshy, if I remember aright. You need

not be shy of it on account of shy blooms; just try

it on the back wall of jour greenhouse; give it a

turfy loam, with some well-decomposed leaf mold;

leave the flowers, and they will astonish you by

blooms from the same stems. Cuttings left to dry

two or three days will root readily. But do not

make too much ado about it until you have tried

half an acre of California privet in rows six feet

apart and fovir feet apart in the raw; and if you do

not have better bee pasture than linden, you will

have one of its most successful rivals. It will last

six times as long in bloom, and I think produces

more Howrets than the linden, and by careful prun-

ing you can have about as many panicles of bloom

as you please. Try a specimen or two, and thank

somebody for the advice. G. W. Thompson.

Stelton, N. J., July, 1883.

AVe are thankful for the advice already,

friend T., but would be still more so if you
or somebody else would send us some roots

of that California privet, and send in his
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bill. If there is any tiling that comes any-
where near basswood, by all means let us
have it.

HOW ITALIAN QUEKNS SOMETIMES CHANGE TO
ULACK QDEEN8.

Last fall, about the first of October, I got a dollar

queen from you to Italianize my last stock of b'ack

bees. The queen was lost in introducing. I got an-

other of j'ou. I introdiiceil her, and she was accept-

ed. I put them all away for winter. About the

tirst of March 1 foiind young brooJ drawn out of

the hive; the lirood kept coming, and I saw it was
drone brood. The lirst line day I examined, and
found the Italian queen was gone, and a young
hlack unfertile queen in her place, and about one-

eighth of the bees were pure Italians. Now the on-

ly solution I have got is that the bees started queen-
cells after the first queen was lost, and when the

second queen was put in she was accepted by the

bees, and commenced to lay; and when the young
qneen was hatched she killed the Italian queen, and
it was too late to get fertilized, hence she was un-

fertile. Now, I would say to green hands, be care-

ful not to introduce a ipieen when there are queen-
cells in the hive, particularly if they are capped; for

if I had known this I might have saved my queen,
and a swarm of bees and some surplus honey, as

that hive will onlj' build up good for winter, and
give me one nucleus.

It is a fact, that a queen will many times
be accepted when a. young unfertile queen
is still in the hive, and thelntroduced queen
may even commence to lay ; but when the
virgin queen becomes fertilized, one of the
two must, as a general thing, be driven
out. This same occurrence has, I presume,
led to many unjust complaints, and it were
well to keep such things in mind when we
are disposed to be uncharitable to those from
whom we purchase queens.

QUEENS CAN BE INTRODUCED WITHOUT FINDING
THE OLD QUEEN.

Neighbor Atchison got two selected tested queens
of you last fall, to introduce into two black stocks

;

he and a friend opened the first hive, and hunted
three hours for the old (lueen, but found her not.

Sick of the job, and of many beo-stings, they put in

the new qufen, as directed in the Peet cage; they
tried two with the same result, and put the (jueen in

the same. Both were put in without finding the old

queen. Now both queens were accepted, and super-

seded the old ones, and came out good in the spring,

and are beautiful pure Italians. Though this has
been a successful case, I would not recommend it.

Bees are working below the average around here
this summer. I bad a swarm of Italians yesterday,

about a month later than usual. Wm. Hautuy.
Brussels, Ontario, Can., July ;J2, 1883.

I know queens will sometimes supersede
the old queen, when let loose in that way

;

but from the number of losses I have known
from doing precisely the same thing, I must
think your frientl unusually fortunate in
having succeeded with both of his valuable
queens.

INTRODUCING QUEENS — BE SURE YOUR HIVE IS
QUKENLESS.

I had bad luck in introducing; they killed the

queen in a very short time; they had been (jueen-

less about four weeks. I had looked them over five

or six times, and could find no queen nor eggs; but

this morning, after they had killed the queen, I

found a young queen as smart as a whip. 1 don't
think I shall introduce another $3.00 qneen unless I

find and cage, or destroy one from that hive.

Dexter, Me., July 18, 1883. Lucian French.

Never attempt to introduce a queen where
the only ground forthinkingthem queenless
is that you can't find a queen. Make sure
of it by giving them some brood, and never
let a queen loose in the hive until you have
made them start queen-cells, as a "proof of
their queenlessness.

ITN FERTILE QUEENS; LOOK OUT FOR THEM.
Queen came all right July 7th; lost her in intro-

ducing, but that, of course, is not your fault. An
unfertile (jueen was the cause; she had been in the

hive 30 days after all drones were dead. We have
had a fine honey season. A neighbor had ~ hives in

spring; he now has 3.'); has extracted IfOO lbs. of

honey; hives are now full. S. A. Elam.
West Falls, Texas, July 23, 1883.

A great many losses come from the pres-
ence of a virgin queen, when the owner feels
sure the colony is queenless. Where they
persistently refuse to accept a queen, I should
take her to another hive, and then try this
one with unsealed brood; if they do not
start a queen-eel), I should conclude they
had some kind of a queen, and I would try
to hunt her up.

another hive that wasn't QUEENLESS.
The dollar queen I ordered of you in June came

all right, with only one or two dead bees in the

cage. I was positive, when I ordered, that the hive

had no queen, nor any cells a queen could hatch from.

But when she came, and I was going to introduce
her, I found the hive had a queen, and was well filled

with capped brood. I had opened the hive several

times previous to ordering, and found no eggs nor
larvae, and was much surprised to find it in the con-

dition it was. They are and have been doing first

rate. I have taken nearly 75 lbs. from it, and the

swarm from it. Both have another hive on them,
and are nearly full again. Mow is that? Well, I

had no place for my queen, so I took three frames
from other hives, with capped brood and young
bees, and gave her to them; she did not begin to lay

immediately after her 1000 miles trip, but she got at

it gradually in a few days, and has tlone pretty well.

Frosa, Texas, July 15, 1883. C. M. Buttolph.

It should be borne in mind, that a young
queen is often as long as three weeks in get-
ting fertilized, and, therefore, even if you
have looked several times and found none,
you are by no means certain that the hive is

queenless. Once more, do not attempt to
introduce a queen unless the bees have been
given brood, and have q ueen-cells under way.

honey from white daisies.
Did you ever hear of bees working upon white dai-

sies? Our bees gathered some very dark honej% and
I think it came from the above blossom, of which
hundreds of acres are within a few miles of us. I

never saw bees work upon them before, and never
got such dark honey at this season of the year.

Hartford, N. Y., July 31, 1883. J. H. Martin.

I have never before heard of bees working
on daisies; iuid if it were going to induce
anyone to let them grow, 1 sliould almost be
sorry to hear they ever did work on it.
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PUTTING IN STARTERS WITH A HOT FLATIRON, ETC.

I put in fdn. starters after a plan I saw in Glean-
ings; that is, to press it on with a hot Hatiron. I

got it too hot at first, but soon regulated that. My
bees are nearly ready to swarm again.

GETTING STUNG.

I think my bees must bo those cross hybrids you
speak of, as I have been stung by them twice quite

badly, onco making me so sick that I vomited a long

time, and my hands swelled badly. I had my face

protected. It was when I was trying to hive the

first swarm that I was stung the worst. But I don't

intend to give them up; it would not look well for

one of the boys in blue to surrender to a swarm of

bees. I was advised, about 5 years ago, by our fam-

ily physician, to chew tobacco for a jumping tooth-

ache that I had, which troubled me so much that I

could not work. I have concluded to quit, so please

scud me a smoker; and if I chew again I will pay

you the cash. Wm. P. Emmett.
Whitewater, Walworth Co., Wis., July 26, 1882.

To be sure, a boy in blue should not sur-

render to any swarm of bees ; and while we
are about it, friend E., to tobacco either, and
so you are to remember I would much rath-
er you would not be required to pay for the
smoker. If your physician had only thought
of it, he migfht have recommended whisky,
for it would have cured the jumping tooth-
ache quicker tlian tobacco. Now about the
stings that made you sick. Bees should not
be handled when they sting like that. When-
ever I hear of a bee-owner getting stung se-

verely, I at once make up my mind there is

something wrong. A customer was just in,

wanting a pair of rubber gloves because his
bees stung his hands so he could not stand
it. I talked with him a little, and he went
away, but didn't buy any gloves, for T told
him he did not need any. By no means
would I have my hands stung in that way,
and I wouldn't wear gloves either. One
should learn to tell by the looks and actions
of bees whether it is safe to handle them

;

and if they must be handled, smoke them
into proper and decent behavior. I often
see new hands at the business open the
hive and commence right off to lift out the
frames, where I would not think of doing it.

Watch the motions of the bees, and let them
also watch your motions, and have a mutu-
al and clear understanding of things. I
have not had my hands stung for years, and
I do not mean to for many years more.

don't be disheartened about wet WEATHER.
Bees are making haste slowly; white clover is

abundant, but the weather has been too cold and wet.

I don't despair of having a good honey seaason yet.

Referring to my bee diary of 18V5, July 30, I find

the following: "Examined all the bees, and found
them nearly destitute. Not a particle of sealed hon-

ey, and probably not two pounds of honey in any
hive. The season has been wet." In August, the

bees filled their hives, and Sept. 3d I extracted hon-

ey and made artificial swarms which wintered well.

garden TROWELS FOR UNCAPPING.

How much we lose by not being communicative!
I have used a gardener's trowel for uncapping more
than eight years. J. L. Wolcott.
Bloom ington, 111., July 18, 1882.

To be sure, we do, friend W. If you used

a garden trowel for an uncapping-knife 8
years ago, and found it to work well, you
did a very wrong thing not to speak of it,

and let your liglit shine. AVho will tell us
more about them V How large a trowel is

needed y and must they be tempered liard,

etc.V If much rain will bring a fall crop of
honey, we are all right for it in Medina
County.

ANOTHER GRATEFUL PUPIL.

The bee business is just tiptop. I wintered four

swarms, and now have 12. Too much swarming, do
you say? They are all but two working in their up-

per stories, and from one of them I took about 20

sections, and am waiting for them to cap the others.

This latter swarm came about the second week in

May, and I was compelled to feed them during that

month to save them, as I did with nearly all my bees,

on account of wet cold weather. I got a dollar

queen of you last year, from which I now have five

swarms of bees. That, as a honey-producing bee, or

being prolific, can not be excelled by any of the im-

proved and high-bred queens of America, and her

daughters are not a whit behind her. I am selling

my comb honey at 20 cts. per lb. at home, in pack-

ages of from 5 to 24 lbs. ; it is just beautiful. And
now to consider, how did all this come about? Four
years ago, I think, I saw your advertisement in

Amciican Agriculturist, and procured a copy of

Gleanings; then an A BC; then I adopted your

hive, sections, etc. Had I not seen Gleanings, I

should probably have been contented with 10

to 25 lbs. to the hive, in cigar-shaped boxes, inter-

spersed with pollen ami drone brood. Friend li., t

think many of us can say, from the heart, " Thanks
for your valuable helps." K. McCrory.
Jerome, Union Co., O., July 14, 1882.

And thanks to you, friend M., for your
very kind and encouraging words. It is in-

deed a pleasure to know that I have been
permitted to help so many friends, scattered
far and wide.

DANGER Of DELAYS, ETC.

Goods received this day. I have lost all chance
for box-honey this season, on account of the delay of

sections ordered of you on the 24th of June, shipped

July 1st, received July 18th. M. Hills.

Wellsville, Allegany Co., N. Y., July 18, 1882.

Ton will see, friends, what a risk you run
by delaying orders until right in the midst
of tlie hoiiey season. In this case we tilled

the order about as soon as received, but we
liave not done as well as this in all cases.
As sections are pretty heavy goods to be or-

dered in any quantity other than by freight,

we have to take the chances of the railroad
companies being slow. In this case it took
them 18 days, and this spoiled the honey
crop. Now, if I were behind like that, I do
not think I would let the honey go. Make
brood-frames of some kind, and set on upper
stories, and thus give them room. New
comb built in large frames can be cut out
and sold at a pretty fair price as " chunk
honey ;

" and if extracted honey should com-
mand a good price, extract it, even if late in
the fall. The best honey we ever had was
taken out thus, after the season was over.
A disappointment in getting sections is bad,
but it should by no means result in the loss
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of the honey crop. This is on a par with
losing a colony berause of disappointment
in setting a (pieen. Give the bees brood,
and let them raise a (jueen of some kind, by
all manner of means ; and this should be
done with any qneenless stock. Where there
is a will tliere is a. way ; and a bee-man
wants a will, if anybody does.

WHITEWASH FOIJ liEE - FEED (?) ETC.

I told you in the spriiij? I had got one swiirm of

bct-s. T now have live that are doing nicely. My lit-

tle apiary looks very much like your vineyard, on

a small scale. Mj' grapevines are making quite a

shade. After I had painted the hives all nice and
white, Mr. Bragg made mo some boards to put on

the top as sun-shades, and as they were not planed I

could not paint them. So I mixed water lime and

skimmed railk, and took the whitewash brush and
washed them, and they look whiter than the hives,

and it will not wash off. While I was doing this, one

little bee came and sat on the boards all the while I

was at work. When done, it went off and 1 took my
brush and put it in a basin to soak, an<l set it at the

back door. But the next morning, on stepping out,

I could hardly find a place to walk without treading

on bees. They had taken possession of the white-

wash brush. I told our folks they had taken a fancj'

to the outside of their hives, and meant to clean up
on the inside. They worked at it all day. A man
saw them, and he called to me and said my bees

were swarming, and so it did seem all daj'. Was it

the milk or lime thcj' were after?

I love my bees more every day, and I am glad to

tell you their sting does not hurt me. I think I can

saj% as my girl did, the more they stung her, the bet-

ter she liked them. A. M. BuAna.
Viola, Wis., July ti'.i, U'S.'J.

I can not think, friend 11. , what the bees
should want of either lime or skimmed milk
and would suggest that it was perhaps only
the water they were after, the brush making
a convenient place for them to alight with-
out being drowned. I am very glad indeed
to hear your bees afford you so much pleas-
ure, and J trust it will ere long be profit with
the pleasure.

THE VElIi THAT HAD A "PATCH" ON IT.

^' Honor hriaht," iho first veil was all right, and I

never found it out until the last one came. Just to

look at it, it all looked just alike, and all of a color.

1 noticed that it was patched on one side, and, being
rather aristocratic, 1 always was particular to put
the patched side behind, and had it on, I presume,
fifty times, and never did find the silk part until the

new one came, so I ha\c sold it for 75 cents, which
find inclosed. That ekrk was not as bad as I feared

he was; besides, I said I knew a Yankee trick wher-
ever I see it, and at the same time had one with me
for months, and never stood round far enough to

see it. If you could only hear my wife go forme!
An honest man is said to be the noblest work of God.

James L. Waij..vu.
Benton, Texas, July 13, 1882.

The above illustrates how differently peo-
ple see things before they have been ex-
plained to them, or, rather, how differently
they don't see them sometimes. We have
for years been in the habit of putting a piece
of silk Jirussels net in the face of our best
veils, and when our friend accused us of

having played a Yankee trick on him, by
charging him for the best veil and sending
one without any silk about it, I naturally
raised a breeze among the girls who make
and put them up. It transpires, as you see,
however, that the girls were all right, and
our friend was the one who was all wrong.
I think your wife must be an excellent wo-
man, friend W. Now the moral is, be slow
about tinding fault, and especially in decid-
ing that anybody has knowingly played a
" Yankee trick " on you. Charity " think-
eth no evil."

I.EMON-HEADED DRONES.

I send you by mail some Italian drones, which
have a peculiar head. Mr. Keller, a neighbor bee-

keeper, found them while looking at my bees, and
he says that he has kept bees for 30 years, and never
saw any thing like them before. They were raised

from a young queen hatched during the early part
of the season. Probably you have seen lemon-head-

ed drones before. I call them lemon-headed because
the head is about the color of a lemon.

I am a young hand in the bee business. Have
three colonies. They are good workers, and are

coming laden with honey. B. F. Landes.
Burlington, Ind., Aug. 3, 1883.

The phenomenon is of rather frequent oc-
currence ; but for all that it is just as wonder-
ful that drones, and drones only, should
have heads of black, cherry red, lemon yel-
low, etc., and that, when this peculiarity is

seen, we almost invariably find all the drones
of that particular colony rejoicing in heads
all alike. The matter has been commented
on in our back volumes.

SECTIONS holding 3J4 LBS. EACIL

I want 1000 surplus sections. T prefer the dove-
tailed, made of such a size that three will exactly
fill up a Langstroth frame, which will give a capacity
of S;4 lbs. honey, generally. I want them right away,
a^< the richest honey harvest I ever saw is now upon
us, and I have used up the last section I have.

I am well aware, friend P., that you get
more honey in these very large sections ; but
will you not have to sell them at a very much
lower ])rice ? And will they not also be
quite difficult of safe shipmenit ?

CLIMATIC INFLUENCKS.

I have long known that climatic influences work
great changes in animated peculiarities, and especi-

ally so in the insect tribe. The ant of California and
the ant of Texas, of same species, show different de-

grees of viciousness; and liees in Vermont, show lo-

cal distinctive characteristics from those of Tenn-
essee or Texas. Thus, comparing the distinctions

of the Italian and the black, as given by Mr. Lang-
stroth, does not find a parallel in the differences I

have noted between the Italian and the brown bee
of Arkansas. I attribute all this to climate and lo-

cality, not to errors of that close observer of bee
natures. If desirable, I will prei)are for you an ar-

ticle on these distinctions of bees in Arkansas.

Geo. B. Petkus.
Memphis, Tenn., July 3, 1883.

I know that bees behave quite differently
in different localities, and we should be very
glad indeed to have the paper you mention,
on the subject.
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BEES, SMOKERS, AND ROSE LICE.

I am among- the bees all the time I have to spare,

and then is the time to observe their habits. I am
now satisfied that when there is a good honey-flow,

bees fly faster, or with more speed, than when hon-

ey is scarce. 1 think the sting of the bee is more
painful in hot summer weather than in cool weather

of spring and fall. That Clark smoker I got of you
is one of the best tools I have in my apiary. When
I hive bees I shake them into a largo tin pan, and
turn them in front of the hive; in a few minutes I

take the smoker and give those that return to the

limb or tree a few whiffs of smoke, and they will

immediately quit trying to form another cluster on
the tree, and go to the hive with the rest of the bees.

There is another use for the smoker that sliould

cause you to sell hundreds of them to those who do

not keep bees, and that is for killing the lice on

, rose-bushes. Mix tobacco with rotten wood ; cover

the bush with a sheet, and the pest of the rose-bush

is a pest no more after giving them a thorough

smoking. T. Rothwell.
Austinville, Bradford Co., Pa., July 20, 1883.

SOMETHING ABOUT SUMAC — AN EXCITED ABC
SCHOLAR.

1 should like to know if bees work on sumac every
year or not. Will H. Perry, of Southbury, Conn.,

please answer? Friend Root, I sec you say that you
never saw bees working on sumac. I wish you were
here to see my bees going for it. A neighbor of

mine has about one acre of it on his farm, and he

tells me that they work on it every year. Now, if it

is the case, I shall plant 10,000 this fall, for I think I

have never seen such a pretty sight. This patch of

sumac has been in bloom for about 10 days, and it

looks as if it would last 30 days longer.

Geo. Thoun.
Willmoths, Barbour Co., W. Va., July 24, 1883.

We have got some on oitr grounds, friend
T.; but altliough it is making a beautiful
show of foliage, not a blossom have we seen
yet. Go on with your 10,000.

THE VICIOUS " CYPS."

Both of my Cyprian queens died last fall, and I

was glad of it, as they were exactly like hornets. I

could do nothing with them. They never hunted
for a " bare place" to "bite," but made a straight

dive for you, and it made no difference to them
where they "lit." Often my pants legs would be

nearly covered with them, with their backs bowed
up, trying their best to reach " bottom;" all their

young queens met Italian drones but one, and are

not cross; they are as easy to handle as pure Ital-

ians. Henry S. Shull.
Wellsville, Ohio, August, 1883.

I believe the testimony generally agrees
with yours, friend S., that cine cross with the
Italians usually removes most of this intense
vindictiveness.

the man who married a GIRL THAT LIKED HONEY.

Back in my boyhood days I used to ramble over
the woods to hunt bee-trees; yes, and I foimd them
too. But time passed away, and about four years

ago I got married to a girl who likes honey, and can

work with bees too, so my boyish inclinations for

bees rose in me again. I saw your advei-tisement,

and got your ABC book, so we have got the bee fe-

^'er pretty high now. Some of my friends tell me
that the business has been tried in this part of the

country, and that it will not pay me. I am a poor

man. I have a black-eyed boy and a blue-eyed girl

to raise. I have forty stands. I am now doing well.

First swarm May 7; next swarm May 16th, from the

same colony. The same queen came out with a

large swarm the first of July. I think, if the honey
weather continues a little longer, she will come out

with a large swarm. She has done 300 per cent bet-

ter than the blacks. All of my hybrids have done
better than the blacks. Nearly all of the bees in

this part of the country are blacks. I am " talking

Italian" to my neighbors.

Now a word about tobacco. I have been a user of

it for several years; but by the grace of God I in-

tend to quit it: I can not without.

Georgetown, 111., July 32, 1883. J. R. Lindley.

FROM NORTH CAROLINA.
I had 10 colonies in the spring; I now have TiO;

have taken between 300 and 400 lbs. of honey. Bees
did well up to June 30, when the honey crop was cut

short; since then they have done but little.

candied HONEY, AGAIN.
The honey gathered in the latter part of May and

first of June candied so we could not use the ex-

tractor. Will bees winter well on candied honej'?

OVERSTOCKING.
How manj' colonies will overstock, or be too many

for one apiary with only natural pasturage?
W. D. Thorp.

Eagle Mills, Iredell Co., N. C, July 31, 1883.

As a rule, when you get over 50 colonies
in a place, you will be likely to get less hon-
ey than if you had a less number, although
the convenience of having your bees all near
you may make it desirable to keep a hun-
dred or more in one place. For queen-rear-
ing, where we expect to feed, two or three
hundred may be kept protitably.

HONEY -DEW.
Last Sunday I saw and tasted honey-dew, while in

a hickory and oak grove near our cemetery (where I

buried my Christmas baby a year ago last May). I

heard bees at work, and after some search discover'

ed it to iDC a syrupy substance on nearly every leaf

of both hickory and oak trees. I did not discover

any extra amount of honey gathered by my bees,

nor have I had a chance to look for it again; so I

don't know that it continues. C. B. Potter.
deneseo, N. Y., July 14, 1883.

God gives, and God takes away, friend P.,

and he loves at one time as well as the oth-
er, lie who knows the mystery of the hon-
ey-dew as well as the mystei\v of that other
land, where you shall see the little loved one
again, doetli all things well ; and may our
faith in him never waver.

extracted HONEY FOR CANNING FRUIT.

I think you ought to recommend extracted hon-

ey to all those who have fruit to can, for I think

it is a great deal cheaper than sugar; and the fruit

put up with it will not spoil. It takes only ^a of

the weight of honey to make the same sweetness

that it does of sugar, and therefore you will see

it is a great deal cheaper. Try some by all means,

if you ha\'e any fruit to can, and try it in different

proportions; I think you will say it cans the nicest

of any thing that you ever saw. Boil the honey a

Httle before putting the fruit in. J. CraiG.

Mt. Meriden, Aug. Co., Va., July 29, 1883.

I
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THE VEXED QUESTION— CHANOINO WOKKER EGGS
TO DRONES.

I believe in the Dziciznn theory, and from my ex-

periments I believe the worker bees ean change a

worker egg to drone efry, but not a drone to worker;

but they are not apt to when there is plenty of

drones flying. Last FL-bruiiry I gave a queenless

hive a frame of worker brood, and the bees changed
at least two-thirds of it to drones — all that was not

hatched. After the egg hatches, they seem to have
no power to change the sex. 1 think they do it by
destroying the male embryo; but the drones are not

as large, and I think ha\-e a kind of female appear-

ance, and I don't think they are as good as natural

drones. Geo. W. Stites.

Spring Station, Ind., Aug. 7, 1882.

DRIVING OFF ROHBERS WITH KEROSENE.

I examined a rather weak nucleus the ot;her day,

and scon after closing their hive I noticed that the

robbers were making a regular raid on them, him-

dreds of them going in and taking otf their honey
undisputed. I blockf'd a wire queen- cage against

the entrance, thus giving them air, and preventing

those from the inside passing honey to those outside.

In a few moments larsrc knots of robbers were col-

lected in different places about the hive. I took

pieces of cloth, saturated them with kerosene oil, and
pinned them to the hive, and laid them where the

robbers collected, being careful not to place any
near enough the entrance to affect those inside,

and you ought to have seen how every robber "got
up and dusted." In a few moments I removed the

cloths and opened the hive. Those inside had ral-

lied and killed the robbers in there, and business

went on as merrily as if nothing had happened.
Portland, Mich., Aug. 9, 1883. S. C. Perry.

This has been given before, friend P., but
it may be new to many of our present read-
ers. Any powerful, disagreeable scent, will
have much the same effect. One friend
drove away robbers by putting some bones
from putrid meat about the robbed hive.
After a little, the demoralized inmates will

get into line and "hold the fort." Wet
grass or wet cloths will sometimes do as
well. I think I rather prefer the tent de-
scribed in the August Juvenile, for circum-
venting robbers.

A NEW SWARM SENDING OUT A SWARM.
On the 18th of June I had a new swarm. I hived

them, and to all appearance they were contented;

but after two days they came out and left for parts

unknown. In the evening I examined the emptied
hive (as I supposed), and found about one quart of

bees, several pieces of comb, and some eggs; soon
I noticed queen-cells started, and in due time a

queen was hatched, and now it is a very good colony.

Now, as this was the first swarm that I ever had
leave after being hived any time, I want to know if

a queen always makes provisos for the bees that

may be in the field or left behind, as this one did.

Pharisburg, O., Aug. 13, 1882. E. M. Sheneman.

A case like the one you mention is quite
unusual ; but bees will sometimes get such
a mania that they will desert the hive after
eggs are laid, and every thing well started.
In your case it would look much like a case
of natural swarming, within two days' time
after the swarm was hived. Had they all

gone, and left no part of the swarm at all, it

would not have been so strange. I think in
this case it was more accident, than that the
queen had any purpose of providing for
those that were left.

THE FIRST COMPLAINT.
I have been using Bingham's smoker for the last

year, so highly recommended by him ("never the

first complaint, never goes out, burns cord-wood,
etc"). I have been more perplexed with it than any
other. It goes out easily, is hard to start, heats

awfully, the leather has broken, also the spring. If

mine is the first complaint, let it go so.

Honey has been coming in from basswood and clo-

ver since the 20th, very plentifully; 23d, 3iS lbs.;

34th, 3'; ; 2.-)th, S'^; 36th, 3; 37th, 3; i; 28th, 3 lbs.

N. A. Phudden.
Ann Arbor, Washtenaw Co., Mich., July 28, 1882.

I think, friend P., your experience must
be rather an exception, for friend Bingham
has advertised for a long time that no com-
plaints had ever been received; and very
few indeed that could be justly called much
of a complaint of his smokers have ever
come to us.

jrccH TO be thankful for, after all.

The report from bee-keepers generally, from this

part of Indiana, is, very little or no honey. Our own
60 colonies have been very strong in bees since Apr.
1, but gave us only 500 lbs. surplus. They are now
well provisioned for winter; have worked on red

clover about as much as on white, all through clover

season. Although disappointed in a honey crop, yet

I think we have many things to be thankful for.

This part of the State has a magnificent crop of

wheat; the hay crop was simply grand, and most
other crops are fair to good. This has been rather

an exceptionally good season for queen-raising, and
the demand has been fair. There being no honey to

take care of, it gave me plenty of time to work in

the harvest field. I do not know but I'd rather

drive four horses to a binder, in wheat that will

make 30 bushels per acre, than to rim the " honej-

slinger." However, I feel sorry for those who were
depending on their bees for means of support. I

hope you will arrange to attend the convention at

Cincinnati, and stay through all its sessions, and not
slip off as you did last year, before one can shake
hands with you. Jonas Scholl.
Lyons Station, Ind., Aug. 12, 1883.

Thanks, fjiend S. I expect to be at the
convention ; and if so, I will try to stay long
enougli to shake hands with all who would
like to see me, if I do not do any thing
more. Your report would rather encourage
what is called mixed farming, or having
some other business, rather than the one
specialty of bees only.

SWAPPING COMBS WHILE EXTRACTING.
I should like to know, if in extracting it is proper

to put the combs of one hi\e, after extracting, into

some other hive. I have been in the habit of ex-

tracting from all the fianies in the brood-chamber,
regardless of larvai. My plan is this: From No. 1,

take all the frames that have honey; carry this in,

and let my wife extract while I remove the honey
from No. 3. I then carry these in for my wife, and
take the empty frames from No. 1 out to No. 3.

When I take the second frame from No. 3, 1 put one
in from No. 1, until No. 3 is emptied of its honey,
and filled with frames from No. 1, and so on through
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the whole apiary. The last thing is to fill up Nos. 1

and 2 with the empty frames. This plan has two ad-

vantages: It serves to keep the eolonies uniformly

strong or weak, as the case may be, and also saves

time. It is also a safeguard against keeping a col-

ony queenless for a great while; i. e., provided hon-

ey comes in fast enough to give one a chance to ex-

tract frequently. Should the queen he looked for

before the bees are brushed from a frame of brood?

I have extracted on the plan you mention,
and I did not see but that it worked well
generally. When a large lot of brood was
given to a very weak colony, however, I

think that there was, at times, a little diffi-

culty in a few bees caring for so much brood.
We afterward rather decided to leave the
queen and the greater part of the brood-nest
undisturbed. Where the brood-combs are
all extracted, I would a little rather see the
queen, to be sure she is not lost.

RIPENING HONEY IN THE HIVE AND OUT.

I try to ripen my honey in the hive as much as pos-

sible, believing it better done there than anywhere
else. But, how shall we manage when it becomes
necessary to extract every 2 or 3 days? Does the

process of ripening close when the capping is done?

I think the process of ripening goes on
quite a while after the honey is capped over.
This is why old honey has that mellow taste
that we find lacking in the new. If you
want the honey ripened more, put on addi-
tional stories, tilled with empty combs or
foundation.

EVAPORATION IN RIPENING HONEY.
Some one please tell us how much thin honey will

evaporate in ripening. I have 9% lbs. of clover hon-

ey standing in the sun, out of doors, that has lost l'/4

oz. in just 10 days. I had extracted just one week
before Ihis honey was taken from the hive. It

was not thick, by any means; neither was it very

thin. I shall try to find out if possible the propor-

tion of evaporation.

HONEY-PLANTS, AND THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY
BEAR HONEY.

Will not friend Jas. Heddon, or some one who is

well posted in the matter, give us a list of the hon-

ey-producing plants, trees, etc., in this State, in

their order, also the time when they bloom, and the

kind of weather favorable to each? This, of course,

with your consent.

I opened a hive to-day that had a queen 4 years

old. I was surprised to find 4 eggs in a cell. A good
many cells had 3 and 3 eggs. I found the queen all

right, only looking rather small. Now, is this her
work, or, has she been superseded by a fertile work-
er or drone-layer?

Several eggs in a cell are an indication of
something wrong with either the bees or
queen. It often happens in the spring, when
the cluster of bees is too small to keep the
queen busy ; but in your case, I think the
eggs are all laid by the queen ; but she has
become decrepit from great age. She will
likely fail very soon.

SALT WATER FOR BEES IN SUMMER.
On page 296 of Gleanings 1 spoke of small sponges

filled with water for bees. The more I have to do
with water for bees, the more I am convinced that

they need itdviring the warm weather. Isoon found
that small sponges would not do, so I tried jelly-

tumblers that hold 12 oz. of honey. I have some col-

onies that will not use a tumblerful in a day, while

others need more. A piece of board (not too smooth)
with the tumbler inverted upon it is all that I use to

give the water. I set this near the entrance where
the young bees can get it as well as the old ones. A
piece of salt, the size of a large butternut, dissolved

in a pailful of water, appears to be about the thing

to suit them. I found last spring, that it required

about half a pail of water per day for 12 colonies.

Now, who can tell the amount of time and hard labor

that is saved each worker-bee by this little kindness

on my part? I ff)und, by watching one colony, that

the amount of water consumed caused 15 air-bubbles

to rise to the top of the water in one minute.

I agree in regard to water for bees, but I

am not fully satistied in regard to the im-
portance of salt water.

OLD queens versus YOUNG ONES.

Are the bees and queens raised from an old queen,

as good as those raised from a young one? At what
age is a queen most valuable?

I can not answer positively, but I am in- ^

clined to think there is little difference, pro-
viding the mother-queen is in full health .

and fertility.

EXTRACTING OFTEN TO GET LARGE YIELDS. B

Will extracting often, cause the bees to store

more honey; and will it pay In the end?

I am quite certain that we get much more J
honey by extracting as often as the combs 1
get pretty well filled. A great deal of time
is lost by any colony when they are allowed
to till every last crack .nnd crevice before
more room is given them. Terhaps adding
successive stories might answer the same ^
purpose as extracting often, and this plan
enables us to get the honey fully ripened.

RELATIVE PROFIT ON COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY.

Iffdn.be used in the brood-chamber and in the

sections, and if extracted honey is worth 10 cents,

what should comb honey bring, to give an equal

profit? F. A. Palmer.
McBrides, Mich., July 31, 1882.

Under the conditions you name, I should
say comb honey ought to bring 14 or 15 cts.

OUR NEW BELL GLASSES FOR HONEY.
Those cylindrical glasses I got of you some time

ago are now filled with the most beautiful honey. I

fear there may be some difficulty in getting the

comb to adhere to the top of the vessel sulflciently

to be retained in position, especially in the larger

glasses. The comb in my 9-inch glass has dropped
down in a body, without leaving scarcely any trace

of where it was stuck on by the bees.

R. McCrory.
Jerome, Union Co., O., Aug. 8, 1882.

To be sure,ihe honey will slip down, or at
least it is very likely to, friend M., unless
some other support be given than the smooth
glass. In our drawings, an upright waxed
stick is shown in the center ; and besides
this, I would reccommend a board bottom to

the glass, to be lifted off the hive with them,
and which remains a permanent fixture. If
the bees are admitted through a two-inch
hole in the center, and this hole is placed
over a similar hole in a clean honey-board,
the whole can easily be lifted off arid raised
up a little until the bees have all gone out,
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and then this single openinsc can be covered
with a piece of waxed cloth, and your honey
is safe from any danger, even if kept for
years. Of course, it will have to be attend-
ed to if moth worms are seen inside ; but of
late this is so rare a thing with ns that we
hardly think it needs considering.

kingsley's fdn. fastener.

It is simply a shaft with three small wheels upon
it, made of half-inch boards. Although these wheels

arc perfectly round, the shaft goes through a little

out of the cent'^r, and of course they do not describe

u perfect circle in turning. The center wheel, in

turning, raises the lever that presses the fdn. in the

box, and at the same time the two outside wheels

come around and push the box out while it is being

pressed with the lever. It is geared to a balance-

wheel on another shaft, to make it run regularly.

The whole thing works together in one frame, and

can bo run by hand, or in connection with other

machinery. Free to all! Ciias. Kincslky.

Greenville, Greene Co., Tenn., August 10, 18S3.

Cjuite an ingenious idea, friend K.,and no
doubt but that many of the friends skillful

in the use of tools will i)rotit by it. If the
whole arrangement could be made of cast
iron it might be (luite small, and yet do the
work perfectly and rapidly. Who will work
it up y

TEXAS AGAIN.

We have an unbounded yield of honey this season.

I never saw anything to equal it. I have 3500 lbs. of

honej', and hives full again. Two hives of Dr. Mc-

Cuilock made each 300 lbs. of extracted honey.

Mine averaged 175. We did not make any box hon-

ej'; will have to next year, for extracted is hard to

sell. We shall have to get, for ne.xt year, a fdn. ma-
chine. Bees swarmed the most this year I ever

knew; and when the flow of honey commenced,
when they swarmed I never could find a queen-cell

in the hive! I have read of such cases, but never

saw it till this year. I am glad you send the Juve-

nile Gleanings. It is my little boy's (Joseph's)

Gleanings. It makes a kind of semi-monthly. The
bee fever is raging here at an alarming rate. By
another year I expect a great many to embark in

the business. S. C. Fox.

Maysflcld, Milam Co., Tex., Aug. 1, 1883.

SUB-EARTH VENTILATION.

The sub-earth ventilator is 6-inch tile; I think the

bigger the better. Suppose it is as big as a barrel, as

long as the air is pure, dry, and of the right temper-

ature.
SMOKER WOOD — AN OFFER.

Yes, I will furni'h the right stutf. Rotten maple,

broken up suitable for smokers, 75 cts. per bushel;

$1.50 per bbl., at depot, so long as the supply lasts.

F. H. Cyrenius.

Scriba, Oswego Co., N. Y., Aug. 10, 1883.

I think you mistake, friend C. in saying
it does not matter how large our sub-earth
tube is. If as large as a barrel, the air would
not get warmed in passing through. I would
by no means hiive the pii)e larger than six-

inch tile ; and if that wouldn't give capacity
enough, I would have two or more, laid far
enough apart so that each might be sur-
rounded on all sides with warm earth.—It
seems to me that 75 cents a bushel is high,
even for nice rotten maple; but I am glad

to see the matter started, even at that price.
The editor of our county paper suggests, that
if one wants rotten wood, he should start a
paper and take subscriptions in wood. It
might not, however, be of just the sort we
bee-men want.

FOUL BROOD.

Last spring, 3 of my hives of bees were sick with

what I supposed was foul brood. The new swarms
which come out of those hives are, to all appearance,

all right; they are good thrifty hives, and all the
young bees seem to hatch. But the old sick hives

look the same as ever; there will be from 100 to 300

dead bees in each comb Can it be foul brood? Will

you favor me with an answer by mail, if it is not out

of your line of business? Paul Scheurino.
West Depere. Brown Co., Wis., Aug. 7, 1882.

From the description you give, friend S.,

I should not call it foul brood ; but if the
cells of dead brood have the characteristic
pin-hole in the center of the cap, and the
disagreeable smell, I should call it so un-
questionably.

MORE ABOUT SEALING UP HONEY-TUMBLERS.

Since the matter from friend Green, in re-

gard to sealing up honey in the glass-tum-
blers, we get the following :

—

In putting on the paper caps now, I complete the

caps before putting them on tumblers with honey
in, using for this purpose an empty tumbler having
two or three thicknesses of pasteboard in the cap to

prevent it from coming clear down. Then cut off

close with a pair of cissors. I presume, however,
that you can make such caps, or at least plain disks,

much cheaper than they can be made by hand; and
if so, I shall want some with my next order.

J. A. Green.
Dayton, 111., Aug. 9, 1883.

Every suggestion in this matter is im-
portant, for the sales of honey-tumblers are
now getting to be immense. We are just
now unloading a single order of 100 gross.

WHY BEES COME TO OUR APIARIES, ETC.

1 was interested in the reasons given in August
Gleanings, why bees come to our apiaries. That
bees do have certain lines of flight, is certain; and
that they will go some distance out of the direct

course to get into these highways, I have proved to

my satisfaction by hunting bees. I have come to

the conclusion, that the oft-quoted "bee-line " is not

always as straight as it might be. By the way, I

must tell you of my luck in finding a bee-tree a few
days ago. I cut the tree and got a pretty good

swarm of bees, and the first sumac honey I ever

tasted. The honey had a peculiar taste, which I

didn't fancy. Perry Hansford.
Troy, W. Va., Aug. 8, 1883.

drones from worker eggs, again.
According to the various illustrated descriptions

of the generative organs of the queen bee, the eggs

are formed in the ovaries; where, after becoming
perfected in size and form, they possess all the re-

quisites of the future bee, except the qualifications

necessary for the development of the female sex by
impregnation from the male fluid deposited in the

spermatheca, at the time of the queen's mating with

the drone. When the act of deposition is perform-

ed by the queen, and the passage of the egg through
the oviduct, impregnation is accomplished by its re-
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ceiving the male fluid as it passes the conjunction

of the spermatheca with the oviduct. As the egg

comes in contact with the sperm after its formation

is complete, it must receive its imprcg-nation

through the shell by absorption; otherwise the em-
bryo must receive its sex qualiflcatious alimontive-

Ij', after it leaves the eggr.

In normal conditions, assuming the foregoing con-

clusions to be correct, may not the nurse-bees, by
removing the sperm from a worker egg at the

proper time, cause the production of a drone there-

from ? Could they not have caused, by adding the

requisite aliments, the production of a queen from
the same egg? The drone ovum leaves the ovi-

duct unimpregnated, and must remain so. Besides,

it seems to be a self-evident fact, that there is never
in the economy of the hive a necessity for changing
the sex of a drone egg, if the condition of the colony

be normal. In an abnormal condition (as in case of

a fertile worker), should the bees attempt to obtain

a queen from a drone egg, or larva, the act should

correspond with the condition of the colony. Again,

it seems the vitality of the sperm would be destroy-

ed in an attempt to remove it from a worker ovum
to that of a drone, or to incorporate it with the ali-

ment of a drone larva. J. F. Latham.
Cumberland, Me., Aug., 1883.

Eriencl L. you will see, by the little book
called the Dzierzon Theory, that each egg
has an apparatus called the mycropyle,
through which the spermatozoa is supposed
to make its Avay tlirough the shell of the egg.
If the bees get the egg when first laid l)y the
queen, it seems to me possible they might,
through this mycropyle apparatus, destroy
the spermatozoa, and thus reduce the egg to
the condition of a drone egg ; but this theory
as yet seems to lack confirmation by experi-
ment. I have never thought it possible the
bees have any power to make a drone egg
produce any thing other than a drone.

UNCAPPING-IiMPLEAIENTS; PERFECTION NOT YET AT-
TAINED.

I have never been able to use an uncapping-knife
to my satisfaction, be it ever so bright and sharp. I

tear down the cells to their base in places, on nearly

every frame. I now use, with very good success, a

common wool hand-card, with teeth about 7 rows to

the inch, and cut down to 3 x 4 inches in size. Now,
by striking with this lightly upon the caps of the

cells, they are broken so the honey is thrown out
with but little more effort than when the whole cap
is removed with the knife, and there is no dripping

of honey before the frame is placed in the extractor.

A common cattlc-eard might do as well.

Sterling, 111., August 18, 1882. Nokman Clakk.

Why, friend Clark, yoiu- ingenuity beats
every thing. The matter of puncturing the
cells with pointed wires Avas discussed a
great many years ago, but I believe no one
ever before thought of ushig a common cat-
tle-card. Our friends who wish to try it will
find a very substantial one, though small, on
our five-cent counter.

you herewith a queen-cell built directly over a drone
larva. You will find drone eggs, larvte, and capped
cells on the section containing the queen-cell. Di-

rectly on the opposite side of the comb from the cell

sent herewith, was another queen -cell exactly a

counterpart to the one I sent you. I cut it open,

and it contained a full-sized driDic larva. These cells

were built in an upper story on one of my extract-

ing combs. Now, you see, friend Hoot, how easily a

man might be mistaken if he placed all his depend-

ence on these corrugations. The above, I admit, is

an exception, and as a rule you are right, as I have
seen many queen-cclls built over drone larvfc that

were entirely smooth; but if wo are particular, and
use only cells built on worker combs, and give the

colony no dr. lie larvie, then we are certain to have
cells containing only worker larvns. W. T. Clary.
Clary ville, Ky., Aug. 16, 1882.

Thanks, friend C. Since you mention it,

and send a sample, I now recall to mind hav-
ing several times seen these monster queen-
cells corrugated in most fanciful style, and
that on drone comb too. If I am correct,
however, these huge queen-cells seldom, if

ever, hatch out any thing, either drone or
queen. I will have a clause inserted in the
A B C to correct this.

QUEEN-CELLS OVER DRONE LAinMC, NOT ALWAYS
SMOOTH.

You say, on p. 177 of A B C book, that queen-cells

built over drone larva? are almcaijs smootli. Now, I

beg leave to differ with you here, as I have proof
positive that such is not always the case. I inclose

HORSEMINT, AGAIN; AND — SOMETHING ELSE.

My bees are still gathering honey from horsemint.

A second crop came up where I had my winter
wheat, and that big colony has now 20 frames of

hatching brood, and they are getting ready for an-

other 100 or 200 lbs. I forgot to tell you that my
average weight for the past 2'J years was 156 to 160

lbs. I was always on the gruits — headache, head-

ache ! oh the excruciating p.iins all caused by the

use of tobacco! Now I tip the beam at 200 lbs.;

headache gone, health restored, and I can truly

thank God for the Tobacco Column in Gleanings.
The money I saved by quitting tobacco pays my in-

surance policy, and buys the baby Amos a frock or

two. May God bless you for this department in

bee culture !
* B. F. Carroll.

Dresden, Tex , Aug. 1, 1882.

I suppose the above should have been sep-
arated, and a part of it put in the Tobacco
Column ; but friend Carroll has a sort of
way of running things together that makes
it inconvenient to find a separating point;
and besides, I don't know but the part of his
letter about giving up tobacco is almost as
much " Reports Encouraging " as that about
the 100 lbs. of horsemint honey. What do
you think about it, friends V

1$EK,S THAT ARE TO BE BRIMSTONED.
I am just home from a trip of mercy, as well as

expected profit. A man gave me 10 swarms of bees,

their brood and empty combs, for my taking the

honey out of his box hives for him. He intended to

kill his bees before I proposed to take them out of

his way. He has about 15 colonies j"et that ho in-

tends to keep.

PEAS FOR BEES, AGAIN.
Our Whippoorwill peas arc just roaring with bees

from early to late. Hurrah for the Juvesile!
A. R. Nisbet.

Dobyville, Clark Co., Ark., Aug , 1883.

That is right, friend K., save the bees. I
know of no nicer and cheaper way to get
bees than by taking those that are to be
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brimstoned, and feeding them up. Put
them on sheets of wired fdn., and tlien give
them sugar and water, until the fdn. is built

out and lilled with brood, and then keep on
feeding, until the combs are bulged witli

capped stores. It will take, if you have no
fall honey, about ^2. (JO worth of sugar to

carry a destitute colony through ; and if

you "give Iheni an Italian queen when you
start feeding, you will, before winter, have
a colony of Italian l^ees worth something
like S^IO.OO in tl\e si)ring. Now is the time
to commence with iliese destitute swarms.—
I am very glad indeed to hear of reports
from varieties of peas that yield honey. By
the encouragement of raisiug food products
that yield honey, we may have an addition
to our bee forage that will le lasting ; for

when a crop will pay, even moderately, the
honey will be so much clear gain. Who else

has seen bees working on ]»easV and where
can the peas be obtained, and how and
when are they to be sown V This matter, if

developed, may soon place honey -bearing
peas on a fooling with buckwheat.

HOW TO GET HONEY DUlilNa A POOR SEASON, ETC.

Perhaps you woulil like to know what we are do-

ing out this way. Bees starved till about the middle

of June. Reason, wet and cold; but lots of white

clover. I never saw bees carry in much more honey
than;they did the first day that they got a sip at the

white clover. Then a rest of about two days, on ac-

count of rain, and about that rate till basswood; then

they got about 10 or 13 good days, then they piled in

the honey and swarms all together. I had not room
for them, so 1 had to put back a gi-cat many of them,
which I don't really think is the best plan. Get
them good and strong, and at work; then if they

want to swarm, let them; then hive them on about

4 combs or frames of wired fdn.; fill vip with boxes
at the side, and a story on top; and if it is just be-

fore basswood, they will fill the hive in about ten

days. Then you want a laying queen to put into the

old stand, and honey business will go straight tn.

FERTILE WORKERS.
I presume I have a case of fertile workers. I hiv-

ed a swarm about two weeks ago, and I shook the

bees out of the cover on to the ground. I saw the

Queenrise and fly, but supposed she would come in

all right, and paid no more attention to them till

last Saturday, when, passing by them, I thought they

were very quiet for such a swarm of bees, so I ex-

amined them to see what was the matter, and found
two frames filled with eggs, all the way from one to

5 or 6, and a few just hatched, with lots of queen-

cells started. They had 4 or 5 eggs apiece, some of

them, and I could find no queen or particular bee

that acted as such, so I thought I would try them a

little further, so I got a laying queen and let her on
to the comb. They seemed to like that, so I closed

them up to await further development.
18th.— Looked at this swarm this morning; they

have accepted the queen all right; the eggs are

hatching out; some cells have three worms in them,

and some two. V. W. Keeney.
Shirland, 111., Aug. 18, 1883.

A laying queen will usually be received
where there are fertile workers, I believe,
but not always. They seem to receive them
all right ; but the next time you look for
them, you find the same old order of things,

and the queen gone. In your case, you seem
to have been more fortunate, as you say the
queen has commenced to lay.

fJjEXAS is overrun with honey. No sales at all

as yet; 125 hives yielded us about 15,000 lbs.—
' of honey. J. L. CA i.dwei.i..

Martin, Texas, Aug. 9, 1883.

I have one colony of bees that are orphans; please

send a f 1.00 mother by return mail. H. C. Ware.
Port Byron, N. Y., Aug. 9, 1883.

I want a smoker that I can light with a match, as

it is so much handier. Robert Downs.
Naugatuck, Conn., Aug. 8, 1883.

[So do I, friend D.]

I have just been to Toledo with honey, 400 lbs.;

sold at 30c. ; first in market, all white, in 1-lb. sec-

tions. John F. Temple.

Kidgeway, Lenawee Co., Mich., July 18, 1883.

HORSEMINT, AGAIN.

The honey How was never better. We arc having

plenty of rain; crops never better. I can send you
plenty of horsemint seed. It is our best honey-

plant. F. P. Cline.

Mesquite, Dallas Co., Tex., July 13, 1883.

I will furnish rotten elm wood for smokers, fifty

bushels or over, put up in sacks, and delivered on

cars at Sinclairville, for 40 cents a bushel. Less

quantities, 50 cents per bushel. I will send samples,

if you wish. Audison Lake.

Charlotte Center, Chant. Co., N. Y., Aug. ;J0, 1883.

ALSIKE t'LOVER.

The alsike clover, the seed of which I got of you,

has proved a good thing for the bees this season. It

is far more fragrant than the ordinary white clover.

It has been alive with bees ever since It blossomed,

while there arc but few to be seen on white clover.

J. W. Martin.
Kimbotton, Guernsey Co., O., August, 1883.

CHAFF HIVES FOU COMH HONEY.
I have taken off some very nice white-clover hon^

ey, and had 23 young swarms. I find that those that

I chaffed down and left there have done a great deal

better than those I did not. I am selling at 18 cts.

per lb. in 5x5 boxes; extracted, 12'/4 here at my yard.

I can not keep it in hand. Some of my neighbors

have had no swarms yet. I had the last the 14th.

A. F, ElLENBEROER.
Laddsburg, Bradford Co., Pa., July 17, 1883.

ONE OF THE ABC CI..VS.S.

I think my bees have done well this season, cojisW-

ering, as two years ago I did not know a drone from
a worker bee. I have taken 50 lbs. of nice comb
honey in section boxes from two swarms, and think

they have fully half as much more at this time (but
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this may not seem much to you). A little over one
year ago I accidentally got hold of your ABC book,
and then your bee journal, and then I learned pretty
fast. E. Hanchett.
Cleveland, O., Aug. 15, 1883.

I started out with 13 swarms; increased to 25,

making lots of honey. It sells for 18 c. comb and 15

cents extracted. I have taken over 400 lbs. in three

weeks, and building up strong colonies fast.

Shell Rock, Iowa, Aug. 1, 1882. J. E. Jewell.

Do not be uneasy about my sending yoa any more
queens at present. I have this week received orders
for nearly 100 Holy-Land queens, as high as 26 in one
day. How is that? I. R. Good.
Nappanee, Ind , Aug. 5, 1882.

CHAFF HIVES.
Twentytwo colonies of common bees in your chaff

hives are making more honey than I can attend to.

I have used up the 1000 sections I got of you, besides
900 I made myself. J. Ball.
Chillicothe, Wapello Co., Iowa, Aug. 3, 1883.

Bees are booming here. About half died last win-
ter. The surviving ones have swarmed from three
to four times. The swarms have filled their hives,

and have plenty for winter. Albert L. M.\rtin.
Leon ardsburg, Delaware Co., O., Aug. IJ, 188i.

TWO QUEENS IN ONE CELL.
Not long ago I was overhauling a hive, and came

across a very large queen-cell, which I opened, out
of curiosity, and there were two queens in it. I have
heard of two queens in a hive before, but never two
In a cell. It may not be new to you though.
New Orleans, La., May 6, 1883. D. McKenzie.
[We have never before, that I know of, had a case

of two queens in one cell.]

TOADS EATIXC BEES.
The first week I had my bees I saw a number of

toads around near the hive, and thought I would
watch them one night; and about dark three hopped
up near the alighting-board, and every bee that ven-
tured out was snapped up in a hurry. I used to be a
friend to toads ; but since then I have killed all that

I have seen near the hives. G. W. Stephens.
Little Britain, Ont., Aug. 17, 1883.

SWALLOWS eating BEES.

Are swallows enemies of bees? and will bees be
crosser after a hive has been opened, and when, in

so doing, a great many are killed and jarred and
stirred up? Albert Daub.
Eau Claire, Wis., July 33, 1883.

[Swallows sometimes eat bees, and it may be that

some kinds of swallows are worse than others. I

rather think mashing bees docs make them cross,

friend D., and from the way in which you ask the
question, we might think yon had had a little ex-

perience oil the point.]

all IS well that ENDS WELL.
I received the queen all right. I introduced her

according to instructions. The bees did let her out.

I left her in the cage for over two days. I got in a
hurry then, so I let her out on a frame of brood
covered with bees. She ran among the bees, and
away she went in the air. I stood and looked, amaz-
ed; thought my queen had left for A. I. Root's
again, but in about 5 minutes she returned and went
into the hive all right. W. C. Lounsby.
Wheatley, Ont., Can., July 39, 1883.

alsike clover.
There is a great flow of honey from alsike. Some

stocks fill an upper story in 8 days, all capped over.

A swarm of 6 lbs. of bees, put into a Simplicity hive

last week on combs and fdn., filled up below and

went into the upper story in 8 days.

James H. Tilly & Bro.
Castle Hill, Aroostook Co., Me., July 17, 1883.

SYMPHORA CARPUS, PEPPERY HONEY, ETC.

Do you or any of the bee friends know if elm or

iron-weed honey is strong or peppery? Our honey
we get now is frcm buckwheat, sumac, and a little

bush weed I don't know the name of. It has little

white blossoms, larger than buckwheat, and red

berries. Bees work on it from daylight to dark.

Our bees are Italian. Guyton Bros.
Waco, Texas, Aug. 18, 18S3.

[Who can answer ai)0Ut the peppery honey? The
bush mentioned is probably Symphora Carpus, or

buck-bush.]

penitence.

I have 11 good strong colonies — five in Langstroth

hives, three in box hives, two in poor frame hives,

and one in nail-keg; and if I am forgiven for this I

never will put another swarm in a nail-keg. Some
of my bees are nice two-banded yellow bees, and
some are natives.

lower ventilation.
In 18t0 I wintered two colonies in box hives that

were open at the bottom, and set on a bench two
and one half feet high from the ground.

Sunbury, O., Aug. 15, 1883. J. L. Davy.

smoker-springs, etc.

I have used three different kinds of smokers. The
chief fault in all seems to me to be in the bellows.

The springs to mine broke before they had been in

u^e six months. Why don't you put the springs on
the outside, so that they can be replaced without
taking the bellows apart? or if they must be on the

inside, would not a wire spring, similar to that on
the Star saw-set, last much longer? Another objec-

tion is the hinge to the bellows. As the boards of

which it is composed keep working backward and
forward on each other when in use, this tears the

leather out at the corners of the bellows.

Bangor, la., July 31, 1883. M. A. Jackson.
[One would almost think, friend J., that our ycJung

friend "John" had been reading your letter, for I

believe he has '• cured" both of your objections.]

the new FOLDING TENT.
Will you please inform me of the height of the

tent described in Juvenile Gleanings for Aug.,

and also the square feet it occupies on the ground?
Also tell me what becomes of the bees which fly

from the hive when the tent is over them, as well as

what those do which return from the field when the

tent is over the hive. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Aug., 1883.

[The tent stands about C feet high, when spread so

that the base occupies 5 feet each way; but if not

spread quite so much, the height would be more.
The bees on the inside cluster toward the top of the

tent, and those outside either circle around until the

tent is taken away, or alight on the outside. As
soon as the tent is lifted, there is a scrambling of

both parties to take up their regular business. Have
you never used such a structure when robbers were
bad, friend D.? We could never " keep lioiisc " with-

out one.]
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LOCUST seed; when to plant, ETC.

Id answer to sowing locust seed, 1 think the prop-

er time is as early in the spring as possible, as I have

several large trees standing close to my garden, and

the seeds blow ofJ during March, generally, and they

come up very thick every spring in the garden. I

can furnish young locust-trees from one foot up, as

they are plentiful here, and also seed when it is ripe.

I will furnish these trees at the same price you

furnish basswoods this fall. S. P. Koddy.
Mechanicstown, Md., Aug. 8, 1882.

A WHEEL ADDED TO THE BUTTON-HOOK SOLDERING-
COPPEK.

I think I can tell you how to make something

which will be better than a button-hook or a solder-

Ing-copper for fastening fdn. to the wires. Take an

old-fashioned copper cent or penny-token. Drill a

small hole through its center, and file a shallow

groove around its edge, making it like the wheel of

a pulley. Fasten it in the end of a tin handle the

same way as the Carlin fdn. cutter. Heat the copper

over a lamp or oil-stove, and run it along each wire

as Blondin ran his wheel! larrow along the tight rope

over Niagara. J. W. Hakkness.
KeeSevill:;, Essex Co., N. Y., Aug. 5. 1883.

Or Letters from T\\oHe Who bavc Made
Bee Culture a Failure.

F I should send in a report you would not sleep

till you had put me in Blasted Hopes, so I will

keep still. One peck of bees on the outsiile of

a Gallup hive, hallooing, "Boss! boss! hallool"

Well, go and see what was wanted. What should I

see but those " blessed bees " mightily tickled, cross-

ing their legs, and asking the old boss if he has got
lots of stores for winter. Well, what could the boss

do or say, except that he had not got a pound of

honey, and they would return the complinient by
saying, "We have dead loads of it, and don't you for-

get it" ? H. B. POMEHOY.
Fayette, Fulton Co., O., Aug. 7, 1882.

We have 2-1 swarms of bees, very little honey so

far. We think bees arc much trouble and very lit-

tle profit, saying nothing about expense. But I

think their company is worth more than it costs.

E. A. KiKKPATRICK.
Bowling Green, Pike Co., Mo., Aug., 1882.

I have paid f :0.00 for queens this spring, and ha%'e

Ijut one and one cripple, and I <lo not want to raise

queens from them. Really, with all my losses, and
on bees and queens, besides some other things, I be-

gan to feel something as the young man in Onion-

ville did over his small onions. Wm. H. B.VLCir.

Oran, Onondaga Co., N. Y., July 14, 1882.

The enameled cloth I muat have by next week
Thursilay or Friday at the latest, because I shall go
out on a fishing excursion and want to use the en-

ameled cloth for a rain-proof tent. Of my bees, I

guess I rather keep still; for the less said about
them, the better. I have been in the bee business

for nearly fifty years; but of all poor seasons, this

seems to be the poorest, and it would go hard with

me if I had no other business to fall back upon. But
I thank God I have, and so I must not grumble.
Batavia, N. Y., Aug. .5, 1882. Chas. Klimitz.
[Is itjii^hing that you aregoingto" fall back upon,"

friend K.?]

%ohaem Seliinm.

Spj? HAVE been using tobacco since I was ten years

Ji||_ old, and n(jw send you my promise to quit it;

and if I should begin again, I will pay you for

three smokers. My bees are doing well; wintered 3

colonies without loss. R. C. Gat.
Pontotoc, Randolph Co., Miss., July 4, 1882.

Glad to hear it, friend G., and may God be
with you !

By the help of the Lord I have quit using tobacco.

Please send me a smoker; and if I ever use any to-

bacco again, I will pay you for it. Mollie Davis.

White Sulphur Springs, Ga., Aug. 4, 1883.

HONEST, THomm vanquished,

Inclosed is one dollar, to pay for smoker got by me
one year ago on tobacco pledge. M. L. Thomson.
Earlham, Madison Co., la., July 18, 1883.

As I have reformed from the use of tobacco,

please send me a smoker (Clark's), and when I feel

like smoking and chewing I will pay you for it.

F. H. Tower.
Beaver Center, Crawford Co., Pa., Aug. 16, 1883.

I overcame chewing, and it is almost two months
since I took my last smoke, and I am fully convinced

that, by trusting and confiding in the Source which

I have, I shall never bo molested nor tempted by

that detestable habit. Richard Schrey.
Pottstown, Mont. Co., Pa., July 2.^, 1883.

I have .lust started on a small scale in bee-keeping.

I have used toliaeco since I was in my 22d year, and

I am now in my 49th. If you see fit to send me a

smoker I will abstain entirely from the use of tobac-

co; and if at any time I resume the use of it, I will

pledge you my word that I will pay you double the

price of it. I Smoke, and chew also; but to-morrow

morning or to-day — good-by, tobacco.

Hayt's Cor., N. Y., July 31, 1882. C. B. Everett.

One of my friends seeing me use your smoker on

my bees to'day, at once took a great fancy to it. I

told him how he could become the possessor of one.

He has been using tobacco for a long time, both

chewing and smoking. He keeps a few colonics of

bees, and will stop using tobacco if j-ou will send

him a smoker. His name is Reuben Floher, but he

wants you to send smoker in my name, and if he

goes back to his tobacco I will pay you for it.

Daniel Good.
Emigsville, York Co., Pa., Aug. 1. 1883.

This is an excellent way to fix the matter,
it seems to me, for yon get the whole matter
in the hands of a friend ; and if you ever
get back to toljacco again, why, this friend
will see that the smoker is duly paid for.

Your friend gives you the benefit of his sym-
pathy and counsel, and stands responsible
for you. Here is something later :—

The smoker ordered from you last week for Mr.

Floher has been received; he is much pleased, and

has laid aside his tobacco. I hope he will keep it up.

The smoker for the amount inclosed is for a man
who will pay for it, and stop using tobacco any way.

Daniel Good.
Emigsville, York Co., Pa., Aug. 11, 1883.
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If I understand you correctly, you will send me a

smoker if I will give up the awful habit; and as

sure as I put another pipe into my mouth you will

receive your 75 cents. Ci-inton Hoyer.
Lima, Allen Co., O., Aug. 13, 1883.

By the help of the Lord I have succeeded in quit-

ting the use of tobacco. Please send me one of your

smokers; and if I ever commence using it again

(which I never intend to do), I will srnd you the

money to pay for it. John W. Rowe.
White Sulphur Springs, Mer. Co., Ga., July 24, 1882.

I see by Gleanings that yovi give a smoker to all

who quit using tobacco. I quit the use of it in all

shapes and forms June 1, 1883, and if you will send

me a smoker I will pledge myself to pay you twice

the retail price of it, when I again take my first

chew, or smoke my first cigar. O. C. Holuoyd.
Bradrick, Lawrence Co., O., Aug. 8, 1882.

Send a smoker—the one you prefer, perhaps — not

the one that " snorts fire," but the one you can rec-

ommend. You must take the money for it, as I can
well ailord to pay for it, having left off the filthy

habit of using tobacco over forty years. At 10 cents

apiece it would pay for many smokers. But, enough
about the bad practice. I am glad to see one gentle-

man trying to reform mankind. T. P. Smith.

Parowan, Iron Co., Utah, June 30, 1883.

FROM OUR FRIEND WHO FIRST STARTED THIS DE-
PARTMENT.

Perhaps you recollect that I was the one who put
it into your mind (or heart) to start the Tobacco Col-

umn. Well, I don't use any tobacco yet, and 1 am
glad to know that now and then a man has courage
to follow my example. I am also glad to know that

occasionally there is a man who is not ashamed to

say to the world that he has a conscience, and that

he lets it speak when he is making a trade as well as

when he is at church. May God bless you in your
business, also in your efforts to benefit your fellow-

men! H. M. Smith.

Frankfort, Mich., July 13, 1883.

Have you got a great big smoker to send me? I

have quit using tobacco. But, let me explain. I

have used tobacco for the last 25 years; commenced
fooling with it when ten or twelve years old, and the

last ten years, to great excess — so much so that my
life became a great burden to me, and my mouth
seemed hardly large enough to contain a good chew
for my craving appetite; and on the 17th day of last

April I threw out my last chew, and resolved, by the

help of God, it should be the last. Now, I have tried

many times to quit, but always in my own strength,

and failed; but this time I relied upon a higher pow-
er than my own. " Nay, in all these things we are

more than conquerors through him that loved us."

Now you can see that I did not quit the filthy weed
for the purpose of getting a smoker, and I do not

ask it. W. P. Turner.
Hopkins, Nodaway Co., Mo., Aug. 8, 1883.

Nevertheless we send a smoker, friend T.,
and are glad of the opportunity.

May God prosper the tobacco reform which you
have started, and may those who are being saved

from the pernicious weed join hand in hand in one

mighty armj" till our infiuence shall be felt from
center to circumference; and may the day speedily

come when a lady or gentleman can step into our

stores, postolBces, or cars, without being annoyed
by the fumes of tobacco. I have not used the weed
for some 7 or 8 years (don't send me a smoker), and
to this day I look back with regret to my schoolboy

days when I thought it grand to smoke a cigar. May
the Lord enable me to so train my little Blue Eyes,

wJio is sitting bj' my side, playing with his toys, that

he will look on its use as an evil, and dishonorable.

Sellersburg, Ind., July 11, 1883. A. L. Crim.

SOMETHING ABOUT SNUFF.

An fild Irtdy, 76 years of age, has been a Christian

after the old Methodist type for years. For some
time her mind has been in a sad condition. She was
fearful lest she should at last become a castaway.

As her pastor, 1 called on her often. I was at last

convinced that the excessive use of snuff was injur-

ing her soul, as well as her bodily health. When a

favorable opportunity came I told her my convic-

tion. After much thought she made the following

pledge: "The Lord being my helper, I will never
take another pinch of snuff." Weeks have passed,

and she has not had the least craving for it. She has

been often tempted by old friends. One instance I

will relate: A friend sent her a quarter of a pound of

the delicacy. " I can't take it, I don't want it, and I

won't touch it!" was her prompt decision; then she

added, "Take it home; it will be good to put on the

calves when they get lousy." The effect of the

above pledge is very gratifying. The old light and
peace return. Surely, as Our Homes column was
headed last month, " It is not by might nor by pow-
er, but my Spirit, saith the Lord."

C. B. Personeus.

In Gleanings I see a Tobacco Column, which I

deem almost equal to the temperance cause. It was
not much trouble for me to become a temperance

worker, but the tobacco, I think, by God's grace I

have conquered at last. I ucd to chew it, and did

so for quite a long lime. I got "shut" of that by
smoking cigars, which proved to be the greater evil.

Often when I was instructing my class of youngmen
in Sabbath-school against the evils of intemperance,

I was compelled to say something about tobacco,

which 1 could not do with a clear conscience, as I

smoked the ugly weed. It came very handy to

smoke the little stingers back; but friend Root is

going to supply all the old tobacco veterans with a

good bellows smoker, and I hope he will continue to

add such to his list until there will not be one left to

use the filthy weed — who teach God's word, at least.

And I would say to all my fellow bee-keepers, that

there is more pleasure and honor in abstinence from
tobacco than to be its slave. I used it for five long

years, and once argued that it would be impossible

for me to quit its use; but on the last day of 1881 I

was thinking what sacrifice I could make for the

Master, or vow that would be for my good or for the

benefit of any one, to begin the new year with. I

looked upon tobacco as being one of my worst sins

and enemies, and resolved then and there to leave it

off, and to teach others the great evil thereof. I

have now lived almost seven months without, and I

feel much happier; and the "little wife," oh how
she rejoices! S. I. Smith.

Goldsmith, Ind., July 35, 1882.

May God bless the little wife, and her hus-
band too, in his determination to give up to-

bacco for her sake and for tlie Master's sake,

friend D.
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Lead me, O Lord, in thy righteousness, because of
mine enemies; make thy way straight before my
face.— PsAT,M 5 : X.

¥Ex\.RS ago I got hold of that pleasant
book, by Andrew S. Fuller, entitled,— " Fuller on the Grape," and I was cap-

tivated by the way in which the author tells

US liow to train grapes by a fixed system, so

that the naturally snarly, uncouth grapevine
may, with a little trouble, be made to assume
a fixed and regular form, and that the same
process may be ap})lied to any old vine, so as
to make a thing of beauty out of the most
irregular product of the vegetable kingdom.
Not only is the vine made pleasing to the
eye, but, in the new form, where each vine
is made exactly like every other one, it bears
large amounts of fruit, and the fruit is also

arranged with such regularity that the vine-
grower may tell almost a year ahead just
how many clusters he will have on each vine.

You may be sure 1 had very soon a lot of
vines in training, and I found it exactly as
Fuller had tauglit, and there seemed to be
nothing more to do, to have plenty of grapes
and a nice vineyard, but to just keep doing
the same thing over and over. It is true,

friends, there is nothing more to do to raise
grapes, and I might almost say, there is noth-
ing more to be done to build up a Christian
character. "When 1 got as many as a hun-
dred gravevines, I found it was a deal of work
to look after them all ; and as different va-
rieties of grapes developed different phases,
it became quite a task to have the whole
vineyard always present a pleasing appear-
ance to the eye, and to bear fruit uniformly.
Did you, my friend, ever try to live such a
life as to have it fair and blameless in all

eyes, and to have it. at the same time, bear-
ing some good fruit every day? I once spoke
to a friend of mine, who was quite well read
in fruit-growing, and asked him if he could
point to me an author who would give di-

rections for growing all kinds of fruits with
the system and certainty that friend Fuller
has pointed out for the care of grapes. He
said it had never yet been done. Books
there are on peaches, and books on apples,
but no one has, so far as I know, ever reduc-
ed the care and culture of these fruits to such
a system that any boy could take the book
and know just what to do every time. He
could probably succeed, after years of care
and study, with the aid of the book, but it

must be a succession of steps, and many of
them, through painful failures, before he
reaches even'moderate success. I believe it

is very much so with the work of buiding up
a Christian character. No doubt many of
you, my friends, have longed and prayed
with David, " Make thy way straight before
my face." Who is there, who looks on
these pages, who has not said, over and
over again, " Oh that I knew just what is

best in this crisis " ? The children of Israel,

in olden time, had a cloudy pillar by day,
and a pillar of lire by night to guide their
footsteps, and it has often seemed to me it

would be such a happy life to lead, to have

only to glance up to that pillar, to know at
once exactly what is the right and proper
thing to do.

It seems to me there fire two classes of
people in this world,— one class who want to
do right, and another who do not care par-
ticularly whether they do right or do wrong,
so they can have the best of every thing and
with the least trouble. The latter class, I
presume, know nothing of the trials of those
who ''hunger and thirst after righteousness."
Did you never think what a wonderful ex-
pression that is. hungering and thirsting aft-

er righteousness? It came in the first part
of our Savior's first great sermon. Hunger-
ing and thirsting after righteousness is

climbing up toward God, for God is all

righteousness. Right near this little text,

our Savior says, '' Blessed are the pure in
heart, for they shall see God." ]ioth these
texts give us the promise, that one who is

really in earnest about trying to do right
shall not go far astray, for the one tells us
we shall eventually see God ; and the other,
that this hungering and thirsting shall be
fully satisfied, or that we shall be filled.

Filled with righteousness! is it not a promise
great enough to encourage us to hold onV

Is it an easy thing to do right? In one
sense it is, and in another it isn't. It seems
an easy thing to want to do right ; but when
we buckle right down to the Dusiness of al-

ways wanting to do right, no matter what
tenhptations may stand in the w^ay, I tell

you it is a great task. Then again, when
you want to do right you many times make
mistakes. What one thiidcs right, another
doesn't; and who Is to decide, where both
are honestly trying to do that which they
think right? The way the Bible points out
in such matters is to leave it to some mutual
friend ; and if both parties have God for a
mutual friend, will he not guide them to a
ha])py settlement of their different ways of
looking at things? To be sure, he will ; and
those who make a practice of going to God
in prayer for guidance in matters of difficul-

ty will very soon so nearly agree that we
virtually say that God has guided them in
straight paths. It will not do for each one
to say he is guided by (iod and his own con-
science alone, and thus ignore the opinions
of those about him, for we meet God through
our fellow-men, as surely as we meet him in
the solitude of our closets. Jesus said we
are to love God with all our heart and soul
and strength ; and had he stopped there, we
might possibly liave had a chance to claim
that we need not consider our fellow-men

;

but almost right in the same breath he says,
"And Ihji nrigkhor a^ ihyscJf.^^ I believe this

comman"d holds good all the way through,
friends. If you are going to strive for God's
greatest blessings, you must love your neigh-
bors ; and even should they prove unlove-
able, and exceedingly trying, you must love
them still, and keep on trying to fulfill the
spirit of this command. The straight way
that God points out to every Christian will

surely lead into pretty close companionship
with "the people about and near him. If he
can not get on, and see God through them,
he probably can't anywhere. Quite a num-
ber have written me that they would like to
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come and work for me, for that, after hav-
ing read these Home Papers, they feel as if

they could really enjoy trying to live a Chris-

tian life, if they could have the atmosphere
and surroundings of such an establishment
as ours. They often tell of the low state of

the Christian element where they are, and
of the difficulties that surround one who
tries to climb up higher, with so little en-

couragement as they get from such surround-
ings. My friend, such feelings, if you have
ever had them, come from Satan. If you are

disgusted with the state of affairs where you
are, you will most probably be so here.

Those who meet me during my every-day
life do not find me much if any different

from the common run of people, and, with
sadness I say it, perhaps with no more spir-

ituality. The point I wish to make is this :

God does not think it best to make your path
to the celestial city a straight and easy one

;

and it would surely spoil you for a good and
tried soldier of the cross, if it were so. Nay,
further: he has very likely seen fit to leave

your path to a certain extent obscure, so that

you do not even know which is right at all

times, nor which is wrong, without coming
to him over and over again, and also going
to your fellow-men over and over again. I

know this is humiliating, and, in a sense,

discouraging ; but we need humbling, and I

am not certain we do not need repeated dis-

couragements. We need to lose courage in

trusting our own weak judgment, but never
in trusting God. Were this not so, we should
get proud. You have, many of you, great

faith and confiderice in me. Do you not
know that, if it were not for discourage-
ments and dilficulties I should be almost
sure to get proud and overbearing? May
God forgive me for getting so sometimes, as

it is. If my way were plain, and I always
did every thing wisely, or I knew right from
wrong without asking God or my fellow-men
for advice and counsel, that very wisdom, in

the hands of one weak human being, would
be to my harm.
At our Sabbath-school a short time ago,

the matter of answers to prayer was being
discussed. One whom I have learned to re-

spect, and whose opinions I value most high-
ly, said God could not answer a prayer to the
effect that all difficulties might be removed
out of our way. Did you ever think of that
before, my friends ?

Should you ever come here to Medina, you
would likely find a few who would tell you
that I had helped them on the way to eternal
life, and those few would be the ones whom
I have met in our county jail. I found them
in trouble, and eager to listen to me, even
when I talked of God and the Bible ; and
for some reason that I don't quite under-
stand myself, I can always talk to those in
trouble in a way I can not to those who have
liberty and opportunity to go about and talk

to whom they choose. Perhaps, too, God
has called me to this particular labor, and
has endowed me with a gift for prison work.
Last Sabbath evening, after the young

people's prayer-meeting, I was told there
was a horse-thief in the jail. A " horse-
thief!" How the words strike on one's ears!

The people, the papers, laugh and joke at

such an event, and hardly seem to think any
thing more is demanded, but to rejoice that
the thief is caught. I, too, rejoiced that the
thief was caught ; but as I remembered the
sad stories I had heard from similar ones
thus situated, I longed to sit down by his

side in that lonely cell, and see if there was
not, after all, away down deep, a human
heart in spite of the name he had perhaps
justly earned, of being a horse-thief. He
was glad to see me. In fact, after I tell my
errand, and make them understand the na-
ture of my work, these poor fellows are al-

ways glad to see me. I told him I knew lit-

tle of the laws of our land, and, in fact, they
were outside of my line of work. It was the
laws of God I had come to speak with him
about. There was little for him to debate
about in his own mind now, in regard to the
way he should take, for, to human eyes, that
way was straight enough before him now,
and it led to the penitentiary and years of
servitude. Why should he or any one else

think of such a piece of folly as stealing a
horse, with the idea that the money that
came from it could bring one spark of hap-
piness, whether he were caught or not ?

Gently, gently, friends. In our blind ignor-
ance of the hearts and lives of others, how
often we unjustly condemn ! He was guilty

thus far : His home was in Wisconsin,
where he lived with his brother, the children
of Christian parents ; but, like many other
boys, they got into bad company, and learn-

ed'to dvink, swear, and serve Satan. They
had planned to come to Ohio to hunt for

work, and his brother purchased a horse and
buggy, saying he could probably sell it for as
much, or more, after they were through the
trip.

After the horse and buggy were sold, our
friend learned, for the first time, that it was
only hired from a livery stable. He plead
with his brother to write at once back to

their father, and have him purchase the out-

fit of the livery-man, and save them from
trouble. The brother would not, and threat-

ened him if he gave any clew to their where-
abouts. What was liis duty V My friend,

would you hand a brother over to the peni-
tentiary, if his secret were intrusted to youV
For three long years he held this secret, and
it made him unhappy and miserable. If

they were discovered, of course he shared
the punishment as an accomplice. He had
no witness to prove that he was not one. He
dared not write a word home, but remained
a poor castaway from friends and kin. At
length he confided the secret to a man he
worked for. and asked his advice. After a
time he had trouble with this friend, and be-

fore he had time to think, the message flew

on the wires, an officer approached, and,
with the irons on his wrists, he was a pris-

oner. In one sense it was a relief to him

.

Now he could write to his mother, without
fear, and he had written to her just before I

found him. His brother had left him in an-
ger, some time before, and therewas no hope
that he would come to his deliverance. The
scorn and derision of the world were turned
upon him. His past life had been rather
bad, so even that could not be offered in his

defense. Every avenue was cut off. He
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could not drown the thoughts of the future
in drink, as men foolishly try to do some-
times. I opened the Bible and read,—
Come unto me. all ye that labor and are heavy la-

den, and I will g-ivc you rest. Take my yoke upon
you, and learn of nie; for I am meek and lowly in
heart; and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For
my yoke is easy, and my burden is liifht.—Matthew
11:28-30.

lie had learned the same verses years ago
in the Siniday-school, but he never under-
stood their rneaning until now. I turned
the Bible and read to him in different places.
How bright and liopeful, and how full of
comfort seemed those words I they were so
to him, and so to me. Thank God there is

a haven of rest, always oi)en to such as he.
In his traveling about in that uneasy way he
had once sold Moody's " Best Thoughts and
Discoiu'ses," but he never read it, even
when he carried it about. Now lie could
read it, just as he could read his Bible. lie
even began to get glimpses, during that one
short Sunday evening, of the great truth,
that troubles, and this great trouble, are
sent by God in loving kindness. It was bet-
ter, far better, that he had been stopped by
these iron bars and stone walls. Even the
world's scorn would not harm, with Jesus by
his side. I told him more trials would come,
and that he would lind it hard work to hold
to the cross and lead a Christian life, but
that with each struggle and trial, would
come a corresponding reward, sooner or la-

ter. The sunshine that comes from the rifts

in the clouds through which we catch faint
glimpses of heaven, are all the brighter and
sweeter because of the dark clouds that liave
hovered over and threatened us for days,
and it may be weeks, past.

"Friend II., which would make your
mother happier, to know that you had be-
come an earnest and humble Christian, or
that you had become President of the United
States V

"

" To know that I had become a humble and
earnest Christian."
" And who is there in this world that is a

better friend of yours, or whose judgment is

wiser and truer, in matters that pertain to
your highest good, than your mother V

"

" No one."
" Then by your own acknowlegment, my

friend, I present to you to-night, in this
prison, the offer of a position in the army of
the Lord, that is above and beyond any that
man can confer; for it gives you not only
peace and happiness here in tliis world, but
a crown of glory and eternal life in the world
to come."
Dear reader, I extend to you the same of-

fer. It is not an offer coming from me, but
from God your Creator. The offer has been
open since the foiuidation of the world. It
is not an offer of an easy time, free from
hardships, but it is, on the contrary, a life

full of toil and care. It is a life full of dis-

agreeable duties, or duties that the w<jrld
may term such. It is a life full of perplexi-
ties and difficult places, where your way is a
great many times not plain ; but if you push
ahead as far as you can see, a way will be
always opened up to you, and yoii will event-
ually go on rejoicing. It is "a life wherein
you will often be called upon to approach.

people you feel you want nothino- to do with
and, further still, you will be ci:Vlled upon to
"do good to those who hate you ;" but if

you push forward, you will find you go not
alone. If you evade any of these calls, or
shrink back from your duties and responsi-
bilities in a cowardly way, darkness and
doubt will come, for God wants none but the
true and the brave. The enemies you will
have to meet are i)rincipally those in your
own heart; and if you make them come
down imder your foot, you have little to fear
from any other. You may set it down, that
when any Christian has mitch difficulty with
his near neighbors, it is an indication that
these foes in his own heart are unconquered.
Many times we are tempted to wish the

way God has laid out were not such a very
narrow as well as straight way. We chafe
against being hampered and pressed up
against so closely on all sides. And yet we
know by experience that there is no true
happiness except by holding close to the
promptings of that still small voice of con-
science. Tlie temptation is often very great
to waste a little time, instead of holding
on steadily to the duties we know ought not
to be neglected ; but we know by past expe-
rience, that this little indulgence brings a
lack of Christian peace and enjoyment, just
as a faithful holding-on to even tiresome
duties brings peace and happiness after the
task is over. The consciousness of some-
thing constantly on one's mind that ought
to be attended to, and yet is not, is anything
but a pleasant feeling, and yet how often we
do this, over and over !

To those who are already professing Chris-
tians, I would say. Do not be uneasy, if God
does not see tit to make your path clear and
plain. How much progress would a child
ever make in mathematics, if his teacher
should perform all the examples for him, or
spare him the mental labor and discipline he
would get from working them out for him-
self V How long would an inventor en-
joy his work, if the results he achieved were
not dug out, little by little, by hard labor V

Well, so it is in the task of building up Chris-
tian character. Difficitlties, and nothing
but difficulties, can give us the growth and
discipline that fit us to be useful here, and,
for aught I know, to be of use in the world
to come. Not that one should rush into dif-

ficulty, nor that he should by any means
bring dithculty upon himself; for one who
Avould do that could not be a Christian

;

but when, after doing the very best he
could, difficulties meet him, thick and fast,

he swerves not a particle, but, with a prayer
for help and guidance, braves it tln'ough.

Fight, if fighting seems to be the thing, but
let it all be done on the line of doing good
to those who hate you, and never for an in-

stant lose faith in the rules laid down by
our Savior for meeting and conquering evil.

A few years ago, when our present facto-
ry was in process of building, one day as I

was going home to dinner, the weight of

cares and the number of difiiculties ahead
seemed so great as to be more than I could
bear. As I had the whole street to myself, I

talked aloud to God, and told him of my tri-

als, and plead with him to show me if it was
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his will that I should go on with this great
amount of work, that I seemed breaking
down under. It seemed to be his will that I

should go on ; but, like Paul's thorn in the
flesh, tbere seemed to come a promise that
he would guide, if I kept on and did the best
I could. I remember soliloquizing aloud, at
the time, to the effect that, if I came through
with all these cares and trials successfully,
no one ever need despair, who is pvittiug his
whole trust in God. I can look back now,
and review these answers as they came, one
by one. The building is completed, and now
no mortgage rests on it or on anj; of the
property I own. Theapiaryof 500 hives, for
queen-rearing, which was then one of my
perplexing problems, is finished, and in
working order, and succeeds beyond what I

scarcely dared hope for. The economy of
labor is such that a single man can attend
to the whole, the greater part of the year.
The ABC book is finished, and now goes
almost daily to every part of the Avorld,

where the English language is spoken. My
health, that so many times threatened to

give away, is now better than it ever was be-
fore in the world, and I not only keep up
the Gleanings, but, through God's mercy,
have, during this past summer, been ena-
bled to give the children a bee journal too,

at the middle of every month. As often as
health seemed to give away, I have prayed
for wisdom in the care of it, and a pathway
has been opened. Although I do a large
amount of writing, besides reading all your
letters, I am almost every hour out in the
open air, among the honey-plants, and fruits

and vegetables. Last, but not least, God
has led me through the tangled and perplex-
ing matter as to what was the path of duty
in regard to friend J5urch"s failure. All
claims have been settled except one, if I am
correct, and in a way that few, if any, can
find a word of fault. I have lost some mon-
ey, but the money belonged to God all the
time, and I am not afraid to let it all rest in
his hands, or, if he wills, to hold it to be
used as he directs. He has sent me difficul-

ties and trials, but he has led me through
them. Would it have been better for me if

he had, in answer to my prayers, taken these
difficulties away, instead of having helped
me to fight my way through themV Would
I have been better prepared to help ?/ou, my
friends, through the difliculties you come to
me with almost daily?
Blessed be the name of the Lord !

But let all those that put their trust in thee re-
joice: let them ever shout for joj% because thou de-
lendest them: let them also that love thy name be
joyful in thee. For thou, Lord, wilt bless the right-
eous; with favor wilt thou compass him as icitha
shield.—Psalm 5: 11, 12.

Or Dcpartiuent for duties 1o bo attended to
tliiis niontli.

l|r||,URING this month, beginners had bet-

fW) ter get their stocks in wintering trim.
Old hands may wait a month later, if

they choose. What I mean by wintering
trim, is to unite, or, by other means, make

every hive a full colony. At the same time,
feed until they have their combs bulged with
sealed stores. JSTo colony that is to be winter-
ed ought to be queenless this month. If you
wish to sell queens this month, unite the
colony that was rearing queens, with one
that had a queen during the month, that the
wintered colony may have no break in hav-
ing bees of all ages. For instance, it is well
agreed that colonies made up of queen-rear-
ing nuclei do not winter as well as one that
has had a queen, producing young bees right
along day after day, through the whole fall.

The united nuclei having been, many or
all of them, without a laying queen for a
considerable part of the time, will have plen-
ty of bees, perha])s, but the ages do not
come right along like the normal colony, and
therefore we may find them, say next April,
with a few bees of so near an age that they
die off all so near the same time, the bees
seem to be gone all at once. Avoid such a
contingency, by having young bees hatching
out every day during this month and the
next, in all colonies that are to be wintered.
If honey is coming from the fields to keep up
this brood-rearing, well and good ; but if it

isn't, feed. Feed granulated sugar; and at
present I know of no simpler and cheaper
plan of feeding than the bread-pan feeder
described and illustrated about a year ago.
The general advice I would give would be to
winter in chaff hives, on their summer
stands, and I would put them in these chaff
hives now. If you make your own chaff
hives, now is a good time to save up nice
clean soft chaff'. Pack it in large sacks of
burlap, and put overhead in the barn, where
it can be kept clean and nice until wanted.
Have your bees, hives, and every thing else,

ready for winter long before frost comes,
and have them not only in fair order, but
have every colony extra good, and then you
can take the weather as it comes, expected
or unexpected. It may be well to keep in
mind that we always have some weather we
didn't expect ; therefore, be ready for it.

GlEAWmCS m BEE CULTUnE.

EDITOB. AND FUBLISHEB,
MEDINA, O.

TERMS: $1.00 PER YTEAR, POST-PAID.

FOR CLUBBING RATES, SEE FIRST PAGE
OF READING MATTER.

TWX£3IDX3\r.^»^, ^:ES^"r. 1, 1002.

Blessed are they which do hung-er and 1 hirst after
righteousness; for they shall be filled.—Matt. 5: (>.

We have to-day, Aug. 29th, 5260 subscribers.

We have now on our 10-cent counter, rope halters,

surprisingly good, and well made for the money. If

a sample is wanted by mail, the postage will be 8 c.

The smoker-spring, illustrated in the Aug. Jdve-
NiLE, should be oiled when it is first put on; and, in

fact, any smoker-spring should be kept well oiled if

you wish it to woi'k nicely, and not break.
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I WILL pay 10c for extra nice clover or basswood
honey, delivered here, until further notice.

As we go to press, more reports come of the bees
booming, and the woods roaring with honey-dew.
How wonderful are tby works, O Lord!

The clerk who opens the letters says, please don't

send any more bees and cueens in letters. When
they reach us, they are a nasty, mashcd-up mess.

Almost every letter tells of bees a booming, and
we are sending out sections, fdn., and extractors,

almost as we do in June, only we send them by next
train usually.

Mrs. Harrison sends the following, just as we go
to press:—
Our bees are booming; they have stored 1000 lbs.

of comb honey during the past ten days, and still it

comes. It is the best continuous flow 1 ever saw in
August. Mrs. L. Harhison.
Peoria, 111., Aug. 25, 1883.

By one of my blunders, the price of Harmony of

the Gospels was put 2.jc, when it should have been
35. Will the friends who have sent 35, please send

the other 10 cents the first tim3 they order again,

that I may not lose on the little books which, I think

you will all agree, arc very cheap indeed at 35 cents?

Frienh Carroll writes us it was a "mistake in

the printing" that gave the impression that the

queen that produced so much honey was a grand-

daughter of the Hay hurst C3'prian queen; and, in

fact, the matter is stated plainly, when we come to

look at it, that she was a daughter of a dollar queen
we sold him in August, 1880. See page 376, Aug. No.

There is a great deal more carelessness, in this

world, than downright dishonesty, but the two run

so closely together, it seems, many times, hard to

tell where one commences and the other ceases.

One who hungers and thirsts after righteousness,

can not very well be careless with the money or

property of others, when entrusted to his care.

Friend Kingsley, of Greene ville, Tenn., sent us

some of the largest and handsomest worker bees we
ever saw, which he calls " Kingsley's improved Holy-

Land bees." They look a gocd deal like our bees

from the "honey queen," but are, if any thing, a

little ahead. I am inclined to think a cross between
the Italians and Holy-Lands is, in many respects,

ahead of either races, pure.

I haat; paid the three unsettled claims mentioned
last month, and one other, so that I have now paid

out altogether in settling Mr. Burch's debts as fol-

lows :

Byron Walker, $115.50.
W. E. Griggs, 10.50.

A. F. Stautter, 132.50.

K. H. Gager, ------ 6.76.

W. N. Ramsey. 25.00.

R. Johnson, ------ 40.00.

W. Uickerson, UM.
H. J. Alvis, - - 6.65.

Total - 8^50.91.

Two kind friends have sent me money to help pay
what I have lost in the Burch business, with a sug-

gestion that my friends may be allowed to make it

up to me. While I thank you, and thank God for

this new evidence of his kind, loving care, if these

same friends will excuse me, I would rather place

It to their credit until they need something from us.

He will send me all the means I need to do His will.

By buying 100,003 in one lot, we have been enabled

to furnish the good strong envelopes, such as we use

in our correspondence, for only 5 e. per bunch of 35;

10 bunches for 45 c., or 100 bunches for $1.00. Your
business card will be neatly printed on them for 30 c.

per hundred; $1.00 per thousand, or $3.00 for 10,000,

additional. As they are a pretty heavy envelope,
the postage on them is 4 c. a package of 25.

We are glad to announce to the juveniles, that the
" wheelbarrow " has been replenished with 3000 nice
new 5 c Sunday-school books; 500 each of "Sheer
Off," "Silver Keys," "Rescued from Egypt," and
"Pilgrim's Progress." We have also got a lot of
"Ten Nights in a Bar-Room," byT. S.Arthur, which
we sell at three cents each. Any of the abave will bs
mailed on receipt of the price, and two cents more
for postage and packing.

ANOTHER DRONE-TR.\P.
It seems to have become quite the fashion to de-

stroy the drones from all hives, where they are not
wanted, and doubtless it is a good move in the right

direction, in the way of getting improved stock.

The Jones bee-guard is for the purpose of fastening
the drones either out or in the hive; but somebody
suggests, if you fasten them out, all they have to do
is to lly to some other hive and go in there. To pre-

vent this, our friend J. D. BlacK, Brandon, Iowa,
boxes them up so they can't get off to do mischief
elsewhere. The entrance tu the hive is closed so as

to just let the workers pass, and then a tin tube con-
ducts the drones into a box covered with a strip of

glass. At each side of the glass strips are spaces to

allow workers to get out should they by mistake
take the tube: but the drones can not follow them,
neither can they go back into the hive by the tube,

for the end of the tube projects into the box a little

way. No doubt but the device will work, but it

seems to me a little complicated. If I am correct,

the idea is quite an old one.

HONEY-DEW.
A FEW days ago, a neighbor came over to inform

me that they had had a honey shower, and that he
saw the honey fall from the air, and his bees were
just making the woods roar in getting it off from
the leaves. I went over, and, sure enough, there

were traces of it on the leaves of all kinds, but it

had dried up so the bees were not working on it. He
said, at the time it fell he heard it on his hat, and
felt it on his hands; but when asked it he had tasted

it on his hat or hands, said he did not. This was about
five miles north. Neighbor Rice, who lives about
nine miles south, came up about the same time, and
said his bees were also getting honey-dew, and that

it was around them everywhere. In going from
home a mile or two, he found it just the same, but
that it was chiefly on the maple-trees. Although our
bees are working more than usual for August, and
do not trouble us at all in the way of robbing, or

coming into the factory, I can not find they arc work-
ing on the trees at all. The honey seems to me
about like that from red clover. Please go out in-

to the woods, about seven in the morning, friends,

and see if your bees are working on the maple
leaves. If they are, please investigate. If honey
really docs rain down from the clouds like the man-
na of old, we should really like to know it.

THE NEW .JONES PAILS AND UOXES, AND LABELS FOR
HONEY.

Friend Jones has sent U3 samples of his improve-

ment in honey-pails. The cover goes on exactly like

the cover on the ordinary quart tin fruit-can. This

enables us, by the us3 of cement, wa.x, or a mixture
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of rosin and wax, Lo make the package honey-tight,

without any soldering, and therefore the same can

or pail can be opened without in any way hurting or

injuring the pail, admitting of using it many times

over lor honej'. Our q\iotatioiis for his new labels,

as given in the Aiigust Jdvknilk, were, by an error,

too low. The prices will be per thousand as follows:

For5-lb. p:.iils, $9 50; ^',i-lb. pails, f(i.50. These two

sizes of iKiils aiemade with our common fruit-can

top and bottoms, as mentioned above. The 5-lb. pail

is(i;'., inches high, and the 'Hi lb., 3'A inches high.

Diameter of both, 4!4 inches. The bails are attached

to the top piece only, and lie down Hat, so as lo be

entirely out of the way in packing. Labels for the

1-lb. and la-lb. boxes are $4.00 and $3X0 per thousand

respectively; the diameter of these two is Z-''^

inches, and the height respectively, 4
'„ and 2J4. The

14 lb. and '„ lb. arc the same as heretofore, and the

labels cost $3.00 and $1.00 per thousand respectively,

lioiuid labels, lor the cover, are .T1.50 per thousand.

We can fiirnish these pails and boxes at the prices

given in our price list. Jones pails at the same rates

as the Dadant pails. None of the new labels an; yet

received.

OBITUARY.

TO THE MEMOUY OF MI{. A. F. MOON.

«ip|^ N the calm and beautiful summer morning of

wMj/) August 3d, 18S3, while the dewdrops still

^^ sparkled like gems among the flowers, and
the birds sang out their joyous lay like the first

sweet voice of spring, themessenger of death stalked

into the peaceful little city of Kome, Ga., and the

reaper laid his hands upon our suffering friend, Mr.

A. F. Moon. In a few short hours his pains on earth

were ended, and his spirit had wafted its flight to

the bosom of Him who gave it.

Mr. Moon came to the city of Rome several years

ago from Michigan, and engnged extensively in bee

culture. Ho established and edited the lire World

for a ninnber of years, and will ever rank high <in

this continent in the annuls of his vocation, and be
lookeil upon, in the memory of the well-informed

lovers of scicntitic apiculture, as the father of that

new industry in the Empire State of the South. He
had the misfortune of injuring his ankle a few years

since, which linally rendered necessary the amputa-
tion of his limb; but he continued to grow worse,

until it again became necessary to resort to the

surgical knife; but, alas! he was beyond the power
of physicians to cure, and lingered but a few days

longer, when death gave him that relief that he

failed to llndin life.

I hope, dear readers, that many of you of the bee-

keeping fraternity feel and know in your own hearts

the worth of our deceased friend, and realize that

(as a bee-world) "a great man has died in Israel."

Mr. Moon contributed largely to the interests of the

bee-keepers of our country; and when I was but a

lad taking mj' initiatory lessonsin the sweet science,

I often reaped the bonctits of his frieniUy advice.

Though I am but a youth now, and chronicle with

sadness his untimely death, when years have past,

and he shall quietly sleci) beneath the st)il while

the golden-banded Italians sip honey from the flowers

which weep over the grave of their master, my
m(^mory will still respect him as a friend, and honor
him as a pioneer in the science of apiculture.

Chas. K. Mitchell.
Ilawkinsville, Ga., Aug., 1883.

I have for several years had a very pleasant
correspondence with JNIr. Moon, and he has
often spoken of his misfortunes and his wan-
ing liealth. Our readers will remember the
last letter from him, given in the Home
Papers of the June No. He felt then that
death was staring liim in the face, and that
plaintive " wliat shall I do ? '' has rimg in
my ears many a time since then. L3t us
hope that his extremity was (iod's oppor-
tunity, and that, through death, he has pass-
ed into that eternal life.

A great sorrow has fallen upon our household.

Little Thekla, who came to us in our Cyprus home,
closed her eyes in death on the 5th of July, at Bey-

rout. She had b(!en with us but ten months, yet her

sweet face and gentle, playful ways had taken com-

plete possession of our hearts. She was always such

ahappy little body that our home seems very lonely

without her, and our hearts are sad indeed. With
kindest regards, Fuank Benton.
Larnaca, Cyprus July 31, 1883.

JNIay (Jod help you in your bereavement
dear friend, in your far-away home, and
maylhis affliction tend to draw you toward
Him who giveth and talceth away.

fi.

CONVENTION DIRECTORY.

1883.

TIME ANT) PLAt!E OF MEETING.

Sept. 19.—Central Miehigun nec-Koepers' Associa-
tion at Lansing, in Capiiol Building.

Oct.—The Union Bee-Keepers' Association of Clack-
amas Co., Oregon, at Oregon City. (Date of
month not given.)

Oct. 3.—The North American Bee-Keei)ers' Society
at (yincinnati, O., in Washinton Park Hall.

Oct. 18.—The Union Boe-Kcopers' Association of
Maryland, Virgini.i, an<} West Virginia, at Ha-
gerstown, Md., in court-house.

Nov. 1—New Jersey and Eastern Convention at
New Brunswick, N. J.

The Central Michigan Bee-Keepcrs' Association
will meet September 19th, at Lansing, in the Capitol
Building. We call the meeting two weeks before
tho annual fair of the Central Michigan agiicultural
society meets, for the purpose of making the final

arrangements for a large exhibit of bees, honey,
and a))iarian supplies. A cordial welcome is ex-
tended to bee-keepers everywhere. The meeting
will be of especial interest, and a Isrge attendance
is expected. E. N. Wood, Secretary.

Friend Cook sends us the following :—
THE NATIONAL CONVENTION.

The next meeting of the National Bee-keepers' As-
sociation promises to be a grand success. Such men
as 1). A. Jones, A. I. Hoot, James lleddon, O. O. Pop-
pleton, and Dr. J. P. H. Brown have already promis-
ed attendance.

It is expected that the association will visit, in a
body, the apiary of Mr. Hill, of Mount Pleasant,
which is one of the best conducted in the United
States.
Mr. D. A. Jones will exhibit specimens of the bees

of the Indies, including the famous Apis duri^ata.

There will also be exhibited at < ach intermission,
microscopic preparations, showing structure of the
sting, mouth-parts, etc., and of the so called dry
ficccs of bees.
Let some bee-keeper of each leading city look aft-

er railroad rates. It will bo the last week of the
great Cincinnati Exposition. This is a great attrac-
tion, and will make it easy to secure reduced rates.
Hound trip tickets from Detroit are promised for
$5.00. A. J. Cook, President.
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I am now running 200 nuclei, and having filled all

my orders, can now send queens by return mail.
All queens warranted purely mated, $1.00 each; six
for $5.00. Tested, $1,150. J. T. WILSON,
9tfd Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES. Every thing used.
LEWIS &DETW1LEU, Manufacturers,

5tfd Toledo, Ohio.

W. Z.HUTCHINSON,
Ro^ersvillc, Genesee Co., Ulicliigaii,

has no queens for sale now, except tested Italians
at f 1.50 each. But he has plenty of these, and can
send them by rc<it/')i r»u(i!. lOd

TIN POINTS FOR GLASSING HONEY.
Cut by machinery; ai'c much cheaper and better

than hand-cut, and perfectly straight; 1,000 to 5,000,

35c; ti,(KK) to 10,000, ;i;.'c; over 10,000, 20c; Cc per 1,001)

extra by mail. Samples for ;!c stamp.
W. C. GIIiLIiTTK,

6-10 LeKoy, Genesee Co., N. Y.
The above may be ordered from here w hen moie convenient.

A. I. ROOT.

BEES FOU SALE

!

One-liall' of my stock, pure Itiiliaiia; the rest
mixed. They have from oO to tiO lbs. of honi>y to col-
ony — an average of 40 Uis. Will sell in lots of 10, at
$5.00 per colony; 1 to .5, |(> 00 ; from 1~' lO Iti, $1.75 per
colony. Or I will trade lor first-class .jewelry. Safe
arrival guaranteed, and money refunded if bees
don't come up to advertisement. I am a ptirtner of
my father, W. 1'. HtMidcrson. For other piirticulars
and circulars, address U. M. IIK-NDEHSON,

Apiarist and Farm Gardener,
10-lld Murfreesboro, Teiin.

TOO
UTTERLY CH
DmC D"11'>i' i^*'"t to the Apieul-
UNttural Pub. Co., Oaklatid,

Cal., before Dec. 10, 1K.S2, will pav for the UALIFOK-
NIA APICULTUKIST lor l(i MontlH, coinmencing
with September, 1882. It is the most attractive,
most practical, and best edited bee journal in the
World. jTSf^Clubbed with Gleanings for only $1.75.

FRUIT EVAPORATOR.
To be used upon a common cook-stove. Capncity,

three to five bushels per day. Price coini)lete, $10.00.
In the Hat, partly put together, $tj.00. A few agents
wanted for the sale of this I'> apnnitor. For partic-
ulars, address JOHN H. MAUriN,
8 2d Hartford, Wash. Co., N. Y.

"DEES AND QUEENS FROM MY APIARIES.

QUEENS AND NUCLEI IN SEASON.
3tfd Circular on application.

J. H. Robertson, Pewamo, Ionia Co., Mich.

BEE-KEEPBHS' SUPPLIES. Every thing used.
LEWIS & DETWlLEll, Manufacturers,

otfd Toledo, Ohio.

lOO Colonies of"

ITALIAN BEES FOR SALE IN SIMPLICITY HIVES

!

ALBINO, CYPRIAN, AND ITALIAN QUEENS;
ROOT, VANDERVORT, DUNHAM, and GIVEN
FOUNDATION FOR SALE, with everything need-

ed for a first-class apiary. Send for a circular, to

3 2d E. T. FLANAGAN, Box 819. Belleville,

Rose Hill Apiary. St. Clair Co., Illinois.

n^O CLOSE OUT HIS SEASON'S STOCK, J. P.
± ITIOOKI-:, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky., offers
queens at these low prices: Dollar queens. 75 cents;
Tested, $1.30. Full colonies at bottom prices. Cir-
cular free. lOd

») H. P. BOOKWALTER KNG INF! In good order,
•y for sale cheap, by WATTS BROS.,
Otfd Lumber City, Clcarflold Co., Pa.

For stocking i)onds; also Golden Orfes, a variety
of Golddsh, etc. For particulars, address

MUTH &ECKARDT,
8-lOd Mt. Healthy, Hamilton Co., Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES. Every thing used.
LEWIS &DETWILER Manufacturers,

5tfd Toledo, Ohio.

FIX UP STRONG FOR WINTER NOW!
Bees by the pound delivered at E.xpress Ollict' at

50 cts. per lb. With every hive taken up I will in-

clude a hybrid (jueen free, if wanted.
J. J. KISER, Des Moines (E. S. Sta.), Iowa.

HEADQUARTERS for the GOLDEN ITALIANS
and the ORIGINAL ALBINO BEES and

QUEENS. Send tor circular.
J. M. C. TAYLOR,

3tfd Lewistown, Frederick Co., Md.
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Names of responsible parties will be Inserted in
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each insertion, or $3.00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Names iiiserted in this department the first time with-

out charge. After, 20c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for f1,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anything of the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnisned on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st, or after Nov. If want-
ed sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. lOtf
*Paul L. Vialion, Bayou Goula, La. lOttd
*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. lOtfd
*Wm. Ballantine, Sago, Musk. Co., O. lOtfd
*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O. 3-2

*Jas. A. Nelson, box 83, Wyandott, Wy. Co., Kan..5-5
*S. W. Salisbury, Kansas City, Jackson Co.. Mo. 5-10

*C. G. Dickinson, Sou. Oxford, Chen. Co., N. Y. 6-12

C. R. Mitchell, Hawkinsville, Pulaski Co., Ga. Otfd
E. B. Vincent, Sunman, Riplev Co , Tnd. 8-10

*F. H. Scattergood, New Garden, Col. Co., O. 10-11

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Vialion, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La.lOtfd
S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. lOtfd
F. A. SncU, Milledgeville, Carroll Co., 111. 3-2

Department for those who wish to be considered

SQUARE MEN.
Ifames will be inserted in this Department free of charge the

first time. After that, 10c. each insertion, or Sl.OO per year.

If thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest
that thy brother hath aught against thee, leave there thy gift
before the altar, and go thy way; fii-st be reconciled to thy
brother, and then come and offer thy gift.—Matt. 5: 23, 24.

We whose names appear below do not know that
we have a single dissatisfied person with whom we
have had deal; but if we have, such will confer a
favor by wi-iting us kindly, and we will do our best
to render satisfaction.

I. R. Good, Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Ind.

;

9tfd
E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City. Jackson Co., Mo.Otfd
E. A. Thomas & Co., Colerain, Mass. 9ifd
J. P. Moore, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Ky. Otfd
G. W. Stanley & Bro., Wyoming, Wy. Co., N.Y.Otfd
Bright Bro's, Mazeppa, Wabasha Co., Minn. lOtfd
T. C. Crilly, Grafton, Lorain Co., O. lOtfd
S. C. Perry, Portland, Ionia Co., Mich. lOtfd
D. E. Best, Best's, Lehigh Co., Pa. lOtfd
A. B. Miller & Son, Wakarusa, Elk. Co., Ind. 8tfd
S. D. Buell, Union City, Branch Co., Mich. lOtfd
R. Stehle, Marietta, Wash. Co., O. lOtfd
Hiram Roop, Carson City, Montcalm Co., Mich. 3-3

J. H. Myers, Saratoga Springs, Saratoga Co., N. Y.
9tfd

Byron Walker & Co., Capac, St. Clair Co., Mich.9tfd
J. A. Osborne, Rantoul, Champ. Co., 111. Otfd
Chas. D. Duvall, Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md. Otfd
J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky. Otfd
C. W. Phelps, Tioga Centre, Tioga Co., N. Y. 7-9

J. J. Kiser, Des Moines, E. S. Station, Iowa. lOtfd

Under this head will be inserted, free of charge, the names of
all those having honey to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, I would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. It near home, where
you can look after it, it is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 25 cents we can furnish little
boards to hang up in your dooryara, with the words, " Honey
for Sale, '

' neatly painted. If wanted by mail. 10 cents extra for
postage. Boards saying '

' Bees and Queens for Sale, '

' same
pi -ice.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.— HoHcy.— The demand for extracted

honey is very good in the small way (1-lb. jars prin-
cipally), and it was slow for jobbing lots during the
last tew weeks. Prospects for a good fall trade
were never better. It brings 7@10c. on arrival. Ar-
rivals eclipse all previous seasons in quantity and
quality. There are some arrivals of comb honey,
which is held too high, and sales are consequently
slow. Choice white brings readily lfi@l8c. on arrival.
Beeswax is scarce, and brings 2()@27c.
Cincinnati, O., Sept. 18, 1883. Chas. F. Muth.

Cleveland.—Jfoiiey—Is in fair demand at 21@22c
per lb. for 1-lb. sections of best white; 19@.20c tor 2-

Ib. Second grade, 19@20c per 1-lb., and 17018 for 2-

Ib. Extracted has been selling at 14c in small 5-lb.,

and also larger tin cans; but barrels have not moved
at all; we are asking ll@12c. Beesicar -2^.0 2Sc.

Cleveland, O., Sept. 21, 1882. A. C. Kendel.

Chicaoo.—Hojif)/.—The honey and beeswax mar-
ket remains the same as in my last quotations.

Alfred H. Newman.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 22, 1882.

Boston.—Honc!/.— l-lbs., 22@23c. ; 2-lbs , 20c., and
extracted, 12c. Wax scarce and high.
Boston, Sept. 23, lf82. Crocker & Blake.

Detroit.—Honey.- The honey market is not very
active, as the weather continues warm, and fruit is

still plenty. A good article is worth about 17c. I

have just sold some that was extra choice for 18c. I
have a consignment of dark honey, for which I have
so far been unable to obtain 15c. Beeswax is selling
at 20®25c. A. B. AVeed.
Detroit, Sept. 2.5, 1882.

[But, friend W., you haven't told us whether you
are talking about comb or extracted honey.]

New York.— Honey.— In reply to your postal of
the 20th, permit us to quote 1882 crop of honey as fol-

lows: Best white in one-pound sections (no glass),

21@23; fair, 19@21; best two-pound, glassed, 18@20;
fair, 1.5(g),17; best buckwheat in one-pound sections
(no glass), 11@15; fair. ]2@13; best two-pound, glass-
ed, l'S@U; fair, 1]((^13; best white extracted, in
small barrels, 9(^10; dark, 7@8. Beeswax, prime
quality, 30c.
The new crop of honey is only commencing to ar-

rive. H. K. & F. B. Thurber & Co.
New York, Sept. 23, 1883.

We have about 20C0 lbs. of extracted white-clover
and basswood honey, in kegs holding 175 lbs., and in
barrels holding from 2ti5 to 550 lbs., for which we will

take 10c per lb., and deliver free on cars or boat at
Dubuque; kegs and barrels thrown in.

Charles Hermann & Bro.
Durango, Dubuque Co., Iowa, Sept. It, 1882.

I have 10,000 lbs. of liglit extracted honey, in iron-
bound, waxed, oak, 42-gallon barrels, all or any part
of which 1 will deliver free on board of cars at
Lewistown, 111., for 91 2 cents per lb., and barrels
thrown in. Will send sample if desired.

Rupos Porter.
Lewistown, 111., Sept. 21, 1883.

Tk EEfilsior Poiltry Yards
are always well stocked with Pure Bred Poultry and
Italian Bees. All kinds of Job Printing done. Cir-
culars free. Address
10-9d J. T. FLETCHER, West Monterey, Pa.
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NOTES FROM THE: BANNER APIARY.

NO. 35.

^^|OME time last spring- 1 mentioned la my "Notes,"

^§)) that I was making a new foot-power buzz-sawi
" and, when it was finished, I would tell the

readers of Gleanings how it pleased me. That
somebody has been waiting for me to "tell," will

be seen by the following:

Friend Hutchi)i><on:—M you will send mc a clear
description of your home-made buzz-saw (it must
be plain enough so that I can understand every
piece), I will send you $1.00. H. C. Graeper.
Westphalia, Knox Co., Ind., Aug. 16, 1883.

Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson:— I have waited long and
patiently for the description of that foot-power saw
you told us about in the April No. of Gleanings,
and promised to describe when finished. Will you
be so kind as to redeem your promise? Also, if it is

not asking too much, would j'ou describe your modn.'i
operandi of burying bees in clamps? 1 am sure you
will benefit many young bee-keepers besides myself,
by describing these in Gleanings.

F. S. McClelland.
New Brighton, Pa., Sept. 8, 1883.

home-made foot-power saw.
Those who are thinking of making a saw should

send for the Nov. No. of Gleanings for 1878 and
18T9, as these numbers contain descriptions of the

saw that I first made. In this article I shall not go
80 much into detail as in the former descriptions.

The framework of the saw that I now have is made
similar to a cross-legged table. It is made of 3x3 oak
scantling. The legs ore 5 ft. 6 inches long, and cross

each other 3 ft. 4 inches from their lower ends.

"Where they cross, a perpendicular slot, ['« of an in.

deep and four inches wide, is made upon the inside

of each leg, and into this slot is fitted a piece of

hard wood 4 inches wide, 1 inch thick, and 1 ft. long.

The bolt that passes through the legs where they

cross also passes through a slot cut in this piece of

hard wood. Through the lower end of this piece of

hai'd wood is a hole in which runs the iron gudgeon
on the end of the main shaft. Of course, each pair of

legs is furnished with such a piece of wood. Each
pair of legs is 3 ft. 7!" inches apart at their upper
ends. The length of the frame,—that is, the distance

from one pair of legs to the other pair is about 5 ft.

The tops of one pair of legs are fastened to the tops

of the other pair by pieces of 3x3 oak scantling,

bolted on. These pieces of 3x3 scantling are about 5

ft. long, 3 ft. 'tVi inches apart, and parallel with

each other. Upon the tops of these parallel pieces,

and at right angles with them, are bolted two pieces

of 3x3 scantling, 3 ft. Vk inches in length. These
last -mentioned pieces are also parallel with each
other. The one at the left, as one stands in front

of the frame, is 13',i inches from the end of the

framework, and the other piece (the right-hand

one) is 3 ft. 3 in. from the front end of the frame
work. They are 14 inches apart. It is upon the top

of these pieces, midway between their ends, that

are bolted the boxes, or set -screws, of the saw-

mandrel. The saw-mandrel is nf steel, one inch in

diameter, and about 13 inches in length. It is point-

ed at the ends, and runs in set-screws. It has a 3x3-

inch iron pulley. The saws are 8-ineh. Oh, yes!

the mandrel was bought second-hand, at a machine
-shop. The largo band-wheel is 46 inches in diame-

ter, and 8 inches across the face. It is made of fel-

loes 3 inches wide, sawed from a pine board. The
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spokes are made of two pieces of pine board, 8 in.

wide and 44 inches long. Ttiey cross each other at

the center, and their outer ends enter mortises cut

in the inside of the rim of the wheel. At the cen-

ter, where they cross, is a 3x3-inch square, mortised

for the main shaft, which is a 3x3-inch scantling

4 ft. long, to pass through. The wheel is held in

place upon the shaft by a key which holds the

spokes firmly against some pieces of planks that

are spiked upon the sides of the shaft. Around
each end of the shaft is an iron band, and in each

end is driven a gudgeon of U round iron, and upon
the end of each gudgeon is a 2-inch crank. That

part of the treadle upon which the foot is placed is

5 ft. 2 inches long, and comes up hclitml the operator.

To each end of this is fastened a bar of wood 4 in.

wide, 1 inch thick, and 5 feet 3 inches long. These
last-mentioned bats extend to the back part of the

frame, and are fastened to the lower ends of the
" hind " legs of the machine, where they turn upon
the bolts with which they are fastened. These bars

pass directly under the cranks upon the ends of the

shaft, and are connected with them by pitman?.

To the top of the framework, and at the back side.

Is fastened the saw-table proper. Through one of

the 3x3 pieces that support the saw-mandrel, ex-

tends a screw with a Crank upon its lower end. This

screw is to raise or lower the table. From the floor

to the top of the saw-table it is 4 feet 6 inches. As
this is too high to work with ease, there is a bench
13 Inches high to stand upon. The treadle, when it is

the lowest, is on a level with this bench.

For making a few hives, or for light sawing, or

odd jobs, foot-power saws are all right; but for

heavy sawing^ or for making matiy hives, they are

too lianl on the lerjA. I am thinking quite strongly

now of building a home-made windmill on top of my
shop, with which to run my saw.

WINTERING BEES IN CLAMPS.

1 had such good success in wintering my bees in

clamps last winter that I shall bury at least 35 colo-

nies the coming winter. Upon a dry sandy hill I dug
a trench 6 ft. long, 2 ft. wide, and 2 ft. deep. This

trenCh I filled with-straw. I then laid sticks across

the trench, and upon these sticks I placed the hives.

The bottom-boards of the hives were removed. I

then built a pen of rails, and pieces of rails, around
the hives. The space between the hives and the

sides of the pen was about one foot. This space

was filled with straw, and straw was also placed over

the hives to the depth of one foot. Rails were then
placed over the straw that covered the hives, and
the whole pen was then covered with straw to the

depth of one foot. Earth was then thrown on to the

depth of about 18 inches. No holes were left for

ventilation.

THE NEW FEED FOK QUEEN-CAGES.

Since last I wrote I have had no more losses in

shipping queens. Friend Hayhurst wrote me for a

sample cage. I sent him one containing a queen
and ten bees; here is what he says about it:—

Friend J?.;—Yours of the 12th inst. is received,
also the cage of bees, in excellent condition. About
one-third of the feed was taken out. From the
amount of dry sugar in the cage, I judge that the
bees lick up the honey, and let the sugar " slide." I
will write you further in regard to the matter. It is

late Saturday night, and I am awful tired. Please
accept thanks. E. M. Hayhurst.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 16, 1883.

That is it, friend H.; they squeeze out the juice

and spit out the "shucks." Honey soaked into su-

gar does not dry up, become " gummy," and sour, as
it does in a sponge.

TIN pails for HONEY.
The 320 little tin pails came the other evening, and

each of our little girls went to sleep with a little new
pint tin pail in her hand. I guess the honey in them
will sell all right; that is, if appearance counts for

any thing. After they were all labeled, filled, and
"stacked" up, one of the little twins volunteered
the remark, "They look nice."

W. z. Hutchinson.
KogersviJle, Genesee Co., Mich., Sept. 20, 1883.

The honey crop of California.

ALSO something ABOUT GOING TO CALIFORNIA TO
KEEP BEES.

^CpjjJ'NLESS we have abundant and heavy rains this

I J)| winter we need not look for much honey next
season. The ground has not been thoroughly

wet to any depth for at least two years, and it must
be wot thoroughly, or we need not expect honey.
Now, I am asked by eastern correspondents if there
are no places in California where the honey crop is

sure every season, and my reply is, yes. But the
bees and fruit can not be kept together. We have
good localities for bees where the business is stock

and dairying, but the honey is of about the same
quality as your buckwheat and goldenrod honey.
In order to have genuine good honey, it must be
made up in the mountains. There are a great many
bees kept in Tulare and Kern Counties, and, in fact,

many parts of the State; but in the two counties

mentioned, where the bees and stock are kept, they
keep the fever and ague also; and I have always
said that I would not live in an ague country, and I

say so yet. Thousands of stocks of bees, no doubt,

will starve to death this coming winter, and those

that just barely rub through will be entirely worth-

less until they are requeened; for a stock of bees
kept in a starving condition for 6 months ruins the

prolificness of that queen ever after; at least, that

was my experience with the first lot of bees in this

State. E. Gallup.
Santa Ana, Cal., Sept. 5, 1883.

A RAIVIBL.ING TALK ABOUT QUEEN-
CAGES.

CAUTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS BY FRIEND DOOLITTLE.

MAYING received a number of queens through

the mails the past season, byway of exchange
' and otherwise, I thought a description of

some of them and their contents, as well as to

compare their merits as law-abiding cages, would
not be amiss at this time. I may alsrt make a few
remarks as to the condition of the queens and bees

when received, and also in regard to candy for

mailing-cages. At the outset I will say, that not

one of the cages received, of the many diflferent

styles, is according to the ruling of the Postmaster-

General, and some are in open violation of the law

forbidding liquids being carried in the mails. The
first cage received, which I will call No. 1, was what
is known as the Peet cage, as made by J. H. Nellis,

having a tin slipping in grooves on one side, and
wire cloth on the other, ov^er which was nailed a

thin board having !s-inch blocks under it at each

end. This cage was provisioned with what is known
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as the Viallon candy, and came ovor lOCO miles the

fore part of May. Not a bee was dead, and ihe can-

dy was soft and fresh as when m vie. Eaough was

left (not eaten) to last them twice as long as they

had been en route. The next two queens I received

were in the same style cages; but instead of using

the Viallon candy, a candy made of white sugar was
used in connection with a tin water-bottle. The first

of these had leaked water so that the candy had be-

come soft, and the bees and queen were half buried

in soft candy, dying probably in less than half a day

after being ma'led. The second contained all dead

bees, caused by the candy and water-bottle getting

loose and pounding the bees to death. One of these

queens was replaced; but although I returned the

cage, bees and all, to the other, and have written

him twice, it seems to be of no use, as he does not

reply. The next was in a Peet cage as made by A. I.

Root, which I will call No. 2, which is so well known
that it needs no description. What those bees had
as food I do not know, for all was consumed, and
the bees were so weak that they could hardly stanl

up. After giving them some honey they soon reviv-

ed and were as lively as crickets. The next was re-

ceived in the same kind of a cage with Viallon can-

dy, and were in splendid condition —not a dead bee,

and all bright and clean. Then came one in a cage
made of a 1-lb. section box, which I will call No. 3.

This contained candy made of white sugar, and a

very large water-bottle. About 30 bees were put in

with the queen, one-fourth of which wero dead. The
queen was alive and all right. Next I received a

queen in a very large cage (No. 4), made by boring

two 2-inch auger-holes in a block of wood, and cut-

ting a passage-way for the bees from one to the

other. In one of the apartments was a sponge filled

with honey to which the bees had access. There
were two dead bees in the cage, and the rest were a

little smeared with honey, but not enough to harm
them. After this I received two more in No. 2

cages, one of which was in bad condition, as all were
dead except the queen and two bees. This cage was
provisioned with v^iallon candy, which was so hard
the bees could not eat it. Next, aljout Sept. 8, I re-

ceived by the same mail a queen from W. Z. Hutch-
inson, in his cage, and one from I. 11. Good in the

cage he prefers. Both were provisioned with the

Good candy. I call the names of these two gentle-

men, because we have so lately heard from them.
In friend Hutchinson's cage (No. 5) I found a dead
bee wedged into each little hole which leads to the

feed, and the remainder of the bees were nearly

starved from not being able to get at the feed. Up-
on getting the dead bees from the feed-holes, those

alive made a rush for the feed, which showed that

they had not partaken of food for some time.
In the cage from friend Good (No. 0), which is

simply a block with 3 one-inch auger-holes bored in-

to it, with two of the holes cut together, and a hole

made in the partition (which separates the thii-d

from the others), so that the bees can have access to

the feed therein. Not a bee was dead, and all were
as lively as could be. However, the honey had es-

caped from the sugar, sulliciently to daub the out-

side of the opposite end of the cage from which the

bees were, so as to make it any thing but pleasant

for the rest of the mail. One other thing: After the

bees suck the honey from the granulated sugar in

this kind of candy, the grains of sugar rattle out of

the cages, which makes quite a nuisance in the

mail-pouches. Again, all of these cages bad but a

single wire cloth on them, while, according to page
121 of A. B. J. for 1830, the law requires a "double
wire screen, the gauze surface being H inch apart

"

on each cage, as the conditions to secure the lawful
sending of queens through the mails.

Once more, the same page says, that "sugar, as a
feed for the bees," shall be used, while liquids in all

forms are forbidden passage in the mails. Hence it

will be seen that all but the Viallon candy, which I

have spoken of, are in open violation of the postal
laws. On page 181, A. B. J. for 1 880, 1 find these very
reasonable words: "If one deviation from the re-

quirements of the postal law be permitted, why not
another, or many of them? And then any regula-
tion describing the cage to be admitted in the mails
is a farce! If we attempt to use any other cage than
one having a 'double wire screen,' having }.£ of an
inch between the two pieces of wire cloth, we shall

soon see the ruling of the department reversed, and
the mails /or ever closed against bees and queens."
Would it not 1)9 well for us as queen-breeders to

heed the above? The cage I prefer is the one de-

scribed on the above page (181), but having a double
wire screen by placing a piece of wire cloth over the

whole. I also prefer the Viallon candy; but as the
recipe of the same as given in Gleanings is rather

indefinite, I have experimented till I have a recipe

which gives a candy which is right every time. I

will here give it for the benefit of the readers of

Gleanings: Take a stew-pan and put therein 24

ounces of pulverized sugar, 8 ounces dark-brown
sugar, and one ounce of flour, when all should be

well stirred and mixed together. Now add 8 ounces
of good thick honey, and the same number of ounces
of water, stirring all together. Place on a moderate-
ly hot stove and stir till it boils, when it is to boil

one minute. Take from the stove, and set in a basin

of cold water, stirring briskly till it begins to thick-

en, when it should be taken out of the water. Now
stir till it is about blood warm, when it is to be pour-

ed into the cages. The above will fill 80 cages. If

you wish less, use less of each part in the same pro-

portion. Set the cages away 12 hours, when they

will be hard enough to use, and will keep soft

enough for safe shipping for two months.

As a test, I sent a cueen in exchange to a person,

and he sent his queen back in the same cage on the

same candy, when I sent still another queen to a

distant party in the same, and all went without a

dead bee. I have had splendid success with this

cage and candy, with the exception of an exchange
I made with friends Heddon and Hutchinson, both

of whom reported every bee alive and in fine con-

dition, except the queen, and she was dead. I hard-

ly think the candy had aught to do with the matter;

but of course I can not tell. Although I have used

cages of different makes the past season, I have
settled down to the conclusion that hereafter I shall

use only a cage and candy, which conforms to our
postal laws, as does the above. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Sept. 20, 1882.

I would call attention to two points in the
above article. First, friend D. criticises us
because we have complied with the spirit of
the postal ruling, rather than the letter of
the same. The letter said double wire
cloth, and was so stated because two sheets
of wire cloth were needed to protect the
clerks surely against stings. We soon dis-

covered this was a very unsafe way; for if a
sharp corner were thrust into the wire cloths,
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they offered but a very feeble resistance.
By using one thickness of wire cloth, and a
stout board over it, with a groove to admit
air, we secured all the ruling asked for,

much more efficiently, with safety to the
bees, and it is easier for us to make and at-

tach. 1 feel sure we have a right to do this,

and I am quite willing to submit the matter
to the P. M. a. Let every one who sends
out queens take rery great c(ire that the cages
shall be so no bees can ever get out into the
mail-bags, or we shall surely lose the privi-

lege we now enjoy.
I am glad friend D. has mentioned about

the honey from the Good candy soaking
through the paper and wood, and making
the package a little suspicious, to say noth-
ing more. I noticed the same thing, and
was thinking of a remedy, when the follow-
ing came from our Avide-awake friend Ilay-
hurst:—

I mail you to-day a dollar queen, in a cage that I

like. It obviates the waste of honey from the "Good"
feed, which sometimes soaks through the wood of
ordinary cases, and daubs the mail matter.

E. M. Hayhurst.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. It), 1883.

In the case mentioned above, the "Good
candy" was all in a little tin tube, i-inch in
diameter, and If long, (^ne end of the tube
was left open, and into this the bees crawled
and helped themselves. The cage was clean
and dry; and although I kept the bees in it

a week after it was received, none have died,
and no sugar rattles out. One step more,
and I won't offer any more improvements
for some time. We all know that tin will in
time rust, and that no metal is quite as
clean and pure as glass. Well, we will bring
back our discarded little glass bottles, but
throw away the corks, fill them with granu-
lated sugar, then drop in all the honey it will
absorb. I am inclined to think a single bot-
tle full will carry a queen and a dozen bees
over to Italy, and we will give it a trial at
once. Here is something from friend Good
in regard to the matter: —
On last Saturday I returned your Peet cage to you

with bees in, your kind of feed removed from one of

the feed-chambers, and my kind of feed put in, so

you can see which feed the bees will take first. I

have not the time, friend R., nor the tools, to make
one of your kind of cages, but I think it will work
all right if you bore the small holes, that are to hold

the feed, far enough from the two, then make a
small opening to admit the bees to the feed. The
main thing is, to get the feed just right; if too much
honey is put in, it will run out of the cage, and per-

haps daub the bees; if not enough honey, the bees
will dig it to pieces, as you say, and let the sugar
rattle out of the cages. I believe you will have your
cages all arranged to take my kind of feed before

this reaches you; and if you will use it one season I

will venture to say, that it will be worth many dol-

lars to you. But I positively refuse taking the $5.00

you so kindly offer me. If you wish to give me, or

pay me for the idea, you may at some time give me
a small space in Gleanings, for kind words from
some of my customers; if you do not wish to do that,

it will be all right, as I shall be amply paid by know-
ing that I have been of some use to my brothers,

and by receiving such letters as the following is an
extract from:—

The twelve queens were received in the very best
of condition — not a dead bee in either cage; friend
G., you are boss on shipping queens.
Dresden, Texas. B. F. Carroll.
Say, did you ever sendtwelve queens that distance

and get word back, "not a dead bee in either cage"?
Yes, I think you have, and you know how it makes
one feel to receive such word. This is not intended
for publication, by any means.
Nappanee, Ind., Sept. 11, 1883. I. R. Goou.

I know it was not written for publication,
friend G., but as I know all will be glad to
hear a word from the man who has given us
this new bee-feed, I have taken the liberty
to put it in. The Viallon candy was un-
touched in the cage mentioned, and the
bees had lived entirely on the other, yet the
greater part of it remained still. It is a rather
nice point to get in just honey enough, and
no more, and I think the little glass vial will
just fix it. That is, too much will do no
harm . The contraction at the neck prevents
the feed from flowing out, even though it be
quite soft, and it also prevents the sugar
from rattling out, because the glass can not
absorb the honey and let the sugar get dry,
as the wood does. Since my suggestion was
printed (on another column) in regard to us-
ing this candy for winter, I see the editor of
A. B. J. has also spoken of the same,

^ I I—

^

A GLASS HONEY-PAIL.

ONE 3IORE " NEW THING UNDER THE SUN."

^ ITTLE tin pails seem to be the favorite

JIji package for honey, because somehow
everybody seems to have such a fancy

for every thing in the shape of a pail or bas-
ket, or, "in fact, any thing with a handle to
it, to carry it by. It may be that thoughts
of the " little chicks" at home (who have as
great a fancy for little tin pails as have the
twins at friend Hutchinson's), have some-
thing to do with the little pail getting the
preference over the jar or tumbler ; for what
child is there who would not take a pail in
preference to a tumbler or jarV Well, you
know of late we have found the honey can
be kept in a liquid state, and therefore we
want glass to make it sliow to advantage.
Can we have a glass pail? A few days ago I
saw the following on a card:

—

I am using a ^-pint jelly-cup with screw cap and
handle, the neatest thing I ever saw for honey. I

have had a good crop of honey nearly all sold; bees •

in good shape for winter (all in chaff hives).

Bell Branch, Mich., Sept 11, 1833. M. H. Hpnt.

I wrote at once to friend
Hunt, asking for sample, and
here it is; but I am sorry I

have not as yet learned any
thing in regard to the price
of it. I will let you know in
next Juvenile. The bail turns
down, to be out of the way
when packed, and I presume
with rubbers the jar can be
made as tight as the Mason
jars. The cover screws on,
of course, like the Mason

jars, so no accident can happen by its com-
ing off.

THE new glass
HONEY-PAIL.
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ARE THE CYPS AHEAD?

MORE ABOUT THE QUEEN THAT G WE THE 700 LBS.

OP HONEY.

MIP! hip! Hold on, friend Hetldon. before you
dive into a poor fellow and dissect him from
head to foot. My dear sir, I did not claim

the greatest yield from -t colonies the progeny of -t

queens, but my record was from a single colony.

When I sent my old sombrero in the air with the

shout " Eureka! " for the Cyprians, I was honest in

believing my record was the best. I claim that my
record ^HcZrti/ is nearly 100 lbs. better than the best

from a single colony. Let me examine my apiary

register, and I find the mother to my big-colony

queen (the A. I. Root $1 Cyprian of Aug., 1880j leads

out a swarm April 8; six days later, an after-swarm;
next day, another after-swarm to which I gave two
frames of brood, the other two only one on wired
fdn. to fill the hive. June 11th the o'd (Root) queen
comes out again with a large swarm, and four days

later an after-swarm, to which I gave two frames of

hrood and 8 wired fdn. frames. The next day, 16th,

No. 2 swarm sent out a large swarm. I nosv cut out
all queen-cells to prevent any further swarms, and
from these seven Cyprian colonies, all from one, 1

extracted, up to Aug. Hth, a little over 1000 lbs. of

well-ripened mint honey, which I think equal to

white clover. As before stated, I was unable, for

want of means and help, to get over 'a or fi of the

honey that my bees could have stored. I am fully

satisfied, that had I worked these seven colonics as

I did my big colony, I could have tak^n a ton of ex-

tracted honey.

Dr. Farley, of Raleigh, Navarro Co., Texas, has a

colony I sold to R. A. High that has sent out

swarms, and the old queen takes the tenth swarm to

the woods, and from these T think he told me he had
taken about 1200 lbs. extracted and comb honey;

and now I will give you what the big colony has

done up to Sept 8.

At date of hiaf report, - - - - 700 lbs.

July 30, extracted 3 upper stories, - 8'/^

and removed 2 stories, leaving 20 frames.
Aug. 2^}, from one story (upper) extracted - 49 lbs.

Aug. 29, " ' " " " - 22 lbs.
Sept. 8.—We have bad 3 rainy days sinre Aug.

29. and cloudy, damp weather for the past
week. From one story (upper) extracted 18 lbs.

Allow for uncapping and waste, - - 2^4

Grand total .... 800 lbs.

They had left not less than 40 lbs. in the lower
story; and I am satisfied they will fill the top story

again, and will go into winter quarters with not less

than 70 lbs. I lost about 15 or 20 colonies by i-unning

to the woods; sold full colonies; have 97 full col-

onies and 1.5 small ones; have taken over 6000 lbs. of

extracted and comb honey, and not less than 5000

lbs. now in my yard, all from 36 colonies, spring

count.

Let us sum up:

The first 700 lbs. sold @ 15 cts. - - $105.00
100 lbs. sold @ 12'/^ cts. .... 13.50

Total $117.50

The net proceeds of one hive of bees for 1882.

Many thanks, friend Doolittle, for your kind criti-

cism, and you will see that,—

"Away here in Texas, the sun shines so brightlj',
The stars in their beauty appear;

The full moon in splendor illumines the night.
And bees gather honey all the year."

Dresden, Tex., Sept. 9, 1882. B. F. Cakroll.

AN ENTHUSIASTIC ABC SCHOLAR.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT SOME OF THE LESSONS HE
LEARNED.

f'
AM an A B C scholar, and love to read the re-

ports from others more advanced in this inter-
' csting pursuit. But after reading friend Pond's

communication in Sept. Gleanings, page 446, 1

thought I could make quite a different report. I

have at last come to a realizing sense of the fact,

that keeping all colonies stnmg makes all the differ-

ence (many times) between a fair surplus crop, and
no surplus at all. I purchased my first colony of
bees (blacks) in a box hive, in April, 1878. I knew
nothing about bees, but began to study into the sub-
ject; got hold of a copy of Gleanings, got the bee
fever, purchased an imported Italian queen, a lot of

hives, several colonies of bees, and in Ihe spring of

1880 had 12 fair colonies. I increased to over 30, al-

though your advice, as well as that of others, was to

make haste slowly. I thought I knew—well, con-
siderable (if not more), and thought perhaps I

should prove an exception, and get along all right.

Many of my 30 colonies were mere nuclei, ani you
can guess the result of the winter of 1880-'81. I had
five weak colonies left. I bought four good colo-

nies, sold one, and last spring had ten colonies, most
of them rather weak. The spring was very wet and
cold, so 1 had to feed, and kept them breeding as

fast as possible, treating them according to friend
Doolittle's method, as given in the A. B. J. last

spring. By the time fruit-blossoms opened, my
strongest colony. No. 10, had ten frames well filled

with brood, and I have taken from them, up to Sept.

5, over 90 lbs. of honey, 20 lbs. comb, the rest ex-

tracted, and five frames of brood and bees, giving
them empty combs in return. I shall probably get
15 or 20 lbs. more if the weather continues warm the
rest of this month. I get 25 cte. for extracted and 30

for comb; $2.00 worth of granulated sugar will

make syrup enough to winter them.

My 10 colonies have increased to 15 good ones, and
I have taken, to date, 4.50 lbs. honey, mostly extract-

ed, and expect at least 100 lbs. more. I have not fed

them at all since fruit-bloom commenced; have had
drones flying all summer, and plenty of them now
with drone brood in most of the hives. I think they
have done very well for this section. Of course, we
don't get such yields as you do out west, or down in

Texas. We have no basswood, and but very little

white clover, in this vicinity. After fruit-bloom

came blueberry blossoms, and my bees were very
busy on them. Then comes white clover, which
kept them breeding, and gave some surplus; then
sumac, of which there is not a great quantity here;

then came buckwheat, of which there was, without
doubt, as many as two acres within reach of my bees,

and the weather has been so dry it did not amount
to much. They are now working on goldenrod right

merrily, I assure you. I find I can get much more
honey by extracting clean from the brood-chamber,
because, although the honey-flow has been continu-

ous, it has not come in with a rush; and after they
have the brood combs well filled they will not exert
themselves to store surplus outside, as they will to

fill up after it is all taken out.

I shall winter entirely on granulated-sugar syrup.

Of the four or five colonies I fed syrup in the fall of

1880, all lived; nearly all the rest died. I nearly for-

got to mention that one of my neighbors has taken
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ever 70 lbs. comb honey from one colony this season,

stored in 1-lb. sections in wide frames each side of

brood-nest. I found, while extracting last week,

that a part of the honey was candied in the cells—

gomothir.g' I have never seen before.

I would sny to friend Thorn, my bees have worked

on sumac blossoms every year since I commenced
bee-keeping. Any time from morning till night I

could count from one to ten bees on nearly every

bunch of blossom?. I think they must get consider-

able honey from it. R. J. Fox.

Nalick, Middlesex Co., Mass., Sept. 18, 18S2.

FRIEND BOOITIHOWER'S REPORT.

ALSO niS IDEAS ABOUT SEVERAL MATTERS.

WITHOUT a doubt, this has been one of the

most unfavorable seasons ever experienced
^ -^ by bee-keepers in this State, especially in

this part. The commencement was cold and wet,

with cold rains nearly every day until about the first

of July. With July came a little more favorable

weather, and colonies that had good care were in

fair condition for storing surplus; and had it not

been for the extensive drought that set in July

5tb, a good and satisfactory crop of honey would

have been secured. But as it was, the red clover,

which began to yield honey freely, was soon closed

by the extremely dry hot weather.

MELILOT, OB SWEET CLOVER.

This was not so much affected, and to this valua-

ble plant we are indebted for what little honey we
have, as it gave our bees work through July, when
every thing failed, and kept them at work, breeding

and getting i-eady for buckwheat, which usually

commences to bloom the first of August; but as I

have before stated, the extreme drought kept it,

and so affected the buckwheat that, with the excep-

tion of some fields that were cultivated upon wet or

moist land, it was not of much good for bees: and

as this is our main dependence for a fall crop, we
have been disappointed, and therefore must be con-

tented with but little. Although the season has

been a short and poor one, it has not passed without

teaching us some good lessons in this our favorite

pursuit.
OVERSTOCKING.

I think we are benefited somewhat by having once

in a while one of these short and poor seasons; it

teaches us that there is danger of getting too many
bees in one place, and also that it is not a good idea

to count the chickens before they are hatched.

Now, here is a subject that is, I am afraid, not being

taken into consideration as much as it ought to be

by bee-keepers; that is overstocking a locality with

too many bees; and I think that where there are 10

bees for every blossom, it is not quite as good as it

would be if there were 10 b'ossoms to one bee. Here
in our locality are over TOO colonies of bees working

on the same ground, and those that are surrounded

have not done nearly as well as those occupying the

grounds upon the outside. A yard of only 33 colo-

nies, located out 3 miles, has made more honey than

IVO colonies located hero in the village, and sur-

rounded on all sides by other bees. Now, why this

difference, if we are not overstocked? In good sea-

sons, or in a season like 1831, we would not have
been very muA affected; but like the one just

passed, we can clearly see that there have been too

many bees; and the result is, it has not been very

profitable to any of us ; and my advice upon this im-

portant question is, do not overstock your locality,

and intrude upon grounds that are already occupied

by parties who have an older right.

HOW FAR WILL BEES WORK TO ADVANTAGE?
Much has been written upon this subject, and I

have come to the conclusion, and have clearly satis-

fled myself, that bees will not work to advantage,

nor even fly the distances that arc claimed by some
writers. Some claim that bees work from choice

from 3 to 4 miles, and some have gone so far as to

claim that they will fly 7 miles to obtain honey-

Now, my idea is, that this is all a mistake, and I hon-

estly believe that, if a colony of bees had to depend

upon going 7 miles to obtain food, they would be ex-

terminated in leis than one week. My opinion is,

that whoever locates his bees so that they are obliged

to fly from 4 to 7 miles to obtain their supplies, will

get severely disappointed, and make the businc's a

failure in a very short time.

EXPEniENCE WITH COMB FDN.

From what I read, there is much said in regard to

the different makes and kinds of fdn. now used. In

the last four years I have given this matter much
thought, and no little time have I spent in experi-

menting. I have used and experimented with near-

ly every make— that without wire and that with, and
the result is, that I think it a bill of expense to use

or make wired fdn. After using all kinds, I have

chosen the fdn. made upon the 01m mill. With this

1 have no trouble with any sagging, and 1 have used
it extensively the past two seasons. I also have
used several hundred sheets made on A. I. Root's
mill, and never had a sheet sag or fall down. The
reason I like the 01m fdn. best, is because it makes
such a beautiful and perfect side wall, the cells being
nearly high enough for the receiving of eggs as soon
as it is taken from the mill, and the ease and rapid-

ity that fdn. can be made upon it. After the ma-
chine is started I can use it all day with nothing but
cold water. After using the 01m mill for two years,

I am perfectly satisfied with it, and could not he in-

duced to e.xchange for any other make; and as for

wired fdn., I claim it is expensive; and if the sheets

are properly put into the frames, and used as I do,

good fdn. is better without wire than with.

F. BOOMIIOWER.
Gallupvillc, N. Y., Sept., 1883.

May I suggest a little more charity, friend
B., in your remarks about ttie distance bees
fly y JFriend March has given us plain clear

proof, as it seems to me, that bees may fly 7

miles, or even more, for stores. I should be
sorry to have one of our friends say any
thing that might reflect on another. I hearti-

ly agree with you, in thinking it not advisa-
ble to locate "bees, expecting them to pros-

per, when they have even four miles to fly,

as a rule. Our bees seldom work profitably

when they fly over about 2i miles, as nearly
as I can determine. —Wiring fdn. is by no
means solely for the purpose of preventing
sagging while the cells are being built out.

It is that the combs may ever after stand
shipping and handling, in any kind of weath-
er. I am very glad indeed to hear so good a
report of the mills you mention, but I more
than half suspect I could make fdn. that

would not sag, on almost any of the mills

now in the market. The shape of the cell

has, of course, something to do with it, but
it is an easy matter for the maker to alter

his punch, so as to make any kind of cell his

customer may order.
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GOOD HONEY AND GOOD dl'EENS.

A Plain, Practical, Coiimicu-senso Article.

PUTTING UP EXTRACTED HONEY.

MOW Shall we do it? This is an important mat-

ter; for whatever may be said of the coming
bee, theie seems now to be little doubt that

extracted honey will be the honey of the future; it is

being: produced in larger quantities, and is coming-

more and more into demand. The American Bee

Journal, and several respected authorities, state that

the best test of pure honey is, that it granulates in

cold weather, and they hint that consumers should

beware of honey in glass jars which does not candy.

This seems to be a little hard on some of us who
have thus put up our honey for years. But as we
know that their tin-can solid honey can not stand in

the market with pure liquid honey in glass jars, we
can afford to be patient under such insinuations.

What the people want is pure liquid honey, and

this they can have. The guarantee of purity must
be the character and name of the producer.

About 14 years ago I put up my crop in glass jars,

and had it all granulate. What a job I had heating

it and emptying the bottles! The next year I put

about half a barrel of white-clover honey into a cop-

per kettle, and brought it to the boil, and ruined it.

But I noticed that the change of color and taste did

not take place until it had nearly reached the boiling

point. Thinking that honey heated, but not boiling

hot, when sealed up might, keep without granula-

tion, I tried again, and succeeded. For thirteen

years I have pursued this method, heating the hon-

ey, but not enough to injure it, and sealing it in

glass jai'S while hot. I also found that it was not

very important to have any particular degree of

heat. Last summer I made some experiments, put-

ting up some at 180, some at 160, some at 140 degrees.

It all kept equally well; liut that put up at 180° had

a slightly scalded taste, but not enough to injure it.

I want to try some this summer at lower degrees of

heat, and tind just how warm honey must be when
sealed up, to keep it from candying. The one thing

necessary is to have the air all expelled before it is

sealed. Now, as we can got 140 or perhaps 160 de-

grees of heat without fire, the next thing to do is to

learn to put our honey in glass without putting it on

the fii'e. Now, can this be done? Two ways occur

to me. In both ways a tight box is needed, in which

to set the jars to be heated after they are filled.

Where steam is to be had, a pipe can be run through
the box to get the required heat. When steam is not

accessible, the box can have a glass cover like a hot-

bed, and put in the sun any warm day. My ther-

mometer set in the sun, rose to 156° last summer:
under glass it would have gone higher. On any
bright day in summer, we can probably get enough
heat to warm honey sufficiently to keep it from
granulating, if sealed up while warm.

QUEENS.
Much depends on the queen. Who has not found

here and there in his apiary a colony which far out-

strips the mass, while others straggle in the rear?

Different causes may contribute to this result, but
the one cause, always operative, is the character of

the queen. For instance, I have a colony which for

three years, during the lifetime of one queen, was
in the vanguard; this year, with a new queen intro-

duced last falL, it is among the stragglers. Another
colony which for three years was in the rear, with a

new queen introduced late in the fall, rushed up to

the front this spring. What we want is a select

tested queen of this liind at the head of every colo-

ny. How are we to get this? I know of only one
way; that is, to raise or buy them, and test them
ourselves, and kill all poor queens and all which are
only fairly good; and keep on testing and killing,

until we get a first-rate queen in every hive. This
killing of queens, especially fairly good ones, is sad
work; but there is no other way to the best results.

Suppose a man has 50 colonies with 15 first-rate

queens, 20 fairly good, and 15 below the average.
Suppose he raises this summer from his best queens,
say 120. He may sell them as dollar queens, and net,

say, $100. That would bo doing well, if he is work-
ing for honey rather than queens. Now, instead of

selling his youngqueens, suppose he keeps and testa

them, and out of the 120 he gets 35 first-rate queens.

Stappose he kills off all the poorest of his old queens,

and those that are only fairly good, and the 85 young
ones, rejected, 120 in all killed, and secures for each
of his 50 colonies a select tested queen. He makes
no money on queens this summer; but will he not,

in the years to come, get his money back? The man
who has done this, and who has followed it up for

years, is the man from whom I should like to buy
queens. Where does he live? Don't all epeak at

once. I am working on this plan this summer.
Last year I bought, from different parties, tested

queens. They were tested, evidently, only with ref-

erence to purity. Only about one out of three of

them is really first-rate in all respects. I will buy no
more tested queens unless they are also tested with

reference to vigor, fertility, hardiness, and honey-

producing qualities of their workers. Queens of

this kind are worth many times the price of a dollar,

or ordinarily tested queens. Dollar queens from re-

liable parties yield about the same proportion — one

first-rate queen in three; the only difference is, that

some of them produce hybrids. Inferior queens are

just as likely to mate with Italian drones as the su-

perior ones. It is about time for us to stop keeping

or selling to others every thing we can raise in the

shape of a queen-bee. I am killing this summer, to

make room for others, queens which I might have
sold as tested Italian queens, fairly good ones too,

and a good deal better than some I recently bought
at $3.00 and $5,00 apiece. I do not expect to pay
$5.00 nor $3.00 nor $2.00 again for a queen, and And
her pure, but— worthless! I dislike to pinch the

head off a $5.00 queen, but sometimes it is a losing

business to keep them. When we get first-rate

queens in every colony, we need not trouble our-

selves about not being able to control the fertiliza-

tion of young queens. Good drones will be plentiful,

and tlie young queens can make their own selection,

and will no doubt do it as nicely as any man could

do.

Much depends on the drones as well as on the

queen. An inferior queen, well mated, will cast bet-

ter queens than a superior one mated with a less

vigorous drone; at least, that is the only way I can

account for the fact, that the queens I raised last

summer from my best queen and colony were not

at all equal to those from a beautiful queen in an-

other colony, which was never strong in bees, and

gathered no surplus honey. But a superior queen
well mated is the one to raise queens from. This

can be ascertained only by thoroughly testing her

royal daughters. Every queen should be thus test-

ed before we raise many queens from her, either
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for ourselves or others. And we should never sell

to others what we would not not keep for ourselves.

Milroy, Pa., July 5, 188^. J. W. White.

Just the tiling exactly, friend \V., both on
queens and extracted honey. I have before

stated that our customers are partial to hon-
ey in its liquid state, and I have given direc-

tions in the A B C for keeping honey in its

liquid state by corking it while hot, with a
cork soaked in melted wax, and I had also

found out how easy it is to injure the honey
by heating it a little too much, but it never
before occurred to me that the heat of the
sun could be sufficient to bring about this

very desirable non-candying property. Why,
the idea opens a great field for the sale of

extracted honey. You are right, friend W.;
extracted honey is rapidly coming into favor.

Your remarks in regard to the plan to be
followed to get queens for honey are more to

the point, to my notion, than any thing I

have ever before seen in print. It is simply
to test them for honey — the only thing, or

almost tlie only thing, that is of any rea) im-
l)ortance, when we sum it all up. I agree
with you, that the greater part of the tested

queens are not tested for much more than
color and gentleness of the workers. Our
select tested queens, we try to test in regard
to the ability of the bees to gather stores

;

but it is a long job, and I fear very few of

them would come up to your standard. Our
red-clover queen was selected from over two
hundred, just because of the honey her bees
w^ould gather, and our recent honey-queen
was selected from over four hundred in the
same way. But only just this week, the
boys say they find some bees among her
progeny which show the third yellow band
with a suspicious faintness. Now, shall we
let all her extra energy go as of no account,
just for this one little matter of colorV I tell

you, if I were going to rear bees for honey,
and nothing else, I do not know but I would
just as soon have her that way as any other.

One other point, friend W. You state that
you have had extra-good queens from one
you know was very poor, and vice versa.

Well, are you sure it was the drone that
caused this unexpected result? May it not
be, that if we could pick our drones as well
as queens, we should find just about such re-

sults? By way of encouragement, I would
say that I once reared some queens from one
so poor she could never keep up a decent nu-
cleus, and the young queens were all just as
bad, or even worse.

THE DEANE SYSTEM FOK SECTION
BOXES.

AN IMPROVEMENT ON THE PLAN GIVEN ON PAGE
139, MARCH NUMBER.

SINCE making some recent improvements to the

new Deane system for comb honey, friend

Root writes to know how about the expense of

the hoop iron, etc. The improvements consist in

having the observing-glass in the clamp l^xU in.,

and clamping the cases together by means of 3-16

iron rods with thumb-nuts. I regard friend Root's

objections to the wires that I formerly used as just,

for they were frail; but the action of this thumb-
nut is positive; and after tightening the nut you

can handle the cases truly as a solid box. No dan-

ger of the bottom-bar of case sagging, for the clamps

hold the weight of the honey, and there is scarcely

any weight on the bottom-bar.

In my former article I spoke of sending the honey
to market by placing thick brown paper on top and

bottom, and nailing strips across; but I find we may
get a thing so cheap that we may compromise its

utility, and I would advise the following: After tak-

ing the honey from the hive, take off the cases,

place the sections side by side, 3t in number; clamp
them firmly together by means of the rod and nut;

have a bottom of J4 -in- lumber, and a top of %-m.

lumber; rabbet the sides of top }ix^s, and let }s in-

go down on top of sections; then screw your top on,

tack in the ends 4}4xlO?4, to hold the sections in

place, and the case is complete. Before tightening

sections to nail on bottom and ends, put five strips

%x}ixi}i between two rows of sections so they will

not shake in transit.

Now, friend Root, for the comparative cost of the

hoop-iron frames, etc., of the Deane system, and

the broad frames, etc., of the —

ROOT, OR SIMPLICITY SYSTEM.

Nine wide frames @ 4c each, 36
Three shipping-crates @ 30c each, - - - - 90

Total, f 1 26

NEW DEANE SYSTEM.

Three pairs of clamps with glass @ 13'/ic, - 3Ti4
One " " hoop-iron frames @ 6c, - - 13
Two " " taps and rods @ 6c per pail-, - 13
Eighteen cases @ W^c each, - - - - 37

Top% bottoms, and ends, for 3 cases of 34 lbs. each Sl'-A

Total, SI 3(5

Balance in favor of nobody, - - -

This is the necessary furniture in the flat, for one

hive of 73 lbs. of comb honey. Now, what have each

of us left, after sending our honey to market?
Friend Root has his nine wide frames, and I my
two hoop-iron frames, taps, and rods, and 18 cases.

Necessary cost to restock friend Root's hive:—

Three shipping-crates ® 30c, - - - - 90

Necessary to restock mine:—
Three pairs of clamps @ 13^c, . - . - 371/4

Three sets of bottoms, tops, and ends @ VZy^c, 37'/i

Total, - 75
Balance in my favor, - - - - 15

So you see, friend Hoot, the original cost of mine
is the same as yours, while on the restock I beat you
15c to the hive, and each of us has our honey in 34-lb.

packages, the most salable shape; 5c reduction on

the crate is bringing it somewhere in the neighbor-

hood of " give away the crate," spoken of in Juve-

nile Gleanings, August No., is it not, friend Root?

A word about your former objections: The only

two that I consider valid I have met with improve-

ments, one of which, so far as I know, is yours;

viz., the glass in the clamps. The other I think

fairly belongs to me. If my memory serves me
right, I don't think I ever claimed the wires for

trussing up the cases as new, for I think I gave

friend Bingham the credit for that idea, in a former

card to you, before the publication of my article in

March last. Again, I would say that, with this sys-

tem of mine, there is no necessity for either notch-

ing or dovetailing the cases at the joints, provided

you can nail the bottom-bar exactly in the corner of

ends; but as this is dilHcult, I notch them for that

purpose and no other.

AVHAT I CLAIM AS NEW.

A case without a top-bar, to be used in either
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brood-chamber or on top, and on^y i sections to the

case; a hoop-iron frame for suspending same in

brood-chamber, and a tap and rod t ) clamp same to-

gether on top. C. H. Deane.
Mortonsville, Ky., Aug. :.'!, 188:i.

But, friend Deane, may I suggest that our
arrangement, used as you have hgured yours,
M'ill be much cheaper than to use the nine
wide frames? Take two wide frames, and
then for tiie upper story use two of the com-
bined shipping and honey crates, and we
have, as the total expense for the 72 sec-

tions, only two wide frames, 8c, and two
empty crates, 47c, or o5c in all, in place of

the S1.2(i. If we go in for cheapness, the
fewer wide frames for sections the better

;

but as they hang right into an upper or low-
er story, and hold separators just where
wanted, a good many hold to them, in spite

of the expense. As the Deane system is

now before us, the public will soon decide
which they want. Before another season we
shall all have ample time to study well these
points. Friend Crilly, of whom I have spo-
ken in this number, sets his one-pound sec-

tions right on the frames, and tiers them up
two high, without any kind of a case or fix-

tures, and he gets beautiful honey.

HONEY-DE^V.

SEND you some pawpaw leaves on which are

drops of some sweet substance, I presume usu-

ally called honej--dew, the large drops dripping

from the tall trees; the small ones — well, I will not

say how they came there. The woods are roaring

with bees every day. My bees are stoiing honey,

and building out fdn. in an unusual way for this

lime of year. The honey crop is light.

H. R. BOARDMAN.
East Townsend, Huron Co., O., Aug. 28, 1883.

We have had the heaviest honey-dew in this part

of the moral vineyard that the oldest men with

whom I have talked ever saw, and it has lasted four

weeks, and still continues, but not so heavily. It

would have done you good to witness it. I have seen

a good many men's theories on the same, and I had
mine. I don't think I can tell what produces it. It

is a wonderful thing, and has made bees do a good

many curious things. I heard of one man being

away from home, and left a window open, and a run-

away swarm went into his house and found a knot-

hole in the ceiling, and went to work between the

joists, and some others had swarms go in between
weather-boarding and studding, at a knot-hole. Lots

of bees in the woods; one of my neighbors has found

twelve colonies. A. J. Woolverton.
Hopkins, Nodaway Co., Mo., August, 1882.

IT DROPS OFF THE LEAVES IN STRINGS.

According to your suggestions, I have been in-

vestigating the honey-dew question. For at least a

month my bees have been gathering stores from the

woods, and for some time I supposed there was
some buckwheat field on beyond; but upon inquiry

I learned that there was none sown this season for at

least four or five miles in the dii-ection of their

flight. Then I thought of the honey-dew. So, on
the 4th of this month I had occasion to cross the

woods, to which my bees appeared to go, when my
attention was attracted by a loud humming in the

trees. Upon examination I saw a beech-tree lit-

erally alive with bees. The numbers were so great
I at first thought there might be a swarm in the
tree; but after watching them a little while I dis-

covered that they were gathering something from
the leaves. I pulled down a limb, and the leaves on
their upper sides were dotted and splashed over
with a clear sticky fluid, which was very sweet to

the taste. This I decided was the veritatle honey-
dew, and also that it came from above, because that

it was to be found on the upper surface of the

leaves, and also that it had fallen, as the blotch had
spread, or splashed; but how far from above it had
its origin, I could not then determine.

This morning I renewed my investigations, and
found larg3 quantities of honey-dew. I even found
it on a limb, on which it had dropped and collected

an inch and a half long, and evaporated till it was
as stiff as very thick honey. I scraped enough off

to make a bunch as big as a medium-sized bean, and
the leaves of the trees looked in the sunlight as if

they had been varnished. That which I found to-

day was not so sweet as on the 4th of September. I

found it in the largest quantities on the beech. I

could see very little on maple, or any other kind of

timber. I invariably found limb or leaf lice close

by, and in connection with it. Where the timber
was entirely free from these insects, the honey-dew
was very scarce.

A neighbor of mine, Mr. Bishop, tells me he found
the oak leaves covered with it, and his bees left all

else for it. Another neighbor told me that about
the first of this month he found it on the grass in

his woods pasture; he said it had the appearance of

grease on the grass. Now, I never saw the lice on
any kind of timber but beech, and I never found
the dew very far away from the lice. I will send
you some of the leaves. The leaves with the holes

in, I got on the 4th inst., between one and two
o'clock in the day; the others, about ten o'clock to-

day, Sept. 13. R. McCrory.
Jerome, Union Co., O., Sept. 13, 1883.

Two pairs of beech leaves were inclosed in

the above letter, so stuck together that, when
separated, they drew the honey-dew out in
strings, and it was as sweet to the taste as
very thick honey right from the hives, for
aught I could see. The honey-dew this sea-

son has been unprecedented, and several
samples have been sent. Mr. J. Pierce, of
Granger, Medina Co., O., had some jars of it

at the fair, nearly as black as tar, but the
flavor was not unpleasant. We have a jar of
it now, among our samples of honey. The
taste is a sort of rich licorice sweet. It is

not always so dark, for I have seen some
honey - dew comb honey that was rather
lighter in color than the average buckwheat
honey. It seems now that the great bulk of
the honey-dew at least, is the work of aphi-
des. These insects feed upon the leaves of
the trees, and convert the starch and woody
fiber into sugar (or honey, rather), and the
operation is not unlike that which the chem-
ist performs when he converts sawdust into

starch and then sugar, only they make a
short cut in the business by chewing up the
leaves and exuding the sweet water, which,
striking on the limbs, is in just the right

shape to be evaporated by the hot summer
sun, until it becomes thick honey ready for

the bees. Yesterday I saw a lot of black
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aphides on a stalk of buckwheat, and a lot

of black ants were all over them, sucking
the sweet juice as it exuded. These ants
treat the aphides something as we do cows,
for the cows eat the green herbage, and con-
vert it into milk, and we follow them about
for it, and draw it away as it collects. On
the same ground, we need not spleen against
honey from honey-dew, any more than we do
against milk from cows ; for the process by
which it is made in Nature's laboratory is

not so very unlike. Aside from the honey-
dew fiom the aphides, we have it also as a
vegetable secretion without the agency of
animals at all. In this case the plant itself

seems to make the change, and exude the
honey, as in the case of the wheat, the catal-

pa leaves, and other cases that have been re-

ported during the past few months. The
idea, that honey-dew rains down from the
clouds, will hardly bear investigation as yet;

not that we doubt any of the statements, but
that we think the observers were mistaken.
A mist falls from the clouds, and it falls on
the leaves that have this honey-dew dried
upon their upper surfaces, and the bees are
seen eagerly gathering it up ; but I think
every case will show that the dew, as it falls

from the clouds, is pure water, and nothing
more. To prove it, catch the dew, mist, or
tine rain, as the case may be, on a clean tin

pan, away from any trees, and I think it will
be water, and no sweet about it.

BEES, Bl .SIIVESS, AND CHRISTIANITY.

ALSO [SOMETHING ABOUT BUYING UP CONDEMNED
STOCKS IN THE FALL.

SHAVE been a subscriber to Gleanings for over

a year. At the time I began to take it I was—
' wondering if a man could be mucli of a busi-

ness man and be a Christian. Gleanings has ans-

wered it emphatically in the afHrmative. It has done

me a great deal of good, for I confess I was rather

cold in regard to religion, although a professor of it.

I began keeping bees one year ago last spring,

with 3 swarms in box hives; had 3 in fall; traded for

4 more; wintered the seven without loss, and in the

spring I moved to this place (thinking it the best lo-

cality Iq this part of the country), and traded a wag-
on and team for 30 colonies, and material for 34

hives. The spring and most of the summer has been

very pooi". Bees have made only enough to live on;

but the last few weeks back they have been doing

exceedingly well on goldenrod, wild sunflowers, and
some other autumn flowers. I think I may get hon-

ey enough yet to amount to the price of team; have

got about $100 now. I now have 53 colonies, includ-

ing 5 nuclei. There is a man near me who kills the

increase of about 60 swarms every fall. Would it

not pay mo to get them (about 40 swarms), and take

some of my surplus honey, which is in Langstroth

frames, and with one or two frames of candy per

colony, winter them through in a cellar well venti-

lated? then in spring, if all my bees Jive, start an
apiary in another place about six or eight miles

from here. I intend to make bee culture my sole

business.

Do you think it would be safe to take so many?
Would they winter on candy alone, with a few combs
with candy, to cluster on? Would it not cost about

$3.00 per swarm for candy? Should the candy be

one-fifth flour? It would probab'y be quite cold be-

fore I could get them. Wm. Fuller.
Brookville, Wis., Sept. 8, 1883.

Friend F., as I see it, there are few things
more needed in this world than to bring re-

ligion into business, and business into relig-

ion. We want to do it, too, unflinchingly,
even though some do insist that business is

one thing and religion another. No matter
what men may say, when they find a teligion
lived that makes men honest, and above any
kind of prevarication, the men who have
that religion will be eagerly sought for both
by believers and unbelievers; and therefore
the thing for us to do, if we do not wish the
name of our Savior dishonored, is to make
all our business transactions straight and
sure. It is often urged, that a Christian is

as liable to have bad luck, and be unable to
pay, as any other man. I do not believe
this. A Christian has no right to take the
chances that another man might ; for if he
fails, it is not his own dishonor he has to
bear, but the dishonor of Christ our Lord.
Therefore, friend F., unless you can well af-

ford to lose the 40 swarms of bees you men-
tion, if they should all die after feeding the
i?80 worth of su^ar, do not go into it. If
you are new at the business, try a few, say
four or five, until you know what you can
do. Don't take any ventures and run risks,

unless you can do "it withoxit inconvenienc-
ing any other man. An old expert hand at
the business could probably take the whole
forty now, while it is warm, and make them
winter, by giving them $2.00 worth of sugar
each, but'it should be done the very minute
you get this. Perhaps I might say, instead
of " old and experienced," a careful and thor-

ough man, for I would to-day give more for
these qualities than age or experience, where
I could not have both. At present, I think
I would omit the fiour in preparing candy for
winter. As granulated sugar stirred up with
honey is proving to be the best bee-food for

shipping bees, I should not wonder if it were
the very best we can get for wintering. AVill

not friend Good and o'thers help us to give it

a thorough trial V It can be fed without any
feeder.—Do not start a second apiary until
you can surely and safely manage the first

one. Bees can be wintered successfully on
candy alone. I have done it repeatedly.

THE SWARMS ! OH, THE SAVARMS :

SOME SUGGESTIONS IN REGARD TO THE CAUSES OF
EXCESSIVE SWARMING.

IIP
FIND I have had, by actual tally, 167 natural

III swarms this season from a start of 68 colonics.

I also made about 15 colonies by division, a

number of them early, with intent to prevent

swarming, and the net result was to increase the

number of natural swarms instead of decreasing

them. When swarming gets fashionable, both parts

of a divided colony will send out swarms. To help

in making things lively, I have had 35 cases, in addi-

tion to the above, of swarms coming out and going

back into the hive again. I have had 13 swarms
come out in one day, and 5 swarms, or parts of

swarms, tangled up in one mess. Change of season
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seemed to bring- little relief, as 31 of the swarms
came in August, and one in September.

I had hoped that many of my stands would refrain

from swarming, and that most of the remainder

would be content with swarming once. My purpose

has been to keep about a hundred colonies, so no at-

tempt was made beforehand to provide for much
more than that. It is putting it very mild, to say

that I was a little "rattled" by the way they made
me skip around. The sample hive you asked me to

make never got made. The children's colony, on
half-size section frames, got neglected, and I shall

have but a slim report to make of it. I had com-
menced again the attempt to make forty colonies

out of one, and had to drop that business after

reaching number five. Other experiments never

got begun at all. But the finality is, that I've got

some honey and some experience, and — lots of bees.

The 107 swarms were divided as follows: Ordinary

primes, 49; after-swarms, 88; primes, with virgin

queens, 8; repeaters, 21; double repeaters, 1. As
some of these terms are not in universal use, I will

explain. A prime with virgin queen, results when a

colony is depi-ived of a queen in swarming-time. Of
course, thej' rear several, and may swarm, when the

second one emerges. A " repeater " is a swarm with

a fertile queen emerging from a new colony, or

from an old one that has already cast one series of

swarms the current year. Only 4 of the 167 got

away, I believe. One of these was lost by being left

in the tree too long. I was tired, and had some tink-

ering to do, and why should I hurry? Two were
first seen or heard when breaking up cluster to de-

part. One got away by persistent contrariness. In

making my swarms stay where they were put, I

have had remarkable success. Only about 10 or 13

of the whole lot came out after being run in once.

Of this small number, two, and probably more, were
queenless. Nearly all the rest came out from one
and the same cause, being mixed with strange bees.

Somehow my bees decidedly resent being mixed up.

I am quite near laying it down as a rule, never to

mix bees under any circumstances. I am even get-

ting suspicious of bees that have been mixed in the

cradle by means of fi-ames of sealed brood. When a

swarm is good-natui'ed, and has a queen, and I can
get them without any tangling, I feel so sure of

them that I scarcely Ijother to look at them after

hiving. They stay well if given a frame of larvte,

and just as well if not. Of course, I do not deny
that two or more small swarms hived together often

Stay all right; but a lai-ge percentage of such make
more or less trouble.

REASONS WHY SWARMS DESERT.
1. Bad smells. Let the hive be clean, and make

sure that no dust is lodged in it. No sour or ill'sa-

vored old combs must be used to hive swarms on. I

often work off such upon new swarms, but not in

hiving. I wait a couple of days, and then take out

a few of the frames they have worked least in, and
replace them with old combs. The frames removed
are tiptop for the next swarm that comes. If pry-

ing robbers come around while you are arranging

the combs to hive a swarm on, don't be so thought-

less as to play on them with the smoker. The smell

of a little smoke on the combs is enough to make
you much trouble in getting the bees to run in.

3. Standing in the siui. Bees are very much like

folks. The old homestead may bo hot and uncom-
fortable, and one bears the discomfort rather than

aband(mit; but in renting new premises, he takes

good care to see that they are cool and comfortable,

else he looks further.

3. Dumping the bees into the hiv'e. When the

cluster is stirred up, the bees, of course, run. If

put down outside, they readily run in; but if tum-
bled into it there is nowhere to run, except to run
out. This running out, I imagine, spreads a bad
impression, that the premises are not to be accepted.

4. Too little ventilation. Don't expect them to

be content with the same amount of air that the old

hive had, even if they are shaded. Though happy,
they are excited and warm, and must have lots of

doorway.
5. Crowded chamber. A full brood-chamber is

one main cause why prime swarms come out of the

old hive; and if you give the same thing in the new
hive, or any thing like it, ihe risks are increased

thei'eby. If you wish to help them to a full set of

combs or foundation sheets, let half the frames have
only starters at first, and then exchange them two
days later.

6. All unnecessary interference with the natural

course of affairs, especially preventing the queen
from flying with them, and making them come back
to the old stand. A hog on ice is no match for a bee

in self-will. It is quite needful to make a swarm
think that they have had their own way; and this

delusion can not be kept up if they are obliged

to come back to the old stand for the queen. I

think it is this point that is mainly responsible for

Mr. Doolittle's wretched swarm report. If my mem-
ory serves me aright, he reports that six swarms
out of ten come out when he gives them a frame of

brood, and four out of ten when he does not ! An-
other reason for this astonishing per cent of deser-

tions is given, I think, in the next item.

7. The habit of shifting frames of brood fi-om one
hive to another. Let your swarm be all children of

one mother, if possible.

8. Swarms, or parts of swarms, mixing at swarm-
ing-time. Largely unpreventable this evil is, I fear.

Fountain pump is of no avail after two swarms get

into the air once. Far better sit down and make
faces at 'em — you'll feel cooler when the time comes
that something can be done.

9. Queenlessness. It is pretty plain, that queen-

less swarms will, in exceptional cases, cluster and
submit to be hived. Of course, the only remedy
here is a frame of brood.
There is an idea prevalent about swarming, that

needs to be "busted," or, at least, cracked a little;

namely, the notion that bees swarm only when hon-

ey is coming in. Doubtless this is nearly correct

with bees only moderately inclined to swarm; but

with such madcaps as mine, it is a long way astray.

On the last day of July we had the beginning of a

remarkable spell of rainj- weather, lasting eleven

days. The scales indicated no honey in that time,

except 3 oz. Aug. 1st, and 3 oz. Aug. (!th, yet I had

five swarms during this period, on five several days.

The first day after the weather changed, and before

an5- considerable flow of honey had set in, I had six

swarms, five of them with fertile queens.

THE CAUSES OF EXCESSIVE SWARMING.
I prefer to regard swarming as a direct result of

simple and reasonable causes, rather than as a con-

tagious fever or mania.

Cause 1. Plenty of pollen, and long-continued but

very moderate flow of honey. Like the human spe.

cies (for the thousandth time), bees seem inclined to

make a hobl'y of some one thing. If honey comes
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with a rush, comb-building and honey -storing is

the hobby, to the partial neglect of brood-rearing,

and swarms are but few. Then further on, when a

dearth follows the rush of honey, they naturally in-

cline not to start very much brood. But when hon-

ey comes steadily, yet so slow that there is no comb-
building to do, brood-rearing and queen-rearing

become the hobby, I take it; all the home bees en-

gaging in it, and soon out come the swarms thicker

and faster, and more of 'em.

Cause 2. Small brood-chamber. In some locali-

ties the surplus is mainly stored from runs of four

or five pounds per day, with occasional good days

up to ten or even twenty pounds. Apiarians having
such a locality can use either small or large brood-

chamber, as they like, and do well in either case.

In other localities, like mine, the surplus must be

stored, if at all, from runs of about a pound a daj',

the income never going as high as five pounds. To
get section honey in such a locality, the brood-cham-
ber must be made small. I give seven frames. It is

presumable that such a contraction of the chamber
causes a considerable increase in the number of

swarms that issue.

Cause 3. Frequent Infusion of fresh blood into

the apiary. Non-swarmers are usually bees totally

let alone; and I suspect that apiaries where only a

dozen or two of swarms emerge from a hundred
hives, are in almost all cases apiaries where very
few outside queens have been brought in for the

past three years. Fresh blood boils; and if it does, I

hardly think I can afford to let the vital forces stag-

nate, even if the swarms do make me skip around.

Cause 4. Some races and strains of bees arc pre-

disposed to excessive swarming— Italians and hj-

brids swarming more than blacks, and some strains

of each varying considerably from the usual habits

of their race.

Here is another side incident of swarming that I

don't remember to have seen in the books. It is

well known that the workers often keep a lot of

young queens imprisoned in their cells for some
time, and that when the last swarm is about to go,

all are allowed to come out that can get out. I find

they sometimes let the queens out and drive them
" to Jericho," or any other place, without swarming.
My evidence is this; July 1st 1 opened a hive that

had recently cast two swarms, the last one two days
previous. I was surprised to find a nic3 young
queen all alone between the chaff cushion and the
cover. On lifting up the cushion there was another
one; and when I took up the cushion to replace it in

the hive there was still another one. The bees down
below had one young queen, just as they should.

And here 1 am at the close of a long article, and I

haven't told yet about my important invention for

putting back swarms. I must make that my special

theme for next month. More correctly, it is another
man's invention put into practical shape. Sufiice it

to say, that by means of it I have returned to their

old quarters 64 after-swarms, and, with but two ex-

ceptions, they all stayed the first time trying, llad

It not been for this new help, I hardly know what
would have become of me. E. E. Hasty.
Richards, Lucas Co., O., Sept. 16, 1882.

Many thanks, friend Hasty, for your sug-
gestions. I am one who has always held
that bees never swarm, unless they are get-
ting honey ; but of course I mean by this,

normal, natural swarming. Although many
reports of this excessive swarming have

come in, we have never in our apiary had
swarming after the basswood closed, unless
it was an occasional swarm, after the second
crop of red clover was out. I have some-
times thought it would be fun to have our
apiary get such a mania, but I presume that
before it got up into the numbers you re-
port, I should be glad enough to have it

cease. We surely have new blood in our
apiary, enough of it; but it is very likely
prevented from getting started, by the way
in which we rear and handle bees. I think
bees might swarm when prevented by rain
from gathering honey, but knowing, at the
same time, there was honey to be had. I
think this quite different from a long dearth
of honey, when they return to their hives
day after day, finding little or no honey.

REPORT FROWI TWO COLONIES OF
CYPRIANS.

I^X'KEASED TO 16; ICO LBS. SOLD, AND ALL THE HON-
EY A LARGE FAMILY COULD USE BESIDES.

a, Jj^Y small apiary of two in the spring has expand-

n/M, ^^ ^o ^^ strong colonies. A large swarm
' went 1J4 miles, and entered a large white

oak, on my own land, 6 feet from the ground, and
two went V,2 miles to a neighbor's, and were hived,

and two have been found in trees about two miles
distant; hence 16 swarms at least have been sent

out. Having a large farm to look after, I could not
give them close attention. The last swarm came
out the fifth of this month, and have already stores

enough for wintering. Our large family have had
all the honey we could eat; have sold over 100 lbs.;

have considerable on hand, and most of the supers
are about full again.

As the black bees had mostly died off last winter
near me, I had hoped to keep my Cyprians pure; but
nearly all my young queens mated with black
drones, while my drones went off and hybridized all

the black bees of the surrounding country. Is this

a law of the bee-hive, to prevent in-and-in breeding?
I am unable to perceive that my hybrids are in any
wise inferior to the full bloods. All are cross, if

handled improperly or allowed to^il their hives, for

then they have nothing to do but guard their stores,

and they are faithful and brave sentinels. I have
had a few lessons in this direction, by which 1 hope
to profit. In hiving swarms I have not heard a
single angry note. My apiary is in an apple or-

chard, the trees heading low. I set a step-ladder un-
der the cluster, with frames uncovered ; set the

hive on the platform on top of the ladder, gently

lay on the enameled cloth, and after two or three
minutes more I gently carry the hive and set in po-

sition, put on the cover, and the work is done. Not
a single swarm has refused to stay where put.

Owing to frequent and heavy rains, white clover

furnished only about a week of good pasturage, and
the cold weather of spring had kept the bees from
the fruit-blossoms. But for a few weeks we have
had a honey boom, which, however, a drought
threatens to bring to a close. The spider plant has
been booming in our yard for a long time, with its

great drops of nectar glistening in the rays of the
morning and evening sun, but not a single bee ever
visits it, which puzzles me very much.
Jem, Mo., Sept. 13, 1883. C. S. Callihan.

It doesn't quite look as if the Cyprians

I
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were going to be called a failure, after all

;

do you think so, friend C.V The bees have
not yet found the honey of your spider

plant, as I have several times explained

;

and from your report one would think hon-
ey so plentiful in your locality that it is no
great wonder either.

FRIEND POND'S REPIilES, ETC.

QUEENS GOING VISITING ; MOKE ABOUT IT.

EN
foot-note to my article in Sept. Gleanings,

you ask if I am certain that the " going-a-visit-

ing queen" I wrote about was fertile; if there

was brood and eggs in the cells, etc. In reply I will

say, that I know she was fertile. She was a tested

queen, purchased from you, about a year old, and

very proliflc. I found eggs in the cells each time I

looked, and the queen continued laying, and has

kept on till the present time. Of course, I should

know if she had been superseded, for I make a prac-

tice ol carefully looking over each colony at east

once a week, consequently I know the condition of

every hive at all times.

DO BEES CHANGE THE EGGS FROM ONE CELL TO
ANOTHER?

I was somewhat skeptical in the matter, but am so

no longer, for I have satisfied myself that they some-

times do. About 20 days ago I found one of my col-

onies queenless, and at the same time found they

had filled every comb, in which there was no brood

or eggs, with honey. 1 had an extra frame or two

of empty comb, and gave this colony one in ex-

change for a frame full of honey. In the course of

four or five days I again examined this colony, and

found they had begun several queen-cells on this

empty sheet of comb. As it contained no eggs when
I placed it in the hive, of course the bees placed

them there, probably deeming it a better place in

which to rear a new queen. As there were eight or

nine queen-cells, the bees must have changed that

number of eggs, and they started no queen-cells ex-

cept on this sheet of comb. There can be no mis-

take about this, for I took the empty frame from my
honey-room where it had lain some six or seven

weeks; and as a queen hatched out from one of

these cells, the eggs could not have been laid by a

laying worker. I don't use the term " fertile work-

er," because it is impossible for a worker to be fer-

tilized, and I therefore deem the proper term to be
" laying worker."

I am at a loss to know what is the trouble with my
queens this season. Four of them have died, none

of which were over a year old, and all " died in the

harness;" that is, thej' left plenty of worker brood

and eggs behind them, and showed no evidence of

failing powers by laying dnjne eggs. This experi-

ence is new to me; and as I have never read nor

heard of any thing of the kind, I am at a loss to

know or even guess (as I am a Yankee I have a right

to guess) what is the trouble. Has any one else had

the same trouble in his apiary?

In the same foot-note you say, "Are you sure,

friend Pond, that Doolittle would not have secured

a fair crop?" etc. This question was asked in regard

to my complaint of a poor season. In reply I will

say, that I am well aware that friend Doolittle can

do most any thing but winter his bees successfully,

and that he is held up as a glorious example to all,

of success in obtaining big yields of honey; but I am

certain that even he can't get a crop unless the

flowers yield; and in my case the production of

brood has been kept up the strongest I ever knew,

and that without stimulative feeding, and my bees

have all gathered enough to winter on ; they kept on
rearing drones, and would kill them off as fast

as they were hatched out. I tried to get them
to deposit in side boxes in the brood-chamber, but

they would not do even that; and while I might
have got a few pc)unds by extracting, I should have

been obliged to feed to make up for it. I don't

know how it is in your section, but here I never

knew a yield of surplus in a very dry season ac-

companied by very cold nights. The sources from
which honey is obtained in my vicinity are, first,

fruit-bloom, then clover, and the small fruits; as

there is no basswood or linden near me, no honey of

any consequence is obtained aftcir clover gives out,

until fall, and then quite a little harvest is yielded

by goldenrod, and other fall blossoms. At the pres-

ent time, honey is coming in very lively; the fields

and road-sides for miles around are yellow with

goldenrod; in fact, I never saw it bloom so exten-

sively as at the present time. J. E. Pond, Jr.

Foxboro, Norfolk Co., Mase., Sept. 14, 1883.

DO BEES, WHEN IN HEALTH, VOID A
SOLID EXCREMENT ?

Also some Facts on a iiiueli more Iiiipoi

tant Matter.

BEES THAT WON'T WORlf.

fpNCLOSED find a small quantity of the dry excre-

Ji| ta of the honey-bee, which I obtained in the—
' following manner: Most of the time during the

summer, a colony of Italians of mine have been in

the habit of "hanging out" in the portico of the

hive, and, at times, spreadmg out on the alighting-

board, and on another board resting against its edge,

some 18 inches from the entrance of the hive. With

all the art my ingenuity could devise, backed by the

information as to "howothersdo it," crowding, sup-

plying sections filled with comb above and by the

side of the brood-nest, I could not induce them to

swarm or store in the surplus arrangements. After

concluding I should obtain no honey in boxes, I be-

gan supplying empty combs until I had increased

those in the brood-nest to 19, and they haven't scored

honey enough in them to keep them in stores the

coming winter. In short, they have done nothing

but breed, and to such an extent that, when the

drought began to pinch, tbcir hive contained about

a bushel of golden Italians— a good strain to raise

bees to sell by the pound ! Many times during the

summer, while Aiewing them as they hung on the

front of the hive, or spread on the alighting-board, I

noticed excrement fi-om those above fall among
those below; and when few or no bees were spread

out, it would roll off. Some would remain and hard-

en, and in such condition is that inclosed in the

package. I scraped it from the alighting-board into

a clean box with a piece of now tin. A magnifying-

glass will disclose very small particles of the weath-

er-worn surface of the alighting-board adhering to

some of the pellets. In other respects they are what

I represent them to be. I could have procured a ta-

ble-spoon full during the summer had I not consid-

ered the evidence in support of the theory (if theory

it may be termed) furnished through Gleanings,
sufficiently conclusive. But as a further substantia^
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tion seems necessary, here is aa opportunity to ex-

ercise three of the five senses in support of the

declaration, that "bees do at tiroes, and especially

when in repose, void comparatively dry excreta;"

and the words " so-called" are not needed to disqual-

ify any term affirmative of the fact.

This was not written for publication, but simply

to re-assert previous belief founded on observation,

being prompted by reading the notice of the Nation-

al Convention on page 468, Sept. No. of Gleanings.
J. F. Latham.

Cumberland, Maine, Sept. 8, 1883.

Although you say the above was not in-

tended for publication, I feel sure, friend L.,

you will not object, when I tell you that I

very much desire it, not only because of the
conclusive evidence on the question you call

attention to, but as well in regard to bees
that will not work. You have given us a
case where an immense colony loafed all

through the season, when they might have
gathered hundreds of pounds of honey prob-
ably. Now, how do we know more or less

of this kind. of work is not going on in all of
our apiaries, season after season? I think
that colony could have been made to work,
but I am not sure I should have known just
what to do. I should have tried moving the
old stock away, and giving a young queen to

the bees clustering outside. Ilow much
honey did you get from your best workers,
of the same or nearly the same strength,
friend L.V

QUEENS BY MAIIi.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT GETTING GREAT YIELDS
FROM ONE COLONY.

MANY thanks to friends Hutchinsr.n, Alley,

Good, and Brooks, and others who have come
to my aid in my queen-shipping troubles.

You know I am a beginner in queen-shipping, al-

though not so young in breeding. Before I got my
apiary to a pretty high standard of excellency, I

could not afford to ship away my choicest stock at

any price. My loss in honey would have more than

equaled my income for queens.

When I was ready to send out queens in any con-

siderable numbers, I, not knowing which was the

best shipping-cage, sent to you, friend Root, foi? 100

of the Peet cages, and I used them as directed, and
nearly one-third of the queens died en route. We
failed to get a queen from here to Battle Creek (60

miles on this road) alive. Since using Mr. Alley's

cage, containing a sponge of diluted honey, I have
had but one loss, and that queen was delayed. It is

perhaps just that the shipper should warrant safe

arrival of queens; but of other goods, why the bee-

keeper shipper, any more than the grocer, hardware
dealer, or clothier? To be sure, the receiver can't

help it, if his box of oranges is torn open, and some
stolen or lost out; but neither can the shipper; and
the transportation companies are the only parties at

fault, and only the consignee has any claim on them.
One other point is, that " among many men there

are many minds," and this is as true morally as in-

tellectually, and so among many customers there are

some dishonest ones; and this warranting the safe

arrival of all sorts of goods opens up a broad field

for the exercise and growth of dishonesty. When
the fault is plainly with the shipper, if he is smart
he will know it, and he will see it is to his interest to

stand under it: and if he docs not, law can force him
to, if he is good foi it; and if he is not, customers

must continue to take the consequences of dealing

with those who are not collectable. Regarding the

sugar and honey cage, we have just made 35, and are

putting them into use now. I hope they Avill work
well. Thanks to our friends.

SHALL M'E INCREASE OR NOT INCREASE, TO GET GREAT
YIELDS FROM ONE COLONY?

It is now plainly shown that Mr. Can-oil's report is

outdone in various places, both in the past and pres-

ent season, and no donations solicited. If Mr. Car-

roll falls behind Mr. Vandervort's success because

Vandervort produced the bees from more queens

than one, then let us for ever remember that it is

admitted, that the best way to get large yields of

honey is to increase 4 to 1 at the same time. If one

queen can produce more bees and honey by produc-

ing some queen bees to start on, we want to know it.

The next time Texas has a honey shower (Glean-

ings says the State is flooded with honey, and no
sale for it) Mr. Carroll can wisely commence divid-

ing, and raising comb honey. 1 would much rather

my bees would increase four fold, and give me 700

lbs. of comb honey per colony, spring count, than to

not increase at all, and give mo only the same of ex-

tracted honey. If Mr. Carroll sold TOO lbs. of extract-

ed honey for $105, he must have received 15 cts. per

lb. for it — a pretty good price for Southern extract-

ed honey, in a locality where the markets are " flood-

ed with honey." A man of Mr. Carroll's vending

ability could sell comb honey for 30 cents per lb., I

should think; and could he have gotten Mr. Vander-

vort's yield, he would have realized $310 for it, and
had a handsome increase besides, and then he could

have extracted out the "15 lbs. too much honey,"

from four colonies, and sold 60 lbs. at 15 cts., and had

$9.00 more.
I sold surplus cases and wired fdn. frames to a

farmer twelve miles from here, and he has increas-

ed one colony to 13, and already gotten over 300 lbs.

of white surplus comb honey, and has the fall har-

vest all before his apiary of now 13 colonies, strong,

heavy, and in good condition, and black bees too.

" One swallow doesn't make a summer." Not-

withstanding I got the enormous yields reported in

the last Gleanings, and that I have carried as high

as 550 colonies in three apiaries since that time, I am
not rich yet, but far from it. I have not got a com-
pctencij yet; hope to get one, though, at this very
honey-producing business, and feel quite confident

that I shall; but if I do, it will not be by the enor-

mous yields from a few colonies, but the good round
50 or 100 lbs. per colony from the many, put up in

nice marketable shape. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Sept., 1883.

Z/ater.—The Good sugar and honey cage is a per-

fect success for "alive arrival " of the queens, and it

is the most practical and easily manipulated of all.

I earnestly commend the point friend H.
has made in his closing remarks. It is not
a great yield from a single colony we want,
so much as it is a fair yield from the whole
apiary ; and the nearer the owner can make
his colonies produce all alike, and of course
get a good fair yield from all, the better it

shows for his skill, l^ittle or nothing from
a great many, and large yields from a few,
would seem to indicate luck and chance,
rather than skilled management. The ques-
tion in regard to increase or no increase
would, it seems to me, depend largely on the
number of colonies.
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AVOICKUR ECiOS BKINtirONVERTED TO
DKOMCS, AGAIN.

A "CLIKCHEH" THIS 1UVE.

SN 3'our comments on Mr. PcttTS' article in Sept.

Gleaninos, you ask tor facts on that subject.—
' In the latter part of June I took all the unseal-

ed brood from a colony of blacks, and gave them a

frame of fdn. partly built, and about one-third full of

esrgs that I expected to hatch on the next day. I

also cut four holes in it for them to start queen-

cells. The bees started queea-cells in all the holes,

and enlarged all the cells arouad the outside edge of

the patch of eggs into drone-cells, and raised drones

in them. On reading another article, where the

writer attributes such things to fertile workers, I

went to the hive to have a look at those drones; for

if from fertile workers, they were black, and I did

not want them around; but I found them to be

large Italiaos. And I also found brood capped in

the drone-eel's that were drawn out when they

were raising queens, to have capped brood in on a

level with the worker brood, and I expect to see

workers come from there. They also filled one of

the holes that I cut three queen-cells from, with

drone comb, and that they drew in the rim to about

the size of worker comli, and have eggs in them. I

have told you things just as I have seen them, and

that is all I can do. Wm. True.

Chadwell, Clatsop Co., Oregon, Aug. 19, 1883.

Many thanks, friend True. The facts you
have furnished completely demolish the idea
that fertile workers had any agency in the
matter. The remaining point to be proven
now, is that the eggs would not have pro-
duced drones, if left in the parent hive.

Have you, friend T., examined well the par-
ent hive, to see whether brood remaining
there has not a good many drones scattered
through itV We want to bring forward evi-

dence enough on this matter, while w^e fil'e

about it, so that it may be settled conclusive-

ly, to the satisfaction of all.

THE SEASON IN WEST VIUGINIA, ETC.

HOW MUCH REAL, PROGRESS ARE WE MAKING?

||IIIS has been a peculiar season in this as in

most other localities. Formerly the month
of June and the first ten days of July have

been the season in which all our surplus honey has

beea stored. But this year our bees were short on
winter stores up to the tenth of July, after which
time they secured a good supply for wintering, and
gave an average of 40 lbs. surplus. At no time after

the first of April was there a lack of bees ready for

business — but such weather!

SPitEADING THE IJUOOD.

For some time past I have been In the habit of

spreading the brood-nest and inserting an empty
comb for the purpose of stimulating, in the early

part of the season, the production of brood, and was
of the opinion that there was a great advantage in

the method. This season, on approach of the time
for rapid breeding, I adopted the Doolittle method
of exchanging, every eight days, the outside combs,
having some brood to the center, and by the time of

fruit-bloom my hives were full of bees, and a ma-
jority of the colonics bad ten L. frames almost solid

with brood, and every thing ready to secure the full

benefit of the yield from fruit-bloom; but we didn't,

and a liberal supply of sugar syrup was next in

order to hold them up to the scratch. Bees that

wore not fed during this scarcity seemed to roar

brood slowly, and I am strongly inclined to believe

they subsisted, both old bees and brood, on pollen

alone, as at all times, when bees could geta minute's

sunshine, they would find pollen.

My bees built up so rapidly after I began this in-

terchanging of combs, I was about to get enthusias-

tic over the new departure, when I learned that

neighbors, some one or two miles distant from my
apiary, having bees in frame and box hives that

were not looked into from one year's end to another,

were having swarms, and hives just as full of bees

as my own. This news put a quietus on my en-

thusiasm over the " l)o:little method." In my yard,

one colony that did not begin to rear brood until

very late (so late I feared the qvieen was barren),

and which hive was opened but twice, and no dis-

turbance or interchanging of brood-combs, was just

as strong as any by the first of June, and had econ-

omized their honey much better than the others. I

have about decided that it is all a notion, this tinker-

ing with the brood-nest. If the queen is vigorous

and prolific, she will occupy the combs with eggs

just as fast as the bees are able, according to the

state of the weather, to care for them. Here again

nature's own laws are not tampered with.

A SMALL BROOD-NEST FOR WINTER.

Page 333, July No., friend Doolittle says: "Now,
friend Buchanan, did you really think that, because

you oould not reconcile a hive full of honey in the fall

with a small brood-department, or were you a little

jealous?" I certainly am free from a spirit of

jealousy; and with the peculiarity of your locality,

your small brood-department and 35 lbs. of honey for

winter may be the correct thing; but with us it has

been a failure. We have tested hives of all shapes

and sizes, worth speaking of, and find, for this loca-

tion, the ten-frame Langstroth gives the best results.

Here we get but little fall honey — some seasons

none; and with such small hives as Mr.L.uses there

could not be room for a sulliciently large brood-nest

and the amount of honey needed to run a colony

from the end of one honey season to the beginning

of another, save in rare cases. Even our ten-frame

L. hives, with 40 to 50 lbs. to start with, must some-
times be fed — this season for example. Here I will

advise bee-keepers to use hives of a size and style

best suited, and then we shall have less hive contro-

versy.

EXTRACTING TOO CI-OSE — DANGER OF.

This season, 34 colonies were arranged and ran for

extracted honey by giving ten L. frames in upper
story. The season not proving very good, their sur-

plus combs were emptied but once, then left undis-

turbed until the end of the honey season, at which
time the upper stories were mostly filled solid with

honey; but on lifting this olf I found the lower

frames had been occupied with brood almost in full;

and when the yield closed, and brood out, there was,

in many of these brood-departments, not five pounds

of honey. By an exchange of frames as required,

they were soon put in good shape for winter. Where
fall bloom is abundant I have no doubt bees would

fill up these empty brood-combs, or secure enough
to do them, had all been taken from the frames

above. Colonies run for section honey were found

to have plenty of honey in br^ood combs.
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Excuse me a few minutes. I liberated her a little

while ago, and must see once more if she is all right.

A queen from " Jumes," of Dowagiac, Mich., one of

the '*long leather-col )red" kind. 1 let her loose in

a colony of /ij/Zoh/.s (she ought to be at home Utete). I

will just look — h-i, hi) ! i'cs, she is all O. K., crawl-

ing around, and seems to be full of " business." She

should have been introduced to a colony of pure

bees, and then when her brood hatches I coulJ see

the ditference between the old and the new bees;

however, I don't care for looks in bees so they show
up right during the honey season. Wo are all after

bees for honey, and not for something to look at.

DOLLAR QUEENS.

Queens reared artificially can be and are produced

that are in every way the equals of those reared un-

der the swarming impulse. Now, while this is true,

and while thousands of dollar queens are sent out

every year by queen-breeders, that give as good re-

sults as naturally roared queens, I am just as free to

say that there are very many worthless, short-lived

queens sold for one dollar. Now, if we were to do

away with the "dollar," or cheap-queen business,

and enter into an agreement that we would sell no

more queens for less than $3.00 or $5.00 each, would

you be sure that any belter class of queens would be

sent out? Do you think you can hire (for a little

more money) a rascal to deal honestly? A dealer

selling queens for one dollar, which have been rear-

ed from well -advanced worker larva3, invariably

producing short-lived, worthless queens, after the

price has been advanced will he take any more pains

to have all his queens reared by strong colonies fed

as queen larvae from the egg, selecting his stock

from the choicest honey-gathering, hardy strains?

or will the breeder of these inferior queens, on

learning the price has been doubled on queens, send

out thereafter any better grade? If he is dishonest

before, will he not be dishonest still? If there is any

pay for time in selling queens for one dollar, the

breeder can just as well rear good queens with but

little if any more trouble, at the same price. Were
I to send to a queen-breeder of honor for one dozen

queens, and he should write me that he had enough
to fill the order which were reared under the swarm-
ing impulse, or could All the order from a lot reared

aitificially from the same stock and at the same
time, and that all were fed as queen larvfe from the

hatching of the egg to sealing of cells, by strong

stocks, and that they were large, well-developed

queens, I should have no choice to make between
the two lots, and virtually there can be no difference

except in imagination. There are men who will

send out their inferior queens now at $1.00; put the

price up to $10.00, and they will do the same.
John A. Buchanan.

Holliday's Cove, W. Va., Sept., 1882.

I partly agree with you, friend B., in re-

gard to spreading the brood, and I have oft-

en thought more harm is perhaps done by so
doing tlian to let the bees have their own
way, because there has been so much inju-
dicious spreading; but for all that, in the
hands of a wise and careful apiarist, it ac-
complishes at least one great good, by induc-
ing the queen to fill a nice frame of comb
with brood of about all the same age. Did
any one ever see such entire sheets of brood
before we had frames of fdn. to give the
bees? Who has not seen the improvement
effected by putting a perfect comb into a

colony recently transferredV This, of course,
is not quite spreading the brood-nest, as you
speak of it, but we may often, by judicious
spreading, get the queen into the way of fill-

ing one comb entire, instead of skipping
about, and laying an egg here and there,

which must be a waste of her time.—While
I grant much you say in regard to dollar

queens, I think you piit it a little too strong-

ly. The average man, even though he be
something of a rascal, as you term it, would,
I think, pick out a nicer queen, if he got $3
for her, than if he got only one. lie might
not take much more pains in rearing, but it

seems to me he certainly would in selecting.

Is it not well to have all such commodities
graded, putting the best at a high price, and
the fair and indifferent accordingly V

RED CliOVER AS A HONEY-PL..INT.

ALSO A GOOD REPORT FROM THE CYPRIANS.

SEND you by to-day's mail a copy of the Cam-
bridge Jcfferson'an, which contains a little re-

port of what I have been doing with bees this

summer so far. There is no let-up to the flow of

honey yet. 1 am still increasing, and taking honey.

My bees did a rousing business on red clover. I had

about 10 acres of the large English clover near my
apiary, and when harvest came I almost hated to

see the mowing-machine go into it. The Cyprians

apparently did a straight business on it. My Cyps

have been in the lead all summer. The sumac
(which I never considered very much), is giving a

heavy flow of honey now. It appears as though

ever thing is blooming and furnishing honey. If

that extractor was a little slow in coming, it has

been a faithful friend to me since.

BEE CULTURE.
Are there hidden treasures yet here among these

hills that we have never found nor thought of? I

believe there are some we may tind out and some
we will never. But our children may, and who
knows but our very richest treasures may not turn
up for several generations yet to come? Men, as a
general thing, get into a certain channel of doing
business, farming, stock-raising, store-keeping, etc.,

as the case may be, and apparently do not look
around to see if any thing new might turn up. Many
such men are doing well, but many are not, but are
still working hard every day for the support of their
families, never thinking there is any other way for
it only to grub and hoe, and clear off the stony hill-

sides. Of course, it is right enough to do this kind
of work, but is there nothing else we can do to bet-
ter our condition more rapidly? There certainly is.

One thing is bee culture. It is an old subject, but a
new business, and is paying as large a per cent for
the capital invested as anything else. I know there
are plenty of men who have had a few boxes of bees
nearly all their lives, sitting in an old box hive away
in the corner without anj^ attention more than to
take a slight glance as they are passing, and of
course they will say that bees do not amount to any
thing, and it is true, fi-om their standpoint. Bees
must have attention as well as any thing else. In
the first place, you must have a good movable-frame
hive; and as there is no patent on any bee-hive now,
you can just make it any shape you please. Bee-
keeping of to-day is a trade to learn, and by procur-
ing one of the standard bee-books it can be learned
in a short time, when by actual practice it would
take a man nearly a lifetime, as it did our two old
veteran bee-keepers, Qulnby and Langstroth. I

have been paying some attention to bees for a few
years, and find it profitable. I have the new races
of bees, and without any doubt they are considerably
ahead of our old stock of black bees. I started this

spring with only 10 colonies; have sold, to August
Ist, $177.94 worth of bees and queens; $113 worth of
honej% and have 30 colonies left. My crop of honey
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will run something over 1000 pounds, for which I

find ready sale ; comb honey at ~5 cents, and extract-
ed at 20 cents per pound, put up on the new princi-
ple. My expenses have been about $25 in all, with-
out counting' my labor, whii'h I cuLjsider merely rec-
reation. From this you will see (by counting the in-

crease of 20 colonies at a low estimate of $8 per colo-
ny) a showing of over f'lO per colony for the ten I

staried with last spring. Now, this is nothing more
thiHi what plentj- of men are doing to-day with bees.
I know the season is pretty good, but not much
more than an average. It can be done only on the
new principle of bee-keeping. A. H. Ddff.
Flat Ridge, O., Aug. ], lo82.

I agree with you ia rt'gard to red clover,
friend i)., and it is my impression that time
and money invested in (jetting good fields of
red clover would be about as protitable as
investing in plants that pay no protit, aside
from the honey. We are also glad to get a
good report from the " Cyps." I agree with
the spirit of your article, in the main.

NOTES BY AN ABC SCHOL.AB.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT HONEY-DEW, AND WHERE
IT COMES FROM.

fAM a " village preacher," my salary small. To
increase my income, and to provide myself with

' a very pleasant recreation, I keep a few bees.

I purchased of D. C. Ucdcrhill, of Seneca, 111., 11

colonies in
CHAFF TENEMENT HIVES.

Great barns they are — too unhandy for profit or

pleasure. When you wish to handle one you have
got to contend against the pickets and advance
skirmish lines of four brigades all after you at once,

with "charge bayonet." If j'ou wish to move one,

you must move four. To do this you must call in at

least three men to help. Just after I bought my
bees in April, the robbers attacked one queeniess
hive. After I had tried almost every means to stop
them, I could not. At least I saw the only salvation

was to carry the pillaged swarm away. I had to lift

them out of the tenement, and carry it away
at night into a deep ravine, half a mile distant.

There was left only a quart of bees; to- iay they are

as good as any hive in my apiary. The extra work
caused by tenements is what 1 dislike. Perhaps
next spring I shsll feel differentli'.

THE SEASON.
Up to July the weather was exceedingly cold and

wet. With some feeding in May they kept raising

brood; and as the combs were empty, the queens
had things pretty much their own way; and, oh the

hecs! the bees! The frequent rains during July kept
the honey washed out of white clover and basswood,
of which there is an abundance, especially of the
former. The hills and valleys are covered. During
August,

THE IIOXEY-DEW,

SO called, has furnished the bees with an abundance
of stores. Sometimes the hickory leaves were so

loaded that great drops would fall to the ground.
The source of this honey is no longer a problem with
me. It is the pi-oduction of a small light-green in-

sect, from the size of a small pinhead down to those
invisible to the naked eye. They have red eyes, long
wings, the upper half of which are black; long man-
dibles, or feelers, twice the length of their body, and
about the color, and striped like a raccoon's tail.

Proof: 1. They are found on all trees where the hon-
ey is found; 2, They are on the under side of the

leaf, the honey on the top; 3. The topmost leaves

have no honey; 4. The grass and dead leaves under
such tiees have the honey as well as the green hick-

ory and oak. To me, these facts seem conclusive

evidence. The honey is not flrst-class.

SPIDER PLANT-
Tho=!o I find as described in A B C book. I think

there are no plants which will pay better to cultivate

than these. Tho bees will go out and work on them
at least half an hour earlier and later than they will

on any thing else. A little honey carried in thus

early will set the whole apiarj- in motion, and will

cause them to work more industriously. Just let

one member of a household be up early in the morn-
ing; the effect will soon be seen on the whole fam-
ily. Then in the evening, after the busy work of

the day, it is a pleasant and profitable little chore

for them to go to the spider plant, and get this last

load So easilji. It reminds me of the provident

housewife who, with pail in hand, goes out after

sundown to " pail the cows." But you will say it

would look better if the male member of the house-

hold would do the milking. Surely it would; but

that would spoil the analogy, unless the great awk-
ward drones could be induced to visit the spider

plant, and carry home a load of honey.

My apiary of 11 hives hais increased to 28 good col-

onies—four Italians, two blacks, and the rest are

hybrids of different shades. M. W. Akers.
Marseilles, 111.

Many thanks, friend A., for the facts you
give us on honey-dew. I am much inclined
to favor your view in regard to the source of
the greater part of it. Very likely a light
misty shower, or the morning dew, dampens
it so the bees work on it with more facility.

I agree in regard to early rising too; ask Sue
and the children if I don't.

THE REQUISITE CONDITIONS FOB
SENDING BEES L.ONG DISTANCES.

SHIPPING POUNDS OF BEES, ETC.

fHE pound of bees and Queen sent from Medina
Monday reached me Saturday noon. They

' were in good condition, not more than a doz-

en dead bees in the cage. They had emptied both
bottles, but had eaten only a little of the candy, and
I do not blame them, as the candy in tho sections

was so very llinty. It so reSsted any impression
made on it, that I could get only small portions out
with a strong butcher-knife. Three years ago I got

a queen from you, and when looking at the cage
Saturday I found the candy in that softer, after all

this time, than what I last received.

Did you send any comb in the middle section? If

not, the bees built it, as the section was nearly full

of comb, built out on the wire on each side, and had
some unsealed honey in it.

I took a hive of black bees, and when my brother

would draw up a frame, I would brush all the bees
off from it, and set it into another hive, and so pro-

ceeded till I left but one frame in the old hive for

the blacks to cluster on. When they had all nicely

gathered on this, I uncovered another hive and set

them right over it, and I see no trouble " on either

side of the house " since then. I then carried the

hive of combs back to a new location live or six rods

from the blacks, and with a knife I split the middle

section of the cage, and thus made two cages out of
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one, and drove out tho bees with a little smoke.

Her royal majesty is a lovely queen — one of tho

prettiest I ever saw, and I hope T shall succeed in

building the little colony up. I did not confino them

to tho hive, as they bad plenty of brood in all stages

of development in tho frames given them, and I

have protected them well from the cold.

Now, friend Root, I thank you for the careful

maniuT in which the bees were put up, but I think

a little "reform "is needed in the candy, and per-

haps in the bottles, to stand a very long trip.

R. E. TliMONEY.
Smyrna, Maine, Aug. 30, 1883.

But why any " reform," friend T.V You
say the bees came through that long distance,
with only about a dozen dead. Is not that
well enough, even if the candy was llinty V

Again, you say they had built a piece of
comb, and tilled it with honey. We assured-
ly did not put a particle of comb in the cage,
and so we must conclude the little fellows
felt so much at home, even with their hard
candy and water, that they went right to

work. The desideratum I have for years
sought, was to so prepare bees that they
could get the daily supplies they need on the
way, so as to get them to comb-building in
the natural way, and your report seems to
indicate we have succeeded. If the candy
is softer, they dig it out and rattle it out of
the cages, and waste it on the way. Now,
friends, wlien you can get yonr bees to build-
ing new comb, and keep them at it, they are
always thriving ; and when we can so ar-

range our feeding as to obtain this result,

we nave all we can ask for.

FOUNDATION ON HORSEHAIR.

nORSEIIAIU VERSUS WIRE.

M FTER a thorough trial of wired frames we have

J^^_ discarded them and adopted something which
' gives better results in the hive, besides sav-

ing half to three-fourths the time spent in wiring.

This is how we do it: We get nice long hairs from
the luxuriant tail of one of our horses (and, by the

way, it's astonishing what a number can be taken

without his missing them), and having dipped our

wax sheets thin, lay two together with the hairs

thick enough between them to roll out 3'/i to 3V4 in.

apart, and then roll them with our nine-inch Root
fdn. rolls to the desired thickness. We then use the

fdn. just as we all did before discovering the neces-

sity of having something to prevent sagging of the

combs. The first trial of the hair which we made,
we just stuck it to one side of a single wax sheet,

and thus rolled it. In one or two instances we found
the bees would pull it out some. But since rolling

it between the sheets as mentioned, not a single in-

stance of contrariness has occurred. We have given
it a thorough test this season in all kinds of weather,

and have universally got nice straight even combs,
which stay firmly to their place, whatever the weight
of brood or honey, or thinness of comb. These re-

sults we have not always obtained with wire, with-

out close watching and manipulation to keep the

bees from bulging the fdn. from the wires. They
can't bulge it from the hair, if they do commence
their work on one side, and the increasing weight
keeps them straight. We think it just the thing,

and the ease and speed of making it upon any kind

of fdn. machine will recommend it to those who
have all the solid work they can do to keep up with-

out puttering with the wired frames. Those who
are troubled with sagging top-bars can retain the

diagonal brace you use. We use a comb-guide %x
a scant 'a, fitted firmly into the grooves in top and
end bars; and though we sustain the middle of the

section cases by laying a '„ strip on the top-bars,

we are never troubled by their sagging.

I have already made this too long, but would like

to say that the quickest way to put the hairs between
tho sheets is for one to bold them outstretched

across as many sheets laid side and side as they will

reach, while another lightly strokes them, just

enough to make them Stick, with a common putty-

knife. You will readily see that but half the sheets

are to be thus treated and matched with the other

ready 1o be rolled; also, that I may not be asked to

tell who ICC are, that I went regularly into bee-keep-

ing with my father, Thos. C. Stanley, last spring;

not, however, being a novice in the art of hive-mak-

ing, selling, transferring, etc. And he desires that

I shall have the credit, if there's any in it, of the

hair improvement, as it was mj' suggestion, though
our joint experiment. I. H. Stanley.

Fairfield, 111., Aug. 38, 1883.

Horsehair was suggested a long time ago,
and experimented with ; but, if I am cor-
rect, it was discarded because the bees would
bite it out at times when no honey was com-
ing, and also that it didnot have the strength
we wished to enable frames to bear trans-
l)ortation, etc. Our young friend who writes
the above, has, it would seem, remedied the
lirst objection, by rolling the hairs between
two sheets. As dipped sheets usually have
one thin end, by reversing we may now
have fdn. with walls of an equal height over
its whole surface. While the plan will pre-
vent sagging, without a doubt, it will not
give us combs firmly fastened into the frames
at both tops and bottoms, as we have them
with the wires woven into the frames.
Neither can I quite divest myself of the idea
that bees would not bite out the hairs, when
they were not getting stores, or during
severe dearths of honey in the fields. Are
there horses enough in the land to supply
the demand, friend S.V and are you sure it

won't result in having the poor beasts go
around with denuded tails in lly time, if we
adopt your suggestion V Many thanks, nev-
ertheless, my friend.

FOUIi BROOD.
ITS DANGERS, AND THE WISEST THING TO BE DONE

WHEN IT ONCE GETS INTO YOUR APIARY.

M FEW weeks ago a friend wrote us for

^^ advice in the matter of foul brood.
' Not having experience, we referred

him to friend Muth, who, after receiving
from him a sample of the diseased brood, re-

plies as follows :
—

Mr. H. Scranton, Dinidec, Mich.:~Your favor of

the 1st inst. is at hand, inclosing a sample of brood

comb. I am sorry to say that you are in a rather

bad fix concerning your bees. It is the interest of

every one of your neighbors keeping bees, to assist

you in eradicating this dangerous disease. That

small piece of comb represents the worst kind of

malignant foul brood. I feel very safe in saying

i
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that every one of your colonics is afllictecl, and that

the colonies of a number of your neighbors are in as

bad a tix as your own. You ought to proceed with

the utmost care, as your neighbors' bees, alighting

on your frames, or even on your hives, will take the

spores of the disease home with them. Empty hives

should never be left in the yard (nor exposed) before

they are thoroughly disinfected, as they have on

them the spores of foul brood.

If in your place, I should commence wiih the hive

ne.\t to the house; extract its combs and put all of

those parts not having brood in, into the wa.v-barrel

(combs Willi brood ci'catc too much of a stench for

me to render into wax). Let no bees have access to

your operations. Combs with brood are burned up
by me. I burn up the frames also, as they require

so much care to be disinfected. And if you apply

brimstone to every hive before you cotomence oper-

ations, it will be best for you. If your hives are

good, you can disinfect th(>ni by appljing the medi-

cine given on page 20 of "Practical Hints," to cvcrij

part thcrciif. If your hives are not worth the trou-

ble, burn them up also. If you make a clean sweep
with every hive as you go, you will And that it is the

best and cheapest way for you. It takes much time,

labor, and expense to cure your stand of foul brood,

judging from the comb you sent me, and your de-

scription of manipulation. Besides the labor, it re-

quires more expense than all of your hives and bees

ai-e worth. I am sure you can replace them for less

m(iney than the cure would cost you. It is so catch-

ing a disease, that your unwashed hands or knife

will infect a healthy colony. As stated above, your
bee-keeping neighbors should all assist you in keep-

ing out the disease, because they can not keep from
being affected also, if the disease is in your apiary.

By the meilicine recommended, the foul brood could

be easily cured, if the colonies would not be again

and again infested.

Hoping, for the good of yourself and neighbors,

you will take my advice, I am very truly yours,—
Cincinnati, O., Aug. :5, 1^83. C. F. Muth.

The above was put in print at friend M.'s
request, to save him the labor of answering
so many questions. It will doubtless have
the etfect of warning our friends who have
not already got it, of the importance of
avoiding any thing tliat may possibly intro-
duce it into their apiaries.

qiji<:eiv-ct!;i.i.s not always an iini>i€A-
TIOIV OF UlEENliESSNESS.

I>ARK COLOR OF IMPOUTEI) STOCK.

fBECElVED from you a few weeks ago by mail

a piece of larva- from one of your Italian—
' queens, for the purpose of raising some queens

from it if possible. I succeeded in getting three

queen-cells from it, which I gave to three queenless

colonies that had no material ol their own from
which to raise a queen. In course of time they
batched out; and when I thought it was about time

for them to begin laying I looked for them, and
found two; but in the third hive I could not And any
queen nor any signs of one, although I had seen her

when only a day or two old. To be sure whether she

was lost or not, I gave them a piece of larvie, and
within two days they had started a queen-cell on It,

so of course I concluded they weie queenless. Aft-

er an interval of a day or two I examined it again,

and found it so small that I contemplated cutting It

out and giving them a larger one, but did not do so;

after another interval of a few days I looked Again,

and found it nearly ready to seal, with a good-sized

larva and plenty of the milky food. To-day I looked

again, expecting to find it sealed over; but it was
demolished, and the re were eggs in several of the

combs, and after a Utile looking I found a large laj'-

ing queen of the exact color of the other two, and
the one 1 had supposeil to be lost, so I am quite sure

it is the same one, as there wei'c no other cidls in

the hive, nor was there anything out of which to

makeont!. Isn't it a rather unusual occurrence for

bees to start queen-cells like this when they already

have a queen in the hivc'i' The queens spoken of

above are quite dark-colored —darker, in fact, than

I supposed the daughters ol' pure Italian queens
ever (or at least hardly ever) are. It is too soon, of

course, to know what their worker progeny will be;

but it will most likely be hj brid, as I have more
black drones than I have yellow ones.

Sheridan, Montcalm Co., Mich. E. Hunt.
I have had a few cases where queen-cells

were started, when there was a virgin queen
in the hive ; but it usually hajipens when
the young queen is so long in getting fertil-

ized that the bees seem to get tired of wait-
ing ; and probably, in deciding to start a
new queen, they tliink it can do no harm,
even if it do no good. Can you tell us how
long it was from the time this queen was
hatched, until you found her laying? The
dark color of daughters of imported stock
will always be a theme of comment, I fear,

but it has been several times suggested that
the transmission of the larva' through the
mails has the effect of making the young
queens unusually dark, and 1 think very
likely this is the case, for any unusual expo-
sure of the brood is pretty sure to make
both bees and queen dark. One friend in-

sisted the larva we sent him was from black
stock, but it was certainly from our best im-
ported queen every time.

SYinPHORA <'ARPUS,

AND OTHER MATTER.S.

INCLOSE you a sprig from a shrub growing in

our yard, that seems to be such a favorite with

the bees that I thought perhaps it would inter-

est you, if you are not already cultivating it. It

does not grow in Vif-ginia, this being the only one I

know of. My father brought it many years ago

from South Carolina, where it was considered quite

ornamental, the dark-green leaves and red berries

contrasting beautifully with the white sands of Car-

olina. The berries are not as large and bright here,

but the bush is prettily shaped and graceful. I do

not know its bocanical name. Tliore, it bore the eu-

phonius and classic name of " Devil's shoestring."

I do not know why, unless its long racemes of bright-

red berries were suggestive of his majesty's native

element. I have often accused my bees of a want
of enterprise; but as they have undertaken to ob-

tain honey from such a source, I shall have to ac-

knowledge myself a slanderer, and ask their pardon.

But to tell the truth, I could not Bay pn.f it ivcly thai

they do get a great deal of honcij from It. All I know
Is, during the whole of this month the bush has been

literally covered with bees "from early dawn to
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dewy eve," regardless of weather. They must get
something from it that they like. At any rate, It

gives them employment when most other flowers
have failed. The flowers on the little sprig have
nearly all dropped off, and I am afraid the few re-

tnaining ones will be rubbed off before you get it.

I ought to have sent it sooner.

The seed of the spider plant I got from you did
not germinate well, owing to the cold rainy weather.
I have a few plants which have grown and are
blooming luxuriantly, but the bees scarcely noticed
them at all. Perhaps they find the "Devil" more
agreeable. The rape is blooming pretty well, but
the bees seem to prefer a little patch of mustard
growing just beside it. Indeed, mustard has out-

stripped everv thing else that I have tried, as a bee-
plant. I don't know that it yields such a great quan-
tity of honey, but it is of such rapid growth, and
blooms in such a short time after being planted,
that you can have it at almost anytime you want it,

and thereby save feeding.

I would just like to state here, that I never heard
of that race of "bob-tailed dogs" once raised in

Wytheville. If there ever was such a race here it

soon played out, which ought to warn others not to
cut off their dogs' tails or clip their queens' wings.
Wytheville, Va., Aug. 31, 1882. M. B. Crockett.
The plant, my friend, is Symphora carim^,

and we liave it now in bloom in our garden.
It has attracted a good deal of attention for
several years, and just as soon as the season
of its bloom comes, we have many specimens
sent in. With us, it has this season attract-
ed more bees than before, but I am hardly
ready yet to place it on a footing with the
Simpson and spider plants. I would recom-
mend dropping the name you seem to prefer
calling it by, if you will excuse the liberty.

REARING QUEENS BY SELECTION.

CAN WE DO IT, WITH THE FACILITY WE DO OTHER
STOCK?

I
HAVE just read, or rather re-read, with interest

the article of A. J. Cook on raising queens by
selection, in June No. of Gleanings, sent you

by Doolittle. 1 was pleased with your reply. I was
surprised that men of Cook's and Doolittle's abilities

should take the stand they do, and compare the mat-
ing and crossing of bees to that of horses, sheep,
and cattle. If our stock roamed at will in the woods,
and mated by chance, as our queens and drones do,

there would be some analogy; but in our present
mode of selecting and crossing, there is none what-
ever, as I see it; for in crossing our stock we select

the dam and the sire for some good points or quali-

ties which we wish to develop and perpetuate, and
impound them, and the desired cross is effected in

confinement. As you say, if they do not come up to

our ideal of perfection, they are rejected as breeders
and we try again; it may be by the selection of the
dam or sire of a different herd, but of the same
btrain.

It is not so with our bees. We know nothing
about the points and good qualities of our virgin
queens and the drone that she mates. All we do
know is, that our queens are from our best stocks,
and the drones may be; for when a queen takes her
wedding flight there are drones from a hundred
stocks flying at the same time, and she is as likely

to mate with an inferior as one of our best drones;

and when she is fertilised she is fertilized for life,

whether it be by an inferior, or a drone from our
best stocks.

This risk and state of affairs is likely to remain,
until ways and means are devised to have them
mate in confinement. I know the idea has been sug-

gested in the papers, and talked of among apiarians;

but if it was ever tried, I have never heard of it. It

appears to me it could be df>ne by placing a frame of
drone brood from our best stock into a nucleus, in

time to have them hatch and fly before the queen
takes her flight, and putting them into a greenhouse,
or tent made of mosquito netting, and let them fly

there. If it could be done, we could have our queens
fertilized by drones of our own selection.

What parts in our organism, vitality, and general
make-up, do the male and the female influence, is a
question I should like to have discussed in Glean-
ings by the scientist. Neither can be passive in

reproduction. The male must stamp his image on
some parts of the offspring more than others, and
so must the female some other. Which are they? A
knowledge of these facts would help us in our de-

ductions and crossings. Some writers on physiology

and reproduction contend that the male, generally

speaking, influences the physical organism, and the

female the vital, intellectual, and mental. Families

could be cited where the father had a giant mind
and intellect, and the mother weak-minded, having
well-developed children with weak minds, and some
idiots. Whore you find an intellectual and strong-

minded woman you generally find sprightly and in-

tellectual children, let the father be what he may;
and where you find a weak-minded woman, you gen-

erally find weak-minded children, even if the father

has good mental ability. Geo. W. Forman.
Ripley, O., Aug. 7, 1883.

Although your points are well taken,
friend F., I can not quite agree that we can
not improve bees with the same facility we
do other stock. It is true, that even if we
could get a virgin queen fertilized with the
precise drone we wished, we should know
but little about her, compared with what we
do of horses and cattle, when we select them
to breed from ; but it should be borne in
mind, we can get results from queens so
much quicker than from any otlier farm
stock, we are far ahead in time required,
even if we take another generation. Eor in-

stance : Take a queen you have raised
queens from for some time, and you know
her pretty well by the worker progeny of her
daughters, and this places her on a footing,
as it were, with the farm stock whose proge-
ny we test year after year. I heartily agree
with friend Cook in thinking it high time
some one should see what could be done
with bees by careful selection and breeding,
and we want another Berlepsch among us to
undertake the work. The only point on
which I did not agree was that there is any
necessity of stopping the regular queen traf-

fic meanwhile. In fact, the experimenter
could sell the queens he did not wish to use
for breeding, to honey-producers, and thus
get quite a little revenue to help pay the ex-
penses of the work. Discarded queens (hy-
brids, for instance) often produce great crops
of honey, as we all know, yet we would not
want them to send out swarms, or rear
drones, to the detriment of our other bees.
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Or Departiitout for those wlio don't Sign
Tlicir Names.

^o^LEASE send me bj' express, C. O. D., 1000 small-

Jiff^ sized section frames for surplus honey, with

Send immediatly, and
Alex. Casebeer.

foundation for same,

oblige,—
Reese, Aug-. 31, 188:i.

Brother Casebeer, we should be most hap-
py to send you the goods by the first train, if

we only knew where you have your abiding-
place, or where to send them to. Unfortu-
nately, your letter was mailed on some train,

so we have not even the benefit of the post-
mark to help us. It is true, you did manage
to say " Reese " on one corner of your letter,

and we can, perhaps, by the aid of the Ros-
tal Guide, hunt you up ; but I fear your
honey crop will be past.

EUROPEAN LINDEN.

now TO PROLONG THE PERIOD OF BASSWOOD BLOOM.

J?

HAVE just been looking- through my books on

I

bee culture for some enlightment on a question—
' -which has just been brought to my attention in

regard to the linden, or basswood, but wilh no satis-

factory result.

On the 2d of July, as I was passing along the street,

I observed a basswood-tree in bloom, and the bees

roaring upon it. I called the attention of a friend

to it, and, meeting him a few days afterward, he re-

marked that I was mistaken about the tree being

basswood, as he had spoken with the gentleman
whose place it was opposite, and was informed by

him that it was linden ; the seed having been brought

from England years ago, from which it and many
other trees which adorn the roads and avenues in

this vicinity have sprung. I replied that we were
both right in the matter, as linden and basswood
are one.

But he said, "No, there is a difference, as you will

readily observe by looking at a basswood-tree not

far from this one, which is not yet in bloom."

My attention being thus called to the matter, I

have been on the lot)kout for linden and basswood

trees, and I have discovered a number of both varie-

ties, and there certainly is a difference between
them. The linden has a tendency toward a conical

form, while the native basswood, even where it

stands out singly, carries nearly the same breadth

of branches from bottom to top, and is by no means
so gi-aceful a tree to look upon as the linden.

But the most important fact connected with this

matter is, that the period of their bloom is different.

The linden was in bloom before the first of July, and
on the 10th the bees were still roaring among its

very profuse bloom, while the buds of the basswood

had not yet opened; and even at this date, July 15,

some of them which I have observed are just begin-

ning to bloom.
If I am correct in my observations, that the Eng-

lish linden, like the American, is an excellent honey-
plant, and that its bloom fails just as the bloom of

the latter begins, these facts are certainly worth
knowing, to those who are interested in artificial bee
pasturage. James McNeill.
Hudson, N. Y., July 15, 1882.

The facts you give are not new, friend M.;

but for all that, we thank you for calling at-

tention to the matter again. When we
planted our basswood orchard, about ten
years ago, we purchased a number of Euro-
pean lindens just to test this very peculiari-
ty ; but, if I am not mistaken, every one has
died. An earlier-blooming variety is not so
desirable as one that blooms later, for it

comes right in the midst of clover bloom.
Something that would prolong the honey-
yield a month later would be indeed a boon
to the bee keeping world, and I feel sure it

may be found by a little effort. To hasten
the work, we could bud the young trees.

Here is a field for friend House, wiio is an
expert in the budding business.

\^e^^\v^\VvQ.<^'^^'^'t.'t.Q(i\:>\rsv>\i.^3^

f^;^g>;g;;'g;i!';tgg<jgcg^^^

THE "golden" bee-hive, AGAIN.

E write briefly to get information which we
deem of importance to you as well as our-

selves. The facts are these : David Thomp-
son, of Nashville, Tenn. (at least representing him-

self so), sold ail his right or title to what he called

the "Golden Bee-Hive," for the State of West Vir-

ginia, to a couple of citizens of our county ; said hive

was patented in July, 187". These gentlemen claim

on their patent a bee-feeder, key-board and lever,

and shallow frames about 4 in. deep in upper story,

the frames runningcrosswise of the hive. They are

now ordering all persons who are using two-story

hives with frames to discontinue using them, or

they will prosecute in U. S. courts. One of the

gentlemen referred to, who is a member of our

church, has anotherbrother inour church arrainged

before it for trial for infringing on his patent by

simply using two stories on a hive, without the

other devices alluded to. Now, what we want to

know is this: We are members of the same church

as the parties alluded to; we are using Langstroth

hives, 2-story; have about 154; had our upper-story

frames made 5 inches deep for extracting; the

frames in the upper story are the same as the lower

story, except in depth. We wish to know if any

other bee-men are using shallow frames in upper

story; and if so, how many years since, and what is

your opinion about the matter — whether we can be

prosecuted in the courts for using shallow frames in

upper story? If we have to abandon top stories

with shallow frames we shall be forced to use the

Golden hive, and pay six dollars for family right to

use it, l)esides having to use a hive which we do not

like. If so, it will injure your business up here. Let

us hear from you at once. J. Shepher & Bro.

Young's Mills, Kanawha Co., W. Va., Aug. 24, 1882.

Your "church people'' are beside them-
selves, friend S. Two-story hives are in use
the world over ; and the man who claims a
patent, as you state it, <ind obtains money by
threats, can be arrested as a fraud and
swindler. See our Sept. No., page. 437.
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This department is to be kept for the benefit of those who are

(llssatisfled; and when anythinR is amiss. 1 hope you will "talk
right out. '

' As a lule. we will omit names and addresses, to

avoid being too personal.

SPEESUM}'] we are all of us backward
about learning by experience, that it is— such an easy thing to be mistaken, and

I presume, too, we are all of us prone to for-

get how many times we luave been mistaken
before, each time we insist we are right and
our opponent wrong. A short time ago a

customer ordered, with other goods, 24 di-

vision-boards. On receipt of the goods, he
wrote as follows :

—
The 24 division-boards I do not find with the rest

of my goods. Please send them. * ^ *

Aug. 9, 1882.

On looking the matter up, we found they
were packed by our most careful clerk ; and
as it seemed next to impossible such a bulky
lot of goods could have been omitted, we
wrote him :—
Wc find, upon looking the matter up, my friend,

that the division-boarJs are checked off; and as your
oi-der was put up by one of my most competent
clerks, itd'»c*- seem as if the.y surxlij must be there.

However, as you say they are not there, wo will

send 2i more with this shipment, and trust, if you
find others, you will report and send us pay.

We thought the above courteous, but it

seems he didn't, for he replies as follows :—
Yours of the 1st at hand and contents noted. You

say, after looking up my order carefully, you find

the division-boards checked. They might have been
checked, but they were not put Into the boxes with
the rest of my order, neither could they have been
put in, for the boxes were full; and if you have a
man in your employ who can pack 24 division-boards

in those three boxes with the rest of my goods, I

will pay you for five hundred division-boards. Talk
is cheap, but I mean what 1 say, and will send the

boxes out by the next train that comes that way. I
am awaiting your order. When 1 try to steal from
you it will be more than 24 division-boards. As re-

gards my squareness in doing business, please in-

quire of and — , where I have bought
my groceries for 6 years.
P. S.— I pack boxes almost every day, and know

what they will hold. W. T. W.
Aug. 15, 1882.

The clerk would have given him a pretty
severe reply, had I not protested. She said
she still believed the division-boards were
sent, and I reproved her for that, saying the
man would surely know whether they were
there or not. By my dictation the follow-
ing was sent him :—
There is no need of getting into a passion, my

friend. No one has even hinted at dishonesty.
Customers frequently do not know what goods are
like, and say they arc not in the package, and after-
ward write us of their mistake.

Well, greatly to my surprise, at least, to-
day comes the following :—

I shall have to beg your pardon. The division-
boards were all right, and I did not know what they
were. I took the advice of an old bee-man; he said
there were no division-boards there. Inclosed I
send check for $2.40. W. T. W.

Sept. 4, 1882.

Is not the moral plain, dear friends V

OR HOHEY-PLAHTS TO BE NAMED.

SOUTHERN BUCKTHORN.

MERE is a twig I broke from a little tree that

blooms about the 1st of July. 1 do not know
how long the V)loom lasts, but it supports or

attracts more bees than any other tree I oversaw,
except settled swarms. What is it? Please answer
in Gleanings. Bees have not gathered much hon-

ey this season, but have increased rapidly.

Friendsville, Tenn., Aug. 27, 1882. S. L. Greek.

Answer, by Prof. Lazenby:—
The plant is Bumclia, or Southern buckthorn— ZJk-

melia hjciaides, order Sapotaccfc, or Sappodilla family.

It is a small, mostly tropical order, producing the

"star-apple" and some other edible fruits. The
species in question is a spring shrub, or small tree,

from 10 to 25 feet high, Viearing a small round black

fruit resembling a cherry. The wood is exceedingly

hard. W. It. Lazenby.
Columbus, O., Sept. 5, 1883.

I send you by to-day's mail two plants. Please

give their name, and say whether or not they are of

any value as honej'-plants. The largo one is a wild

weed growing abundantly in all deserted fields and
all cleared ground not in use; blooms from about

the first of July until frost. Bees are at work on the

blossoms all day, but seem to get more pollen than

honey. The other grows thickly in cultivated fields,

and is cut by farmers for winter ft)rage for stock,

and is called " clover," but 1 do not know what kind.

Bees work on it. J. J. Davidson.
Grand Bay, Mobile Co., Ala., July 20, 1882.

Answer, by Prof. Lazenby:—
Of the two plants, the one called "clover " was in

such a poor condition that I could not determine its

name. I would like another specimen. The other

plant, "the fine one with yellow blossoms," is the

slender - leaved sneezewort, nclcniimi tcnuifoUum,

Compiisittv. This plant is one of the most beautiful

of our wild flowers, and is worthy of a place in the

flower-garden. Helenium is not a large genus, hav-

ing not more than six or eight representatives in the

U.S. The botanical name is connected with Greek
history. It is said that the original Helenium sprang

from tears shed by Helena; and the floral emblem-
atists have therefore made this plant the represent-

ative of tears. W. K. Lazenby.
Columbus, O., Sept. 5, 1882.

I send you a honey-blossom of the famous Aroo-

stook honey-plant, as we call it — the second^growth

flreweed, or Indian " wecop." What do j'ou call it?

Dexter, Me., July 29, 1882. L. French.

Answer, by Prof. Lazenby:—
The plant is what is commonly called "large wil-

low - herb" — EiJilohium aiiouMifoUum {Onayrac:<v,

or Evening -primrose family), a perennial with

nearly sessile leaves, which resemble the leaves of

the willow and violet-purple flowers. It belongs to a

genus of tall -growing, hardy, herbaceous plants,

chiefly natives of Europe, but now extensively natu-

ralized. Some of our native species are very showy
plants, with large spikes of pink flowers. They are

of easy culture, and may be readily propagated from
seed. W. R. Lazenby.
Columbus, O., Sept. 5, 1882.
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KO HONEY IN IIIE CLOVER, AND A REASON SUG-
GESTED.

S
SHOULD like to know if you or any one else

has noticed a small insect on or in the honey-
"—

' bearing llowers. It is a small yellow tly about

1-24 of an inch long-, very slender, and is quick in

motion. I have seen as many as fifty in one white-

clover head, and the place to find them is about the

place the honcj' ouj^ht to be; and the way to find,

give the flower a gentle squeeze with thumb and

finger; then release and look sharp, ami you can

see them crawl and fiy away. I have noticed them
in white and red clover, catnip, basswood, and spi-

der flower. They must be after the honey, for 1

can't find any on flowers that bear no honey. There

has been an abundance of white clover in bloom
here— more so than I ever saw before, and the

weather pretty fair; but the bees have gathered

very little surplus. I got only about 100 lbs. of hon-

ey in sections from So colonies I had iu the spring,

and they were all in good shape the first of June.

JOON Harrold.
Columbiana, Ohio, Aug. 31, 18S3.

And so you tliink, do you, friend H., that
tlie dearth of honey in the clover was be-

cause the insect ate it all? It may have tak-
en some, but 1 hardly think enough to make
any perceptible difference in the honey-tlow.
I have noticed the little Hies you describe,
but never before thought of their being det-
rimental to the honey crop.

AN "AMBITIOUS" QUEEN; WORKER EGGS AT THREE
DAYS OLD.

I see in Gleanings, Aug., page 250, that Mr. Ajars
has a queen that commenced laying when but lour

dttj's old. Now, I do not know that I can beat that;

but I have a young queen that was hatched on the

oOth day of Aug., about noon, and on the 31st, next
daj', at 2i4 o'clock, I saw her out on the wing, and
this morning, Scp*^. tth, I opened the hive at V o'clock

A.M., and found one comb nearlj- filled with eggs

and a patch of eggs in the two joining combs, one on
either side of the full one. Now, I think that she is

rather "ambitious "— don't you? There can be no
mistake about this, for she was raised in the hive,

and there has been no brood given them.

Brighton, Mich., Sept. 4, 1882. 0. Tho.mpson.

Decidedly ambitious, friend T. As they
usiuilly lay the day after fertilization, she
probably laid when three days old. Very
likely she remained in the cell until she Avas
most fuUy matured.

A beginner's report.

As it is customary for beginners to give their ex-

perience in bee-keeping, I thought I would give

mine. 1 commenced last spring with six colonies;

sold one the first of May, and have increased the re-

maining 5 to 26 by natiual and artificial swarming,
and got 50 lbs. of comb honey per colony, spring

count, and could have got as much more per colony

if I had had time to attend to them as I should have

done. I bad one colony that Tiade me 9 swarms — 4

natural and 4 artificial swarms, and the old swarm
makes 9, and gave mo 15T lbs. of comb honey, and

every one of the colonies Las at least 40 lbs. of

honey each at this time. Since I commenced writ-

ing this note 1 heard quite a roaring out in the bee-

yard; and on going out I saw a swarm of black bees

whirling about in the air. I got a bucket of water
and sprinkled them a little, and they settled on a

quince-bush, and I hived them; gave them two
frames of unsealed brood and a frame of honej',

and two frames of fdn. to work on. I will feed them
some and see what I can make out of them. They
have a nice black queen, but I think I shall replace

her with a yellow queen. None of my neighbors

have lost a swarm. Where do you think they could

have come from? Do you think they would have

swarmed out of a tree in the woods and come to my
Dee-yard? J. R. Crooks.
Keiths, Noble Co., O., Aug. 37, 1882.

Why, friend C, if that is the way begin-
ners do, I really can hardly see the use of
becoming a veteran. I wonder if it isn't

true, that the fresh enthusiasm of a novice
often prompts him to greater exertions than
he makes after the matter gets to be a little

old to him. If you keep on at this rate,

where do you expect to be in a few years
hence ?— I think the bees came from the
woods.

WORKER BEES FROM DRONE-CELLS, AGAIN.

I have a case of worker bees hatched from drone

comb. T discovered it a day or two since. Some
time in July this hive cast a swarm which returned

to the hive in a few minutes. I removed 4 of the

center combs and inserted frames with 3 in. of fdn.

The bees filled the remainder with drone comb, and

last week, in extracting, I found workers just gnaw-
ing out of drone-cells, and drone larviv close to

them. Here is a case of quite a number of workers,

as I saw them hatch, and also dug some of them out.

Adin Stone.
Vienna, Oneida Co., N. Y., Sept. 4, 1883.

This only shows, friend S., that the bees
were unable to lind the amount of worker
comb they needed, and so fitted the drone
comb for the queen to use. I presume you
found the outer edge of the cells contracted,
as has been recently mentioned. I wonder
if the bees never felt worried at such a lack
of economy as comes from putting a small
bee in such a great cell. You know what an
economical set of little chaps they are.

the season in ENGLAND, ETC.

During the whole of Juno and July the weather

was most unfavorable, and many bee-keepers had to

feed to keep their pets alive. I have been rather

fortunate, as most of my stocks got just enough to

enable them to breed enormously. I have thus been

able to increase from 35 in the spring to about 80 at

the present time, besides selling several colonies,

and a large number of bees by the pound. I hope to

inci-ease to 100 by the time the season closes. Since

August 5th we have had the first genuine summer
weather, and my bees are working well on second-

crop clover, and 30 acres of sainfoin. They prefer

the latter, though a great many pay attention to the

clover. Not one bee did I find on the first crop of
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red clover, but both blacks and Italians work on the

present crop. Many of the Ligurians suck the hon-

ey from the flowers, while others, and all blacks,

work their tongues hetween them.
SAINFOIN HONEY.

This is of quite a light color, comparing favorably

with the autumn crop of the heather districts, the

latter being remarkably dark; but it commands a

good price nevertheless. Saml. Simmins.

England, August, 1882.

DIFFERENCE IN QUEENS.

I commenced feeding my two stands of bees to

start the queens to laying. One queen seemed to

lay so rapidly she soon ran off from the other queen.

I was astonished to see one hive run over in so short

a time with bees, and the other queen laying but

few eggs on two or three frames. She was a healthy-

looking queen, and a large one. Why was it, Mr.

Root? The two stands were treated alike. This

queen finally died this summer. The other stand I

soon commenced to divide. I ran it to three stands,

and from the first stand I made I divided once,

which made four from the one stand. Is this too

much increase, or not? They are all in good con-

dition for winter. They have from six to ten racks

apiece, breeding rapidly now. They are working on
buckwheat nicely now. I took 50 lbs. of comb hon-

ey from this strong hive, and raised six queens,

while I did not get any surplus honey from the

weak hive and this other queenless hive.

Eubanks, Ky., Sept., 1883. I. G. Eoff.

While there is a wide difference between
queens, friend E.,I am inclined to think the
one you mention was failing when you found
her laying so poorly, and her final decease
would encourage the idea. Even though
queens should lay an equal number of eggs,
the one that scatters her eggs through a
number of frames is not as profitable as the
one that fills a comb with eggs laid at or
near the same time. A poor queen should
never be tolerated a day longer than we can
help it ; and in your case a prompt exchange
of queens would have made you several dol-

lars better off in just a few months, as one
can readily see, as you state the case.

ASTERS, ETC.

I commenced the season with 45 colonies; I now
have 95; have taken 1450 lbs. poplar and 1693 of sour-

wood, and the prospect is now good for a considera-

ble quantity from the aster. Until this year the as-

ter has been scarce in this neighborhood, though
plentiful in other portions of the county; but if it

increases another year as it has done this, we shall

have any amount of fall honey.

J. F. Montgomery.
Lincoln, Tenn., Sept. 4, 1883.

TWO COLONIES EACH ROBBING THE OTHER.
While in the city of San Diego, on the 10th of July,

Mr. J.S.Harbison requested me to visit a number of

Holy-Land and Cyprian colonics which he keeps

near his home in the city. Well, we fouiid two
strong hives with brood in all stages, and about 15

feet apart, each robbing the other. A continual

stream of bees were going and coming each way,
loaded with honey, while others were coming in

with pollen gathered from the flowers. Mr. Harbi-
son had discovered It in the morning, and waited be-

fore stopping them until I could have a chance to

see them. He said it was the first time he ever saw

any thing like it in all his long experience in bee-

keeping. The rest of the bees, about 50 colonies,

were working away on outside feed, and not giving

any attention to the robbers. To show that other

bees were not interfering, Mr. Harbison sprinkled

flour on the robbers at the entrances of the hives,

but we found none going to other than the two

mentioned.
California will not produce much honey this sea-

son. I shall get about 30 lbs. of comb honey to the

hive on an average; many hives are not making
any. Many apiaries will not make any.

J. P. M. Rainbow.
Fall Brook, San Diego Co., Cal., Aug. 10, 1883.

We have heard of one case of this kind be-

fore. The hives, it would seem, happen to

be so nearly of the same scent, that inmates
go from one to the other indiscriminately.
This being the case, and finding rich combs
away from home, they naturally load up and
carry it to the vicinity of their own queen,
not noticing the bees that are eagerly doing
the same thing with the stores of their own
hive. It would seem a few must go to the
fields, or this sort of " industry " would soon
kill itself. It reminds one of the crowd of

boys who traded jack-knives all one after-

noon, and when night came each boy had a
better knife and half a dollar" boot money"
besides.

handling bees in EARLY SPRING.

I do not think that I shall ever open a hive of bees

again in early spring, until the young bees have be-

come numerous. Why it injures them, I do not

know; but handling weak colonies almost always re-

suits in the loss of the queen, or causes her to quit

laying, while those in a like condition, properly

stimulated, come out strong.

CAN A COLONY BE TOO STRONG VERY EARLY IN THE
SPRING?

W. Z. H., in the August Gleanings, asks which is

preferable for surplus honey, a hive full of bees in

early spring, or one just moderately strong. Ishould

prefer the latter for surplus honey, providing you
have them built up strong at the beginning of the

main honey season. If they do not put the first hon-

ey in the sections, they generally outstrip the strong

ones when they make a start, and keep it up with

greater energy. After a queen has once stocked a

hive with bses and brood, they generally swarm, or

the bees store too much honey below where young
bees have emerged. I have sold, this season, three

frames of brood and the queen from my strongest

stocks, and then had them tuilt up in time for the

honey season. For profit in both bees and honey, I

will take those that are extra strong early in the

season. Leroy Vankirk.
Washington, Pa., Sept. 4, 1883.

THE RED-CLOVER QUEEN.

Can you tell me where you got the red-clover

queen, mentioned on page 491, 1880? I got some of

her stock, and it is superior to all others, so I would

like to trace up her ancestry. Aug. J. Hintz.

Lemont, 111., Sept. 4, 1883.

She was only a daughter of an imported
mother, like all our other queens, friend II.;

but she was selected because her hive was
full of sealed honey when all the rest of an
apiary of over 2u0 had to be fed. We judged
they got the honey from red clover, by the
dark-green pollen they brought in. It seems,
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in this case, that their extra energy in hon-
ey-gathering was transmitted to her de-

scendants.

HVBUII) CYPRIANS AHEAD.

I have two swarms of hybriil Cjprians, reared

from a queen I sot of j ou two years ago, and which

died after lay iug a week. They are tlio best work-

ers I e%-er had; and if I can get another queen that

will produce the same strain of hybrids, I think I

shall bid adieu to blacks aud Italians soon. They

have more than double the honey in their hive that

the blacks have, besides having swarmed (which

none of the blacks nor Italians have yet done), and

the new swarms are very heavy, and working in

sections better than the old colonies of the blacks

are doing. If all my bees had been just like them
this cool wet season, there would have been at least

1500 worth more of honey in the hive than there is

at present. Now I am afraid it will be a hard job to

get a queen that will breed just such bees again, as

I have tried both of these, and their queen progeny

produces bees but little better than the blacks; but

then they are getting pretty well down toward the

blacks, anl I need a good pure queen to start with

again. E. M. Johnson.

Mentor, Ohio, July 7, 1883.

Our readers will bear in mind, that friend

J. is the man who claimed he got more hon-
ey from blacks and hybrids than from pure
Italians. If he has found the Cyprians an
improvement over all, we are glad to note it.

REPORT OF AN A B C SCHOLAR.
I said I would send in my report this fall; so, here

it is:—
No. 1, increase, none. Extracted WO lbs. Value, $12M.
No. 2, • •

•
•

'
• 100 lbs. •• 12.50.

No. 3.
•' " "

12 lbs. " 1.50.

No. 1,
" •• '•

13 lbs. " 1.60.

Net profit of 4 hives, S2S.10.

The above were i swarms which I wintered. Nos.

1 and 2, in the spring, were fair swarms. No. 3 was

weak, and a very poor queen. No. 4 was queenless,

and it was late before they raised a queen, because

I had no drones.

The following are four swarms which I bought in

the spring, and were all in box hives: -

No. 5, incrcue, 4; extracted 50 lbs. Value, $ 6.25.

No. 6, •• 1;
" HO •• '• 17..50.

No. 7, " 0; . " ICO " " 20.(X).

No. 8, " 0;
" 100 " " 12..50.

5 swarms at 5 dollars each, - - - 25.00.

Total, S81.25.
Deduct $12.50 lor hives - - - - 12..50.

Net profit on four, $68.75.

Net profit on first tVur, -..---- 28.10.

Total, $96.85.

Newton, Iowa, Sept. 4, 1882. Samuel Lister.

COMBS BUILT IN WIDE FR.AMES FOR THE EXTRACTOR.
On page 3.51. July Gleanings, you ask, " Who has

tried the wide frames for the extractor?" Three
years ago I had 8 sets of combs built during buck-

wheat honey, and have them in use to-day, just as

good as when first made. The most of them were
built down from starters, and at least one-third of

them are drone comb. Those I shall destroy; for if

they are put on the hive from 3 to 10 days, as they

should be before the honey-flow commences, while

the honey Is coming in slowly, the queen will al-

most invariably lay in them. If they were worker
comb, it does no hurt; and my advice to all hav-

ing combs built, is to use nothing but full sheets,

worker -brood size. I like them better than the

brood -frame to extract from. The frames will

average 10 pounds apiece, and can be uncapped
just as quickly as one that holds 6 pounds; and
as regards the honey ripening, there is no dif-

ference. It is under the process of evaporation just

as soon as they commence to put it into the cells,

and bj' the time the combs arc full clear down they

have it sealed two-thirds of the way, so they are

read J' to extract. All the trouble I find with them
is, that the Simplicity hive holdsanodd number,and
also that often they are so heavy it will not do to

throw out all of the honey without turning them
twice. Whore they are built of worker comb they

can be transferred to the brood-frames if necessary.

I have just ordered of you 20 lbs. more of fdn., to

use mostly for building combs in wide frames.

SUMAC.
There are 30 acres of erimmons about one hundred

rods from our apiary, that has a dense growth of

sumac, and my wife and I went up there to-day to

see the bees at work on it. We found as high as

six bees on one spike of blossoms, and they were so

eager to get the sweets we could pick the bunches
of bljssoms without their flying.

ALSIKE.

I would recommend all who can, to sow alsike

clover for their bees to work on. Mine has been a

perfect roar of bees for the last 4 weeks, right

through the wet weather, when white clover was
producing no honey. I should have no surplus up
to now to speak of, if it had not been for the alsike.

Millington, Mich., July 16, 18S2. M. D. York, 50.

glass jars FOR RETAILING HONEY.

I want a glass Jar to hold 6 to 8 gallons, from which
to retail extracted honey in a store. It should be

heavj- glass, and perfectly clear and transparent—
not green glass - and should be about 2 ft. high. The
top or lid should be of porcelain, with a knob to lift

it by. This knob might be of the shape and design

of the old straw hive. At the bottom there should

be a beautiful nickel-plated honey-gate, with tube

about one inch in diameter. The words "Pure Hon-
ey" might be put on one side, not with any kind of

paint, but with gold-leaf covered with glass, or with

a gilt label with black letters. I keep extracted

honey in the store in a common glass jar holding

about l'/2 gallons, from which I retail, and in the

Standard and Mason fruit-jars, and I find it sells best

from the retail jar, customers bringing their own
vessels. Now, with the kind of Jar I describe, with

scales sitting under the honey-gate, I think I should

have what would suit my trade. Honey presents a
very attractive appearcnce in a clear glass jar sit-

ting near a window. Would not enough of the bee-

keepers take jars of this kind to justify you in get-

ting some made? C. L. Davihson.
Flcmington, W. Va., July 18, 1882.

Such an arrangement would be nice, but
pretty expensive, friend D., and the great
drawback would be that it would not look
nice at all when the lu)ney began to candy,
as it always does at the approach of cool
weather. We keep tin pails constantly in
stock for this very purpose, and when the
honey candies this can easily be set in warm
water until the honey is liquified again,
i'ou know it is rather aggravating business,
to attempt to run honey out of even the
largest-sized honey-gate, after it has got
pretty well solidified.
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ANOTHER WAY TO FOLD ONS-PIECE SECTIONS.

In my correspondence with hive manufacturers

lately, I have been obliged to pay extra postage on

letters which were made too heavy by printed mat-

ter giving instructions on folding the one-piece sec-

tion. I have never yet read your instructions for

folding the same, and have never followed ainj one's

instructions, and I judge from friend Bingham's ar-

ticle, and your answer to same in June Gleanings,
page 389, that " I don't have to," lor I feel quite sure

that, with a few conveniences and a little practice, I

could easily fold 500 in an hour. I stood up to an old

dry-goods box yesterday and folded 53 in 7^ minutes,

and used a hammer for driving the corners togeth-

er, and was obliged to strike twice, when once with

a mallet would have been sufficient. Lay the sec-

tions as friend B. directs.

13 3 4

Take No. 3 in left hand and No. 4 in right; leave

No. 3 on bench, and press down firmly as you bring

up Nos. 3 and 4 to a perpendicular position, then

slip the left thumb to the lower end of No. 1, and by
giving the same a firm pressure it will fall right

over in its place; then it comes natural for the fin-

gers of the same hand to clasp Nos. 1 and 4 together

while the right hand picks up that little "five-cent

mallet" (which I haven't got), and gives the corner

one fop. Just try it. HARATiv C. Ware.
Port Byron, Cayuga Co., N. T., Aug. 17, 1883.

TAKING bees ON SHARES, ETC.

I got a swarm on shares, from which I got one
swarm, and recruited another weak colony I had, so

that they made out to live through the past winter,

but got no honey last year, and this spring 1 had 3

colonies to start with. On the 15th of June I had a

swarm come off that I hived in a chaff hive, and
some two weeks after I put in section boxes; on the

30th of July, as they showed signs of swarming, I

took out nine boxes, which was all that was capped
over; on the first day of Aug. I found 71 out of 73

boxes were all capped over, making 80 lbs. I took

from this one swarm in 46 days, from the time the

swarm started ; and on the Monday following, a very
fine swarm came off, leaving a good swarm still in

the hive, and the prospect is that I shall get consid-

erably more honey out of the hive.

I have now 9 swarms in all, and have taken about
200 lbs. of honey in section boxes, which for me is

quite a boom in the bee business. A year ago I was
almost discouraged trying to do any thing with bees,

and would not Invest a cent. I could have bought
the swarm I took on shares for $5.00, and had I done
so, I should have doubled my money and had seven
swarms of bees for my investment, instead of an in-

terest in six. D. Norton.
Galva, III., Aug. 31, 1883.

DOES THE QUEEN CONTROL THE SEX?

The queen bee has not the power to change, or,

rather, to control, the sex of her ova. This may be
very sound theory, but, if not sustained by facts, it

is not worth a cent. About one month since, I

transferred a colony (Heddon's fashion), drove every
bee out into a new L. hive; the old hive contained

13 short L. frames, all worker comb, worked out on
Vandervort fdn., with a young queen laying rapid-

Ij' at the time of the change. I noticed two frames
at the time, just filled with worker eggs, and they

would have produced worker bees. But not so.

After the change, the bees changed their pro-

gramme; they fed those eggs on different food, so in

due time they hatched out two full frames of nice

yellow drones, but rather small. Whether they are

perfect drimes or not, I am not able to say; but
they are perfect so far as I can tell. Friend Peters,

don't be so sui-e of anything that you don't know
j'ourself. We are all in the fog, but rapidly approach-

ing a perfect knowledge of the mysteries of the

honey-bee. J. S. Tadlock,
Luling, Texas, Aug. 38, 1883.

It will be noticed from tlie above, that
friend T. favors the idea, something in the
manner of feeding may prevent the egg
from producing a woii<:er. The experiment
proves nothing conclusively, for the two
frames of eggs might have produced drones
any way. Will you please tell us, friend T.,
if the queen has produced worker brood both
before and since, with the exception of those
two frames?

HONEY-LOCUST, AND HOW TO RAISE FROM THE SEED.

I see you wish to know how to grow honey-locust.

I will tell you all I know about it. In the first place

it must be sown in autumn, or placed in boxes with

sand, and exposed to frost before planting, other-

wise they may not vegetate till the second year aft-

er planting. But if these seeds are received too late

in the spring to expose them to the action of frost,

they may be put into a vessel of hot water for an
hour or so before planting. You can purchase seed

of any seedsman at from 50 to 60 cts. per lb. There
are two varieties, and persons will do well to know
both, so as to make no mistake in planting. One is

called Glfdittichia tiinenosia, and the other, G. triacan-

tlws. The first named is more for ornament, but the

latter is the one for bees. Fred Holtke.
Carlstadt, N. J., Aug. 26, 1883.

If I am correct, it was the common locust
that bears honey on the blossoms, that we
were inquiring about, and not the so-called
honey-locust that bears honey in its pods.
Whether these pods furnish honey in a shape
available to the bees or not, I am unable to
determine. Can somebody tell us about itV

SPANISH IJEEDLB.

I inclose .a plant that grows in the swamp, that the

bees are at work on. The honey they gather from
it is similar to goldenrod. It will last until frost

comes, and yields lots of honey. Can you give us
the name of it?

DRONES FROM WORKER EGOS.

About the sex of the eggs, I Avill say I moved a

swarm of bees the 35th of Julj% and gave the hive

on the old stand eggs from my Italian (jueen, and I

know that every cell has worker comb, and the bees

have raised queens, drones, and worker eggs in

worker comb. Now, I believe that the bees have a

way of raising drones from a fertilized egg; but
they can not raise a worker or queen from a drone

egg. D. M. TORREY.
Shiocton, Outagamie Co., Wis., Aug. 20, 1883.

The plant is one of the great family of
Spanish needles, or burr-marigolds. It has
the funny fashion of having no petals, on
high ground or in fields, while in swamps it

has large and beautiful ones that make a
great show, and often make a perfect sea of
yellow, and yielding large quantities of gold-
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en-yellow honey. Unless perfectly ripened,

the honey has often a, rank flavor that hin-

ders the sale of it.— i'onr fact in regard to

drones from worker eggs is another in the
mass of testimony that is accumulating.

now TO GET PLENTY OF GOOD QtJEEN-CELLS.

In August Gi.EANiNGS-your son states that he ob-

tained 82 queen-cells from four colonies of Holy-Land

bees. Last month I got 4t queen-cells from two col-

onies of 7* .iy?)/ids — one raising 23, and the other 21.

My plan of obtaining them is as follows: From the

hive in which you wish queen-cells started, take

away all combs containing either unsealed brood or

larvje, giving the bees one comb with eggs or larvjT?

from the queen from which j'oii wish to rear. The

hive should be well supplied with bees — the strong-

er the better. I maintain that the oHr /ramc will

receive the attention of the entire colony; also,

more queen-cells will be started on it than would be

on two or more frames, and the queens will be at

least equal to those raised during swarming-time, at

which period there arc five or six frames for the

bee3 to attend to.

HOW TO GET THE (.)UEEN-CELLS HATCHED WITHOUT
CUTTING THE COMBS.

Tell our bee-keeping friends who wish to raise

queens, but have no nursery, not to cut and disfig-

ure their combs, but adopt ray way of doing it suc-

cessfully. Take two empty brood-frames, and tack

wire-netting on the outer side of each. Between
these. Insert your frame of queen-cells. ]nto the

top-bar of one of the frames having the netting on,

fasten two hooks, about eight inches apart. Into the

other netted frame, fasten two screws for the hooks

to catch on, and thus secure the three frames firmly.

Fix, in a similar manner, one hook across the center

of the bottom-bars of the three frames. The ar-

rangement is then ready to be hung in some strong

colony. You can examine the queen-cells as often

as necessary, without fear that the bees can disturb

them. When a queen is hatched, unhook your top

hooks, and remove her. The above plan is good in

hot weather. Chakles E. Price.

Smithtown Branch, N. Y., Aug. 28, 1882.

Your plans are both good, friend P., but
neither can be called strictly new. Your
cage to incase the comb does very well in

hot weather, but will be deserted by the
bees wlien we have cool nights, and the cells

will be chilled. Your plan of incasing the
comb at little expense is rather a novelty.
If you have a comb in which there is no un-
sealed larvie, it does very well ; but if the
wire-cloth frames are put on before the
brood is all sealed, they will crawl out and
die, making a very unpleasant appearance,
to say nothing of the cruelty. We have
found it also quite a task to get it out of the
hive and open it, every time a queen is seen
out. The device known as a ''hatcher," to

be placed over the frames in a chaff hive, is

more convenient, and, we think, rather bet-

ter to stand cool nights.

CALIFOHNIA.

This has been a very spotted year for the oee-men

in California — lots of honey in some localities, and

none in others. Parties who have apiaries up in

the mountains, above the fog-line, have done pretty

well, while those in the valleys have taken out but

little honey. There were very heavy fogs all spring

in the valleys, and it seemed to blast all the bloom.

I started with 73 stands this spring, and 10 of an in-

crease, and have taken out, up to date, 12,000 lbs. I

may get one more extracting. The bloom is drying

up fast, and it is hard to see what bees are gathering

honey from; but they are putting it in all the same.

Mr. Reasner, who has an apiary three miles west of

me, was to see me to-day, and says he has taken over

six tons from his 130 stands; at Mr. Turner's they

have taken out some five or six tons, so you can see

that the honey crop is not altogether a failure.

There has been but a light increase in bees this

year. Turner's is three miles east of me, all high

up in the mountains. G. W. Lechler.
Newhall, Los Angeles Co., Cal., July 25, 1883.

BAIitiING THEIR OWN QUEEN.
In July I had a first swarm come off; settled all

right; got it down from tree. While going in, the

queen was balled on the sheet. I rescued her; let

her in, and she was balled again. I caged her, and

next morning found her dead and balled. The
swarm came out about ten o'clock, and flew about

15 minutes, and came back, and went into same
hive; gave them a sheet of brood, and they raised

42 queen-cells complete. If there is any thing

strange to you, say so; it is ahead of my experience.

Minerva, O., Aug. II, 1882. J. A. Taker.

I think the reason the bees came back to

their own hive, was because the queen failed,

for some reason, to go with them. They
were displeased with her because she did
not go with them, and so balled her, with
the intention of raising another that could
or would liy. By the number of queen-
cells they started, it seems they meant
•'business."

A NEW WAY TO BRING A SWARM DOWN.
I had a swarm come out while I was away, so it

went for the woods. But a neighbor saw them after

they had gone about half a mile; they threw dirt and

sticks among them, and yelled like so many savages,

but to no purpose. Soon the dog was noticed (he is

a hound); they took him up by the ears and just let

him yell, and ho did, and the bees came down in a

jifify, and were hived, and are now at work. How is

that? H.C.Johnson.
Keesville, Ohio, Aug. 17, 1883.

You tried it, and the bees came down

;

but, friend J., how can you be sure they
would not have come down any way V That
is, were they not just about ready to come
down before the noise V If friend Peters'
theory is the correct one, that they depend
on the sound emitted by the queen or scouts,

it may be possible the noise drowned this

note, and so brought them down ; but I

think we need to be slow in arriving at con-
clusions in these matters.

SUGAR CANE THAT BEARS HONEY.
I have sown some buckwheat, and there is some

"black-head" sorghum close by, and I look for a

very good yield of honey this fall. The bees like

sorghum, and woi'k on it liefore sun-up, and until

late in the day, and then again in the evening. Keep
up your Ilemindery department, by all means, and

say something under that head in every number.
Allen A. Letchworth.

Graham, Young Co., Texas, Aug. 11, 1883.

It would seem from the above, that this

honey sorghum secretes honey something in
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the same way the spider plant and buck-
wheat do, at the ai)proach of night, and very
early in the morning. When we get sugar
cane to bearing honey where the bees can
reach it, then indeed we are on the high road
to putting bee culture side by side with the
great sugar industries. It is a coming,
friends, it is a coming

!

•WORKER VERSUS DRONE FDN. FOR SECTIONS.

Send 1 lb. thiu foundation for sections (worker). I

want no more drone in " mine." B. Hamm.
Houstonia, Pettis Co., Mo., Aug-. 19, 1882.

Friend H., I last week purchased a ton of

the prettiest and whitest honey in 1-lb. sec-

tions, that it has ever been my lot to behold,
and every bit of it was built out on drone
fdn. I offered 20 cents per lb. for the whole
lot, just because it was so white and pretty I
" couldn't help it." I presume I shall as-

tonish the friends again, by saying it was al-

so all built out without separators. A good
large starter of drone fdn. was all he had to

keep the honey straight. It was raised by
Thomas C. Crilly, Grafton, Lorain Co., O.

SWARMING UP TO ONE'S — " EARS."

I am,4;his 8th day of August, considerably surpris-

ed at my bees. Natural and nuclei-raised young
queens have been leading out swarms, and are still

at it, leaving full hives of brood and stores; but all

the tempting I can do to entice them to stay at

home and make stores in sections and empty frames

is of no avail. They had all swarmed around and

through, as I supposed, by July 10th, and since that

date over 30 have swarmed again, all alighting in

the topmost branches of my tall oak-trees. They
seem to have a perfect fever, and will come out as

soon as eggs are laid in the partly formed queen-

cell. Cutting out cells is of no account ; they will be

idle until they are allowed to come out, then work
hard to fill their new quarters. Ha 1 1 been prepar-

ed with more hives, I could have had over 100 from
my 31 colonies; as it is, T am working hard to con-

trive how to keep them down and get my usual crop

of section honey. My bees arc now all pure Italian,

and nearly all the queens raised this season. My
first swarm came off the 38th day of May, and I had

3 large ones yesterday, so you see my head and

"ears" have been among swarms for over two
months. F. A. Ticknob.
Austin, Mower Co., Minn., Aug. 8, 1882.

DRONES BEARED IN QUEEN-CELLS.

Can the leopard change his spots or the Ethiopian

his skin, or the drone bee his sex? Did the moun-
tain labor and bring forth a mouse? I this day send

you by mail a drone bee, and the queen-cell that he

was hatched in. Last spring I had a weak colony of

bees; they bad no queen. I transferred them to a

chaff hive in June, and gave them a frame of un-

sealed brood from a young colony. They immedi-

ately started several queen-cells, and very soon de-

stroyed them and built several others; introduced

the larvae and royal jelly, and placed the latter ia

several cups near them; but before they were

capped over, they too were torn down. They seemed
to enjoy cell-building, but refused to be governed

by a queen. They evidently had a fertile worker, as

there was drone brood in the old hive, aod none in

the new hive. After the worker brood was ex-

hausted in the frame I gave them, they built sever-

al cells and destroyed all but two of full size, which

they capped over. After waiting a long time, and
watching them closely, I to-day fltid the first one
capped over, hatching a common drone, which I

send you. No. 2 is not hatched jct, but will very
soon. I will watch it closely and report. The bees
refused to defend their hive until the two cells

above described were capped over. Then they be-

came cross as bears. Thomas Bushnell.
Hayesville, O., Aug. 29, 1832.

The above shows conclusively, that when
queen-cells are built ove)' drone larvte, the
royal food does not always kill the larva?,

but that it may hatch out a drone, in spite
of it. ^Ve have had similar reports of the
same thing before, if I am correct. A drone
egg can, under no circumstances, hatch out
a worker or a queen, but recent facts seem
to indicate tliat a worker egg may hatch out
a drone.

a BEGINNER IN A QUANDARY.
The 211h day of Aug. found me in a quandary. My

bees are in one-story L. hives, 8 frames. The bees

had filled their hives with brood and honey, after

having extracted about 35 gallons of nice white-

clover and bass wood honey. It being late in the

season I did not know what to do, and the bees show-
ing strong signs of swarming, I made up my mind to

seek the advice of an experienced bee-keeper in this

State. He must have experience, as he secured

20,C00 lbs. of honey last season. I will give you my
questions and his answers to them: —

1. Would it be safe to extract as late ia the season

as this date?

It would be sifeto extra*^*^ nf.er securing 2 or 3
nice combs of ripe honey to tall back on for winter.

2. Would it pay to put on sections?

I would advise putting on sections filled with nice
light foundation; if not filled this fall, you would
have so much of a start next season.

3. Would it be advisable to divide, using dollar

queens?
You could increase by using dijllar queens, but I

would prefer to keep the stocks heavy for winter.

Cato, Mich., Sept. 1, 1882. S. J. Youngman.
It don't seem to me I should ever be in a

quandary, friend Y., Avhen my hives were
full of honey, and more was coming, no mat-
ter what season of the year it was. I quite
agree with all the advice your friend has
given you.

THE NAME BACK OF IT.

1 believe the first I ever heard your name men-
tioned was by N. C. Mitchell, in one of his bee
pamphlets. He entered a train of abuse which is

calculated, I think, to harm himself more than any
one else. I have seen your name favorably men-
tioned by some of the leading bee manuals and jour-

nals— something lean not say for him. I merely
mention this as my first introduction to you.

W. B. Mitchell.
Mt. Pulaski, Logan Co., 111., Aug. 28, 1882.

The above illustrates a point it were well
to keep in mind. It is not what some single
individual says of us, but our whole past
life, that is damaging to our reputation. If
you have a character to back you, it doesn't
matter very much what some one may say

;

but if you have none, what you may say of
others counts but little. Hence the impor-
tance of building up character, little by lit-

tle, and day by day. Take care of the little

acts and every-day occurrences, and in time
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you will have a great railldam, as it were,
that will stand any sudden torrent that may
come, and let it sweep over it without doing
any perceptible damage. What is wanted is

a good name back of you.

TEXAS — HER BOUNTIFUL HARVESTS, ETC.

Surely Providence has smiled upon our Lone Star

State this year. Wheat, oats, ct)rD, cotton, and all

kinds of fruit in abundance; sujyar cane is looking

finely. I have lived here twenty -five years, and
never saw such a bountiful crop. A fine crop of

honey has been jrathercd in all the upper and west-

ern parts of cur State. Here in the southern part,

spring crop was a failure; my bees gathered enough
to keep them breeding up well, and now they are

gathering from milkweed and boneset. The honey
is dark, but very flne-tt.ivt)red. Next month golden-

rod bloom, and we are looking forward for a good

crop of fair honey. I have had several swarms this

month. This may sound strange to Northern bee-

keepers, but one can have swarms in September,

and they can gather enough to winter on. I am
now raising queens, and requecning all old stocks,

and can do it all through September and October.

We have a good market for our honey in Houston
and Galveston, and I have worked up a good home
market. I get, for 2 lb. glass jars, $3.60 per dozen;

in five-gallon cans, $6.C0 per can; 6-lb. buckets, fO.OO

per dozen; in 1-lb. sections, $15.00 per hundred.

Pure extracted honey is fast taking the place of

the adulterated syrups.

Now, Mr. Editor, this may look like an advertise-

ment for our State, but I am continually getting

letters from all over the Northern and Western
States inquiring about our State as a bee country. I

take great pleasure in answering them all, and will

give to our bee friends (or any others) all the in-

formation I can, In regard to the resources of our

great State. J. W. Eckman.
Richmond, Fort Bend Co., Texas, Aug. 33, 1883.

fertile worker? If it was, she laid them as well as a

queen could. Will A. Hammond.
Richmond, Va., Sept. 5, 1883.

Seventy-five acres of peas ought to give a
crop of honey, if sure, it would seem.

—

Buckwheat often fails to yield honey, and
the bees often fail to work on it when it

does, if they can tind any better honey else-
where.—I should say the eggs mentioned
were laid by a fertile worker, but it is a lit-

tle strange they should be laid regularly. It

may be there was another queen in the hive
that laid these eggs, and that she was killed
by the Italian queen ; but then, why should
they disappear from the drone-cells ? I think
it must have been a fertile worker's work.

HONEY FROM PEAS.

On page 459 of Sept. Gleanings you ask about

cow peas, or whippoorwill peas, as they are called in

some places. Here they are sown about the first of

August, on wheat fields, and plowed in to make ma-
nure, about the first of October. It is a good honey-

plant around here. The bees work on the fields all

day. I have noticed bees on the joint of the leaf-

stem as well as the flowers. The honey is a golden

color, and very thick. I shall watch the bees when
it comes in bloom, as there are about 75 acres within

a quarter of a mile of me. It will be in bloom by
next week. I have some buckwheat sown and in

bloom, but no bees on it.

POLLEN FHO.M RAGWEED.
Pollen is coming in very fast now from ragweed.

I was sitting down on the grass, near some largo

plants of it, to watch the bees gather the pollen. It

took a black bee ^M minutes to get his load, and an
Italian 4 minutes, but he carried twice as much as

the black did.
FERTILE WORKERS.

Last month I looked over a black hive and killed

the queen, so that I could introduce an Italian queen.

Two days after, I looked in the hive and found one

drone comb full of eggs laid as well as a queen could

lay them. I put the Italian queen in, and she was
accepted. Two more days, the drone eggs were
gone. What laid the eggs? Could it have been a

GRADING SECTIONS, ETC.

Would it not be well to have two qualities and two
prices on sections? My bees are still swarming, and
I have bushels of them. Suppose I report an in-

crease from 23 to 8D, and 3000 lbs. comb and extract-

ed honey; would it be necessary to back it by other

evidence? F. A. Ticknor.
Austin, Minn., Aug. 14, 1883.

We are now taking steps to have the sec-
tions for next year graded, for those who
wish. The price will probably be about
$7.50 for the whitest and most perfect ; the
old price of $4.50 for the medium quality,
neither the poorest nor the best, while the
culls will be only about S2.25. Those who
want them the old way, just as they come
from the saw, can have them at the old
price.—I do not think we need any other ev-
idence in regard to your report, friend T.
We bee-keepers are not disposed to be un-
charitable.

A new way to bring a SWARM DOWN.

I had a swarm come out while I was away, so It

went for the woods. But a neighbor saw them after

they had gone about half a mile; they threw dirt

and sticks among them, and yelled like so many sav-

ages, but all to no purpose. Soon the dog was no-

ticed (he is a hound); they took him up by the ears

and just let him yell, and he did, and the bees came
down in a jiffy, and were hived, and are now at

work. How is that? H. C. Johnson.
Reesville, Ohio, Aug. 17, 1883.

You tried it, and the bees came down

;

but, friend J., how can you be sure they
would not have come down any wayV That
is, were they not just about ready to come
down before the noise V If friend Peters'
theory is the correct one, that they depend
on the sound emitted by the queen or scouts,
it may be possible the noise drowned this

note, and so brought them down ; but I

think we need to be slow in arriving at con-
clusions in these matters.

I was beginning to need the section? badly. I had
nearly the last one on, with several swarms idle,

and bees gathering honey at the rate of from five to

ten pounds per day. Just this morning I took 77

lbs. nice section honey from my imported-queen

colony; have had several of her daughters do better

than that, but the imported queen's colony has been
kept back considerably by taking her brood for

queen-rearing. She Is a "boss" queen, and I want
another just like her. J. W. Keeran.
Bloomington, III., Aug. 25, 1883.
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WINTERING AVITH THE WHOLE UPPEK STOKY ON.

I Should like to hear from you and others in regard

to wintering in the two-story Langstroth hive. A
gentleman of this neighborhood, who keeps a few

stands of bees, always winters with good success

with the upper story left on, thus giving the bees

access to twenty combs. Ilis reasons are, that in

the fall, when it would be desirable to remove the

upper story, that often he finds largo quantities of

brood which can not well be taken off, and, even if

he should crowd all in the lower story, there would

not be enough room for the stores necessary for

their welfare. My plan has been to crowd them all

down, place a division-board on each side, and feed

till the combs bulge. The former plan proves to be

the most successful in this neighborhood, and has

more advantages than any other plan, to my knowl-

edge. Let's hear from you. W. S. Edwards.
Grosbeck, O., Aug. 28, 1883.

The plan you mention will do very well
for very powerful colonies; and as it gives
most abundant ventilation, it might succeed
when other stocks died for want of such
ventilation. It is, in fact, just about on a
par with the plan that has been so fully

discussed, of leaving the top story on full of

sections. Without question, many bees are
lost by being blanketed and chaff-packed
too closely, but still I think I should prefer
your plan of fetching them down to a few
combs, and then feeding until these combs
bulge. Put over them coarse burlap or the
wood mat, and then till in loose dry chaff,

or chaff in a very porous burlap cushion.
Friend II. Drum, Adelphi, (.)., showed at

the Ohio State Fair a shallow box with slat-

ted bottom, in which he puts about four
inches of loose chaff, and i)laces it over the
bees. lie says he has had excellent success
with this arrangement, when he had bad
losses with more chaff. I'he wooden slats

are so close that neither bees nor chaff can
get between them. It amounts virtually to

the same thing as our wooden mats.

FROM 19 TO 66, AND ALMOST A TON OF HONEY.

It Is raining, and I now have time to send a report

to date. I extracted 1325 lbs. ; comb in one-pound

sections, 175 lbs. I think I have about as much more
ready to take off the hives. Spring count, 19 colo-

nies; increased to 66, and have five nuclei; 4 frames
to unite yet. As I am an A B C scholar, I should be

pleased to have you Inform me what to do when
both upper and lower stories of L. hives are full of

brood at this season, and no more increase is desired.

I will give a full report at the end of honey-flow.

S. H. Moss.

Colchester, McDonoughCo., Til., Sept. 1, 1882.

If two stories are full of brood, friend M.,
put on a third story, of course, and let them
till that too, and then give them room for
the honey, and it will surely come, sooner or
later. I can not quite agree with the doc-
trine, that bees ever rear too much brood at

any time of the year. In our experience we
never saw too many bees in a hive, for if

they go into winter quarters with a great
force they will come out in the spring usual-
ly with a great force, and these colonies are
the ones for any kind of business. Of course,
extra large colonies should have winter
stores to correspond.

DIFFICULTY IN INTRODUCING QUEENS.

The yield of honey just now is unprecedented for

this time of year. I have had unusual trouble in intro-

ducing queens this summer. More have been killed

than in years before. Within a week I have intro-

duced iivc, and am sure that two arc dead, and think

that three are. I removed the old queen, and intro-

duced by caging and letting the queen remain 36 or

40 hours, then inserted a piece of honey for same
hive, and let bees release the queen. Why were

they killed when honey is coming so freely?

Decatur, 111., Aug. 19, 1883. E. A. Gastman.

As a rule, we can introduce queens with
very little trouble, when honey is coming in

freely, but there seem to be exceptions to
the rule. At such times, letting the hives
remain queenless until queen-cells are start-

ed, before we attempt to let the queens
out, is usually successful. Are you quite
sure, friend G., that these stubborn hives
had not a second queen, as has so often been
reported of late ?

THE COMPRESSION THEORY— MORE FACTS.

I notice in your issue for August, a communica-
tion from friend Hayhurst, on page 397, on the sub-

ject of compression theory, to which I am much in-

clined, although not quite an enthusiast. On page

291, June No., I gave you some facts which may go

to support the views expressed by some apicultu-

rists on that subject. In that article I neglected to

state that the drone comb was all drawn out from

drone fdn. purchased of you; it was full and com-

plete drone com)). Nearly ''.io whole in 13 colonies

was filled with worlcer bro )d; a small per cent of

drone brood and honey in the remainder. The sur-

face of the drone-cells, when filled with worker
brood, was much like worker brood generally, ex-

cept the intervals were larger and more distinct

than in the pure worker comb. This I noticed at the

time, with the drawing-in of the celU at the surface,

but I thought that dra-.ving-in was the work of nurs-

ing bees capping over the brood, and never, until I

read this article in August No., did I think of the

work as having been done before the ova were de-

posited. I shall take some steps to ascertain the

facts, if possible. Geo. B. Peters.

Hot Springs, Ark., Aug. 30, 1883.

GOLDENROD IN JULY.

About July 33, 1 saw goldenrod in abundant bloom

in Canada East and New England. Ours is just be-

ginning to open. I, and doubtless many others,

would be glad to pay for seed of the earlier varie-

ties. In this vicinity they would be desirable to suc-

ceed white clover as bee pasture. Can't you make
arrangements to secure seed or plants for this fall's

planting? I shall have no surplus honey, and prob-

ably shall have to feed for winter.

Dayton, O., Aug. 29, 1883. J. H. Peikce.

Goldenrod seldom blossoms here before
September, and I have never before heard
of it in July, that I recollect. Although we
have it here in abundance, we can hardly
call it a honey-plant, as it yields so little. On
the shores of J.ake Erie, perhaps 30 or -10

miles north of us, it often enables the bees
to fill their hives with a beautiful golden
honey. Can not some of our Canadian read-
ers tell friend P. where he can get seed of

this early-blooming goldenrod?
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WHAT AVAS THE MATTER ?

Having- had (as I think) a singular occurrence come
to my notice to-day, I thought I would drop you a

line respceiing it. Perhaps it is a common thing in

your experience. On the 21th ull. I had a very large

swarm of bees (blacks) issue. When safely hived

they worked very lively, and in two weeks they had

their hive pretty well filled with comb, honey, brood,

etc. Not liking their actions very well for a week
back, and seeing brood in large quantities on the

alighting board every morning, I concludtd I would
overhaul It to-day and clean out the "moths;" but

there was no trace of such, neither the appearance

of any queen, although bees were hatching by the

hundred, but no signs of any eggs, brood, nor queen-

cell — nothing but the hatching brood and a few
bare-headed bees which the old bees would catch

and fling out amazingly quick. Is it not strange

they did not start a queen-cell before the brood be-

came too far advanced, or could there possibly be a

disabled queen, and so prevented their raising an-

other? I, however, gave them material to com-
mence a new start. C. S. Buhke.
Albion, Orleans Co., N. Y., July IT, 18S3.

Friend B., your description closely tallies

with bees starving to death for want of
stores, but it seems you surely would have
noticed if there was a total lack of honey.
If there was plenty of honey iu the hive, it

is a case beyond any thing I have ever met.

TROWELS FOR UNCAPPING-KNIVES.

I have just been reading Heads of Grain, and I

suppose I have been keeping my light hid under a

bushel for some time about uucapping-knives and
some other things. I got an extractor of D. L.

Adair, 10 years ago, and he sent with it a trowel 4'/^

inches long by 2'/4 wide — just such as our eastern

stone-masons used for pointing the joints in stone

walls when I was a boy. It is ground all on the top

side. I got one of your knives some time after. It

will work a little faster on nice smooth combs that

are not too hard; but on any other kind, the trowel

beats it badly. They should be well tempered, so

the edge will not turn, if you happen to cut against

the frame.

BI!AD-AWL FOR PUTTING IN FDN.
I have used a brad-awl about 1-16 of an inch across,

with a groove filed in it, for sinking the wires into

fdn., ever since I tried wiring frames, and it works
well.

6UUSTI1UTE FOR TIN BARS.

In place of folded tin for the center-stays, I have
used common iron wire, such as tinners use for the

rims of common-size milk-pans, and the bees raise

brood right over them as well as in any other part

of the frame, as far as I can see.

My last swarm came off on the 4th instant; and as

they had a young clipped Italian queen, I caught
her and gave her to a hybrid stock, and left the bees

on the bush till they got tired of staying. They had
but 2 queen-cells started, and nothing in either of

them. They are getting a good deal of very nice

honey at present. C. T. Smith.
Trenton, 111., Sept. 13, 1882.

We now have a Disston trowel on our oO-

cent counter, and I think very likely it may
do as well as any honey-knife. 1 devised
and advised the tin bars, because folded tin
is lighter than a solid wire, and because I

feared the rusting of the wire might make

trouble, as it did when we used iron wire
untinned for putting the fdn. on. We are
glad to know that plain wire will answer.
We are also glad to know you, too, friend S.,

are blessed with a crop of fall honey.

SEE THAT YOUR QUEENS ARE NOT DRONE-LAYERS.

I am studying my lessons in the A B C of Bee Cul-

ture. I find it interesting and instructive. Looking
over my hives to-day I noticed one in which the Dees

were idle. I opened the hive, and found that the

queen had become a drone-producer. You see, I

followed your advice as given in the A B C, p. 189,

viz., " Where the bees stand around on the alighting-

board in a listlees sort of way, with no bees going in

with pollen when other colonies are thus engaged, it

is well to open the hive and take a look at them."
On page 187 you remark, " You must bear with me
when I tell you that any queen, the best you ever

saw, is liable at anytime of her life to commence, on
a sudden, laying drone eggs altogether, or only in

part." I found the state of the hive as you haA'e de-

scribed on p. 181, ABC. The eggs were not deposit-

ed in regular order. I found drones hatched from
worker-cells; found drones capped over, the cells

extra high, or, rather, the capping and drones in the

worm state in wcrker-cells. I found but a very few
worker brood uncapped, say 20. This was a swarm
hived in June. I gave them a frame of brood then;

the remaining frames were fdn. They drew out al-

most all the fdn., and filled it with honey and young
bees. They were a fine stock, and are such now.
The queen I raised last ye?.r was Italian, but pro-

duced two kinds of bees — piire Italians and pure
blacks. Jos. Beardmore.
Annapolis, Md., Sept. 9, liSi.

REPORTS FROM THE GYPS AND HOLY-LANDS.

I want to say one word about the Cyprian queens
I got of you last summer, and also one Holy-Land.

I think they were mostly hybrids. They seem to be

smaller, their worker progeny more nervous when
disturbed; they cover the frames quickly when the

honey-board is removed. Drive them away with

smoke, and they return very quickly — indeed, as

quickly as you can think. Now, my opinion of

them is, that they are more nervous than the Ital-

ians, and more for raising bees than storing honey;

in fact, it seems as though they bent all their energy

to raising brood, and swarming. It seems to take

the most of their honey to feed their brood. But I

must say that I do not like them so well to handle,

and not as well for storing surplus honey in sec-

tions as some others I have. They are too much for

raising queen-cells; one swarm will raise cells for

100 swarms. Albert Potter.

Eureka, Wis., Aug. 3, 1882.

SUMAC.
I sec that friend Thorn, of West Virginia, inquires

about sumac. I have noticed it for years past, and
have seen bees swarming on it every year. This

year was excessively dry here — so dry that the

blossoms dried up before they came out. I have

asked the old bee-men around here; they think it

bears honej' evci-y year. I think that if friend Root
would come here in July, we could convince him
that bees gt^t honey from sumac, and he could see it

in the little liowers too. Our bees did not do any
thing till July, after basswood and sumac, when they

filled their hives up full; since the middle of August
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they have not gathered enough to eat. There are

four varieties of sumac here. The kind with red

berries, such as is used for tanning morocco, coloring

cloth, etc., is the best. By all means, beware of

swamp or poison sumac, as many are badly poison-

ed by it. Sumac has the same peculiarity as bass-

wood, of blooming at different times, commencing
July fourth, and continuing this year till the first or

second week in August. If friend T. sets out ten

thousand plants, in a few years he will have a

hundred thousand. A few years ago one stalk came
up, and now it covers four rods square.

riGWORT, OK SIMPSON PLANT.

Now a few words about Simpson plants. Last

spring I dug up in the highway about fifty plants;

some of them were then as much as a foot high. I

did not know that they would live, they were so

large ; but I watered them when they were set, and

every one lived. The ground was rather moist, and

it being a dry summer they did well. I hoed them
two or three times, and they have proved a com-

plete success, one plant spreading out three or four

feet across, and producing as much bloom as fifty in

the wild state. The wild ones have only a little

spike of bloom on top. It is surprising, the differ-

ence cultivation makes; they have been in bloom
over two months, the bees working on them from
morning till dark, rainy days and all, and they get

honey too; for by watching, you can see them very

frequently, going to and fi-om the hives. Simpson
plant is a success, and I must set some more.

FILLING SECTIONS CLEAK UP TO THE WOOD, ETC.

What is the reason that the bees do not fill the

section boxes clear to the edge? Some of the out-

side cells next to the wood are not filled out, and it

does not look as well as if it were all level.

How do you get the bees out of the frames of box-

es, and how do you keep the bees from punching
little holes in the comb while you are taking it out?

Sumac can be set on rocky, bushy, or almost any
side hill, and it will grow; and when once set it will

take care of itself. H. Perry.
Southbury, Ct., Sept. 15, 1883.

Thanks for the information about sumac,
friend P. I do not quite like the idea of its

being a pest to farmers.—The worst draw-
back to the Simpson is, that it runs out, as I

have notified you of late. Our own, that
have been such a sight seasons before, are
this year almost unworthy of notice, and a
new plantation must be made.—Bees will
usually till out clear to the wood better when
there is a heavy yield of honey. By omit-
ting the separators, you will also get them
better in the respect you mention, but you
will be more apt to find the queen has been
in the sections also. We shake the bees from
the sections as we take them from the frames,
and we endeavor to take off: the greater part
before the season is over ; then they will sel-

dom dig into the capped honey as they do if

you wait until they are gathering none, and
are frantic to save wliat little they have.

A BEGINNER IN WAVNE COUNTY, OHIO.

A year ago last winter (being then 15), the bees

were given to my care, 20 in number, and only 6 sur-

vived, weak at that. I increased to 13, putting the

new ones on L. frames. Being inexperienced, they
were put into winter quarters in too weak condition.

In spring I doubled up to 9; transferred to L. frame;
ran one for comb, 4 for extracting, and 4 for in-

crease. I reversed the frames, put a crate on top,

and obtained only about 16 sections. From the 4 for

extractor I took about 138 lbs., and the 4 for in-

crease I increased to 13, they having to build out
considerable fdu. I now use only wired frames. I

do not think it pays to have any such crooked combs,
and intend to render them into wax. I bought a

queen of Mr. Rice, to breed from. They are very

gentle and industrious, and nice queens without ex-

ception. Four days ago a verj' active queen hatched,

and to-day I was going to give them some lai vas, and
was astonished to find nearly a frame filled with

eggs — worker eggs too.

METAL CORNERS FOB, REVERSIBLE FRAMES.
I am not quite satisfied with your metal corners.

I like to have them movable, so I can attach mine to

top and bottom, and reverse frames. I think it

were much handier if they were made to push on,

like the cover on the Peet cage. Just push them on
till it comes to the usual shoulder between the two
suspensions. Christian Weckbsser.
Marshallville, O., Sept. V, 1883.

If the frames were securely nailed first, I

presume metal corners could be made to
slip on as suggested ; but I am not sure the
advantages of a reversible frame are great
enough to induce many to use tliem thus, if

they were so made.

goldenrod not to be depended on.

I question if it will be safe to advise planting

exclusively for honey, for this is the second year

that we have gone to extra expense preparing for a

large yield of goldenrod honey, and found ourselves

out just that much; fv^r though we have acres yel-

low with the golden bloom, like last year, not a bee
on it, though they are getting a little dark from
cockle-bur and sunflowers, and perhaps some from
alfalfa, which they seldom work on.

SMOKER FUEL, NOVEL.
I must not forget to tell you of our new smoker

fuel. I have been puzzled for some years to know
what good there was in so many patent-medicine

almanacs being published, but have at last discov-

ered. They are to supply fuel for smokers. Soak a

few of them in saltpeter water, and dry them; take

half of each kind, mix together, lay on a rag, and
roll all up together; this lights readily, and keeps

fire a long time, making a good smoke. We use it

all the time in preference to any thing else, and it

costs nothing except the saltpeter, 10 cents worth of

which will last a year. Isaac B. Rumford.
Bakersfield, Kern Co., Cal., Sept. 13, 1883.

Your experience with goldenrod has been
much like our own, friend R. ; still, I know
it yields largely in some localities.—Your
idea of smoker fuel was published some
years ago, except that it said any old books.
May be the medicine almanacs give more
smoke by virtue of the " reading matter "

they contain.

HYBRIDS VERSUS PURE ITALIANS.

Bees have done fair work here this season. We
have now 10,000 lbs. in sections, and I think we shall

extract about 4000 more, all from 150 hives, all hy-

brkls. Now, brother Root, we have to raise bees for

our bread and butter, and, like friend Heddon, we
have found the hybrid so far ahead of the pure Ital-

ian, that we want no other until we can find some-

thing that will beat ours; and in regard to their be-

ing crosser than Italians, that depends ou handling.
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I think, altogether, for my hees are not cross, and I

don't use any veil nor gloves either; but wc can al-

ways find time to handle our bees "careful," and
they always handle us "careful." I want you to

know that is txir motto, and for 4 years we have
handled bees, and I don't think we have ever hurt a

queen. C. E. Barbek.
Langford, Rouldcr Co., Col., S^ept. 4, 1883.

I think that excellent logic, friend 15., that
if you handle the bees well you may expect
the same treatment in return. During a
long yield of honey, such as you must have
had, 1 should have little trouble in handling
most hybrids ; but when the honey suddenly
stops, then comes the trial.

PUNK FOR SMOKER FUETj.

For smoker fuel, tell the brethren to go to the woods
and get some soft living toad-stools and dry them
thoroughly by the stove. Don't sret old dead rotten

ones; cut them up fur the smoker, and you can light

one or two or three pieces with one match, and it

will give a good volume of mil 1 smoke, and it don't

blow Are, nor fill up your smoker with tarry soot.

When you cut them open, the more white there is

about It the better. I have never tried any gathered

from any kind of timber but the hemlock. I don't

mean toad-stools that grow up from the ground, but
from old logs and stumps. Geo. H. Sprague.
Neil's Creek, N. Y., Sept. 15, 1883.

If I am correct, what you describe, friend
S., is punk proper. It is a fungus growth,
on logs and trees. We get it mostly from
maple. I believe all agree as to its good
qualities, but the greatest difficulty seems to
be to get enough of it, and it is also quite
hard to cut up, especially when old and dry.
Some specimens will readily peel up with
the lingers, if taken when a little wet and
green. Feel it up into bits right to go into
the smoker, and you will find it very handy.
It is the material our forefathers used to
light tires when they struck sparks from a
flint w'ith a piece of steel, before the advent
of matches. These fungoid growths on old
timber are a most wonderful study. As you
pull them in pieces, notice how queerly the
grain of the wood runs — often at direct right
angles, and of a different color and texture.
On warm wet days you may see these toad-
stools, as our friend calls them, in the pro-
cess of forming. They grow so rapidly one
can see them grow, as it were. It is first a
dark-colored liquid that oozes out of the log
(during wet weather), and then crystallizes,
as it were, into a vegetable growth.

LEAKY BARRELS.
Your card of the 30th is at hand, and contents

noted. The shortage on honey from Mr. Perry was
leakage; at center of barrel, between staves, at the

bung, acd at end of barrel; the bung was a pine

one, with wax run around it t) stop up crevices,

which jarred loose during transit. I was also short

on two 175-lb. spruce kegs purchased from another
party (at 11 cts.), 17 lbs.; 10 from one, 7 from another;

both were leaking. Geo. F. Williams.
New Philadelphia, O., Sept. 23, 1883.

It seems there is a misunderstanding about
waxing barrels. Those sent by Mr. Terry
were waxed a little on the outside. This will
do no sort of good. The barrels alluded
to that were reported in last Juvenile

were made just as good as new by the fol-

lowing treatment: The hoops were all put
in place, the loose heads put in, and then
they were thoroughly cleaned with hot wa-
ter. After this they were set out in the sun,
and the hoops tightened every day until the
whole was as " dry as a chip." Now, while
the barrel was hot and dry, about a gallon of
hot melted wax was poured in, the bung be-
ing dipped in the hot wax too, then driven
in, and the barrel rolled and twirled until
every inch had been most thoroughly coated.
As the air inside was greatly heated by this
process, the bungs, when loosened, went out
with a bang. The whole outside was then
treated to tliree coats of good paint, and we
have got some barrels that will ship without
wasting a drop. It seems from the above
report that the spruce kegs are leaky also,

unless waxed. We have had honey from
California repeatedly, in GO-lb. tins (boxed),
without an accident as yet; and, counting
waxing and all, are the spruce kegs really
cheaper than the tins?

introducing with chloroform, etc.
I received those three one-dollar queens all right.

I introduced one the next day all right; but to in-

troduce the others, I couldn't. I tried to introduce

them for a week, making use of all the methods I

had read of; but the minute I let them out they
would br.ll them. At last I got out of patience with

them. I got an ounce of chloroform, and poured
about half of it on a sponge, and put it in my smo-
ker, and puffed a little in at the entrance. After they

got pretty stupid, and begin to drop off on the bot-

tom-board, I released the queens, and they received

them all right when thej' revived. I suppose this is

old to you, but I thought I would write. I have got

quite a piece of Earlj' Amber sugar-cane. Do you
suppose I could make sugar good enough for my
bees to winter on? Arthtjr G. Loper.
East Setauket, Suff. Co., N. Y., Aug. 13, 1883.

The idea of introducing by means of chlo-
roform is old, friend L., but I do not know
that we have ever before had the plan sug-
gested of using it as you did, in a smoker. I
am not sure that the bees would tilways ac-
cept a queen after reviving, but it might be
worthy of a further trial. Trobably a much
less quantity than you used would be ef-

ficient.— I would not advise wintering bees
on any amber sugar we have yet in the
market. JJetter sell it, and buy the pure
granulated cane sugar, as we have so often
recommended.

TAKING BEES ON SHARES, ETC.

1 commenced last spring with five swarms that I

took on shares; I have increased to 9, and think I

could have done better, but the man of whom I got

the bees furnished the hives, and he furnished only

11, and those ot fioc different paUcnis. Next spring I

shall have a uniform hive, of some kind. Those I

have are mostly made after the American pattern,

with cap to slide down over the hive in winter.

More than half of the queens I hatched were lost

before they were fertilized. Why so many? I like

your principles on the tobacco and whisky ques-

tions. Success to Gleanings I J. B. Doijbs.
Antelope, Kan., Sept. 8, 1883.

Eleven hives of five different patterns !

Surely I would not want to take bees on
shares, if it were to be done that way. Your
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large loss of queens was either accidental, or
owing to some fault in management that
will disappear with more experience, I think,
friend D. I am always glad to hear of eve-
ry one wlio is on the side of temperance and
good morals.

HONEY-DE-W.

Our bees have been storing honey-dew, more or

less, all summer. They gather it from the leaves of

the forest trees — principally from the oaks, elms,

walnuts, and hickories. While working on the oaks,

vast numbers of aphides were present on the under

side of the leaves. When the aphides disappeared,

the flow of honey from that quarter ceased. This

was also the case with the elms, walnuts, and hick-

ories. The honey is of the lowest grade, being dark

and unpalatable. We consider it unwholesome for

the bees in protracted cold weather. If we should

have a severe winter, I fear that the friends who de-

pend upon it for stores will have trouble.

THE GENTLE CYPS!

When, after reading Dr. Dougan's description of

the cautious manner in which he opens their hives,

I read, "The gentlest of all bees," I smiled. Why
the necessity of all this caution,if they are so gentle?

It is not an infrequent occurrence with me to have
to go alone to our yard on cool mornings in May,
put up ten or more of the pound packages taken

from as many different hives, and drive to the de-

pot, four miles away, in time for the eight-o'clock

trains. I do it with our Italians, without being

stung or hurting bees. But I have to handle the

hives and combs with a rapidity that, were they

Cyps, I should have an insurrection on hand before

the first hive was fairly open. We generally shake

the bees from the combs into the shipping-boxes,

through a funnel ; but when honey is coming in free-

ly it will shake ovit on the bees and smother them;
hence at such times we brush them off. Did you
ever try brushing Cyprians, doctor? I did — once

only I When I open a hive of Cyps they do not " seek

shelter between the combs;" they find it somewhere
else. "Quickest motioned!" I should say so, and

keenest sighted too. That small hole in the of

my pants, so small that wife couldn't find it to mend,

the number of Cyps that found it was limited only

by the capacity of the pants. It has not been dem-

onstrated that the Cyprian colonies yield the most

surplus. The careful reader of the bee papers will

see that it is a question whether this can be said of

any race or strain; that it is the opportunity and the

man that make the great yields. Had friends Gal-

lup and Doolittle been in Texas this past season

with their favorite strains, I think they would have

given Bro. Carroll a pretty close rub.

E. M. Hayhurst.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 16, 1883.

BULGED COMBS.

I bought half a pound of bees and a tested queen
of Mr. Hayhurst, the first of July. I put them in a

modification of the Simplicity hive, with L. frames.

On the first three frames I let them build natural

comb, as I had no fdn. Now, they would build it on

the edge of the frame instead of on the comb-guide;

this started me to separating them a little more
than ABC directs, and then I guess my eye is not a

mechanical one, for I soon got the other frames
from M to U inches apart. I got along Aery well

until honey began to come; then the combs became
so bulged that I had to remove all butsevento make

room, and these now fill my hive so I can scarcely

remove them to examine the bees. What I wish to

know is, whether 1 could have controlled the thick-

ness of the combs, if I had rigidly kept them }i in.

apart.
REMOVING LARVJ3, TO STORE HONEY.

Do the workers ever remove larvfc to make room
to store honey? My work often keeps me up until

midnight, and when the honey was coming in the

i fastest I would find every night from 4 or 5 to a

dozen larva; (not dead), and young bees that would
have iiatched in a day or two, on the alighting-board.

I do not think your ABC mentions a case like this.

One day, on looking at my frames, I found the queen

very busy uncapping worker-cells to liberate the

young bees. Did she do this out of maternal care

for her young, or because she had become impatient

waiting for a cell to lay in? Those few questions

may see very simple to an old bee-keeper, but per-

haps some of the readers of Gleanings may be ig-

norant enough to want to know just what I have

asked. M. H. Panton.
Clay Center, Kan., Sept. 18, 1882.

With a heavy yield, it is pretty hard to
avoid bulged combs ; but by spreading the
combs, and making them build all the new
ones between the two already built, you can
generally avoid the trouble you mention.
Almost everybody nowadays, however, uses
fdn. for every comb built, and this does
away with all trouble about irregular combs.
—Bees will at times throw out or cover up
larva", when a great yield comes, and they
have little or no room ; but in your case it

was probably only the imperfect larvje that
you saw thrown out. We have never before
had a report of a queen biting out the work-
ers, that I know of, and I can't imagine any
reason for such conduct, unless it was really

as you say, that she wanted cells to lay eggs
in.

HIVES, HOW HIGH UP FROM THE GROUND?

How far from the ground do you winter your bees

when you winter outdoors? My hives are 4 or 5 in.

from the ground now; shall have to winter outdoors

this winter. Snow often falls 3 to 3 feet here in the

course of the winter.

LETTING A NEW SWARM INTO THE SECTIONS AT ONCE.

I would ask if, when your bees swarm, you practice

letting them into the section boxes immediately. I

did so, and it worked tiptop. They filled the upper

story the first thing, without a bit of brood in the

lower story either, and they are filling the sections

again now. It was only one hive that I did so with.

T. Sherman.

Custer City, McKean Co., Pa., Sept. T, 1883.

I think your hives are about the right

height from the ground. We do not advise

letting a new smarm into the sections until

they have made some start in the brood-
frames

;
yet it often works all right when

separators are used. The only danger is of

brood in the sections.

WHAT makes THE BEES DIE ?

I want to tell you of a strange disease that is now
destroying my bees. A few days ago I cut a boe-tree

that had a good deal of honey, and in which was a

good-size swarm. I transferred them into a Simpli-

city hive. A few days after that I went to the hive

to take the sticks out which I had fastened the comb
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in with. The first frame I took out I saw four or

Ave queeu-cells, which made me think that the queen

g-ot lost in transferring. I then gave them a frame

containing some unsealed brood and honey. A few

days after, I passed the hive and saw the ground

covered with bees — some dead, and others nearly

so. They looked like bees dying from starvation and

the heat. There was plenty of honey in their hive.

At the same time, my little girl told me that there

was another swarm in the same fix. I went thei-e,

and. sure enough, about half the swarm was on the

ground, and the hive was full of honey. Now,
what do you think ails the bees? They surely can

not have the dysentery in the middle of summer,
and at such a favorable time as the present.

There has been a continued flow of honey, from
the middle of April till now, and there was no rob-

bing, nor any thing else that I could see, which
could have caused the trouble.

I have sown the Simpson and spider plant seed

you sent me, and it is blooming nicely, and both

have honey on them; but the bees won't notice the

spider plant, while they can be seen on the Simpson
plants all day. F. 1{. Lkife.ste.

Msson, Texas, Aug. H, 1882.

From tlie above description, I can think
of no other reason tlian that they have gath-
ered something poisonous. It can hardly
be that they have got hold of fly poison,
Paris green, or any thing of that kind, for it

would be a hard matter to get bees to notice
any artificial sweets during a continuous
and heavy yield of honey. It is this yield of
honey that prevents them from noticing the
spider plants, together with the fact that
there are so few of them. If you had half
an acre, you would hear a humming, I can
tell you.

MATCH-BOX FOR SMOKEK.

Smoker is all right, and does good work; but I

would suggest that you fasten a match-box on its

deck, so you can have matches always ready.

Geo. Gould.
Mill Ridge, Pulaski Co., III., Sept. 5, 1882.

In many respects, a match-box attached
to a smoker would seem to be a good thing,
friend G.; but so far we have never succeed-
ed in producing any thing that was not so
cumbrous as to be rather a hindrance, and
so we have adopted the plan of having the
matches kept with the rotten wood. \Vhen-
ever you go for fuel to replenish your
smoker, there is where you want your
matches.

GEO. r. AVILLI.4MS' ST.\Nt) B^OH .SELLING EXTRACTED
HONEY.

At your request I send you to-day by express a

honey-stand, such as I use for retailing extracted

honey from. It will speak for itself, if you will till

half a dozen each of pint jars, one-pound, and one-

half pound tumblers, with nice honey and after

labeling with your finest labels, place them on it.

The pint jars on lower shelf, 1-lb. tumblers on second
shelf, and the '/2-lb. on upper shelf. You may now
set it on your counter, step back several feet, and
tell us what j'ou think. Geo. F. Williams.
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Sept. 7, 1882.

The stand alluded to above is the one re-

ferred to on p. 46!J, Sept. Xo., and also shown
by friend Merrybanks, in the Sept. Juve-

xiLE. I have credited friend Williams with
§1.00 for the idea, and I am inclined to think
we owe him a vote of thanks besides. VV'

e

will furnish such stands complete, lettered
and varnished, for .'?1. 00, or for 75 cents in
lots of 10. The same in the flat for 60c, or in
lots of ten, 50 cents.

OME QUESTIONS ABOUT SPRING FEEDING.

I should like to have the following questions

answered and discussed in Gleanings :—

1. Does it pay to feed bees in spring rcniilavhj

every daj', as other stock is fed?

I think it unquestionably pays to feed in
the spring, unless the stock has an abund-
ance of sealed stores, in which case a daily
feed of water would probably do as well.

2. What quantity of thinned honey per day would
be most advisahlc and pmfitahlel Would your 14-

pound glass for extracted honey hold enough for a

daihj feed!

I should say, the J-lb. honey-tumbler full,

would be just the thing.

3. Could you furnish them with the cover made
of perforated tin, to allow the bees to take the

thinned honey, and at what price per 100?

The only way to get perforated covers
would be to perforate the ordinary covers

;

and if you wish us to do it, we would have
to charge about I cent each additional.

4. How much should the honey be thinned for

such feeding?

I would suggest making the honey half
water, or a syrup of sugar of about the same
sweetness.

5. At what time in the spring would it be advisa-

ble to begin feeding in this northern latitude, and
how long would it be profitable to continue feeding?

It depends upon the weather. I would
suggest, just as soon as they fly out freely.

This season has been an unusually wet and cold

one; and while I managed to have always sufficient

sealed honey in the hives to prevent starvation, my
bees were weaker the end of May than when let out

from collar April 15th. The bees were compelled to

fly out to get water t ^ thin the sealed honey, and
got chilled btforo they were able to return, and the

loss of bees so chilled, offset the increase. I think

the \'« lb. glass mentioned before could be easily

filled, and caeh day slipped under the corner of the

enameled cloth and chaff cushion over the bees,

without any escape of heat. Charles H. Grote.
Mauston, Juneau Co., Wis., Sept. 16, 1882.

I think I would turn back the corner of
the mat, and put the tumbler over the space
tims left uncovered, and then cover all with
the chaff cushion. Filling such a tumbler
every day with a large number of hives is a
pretty expensive business, if kept up say a
month or six weeks— expensive in the time
it takes, I mean.

another drone-trap.

Have a few bottom-boards made of I'/^-inch lum-

ber, 6 inches longer than the hive, and nailed to bat-

tens 2x4, the same distance apart as the hive is long,

so it will rest on the same bricks as the regulars.

Cut a channel 8 inches wide, tapering from nothing

to ;'i in. deep at the end, and (i in. long. Replace the

regular bottom with this, and slip the hive forward
until the entrance is right for workers, and too
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small for drones. This Is the way I made some
bottom-hoards for friend Horsfall at his request, and
they answer fltidy. G. W. Gates.

Bartlett, Tenn., Sept., 1883.

AUhoiisli the above idea is old, it affords

a ready means of graduating the sizs of the
opening to the nicest fraction, by simply
sliding the hive backward or forward, and
this long narrow slot would afford the work-
ers the least obstruction possible, it would
seem, while the ordinary aspect of the en-
trance remains unchanged. When there is

no further need of keeping the drones out,
the opening can quickly be made larger.

Such an entrance also effectually excludes
mice.

WHO SHALL BEAR THE LOSS?

Just for once, let us suppose a case of importance.

We will suppose I come to you to borrow your old

gray mare to go to mill, and she should rear up and
kick up and break her miserable old neck, who
would j'ou say should pay for the animal, you or I?

The sequel of the whole matter is, my Gleanings
has not put in its appearance yet, and now who pays

the loss, you or I? Well, as I am no hair-splitter,

I can afford to pay the loss for it over again, for

it is the first failure in over 2 years. H. B. P.

Fayette, Fulton Co., O., Sept. 18, 1883.

Why, friend P., in the case of the old gray
mare I think we would talk it over in a
neighborly way, and adjust it to our mutual
satisfaction, without any quarreling or hard
feelings. If the" animile " was exceedingly
contrary, and you didn't get mad, nor get
drunk, I don't believe I should think you
ought to bear very much of the loss. In the
matter of a lost journal, the loss, what little

loss there be, is all ours, for we always print
some extra ones to send out in such cases

;

and even if you lose your paper going home
from the postoffice, or a neighbor borrows it

and loses it, just drop us a card, and we will

gladly send you another. You see, we take
so much pains in getting up a journal, we
want you all to have the benefit of it after it

is done. It is like a good dinner ; after it is

all ready, it isn't of any use unless it is

eaten, and I want all of oiir journals "eaten"
while they are hot, right from the oven.

FROM ONE TO SIX, AND 210 LBS. OF HONEY.

We started this year with (/no colony of light Ital-

ians, which we procured May 27th, and at that time

they had only five poorly filled cards of brood, and

no honey. This could not bo called a first-class

stand, as plenty of colonies in the same lot had from
seven to nine cards of brood at the same time; but

thinking it best to make the most wc could of a

poor bargain, we took it in hand, and at the present

we have on hand 210 lbs. of extracted honey, and in-

creased to sir good colonies, with plenty to winter

them, each having an average of 35 lbs., and all this

In a locality that is considered overstocked. This

is not a large yield compared with some that have
been reported; but please take into consideration

the treatment they have received, stirring them up
at night to extract, and just when attention was
needed, neglecting them because our work in the

apiary prevented us from supplying their wants.

We both work in an apiary of some 4CG colonies, so

Ave have little time for ourselves, for our work

keeps us from sunrise until dark. I think we could

have added 100 lbs. to the yield if they had received

proper attention. Foulks & Lee.

Ithaca, Richland Co., Wis., Sept. 19, 1882.

TEMPERATURE NEEDFUL IN SEALING UP HONEY.

I want to make this coiTCction of one statement
in mj' article (page 483). I said that we, in a box
with glass cover, could probablj get 110° or 150° of

heat almost any warm day in summer, or something

to that import. I (ind on trial that it is only on ex-

tremely hot days that we can approximate that de-

gree. In the ordinarily warm and partially cloudy

weather of last July, I could get honey in glass jars

in such a box heated only to 110°. This may do; I

have some jars put up, with some heated to that de-

gree, and others put up by artificial heat at various

degrees, from 100' upward, and will be able to re-

port next spring on the whole subject.

Milroy, Pa., Sept. 11, 1882. J. W. White.

DO BEES PAY?

We often see an article in the papers, headed,

"Docs Bee-Keeping Pay?" I have been keeping

bees, and farming, for several years, and for myself

I can say that it does pay as well, or better, than any
thing else connected with the farm. The result the

present season has been very satisfactory. I com-
menced in the spring with 30 swarms, which I val-

ued at $5.00 each. My sales of bees, queens, and
honey, will foot up at least 200 per cent, or $10 00 per

stock. This has been the worst season here to pre-

vent swarming I ever experienced. My first swarm
came off the middle of Way. find the last about the

middle of August, making the swarming season last

3 months. The last was a buckwheat swarm. I

sowed 10 acres of buckwheat at three different times

after the 35th of June. There has not been a very

heavy flow of honey from it, but it is well filled, and
the honey stored in sections (not to speak of the

brood-chamber) will, I think, pay nil cost of sowing

and harvesting the cop. H. Barber.
Adrian, Mich., Sept. 11, 1852

DRONES, HOW TO GET RID OF.

My bees seem to run a good deal to drones, es-

pecially the old swarm. I filled the hive with old

comb taken at random from the wreck of the winter

of 1880-'81, and which I think contained a good deal

of drone comb. I took out and threw away one

whole card of the drone brood, but there appears to

bo altogether too many of the lords of the bee-hive

yet for profit; and as they are neither ornamental

nor very useful just now, what shall I do with them?

On hot days there is a perfect roar of their buzzing,

though there is no scarcity of workers either.

Would Jones's bee-guards be what I want? and

would it be necessary to place them on all the hives

at the same time? O. W. Haynes.
Hudson, Mich., Sept. 3, 1883.

Perhaps the best thing you can do now,
friend 11., is to put on the Jones entrance-
guards ; for every day you board these fel-

lows is a loss to you, and I think I would
put them on every hive as you suggest ; but
it would have been a far better way to have
carefully assorted over your surplus combs,
and used for your bees only worker combs.
This one feature may make all the differ-

ence betM^een a success and a failure in bee-
keeping.
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*j^EES have gone crazy. My last swarm came out

Mm Monday, Sept. 11, being the fourth swarm this

month. This has been the best honey season

we have had for twenty years. Swarms hived from

the Ist to the middle of August are now in good con-

dition for wintering. So mueh gained by vising foun-

dation, with a little help from strong colonies.

I. O. Miles.
Bellville, Richland Co., O., Sept. 13, 1882.

My bees are doing better this season than I ever

had them before. E. A. Sheldon.

Independence, Buchanan Co., la., Sept. 7, 1882.

Bees arc working lively on buckwheat; it is the

first honey they have laid in this season.

Baden, Mo., Aug. 29, 1882. Richard Grinsell.

Honey crop very good; nearly an average of 100

lbs. per old colony, and 100 per cent increase.

T. A. Anderson.
Big Spring, Mo., Sept. 6, 1883.

We are having a good How of honey at the present

time, and hope to make up for the poor season.

L. C. Whiting.

East Saginaw, Mich., Sept. 9, 1883.

FOUNDATION PUT ON THE WIRES WITH A HOT IRON.

All goods, including fdn. in wired frames, received

all right. A. A. Harrison.

McLane, Erie Co., Pa., Aug. 16, 1883.

The grocers furnish the tumblers and jars for all

the honey that I have this j'ear— some 400 lbs. ex-

tracted. J. F. Kropp.
Varysburg, Wy. Co., N. Y., Aug. 15, 1883.

I bought a colony last spring for $0.50; have in-

creased to 5; all seem to be doing well; are working

on buckwheat now. J. E. Tod hunter.
New Martinsburg, O., Sept. 11, 1883.

I carried 80 colonies (all I ha i) through the winter,

but reduced, by starvation, and united to TO^colo-

nics; have taken, up to date, .'3500 lbs., and making
honey as fast as ever. A. L. Klar.
Pana, 111., Sept. 2,1883.

smartweed.
Bees are still booming, and I am away behind.

They are still swarming, and fill an empty 10-frame

hive in 13 days. Smartwccd is what is doing it.

Wm. Malone.
Oakley, Lucas Co., Iowa, Sept., 1883,

not 4 LHS. to the hive.

About 300 lbs. of honey from 65 colonies in spring,

and only 13 swarms. Bees are O.K. Poorest season

yet for me. Count Pennsylvania out this year.
A. A. Harrison.

McLane, Erie Co., Pa., Aug. 16, 1883.

A good report from the poor "gyps."
We have had a poor honey season so far, with no

honey in white clover. If it had not been for red

raspberries, the bees would have starved in June.

The Cyps are ahead in all respects; they far excel

the Italians on red clover, and I can fully indorse

what B. F. Carroll says, that they are "t/icbec."

Mine are just as nice as the Italians.
C. J. Haight.

Rush, Susq'a Co., Pa., Aug. T, 1883.

Will you please infoim me if there is a door to go
into the tent described in Juvenile Gleanings for

August? G. H. Denman.
Plttsford, Mich., Sept. 11, 1883.

[No, sir. Raise it up when you want to go out. It

weighs only 5 pounds.]

SYMPHOr.A CARPUS — P.EE-PLANT.

My bees are as busy to-day, Sept. 11, on the sjm-

phora as they were eight weeks ago, although buck-

wheat, Simpson, aster, and goldenrod are each in

order. I tell you, I have as strong faith in the sym-
phora in particular as A. I. Root has in mankind in

general. G. W. Tn()MP.?ON.

Stelton, Middlesex Co., N. J., Sept., 1883.

THE GOOD CANDY.
I send you a black queen, taken from a bee-tree,

by this mail, "just to try my luck" at sending

queens a distance. The price will be a postal, stat-

ing how she arrives, etc. The Good candy is the

best I have seen. Geo. E. Davis.

Shelburne Falls, Mass., Sept. 9, 1883.

[Queen and workers came to hand in excellent

order. We have had no bad reports, and no bad

luck with the sugar and honey as yet.]

SUMAC.
Seeing a communication from Mr. Thorn, of West

Virginia, I took the liberty to answer it. Sumac is

almost a "dead sure" thing as regards honey.

What honey we have this year came almost wholly

from it. These N. E. hills are covered with it, and
it is i-egarded in the light of a pest. It spreads very

rapidly, and in about the same manner as the elder.

It is very singular yours does not bloom. The only

one here who regards it with loving eyes is the bee-

keeper. Frank A. Tickon.

Oxford, N. H. Co., Conn., Sept. 13, 1883.

the 35c magnifier, for finding EGGS IN the
CELLS.

I would say the magnifying-glass helps me clearly

to see the eggs as soon as the queens get to laying'.

I now see what I have never seen before.

When is the best time to move a swarm of bees,

now or later?

Fayette, O., Sept. 18, 1882. H. B. Pomeroy.
[It depends upon how far you are going to move

the bees, friend P. If over three miles, at once; if

much less, wait until it is so cool they will stop fly-

ing, or they may come back to their old home.]

AVHEN to feed.

Please inform me at what time I ought to feed

bees when supplies arc scarce. Bees have done bet-

ter in this country this year than I ever heard of.

J. M. Richardson.
Leona, Leon Co., Tex., Aug. 28, 1883.

[it depends on what you wish to do with them,

friend R. If you want to increase your number of

stocks, or even to increase the number of bees in a

hive, feed always when supplies are scarce, and the

bees can fly. If you want honey, you must have

bees to get it, and I never saw too many bees in a

hive, for the work we use them for.]
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don't care for extra PKOLIFICNES3.

Please send me a one-dollar Italian queen. We do

not care for great prolificnesp, as we do not keep

many colonies. E. II. McClymond.
Templeton, Armstro ng Co., Pa., Aug. 31, 1883.

[And I believe you are the first, friend M , who did

not care particularly about great prolificncss. It

isn't hardly " Young-America" like.]

For the 75c. inclosed, send by return mall a smo-

ker, and greatly oblige me, for I shall get to be a

regular smoker of the pipe, though it makes me
sick. T. H. Trice.

New Providence, Mont. Co., Tenn., Sept. 1, 1883.

[And so, friend T., you have been using the pipe

because you had no bee-smoker? Well, I tell you

we will hurry it up, if things are in as bad a shape

as that.]

THE HONEY-PEAS.

How are your p:as? My bees arc getting, from

those planted near me, some very fine honey, but

the season is so wet that the yield so far has been

small. The honey is beautiful in color, and has a

peculiar but pleasant taste. T. J. Hopple, M. D.

Trenton, Tenn., August 23, 1883.

[I am sorry to say, ours didn't get planted. When
we find some enthusiastic young botantist to take

charge of our grounds, and develop these new hon-

ej'-plants, wc hope to do better.]

hopes not blasted.

I do not wish to be put into the Growlery, because

I think it is all right. " All things work together for

good," etc. From 40 colonies we have not had honey

enough for our own table, and even now we have

none in condition to take. We have had an abund-

ance of wet weather, and I think this is why we get

no honey. We had a swarm yesterday, and the indi-

cations arc good for more soon. It is late; but if we

have a good honey season through Aug. and Sept.,

they can have plenty of winter stores.
J. M. Harris.

Cedartown, Polk Co., Ga., Aug. 7, 1883.

PURPLE PIBEWEED, ETC.

/ipiS^URbees are doing well in the honey business.

%M They have swarmed only once apiece this

— season, but they are storing the finest honey.

I wish I could send you a nice piece. There has been

a succession of honey-plants since March, and now,

since our ten days' rain, the clover has started up
fresb, and will last till frost. I inclose some seed,

seed-pods, and blossoms of the finest honey-plant I

have ever seen. In the center of each blossom

there is a drop of honey. We call it flreweed here.

I don't know the botanical name for it. Can you tell?

It begins to bloom in June, and continues in bloom

till the last of August or first of September.

Our buckwheat is a white shower of bloom now,

and has been for two weeks. One of our swarms

came oui May 23d, and filled both stories of the Sim-

plicity hive, and have half filled another upper story

which we put on when we took the first one off, July

16th. I thinK every one in the Simplicity hives will

fill both stories before frost.

Our neighbor, Mr. B. F. Smith, has had extremely

good luck with his bees this season. He had six

stands last spring, and they have increased, by
swarming, to 31, and two left that he did not save,

making 36 in all, and he has buckets on for surplus

honey, and they will probably fill two each, as the

first buckets are full now. Another neighbor, B. F.

Hay\vard, has not done so well. He uses the box
hive, made of cedar, and seven of his new swarms
left for parts unknown. I think the strong smell of

the cedar was the cause, as it has been very hot

here this season — hotter than ever before.

Tell Blue Eyes, if she were out here shi could

gather Howcrs long after the ground is covered with

snow where she lives. Mrs. Nelson Kelley.
Ferndalc, Whatcom Co., Wash. Ter., Aug. 7, 1883.

Thanks for kind words, my friend. The
flower is purple fireweed, or Emlohium an-
gustifoUum. On page 26, Jan. No. for 1881,

yon will lind a full account of it, and a state-

ment of the enormous amount of honey it

secretes. It goes by the common names of
mooseweed, bloodweed, etc. W ill you please

send us some seeds, if not too much trouble?
It is called fireweed, because it so commonly
springs up after a fire, and very likely we
shall need to cover the seeds with ashes, to

get the best results from it.

AN ENCOURAGIXG REPORT.

Our first swarm of bees this year came out the Ist

day of June. They have filled 18 two-poimd sections,

and thrown out two swarms. The first was a nice

large swarm; it came out the 31st of July. They
have filled the lower frames, and we have put on

sections. The last one c.ime out the 31th of July; it

is a small swarm. Is that not doing pretty well from

the 1st of June, without fdn. or comb to begin on?

One colony that came out about the 1.5th of June
has filled 56 two-pound sections. One last-year's col-

ony sent out one large swarm the 1st of June, and

then another one the 8th. We accidentally killed

the queen, and put them back. From that time we
have taken 70 lbs. of honey in frames. If we had

had an extractor we could have done better; but

when we took the honey, comb, and all, from them,

they hid to make their comb before they could fill

it with honey.

We have had a long run of white clover this sea-

son. The bees are beginning to make dark honey.

Mrs. S. R. Hunter.
Kendalville, Iowa, Aug. 13, 1883.

SPIDERWORT.

July and August Gleanings received last night.

It is pleasant to see its familiar face a^ain. The spi-

derwort Mrs. Harrison speaks of in the Juvenile for

July is not the cleomc or spider Hower that we cul-

tivate for the bees. It is a native wild flower here,

grows about 3 ft. high, sky-blue blossom with 3 pe-

tals; closes in the middle of the day; have never

been able to find seed on if, though it springs up

here and there as though seed had been dropped.

Some years, bees just swarm on it; but this year

clover is so plentiful with us they do not look at it.

Mrs. S. Sykes Wilson.
Penrose, 111., Aug, 31, 1883.
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liir fo/ft#.

Blessed are they that dwell in thy house: they will

be still praising thee.—Psalm 8i: 4.

PRESTME a great many read these
Home Papers month after month, who
liave a hope in God, and who are yet not

members of any Christian church. Perhaps
I might say, in the outset, that I believe it is

generally held that one may live a good
Christian life without ever un'iting with any
church at all ; and whatever I may say in

this paper in the way of urging the import-
ance of uniting with the churches of our
land, please bear in mind that I by no means
intend to intimate you can not be saved un-
less you are a member of some church. The
age is too enlightened now to teach that the
act of uniting with a church, of itself, saves
a person. The ceremony of marriage be-
tween a man and woman does not make
them a loving couple always, joined heart
and hand ; but what loving couple, joined
heart and hand, would wish to live as such
without the marriage ceremony V Some-
times when I urge ujion a friend the import-
ance of standing up before men and confess-
ing his acceptance of Jesus as his Savior, he
objects, on the ground that he does not wish
to make a parade of his religion before men.
I may have chosen a pretty strong compari-
son, but it seems to me, my friends, a man
might with almost equal reason object to the
marriage ceremony, because he does not
wish to have it paraded before men that
they two are man and wife. I presume you
all know, without my telling of it, that the
greatest reason why people object to uniting
Avith the church nearest to them is because
of the imperfections of those who are church-
members. One who loves God with all his

heart, soul, and might, and his fellow-man
as himself, surely ought to live a life almost
free from reproach ; but take church-mem-
bers collectively, or pick out any one, even
the best of the lot, and hold him up and scru-
tinize him closely, and, oh dear ! what in-

consistency and crookedness ! With sad-
ness I acknowledge, my friends, that there
is, in one sense, crookedness and inconsis-

tency, for we are bitt human, the best of us.

AVe are creatures subject to be swayed by
anger, jealousy, selfishness, and sins of like

nature, and we do not always have the grace
to be able to keep the manifestations of

these feelings from being seen of men, even
though we strive ever so hard. At the same
time, those who judge us are not always wise
and impartial judges, and they many times
greatly exaggerate these faults, or perhaps
often term things faults from their stand-
point of view, when they are, in fact, just
the reverse. .Just one illustration right here:

I once insisted that a young man who
worked for me should settle up what he was
owing me. by taking a part of his wages each
week. I did this for his own good as well
as mine, for I deemed it well for him to be
taught to keep his business matters straight-
ened up, instead of having them dragging
along into weeks and months. He thought
I was crowding him needlessly, and retorted

something like this : "A pretty Christian
you are, to be crowding a poor boy so he
can not live comfortably." Now, I may
have erred in judgment, and may have been
partially right in the matter; but as I did
what was best, according to my judgment, I
committed no deliberate sin. I was far
more anxious all the time that the boy
should become a Christian, than that I should
get my pay; but for all that, this act may
have looked very bad to those who viewed
it from a different standpoint, or who rea-
soned that, as I had considerable property,
while the boy had nothing, I was greedily
crowding him. Well, if you are going to
listen to all that is said against church-mem-
bers, and form conclusions hastily, without
inquiring into the matter, you will, without
doubt, tind them, as it seems to you, full
of faults.

Now besides this, you will find church-
members, now and then, who will some-
times be convicted of crime, and ministers
of the gospel have been reported who seem-
ed rather servants of Satan than of the most
high God. Although such cases do occur,
they are very rare, comparatively; but as
they are heralded far and wide, one might
get an impression that the really true and
faithful ones are not so much the rule as
they really are. Very often, I presume,
members, deacons, and pastors are not what
they ought to be. How do you know, friend,
what a Christian should do and what he
ought noty I do not mean to question your
knowledge in this matter, for I know you
know, and I thank God for it. Yes, breth-
ren, I thank God that it is so plain to us all

that "he who runs," as it were, could tell by
one hasty glance what a godly life should be.
We all of us know very well the great gen-
eral principles of Christianity, and the spirit

that runs through every page of the Bible.
It is plain without argument. Do justly,
love mercy, and walk humbly before God.
\ou know what the duties of a Christian
should be; but the Christians belonging to
the churches near you, you claim, do not
live Christian lives. Where does your duty
lie? You think the churches are corrupt,
and you know they ought not to be corrupt,
and at the same time you know, too, how to
make them better. You know, too, the
great need of good pure churches, and that
the world is far, oh very far better! for hav-
ing such as they are, rather than none at all.

Why, oh why, my friend, do you refuse to

go and help? And while you refuse, why do
you find fault with the poor souls who are
doing the best they know how, may be, to
sustain and hold upland to keep the Church
of our Lord Jesus Christ?

Judge not, that ye be not judged; for with what
judgment ye judge, yc shall be judged; and with
what measure ye mete it shall be measured unto you
again.—Matt. T: 1, 3.

Some object to uniting with a church, be-
cause they are not good enotigh. It depends
something on who the one is who makes
this plea. If it is one who appreciates the
beauties of holiness, and hungers and thirsts

after righteousness, he, above all others,
should put himself within the pale of the
church, for its protecting care he can in no
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way afford to be without. The verse in the
little hymn,—

Just as I am, without one plea,

But that thy blood was shed tor mo.
And that thou bidst me come to thee,
O Lamb of God, I come,—

hits the case completely.
If none were to unite with the Church, ex-

cept those who feel they are good enough,
the very best in the Church would be cut off.

It was sinners whom Christ came to save;

and the very place wliere sinners need to

come is into the Cliurch. We unite with the
Church because we are not good enough,
and want to be better; and the very fact of

our applying for a place in with God's people,

in itself implies we want to be better. Even
the angels in heaven rejoice to see sinners

come in, for we read,—
There is joj' in the presence of the ang'els of God

over one sinner that repenteth.—Luke 15:10.

If the one who makes the plea is a man
who sins every day, and proposes so to do,

it is quite a different matter. But we need
hardly discuss this side of the question, be-

cause such a one rarely wishes to be with
Christian people. One who has committed
a crime may apply for admission into the
Church, solely for the purpose of covering
it up, and he may be admitted because the
crime is not known; but he will either con-

fess his crime, or will not stay long. Good
and evil can not stay long together. I shall

have more to say in regard to this subject
further on.
Now a word in regard to those who would

prefer to lead a Christian life, without unit-

ing with any body of people. In the first

place, we can nowhere in the Bible find any
exhortation to such a course; but all through
it, quite the contrary. '-Thou shalt love the
Lord thy Ciod," it says; but right in the
same breath, almost, " and thy neighbor as
thyself." Can you love a neighbor by stay-

ing away from him? Can you do good to

those who hate you even, by holding aloof

from them and having no intercourse with
themV Moses rather preferred to stay all

his life in the wilderness with his wife and
father-in-law, we are led to infer; but it was
very far from God's wish and purpose to let

him do so. He must go back among the
people. Not only that, he must go, over and
over again, right into the very court of Pha-
roah, and among wicked men. He plead
that he was slow of speech, and that his
words were unavailing; but back again he
was sent, until it seemed almost a mockery.
In what estimation is a man held who con-
tinually laments the corruption of the age,
and yet refuses to go to the polls and vote?
If you hunger and thirst after righteousness
—I beg pardon for repeating this phrase so
much, but it tells more than any other I

know of, and I wish to be excused for using
it a great many times more — well, if you
really hunger and thirst after righteousness,
can you be excused for holding aloof when
real honest faithful men and women are so
much needed?
Some have objected to uniting with the

churches near them, because church people
quarrel among themselves. Well, suppose
it is really a fact that they do quarrel, will

they probably quarrel less if you hold aloof,

and keep away from them? Would your
presence have a tendency to make them
quarrel more, or less? The Bible says,

''Blessed are the peacemakers;" and if this

little text has power to make peace among
the ungodly, how much more ought it to

have that power among professing Chris-
tians! Perhaps the great reason why they
have quarreled is, that there is no one among
them with grace enough to remind them
that the Lord and Master says: ''Do good
to those who hate you." If you do not ap-
prove of quarreling in a church, and see
clearly it is wrong, you will probably be just
the one to help restore harmony.
This forenoon I was called suddenly to

come down into the blacksmith shop. I

found there quite a commotion, resulting
from a misunderstanding between two of
my boys. Loud words were being uttered,

and there had been something pretty near to

blows. When I had got right between the
two angry ones, I was just where I wanted
to be. If there is to be any quarreling in

our church, I want to be right in the middle
of it. If an^ blows are going to be struck, I
want to receive them. I assure you, I shall

not strike back, and I think I can assure
you, too, I shall not be struck a great many
times. The boys in question were both of
them blacksmiths by trade, but for some
time it seemed about as hard to make either

take anything back as it would have been to

soften the battered old anvil by talking to it.

Scripture texts and a li:l!e time, however,
did the work, and the harder one of the
two finally put out his hand and acknowl-
edged he was wrong. You see, you are to

unite with the Church because of your love
to God; and because of your love to God
and your fellow-men, it will be a pleasure to

you to help in the work that is to be done,
and to tear or suffer, if need be, for his or
their sakes.

I have heard the objection made to joining
a church, that it costs money. I presume
the idea is, that if you are united with a
church you will have to, or rather be expect-
ed to, pay out money that you would not
if you were an outsider. So much money
would be saved. Well, my friend, we will

suppose you have saved it. Now what are
you going to do with it? Buy something
that will give you happiness and content-
ment, or at least you are going to buy some-
thing you expect will give happiness and
contentment. Did you ever fail in your ex-
pectations in that line? Many a man has
looked back to the past with regret at the
money he had paid out in different ways, but
I believe but very few regret having con-
tributed their proper share toward the need-
ed expenses of keeping up the Church of
God. A blessing seems to fall on the one
who gives freely and cheerfully — not only
in a happy and cheerful spirit, but he seems
to be prospered in the truest sense of the
word, in a way that other men are not.

Look about you and see if it is not a fact,

that such a man has money for all his needs,
and enjoys using it, in a way that ungodly
people know nothing of. The Bible says,—

Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth,
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where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where
thieves break through and steal.—Matt 6: 19.

And—
Seek ye tirstihe kinfi:d()mof God and his righteous-

ness, and nil these things shall be added unto you.—
Matt. 6:33.

And—
Bring ye all the tithes into ihe storehouse, that

there may be meat in mine house, and prove me
now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not
open you the windows of heaven, and pour you out
a blessing, that there shall not be room enough to
receive it.—Maij. 3:10.

Sometimes it is hard for one to understand
how it is that God can need money. ]SIy

friend, it is this way: God needs true, loyal

hearts, like Abraham, Moses, and David,
and there can be no true loyalty where oth-
er things come before him. If you are giv-

ing more of your time, energy, strength, and
money, to the plans and projects of this

world than you are to God, he has a right to

feel that you are making his work only a
secondary matter.

I the Lord thy God am a jealous God. -Ex. 20:5.

How strangely these words used to sound
to me ! but now they are full of strange
beauty. Sometimes as I read the words
over they send a thrill of joy over me that I

find from no other words ia the Bible. May
I explain my meaning with what may per-
haps be deemed by some a homely illustra-

tion of God's love for us V There was a
time in your life when you tirst met your
wife, when you hardly knew whether she
loved you or not. In your boyish enthusi-
asm you were ready to throw down the
whole world, or give it all up, for her sake;
and may be then sit down and cry because
there were no more worlds for you to give
up, or throw away in the same way. Per-
haps your good wife may smile at this; and
while she looks upon you she wonders if it

is possible you are really the same "old chap"
who was ever guilty of any such preposter-
ous folly. Yes, you are, and I thank God
for it; for, next to his God, should every
man hold the life of her who once put all

her trust and faith in his keeping. Well,
now to our point : Can you not remember
the first time you noticed any symptom of
jealousy in this new friend and companion
of yours? Very likely she never spoke of it,

but you might catch it by a look sometimes,
that" she exi)ected no other woman in this

wide world was ever to stand in just the re-

lationship to you that she now stood, and
expected to stand, so long as life lasted.

Can you not conceive of something here
that "hardly deserves the name of jealousy,
but rather something sacred and holy? You
sought her, and wanted her to be the queen
of your life and affections; she steps to her
throne, and bids you tear down all other
idols. My friend, as you value your peace
of mind in this world, and in the world to
come, hold true to this sacred promise, given
more in actions than words, perhaps; and
though years may have passed, be sure that
not even in thought, look, or action, are you
unfaithful to yourpartof the contract. Well,
when you accepted Christ as your Savior,
you took him in the same way. My feeble
illustration of what you all know an earth-
ly tie should be, may make it plainer what

God means when he speaks of being a jeal-
ous God. He is to come first and foremost.
He asks you for money ; for where the trea-
sure is, there is the heart also. I believe
most churches will accord you the privilege
of paying or not, as you choose, or what you
choose ; but woe betide the man who thinks
he can be happy by paying all his other
debts, and letting the debt he owes to the
Church go unpaid. Suppose the man who
asked the woman of his choice to be the
queen of his life and home should refuse to
give her enough to eat. Listen:

—

Will a man rob God? Yet ye have robbed mc. But
ye sav, Wherein have we roiibed thee? In tithes and
offerings. Ye are cursed with a curse; for ye have
robbed me, even this whole nation.—M.A.L. 3:8, 9.

If we have a true loyal spirit toward God,
it seems to me we can hardly be tempted
very much to withhold our tithes ; but yet
one may stumble right here, just as he may
be greatly blessed in giving liberally. A lit-

tle hymn expresses so clearly where a Chris-
tian should stand, that he may be proof
against all these temptations, I wish to give
a couple of verses of it here:—

My Jesus, I love thpe, I know thou art mine,
For thee all the follies of sin I resign;
Jly gracious Redeemer, my Savior art thou —
If' ever 1 love thee, my Jesus, 'tis now.
I'll love thee in life, I'll love thee in death.
And praise thee as long as thou lendest me breath

;

And say, when the death-dew lies cold on my brow.
If ever! loved thee, my Jesus, 'tis now.

Y''ou should unite with the Church for
your own good. You need to be in good
company. Everybody, young and old, needs
to be in good company. The Christian boys
and girls of our town form a little company
whose influence few can resist. Strangers
coming into our town, who are led to come
into our young people's prayer-meeting, say,
almost invariably, " Why, what a nice lot of
intelligent young people you have there! "

The boys whom I find in our jail, when tak-
en across the way to this meeting, say, al-

most with one accord, " Why, Mr. Root, if I

could be in such company as that, I know I
could be a good man." I know they could
too ; and if they would stay in such com-
pany, they probably would. The very at-

mosphere of the room seems to speak of
something elevating and ennobling. It is

well worth one's while to have clean men
and women for his associates. One would
hardly need tell you, as you look upon the
faces of these young people, that none of the
boys were in the habit of drinking, smok-
ing, or swearing ; and as you looked upon
the bright happy faces of the young women,
you need hardly be told that none of them
are bold and forward; or that their language
is free from slang, and talk about flirtations

with the other sex, and that they are not fre-

quenters of the ball-room, and addicted to

late hours. At our State Fair, as one of the
judges, I was offered a ticket for dinner.

" Would you just as soon have a ticket for
the church eating-roomsV " said a
yoting man.
"By all means, let me have my dinner

with God's people," thought I, if I did not
say it in just these words. I had almost
been made homesick by seeing the rows of
beer-barrels that graced (!) the fair-grounds
of the capital of our State this year as well
as last, and I longed for the companionship
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and sympathy of those who love purity of
heart and cleanliness of body. I can hardly
tell you the feeling of a change I experienced
as I came near the church dining-rooms.
The quiet, kind welcome they gave me was
in itself enough to indicate I was among
Christians. The waiters were gentle, pleas-

ant, and refined, and I felt at home at once.

As I sat down and enjoyed my meal, I felt

that it was the love of (!hrist that prompted
them to come here, just as the ladies of our
church go to our fair-grounds to try to coun-
teract the great tide of blasphemy and wick-
edness tliat crowds into such places. Just a
couple of hours before, I went up to a stand
on the ground to see how their five-cent pies

compared with those we make at home. In
just the few minutes I stood there, I heard
more oaths and blasphemy from the lips of

the proprietor than I have heard before in a
year. It was not the oaths only, but the
coarse, low-lived way in which he disputed
a bill. I could not but wonder how different

his way was, from the quiet way in which
we Christian people settle differences. My
friend, do you not believe it will be better

for you to have your life much among (Chris-

tian people?
Uniting with a church is, some may say,

making a parade of our goodness. I would
say, it is rather acknowledging to the world
that you wish to be a better man, just as

one who goes to school acknowledges to the
world he wishes to be a better scholar. Our
boys have just been discussing the matter of

a college education. Why not study at

home? Why not, sure enough? It would be
a deal cheaper, and self-made men are the
best in the world. True; but these self-

made men could uot go to school as you can,

and so they got their education in spite of

the obstacles. Not one boy in a thousand
will do this. The boys who say they are
going to study at home don't do it. The
men who say they are going to be Chris-
tians, and do it at home, without having any
thing to do with the churches, don't do it,

and even if they did, it would be a religion

all of self. If you are going to be a child of

God, you must go out among men, and
stand up among them. As well might one
start out to be a patriot, and to love his

country, by holding aloof and keeping in the
background. Did any of the prophets men-
tioned in the J^.ible ever pull his cloak about
him and say, '' Here goes a prophet who is

going to take care of himself, and go to

heaven on his own hook. I have talked to

and warned those wicked idolaters just as
long as I am going to, and now they may
go " y To be sure, not. They talked and
warned and protested, and ran after the
remnants of the Church until it seemed as if

it were words and time wasted, and died
pleading with their last breath. Never give
up and never let go, is the spirit of all the
Bible teachings. Never give the world over
to evil, nor let evil men think they have won
the day. Whatever wickedness you may
encounter in your way, never give up in de-
spair, but let God and your fellow-men ever
be your motto. AVhen evil seems too much
for you, or when Satan persuades you the
world is all corrupt, remember God's promise,

Five of you shall chase a hundred, and a hundred
of you shall put ten thousand to flig-ht.—Lev. 26 : 8.

I am sure, my friends, it is all plain enough
to you. I am sure your better self tells you
how much true men and women are needed
in this work of redeeming a sinful world
from the hands of those who would with
blasphemy and crime delight in sinking
every thing good and pure and holy. Come
over and help us ; for the sake of your loved
ones growing up, come ; for God's sake,
come; don't find fault, and don't object,

but rise up in your might, and with Christ's
great love in your heart, come. Go this

minute and hunt up the pastor of the church
of your choice nearest, and cheer and lift

him up by telling him you want to help.
Tell the superintendent of the Sunday-
school the same ; and at night, on bended
knee, say, '' Lord, here is my poor unworthy
self ;

give me my work."

mmbmm mlmm.
¥01IR proposition in Gleanings, to give a smo-

ker to every bee keeper who is a slave to the—
Uic of tobacco, and who pledges himself to

discontinue its use. meets my approbation. Away
goes tobacco; and if ever I indulge in the use of the

weed again, I pledge myself to forward you immedi-

ately the full price of smoker. John M. Sands.
Columbia, Tenn., Aug. 23, 1882.

Please send me a smoker b. mail, and I will never

use tobacco again. C. M. Smith.

Austin's Mills, Tenn., Sept. 4, 1882.

You may send mc a smoker, as 1 stopped the use

of tobacco about two months ago; if I commence, I

will pay for it. C. A. Welch.
Mt. Calm, Limestone C i., Texas, July 39, 1882.

Bees have done well in this locality where the peo-

ple give them any attention, but there are people

here who never saw a frame hive; they don't know
any thing about bees; but I am trying to stir them
up by showing them what can be done with proper

Euanagemcnt. I am the only one about here who
has ever introduced a queen or made an artificial

swarm. So much for the ABC book. I have quit

smoking, and want you to send mo a Clark smoker.

I don't like to get it that way, but am too poor to

buy every thing I need in the bee business; will pay
for it if I ever smoke any more. I quit some time

ago, and now I don't like the smell of tobacco.

D. C. Shepherd.
Kent's Store, Fluvanna Co., Va , Sept. 10, 1882.

SEVEN hundred MILES FROM A CIGAR.

It was only a stump, however, destined never to

be finished, but thrust into a box with half a paper

of "Navy clippings," and the much-used pipe, still

warm and reeking; and this took place just before

starting on that long journey two weeks ago. I am
glad that those implements of an unseemly habit

did not travel wiih me, and arc not to follow after.

Certainly I shall not hunt them up, and it is incon-

ceivable that any one shovild produce them before

me and prove their identity, and prevail on ms to

begin where I left oflf, and to consume that cigar

stump and that tobacco. 1 do not know whether I

made any definite resolve to smoke no more and no
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other than those identical relics, and yet that seems
to be about the shape and the size of it. Friend

Root, I have great reluctance in confessing that I

was an inveterate smoker, when I see how much you
disapprove of the habit. But as my example may
have led or encouraged others in an evil way, I am
anxious, if possible, to help in turning some into a

good way. My plan and my experience differ from
that of many of your correspondents. It was not at

alldiflicult to leave off smoking. I had left off in the

course of twelve years probably more than fifteen

thousand times, and alter each leaving-off I would,

in a few hours, begin again. Well, on Tuesday
morning, Sept. 5, 1 left off as usual, and have ni>t be-

gun again. It is far away, and seems ever so long

ago, and I have nothing to do with it — no hanker-
ing, not much thought about it any way, though the

pungent odor is under my nose, and the fixings be-

fore my eyes nearly every hour in the daj'. Now,
friends who arc wedded to the weed and would fain

be free, try my plan: get far away, and stay long-

enough, and a divorce is accomplished. If not con-

venient to change your residence, next time you
leave off the smoke or the chew, instead of begin-

ning again, box up the apparatus and send off to

some distant place or person, real or imaginary, to

remain until called for; if the package ever comes
back to you from the Dead-letter OfHce, you may
look upon it with wonder, but with no desire to re-

sume the habit. I don't know how this plan will

work with those who chew, as they leave off so

often; but for smokers it is an infallible cure.

Medina, O., Sept. 17, 1883. B. Z. B.

The above comes from one of our new
hands, who came from away down in Massa-
chusetts. Last Sabbath evening he gave us
a little talk in our young people's prayer-
meeting, and I liked what he said so well
that I took him over to the jail with me,
where the subject of tobacco came up. Aft-
erward, in speaking of it, I said, " Of course,
you do not use tobacco, Mr. B V " His
reply seemed a little indefinite, and he said
something about '' a great while ago.^'' This
morning I found the above on my type-
writer. May God give you grace, brother,
to keep that last cigar seven hundred miles
away, even though you do meet them daily
in the hotel where you stop.

One of the signs of progress in Philadelphia, is the
forbidding of cigar-smoking on the cars of one of
the prominent lint s of street railway. Some of the
smoke-inclined passengers moan over this as an in-
fringement of their personal liberty. Ttiey even go
so far as to say their wives and mothers won't let
them smoke at home, and their employers and cus-
tomers won't allow it in their places of business;
and now they are shut off from being a nuisance on
the street cars.— Swukuj-School Timei<.

I believe the Times has got it about right.
The time is fast coming when tobacco-
users are going to be crowded— crowded out
of intelligent and respectable society. I
know every one has a right to his ow^n opin-
ions, and he has a right to his own tobacco
smoke ; but I feel sure that tobacco-users
themselves will not claim a right to crowd it

on people whom it sickens. Which side are
you going to be on, my friend? There may
be some still left who think more of a young
man, after having seen him with a cigar in
his mouth; but I am sure the number is
daily growing smaller.

FRIEND DADANT ON RAILROADS, AND
SOITIE OTHER MATTERS.

D.\NGER OF DELAYS.

EN
the Sept. No., page 453, in answer to Mr. M.
Hills, who complains of delay of sections, which
were 18 days on the way, for a distance of about

3.'.0 miles, ycu take it coolly; for you say that we
have to take the chances of the railroad companies
being slow.

About 50 years ago, while I was a clerk in a l)U8i-

ness firm, in France, the railroads were not invent-

ed; all the goods were transferred by common car-

riers. These carriers had to travel at the rate of so

many miles a day, under the penalty of losing a third

of the cost of transportation, when they were be-

hind the allotted time. They were also liable to

damages, if the delay was long, and if damage could
be proved. The same legislation exists yet in Eu-
rope toward the railroads, coupled with rates of

charges instituted by the government, and posted
up in every station. The railroad companies are
bound to transport the freight in France at the rate

of 125 miles a day, and they accept, without com-
plaining, the reduction of a third of the cost of

transportation every time they are slow. But,
somebody will say, the railroad companies here
would refuse to comply with such laws; and to com-
pel them by a lawsuit, would be the fight of the earth-

en against the iron pot.

The French legislation has provided for such an
emergency, in ordering that all the decisions of the

justices of peace would be icithout aijpcal for all

sums of $20 or under. Let us suppose that we have
then these laws in this country; don't you think
that, instead of being the humble servants of the

corporations, they would be compelled to act more
fairly toward us? Unhappily, nearly all the editors

of the journals, as well as our legislators, are bribed
by free passes, and bow in abject submission before
these kings of a new pattern, and we, the people, are
compelled to accept, without possible complaint or

redress, all the delays, the high price, the frauds and
tricks of these rich swindlers. Will Mr. A. I. Root
be manly enough to publish this article?

CHANGING THE SEX OF EGGS.

I have no faith in miracles; and as this changing
of sex would be a true miracle, I don't believe it.

During 10 years of queen-raising business I have giv-

en eggs to queenless colonies a great many times
every year, without noticing worker eggs turned to

drone eggs. Now, if the first proves true, it can not
be ascribed to the volition of the bees, for such an
act would show a faculty of knowledge and of reas-

oning equal—nay, superior—to that of man. Let us
substantiate a few facts: 1. Queens don't know the

scxof the eggs they lay; 2. Their laying of worker
eggs in worker-cells, and of drone eggs in drone-
cells, is made unintentionally; 3. The eggs, as long
as they remain in the ovaries of the queens, are
male. Their sex is changed when they are impreg-
nated with some of the contents of the spermatic
vesicle of the queen; 4. Queens find pleasure in

impregnating their eggs, to change the sex, as every
animal finds pleasure in accomplishing every act in-

tended, by nature, to prolong his life, or to perpet-
uate his species; 5. But this pleasure can be ob-

tained only when the queen is placed on a worker-
cell, with her limbs nearer her abdomen; 6. When a
queen is young and small, sho can not easily obtain
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the desired compression, and part of her eggs devel-

op in drones; 1. When, after an exertion of im-
pregnating several thousand eggs per day for some
weeks, the muscles of a queen are tired, she is unable
to lay any more worker eggs, and she lays drone
eggs in worker-cells. This laying of drone eggs in

worker-cells never takes place in the Deginning of

the season, unless the queen is sick or worthless.

Some queens lay worker eggs only, for years, when
they are in hives where there are no drone-cells; 8.

Worker bees don't knew the sex of the eggs. This

proposition is proved by the fact, that a colony hav-
ing laying workers tries to have queens from drone
eggs ; 9. When a colony is Iqueenless, some work-
ers, which have partly developed ovaries, can lay

eggs. But these eggs, being unimpregnated, hatch
In drones.

Part of the above theory (Nos. 4,5, 6, and 7), is

mine. Suppose it to be true, then, it is impossible

to admit that the workers of a colony change the

sex of the eggs, since they don't know whether they
will be male or female; and for what purpose would
such change be eifected? To raise drones which
would not be fit for the function before at least 10

days after they are needed.

But, to return to the question, were not these

drone eggs, which have taken the place of the work-
er eggs, the product of some laying worker which
selected this place on accovint of the care given to

this spot by the nursing bees? Chas. Dadant.
Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111., Sept., 1883.

Friend D., I can't tell why you ask me to
be manly enough to publish the former part
of your article, as you do, unless you imag-
ine I have been bribed by free passes (or
something of the kind) to speak well of the
railroad companies. I am glad to be able to
say, I have never been offered a free pass in
my life ; and if I were to have the offer of
one I should, I hope, never accept of it.

When any party is severely condemned and
censured, as have been the railroads, I try to
take a look on both sides. In the point be-
fore us, I do not see how the railroad compa-
nies could well undertake to guarantee rap-
id transit of small packages, because, to car-
ry goods at the low rates they do, they must
make a sort of wholesale business of it ; and
to hurry along each small bundle, as do the
express companies, would cost them more
than they get for them. It may be best to
drive men to their duty sometimes, but it

hardly seems to me the plan you suggest is

in the line of the spirit of a free and Chris-
tian people.—Neither have I faith in the
kind of miracles you suggest, my friend; nor
do I see how a miracle is required for the
workers to change worker into drone eggs.
If they can, by reaching into the mycropyle
apparatus, or by some similar means, ae-
stroy the spermatozoa, the egg would then
be in precisely the condition of a drone egg.
This, of course, is only theory ; but the fact
that worker eggs are changed to drone eggs
is, I should think, pretty conclusively shown
by the facts given. Your suggestion, that
it may be the work of a fertile worker, has
already been refuted by giving Italian eggs
to a colony of black bees. Italian drones
were hatched. Had it been a fertile worker,
she must have been a black bee. I am glad
of your nine propositions, for they will serve

to bring out thought ; but I do not feel sure
of any one of them unless it is the ninth and
last; still, they may be true. The theory is

certainly novel, but I am very much inclined
to think the queen knows when she is laying
drone eggs. JS^ow, have we not a Berlepsch
to stand up and prove, by careful experi-
ments, the " Dadant Theory," as here given?
—Friend D., please don't ever insinuate any
more that I may be bribed by railroads, or
any other party or parties.
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There is none other name under heaven given
among men, whereby we must be saved.—Acts 4:12.

Our subscribers now number 5376 stron"

We are still short of the Jan. and Feb. Nos. of this

year, and will give 15 cts. each for them. If any one
wants to buy them of us, we shall have to charge
30 cents.

An unusual demand has sprung up this season for

imported queens, and we have had two very success-

ful shipments this past month. The last contained

fifty, 43 of which were alive. We shall receive fifty

more during the present month.

On the 11th of Sept. we sent some one of our cus-

tomers a dollar queen, whose progeny, now that they

are hatched out, show with unusual distinctness the

white rings and down which characterize the so-

called albinos. Who is the lucky man?

The Los Angeles Evening Tdegram says the bees-

wax crop of Los Angeles County will be worth this

year more than the gold crop of the county, and that

is no small item. They quote beeswax at 30 c, but

it seems to me it is worth more than that, to ship

here.

Jf friend Hutchinson will please take his new saw-

table to the photographer's and have a photograph
of it made, with himself standing on the box, just as

he runs it, we will try to have it engraved for our
next journal. It would be a nice winter's job mak-
ing such a foot-power saw, for many of our friends.

So much attention is now being given to the drone
question and the Dzierzon theory, we have made ar-

rangements to send out a copy of the little book
with each one of our ABC books. Those who have
one of the ABC books already, can haAe the Dzier-

zon theory for 10 cents, or 13 by mail.

A FRIEND suggests that " Doolittle is mistaken in

regard to the law requiring a double wire screen on
queen-cages. The First Asst. P. M. G., in his letter

to the Hon. Edwin Willetts, suggested that queen-
cages should be covered with a double wire cloth,

but nothing of the kind can be found in the Posta
Guide."
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THE NEW JONES HONEY LABELS.

Our Jones labels are at hand and we can send them

at the following- prices: —
I

Piicc
I

Pos- 1 Printing Address
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feed safely at any time during the day. In
feeding in a chaft hive, if the colony covers
all, or nearly all, the combs, place the feed
on top of the combs, up against one side of
the hive, as this affords them a better chance
to get out and in. Letting the cloth drop
down the outside also helps them. If you
give the syrup to them about as hot as you
can bear your finger in it, they will take it

much faster when the weather is cool. It is

true, you have to open the hive to replenish
this feeder ; but when you remember that
only about four or five fillings are required
to prepare almost any colony for winter, this
feature is of but small moment. I think I

would make the winter passages after the
feeding is all done, say about two to each L.
frame. If you make them before feeding,
they might build them up again. For win-
ter, leave the chaff-hive entrance open full

width. You know how fully has been dem-
onstrated the need of a great deal of ventila-
tion, by the reports for the past year or two.
Where your bees have plenty of natural

stores, of course the feeding part can be
omitted ; but I am much inclined to think it

is almost a misfortune for the bees to have
stores enough, without any feeding. Still, I

would hardly advise extracting their honey
to give them sugar stores, as late as this. If
the combs are not filled to bulging, give them
some sugar syrup besides their stores. I be-
lieve cases are pretty rare where bees have
too much stores for winter in October. J^ots
of bees and lots of food, in a chaff hive, with
lots of ventilation, is about what they seem
to need, as far as 1 can gather.

'eni^nUem.

CONVENTION DIRECTORY.

TIME AND PLACE OF MEETING.
1882.

Oct.—The Union Bee-Keepers' Association of Clack-
amas Co., Oregon, at Oregon City. (Date of
month not given.)

Oct. 3.—The North American Bee -Keepers' Society
at Cincinnati, O., in Washington Furls Hall.

Oct. 18.—The Union Bee-Keepers' Association of
Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia, at Hu-
gerstown, Md., In court-house.

Oct. 21.—Northern Ohio Bee-Keepers' Association at
Norwalk, O., in Whittlesey Hall.

Nov. 1.—New Jersey and Eastern Convention at
New Brunswick, N. J.

1883.

Jan. 19, 20.—Mahoning Valley Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion at Berlin Center, Mahoning Co., O.

WEST TEXAS BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
In consideration of the great interest that is now

being taken In scientific bee-keeping in Western
Texas, a number of bee-keepers met at the office of

T. C. Greenwood, in Luling, on the 2d inst., for the

purpose of effecting a temporary organization, to be

known as the "West Texas Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion." Although with only a few days' notice, there

were 420 colonies of bees represented, with a prod-

uct, up to date, of about 32,000 lbs. of honey. After
some spirited discussions, it was deemed advisable

to postpone the organizing of the permanent associ-

ation until the first day of November, 1882, so that

many living at a distance may have an opportunity
to come and take part in said organization. The

following gentlemen were elected officers of the tem-
porary organization: J. S. Tadlock, President; T. C.

Greenwood, Vice-President; Thos. Balcomb, Secre-

tary; P. H. Callahan, Treasurer. We respectfully

invite all readers of Gleanings living in West Tex-
as, or any part of the State, to be present, that we
may permanently organize and discuss the many in-

teresting topics in connection with the best man-
a^jement of bees for our Southern climate.

Thos. Balcomb, Sec.

The Tuscarawas Valley Bee-Keepers' Association

will hold their next meeting at Wilgiis Hall, New-
comerstown, O., at 10 A. M., Oct. 10, instead of Oct.

5. This change is made to allow members to attend
the National Convention at Cincinnati.

Clarks, O., Sept. 19, 1882. J. A. Bucklew, Scc'y.

REDUCED RATES TO THE CINCINNATI
CONVENTION

ON THE DIFFERENT RAILROADS.

fjiO-DAY'S mail brings you a circular as arranged

by our E.vposition Commissioners, giving pas-

senger f»nd hotel rates, which please publish

In your next issue, or make such use of it as you
think best. Please tell our friends who may wish to

send something to our meeting which will be held at

Washington Park Hall, in this city, Oct. 3, 4, 5, to di-

rect all their goods to me. I shall take all goods
from and afterward deliver them to the depot, free

of charge. All goods should be prepaid to our sta-

tion. Judging bj' my correspondence, our prospects

for a good meeting are promising. C. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, Sept. 18, 1882.

The following: roads issue round-trip tickets at 2 e. per mile :—
C'hartiers Railroad; Cin. and Eastern; Cin. and Muskingum

Val.; Cin , Ham. and Dayton; Cin., Ham. and Ind's; Cincinn'i
Southern; Cin., Rich, and Chi.; Cin., Sand, and Clev.; Cin.,Wa-
l)ash and Midi.; Clev., Col., Cin. and Ind's; Clev., Mt. Ver. and
Col.; Col., Chi. and Ind. Cent. ; Dayton and Mich.; Dayton and
Union; Grand Ra|jids and Ind.; Ind., Bloominfcton and West'n;
Ind's and St. Louis; Ind. and Vincennes; Kentucky Cent.; Lit-
tle Miami; Louisville and Nashville; Louisville Short Line;
Nash., Chat, and St. Louis; Pitts.. Cin. and St. Louis; Pittsb'g,
Wheeling and Ky. ; St. Louis, Vandalia and Terre Haute; Terra
Haute and Logansport.
The following roads make various reductions, indicated after

each: Chesapeake, O., an4 Southw'n, 5 cents per mile on round
ticket. Cin. Northern, 1 1-.5 fares. Col. and Hock. Val.. excur-
sion rates. Detroit, Grand Haven and Mil.,] )^ fares. Flint and
Pere Marquette, l^ij fares. Fort Wayne, Cin. and Louisville, 3^
fare. Jeff., Mad. and Ind., exc. rates. Cin., Ind's, St. Louis and
Chi

.
, 2 cts. per mile each way. Marietta and Cin., K fare. Mil-

waukee, Lake Shore and Western, 1 15 fares. Mobile and Ohio,
Ji fare. N. Y., P. <t O., a reduction. Ohio and Miss., 2 c locally.
Ohio Central, txc. Phil, and Reading, 1)^ fare for parties of 10.

Tol.. Cin. and St. Ij., s.ime as competing lines. U. S. Mail Line
will issue round triji tickets, Louisv. to Cin., admission and all,

$5. Wabash, St. L. and Pacific, 2 cents per mile. White Water
Railroad, 4» fare. Tickets with return coupons must be stamp-
ed in the Exposition building by tlie secretary.

CONTRACTS WANTED
WITH

SUPPLY DEALERS,
For next year's stock of Beo-hives and fixtures.

We are securing new machinery, and buildings, and
better facilities in every way to manufacture exten-
sively. Dealers, and those who contemplate becom-
ing such, are requested to write for estimates on
job lots of hives, sections, etc. We will make s^x-
cialties of chatf and Simplicity hives, but will make
other styles, if unpatented, and ordered in consider-
able quantities. Let us know the kind and probable
quantity of goods you expect to handle, as well as
any other information you may deem necessary, and
we will send you prices that we are confident will be
satisfactory.

S. C. & J. p. WATTS,
lOtfd LUMBER CITY, CLEARFIELD CO., PA.
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NOTICE TO BEE - KEEPERS.
The undersife'-ned, having experience and skill in

handling bees and manufacturing hives, offers his
services as manager or assistant in the apiary, and
would be glad to correspond with bee-keepers who
carry on a large business, and who may need the
help of one who understands each part of it.

Refer to Ed. Gleanings.
11-id D. F. Savage, Medina, Ohio.

VANDERVORT
COMB FOUNDATIOlf MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

ll-3d J NO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

are always well stocked with Pure Bred Poultry and
Italian Bees. All kinds of Job Printing done. Cir-
culai'3 free. Address
10-9d J. T. FLETCHER, West Monterey, Pa.

JOB PRINTING.
OlieA'X^! 0]aoA.]p!! d3.eA.i:>!!t
Circular free. E. H. COOK, Andover, Mass.

TDEES AND QUEENS FROM MY APIARIES.

QUEENS AND NUCLEI IN SEASON.
3tfd Circular on application.

J. H. ROBERTSON, PeWAMO, IONIA CO., MICH.

MARKETING HONEY.
Send 15c for Dadant's pamphlet on Harvesting,

Handling and Marheting Extracted Honey.
You will get many times the value of your FIF-

TEEN CENTS in the hints and ideas that it will give
you. Address

Chas. Dadant & Son,
lltfd Hamilton, Hancock Co., III.

BEESVAX WANTED.
State QUANTITY, AND PRICE AND QUALITY.
Address

Chas. Dadant & Son,
lltfd Hamilton, Hancock Co., III.

LABELS FOR
HONEY TUMBLERS
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Names of responsible parties will be inserted in
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 20 cents each Insertion, or $3.00 per year.

$1.00 Queens.
Namns inxejted in Ihiidepartment the firftt time tuith-

<'ut charae. After, 30c each insertion, or $2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for SI,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anj'thin^of the kind, only that the queen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
lay when they were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as may be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probably
receive the most orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on application to any
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will be
sent for $1.00 before July 1st, or after Nov. If want-
ed sooner, or later, see rates In price list.

*A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. lOtf
*Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La. lOttd
*S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. lOtfd
*Wm. Ballantine. Sag-o, Musk. Co., O. lOtfd
*D. A. McCord, Oxford, Butler Co., O. 3-3

*Jas. A. Nelson, box 83. Wyandott, Wv. Co., Kan. 5-5

*C. G. Dickinson, Sou. Oxford, Ch^n. Co., N. Y. 6-13

*F. H. Scattergood, New Garden, Co). Co., O. 10-11

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La.lOtfd
S. F. Newman, Norwalk, Huron Co., O. lOtfd
F. A. Snell, Milledgeville, Carroll Co., 111. 3-2

Department for those who wish to be considered

SQUARE MEN.
Names will be inserted in this Department free of charge the

first time. After that, 10c. each insertion, or 31.00 per year.

If thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest
that thy brother hath aught against thee, leave there thy gift
before the altar, and go thy way ; first be reconciled to thy
brother, and then come and ofl'er thy gift.—Matt. 5 : 23, 24.

Wg whose names appear below do not know that
we have a single dissatisfied person with whom we
have had deal; but if we have, such will confer a
avor by writing us kindly, and we will do our best

to render satisfaction.

I. R. Good, Nappanee, Elkhart Co., Ind.

;

9tfd
E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Jackson Co., Mo.fltfd
B. A. Thomas & Co., Colerain, Mass. 9tfd
J. P. Moore, Morgan, Pendleton Co., Kv. 9tfd
G. W. Stanley & Bro., Wyoming, Wy. Co., N.Y.Otfd
Bright Bro's, Mazeppa, Wabasha Co., Minn. lOtfd
T. C. Crilly, Grafton, Lorain Co., O. lOtfd
S. C. Perry, Portland, Ionia Co., Mich. lOtfd
D. B. Best, Best's, Lehigh Co., Pa. lOtfd
A. B. Miller & Son, Wakarusa, Elk. Co., Ind. 8tfd
B. D. Buell, Union City, Branch Co., Mich. lOtfd
R. Stehle, Marietta, Wash. Co., O. lOtfd
Hiram Roop, Carson City, Montcalm Co., Mich. 3-3

J. H. Myers, Saratoga Springs, Saratoga Co., N. Y.
9tfd

Byron Walker & Co., Capac, St. Clair Co., Mich.9tfd
J. A. Osborne, Rantoul, Champ. Co., 111. 9tfd
Chas. D. Duvall, Spencerville, Mont. Co., Md. 9tfd
J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Woodford Co., Ky. 9tfd
J. J. Riser, Des Moines, E. S. Station, Iowa. lOtfd

}€lutrin.

Under this head will be inserted, free of charge, the names or
all those having honey to sell, as well as those wanting to buy.
Please mention how much, what kind, and prices, as far as pos-
sible. As a general thing, I would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. If near home, where
you can look after it, it is often a very good way. By all means,
develop your home market. For 25 cents we can furnish little
boards to hang up in your dooryara, with the words, '

' Honey
for Sale, '

' neatly painted. 1 f wanted by mail, 10 cents extra for
postage. Boards saying '

' Bees and Queens for Sale, '
' same

P'-iee.

CITY MARKETS.
New York.—Honey. —We are selling honey and

wax at prices ranging as follows: Best white in 1-lb.

sections (no glass), per lb., 32@25c; fair, 19@21c; best
white in 31b. sections, glassed, per lb., 18@22c; fair,

]5(y'lTc; best dark, in 1-lb. sections, no glass, per lb.,

]5@16c; the same in 2-lb. sections, glassed, 14@13c.
Ordinary grades l@3c less per lb. than above prices.
liest white extracted, per lb., 10@llc. Best dark
extracted, per lb., T-AC^SlzC.
Bt'csu'a.f.—Prime vellow finds ready sale here at

32c. H. K. & F. B. Thdkber & Co.
New York, Oct. 35, 1882.

Boston.—Hb?iey.—We quote you No. 1 white comb
honey in one-pound sections at 23@35c, and two-
pounds at 30@23c. Extracted at 9@10c.

Crocker & Blake.
57 Chatham St., Boston, Mass., Oct. 25, 1882.

Chicago.— Hone;/.— Our present market quota-
tions are 6J4c. for dark and 9c. for light extracted.
BeesicavT.— Choice lots, 25c. here. Bright yellow,

24c.; dark to good, 17@22c.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 23, 1883. Alfred H. New.\ian.

Detroit.— Honei/.— The honey market is now
quite brisk, and the demand is fully equal to the
supply, though the light-colored is much preferred.
I have just obtained 18i4 cents for alot of dark comb
honey, which, six weeks ago, would have brought
only 15 cents. White comb honej' in one-pound sec-
tions is bringing 18@20 cents; dark, 16@18 cents.
Wax.— 20®25 cents. A. B. Weed.
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 24, 1883.

Cleveland.—Honey.—Honey is in moderate but
steady demand at 21@J3c for first-class white, 1-lb.

sections: same quality in unattractive packaares
sells at 20®21c; 2-lb. white, first-class, 19@20c. Sec-
ond-grade honey about 2 cts. less. Buckwheat honey
is unsalable in our market. Extracted in barrels,
dull, holding 10@12 cts. Extracted, in tin pails and
cans, 14@,15c, as to size of pail. Beeswax, 2)@38c.
Cleveland, O., Oct. 19, 1882. A. C. Kendel.

I want to buy good white clover or basswood hon-
ey to develop the trade in extracted honey in this
section. State quantity and price, and, if possible,
what it will cost set down in New Bedford or Bos-
ton, Mass., or in New York. May send barrel or keg
as sample. D. C. Potter, Fairhaven, Mass.

I will pay 10 cents a pound for clover or linden
extracted honey, small packages, the former kind
preferred. Send sample before shipping.

A B Weed
75 Bagg St., Detroit, Mich., Oct. 24, 1882.

"

We have on our 3, 5, and 10 cent counters, gome
very pretty sea-shells. If wanted by mail, the price

AviU be just double the above.

We have now in stock the glass honey-pails, de-

scribed and illustrated In last number. Price 8c.

each ; 75c. for 10, or $6.50 per 100. Sample by mail

for 15 cents.

Waxed strings, for sealing up the Jones honey-

pails air-tight, we can now furnish for 5 cents per

doz., COc per hundred, or $2.00 per thousand. If

wanted by mail, send 10 cents per hundred extra.

They will answer also for all kinds of glass or earth-

enware jars intended for cement. Printed direc-

tions for use, with each package.
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

NO. 36.

QUEEN-CAGES.

-ITHIN easy reach, upon my desk, lies the

^' Official Postal Guide. So many of mycustom-
ers write their addresses so indistinctly, that

I never I'eel just right until I have looked up their

postofflces in the Guide. This Guide is the one used
by all postmasters. In this Guide I find the follow-

ing: "The Postmaster General has consented to a
temporary suspension of the ruling excluding queen-
bees from being sent in the mails; but when offered

for mailing they must be put up in accordance with

Section 323; and so soon as they arc found to injure
the person of any one handling the mails, or soil the

contents of the mail-pouches, this order will be re-

scinded."

Section 223 has nothing to say about a double wire
screen; hence, according to the Postal Guide, noth-
ing of the kind is required. Postmasters and postal

clerks know nothing about a double wire screen
for queen-cages, but thej' do know that the contents
of the.'mail-bags must not be soiled, and that their

own precious persons must not be Injured. But let

us suppose, for the sake of argument, that, accord-

ing to the exact letter of the law, queen-cages do re-

quire a double wire screen, would it not bo just as

well to use our common sense in the matter, and
make our queen-cages in such a manner that no
harm would come to the mails nor to the persons
handling them, even if the double wire screen were
omitted? By the way, 1 think that an extract from

a letter just received from friend Good would fit as

well here as anywhere. It is as follows:—

" Friend Newman said I should tell Doolittle that
my cage was not according to the letter of the law,
but according to the spirit, and say that ' the letter
killeth, but the spirit maketh alive.'

"

But what friend Doolittle said about honey oozing

from the candy, and daubing the outside of the cage,

is, to my mind, much more important than his re-

marks about a double wire screen, because the law

(and common sense) expressly say that the order will

be rescinded if the contents of the mail-pouches are

soiled. I wrote to friend Good, asking him if he

could tell how it happened that the outside of the

cage sent to Doolittle was daubed witk honey.

Here is his reply:

—

"As to this oozing business, I am satisfied that
this is an exception and not the rule, as friend Doo-
little is the only one who has complained about the
honey oozing out of the cage. I account for it in
this way: The grain of the granulated sugar is very
hard and dry; so much so that it requires several
days for it to become soft and thoroughly saturated
with honey. If the feed is mixed and put into the
cages soon after mixing, considerable of the honey
will soak into the wood, while if the mixture is al-

lowed to stand a few days, and then the surplus
honey be drained off, the sugar will then hold the
honey, and keep it from soaking into the wood. I
have a few times this summer mixed feed and used
it at once, and I suppose friend Doolittle must have
received a cage in which the feed had just been
mixed. As I have said before, the principal thing is

to get the feed just right; if It is soft, it will leak
out; if dry, the bees will dig into it and let it rattle

all over the cage."

Perhaps one more paragraph from friend Good's

letter will be of interest; he says:—

"Last summer I ordered a queen from D. A.
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Jones, and when she came the queen and bees were
all dead. I then sent Jones one of my cae-es, telling'

him how the feed was made. He sent the second
queen in my cage, and she came through all right.

Last week I received a letter from Jones, and he
says that ho has adopted my kind of cage and feed,

and finds them just the thing. He sent me a queen,
as a present, iu one of the cages, and she and the

bees came through all nice and clean and lively —
not a dead bee in the cage."

The cage that I sent to friend Doolittle, in which

he found two dead bees, was returned to me con-

taining a queen and bees. The queen arrived in

fine condition, and not a bee was dead. From friend

Good I have received a cage containing bees, and

every thing was in fine order: bees were all alive

and lively, and the cage was neat and clean. Dur-

iixg tho past season I have received queens from
Hayhurst, Viallon, Henderson, and several others,

and all have arrived in good condition, bees and

queens lively, and the cages neat and clean and law-

abiding. Although I have replied rather critically

to friend Doolittle, I think his article was timely,

and will do good, because queen breeders are quite

apt to forget that in sending queens by mail they are

placed entirely upon their good behavior — one case

of the mails being soiled, or some one being stung,

would, if reported, cause queens to be thrown out of

the mails, and they wculd, probably, never be ad-

mitted again.

HOW LONG BEFORE SHIPPING QUEENS SHOULD THEY
BE CAGED?

I believe the most of us breeders try to ship

queens as soon as possible after they are caged;

but, is it best to do so? Here is a friend who thinks

not, and perhaps he is right; listen to what he says:

Friend H. :—It may not be new to you, but I think
queens go through the mails safer and with less lia-

bility to injury, if they are taken from the hives and
put into themailing-cages with their attendant bees,
and allowed to i-emain there quietly 34 or 36 hours
prior to shipment, as they then have time to reduce
themselves, as they naturally do before leaving the
hive in swarming. Pushed right off in the mail,
they are full of egg's, and can not save themselves as
well from rough usage as when reduced.

John A. BucaANAN.
Holliday's Cove, West Virginia.

The majority of my queens are caged about 3 p.m.,

and go off the next morning on the 9:30 train.

SELLING EXTRACTED HONEY.
From Ann Arbor, Mich., a correspondent writes as

follows:—
I have about 600 lbs. of extracted honey, and be-

tween 300 and 300 lbs. in 2-lb. sections: no market
for it. One old woman from the country could sup-
ply this city.

Now, I should ask for no pleasanter task than that

of developing a market for exti-acted honey in Ann
Arbor or any other city. First, I should put the

honey up in tin pails of the following sizes: pints,

quarts, and two quarts. I should use twice as many
quart pails as 3-quart, and twice as many pint pails

as quart. I should adorn the front of each pail with

a neat label, and upon the back of the pail I should

place a "Take Notice" label; that is, a label ex-

plaining in regard to the candying of extracted hon-

ey, how to restore it to the liquid state, etc. I know
that a great deal has been written in regard to the

importance of having packages neat and attractive,

and adorned with handsome labels, but I do not

think that it is possible to make a package too at-

tractive. We can not compel people to buy our
wares, but we can make the wares so attractive that

there will be something about them that will say,

" Buy me, buy me." I should make some honey-
stands, similar to the one in the Sept. Juvenile,

and, after placing upon the counter, I should ar-

range the honey something like this: Upon the

counter, in front of the stand, I should place the 2-

quart pails, and upon the first or lower shelf the 1-

quart; and upon the second or vipper shelf the pint

pails. Before taking the honey to mai'ket I should

allow it to become candied perfectly solid. I know
that candied honey does not present so fine an ap-

pearance as liquid honey, and iu order to show cus-

tomers how the honey appears when liquified, I

should fill some four-dram vials with honey that had
been heated nearly to the boiling-point. The sourc-

es from which the honey was gathered can be cut

from one of the large labels, and pasted in a spiral

direction around the vials of honey. In the top of

my honey-stand I should bore some shallow holes,

and iQ these holes I should place, in an upright posi-

tion, my sample vials of honey. I have watched

would-be purchasers of honey, and they will take

out these vials of honey, hold them up to the light,

and exclaim, "Well, that does look nice!" Thus you

see we appeal to the eye fully as much as though all

of the honey were in the liquid state. I should also

have a pint pail of each kind of honey melted and

set in behind the honey-stand. One of the 3-cent

tinned-iron spoons should also be handy, and, when
every thing else failed, a grocer could appeal to the

customer's taste. I have noticed that this " last ap-

peal" usually "fetches 'em." I should ncvrr at-

tempt to sell extracted honey to a grocer who had

never handled it. I have tried it a great many
times, and succeeded in a few instances. I should

visit every reliable grocery-store in a city where I

wished to develop the honey market, and, if satis-

factory arrangements could be made, should leave

honey to be sold on commission. A great many gro-

cers have never handled extracted honey, and, if

honey is left with them to be sold, they should be

thoroughly instructed in regard to the matter. I

should try to call upon such a man at a time when
he is not very busy, have a good long chat with him,

thoroughly posting him in regard to all of the objec-

tions that might be raised against the honey. Any
one who has extracted honey to sell can not do bet-

ter than to obtain friend Dadant's little book on ex-

tracted honey. I have had honey, put up in Mason's

fruit-jar=, on sale in several stores this fall; but as

soon as I carried the little tin pails of honey to the

same places, not another jar has been sold, and I

have been obliged to bring the jars home, while the

little pails of honey were going off like hot cakes.

PAY FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

Away back in the first volumes of Gleanings I

remember reading something like this: "We are

prepared to pay for any new and valuable matter;

but unless the writer has had the care of a consider-

able number of colonies, the chances are much
against his article being considered one we can af-

ford to pay for." Lately I have seen nothing in re-

gard to the matter, and quite a number of woiild-be

correspondents have quizzed me as to the " profits of

the business." Only a few days ago I received a let-

ter, from which I extract the following :—

"I believe I must write something for Glean-
ings one of these days. Will you tell me what is the
prospect of pay for the articles where accepted?
Does Mr. Root ever pay any but old experienced bee-
keepers? How did you get your position on the first

page, and keep it? I have thought that you might
be some relative of Mr. Root's."

W. Z. Hutchinson.
Bogersville, Mich., October, 1883.
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Friend Hutchinson, I am very glad of the
opportunity of answering the concluding
item of your excellent paper for this month,
and I wish, too, to take the liberty of ans-
wering exactly as I would if you were not
present* I feel sure you will not be puffed
up, or made vain, if I do here, in a public
way, commend you a little.

It was in the Jan. No., 1S78, that friend
Hutchinson's first article appeared, and I
wish every one of our A B V class could
turn to that article and read it now. There
is nothing very learnea about it, but, on the
contrary, our friend was just a beginner,
with only about lialf a dozen hives. He
could not well be much of a teacher, for he
was, as you might say, only in his A B C's
himself. Notwithstanding all this, I re-
marked, as I ran my eye over the letter,
'' Unless I am very much mistaken, this
young man will some day make his mark as
a writer on bee culture." Do you wish to
know why? It was mainly because of the
honest simplicity of his statements, and his
details of the faithful industry with which
he searched for knowledge. He is by no
means a superior writer, and, begging his
pardon, I should judge he has nothing more
than a fair common-school education : nei-
ther had he much means to commence in the
business. With him, it seemed to be rather
fortunate for the rest of us that his means
were limited, for otherwise he would not
liave given us the home-made buzz-saw ta-
ble that he some time ago described and to-
day figures in this present number. I had
really forgotten to state that he is no relative
of mine. I never saw nor heard of him un-
til he wrote me in regard to bee culture. I
have been pleased to note, that, while he
held the tirst place in Gleanikgs, his writ-
ings were also gaining a prominent place in
other bee journals, and I have several times
watched him with a little anxiety to see how
he would stand the" fire " of public criticism
when it came. I hardly need tell you that
he has stood it well. I believe I have only
once given him a gentle reminder, to beware
about getting entangled in unprofitable con-
troversy. I have given him for his articles,
from one to five dollars each, paying him, as
I do all others, as nearly as I can what I
think their writings are really worth to our
readers. The extreme honesty and fairness
of his articles, and a sincere desire to benetit
his bee-keeping brothers, is what gives the
chief value to his writings. I have often
thought he showed forth in an eminent de-
gree the spirit of the Master, inasmuch as he
" pleased not himself," and I found out,
some time ago, that }ie is in truth a disciple
of the meek and lowly Jesus of Nazareth.
His earnestness, perseverance, and thorough-
ness, are well shown in his remarks in the
forejjoing, in regard to developing a market
for the sale of extracted honey.

I have refused just one article from friend
II. ; and when I did so I explained to him
just why, and got in return such kind thanks
for my advice and suggestions that I have
always since felt free to advise or suggest
to him whenever I thought It was for the
public good.
Now, friend Hutchinson, it would not be

strange if you should meet some persecu-
tion, just because of these kind words I have
said of you ; but I take it for granted while
I write, that you know how to bear either
praise or censure, without being harmed
very much. Have I calculated aright V
Now a word to those who wish to become

paid contributors. Don't write until you
have something valuable to communicate

;

and bear in mind that we always have more
essays and generalities than we can possibly
find room for.

Or Enemiesof Bees Among InsectTribes.

SOME HUGE HONEY-DEW BUGS.

Ij? SEND you by to-day's maU a cage of insects

Jljl which produce some of the so-called honey-dew,
I And them on the body of the sycamore-trees,

also on Jimbs of the same tree that have beeu dead-
ened. They exude the sweet liquid in small drops
like rain, which fall On the leaves and ground.
Please name them. A. Cox.
White Licit, Boone Co., Ind., Oct. 13, 188:3.

Answer, by Prof. Cook :—
The lice from Mr. A. Cox, White Lick, Ind., are

immense plant-lice. The are new to me, and, to my
sore regret, they are ground as tine as powder. I can
just make out that they are plant-lice. They are all

dried up, and this, with being put in a box loose, are
well pulverized. I wish I had them in good shape.
They are fully I4, inch long; and if they secrete ac-

cording to their size, they ought to furnish a full-

sized colony with lice-nectar. I have written Mr.
Cox for more of the insects, and hope that I can get
some to ascertain the species; or if they are new to

science, to get them described, and christen them.
Let me urge all, that, in sending insects, they put
some cotton in the box so that it will not serve as a

rattle-box in transit. I find in my notes no mention
of 1 Ice of this kind on the sycamore. A. J. Cook.
Lansing, Mich., Oct. 13, 1882.

A RAILWAY APIARY.

S03IE SUGGESTIONS IN REGARD TO CON-
VENIENCE IN EXTRACTING, ETC.

UR friends will remember that we have
briefly touched upon the matter of a
railway apiary in the ABC book.

But as only a few apiaries have ever been
worked on this plan, comparatively, we have
never, until now, been able to give a picture
of one. Our friends who own the one shown
in the engraving have made some improve-
ments in the arrangement of the car, which
they describe as follows :—
Inclosed find a picture of our apiary No. 1, show-

ing our extracting-car, etc., taken from the S. C. R. B.

track. With this system, two men can extract the

honey from one hundred swarms in ten hours.

M. A. Williams & Co.

Berkshire, N. Y., Sept, 8, 1882.

As a further explanation, we reprint from
page 300, this volume :

—
As our extracting-car seems to be a new idea to
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many bee-keepers, we take the liberty to give you

a description of it. The car is twelve feet long by

six feet wide, painted bright scarlet, and trimmed

with white, and makes a very showy appearance;

but the car is not for show, by any means. It has a

door in each end, and two windows on each side with

double sash, one side being glass and the other wire

cloth, so that we can have free ventilation through.

Each side of the car is fitted up with two drawers

that hold just ten Langstroth frames. We start out

with one drawer full of empty combs on each side.

Pushing the drawer alongside of the hive, we take

the full frames from the hive to the empty drawer

and fill the hives right up with the combs from the

other drawer. Then we are through with one

swarm, the time occupied being incredibly short.

Then we are ready for swarm No. 2, and the combs

from No. 1, when extracted, go into the hive of No.

3. Of course, the honey is being extracted inside

the car at the same time. The drawers are so ar-

ranged that the car is beetight when they are either

open or shut.

By request they have also given us the di-

agram shown, explaining the arrangement

1

A RAILROAD APIARY, BELONGING TO M. A. WILLIAMS & CO., BERKSniRE, N. Y.
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for switching on to the side tracks, with the
following remarks :

—

As per request, we inclose a pencil cut of oui-

track, which will show how we switch from one track

to the other. Had not noticed that the original pic-

ture did not Eliow it. There is one movable length

of track that easilj' moves from the main track to

the switch, on either side. The picture rather short-

ens the yard, as the distance from the maple-tree to

the honey-house is greater than tho breadth. The
two rows on the left are chaff hives, and the remain-

der are Langstroth. The pencil cut will show you
how we are located as to the depot, railroad, etc.

M. A. WiLI-IAMS & Co.
Berkshire, N. Y., Oct. 24, 1882.

It will be noticed, that our friends run
their honey right to the station on this same
car, so that their honey is shipped without
the need of a team at all. Now, by having
otlier apiaries along the line of the main rail-

road 10 or even lOU miles away, where there is

found unusual pasturage, the car with all its

appurtenances may be quickly and easily
transported, and then, with suitable switch-
es, the honey can be taken with little bother
and expense. It rather seems to me now as
if this were a more promising tield to devel-
op than the floating apiary that made such a
sensation a few years ago.

SOME IDEAS FROM THE "BOY BEE-
KEEPER."

REMEDIES FOR BEE-STINGS.

^ ^ 1©;^^^-^ "^^ things; hold fast to that which is

Jsp* good." Excuse me, friend Root, for quot-
' ing this text, but last season I had oc-

casion to write a short article which appeared in the
October No. of Gleanings, 188], and in which was
originally a paragraph on the alleviation of pain
from bee-stings. You were so much at variance
with my idea, that you struck this portion from the
manuscript, but I see that no good thing can be hid,

and others are now inviting your attention to the
same principles; though when you published some-
thing to the effect in a recent issue of Juvenile
Gleanings, it was with doubts and wavering. For
a long time my theory of bee-stings was like yours—
nothing would do any good; but by the mere ac-

cident of smoking my hands to destroy the smeU of

where I had been stung, I discovered that, for me at

least, there was yet a balm in Gilead, for a fjood

smoking from a hot-blast smoker afforded a timely
relief to the wounds. Try it yourself, friend Hoot;
theory is very good, but experience is better.

THE dry-excrement M.VTTER.
In regard lo the subject spoken of by the corres-

pondent from Maine, I will also say that I have re-

peatedly seen bees void comparatively dry excreta,
though I admit the probability of its being oftener
of a more moist character; but in either case, so far

as my observations extend, they invariably void
iheir ffpces in a state of repose, and not upon the
wing.

CANDY ran queen-cages - still moke upon the
SULMF.CT.

Everybody and his customers are jabbering about
queens by mail, water-bottles, candy, etc. A queen
passed into my bands early the past summer from
one of our "big bee-men," as you call him, and when
I released the queen I was in a quandary as to how
she had come several hundred miles with such food.
It was necessary, after an effort to moisten it, to
take a mallet and chisel to get the can ly out, and
surely the bees would never have eaten it. I doii't

wonder that so many queens are sometimes lost by
the amateur, if our criteiions give us such speci-
mens of their skill. When Vinllon's candy was first

introduced it was supposed to be par excellence, and
is now, in my estimation, the best yet treated of in

Gleanings. The sugar and honey, and the saturat-
ed sponge, each has its merits and its defects, and
so, perchance, it will be with all other preparations;
but since the subject is inviting so much attention,
I would like to say, as I promised in my former arti-

cle, something about bee feed. My favorite for

queen-cages, which, for want of a better name,! will

call "Mitchell's candy," is very simple of prepara-
tion, and mny be alvvays on hand. Take common
stick candy, such as we find at almost every store;

moisten it a little, after breaking it up into small
pieces, and work it into a stiff paste — so stiff that
it scarcely spreads at all, and just moist enough to

stick in the feed-holes of an Alley's Peet cage. Fill

one feed-hole with candy, shortly before caging
j-our bees, and they will be comparatively safe on
the food question, for a journey of several hundred
miles, water or no water. If the weather is warm,
the heat will assist in keeping the candy soft; if it

is damp, the dampness, ditto; but in any ordinary
journey it will need no assistance, and will never get
so hard that sl/cw drops of water will not render it as

good as new. If you do not use all the cages you
have prepared, drop a little water on the candy next
time, and you need have no fear. We also feed our
weak colonies with the same, by simply laying the
sticks of candy across the frames. There is no daub-
ing nor mussing about it; no bee-feeders, etc., and
it answers every purpose. It is eaten in preference
to any thing treated of in Gleanings. I have ship-

ped all my bees with this candy the past season, and
refer the readers to my customers, and especially to

friend Root, as to my success. If I mistake not, I

have lost only one queen of my own shipment; she
was probably smashed.
Hoping that, in these few remarks, you will And

nothing amiss, or to the discredit of the hoy bee-

heeper, the witness is with you.
Chas. R. Mitchell.

Hawkinsville, Ga., Oct., 1882.

Friend M., I haven't a doubt but that the
bee-sting would feel better after I puffed
some smoke on it, for they always feel bet-
ter when I don't puff any smoke on them, or
do anything else ; and if you will excuse me,
I must still holtl to the idea, that it is this
tact that accounts for so many remedies we
have offered for bee-stings. If I were to
commence publishing them, I verily believe
they would till Gleanings from beginning
to end, and all of them Avould be sure to
afford relief too. Puffing smoke on the place
is a very easy remedy ; but can it be possi-
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ble the smoke penetrates the skin, and goes
down into the nerves with the circulation of
the blood, where the pain isV—Prof. Cook's
article in the A. B. J. for Oct. 4, seems to
pretty nearly exhaust the subject of dry
faeces, and, much to my surprise, he decides
that it is all a mistake. I confess to being
very much puzzled at present in the matter,
and I really don't know who is right and who
is wrong.—Even if the Good candy has vir-

tually, as it would seem, superseded all

others, it is a sort of satisfaction to talk
about the other kind, after all. Friend M.,
why not moisten your mashed-up candy with
honey, and then it won't dry up as it does
with water?

CAPiDIED HONEY.

HEDDON'S " CANDID " VIEWS.

^y^iVER since I have been raising honey, I have

Jlyji been retailing and jobbing it on to the market
more or less in all sorts of receptacles, from

^ to 25 lbs., and so on up to kegs and barrels. Dur-
ing all these years a majority of my customers have
" preferred candied honey." " Loved it best of all,"

but at the same time not one in twenty would buy it

after it had reached that state. Notwithstanding
that, I have faith that —

Truth will conquer at the last,
As round and round we run,

And the right will ever come uppermost,
And justice will be done.

Now, the best way to handle extracted honey, both

for producer and consumer, is in the candied state.

In that condition honey does not leak, and the dan-

gers in transportation are cut down to almost noth-

ing. If the vessels containing it are small, they can
then be made of some use after the honey is remov-
ed. My opinion is, that the Dadants are on the right

track, and much ahead of any of us in their prac-

tice as laid down in their little book on the sale of

extracted honey. He who buys his honey candied

can have a choice of consuming it that way, or

clear.

In my opinion, there is at present no suitable re-

ceptacle discovered, in which to retail extracted

honey. When it is found, it should not cost to ex-

ceed 1 cent per lb. for one-pound packages.

During the third year of my bee-keeping I began
using the extractor, and then found out that the

thinner my honey was (if not ttiin enough to sour),

the quicker it would candy. I have bottled much
honey in air-tight vessels, put op hot and put up
cold, and I do not believe, as yet, that exclusion

from air or light has any tendency to keep it liquid.

I do know that evaporating has just that effect; but
Mr. White would, in my judgment, have experienced

the same results had he, after heating his honey, al-

lowed it to get cold before he sealed it. My experi-

ence has forced me to believe, that cold is the only

cause of honey candying; and that honey which is

the most thoroughly evaporated (no matter how
done), is the firmest to hold out against "old Jack."

Here are two views that I entertain: First, there is

no place in which to preserve the fine exquisite fla-

vor of choice, well-ripened honey, equal to wax cells.

Second, there is no place to ripen honey that can do
It as well or as cheaply as in a strong colony of bees.

If there is, we have none of us yet found it out and re-

ported. I believe that Dadant's plan of using supers
enough to keep the honey ripening over the colony

all through the season, and to then extract it, just
as it will at once meet its cause of candying, cold, is

the best course. In fact, I know it is, as I have
tried it. Dadant sells thousands of pounds of this

choice, well-preserved honey in these useful, mova-
able-covered regular dinner-pails (just such as are
sold daily out of hardware stores) every year, and
tells us that the " plot thickens " all the time. I am
in favor of a vessel so cheap that the consumer can
afford to throw it away; but as we have not got such
a one yet, I favor the most useful receptacles, until

we have.
QUEENS, HOW TO lUEST.

Your remarks, Mr. Editor, in your foot-notes after

Mr. White's article on page 481, last Gi.eanings,
seem strange enough when you say, " Your remarks
are more to the point than any thing I have seen yet

in print." "They are simply to test them (the

queens and their workers) for honey." Goodness
gracious! Hav€>i't I be.:n saying for five years, that

the word "testing" has but empty sound, unless
one means testing for qualities, and these are main-
ly honey-making and good nature?

I tell you, friend Root, we all demand honey-gath-

erers, but he who sells bees of pacific nature along
with excellent honey-making qualities will "carry
off the palm" of trade, notwithstanding the world is

so full of bravos. I can bear as many stings as any
one; but I don't like to, neither do they. If I can't

have bees that possess to a good degree the traits of

comb-building and filling, and good nature, I will

quit the business. Any one who knows how to rear

queens according to correct physiological laws can
have just such bees at the end of five years' atten-

tion to it, and do their other apicultural duties at

the same time. All hail the day when we breed for

business instead of bands 1 when "handsome is that

handsome does." James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Oct., 1883.

Friend II., I fear I shall have to tell my
old story over again. A few years ago an
old gentleman near us used to bring honey
to the groceries every winter in 1-lb. Muth
jars (with the corks put in dipped in melted
wax) that never candied. Year after year
this honey remained as clear as crystal,

while all that which other bee - keepers
brought was candied solid. I set bottles of
it out in the sq^w at a zero temperature, but
it never candied a particle. He put it up
while hot, and it was heated by simply set-

ting the bottles in water, on the stove. Now,
I am not surprised that one lot should have
thus remained liquid, but I am surprised
that he did the same thing year after year.
In talking with friends Jones and Muth
about it they declared the process could not
be relied on, for sometimes it will candy and
sometimes it will not. Now, can it be that
this man's localitv gave him clover honey
any different, in this respect, season after
season?—About the queens: Do you, friend
H., advise using hybrid queens, if, after
testing whole apiaries for honey, the liybrids

should " pan out " best V I don't quite dare
do it, but I have sometimes thought to my-
self that hybrids are not such a great mis-
fortune, after all. We are now many of us
getting the blacks so much out of the way
that we shall soon have an opportunity to
see how we fare without any taint of black
blood.
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HO^V TO CX'RE FOUIi BROOD.

PAPER READ BY D. A. JONES BEFORE THE NATIONAL
CONVENTION AT CINCINNATI, OHIO.

fjjHIS is a subject on which much has been said

and written; and there seems to be a great— many and varied ways of curing it; some of

them, however, are rather dilBcult, and not within

the reach of every bee-keeper, as well as being

slightly costly.

I purpose setting forth in the following the most
easy and cheap, as well as the surest method that

has as yet come under my notice, and one that

comes within the reach of every apiarian on howev-
er large or small a scale. This mode of procedure

(by starving) has never yet failed when properly

carried out, and I have tried it in many cases in our

country.

I shall give the process, first where there is no
brood or where one does not care to save it; and
secondly, where there ^^ brood in the hive, and one
is desirous of saving it. First, smoke and drum the

bees until they have all gorged themselves with

honej'; and it is important that they be all well

filled, otherwise that portion of them whose sacks

are not full will not live the time that the other por-

tion would be required to starve, to effect the cure;

hence the necessity of having their sacks filled

evenly. They should not be allowed to settle down
again after having gorged themselves; the opera-

tions when once commenced should be carried

through without the loss of any time, as a short

space only would require to elapse, if left quiet, be-

fore some of them would replace their honey in the

cells again, when the work of smoking, etc., would
have to be repeated. After they have been smoked
and drummed sufficiently, shake the bees into a

clean hive or box, over which place a wire-cloth

cover, caie being taken that none escape, as one bee
escaping and entering another hive would, in all

probability, spread the disease, as it is by the depos-

iting of the diseased honey in the cells of clean col-

onies that this disease is generally contracted. To
prevent the spreading of the disease, the operations

should be performed either early;in the morning or

late in the evening, when no bees are flying; or if

the work is done during the day, it should be be-

neath.a wire tent, or in some other place of confine-

ment, where there is no chance of any of the bees

from the affected colony escaping. These precau-

tions are required only where a portion of the yard
is diseased; but where the whole apiary is attacked,

the work may be carried on with impunity. When
the bees have been secured in the hive or box cov-

ered by the wire cloth, carry it to a cool, dark place,

and there lay it on its side; and why? First, because
when in a dark cool place the bees will cluster and
remain more quiet than when subjected to light and
heat; and secondly, when clustering it is alwa3's at

the top of the hive; and were the hive or box to be
placed on its proper bottom they would all cluster

on the wire cloth, and thus prevent a proper venti-

lation, which would cause suffocation ; whereas, by
placing the hive or box on its side, the other side

would then become the top; and on this the bees

would cluster, thus securing a free ^circulation of

air. The temperature of the place where the starv-

ing takes place should be from 50° to 55°, never above
60°, and a cellar would therefore be the best place in

hot weather. They should then be left alone, per-

fectly quiet, from 80 to 120 hours, or until the bees

are noticed crawling around the bottom of the box
or hive in a starving condition, and a few of them
are dead; then put them in a clean hive with clean

comb or foundation; if comb, there should be hon-

ey in it, and if there is not, the bees should be fed

honey or sugar syrup, as also should they be fed

when foundation is used, ami remove them to a

place one or two miles distant, where let thom re-

main uutil the whole yard is cleansed, when they

may be returned to their original stands in the old

yard. While the bees are starving, scald the hives

and frames from which the aU'ected colonies have
been taken; extract the honey from the combs,
which may be boiled and fed back to them again;

render the combs into wax; and the wax, manufac-
ture into foundation, and place it in the scalded

fi-ames, for use in the scalded hive, into which put

the bees, after their allotted time of starving has

expired.

Great caution should be exercised to see that the

queen is placed in the hive or box in which the bees

are to starve, unless in the case where the stock has

been queenless some days previous, when they will

do almost as well without one.

Now, in the second case, where one desires to save

the brood, proceed as in the former instance, with

the smoking and drumming and transferring of the

bees and queen to the hive or box for starvation,

only sufficient being left in the diseased hive to

nurse the brood. With those placed in the clean

hive or box, the operations will be the same as here-

tofore described. The remaining brood and bees, if

weak, should then be doubled up and otherwise

strengthened as much as possible; and when
hatched out, put through the same process as the

others. This method, it properly carried out, will

invariably prove successful. It was my intention to

have referred to the various causes of the disease;

but I find that my paper is already sufficiently

lengthy. I will therefore defer it at this time. Be-

fore closing, I may say that, by referring to page 103

of the American Bee Jaunial for 1883, in its issue of

Feb. 15, some further explanations may be found

regarding this method of curing foul brood hystarv-

ation.

DO BEES CHANGE THE SEX OF EGGS?

MAGNA EST VERITAS, ET PREVALEBIT.

fpi AM afraid if there isn't more substantial argu-

Jljl ment produced " pretty quick already" on the

negative side of the question, it will be decided

in the affirmative by the facts which are accumu-
lating very rapidly. It is pretty clearly proven that

a change is made. Now, the next thing in order is

to find out when and how it is done. Who can tell

whether this change takes place in the egg or the

larva? Wouldn't it be as reasonable to suppose the

bees could give the egg or larva something in the

shape of food to destroy the female germ, as it would
to suppose that this germ is sometimes destroyed by
chilling while yet in the queen's possession, thereby
rendering her a drone-layer?

It is a good thing that we have able men on both

sides, which enables us to arrive at correct conclu-

sions long before we would if we were all on the

same side. If you think you arc right, stick to it

until you find you are wrong, and then give it up.
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" Laying of drone eggs in worker-cells never takes

place in the beginning of the season, unless the

queen is sick or worthless." The above is an extract

from friend Dadaut's article in the Oct. number of

Gleanings, 1883; and if true, we have a " ^under "

about this worker and drone egg business. In the

latter part of February last, I hart a quecnless colo-

ny to which I gave a frame of eggs and brood from
another colony, all worker comb, on which they

started several queen-cells, capped about 50 cells as

drones, and the rest as workers. The drone cells

were scattered broadcast over the comb. They all

hatched out the same as their building and capping

Indicated, from the same comb which was drawn
out from worker fdn. If a healthy queen does not

lay drone eggs in the beginning of the season, then

the bees must surely have changed the sex of those

eggs, as they were procured from a good healthy

queen reared by myself last season. She has issued

with three different swarms this summer, and is still

thriving. I watched her brood in the early part of

the season, to see if there would be any more
drones, but there were none until she was prompted
by the approach of the swarming season to deposit

eggs in drone-cells.

His eighth proposition, and proof thereof, reads as

follows: " Worker bees don't know the sex of the

eggs. This proposition is proved by the fact, that

a colony having laying workers tries to have queens

from drone eggs." Now, my friends, is not the

above disproved by the fact, that the bees foretell us

what the sex of the inmates of the cells is by the

manner of capping them? It is true, they try to

rear queens from eggs of laying workers, but they

have no choice. Still, after they have their cell

capped they plainly tell us what it contains, by its

smooth outside surface. The first and fourth prop-

ositions in his article contradict each other, as it

seems to me. 1. "Queens don't know the sex of the

eggs they lay." Extract from the fourth, "Queens
find pleasure in impregnating their eggs to change
the sex." If Ihefou'th is correct, and impregnat-

ing the egg—changing it from male to female ac-

cording to his third proposition -gives pleasure to

the queen, she would undoubtedly know by this

pleasure when she was laying worker eggs, and by
its absence when laying drone eggs. Further on, in

regard to the change, he says: " For what purpose
would such a change be effected? To raise drones
which would not be fit for the function before at

least 10 days after they are needed." Here he seems
to credit the bees with the faculty of reasoning,

thus: Now, if we do raise drones from these eggs,

they will do us no good, as they will be 10 days be-

hind time. I think whenever they need drones or a
queen, and have the material to raise them from,
they do so without calculating how soon they will

be of use to them.

Now, I " spect " friend D. will give me " shucks "

for talking so much about his article; but that will

be all right, providing it is in good humor.
Frank R. Roe.

Jordan, Jay Co., Ind., Oct. 11, 1883.

Thank you, friend Roe. I am sure neither
friend D. nor anybody else will give you
" shucks," so long as you clothe your criti-

cisms in the kind words you have this time.
This subject is awakening much healthful
reasoning, and I am pleased to see it bring
out, month by month, what we do know.
Those on the negative have tried to explain

the facts presented by suggesting fertile

workers ; but since we have shown them the
drones are Italians, when the eggs were put
in a colony of black bees, they will have to
try again to explain the facts that are com-
ing forward thick and fast.

FKIEXD DAUANT ON HONEY AND KAIL-
ROADS.

EXTRACTED IIONEV.

f),0

prevent the people from being oheated by
unscrupulous dealers, the French law pro-

vides that evei-y article of silver or of gold

must be stamped as to purity, by assayists appoint-

ed for the purpose. If in a jewelry store I were
shown two articles exactly alike, one with the

French stamp, the other without it, which one, do
you think, I would select? The one with the French
stamp, of course; for I am sure that it is as repre-

sented; while the other may be mixed with more
alloy. Now, every bee-keeper knows that the gran-

ulating of honey is the best proof of its purity;

why, then, deprive our honey of a stamp that no
adulterator can imitate? It would be like rubbing
out the stamp that the French government puts on
the jewel. By creating a market for his liquid hon-

ey, Mr. White has worked against his own interests,

for he is compelled to warm every pound of his crop.

Such work will do for a few hundred pounds; but

how great would be the trouble of warming 10 or 15

tons of honey!
We have done exactly the reverse, dispensing with

the unpleasant job of boiling our crop, while our

granulated article drove all the adulterators out of

our markets; for it is impos='ible for them to sell a

pound of their liquid honey to our customers, who
know by experience that an adulterated article does

not granulate. Which one of these practices, sell-

ing a natural or an adulterated article, is the better

one? I leave the reader to decide.

We have sold about 75,000 lbs. of granulated honey
in tin cans so far, and we know several hundreds of

bee-keepers who did as we do, and we would not ad-

vise Mr. White to offer his liquid honey in competi-

tion with our granulated. It is more manly to look

squarely at a false prejudice, and to remove it, than

to bow in humble obedience before a popular error,

using more energy to comply than would be neces-

sary to remove it.

ABOUT RAIIiROADS.

I am glad, very glad, to know that you never re-

ceived a free pass from the railroads. lam the more
glad, because the number of the reporters, editors,

judges, and congressmen, who are not bribed by
free passes is small. As you never complained of

railroad difficulties, I inferred that, like the greater

number of public men, you enjoy free passes.

Please excuse my suspicion, and forgive it.

You object to laws like those that they have in

France, saying that they are hardly in the spirit of

a free and Christian country. I don't see how such

laws can be against Christianity. As to liberty, it

becomes license, and ought to be regulated, as soon

as it tramples the rights of others. The French law
provides that the decision of a justice of the peace

is without appeal in a lawsuit of $30.00 or under;

that the decision of a county court is also without

appeal for $200.00 and under. I think that such laws
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are excellent; for they prevent lawsuits like the

one of a rich lady against a postmaster for six cents,

which, going from court to court, ended with $300.00

costs. These laws would also prevent such monop-
olies from exacting money without a shade of hon-

esty, as, for instance, the Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific,

and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, did in a law-

suit just pending against us. We received 1050

fence-posts by these railroads. Not contented with

asking a rate of freight 2.5 per cent higher than is

allowed by the laws of Illinois, they also increased,

by a stroke of the pen, the weight of the posts from
26,500 lbs. to 30,000 lbs., asking $43 00 more than was
legally due. We remonstrated, but in vain. Finally

we replevied the posts, and won before the justice

of peace. We won again before the county court,

for they appealed; and now we wait for a new ap-

peal, for their attorney told our lawyer that, if we
dared to prosecute them, every post would cost us

one dollar; they intended to make us serve as an
example, by giving us a good lesson.

Of course, we are a little venturesome about play-

ing chess with Jay Gould; but we are tired of high

rates; of losing by breakage; by goods stolen on
the way; of delays in delivering, etc., and all that

withotit obtaining any redress.

You think that the rates of railroads are too small

to guarantee rapid transit on small packages. Let
us see. There are, from Medina to Hamilton, 600

miles. Accoi'ding to the French law, the transit

ought to be made, at the rate of 125 miles a day, in 5

days; the day of the remittance and of the delivery

are not counted. The railroads can bring your
package from Medina to Cleveland in one day, 1; 1

day at Cleveland, 1; from Cleveland to Chicago, 1; 1

day at Chicago, 1; 1 day from Chicago to Hamilton,

1; total, 5 days.

The only thing needed is, that your packages do
not remain In a depot for several days, by the neg"

lect of the agent. Don't you think that an agent

can find, during a whole day, a smallminute to make
the bill and send the parcel?

In France there are no express companies. The
agents of the railroads do all the work, and this work
is made with the cheapness, promptness, and the

regularity of the postofHco. But as long as our rail-

road magnates will swallow some hundred millions

in a few years, they will be unable to pay for in-

spection, overseeing the manipulation of our goods,

and preventing the breakage, the opening of cases

to steal part of their contents, and punishing agents

for neglect in forwarding the goods as soon as they

arrive in their hands. This state of affairs has al-

ready lasted too long. But I see people everywhere
awakened, forming anti-monopoly leagues, and I

foresee that all these evils will be mended before

long; for the monopoly question will be t/ic platform

In a few years. Chas. Dadant.
Hamilton, Hancock Co., 111.

I do not see that sealing up honey so it

will not candy is in any sense making it un-
natural or altered, friend Dadant. It is

simply treating it in the natural way, as the
bees do when they seal it up in their combs.
Very likely some will prefer it in the candied
form, and I presume friend White supplies
it in either way. Friend Muth said, when
we were at the convention, that sometimes
honey would candy in spite of the sealing

;

and again, the same lot would not candy
when sealed. Friend Jones agreed, and

both said, also, that now people no longer
object to the candying, which I think is so.

—I accept your apology, friend D., on the
railroad matter, and I should be very glad
indeed if sometliing could be done to pro-
tect us from the often grievous .losses we
have to bear on accotmt of heedless railroad
employees. I fear you are a little unchari-
table, but 1 know, too, that we have much
to bear. When I went to Cincinnati, a bag-
gageman pitched my trunk clear over the
truck on which he should have placed it at
a transfer ; and as it struck on one corner
on the platform, it was burst open, and my
things scattered everywhere. lie made no
apology, nor did he seem to care for the ruin
he had made. Neighbor 11. thought the
case one where all process of law should
be waived, and a proper chastisement be
given then and there on the spot; and, to
tell the truth, I can't even write about it

now, without a something coming up in my
breast that I feel ashamed of. I found out
who he was, but I had no time then to try
what might be done with him, in case a
proper remonstrance were unavailing. What
ought to be done in such cases, friends?

^ i»i ^
the: shepard swarihing-box.

MOBE ABOUT IT.

fWAS quite interested in Mr.E.E. Hasty's article

about swarming, for I did not know that any-—
' body's bees swarmed this year very much. I

want to say a few things about that "hiver of ours."

As I am said to be the inventor of this, I suppose I

ought to understand its value in an apiary, and how
to use it. Friend Hasty says he " had 12 swarms in

one day, and 5 swarms tangled up in one mess."

Now, I have had 15 in a day, all first swarms, andlnone

targlcd up together. Six of these were taken from

one limb of an apple-tree. Thanks to the "hiver."

If it had not been on hand and rightly used, I should

certainly have had six together, and perhaps more.

At that time I had, I think, over 100 colonies. 1 had

6 hivers, and hooks to match, and I had these all full

at one time before I could get time to hive any. One
was carried into a barn; some were laid down and

covered with a sheet; some stood leaning ajrainst

trees 50 or 100 yards away; but they all had their

own queen with them, and remained quiet till I

could attend to their case.

But, says one, what do you do when two or more
swarms start at once? I stop them up and make
them wait a minute or two till I can get most of the

swarm on wing into the hiver; then I open one, and

sometimes they will come along, and sometimes they

will pout over being stopped up till next day, and

then come along. And now I have come to this con-

clusion: That, with plenty of hivers properly used,

there is no need of swarms getting mixed up or go-

ing back to the old hive. If your queen's wing la

clipped, or if she can not fly from any cause, cage

her; then put the cage In a hiver, and set it up In

a tree where they are seeking a place to alight, and

they will soon gather to the hiver. I agree with

friend H., that they feel better about going to a

tree than going back to the old stand.

Again, with plenty of hivers I never climb trees ot

cut off limbs. I place all my hives beforehand right

where I want themt then carry the swarm to the
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hive. Some one may ask, What about swarms that

happen to alight on large limbs or bodies of trees?

They never alight there. In my apiary I have some
light poles with a bunch of straw tied tightly to the

end of them. If I see they are inclined to alight in

any place not easy to hive, I place it there, and they
soon all leave for other quarters. Many limes they

alight in some of the hivcrs which stand leaning

against the trees.

So much for the hiver. But my article is too long.

I will just say, I never have swarms run away to the

woods. I may tell you, before swarming-time comes
again, how I prevent that, for my bees try hard to

get away sometimes. N. N. Shepard.
Cochrahton, Pa., Oct. 3, 1883.

TAKING THE NONSENSE OUT OF 'EOT.

ANOTHER OF FRIEND HASTY'S NOVEL INVENTIONS.

fjjHE great mass of the fraternity will not appre-
ciate this article, I imagine; they seldom have
tnofe swarms than they want; and if per-

chance they do, it sulHces with their bees to cut out
the queen-cells, and return the swarm immediately
to the old hive. I think, however, that there are

many here and there who have been greatly tried

by the evil of excessive swarming—who have seen
stand after stand cut short for the season from Stor-

ing, and their own time almost wholly taken up in a
vain struggle to regulate matters, until almost driv-

en to just " shriek," as Freedom did when Kosciusko
fell. This smaller company will probably feel a keen
interest in the simple method herein described.

The old way of controlling increase is very good
as long as it works; but in the hour of your direst

need it won't work. The swarm you return to-day

comes out to-morrow, and so on until it succeeds iu

getting away from you. As the moderate amount
ofjsealed brood in the hive is rapidly cutting out,

they can come out stronger each time you fail in

making them stay, and leave the old hive more and
more enfeebled. The flnality of the struggle is likely

to be a big colony off in the woods, and an old hive
not only very weak but queenUss also.

Well, it was friend Martin who touched off the
idea, in one of his Exchange articles, some time ago.

He told of a neighbor of his who cured swarms that

deserted the hives they were hived in by hanging
them up in his cellar for a couple of days. I think
he owes it to us to give the name of this ingenious
neighbor. I said to myself at once, " Why will not
the same treatment make a swarm stay when re-

turned to the old stand? " I can now answer from
experience that it will, with almost absolute certain-

ty. Of course, it Is not convenient for the most of
us to use the cellar as a swarm penitentiary; and
the possibility of having 20,000 bees go on a rampage
in one's nether apartments is not altogether pleas-

ant. I laid a plan to sink some large boxes in the
ground for this purpose, fitting covers to them over
which earth might be shoveled. Time passed on,
and I didn't get the boxes ready— glad now I didn't,

for swarms move about in the pit sometimes, and
would attach themselves to permanent woodwork so
as to make some trouble to get them out. At the
last moment, when something had to be done, I hit

upon a still simpler method.
Take two pieces of scantling three feet long and

nail upon them boards two and a half feet long, thus

making a rude cover 2^x3 feet. I used second-hand
boards and the debris of an old picket fence. Next,

in a suitable shady place dig a hole in the ground
two feet square and two feet deep. When the cover
is laid over the hole and the loose earth put on
top of it you have a pit that is cool, dark, and per-

fectly secure. No arrangements for ventilation are

needed, as the air that percolates through the soil

is sulHcient. The pits can be used all summer with-

out caving in, and the soil at my apiary is quite

sandy and loose. Take down your swarm in a five-

cent basket; the most elaborate swarm-box is hard-

ly one whit better. (We owe the editor of Glean-
ings thanks for this suggestion.) I can't go over
the whole wide subject of taking swarms in this ar-

ticle—it's all in knowing how to do it. For the pres-

ent purpose we want the basket modified just a lit-

tle. Place four bits of lath ten inches long against

the corners of the basket, and drive a few tacks

through from the inside. This makes a basket with

short legs to it; and after the swarm is taken down
it can be set anywhere without hurting a bee. Take
swarm in basket, set basket in the hole, lay on cov-

er, shovel on earth; two days later, at nightfall,

shovel off earth, lift cover, carry basket and swarm
to old hive, and riin them in. No particular need to

stop and fuss with them; dump them down, and
they will get in, in the course of the nighv. The
queen sometimes shows a curious determination to

run anywhere and everywhere rather than into the

entrance, but she will come to it when the bees have
all gone in. If she refused it would be just as well,

as there is one queen within already. If it is desir-

able to cut off the branch and swarm rather than

to use a basket, lay a small box in the hole, open side

up, and lay the branch and swarm across it. Before

returning the swarm I usually look over the combs
to destroy any queen-cells that may remain, but

sometimes omit that part of it. The rationale of the

process is, that the bees are so exceedingly glad of a

home and liberty and daylight that they won't listen

to any more talk about picnicking in the tree-tops.

As stated last month I treated 04 after-swarms in

this manner, and only 2 came out. One of these was
made to stay by a second burial, and one beat me by
entering another hive.

I think it unnatural and unwise to try to return a

prime swarm to the old hive when they have left it

full of sealed brood; but repeaters with a fertile

queen will sometimes issue when the hive is hardly

half full of comb. I buried and returned two such

this season with success. Neither of them remained
quiet all summer, however; one swarmed again in

15 days, and one in 31 days. One prime swarm which
was not a repeater, but quite small, and the hive

from which it came not crowded, I buried and re-

turned successfully. This hive swarmed again 14

days after. I think I was under the impression at

the time that it was an after-swarm; at any rate I

buried and returned them, and they stayed the re-

mainder of the season.
Deserters, for whose benefit the penitentiary plan

was originally devised, I had but little chance to ex-

periment with. I think I disciplined one such colony

successfully, but I do not find a record of it. I cer-

tainly treated one unsuccessfully. They went to

the woods after being buried. Burial won't make
queenless swarms stay unless you give them a frame
of brood. I had one failure of this kind. I was in

such a confused state of mind that I did not think of

the brood.
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I had 13 of these little pits in use, and had them
all occupied on two different occasions. When af-

fairs were at their hottest I used to bury tempora-

rily all sorts of swarms until I could get something

extemporized to hive them in. The ability to do this

was a very great relief to me. And now I mean to

see how my pits will answer for wintering bees.

Just once in the whole summer's use a bad result

ensued. It was a little bit of a swarm, and so many
more important ones were out that 1 kept them
waiting a long time by drenching them repeatedly

with water. When removed from the pit, more than

half of them were dead. Evidently the cluster was
so small that they had not animal heat enough to

dry out the waier and get themselves comfortable.

Moral: Don't wet little swarms if you mean to bury

them.
On the other hand, one good-sizo swarm was left

by oversight three days in the pit. What do j'ou

think they did? Starved to death? They made in

their dungeon 20 square inches of comb; and when
they were taken out, 177 cells contained honey! The
authorities, you know, tell us to confine bees for

two days if we want them to consume all the infect-

ed honey in their sacs. It Is evident, that it would
have taken twice as long to make these fellows con-

sume all their honey. I imagine they would have
held out about a week without perishing.

Perhaps for the benefit of beginners I should state

that the burial tactics here given, and the other

course I mentioned, are not the only alternatives in

case excessive swarming has to be dealt with. Some
hive temporarily in a box, and return next day.

Some return each colony to a different stock than

the one from which it issued. Hitherto I believe

the best practice has been to return each after-

swarm ovice. If they stay, well and good; if not, a

separate hive is given. Then the next lot of " come-
outers " are united with these first, and so on until

enough to make a strong stock are put in. I object

to this course in both directions. The old hive is

stopped from storing surplus surely; and I think it

often happens that the mixed lot do not work with

the spirit that bees should—besides the liability of

having the later colonies that are put in, come out

and make further trouble. Rather than to unite

swarms, I think I should prefer to give each after-

swarm its own quarters— a simple rabbeted box of

unplaned lumber, any thing that w^ould hold a

frame; let them gather what fall honey they will,

and then destroy them and extract the honey. Histl

Was that the editorial bootjack that whizzed by my
head? Let us play that it wasn't I who said such a

naughty thing, but some old Kip Van Winkle just

up from a long sleep in the apiarian cave.

Richards, O., Oct. 17, 1883. E. E. Hasty.

Friend II., your invention is certainly nov-
el, and no doubt valuable, but I confess that
I can hardly get reconciled to the idea of
losing the honey that a new swarm might
gather in those two first days. I know it is

better than to lose the swarm entirely, but
is either necessary? I must think your ex-
perience this season a little singular. Now
and then we have a case where a whole api-
ary gets the swarming mania, as yours did,
but it does not happen very often, if I am
correct. I know we often have refractory
swarms, and I think your burying plan will
be an excellent one ; but 1 hardly think that
many of us will need as many pits as you

suggest. I am very glad to know that you
succeeded with the five-cent basket for a
swarming-box. What size basket do you
prefer — the i, i, or i bushel? You know
they are all sold for the same price. I do
think you need a bootjack held over your
head, friend II., if nothing more, for soberly
advising to kill bees under any circumstanc-
es. AVe find no trouble at all in uniting, and
we shall unite perhaps a hundred nuclei this
week. Well, now, if you believe in getting
along by making every after-swarm a colo-
ny of itself, why not give them a good queen
and build them up? It seems to me I can
take the latest and smallest after-swarm you
have, and by feeding and proper care make
it a nice little colony for winter. In fact, I
have always wintered such, so far as I can
remember^ and they will certainly sell for all

they cost.—Now a word about this swarming
mania. Why not control it by making the
swarm queenless, and giving them a frame
of brood? After they get well to work, give
them their queen back again. Surely this
would be better than to lose two days. How
about wintering in these pits? Of course,
you must make sure they don't fill with wa-
ter ; and to do this, each pit must have a
good under -drain. Well, let this under-
drain take in air, on the sub-earth principle.

^1 I ^
MY REPORT FOR 1882.

O. M. DOOLITTLE.

fN the fall of 1881 1 had 80 colonies of bees to be-

gin the winter with, and for once at least I had—
' the good fortune to be enabled to count 80

swarms all alive on the 15th day of April, 1882, all of

which were in fine condition. After the many hints

that were thrown out, that " Doolittle did not know
how to winter bees," I confess to being a little proud
of having it to say, nut one lost, and all in splendid

condition. But the last of April was unusually cold,

averaging co'der than the winter months, and by
April 30 some of my stocks were reduced to mere
nuclei. April 30 was quite a fine day, and I saw a

few loads of pollen come in for the first. An exam-
ination showed that my very best stocks at this time

had brood in only 3 frames, while the pooi-est had

none at all; but I thought warm weather would soon

bring all through right. May 2, as I arose early in

the morning, I found the ground covered with snow
to the depth of two or three inches, while on the

hills the sleighing was fair. Snow and frost was the

order of the day from this till the 12th, which killed

all the pollen blossoms that were ready to open. At
this time we had a few warm days, and soon pollen

.became quite plentiful, and the bees set about build-

ing up. Owing to the continual sickness of my fa-

ther, and other business pressing me, I reduced my
bees by sale to 45 stocks. Of these, 35 were tolerably

fair, and 10 weak. I decided to work 30 of the best

for honey, and use the remaining 15 for queen-rear-

ing. Apple-blossoms opened June 5, but it was so

cold, cloudy, and windy, that, with the exception of

a little honey obtained on the 8th, the bees got noth-

ing from this source. As but little brood had been
reared up to this time, there was more old honey
than usual in the hives, so I did not feel the loss of

the honey from apple-bloom as much as I should

had the case been different. White clover blossomed
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quite freely; but owing to wet and cold, no honey

was obtained from it. July 4th and 5th were two

very rainy days; and as the honey had all been

equalized, I found, on the 6th, that starvation of the

whole apiary would be staring us in the face unless

I fed my bees. Accordingly I purchased a barrel of

sugar; but at 10 A. M., the Tth, I found that they

were getting honey from some source, so 1 have

the most of the sugar on hand yet. The cool weath-

er had started a new source of honey, which proved

to be the wild mustard, which makes the faces of

our farmers look black hereabouts, as they see their

fields of grain a sea of yellow about this time of the

year. From the 13th to the 20th, a gain of from M to

1 pound a day was made from this source. On the

26th, basswood opened, being 10 days later than I ev-

er knew it before, and 18 days later than the avei-

age time of blossoming. At this time the weather

was favorable for the secretion of honey, the mer-

cury standing about 70° in the morning, and 90' in

the middle of the day, so that the yield was immense
for 5 days. Then came two days of gradually draw-

ing to a close, and our honey harvest was over for

1883. Although there was a large acreage of buck-

wheat, no honey was obtained from that source, and

for the fifth year I chronicle no honey from buck-

wheat, and class it as a plant of fickle honey-produc-

ing cualities, in this locality. All through the time

of b "om, the bees made a merry hum over the sea

of w ite blossoms, and brought some huge loads of

pollen; but there was not a cell of colored honey in

the sections to cheer my sight. As a result of the 7

days' yield of basswood, I took from the 30 colonies

set apart for honey, 1089 lbs. in sections, and 441 lbs.

of extracted, making 1530 lbs. in all, or an average

of 51 lbs. to the colony. My section honey was sold

at 17c per lb., and extracted at 10c. Besides this I

took about 500 lbs. of sealed honey in frames, to win-

ter my unite nuclei upon; but this will not enter

the report, as I report only that actually sold. In

1876 my aver ge yield was 50 lbs., which proves that

I have had one poorer year within the last decade of

years than the present.

From the 15 colonies set apart for queen-rearing I

have sent out 197 queens. After uniting my bees to

where I consider them good for winter, I have 80 to

begin the winter with; teing the same number I

had a year ago. Upon footing up the total net cash

proceeds from my bees during the past year, I find

I have $833 as a year's income from 80 stocks of bees

for this, about the poorest year ever known here in

York State, as is reported by nearly all.

Perhaps it may be interesting to your readers to

know how our report stands for the past 10 years,

for it is only by a number of years' experience in

any business that a true result can be obtained.

Our average yield for each stock In the spring of

1873 was 80 lbs.; in 1874, a fraction of a pound less

than 100 lbs. ; In 1875, a little over 106 lbs. ; in 1876, it

was 50 lbs.; In 1877, a little less than 167 lbs.; in 1878,

just 71 lbs. ; in 1879, it was 58 lbs. ; in 1880, a little less

than 62 lbs.; in 1881, nearly 135 lbs.; and in 1883, the

present year, 51 lbs. ; making an average yield for

the past 10 years of 88 lbs. per stock, flve-sixths of

which was box honey. By looking over my diary I

And that this honey has been sold at an average

price of a trifle over 30 cts. for box honey, the high-

est price (28>4c) being obtained in 1874, and the low-

est (10?ic) in 1878. Thus it will be seen, that if a man
keep but 50 swarms of bees they will give him 4400

lbs. of honey each year, on an average, accoiding to

the above figures, which, at 30 cents per lb., would
give him an income of S880 yearly, which gives bee-

keeping as good a standing as nearly any other avo-

cation in life. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Oct., 1883.

^h-»— »i

RAISING PliANTS FOR HONEY ALONE.

EXPERIMENTS WITH FIGWORT, ETC.

JUST now I don't know of any subject ihat iuter-

ests me more than that of bee pasturage. I

am not yet certain that it will pay to raise

any crop for honey alone, but I am experimenting

in that direction. There are a good many in the

same position, but I don't know of a single bee-

keeper who has planted an acre or more solely for

honey, who can as yet give any definite statement

as to results. If there is such a person in this sec-

tion of country, I would give a good deal for a half-

hour's chat with him. Now, if each one will give

the results of his experiments in securing a growth
of honey-plants, particularly the failures, it will

benefit others and help them to avoid the failures

already made.
So far I have experimented with figwort and meli-

lot mainly, and with not very flattering success.

Siill, I have learned something, and am not discour-

aged. My first trial was sowing in the open ground
in early summer, in good rich ground, a package of

figwort seed. Not a seed ever came up. Then in

the spring of 1881 I drilled in a larger quantity of

seed in the same way. Perhaps half a dozen plants

came up, and the ground was left undisturbed. Tbe
following spring (1883) hundreds of the seeds came
up, having lain dormant in the ground a year. I

hoed them out a little, but being kept very busy with

my bees, I left them pretty much alone, and I don't

think they' s'e done much. I'll go this minute and
see.

Well, I've been out by the pasture, and I don't be-

lieve there's one plant now for every twenty that

were there. You see, the weeds came up thick

around them, and then when it became hot and dry

they just dried up and died. Those that are left are

weaklings about 6 inches high.

Last fall I got a pound of seed, and sowed most of

it broadcast on a quarter of an acre of ground un*

plowed, which had raised a crop of corn. I have
looked over that ground a good deal, and don't be-

lieve I ever saw six plants on it. Possibly they may
come up uext spring, but 1 think I shall plow it up.

I found a few figwort plants growing wild last sum-
mer, and in the fall I brought home the roots and
set them out—about a dozen. They grew up as high

this summer as I could reach, producing plenty of

the little flower-cups, which, before the bees found

them, were full of nectar which could be plainly

seen, and easily squeezed out with the thumb and

finger. It was so sweet that I think it would require

little evaporation to make honey. Last March or

April I took a 3-inch pot filled with soil, sprinkled a

pinch of figwort seed on top of the soil, laid a piece

of paper on top to prevent evaporation, and set it on

the window-shelf near the stove among the house-

plants, keeping it watered. After waiting a good

many days, and almost despairing of ever seeing the

seed grow, finally two tiny specks of green showed

themselves, and proved to be figwort. 1 took off the

paper and the seeds kept slowly coming up till there
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were about a hundred of them. These I set in the

open ground, perhaps in June, one rainy day, put-

ting them in different places, somr- in hard and some
in soft ground; some in shade, soiuo in sun. I think

every plant grew, although all were small, and some
had only the two first or seed leaves. Some on hard

ground and in shade have made little growth ; others

in better surroundings have grown two or three

feet high, and blossomed nicely. To-day, Oct. Hi,

they still have some blossoms, and are full of seed-

pods, none of which are ripe, Avhile the old plants

were so ripe that I cut down the stalks about a week
ago to save the seed. Even on these last there were
still a few blossoms. After the bees found the lig-

wort blossoms they kept them clean; but for some
time now the bees don't seem to notice the flgwort,

and it is monopolized by hornets, which seem quite

thick on it. Querj'.—What do the hornets get? and
if nectar, why don't the bees get it when they seem
to have little or nothing to do?

This spring or early summer I sowed broadcast

about three square yards of ground with flgwort,

not raking it in at all. One part I covered with

newspapers, weighting them down with stones, and
kept all well watered. Thousands of plants started,

and I could not see any difference in the two
parts, except that the part covered with paper start-

ed a little the sooner. When the flgworts were a

couple of inches high, the weeds and the hot sun
dried them out; and of the thousands started, only

five plants can now be found. Some time in June 1

sowed a little over a square rod of ground in drills,

and as the rain kept the gi-ound wet I did not water,

and plenty of seed started. The seed previously

drilled in had been lightly covered with soil, and this

was not covered at all; so I conclude that flgwort

seed should be sown on ground well prepared and
not covered at all. A rank growth of summer grass

(perhaps I ought to call it fall grass) covered this last

sowing, and to-day I can find only 45 plants. Most
of these are on a spot where the grass is not so rank,

and is somewhat shaded. I suspect the shade was of

no benefit only as it kept down the grass.

Now you have my entire experience with flgwort
— very unsatisfactory, it is true, but I feel pretty

safe in drawing from it the following conclusions:

Figwort seed will start readily if sown uncovered on
good soil in the open ground, if it be kept moist
enough. It is perhaps surer to come up if sown in

the fall. After starting, the weeds must be kept
down or the young plants will be burned up as soon
as dry weather comes. On this account it is better

to sow in drills. It stands transplanting well; and if

the roots are divided and transplanted in the fall,

every one is sure to grow. Cover two or three
inches deep. Seeds started in the house early will

blossom the same year to some extent.

After my past experience, here is what I am going
to do: I shall this fall have some ground plowed and
harrowed, and marked the same as for corn, the hills

being about 3 ft. 8 in. apart each way, I have order-

ed a couple of barrels of flgwort roots from a man
by the name of A. I. Root, and these I shall plant,

one root in each hill, or, rather, one eye in each hill,

if they will bear dividing. I shall also try a bit of

ground prepared the same waj', by putting a few
flgwort seeds in each hill. The thing that puzzles me
is to know how to mark each one of these hills so as

to cultivate it next spring. Will Ed. Gleanings tell

me how? The seeds come up so very small at first

that no one eoul 1 see them plainly enough to culti-

vate. C. C. MiLLEU, 174, 202.

Marengo, 111., Oct. 10, 1882.

Seed of the spider plant may be planted
where it is to grow, I presume, but I know
of no way in which we can do the same with
the figwort, for the very reason which you
have mentioned, friend M. The little plants
are so slow in getting started, the weeds
would smother them. Get them started in
a hotbed, or get roots one or more years old,
and plant them out, and cultivate like corn,
and then there is but little trouble. We
have this year again in our cornfield adjoin-
ing the figwort patch, thousands of nicely
rooted young plants, which will be ready to
bear a full crop of honey next year. These
come up of themselves now, all along our
creek bottom, and as they are the first green
thing to be seen in the spring, they are easi-
ly taken up before we plow, and planted out
where we want them. It is almost impossi-
ble to test the plant fairly here, where four
or five hundred colonies are kept ; but I
should very much like to see, say ten stocks,
placed near an acre of flgwort in full bloom.
Who will try it? If the soil is suitable, loose
and rather sandy, I think you will have all

the plants you want in a few years, without
taking any especial care.

MORE ASOUT CYPRI.4N BEES.

THE HAYHURST ijUEEN, .\GAIN.

^^ES, friend Hayhurst, I have brushed Cyprian

W bees from their combs, and if you will now
' come to my little apiarj' you can see me

brush them from full frames of hone.v at night, and
generally without suffering stings. They do not
bear it so well in daylight. Frank Benton wrote to

GLEANING.S from Larnaca more than a year ago that

the process of brushing Cyprians angers them, and
this statement, like all his other statements about
Cyprian bees, I have found true. It is also true,

that I once kicked a Cherokee (Indian) cow, and was
kicked over by the cow in return. This, however,
was an impressive lesson to me. My rough treat-

ment of the poor animal was changed to one of

kindness, and gentleness came from the cow in re-

turn for this kind of treatment. Gentle and kind
treatment by us Inspires the kindest feelings in the

minds and heaits of our fellow-beings, and this rule

applies equally well to brutes and to Cyprian bees.

My Cyprians are gentle, and I handle them carefully

to keep them so. Now, brother Hayhurst, you are

at liberty to " smile" again.

I sold all the Cyprians I had in the spring, except
the "Hayhurst imported queen" and her colony.

Early in April I divived this swarm, and on the 28tli

of the month 1 had eight young queens purely mated
and laying. By frequent divisions iu early spring,

and the free use of old combs and foundation. I now
have 33 colonies of Cyprians from this one queen, all

the result of one season's woi-k. I havD purchased 7

black swarms, and now go i to winter quarters with

40 colonies, all told, and about 2000 lbs. of honey.

Blacks and Italians have never done so well under
my observation as ray Cyprians have this year. Who
else will report on the Cyprian bee?

W. McKay Dougan.
Seneca, Newton Co., Mo., Oct. 16, 1883.
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HOL.Y-Ii\NI) SEKS, ETC.

A GOOD REPORT FROM THEM.

THOUGHT I would like to say a few words in

favor of Holy-Land bees. You may remember
when you first advertised Cypriii'i and Holy-

Land queens, I ordered 4 Cyprians and one Holy-

Land. I have both swarms yet, but think the Cypri-

an has changed its queen; but the Holy-Land seems

to be the same, having a moldy look on the under

side of the workers, and they are very gentle. I got

her, I think, in the fall of 18S0. During the year

1881 they were very strong in numbers, but did not

swarm; but this I can say of them: Out of 34 stocks

all told, old and young, they gave me more honey
than all the rest together. It was so exceedingly

dry here that only four besides them wintered with-

out feeding. But this year it gave me 3 swarms, all

small, the old queen leading the smallest; the sec-

ond being a little larger, and the third some larger

yet. The old, or parent hive, and first two swarms
are in the sections, and the third I put on sections

this morning. True, I fed some 5 lbs. of sugar to

each in July; but this I did to all others that needed

it in order to keep up their strength. 1 forgot to

say, that I captured from the second swarm an ex-

tra queen, which I introduced in her virgin state to

a very small black swarm, and now they are ready

to go into sections. I consider this a fair record for

that Holy-Land queen and her progeny. I will also

add, that I wintered the old stock in chaff hive on
summer stand. All my others, with the exception

of Cyprians, were on summer stands, without pro-

tection, and yet I lost onlj- one out of 34, and that

was queenless. I united this early in the spring

with another stock.

The summer was very dry till after buckwheat
c.ime up, and even now the rains are very moder-
ate, but the honey is coming.

FEEDING BEFORE INTRODUCING.
I have had better luck in introducing during a

scarcity of honey than I ever had, which I attribute

to liberal feeding, and introducing a few days after.

A. W. LUNDY.
Frerchtown, N. J., Sept. 9, 1882.

COMB BUILT IN WIDE FRAMES FOR
USE IN THE EXTRACTOR.

13 LBS. TO THE COMB.

5^^011 wish to hear from those who have tried

W thick combs for extracting, so I will give in—
' my experience, as I think it may benefit some

who may intend trying them. It has been slow work
getting them, with me. The queen takes possession

before the bees can complete the work of building

them out thick enough to exclude her. When the

combs are once occupied by brood, the queen keeps
possession, and of course there is no more lengthen-

ing of cells. I think we shall have to use a piece of

perforated tin between the brood and the honey
apartment. I have combs enough for about 20 chaff

hives, thick enough to exclude the qvieen, but I have
been two ceasons getting them. I like them, but
think I should prefer a smaller frame, on account of

the weight. Some of my Langstroth frames with
thick combs weighed 13 lbs. when filled and capped.
The wide frame for sections are too wide. I have
used some, but like a frame VA in. wide better.

ThecDmbs should be built out thicker than the

frame, for uncapping handily, and the screen in the

extractor does not sustain the comb unless it ex-

tends beyond the wood. You can not get a comb
thicker than two inches in j'our extractor. I tried

separators made by fastening thin pieces of wood,
sawed from 'Ji lumber, in the center of a frame. I

left spaces of about }i in. between the pieces, so I

had a perforated wooden separator Ye in. thick.

This worked well in three hives that I tried, but may
not always work as well. There was nothing to hin-

der the queen from taking possession, but perhaps

she disliked so much wood in her nest.

Is there any serious objection to using a sheet of

perforated tin between upper and lower frames to

keep the queen below? and is there any difficulty in

accomplishing the desired results? Of course, I

would not use them after I had got my thick combs.
J. K. COLTON.

Waverly, Bremer Co., la., Oct. 15, 1882.

Many thanks, friend C, for your full and
valuable report. The perforated zinc we
have been selling for the last year, friend
D. A. Jones informs us works nicely to keep
the queen below when working for either
section or extracted honey, and it also does
away with all the trouble of having the bees
build the upper and lower combs together.
I think combs 13 lbs. in weight would be
about what I should want, because it would
" get along so fast."

Or liCtters from Tliose Who baTe Made
Bee Culture a Failure.

MlARLY in the spring my little daughter prom-

I
ised to rreport to you how much honey wc got

' from the " Branch Apiary." How bright were
our prospects then! Seven colonies in new chaff

hives, all in good condition in a white-clover, bass-

wood, and buckwheat region. Why, we expected
ere this to be '^bloated bond-holders ;" but here we are
in Blasted Hopes. We have the meager report of

about 300 lbs. comb honey, and increase of colonies

to 14 stocks, all in apparent good condition for win-

ter, plenty of sealed honey, without feeding a single

pound of sugar. But what is that compared with
B.F. Carroll's report, and others'? And yet with it

all we would say to', all our sisters who wish work
for both head and hands, keep bees of your own, if

you can; if not, hire for a season with some good
bee-keeper, even if the compensation be small; and
if you are a faithful and obliging assistant, your em-
ployers may (as mine have done), in addition to your
wages, present you with a fine colony as a "starter"

in the business. Mrs. Bell L. Duncan.
Black Lick, Indiana Co., Pa., Oct. 16, 1882.

Why, my friend, from 7 colonies to 14, and
300 lbs. of honey, isn't Blasted Hopes at all

;

but as no one has before applied for space
here, we have put your letter in. Come,
boys, can't some of you beat the ladies in
this line, and send us a real genuine letter

fit for Blasted Hopes? Where is your gal-
lantry? Hurrah! here is friend Fierce al-

ready. See: —
Not a pound of surplus honey; I shall have to feed

500 lbs. of sugar. J. H. Pierce.

Dayton, O., Sept. 25, 18S2.
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COURTESY I!N JOURNALISM.

ADDRESS DELIVERED BY A. I. ROOT, BEFORE THE NA-
TIONAL CONVENTION, AT CINCINNATI, O.

BEAR FRIENDS, I assure you I should
never have chosen such a subject had— not Professor Cook kindly asked me to

take it, or, ratlier, suggested it, as it were.
In the lirst place, 1 do not feel sure that my
experience in journalism would warrant my
taking such a subject ; and then again, I am
not sure that my ideas might not be called
queer and singular by some.
As this is a bee convention, I presume the

kind of journalism I am expected to speak
of is bee journalism, if I am to be allowed
the term ; and as we now have a half-dozen
or more bee journals published in our own
country, and about as many more in other
countries, it very likely behooves us to con-
sider well this Very matter of courtesy in
journalism. Are the editors and the writers
tor the bee journals more uncourteous to

each other than those of other class journals^
1 trust not, although I think it has been
said, that all bee-men, so long accustomed
to stinging ways, sometimes go so far as to
think that stinging things in print are right
and proper.
A manager of a theater once said, by way

of excusing himself for some things in the
play, that theaters are just what the public
demand they should be, thus throwing the
blame all on his patrons. Editors of bee
journals might doubtless say, that their jour-
nals are edited in such a way as to please the
wants and wislies of the greater number of
their subscribers. There may be truth in
this, and it would be a very convenient way
for us who have the journals in charge, to
tlirow all blame for what want of courtesy
there may have been in our respective jour-
nals on to the shoulders of our patrons and
contributors. It might be very convenient,
but it would not be right. At the same
time that we strive to please those who give
us their support, it is our duty to strive to

elevate and ennoble. It is every teacher's
duty to do this ; and what teacher should be
more careful tlian the editors of our jour-
nals? These journals go into our homes, and
it is to be hoped they are read by our chil-

dren. We all know it will not do to give
children all they ask for. As we are all but
children of a larger growth, the same rule
will apply to most of us, I believe. It is not
always well or wise to give us all we ask for.

All bodies are in the habit, usually, of choos-
ing some one from among their number to
look after their best interests. We have
teachers for our youth, pastors of our church-
es for grown-up children, and our papers
and magazines for the people at large. Per-
haps these latter are primarily for the pur-
pose of keeping us informed of the events of

the times ; but at the same time they must
exercise a powerful intiuence over the mor-
als of the people before whom they speak.
What, then, should be the character of these
leaders and teachers? If it is a fact, that
our papers and journals are to a great ex-
tent what we as a people demand of those
who publish them, what is our duty as a
people in the matter? Your pastor is very

glad indeed to have you take him by the
hand and tell him 'that his sermons have
been helpful to you, and your doing so helps
him, perhaps more than you imagine, to
preach better sermons. So every editor is

glad to hear from those whom his words
reach ; and not only is he glad of words of
commendation, but those of kind criticism.
In fact, he is often led to do things he would
never think of doing, because some one sug-
gested it. Of course, these suggestions are
not always wise, and on this account an ed-
itor needs more than ordinary wisdom and
discrimination.

I need hardly say that those who wield
the power of the press should be free from
and entirely above, if it were possible, all

feelings of prejudice, spite, or jealousy. The
wants and needs and rights of his readers
should be all equally dear to him. The pe-
culiarities and perhaps weaknesses of each
member of his large family should be held
sacred, and touched upon with the greatest
gentleness ; and he, above all others, should
have a wide charity.

Think gently of the erring:

Ye may not know the power
With which the dark temptation came
In some unguarded hour.

Whatever appears in print is a public mat-
ter. It is more public than any that can be
said in any public meeting, because it stands
there to be read of all men — ay, and women
and children too. When we have visitors at
our homes we are very careful to be court-
eous to them, and we are on our best behav-
ior, as it were ; for who would think of in-
dulging in little spites, or unkind words, be-
fore company ? Well, friends, I fear we
sometimes forget that whatever is printed is

before a very large company. Few can real-

ize how it cuts and smarts to be held up in
derision in public print, who have not pass-
ed through it. It may be urged that this
dread of being published is a most powerful
restraint to one who is strongly tempted to
do wrong, and I grant this, and would by all

means advise warning the public when the
matter is something demanding they should
be warned. I think we all agree in this;
but at the same time I believe in putting it

mildly, and using only a few kind words in-

stead of harsh, to do the most good.
There is one kind of temptation into which

we may almost all of us be drawn, that I

would "speak of. Sooner or later somebody
will " come down " on you a little roughly,
and perhaps a tritle unjustly, or, what
amounts to the same thing, you may, if you
are of the proper temperament, imagine some
one has publicly insulted you, when such is

really not the case. In either instance, what
ought a real live man do, when publicly and
falsely accused? In a great many cases I

would say, do nothing at all. One reason
for giving this advice would be, because if

you say any thing you will say too much.
While it is bad for a contributor to fill a col-

umn or more in endeavoring to set himself
right before the people, it is still worse for
the editor to use space in this way.
Years ago some one accused me unjustly,

through one of the bee journals. I have for-
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gotten now what it wa§ about, and who it

was that wrote it. I thank God I have for-

gotten, dear friends; for if I should meet
the man here to-day who wrote it, I could
shake hands with him pleasantly, without
even remembering it was he who wronged
me. Well, 1 was so badly stirred up I could
hardly write without trembling. 1 would
write only just a few words to set myself

;

right. Those few should l)e right to the
point. 1 wrote and wrote and wrote, and
still there was just one more very important
point that you all ought to know in the case.

I had neglected my work for an hour or
more ; and when I looked at the long manu-
script, I had a sort of misgiving that there
ought not to be any occasion for such a long
rigmarole, no matter how much I had been
abused. At this crisis our pastor happened
to come in, and I laid the matter before him
in a general way.
"•Brother R.," said I, "is it not a fact,

that there is something wrong, whenever it

becomes necessary for us to use that amount
of space in self-defense?" and I held up the
long manuscript. His assent was more in

his kind look than the words.
" Yes, my friend, there is something

wrong when so much needs to be said, or
seems to need to be said, on either side."

Down it went into the waste-basket, and
you can hardly tell how thankful I am that
it did go there. The controversy stopped at

the beginning. I do not think I ever suffer-

ed much in the estimation of any one, for

people judge more by the life a man lives

right along year after year than by what
somebody says about him, even if it is said
in print. Do you ask, then, what harm
these unjust attacks do in a journal? My
friend, it harms the one who writes them

;

it harms the editor who gives place to it,

and it harms those who read. If every word
of it be true, and it be written in an unkind
and unchristianlike spirit, it harms the
guilty party, for it makes him harder and
more wicked. As quarrels are contagious,
and in one sense fascinating to the young,—
are you aware, friends, that a dog-tight has
its fascinations?—well, our growing-up chil-

dren at your house and my house enter into
the spirit of these controversies, and get to
thinking it is the way to do business, to fi^ht
it out in words in this way. Both parties
get stirred up, and fearfully exaggerate,
without meaning to, or, in fact, without.
knowing they have done so, and on and on
it goes, may be ending in lawsuits, and
years of quarrels. Did you never observe,
that when a man has a quarrel or controver-
sy with oiie person, he is pretty sure to have
another very soon with somebody else? He
has got mentally sick, as it were ; and the
worst part of it is, he does not know he is

sick.

It isn't alone we who are comparatively
without talent, and a high order of educa-
tion, that are guilty of a want of courtesy
through the papers and journals ; but it

sometimes happens that ministers of the
gospel, and professors in our schools and
colleges, seem to forget, or be sorely tempt-
ed, at least, and to have faith in a war of
words, rather than to have faith in the

teachings of our Savior when he said, "Do
good to those who hate you."
A very good friend of mine was once

shamefully abused by one who, like himself,
stood prominently before the people. The
injured one sat down at his desk and took
the article, point by point, and paid him
back in his own coin, driving him into cor-

ners he could never get out of, and he did it

so nicely, and with such skill, he could not
resist the temptation of carrying the paper
home to his wife, to let her see how cleverly
he had done it. To his surprise, she did not
commend him for his wisdom and skill in
making his clever hits, but, on the contrary,
declared he must under no circumstances
think of having it go into print. Like a
good husband, he yielded to his wife's supe-
rior cool wisdom, and wrote so kind a reply
that his opponent was ashamed of himself,
and the two are, I trust, to-day on a friendly
footing, even though their lifework both lies

in the same department of natural science.
I believe if these things were shown to our
wives oftener than they are, it would be a
better world than it is. I presume we can
not all of us be always quiet and cool
under all provocations ; but I feel sure we
can, if we try hard, let nothing ever go into
print, over our own signatures, but what is

kind and gentle, even though it be written
to and of the iinthankful. "lie that ruleth
his spirit, is greater than he that taketh a
city."

THE CENTRAL. MICHIGAN BEE
EKS' ASSOCIATION.

. KEEP-

SECRETARY'8 report fob P0BLICATION.

f]]HE meeting was held in the capitol buildingr, at

Lansing, Sept. 19. A call to order was made
by President Ashworth; the Secretary then

called the roll. The first question discussed was the

size and style of

A UUILDINO TO EXHIBIT BEES, HONEY, AND APIA-
RIAN SUPPLIES.

After a spirited discussion, a motion was carried,

by which a committee of three, consisting of Prof.

Cook, President Ashworth, and N. V. Goodnow, all

of Lansing, was appointed, to request the managers
of the agricultural fair to erect a building suitable

for the exhibition of bees, honey, and apiarian sup-

plies.

The President then called for expressions of opin-

ions on the best methods of rearing queens. The
topic was discussed by E. S. Vannetter, S. Hilbert,

H. L. Denncy, and others. Mr. Denney Said, when
rearing queens for his own use he stimulates his

best stocks to breeding early, so they will have

drones flying before there were any other drones

out.

A recess was taken until 3 p. m., when. President

Ashworth being called away upon urgent business,

Prof. Cook was called to the chair, and the meeting

opened with a renewal of the discussion of the best

methods of exhibiting bees, honey, and apiarian

supplies, at the fair.

A QUEEN FERTILIZED IN THE HIVE.

Prof. Cook, stated that he had this season a queen

fertilized in the hive.

He also stated that he had used foundation this

season from nearly all the different makes of ma*
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chines now in use, and his bees appeared to work
equally well on it all, with no trouble from stretch-

ing or sag-ging, except that made upon the Giccti

Ijress, and that he could do nothing with.

The next question was, " How many bees should

there be in a hive, to winter well?" Mr. Wood, of

Grand Ledge, wanted his hives full of bees when he

pat them into the cellar, and from 15 to 20 lbs. of

honey in the hive. He usually feeds some in the

spring to stimulate early breeding. Mr. Waldo, of

G rand Ledge, and E. N. Wood, of North Lansing, pre-

ferred wintering out of doors, on the summer stands.

S. D. Newbro exhibited a very ingenious device in

the shape of tongs for lifting the brood-frames from
the hives, and to hold the cards while examining
them; also a machine for fastening the foundation

into the section boxes, and other articles. Narmore
& Wood exhibited their celebrated double-wall hive;

also their single-wall hive, known as the Baker
hive; their one-piece section boxes, shipping and
retailing cases, the Bingham direct-draft and Clark's

cold-blast smokers, extractors, and comb founda-

tion, also wire nails for general use about the apiary.

Narmore & Wood also stated that they had this sea-

son sold 2000 hives and over 100,000 section boxes, a

large amount of foundation, extractors, and smo-
kers, and say that apiculture is increasing very rap-

Idly in this section of the country, and of course the

supply trade with it.

The association adjourned at 5 p. m., to meet on
the third Tuesday in April, 1883, at 10 a. m.

E. N. Wood, Secretary.

North Lansing, Mich., Sept. 3i, 1883.

— ^ I ^
HONEY-DEW, AND NOT FROM APHIDES.

HONEY FROM BASSWOOD, AFTER THE BLOSSOMS ARE
GONE.

2 SEE that several have mentioned honej'-dew. It

appears to be of general occurrence in Ohio
this fall. About the 13th of August I noticed

the bees working very strong, especially mornings
and evenings, very often being scarcely able to

reach the hive. I was puzzled to know the source,

as we have few fall blossoms; but as I was passing
through the woods I heard bees roaring about sever-

al linden-trees, and on examining the trees I found
a great many leaves having large splashes of a

sweet, sticky substance. In a few days it became
more plentiful, the leaves and weeds under the trees

becoming all dauby. I determined to investigate. I

could see no source; it seemed to drop from above.

It looked very much as if it might have rained hon-

ey. But finally I found, by looking immediately
above the drops, that this liquid oozed out of the

stem of the long narrow leaf which is always found
near the seed, and in several cases I found large

drops ready to fall right on the stems of the seed;

but it afterward became more plentiful on the su-

gar trees; but where it issued on them, I could not

tell, as I had not time to climb them. The bees

worked as strong as they did in the height of the
basswood season.

They got the swarming fever again, and we had
more swarms in August than we had before. We
had one as late as Sept. 1; some built their boxes
full of comb; I extracted some, and found it to be
very dark, and it had a peculiar strong taste. It

will spoil the quality of all the extracted honey we
have. It lasted only a few weekst when it was

washed off by a big rain. Since that I have noticed

very little.

We have now 85 stands; some of our August
swarms have enough to winter. Our honey crop
will not be very large—only 700 or 800 lbs. I don't

believe it pays lo keep bees for honey alone in Ohio.

I do not know if this honey will do to winter with;

some fear it may not be healthful. This dew was
not caused by insects, but setmed to ooze out like

sap on fruit-trees. D. B. Uleky.
Northampton, Summit Co., O.. Sept. 11, 1882.

Many thanks, friend U. , for your very val-
uable communication. I think this source
of honey has been at least once before men-
tioned. At the very same time you speak
of, the basswood-trees on our grounds were
covered with a sudsy, starchy liquid, but it

was not sweet, and the bees paid no atten-
tion to it. It seemed to ooze from stems,
just about as you state it ; and while I tast-

ed it, it occurred to me that if some process
of nature should happen to convert this

starch into sugar we should really have hon-
ey-dew, without any agency of insects. It is

Avell known that basswood twigs, bark, and
leaves, are always rich in a gummy matter,
much like slippery elm. Well, this natural
mucilage is almost identical in composition
with honey, and trees that furnish it are al-

most always honey-bearing. A little change
only would be necessary to convert it into a
sort of sugar. As to why the substance
should be in such excess as to ooze out of the
twigs and leaves, is a mystery ; but the oc-
currence is so common, that you may see it

in August and September, in almost any
basswood forest. As it hangs on the leaves
and stems, it looks like spittle. I remember
of being told, when a child, that it was snake
spittle ; and the association, up to this time,
has made it a hard matter for me to over-
come so I could taste it thoroughly. I found
the taste a little strong and unpleasant —
not nearly as nice as chewing basswood buds
and leaves, and I judged it had got a little

rancid by hanging so long during tlie warm
weather. I am inclined to think it will not
be very safe for winter food. Friend U.,
will you please be kind enough to report
how these bees winter? Dont' it pay to

raise comb honey in Ohio? I fear you have
not read the reports carefully, have you V

CAN A QUEEN HATCH FROM THE EGO
IN I.ESS THAN 16 DAYS?

FRIEND POND'S EXPERIMENT.

^jOMETHING is wrong somewhere. We have

^)) been led to suppose that certain things in bee-
"^ culture were axioms and not susceptible of

change, among which is the statement, that from 14

to 16 days is always and invariably required to hatch

a queen from the egg; and in consequence thereof,

the opponents of dollar qvieens have argued that

many of such queens are of no value, because, in all

probability, they were not formed from the egg, but

from larvte from 4 to 6 days old. I propose to state

a fact which has lately fallen under my own observa-

tion, which would seem to disprove the axiom, and

prove the writers either to be mistaken in their ob-

servations, or that they have taken the result of a

few cases, and from such result predicated a never-
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falling rule, which in practice proves to have at

least one exception.

On the ninth day of September, in the afternoon, I

put an empty frame of comb into a populous hive in

order to get it filled with eggs from which to rear a

queen. On the ]3th of the same month, in the morn-
ing, I removed this frame, partially filled with eggs

and honey, and placed it in the center of the brood-

chamber of a queenless colony, which had been
some eleven days without a queen, after cutting out

every cell in their hive, intending to cut out all the

capped cells from this last frame in eight or nine

days from the date of placing it in the hive. Unfor-
tunately for the queen-cells, I was obliged to be

away from my apiary, and unable to examine this

colony till the afternoon of the twenty-sccmitl of this

month, when, upon looking over the hive, I found
all the queen-cells torn down, or being torn down by
the worhers, and a fully formed queen, not over 24

hours old, marching around on the frames as though
she were the " monarch of all she surveyed," Now,
the question arises, If this queen was not hatched in

eleven days from the egg, how came she in the hive?

Of course, she could not have been hatched from the

first batch of cells, even if it is questioned that I

•overlooked one on cutting them out; for if she had
been, the cells would not have been capped on the

last frame which was put in the hive, but would
have been torn down at once on her appearance. I

was particularly careful to see that every cell of the

first batch was destroyed, for I did not wish to rear a

queen from those eggs, and did wish to rear one
from the eggs in the last frame. Now, this experi-

ment proves two things conclusively to my mind;
first, that queens do hatch out in less than 15 or IG

days from the egg, and may hatch in 10 or 11 days
therefrom; and second, that the queens do not,

when hatched, rush furiously around to kill their

sister queens, and destroy their cells before they
evacuate them, but leave its murderous job to their

loyal subjects and retainers, the workers. There is

no chance for a mistake in the dates, for the ninth

(Saturday) and the twelfth (Tuesday) were the only

days I could get from my business to attejul to this

work, and I set them down at once in my pocket reg-

ister, and also on the frame of eggs when I placed it

In the hive. The explanation of the matter, I leave

to others, contenting myself with stating the fact,

and simply advise that we go slow in the matter of

bee culture, and not assert any state of things as a

fixed rule, or that some things are impossible, or at

variance with natural laws, simply because we have
either been taught to the contrary, or do not under-
stand them. J. E. Pond, Jr.

I'oxboro, Mass., Sept. 32, 1883.

Your experiment seems conclusive, friend
f ., except in one particular. The tirst queen
that hatches does not always tear down the
other queen-cells in the hive, or, perhaps, I
should say, the workers do not always tear
down all queen-cells as soon as a queen is

hatched. In our back numbers we have
once or twice reported that the cells are
sometimes passed over until they hatch ; and
I have twice found cells started on brood
when they had a young queen. The cells re-
mained, and the result was a newly hatched
queen, and a young laying queen, both in
the hive at the same time. Neighbor H.
has also had the same thing occur, so we
have set it down that queen-cells are not al-

ways an indication that a young queen is

lost. In your case, it amounts to this: If
you overlooked a queen-cell, it might have
been the one producing this queen ; but then
again, she would have looked more than one
day old. I should be glad of more facts on
this interesting matter. How soon can the
bees get a queen hatched, after the egg is

laid?

NORTH AMERICAN BEE - KEEPERS'
CONVENTION.

REPORTED BY A. I. ROOT.

fIjIIE sun rose on us (Neighbor II. and I)

Oct. 3d, in the city of Cincinnati, and
~-^ the first object of interest was the es-
tablishment of friend Muth, 97 «i, 978 Central
Avenue. We found this place a general
rendezvous for the bee-men, and the time
was spent most pleasantly until 9 o'clock.
Mr. Muth settled here about 23 years ago,
and now owns for some distance on both
sides of the street. He is not only esteemed
among all his countrymen, but he is author-
ity for the world on all that pertains to the
sale of honey, more especially extracted.
During the years he has been on this one
spot he seems to have gathered about him
his many friends and relatives ; and, judg-
ing from what we saw, he seems to be a man
held in universal respect by almost the whole
of Cincinnati. Although he does a general
grocery business, honey seems to be the main
item, for Ave see it in bottles and cans and
boxes, neatly arranged all about his store, in

quantities that fairly made us stare and
wonder. Still more did we stare and won-
der at the cellar lilled with barrels of honey,
just across the way.
Our old friend Dr. O. M. Blanton, of Miss-

issippi, had just sold him one lot of forty-
seven barrels. A single shipment of eighty
barrels from another man is now on the way.
This season he is getting some beautiful

honey from the South, and it was quite a
treat to us to taste of more kinds of honey
than we ever saw or heard of before. One
large shipment from Floridawas so nice that
he paid the owner 2 cts. per lb. more than he
agreed to. Prof. Cook asked him if that was
the kind of man he was. lie replied, in his
quaint way, "It is the kind of man I was
that time.''^

His apiary on the roof is a marvel, and a
most pleasant place to sit and see the beauti-
fully marked Italians work. A part of this
apiary is protected by a roof, so as to form a
sort of porch, and the bees under this porch
go out of and come into these hives as well
as any. Although close up together, as there
are only eight in a row (four rows), the bees
seem to find their own hives without trou-
ble. A plank walk is laid between all the
rows of hives. The bees winter well here,
and well they might; for although they have
all the advantages of outdoors, they are pro-
tected on three sides, and partly so overhead.
Under the roofed part, and in a room ad-
joining, he has all the facilities for caring
for them. His report this yeai\ like almost
all others about Cincinnati, is no honey at
all, and he has fed already about 1700 lbs. of
honey.
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At 9 o'clock we were assembled in a beau-
tiful hall for our convention ; and as the
Secretary and Treasurer were both absent, I

was asked to report, whicii I have done
brierty as follows :

—
KEPOIITS OY yiCE-PKESIDENTS KErUESENT-

ING DIFFEllENT STATES.

CANALiA.

D. A. Jones reports the honey crop of
Canada as not over 50 per cent. The honey
is dark, and not up to the usual standard.
The increase is about a third of the usual
amount — not more. ]Many bees, especially
the blacks, have to be fed. Only in favora-
ble localities have any yields been reported.
Mr. Jones has purchased TjO bbls. of granu-
lated sugar for feeding this fall.

TEXAS.

Judge Andrews, of Texas, reports an ex-

cellent crop from the Lone-Star State, with
an average yield of 44 lbs. of comb honey per
stock, and 50 of extracted. Judge A. and
his neighbors have made an average of 100

lbs. per hive, and have also increased 125 per
cent. \V' intering has ceased to be a problem
iji Texas.
Ilorsemint is the great crop, but the flavor

is at present objectionable. One may, how-
ever, learn to like it. The appearance and
body of the honey' is second to none. Mr.
Muth has some very tine samples, but says
that at present his customers don't like to
take hold of it.

Dr. J. E. Lay is a live and wide-awake
bee-man. His bees swarm the last of March.
He has had, on an average, from 50 colonies,

140 lbs. of horsemint honey. It is an annual
plant, and honey from it will weigh 12 lbs.

to the gallon. Sold at 10? cts. for the whole
crop at home. The flavor is peculiar, but
liked by some.

ILLINOIS.

Dr. C. C Miller, of Marengo, reports that
he started with 174 colonies and increased to

202, and got 15,000 lbs. of comb honey. lie
also reports cucmnber honey in sections.

This honey does not candy quickly, and is

equal to clover. A pickle-factory furnished
the vines that gave this yield. This is an
important item for those living near such
factories. (J)n the other hand, ten acres of
buckwheat yielded no honey.

GEORGIA.

Dr. J. P. II. Brown reports that he is not
aware of any bee disease in Georgia at pres-
ent. He also presented the following paper:

From an extensive correspondence with all parts

of the State, I place the honey crop, the present

season, at an average of about 26 lbs. to the colony.

In some sections it has been unusually fine, while

in others no surplus has been taken. The greatest

yield reported from a single colony w?.8 350 lbs. ex-

tracted honey.

The most of my correspondents reported the great-

est yield when the atmosphere was moderately dry,

while a few reported the largest flow when the at-

mosphere was "decidedly humid." Summing- up
these reports, we find that an atmosphere neither

dry nor wet, but moderately cool and moist, is the

most favorable for a How of honey.

Our honey is mostly of a dark amber color, though

the flavor is good. This year the quality was above
an average.

Geographically considered, Georgia possesses a
greater variety of climate and soil than any other

State in the Union, and consequently a greater va-

riety of forage. Cultivated forage plants, including

clover and buckwheat, grow well in the northern
parts of the Slate; while in most of the middle
region and southern part, the honey sources are con-

fined to the naji\c flora of the forests and fields.

The majority of bees are kept in the old box hive,

or gum; but movable-frame hives are being rapidly

introduced, as well as the improved races of bees.

IOWA — (). O. POPPLETON.
About a month ago J issued a call through some of

the bee papers, asking individual bee-keepers in the

State to send me reports as to the status of our in-

dustry in their several sections. In response, I

have received twenty reports from seventeen differ-

ent counties—about one-sixth of the whole number
of counties in the State. Of course, I can not make
an accurate report from such meager materials.

In my own section of the State, the northeastern,

bees went into winter quarters last fall in excellent

condition. The winter was short, open, and mild,

and, as a general thing, the 1st of April found bees
nearly all alive and in excellent condition, no mat-
ter by what mode wintered. From that time until

the middle of summer, we had the worst kind of

weather for bees, it being cold, windy, and cloudy
nearly all the time, preventing bees from gathering

much pollen or honey, or rearing much brood. As
a consequence they were in poorer condition on the

1st of June than on the 1st of April, with quite a

large number of colonies entirely dead, some re-

ports estimating the loss during those two months
at 25 per cent. I do not think, however, that the loss

over the entire State will average so large as that,

although it was very serious. It would have been
much larger but for feeding having been very gen-
ei-ally resorted to.

White clover was nearly two weeks later in com-
mencing to bloom than ordinary, but yielded honey
from the first; that is, whenever the weather al-

lowed bees to gather it, which was but little more
than one day in four, until the middle of July, when
we had about twelve days of good weather, and as

heavy a flow of honey from both white clover and
basswood as I ever saw. Bad weather caused anoth-

er interval of several days, followed by a heavy run
for two weeks from buckwheat, and a light run the

rest of the season.

I judge that the season over the State at large has

been very similar to what we have had in our sec-

tion, except that the central and southern parts of

the State had less bad weather to contend with, and
consequently a steadier flow and much larger crop

of honey; in fact, the largest crop gathered for

years. Of course, it is impossible to estimate the

average yield per colony over the State, but I am
satisfied that those who practice improved bee cul-

ture have obtained not less than 75 lbs. per colony.

The slow but steady yield of honey during the earli-

er part of the season caused a larger amount of

brood-rearing than common, which resulted in ex-

cessive swarming. Nearly all the reports speak of

this fact.

The reports quite generally indicate an increasing

interest in our modern methods of bee-keeping, also

that bees are in excellent condition for winter.

All things considered, the season of 1883 has been
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a prosperous one to a large majority of bee-keepers

in Iowa. Those in the northern part of the State

have hail a full average season, while those in the

other parts have bad a much more than average

yield. As the flow of beer and whisky has this year

lessened in our State, that of honey has largely in-

creased.

WISCONSIN— CHRISTOPHER GRIMM.

According to a request of the President, 1 respect-

fully submit my meager report from this State. To

a notice published in the A. B. J. to the bee-keepers

in this State, only a small percentage responded,

and sent me an abbreviated report of the result of

the season's operations. The reports I received are

from 25 bee-keepers living in different parts of the

State, with a return of 3025 colonies they commenced
with May 1, 1882. According to said reports, the av-

erage yield per colony I find to be 60 lbs. of surplus,

or 181,500 lbs. from all. The honey is of most excel-

lent quality.

The increase reported amounts to over 80 per cent

(two-thirds by natural swarming). The weather of

the whole season was exceptionally cold, wet, and

windy. The fall is favorable, although cold.

We had a profusion of white-clover bloom, but

only a moderate yield of honey, owing to the unfav-

orable weather. A great part of the basswood yield

was lost by rain on 6 successive days. The fall yield

did not amount to any thing; they hardly got

enough to keep on brood-rearing.

According to my own, and from the reports I have

received, I estimate the crop of this season to be

about two-thirds in Wisconsin. There are in this

Slate about 50,0C0 colonies of bees; but my report is

from only 3025— a little over one-sixteenth of the

whole. If the 3025 colonies that are reported are a

fair average of the whole, then the crop of Wiscon-

sin honey for 1882 amounts to 3,000,000 lbs. ; if it be

sold on an average at 15 cents per lb., it will bring

the net sum of $450,000.

The above figures will show that the industry of

bee-keeping Is of sufficient magnitude to be sup-

ported by the government.
Jefferson, Jeff. Co., Wis., Oct. 2, 1882.
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honey - flow, no extremes of weather are
wanted.

CONNECTICUT — 11. L. ,71 FFBEY.

The fall forage for 1S81 was not ijuite up to that of

1880. A great many stocks went into winter quar-

ters with light stores, though strong in bees. The
latter part of September was very pleasant. Th*
month of October, bees tl(>w about half the time.

During November, bees were very quiet, unless in

sheltered places, until the ^i'.ith and oOth, when they

tlow almost as in summer, to be again shut in until

December 20. Those in sheltered localities flew

enough to keep them healthy, when there was an-

other general shut-in until March 2d, when there

was a general fly, and again on the 5th, but not so

strong. On the 23d there was a good tlying-out, and

no more generally good weather till the last week
In May, though in extra sheltered places bees came
out a little.

Apple bloom was only patchy, and more the ex-

ception than the rule, liaspberries were fair, and
worked on considerably.

HONEY FHOM WILLOW.
In the northwest part of the State I found a variety

of willow that is new to rae (the spikes are a canary

yellow, about 2 in. long, sometimes longer) that

holds its bloom from two to three weeks. The wood
is very brittle. The flowers possess only stamens;

the cup of the flower contains a drop of honey, as

large as a medium-size pinhead, light amber color,

the consistency of basswood, and of good flavor. I

consider it as good as goldenrod, if not better. The
bees work steadily on it, and are very good natured,

even hybrids being (juite docile. One good stock of

bees having 7 combs were given three more empty
combs, and they filled and capped them in one week.

The same stock boxed about 20 lbs. besides, of clear

willow honey. It was the onlj^ stock tried, Dut all

the others in the same locality did equally well, con-

sidering their chance. I have been through over

one-half of th3 State, and I never saw but few of the

same kind of willows, and then but solitarj' bushes

always covered with bees.

White clover showed itself in favorable patches

June 7, and was in general bloom by the 1.5th; but

the general lightness of the stocks, caused by the

late spring, made but little surplus honey from
white clover.

Basswood was a medium bloom in a few places,

though the majority of the trees did not show a sin-

gle flower.

Sumac bloomed uncommonly heavy, and the flow-

ers Avere dripping with honey, but of short duration,

caused by the drought.

Buckwheat was a failure, as a rule, though excep-

tional pieces on wet land yielded honey abundantly.

The early fall-forage plants being dried up, there

has been but little honey gathered since sumac; but
the past three weeks of showers have made vegeta-

tion again look green, which, with some warm
weather, may give us an ample late supply for win-

ter. Brood in the hives is a scarcity, and stocks are

generally quite weak.
At the New Milford Agricultural Fair, Sept. 30,

through the untiring efforts of Mr. Wm. L. Burgess,

of West Morris, Conn., the nucleus of a State bee-

keepers' society was formed, with Mr. Burgess the

elected President. He is very enthusiastic and en-

ergetic in the cause.

If I remember rightly, at the last annual meeting
of the N. A. B. K. S., a resolution was passed to

make the presidents of the State societies the vice-

presidents of the National Society; therefore, be-

fore I vacate to my worthy successor, I would otfer

as a resolution. That the National Society request all

the editors of the several bee papers to send a list of

their subscribers to the vice-presidents of the differ-

ent States, thereby placing the vice-president in

possession of a means of obtaining a general and
more correct knowledge of the exact apiarian condi-

tion of his State, making his report more valuable

and informative. [I heartily concur.—Ed. Gl.]

As nearly as I have been able to ascertain, Con-
necticut contains about 80,000 stocks of bees, of

which 95 per cent are still kept in box hives, half-

barrels, nail-kegs, and the like patent dcvicen of the

fogy style.

Of the number of stocks heard of, not over two-

thirds will have a supply of stores sufficient for win-

tering.

Woodbury, Conn., Sept. 30, 1882.

MAINE — J. A. MORTON.

County

Ariicistook
Aiidruscoggin ,

PfiKibscot
Waldo
Sonirrset
Fiankliii
Oxford
Cumbeiland...
Sagadahoc

5
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any honey. The fall harvest from goldenrod and

other fall dowers was excellent, and I think nearly

all will have sufficient winter stores. But the rate

of increase, which is almost entirely by natural

swarming, is low, many bee-keepers not having a

single swarm come otT; and the amount of surplus

honey is ridiculously small — far below our usual

average. Maine is not a bad State for bees; what

wo want is more improved methods in handling

them and their products. I think almost the whole

country, or the northern part of it at least, needs a

universal frame, so that it may be changed easily

from hive to hive and man to man the country over;

then we must solve the winter problem, so that our

bees will all live through and come out in the spring

strong and healthy, and then we shall be able to

gather up some of the best of all sweet things,

which are now wasted on the desert air.

Bethel, Oxford Co., Me., Oct. 3, 1883.

CALIFORNIA— WM. MUTH-RASMUSSEN.

I
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I hereby send you ray report for this State, as far

as I have been able to make it out.

Owing to unfavorable atmospheric conditions in

the spring, and in some localities to a total lack of

rain during last winter, the flowers throughout the

State have failed to yield an average amount of hon-

ey this year. In the southern counties, which is the

principal honey-producing part of the State, the

season is regarded as nearly a complete failure, but

few bee-keepers securing part of a crop. Mr. E.

Gallup writes me that the amount of honey is all

guesswork. Others positively refuse to give any es-

timate of the honey crop. Owing to the failure,

many bee-keepers are discouraged, and seem to take

no interest in the matter; wherefore I find it difH-

cult to make out any report, which will be at all sat-

isfactory. Several bee-keeping counties have not

yet been heard from. Some place the average of

honey per hive at 25 lbs. ; others at 40 lbs. It is im-

possible to form any correct idea of the true amount.

But few give the quantity of wax produced; it will

probab'y all be made into foundation. Much of the

honey reported as "comb " is produced in large box-

es, or even whole upper stories, without any idea or

means of placing it on the market in a salable shape.

Foul brood is reported very prevalent in some parts

of the State, but I have no statistics in that i-egard.

In this, Inyo County, there is no trace of it, as far as

I have been able to ascertain.

Ipdependence, Cal., Sept. 33, 1883.

MISSOURI — R. S. MFSSER.

I beg leave to submit the following report, in be-

half of Missouri:—

There are but few bee-keepers' conventions in this

State, consequently I am unable to give definite and

certain statistical information of the productions of

honey for 1883.

I know that there has been a great increase in the

number engaged in the industry in Missouri in the

past two years. There is more honey in the market

in the cities and country towns this fall than ever

was offered before. It is in better condition and of

a better quality; most of the honey ofCercd for sale

is in one and two pound prize boxes.

The "St. Joseph Inter-State Exposition" for the

last two years has offered very liberal premiums in

the Apiarian Department, and the premium list was

a varied one, covering every branch of the apiarian

business.

The past season the display in this department

was limited, but very creditable. It was the center

of attention, especially to the farmer. They learn-

ed the "new way," and where improved apiarian

supplies can be bought. The consumer, grocery-

man, and producer, who were in attendance here,

for the first time saw taste, order, and neatness dis-

played in the productions of the apiary, and prepar-

ing honey for the market; also an order and system

in the handling and management of bees.

People were in attendance on the Exprsition in

the fall of 1881 from all the counties in Northwest

Missouri. They returned home with new ideas on

"bee and honey culture." Quite a number of the

country papers made special mention of the display

in the Apiarian Department.

Hon. Thomas G. Newman, editor of the American

Bee Journal, attended the exposition in September,

1881, and delivered an interesting lecture on " bees

and honey " one evening to a large and appreciative

audience. The daily papers reported his instructive

lecture in full, and in addition made very favorable

comments. I feel safe in saying, that seventenths

of the people of Missouri have read more or less on
this subject and the profits of the apiary, since the

fall of 1881. The circulation of the bee journals has

increased in the meantime.

The display in the Apiarian Department of the St.

Joseph Inter-State Exposition this fall was the larg-

est and best ever seen at a State or county fair or

exposition in the United States. There were over

3000 lbs. of comb and extracted honey on exhibition;

also Cyprian, Albino, Italian and black bees, and al-

most every tool and implement used in the apiary.

The iQcreased number of exhibitors, and the in-

creased quantity and quality of honey on exhibition

this year, warrants me in saying that the interest

awakened in this industry in the last two years has

been greater than the most enthusiastic could have

expected. Most of the county -fairs made an Apia-

rian Department this season for the first time.

From the above statements you will see that Mis-

souri is on the right road to take a prominent posi-

tion in this industry. In 1870, according to the cen-

sus of the general government, she ranked fifth in

the production of honey. I have been unable to

procure the reports for 1880. I predict, that in 1890

Missouri will rank first in the production of honey.

Nature has smiledupon this territory; she has made
the groundwork for a land which will flow with

"milk and honey." On account of its diversihed

climate, soil, foliage, wild and cultivated flowers,

etc., and its abundant and never-failing streams of

water, some portion of the State will have an abund-

ant crop of honey each year.

The honey on exhibition this year at our various

fairs was white-clover, basswood, buckwheat, honey-

locust, goldenrod, etc. Quite a quantity of honey on

exhibition this fall was flavored with heliotrope and

mignonnette. It was of such a superior flavor to

any honey produced in this State heretofore, that
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bcc-miistcrs hereafter wiUoriiaraenttheir yar<ls and
gardens with these beautiful and useful plants, for

the purpose of giving the bees something to flavor

honey with.

I deemed it useless to attempt to organize bee as-

sociations this year. Until you practically demon-
strate to the producer, as ageneral rule, the practic-

ability of our enterprise, and that there is not only

pleasure but also profit in it, you have an up-hill un-

dertaking lo CECounter. I concluded that the best

plan was to have the various county fair associa-

tions make an apiarian department, and offer liberal

premiums; then to furnish the local papers with

articles or ideas on the subject, to be prepared and
published. By this means, every farmer in the sev-

eral counties is prepared to learn something when
he visits that department at the several fairs, and
converses with those engaged in the industry, who
are in attendance. The producer in each county
can see the improved bee, hives, and apiarian

tools and implements, and he learns the improved
manner of preparing honey for market. Furnish
the idea and evidence cf the results, and let

him draw his own conclusion, and he will go home
with the consciousness that he knows more than the

professional bee-master, and with the resolution

that he will furnish evidence of that conclusion

next season. The mt>st conclusive idea to present

is, that in an ordinarj- season each farmer can pay
his State and county taxes from the profits of a few
colonies of bees, and have something left for spend-

ing money for the " old woman and the girls." I

would suggest that you by resolution indicate the

best plan fer vice-presidents to adopt in their re-

spective States to further the work.
From my experience and observation, I would sug-

gest that each vice-president give his special atten-

tion to the local fair in his county; make the apiari-

an department attractive and instructive. If it is a

success, the papers will mention it with favor. Oth-

er papers will copy the articles, and advise their

readers to do likewise. By this way you furnish

ideas, and the evidence that there is profit and plea-

sure in the industry; and you have one lessdiUiculty

(which is the greatest one) to overcome; that is, the

idea that you have some patent right to sell. Fur-

nish the idea and evidence generally, and that there

is pleasure and profit in the Investment, and the

producer will, in a short time, buy the improved
bees, hives, and apiarian implements, and will be

compelled to organize local bee conventions.

If this plan, or some one similar, could be adopted,

in five years the honey crop of the United States

would be enormous.
In behalf of the friends of "improved bee cul-

ture " in Missouri, I must extend thanks to the Hon.

Thomas G. Newman, of Chicago, 111., for the good

£end-ofif he gave the honey and bee industry in Mis-

souri in September, 1881. By his coming here and

delivering his lecture on "Bees and Honey," he

gave character to the enterprise and stability to the

industry.
Those who pi'ofltcd by his lecture, and bought a

few colonies of bee&, were again benefited by a dis-

tinguished bee-master from Illinois, Mr. Elvin Arm-
strong, of Jersey ville. He made one of the neatest

displays of comb and extracted honey ever seen in

the West. Ho showed producers how to prepare

comb honey for market, and how to put extracted

honey in good marketable shape, in glass jars and

bottles neatly labeled. These ideas were practical,

and arc invaluable to our people. He was awarded
the f35.00 sweepstake premium for the best display

of honey; also !jil.5.00 for the best display of extract-

ed honey. He had his "Crown bee-hive" on exhibi-

tion. It was the first time many of our larmers had
seen a frame hive with surplus honey. Mr. Arm-
strong took great pains in explaining to visitors the

advantages of frame hives over the old-style " gum."
He was awarded the special premium. $10.00, for the

best bee-hive.

Missourians engaged in bee culture invite every
person engaged in the same industry to com(! and
contest for our liberal premiums offered by fair as-

sociations. Bring in ideas, and take the money pre-

miums. Therefore, Mr. President, you see we Mis-

sourians are not only just, but we are generous.

St. Joseph, Mo., Sept. 30, 1883.

MISSISSIPPI — O. M. BLANTON.

The rich alluvial lands along the Mississ-
ippi River are a great souixe of honey, and
the crop this year is above an average. Mr.
B. started with 256. increased to 380, and ex-
tracted 2H,000 lbs., besides 6(J0 lbs. of comb
honey. There can be no question about the
prolitableness of apiculture in this section.
Queens would lay in upper story, which was
probably caused by the lower combs being
moldy. Hives were live inches from the
ground. One hive gave 237 lbs. extracted.
Three swarms increased to 12, giving 58S lbs.

extracted and 72 lbs. of comb honey. C. F.
Muth bought the honey, and reports it to be
the best from that State. Mr. B. thinks a
great deal of honey comes from common
corn.

wintp:king.

Mr. Christopher Grimm favors cellar win-
tering. He prepares his bees early, and they
need no care afterward ; uses sub-earth ven-
tilation ; has hives open full size of entrance,
and i inch at top, full width of hive. Cel-
lars will not get too warm, if too many bees
are not put in.

C. C. Miller has most trouble in cellar win-
tering just before taking them out in spring.
D.A.Jones explains sub-earth ventilation,

and says he keeps his pipes clear of cobwebs,
etc., by firing a musket in at one end. The
pipes are 100 to 150 ft. long, and about 6 by (>

inches for lOOcolonies. Would by all means
use sub-earth ventilation, as it keeps bees
dry.

Trof. Cook strongly advocates cellar win-
tering and sub-earth ventilation. The exit

pipe should be only about half the diameter
of the sub-earth pipe.
Mr. Jones advises 1 sq. in. for each colony

for the ventilating-tube in the cellar.

G. G. Large reports, No chaff, 10 lbs.;

chaff-packed, 4i lbs. in outdoor wintering.
C. C. Miller has not had the same experi-
ence. ]Mr. Grimm uses >s-frame hives. Mr.
Jones favors chaff and cellars combined ; he
has swept out from 1 to U bushels of dead
bees from loO colonies.
Rev. Mr. Johnson says dark and light Ital-

ians are like dark and light men, but he does
not think that color makes any particular
difference.

PLACE OF NEXT CONVENTION.
The next session is invited to Detroit by

Otto Kleinow, who thinks a hall will be free.
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D. A. Jones sugg^ests Toronto, Canada, and
says a hall is offered free. C. C. Miller in-

vites to Chicago, with a hall free. Jonas
Sclioll invites to Indianapolis, hall free.

Toronto was finally decided on for 1883.

CO>ir. IIOXEY vs. EXTRACTED.
C. C. Miller's article, '• Comb Honey vs.

Extracted," will be fonnd on p. 681, A. />. /.

for Oct. 4. Considerable discussion follow-

ed. Mr. Muth thinks he can get two or

three times as much extracted as comb hon-
ey. Mr. Hill thinks twice as much. C. C.

Miller thinks not very much more. G. G.
Large thinks he can get three times as much
extracted ; thinks the latter pays better at

10 cts., when comb honey is 20. He has 70

hives, and took 6000 lbs. extracted and 3000

comb. Colonies made from one comb in the
spring gave 100 lbs. extracted, and built up
full size.

D. A. Jones is strongly in favor of extract-

ing, and thinks he can take from three to

live times as much by so doing. He says he
can make five dollars to one over comb hon-
ey. The latter is aggravating to ship, but
extracted will ship safely anywhere.

C. C. Miller, in 1881, increased 12 colonies
to 81, and 1200 lbs. of honey.
O. M. Elanton spoke of the value of the

comb saved by extracting.
D. A. Jones says that sections not square

should be put on the hives so as to be longest
up and down ; and, better still, after they are
half sealed, reverse,

HONEY-PLANTS.
The Secretary gave a brief report of the

results from the plants tested on his honey
farm during tlie last four or five years, and
quite a discussion followed.

EAPE.
The chief objection offered against rape is

its multitude of enemies.

ALSIKE.

Harrington and Poppleton say that alsike
should be cut just before it blooms, and it

will then yield a large crop of honey just aft-

er white clover fails. U. O. Poppleton tried
this during tlie past season, and said that the
knowledge of this one fact, obtained from
"• Neighbor H." at the convention in Michi-
gan last fall, was worth his whole trip there.

BOKHARA CLOVER.
Mr. Jones thinks it is different from sweet

clover. It will stand quite a frost, and bees
still work on it. He sows one crop to get the
land in order; now sow every alternate
land 12 feet wide in oats and Bokhara clover.
Cut it in June, and bloom will come in just
when wanted. Sow it with oats, or sow it

on wheat when frozen, so as to let the seeds
down in the crevices.

BASSWOOD AND LINN.
Prof. Cook says that basswood will bloom

in five years from seed. Dr. Brown says it

should be on low ground, and that the J'^u-

ropean Hnn blooms late,

WEDNESDAY MORNING.
Session was opened by prayer by Brother

Boggs.
An article by P. L. Viallon, of Louisiana,

entitled " Experiments in Comb-building,"
is given on page 627, A. B. J. for Oct. 4. Con-
siderable discussion followed. A hearty
vote of thanks was tendered friend V. for
the paper. That pollen is needed for queen-
rearing, seems to be pretty well decided from
the above paper. Q.—Is not the amount of
honey for 1 lb. of comb pretty low in friend
Viallon's estimated
Dr. Brown thinks that queens reared un-

der the swarming impulse are not necessari-
ly any better than those reared at other sea-
sous. D. A. Jones says he can rear better
queens by getting a colony up to the swarm-
ing-point,by adding brood, feeding,etc.; then
prevent swarming by removing the queen,
and all cells will be strong and vigorously
fed. Holy-Land colonies will build 40 or 50
cells.

HARRINGTON'S POINT.

Harrington here makes a point. The main
thing is to get good queen-cells. With them,
anybody can rear good queens. Well, with
the aid of the Holy-Lands, and by the pro-
cess just given by Mr. Jones, we can produce
cells in unlimited quantities at 5 cents each,
and make money at it too. AVell, what will

it cost each to get laying queens from these
cells? Can't we rear good queens for a dol-

lar, and make money at it?

D. A. Jones advises introducing by means
of chloroform.
Dr. Brown agrees, but says it is more both-

er than it comes to. He says Holy-Land
bees will all hatch out at once. Friend Pop-
pleton has used chloroform, but failed.

PAPER BY A. I. ROOT.
This is given in full on p. 54o. Rev, Mr..

Johnson warmly indorsed the paper in a
stirring speech. The following resolution
was then unanimously adopted :

—
Resolved, That we note with great pleasure the

growing tendency of most of our bee periodicals to

avoid and omit any and every unkind and bitter

words toward any one. JJesoU'cd, further, That we
request and urge every editor to omit any such
words that any of us may be led to write.

Dr. Parmly sent .f50.00 for Mr. Langstroth,
and Prof. Cook, D. A. Jones, and A. I. Root
$10.00 each. I). A. Jones also offered a
queen, which friend Muth purchased at ten
dollars. This amount was afterward swelled
by the convention to over $100.
A paper by Mr. Demaree, of Kentucky,

was here read.

THURSDAY MORNING.
Mr. Jones explains dipping sheets of wax,

all of one thickness, by using a dipping-
board perhaps 2 feet long, and alike at both
ends. After once dipping, dip the second
time the other end down, and thus get a long
sheet of even thickness.

OUR ANNUAL HONEY PRODUCT.
Pres. Cook says statistics are wanted.
Mr. J. S. Terrill, P. M. of Ridgeville, O.,

obtained statistics of his county by the fol-

lowing plan : He mailed postal cards to eve-
ry postoffice in the county, asking the post-
master to write on it the names of the bee-
men at his office. The cards were all ad-
dressed to himself, so the postmaster had
nothing to do but to put it on in pencil, and
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drop tlie card in the mail. Now, by mailing
similar cards to all the bee-men,with aprinted
request, and blanks to till out, he got almost
a correct reportof all the bees in J.orain Co.,

and of the honey raised. This list of names
he considers worth all they cost, for calling

a convention or any other purpose pertain-
ing to the industry.
Mrs. Lucinda Harrison sent the following:

The North American Bee-Keepers' Society, greet-

ing. The honey crop of Illinois for 1883 has been
the best that we have had for twelve years, and the

tlow still continues. This large flow of honey, to-

gether with the State Fair convening at this place,

prevents my attendance at the convention. The
exhibit of honey at the State Fair last week was
the largest that was ever exhibited in the State. I

sincerely regret that I am not present with you, and
hope the meeting will be plcasent and profitable.

Peoria, 111., Oct. 3, 1883. Lucinda Harrison.

IIONEV-PAILS AND BOXES, BY PKES. JONES.

Eriend Jones has, by his neat pails and la-

bels, done an immense work to introduce
honey.

Jelly - glasses are commended, and also
small packages to introduce the honey.

FOIX BROOD.
Two papers on foul brood, by Messrs. Muth

and Jones, were read. Prof. Cook spoke of
salicylic acid as being wonderfully potent in
preventing fungoid growths, and instanced
a quart of mucilage, which will sour in a
very short time in summer weather ; but if

just a pinch of the acid be put in, it remains
unchanged for months. All agree that foul
brood is a terrible, terrible thing in an apiary.
James LaBarre, Ludlow, Ky., saw foul

brood for the first time in Cincinnati.
Christopher Grimm thinks it best to burn

hive and bees, saving only the queen. Almost
all agree that the queen alone (no workers)
can not communicate the disease. A queen
can not be reared in a foul-brood colony.

Prof. Cook here made some edifying re-

marks on " How shall we knoio foul brood?"
There is danger of foul brood in buying hon-
ey as well as in buying bees, Mr. Mnth's
address on foul brood is given on page 647,
A. B. J. for Oct. 11, and that of Mr. Jones
on p. .53-5 of this issue of Gleanings.

J. M. Hicks sti'ongly advises rock salt as a
preventive of foul brood.

OVERSTOCKING.
Mr. Jones thinks that lo colonies this year,

with a boy to carry sugar, might thrive.
[Great laughter.] The general decision, all

things taken into account, seems to be in fa-

vor of from 100 to 150 colonies in one locality.

OFFICERS FOR THE ENSUING YEAR.
D. A. Jones, President.

A. I. Root, Secretary.
C. F. MuTii, Treasurer.

V1CE-P1!KSI1)KNTS K(1R THE COJIIKG YEAR.
A. E. M.inviin Vfimoiit. J. I). Davis JIhss.
(i. M. DoolitUe N. Y. J. A. Vandervoit I'a.

J. Hasl)rouck N.J. F. Delia Torro Md.
.1. L. Bowers Va. Dr. J. P. H. Blown (ia.

W.S.Hart Fla. Dr. (). M. Blanton Miss.
Paul I-.Vialloii La. J.T.Wilson Teiin.
Rev. S. Johnson Ky. Dr. Eesse Ohio.
Prof. A.J. Cook Mioh. .1. M. Hicks Ind.
Dr. C. C. Miller 111. Christopher Grimm Wis.
O. <». Pojiiilcton Iowa. J. Hayhurst Mo.
Pet«r Sooville Kas. W. R. Musser Cal.
Juil^e Andrews Tex. Judge Harriman Ark.
A. G. Mason Maine. IXany Hammond H. C.

GENERAL SUMMARY OF BEES OWNED BY
MEMl'.ERS OF ASSOCIATION.

Members Reporting, --.-.. f3
No. of Colonies last Pall, - . . . 3,489
Colonies lost in Winter, . . . - . 66
Colonies lost in Spring, 144
No. Colonies at beginning of Honey Season, - 3,087
Devoted to other pursuits than Honey, - 636
Present No. of Colonies, 4,748
Pounds of Comb Honev, 47,4.51

Pounds of Extracted Honey, - . - - 99.808
Both Kinds, 147,359

NAMES or MEMBEHS OF THE ASSOCIATION WHO PAID
THEIR ANNUAL, FEE OF $1.00.

Anderson , J. R. , Wash ' ton, Ky. Lawrence, G M - . Warsaw,N . Y.
Andrews.W. H., McKinnev.Tex. Lay, Dr. J. E., Hallettsv., Tex.
Bagbv,M.(;., Ind.prniUnce.Ky. McVean.P., Grant's Bend, Ky.
Bagby, J. W., Morgan, O. Miller.C.C , Marenpo, III.

Blacklock, K., GeigerviUe, Ky. Morehouse,W. ,Dcarborn,Mich.
Bingham, T. F., Abronia, Mich. Neff. A., Fremont Citv, i >.

Besse, Dr. H.. Delaware.O. Xortheult, J. W, Walton. Ky.
Blanton, Dr.O.M.,Green'e,Miss. Oren, Dr. J., Laporte, Ind.
Boggs, S. P., Clintonville, Ky. Patton. R. , Gray, O.
Brown, Dr. L.E., Eminence, Ky. Peden.J.C, Lawrenceb'g, Ky.
Brown, Dr. J.P.H., Augusta, (ia. Pelhani.Rev.C., Maysville, Ky.
Cheney,A.B., Sparta Ctr.,Mich. Petty, W.TF., Pittsfleld, 111.

Cook, A. J., Lansing, Mich. Patterson, W.F., Freestone, O.
Couthard, S., Preston, t). Peterman, E , (itsburg.Wis.
Counlev,J.C.,WalnutIVk,Mich, Popjileton,!).!). .W'mstown, la.
Cru,(;,'W., Covington, Kv. Poi)pleton, Mrs. (). O., "
Davis,J.T.,Shelburn Falls,Mass. Replogle, J., Hagerstown,Ind.
Douglass.W. A., Jlorn'gStiii.o. Root, A. I., Medina, O.
Earle, O. L., Green Castle, Ind. Rulish, Dr.H.M., Nth.Bend,0.
Everctt.T. A. C, Randolph, N.Y. Rcholl,J..Lvons Station, Ind.
Gibson, W. R„ Sherman, Ky. .Shimer. J.H. , Hillboro. 111.

Good, L R., Nappanee.Ind. Smith, Mrs. R., Kenton, O.
(iornev, W. G., DeMossville, Ky. Snyder, IK., Tiltin, la.
Grifteth,M., Ripley, O.

'

Stevens,Mrs.E.B., Lebanon, O.
(Jrant, J., Batavia.O. Stith.A. VV. Dividing Ridge, Ky.
Grout.J., Batavia, O. Terrill,J.S.,Nth.Ridgeville, O.
Hallman,F.J.,Terre Haute,Ind. Terrill.O.J., "

Harrington, H. B., Medina, O. Thornton.T. ,Gardnersv'le,Kv.
Hall, K. W., .Smithville, W. Va. Torre, F.Delia, Reisterst'n Md.
Hicks, 1. 51., Battle (Jround.Ind. Trester.M.L., Lincoln, Neb.
Hill, Miss E., Cummingsville,0. Ulerj', D.B., Northampton, O.
Hill.I. S.,Mt. Heal thy, <1. Vance,J.W., Madison, Wis.
Hync, J. M., Stewartsville.Ind. Vinson, W.M., Elk Point,Dak.
.letfrev, H . L.. Woodbury, Ct. Vandervort, J. , Laceyville, Pa.
Johnson, L., Walton, Kv. Victor, W. H., Normal, III.

Keene,Dr. R.M., Versailles, Ky. Vincent, E. B. . Smnnan, Ind.
Kleinow.O., Detroit, Mich. Volkenand, II.. .\l|iha, (i.

Lovett.D. B., Crestline, O. AVardell, F.J., l'richsville,0.
LaBarre, J, Ludlow, Kv. Williams, G.F., New Phila.,0.
Large, GO. ,Millersvilie, 111. Weed, A. B., Detroit, Mich.

TotalNo. Of Ladies at 00 each, - - - fOO CO
Total No. Of Gentlemen at $1.00 each, - - 76 00
Money from last year, sent in, - - - 7 00

$83 00

Friend JNIuth reports SS4.00 on hand, and
so we presume some brother's name has
been omitted from the above. Will he please
stand upV

RESOLUTIONS IN CLOSING.

Resolved, That the thanks of N. A. Society of Bee-
keepers be extended to all the railroads centering in

Cincinnati, for their courtesies in the reduction of
fares for visiting bec-keepcrs.
Resolved, That thanks be extended, with a rousing

vote, to Chas. F. Muth, of Cincinnati, for his untir-

ing energies in rendei'ing valuable services in pro-

curing hall for meeting, and many other things to

render our visit and meeting pleasant.

Resolved, That thanks be expressed to the proprie-

tors of Washington Park Hall for their very hospit-

able kindness in tendering the use of their very ele-

gant and commodious hall free of charge.
Resolved, That thanks be tendered to all exhibitors

for their painstaking care In bringing for exhibi-

tion the many progressive appliances which are

deemed necessary to modern apiculture; also for

many beautiful specimens of honey-plants and many
samples of honey from the various districts of our
great land.

Resolved, That thanks be expressed to Dr. Saucr
and Mr. Ahlers for use of microscopes.
Resolved, That our warmest thanks be tendered

our late Pres., Prof. A. J. Cook, for his courtesies in

discharging his duty.
Respectfully submitted.

( J. P. H. Brown, Ga., Ch'm

.

Com.- L. E. Brown, Ky.
( J. E. Lay, Tex.
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CANDY FOR SHIPPING-CAGES.

^] TOP, stop, Mr. Root ! Don't pay any one S5.00 to

^Vh help fix any other cage or candy. There can
' be no better candy than the Viallon, if prop-

erly used. I have shipped queens all summer to all

parts of the U. S. and Canada, and, if I have lost a

single Queen in shipping, I have never heard of it. I

attribute my success to the fact, that I moistened

the candy just before I put the queen in the cage;

put about two drops of water on the candy, and it

will quickly run in; make it a little stiffer than com-
mon, and it will hold more water than you think.

WHERE THE DRONE EGGS COME FROM THAT ARE
HATCHED AROUND QUEEN - CELLS.

Any worker bee can, if situated under the proper
circumstances, lay drone eggs. "Tut, tut! that will

not do." Well, say so if you please, but things

have transpired under my observations of late, that

tend so much to make me believe it, I can not but

suggest the idea, anyhow.
WORKERS EATING QUEEN'S EGGS.

If you feed worker bees on eggs from a fertile

queen, they will almost always lay drone eggs. But
you say, " How do you know? " I found it out by
placing a caged queen over about two dozen caged

workers, with wire cloth between, the cage contain-

ing the workers having two pieces of comb in it.

The queen being very fertile, the bees subsisted al-

most wholly upon her eggs for three days. Now,
you must understand that I tried this experiment to

And out whether the bees would carry her eggs, and
place them in the comb.

FERTILE WORKERS; CAUSE OF SUGGESTED.
At the end of the three days I examined the comb,

but there were no eggs; I then removed the queen,

leaving the cage of workers a day longer; then

I found a few eggs in the comb; this aroused my
curiosity, and I watched them very closely. The
next day I found nearly every worker laying eggs;

I saw them at it. It does seem that the bees eat the

eggs around these grafted cells, and lay more in

their place. One proof of it is this: If you graft a

pure Italian cell with eggs, into a hive of blacks, the

drones hatched around the cell will be black, there-

fore could not be the eggs that were in the comb
Avhcn grafted.

Now, friends, I do not say what I have written are

true theories, but only the result of one series of ex-

periments. Chas. Kingsley.
Greeneville, Tenn., Sept. 7, 1883.

We are glad of the result of your experi-
ment, frieucl K.; but I fear some of your
conclusions axe wrong. For instance, Ave
have fertile workers when a colony has been
a long time queenless, where they have had
no eggs to eat at all. 1 think your experiment
of inducing the bees to carry the eggs to the
cells would have succeeded better if you had
placed the caged queen over a whole colony;

but as tliis would have been the way we used
to do in introducing, it woukl have been
done already. Perhaps the reason why they
don't do it is, that they have a queen so near
they do not feel the great anxiety they do
when entirely (jueenless. The matter about
bees moving worker eggs is as yet a little

mysterious.—I have moistened the candy in
the way you suggest; and if we are careful
not to put on too many drops, it seems to do
very well. Your last observation does not
agree in result with friend True's experi-
ment, narrated on page 4'Jl, Oct. number.

RYE MEAL FOR POLLEN IN THE FALL.

1 had a (luccn in a large colony that all at once
stopped laying, allhough considerable honey was be-

ing gathered from goldenrod. At tirst I thought she

must be playing out; but as she was only a year old,

and had been very prolific during the whole summer,
I looked further for a possible cause. On examining
the combs I found but little pollen, and by watch-

ing the bees as they came in from the fields I found
they brought but little with them. Arguing from
these premises, that lack of pollen was the cause of

no eggs being laid, I took some granulated sugar,

wet it up with honey, and stirred in enough rye meal
to make a soft paste. This I spread with a honey-

knife over a frame of comb, and crowded it some-

what into the cells. The bees at once went to work
on it, removed the sugar and honej', leaving the

meal in the cells. I fed thus for three or four days,

and found that the queen began laj'ing on the second

day after I began using this f>^ed, and continued lay-

ing to the present time, the bees meanwhile having

used up all the rye-meal p illen I had thus given

them. I am of the opinion, that lack of pollen, even
when honey is coming in quite freelj', is a cause of

the production of brood being slopped; and in fu-

ture 1 shall watch as carefully to see that my bees

are bringing in pollen, as I do to see that they are

bringing in honey. It ii possible that bees may for

a short time raise brood without pollen; but my ex-

perience has been, that brood is reared in the largest

numbers when pollen is the most plentiful.

J. E. Pond, Jr.

Fo.xbo:o, Norfolk Co., Mass., Sept. 25, 1883.

I believe it is rather an unusual thing for
bees to be short of pollen in the fall, friend
P.; but as you found they used it, and it

started brood-rearing, no doubt it would be
a good thing, under such circumstances,
where rapid increase is desired. In my
greenhouse experiments, I induced them to
use it after they had been some little time
clear out of pollen.

condemning queens HASTILY.

Please excuse me for having so much to say about

my queen, but I know you will bear with mo when
you take into consideration that I am at the very

foot of the ABC class, and that she is the only Ital-

ian queen 1 ever saw. I stated in my last that

she was cuite dark, and smaller than ray black

queens. I looked at her last week, and could hardly

believe she was the same queen — so large, and such

a beauty ! Her bees are very yellow, and are pret-

tier than my neighbors' best, which are produced by

a tested queen. I have two young black queens

which are producing hybrid bees — thanks to my
neighbors' Italian drones. Harvey C. Ware.
Port Byron, N. Y., Sept. 18, 1883.
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A CORRECTION (SEE P. -149, SEPT. NO.).

Please bear with me this once. When I said that 1

could count 13 swarms for 3, I counted the pound of

bees and their 2 swarms unintentionally; I should

have said 10; and although if I had waited until now
I could have said •lUO lbs. of surplus instead of 300 (15

of which is from the pound of bees and their first

swarm), which would have about made up the differ-

ence in point of value, yet the report is not true, and
1 wish to correct it. My success with bees could not

have been the result of my skill, as this is the first

year's experience. I give the praise lo Him who is

the giver of all good. D. S. Tvleh.
Clio, Mich., Sept. :25, 1883.

BEES IN CITIES.

Sterling, 111., has about five thous;and inhabitants;

on the principal street, and near the center of the

city, only fifteen feet from the sidewalk, is a little

inclosure, ~lx33 feet, in which, last spring, were 21

colonies of beoe in chaff hives. Twenty-five feet to

the east i.'s a dwelling-house, the space between being

used for croquet ground, while half that distance to

the west is another dwelling. The owner of this api-

ary has already taken over 3000 lbs. of honey this

season from these bees, and will probably take

enough more to make It 2.')00 lbs., while they have
Increased to 43 swarms. These bees are not trouble-

some to the neighbors, but, instead, furnish the boys
and girls of the vicinity many sections of honey
that are not filled or capped enough for packing.

Why arc not more bees kept in cities and villages?

Clauk, Giddings & Co.
Sterling, 111., Sept., 1883.

GETTING llEES WITHOUT BUYING, FINDING, STEAL-
ING, OR RAISING THEM.

I must report in Gleanings a fact that I Know, for

it came undermy observation. It seems "snaky," it

is so big. A neighbor of mine had two colonies of

bees this spring. They swarmed twice apiece. Two
swarms left. He has bought none, found none, sto-

len none; none were given him. He now has 36

lair average swarms: 33 came to him. I will report

another year; I know how. M. W. Akers.
Marseilles, 111., Sept. 28, 18S3.

Now, friend A., that is aggravating. You
know how, but won't tell. Is it some new
decoy hive he has contrived, that coaxes his
neighbors' bees to desert their own hives,
and swarm just to go into them? If so, is it

the fair thing to do? Perhaps you have so
many bees in the woods they are decoyed
from there. That might do, if one could
only be sure they all came from the woods.
I presume you have heard of the inquisitive
Yankee who wanted to know how the man
lost his leg. The man said he would tell, if

the Yankee would ask no more questions.
He promised, and was told it was bitten off.

Now you have left just about there, but we
didn't promise. Will you please stand up
and tell how he managed to get 22 to come
to himV

more about THE C(iW-PEAS, AND SOMETHING ABOUT
astebs.

I wrote to you last week about the cow- peas; since

then they have bloomed out, but the bees do not

care much for them this year, as they have done
years back. I suppose the reason is, because there

are so many asters around here. I believe there

are not less than 400 acres within two miles of my

bees; there are some vei-y large fields that have not

been cultivated for two years, and they are just cov-

ered with them. The plants are nearly five feet

high, and just covered with bloom. During the last

week the bees have filled their hives full, and now
are working in the boxes; the honey is just as clear

as water. When 1 hold a comb up to the sun, the

honey in the uncapped cells sparkles like dew.
There is plenty of goldenrod around mo, but the

bees do not touch it as I can see, and 1 have watched
them very closely. One good thing about the asters

is, the bees work on them all day until dark, and it

makes a fellow feel good to see the bees come home
so heavy laden that they fall down a foot away from
the hive, and then crawl slowly in.

Will A. Hammond.
Richmond, Va., Sept., 1883.

You are quite right about your last obser-
vation, friend II. I did not before know
that honey from asters was white honey,
lias that been the experience of others? We
liave asters about here ; but although the
bees are on them sometimes very thickly,
they have never got enough honey from
them to be noticeable in the hives. Perhaps
the peas, like other plants, do not always
yield honey alike ; and if the asters yield so
much this "fall, it is tiuite likely they neglect
the peas, even though they do contain honey.

HOW THE OLD-STYLE BEE-KEEPERS WERE MISTAKEN.

I started this spring with 11 swarms of bees, two
queenless; the 9 increased to 35 good swarms; my
first came the 9th of Maj-. I took about 100 gallons

of extracted and (jOO lbs. of comb honey, all white-

clover, as we have nothing else to produce a surplus.

I had the same experience you had in commencing
bee-keeping. The old-style bee-keepers told me the

day for bee-keeping was past, as the land was clear-

ed up. They now commence to open their eyes. I

have Introduced alsike clover among the neighbors,

and my bees will have 20 acres within their range.

CANS FOR RETAILING EXTRACTED HONEY.
Do you keep for sale 10-gallon tin cans, with hon-

ey-gate attached, so they can be filled and set in gro-

ceries for retailing? It makes the extracted cheap-

er for the pool man, than to sell him a can with eve-

ry few pounds. Clement Kintneh.
Carrollton, O., Sept. 30, 1883.

The cans on our 75-cent counter, which are
intended mainly for Hour-cans, are now being
used considerably for extracted honey. We
can put in a honey-gate for 75 cents more.
They differ from the ordinary lOO-lb. cans, in
having a tin cover the Avhole size of the top.
This arrangement is much better liked for
candied honey than the cans with the screw
caps, because if the honey becomes so tliick

in cold weather it won't run out of the gate,
you can take the cover off and scoop it out
of the top, so as not to keep your customer
waiting.

COMB honey; how to WHITEN TH.VT WHICH IS

DARK, ETC.

I should like to know if there is any way to whiten
section-box honey, darkened by bees crawling over
It; also putting propolis in comb after capping. My
bees are slow about filling sections out to corners

and capping all cells; so if I leave them in the hive

to be properly filled, they soon become dark, and
are unsalable. If there Is any prevention or reme-
dy, I want to use it. Bees use a great deal of prop-
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olis here, making it diflBcult to take the sections out

of frame. Why is it the bees do not finish the sec-

tions full? There is plenty of honey coming in.

They work readily in boxes. Is there any way to

compel them to build less drone comb? Mine will

build but little worker, therefore I have too many
drones. I have used fdn. largely, and even with

that they will have drone comb, but not so much. I

had two queens in a hive this summer, both laying

at once. I took the young one away, putting it with

a queenless colony having a fertile worker that

would not raise a queen — not even accept capped

cells; but after the queen was caged in hive 3i hours

they accepted her, and she was laying the next day.

The old queen does not seem to be failing; she is

the one you sent me over two years ago. Her
daughter is larger and finer looking, but can not

produce better bees.

I fully indorse all that the lady says in September
Gr.EANiNGS about bee-keeping being too hard for

women. I know whereof I speak ; two years' expe-

rience convinces me she is right, although I never

lifted a hive lull of bees or honey. I have tried both

artificial and natural swarming. I find the frame of

old comb tied to a light pole to be perfection in get-

ting swarms to cluster. Thanks to the one first sug-

gesting it. D. C. Ayaks.
Moawequa, Shelby Co., 111., Sept. 9, 1882.

"SQUEAKY" SMOKERS.
Inclosed please find one dollar, and send me a

Clark smoker, with the spring on the outside if you

have such. My Simplicity makes a squeaky sound,

and the bees try to sting it, evidently under the im-

pression that it is some kind of animal, and I can't

get at the spring to oil it. C. S. Callihan.

Jem, Clark Co., Mo., Sept., 1883.

Your idea seems to upset the theory that
bees don't hear, friend C. Well, you can oil

the outside spring, just as often as you
choose, and I don't think you will ever tind

it squeaky.

I am now within 7 miles of S. I. Freeborn. He has

about 400 swarms and 25,000 lbs. of honey. I have

been at a bee convention since I came here. There

were about 20 present. They discussed subjects,

among which were " Marketing Honey," " Swarm-
ing," " Preparing Exhibitions for the Fair," etc.

They meet again the second Tuesday in Dec, to dis-

cuss wintering and preparing for winter. It goes

by the name of " The Progressive Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation." They meet at this place.

C. W. White.
Richland Center, Wis., Sept. 30, 1883.

HONEY-DEW, AND THE HONEY OF A NICE QUALITY.

Since reading the reports of honey-dew, I thought

I would say something about it. There has been

dew on the black-walnut trees here almost two

weeks. I have stood off from the tree 15 or 20 feet,

and the leaves fairly glistened. Some leaves were
entirely covered, and some had only small splotches,

and others had full-size drops— so much so I could

get quite a good taste of it. It is sticky, and looks

something like white-sugar candy before it gets

hard. Bees were working on the leaves.

HONEY FROM SPANISH NEEDLE.

Bees are storing honey very fast also from Span-

ish needle. It is just splendid. 1 like it better than

basswood or clover honey. It is of a yellowish col-

or. I guess it is Spanish needles; for when the bees

go into the hive they are all covered with yellow

dust. Do the Spanish needles yield honey every

year like this?

TAKING BEES THAT ARE TO BE BRIMSTONED.
Well, now I'll say something about my good luck

(or bad), as time will tell. Yesterday I went to a

farm some 4 or 5 miles southwest of here, in the bot-

tom, where my father bought two stands of black

bees at a sale, paying $8.00 for them. While talking

to the lady of the house, she told me that her hus-

band had just killed two stands of bees that morn-
ing, and would kill another one next morning. I

inquired what she would take for the bees, and let

me take them that evening out of the hive. She
looked around at me for almost a minute.

"Why, you can have them, and welcome," saya

she; "but you will surely get stung."

Says I, " I guess not much."
So I bought one of the hives they had killed the

bees out of, in the morning, paying her a dollar for

it. It was not long till I had those blacks out of one

into the other, and did not get slung either. Now I

must say they are a very fine colony, for there were
12 frames, 12x14, full of honey and brood; 4 boxes on

top, 6x6, almost full of honey, and there was a good
peck of bees underneath the hive, building comb
and storing honey. Now, would you call this luck

or not? J.A.Thornton.
Lima, 111., Sept. 13, 1882.

honey-dew from tomatoes.

To-day, while my pickers and myself were engaged
in picking a two-horse wagon-load of tomatoes for

that place. Rockvale, where your railroad agent de-

clares there is no such station, and caused my
freight to be sold at Denver, I discovered on the

plants a great deal of sticky matter— so much so as

to be disagi-eeable picking; and looking about the

vines I saw some leaves quite full of a white sub-

stance, and also the ground was perfectly white un-

derneath, while the honey-bees kept up a perfect

roar all through the patch, and I soon discovered it

CO be the so-called honey-dew in a granulated form.

So I went to the house and got a table-spoon and a

dish, and began to dip it up, and here is some of it

for you to see, just as I dipped it up. Some of my
pickers can not be made to believe any different

than that it falls from heaven. If so, I must be one

of the chosen ones. H. H. C. Breece.
Wetmore, Custer Co., Col., Oct. 3, 1882.

The granulated honey-dew come to hand,
friend B.; but if the bees make no change
in it, I certainly want none of the honey. 1

didn't get the taste of it out of my mouth for
some time. Many thanks, nevertheless.

LAYING queens TAKING AN AIRING.

Seeing in several issues of Gleanings communi-
cations in regai'd to queens flying after fertilization,

let me say it is by no means an uncommon thing, at

least in our apiary, and I judge must be so in others.

I have frequently failed to find the queen in queen-

rearing nuclei during the pleasantest part of the

day, generally from 11 a. m. to 4 p. m., and at first I

was puzzled when, later in the day, and early in the

morning, I could always find her. Concluding that

she was out, I have time and again placed a wire

cloth over the entrance, and in the majority of cases

have found her ladyship trying to gain admittance

in from 15 to 45 minutes thereafter. Since proving

to my satisfaction that young laying queens do fly
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out occasionallj", and I have had them do so when
laying 3 weeks, I have j?iven it no further attention,

and do not know whether it is a peculiarity of some
strains, or whether it is more frequent in eeitain

seasons. The queens were all daughters of an im-

ported Italian mother. I am inclined to think that

young queens, not fully occupied in laying, fre-

quently take a play, and perhaps old ones may sume-

times in the spring. T. L. Von Dorn.
Omaha, Neb., Oct. 10, 1883.

THK GOOD CANDY.
You need have no fears al)out the bees digging the

Good paste to pieces, causing the sugar to rattle out

of the cages. Their hci)ig ahU to do so, however, is

one of the good features about this feed. I have ex-

perimented by keeping queens caged ten days or

more, and tind that they dig away only the sugar as

fast as it becomes dry of honey; and as long as

there is any honey in the sugar they arc all right.

TO PHEVENT SECOND SWAHMS UNITING, AND DKl V-

ING THEM BACK TO THEIR HIVES.

I had two swarms come out at the same time, with

virgin queens, and unite. Having my smoker ready,

I waited until they commenced to cluster, when, as

an experiment, I thought perhaps I might not only

prevent their clustering together, but drive them
back to their hives; so I gave them plenty of smoke,

and had the satisfaction of seeing them divide; each

swarm with its queen returned to its hive, and re-

mained, of course, as I had, while they were out,

opened the hive, and destroyed their queen-cells. I

don't know if this plan would work successfully at

all times or not; and as this was my first experience

In this direction, I rather feared that perhaps I

might succeed in driving them to the woods. But
as experience keeps a good, though dear, school at

times, I made the venture. Who can tell us more
about this matter?

TESTING TIN CANS BY VACUUM.
Being a tinner by trade, I will give you the plan

we used to test our fruit-cans with at the shop. Get

a thick piece of harness leather, a little larger square

than the mouth of your cans. Next place a lighted

lamp or candle in front of you, and a cup of alcohol

at your left. Now with a bit of sponge touch the al-

cohol, then the candle; drop it burning into the can,

and place the leather (previously softened with wa-

ter) over the mouth of the can, and hold it down to

exclude air. The burning alcohol destroys the air

in the can, forming a strong vacuum. After two or

three seconds (not longer), if in pulling off the leath-

er it comes off with a sharp crack, or report, the can

is tight; while those from which the leather comes
off easily, without resistance or report, are faulty.

Such can be quickly tested, and the leaks found, by
applying your mouth to the seams, and trying to

suck air through them. I think, after giving this

plan a trial, and " kind o' get the hang on't," that

you will like it as being the quickest, neatest, and
cleanest.

TO STOP ONE COLONY ROBBINf! ANOTHER.

I wonder how many of the brethren gave my
swarm-catcher a trial this season. Since sending

you a description of it and its use, as mentioned in

May No., page 219, I have found another use for it;

and as the "robbing season" is at hand, I wish oth-

ers to give it a trial, and report. This spring I had a

bad case of robbing. Both hives were large and
heavy; and as other means failed to stop them, I be-

gan to think I would have to get help to move the

colony to the cellar, when the idea occurred to me
to try the swarm-catcher, by placing it at the en-

trance of the colony that was doing the robbing.

They made a great ado about it, flying until thej'

were completely tired out, when they tinally clus-

tered on the screen, like a natural swarm. I then

reversed the catcher and let them run into their

hive, and I must say that I never saw a more sub-

dued-looking lot of bees than they were. Did they

renew the attack next morning? No, indeed; not

they. From their actions, one would think they had
concluded that honest hard work gathering pollen

was preferable to stealing honey, after the scare

they had received. Jo8. M. Brooks.
Columbus, Ind., Sept. 11, 1883.

The rattling-out of the sugar, and drying-
up of tlie honey, we have obviated by the
glass bottle, 1 think, friend E.—Thanks for
the idea on testing cans.—Very likely your
plan will stop robbing, for almost any thing
that draws their attention to their own hive
will break up this excitement. As the
swarm-catcher is less trouble than to move
a hive, I think it may be valuable for stop-
ping robbing, when we know which hive it

is tliat is "• guilty."

CAEIFORNIA PRIVIT.

Since my last communication on this plant as bee

pasture, I receive lots of letters and cards; the

friends taking it for granted that I am an M.C.,and
have the franking privilege at home during the re-

cess, and no campaign work to do; but this, I sup-

pose, is the penalty for not minding one's own busi-

ness. One friend demands why it was not "found
out before." Well, I must let his loluj reverberate

away back to Columbus, and the reply will probably

be, "The other fellow didn't do it." I have a small

stock of the privit, but do not oare to sell them. Let

G. W. A., of Indianapolis, apply to his nearest nur-

seryman, and he can no doubt procure them for

him. To those who can not obtain them thus, I will

sell a few hundred cuttings in the spring; or to the

Southern friends this fall, in the same way, I will

furoish a few of the sijmjihoricarpiis.

Stelton, N. J., Sept. 9, 1883. G. W. Thompson.

BONESET OR THOROUGHWORT.
I inclose you a sprig of a weed that grows in great

profusion here in lawns and vacant patches of

ground, in wet seasons like this. It grows about 4

ft. high, and blooms from August till frost. My bees

are getting about as much honey from It as they did

from the linn. It has a rich yellow color, but not as

good flavored as the linn honey. I am out of vessels

to hold the honey, or I could have had two or three

hundred pounds of it by this time. I took .50 lbs. (eX"

tracted only, from upper stories), the other day

from two stands.

EXTRACTED AT I'i'AC, AND COMB HONEY AT 25C.

I think I will run a part of my apiary for comb
honey next year for the McAlister market, where it

sells for about 35 ets., when the extracted honey will

bring about 12'/Jc. Do j'ou think it would pay me to

quit extracted for comb honey at the above prices,

the distance to market being about 90 miles?

Poteau, Ark., Sept. 16, 1883. H. C. Bethel.

I would raise comb honey, friend B., at
the prices you mention, even though I had
to carry it 1(0 miles.—The plant you send is a
very common one, although it does not al-

ways yield honey in paying quantities.
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Bees are now making up for the time they lost in

spring. My wife's stock is in better shape to-day

than it was a year ago. But I find that those who
usually let their bees take their own course are com-
ing out very poorly, and say they can not see why
thej' get neither honey nor swarms. Our bees have
swarmed well enough, and are filling up every spot.

A CKOOKEU QUEEN.

I looked at one swarm to-day that took me back a

little. It sent out a swarm the 3d of June. I put the

surplus case on July Ist; took it off the ~5th and put

on another one, and took it off to-das', and found

every thing all right but the queen, and still she

must be too; but she was all crooked up, and did

not seem to have any wings on her. She looked like

some little old woman all drawn up.

I think the little feeding I did in spring will bring

back double the amount spent. My wife has 54 col-

onies. I shall go into winter quarters with about 3C.

I shall have sold 20 as soon as they can be moved,
and every one goes into chaff hives. Bees are at

work on the large heart plant and fireweed,and they

do get lots of honey from them. I went out last

week one morning to cut and pull up a large patch,

and I believe there was a good swarm on three rods

square of it. I told my wife I should sow some an-

other year, instead of cutting.

EMPTY COMBS IN THE CENTEH.
— What do yoii think of the plan of extracting the

center frame in hives, and putting the dry comb
back with three or four holes cut into it to let the

bees pass through? I fixed three that way last year,

and I think they come out with more bees. It gives

them dry comb to cluster on, and they can get at the

honey through the holes. I also wintered some with
1' frames ; took out two on side ones, then put back in

spring. But last winter Avas one we can not depend

on having again this year. I guess they came
through anywhere and almost anyhow.

A. F. ElEENBERGER.
Laddsburg, Pa., Sept. 5, 1883.

FrieDtl E., you can't always tell by her
looks what a queen may do, any more than
you can tell about some people by their
looks. Such queens as you describe are oft-

en the mothers of some of the very best
honey-producin<? colonies.—AVhere the bees
liave their hives filled up solid with honey,
it may be an advantage to put a couple of
empty combs in the center of the brood-nest;
but we never have that state of affairs in

Medina County.

THAT SYMPHORICARPUS.

As I set that sijmplioricarjJiis ball in motion, I feel

Interested that it should keep riglit on. As things

look now, we are likely to have too much of the vul-

gate in it. Whether it be the doctor, Freddie, your-

self, or I, or all four together, it has got switched off

the track. It must be spelled .vyHip/io/icannis — not

symphora carims, much less iiympJtoi'a Varpun. The
doctor is right, in the main; it comes from the Greek
word phorco, to cluster together, and harpos, fruit.

Like so many of our words or names borrowed from
other languages, although composed of two words it

is only one name. Its varieties, )actm,os«,(7Zom(.'rata,

occidentalism etc., are added, and always commence
with a small letter, except the variety when named
after a man or place; as, mjmphoricarjjus Swciiia.

Stelton, N. J., Sept., 1883. G. W. Thompson.

Many thanks, friend T., for your correc-

tion, although the error began with yourself,
as you wrote the word in your note on p. 513,
Oct. Ko., as two separate words, and the
Juvenile was led into the same error for
the same reason. It will appear as one word
hereafter, i^roperly spelled.—The meaning of
many botanical terms is involved in uncer-
tainty, and it is sometimes difficult to get at
the Greek derivation ; and although your
definition or the doctor's would describe the
plant very accurately, he says yours is more
correct, upon further investigation.

SALT WATER FOB BEES.

I thick salt water a necessity for bees in the breed-

ing season. My 153 swarms have been carrying

away about three gallons p:r day since the first of

June. That amount of water contains a good hand-
ful of salt. We have been giving salt water in this

way annually for 18 years. When the salt-feeders

are empty, the bees swarm around the dung piles in

the feed yards. To explain this: About five barrels

of salt are used in salting our hay in mows. When
this hay is fed in winter time to the stock, it is fed in

racks 33 by 8 feet, surrounded by an offset of about
10 inches, to keep cattle from boring into the racks.

By spring these racks are surrounded by embank-
ments of hay and dung from two to three feet deep.

From these piles, containing much of the five bar-

rels of salt, a continual sipping takes place. The
bees can be kept away from these piles only by keep-
ing the feeders filled with salt water. When feeding

sweets is ended, we continue with salt, etc.

RUBBER FDN. PLATES — A GOOD REPORT.

We made up over 200 lbs. of wax on your rubber

dies, and were glad to put Mrs. Dunham's rolls aside.

Jesse Oren.
La Poite City, Black Hawk Co., la., Sept. 8, 1883.

CROSS bees, and A SUGGESTION.

I agree with Mr. Paine when he says, "A cross be-

tween the black bees and Italians are cross." One
of our neighbors call^ them j'cllow-jackets. I have

transferred several hives of blacks; they ai-e usual-

ly quiet, but hybrids or Italians gather the most

honey. But Mr. Williamson, in August Gleanings,

seems to think that clipping the wings of a queen

will produce wingless bees, and bobbing the tails off

dogs will produce tailless dogs. Why not bob the

sting of a queen, and produce stingless bees? Mr.

Paine, shall we try this? If the rule works one waj-,

why not the other? John McBride.
Fredericksburg, Wayne Co., O., Sept. 25, 1883.

BE NOT WEARY IN WELL DOING.

TQis season in Minnesota has been a very remarka-

ble one for bee-keepers. During the spring and

early summer it was wet and cold. I felt, for one, I

was almost ready to join our Blasted Hope friends.

I love, as Mrs. Tupper used to say, my little pets;

but, brother, just think ; after " feed, feed, feeding,"

to keep up the "steam" till our usual swarming-

time, when I visited my apiary, to find the poor dis-

couraged creatures hauling out their drones! the

prospect was bad; but the good Lord has sent us, as

Mr. Vennor says, a warm " wave," and along with it

a shower of honey, filling our hearts with joy and

gladness, fulfilling the promise, " Cast thy bread up-

on the waters, and thou bhalt find it after many
days. A. R, More.

Pilot Grove, Faribault Co., Minn., Sept. 16, 1883.
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death's-head moth.
Today we had insects on the bi'ain, and especially

the moths, an order of insects called, scientiflcally,

Lcpuloptcfa. This has been a good year for moths-
better than for bees in these parts. We have never

before seen trees and plants so infested by caterpil-

lars as this last season. The consequence is, we
have now leafless willows and pear-trees, no cabbage
or parsnips; but lots of chrysales hanging about e\--

erywhere; even under the eaves of our hives they

have spun rows of cocoons. This afternoon we
gathered a number of chrysales from various kin<ls

of caterpillars of all sizes. Some were suspended to

the ceiling of the honey-house. These had no co-

coons, only a thin silken cord at the tip of the abdo-

men, and fastened to the ceiling (these produce the

butterflies, I believe). Some were in cocoons in

crevices and corners, and some in the sand. We
found one very large one in the barn, about 3^
inches long, which I supect to be the chrysalis

of the death's-head moth.
A moth that "squeaks."

In the L. U. K. we read this about the death's-

head moth: "The insect is remarkable for emitting

a plaintive squeaking sound, and is

still further interesting on account of the fact that

It enters and plunders bee-hives, feeding upon the

honey; and although apparently defenseless, it en-

joys perfect impunity whilst ravaging the stores of

creatures so well provided with formidable weap-
ons, and generally so ready to use them against an
intruder. No explanation of this fact has yet been
produced."

It is said, that the largo ugly green caterpillar

found on potato-vines is this insect in its first stage,

and also that the perfect insect measures five inches

across the wings. Have you, Mr. Editor, ever seen
or heard of this molh making raids on bee-hives?

Our curiosity is awakened, and wo should like to

know more about this insect.

HYBRIDS ahead.

We have not yet had frost here, and the bees are

still at work bringing in pollen and honey. Hybrids
are ahead with us. Our hives of mean pugnacious
hybrids have gathered 50 lbs. of honey more than

the best Italian.

STILL another FEEDER WANTED.
Now I have a feeder in my mind that I wish I

could give shape and reality, so that I could put one

on each hive. The idea is this: A tin box somehow
fixed into the center of Hill's device, that will hold

about half a pound or little more. Then I could put

the muslin right over this Hill's device, with a hole

over the box, which should have wire cloth. Then
all one has to do is to raise the chaff cushion and
pour in a little feed — just the thing for breeding up
in spring, or for feeding at any time during win-

ter, and doing it 80 quietly that it will not disturb

the bees. If I had such a concern on my hives, I be-

lieve I would take 10 lbs. of honey out of each hive,

sell it, put the money in my pocket, and then toward

spring feed syrup. S. J. II.

Spotswood, N. J., Oct. 12, 18S3.

I have never heard of the death's-head
moth about bee-liives. Perhaps the remarks
you mention were written before tlie advent
of Italians, and for warmer countries, where
the moths are more mischievous. I confess
I should like to see a moth that could
"squeak."—The idea of a feeder in this
wiatering-nest has often been suggested,

but if I am correct, any solid substance in-
terposed here would defeat the purpose of
the Hill's device, because it would carry off
the heat. A block of candy laid under has
been used, but I would not think of putting
in any thing like a tin box. Permit me to
suggest, that you have a little dish ladle, or
spoon, that will hold just as much tolerably
thick syrup as can be poured right on the
frames and bees, without running out at the
entrance, and then, for stimulating, just
raise the mat and pour it over them, say
once a day. This will start brood-rearing
nicely, and you don't need any feeder at all.

1). A. Jones does all his feeding in a similar
way, by having tight bottoms to all his hives,
and the entrance tipped up a little the high-
est. Feed all at once, toward night, and
there will be no robbing.

honey from the mammoth sweet corn.

I have often seen accounts of bees working on
corn, but never had much faith in their getting any
thing of any account but pollen until this summer,
when I planted several patches of the Mammoth
sweet around my house. I began to observe when
the corn was not over a foot high that the bees made
quite a buzzing around it, which was kept up until

it began to ripen. I began to question whether they

got honey or only water from it, and came to the

conclusion that they got honey or sweet water, and
not from the tassel or blossom either. I could occa-

sionally see one alight on the leaves when the dew
was on, and sip from a drop of dew; but most gen-

erally they would hunt around the root of the leaves,

where they leave the stalk, and stick their tongues

in around the stalks, and they did it in such a way
that I fully decided they got something sweet in

paying quantities, for they kept It up when there

was quite a plenty of honey coming from other

sources too. Have others observed the same?

WHITE-CLOVER PROSPECT.

If the present growth of white clover is any indi-

cation of a good c'.over season next year, we can

soon set our coopers at work making barrels for our

next year's crop, or we can not get enough when
the time comes, for the whole ground In this sec-

tion is one great mat of it, as thick as hairs on a dog,

and 6 inches to a foot high. It is so all over.

I will give my season's report when I have my
bees all put up for winter. A. A. Fradenburg.
Port Washington, 0., Oct. 9, 1883.

DRONES FROM AVORKER EGGS, AGAIN.

On page 503, Oct. Gleanings, you ask me to state

whether the queen produced worker brood both be-

fore and since I made the change. I answer, she

did, both before and since. She was about a month
old at the time I transferred them, and young
queens do not lay many drone eggs; and this colony,

although very strong, has never had any drones, ex-

cept the two frames spoken of. You say, "The
experiment proves nothing conclusively." Why
not? Does one have to prove any thing a dozen

times to be sure of it? Not knowing myself, I will

ask how it is possible that the egg formed in the

ovary of the queen, incased as it were in a soft thin

shell, can be changed in making its exit. It seems
to me more reasonable that the first food taken by
the minute larva determines the sex. This holds

good in regard to queens; for if j'ou wish good

queens they must be liatchcd as queens, otherwise
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they will be part worker. An egg from a fertile

queen will hatch a queen, drone, or worker bee; an
egg from an unfertile queen will hatch a drone only.

Is it not plain, that a hen will lay eggs without ever

having seen the male? But those eggs will not re-

produce their kind. Lot any one take snne fresh-

laid eggs from worker-cells, put them into drone-

cells; mark the cells, and see if they hatch worker
bees. The differenc:; in size of cells is only to ac-

commodate the size of bee, just as the queen-cells

are made to suit the shape of the queen.

J. S. TADIjOCK.

Luling, Caldwell Co., Texas, Oct. 9, 1883.

I think you should read the Dzierzon Tlie-
ory, friend T. If I am correct, moving the
egg to a dilferent cell does not alter the sex.

A worker egg will be a worker still, and a
drone egg a drone still. Every egg has a lit-

tle opening near one end, called the micro-
pyle, and it is through this opening that the
spermatazoa is supposed to get, as the egg
passes the oviduct of the queen.

QUEENLESS COLONIES; DO THEY KILL, TIIEIH DRONES?
Did you ever know a queenless colony to kill off

its drones before accepting a new queen? A few
days ago I lost a queen, which died leaving plenty of

newly laid eggs, and a large quantity of brood in all

stages in the hive. Prior to the death of this queen,

di'ones had been allowed to enter and leave the hive

at their pleasure; but the very next day after the

queen died, the workers began driving them out as

fiercely as I ever saw done. Thinking this might be
a case of dual queens, I opened the hive and found
they had formed quite a number of queen-cells, thus
showing that they knew of the loss, but no second
queen was there to be found. I have placed a new
queen on the frames, not yet accepted, but the hive
has been completely cleared of dz'ones. This is my
first experience of this kind, and it is certainly con-

trary to the accepted idea; but the more experience
I have with bees, the more fully I am led to believe

that many rules heretofore laid down as infallible

are subject to enough exceptions to leave me in

doubt as to their correctness, if noi to fully disprove

them.

I should call the above, friend P., a sort of
aberration of instinct. I never noticed a
case of the kind.

S.^LT — BEES NEED IT AT TIMES.

During the summer I have kept jars of clear

water on my feeding-hoards, which have been visit-

ed more or less frequently; but for the last two
weeks scarcely a bee has been seen on them. A
week or more ago, in filling I put a small quantity of

salt in each of them, and found in less than two
hours that the feeders were completely covered, and
so continued until the jars were exhausted; and on
refilling, the same state of things continued. The
colonies are raising considerable brood, and perhaps
that is the cause of their taking it so freely; at any
rate, I have taken the hint, and in future shall keep
them constantly supplied with a jar of weak brine,

believing that it will be a benefit to them; for if

they do not need it for some purpose, they certainly

would not have taken it so voraciously.

DO BEES EVER KILL A QUEEN BECAUSE SHE PER-
SISTS IN LAYI.VG FltEELY AVHEN NO HONEY

IS COMING IN?
I have lost several queens this season, none of

them over a year old, and all have died leaving plen-

ty of eggs and brood in all stages in the hives, and
showing no signs of premature old age, or that they
were killed off in order that they might be supersed-
ed. As they all died just after a flow of honey had
ceased, showing no evidence of failing powers, I am
led to conjecture that they were killed on economic
principles, not being able to discover any other pos-

sible cause. When a queen suddenly dies, we can
usually discover some cause that will account for

death; but in these cases, all were laying freely up
to the very day and probably the very hourof death,

judging from appearances — no drone eggs being
laid, no queen-cells building, and no robbers had
been having access to the hive. If any one can ac-

count for these deaths under these circumstances
on any hypothesis other than the query that heads
this article, I shall be very glad to have them do so;

for 1 must confess, that I am completely puzzled;

and while it seems contrary to reason, and all known
rules, I am led to this solution of the problem as the

only one that I can figure out. Can any one aid me
in the matter? ,J. E. Pond, Jr.

Foxboro, Mass., Oct. 14, 1882.

I can hardly accept yotir explanation,
friend P., and yet I can give no reason for
the sudden disappearance of a good queen
in the full season of egg-laying. We might
explain to our readers that the queens allud-
ed to by friend P. were all of them our test-

ed $3.00 queens. 1 hardly need say, that the
queens that live to be three or four years old
are just as often found among those we
grade at a low price, as any other.

PENNSYLVANIA NOT TO BV. PUT IN "BLASTED
HOPtS."

On page 513 of Oct. Gleanings appears a letter by
A. A. Harrison, McLane, Erie Co., Pa., in which he

says: "Count Pennsylvania out this year." I think

this is rather presumptuous. Is a State of 46,000

square miles to be "counted out" because one of its

inhabitants failed? 1 do not know of any members
of the Philadelphia Bee-Keepei-s' Association who
have a "Bonanza" to report; but not any of them
have done so poorly as to be counted out; for my
own unsolicited report, I refer you to the American
Bee Journal, Aug. 30, page 549. Friend Root, 1 think

you owe the bee-keepers of Pennsylvania an apolo-

gy for allowing such a lettar to go into print.

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 16, 1883. F. Hahman, Jr.

All right, friend H. I beg pardon ; but at
thft same time I don't see that I have made
such a very bad mistake, if 1 have succeeded
in calling out Pennsylvania, and waking
her people up. On referring to A. B. J. we
lind your report sums up, 3 colonies were
increased to 12, besides giving 100 lbs. of
honey. Now, who else did well in Pennsyl-
vania?

A BEGINNER'S TROUBLE WITH ROBBERS.
I am one of the ABC scholars, and at the foot of

the class. Last March I purchased one colony of

bees, and by buying 3 queens and natural swarms T

now have six. Everj' thing went smoothly until the

flow of honey ceased. They then began to fight. All

I knew what to do was to watch. They were fighting

all along the line. I supposed they were robbing,

but could not tell what to do. I then beg.in to feed

outdoors, 3 rods from hives; and as long as I kept
up the feed they were quiet; but stop half a day,

and they were at it again. They have been confined

to their hives for three days by cold, but to-day they
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are out and at it again as bad as ever. If you get

this in time, please tell us in Gleamngs at the foot

of the class what to do. It may aid us in the future.

Well, I do not know but that I should keep
on feeding, if that kept peace in the family,
friend B. In the first place, you must see
that every hive has a good queen, brood in
all stages, plenty of bees to defend their
stores, and a narrow entrance to enable
them to keep thieving bees at bay. Now
watch each hive, and make them take care
of their stores. When each one does this,

there will not be any more trouble. It is

probably one weak colony that is to blame
for all the trouble, and you must make this

weak one strong, or unite it with one of the
others.

How many pounds of honey does it take to keep
an average colony from now until spring?

La Veta, Col., Oct. 19, 1883. E. Burch.

Perhaps 20 lbs. ; 2o will do no harm.

QUEENS FKOM DRONE EGOS.

y^ou say in A B C book, also in Oct. Gleanings,
that in no case will bees make a queen out of drone

eggs. Now, I am satisfied you are mistaken. I took

a frame of drone comb with eggs, in all stages up to

hatching drones, put It in a new hive with two
frames of foundation, moved a strong swarm, and

set this in Its place, and they made 6 queen-cells. I

cut out two, gave them to a queenless hive, and
they hatched as fine a queen as I ever saw; both

have filled a Simplicity hive full, top and bottom.

They are my two best out of 30 stands.

My bees have done the best this year they have in

20 years. If I succeed in wintering them I shall

want 50 hives next spring. I am well satisfied that

the queen's eggs are all exactly alike; all the differ-

ence is In the feed and make-up. The bees can
make just which they please, whether drone comb or

worker. I have had queens, drones, and workers,

all in a little piece of worker comb. A. Bixby.
Foristell, Mo., Oct. 11, 1883.

Friend B., we shall become the laughing-
stock of sensible men by the recklessness of
your theorizing, if you don't have a care.

Why do not the bees rear workers from the
eggs of a drone-laying queen, or even a lay-

ing worker, if they have the power? Your
frame may have been all drone comb, and it

may have also contained drones in all stages
of development ; but it surely had also eggs
that would have hatched workers (they may
have been in drone-cells), or you would
never have seen a queen emerge from the
queen-cells built. An egg is not changed by
moving it to a different kind of cell.

making wax sheets — A suggestion.
I have just maie some wax sheets for fdn. by a

new process, which I think will bo of value to the

bee fraternity. It is merely to have a large surface

of very hot water, upon which hot wax (or co'd) is

put, and allowed to spread itself at will. This it will

do, making very even sheets; now allow the water
to cool down, or slowly add cold water, till your wax
is right to be cut into strips for the mill. Draw off

the water from under the wax. A common deal

table, with strip? around the outside, three in. high,

is all you want for a tank. Knowing the size of your
table, say 7x4 ft., you can add the wax so as to make
sheets of any thickness desired (to the pound).

With your steam system, and a thermometer to tell

1
just when to stop cooling the wax, you could make
more sheet wax this way than by any other. I have

j

good reasons for thinking that this wa.x will work
I better, and sag less, than the old dipped sheets. By
,
cutting the strips the long way of your "billiard

table " you can run strips through the mill seven ft.

long; this you can see will also expedite the pro-

I cess of fdn. making. F. Bella Torre.
Reisterstown, Md., Oct. 11, 1883.

I

We have used the plan you mention, to
1 some extent, friend D.; but if I remember,
we did not get a very good surface on the

I

side next to the water. Perhaps we may do
j

better with more care ; and I confess your
idea of making sheets several feet wide and

' long is a new one ; still, it seems to me the
process must be a slower one than the one
we now use.

I

A NOVEL WAV OF TRANSFERRING, INVENTED BY A
i 14-YEAR-OLD bee-keeper.

Being one of your ABC class, I thought you
1 would like to hear how I got along with my bees this

I
season. I have had very good luck with them, but

j

the honey crop has been considerably smaller than

!

last year; however, I do not grumble, as I think

j

they did as well as they could. I started in the

spring with three colonies, two of which swarmed,
and the other hung out. The way I fixed the one
that hung out was this: I turned the hive upside

down and placed a new hive filled with foundation

!
on top of it. and smoked the bees up. They went to

work all right, and are now one of my strongest col-

onies. I sold one colony, and now have five packed
I in chaff, with chaff cushions on top. I took my honey

I
to the Gait Exhibition, and got the first prize for

I

comb honey, and a diploma for the strained honey.

!
I am 14 years of age, and take care of the bees my-

I self, but my father makes my hives.

I

Archie G. Watson.

i

Ayr, Out., Canada, Oct. 19, 1883.

WHERE DO BEES KEEP THEIR PRISONERS?
In September last I had two queenless swarms

that I had failed to Italianize, so I gave each a black

queen. One queen was soon laying, but the other

made no sign; so, after duly watching for eggs or a

dead queen, I gave them a frame of larva;, and eggs

to raise some more queens. They commenced at

once, and made 13 or 15 cells. I saw them after all

were sealed up. When it was time to commence
hatching, I examined and found scarcely a vestige

of the cells, but there were eggs, and next I saw the

old clipped queen that I had put in. Now, they had

a good fertile queen all the time after I gave them
one, but it appears she was not acknowledged, and

not permitted to lay; therefore the colony consider-

ed itself queenless. Now, why and where was she

restrained, and what happy event terminated her

captivity. Joel A. Barber.
Lancaster, Wis., Oct. 10, 1883.

I confess, friend B., I don't know. Had
they not started queen-cells, I should have
no trouble in explaining the matter, for I

should say the queen would not commence
to lay so late in the season ; but why she
should come to life, or wake up after they
had got some cells nearly ready to hatch, I

can't tell. Can some one elseV I might say
she was killed, and another queen got in
from somewhere ; but you say she was clip-

ped, and how could a clipped queen get into
the hive just at that time'?
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QUEEN-CAGES.
I have just this minute received a letter from P. L.

Viallon, and here is an extract: "I used the Peet
cage for the first time this season, and the reason
why I wish to give it up is on account of its being

too cold early in the season. I never h?,d so many
reports of queens chilled nearly to death. My old

cage is very nearly like yours. Last year I mailed

915 queens, and GG were reported dead. This year I

have so far mailed 613, and 7 have been reported
dead. From the reports, I see the Good candy suc-

ceeds very well, and next season I intend to give it

a trial, as it is less trouble to make than mine."

THE TIN SIjIDE— AN IMPROVEMENT WANTED.
On page 131, Bcc-Kccpers' T)istructor, friend Hed-

don remarks that he does not consider the tin slide

of the Peet as well adapted to the nervous feet of

the bees; and I have often thought that this tin

slide might not only be "cold for their feet," but,

not furnishing them with a secure footing, they are

thrown with greater violence against the sides of

the cage. A queen, plump with eggs, might get a
bad " thump." Who will invent a carpet for cover-

ing the tin slide?

Here is a report from aqueensent to California:—
The fiiieen came all rijjrlit — only one dead bee, and feed part-

ly consumed in one space. Weather is cool, and bees very quiet
— little too much ventilation tor this time ot year. I am using
the same feed with success. J. D. Enas.
Napa, Cal., Oct. 8, 1882.

W. z. Hutchinson.
Kogersville, Mich., Oct. 18, 1882.

MORE APOUT QUEEN-CAGES.
Your card of the Tth instant in regard to last mail-

ing-cage is at hand. I object to the "glass bottles,"

because they will sometimes break. If a fine queen
should cut her foot on broken glass, and die of lock-

jaw, it would be sad indeed.

THE PEET CAGE FOR INTRODUCING.
I also object to the Peet cage for introducing, be-

cause it does not always work. I had to lose some
good queens, and had quite a lot badly balled before

I found that it is not infallible. We discarded it ear-

ly last summer, and introduce our queens now ac-

cording to directions given by our " old friend Nov-
ice." After pulling oti the wooden shields from my
cage, proceed according to these directions, and you
are absolutehj sure of your queen ; she, being over the

cluster and under the chatf cushion, can not freeze,

and, having a nice bunch of honey in the "Good
food," she will not starve, and you can leave her
there a month, if convenient to do so.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 6, 1883. E. M. Hayhurst.

But, friend II., we have some stout bottles
with large mouths, that won't break. Our
experience with the Peet cage has been that,
in the hands of the experienced, it is by far
the most successful way. Where caged
queens are placed over the cluster, on the
top of the frames, a great many of them are
reported dead when they come to release
them ; and even when there is a chalf
cushion over them, they have died much oft-

ener than when caged right in the center of
a brood comb, with cells of unsealed honey
under the cage. I don't think I shall ever
want to go back to our old plan of introduc-
ing.

queens not TO BE JUDGED BY THEIR LOOKS.

I was much disappointed when I received a queen
mailed from you June 14, she was small and black.

I thought you had made a mistake and sent a black

queen; but I see by the July Gleanings that you
do not send out any black queens, and 1 thought I

would wait and see how it would come out. To-day
1 have the best-looking colony of bees that I ever
saw— large, and all have throe bands. Sept. 18, I

gathered 3Jt lbs. of honey from goldenrod. It has
been a very poor year for honey. A bee-keeper
near here has 20 colonics, and he has not taken a

pound of honey this year, and has had but four or

five swarms come out, and that is about the average.

Keene, N. H., Sept. 21, 1882. J. A. Batchelder.

THE GOOD CANDY.

The following has been in type, waiting
for a place several months, so they say in the
printing-olhce. I give it now to show you
friend Good was not to blame, even if we
didn't get hold of the good points in his can-
dy any sooner.

CANDY FOR SHIPPING QUEENS ; FRIEND GOOD'S WAY.
If you wish to send queens long distances without

loss, use granulated sugar, with honey stirred in for

feed, and it will go ahead of any thing you have ever
tried. You can send queens safely to California

without water with this kind of feed. Not much
honey in these parts. I. R. Good.
Nappanee, Ind., July S5, 1883.

I know by experience the above is good

;

but as we make our cages, I am a little

afraid the sugar might get all rattled out
where the queens go long distances ; and I

think, that during warm weather we would
prefer the water-bottles.—The foregoing is

what I thought July 25, but I have changed
my mind novv^, as I presume you all know.

A good report from MINNESOTA.
We started in the spring with 13 colonies in Simpli-

city hives, and 4 in box hives. They have increased

by natural swarming to 19 in Simplicity and 5 in box
hives. We have taken 3788 lbs. of honey, .57 lbs. of

comb and 2731 lbs. extr.-^icted. The box hives made
the comb honey, and the swarms from them made a

little of the extracted — not over 300 lbs. ; this leaves

an average of 30O lbs. for each of the Vi Simplicity

hives. The best colony made 340 lbs. surplus; this

colony made 70 lbs. in 7 days during basswood bloom.

Two others did neiiiiy as well. These three are hy-

brids. Our bees were all blacks until last fall when
we bought a dollar queen and raised six from her.

They, of course, produce hybrid bees.

HYBRIDS AHEAD.
Notwithstanding all we have read in Gleanings

about the superiority of the Italians, we were sur-

prised to find the hybrids so much better than the

blacks. They make nearly twice as much honey.

honey-dew.
Between the yield of basswood and fall flowers our

bees gathered 325 lbs. of honej'-dew. They got it

from the leaves of various plants growing in a

swamp near by, and also from oak leaves. This

honey, like that they gathered at the same time in

1881, is dark and of poor quality. It does not candy
in cold weather, like other honey. While the bees

were gathering this honey they tracked it into their

hives so that the alighting-boards were quite wet
and sticky. We EOticcd that the plant-lice were very

abundant on the plants which yielded the honey-

dew, but there were frequently no lice on the leaves

which yielded the most. Pond Bros.
Bloomington, Minn., Oct. 10, 1883.

I would here direct attention to the great
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number of reports in favor of the honey-
gathering abilities of the hybrids, several
even claiming they gather more honey
than the pure Italians. Well, now, one of
the greatest objections that have ever been
urged against untested queens is, that an in-

experienced person might get one, and, not
knowing a pure (jueen from any other, in-

nocently Italianize his whole apiary, raising
his queens from a hybrid. Now, I confess I

can not see that he has made such a terrible

bad job of it, if he does; for almost invari-
ably the result is that he doubles his yield of
honey, even if they do turn out hybrids.— I

am very much oljliged, friends, for your val-

uable report, and to know that Minnesota
has basswood honey yet, even if Ilosmer
does not tell us any more about it.

REPORT FROM AN APIARY OF 6 COLONIES.

Here is my report for this season:—
No. J, increase 3, extracted 81 lbs $10 VZli
No. 3, " 0, " 330 " 40 00
No. 3, " 0, " 48 " 6 00
No. 4, " 0, " 330 " 37 50
No. 5, " 0, " 231 " 3T 62'i
No. 6, " 0, •' 191 " 33 !>7i i

Total 1081 lbs S135 13' e

Increase, 3 swarms 10 00
Grand total $145 ViVi

From No. 3 I extracted 13 galloES during 13 con-

secutive days, when linden was in bloom. No. 3 was
nearly destroyed by mice last winter. My bees are

black except a few hybrids. G. D. Black.
Brandon, Iowa, Oct. 11, 18S3.

A gallon a day from 12 colonies is pr(»tty

fair, friend J>. Wasn't No. 2 one of the hy-
brids? ________

HOW TO TRUE A SQUARE.
You say, file a square to true it; but I think that

should by no means ever be done; for if a square is

filed, accurate work can never be done with it again;

for where a square is filed it is made either too

short or too long, and alwaj-s too narrow. Now, as

squares often get out of true (at all events mine do,

although I have the best I can buy, and am as care-

ful as I can be; but a fall from a work-bench, sulfl-

cient to spoil it for accurate work, sometimes hap-

pens), I am not able to keep mine perfect for any
great length of time without occasionally truing

it. The way I true my square, and I was taught to

do so by a man of very great experience in carpen-

ter and joiner work, is by taking hold of the main
branch of the square; and if the tongue has sprung
in, as is usually the case, near the end, tapping the

end of the tongue on a block of wood until it has

sprung out sufficiently. It is best to spring it out a

little beyond true, then tap it back true, and it will

be more apt to remain correct.

If the tongue has gone out, of course reverse the

operation, but by no means ever use a file on a good
square. I own a square costing $4.00, and of the

best quality before getting out of order and filing,

which renders it now worthless. If you cau not suc-

ceed with my plan, take it to a machine shop.

DRI^^;KG bees out of a room by burning sul-
phur.

I have noticed, too, the difficulty you had in keep-

ing bees out of a cider-mill. If you had burned a

little sulphur occasionally in the mill you would
have had no further trouble. I have kept them out

of my kitchen in the month of August, when honey
was scarce and they were disposed to rob, and I was

straining honey in the old-fashioned way, within ten

feet of a colony of blacks, and with an open window
between me and them besides. They came in like a

swarm, but a little sulphur sprinkled on the stove

now and then drove tbem out and kept them out. I

have never had trouble in driving them oot of a

room in this way.
introducing virgin queens.

Introducing virgin queens seems to be attended

with loss, though it is at times very desirable to

the small bee-keeper. I have never had a failure

when I caged my queen and changed places with
this colony and another until the strange bees came
in in sufficient numbers to confuse both parties, and
then letting her go in at the top of the hive. I have
not, however, tried this plan often enough to rec-

ommend it to others. D. H. Perry.
Dresden, Ont., Can., Oct. 13, 1883.

Thanks for hints about squares, friend P.;
but it seems to me you would need a tile to
bring the edge of the blade exactly straight
again. If I were you I think I would have
my tools arranged and kept in places so they
would not get tumbled down in the way you
mention. l)owe not have mechanics who
never let their tools get knocked off the
bench? IIow is it, friends?— It strikes me
that, unless you make your room so suffocat-
ing with the fumes of sulphur you could not
stay in it yourself, you will find that bees well
started in robbing will push in, in spite of
the sulphur. We tried smoke at the cider-
mill, but it was too much trouble to keep the
smoke going.— I do not think that your plan
for introducing unfertile queens can be de-
pended on, for we have tried nearly the same
thing. Mixing two colonies, while it an-
swers at times, at other times seems to make
them worse. JNIany thanks for the sugges-
tions, nevertheless.

ANOTHER BIG REPORT.
Bees have done remarkably well this season. I

have taken over 6060 lbs. of honey from .54 colonies,

and increased to 138; 4000 lbs. was comb, the rest ex-

tracted.

HOW TO make returned SWARMS STAY.

I have obtained the best results by returning first

swarms, and removing the four center frames of

brood, and placing in their stead four sheets of fdn.,

being careful to remove all queen-cells. Colonies

thus treated have given, on an average, over 150 Jbs.

of comb honey. From the best, I have taken 264

lbs., and I have yet more to take.

HOW TO prepare SECTIONS FOR FOLDING.

In dampening your Simplicity section boxes, in*

stead of using a paint-brush, according to dii-cc-

tions sent, I simply pour a small stream of water
along the joints while the sections are in the box,

thus dampening 500 in about 5 minutes.

Sterling, III., Oct. 8, 1883. Ezra Baer.

Many thanks for your valuable facts,
friend )J., as well as for your excellent re-

port. I have used a similar plan in return-
ing after-swarms ; that is, by giving a large
amount of room in the center of tlie hive,
and have generally succeeded in making
them stay ; but others have not succeeded
so well. Your plan for dampening the
joints of sections is a most ingenious idea,
but we rather object to getting the section
wet any further than just on the joint, and
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it seems as if your way might wet the wood
a good way further, unless one were very
careful of the amount of water poured on
them. As soon as we have another lot to
put up, we will give it a good trial, and we
tender thanks for the suggestion meanwhile.

A HYBRID QUEEN GIVES 11 COLONIES, AND 110 I.BS.

OF HONEY IN ONE SEASON.
You seem to like to hear from all bee-keepers, so

I will give my experience for this year. I commenc-
ed in the spring with four colonies—oce Italian, the

other hybrids. One was a hybrid received from you
June 5, 1881, with one pound of bees. This queen led

out her first swarm June 25; another, August 5; 3

second swarms, from the old hive she came from the

first time, one second the second time, and the two
after-swarms cast one swarm apiece, one the 22d and
the other the 23d of August. Now, this is from one
to 11, is it not, friend Root, besides getting 60 lbs. of

surplus from the old stand, and 50 more from three

of the after-swarms. Honey was stored in the brood
frames, without any fdn. or comb to start with.

Now, from the other three one cast a swarm, and
the other 2 did not swarm at all, for I kept taking
brood away from them, and thej^ stored more honey
than the rest. I built several colonies artificially in

July from the colonies that did not swarm. I gave
one frame of brood to all swarms to start with, so I

have now 19 colonies of bees on 9 frames of brood,

and honey to commence the winter with, taken one
frame from each colony, so I could spread the others

fuither apart. I have 550 lbs. of comb honey; 375 lbs.

stored in L. frames to extract. The rest is In one-

pound boxes. I had two swarms in September —
one first, and one after. They have both enough to

winter on. J. A. Thornton.
Lima, 111., Oct. 9, 1883.

I do a great deal of the work with the bees. Our
honey crop is rather poor, but It has been a good
year for selling bees and queens. The last order is

filled to-day, and I hope no more will come, for there

are no more queens to spare. I think there are

some of the bees in a deplorable " fix." They didn't

keep enough honey down stairs to winter on, but
there will be enough unsalable honey to feed most of

them. They are getting some honey from the red

clover. Inclosed find seeds of a good honey-plant.

What is it? Emma Vankirk.
Washington, Pa., Sept. 22, 1882.

Thanks, friend Emma, for your report.
The plant you send is the well-known moth-
erwort.

FRIEND FOX'S STORY.

^^OU will please now let me unload. I have been
W loading a long time, and I now have so greac a

' burden I can't carry It any longer.

A DISEASED COLONY.

About the first of July I had a full colony of pure
Italians, with a prolific queen raised th is year. 1 no-

ticed the bees, full of honey, would come out of the

hive, and try to fly, but could not, and then run as if

they were In a terrible hurry, climb up on a weed or

something, and try to fly, but fall down and run
again, stop occasionally and wipe their mouths with
their fore legs, and brush the abdomen with the

hind legs, as if daubed with honey. I examined
them with a glass, but could see nothing on them.

The yard was full of bees running in all directions.

None of the other colonies were affected. I found
the hive queenless, and the larvtB dried in the cells.

A great deal of the capped brood was dead in the

cells, some partly gnawed out, with their tongues

sticking out, dead. I gave them brood, but they

would not raise queen-cells, and even let the larvte

all die. In a week it became so reduced I took the

upper story of honey off, and part of the combs of

the lower part; put the bees in a 6-frame nucleus,

and in a few days I feared my bees might rob it, and
I carried It to the woods and hid it in a thicket. I

kept giving It brood, and finally a hybrid queen, and
it is now a fair nucleus, and every thing all right,

but I think every old bee left and died.

INTRODUCING QUEENS.

About 3 weeks ago I got 3 queens from Hayhurst,
and introduced them a la Benton, which I wrote you
some time In the spring wai an Infallible way. The
next day after releasing I found the three balled. I

cut down cells, re-caged, and tried again. The next
day after releasing I found one received right. The
other two balled; re-caged, cut down cells, and tried

again. Next day, after releasing, I found one balled,

and I caged her; the other was in a bunch of bees on
the bottom-board, dead. I then introduced the

balled queen according to your safe way detailed In

the ABC, and she now has a pretty fair colony

working ail right. Now, friend Root, I have follow-

ed Benton's way for 8 years, and never have lost a

queen till this, and I will now haul down my colors,

and say that It, too, won't work at all times.

QUEENS MATING THE SECOND TIME.

About ten days ago I received a Holy-Land queen
from I. R. Good; and for fear I might lose her in lu-

troduclnp-, T adopted your safe way again; I. e., put 3

frames of hatching brood into a nucleus, and turned
her and her bees in, etc., and she has not yet laid an
egg. The Hayhurst one commenced laying la the

cluster the next day after being put In.

Yesterday afternoon I opened the nucleus, and
she had just returned from her wedding flight. The
marks of copulation were on her as plainly as I ever

saw them on any queen, and the bees were chasing

her on the combs to remove It, which I have always
found to be the case on such occasions. In an hour
after, I looked again and the white substance had
about all disappeared. She is a little bit of a thing,

like all virgin queens. Her wings don't rest on her

body, but she carries them erect. Friend Root, you
can tell a virgin queen as quick as you get your eye
on her, and so can any body else who ever raised

many queens, and has noticed them as closely as I

have. I am not going to accuse Mr. Good of sending

me a virgin, and yet such a one might have been in-

troduced as I introduced this one. When the queen
came to hand she evidently had been a laying queen

;

her abdomen was plump and somewhat distended,

but not so much as a queen is when they are taken
from a hive. I have kept laying queens caged as

much as a week at a time, and they will never look

like a virgin queen, and therefore I knew this one
was once a laying queen, and must have lost her fer-

tility en route, and re-mated.

TOBACCO.
I am now 59 years old. I commenced the use of

tobacco when 20 years old, and have faithfully fol-

lowed the habit ever since, chewing but not smok-
ing, and the habit has grown on me so that I could

chew up almost as much tobacco as a cow would of
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husks. I have read your tobacco accounts, and
have studied about it, but I thought I was too old,

and could never quit, and that it would be useless to

try, for I have but a few in ire years yet to live any
way, and I might as well gratify my appetite. Last
April I gave the matter a serious consideration, and
I determined to make an effort to quit it, and I have
proved faithful so far, and, by the grace of God, 1

hope I shall never bo tempted to use it again. Some-
times, however, I get pretty "bad off," and will then
get some oak leaves and chew them up, and that

satisfies me. Now, I am not telling this for you to

send me a smoker, for I don't think I ought to be
paid for doing right; but I relate it so that others

may see what can be done, even in old age. My for-

mer weight was about 1G5, now between 190 and 200.

Oct. 13 (evening). Holj'-Land queen not laying yet.

1 have been to a neighbor's to-day; his, of the same
lot, is not laying yet. I can not say whether the oth-

er three are laying or not, for I have not seen the

parties. Is It not unusual? S. C. Fox.
Maysfleld, Milam Co., Tex., Oct. 11, 1882.

To be sure, I will let you unload, friend
Tox, every time you come with as many val-

uable facts and good ideas as you have this
time. The disease you describe is one that
is nearly allied to the nameless one I de-
scribe in the A B C. We have also had sev-
eral reports quite similar to yours, but most
of the affected colonies have, after a time,'

I'ecovered just as yours did.—Your experi-
ence in introducing is like that of many oth-
ers. Even though we have not had a fail-

ure for 8 years, it hardly justifies us in say-
ing our plan will never fail.— Vour statement
of the queen mating the second time exactly
agrees with the experience we have had in
our own apiary. I am now well satisfied

that laying queens do, sometimes at least,

go out and get fertilized a second time, after
having had a rather long shipment. With-
out doubt, this very thing has been the cause
of unkind tlioughts and uncharitable words
more than once. It will very likely account
for friend Ileddon's suggestion, that a pure
queen might turn out a hybrid, after a trip

through the mails, for no doubt they do some-
times, but it is because of this second mat-
ing. I know the queens sent out by friend
Good were laying queens, just as well as if I

had myielf seen them laying. Laying queens
do sometimes, in the fall of the year, after
they have ceased rearing brood, look to me
almost exactly like virgin queens ; but whe-
ther such do ever take another flight is more
than I can say ; but I am inclined to think it

very seldom indeed, unless they have passed
through the mail, been caged, or had some
unusual experience.— I presume your closing
remarks should be pat in the Tobacco Col-
umn ; but it seems too bad to break the
thread of your story by dividing it, and so it

all goes in together. " JNIay God be praised,
that good fruit still continues to be borne as
the result of that little simple idea of giving
the boys a smoker for dropping tobacco! I

thank you, too, friend F., for your kind and
encouraging words. If it is not too late
when this reaches you, feed your colonv,
and, if you can. give them some unsealed
brood from another hive, and I think yon
will find the Holy-Land queens all laying all

right.

fjf' AM a beginner in the bee business, but have ex-

jj| perimentod considerably this summer, and also

watched my bees verj' closely, and have taken
100 lbs. of nice honey from each of my young
swarms that came out first. I had but one swarm
apiece from my old stands. S. Shodp.
Coloma, Mich., Oct. 11, 1882.

My bees have gathered enough from aster to win-
ter.

Oxford, Pa., Sept.. 28, 1882.

S. W. Morrison.

Honey crop is light; Ifl lbs. per hive, average,
spring count; 100 hives. Chas. H. Rue.
Manalapan, N. J., Oct. 12, 1882.

FI^ORIDA.

Bees are swarming and honey is coming in fast.

No winter here. G. de Lono.
Key West, Fla., Sept. 23, 1882.

Bees have done well; over 4 tons from 51 colonies,

spring count. Increased to only 60 now.
John A. JeNsen.

Chamalion, Will Co , 111 , Oct. 12, 1882.

I now have 150 colonies of Italians and hybrids.

They made about 4000 lbs. of honey from horsemint;
are now working on aster and goldenrod.

Bonham, Tex., Oct. 3, 1882. A. W. Evans.

I started in the spring with 5 swarms in box hives;

have sold 4; gave one away, and have 10 left, nicely

quartered in Simplicity hives. I have taken about
250 lbs. of honey, most of it from sections in upper
half-stories, leaving frames below well filled.

Chas. W. Kirk.
Grand River, Indian Territory, Oct. 13, 1882.

I am a beginner in the bee business. I started

this spring with 4 old colonies; have increased to 15;

got about 200 lbs. of comb honey. This has been a
splendid season for bees. There was plenty of hon-
ey-dew here. It was on the hickory and oak. The
honey is very dark colored. J. E. Davis.
Mill Creek, Wis., Oct. 9, 1882.

I started in the spring with two colonies, and now
have 8 in good condition, and received over 200 lbs.

of nice comb honey. Was not that good, and not an
acre of clover in range, or less than 15 miles? I in-

tend to keep most of my honey till about Christmas,

for I think I can get a little better price then.

S. C. Frederick.
Coal Vale, Cramford Co., Kan., Oct. 7, 188.2.

SMOKER FUEL, ROW TO MAKE.
Take 2 lbs. sawdust, 3 ounces saltpeter, 2 ounces

common glue, each dissolved in 1 quart of warm wa-
ter, then mix it and put in the sawdust while warm,
and work it well. I then fill paper tubes a little

smaller than my smoker; and if well dried, I find it

good fuel. Louis Hofstatter.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. Li, 1882.
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Only one-third crop of nice honey ; bees strong, and
increased one-half. Hard frost Sept. 23, 33, and 3i,

and thus I lose my fall honey. Tough I

Dr. J. E. Breed.
Embarrass, Wis., Sept. 25, 1883.

HEART S-EASE HONEY.

Am now extracting heart's-ease honey that is so

thick it will not run out of a Muth extractor as fast

as we extract, and so have to wait.

Rantoul, 111., Sept. 9, 1883. H. M. Morris.

The honey crop in this section is short, and the

first crop of inferior qualitj'. The later honey is

good. Price, extracted, 15 cts.; comb, 30cts.

Troy, Ky., Sept. 11, 1883. N. H. Rowland.

SMARTWEED.

The bees are j ust booming down here on the smart-

weed. They have been on it for about four weeks,

and will be on it till frost, which will be five or six

weeks yet. J. P. Lyons.
Blodgett, Scott Co., Mo., Oct. 9, 1883.

I put out 31 in the spring; (me died; Squeenless;

50 now all in good order for wintering, and have tak-

en 3200 lbs., mostly comb honey. I think that pretty

good for one V8 years old, with one side almost help-

less by being paralyzed. A. Hunt.
Peoria, Iowa, Sept. 31, 1883.

HONEY-DEW IN OREGON.

I heard of an old lady who a few years ago (possi-

bly 1869) spread sheets nnd table-cloths out nights,

and in the morning pressed out the dew, and made
syrup of it, (In Clackamas Co., Ore.), and it isn't in

Texas either. E. S. Brooks.
Silverton, Ore., Aug. 31, 1883.

BEES NEAR THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

I have jvist started in the business here in the foot-

hills of the old "Rockies;" bought one colony last

spring. I now have six. As to honey, I have taken

only 50 lbs., but they are storing it now very fast.

They appear to do well at this altitude, 7000 feet.

La Veta, Col., Sept. 19, 1883. E. Burch.

YELLOW LOCUST.

It will not do to recommend the yellow locust for

all localities— here for instance. The borers destroy

the trees before they are large enough for fence-

posts, and then the roots throw up suckers all over

the neighborhood. They are a perfect nuisance,

and hard to get rid of. Burdett Hassett.

Howard Center, Iowa, Sept. 31, 1883.

MAKING HASTE TO COJNIPLAIN.

Here it is now — just what you expected, I will

warrant. I wrote you, "Queens laying and brood

hatching, and no indication of Italian bees." In

justice to you, I ought to say my conclusions were
too hasty—all show Italians now, and some of them
nice ones too; but it was about 30 days after we saw
the first eggs till we saw the first Italians. I thought

the dollar-queen traffic was spoiled, but it isn't.

E. S. Brooks.
Silverton, Marlon Co., Or., Aug. 21, 1882.

Our Italians are doing well. I have one Lang-

stroth and three Simplicity hives; one swarm had
two queen-cells, and one hatched, and I cut the oth-

er out and put it in the warm kitchen. Pretty soon

I thought I would open it, and then wax the cell up
again, as directed in the ABC, but the queen was
alive, and crawled out on my hand. We have had a

case of absconding in spite of unsealed brood; the

bees were wild ones, and demoralized.

Dimmick, 111., Sept. 1, 1883. C. F. Kellogg.

don T LET THEM STARVE.

I had 20 swarms of bees in the spring; had to feed

them through the month of May to keep them from
starving to death. One did starve. I now have 48

swarms; 4 came off the 17th of July; on the 35th of

July one of the four had filled the lower story, Lang-
stroth frames, and on the 3d of August I took 56 1-lb.

section boxes nicely filled, and it is almost ready to

take off again. J. H. Brown.
Creston, Union Co., la., Sept. 19, 1883.

from 3 TO 18 BY NATURAL SWARMING, ETC.

I started in spring with 3 stands of bees; increased

to 18 by natural swarming, and all are doing well;

had an after-swarm send out two first swarms; did

not let any escape. I had first swarm April 9 (Easter

Sunday). No feeding was done in the spring nor do
we now. Can anyone beat it? I stop robbing by
cutting a small hole in a piece of carpet, and satu-

rating it with turpentine, and placing it before the

entrance, so that bees have to pass through the

hole. I prevent jarring by placing a small piece of

rubber under each corner of the hive.

Clifford, Ind., Oct. 11, 1883. W. H. Butler.

BEE3 AND GROCERIES.

My bees have not done much better than in former
years; but my want of honey-making is, not enough
time devoted to bees. Running a grocery store and
a successful bee-yard is one of the impossible things.

A. W. WiLMABTH.
Embarrass, Wis., Sept. 11, 1883.

[As a rule, friend W., I would not advise a man to

divide up his energies by two or more kinds of bus-

iness; but many whose occupation is mostly indoors

take up the bees as a sort of outdoor recreation, as

it were, and as such they often make it pay quite

well. If a man had a large grocery and a large api-

ary at one and the same time, he would either have
to get a competent hand to assist, or let one or the

other suffer, I presume.]

\m i«*«Mif
OR HONEY-PLANTS TO BE NAMED.

STILL another flower to be named. It grows on
marshes, and around creeks on low places; it

produces nice yellow honey, with a peculiar

flavor, which I rather like. It grows from two to

four feet high; produces large quantities of honey
some falls, in rather dry wea'.her.

Eureka, Wis., Aug. 3, 1883. Albert Potter.

Answer by Prof. Lazenby :
—

The plant is what is commonly called " tickseed"—

coreox-'Sis palmata — composite family. Most of the

species belonging to the genus coreopsis are natives

of the South; but the one named above, and a few
others, are found in Mich., Wis., and south-west-

ward. They are mostly perennials — quite showy,

many being cultivated. They are propagated by
divisions of the root, or by seed. Except as orna-

mental plants, and possibly honey-plants, the mem-
bers of this genus are of but little practical im-

portance. W. B. Lazenby.
Columbus, O., Sept. 11, 1883.
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fj? INCLOSE you an advertisement clipped from

Ji[[ the American Pimliry Adviser, published at

Zanesville, O. Please show up in next Glean-
ings. W. Chapman.

Earlvillc, Portage Co., O., Sept. IJ, 1882.

BIO SECRET OUT.
mSCOVKRY IX SCIENCE—TICKLES EVERYBODY.

To manufacture honey on bee principles, at a cost of less than
f) cents a poun^l. To U':e it is a luxury and a matter of economy.
Nature's process shortened by science. Not artificial or a sub-
stitute, but real, pure, sweet, and superior to the average prod-
uct of the hive. Simple process; 300 per cent profit. Pays bipr

to sell or use in families. Recipe and rig-ht of sale, 82.00. Send
by registered letter. CHARLES TAYLOR, Commerce, la.

Thanks, friend C, for promptly reporting
the coming-up again of an old swindle.
Since Gleanings began, this same fraud
has been several times exposed. The recipe
does not make honey, nor any thing like it,

and there is no " right " about this, nor any
other recipe that is offered for sale. Look
with suspicion on every man who wants to

sell you a recipe for doing any thing. Our
books and papers now contain all that is

valuable in this line, and $2.00 should buy a
large nicely bound treatise on almost any
subject, instead of paying that sum for a
mere scrap of paper, with just a few lines
printed or written on it. Journals that give
place to advertisements of this class will

surely suffer for it, sooner or later.

GIVE PATENT-HIVE MEN A WIDE BERTH.

Mr. J. H. Mclntyre came into our neighborhood

last March, representing a patent bee-hive, patent-

ed by one James T. Fife, Corning, Iowa. He spong-

ed two weeks' board for himself and team, and ob-

tained some two or three dollars in money for bee-

smokers and seeds of honey-plants, and two or three

10-dollar notes, and traded the notes to innocent

parties, and promised to be back the first of June,

then left, and has not been heard from since. 1

have written twice for information, but can not

hear from him. Please give this a corner in your
journal, and may be I can hear from him.

Wm. Malone.
Oakley, Lucas Co., Iowa, Sept., 1883.

HOmE-ITI.\DE: BITZZ-SAW.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT A SKETCHING-CAMERA, AND
HOW TO USE IT.

||HE evening train of Oct. 3d brought Glean-
ings. While "skimming" it (as I always do
before sleeping) I noticed that a picture of my

buzz-saw was wanted. For a few minutes I was
puzzled. Take that great, unwieldy thing a dozen
miles to a photographer's I It would have to be

taken to pieces, brought home, and set up again.

To get a photographer to come here would cost $10.00.

If only I were artist enough to make a pencil sketch,

was my next soliloquism. Then, like a flash, came

the recollection of an artist's sketching camera, that

was advertised at $1.2.5 in the Youth's Cimipanion

premium list; but after a thorough search it was
decided that the children had had the premium list

to "look at the pictures;" only a few leaves could

be found, and co camera was advertised upon those.

"Oh, yes! neighbor P. takes the CoinpanUni; perhaps
I can find a premium list at his home;" and with
this remark I went to bed to think. The next morn-
ing, soon after breakfast, I found a premium list at

neighbor P.'s. Out from my pocket came some
stationeiy and a fountain pen. An order was writ-

ten then and there, and, by faking lively steps, I

managed to have it go off in the morning's mail.

Oct. 11 (in just one week) the camera came. The
next morning I look the "machine" over to the

shop, and was not long in making two discoveries:

the shop was too small and too darh; and so after all,

the saw would have to be taken to pieces and set up
out of doors. In about two hours I had it in position

out on the "green grass," as the little girls said.

The sky was a little "hazy," and the image formed
upon the piece of ground glass at the back of the

camera was not so clear as it ought to be, and
when I covered it with the piece of white paper up-
on which I was to draw the sketch, I found that it

was "no go." But, having gone so far in the mat-
ter, I was determined not to be frustrated; so I oiled

the paper, and was then enabled to make a sketch

without much trouble; although after it was finish-

ed I noticed that the oil had caused the color

from the pencil to soak into the paper, thus
giving the drawing somewhat of a blurred appear-
ance. About noon, the sun came out bright and
clear, and I found that I could make a sketch upon
clear white paper that had not been oiled, so I made
another drawing. Inclosed you will find both sketch-

es.

You asked for a picture in which I was standing

at the table, as when at work; but as the least move-
ment would destroy the picture, it would be very dif-

ficult for me to remain perfectly quiet long enough
to have a sketch of this kind made, while I do not
think it will be very difficult to imagine some one
standing there at the table, with his "fore foot" on
the little bench (G) and his "hind foot" kicking the

treadle (H).

HUTCHINSON'S HOME-MADE HUZZ-S.VW.

In addition to the description given last month, I

win explain as follows:—

The framework that projects at one end of the

saw-table is to support one end of a long board, while

cutting pieces from the opposite end. The piece A
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can be raised or lowered so as to have It on a level

with the saw-table. It is hinged at the back end,

and is held in position by a thumb-screw that passes

through a slot in the standard B. When not in use,

this frame-work can be shoved, telescopic fashion,

into the rest of the machine. C is a gauge that

works parallel to the saw. There is a piece of wood
fastened to the back end with screws, that project

an inch below the edge of the saw-table, and

at the front end is a thumb-screw (D) that turns

against the front edge of the table. A piece of hoop

iron is nailed against the front edge of the table for

the thumb-screw to work against. The saw can be

seen peeping through the table at E. The screw

that raises the saw-table can be seen at F. G is the

little bench upon which the operator stands, while

the treadle-bar H comes up hehind him. The top of

the treadle-bar never goes lower than the top of the

bench G. In order to make the pitmans as long as

possible, a piece of wood (I) is bolted to each side

treadle-bar, and to the lower ends of these pieces of

wood are fastened the lower ends of the pitmans. J

and K are braces. L and M are the pieces upon
which the boxes of the saw-mandrel rest.

W. Z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich., Oct. 13, 1883.

P. S.—At the postoflRce, 9:20. I happened to think,

as I was coming along, that I neglected to say,

that in order to make the large wheel heavy, 4 large

stones are fastened inside, one at the cctge of each

spoke. These stones cause so many "shadows"
that they were taken out when the picture was taken.

P. S. No. 2.— If ever I felt provoked at myself; if

ever I realized, to the fullest extent, my thickhead-

edness, it was to-day. One of my younger brothers

made me a visit, and, after a few experiments, he

demonstrated that the way to make a sketch with

the "Artist's Sketching Camera" is to first mark the

picture, with a pencil sharpened to a jiin point, up-

on the piece of ground glass at the back of the

camera, and then lay a piece of white paper over the

drawing, and the drawing can be seen very plainly.

October 18. W. Z. H.

I am sure we are much obliged, friend H.,
for the idea of the cheap camera for making
drawings of bee implements, as well as for

your full description of the home-made buzz-

saw, liut why did not the makers of the
camera send printed instructions for nsing
it, instead of obliging each user of the in-

strnment to work it out as you and your
brother have done? or did they do so, and
you have improved on their process? In
any case, I think you should send them this

article, and direct their attention to the mat-
ter. Such outlines as you sent will do al-

most as well for our engraver as a real bona-
fide photograph, and we will take measures
at once to add these little cameras to our
counter store.

^ m- ——
DRONES FROM WORKER EGGS, AGAIN.

A WEAK SPOT DISCOVERED IN THE CHAIN OF EVI-

DENCE.

l^h.T^ the 9th of September I removed a virgin

WM queen from the stock containing my choice
^""^

drones, and inserted a strip of comb from my
breeding stock, containing fresh-laid eggs. I cut it

from where I foUnd the queen laying. With my ex-

tractor knife I beveled one side that they might the

more readily start cells, and start them all on one
side. In a few days I found queen-cells, and I also

found them enlarging some of the cells around the

edge, as though starting queen-cells. But they built

them out horizontally, and sealed them up just like

drone-cells. Any one would call them drone-cells. I

determined to save them after the workers had all

hatched, and cage them to see what manner of

beasts they were. So on the last day of September I

went to that hive to get my drone-cells, and put them
where I could watch them. The workers were just

beginning to hatch, and, to my surprise, one of the

drottc-ceUs was a^so hatchino, ami it was a worker! An
examination of the other drone-cells showed that

they also contained workers. After the worker was
allowed to crawl out, the cell looked for the world

just as if a drone had hatched there. The cell was
both long enough and large enough. One that 1

opened contained a worker which did not occupy
more than half the room.
Now, like Mr. True, I have stated the facts just as

they are. But you will observe, the two experiments
differ in one essential: I saw the cells in question

hatch, and he did not. If I had not seen them hatch,

and had found drones there not there when I insert-

ed the comb, could I not have asserted that they

came from those large cells? And would not my
story have been a very plausible one? Well, I did

find plenty of drones in that hive not there before.

The drones already there were the finest drones I

ever saw, and very uniform. But at the time I

speak of, there were black drones, and even fertile-

worker drones, lots of them. Could not his Italian

drones have come from some other hive as well as

the black and fertile-worker drones in my case? In

my humble opinion, friend True's facts don't In-

clude the fact that those drones hatched from those

so-called drone-cells. And you will also notice that

none of our correspondents on this subject ever

mention having seen the drones hatch. Friend

Flanagan told you the drone-cells were there for

you to make the most of. Why did you not tell him
to watch them till they hatched, and then send them
to you? I affirm most positively, that nothing but

seeing the drones hatch is any proof that workers or

any thing else can change the sex of eggs after they

are deposited by the queen. I have more on this

subject, but will stop for the present.

Mt. Zion, HI., Oct., 1883. J. S. HUGHES.

Well and thoroughly done, friend II. This
is a most important point indeed. I hope
you will excuse me for not telling, until this

late hour, that we did watch one lot of drone-
cells that hatched out workers. As Ernest
held up the comb and pointed to them he
said, " Pa, don't you think anybody would
have called these drone-calls? "

" Surely, no one could have been blamed
very much for calling them drone-cells."
" Well, just look here. That worker came

out of that cell!
"

I at once suggested that this explained the
whole matter; but he declared the other
drone-cells did hatch drones ; and although
you may blame me for my carelessness, I
can only say, the matter was dropped there

and forgotten. Now, don't let us be too

hasty, but let us listen to what others have
to say to this, and Ernest among this num-
ber. It has brought out many valuable facts,

any way.
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Awake, awake, put on thy strength, O Zion; put

on thy beautiful garments, O Jerusalem.—IPA. 52:1.

SOMEBODY has said, that order is heav-

^^ en's first law ; but before we can have
^^'^ order we must have life and wakeful-
ness. Go into an unbroken wilderness, and
all is disorder. It may not be particularly
displeasing to the eye, for order is not ex-
pected there ; but let human habitations
come in, and what a great change must be
wrought! Without the guiding care of man,
what a fearful disorder nature makes! Eve-
ry thing drops and tumbles and scatters, dies
and decays, with no one to even look on or
care. Even if man should come in and put
the crooked, broken branches straight, make
paths around, through, and between the
great monarchs of the forest, turn up the
soil, and plant a garden, unless he were con-
stantly on hand to tight against the devasta-
tion and ruin of nature, how quickly would
it all go back! You may have noticed, per-
haps, some spot where a log house and little

home has some time been started and then
abandoned. How quickly and surely disor-
der and decay again resume sway! It is not
only the winds and the storms "that scatter
and cover up, but foul weeds soon choke up
the doorway ; and the squirrels, and birds of
the air, the spiders and insects, seem to make
haste in making the spot uncomfortable and
dismal. Humanity and human life stand
alone in favor of law and order. All else of
nature, animate and inanimate, is against it.

They are dead set against all progress and
improvement. My friends, it is so with sin.

Sad as it may seem, it is the rule and natu-
ral tendency.
Humanity unrestrained is like the work of

the elements of the forest — devastation,
decay, ruin, and death. J^et an ungoverned
child come into a well-kept household ; have
you not seen them make a wreck of almost
every thing that could be wrecked, in a space
of time so short that one wonders to see how
they could, during the interval, accomplish
so much. The first work of the baby, after
it learns to use its hands, is to tear the books
and litter the fioor ; after it is old enough to
climb to the bureau drawers, its delight is to
pull out the things and scatter them over the
floor, in a scene of disorder that an older

ferson could hardly produce if he should try.

f he gets into a pretty garden, the flowers
are torn in pieces, the dirt scattered about,
and destruction seems to be his delight.
Like the winds and the storms, the rank
Aveeds, the squirrels and the spiders, he
seems to have no desire but to assist in the
general work of destroying and leveling to

the earth all that has been built up with so
much care and pains. A mother's care oft-

en stops tlie baby ; and with an amount of
pains and care that can hardly be computed,
she pleads and entreats, reasons and ex-
plains, and finally develops intellect and in-
telligence, where there might otherwise have
been — what V Dear reader, can you form
any idea of what a child would be, nursed
and brought up by one of the lower animals,

if such a thing were possible? We some-
times have a feeble illustration of what a
child may be, by noting those who grow up
almost without training, or those who have
their own way through life.

In these past Home I'apers I have given
the histories of a few such. They trouble,
vex, and injure those about them while they
are young ; and when they get old enough
they" injure themselves. As they have not
been accustomed to restraint in childhood,
why should they impose any restraint on
their appetite and passions? With the same
want of reflection, or care, with which he de-
stroyed the things in his untrained child-
hood, he now without scruple, or care of
consequences, pours down the fiery liquid
that destroys both soul and body, and finds
the only possible stopping-place for such as
he in a drunkard's grave.

Y^'ou may say, that education and civiliza-

tion should teach our children and our boys
bettei". I grant it ; but what if they won't
be educated? Within the past few months
I have had quite a little tussle with the boys
and girls of our establishment to get them
to go to school. Most of them are in school;
but a few of them would not go, and they
are not all boys either. What shall we do
with those who will not be taught? What
shall we do with those who deliberately
choose darkness rather than light?

The natural man, uneducated and untrain-
ed, chooses that which will minister to his
animal wants and his own immediate pas-
sions and desires. The God part of man is

in direct opposition to all this. Jesus pleas-
ed not himself. Can any thing more em-
phatically describe the difference between
man unsubdued and unconverted, and man
after Christ has come into his life? At first

he lives tmly to please himself; when con-
verted he pleases not himself, or the selfish

part of his nature, but he lives to please God
and his fellow-men. Again I come around
to my favorite and oft-repeated text," Thou
Shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
might and with all thy strength and with all

thy mind, and thy neighbor as thyself.''

Now to go back a little, you will see that the
task of lifting and enlightening and subdu-
ing this savage nature, God has so arranged,
that it falls on one's fellow-men. The task
of training the infant not to destroy every
thing, and cram it into his mouth, devolves
upon the mother, and the child grows up a
barbarian or a civilized being, according as
the parents teach and restrain it. It is not
only the parents who are responsible for
their children, but to a certain extent broth-
er is responsible for brother. Cain did say,
it is true, "Am 1 my brother's keeper?"
but then, Cain was a murderer when he said
it, and it has been characteristic of murder-
ers from his time down, to say pretty much
the same thing. Saloon-keepers say to-day,
when kindly talked to for the ruin they have
done, " Why, do you mean to insinuate that
I am to blame for that man's having the
delirium-tremens?" Well, while we can
curse and kill each other by our example and
counsel, we can also (thank God) in the same
way lift each other up. God knows we need
lifting up, each and all of us, and that we
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need it day by day, every day of our lives,

or we slip back again into indolence, de-
pravity, and death. Well might the old
prophet Isaiah say, as in our opening text,

"Awake, awake." To the Church of God,
the united people of God, were the words
addressed. " Awake, awake, put on thy
strength, O Zion." It is in the power of a
church to have strength, and it is in their

power to put on strength. May God help
us, when our churches are weak and their

members sinful ! How beautifully these
plaintive, pleading words are put ! I fear it

is now, as it was then, that our churches and
our Christian people have good reason to be
called sleepy and feeble. AVe need to awake,
and we need to arise in our strength, and we
need to put on the beautiful garments of
righteousness and purity before we can be
the messengers of Christ to a sinful world.
It was but last evening that I found these
beautiful words in my Bible, dear friends, or,

rather, it was but last evening that I flfst

noticed their meaning ; and although I have
read them many times, yet even when I read
them now they fall on my ear like music,
and like a calfcoming down from heaven to

a sinful world.
"Awake, put on thy strength, O Zion

;
put

on thy beautiful garments, O Jerusalem."
Do you want to know what these words

mean to you, my friends? Are you loyal to
the Church, and are you holding to it with
all your might and mind? In olden times
God spoke to man direct ; but now he speaks
to us through our fellow-men. Through
them we see God ; and united together, it is

that we are to put on those beautiful gar-
ments. If there are things in the Church
that are bad, and you see it, and know of it,

the more need is there that you hold to it,

and remain among them, as I told you last

month. Divided, we should surely fall and
go to ruin ; but united, with God in our
midst, we shall stand through death and
eternity.

In my recent visit to Columbus I had a
grand old visit with our friend Mr. Oldroyd.
I need hardly tell you that God has heard
his prayers, and that his pecuniary troubles
are almost if not quite at an end. Well,
during our visit something was said about
the act of withdrawing from a church.
" Friend Oldroyd," said I, " did you ever

know of a case where a man became better,
or where any kind of good came from it, by
his withdrawing from the Church? "
" Friend Boot, I have watched that thing

from a boy, and I can not remember a single
case where the one who withdrew did not,
from that day forward, go down."

I think, my friends, that would be the tes-

timony of you all. The one who has stood
up for Christ can not withdraw without the
desolating process commencing — may be
very slowly at first, but soon it is like the
cottage in the wilderness, after the family
have moved out ; spiders and reptiles, and
all manner of unclean things, soon begin to
creep in.

Suppose you feel you have grown cold, and
would like to awake and put on those beau-
tiful garments again that you had when first

you put yourself in .lesus' care. What is to

be done? If you have " aught against your
brother," or are conscious of any transgres-
sion, of course that is to be attended to first

of all, and forgiveness asked. But suppose
there is nothing of this sort; what is to be
done? Suppose you have only become some-
what listless and indifferent in your religion,
what then? My friend, I would take the
text literally at first. Get up early Sunday
morning—just as early as you do week days.
Let the first move you make, even before
getting dressed, be to kneel down and ask
God's blessing on the duties of the day.
Now, if you haven't had a bath the night
before, make yourself as clean as you well
can be. Attend to all needful duties, and
never think of letting stock, children, or
neighbors, or any thing else, be neglected
because it is Sunday. Do every thing your
conscience tells you ought to be done, and do
it well and faithfully, in a way that a Chris-
tian ought always to do. While you shun
the appearance of evil as far as may be, use
good common sense. Necessary work being
done, put on your best garments, and make
yourself as pleasing to the eyes of your
friends (consistently) as you know how, and
you will be pretty sure to feel you are pleas-
ing in God's sight. Now study your Sun-
day-school lesson thoroughly. Of course,
yoii have a Sunday-school lesson, if you are
in the army of the Lord, no matter who you
are, nor your age, sex, and condition. Read
the lesson, and talk about it with the whole
family, and spare no pains in getting all to-

gether to Sunday-morning prayers. Don't
hinder anybody by making this exercise
lengthy, but do your level best to make it

all so lively and interesting that it will be no
task to get the children and all to come and
kneel down with the rest. Do not have the
prayer long, but have it so the children will
never urge, as an excuse for being away,
that they know already just what you will
pray about. Now get up from your knees,
and pitch right in and help everybody who
may be late in getting ready for church.
Make yourself really useful. Don't have any
loitering, loafing, or talking about the neigh-
bors around your home, on Sunday morning.
Bend your whole energies toward getting all

hands to go to church. After you have got
your own family ready, see if there isn't a
neighbor's child you can take along.

"Awake, put on thy strength ; " and if

everybody else who goes to your church does
likewise, you will fulfill the command of the
old prophet pretty thoroughly, in your neigh-
borhood. When you are at church, give the
minister your whole attention, as completely
as you would the doctor if he were telling

you about the health of one of your children
whose symptoms were alarming. I do not
believe there would be very much danger, at
such a time, of letting your thoughts wan-
der off on crops, and affairs of business,
while the doctor was speaking. There is no
need now for any one to say they can't help
their thoughts, for that day and age are
gone. You are responsible for what you
think aboiit, very much as you are what you
read about. Listen to the sermon. When
church is over, stay to the Sabbath-school,
and take hold and help as you would if they
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were raising a barn, and were short of help.
ISIake yourself useful, just as you did in the
morning getting the good wife and children
ready to go. Of course, you know I don't
mean you should be oflicious, but just take
liold of every thing you are asked to do,

and do it the very best you know how ; and
when you are crowded with responsibilities
and commissions, thank God ; for it is him
you are serving, and his house you are help-
ing to care for.

Blessed are they that dwell in thy house: they will

be still praising thee.—Ps. 84:4.

By all means, attend the church prayer-
meetings, and, in short, all prayer-meetings
where your pastor expects to be, and where
he expects and wants to see you. IsTever

speak ill of one of the otlicers of the church,
and do not allow a remark in your family,
detrimental or derogatory to one of thehi.

Don't speak of the minister, or allow him to

be spoken of in a critical way. Don't com-
pare God's servants by saying, or allowing
the children to say, " 1 think Mr. So and so
preaches better than "—some other minister.
Tell them we are no more to compare min-
isters than we are to compare our children.
Just imagine how it would sound for your
mother to say, '' I like John ever so much
better than Mary." Be loyal to the Church,
loyal to yourselves, and loyal to God.
Who is there who has not, some time or

other, been tempted to think of withdrawing
from the Church? Satan whispers, " You
are doing more than anybody else, and are
not half appreciated." Nobody speaks to you,
or takes any notice of you, perhaps, at
times. The Church may have all gone into
something that does not seem right to you,
and Satan whispers again, that all the rest
are wordly, and following after their own
selfish plans, while you alone are pure and
holy. It would serve them just right, if you
were to stand up and protest against the
whole piece of iniquity. Suppose you tell

them that, if they do as they propose, you
will never set foot inside the church doors
again. Whew! Do you think one can talk
like that, or even think like that, and be a
Christian? It may be one way of waking the
Church up, but it certainly is very far from
the way to induce the Church to'' put on her
strength." Would such a course help to
make the Church strong ? People who have
yielded to temptations like these are the ones
who have weakened the churches down until
they fell to pieces—until they were not only
sleeping, but dead. Is one "who stands in
such an attitude helping the Church to put
on her beautiful garments? The spirit that
the Master taught is always beautiful in its

holiness and purity, even under trying emer-
gencies ; but there is never any thing beau-
tiful and lovable about threats, and they are
never a part of the implements of warfare
that a Christian uses. It is next to an im-
possibility, that the Church should all be
mistaken, and you alone right. There are
good conscientious people in the world be-
sides yourself, and very likely there are a
good many in your church who are just as
faithful as yourself. To be sure, there are
differences of opinion, and this it is that
gives the Church its strength. How long

would a tree in full leaf, exposed to the win-
try blasts, stand if the roots were all on one
side, or if it had only a single root? Well,
you are one of the roots ; your neighbor is

another, and, all together, you hold the old
tree firmly against a blast from any direc-
tion. Well, do you imagine that a tree
would ever stand any firmer by having one
of its roots cut off, even if the one to be tak-
en off were a poor one? There is a chapter
in Matthew that tells us how to fix differen-
ces, not only in the Church, but also among
neighbors.

Once during one of our prayer-meetings a
stranger came in from the court-room near
by. ^Vhen an opportunity was offered for
him to speak, he remarked that he had been
several days away from home, and had
longed for the companionship of Christian
people. He spoke of the wonderful differ-
ence between the spiritual atmosphere of the
room of law and that of the Church of God.
He said that the contrast was greater than
he could well describe, and he thanked God
for the privilege of being among those who
worshiped God. This, my friends, is the
"beautiful garments" that should always
adorn the Church. These garments are in
our keeping. Strength and beauty. We may
be strong to resist the inroads of Satan, and
at the same time we may wear the beautiful
garb of gentleness, love, and charity.

How amiable are thy tabernacles, O Lord of hosts!
-Ps. 84:1.

Also in the chapter in which our text is,

we find,

—

How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of
him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth
peace; that bringeth good tidings of good, that pub-
lisheth salvation; that saith unto Zion, Thy God
reigneth!—Isaiah 53:7.

Some years ago an intemperate man was
reclaimed. He arose in meeting, and asked
to be allowed to be one among them. For a
time he was all that any one could have
asked; but in time he drifted back, and
seemed to have deserted his Christian frieiids

and the Church. I visited him and had a
long talk with him. Of course, such a man
would make excuses, but I fear the poor fel-

low had some grounds of complaint in one of
the excuses he made. He said there had
been so much quarreling in their church of

late, that it wasn't pleasant for him. With
sadness and a bowed head he said it, and
then was silent. From reports that came to

the outside world, I fear there was some
truth in it. Very likely this dissension was
on points of doctrine, or some like unim-
portant matters, while here was a soul going
to ruin because those beautiful gai-ments
were being dragged in the mud. May God
help us, as a people and a nation, that we
may be able to keep up the integrity and
purity of the house of God !

While on this point I wish to give you a
little bit of real life. When the country was
new, my father came into the wilderness and
settled on a new farm. As is usual with
the early surveys, things were not quite as
accurate as they might have been ; and
years afterward there was some dispute
among the neighbors in regard to boundary
lines. On the principle, that right harms
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no man, my father had a new survey made,
in order to have the road before his house
made straight. Well, as other interested
parties preferred to have it crooked, the sur-

veyor's stakes were pulled up by night, and
so nothing was gained. Years passed, and
it was evident to his family that the fence
matter was robbing him of his peace of

mind. He used to dwell on it, and talk
about it. He would stop his work and talk
with neighbors as they passed by; and if

one came near enough to overhear, it was al-

ways the same old subject. We began to

fear that so much dwelling on it would af-

fect his mind, for he would recount the
whole story to visitors who came from a dis-

tance, and ask their opinion in regard to the
matter.
The pastor of the church advised him to let

it go, and consider the acre of ground, more
or less, that he was lacking, as so much giv-

en to the Lord for the sake of peace. Right
is right, he insisted ; and when surveyors in-

timated that it was rather unusual to break
up old landmarks that had stood for such a
term of years, he felt hard toward them, be-
cause they were inclined to obey the spirit

of the law, rather than the letter. Father
was given to insisting that his children
should obey to the very letter, and I thank
God he was so ; but his stubborn will, when
he thought right was on his side, made him
much trouble during his life. It was not
long before he refused to commune with the
Church because they were more lenient with
some of its members than they should be.

He insisted they should strike his name from
the church-books ; but old and tried friends
gathered around him, and good-naturedly
coaxed him out of it. When it came com-
munion Sunday we plead with him, and
sometimes he would soften a little, and com-
mune with the Church; but next time he
was hard and severe again, and would at-

tend meeting at some of the other churches
when it was communion Sunday. We could
tell by his face when the hard spirit was up-
permost ; but it seemed almost in vain that
we plead and prayed for him. 1 told him,
that if he encouraged such feelings they
would grow on him, and that he would soon
have trouble in other matters besides about
the road. It happened as I said ; and as he
grew in years it seemed to me he grew more
exacting, and had less charity. When any-
body gets so determined on any thing, is it

any use trying to get them to relent V I re-

member pondering on the above, and I con-
fess my faith was getting weak. We could
sometimes coax him out of it, and he even
went so far as to shake hands with those
against whom he felt hard ; but he kept
slipping back into the hard spirit again,
although he continually kept up family wor-
ship. He was upright, and fair in deal, and
was loved and respected by a large circle of
neighbors ; but he lacked the spirit of our
IjOrd when any one suspected there was a
Judas among us.

Communion Sunday seemed the great day
of conflict ; and, oh how mother did dread to
see him absent himself ! I remember one
day when he told the pastor that he would
have withdrawn from the Church long ago.

had it not been for his companion (meaning
mother).
"Brother Root," said the pastor, "your

good wife, with her bright faith, has pulled
you through many a danger here in this
world, and I hope and pray she may be the
means of taking you safely into the kingdom
of God, in the world to come." He smiled,
and, if I remember rightly, a tear glistened
in his eye as he replied briefly,—
"Perhaps she will."

One Sabbath afternoon, perhaps a year or
more before his death. I was disappointed in
the brother who promised to carry me to the
Abbeyville Sunday-school. I waited until
I could hardly have time to get there on
foot, my horse being gone, and then I start-

ed out on foot. The old homestead was just
half way, and I knew if I could get my eye
on father as I passed, he would get up the
buggy and take me that last half of the five

miles in a twinkling. He was out in the
barnyard, and I called to him. I don't be-
lieve' he has a son, or grandson either,

who could have got the horse out of the sta-

ble quicker than he did. I ran the buggy
out of the carriage-house, and we got to
Sunday-school in very fair time, after all.

On the way home I gave him a pretty severe
talk on the road matter, and urged, with all

my energy, arbitration. He had always de-
clined arbitration. I quoted the Bible, and
Christ's plain words on every point, tell-

ing him he was old, and his example before
a large family of children and grandchildren
might be a curse to them for years to come.
" Father, do you want to see me using my

brains and money in law and quarreling, in-

stead of doing as I have for a few years
back?"
"No."
" Then set me a good example, and put

this whole matter in my hands, to be settled

by arbitration."

The effect of the Sunday-school, the texts
the children had repeated, and other things,
perhaps, were telling on him more than I

had counted on, and, to my great joy, he
consented, and gave me the prooiise.
"Now, father, let us finish it up now and

for ever. Who will be the arbitrators?"
" Well, I do not know that I want any,

after all ;" and after he had once turned his
back on Satan he made swift headway back
to the Church, and back to his God. He
was never absent from communion after-

ward, and the last year of his life was char-
acterized by a childlike gentleness, and a
softening of his stern will that was in strong
contrast to his life of a few years before.
No more did we fear his mind might be af-

fected, for Satan's sway was over, and the
beautiful garment of meekness and charity
was his after that, until the day of his death.
Despair not, my friends, even though you

have plead and urged and prayed. Human
nature does change when the spirit of the
Master is allowed to come in. Being pres-
ent at communion is but a simple matter of
itself, it would seem ; but when it comes to

be a test of loyalty to God and the Church,
life and death may be centered in it. I have
sometimes thought that indulging in hard-
ness of heart is a danger almost like intem-
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perance. At first it is a little thing. One
can put it away almost as well as to encour-
age it. ]jy and by it gets to be a fetter, and
requires an almost superhuman effort of the
will to break away from it. A sort of sleep,

or apathy, enthralls us, but it is the sleep of
death. Are the churches where you attend
awake and in their strength ? and are you,
my friend, lighting earnestly to preserve in
unsullied purity the beautiful garments of
the new Jerusalem V

'§€bae§€ $€lnitin.

HA.VE made up my mind, since reading Glean-
ings, not to use any more tobacco.

R. U. Griffith.
Pittston, Pii., Oct. 5. 1883.

I have been using tobacco for over 30 years, and I

am going to quit if you send me a smoker; and if I

ever use tobacco again, I will send you the 7.5 cts.

Vai-entine Latus.
Goldsmith, Tipton Co., Ind., Sept. 10, 1882.

I have been using tobacco since I was ten years

old, and I now give you my word that I will quit if

you will send me a smoker, and I will give you my
word that I will pay for it if ever I use the weed
again. Joseph Colins.
Big Spring, Calhoun Co., W. Va., Sept., 1883.

I have no smoker. I quit the use of tobacco years

ago. I am much better without the filthy weed. I

can be a better Christian, a better husband, a better

father, and a better neighbor. I made up my mind
years ago never to support a minister who is a slave

to the filthy habit. I am an unworthy member of

the denomination friend Heddon speaks about — the

Free Methodists, who make tobacco a test of member-
ship. I am in sympathy with all who work for Jesus
on the Bible line. F. H. Kennedy.
DuQuoin, 111., Sept, 9, 1883;
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Tsa::siTDi:ixr.A^, nNroTT*. i, loea.
I have been young, and now am old; yet have I

not seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed beg-
ging bread.—Psalm 37: 35.

Gleanings never stood before where she does now
in her subscription list. We are to-day, Oct. 30,

5371 strong.

1 have been feeling so happy of late, that I am al-

most ashamed of myself while there is so much
trouble and sorrow in this world of ours.

We have just purchased of D. A. Jones 100,000 of

his new honey-labels. They are giving the sale of

extracted honey a wonderful Impetus. Samples
sent free.

In answer to several friends we would say, that on
supplies purchased before Jan. 1st, for use next year,

you may have a discount of 3 per cent. On many of
our goods our profits are so close we can not offer

more than this.

A GOOD many Inquiries are coming In, In regard
to buzz-saw tables for hive-making, to bo run by
power. Next month we will give engravings, and
tell you all about making them, with dimensions of
all the dififerent parts.

remindery.
Now is the time when beginners imagine their

hives are queenless, because the queens are so small
they can't find them, and because they don't find any
brood. Very few queens, except young ones, will

lay now; and many times they won't even if you
feed them, so don't worry.

A LADIES' knife, white handle, two-bladed, a blade
at each end, is the latest novelty on the 10-cent coun-
ter. The first man to whom I showed one bought
two right away, and I do not know but that nearly
all of j'ou would do the same, if I should hold one up
before your eyes. If you want one, send quick, for
we have only one gross. We have written to see If

we could get more. Two cents more sends it by
mail.

Sugar-shells for only a dime, that look almost
as well as silver. At first I could not understand
how it was possible; but I found, by bending, they
are made of soft white metal. Well, this might
not do so well for a teaspoon, but if you use granu-
lated susar, no great strain Is ever required on a
sugar-shell. I admire the one we have in our lunch-
room, every time I have occasion to use it. They
are silver-plated, and we can send them by mail for
a dime, and two cents more for postage. Just try
giving one to a little girl* and see how it will make
her smile.

HILL'S DEVICE.
We have been asked if we shall again use the Hill

device under the cushions this winter. Most assur-
edly, we shall. Our bees were never in better con-
dition than last winter, so far as dryness and ven-
tilation were concerned, and over 300 colonies are
now fed up nicely on granulated-sugar stores, and
we intend to try how the Hill device will answer for

a cold winter. If we get one this time. As we are
filling a great many orders for them, we opine oth-

ers have been as well pleased with them as we have.
Price 5 cents each; by mall, 10c. Per hundred, $4 00;

in flat, $3.50.

THE IMPROVED WATERBURY WATCH.
Another series of Waterbury watches is just out.

The principal feature that is new is, that the dial is

covered entire, and the hands and figures are very
strong and plain, making it much easier to see the
time without spectacles, or in a dark day, or by
moonlight. We have just given four dozen of them
a 24-hour test, and only one acted " balky." The
rest all ran exactly on the dot. Now just a word in

the way of suggestion. These watches all run right

when hanging up. Before we send them out to you
we are going to try every one, carried in the pocket
also; but even after all this testing they will oc-

casionally stop, like all other watches. Well, If yours
does, don't write a long letter about it. We send
them to the factory to be repaired, without ever
looking at them, and so details are of no kind of in-

terest to us. Just say it stops, and send It back with
your name marked plainly on the box, and we will

send you another. If it stopped because you drop-

ped it, of course we expect you to say so, and to send
along 50 cents to pay for fixing. It is because the
Waterbury watches can be fixed so cheaply, and
without long stories, that is placing them so much
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ahead of all other watches. May be this sounds a

little like scolding-, dear friends; but I don't mean it

so. Details of the way your bees behave are of

value, because they give me a better knowledge of

the way the little fellows behave under all kinds of

circumstances; and you know I ought to bo learned

in all possible phases of bee lore; but two or more

pages of foolscap, written in regard to the behavior

of a watch, does not give any new facts in natural

history. Do you not see the difference?

FOULi BROOD.

FRIEND POND'S EXPERIENCE AND ADVICE IN THE
MATTER.

MICH has been written in regard to that dread

scourge of the apiary, foul brood, and much
advice in regard to its eradication has been

given from time, which would seem to carry the idea

that it is quite a simple matter to perform a cure. I

do not know, personally, whether the disease — or

whatever other term may be given it — is curable

or not; but I do know, personally, that its virulence

is such that, if allowed to proceed unchecked in a

single colony, one season would be sufiBcient to con-

taminate every colony within flight distance of the

affected stock. So much has been written descriptive

of the disease, the way in which it commences, and

proceeds until a colony is totally destroyed, that I

will occupy no space in describing it, but proceed to

give my views as to it3 treatment, and my reasons

for the same.

In the fall of 1867 I carelessly led two or three col-

onies with West-India honey, without taking the

precaution to thoroughly boll and skim, in order to

cleanse from all impurities; and the result was, that

the next season I saw thone colonies affected with

foul brood. These colonies were Italians, and one of

them had a $20.00 queen procured of Mr. Langstroth,

and of course I desired to save them; and in order

so to do, I tried all the means that at that time were

recommended, except the correct one — total de-

struction. This was before salicylic acid had been

discovered and made known, and consequently I had

no opportunity to makeuse of thatso-calledspeciUc.

The result of my attempts at cure was, that every

colony in my apiary became diseased; and not only

that, but every colony in the neighborhood became
affected also; and from later results I conclude that

some colonies in the woods also became affected, for

the reason that, for four or five years after, I would

find an occasional reminder of the disease in one or

another of my hives, in the way of a few cells of

dead brood, and I almost made up my mind to give

up bee-keeping entirely.

As good luck would have it,however, the winter of

1875, 1 think, proved an exceptionally cold one; and

as I have seen no traces of foul brood since that

time, I conclude that the colonies in the woods were

killed off, and the spores which carry the disease

(seeds, I presume friend Robinson would desire me
to say) were rendered entirely innoxious by the ex-

treme severity of the winter, as extreme cold is said

to eradicate the disease, root, branch, and seed. My
advice now, and until 1 have further light on the

matter, is, to burn and totally destroy by Are, every

particle of hive, frame, section, and comb, of a con-

taminated colony, and at once; and in thus advis-

ing, I admit that, according to the best evidence we
have, the disease is curable. My reason for this ad-

vice is purely on the moral ground that, in the hands
of an experienced person, much time, trouble, and
an immense amount of care must be taken in order

to eradicate every trace of the disease, as those who
assume to have cured it admit that it took more
than one season to accomplish it. Now, if this is the

case, what will be the result in the hands of an inex-

perienced person? If a bee-keeper is the owner of

every colony within range of his apiary, he, of

course, morally may do as he chooses, for no one but

himself can be affected thereby; but has any man
the moral right to expose his neighbors to the dan-

ger of communicating to them any infectious dis-

ease? and if not, has he any more right to expose

their bees to the danger of having foul brood com-
municated to tJiem? The answer is plain, and I put

it as a purely logical proposition, that a colony of

bees affected with foul brood will, in a short time,

contaminate every colony within flight range; to

cause your neighbors' bees to become affected with

such a dread scourge as foul brood, is a moral

wrong; therefore he who does not at once either re-

move a colony so affected to a place beyond the

reach of his neighbors' bees, or destroy it at once,

totally and entirely, commits a wrong, and one that,

in some States, is punished as a crime. Policy alone

would dictate me to destroy an affected colony as

soon as I found out its condition; for, as I have

previously said, I have experimented all I wish to

with the malady, and I wish to close every avenue

by which it can possibly come again to my apiary.

Foxboro, Mass., Oct., 1882. J. E. Pond, Jr.

]m%e)iUm§.

CONVENTION DIRECTORY.

TIME AND PLACE OF MEETING.
1882.

Nov. 1.—New Jersey and Eastern Convention at
New Brunswick, N. J.

Nov. 9.—Maine Bee-Keepers' Association at Bangor.
1883.

Jan. 19, 20.—Mahoning Valley Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion at Berlin Center, Mahoning Co., O.

FARM AND BEES FOR SALE
Thirty acres nine miles northeast of Des Moines,

and 1 14 miles from K. R. station (Ora Laber), on C.

and N. W. R. R., M mile from school and church.
Bearing orchard, I'/^-story house, stables, etc., all

fenced. Ten acres in cultivation; ten in meadow
and ten timber. Running water. Price, $1000.00—
1600.00 cash, $400.00 Ave years' time, with 7 per cent
interest; 50 stands bees, Italians and hybrids; 10

chaff hives, $8.00; 40 Simplicity, $5.00. Also some
stock and tools, if desired. MILO SMITH,
lid Greenwood, Polk Co., Iowa.

165 Colflis Of Bees For Sale.
45 Colonies in Chaff hives,

56 Colonies in Simplicity hives,

26 Co!onies in Improved Simplicity hives.
18 Colonies in Langstroth hives,

20 Colonies in Box hives.

About two-thirds of my stock is pure Italian bees.

I have a complete set of apiarian implements that I

will sell cheap to the party buying said bees. I will

weigh 40 lbs. of sealed honey with each colony ; price
$8.00 per colony, in lots of ten or more, delivered on
cars. Reasons for selling, ill health. Address
lid W. G. CRAIG, Clearmont, Mo.
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NOTICE TO BEE-KEEPERS.
The undersio-necl. having experience and skill in

handling bees and miinutacturing hives, offers his
services as manager or assistant in the apiary, and
would bo glad to corre.-»ponc} with bee-keepers who
carr.v on a large business, and who may need the
help of one who understands each part of it.

Refer to Ed. Gleanings.
11-id D. F. Savage, Medina. Ohio.

lAA NICE straight TULIP or POPLAR TREES
lUU for f 1.00, sent by express. Bt-tter than linn
for honey; hCHUtiful for shade. and good for timber.
Address CHAS. KINGSLEY, Greeneville, Tenn.

I
WILL exchange .5 dozen g-ents' knit undershirts
and drawers, assorted hizes, worth }6 per doz.,

for bees. Send in vour offers. Describe condi-
tion, kind, and hives. "EL WIN M. BIDWELL.
12-ld Mellenville, Col. Co., N. Y.

Names of responsible parties will be inserted In
any of the following departments, at a uniform
price of 30 cents each insertion, or $3.00 per year.

Tlie EicBlsior Poiltnf Yarfls
are alwavs well stocked with Pure-B'-ed P<>nl'ry and
Italian Bees; Extractors, Foundation, Hives, etc.,

for sale. Job Printing of every description done
cheap for cash. Ci cnlars free.

Address J. T. FLETCHER, West Montery,
12-9d Clarion Co., Pa.

SENn 10 c. for a pkir. of BLACK or YELLOW LO-
CUST SEEH, pos' paid. Address

12d CHAS. KiNGSLEY, Greeneville, Tenn.

T3EES AND QUEENS FROM MY APIARIES.

QUEENS AND NUCLET TN SEASON.
3tfd Circular on application.

J. H. Robertson, Pewajio, Ionia Co., Mich.

$1.00 Queens.
Nameg inserted in this department the first time vnth-

I'ut charge. After, 20c each insertion, or f2,00 per year.

Those whose names appear below agree to furnish
Italian queens for $1,00 each, under the following
conditions: No guarantee is to be assumed of purity,
or anj-thingof the kind, only that thequeen be reared
from a choice, pure mother, and had commenced to
laj' when they were shipped. They also agree to re-

turn the money at any time when customers become
impatient of such delay as ma.y be unavoidable.
Bear in mind that he who sends the best queens,

put up most neatly and most securely, will probabl.v
receive the roost orders. Special rates for warranted
and tested queens, furnished on appllcatior, to an.y
of the parties. Names with *, use an imported queen
mother. If the queen arrives dead, notify us and
we will send you another. Probably none will bo
sent for Sl.OO before July 1st, or after Nov. If want-
ed sooner, or later, see rates in price list.

*A. T. Root, Medina, Ohio.
*H. H. Brown, Light Street, Columbia Co., Pa. lOtf
*Paiil L. Viallon, Bayou Goula. La. lOttd
*S. F. Newman. Norwalk, Huron Co., O. lOtfd
*Wm. Ballantine Sago, Musk. Co., (). lOtfd
*D A. MeCord, Oxford, Butler Co.. O. 3-3

*Jiis. A. Nel*on, box 8;j. Wvandott, Wv. Co., Kan..5-,5

*C. G. Dickinson, Sou. Oxford, Chen. Co., N. Y. 6-13

Hive Manufacturers.
Who agree to make such hives, and at the prices

named, as those described on our circular.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, Iberville Par., La.lOtfd
S. F. Newman. Norwalk, Huron Co., O. lOtfd

F. A. Snell, Milledgeville, Carroll Co., 111. 3-3

Department for those who wish to be considered

SQUARE MEN.
Names will be inserted in this Department free of charge the

first time. After that, 10c. each insertion, or 81,00 per year.

If thou bring thy gift to the .altar, and there rememberest
that thv brother hath aught against thee, leave there thy gift

before the altar, and go thy way; flr.st be reconciled to thy
brother, and then come and offer thy gift.—Matt. 5: 23, 24.

Wc whose names appear below do not know that
we have a single dissatisfied person with whom we
have had deal; but if we have, such will confer a
avor by writing us kindly, and we will do our best

to render sa'isfaction.

I. B. Good. Nappnnee, Elkhart Co., Ind.

;

9tfd

E. M. HHvhurst, Kansas City. Jackson Co., Mo.atfd
E. A. Thomas & Co , Colerain, Mass. 9'fd

J. P. Moore, Morgan, Pendlet n C>.. Ky. 9tfd

G. W. Stanley & Bro , Wyoming. Wy. Co., N.Y.fltfd
Bright Bro's, Mazeppa, Wabasha Co., Minn. lOtfd

T. C. Crillv, Grafton, Lorain Co , O. lOtfd

S, C. Perrx, Portland, lonin Co.. Mich. lOtfd

D R. B'Pt, Besfs. Lehlsrh Co., Pa. lOtfd

A. B. Mill-r & Sim, Wakarusa. Elk. Co., Ind. llifd

S. D. Bill II, Union Ci'v, Branch Co., Mich. imfd
R. Stehle. Marietta, Wash. Co.. O. lOtfd

Hiram Roop, CHrson City, Montcalm Co., Mich. :W
J. H. Mi ers, Saratoga Springs, Saratoga Co., N. Y.

fltfd

Bvron Walker & Co., Capnc, St. ClilrCo., Mich.5>tfd

J. A.Osborne. Rmtou', Chxmp. Co., III. Otfd

Cha«. D. Ouvall, Spencervill". Mont. Co.. Md. fltfd

J. T. Wilson. MortonsvillH, Woodford Co., Ky. Stfd

J. J. Kiser, Des Moines, E. S. Station, Iowa. lOtfd
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%cm% ^clut^n.

Under this head will be In'Prted. free of charge, ttie names of
an those hdvini; honey to gell. as well as thone wanting to buy.
Pleas* mention how much, what kind, and piice«. as far as pos-
sible. As a general thtng. I would not advise you to send your
honey away to be sold on commission. If near home, wnere
Ton can look after U. it Is often a rery pood way. By all means,
aerelopyour home market. For 9f> cents we can furnish little

boards to hang up In your dooryara, with the words. " Honey
for Sale, " neatly palnt«d. If wanted by mail, 10 cents extra for
pnstasr«> Boards sayiQg^ ' * Bees and <^ueens for Sale, '

' same
(ii-ioe.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati. — Ho7icy.— Demand is good for ex-

tracted honey, both fur manufacturing: purposes (tiy

the barrel), and for table use. The demand is very
grood for honey in Mb. jars. A good di-al of comb
honey could be sold if we had a grnod article at a rate
within range of the views of the consumer; i.e.

which could be wholesaled at 20c, and retailed at 25c.

We pay 7@l0c per lb. for extracted, and lC@"20c per
Id. for good comb honey in sectlnns.
Beeswax is scarce, and in good demand at 2r@3"c

per lb. on arrival. C. F. Mcru.
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 18, 1882,

New York.—Ho7iey.—Our present stock of comb
honey is light, and demand limited, owing to high
prices ask^d. Prices range as follows: Best wtiite

in 1-lb. sections, looking neat, clean, and uti motive,
32@25c; the same, in 2-lb. sections, 20@22e; fnir. 1-

Ib., 19@31c; fair, 2-lb., 16@18c; buckwheat, Mb , 16®
ITo; In 2-lb., I4®ric. Extracted clover honey, 10@11;
buckwheat. 8@8'/ic.
Beeswax Is scarce, and finds ready sale at 31@32c.

H. K. & F. B. Thdbber & Co.
New York, Nov. 22, 1882.

Cleveland. — Honey.—Honev is unchanged. The
demand for best white in Mb. sections continues
very fair at 21@22c, though large sales are hard to

make at over 20c. Second grade, 1-lb., sells at 18@
2nc; 2 lb., first quality, 19@2 c; secnd grade, ]7@I9
DucKwheat not wanted. Extracted is t-low at pres-

ent in all shapes; prices range from 9 to 11 in bbls.,

and 12®U In cans. Beeswax. 28®3tc.
Cleveland, O., Nov. 29, 1882. A. C. Kendel.

"Detroit.—Honey — The honey market, upon the
opening of the month, was active, and prices firm.

This satisfactory condition was soon followed by
such a large number of shipments th.it prices were
greatly depressed. The surplus Is being gradually
absorb'd, but price- are still low. Flrfit-ciass comb
honey is worth about 18c.; dark, 15@17c. Wax is so
scarce that 1r Is hardiv quotable, but is worth 80 els.

Detroit, Nov. 24, 1882. A. B. Weed.

Chicago.—Honey.— f am paying 6V4c for dark, and
9c for light extracted honey. The supply in plenti-

ful.—Beestoar. -Choice lots. 27c; common yellow, 25

ct8.; dark and off colors, 17@22c.
Alfred H. Nrwman.

Chicago, 933 West Madison St., Nov. 21, 1882.

Boston.—Honey —One-half pound sections, 80c; 1-

Ib., 22@25c; 2-lb., 20®32c; extracted. 10c. - TTax, 30c.

Crocker & Blake.
Boston, Mass., Nov. 22, 1882.

I will sell basswood and clover honey at 16 cts. for
large boxes (net weight), and 18 in i-lb. sections.

Send cash with order. H. Barber, Adrian, Mich.

T will pay '0 ctp. a p nind for pure extracted honey
in half-barrel packagt s, cash on delivery. Write par-
ticulars befon^ chipping. E. Kretchmer.
CobuTg, Iowa, Nov. 6, 1883.

I have 1 bbl. of white-clover honey; 1 bbl. of white-
clovi r and heart's-ease; 1 bbl. i>f heart's-ease; 1 bbl.

of heari's-caRC and Spanish needle; 1 bbl. of Spanish-
needle, in open whisky-barrels, coarse cloth cover;
was ripe when extracted, but is v*>r.v thick and nice.
I will sell in barrels at depot for 11 cts.

Nokomis, 111., Nov. 3, 1883. E. Sandford.

I have 1500 lbs. honey in one-pound sections to sell,

put up in cases of 48 sections, no glass on sections,
but the cases have glass on both sides; cases thrown
In and delivered on board the cars at Lawn Hill,

Hardin Co., Iowa, at 20c per lb. A. Lindlby.

I have 5 barrels of extracted honey, and 3000 lbs.

comb honey In 1 and 2 lb. sections. What shall I

do with It all?—My respects to the boys, and espe-
cially the girls in the sh^ .p. J . L. Gray.
Lee Center, Lee Co., III., Sept. 39, 1882.

[The above should have been given before (I mean
the pfrt about the honey), but it was overlooked. If

Iriend G. has got It yet, perhaps some of the friends
Win tell him what to do with it. The boys and girls

are all doing well, thank you.]

Qr\ NICE TARTARIAN CHERRY-TREES
Zi\J for $1.00 (by express). Good /ruif, and makes
•' lots" of honev. Address
12d CHAS. KINGSLEY, Greeneville, Tenn.

I aj Ise dear reader, to ask
if you have seen

DOOLITTLE'S

Bee-Keeper's
CLUB-LBST

ff.r 1883. If not, ymi want
one, as it is full of good
things, is worth reading, and
will save you money. Ti > get
one write your address plain-
ly on a postal card and direct
it to

G. M. DOOIilTTIiE,
BORODINO,

Onondaga Co., New York.

A NEW IMPORTATION OF CHOICE

Bokhara Clover Seed
has arrived, and is for sale cheap. Apply to
12-3d CHAS. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, Ohio.

on GOOSEBERRIES by mail, $1.00. Good
At\3 roots; HougbtiMi's seedling; bears well;
produces hon"V verv earlv. Address
I2d CHAS. KINGSLEY, Greeneville, Tenn.

HEW AND NECESSARY,
BEES and POULTRY Combined, only $1.25 a Year.

The 32-pnge Bee^Kcepers' Magazine, for 1883, will be
greatly enlarged and heautifled by the addition of a
department devoted to Pimltry. Mnnv are now
beeping both he-s and •poultry snccesxfully. and find

their net yearly income murh larger and more relia-

ble thun from either industry sejyarately. H* nee the
de!<irability itf the combined journal Agents Wanted.
Best inducements ever offered, in Cash or Fine Pre-

miums.
Address KING, KEITH & CO.,

14. I»arlt 1*1 oc,
12d IVOT- York.

T=5Xjp2.iDir'S

.Fimll MCQRDER;
Piiblielied and eJited ly a man Imvine RH TEAKS prac-

tioni cxperloiioe, and now having £00 acres under fruit, with

cvanoratlng buildinzs, (rreen-houses, Ac, Ac right in tlin midst

of the ereat fruit section of Western N. Y. Monthly, 20 pnpes,

*l.on pr year. Specimen free. Each No. Knenkii for Itaelf.

Vslnnhie premium to everj' snhscriher. G It A N I> and UB»
LllA I. liidiiecinentx to Club Apents. Addrist,

A. M. PURDY, Palmyra, N.Y.

SEND 10 cts. for a pkg. of SUMACH SEED, post-

paid. Address
13d CHAS. KINGSLEY, Greeneville, Tenn.

JOB PRINTING.
Circular free. E. H. COOK, Andover, Conn.
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EstahUshed in 1873.

TERMS: $1.00 Peu ANNUM, IN ADVANCE;
2 Copies for $1.90; 3 for «2.75; 5 for $4.00, 10

or iiioi'e, 75 cts. eaeJi. Single Number, 10 eta,
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NOTES FROM THE BANNER APIARY.

KO. 37.

A LITTLE ENCOURAGEMKNT — WHAT IT WILL SOME-
TIMES DO.

'

' It seems a story from the world of spirits,
When any one obtains that which he merits,
Or merits that which he obtains."

!0B^.5f ELL, 1 ihink that the last number of Gle.an-

tra INOS contained all the praiSR that / nit^rit.

I had no Idea that that short extmct that I

gave would bring down upon my bend such a t-hower

of praise. I expected that the replj' would be some-

thing like this: "'Friend Hutchinson Ijeing the only

one who furnishes us with an article each month, we
thought it best to publish his 'No'es' in the fame
part of the paper each month." Yes, friend Root, I

think I know how to bear either praise or censure;

but I do not mean by this that 1 am iniVffcrail to

either. When I have worked hard, it is very pleas-

ant to know that my efforts are appreciated. It is

working simply for the sake of being praised that I

detest. If I am in the wrong, I am thankful to the

one who points out my mistake. There are quite a

number of apiarian writers who are, I think, more
deserving of praise than myself, and 1 should be

very much pleased Indeed to see them rec<ivo it.

Before leaving this subject I wish to especially thank

you, friend Koot, for the encouraging and instruc-

tive words that you used to send me occasionally,

when I first began to contribute to Glranings
Had it not been tor your kindly recognition of my
one Utile "talent," it Is doubtful if I should now be

earning $3t0, or thereabouts, each year, writing for

the bee journals and agricultural papers.

A LITTLE MORE ABOUT THAT BUZZ-SAW.

The illustration of my buzz-snw,in the last Glean-

ings, is cxc*-llent, and, with the exception of the

bearing of the main shaft, shows every part quite

distinctly. Had 1 ki own how to properly use tho

sketching camera, I do not think there would have

been any exception. Stanfting at the end of the ma-

chine, the bearing of the main shaft looks some-

thing like this: —
In tho Ocf. Gleanings,

this p.trt of tho raiichine Is

described as follows: ''The

li gs (A A) are 5 feet 6 In.

long, and cross each other

3 feut 4: inches from their

lower ends. Where they

cross, a perpendicular slot

% of an Inch deep and 4 in.

wide is made upon the in-

side of each leg, and into

this slot is tilted a piece

of hard wood (IJ) 4 in. wide,

one inch thick, and one

foot long. The bolt that passes through the lugs

where they cross also passes through a slot cut in

this piece of hard wood. Through tho lower end of

this piece of wood is a hole (C) in Avhich runs tho

iron ^iudgeon on tho end of tho main shaft. Of

cour-e, each pair of legs is furnlt^hed with such a

piece of wood." Had I gone more into details when

writing the above description, I 9hr)uld have said

that the hole (C) is an elongated hole, or, rather, a

slot, throngh whl<'h can be passed tho crank upon
the end of the main shaft. The slot D, in the end of

the pitman E, enables a careless visitor to get his

FIXING THE TRE.\DLE.
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foot under the lower en<\ of the pitman, and yet es-

cape with badly jyinched Instead of crushed toes.

MY REPORT.

Two or three weeks ago the editor of one of our

county papers, while driving throug-h the country,

called upon, chatted with, and quizzed me a tew
minutes, and the next issue of his paper contained

the following:—
" Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, of Rf^gersville, who a

year or two ago wrote for publication in the Ghihc a
series of exceedingly interesting articles upon bee
culture, gives us the following in relation to his ope-
rations in that line the present season. He com-
menced the season with 25 swarms of bees, and
closes with 6.5 swarms, all having sprung from the
original 25, and all supplied with sufficient honey to

winter them. He has sold 528 Italian queen-bees, at

an average price of 7 shillings each; 800 lbs. of light

honey at an average price of 14 cts. a pound, and 500

lbs. of dark honey at an average price of 11 cents a
pound. Estimating the bees that he now has on
hand at f5.00 per colony, Mr. H. has, the present sea-

son, received from his bees, in clear profits, the
snug little sum of $050 — exactly $2(5.00 per colony.

We have strong hopes of inducing Mr. Hutchinson
to prepare a paper on the subject of bees and honey,
to be read at the winter meeting of the Stare Horti-

cultural Society, to be held here in December."

FROM 3 TO 30 IN ONE SEASON.

I started last spring with the determination to in-

crease 3 colonies to 50, and, by furnishing the new
colonies with laying queens, and supplying the old

colonies with empty comb or comb fdn. in place of

the combs of honej' and brood that were removed
in making up new colonies, and had, upon the open-

ing of the buckwheat-honey harvest, increased them
to 30, when somebody carried off all of my empty
hives. Now, don't be alarmed: the hives were not

stolen. Last spring I had in my possession 25 empty
hives belonging to a bee-keeper living a few miles

distant, who gave me every assurance that he would

not need the hives the present season, and that I

was perfectly welcome to use them. About the mid-

dle of August he called upon me and said that his

bees had increased altogether beyond his expecta-

tions, and that he would be obliged to have the

hives. Of course, I let him have them : but it put an

end to ray " increase experiment." As my time was
wholly occupied in the apiary, not a minute could I

spare for hive-making. The 30 colonies remained
undisturbed, and became very strong in numbers,
and heavy with honey. Perhaps it is all for the best.

W. z. Hutchinson.
Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.. Nov. 15, 1882.

Your invention to avoid pinched toes is

quite an important one, friend II. In foot-
power printing-presses, and other similar
machines, the same thing is accomplished
by having the pitman turned into a hook at
its upper end, and this hook catches over the
cranlc or cranks. If any thing gets under
the treadle, the pitman simply unhooks—It

seems to be quite the fashion nowadays for
both the l)ees and their keeper to see how
many can be made from a few, as this num-
ber of our journal abundantly testifies. Had
you not run out of hives, I presume you
would have easily doubled the 30, and so
made 60 from three. Am I right, friend H.V
Well, if you winter the 30, I presume that
will be much better than to have had 60 and
lost half ; so, now, let us see you winter
them

THE IWOST EXTKAORDINARY RESULT
YET.

ONE COLONY AND A NUCLEUS INCREASED TO ;^7,

OAVE 1662 LBS. OF HONEY, AND THREE SWARMS
RAN AWAY BESIDES.

f
WILL give you some of my success in handling
bees this summer. Last May, a year ago, I

"^
b(.light an Italian queen of you, and in getting

it here it was crippled Svj it died, and you sent me an-

other, and from this queen I built one strong colony

and one nucleus during the summer, and the nucleus
had only about one pint of bees when they went in-

to winter quarters (as the summer was very poor
for bees here), but I brought them through all r'ght,

having to feed the nucleus, and they commenced
swarming April 8ih, and from those two colonies I

now have 37 stands of Italians, and I let three

swarms get away from me, making 30 stands in all

from the two stands. You may open your eyes at

such a statement, and say "bosh!" but I have the

bees as living witnesses, and have taken from them
1662 lbs. of honey. To show the contrast between
the blacks and Italians, I would say, that in the

spring I had five colonies of blacks and now I have
15, and gave them the same treatment. You can
publish this if you think it worthy a place in your
journal. Pend the journal, for I have tried doing

without it for a year, and find it up-hill business

when I want to know any thing, and don't know
where to find it. J. W. McKee.
Southland, Camden Co., Mo., Nov.. 1882.

I don't say " bosh " at all. friend M., but,
on the contrary, thank ycut for telling us of
it; and I congratulate you on your success.
We should be very glad' to have a fuller re-

port of the way they did it. The wliole se-

cret of it \vas the swarming, or commencing,
rather, in the fore part of April. This year
has given us results showing possibilities we
hardly dreamed of before.

A VISIT AMONG THE BEE FOLKS
AROUND OBERLIN.

SKETCHES BY E. R. ROOT.

,
EAR PAREMTS:— Last Saturday I took a gen-

jT) erai stroll around the immediate vicinity, to

visit bee friends whom I had never seen, but

who knew us indirectly. I had a grand good old

time, as you might expect. Mr. Fowls was along

with his team, so that we had an opportunity of see-

ing a great many more bee-keepers than we would

otherwise have done. We first went to Mr. Jump's.

This gentleman, as you know, has the Diamond hive,

after his own pattern. It possesses some good

features over other hives; but on the whole I do not

think I should like it. His hives were all arranged

with neatness and ordei'. numbering upward of 150.

A strange fact is, that his bees, with one or two ex-

ceptions, are all blacks, and Mr. Jump says he would

not have any other race. But what Interested me
more was his large collection of stuffed specimens,

including all wild species, both bird and quadruped,

within the surrounding district, besides many others

gathered from different parts of the U. S. In my
estimation his collection in taxidermy was much
more extensive and better tbaujthat contained in

the college museum. When you make me another
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visit I intend ynu shall make Mr. Jump a visit also,

as I am sure you will be well repaid.

We next went to the npiary of Mr. Fowl3, where
his hives are arranged in a he.xag -n, in a neat, tasty

manner, according to the directions given in the

ABC. His hives are chaff, and, from all appearanc-

es, seem to be well equipped for winter. Mr. Fowls'

enthusiasm really inspired me anew on the subject

of apiculture. I found, also, that he was well read

on subjects perlaiiiing both tobees and agriculmre.

We next went to Amherst, a town about 9 miles

from Oberlin. After some inquiry we found where
Mr. Hopkins lived. By the way, he is not only a bee-

keeper, Ijut quite an extensive fruitgrower. He has

about 70 c lonies, all in the American hive, such as

were once in our old apiary. After having shown
us his methods of putting his bees into winter

quarters, he invited us to take a look over his fruit

farm, consisting of 80 acres, all devoted, if I am cor-

rect, to his favorite pursuit. He showed us a straw-

berry patch of about an acre. The plants were set

out in May, and when I was there the ground was
just one heavy mass of strawberry leaves, so that it

seemed impossible for weeds togrow. According to

my notion it was in about as fine a condition as one
could ask. Then he showed us his peach orchard,

which was one of the grandest sights I have seen in

the shape of an orchard. It really made me feel en-

thusiastic on the subject for once. I am sure that

you would have enjoyed that visit too, had you been
there, as Mr. Hopkins explained his ditrcr<^nt meth-

ods of fruit-growing, which I know would have been
very interesting to you. Mr. Hopkins made me
partially promise to bring you out there some time,

especially during p^ach or strawberry harvest. Dur-
ing supper I was asked a number of questions rela-

tive to the journal, etc. Among them was, Who la

Merrybanks? and whether he wei e a lictitious char-

acter; and if not, how long he had been in that busi-

ness. He said he thought it was rather strange that,

if Merrybanks were a true character, he should

make such rapid advancement; and. also, since he
was almost a dunce, should turn out to be a smart
business man.
You remember Mr. Hopkins' little girl wrote in

the May number of the Juvenile about the death of

her little sister. There are several '" blue eyes" in

the family yet; one just about Caddie's age. This

made me long to see that young " Cad," but she will

have to wait till Christmas.
Well, it, is about time for me to study now, so I

shall have to close. E. R. Root.
Oberlin. O., Nov. 13. 1883.

Our friends will notice that the above was
not intended for piint, and. in fact, it was
only after argninjr tlie case that I obtained
it. I wished it, chiefly because it gives one
a vivid idea of the good that raav be gained
by both parties in these friendly calls, by
the mutnal interchange of ideas. It occurs
to me just now, to mention that friend
Fowles has a novel i)ackage for extracted
honey, in the shape of a glass pitcher hold-
ing i gallon. He sells these in the city for
$1.00 each, honey and all; and from the
number of pitchers we are selling him. I

think he is doing quite a trade in honey by
the " pitcher full." hpeaking of taxidumy
and the strawberry bed reminds me of how
often bee-men are given to excelling in some
such specialty. Are we not, as a class, a
Tather jii'ogressive people?

TABLES FOR CIRCITLAR SA^VS, FOR
HIVF-ITIAKINO.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT HAND AND FOOT POWER
8AAVS.

"X^^yfIIILE a foot-power saw does very well
for making, say 100 or even more

-^ -' hives a year for one's own use in his
own apiary, when it comes to making hives
for his neighbors, or perhaps to ship oif to
distant customers, almost every one soon
finds it too laborious to be pleasant. It is

true, he can hire help; but I believe it is

generally a pretty hard matter to find help
with the necessary enthusiasm to be willing
to tread a buzz-saw many hours in the day.
The owner of the bees will do it, I know, and
thrive on it, for that matter, especially when
lighting his way to making a start in the
world : but most people duj'ing this present
age will very soon want to bring in the aid
of steam, or something else, to do the work
of bone and muscle.
Now, it is almost always suggested by a

new hand, that steam or other power be ap-
])lied to the foot or hand power machine.
This can be done, It is true ; bnt as a rule it

does not in the end prove satisfactory, for
the reason that all foot-power machines are
of necessity made just as light $nd easy run-
ning as they can be consistently, and are
therefore not calculated for much more strain
than the power of a man. If you put on a
horse-power or two thev will quickly wear
out, or break down. What you want to
stand a horse or steam-engine, is something
like the cut below.

BUZZ-SAW TABLE FOR HIATE-MAKINQ BY POWER.

The table is made of 4x4 hard-wood scant-
ling, say maple or ash. The sticks are sized,
and the '•'•wind" taken out of them, and
then tlie whole is put together with mortise
and tenon, an<l tiien drawn up tight with lag
screws I in. in diameter, by in. long. The
tnble is 48 in. wide, and 42 in. long. It is

made of hard-wood boards securely screwed
fast to four bars of hard wood about 2x2. A
bar is placed at each end, and the other two
at equal distances under the middle. The
table-top is hung on hinges at the further
end as it stands in the cut, and at the end
nearest us, in the picture, it rests on hinged
strips, resting in mortises, as shown, bet-
screws fasten the table at any desired height.
Strips of iron should be let into the wood
where the points of the set-screws strike, or
the wood will soon be injured and mashed
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lip. In the drawing, two gauges are showij
We term these the "figure four" and the
"parallel" bar. The former is for cultiug
olf stuff, and the latter for ripping.

" parallel'bar" gauge.

This is to be made of the best piece of

seasoned maple or cherry you can get. It

needs about a :-!x4 scantling, one foot longer

than the table-top. Rabbet out a piece as

shown, to m^ke a bearing for tlie bars of

iron that it swings on. These bars are iron,

Ixi, pivoted at each end with heavy screws.

They allow the l)ar to swing clear up against

the saw and back away from it. far enough
to cut off the cover of a Simplicity hive,

which is in length 20i inches. To fasten

this parallel- bar spcnrely at any point, a
third iron bar. C, is placed between these

two. Instead of being screwed fast to the

parallel bar #l, it is simply slipped over a
steel ))in driven into A. There are. in fact,

two of these pins, at a distance of perhaps a
foot apart. This is to keep the adjusting
bar alwavs at prettv nearly a right angle to

the parallel bar. Now. this strip of iron has
a long slot in it. and a thumb-screw ]) goes
into the slot. By this arrangement it will

be noticed that the parnllel bar can not
swing or move, unless the thumb-screw lets

the slotted bar slide under it. By tightening

the screw, the parallel bar is a fixture at any
point, and it is always parallel to the saw,
when once adjusted as described in the A B
C book.

THE " FIGURE FOUR " GAUGE.

This hardly needs explanation. That it

may slide easily, and without sliake, it runs
on an iron track. This iron track is simply
a straight bar, i inch square, screwed fast

to each of the strips on the under side of the
tabJe-top. It is made of hard-wood stuff

about I thick. The longest piece, which is

grooved to run over the iron bar, is exactly
tiie length of the table. The right-angled
piece is two feet long. All are about 4 inches
m widtlv This right-angled piece must be
so adjusted as to cut boards off exactly
square ; and when right, it should be screwed
down and braced with iron, as shown, so it

can never get racked out of true. On the
accuracy aud fineness of this adjustment
depends all your work. If one coidd afford
it, it would be a fine thing to have the whole
table-top, and all of these gauges, of planed
iron.
The mandrel used for these saw-tables is

our $7 Ou one, generally; but for a great
deal of work I would advise the heavier one,
costing about $i0.00 A still better one,
with united boxes, and self-oiling attach-
ment, is worth about $14.00.
While I am on this subject, here comes the

following :—
WuuW you please Inquire in Dec. Glbanings for a

(leecription of, or how to build, a haud-power circu-

lar saw? Perhaps you have hud some experience in

hand-powers yourself. If so, please let us have it.

Geokge Cork.
Niagara, Ont., Can.. Oct. 31, 1882.

Well, friend Cork, almost in the same
mail with your letter comes one from one of
our juvenile class, describing a home-made
hand-power s^w. We have had an engrav-
ing m:ule of the sketch he sends, and below
it we give you his letter:

—

A HOME-MADE HAND POWER BUZZ SAW.
I see in father's Gleanings a, sketch of a home-

made circular saw. I thought I would give you a
drawing of one 1 have made. I use a 12 and 18 inch

saw, l-inch mandrel. The cog-wheel I got from an
old fauning-machine, and the speed-wheel I got

from an old hand corn-sheller. This machine saws
all our firewood, besides hive-makiug. I find it a

useful machine. A W. Beardmore.
Annapolis, Maryland, Nov. 18, 1882.

The above machine will answer an excel-
lent purpose, I know, for we used one of
Barnes' hand-iippers in our establishment
for several years. Even though two men,
with a couple of good sharp carpenter saws,
might do nearly as much work in cutting
and ripping, they could not possibly do as
accurate work. With the above machine,
riijged with the gauges described above, a
couple of boys would do the amount of work
that men would, and it would be more ac-
curate than an expensive carpenter with try-

square and smooth -plane could possibly
make it. I have no di>ubt but that the boys
would cut np double the firewood they could
with the ordijtary hand saws, as our young
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friend describes. Such a machine would be
so very handy, we may decide during the
comine: year to get up soraetliingof the kind,
for about §2-5.Ou. How many of you want
one?

I almost forgot to add, that all kinds of
buzz-saws are dan serous. Since we have
been in the business, four different boys and
men have lost a large part of one hand, by
letting them slip against a saw while in mo-
tion. If you work with buzz-saws, be careful!

Or Departiuciit lor duties to bo attcudcd to
this uiontU.

TP^r^NLESS in localities where the bees can
^\ fly, I would not now undertake to feed

liquid food any more. Feed either
candy made of granulated sugar, in the way
that has so often been described, or use the
" Good candy," that has been so much talked
about of late. There can be no possible ob-
jection to it, unless it is that the granulated
susrar may rattle down to the bottom of the
hive after the bees have licked the honey all

out. If the sugar is well stirred into the
honey, and the whole allowed to stand sev-

eral days before it is fed, I think it will be-

come so well incorporated that the bees will

lick it all up. I have just directed that
some that has been several weeks mixed up
may be put over the hives this morning, and
before night I will report to you how it

works. If all is well, as I am sure it will te,

feeding in cold weather will hereafter be
summed up in about the following :

—

" Go to the store and get some granulated
sugar ; wet it up with honey, until you
make a stiff dough. Lay it right on the
frames, over the cluster, in qtiantities of from
i to i lb. at a time ; and as often as you tind

it gone, put on some more, until your bees
have enough. After putting it on, lay right

over it a Hill's Device, then a sheet of bur-

lap or coarse bagging, then chaff. For con-

venience you may navp. a chaff cushion,
made of tliis same coarse bagging ; but even
if you do. have enough loose chaff also to

make all so tight that no bee can ever work
his way up in any of the corners, and die on
top of the cushions."
This last point I flunk very important. I

can not bear to find dead bees around, when
I open a hive. A dead bee on top of a cush-
ion alwavs makes me feel dismal, even after

I have closed up the hive and gone away. I

wouldn't have it. If bees die in the cluster,

and are carried out at the entrance, it is

probably no fault of you's ; but if your hive
is so made that tliey get up over the cush-
ions, and they die because they don't know
how to get back, it is your fault. Every
single bee is valuable. Not oidy that, but
God made this little speck of animated life,

and intrusted it to your care. Have you any
right to let them die t)y your carelessnessV
Don't let mice get into your hives. They

are ravenously f(md of lioney; and if the
entrafices to the hives are large enough they
will be pretty sure to get in. The chaff

cushion over the bees is a grand place tor

mice to winter in ; and if you should neg-
lect to have wire cloth over the ventilators,
you are almost certain to find them there.
They will tear your cushions all to pieces,
and make every thing smell. Why, if I
wanted to find something emblematic of
shiftlessness, ruin, and devastation, it would
be the litter left by a lot of mice, and the at-
tendant smell. Don't have it anywhere, no
matter what it costs to get them out. A
few days ago the apiarist said he could not
keep the mice out of his chaff cushions. I
told him to clean out the whole room, and
get down to the bottom of the matter.
What do you suppose was the '^ bottom of
the matter"? Why, it was a bag of rye and
oat meal that we used for feeding the bees
last April, that had been put into a hogs-
head, and then corn-cobs for the smoker had
been piled over it. You can imagine the
jubilee the mice had among those cobs, and
about how that bag looked when it was un-
earthed. Now. is there nothing of that sort
around your premises? Are you short of
money? I wouldn't wonder if it were lucky
for you if you are, for you are then in a
frame of maid to learn prudeuce and econ-
omy.
Can you see any thing about, or think of

any thing that has cost you money? If so,

is it projierly cared for, and not going to
waste? That tin pan out there, that the
chickens have been eating out of, cost a
dime or more, and it will soon be trans-

formed into nothing but an ash-pan. Bring
it in, clean it up, rub it with a greased cloth

to arrest rust, and it will do good service a
long time. Use stone dishes for any thing
that must be put out into the weather, and
bring them in speedily before they get broken.
I have known a few bee-keepers who would
borrow their wife's pans and dishes, and for-

get or neglect to bring them back. Well, it

is customary among business men, good bus-
iness men, to insist on having settlements
with everybody before the beginning of a
new year. Every thing borrowed is to be
returned, or accounted for. All unsettled
transactions are to be closed up some way,
even if such settlement entails loss. Well,
now, wouldn't it be a good idea to bring
back all those tin pans and other utensils,

nicely cleaned up before the first of Janu-
ary? If you are busy all the time, just go
over your stock of implements for bee cul-

ture some evening, and get every thing in

nice trim for the next year. Try it and see

if vou don't feel " good " after it. Not only
clean up and save the wax, but clean up and
save the honey. Be ready to say you haven't
a pound anywhere, when the bees begin to

bring in honey again next summer. I am
not going to say good-by yet, for you see I

have one more visit to make you this year,

any way. That is one good feature of the
Juvenile.

It is now two o'clock; just five hours since

the Good candy was placed over the cluster

of three colonies. They had about one-
fourth lb. each, and it is all gone on two of
them, and no grains of sugar are found on
the bottom-board. Can any cheaper way of

feeding, eitlier for warm or cold weather, be
devised?
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QCEEIVS FROM ITALY, BY MAIL,.

SOME HINTS ON PROVISIONING THE CAGES.

fflV S the subject of provisioning queen-cages has

p%^ been extensiveli' discussed through the pa-
"^** pers of late, and as many reports indicate

that quite a number of queens are lost in the mails

on account of improper food, perhaps, I take the

liberty to send you a queen-cag-e, without bees, pro-

visioned ready for a long journej'. This 1 do, be-

cause, if it gives others the satisfaction that It has

me, I shall be well paid for the little trouble. You
will see that the food-receptacle is simply a tin tube

with a J4-inch hole in the center, like the bung-hole

of a barrel. The ends of the tube are closed with

corks. The food is simply extracted honey (if can-

died, the better), and white sugar, mixed to the con-

sistency of a thick paste. You remove one of the

corks, place your thumb over the bung-hole, and All

the barrel full of the mixture, using a round stick to

tamp it full. The cork is then replaced, and the tin

barrel so adjusted in the cage that the bung-hole

will be accessible to the bees.

To remove the barrel from its place in the cage,

insert a stiff awl, or point of a knife. In the bung-

hole, and slide it out. Please notice the condition

of the mixture in the food-receptacle, as It has been

prepared two weeks.

It is really amusing to see the queen's suit passing

In and out of the miniature bung-hole of the minia-

ture barrel after the contents is partly exhausted.

I have given this method of provisioning a fair trial,

and I am convinced that it is superior to any other

method now in use. The tin barrel excludes the air

and prevents evaporation, and does not absorb the

moisture In the food, as in the case where the candy

is put into holes in the cage-block, as employed by

Mr. Good and others, though his method is an im-

provement on the hard candy and empty bottles. 1

say empty bottles, because theconcussion the bottles

receive In the mail-bag^jars all the water out of them
directly. I am confident, that, with a tin barrel one

inch in diameter and two inches long, filled with a

soft mixture, as above described, I can send a queen

and) her ;suit by mail to Italy safe and sound. If

God spares me till next summer 1 intend to send by

mail a queen to a U. S. official at Milan, Italy, with

whom 1 have had private correspondence. The gen-

tleman alluded to has cordially offered to assist me
in any enterprise relating to bee culture, li I suc-

ceed 1 will have Italian queens st nt to me by mail

from Italy, the cages provisioned by means of the

tin barrels. With this method <if provisioning, the

only quet-tion is, how long will the queen and her

suit endure close confinement?

The honey season here has been a failure as to

surplus; too much rain and cool weather, which

was uiifavorable to the secretion of nectar. The
bloom was abundant all the season, but it did net

yield a surplus. I am happy, however, to say that

hydropiper came to our relief, and our bees are nice-

ly provisioned for winter. It is still giving some
honey mornings. The guldenrods are abundant,—

but are badly damaged by a black beetle, and there-

fore are of little force. G. W. Demaree.
Christiansburg, Ky., Oct. 3, 1883.

P. S.—It has occurred to me, since writing this

letter, that if the hole in the blocks in which the tin

tube is inserted were waxed with hot wax, to pre-

vent absorption, then filled with the soft mixture, it

would be cheaper than the tin tubes, and would ans-

wer for any ordinary journey, eh? G. W. D.

Many thanks, friend D., for calling our at-
tention again to the matter of getting queens
from Italy by mail. We have tried it once
or twice, and failed; but for all that, I be-
lieve it will yet be done, and I think it quite
possible your plan may succeed. Even if we
lose half of them, it will be an immense sav-
ing over the present expensive and compli-
cated .system of getting them by express. I
think I should prefer a wax receptacle to
one of tin, as wax is the natural receptacle
for food for the bees, and is soft and warm
for them during cool weather. I would get
the purest granulated sugar, or chemically
pure sugar, which we find in crystals of rock
candy. Let us have this thing accomplished
during the year 1883, sure.

HONEY FROITI WHEAT STUBBLE.

ANOTHER STEP IN THE GREAT PROBLEM,

EN
August Gleanings I see the subject of honey
from wheat spoken of again, also a desire from
you for more information. I will give you my

experience.

Some twenty-three years ago ([ do not recollect

the exact date) the frost killed the wheat when it

was in blossom; the straw seemed to mature, but
no wheat in the ear. We cut the straw for feed,

bound and shocked it in the usual way; and in

about ten days after, or as soon as it was cured, we
hauled it into the barn, and now for the honey. The
stubbles were full of honey, very sweet, as clear as

water, and the bees were working on it from morn-
ing till night, and in driving and walking through it

the stubbles would fly back as the feet would strike

them, and throw their contents in every direction—

so much so that the horses, wagon, our clothing and
faces and hair, became stiff and sticky from the hon-

ey, or sweet contained in the stubble.

Now, friend Root, I hesitated to write this, for

some friend, I fear, will say that it is a "fish" story;

but I can substantiate every word I have written, if

necessary. I have no doubt that like circumstances

would produce the same effect. If we could prevent

the berry from forming when the wheat is in blos-

som, then cut the straw when it is ripe, we should

have honey in the stubble in like quantities. We
cut the straw of which I spoke, before it was what
is eommonl}' called dead ripe.

If this will be of any advantage to you, or any one

else, 1 shall feel that I have at least done something

for the friends of the honey-bee.

S. C. Lybargeu.
Ganges, Richland Co., O., Sept. 27, 1882.

Many thanks, friend L., for your valnable
communication. J am sure no one will think
of disputing it. It seems tlie frost must
have played an important part in this queer
change in Nature's laboratory ; but even If

it did not, we should hardly want to spoil a
crop of wheat for the sake of getting the
stubble full of h(mey. All these wonderful
fads seem to me to indicate that we are fast

gat heiing facts that will enable us, by the
aid of th<^ bees, to very soon sweeten the

ucorld —The great frost to which friend L.
refers was probably that of June, 1859.
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HIVING-BASKET.

j" HAVE been requested to describe the hiving-

basket I use. Well, I will, as I use it with g-ood

results, and the best of success. You will re-

member, that last May I purchased from your 2.5-

cent counter two of those two-bushel diamond-splint

clothes-baskets. I got them here all safe and sound

(they ask 75 cents for them in our stores), and lined

them with good stront;- white factory cloth. I then

made a burlap tJap cover, that would cover the

whole basket, with 8 or 10 inches to spare. I tacked

this piece of burlap to one sWe of the basket, and

just a little way around the rounding corners. I

tacked two little wooden blocks (say 2x3x78) to each

of the loose corners, to make the tiap stand solid

over the basket. This is all. The whole arrange-

ment is very light, so much so that the left arm of a

90-pound tailor will hold it with ease. Our swarms
alight on trees mostly; and whether up where we
have to use a step-ladder or not, we hold this broad,

long (just the thing for those long clusters), light re-

ceptacle under the cluster, and shake the limb

Z)ri»'7f!iy, and quickly lower the basket, and flip over

the tiap with the right hand, and set the roaring

mass down under the tree, when, if we continue to

shake or smoke the limb a moment, the few outside

bees cluster on the thin and gauzy receptacle, from
which so freely emanates the hum and odor

of the swarm. Now do with the bees just what you
would were they in a heavy, hot, and horrid box.

This basket is easily attached to a pole, if you have

any limbs too awful high for a ladder. I have not.

This seems like a small subject, yet only a few
such advantages, one or two in each department of

the business, changes failure into success; disagree-

able and troublesome work into a joyful business.

" BAGGAGE SMASHERS," AND FRIEND HEDDON'S AD-

VICE IN REGARD TO THEM.
At the close of Mr. Dadant's able article in last

Gleanings, you tell us of the wanton smashing of

your trunk, and ask, " What ought to be done in

such cases, friends?" As 1 am, to say the least, not

your enemy, I will for one reply by saying that my
rule is, "Return good for good, and justice for evil."

I won't stop to argue the case, or start any new the-

ory in the matter, as I have the practical evidence

of the laws of all the nations of this world. If that

case were mine, I should sue the company for the

damage, and g^^t that baggage-man out of the situa-

tion, into his more appropriate sphere of dock-wal-

loping, just as soon as I could. This last I would do

for charity, for the sake of some poor and diffident

woman he might successfully abuse in the near fu-

ture. I know full well that sometimes, in a small

way, with some people, nothing is better than the

return of good for evil; but he who goes it blind,

adopting this as a rule for a life's action, makes a

sad mistake that legislators never fall into.

I have just sold my entire crop of comb honey at

18c here, cash in advance of delivery, at our depot.

A few years ago, I could hardly believe this could be

done; but I now rejoice in the acknowledgment of

my mistaken judgment. I hope it will continue.

Let us work to that end. J.\mes Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Nov. i:j, 1883.

I am very much pleased, friend II., to hear
that our 2o-cent basket does as well, or bet-
ter, than any expensive svvarming-box, I

presume it would be worth about f)0 cents,
cloth lined, with a burlap llap to it. It will

probably be well tried next summer.—You
may be right in regard to your plan of treat-

ing the railroad employees in such cases;
but I think you will agree with me. that it

should not be done with anger, malice, or
revenge. These heartless men are often in-

temperate ; and the saving of tliis man is of
more moment than the saving of jn'operty.

I do not know just what to do in such cases,

and 1 confess 1 have more than once won-
dered just what our friend Trofessor ('ook
would do, or rather, peihaps, what ought he
to do. 1 wish he would advise us a little. I
rather imagine he would be too kind-hearted
to do any thing ; but is that the right way to

do?

WHAT FRIEND HASTY THINKS.

DOING WITHOUT SEPARATORS.

fHAD not contidence enough in the plan of do-

ing without separators to make experiments
-^ voluntarily; but you see I got out of tin, and
something "had to be did." The results of my
willy-nilly expedients I will proceed to give. *' First-

ly," I had some pieces of very heavy enameled cloth,

that had been oiled on the reverse side with linseed

oil. These I had been using as tarpaulins about the

yard. I thought 1 could spare them, and so cut

them up into separators. I cati hardly recommend
this plan for general use. The bees nibbled up the

materiaKas I feared they would); and then, "just

to pester me," they worked the black and dirtj' nib-

blings into their wax, utterly ruining a fine lot of

section honey, except for extracting.

To skip to the other end of the series, my last ex-

periment was to use separators of ccmmon lath.

Bungling as the device seems, it answered very well

to secure what surplus a late swarm would make.

On some colonies, separators of plain cotton fac-

tory were used, hoping that the shape of the combs
would be determined before the material would be

all gnawed out. They seemed, however, to do nei-

ther good nor harm, except the waste of bee labor

involved. Other colonies had separators of cotton

factory treated with linseed oil, and dried. These

were harmless, but they resisted the gnawing of the

bees scarcely any better than the untreated fabric.

Ptill other colonies had separators of the same sort

of cloth dipped in melted wax and wrung out. These

answer tolerably well for once using; but, being

somewhat cut away at the edges, would be too nar-

row to use a second time.

This brings us to the colonies on which no separa-

tors at all were used. I did not mean to lose honey

by failing to give the bees sections to put it in, and

so kept on giving to the late swarms until some of

the comrades would have been inclined t.) hoot at

me. We must make the most of our strong points,

and late honey is the strong point of my locality.

My latest sets of sections were put on Sept. 6th, I

believe. None of these were worked in; but a set

put on Aug. 2nth had about three pounds of honey.

Well, I consider myself almost fortunate that so

many of the supers left without separators had no

work done in them. The bulged and broken mess
of unsalable honey I should have had on my hands

would have made me feel like saying naughty things

about the comrades who advise throwing separators

away. Take now for example my record of colony

10—1. On the 22d of July, 48 sections, pound size.
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were put on, which in due time were all filled. Only
29 out of the 48 were built rpgularly enough so that

they could be put in a crate, and part of these were
somewhat bulged. Of the 19 worst ones, 11 were so

bad that the honey had to be cut out of the sections

altogether. I find record of only three other colo-

nies that worked in supers where no separators were
used. From two of them the sections were taken
off, and sections with separators put on, before the
close of the season. And this is the way the record
foots up: Sections finished at time of removal, TO;

number that would barely do, 36; badly bulged, 34.

Almost half the honey spoiled for want of a fe»v

strips of tin! All those had regular 4J4 by 4J4 sec-

tions. Larger ones would be worse, of coui'se.

There is a marked difference in colonies (and per-

haps in whole apiaries also); one of the three in-

cluded above, spuiled 21 sections while making but
11 tolerable ones.

Now, I do not deny that some succeed without the

separators; let them hold fast whatever plan proves
good with them ; but assuredly,—

' 'Arts which thrive at numbor five,
Don't take at iiuinber one.'

'

I would like to see them a little more modest about
advising "everybody and the rest of mankind" to

throw away their separators. I think the difference

in experiences is mainly owing to the amount of

honey that comes in in one day. If five pounds and
upward per day comes in, many sections side by side

are being finished out at once; and if the workers
on one should undertake to bulge it out far, the
workers on the next section would say with em pha-
sls, " Shinny on your own side." Cut if only one or
two pounds per day is coming in, the chances are
that the section adjoining the one that is being fin-

ished out is not even begun yet. In this case, the

bees lengthen the cells on the uni-estricted side until

they are two inches deep or more, because they are
loath to disband and reorganize for a new comb. If

this is correct, two sorts of men can get along with-

out separators; the man whose honey nearly all

comes in heavy runs, and the man who is such a
dullard that he never gets any surplus unless there

does come a heavy run. I never yet had a five-

pound run of honey, and only a few that have
reached three pounds. To advise dispensing with
separators in such a locality is utter and mischiev-
ous nonsense. This year the runs of honey have
been unusually moderate, even for this locality;

and yet I have secured over a ton and a half of sur-

plus, nearly all comb; and the percentage of sec-

tions left incomplete is very small. In one respect
it is a sad disadvantage to a bee-keeper to have a
•'roaring good" locality; he can make moderate
blunders, and go on without finding it out.

REPORT.

Colonies in spring, 08; highest number of colonies,

149; colonies noAv, 130. Section honey, 2800 lbs.; ex-

tracted honey, 320 lbs.; total, 3120, or 46 lbs. per col-

ony, spring count. Wa,\ not all rendered yet, but
somewhere about 24 lbs.

In reply to last month's question, I would say that

the half-bushel basket is preferable for taking down
swarms. Get a good solid lot of the clustered bees

Into the basket In any convenient way; then as

quickly as possible, either by shaking or brushing,

make all the rest fly. Keep them Irom returning to

the old spot, and directly thej^ are all in the basket.

Richards, O., Nov. 20. 1882. E. E. Hastv.

Friend II., I have followed you all through

almost breathlessly, to see if you wouldn't
report on sections lilled full "of fdn. used
without separators. Is it possible you over-
looked tliis plan of getting rid of separators,
after all that has been said about it? I am
sorry, too, you didn't report on those made
of very thin wood, but I presume you didn't
have any handy, and couldn't take the time
to have any made. We are much obliged
for the important points you have brought
out, especially the oue in regard to the bees
bulging one section into an adjoining one
that is empty, and has no bees at w'ork in it.

It was this that decided me to say I never
w'anted any more sections built without sepa-
rators.

SOME IDEAS ABOUT FEEDERS.

PROBABLY SUGGESTED BY D. A. JONES'S PLAN OF
FEEDING ON THE BOTTOM OF THE HIVE.

EF
I wanted to feed all of my bees their winter

stores in a short time, I would make a dripping-

pan feeder just the size of the insideof the hive,

about three inches deep. Set it in the hive; and the

frames going down into it will be just what the bees

want to get on, to kcpp from drowning. It would
hold 20 lbs. or more, so a swarm could be fed in one
night, provided they would take it all. If so large a

one were not wanted, I would make it bread-pan
style, just as long as the frames, then it would take

two or three frames, which would be perfect as re*

gards prevent ing their drowni ng. If I wanted a small

one, like the Simplicity, I would make it the length

of frames, about two inches deep; slip the bottom
of the frame into it; tack it fast to each end of the

end-piece of the frame, and keep it on there all the

time. When you want to feed, pour the feed on the

side of the comb, and it will run down into the feed-

er. This one can be made to come up to the top-bar

of the frame, if you wish.

I wcnild make the bread-pan feeder another way:
Make it three inches wide, the length of the hive in-

side, and Yi inch deep, and lack it in the middle of

hive, even with the bottom of the hive, it being so

shallow it would scarcely be noticed in handling the

frames. In feeding I would spread the frames at

the top, and pour the feed between them. That size

would hold enough for stimulating. The feeder for

one frame can, of course, be made any depth, and
can be tacked on the side of hive, if preferred. In

feeding, push top of frame away from hive, and
pour feed in between the hive and comb.
Now we will go back to our dripping-pan, which is

the same width as the hive, and we want to make a
feeder for the Simplicity hive with a loose bottom-

board that will work the same as D. A. Jones's tight-

bottom hive. We cut off the end of our dripping-

pans 6 or 8 inches from the end, and tack the piece

cut off Into the back end of the hive, the bottom
even with the bottom of the hive; the feeder so

made would not interfere with the working of the

frames, or be in the way of the bees. When want-

ing to feed, 5 ou tip back you hives and pour in the

feed.
FEED FOR QUEEN-BEE CAGE.

I suggest that you put a sponge with honey into a
bottle about twice the size you used to put into the

cages for water.

I suggest to Mr. Heddon to use a piece of floor oil-
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cloth for a honey-boarrt. I have used them now for

years. L. L. Butlek, M. D.

Los Gatos, Col., Oct. 24, 1882.

Friend Butler, in our back volumes 1 have
described tin boxes to i)ut in the bottom of the
hives, letting the combs go down into them.
A lot of them are now in the loft of our old
honey-house. I believe I discarded them be-
cause they got sticky ar.d nntidy. Feeding
on the bottom-board, although it has many
advantages, 1 have always found rather stick-

ing business. Dead bees were plastered fast,

and the whole interior seemed rather untidy
and disagreeable. D. A. Jones, however,who
has had more experience than most of us,

l>refers it to any other plan.

HOW FAR ^VIL.L BKES WORK TO VD-
\ AINTAGE?

FRIEND MARCH TELLS US SOME MORE ABOUT IT.

fRIEND BOOMHOWEK, in October Gleanings,
page 482, says, " I honestly believe, that if a

' colony of bees had to depend upon g'oing seven

miles to obtain food, they would be exterminated in

less than one week." Now, if Mr. Boomhower is so

much of a " doubting Thomas," I can furnish him
the affidavit of half a dozen good men who have not-

ed the flight of my bees, and the direction they

have taken this full. A person standing in my apia-

ry in the evening, when the slanting rays ot the set-

ting sun strike across from the west, can see the

line of bees above the horizon as plainly as pencil

lines on white paper; and as the lines from the api-

ary run due east, and as Fidelia Bay, a sheet of wa-
ter 5^ ruiies across, lies due east from our island,

and as the bees come in loaded with pollen and hon-

ey from the same direction, it is but fair to presume
they get their loads somewhere on the east side of

Fidelia Bay. Now, if I can prove the 5^2 miles, I

think he may take my word for the rest. How
could they find honey that distance, and across wa-

ter too? Well, I suppose some adventurous spirit

"lit out" prospecting; and as the speed of their

flight is said to be 90 miles an hour, 5 minutes puts

him in an Eden of flowers. Now when he returns

loaded with golden pollen and honey, do you think,

when he makes his next start, there are not plenty

of friends to accompany him? And soon the whoie
apiary takes up the joyous hum and joins in line.

As to the profitableness of these long flights, that

is quit" another thing. It is certainly more profita-

ble than to have them lying idle, and eating their

stores As to exterminating them, that is all non-

sense, as I will prove further on.

About the 20th of July I found the bees were com-
mencing on goldenrod pretty lively, and most of the

flight was east. I took the hint from your foot-

notes, page 182, April numbei-, where you say, "If

you have goldenroil like that every year, I think it

would be a pretty good place for a bee-keeper to go

to." I took an average colony of Italians, stripped

them of every thing but 2 frames of brood, filled up
with frames of wired fdn , and put on a crate of 10

sections, 5x5x2, filled half full < f thin fdn. On the

29th of July 1 took them in my boat about 8 miles

up the slough, and set them in an acquaintance'

yard, in a perfect sea of goldenrod. Aug. 18. I had

business at LaUonner, and had to pass by where
the bees were, so I took the smoker along to see

what they were doing. The first thing that greeted
my sight on arriving, was 2 gallons of bees hanging
on the front of the hive. Friend llodene says, *'

I

think they are going to swarm, for they have been
hanging out for a week." I opened the hive and
foimd the four outside frames were solid full from
wood to wood; the four middle frames had each a

patch of brood and eggs about the size of my hand;
the rest of the comb was full of capped honey. The
sections were filled, and the three-eighths space be-

tween the crate and frames was full. Here was
honey "with a vengeance," and the bees lying idle,

for a week for the want of room. These bees could

find all the goldenrod bloom they could work on
within half a mile of the hive. The next day I ex-

amined the home apiary, and found them all work-
ing in the boxes, but it seemed like up-hill business.

The long distance that they wore working made it

slow filling up. There was no perceptible loss of

bees; they were as strong as they were in July when
working in alsike at home, and far stronger in brood

than those working on the flats, for they had nearly

run their queens out with honey.

About the 15th of Sept. the cool nights and fog had
shut the honey off; I then stripp d all the hives for

winter. The hive that I took to the flats gave me 78

lbs. surplus, besides from 30 to 40 lbs. in the hive;

and had I attended to them the week they were ly-

ing idle, I should probably have got 100 lbs. surplus,

as the weather was fine and warm. The best swarm
in the home apiary gave me 18 lbs. surplus in the

same time (about 6 weeks). The whole apiary work-

ed on the same goldenrod from 5|4 to 8 miles, and
every liive gave some surplus, besides filling up for

winter.

I think I have established one /net; that is, bees

will work seven or more miles. But to make it

X>rofitabJe, the whole apiary should be in the midst

of the guldenrod. II. A. March.
Fidalgo, Whatcom Co., Wash. Territory.

There, friend March, you have just "gone
and done it" again. You have given us
facts that we might have waited in vain for,

because no one else is so situated as to be
able to do it. I am glad friend Boomhower
stirred you up to the speaking-out point, but
1 feared you might feel hurt at his rough way
of puttingit. Most of ns presumed it was a
disadvantage for bees to go long distances
for their stores, but we could only guess how
much difference it made. You liave shown
us tliat there is a very great gain in having
the bees stand right near their supplies. My
basswood orchard is a mile and a half from
our apiary. This distance would, of course,
be nothing like seven miles, but still 1 pre-

sume they would get, say one-fourth more,
if located right under the trees. By the way,
it has been a fond project of mine for some
years past to put a heavy colony of Italians

right under a large basswood-tree in full

bloom, and see how much honey they would
get from the tree in one day. Who knows
Ijut we might get them to work by moonlight,
when so airangedV Another point you have
brought out is, although the bees flew over
seven miles of water, they did not decrease
in numbers greatly. Then the loss is not be-
cause of the loss of bees in tiying so great a
distance, but because of the extra muscular
strength required, so that they can not stand
it to make nearly as many journeys as they
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would if near by, even if it does take only
five minutes to fly seven miles. Can a bee
really fly ninety miles an hour ? I am in-

clined to think they will not fly faster than
an average passenger train runs, when heav-
ily laden with pollen or honey. Who is able
to give us figures on the matter V

AN ITEM ON WINTERING BEES.

A SECOND ENTRANCE, A LITTLE ABOVE THE ORDINARY
ONE.

yj

(.HEX tbere were plenty of bees and honey, I

believe 1 never heard of bees dying in win-

ter in a hollow tree; neither did I ever
know or hear of a colony, with plenty of stores and
bees, dying in a box or other hive when the bees

went in and out at or near the top of the hive, or a

few Inches above the bottom-board. On the other

hand, according to my observation, in box hives,

especially if they are well made, the strong heavy
colonies are the ones that are most sure to perish in

a very cold winter, or in a very cold spell, though it

may not last long. Now, why is this, or how shall we
account for it? The answer is, they suffocate,

smother, or die of apncBa. Well, you ask, " How are

you going to prevent this smothering?" or you may
say, " Give plenty of upward ventilation." I believe

it is an axiom among bee-keepers, that the more up-

ward ventilation you give, the more food bees con-

sume. This being the case, it would seem that the

least ventilation given, short of suffocation, is the

best.

About three or four years ago I wrote a card to A.

J. King, which he published in his journal, using
about the following language: "I suppose about two-
thirds of the bees in this section died the past

winter. Those in well-made box hives suffered

most, especially the strong heavy colonies, because
the strong colonies produced the greatest amount
of steam or vapor; and this vapor, as soon as it

touched the side of the hive, was condensed and con-

verted into water, which would run down the

sides of the hive until it reached the bottom-
board, when, on coming in contact with the cold air,

it is converted into ice. This process continues un-
til a sufflc iency of ice is formed about the entrance
and on bottom-board to hermetically seal up every
thing, and bees are bound to die of suffocation. I

have often raked out, after a very cold spell, a pound
or more of ice which was formed by the process of

condensation above described." I remedy or pre-

vent all this by simply making what I call a safety-

valve; that is, a ?s-in. auger-hole 354 inches above
the entrance, and 3 inches from south side of hive.

Which is supposed to be pointing to the east. This

?t-ln. hole should be kept open during all severely

cold weather, and also during warm weather; but it

is better to be closed in early spring. This little hole

will give plenty of air in very cold weather, and at

the close of each cold snap, rake out ice and dead
bees, and leave some of the entrance open, always
open. It is true, I lay two sticks, about 9 in. long
and 7i in. square, across the frames to make winter-

passages, and then spread a quilt over the top of the

hive, and then cover the quilt about 3 inches deep
•with dry leaves, or with very tine, short, dry grass;

then let the hood come over these, and nine inches

down over the hive, where the hood rests on cleats,

making U of the hive double-walled, with M in. of

dead-air space. I winter outdooi-?, and never lose

enough to think of, unless by starvation. Indeed, I

lose none, unless by starvation.

In bee-trees there is always a chance for the mois-

ture to run down below the entrance; and in hives

with entrance at top, the same occurs; but if you
have your entrance in the top of the hive, the dead

bees will fall down to the bottom, and the bees can
not convey them out until spring, and they produce
a stench. If you make your little hole near the top,

the bees will probably conclude that it gives them
too much air, and close it up; but by having it just

above the entrance, and above where ice collects,

and letting them use it as an entrance in summer,
they will rarely close it up.

I am half inclined to think that, with ray safety-

valve, or little hole above the entrance, bees would
do better with no upward ventilation at all, if you
would make winter-passages through the combs;
yet [ am a little afraid to risk it as long as I am so

successful in wintering outdoors on summer stands,

on the plan above described. I think bees need
some moisture in the hive in winter, but may have
too much. I have never used a chaff hive, but have
been inclined to think they probablj' often kept bees
too warm, and that they could not stand the cold air

in the .s^pring so well when they fly out. You know,
if you keep a man or a horse warmly housed in

winter, he can not stand cold so well when he goes
out in the cold. G. M. Young, M. D.

Lexington, Mo.

Your idea, friend Y., is not a new one.
Mr. Langstroth described a winter entrance
in his book, and Quinby advised an auger-
hole, just such as you describe, and I am not
sure that they are not used now in the Quin-
by hives, and he gave the same reasons for
its use that you have mentioned. Friend J.

S. Hill, who wintered without loss for 14
years, also used such an entrance, as you
will find by reference to his description,
several years ago. The reports of hives
Avintered with the section boxes on all winter
have pretty well settled the matter, that
many bees do die for want of a free circula-
tion of air through the hive. Since these re-
ports have come out we have used the chaff
hives with entrances open full width, in the
coldest weather, and nothing over the bees
but the very coarse porous burlap sheet, and
this held up by the Hill device, and then a
burlap chaff cusliion over all, with loose
chaff sprinkled in the corners, until no bee
can ever by any possibility ever get up under
the cover.

DOES IT PAY TO FEED?

HOW FRIEND DENHAM MANAGED.

^fi AST spring I had five stands, all of which were

JBJyii very weak, and one nucleus. As one of them
became qucenless I united it with the nucle-

us which had a black queen. I purchased three

black stocks of a neighbor, and transferred them to

Langstroth hives, and I thus had 8 to commence the

season with. By feeding the weak stocks a little ev-

ery day when the bees could fly, I succeeded in

building them up to good stocks by the time white

clover came into bloom. We had no locust bloom
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here in Belmont County, which usually afifoids a

great deal of honey just at a time when the bees

most need it, and we have not had n failure in locust

bloom for some years before lh:s. As the frost

killed the fruit-bloom, the bees got no honey from
that source. But I kept up the feeding. If I had

not I should not have had any bees, especially amonf;-

the weak colonies; so I think I have proved to a

demonstration, that it pays to feed bees, especially

in the spring. Finally, white clover began to

bloom much later than usual, but yielded honey
from the very start, so the bees began to pick up by
their own efforts; but the blossoms and honey both

came very slowly, on account of the continuous

cold weather; and as I thought this state of things

likely to continue, I concluded to take my surplus

with the extractor. I am glad now that I did ; for

had I depended on getting box honey, I think 1

should have failed. So I ordered a "Novice" ex-

tractor, with which 1 was well pleased. I brought

it from the express ollice in the evening, and I guess

I extracted all night (in dream land). But the next

morning I went to work in real earnest, and extract-

ed from all my hives, from the brood-chamber. My
first extracting amounted to 300 lbs., and I think I

was never more delighted with any thing than I was
with my bees, honey, and extractor. That was the

most honey I had ever seen at one time, and the first

extracted. In something less than two weeks after,

I again extracted about 250 lbs. more, and again

about 150 lbs., making in all about 700 lbs. from 8

stands and their increase.

I think now that 1 extracted too closely, as the

flow of honey did not continue as long as I expected;

but I did not let them starve. Each hive contained

some honey or syrup all the time, and I kept feed-

ing them a little nearly every night. I increased to

18 stands; but when 1 fixed them up for winter I

united them to twelve.

I almost think 1 can hear some of the ABC clnss

ask, "How much did you get for your honej% and
how did you sell?" Well, I sold it without any
trouble, but I sold too low. I sold most of it for 1254

cts. per lb., or $1.50 per gallon. I co\)ld have got 15

cts. per lb. just as readily, had I asked it; but as ex-

tracted honey is a new thing in our town, I thought
I would put it at a moderate figure; it was very

nice, the most of it being capped. 1 think now, that

if I could always sell extracted honey as readilj' as I

did this year, I would not bother much with comb
honey. So you see my bees have paid me pretty

well this bad year, when my box-hive neighbors got

but very little. K. M. Denham, 13.

St. Clairsville, O., Nov. 11, 1882.

TROUBLES %V1TH THIi: RAIIiROADS,
ETC.

.VKE WE IN DANGER OF MAKING A MISTAKE?

HAVE noted Dadant's articles on the railroads,

and I think he is very nearly right. A single

individual can do nothing with them. If you
expostulate with them they turn their heads side-

wise to you, and your words roll in one ear and out

of the other. Then they will smile on you very be-

nignly, and will " see about it as soon as we can, my
dear sir," and walk away. I have been nearly two
months getting a package from Indianapoli?, and it

has not got here yet. It was stopped at Freeport

tin the freight should be paid. They did not let mo

know where it was till I got a tracer after it. If I

am not mistaken, some time ago you argued that it

is good for some persons to bo punished for their

wrong doings; now, is it not just as right and proper
that a railroad man be made to suflfer for the dam-
age he carelessly infiicts? They ought to pay for it

just as much as you or I in our private deal; and I

don't believe one farmer or bee-keeper wants any
thing more.
Bees this year have done pretty well for the short

time they had to gather honey. Not much dark
honey this year here; 1700 lbs. comb honey, and
about l(i.50 lbs. extracted; ;55 fair colonies in the
spring, and 5 or 6 queens in 3 and 4 frame hives; 5t

swarms now, I believe. V. "W". Keenky.
Shirland, 111., Nov. 10, 1882.

Friend K., if you have any confidence in
my wisdom or experience, I inay you to be-
ware of letting these feelings of hostility to-
ward railroad companies get a hold in your
heart, I know whereof 1 speak. The offi-

cers of the roads are often our near neigh-
bors, and are as much disposed to do right
as we are ; and they look at us much as we
look at them. The reason why they detain
packages until the charges are advanced, is

because they are subjected to shameful loss-
es by farmers, and bee-keepers too, I fear,
who order goods thoughtlessly, and then re-
fuse to take them from the office, when
charged more than they exi)ected. Because
of this, several railroads have declared they
will not receive any more small freight until
tliey are made safe, and none can really
blame them very much tor it. Our railroad
men here are personal friends of mine, and
1 have found them gentlemanly and liberal,

when they found I was so disposed myself.
" It is not by might nor by power, but by
my Spirit, saith the JiOrd;" and may God
help us as Christinns to bear it in mind, I
I know these railroad officials are careless,
and sometimes thoughtless too ; and so are
our other neighbors as well.

FRIEND ITIALONE'S *' SHOWER " OF
HONEV.

FROM 19 TO 56, AND OVER 5000 LBS. OF HONEY.

f
BEGAN the season with 19 swarms, and increased
to 56. I have taken 2000 lbs. of honey; have 30

' swarms, with 20 L. frames filled with sealed

honey that will average 6 lbs. to the comb. I have
six 1-story hives, with a 7-inch cap, with honey-
board, and six 6-lb. boxes. The boxes were filled and
sold, and I had no more to put on. The bees took
possession of the caps and filled them with honey.
This I estimate at 40 lbs. to the cap, making 240 lbs.

Honey taken, - . . . 2000 lbs.
Surplus in hives, .... 304s iba.
Honey in cap, .... 240 lbs.
Honey in 6-lb. boxes, - - - - 468 lbs.

Total surplus, ....
Honey for winter, . - -

575(5 lbs.
1960 lbs.

In all, 7716 lbs.

This is what I reckon as surplus. Now, the re-

maining 20 and the just counted have 3 combs each
of surplus, and each one of the 56 has 7 combs that

will average 5 lbs. to the comb. I know what I am
saying. I have weighed and re-weighed, so I know
how to calculate. Besides this, my bees filled 500 L.
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frames with comb; 12") of these were furnished with

fdn., and they made the 375. Now, if one comb
weighs 1 lb , and if it takes 15 lbs. of honey to make 1

lb. of comb, then this mnkes 56?5 lbs. more. This

added to the 7716 lbs would make 13,:U1. At least

two-thirds of this was made from 10 swarms that I

fed last spring, for three swarms lost their queens

In May, and the other six only filled up both stories.

If I had tended to them, they would have made me
a fourth more honey. The reason I did not tend to

them better was, that I have a farm of 80 acres to

work, but have boys enough to run it till harvest.

Then I had to help harvest, and the honey-dew
struck me the 1st of August. Such a shower of

honey I never saw before. I have taken no account

of the cappings, nor of the honey stored in porticos

and on the outside of hives.

I set apart one colnny last spring, to see what 1

could do. It increased to 5, counting the old one,

and all, and made 1056 lbs. of honey. I shall winter

43 colonies. I have sold 13. Don't you think I have

done well for a novice? and can't I afford to take

two or three journals next year? Tell friend Doo-

little that I am going to try to beat him wintering

this winter. I think I have discovered how to make
bees build worker comb instead of drone. I will tell

how alter a while, but have no room now. All of

said honey in my report was gathered in 60 days—
from July 13 to Sept. 10. Wm. Malone.
Oakley, Lucas Co., la., Oct. 21. 1883.

The above is surely a most astounding re-

port. Ten colonies and their increase have
given over 500 lbs. of honey each, and comb
honey at that. Furthermore, I think friend
Malone's figures are not far out of tlie way
when he estimates that the whole amount of
honey gathered was probably more than a
thousand pounds of honey each, sprins:

count. Of course, this honey did not all

come from the progeny of a single queen, as
did friend Carroll's great crop ; but for all

that, it shows how quickly a large apiary
may be built up in only one single season.
It ought to discourage our beginners from
thinking they must buy bees to begin with.
Start with only a few, and build up.

REPORT FROM DAN WHITE,

AND WHAT IlE THINKS OF CH.4.FF HIVES.

WORKED 90 colonies this season, 80 in chaff and
Simplicity hives. From these I took nothing
but extracted honey, and the result was, on an

average, they gave me a little over 100 lbs. to the

colony, entirely white-clover and basswood honey.

During spring and summer I shipped 40 four-frame
nuclei; 52 three-frame nuclei; mailed 57 queens, and
increased so T go into winter quarters with 118 col-

onies in as good condition as I ever saw bees at this

season of the year. I have 108 nicely tucked up in

chaff hives, and regardless of how cold a winter we
may have. I would not give 10 cents a colony to

have them Insured. Never losing a colony in chaff

hives gives me confidence; yet I may some time,

like other bee-keepers, have this confidence taken
out of me. I took ten colonies four miles away in

what are called Shipley hives, and they made 800 lbs.

of comb honey in 2-lb. section boxes, all black bees.

One colony made 151 lbs. I consider the 800 lbs. a
good yield, considering I made only six trips over

there. Two swarms came out, although I did not

intend to have any. I got but little honey from the

two that cast swarmfa. Dan White.
Ne^ London, O., Nov., 1882.

Why. friend Dan, can't you give us a few
figures along with the rest? You got nearly
(or quite) 10,000 lbs. of honey, which is all

sold, I bplieve.and I am sure at least of some
of it. Now we are curious to know how
much money you got for it, and also how
much you got for those two and three frame
nuclei. After you tell us that, pprhaps some
of us would like to know where you find a
place to put so much money. Where do you
keep it nights, and is your dog cross? Tell
" Daisy " to send us another little hymn for
the JUVKNILE.

VALUE OF SALT FOR REES, ETC.

HAS A LACK OF IT ANY THING TO DO WITH FOUL
BROOD?

fi
HAVE been reading Gleanings for several

years—four at least, and I have noticed foul

brood mentioned in nearly all or every number.
T hive beeu noticing and working with and studying
bees for forty years, and I never saw a case of it;

but 1 think I have solved the problem of foul-brood

preventive, and why they ever have it. As I sup-

pose it always begins in spring, or iu brood-rearing

season, 1 am inclined to believe it is found only in

large apiaries; if so, eureka! When bees are rais-

ing brood we hunt them with what we country peo-

ple call " stink bait," as the bees in this county and
Newton Co., Mo., have been followed three miles

from this bait, and found in trees. The stink bait is

made (not composed, for I do not know what it con-

tains) b>' having a can, a gourd, or a water-tight box
with some corn-cobs in it, and then filling it with

urine, and in two days it will be covered with bees.

Now, the scarcity of that kind of food (if you will al-

low the expression) for the brood at a certain stage

is what causes foul brood, 1 think. Bees will not

work on honey, if placed side by side with stink

bait, when they are raising brood; a young swarm
will not work at it until they begin to raise brood.

If you will notice, they may be found working at

water-closets and sinks all summer.
H. J. Hancock.

Siloam Springs, Ark., Oct. 30, 1883.

Friend H., we thank you for your kind let-

ter calling to mind the fact the importance
of giving the bees, iu common with other
farm stock, access to salt ; but as it has been
pretty well proven that foul brood is a veg-
etable growth, it can no more start of itself

than can corn grow where none has been
planted. There is a possibility, however,
that a free use of salt might kill these spores,
or seeds ; and in this way, free access to
salt might ward off the dread malady. The
grooved-board feeder, with a little salt dis-

solved in the water in the jar, will give
them all they want, and allovir the bees of a
hundred colonies to supply themselves, if

their owner keep an eye on the jar, and
does not let it get empty. Recipes for mak-
ing the kind of bait you describe have been
sold for several dollars, in olden times, when
it was the fashion to sell recipes for mak-
ing things. We often see bees around wa-
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ter-closets, but I presume that a salt-water
feeder, kept constantly in order, would leave
no necessity for such " low-lived work " on
the part of our little friends.

FOUL. BROOD.
SOME VALUABLE ITEMS FROM FRIEND JIDTH.

fNCLOSED please find a letter of H. W. Anderson,
wbo some time ago Informed me that about 50

or more of his colonies were infected with foul

brood. I gave him my advice. His letter shows the

difference in opinion among bee-keepers in regard
to " foul brood."

FRIEND ANDERSON'S LETTER.
Your8 was received, for which please accept my

thanks. 1 have been reading and talking toothers
8inc»^, and I am in doubt as to whether this is the
genuine foul brood, and whether I need to be so
much alarmed. I And the bees will clean a comb of
the fDulest brood, and fill it with honey, if 1 feed
them, and the bad smell has all disappeared. Combs
that have been cleaned with water, and ihe second
batch of brood put in, 1 find have about the same
proportion of rotten cells as the first. I also subject-
ed some hives and frames to brimstone fumes, and
they seem to be about the best of any. However, I

should like to ask your indulgence a little further,
and then I will know what it is and what to do. 1

have had your recipe tilled, and am going through
my affected colonifs, but should be pleased to hear
from >ou again. If there are any chnrges inconuet;-
tionwith your advice, I am perfectly willing, and
Shall be pleased to meet them, for 1 don't want your
time nor advice for nothing. H. W. Anderson.
Gibson's, Ind., Oct. 21, 1883.

Copy of friend Muth's letter to friend
Anderson.

I examined yesterday your comb sent me for in-

spection, and I should call it " foul brood " most as-

suredly. Your bees had a good honey-flow, and fill-

ed their cells, containing remnants of diseased larviB,

retaining thereby (and incasing) all bad odors. By
next spring, however, the honey will be consumed,
and every one of those stands will show signs of the

disease. If left ak)ne, every one of these stands will

die, one after another, and be robbed by the neigh-

boring bees transplanting the disease to their own
hives in every instance. 1 should, in spring, follow

the advice Igave you in my former letter; i. e., keep
a close watch over every colony, and commence the

treatment described with those discovered first, and
keep it up to the last. In order to shorten matters

1 should unite 3 or 4 colonies in every instance when
meetin? with indifferent queens. A principal factor

of success is, that yuu be sure to keep out of the reach

of bees — all combs taken from diseased colonies,

and that you disinfect at once every hive before you
leave it. Our best authority on foul brood is Dr.

Schoenfeld, who has proved, by miscroscopic dis-

coveries, that it is spread by spores which bees,

alighting on any thing having been connected with

the disease, may take home with them. So, be care-

ful. Hoping you will be successful in eradicating

the troublesome disease, I am yours, C. F. Muth.
Cincinnati. O., Nov. 2, 1882.

A few days ago somebody sent us a piece
of comb, to know it' it contained foul brood,
the clerk who opens the mail untied it to see
where it should go, and placed it over my
type - writer as usual, to await my orders.
The type -writer stands before a window
that is often open in pleasent weather. Well,
suppose this had coine on a pleasent day,
and some of our bees had been peering
around, as they often are when we have so

many queen-cages about. Do you not see
how easily foul brood might get into our
hundreds of colonies? It almost makes me
shudder when I think of it. Now I will see
that no comb is ever placed in that way
aiiain ; and I would also ask of the friends,
that they never more send me any specimens
of foul brood. I have had no experience
with it, and know nothing about it. It will
save you trouble by sending your specimens
direct to friend Muth, for I always forward
them to him. Would it not be better to send
no foul brood to any one, vuiless the party
first consent to having it done V Here is

what friend Muth wrote about that piece of
brood I have been telling you of:—
Friend Root ;— The piece of comb you sent me con-

tains foul brood. The brood in that piece of comb
was affected, and died just about the time when the
eggs had developed into larvte. A few larvae were,
perhaps, 3 or 4 days old when they were affected and
died. You could see the soft larvie matter settled
down, mummy like, and of a dark-brown color, into
the lower corner of ttie cells. Where the larvas were
a few days old, the head part was discernible yet.
Under those capped cells the larviE were affected,
and died on the same day they were about to de%'el-

op into nymphs, and when th.y were capped over,
before the bees were aware of their afHiction. The
brownish mass in those cells had not yet dried
up to the same extent as those younger larvae. They
were yet of that ropish substance spoken of before
this. The hive this piece of comb is taken from is

affected with the real malignant foul brood, to which
I had reference in my articles, which Mr. Bingham
never saw in his life, I fear, and which brother Jones
would never cure by the starving process, in my
opinion. I was careful that neither a piece of the
comb, nor paper the comb was wrapped up in. uor
the box in which it came, dropped on my floor, in
order to prevent a distribution of the spores to visit-

ing bees. The warm weatl'er, and the scent of hon-
ey from my store, has always an attraction for bees,

and an infusion of the disease would be more than
likely without these precautions. To examine a
hive of bees with your bands unwashed after you
have examined a piece of foul-brood comb, would be
fatal in almost every instance. Chas. F. MtJTH.
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 9, 1882.

Now won't you all be careful, friends?

MlM . ^.
TWO QUEENS IN A HIVE.

IS IT so VERY UNCOMMON?

JUDGING from my experience in superseding

queens this fall, two queens may be found in
~ a hive much oftener than I had supposed. In

order to get a supply of queen-cells I removed a
queen from each of 19 hives; and in looking over
the combs to "graft" tho cells, Ave days later, I

found cells started in only U hives. Of tho remain-
ing five, two had young queens, but no eggs, and
tbo other three had plenty of eggs. I do not know
whether these two young queens had hatched dur-

ing the five d>)y8 or not, as I looked for queens and
not cells at first. Tho other three, however, must
have had two queens each before I killed any. In

one of these 1 found (at first) an old queen that was
but little larger than a worker, and I mistrusted
then that she was not the " reigning monarch." In
another I found and killed a young queen, and after

[ got a supply of cells 1 looked the swarm over
agrtin and found tho old queen — hard at work.
Here, then, we have three and possibly five swarms,
out of a total of 19, with two queens each. These
old queens were all tw(j and three years of age.

Scipioville, N. Y., Oct. 7, 1883. F. B. Chapman.
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FIVE SUMMERS AMONG THE HIVES.

AN IOWA MINISTEB'S EXPEaiENCE.

v<js|,NE of my earliest recollections is of standing

wjh) with my mother by a bench on which were
^—^ half a dozen box and straw hives, and watch-

ing a swarm come out of one of them. My father

was a bee-keeper on a small scale, for he kept them
merely to supply his own table with honej'. His

bees were cared for, and his honey taken after the

old plan. Every fall there was a brimstone niyht.

After my settlement over a congregation, a par-

ishioner presented me a colony of bees inabox hive.

1 placed them in my yard and attended them as I had

seen my father do. The swarms were hived in box-

es; but, refusing to dig a brimstone pit, I depended

for surplus on boring holes in the top, and placing

boxes on them. In a few years a severe winter came,

and during it all my bees died. Some years after-

ward I made the acquaintance of a physician who
had a number of colonies for sale. They were in L.

hives, and hybrids. He informed me that for some
years he had received a hundred dollars a year from
his bees, and that he had bestowed but little labor

upon them. As my salary wa*! small, and expenses

fully equal to it, I, feeling that $100 a year would
greatly help me, bought the bees. In the spring of

1878 I hauled them home — nineteen colonies. De-

termining to attend to these bees better than I had

to the others, I added to my library several volumes
on bee culture, and subscribed for two bee periodi-

cals, one of which was Gleanings.

At that time I was ignorant of the business, and
had it to learn, both in theory and practice. I was pas-

tor of this congregation, which is a country charge,

living in a parsonage adjoining the church grounds,

and having control of an acre and a half of ground.

My regular work as a pastor did not give much time

to study or practice bee culture. In this community
1 find it very difficult to procure help in my apiary.

All the laborers I found willing to hire were so

afraid of bees that they preferred farm work at less

wages. I therefore do not claim that my bees have
ever received the care and attention they ought to

have had. The location is a prairie, four miles from
timber; white clover abounds, but very little buck-

wheat is ever sown here.

Many persons are saying, " I should like to keep
bees, but I have not time to give them all the atten-

tion and care the books direct," and ask, " Would it

pay to keep them, giving them what attention and
care I can?"

My object in this article is to answer such by giv-

ing a correct report of my five years' work with my
bees, merely attending to them when I could, and
often unable to do for them the work 1 well knew
ought to be done.

I began the spring of 18T8 with the 19 colonies I had
purchased; but, one of them died before the honey
season come. I resolved to let my bees swarm nat-

urally, and that has always been my plan. The first

year I increased to 39, and took 630 lbs. of comb hon-

ey. My cellar being small, and used for storing

roots, etc., for winter use, I thought it would not

answer for my bees, so I prepared them for winter
in this way: I laid some sticks on the ground, and
on these I set the hives close together, two deep. I

then built around them prairie hay, making a wall

four feet thick, and topped out with hay so it looked

like a stack. I felt that there they would keep nice-

ly; but I lost 16 by dysentery. I now think it was
too cold, as our prairie winds penetrated the hay.

I began the summer of 1879 with 23 colonies, which,
owing to dysentery, were in a weak, sickly condition.

I increased to ^3, and took 420 lbs. of comb honey and
200 lbs. of extracted. In the fall I buried 13 colonies

in the ground, making what some call a clamp. Six

I left on their stands, well packed around with hay,

and 1.5 I put in my cellar. I lost one of those left on
the summer stands.

I began the summer 1880 with 32 colonies in good
condition ; increased to 73, and took 400 lbs. of comb
honey and 800 lbs. of extracted. In preparing for

winter I buried 40 colonies in a clamp, and lost 23 of

them. The others, 33, I put into my cellar and lost

two of them.
In the spring of 1881 1 had 48 colonies. Increased

to 63, and took 5.50 lbs, of comb honey and 500 lbs. of

extracted. In this vicinity there was an entire

failure of fall honey, owing to the weather, and, as

a consequence, all my colonics were short of stores

when put away in my cellar for winter. When I took
them out in the spring I found 2 or 3 dead from starv-

ation; and although I watched, exchanged combs,
fed, etc., what time I had, the spring was so cold, and
yielded so little honey, that I lost in all, by starva-

tion, robbing, and swarming out, 18 colonies; there-

fore I began the summer of 1882 with 45 colonies.

Increased to 69, and took 2150 lbs. of comb honey and
500 lbs. of extracted. My bees are now in good con-

dition, and I sha 1 winter in my cellar, which, in my
experience, has proved the best for this latitude.

I now have 69 colonies, and 63 empty hives, all 10-

frame Langstroth, with full surplus arrangements
for all. I get my comb honey in section boxes, of

which I have 1000 on hand, many of them partly fill-

ed with comb. I also have an extractor, smoker, a

quantity of foundation, and a goodly number of such
traps and fixtures as bee-keepers are likely to gather

around them. My entire outlay, including the cost

of the 19 colonies, books, periodicals, hives, hired

help; in short, every cent expended, directly or in-

directly, for my apiary, is $355..50.

Since 1 took the first honey from my bees, honey
has never been absent from our table for a single

meal, unless by oversight, and we have used it to

some extent in cooking. Then my gifts of honey to

friends have averaged over 100 lbs. annually. Lack
of time has led me in selling honey to choose the

quickest, instead of the most profitable method, and
therefore I have never received a high price for

what I sold. I have not sold all of my last summer's
crop; but, guessing at the value of what I have on
hand, I give my cash receipts at $623. That leaves

me $267.50 cash in hand, besides having my apiary

and fixtures clear. I take no account of the honey
used in my family, or given to my friends. I never

sold any wax, but have had it all made into founda-

tion. I have enjoyed the study of bee culture very
much; but on some warm days the practical part
was rather trying to the flesh. W. D. Ralston.
Scotch Grove, Iowa, Nov. 20, 1882.

Yours has been by no means a great suc-
cess, friend R.; but you have made a fair,

steady gain of it, and I predict that, with
yonr present stock and experience, you will,

before the next live years' experience, find

honey pouring in at such a rate that you
may be thanlvfully reminded of Malafhi3:10.
Haven't you some boys and girls around you
who have learned by this time to lend a hand
when it comes ?
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A TURKISH APIAKY. series of steps, reaching from the ground and ex-
tending to the rocky walls, with the tree-trunks two

WE should like to give a detailed de- feet high placed like statues on a pedestal, offer a
scription of this apiary, but L'Api- singular spectacle to those not accustomed to this

-^ ^ cidtcnr, the journal t'lom which we mode of apiculture.

make this extract, confines itself to this brief "it should be known that Montenegro, like the ad-
mention:

—

jacent parts of Turkey in Europe, Dalmatia and

flPS

"One can pass from the convent and church to a

sort of terraced garden where arc arranged the
hives. The same system is practiced hero as in

Greece and on Hymettus; i. e., the bees make their

honey in hollowed-out sections of trees, which are
covered on top with a piece of flattened bark. This

Albanie, maintain an important number of hives.

Dalmatia, above all, exports honey and wax to

Trieste and Venice, and wax even to Marseilles."

AVe are under obligations to M. II. Ha-
met, the able and gentlemanly editor or jL'-

Ax>knU€in\ Paris, for information which
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enabled us to secure this elegant electrotype,
which we finally obtained of parties in Lon-
don.

It seems our friends have chosen a hill-

side for their apiary, which offers an advan-
tage to the bees in going out, where they
are arranged so closely together. If I am
correct, there are about 84 hives in the pic-

ture, and I should judge they are not more
than four or five feet apart. We should be
very glad indeed to know how they get their

surplus honey, and what the average yield

per annum is from such an apiary. Have we
a friend among our readers who can tell us
more about itv

FACTS AND FALIiACIES IN APICUI.TURE.

WORK DONE BY TWO QUARTS OF BEES, BEFORE 16

DAYS OLD.

R. DADANT does not believe in miracles, and
Mr. Root does not believe in such as Mr. Da-

dant suggests. He does not see that a mira-

cle would be required to change the sex of a worker

egg, and make it produce a drone. One declares

that a queen-bee do«^8 not know the sex of the egg
she lays; the other thinks she does know. I opine

that it would not be difficult to show that the Ubiq-

uitous Life Power (that vivifying principle that ani-

mates all nature), the essential principle, the intel-

lectual part of the honey-bee, Is sufficiently conscious

of its condition and its necessities to be able to per-

form the required duties to perpetuate its race;

but to show that the worker-bee has any means by
which it can reduce the worker egg back to a drone

egg, would be to show that animated beings can

change fate at discretion, and, at certain stages of

development, dissect and remove both body and
soul by sections, as desired.

Throughout the month of August, the flow of hon-

ey had been such that no attempt at robbing had

been made when honey was left exposed; and the

thermometer had indicated from 60° in the morning
to 90° or more at noon in the shade. These were

very favorable conditions for lesting the business

capacity of the honey-bee, the time required to de-

velop its various characteristics, and its growth

through its various stages of development. At 4

o'clock p. M., the 26th of August, we extracted the

honey from 8 frames that contained capped brood

ready to hatch, and placed them in a hive that had

been dried and warmed, and these we put in a frame
containing capped honey and uncapped brood. Care

was used that no bee get into the hive, which we
now closed tight. On the 27th, at 4 o'clock, we
opened the hive. We found several hundred bees

scattered in little clusters around on the combs,
where they had hatched. The honey in the extract-

ed combs had daubed them, and they already had a

dark shining appearance. When an insect was put
near them they hastened away in a frightened man-
ner, and would not attempt to sting. To eat and to

avoid danger were all the traits of character yet de-

veloped. At the end of the second day, a pint of

bees or so was hatched. They had gathered into

clusters, and had cleaned part of the honey off from
themselves. At the end of the third day they had
cleaned themselves, and collected the honey on the

extracted combs, and put It into cells. 'They had
also started a few queen-cells. We opened the en-

trance, and some dragged fragments of comb and

dead bees out, and a few flew a few feet from the

hive; and returning, some stood on the entrance-

board and fanned themselves. They were still

frightened at insects, and when the finger was
placed near them. On the forenoon of the fourth

day, a light mist fell. At noon it cleared off, and
some of the bees gathered moisture on the grass.

On the fifth day the older bees were strong enough
to fly with dead bees, and at 2 o'clock they had a play-

spell, flying briskly for some time. At 4 p. M. we put

a frame of uncapped brood and eggs into the hive,

to compel them to work on the next day if possible.

At 2 o'clock on the sixth day wo saw loaded bees en-

tering the hive; and saw some feeding others at the

entrance. The oldest bees in the hive were now
several hours less than six days old. On the sev-

enth day several hundred bees gathered honey, and

partly filled several cells. One now tried to sting.

Sept. 3d, about 2 quarts of bees were hatched,

sufficient to continue our experiments with, and no

pollen had yet been gathered. To force them to

gather it, we removed all the frames at 8 a. m., and

put two whole frames of comb, and eight frames

with but little comb in them, into the hive. These

frames had not been in use for two seasons. They
had nothing in them that the bees could use. into

one of these we inserted several square inches of

worker comb containing uncapped brood and eggs,

and five cells pirtly filled with honey. Thei-e was
no pollen now in the hive, and no drone-cell in the

comb containing brood and eggs. The bees filled

several cells of old comb with honey during the day,

but no pollen was gathered and no queen-cells start-

ed. They commenced to repair the old combs, and a

few specks of new comb were stuck here and there

on the combs. The oldest bees were now less than

8 days old.

Sept. 4tb, honey was gathered and new comb made;

but no pollen was gathered, anrl no queen-cells were
started. On the 5th, at 4 o'clock p. m., the usual

hour at which we made our examinations, there was
no bee-bread in the hive, and no bees had oeen seen

to enter the hive with any, though we had given It

considerable attention durmg the day. About two
pounds of hnney had now been gathered. A hun-

dred or more of the eggs that were in the piece of

brood-comb when given them were now missing,

and seven queen-cells, half built, were on the piece

of brood-comb. On a frame with fragments of old

comb in it, two patches of new worker comb, about

four inches apart, were built. Each contained four

or five square inches of comb. All the skill com-

mon to the race (they were Italians) when older, ap-

peared to be developed in these infant bees, all of

which were less than 10 days old. A knowledge,

however, of the uses to which pollen is put by older

bees had not yet been acquired; probably at a time

when honey was scarce it would have been gathered

by them, but the honey-gathering now absorbed

their entire attention. The young brood in the

queen-cells was well supplied with royal j^lly, and

the brood hatched from the eggs was supplied with

the requisite food, into neither of which pollen m':'!!-

ifestly entered as an ingredient.

On the 6th, in the forenoon, a worker entered the

hive with pollen or propolis. At 4 o'clock, four of

the queen-cells were capped, two remained open,

and one was destroyed. The two pieces of new
comb had doubled in size— one was all worker, the

other was drone comb at the lower extremity. On
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the 7th, several cells partly filled with pollen were
seen. The honey-flow was not now so good, and
they had paid more attention to pollen, undoubted-
ly, for that cause. The bees were not much in-

clined to sting. The two strips of new comb had
been considerably enlarged. The bees had contin-

ued to build worker comb in one place and drone
comb in the other. Considerable repairing of old

comb had been done. There was no apparent
change in the queen-cell«. On the 8th, another
queen-cell was started. Four were now capped, and
three uncapped. On the nth, some of the honey was
capped. The two strips of new comb had been con-

tinued nearly to the bottom of the frame, and unit-

ed half way down —one side was drone comb, the

other worlier. On the next adjoining frame, two
strips of worker comb were started about four

inches apart. Part of the brood was capped over.

Sept. 10th all but one of the queen-cells were capped
over, and half a frame of honey. Sept. 11th, at 4

o'clock p. M., we carefully observed the condition of

the hive, to determine what had been done by these

infant bees, the oldest hundred or more of which
would, during the next 24 hours, reach the age of

16 days, when they are said by some of our best au-

thorities to commence to work in the tields, if the

flow of honey is sufficient to induce them.
WOBK THEY HAD DONE BEFORE 16 DAYS OLD.

Two old frames of combs had been cleaned, and
nearly filled with honey, a part of which was capped.

One whole frame a foot square, and another half-

frame had been built with new comb, and nearly

filled with honey. The second crop of queen-cells

had been built and capped. All the young brood,

except one cell at the bottom, had been capped over;

and pollen had been gathered. Royal jelly had been
prepared; and while it was preparing, many eggs
had disappeared, as usually happens at such times.

Everything had been done as well as in hives where
old bees are plenty, except one single cell which re-

mained uncapped, and it was 8 days and 8 hours aft-

er the comb containing the egg had been put in the

hive. The cell was one of the bottom course of

cells in the piece of brood inserted — a worker cell.

It now appeared to be prolonged beyond the adjoin-

ing cells, which contained capped worker brood.

The base was not formed of the bases of these work-
er-cells, as is usually the case with queen-cells thus

formed; but it contained an unusual amount of food.

The upper part of the cell was enlarged, and the

general appearance of it was such as to force me to

think of Mr. Root's views on the change of sex in

the worker egg. The appearance was that of a

young drone in a worker-cell two days before cap-

ping, except that it was too much enlarged. On the

13th, this cell was a half-completed queen-cell, differ-

ing from others in having the single base of a work-
er-cell. The larva now lay with its head toward the

septum of the comb. Three of the queen-cells were
partially opened by the workers. On the 13tb, these

cells were again closed at 10 o'clock; at 13, a queen
hatched. The last-formed cell we removed to an-

other hive with some of the bees, hoping to have an
18-day queen hatch from it to c<'mpare with the 10-

day queen we already had. Wo closed the hive to

keep the bees with the cell which was not yet cap-

ped. In the morning the larva was not in the cell.

Eleven days later, the 10-day queen laid worker eggs.

The removal of the worker-bees to another hive ren-

dering them queenlpss, had not attracted their at-

tention, and they had entered the cell and devoured

the embryo queen, which had remained in her cell

uncapped ten days and eight hours and upward,
from the time the brood comb had been first placed
in the hive. Possibly a worker egg had been procur-
ed elsewhere, and placed in the cell at a later date.

One case I have known, 1 am positive the workers
carried an egg from combs exposed, when cxtract-

I

ing, to a queen-cell in a comb of another hive when
• queenless; but now there were no eggs cut of the

I

hivf 8. That it was a case of delayed capping, is a
! fair supposition. In these experiments, the accept-

ed views of apiarists do not accord with the facts in

I
many cases. These are the results reached:—

' Bees work in the hive on the second day after

hatching.
i On the third day they will collect honey into the

i comb-cells, and will commence queen-cells when
j

queenless, and will remove dead bees, and fly from
i
the hive, and fan themselves at the entrance.

j

On the fourth day they will leave the hive to col-

lect moisture.

On the fifth day they are strong enough to fly away
j
with dead bees.

On the sixth day they will gather honey in the

I fields.

j

On the seventh day, exceptional bees will try to

I sting under ordinary treatment.

! On the eighth day thej' will first make new comb.

j

On the eleventh day they will first collect bee-

bread, or propolis.

The following facts are also shown: —
! The food prepared for the young worker larvns is

not partly composed of pollen, neither is that pre-

pared for the queen larvas; though queenless, queen-
cells are not started until an interval of a day or

more has passed, during which time the proper food

is probably undergoing partial digestion, preparatory

to feeding the prospective queens. Queenless bees

do not always build drone comb; but in this instance

they invariably commenced to build worker, and in

one place only of four, changed to drone. Three-

fourths of the comb built was worker comb.
PREDESTINATION, MIRACLE. OR UBIQUITOUS LIFE

POWER.
These experiments were made when robbei bees

would not take honey when offered them, conse-

quently these young bees did not have the experi-

ence of old bees to guide them at their work in the

hive. Of a certainty they knew of themselves what
was necessary for them to do to perpetuate the ex-

istence of their race, and just when to do it; for as

no bee would visit their hive, under the circum-

stances, no knowledge could be acquired from any
source. If the worker-bee knows of itself what it

does, and the suitable time to do it, Is it reasonable

to suppose that a queen-bee does not know what
she does, and why she does it? Was It predestined

that they should do as they do, and that events

should be so shaped that the conditions should be

favorable at the required time? Tben matter is not

the source of intelligence that forces the work to a

successful completion. It is the Ubiquitous Life

Power, the God of nature, who applies himself to

the work, and forces each to contribixte to the wel-

fare of all; and If God applies himself to all things

to the end that all shall be done well, are souls saved

by prayer, friend Root? are there any miracles,

friend Dadant? Jerome Wiltse.

Falls City, Neb., Oct., 1882.

V\'e are much obliged to you, friend W.,
for your careful report of a valuable experi-
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ment ; but it gives me pain to hear you use
such expressions as you do at the close of

your first sentence. If i/ou know all about
this " Ubiquitous Life Power," and the rest

of us don't, we should be glad to be told

what is and what isn''t ; but as we are, it

seems to me that a '• sccvis to me " now and
then would be a little more courteous to the
rest of your co-Avorkers. Your experiment
may have shown this : That worker-bees,
brought up without ever having been in a
hive full of bees, and seen things done, would
know how to do these things when of proper
age ; but I confess that 1 can not see the
connection between that and what you say
in regard to souls being saved by prayer. If

you will pardon me, [ fear that it will look
to our people as though you had an anxiety
to let it be known that you do not believe in
prayer. You may reply to this, that one has
as good, a right to let this be known as to let

it be known that he does believe in prayer.
May I suggest this difference? All true
prayer, as you yourself have suggested, is

for the salvation of souls, or for the saving
of the world, if you choose; and all praying
men pray to this end. Now, at least a great
part of those who are opposed to prayer
(mind, I do not say all), are bent on the ruin
of souls; or, if you choose, the ruin of the
world. A dying mother's last breath is often
spent in prayer for a wayward child. Would
you wish to speak lightly of such a thing,
friend W.V or even intimate that such
prayers do not avail?

Blessed are they who hung-er and thirst after
righteousnefcs, lor they shall be tilled.—Matt. 5 : (i.

AN A B C SCHOI^AR'S EXPERIENCE.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT FOOT-POWEB BVZZ-SAWS.

eFTEN, when reading: the experience of others

in Gleanings, I have thought I would write

a little about my own progress In bec-keep"

ing; but having never written any thing to be put
into print, I hardly knew how to commence, and so

have delayed till now.
In the spring of 1879 I commenced with bees (not

knowing any thing about them), by buying a swarm
of blacks in a Langstroth hive. In two weeks they
had dwindled down to nothing. But I was not satis-

fled ; bought another strong black swarm in a Quin-

by hive, with the combs built in every direction, and
lots of drone comb. I paid an enormous price for

them. About these days I had a sample copy of

Gleanings handed to me. After reading it I be-

came very much interested in bees. I Immediately
subscribed for it, and have not been without it since,

and would feel lost without it now.
Now about that swarm of bees. That summer

they did not swarm, but made 81 lbs. comb honey;
they wintered well on summer stand the following

winter. In the summer of 1880 I divided them three
times, sending to Mr. Nellis for queens. 1 thought
I had done wonders when I introduced my first

queen safely; I felt protidcr over that than all I

have introduced since. Of the three divisions, two
were pure Italians, one hybrid. I put them in

"closed-end bar Quinby'' hives; found it verydiffl-

cult to handle them without killing bees. From the

old swarm, I took 30 lbs. box honey. In making my

first division I moved the parent stock about 8 rods

away, when many bees were in the fields; then I

put the new hive in its place, containing one frame
of brood and two of honey. Well, before night the

bees from the old hive were stealing the honey from
the new one at a great rate, and the next day they
almost cleared out all the honey. I was so ignorant

then I could not tell what was up at fltst, but found
out, very soon, more about that kind of robbing
than most A B C's have a chance to in the same
length of time. I finally carried the new swarm
over a mile away to a friend's, and left them there

till the young Italians commenced to hatch. This

lesson I learned pretty thoroughly: That it is not

safe for beginners, especially if they have blacks, to

make divisions when honey is not coming in quite

freely.

Now, the winter of 1880 and spring or 1831 finished

up my old colony and two of the new ones, leaving

me only one very, very weak; but they were pure
Italians. During the above winter I made eleven

hives of my own design, something like the chaff

hive, packed with chaff on all sides; sent to A. I.

Root for sample L. frame, and made the hives to fit;

so, in the spring of '81 1 had 11 new hives, but only

one poor swarm of bees; but by giving that one as

good care as I knew how, I succeeded in increasing

it to 3, and transferred it to the L. frame, then

made kindling-wood of all the Quinby frames. I was
bound to have those new hives filled, so I sent to a

man in Massachusetts for 8 one-frame nucleus

swarms with "dollar " queens. He agreed to send

rather more than a pound of bees on a Langstroth

frame, about the l.'jth or 20th of June. I think it

was the 8th of July when they came all In one box
with partitions in it; the frames were a good deal

smaller than the L., and not one of the eight had
over ;4 pound of bees. I complained a little, and
about a month later he sent me 3 lbs. of bees, to

make matters right. Well, I transferred each one

of those 8 combs to a Langstroth frame, and into

the space they did not fill, I put a strip of fdn. All

of the queens proved to be pure; by careful atten-

tion I built them all up to 6 and 8 frame colonies by
fall, and from one I got two boxes of surplus. All

gathered enough to winter on, so by fall I had my 11

hives full, and all in L. frames, in fair condition for

winter—all Italians but one.
In the winter of 1881 and '82 I thought to myself,

now I will prepare for next season just as though it

were spring, and my bees were all alive. I sent to

A. I. Root for a sample chaff hive (I forgot to say,

that long before this I purchased the A BC and read

and re-read it, also read Langstroth's work). I knew
that, to make chaff hives, I must have a buzz-saw.

The Barnes cost more than I could afford. I had

never seen one, so knew nothing about how to com-

mence, but put my wits at work, and made one aft-

er my own liking; viz., a combined buzz-saw, turn-

ing-lathe, and jig-saw all run by the same treadle, the

buzz-saw and lathe by the same belt, which I made
out of bed-ticking. The mandrel is the S7.00 one ad-

vertised in Root's price list. On opposite sides of

the nut that holds the saw tight on the mandrel, I

had two slots filed in, and two steel brads made to

fit, then brazed In; now, by taking off the saw I have

the spur center and head-block of the lathe; the

saw-table turns back out of the way. I will not try

to explain all here, but will only add that the jig-

saw will cut through two-inch plank quite fast; on

the lathe I can turn out a wtiffle-tree; and one aft-
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ernoon, with the buzz-saw, I cut out, line measure,

1300 ft. of bevel siding for chafif hives. I have the

treadle come up in front of me: imt I like friend

Hiftchinson's way so much bettei , I shall fix miue
£0 before I commence work this winter.

Now, to go back to the hives: I made 39 chafif ones,

sold 19 of them, keeping the rest for my own use;

made 300 brood frames and wired them, putting on

metal corners, and filling ^^ of them with fdn., G.

W. Stanley's and A. I. Root's make, both very nice.

I made 100 wide frames, bought Novice's extractor

of Otto Kleinow; in fact, got every thing ready in

the winttr that I could. When the spring of '83

came round I found my 11 swarms, which were on

summer stands, alive, and all but one in tine condi-

tion. Quite early, before work commenced on the

farm, I set out my new hives on half-bricks, leveled

them with a level, and banked sand up to the porti-

co, according to Mr. Root's instructions. Just be-

fore apple-trees bloomed I set one swarm to rearing

queen-cells, by taking away their queen and giving

her to a division of another colony; from the 9 un-

tinkered ones I took 70 lbs. of apple-blossom honey

(extracted). I succeeded in introducing and fertil-

izing 6 young queens of my own raising, and bought

30 one-dollar queens, part of Mr. Root and part of

Otto Kleinow. All of Root's are pure, and most of

Kleinow's; some of the 30 were for my neighbors, I

introducing them. Of the 36 queens, 1 lost 3 in in-

troducing; two I was to blame for, and one was in-

jured in the mail. I have increased the 11 swarms
to 35, and all are in good condition for winter. I

have taken in all, 400 lbs. of honey; 70 apple, 130

basswood, and 200 buckwheat.
BUCKWHE.^T.

Right hei-e I want to speak of buckwheat as a hon-

ey-plant. The past season, and the one before it, it

has yielded honey splendidly; last winter my bees

wintered almost wholly on it, and did well. This

year, before it came, there was in some colonies

scarcely a cell of honey, and a few I had to feed;

now, all have an abundance to winter on, besides

the nice surplus; if they do well on it this winter, I

shall think it is a good honey to winter on. I have
had the bees all fixed for winter since the first of

October by crowding them on as many full frames
as they could cover well, and putting in a division-

board, filling the rest of the lower storj' and the up-

per one with loose oat chaff. I made two winter-

passages through every comb, and under the wooden
mat, which is covered with a piece of carpet; put
two '/i-inch strips crosswise of the frames, to take

the place of " Hill's device."
In raising queens, just before the cells were ready

to hatch, I cut them out and put them in wire-cloth

cages, ?i in. in diameter, and 4 in. long; fastened a

row of them iu a brood frame, and hung it in the

center of the colony. But I hail trouble with the lit-

tle wee red ants; they would eat through the cell,

and destroy the young queens; had it not been for

that, I like the way. The bees would feed them
through the wire-cloth. After the youDg queens had
hatched, and gotten quite strong, I gave them to

queenless divisions which had been previously pre-

pared. I had good success in their being accepted.

In introducing a fertile queen I could always get the

bees to accept her much quicker l)y not trying to in-

troduce the accompanying bees with her; put her in

a cage by herself, and lay the cage wire-cloth side

down across the frames under the mat. Usually in

12 hours I could safely release the queen. In two

instances they accepted her immediately. I notice

that A B C's often speak of the queens persisting in

flying when let out of the cage, and occasionally not
coming back. I had one that did not come back, but
I found her in front of another hive after a few min-
utes. I found that, when released in the morning or

evening, they were not nearly so apt to fly as in the

middle of the day. In making my divisions this

season I usually left the old queen at the old stand,

disturbing her as little as possible, taking frames of

brood with adhering bees to new stand. I think they
did better so. for all bees that went back to the old

stand found their own mother there.

Last winter I sent two 5-year subscriptions for

Gleanings, getting two Waterbury watches for

premiums, one for a friend and one for myself;

both are running very accurately now, without an>'

balkinM". I want to tell how I wind mine. I took a
piece of "« pine, 18 in. long, and on one side cut a rab-

bet li in. wide. I have the stick on my bureau, and
every night when I wind my watch 1 take oneend of

the stick in my left hand, and put the other end on
the bureau, with the rabbet to the right; take the

watch in my right hand, place the stem in the rab-

bet at the lower end of the stick, and draw toward
me. I can wind it so as quickly as any watch.

Myl how this is spinning out: Just one question,

friend Root: What kind of a feeder would j/oit use,

and how, iu feeding back extracted honey for box?
C. S. Adams.

Williamson, Wayne Co., N. Y., Nov., 1882.

Well (lone, friend A. You have not made
very rapid progress, it is true ; but you have
been progressing all the time, nevertheless,
and you are surely succeeding in about all

you undertake in bee culture, and this is

perhaps a safer way than to make a big re-

port one season, and then have blasted
hopes. I think I should use the tin pan,
with a cloth over the top, described in the
A B C, to feed back extracted honey for
tilling sections. When the weather is cool,

and for feeding only small quantities for
stimulating, we prefer the Simplicity feeders
to any other.—Your plan for winding the
Waterbury, we published some time ago.—
Go on and prosper, my young friend, and let

us hear from you more.

HONEY FROM COKIV,

AND NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT.

M Tyour request I send you to-day by mail a sam-

J(^_ pleof corn honey; I also send some heart's-
' ease, so you can see how much milder in

taste and lighter in color the corn honey Is. You
asked me to tell you about it, and I should have
done so befoie, but have been so busy. Some time

in August, I forget the date, when white clover was
about played out, the bees took a "spurt," and for

several days we failed to find what they were work-

ing on. Heart's-ease and goldenrod were not in

bloom. My wife called my attention to it first. She
had followed the lino of bees, and foimd the corn-

fields swarming with the bees. At first you would
suppose a swarm was going over, and wonder where
they were. Stand still a moment, however, and you
will see a bee come from under the base of a corn

leaf, then one from between the stem of an ear and
the stalk, then some from away down by the roots,

and by that time you will begin to see where tbey
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are getting the honey; not from the silk, not from
the blossom, but from the stalk at the base of eve-

ry leaf nt each joint, and on every stalk and every
hill. We obtained 500 lbs. extracted, same of box of

this same corn honey, and ynu will see by the sample
it is nice. Bees worked on the corn about two weeks.

Field corn begins to yield honey about as the kernels

begin to form, and continues until the kernel is well

formed — at least, it did hero this year. There are

from 500 to 1000 acres of corn planted within a radius

of 3 miles of my ajjiary. I think it always yields hon-

ey, some every year, but you " can't most always some-

times tell" what is going to yield honey. For instance,

they worked very busily on Lombardy poplars for

four or five days this season, which, by the way, 1

never saw before, while white cl3ver was almost a

failure, and my much-puffed catalpa never received
a notice. But corn and heart's-ease, oh my!

MY REPORT.

I packed in Nov., 1881, 58 colonies; 7 queens kicked

the bucket during winter. One colony, queen and
all, died just for the fun of it, I guess, as I could And
no other reason, and " I'll do it to-morrow " starved

3 colonies. Colonies made into nuclei for queen-
raising reduced the number to 43 for surplus for the

season just past, of which I obtained 4500, " 'alf and
'alf," box and extracted. Increased to 79 colonies.

Best yield of extrat ^ed, one colony, 260 lbs.

bo " " 180 '*

But you see my average was over 100 lbs. per colony,

which is good. H. M. Morris.
Rantoul, 111., Oct. 28, 1883.

Many thanks, friend M., for your valuable
contribution to our stock of facts, and also
for the samples of honey. The corn honey
will rank with the best we have, both in col-
or and flavor. I should liave called it white
clover, in fact, were I not informed other-
wise. The heart"s-ease honey, though a little

dark, I call of excellent flavor. 1 would
strongly indorse the point you make, friend
M., about honey coming ifrom unexpected
sources. We little know now, where the hon-
ey we may get next season will come from.
While honey comes from so many hitherto
unknown sources, and there is such a broad
field of knowledge yet unexplored, should
we be discouraged, even if we do not reap a
bountiful harvest every year? Thanks, also,
for your good report, friend M.

HOW TO MAKE A HORSE-POAVER, FOR
SAWS FOR BEE-HIVE MAKING.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON'S DESCRIPTION OF FRIEND HUNT'S
HOME-MADE HORSEPOWER.

i^T will be remembered that friend Hutch-
inson promised in the May number to
give, some time, a description of the

above. Well, he has sent it to us in the
Country Gentleman, from which we copy the
following. Our readers will find a picture
of th*^ horse-power in our Oct. number, 18S1.
If they place this before them while they
read, they will find it much easier to under-
stand:—

HEAP POWER FOR MAKING HIVES.

While at the bee-keepers' convention, this spring,
at Detroit, I was entertained by a bee-keeping friend
living a few miles out of the city. This friend is the
owner of a cheap, home-made horse-power, with

which he runs a circular saw, in cutting up lumber
for bee-hives. Whik staying at his plice I improved
the opportunity to examine tbis horse-power clnse-
Iv, and, thinking that some of your readers might
like to make (ine like it, I venture to give a desarip-
tion. As both myself and my friend think that his
power could be improved, I will not give an exact
description, but will rather describe a power as I

think it ought to be built.

The power is simply a large wheel, fifteen feet in di-

ameter, fastened, in a horizontal position, upon an
upright shaft. The rim of the wheel is three inches
thick, and is composed of felloes, eight inches wide,
sawed from inch hard-wood lumber. One or two
horses can be hitched inside the rim, and. walking
around, thc5' pull the wheel around with them.
When two horses are used, they are placed at oppo-
site sides of the wheel. To connect this large wheel
with the machinery to be driven, my friend has
found nothing equal to a light chain. The chain
runs in a groove cut in the outside of the wheel;
and, to prevent the chain from slipping, six or eight
pieces of iron, one-fourth inch thick, and perhaps
three inches square, are fitted, perpendicularly. Into
the circumference of the wheel, at equal distances
apart. If the wheel had spokes, these pieces of iron
would stand parallel with the spokes. A notch near-
ly as deep as the groove in the outside of the wheel,
and corresponding with it, is cut in the outside edge
of each piece of iron; and at the bottom of each
notch thus cut, is cut another notch or slot. This
last-mentioned notch is just large enough to admit a
link of the ohain edgewise, thus making it an impos-
sibility for the chain to slip.

About eight feet from the circumference of the
wheel is a horizontal shtift, and upon this shaft are
two pulleys. The smaller pulley is about one foot
in diameter, is grooved, and also furnished with
grooved or notched pieces of iron, similar to those in
the circumference of the large wheel. The chain
passes from the large wheel around this smaller
grooved pulley. The large wheel and this smaller
pulley are so pi iced that the part of the chain that
does the pulling draws perfectly straight, while the
slack part of the chain runs over a smoothly groov-
ed pulley, which is about a foot in diamcster, and is

placed about midway l)etween the large wheel and
the smaller pulley. Upon the horizontal shaft, by
the side of the grooved pulley upon which runs the
chain, is another larger pulley about two f^et in di-

ameter; and from this pulley a belt is run to the
c lunter-shaft of the saw. The large drive-wheel, in-

side of which the horses walk, is made in two parts,
each part bping a half-circle, the ends of each half-
circle being fastened together with a cross-piece.
These cross pieces are hinged together; thus either
half of thewhe^l can be lowered until its outside
edge strikes the ground; it is necessary to do this,
in order that the horse can step inside the wheel.
Each half of the wheel is as thoroughly braced as
possible, with iron rods, and yet leave room lor the
horse. The upright shaft, in the center of the large
wheel, is made irom a 4 bj' 4 inch scantling, and is

eight or ten feet in height. The rim of the wheel is

supported by iron rods that are fastened to the up-
right shaft, near its upper end.
There is, also, a cross-piece fifteen feet in length,

fastened to the upright shaft, about four feet above
the large wheel. The fnds of this cross-piece extend
out, over and beyond the horses; and these ends are
furnished with chains that hang down and are hook-
ed to the rim of the wheel, thus giving it support
where it is impossible to brace or support it with
iron rods, the horse being in the way. The lower
end of the upright shaft is surrounded with an iron
band, and an iron gudgeon driven into its lower end
turns in a lirge. heavy' block of wood that is deeply
and firmly imbedded in the earth. Upon opposite
sides of the l=4rge wheel, deeply and firmly set in the
earth, and thoroughly braced, are two posts that ex-
tend eig-ht or ten feet above the ground. The upper
ends of these posts are connected by a cross-piece;
and an iron gudgeon, driven into the upper end of
the upright shaft, turns in a hole bored in this cross-
piece.

It will be seen that my friend's horse-power was
out of doors, and stationary, but it would be an easy
matter to build such a power for use upon a barn
floor. The gudgeon in the lower end of the upright
shaft could run in a bearing fitted into the fioor,

while the gudgeon in the upper end of the shaft
could run in a bearing fastened to an "overlay" in
the scaffold over the barn floor. When not in use,
the large wheel could be taken apart and set one
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side, tosrether with tho upright shaft and "jack."
There are two objections to this power; one is, that
the horse has to walli in a circle that is inconveni-
ently small: and tho other is, that lUMny horses will
not work without a driver. My fi u'nd had only one
horse that would work without a driver. Of course,
this power can be used for other purposes than hive-
making, such as cutting or grinding feed, shelling-

corn, etc.

Friend II., why can the wheel not be
made a little larger? and if made so, may it

not overcome bolh the objections you liave

made, especially the last one?

ladkf §qp,arhmi-
MRS. HARRISON ON PROTECTION TROM BEE-STINGS;

LINEN GI-OVES SUGGESTED.

LHEN I work with bees, I have the name of

making them cross, and I am not blamed,
either, without cause. When I go out to

Work in the morning, I know that dinner-time is

coming, and many times I have insulHcient help in

the house; so, in order to accomplish what I have
laid out to do, I must work fast to accomplish it, be-

fore it is time to get dinner. When I'm clad in my
armor, I do not care if there is a whole swarm of in-

furiated bees around my head, if they only attack

me, and let others alone.

Sometimes, when bees are very cross, they sting

through my clothing if I have on a calico, gingham,
or thin worsted dress. When Mr. Harrison works in

the apiary, he wears a linen hat and coat, and says

that "bees cannot sting through linen when it is

starched and ironed." My own experience corrob-

orates his statement, and the past season I've worn
a linen sacque while working in the apiary ; and if I

forgot to put it on, I was sure to be reminded of it,

in receiving stings in my body and arms.

I can handle bees without any protection, when
everything is propitious — honey coming in freelj',

etc. But work must be done at other times — nuclei

given eggs, and young swarms strengthened with

frames of brood and honey. I have not tried liuen

gloves, but intend doing so; they are sold at our
glQve stores, for driving. Any one could make his

own, by ripping up a kid glove that tits, for a pat-

tern.

I can not agree with my fellow-workers, that "bee-

keeping is too hard for women." We have had a de-

lightful fall, and I have worked all day, day after

day, in the apiary and was wont to remark at night,

that I was astonished that I was not more tired after

the day's labor; for if I had been at work in the

house, baking, ironing, etc., for only part of the day,

I should have been more tired.

How this arouses my indignation! "Total num-
ber of ladies at 00 each, $00.00." Showing to the world
at large that " ladies" are regarded as dead-heads by
the convention.

Bees carry water cveiy day. Sweet clover is in

bloom, and beans and tomatoes yet green.

Peoria, 111., Nov. 9, 1882. Mrs. L. Harrison.

Why, Mrs. II., I knew, too, that bees can't
sting through linen, but I never thought to
mention it before. The truth is, that I al-

ways want linen clothing whenever it comes
summer, and I think your husband is just
right about it; but don't you believethey say
at our house, it makes a great deal of hard

work for the women folks? Of course, I tell
them I don't mind if I don't always look so
spruce and starched up, but my wife says I
am just suie to get down in the dirt or grease
the very day she tixes me up nice in clean lin-
en clothes. I am sure she must be mistaken.
I know linen gloves would be even better
than rubber if we could keep then starched.
You see, they want to be so hard ahd glossy
that, when a bee tries testing, his " stinger"
slips off, just as a darning-needle would if
you tried to stick it into a dinner-plate. The
bees always look very much disgusted when
their '' stingers" glance off in that way, and
don't take hold; but I can't remember that I
ever felt very sorry for them on account of
their disappointment. Who will give us some
starched linen gloves?

IS BEE-KEEPING TOO HARD FOR WOMEN?
My bees are fixed up for winter, so I've time to

ask a question. Some ladies who have tried bee-
keeping say it is 'too hard work for women." Now,
can't you get Mrs. Harrison, Mrs. Axtell, and others
who have followed the business long and extensive-

Ij', to tell us what a woman can do in the business?
Many will be discouragedif we don't have the "other
side." Mrs. Mary A. Shepherd.
Barry, Pike Co., 111., Nov. 8, 1882.

Will the ladies mentioned please answer V

Mrs. Harrison has partially answered in the
above article.

I have been on a visit to Lewis Co., N. Y., and
talked bees and honey to thes3 people, who were
much interested. I asked you last year to send
copies to two or three parties, and in one case I saw
Gleanings on the table as a monthly visitor, as the

result.

Now that I have my bees all In good shape for win-

ter, I feel like sitting down and resting. I have been
to Lewis Co., N. Y., this fall, visiting my father and
other friends. One day of the tlrst week in Sept. was
spent at the house and apiary of N. P. Case, Glen-

dale. Friend Case has been a contributor to the pag-

es of Gleanings, and we ".4 B C uns" have learn-

ed some good ideas from him, and might learn

more, did he choose to open his mouth and teach us.

Friend C. suffers from asthma, and bee-keeping
does not seem to cure him ; so he is excusable, if he
does not talk much. But I was surprised to find he
had lost his enthu3iasm; the poetry of bee-keeping

had all vanished; nothing but stern realities, hard

work, -and warm work it was, too, that day, remain-

ed for him. I could not, however, but notice the

order, precision, and regularity with which he seem-
ed to conduct his work. Sections taken off were im-

mediately put in their proper place; frames were
stored where they belonged; no cards of comb tum-
bling around, leaning up against any thing handy,
but hung on suitable racks. Verily, I thought, here
is "a place for every thing, and every thing la its

place." I saw the beauty of the mosquito-net tent

in working order, and resolved to have one. His

bees were gathering honey then, the second day of

September, as freely as in the best clover or bass-

wood season, and he hardly knew from what; the

honey was peculiarly white, and not much flavor, as

I could detect —simply sweet. He had 140 hives; had
to feed until the 10th of July, as did others in Lewis

county; but it paid in the end, and I think R. Love-

joy, of Grcig, missed it in letting those colonies of
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his starve in spring. Friend Case must have his

usual quantity in spite of the poor season.

Mr. Stimson, of Lejden, who has 11:3 colonies,

could tell us a story about setting out too early.

The 1st of May was too early in that locality. He
winters, by burying in the ground; ro cushions to

keep out the cold when set out in the spring, and a

heavy storm coming on, found the poor bees unable

to keep their brood warm, and, as a consequence,

many hi\es were lost.

It seems to me there have been of late, many ac-

counts of fertile workers. Is it because I have had

a job of that kind on hand, and so noticed it more?
I found and removed a fertile worker; gave them a

frame of eggs and larva?, and they started queen-

cells, but never finished them. I tried three times to

get them to raise a queen, and also kept them well

supplied with young hatching brood, but all of no
use; they persisted in having their own way. I have

not looked at them since my return home. Being

the doctor's bees, and not mine, 1 presume they are

nearly run out. 1 have been at work imder that

tent, and I think it is capital—no fuss, no robbing. I

really don't see how anyone can "keep house with-

out one." I have 27 colonies now; counted 19 in the

spring; have always been afraid of increasing too

much—more than the locality would support; but I

shall keep on till I reach 50 now, and hope I may
start next season with that number, notwithstand-

ing the old croakers say, ''Too many hccsltcpt here

now." They may just step out of the way with their

non-progressive ideas, and give me full swing.

Poor season, this; no white clover; too wet and
cold in May and June; no surplus honey, but lots of

brood-rearing, till the last week in July; then a rush

for just one week, and I extracted in three days,

from 10 hives, upper stories, 430 lbs. It don't pay to

put on boxes in poor seasons; just be ready for ex-

tracting, and attend to that, is what this season has

taught me. Mrs. T. M. Squire.
Redding, Conn., Oct. 'J, 1883.

EXTRACTED HONEY-HO^V TO PIT IT
UP.

WHY HONEY CANDIES, AND HOW TO PREVENT
CANDYING.

EF
the people want candied hones', and will buy it,

by all means give it to them; but if they want
pure liquid honey, who will say they shall not

have it? In this free, enlightened age, the people

have a right to their preferences, and it is the inter-

est of apiarians to cater to their tastes. We want
the people to consume honej', and more and more of

it. Honey for food and honey for medicine, is our
doctrine. I am glad that Mr. Dadant, after he failed

to get a market for his honey, because " our honey
had candied in glass jars, and then looked like lard

of inferior quality— all the customers wanted liquid

honey," succeeded in covering his candied honey
with tin, and getting a good market for it. All right;

let him and others go on and prosper on that line.

There is no doubt that there are multitudes of peo-

ple who still want liquid honey, and there is a wide
field open here for the small-fry bee-keepers. Our
home market is yet only in the incipiency of devel-

opment. Liquid honey in glass jars, warranted pure
with the producer's name on it, is the very thing to

do it with. I am able to sell all the honey I can raise

from my fifty colonies of bees, without going more

than nine miles from home. But once, as an experi-

ment, when going away from home I took with me
some sample jars of honey. I showed them to the
grocerymen in some of the towns. They had "nev-
er seen any thing like it;" it was "beautiful;" it was
"so convenient to handle — no sticking nor daub-
ing." They smiled, and would be very glad to have
me send them a "few dozen jars as samples." They
thought they could " handle it." Before I took that

trip I was really afraid that, if I raised much more
honey, 1 should not be able lo sell it.

Now, 1 know that the world is open before us, and,

if properly managed, consumption of honey will keep
up with the production. But each producer should
look well to his home market, and to the villages

around him. The first year that I had much ex-

tracted honey to sell, 1 took a sample to the stores

at the iron-works and factories, a few miles from
here. A few days after that, I made my first deliv-

ery. It was in Mason jars. While I was in the

store, by the time my money was counted down to

me, five different persons had each taken one jar of
honey.
Mr. Heddon thinks that it is the cold and not the

air that makes honey candy. But my experience
for years proves that all honey, thin or thick, can-
dies in cold weather, if exposed to the air, or if the
air is not expelled from it before sealing it up; and
also that honey does tiot caiiclu in cold weather when
it is properly sealed up, either in the comb or in jars.

I have now in my honey-house (a small board build-

ing in which I never had fire), honey candied into a
solid mass, and I have some of the same lot sealed

up in glass jars in August, which is as clear as it was
the day it came from the combs, and I have no doubt
it would keep for years just as it is now. Light and
cold do not affect it, if the air is excluded.

The most of my honey crop I put up this year at

from 140 to 150° of heat. It is all keeping nice y. As
an experiment, I put up some at 100, 110, 130, and
130° artificial heat. That put up at 100° shows con-

siderable signs of candying; that put up at 110° has

not changed so much, but it is not perfectly clear,

while all that was put up at 130° and above that is

perfectly clear to-day (Nov. 13). I also tried putting

up some by putting the jars into a box with a glass

cover, and letting them stand in the sun to warm up
before sealing them. The season here was not fa-

vorable for that kind of work, as in July, when I did

it, the weather was not hot, and it was so cloudy

that I could get only a few hours of sunshine in one
day. I am glad now that I did not have more favor-

able weather, because, if my experiment proves a

success this season, then we can succeed in that way
every year, and in all ordinary summer weather.

The greatest heat I got in my box was 110°. To-day,

one lot put in at that degree shows here and there in

the jar something like a small air-bubble, or grain of

granulated honey. Another lot, put up at the same
degree, is perfectly clear, and shows no signs of can-

dying. Why this difference? I can account for it

only in this way: That the first lot was filled, set in

the box, and sealed up the same day, and the air-

bubbles through the honey had not time to rise to

the top. The other lot was allowed to stand a cou-

ple of days in the box after they were filled, and the

honey had thus time to settle, and the air to rise, be-

fore they were sealed. That put up at 110° artificial

heat was poured into the jars after the honey was
heated, and it was not warm enough to expel the air

that was mixed with it, right away. The bees can
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seal up honey at 100° or less, and keep it; but they

do not pour it in a large stream into the cells, get-

ting the air all mixed up with it. I hope that man
may yet succeed in doing as well as the bees. Hon-
ey is never as good as when it comes fresh from the

comb. Standing one week exposed to the air makes
a perceptible difference in it. Granulated honey is

good, but it is not like honey from the comb. Liquid

honey, allowed to stand for weeks, is good; but it is

not just what it was when it came ripe from the

comb. Those people are not all dupes who insist

that comb honey is better than old extracted honey,

whether candied or liquid. What is desirable is, to

get some way of sealing up our honej' as soon as it

is extracted, and thus preserve its freshness and deli-

cacy of flavor. If one day, or at most two, of expo-

sure to the heat of the sun will suffice to expel the

air that we get mixed with it in handling (and my ex-

periments so far favor that belief), then we shall be

able to put into the market extracted honej' as pure

and fresh in its delicacy of flavor as the best comb
honey.
Mr. Dadant says it will take work to put up seve-

ral tons in that way. He is right about that. But it

is work in a good cause. I rather think I should en-

joy it. But if we can do it by the heat of the sun, it

will not take so much work after all.

Milroy, Pa., Nov. 13, 1882. J. W. White.

HOAV I GET QUS:E:N-CE:iil.S.

DOOHTTLE'S PLAN FOR GETTING GOOD ONES.

M S one of the requisites for good queens is good

J^^_ queen-cells, I thought a few words about how
' I get such cells might not be out of place.

As I believe that queens reared under the impulse

of natural swarming are superior to those reared by
any other method, I will first tell how I manage to

get a supply of good cells, letting the bees carry out

their own wishes in the matter. When a very large

force of bees are present, it is self-evident that a

larger number of good queens can be reared than
could be done with less bees, and under less favora-

ble conditions. Hence a powerful colony preparing

to swarm can perfect from 15 to 20 cells, of the high-

est grade, just as easily as a three-frame nucleus
could 3. That those powerful colonies will often

swarm, and not give more than from three to five

queen-cells, was the reason I have experimented
with a view of increasing the number of cells, if

possible. Years ago I noticed that colonies having
all straight perfect combs give a less number of

cells than one whose combs are full of holes, and of

uneven surface. I also noticed that, when, in pre-

paring my bees for winter, I made holes through the

combs for winter-passages, the next season queen-

cells would be built in these passage-ways. So it

proved that all that is needed to get double the

number of cells generally built, is to cut plenty of

holes in the combs at the time the bees were prepar-

ing to swarm, or, what answers equally well, to place

one or two frames partly full of comb In the hive at

this time. But of late years we prize perfect combs
more than we previously did; and as the Hill device,

or something similar, does away with the winter-

passages, it became necessary to get tlie cells built

without being obliged to cut the combs, either for

places for building cells, or by cutting the cells out
In transferring. To accomplish this, I take a frame
an-J tack three or four bars inside of it, at equal

distances apart, the bars being of the same dimen-
sions as the top-bars to the frame, only they are not
so long. On the under side of those strips, or bars,

I fasten, by means of melted wax, strips of old re-

fuse comb; and when the proper times arrives, place
such prepared frames in the center of the colony from
wish I wish to raise queens, In this way I general-
ly get from 15 to 25 splendid cells, and have them in

such shape that I can cut them out without molest-
ing the other combs in the hive. Another plan,

which is still more sure, and gives a required number
of cells almost to a certainty, is this: From the time
fruit-trees bloom till swarming commences, the bees
will be starting queen-cups, or embryo queen-cells.

Now as I am at work at the bees, I have a little dish
along with me; and as I come across these rudiment-
ary queen-cells, I take them off so as to not injure
the combs, and place them in the dish. These are

stuck to the under side of the comb in our prepared
frame, by dipping the base of the cups in melted
wax, and pressing them on the comb while hot. Up-
on setting such a frame in the hive, the bees will

soon fix all up in proper shape for the queen to lay

in, and we have the required number of cells in just

such shape as we wish them.
If I wish more queens than I can get in this way,

the next best plan, as I consider it, is to proceed as

above in preparing the frame, after which I go to

my best colony and get a piece of comb coutainingr

little larvte just hatched. Shave off the cells down
to within one-eighth of an inch of the base of the
comb, when, with a goose-quill toothpick, curved at

the end, these little larvse are easily lifted from
where they are, and placed in the queen-cups, in our
prepared frame. Twenty-four hours previously to

this I have taken the queen away from a powerful
colony, and now all the brood is taken from them,
and this frame of cells, supplied with little larvae, is

set in the hive, together with two or three frames
containing plenty of pollen and honey. Within six

hours, if we examine we shall find our little larvte

floating in an abundance of royal jelly, the same as

they would have done if they had been intended for

queens from the start. The above is the plan I

adopt to get nearly all my queens.

THE ALLEY PLAN.

I see by reading an article from friend J. E. Pond,
in Sept. Kansas Bee-Keeper, that Mr. Alley, of Wen-
ham, Mass., has a plan of getting queen-cells, differ-

ent from any of the plans before the public, by
which he secures all his cells built in straight rows,

at equal distances apart, and in full colonies, which
are never queenless. Upon writing Mr. Pond, he
further states that all cells are perfect, and each one
is sure to give a perfect queen. Mr. Alley has been
in the queen business a long time, and his experi-

ence would be of great value to the public; there-

fore I was glad to have friend Pond write that Mr.
A. was about to give his plans of getting queen-
cells, in the shape of a book, telling all how ho
raises queens, iutroduces virgin queens to nuclei,

and many other things never before given to the

public. Of one thing I am convinced; which is, that

a queen-cell perfected in a hive having a laying

mother brings forth a better queen than one bi-ought

forth by a queenless colony, as is proven by queens
reared by natural swarming; and in such cases as

superseding of queens, two queens in a hive, etc. If

Mr. Alley has a plan by which he can do all Mr. Pond
says he can, and still have a laying queen in the
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hive, I shall be glad to buy a book, even if I have to

pay a good price for the same.
G. M. DOOLITTLK.

Borodino, N. Y., Nov , 1882.

1 can indorse about all yon recommend in

regard to getting good queen-cells, friend D.,
and also what you say about getting them as
you want them ; but'l wish to consider a lit-

tle the matter of friend Alley's invention.
The paper you allude to was sent me before
it appeared in the Kansas Bee -Keeper, but I

at once wrote friend Fond why I could not
consistently publisli it. In the first place, it

described in glowing terms an invention
friend Alley has made, without telling what
the invention is. The spirit of modern bee
culture, and the greater part of our journals,
has been, I believe, to im])art knowledge.
To write up a thing and describe its good
points, and tiien coolly inform your readers
that it is a secret, savors too much of the pa-
pers that commence some startling romance,
and then, just when the great plot fairly

opens, cooliy inform the readers they must
buy a hool\ to know the rest of it ! I know
that friend Pond in his description did not
intend this, for I, of all others, have had rea-
son to know him as one who wishes to be
fair and honorable to all. If friend Alley
gives us a book such as you mention, detail-

ing his large experience, it will form a valu-
able addition to our stock of bee literature

;

but if it is to be but a small pamphlet de-
voted principally to giving the matter in
question, and sold for a dollar, or such a
matter, and enjoining secrcsy on each pur-
chaser, I fear it' will meet with small patron-
age from our bee-keepers. At the conven-
tion in Cincinnati, some one suggested that
there was a man who would cure any case
of foul brood for a certain sum. but refused
to make known the process. The decision
was at once almost unanimous, that no good
thing ever comes in that way. Prof. Cook
and J)r. Miller both declared it had been the
universal experience in horticulture, as well
as bee culture, that the man who has some-
thing valuable to commmiicate, but who de-
mands adollar or some othersum before mak-
ing it known, always turns out to be either
ignorant or bad ; and my experience lias been
that he is generally both. All that is valuable
in any science is to be found in our books
and papers very soon after its discovery, and
I would caution our readers against sending
Mr. Alley, or anybody else, money for any
book until it has" been reviewed and recom-
mended by our leading journals.

DRONES FROM WORKER EGGS.

THE VEXED QUESTION AGAIN.

^^jlNCEI wrote last, I have been experimenting

^|» somewhat relative to that narrated on page
' 551, Nov. No., and I find that things do not

work the same way under all circumstances. In the

first place I have, I am cirtain, seen black drones

hatch out around grafted queen-cellfi,wh>^n the eggs

were originally pure Italian. But in my last experi-

ments above mentioned, instead of having black

drones to hatch, I had no drones at all, though there

were not less than a dozen drone-cells sealed around
the grafted queen-cell, and every one of these colls

hatched perfect workers. This, however, is some-
thing that never passed my observation before, and
I do believe that a great many of u3 would have
witnessed this before had we been a little closer in

our observation of these unnatural drone-cells.

Now, in my article above referred to I suggested
that these drones were the result of fertile workers.

But fi'iend True (see p. 491) seems to have " bu'^ted "

this theory completely; yet it is possible that friend

True is not true — that is (begging his pardon), he
might be mistaken. He says, " These eggs will pro-

duce pure drones." Well, I doubt not that he has
seen pure drones in blacK colonies, and thought they
got therein that way; but to illustrate how he might
possiDlybe mistaken,! will relate this: I once bought
a Cyprian queen of friend Pianagan; and one day
in her colony of bees I noticed more black drones
than Cyprians. It "stumped" me a little at first,

but I soon understood matters; the Cyprian queen
being the only one of her race on the grounds, I

soon found drones of her progeny in several other

hives; proving that the drones of the apiary mix up
among the different hives more than I thought of.

Now, I want to say here, that I mean to try again

and again, until I do get drones to hatch around a

grafted cell. I intend to watch them hatch too, and
see just what kind of drones they loill be.

Now allow me to make a suggestion: When thei-e

are drones hatched around grafted cells, it is the

work of a fertile worker, and friend True's drones

were either from an Italian fertile worker, or else

they were from some other hive. When the bees at-

tempt to raise drones from the original eggs around
the grafted cells, they hatch out workers, just as

they would have hatched. Now let me appeal to the

memory of a few of you, and yours especially, Mr.

Root: Have you not grafted cells, and, on looking

at them a day or two afterward, found all the eggs
and larvaj gone except that in the queen-cells start-

ed? have you not also seen drones hatched around
these queens? I have followed the plan of grafting

cells altogether in raising queens, and I have noticed

this very fact repeatedly. Chas. Kingsley.
Greene ville, Tenn., Nov., 1883.

I can certify to your last point, friend K.
I have a great many times wondered to find
the eggs and larvee near the queen-cells rniss-

ing; but yet I can hardly see how it is we
did not notice fresh eggs, and that they were
so much behind the rest of the brood. By
the way, do you not mean inserted queen-cells
where you use the term *•' grafted " so much?
The matter is not ended yet, however, as you
wall see by the following letters :

—

THE chain of evidence, AND THAT WEAK SPOT
REPAIRED.

In the center of a large barren waste, a tiny acorn
dropped, perhaps by Providence ; it was lifted

up from mother Earth, the germ of a mighty
oak, and the sun in his burning glory for a time was
hid from view by a dark ff reboding cloud, and the
earth around the oakling was deluged with water.
But by and by the cloud disappeared, and the sun's
cheering rays shone forth once more. As time
swept on, the little oakling grew to a small tree, and
the mighty winds from the four corners of the
heavens congregated together here, and blew a blast

that made the earth fairly shiver in . her warm
winter robe; but the oak stood firm, and the tempest
only caused it to strike its roots deeper into the
earth, and spread its branches wider in the heavens.
As it grew to be larger, it bore fruit of its kind.
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which in turn sprang up and produced a ffrove. The
movinif objects of creation came here for sustenance,

and here the birds found support for their nests.

By coniinff, they brought many different kinds of

forest seeds, and ere long a wide forest reigned

supreme instead of the barren waste.

At the approach of man, the trees were hewn
down and shaped into beautiful and u'^eful dwelling-

houses, great cities, and many other things. Don't
you see how important it was that the oakling

should overcome the storms? It didn't amount to

much itself; but what followed did. The oak-tree

may be typical of the drone question.

As friend Hujihes has raised a little "breeze"
(glad he didn't give us the whole storm at once)

which ruffled things up slightlj', some of us had bet-

ter see to it and straighten the matter up.

He seems to object to the link in our chain of evi-

dence called circumstantial. Well, wo have the

other kind of evidence, if that will do. In the case

referred to by me in Nov. Gleanincjs, 1883, I saw
some of the drones crawl out of the cells, and ex-

amination proved the others to contain drones also.

I could not possibly have been mistaken, as the dif-

ference between drones and workers is so wide that

almost any one could tell them apart; and further

still, the drones were the specified timeof 3 or 4 days

longer in hatchin;a'. At the time of writing before,

I did not think of adding the above.

If 5,,am not mistaken, all of the reports we have
had so far were of accidental cases. If we ever ex-

pect to establish this as an undisputed fact, to be re-

corded in our l>ee-books, we must, by experiment-

ing, find a plan that will produce drones every time.

As winter is here, we shall have to talk about what
we already know until spring, when every one in-

terested will have his eyes open, and the fun will

begin in earnest. I would suggest experimenting
early in the spring, before bees generally raise

drones—with queenless colonies. Be sure they have
plenty of pollen. A. L. Lindley, of Jordan, Ind., in-

forms me that he has had a case of "droneism" this

fall. The drones were reared in worker-cells from
larva:, and not eggs. Now we are ready to hear the
" more yet."

Jordan, Ind., Nov. IG, 1882. Frank R. Koe.

I don't understand your last observation,
friend R. Can any one tell, by looking at
the larv*, whether they will produce drones
or workers? If not, how could drones be
reared from larvae other than the ordinary
drone larva^V _

DKONES FROM WORKER EGGS, AGAIN.

Since reading friend Tadlock's letter in No^•embe^
Gleanings, I have again coucluded to give my ex-

perience in the drone theory. About two years ago
I boldly asserted, that the eggs from a fertile queen
would produce either drone, queen, or worker, at

the will and pleasure of the workers. This assertion

seemed to contradict so many able bee-masters'

theories that I was sorry I made the assertion, for

fear I should never be able to prove one word of it

true; and I do not know it to be true yet; but from
what I see, and what others are seeing of late, it

seems there is some chance for the truth of the

theory. I was so busy during June and July that 1

often hived full swarms on fdn., and did not even
look to see if they had a queen. In extracting I

found several hives queenless, and I went to a hive

I wanted to raise from, and took out a nice frame of

brood in all stages, built out on worker fdn. I cut
this in three strips from top to bottom, and placed
in three hives. Two of thef^e hives had plenty of
drones; the other, none. Nice queen -cells were
built in each hive; and in the hive that had no
drones, a large lot of workpr-cells near the queen-
cells were changed and built out over drone brood,
and these cells hatched drones; in the other two
hives, not a drone-cell. Again, on the 12th of Oct.
last, I received a choice imported Cyprian queen
from D. A. Jones. As soon as she began laying nice-
ly (Oct. 18), I took out a frame of eggs, and put it
into a queenless hive, and cut a small strip from the
center, y^ inch wide and three inches long; along
this cut place, five queen-cells were built out; all on
one side of the comb, and not less than 25 cells were
enlarged and changed to drones on the same side as
the queen-cells, and nothing but worker brood on
the other side. Sa it does appear to me, that if the
workers can make a queen by simply changing the
feed, they can make a drone by the same process. I
never saw these changes, except in hives where there
were no drones. As has often been stated by others,
it may be possible that the workers remove the eggs
and lay eggs themselves. Is this one of the mysteries
of the hive yet to be fathomed? There is one thing
certain: The eggs from a laying worker or virgin
queen, produce nothing but drones, feed or no feed,
and this seems to put an end to my feed theory.
Help me out of this drone dilemma,*Bro Root, and
set me aright. B. F. Carroll.
Dresden, Tex., Nov. 13, 1883.

If I am not mistaken, friend Carroll, Mr.
Quinby once published the statement, years
ago, that it had been decided that the eggs
that produce drones, queens, and workers,
are one and the same thing ; but as he never
alluded to the matter afterward, I decided
his faith in it had afterward weakened.

ii&:mr 99

Or Department lor tlio^c wlio doii't Sign
Tlieir Nauies.

IJT'
PRESUME most of our friends know,

Jl that when any goods we send out fail
""' to reach our customers, we replace them
at our expense. Well, this is not a very
heavy tax, for goods we mail seldom go
astray ; but sometimes we have to suffer
when the goods did go to the proper address.
Here is a case tliat illustrates how such
things may come about :

—

I have waited some time to know how to dispose
of the $1.25 ABC sent, but not ordered. The one I

ordered, and sent at the time $1.00 for in stamps,
was received about a fortnight after the first. Some
of my kind (?) neighbors had got it at the P. O., and
had forgotten to deliver it sooner. If I can sell

either of the volumes, I will remit the $1.25 at once.
Please say if this will do. James W. Weir.
Valley Spring, Tex., Oct. 21, 1882.

I seems to me, friend W., if one of my
neighbors did a trick like that, I should feel
like paying for both books, and making a very
humble apology besides. The moral to this
little incident, however, is for us all to be
very careful in declaring a thing has never
reached our ottice. How do you know some
neighbor did not take it out of the office for
you, and forgot to deliver itV I wonder if

more of our troubles might not be explained
in some similar way.
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\ad§ €'jj> Smm.
From Different Fields.

EXCESSIVE SWARMING, AND CURING BY MAKING
THEM QUEENLESS.

¥)0U hit the nail on the heart when you say to

friend E. E. Hasty, "Why not make swarms— queealess?" I have hart some little experi-

ence in this swarming mania. In 1881 1 hart one

swarm in particular that I hivert 6 dififorent times,

and I tried every plan that I ever saw recommended
In bee culture, but they all failed to keep the bees

in the hives. This one hive annoyed me so much
that I really got aggravatert at them, for I think

they were fully one-fourth of their time in the air

for three rtays; so the fifth time they came out I got

a clean new hive and put them in and set them in a

nice shade. Says I, " Now come out again, and I

will surely fcill your queen." I had not more than

turned around when they were out again in the air.

Soon they settled on a maple-tree about 40 feet from
the ground. I got them down in a box, and caught

the queen and pinched off her head. Then I carried

the bees back to the parent hive, and threw them
down at the entrance. They soon went in and re-

mained quiet the rest of the year. Now, don't un-

derstand me that I like to kill queens; but what is

one to do when they will not be quiet in any place?

I don't think I should like to sell them, and I know
I shouldn't like to buy one of that kind, if 1 know it.

PUNK FOR SMOKER FUEL.

Friend Root, will you allow me to correct you in

saying that the so-called toadstool is punk? I think

there is quite a difference. What we call punk is

never formed on the outside of logs or trees, but is

found inside of trees or logs. This punk is never

formed in dry timber, but in its green state; this

punk is found in knots on soft maple and hickory,

but not very often in the latter. I take the liberty

of senrting you a sample to-day by mail. This is the

kind our forefathers used in place of matches. Try

a sample in your smoker, and sec how you like it.

FROM 5 TO 9, AND 375 LBS. OF HONEY.
I would just say, that I have been badly excited

over bee culture for three years, and have not got

any better yet. I must tell you what I have done

this year with my bees. From 5 stands I got 375 lbs.

of nice honey, and increased to 9, which I feel thank-

ful for. George Thorn.
Willmottis, W. Va., Nov. 11, 1882.

I fear you killed the queen, friend T., be-
cause you were a little vexed, did you not?
"Well, now, I would just as soon have that
queen as any other, for I think it was just
as much the fault of the bees as her own

;

but of course they could not swarm out
any more, without a queen of some kind.
Why not cage her a few days, or let her lay

eggs in some weak nucleus?—Very likely

you are right about the pimk. The sample
you sent reminds me of what I used to see
in childhood. It does not, however, differ

very much from the kind that grows on the
outside of trees, only that it seems to be
softer and of a finer texture. It lights with
the least spark, and never goes out, even
without any draft, so I suppose it would
have one excellent qualification for smoker
fuel. I presume the difficulty of getting an

adequate supply will be the greatest objec-
tion to its general use.— I am glad to know
your excitement over the bee business prom-
ises to bear such good fruit.

buckwheat; WHAT IT MAY DO WHEN ALL ELSE
FAILS.

My bees came through the winter in fair condition;

but the cold, wet spring was very hard on the bees.

Mine dwindled until the middle of May. There was
only a part of three days in April when bees could

fly. May 9th was nice and warm, and the bees work-
ed well and made quite a gain in honey. Cold rainy

weather followed, and bees did very little in fruit-

blossoms. I had to feed continually until July 6th.

By this time I had fed up all the honey I had saved
over, and 50 lbs. of sugar; the 6th I bought a barrel

of sugar, and on the 7th the bees brought in a small

amount of dark honey, and continued until the 16th,

when they stopped work. By equalizing, they all

had enough to last them until buckwheat, though I

continued stimulative feeding until Aug. 13th, when
buckwheat commenced to yield honey, and in a few
days some swarms were in the boxes. From the 20th

to the 26th I was confined to the house by sickness.

Sept. 8th we had a heavy rain, and the bees stopped

work for the season on buckwheat, though the fields

were white with the blossoms for 2 or 3 weeks; 17th,

commenced storing on aster; with the 20th came
another rain, and the honey season of 1882 was over.

I started with 23 poor to good swarms, and obtain-

ed box honey, buckwheat, 1050 lbs. ; box honey, aster,

160 lbs.; extracted honey, 50 lbs. Total, 1260 lbs. An
average of 5i?ii lbs. From 11 nuclei, 121 lbs. Italian

average, 8i lbs.; blacks, average, 19 lbs. 15 oz. Hy-
brids, 34 lbs. 14 oz. Nuclei average, 11. I also had 11

very weak nuclei that I raised queens with. I have
built them up into good stocks; had one natural

swarm; have 35 stocks in good condition for winter.

This has been a very hard year for bees; it was only

by the best of care that I was able to make as good

a report as this. John B. Case.

Baptisttown, N. J., Nov., 1882.

BEES ABJCONDING BY MOONLIGHT.
I am informed by Mrs. Dr. Kirk, of Grand Biver,

Ind. Ter., that she and her husband had a swarm of

black bees decamp by moonlight in July last. It was
a very large swarm, but there was nothing unusual

in its deportment while on the wing or in the clus-

ter. About dark, Mrs. K. removed the hive to the

location at which she wished the new colony to es-

tablish itself, and between 9 and 10 o'clock that

night it absconded. My informant is matron of the

Wyandotte (Indian) Boarding School, at Grand River.

She is an educated. Christian lady, and the United

States can't impeach her testimony. Who else has

had a whole swarm of bees fly away at night?

W. McKay Dougan.
Seneca, Newton Co., Mo., Nov., 1882.

Many thanks for the item, friend D. It

has been reported that bees have been
known to work on basswood by bright
moonlight, but never before, that I know of,

of their swarming. 1 have often thought,
that, during extremely warm light nights,

that bees might be taught to rob. In fact,

I have seen them when they acted strongly
inclined to rob ; for you know my favorite

way of doing necessary work in the apiary,

during a severe drought, is to do it by moon-
light, and laugh at the trick played on mis-
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chievous colonies, to get rid of their com-
pany. Now, who will work out the problem
of getting bees to work by moonlight? The
spider flower would afford a promising field

for experiment.

QUEENS FROM DRONE EGGS, AGAIN. [SEE P. 561, NOV.

NUMBER.]
Nov. Gleanings is at hand, fresh and full of inter-

est as ever. T want to ask you if you think the queen
laid just 6 egg-8 for worker bees only, and all the

rest hatched drones, and if the bees kiKW they were

worlter eggs, and so made 6 queens? If you say she

did, then I'll laugh. I watched that frame closely,

and am sure there was not a worker hatched from
that drone frame till the new queen filled it with

eggs, then they all hatched workers. They had

plenty of drones, and didn't make any more. As
for drone -laying queens, I know nothing — never
had one. Of course, workers' eggs are a sort of mon-
grel; they could make nothing but drones, and they

good for nothing. I will not bother you any more
now, but if I live, I will try the experiment again.

Foristell, Mo., Nov. 6, 1883. A. Bixby.

We want to be " bothered," friend B., right
along, at least until we find out a little more
what we don''t know, as well as what we do
know. I, too, have several times seen nice
queens come from cells that I thought con-
tained only drone larvjB. Now let us look
carefully into the matter.

QUEENLESSNESS IN THE FALL, ETC.

Do the bees continue to gather pollen after brood-

rearing has ceased In the fall, or is it a sign that they

are still rearing brood when they gather pollen in

November? From what signs would you judge a

colony to be queenless at this season, supposing that

the queen had been but recently lost, and that you
had no positive proof of the fact? Do you make it a

practice to supersede your queens on account of age,

or do you let them i-emain as long as the colony pros-

pers? Please give your practice on this point.

H. D. Stewart.
Landisburg, Perry Co., Pa., Nov. 6, 1883.

Bees are more disposed to gather pollen
when they are rearing brood, than when they
are queenless; and we seldom find a queen-
less stock very active in carrying in pollen.

—

The actions of the bees when the hive is open-
ed will generally indicate whether they are
queenless; but it is seldom as plainly to be
seen in the fall, after brood-rearing has ceas-
ed. When the bees are in a dense, compact
cluster, you may be pretty sure they have a
queen. We never kill queens so long as they
do good work, but we always sell old queens
cheaper than young ones.

HONEY UNDER THE EAVES OF THE HOUSE.

As I have seen no report from my section of coun-

try, 1 thought a few lines would perhaps be of inter-

est. The early part of the season was cold, wet. and
discouraging for the bees; but the last half of June,

and all of July, August, and September, was the

best in all my e.vperience. There was no Inclina-

tion in swarms to abscond where they were looked

after (there never is, in my opinion, where there is a

good flow of honey). There are b ut few successful

bee-keepers in this section of country, and very few
persons who are posted in bee culture. I have done
something at it for 12 years; but for the past Ave
years, my time has been too fully occupied in other

business to give the bees half the attention they

should have. My Italians have run out to hybrids

and blacks, and are as cross as hornets. Bees have
worked anywhere this year, even under the stands

in the porticos of the hive?. I know of ten or twelve

that are working in houses, between the siding and
plastering. A gentlemen in the country asked me
to take a ride to his house, and get some honey for

him. He said he had a patent hive, and could not

handle the bees in it. I found them under the eaves

of his house —about 30 combs that averaged about

10 inches square. I cut out 60 lbs. choice honey, and
nailed boards over the remainder, with bees plenty,

and about 60 lbs. of honey, and gave them a chance

to live over winter.

EXTRA COMBS OF POLLEN.
I have lost two hives from becoming queenless (or,

as inexperienced bee-keepers say, they were robbed);

now the combs are in good shape, but about half of

them are very full of pollen. I have always made
such combs into wax. But now the question arises

in my mind, if these combs would not be valuable

for an early swarm, or whether so much bee-bread

would not be in the way. Will you or some of your
correspondents answer as to their value, to give the

bees in the spring or to a first swarm ? The smoker
you sent me is certainly the boss, both for cheap-

ness and satisfactory work.
TOBACCO.

I am glad that you are encouraging those using'

tobacco to quit the useless, evil habit. I used it for

many years; have not used it for over six years, and

I think it very damaging in more ways than one. It

injures a person physically, mentally, and morally,

as well as deprives a person from the full enjoyment
of religion. I am not asking for a smoker. I have

been paid a thousand from the good results of quit-

ting. J. B. RlDENOUR.
Woodhull, 111., Nov. 14, 1883.

I should think it was time for a report,
friend R., if the bees are so badly neglected
they hang the honey under the eaves of the
house, waiting for some one to take it away.
—Of course, the pollen-filled combs are valu-
able for next season. In our locality, the
bees often suffer in the spring because of a
lack of pollen.—Thanks for the " lift " you
give us on the tobacco matter.

WILL IT PAY TO USE LAND ENTIRELY FOR HONEY-
PLANTS?

Will it pay the interest and taxes on land at $15.00

per acre to sow sweet clover, and to plant basswood
for the honey (on the same piece of land), and the

land is in brush? Would It be best to plant bass-

wood among the trees, or cut all out and sow sweet
clover, and plant basswood? M. Isbbll.

Norwich, N. Y., Nov. 11, 1883.

These questions are hard to answer, be-
cause we have so few positive facts in regard
to the amount of honey that a single acre of
basswood, or clover either, may yield. Your
basswood would sell for timber, in the course
of years, but your sweet clover would fur-
nish nothing of any account, aside from the
seed that might be sold to other bee-men. I
think I should plant the basswoods in the
brush, for my experience has been that
young trees thus situated outstrip even those
under cultivation. The ground seems to
need covering from the direct rays of the
sun. Even if this were not the case, I
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would, on account of the difficulty of plow-
ing among trees, put the sweet clover on a
piece by itself. If you keep bees enough to
gather the honey, and go to work prudently,
I think you can safely make the land pay
you the interest and taxes atS!15.00 per acre.

HOPES NOT BLASTED.
I went into winter quarters last fall with 12 swarms

of bees. All wintered well, but ;? were robbed to

death in the spring-. After uniting queenless colo-

nies this fall, I now have 13, all well supplied for

winter. Increased this season, 4 stands, and about
100 lbs. of comb honey. I do not know but T am a fit

subject for Blasted Hopes; but, friend R, do not
put me there; my hopes are still good, especially in

the Holy-Land queen I got of you this fall. I

know of no bee-keepers in this region who have
done much better than I have this season. Glean-
ings comes very regularly, and is welcome. I should

not like to do without it. Wakben Foote.
Glendale, Utah, Nov. 10, 1883.

statistical INFORirATION.
When I read in regard to statistical information on

page 723, American Bee Journal, I concluded I would
be satisfied to have the statistics of live bee-men,
that is, of those who read bee journals, and those

could easily be reached by simply giving a call

through the bee journals. As far as my experience
goes, I have never seen any box-hive or log-gum bee-

men produce honey enough to affect the market,
even if they sometimes run up to 100 colonies. They
generally produce honej- in such a shape as to make
It unsalable. What we want Is the statistics of

scientific, go-ahead, live bee-men, and I will do all I

can to help in my neighborhood. We have but three

live men in this locality. H. S. Hackman.
Peru, 111., Nov. 17, 1883.

I think you are pretty nearly right, friend
H., but I fear it will be a task to make all

the bee-men "<aZA-" who do take and read
the journals.

GETTING SURPLUS HONEY UNDER THE BROOD-NEST.
Well, now to bees. They have not done very well

out here this season, as it was so cold the fore part

of it. Mine averaged 80 lbs. to the colony. I read in

Gleanings once that you would like to hear from
some one who would try getting surplus honey under
the brood-nest. I tried it, and got 180 lbs. of comb
honey and 24 lbs. of extracted from the same colony.

I tried another colony, equally good, and had the

slirplus on top. I got 157 lbs. from that one, all comb
honey. They were brown bees. I had some that I

did not get much frotn. I am going into winter

quarters with 40 colonies in good shape. 1 came
very near forgetting to tell you how I liked my $35

mill. I tell you, it works well. David Shangle.
Judd's Cor., Shia. Co., Mich., Nov., 1883.

Many thanks, friend S. I should hardly
feel like calling it a poor season, when you
give such reports as the above, especially
from the hives you tried with the surplus
arrangement below. With the Simplicity
hives it is very easily done, for we have only
to move the brood into the upper story, and,
come to think of it, the bees often move the
greater part of their brood-nest into the up-
per story themselves, late in the season ; but
I have thought at such times they always
seemed rather backward about storing sur-
plus in the lower story. Will you please tell

us how you arranged the hive to have the
surplus below? and will others tell us about
this matter who have tried itV

BUCKWHEAT HULLS INSTEAD OF CHAFF.
Last winter I experimented by packing some of

my bees with buckwheat hulls (we have a mill here
that removes the hulls from the kernels previous to

grinding), and some were also packed with buck-
wheat chaff. Those packed with buckwheat hulls

came through very nice and dry — better than the

chaff-packed. I am going to try both again and fix

more with hulls. I think hulls would be best of any
thing for packing chaff hives. G. J. Flansburgh.
Bethlehem Center, N. Y., Nov. 13. 1883.

Xo doubt you are right, friend F.

PALMETTO honey, AND JARS OR TIN BUCKETS.
I have sent you of late, a case of our 1-lb. palmetto

honey, and would ask your candid opinion in regard
to the package. I do not believe I should ever have
been able to create a demand for extracted honey in

small packages as I have got it, had I adopted the

tin bucket of friend Jones, instead of my square

glass jar. I admire the beautiful labels of our
friend, and I purchased a lot which I offer for sale.

In spite of the fine labels, however, these tin buck-
ets would not draw in our market as those square

glass jars do. Please examine my package, and if I

differ with you, I hope you will give us your candid

opinion in your next issue. C. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 7, 1883.

Eriend Muth, we tender our thanks for the
box of honey -jars, which came to hand
without a particle of leakage, or a trace of a
daub of honey anywhere. I pronounce the
palmetto honey equal to clover, both in fla-

vor and looks. In regard to which would
sell the better, our customers here rather
take the Jones pails ; but as tastes differ so
much, 1 would display for sale both jars and
buckets. The Jones label has given quite a
start to our honey sales ; perhaps because it

is a new thing, however.

A PROFIT OF $33.30 FROM ONE HIVE IN ONE SEASON.
On the first day of May, 1881, my house burned (no

insurance), and burned all my bees except one Ital-

ian hive, and that was (onsiderably damaged. It

made enough honey to winter on, and a small

amount of surplus. This year I made from It 127

lbs. 15 oz. of honey, f19.05; sold 5 brood combs, $L25

each, $6.35, and 5 queen-cells at $1.00 each, $5 00. To-

tal, $30.30. Then it gave me one swarm, sold for

$13.00; sold the old swarm for $10 00, which is $33.00

more, making $53.30 from one hive. Now, "how is

that for high"? I have bought 3 hives of black

bees, and increased to 4 for my start for 1883.

T. R. Turnham.
Rockport, Spencer Co., Ind., Nov. 13, 1882.

ASTER HONEY, ETC.

As I have never seen a report from this part of

the State, 1 thought I would send one. I began
bee-keeping in 1879, with one swarm; have gone
" slow." In the spring of 18S3 I had 4; have increas-

ed this season to 11, and obtained 325 lbs. extracted

honey, 173 lbs. of which was obtained from a weed
which blooms the latter part of Sept., and yields

honey until frost. The honey is delightful, of a

rich golden hue, and of excellent flavor; equal, I

think, to any I have obtained this season, and we
have white clover, linden, sumac, and a variety of
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other sources. I wish I could send you a sample of

the honey. T am g'olng to inclose a sample of the

plant, and ask j'ou to name it. I can find no name
for it. It has been growing hero only about four

years, thriving everywhere. The old fields are cov-

ered with it, to the great annoyance of the farmer
and the joy of the bee-keeper. We had too much
rain in spring and summer to obtain much surplus.

Now, friend Root, while this report, as compared to

some others, is insignificant, to me it is quite satis-

factory, and I feel that my name should be added to

the list of those who are under obligations to you
and other writers for spreading a knowledge of sci-

entific bee-keeping. E. C. Fisher.

Sissonville, W. Va., Nov. 8, 188:i.

The plant you sent, friend F., is one of
the many species of asters. I am very glad
to know you are so well pleased with the
progress you have made. We have the same
kind of honey in stock that you mention, I

think. The flavor is good, but its dark color
is rather against its sale.

HONEY FROM COTTON, ETC.

I made some nuclei about the first of September,
and they have built up to nice colonies. We have
had considerable rain lately; but when the weather
was favorable, our bees gathered honey. The first

and second days of this month were fine honey days.

The bees gathered honey from cotton bloom (as I

supposed). It was very light-colored, fine flavor,

and very thin, so I could shake it out of the comb.
I have never before suspected that the bees got

much honey from cotton bloom. We seldom get

honey from it in this locality. Hor?cmint (not
" meat ") is starting finely for a crop next year. It

lives over winter, like wheat, and we may anticipate

a flow of honey from the start it gets in the fall

from rains. No frost yet. I have just been out hoe-

ing potatoes. They are cracking the ground nicely.

I will dig them when frosts come. M. S. Klum.
Whitesboro, Tex., Nov. 6, 1882.

HONEY FROM COTTON, IN NOVEMBER.
Saturday, Nov. 11. — What a joyful sight! bees

tumbling over each other as if another grand flow of

honey from horsemint were here; bees filling every
cell as fast as the young ones come out; the cottfin-

fields alive with bees; the weather as warm and
pleasant as June; 74° Fah., 10 P.m., Friday night;

Saturday noon, 90° F. ; bees roaring at night as they

did last summer. Sunday brings a change. Oh how
sad to my little pets, but joyful to our afflicted

peoplel The thermometer ran down to 30° F.; to-

day, the 13th, all is drooped, and some hives have
lost nearly a pint of bees. I have some in chaff, to

try the difference this winter. B. F. Carroll.
Dresden, Tex., Nov. 14, 1882.

CYPRIANS AS GENTLE AS ITALIANS.

The way I manage them I see no difference. I

open the hive carefully, using a little smoke; re-

move one comb, and set it down beside the hive. I

then, with a wing feather of a turkey, brush the

bees from the next frame while in the hive, blowing
in a whiff of smoke; this starts the bees to running;

and by this means, while extracting from my best

Cyprian stocks last summer, T seldom got a sting.

Dr. C. H. Hart says this Is the best way to get beca

from combs he ever saw, and then there is no dan-

ger of injuring your queen by falling in the hive.

Dresden, Texas. B. F. Carroll.

BROOD THAT DOES NOT HATCH.
In the early fall I had 5 strong and 2 good swarms,

with lots of stores; in fact, I had serious intentions

of dividing 3 of them. Soon I noticed the brood did

not hatch out; it appeared chilled; but there was no
bad smell from it. I had one thickness of burlap

over the frames, and at once I put 2 and 3 thickness-

es more on; still the trood did not hatch, and some
of the young bees could only get their heads out,

and then would die. The bees commenced dwind-

ling, although they had plenty of stores on an aver-

age, to winter. I commenced feeding granulated

sugar in syrup, 8 lbs. to 6 of water, hoping to stim-

ulate them, taking care, while boiling, not to scorch

or burn it. I fed from 13 to 20 lbs. to the hive, as I

thought they needed it. To cap all, while in Toron-

to on Sunday, Oct. 22d, my bees commenced robbing,

and on Monday I had the remnants of three colonies

which I put together, and now have a moderately

strong swarm, with plenty of stores. Can you give

me any idea of the cause of all this trouble, particu-

larly the cause of the brood not hatching? I use

frames 18x10. My hives are double boarded, with 2-

inch space all around, some of them being packed
with dry leaves. S. G. Holley.
New Hamburg, Out., Can., Oct. 27, 1882.

I presume, friend H., that several of your
five colonies were tlius affected, but you
don't quite say so. I do' not think the
trouble was foul brood : for if I understand
you, the brood matured, and died only when
it was ready to bite out. I ttjink we have
had the same thing reported before, but
never any satisfMctory explanation. If it

were only' one colony, I would suspect it was
from some lack of vitality in the queen.
Brood would not chill with a fair colony,
even if they had no hive about them at all,

even during frosty weather.

WHY DO FRAMES RUN THE LONGEST WAY OF THE
HIVE?

In hives of the Langstroth form, most apiarists

use frames running the longest way of the hives.

What are the supposed advantages which give this

practice the preference? W. Bradford.
Louisville, N. Y., Nov. 13, 1882.

First, because it takes a less number of
frames, and we thus have fewer to handle.
Secondly, w^e have longer sheets of comb,
and so less ends and sticks to fill the hive,
and hinder the bees and queen. Thirdly, as
the bees go in, they can quickly get between
any two combs, right from "the entrance,
without traveling over the combs. Foui th,

the operator can stand on either side of the
hive Wlieu handling the combs, without get-
ting before the entrance and hindering the
bees. If the above are not reasons enough
for the prevailing custom, I presume some
of the friends can furnish more. I believe
the first is the most important reason.

BLUE HONEY.
Blue honey has been found about here. A man

named Kersey, who is a noted bee-hunter, and gen-

erally kept a few swarms in the old way, tild me
that he once found some swarms on the Mississippi

bottLms in autumn that had honey of a bright blue

color. He could not tell from what plants the honey
was gathered. The honey season here has been ex-

cellent, but the past spring was very bad.

Lancaster, Wis., Aug, 3, 1882. Joel A. Barber.
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SOME REPORTS ON FOUNDATION, ETC.

Bees did better than I expected. They averaged

about 15 lbs. surplus to the coloDy, three-fifths comb
and the rest extracted, and the brood combs bulging

with honey for winter stores. Previous to August it

looked as If I should have to buy sugar to winter on.

Aug. 11th I visited friend Dougherty, an extensive

apiarian of Indianapolis, and saw the Given founda-

tion press; bought a few pounds of the round-cell,

American-size Given fdn.; hived next day, Aug. 13,

a swarm on it; examined two days after, and found

one outside frame broken down, and the other out-

side frame partly done; but the other eight frames

were beautifully finished. I examined the same
again last week, and found every comb true and

straight — not a cell stretched; rich in honey and a

little brood. Two years ago I bought 10 lbs. of Dun-

ham fdn., and it stretched and tore down fearfully.

Last year I had only a few swarms, and I put them
on old comb; this year I used some Dunham fdn.

again from the old lot. In May, some stretched and

some broke down again. In July and August I filled

some hives again from the old lot of fdn., and it was

built out straight and beautiful. Formerly all my
hives inclined a little forward; but at present they

all stand true, leveled with the spirit-level. That

probably accounts for all. If true, 1 believe there is

no use for wire. We often blame foundation, when
loe are the cause. Geo. L. Hollenbach.
Noblesville, Ind., Nov. 6, 18S3.

But I think, friend II., we have great use
for wires, even if we can get fdn. that won't
stretch without it, for we want combs that
are secure from injury, no matter what we
do with them.

QUEEN-CELLS GIVEN TO NUCLEI WHEN AT WORK.
In each of the last three years we made from 15 to

30 nuclei by taking two frames of brood in all stages,

giving them bees from several hives, and not one

queen-cell was torn down. We had given them cap-

ped queen-cells immediately, which, as you know, is

not as G. M. Doolittle does.

ITALIANS.

We have now tried them, and the blacks must give

place. We will speak of two of their good traits:

First, they do not rob, nor will they be robbed. Dur-

ing the last flow of honey, while several black colo-

nies were being robbed, not a yellow bee could be

seen at this low work. And as for blacks robbing

Italians, it is simply out of the question; it is ludi-

crous seeing them being cleaned out by the Italians.

Second, they store more honey. Our Italians, on an

average, made twice as much as the black bees.

OUK HONEY REPORT.
Commenced in the spring with 44 colonies; many

of them weak; increased to 56. Comb honey in sec-

tions, 305O lbs.; clover honey but little, as the drought

of 1881 had killed it nearly all. About 200 lbs. was ap-

ple-blossom honey; a small amount locust and pop-

lar, and the rest buckwheat and goldenrod.

Middaghs, Pa., Oct., 1883. J. H. Johnson.

WHY DO HEALTHY YOUNG QUEENS SOMETIMES DIE

SUDDENLY ?

On page 489, Oct. Gleanings, Mr. J. E. Pond, Jr.,

after relating the circumstances connected with

the loss of four of his queens, puts the following in-

quiry: "Has any one else had the same trouble in

his apiary?" I have. Although I lost but one queen,

the circumstances in connection correspond very

closely With those narrated by Mr. Pond. She was
introduced to a made-up colony about six weeks ago.

She was received without any trouble, and perform-

ed her functions to my satisfaction. I had watched

her very closely from the time she was received by
the bees, until the 12th of this month, when I found
her, on the morning of that day, on the alighting-

board, nearly lifeless. On opening the hive, I found

the brood combs well stocked with eggs, and brood

in all stages of growth. My loss was quite a disap-

pointment, as I had begun to feel encouraged in my
efforts to get something out of that indolent colony.

As to the cause of her sudden demise, I "guess" she

was stung by robbers, or by the bees of her own col-

ony. James F. Latham.
West Cumberland, Me., Oct. 17, 1882.

They may die from over-exertion, as friend
Pond suggests, but I am inclined to think it

is only the usual mortality that comes to all

life, human as well as animal.

bees spotting the hives in OCTOBER, ETC.

My October Gleanings has not come yet, and I

should like to know what is the matter. Have you
burned out, or gone a fishing? Pome of my bees have
got to spotting their hives, and will you be so kind

as to tell me the cause of it at this time of year, and
what to do for them to stop it? J. S. Shastid.

Oneana, Macon Co., 111., Oct. 19, 1883.

No, sir, we aren't burned out; and if we
were, I think you would get your Glean-
ings just the same, for we are fully insured.
I haven't gone a fishing, for I cannot tind

any body for assistant Editor, so that I can
go. 1 do not think the spotting need cause
any great apprehension, for I have often no-
ticed it, and still the bees came out all right
in the spring. A diet of sugar syrup will

cure it.

When two swarms ?.re united, do ihcy usually ball

the queen? I united some about two weeks since,

and one of them balled the queen, and I had to cage

her, and she is in the cage at this writing. Every
time that I let her out the bees ball her, and they

are building quecn-cclls up very near the cage.

What would you do in such a case? When you unite

do you cage the queen before you unite, or do you
let her remain loose with the bees?

Kavenna, Ohio, Oct. 17, 1883. J. C. Converse.

If the bees put in have been some time
queenless, there is usually but little trouble,

bmoke them vigorously, and I think they
will soon behave. It is proper to cage any
queen when they ball her. We do not cage
queens in uniting, as a rule.

HURRAH rOR HYBRIDS! FROM 9 TO 33, AND 2786 LBS.

OF HONEY,
Our "blessed bees," 9 in number, iLcreased this

summer to 33, and made 2786 lbs. of honey, all in 1-

pound sections, except 140 lbs., which is extracted,

making an average of a little over 309 lbs. per hive,

spring count. We had old empty combs to give each

swarm. Late in the season a number of swarms

were returned, and when they persisted in swarm-

ing, three stories were given, the top-bars of frames

for middle story being same width as bottom-bars,

so the bees could get through. Our bees are mostly

hybrids; but some are pure blacks and Italians. All

swarms were first swarms. J. Sykes Wilson.

Penrose, III., Nov. 6, 1883.
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DOOLITTLE'S SUCCESS, AND HOW IT COHEg.

The secret is out at last; the great mystery is solv-

ed. No longer shall we have to lie awake nights, and

wonder why our friend Doolittle always makes his

honey harvest a success each year. That last report

of his makes it all plain. I once lived in the same
county he does; but since I have been keeping bees

it has never occurred to me how I used to help chop

down and saw into logs for the pail-factory those big

basswood-trees, from 3 to 4 feet through. Ah, those

basswoods do it. It is not so much friend D.'s su-

perior skill in management as it is in his being lo-

cated in the midst of basswoods. You have always

pressed the idea, when any of us wrote of poor

seasons, that it was perhaps not so much the season

as it was the management, and then referred to

friend D. as always managing to get a good yield

every year. Now review him a little. Nothing

from fruit-bloom; white clover a failure; half of the

season gone, and starvation staring him in the face.

Then comes a little wild mustard, just enough to get

his bees in a thriving condition; then opens the

never-failing basswood. Although it lasts but 5 or

1 days, it is inexhaustible in its How, and helps him

out. Had every basswood-tree within 5 miles of him

been chopped down last spring, we should have had

friend D. in Blasted Hopes, sure. But this furnishes

us a fact that bee-keepers should keep in their

heads, that a profuse and unlimited flow of honey,

even if it lasts but 5 or 7 days in the whole s^ear, will

makebee-keeping profitable. A. A. Fkadenburg.
Port Washington, O., Nov. 13, 188,3.

I don't quite agree that it isn't the man,
friend F. ; for why do not his neighbors
make a success of it too V

PERSISTENT FERTILE WORKERS.

I had a small colony of these pests last summer.
I gave them a queen-csll; they tore it down, and

went on with business. I then took away their

brood, and gave them another; they destroyed this

also; I then divided a swarm setting next to this;

took away the brood again from the fertile workers;

put in a good lot of bees with frames of brood from
the other hive, also gave them a queen. After

about ten days 1 found the fertile workers had mo-
nopolized three of the combs on one side, and the

queen had also filled three combs with nice brood on
the other side. After I made this discovery I closed

up the hive, and the partnership business is still ex-

isting there for aught I know.
Since my article was published in regard to using

the hiver, some have asked of me a description of it

—how made, etc. Friend Root, will you describe it

again in Gleanings, or give the back number where
such description is given already?

N. N. Sqepard.
Cochranton, Pa., Nov. 13, 1882.

I think I should have mixed the combs all

up, friend S., until I had stopped that fer-

tile-worker business.—Shepard's swarming-
box is illustrated and described fully in the
A B C book.

INTRODUCING »Y GIVING QUEEN-CELLS.
On page 568, friend D. H. Perry gives his method

of introducing virgin queens, which is a very good

one, no doubt. I will just give you my waj'. I have

some large cells when cutting out cells to throw
away, and wheti I have occasion to introduce a vir-

gin queen I take one of these cells and split it open
from the back end, open it, run the queen in, and

close it up, wax over strong, and go and put it into

the comb, as I would any cell. I have used this plan

two year.s, and never lost a queen by this method.

BALLING a queen, AFTER A SWARM HAS ISSUED.

One more thing that has come under my n<ftice

quite often for the past two years, which I see noth-

ing said about in the journals, is this: Full stocks,

after a swarm has issued, will, about once out of

three times, ball their queen and kill her when she

comes back from meeting the drone. 1 think it is

caused by meeting drones from some other swarm,
and getting scented with them. I have watched this

thing very closely, and have caught them at it, both

this season and last. You may say the hives were
too nearly alike, or too close. My hives were mark-
ed the best they could be this year; and of the

queens I left to mate in full stocks, I lost a half — 20

nuclei. I lost none that hatched this season.

No. of stocks in spring, 35; fall, 6-t; took 800 lbs. of

honey in 1 and 3 lb. boxes. B. Chase.
Earlville, N. Y., Nov. 10, 1883.

Introducing by means of a queen-cell is an
old idea, friend Chase ; but 1 believe it was
mostly decided that it made but very little

difference.— Vour point in regard to queens
being balled Avould be rather against natural
swarming ; but I believe that, as a rule, it is

considered to be a rather safe way of in-

crease, and I muststill think there was some
other reason for the balling.

WILL A QUEEN HATCH IN LESS THAN 16 DAYS?

I have just read in Gleanings where you ask,
" Will a queen hatch in less than 16 days from the

egg?" Now, I do not know; but from my first batch

of queens that I raised the past season, one hatched

the 10th day after the colony was made queenless;

some on the 14tb,15th, and 16th day after, and one in

particular hatched on the 18th day. The ten-day

queen commenced laying the same day the last one
hatched, and I sold her to a neighbor; but my 18-

day queen was as large and good looking every way
as any of them, and proved herself as good a layer.

I am going to keep a strict account with her, and
see how she behaves another season, if I succeed in

wintering her over. Some large cells of the same
batch would not hatch at all; they were extraordi-

narily large, but on opening them I found they con-

tained a large amount of food, with a dead undevel-

oped queen in each. Now, why this difference in

hatching of cells all built in one colony at the same
time?

MY ItEPORT.

My report for the past season is as follows: Went
into winter quarters with 11 colonies, packed on their

summer stands; lost one in winter, one in May, and

one in June, b.v spring dwindling. Increased to 18

by the nucleus plan; all good colonies. I got be-

tween 200 and 300 lbs. of honey, mostly in 1-lb. sec-

tions, which sells readily at 20 cts. per lb. I sold all

my extracted at 16 cts. per lb. at home.

WHY DO THEY KEEP QUEEN-CELLS, WHEN THEY HAVE
A LAYING QUEEN?

Last season I experimented with one colony by not

disturbing the brood-nest from the last of Aug. all

through the winter, up to May 29, when I found six

dead queens in front of them. I immediately ex-

amined them, and found a virgin queen and perhaps

50 drones (none of my other colonies had drones). I

then gave them a comb of eggs and larvse from an
Italian colony, and destroyed the virgin queen. This
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was done June 6. The next day I srave them a lay-

ing q'leen by caging her on the comb. I looked

again the next day, and by some means the queeu
had got out and was nowhere to be found; but I

found queen-cells, four in number, on the comb of

brood. Weil, I thought I would save three of the

cells, and in due time made three nuclei. I then

went to cut out the (jueen-cells, but fi>u nd two torn

down, and plenty of eggs and unsealed larvae in the

hive; and upon looking further I found the clipped

queen I had given them more than a week before.

Now, why did they go on with the cell-building

when they had a laying queen in the hive? and how
did they get drones? I think it another case of

workers changing the sex of eggs; but I lack the

proof, from the fact of my not being acquainted

with the condition of the colonj' previously, and did

not see any drones until after they had hatched.

J. H. Eby, 10, 18.

North Robinson, O., Nov. 20, 1882.

Your experiment, friend E.,does not quite
cover the point in question. You see, tliey

had access to larvae of all ages, and so took
one 6 days old from the day the eggs were
laid, and then produced your ten-day queen.
To get any new facts in the matter, you
must put an empty comb into a hive, and
look at it several times a day until you find

eggs in the comb. Now put it into a queen-
less colony ; and if you get a queen in less

than 16 days, you have proved your point. I

believe you show, pretty conclusively, that a
queen may be more than 16 days in hatching.
—Queen-cells are not torn down immediate-
ly after a laying queen is introduced. It has
been suggested, that this is because all hands
do not at once agree to accept her in place of
the one they were goins: to raise. The cells

are usually all destroyed about as soon as the
new queen gets to laying well.

SUMAC AS A HONEY PLANT.

You say you never saw bees work on sumac. Just

come out to our place next July, and I will show
you plenty of bees on sumac. My bees are the only

Italians within ten miles of me. I saw them four

miles from home working on sumac. Mr. Koot, I

should like to show you how they go for it. I have

counted 14 bees on one cluster of bloom. I have

one colony of hybrids that gathered about 75 lbs.

from the sumac bloom. They gathered, July 16th,

101bs.,as nearly as I can lell, and July 20th they

sent out a swarm the largest I ever saw. I hived

them on two frames of brood and frames flU-

ed with fdn., and at this date they are very heavy

and strong in bees. That is what sumac does with

us.

A RASPBEHRY THAT RIVALS THE SPIDEll PLANT.

I got some raspberries last spring from an old

lady back in the mountains. She told me that the

bees visited them in great numbers; so I set a few

in my garden. They bloomed last spring. They had

a large white cup-shaped flower, and I dipped the

honey from them with the point of a teaspoon sev-

eral limes in the presence of different persons. I

think they yield more honey than any flower 1 ever

saw; and that is not all. The berries are not " bad

to take " with honey and cream on them. I am go-

ing to set out a large patch of them. The honey is

very clear, and of flue flavor.

HYBRIDS.
I think the hybrids gather more honey than either

race pure, and I know they are better for stings. My
bees that are the crossest seem to gather the most
honey.

FOUNDATION.
I think fdn. is one of the greatest inventions that

has ever been discovered for the bee-keeper.

Geo. R. Kisner.
Clinton Furnace, W. Va., Nov. 20, 1K82.

By all means, send us some roots of that
raspberry, friend K. ; and if it will bear hon-
ey in other locations as well as in your own,
it will be a boon to bee-keepers, such as we
have seldom had so far. Although our bees
were very busy on our red raspberries, and
as the period of their bloom now extends
over perhaps two weeks or more, I have never
yet been able to see honey in the blossoms.
Take great care of that plant, and as many
more as you can get of them, and rest as-
sured we bee - keepers will take them off

your hands at good prices.—I am very glad
indeed to hear so good a report from sumac.

THE HOLY-LANDS —"HANDSOME IS, THAT HAND-
SOME DOES."

Friend Eloot, I should like to correct a mistake in

the article from me, in the October Gleanings. I

made a mistake and put the number of swarms I

(/icu had, after my name, instead of the number I

had the first of May. It should have been 24. I wish

to say to the friends who have bought Holy-Land
queens of friend Good, who reported in November
Gleanings, that, if they are like the one I received

from him on the 4th of July, they are better than
they look. As soon as I intrnduced her I wrote Mr.
Good, saying I was not satis:i -J with her, because she

was so small. I thought she was from a small and
imperfect cell. He replied to me that, after testing

her, if she were not all right he would satisfy me.
So I waited developments, and," oh my!" after about
two weeks how she did lay. She built up so that, on
the 2M day of Aug. the bees in the hive were mostly

hers, and had queen-cells capped ready to swarm;
so I put on the upper story with seven wide frames
filled with fdn., and in 12 days they had their combs
all complete, and sealed half waj' down. 1 extract-

ed them and got 56 lb3. of honey; so I think I owe
Mr. Good an apology; and it has taught me a lesson,

not to be too hasty. She is small yet, but I have
raised some queens from her that are just splendid.

Millington, Mich., Nov., 1882. M. D. York, 24.

honey-barrels; why they leak.

I think you failed to give the true explanation of

the leaking of the barrels of Mr. Fayette Perry,

mentioned on page 70, Juvenile Gleanings. I

suspect the staves were soaked with alcohol, or,

more likely, water, used to wash out the alcohol,

when the honey was put in. The rare or thin fluid

saturating the barrels, having a greater affinity for

the honey than the wood, was drawn by the lormer

from the latter, thereby causing shrinking. A sim-

ilar accident with molasses directed my attention to

the matter. My barrel was still, and lying on the

side, so the hoops could not have been shaken off,

but yet every one was loose when I discovered the

leaking, and the molasses was running from every

crack.

from two to eleven, and six ran away.

I began the season with two colonies; have taken

about 175 lbs. of comb honey, and now have eleven

good colonies, with an abundance of food for winter.
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I united two which were rather weak, and lost six

runaways, besides returning several at a time when
they would have had ample time to lay up their win-

ter stores. This I did because of disnppointment in

getting- hives. By good management I ought to

have had twenty fr»m two, and 1 think if I had had

an extractor I might have doubled my quantity of

honey, as for a considerable time the queens were

crowded out of laying room. I see you picture most
apiaries without shade. Is shade neccsaanj or mere-

ly for looks? I. L. V.vnZandt, M. D.

Henreco, Tex., Nov., \S»2.

No doubt you are correct about the honey-
barrels, friend V. I noticed that the staves
looked dry and shrunken, notwithstanding
the lioney inside, and we even threw water
on some ot the barrels to see if we couldn't
make them swell a little until we could take
care of them all, and it seemed to have the
desired effect. It seems a little queer tliat

honey should make the barrels dry up, but I

am inclined to think it is so.—When I read
your report I turned in a little wonder to see

where you were from; but when I saw it was
Texas, I wasn't surprised any more at all.

You see, we are now prepared to believe al-

most any thing that comes from Texas. It

must have been '' horsemint," was it not V

FRIEND PE.\SE'S KEPOKT.

I went into winter quarters with two weak colo-

nies last winter, both ot which came through In good

condition, with the exception of one being queen-

less. I united, and so commenced the season with

one colony. I have increased to four by natural

swarming, and have taken off W sections of comb
honey; not a very large report, but I am satisfled

with it, considering the season and the little care

my bees have had. I bought a three-frame nucleus

of E. A. Thomas, which arrived the 16th of June. It

is now the strongest colony I have, and it has given

me a few sections of surplus. The bee-keepers in

this section think this has been the poorest season

in many years. The largest yield I have heard of is

Mr. Oliver Bugbee's, ll:i lbs. of comb honey from a

swarm of blacks, and no increase. I have my 5 col-

onies all snugly packed in chaff on their summer
stands, with plenty of stores for winter; in fact, I

think they will average 50 lbs. per hive.

SMOKING A SWARM TO MAKE THEM GO BACK TO THE
OLD HIVE.

I see Mr. Jos. M. Brooks wants to know who can

tell us more about smoking swarms to make them
separate where two are clustered together, or make
them return to the hive. My aunt had a swarm
which came off and clustered on a grapevine; it was
quite a bad place to get them off, so she tried to

smoke them up into a hive-cover, and, not succeed-

ing, she sent for me to come and hive them for her.

When I got there I noticed there were more bees

about the old hive than there should be. However,

I brushed the swarm (what there was left of it) into

a hive-cover, and shook them out in front of the

new hive. They went in, but didn't stay half a min-

ute. They came out and went back to the old hive.

This was in the morning; in the afternoon they

came out again and clustered si.x or seven times be-

fore they could be hived. They were finally hived,

but did nothing for the next two days. I told my
aunt they were queeuless. They were given a

queen-cell, and went to work uU right. Now, did

they lose the queen the first time they came out and

went back to the hive, or would you think she was
lost the second time they came out? I don't know
that the smoke had any thing to do with it; but

reading Mr. Brooks' article reminded me of the cir-

cumstance; and as I think of it now, 1 am quite

certain if the smoking had been kept up, every bee

in the cluster would have returned to the hive.

We have started a society here, known as the Lake
Shore Bee-keepers' Association, with sixteen mem-
bers. We have quite a number of box-hive men
with us, who contemplate turning over a new leaf,

and starting again next spring.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR CtlAFF CUSHIONS.

I have discovered a new (to me) way to make chaff

cushions. I use the story and a half hive. I lake

the half-story, turn it open side up, flU it with chaff,

and tack burlap over the mouth just below the mi-

ter, and set it on the hive as usual. When I want to

look at my bees I can take cover and cushion all off

at once, and am down to the burlap covering the

frames. H. H. Pease.

Kingsville, O., Nov. C, 1882.

Very likely, smoking would send a colony
back home, friend P.; but I think it is pret-

ty certain the bees had a queen when they
swarmed out and clustpred.—Your plan of
fastening the chaff into the cap of the hive
will do nicely, but you will have to take it

out every spring to make room for the boxes,
and then put it back again each fall. This,
I believe, is the principal objection.

LETTING THE BEES INTO THE SECOND STORY.

When you add a second story to a Simplicity, do you
leave the mat on over the frames in first story, and

fold it back to let the bees pass, or do you take It off

entirely? If taken off entirely, we admit the bees to

all the frames in second story at once. I know of no

way of confining them to a few frames there. If

the mat is folded back it has to be cut off at the ends,

in order that the second story will sit closely on the

lower story.
THE FOUNTAIN PUMP.

I procured a fountain pump (Whitman's) lust

spring, and find that it is not a success in bringing

down absconding swarms. They left in spite of all

the shower I gave them. F. A. BASCOM.
Greeville, Mercer Co , Pa., Oct. 24, 1883.

If you use a wooden mat you can fold it

lengthwise, and cover just half of the lower
combs. Now put on a second story, and
then a division-board in it, and you have
the bees admitted to just half of the upper
story. Cover it w ith a vvooden mat folded
similarly, and then put on your cover. In
practice we seldom have use for this ar-

rangement, however. Let the bees remain
below until they are pretty well crowded,
and it will not harm them to be allowed ac-

cess to the whole upper story at once, espe-
cially if you move a comb or two from the
lower story. If it is sections you wish them
to work in, raise a frame thathas been previ-

ously started on one side of the brood-cliam-
ber "below.—There seems to be a difference

in experience with the fountain pump. Sev-
eral have said the bees will go off in spite of

the drenching, while others think the pump
invaluable. 1 believe all, however, consider
it worth tlie money for other purposes, even
if they don't succeed in bringing swarms
down with it.
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MY REPORT.

In the fall of 1881 1 packed away on their summer
stands 6 colonies. All came through the winter in

splendid condition; but the spring was so wet and
cold that for many days bees that went out could

not get back, being benumbed. Being certain that

they had sufficient fond to last them those days that

were too cold to get back, 1 tscked a piece of dark

cloth over the entrance, admitting air. The bees

did not crowd against the cloth. 1 don't want any
better prevention for spring dwindling. From those

6 I have this season sold 313 lbs. of honey, 40 lbs. be-

ing comb, and enough for our own use. I inci eased

to 18 ten-frame Simplicities, packed away on their

summer stands. I have expended $137.03 in the bee

business, and have received from them, $53.^5, and
have now on hand f31J.00 worth of bee fixtures and 30

colonies, which stand me $74.0". Two kind neigh-

bors gave me 5 hives for taking out the honey for

them. I put the 5 into two hives, and gave fdn.

where combs were lacking; fed granulated-sugar

syrup; that is how I got from 18 to 30. From the

package of Simpson seeds 1 raised 100 beautiful

plants, and this fall they were humming every day.

1 don't rate the spider plants much beside the Simp-

son. I exhibited at our Lincoln County fair, but did

not take a prize, but gained experience. 1 also made
a display, and sold what 1 could at the same time.

There were no beer-barrels there, friend R. The
booths were let by tender. The Woman's Christian

Temperance Union tendered and received them, al-

though their tender was not the lowest. They sup-

plied tea and coffee, and meHls were35 cts. I was

there the two days, and did not see a man drunk,

nor did I hear an oath. So much for the W. C. T. U.

of St. Catharines. They informed me that the en-

terprise was successful. Will Ellis.

St. David's, Out., Can., Nov. 18, 1883.

Many thanks for your report, friend E.,
especially the latter part of it. May God
grant that the \V. C. T. U. may yet be the
means of redeeming our fair land, not only
from rum and tobacco, but from oaths and
blasphemy as well. 1 am sure I am very gldd
to hear that you were there two days, and did
not hear an oath. Can anybody else tell of a
similar experience? I am forming a pretty
good opinion of you Canadians as a people,
friend JC.

SELLING HONEY.

I wish friend Hutchinson would give us another

chapter on selling extracted honey. The subject of

developing our local markets is an important one.

and one which all who raise extracted honey should

feel an interest in. Why, I believe if all would
make an effort to sell at home, it would have a di-

rect influence on the city markets, and I say a live

energetic man can sell at home. I have sold nearly

500 lbs. already, and have not sold much at the gro-

ceries either, as they all had a stock of honey from
other parties before I thought mine ripe enough for

market. How did I sell it then? Why, wherever I

go to buy any thing, after getting the lowest cash

price I produce a sample tumbler, and explain that

I wish to buy, if I can sell my honey. If there are

clerks or hands, the proprietor will say, " Boys,

here's a man with some nice honey to sell, and he
will take some of our goods." I can usually make
a trade in some way. In this way I have got dry-

goods, groceries, lumber, horses shod, shoes for all

the littl<^ Fowls (three of 'em), and last, but not least,

I find lots of cash customers. As to prices, I have
sold none for less than lie. for ten-pound pails, and
pay for pails, and smaller packages higher.

Oberlia, O., Nov. 33, 1883. Chalon Fowls.

I agree with you exactfy, friend F. A
live, energetic man will sell tons of honey
where a sleepy one would have it stand in
barrels year after year.

CAUTION TO THOSE SHIPPING COMB HONEY.
Please let us suggest a word of caution to the

brethren who ship honey for the first time. Do not,

under any circumstances, ship comb honey in tight

boxes without at least one whole broadside of glass,

so the railroad and express men can readily see

what the packages contain, and the glass will neces-

sitate careful handling. Two full sides of glass are

preferable, but never less than one whole glass side

should be used. Labels of caution, and other modes
of directing careful handling, are well enough in

addition, but they do not insure attention, as but
few of the men would stop to read them in their

hurry. Last week we received 10 cases of the most
beautiful white honey in tight boxes, with nice iron

hnndles, labeled " Hones', handle with care, etc."

But, lo! in the whole 10 cases there was not one
section but that was broken, and every case leaking

at every joint. Such disaster we have not wit-

nessed since some ten years or more ago, when we
received a lot of Langstroth 6 lb. boxes, packed in a

shoe-box, and handled by the express company as

poultry. A. C. Kendel.
Cleveland. O., Nov. 33, 1883.

I entirely agree with your remarks, friend
Kendel. Comb honey" boxed up is pretty
risky property. A friend in Maine wanted
to send me a box of honey because it was
extra whi'e; but his express agent down
there in Maine would not receive the box
with glass in it unless he put it into another
box, covering the glass all up. When it got
here it was all '" mnsh," but it was white, all

the same. I am afraid 1 feel wicked every
time 1 think of that express agent.

SCOTLAND.
We had only 10 days of continued dry weather this

summer, and it came too late for the clover, so that

a very poor season was the result in Scotland. The
heather was very fine, and bees did well during the

good weather; but 10 days is a short season; how-
ever, it was much better than last j'ear, which
turned out a failure. Ligurians have been well

tried here, but nearly all have put them away. They
are not equal to our old black bees. They are good
robbers, and protectors of their property, but poor
breeders, unless when honey is flowing in, and that

is not often during the year with ua. My opinion is,

our country is too cold for them, or that it is too

damp, which is much to the same purpose. As a

rule they will starve for want; while oin* black bees

are busy on the heather, they don't seem to take it

at all. My children like your " baby " Gleanings
and Mr. Merrybanks. They claim it every month
for their use. Andrew Pratt.
Link's Sjhoilhouse, Kirkcal ly, Scot., Nov. 3, 18S3.

Why, friend P., we used to once in a while
hear such talk about Italians, but it is an al-

most unheard-of thing late years. You will

surely change your opinion of the Italians,

after a more extended trial, unless your na-
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tive bees are ahead of any thing we have
here.

PLAN FUK A HONEY-HOUSE WANTED.
Where can I find a statement of how to build a

house that will be most convenient for extractinj?

honey, for storing box or section honey (especially

that taken off early in the season), with an eye to

fumigating the same when necessary to keep out

the moths, how to light the same, and have good

ventilation, and yet keep out every bee, and make
It also mouse and rat proof ? I want to know the

height, whether one or two stories ; the length

and breadth sufficient to store the honey from 200

colonies of bees, half extracted and half comb hon-

ey, and RulHcient room to do the work well, and

store away the combs when done extracting for the

season; Avhat material to use, so as to build such a

house in the cheapest possible manner, and yet good

enough to answer the above requirements. I should

like to hear through Gleanings from those who
have cheap and convenient honey-houses in actual

use. Under the head of " ITouse Apiary," in A B C,

are some items given, but not exactly what I want,

and I know of several persons besides mj s°lf who
want to build a good honey-house, and want to hear

from those who have handled a large amount of

honey, and know from experience what is wanted.

Belleville, 111. E. T. Flanagan.

Friend F., we do recognize the need of
plain directions and drawings for sucli a
structure, and I would give ?100 to-day for a
plan of one that would just suit me. Will
those who have such structures in use give
us some facts and ideas in the matter? We
want a house so neat that it will be a plea-
sure to show our visitors our crop of honey.
Who has one ?

SPIDER plant six FEET NINE INCHES HIGH.

My bees did very well this summer. I don't think

1 shall need to buy any more spider or Simpson
plant seed, for I have plenty of both kinds now. I

think the spider a wonderful plant; it commenced
to blossom the fore part of July, and was not ended
till frost came. The bees worked well on them. I

think I had some nice ones. I measured some
which were 6 feet 9 inches high, and 5 inches at the

base. I have 16 bearing limbs, 8 of those limbs hav-
ing from 3 to 7 bearing branches.

Louis Mertz.
Williamstown, Ohio, Nov. 16, 1883.

I guess you have beaten us a little, friend
Mertz ; but I don't believe we have ever yet
had ours out early enough, nor on as good
ground as they might have had.

FERTILE QUEENS "GOING VISITING "

It has for a long time seemed to me that the mat-
ter of "queens going a visiting" is one of much im-

portance as a factoi in the pi-oblem of improvement
in our races of bees. I have given some considera-

ble thought to the question, and the result is, that I

am led to firmly believe that many of our fertile

queens do leave the hive for some unexplained pur-

pose of their own, and more often than we have usu-

ally supposed. Certain facts that have come under
my own observation, and which I have already
stated to you in previous letters, would seem to

strongly support my idea, if not to conclusively

prove it. I of course am constantly looking for

facts in support of my theory, and I now ask you
why the circumstance which you relate on page 283

of A B C does not support very strongly my idea.

You there mention giving a neighbor a black queen
for an observing-hive, which queen shortly after

came home to you, bringing her colony with her.

My explanation of that matter is this: The queen
had been in the habit of making excursions from
her old hive; and when can-led to the new one, or

shortly aft«r, started out on another excursion; and
the bees not being used to this thing, or for some in-

explical)le cause, went with her. The queen hav-

ing become fami'iar with the surrounding country
in various directions, by rea'^on of prior flights, rec-

ognized the old landmarks; and when she was tried

of her excursion she went back to the old home, of

course taking her retinue with her, where she was
recognized at once, and welcomed. Is not the above
a natural solution of the matter? It so seems to me,
and I never look for a mysterious or a miraculous
cause when a natural one can be found.

The fact (if it is a fact), that queens do often leave

a hive, would explain many other mysteries, and
make perfectly clear some things which are now
enveloped in doubt. I opine, that bees are " funnj'

critters," and that we hardly understand all their

itidiosyncrasies yet; but if we strive to learn, and
that without being governed by prejudice, we shall

eventually rise out of the darkness which now en-

velopes us, into the bright light of intelligent and
liberal knowledge. J. E. Pond, Jr.

Foxboro, Norfolk Co., Mass., Nov. 9, 1883.

Thanks for the sugsrestion, friend Pond.
May be you are right ; but how about clipped
queens that are foiuid in so many apiaries?
W^iy don't we find them lost, or hopping
about in the grass, as they do in swarming
time ; or do they go out on the alighting-
board, and have good sense enough to go in
again, when they find they can not fly?

Clipped queens do occasionaUy get into
neighboring liives, but not as often as I
should think, if your theory be true. I do
think we are learning.

WIRED FRAMES — A NEW IDEA.

Since reading friend Clark's article on wired
frames, it occurred to me to use wire staples J4 inch

long, and clip one end off thus P. Drive these in top

and bottom bars at the points where you wish to

have the wires, leaving just room enough to slip the

wire over the short point. Hang the wires on loose-

ly, drive in the staples till the wire is tight, and it is

done. It works like a charm, for I have just tried it.

If the staples could be bent thus ' they would be bet-

ter. C. H. Deane.
Mortonsville, Ky., Aug. 4, 1882.

Something similar has been several times
suggested, friend M. ; and although driving
in so many staples will be much moi-e ex-
pensive for us than drilling holes by machin-
ery, it will doubtless not be as expensive
when the children at home are set at it dur-
ing the winter. They might be paid so
much per hundred for putting in the staples
and wiring. The next point is to get staples
ascheaply as we should have them. The or-

dinary blind staples, smallest size, are per-
hai)S the cheapest of any thing to be had;
but we must cut one leg off. 1 presume the
blind-staple makers could modify their ma-
chines so as to give them to us very low.
Of course, we could use them as ihey are by
putting the wire through ; but this would
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probably take much longer than simply
catching a loop of wire over the staple. An-
other thing to be gained is, that we should
then have a smooth clean top-bar. I confess
these holes and wires running along the top-

bar have always been a sort of eyesore to me.
I have thought of tinned tacks, with the
wire given a turn around them; but I am a
little afraid they would pull out ; and unless
the staples are put in well, we may have the
same troubles with them. Make a gauge-
mark along your top and bottom bars, inside,

so you can drive the staples on an exact line,

for we want the wires to lie perfectly level.

EXCESSIVE SECRETION OF WAX.

Inclo?ed please find sample of what I found on the

bottom-board of hive, being completely covered. A
strong wind was blowing at the time, so I saved but

little. This Is my second season with bees. I have
17 colonies, all of which will be wintered in chaff

hives. No surplus this yeai-. I have fed 150 lbs. of

A sugar. I read Gleanings and ^.B. .7. I lilse to

handle bees better than any thing I ever did. I do
not use any covering for face or hands when work-
ing among them. Let me say here, that I have fed

12 lbs. of syrup to the colony that produced sample;

that may account for shedding of wax secretions.

W. M. Chapman.
North Monsee, Maine, Oct. 28, 1882.

The sample sent is scales of wax, exceed-
ingly large, and of a pearly crystalline appear-
ance. It was, as you suggest, friend C,
probably caused by the sugar you fed; and
for some reason, instead of being used for
building comb, was allowed to fall to the
bottom-board of the hive. Very often, in
artificial feeding, we get something wrong,
or not quite in accordance with nature, and
this wax is produced in such excess as to be
wasted. I have sometimes thought white
sugar produces whiter and harder wax than
honey. The specimen sent looks and tastes
like the hard bleached wax of commerce.

CYPRIANS.
I write this note to warn any person who may be

without expetlence, to have nothing to do with

Cyprian bees. They are no better workers or breed-

ers than Italians. The most vicious hybrids I ever
had are turtle doves compared with Cyprians.

Gloves and veil are no protection. Smoke is only an
aggravation. They will stick to you and crawl over
you, and squeeze through you ckthes and get into

your eyes. And they will follow you and rem'-m-
ber how you look, after you have retreated. They
will fill your clothes full of stings, many nf them
going clear through. Their stings are larger and
more poisonous than other bees'. They ought to be
killed as we kill vipers and rattlesnakes. I killed

mine with brimstone, and the man who gave them
to me wrote that he killed his. Indeed, I had hard
work to get them killed; thej' seemed almost brim-
stone-proof. J. H. Creiqhton.
Lithopolis, Fairfield Co., O.

Well, friend C.,you make one point pretty
clear, any way, and that is, that they do dif-
fer a little from Italians.

queens reared under the swarming impulse.
In the report of the North American Bee-Keepers'

Society, as published in November Gleanings, T

am made to say, that " queens reared under the

swarming impulse are not necessarily any better

than those reared at other seasons." This expres-
sion as it stands, without the context, would only

give a fragment of my meaning, and would certainly

leave the readerunder a wrong impression. The lan-

guage quoted (a fragment) was used during 1 he discus-

sion ofmy paper on "Queen-Rearing." In that paper
I "pictured " out the conditions of the hive during
the swarming impulse, and most distinctlij stated that

these conditions must be kept in mind by the queen-
breeder, and conformed to, if we wish first-class

queens. The report should read: "Queens reared

under the swarming impulse are not necessarily any
better than those reared at other seasons, provided
the necessary conditions are complied with." As an
act of simple justice to myself I hope you will give

this, and also the paper referred to, an insertion in

Gleanings. J. P. H. Brown.
Augusta, Ga., Nov. 4, 1882.

We gladly give place to the correction,
friend B., although I confess I do not clearly
see that it materially changes the sentence

;

the point being, that as good queens can be
reared, etc. The paper referred to has es-
caped in some way, if it was ever handed me.

FROM ONE TO 20 BY NATURAL SWARMING.

I am a beginner. This last spring I bought one
swarm of Italian bees just to have honey for our own
use, and they began to swarm the 17th of May, and
did not stop until they threw out 20 swarms. I tried

to stop them by taking out queen-cells, but some
way it did not answer.

ABOUT PACKING.

I have made chaff hives of dry-goods boxes to win-
ter in. I made two bottoms — the t p one to Fet

hifc'cson, stuffed below, and then all around; good
roof, mat on top. I should like to know what you
think of it, if it is done up right. I am 74 years old.

Polo, 111., Oct. 30. 1882. T. Wilber.

Why, friend W., you almost make us hold
our breath. You mean, I presume, that the
old swarm and the new ones together sent
out twenty? It seems almost incredible;
and yet I know that, where swarming com-
mences so early as about the middle of May,
they may do wonders. You have doubtless
had a most unusually good season. Can you
not give us a full account of how it came
about, and how they behaved? Of course,
you did not get any honey? Like a prudent
man, you are going to try to take care of
them, since they have come to you. Your
arrangement will answer just about as well
as chaff hives, and the only objection is the
trouble it takes to rig the hives up so each
fall,

"GIVE PATENT-HIVE MEN A WIDE BERTH."

The above advice is offered in Nov. Gleanings,
page 567, under the head of "Humbugs and Swin-

dles," and the letter following, by Mr. Malone, seems
to show that more people need guardians than have
them. Many are liable to be fleeced by patent-plow

men. by patent-washboard men, by patent-sewing-

machine men, by bogus-jewelry men, by dealers in

small things as patented, which are not patented,

and many are deceived by white-throated evangel-

ists with black hearts who "steal the livery of heav-

en to serve the Devil in." Fraud and deception

meet us at every corner. Strict business rules will

usually meet the traveling fraud with defeat, what-
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ever his profossion. If any tblngr is offered for sale,

and you wish to purchase, know that the would-be

vendor either owns the article, or is authorized by

the owner to sell it. If a patent is claimed, /f)iou' all

about the patent, when issued, to whom, and what it

covers; and if there is any interference. A patent

may be offered which has expired, or it may cover

only some unimportant part of the article you wish

to purchase, and thus is practically of no value, or

nr> patent may have been issued at all, or there may
be such interference with others as to make it valu-

less. Be as careful in the purchase of a patent as

you would be in the purchase of a horse or a home-
stead. Don't buy, unless you think, after reflection,

the article (whether patented or not) will be useful

to you. A patent neither injures any thing nor

makes it any better. Sign no obligation of any sort

for a stranger. J. M. Shuck.
Des Moines, Iowa.

All of which I most heartily indorse,
friend Shuck. I would b^ no means object
to an article because it "is patented, but [

would object to any man who travels about
with " rights for sale."

PERFORATED SEPARATORS, ETC.

Has the matter of perforating separators been
sufiiciently tested to enable you to advise as to its

real practicability, and that it is a real advantage?

In theory it would seem a good thing, by lessening

the amount of tin, and thus perhaps making them
more easy to keep warm, and also making them
more easy to communicate through, subject to the

disadvantage, of course, that the comb may be made
more irregular on its capped surface. If you can

assure me, however, that you deem it an advantage
to have the separators pierced with '2 or fi holes, I

shall want to have a machine with which to pierce

my separators. Will you please give me your ideas

on the matter? I would test it myself thoroughly,

and report, were I somewhat differently situated;

but my own profession takes up my time so such an
extent that 1 have not the time to devote to my api-

ary that I should like; and consequpntly I do not

like to experiment in a direction where the proba-

bilities are that no advantage will be gained.

I have to-day tested the extractor, which, as I have
informed you by postal, I received, and must say

that its work is simply perfection. Nothing can be
better, or do better work, and I am much pleased

with it. Our minister has never learned any thing

In regard to bee culture; but I have succeeded in

getting him interested somewhat in the study, and
he, although a cultured and scholarly man, and
thoroughly versed in theology, says he has got a bet-

ter and grander conception of the wonderful wis-

dom and power of the Creator, by what little he has
seen in two examinations of my hives, than he ever
had before. And so it goes. How cait a man disbe-

lieve in the God of the Bible, if he once sees his

works in such form as he can not but see them in

the frame of comb or the hatching egg?
J. E. Pond, Jr.

Poxboro, Norfolk Co., Mass., Nov. 1, 1883.

I am sorry to say, friend Pond, that
although we have sold quite a good many
perforated separators, and at least a dozen
machines for perforating them, we have, so
far as I can recollect, no reports from them
of any kind. Will the brethren wlio have
tried "tliem please stand up and report? I

am very glad to know that you and your
pastor are personal friends, friend P.

$€l^§ and %n(ivl(i§.

EF
it is not too late I will report. I commenced
'82 with one hive of blacks; increased one by
dividing on Maj' 7th; got C7 lbs. comb honey. I

made the new colony May 7th, by giving a dollar

queen, young bees, and brood. They were soon
stronger in bees than the parent stock, which was
of black bees; but the Italians gathered 27 lbs. sur-

plus, and the blacks 40 lbs. Now, would you advise

destroying the queen whose progeny gathers the

most honey, to replace it with an Italian?

D. D. Lester.
Christiansburg, Va., Nov. 22, 1882.

[I would most assuredly replace all black queens
with Italians, friend L. Vour test is on too limited

a scale; and besides, an oldcolony will nearly always

go ahead of a new one.]

Dr. Blanton has just sent me another lot, 17 bar-

rels, and quite a lot of comb honey. We are still

getting large shipments, and are turning out large

amounts of honey. Have had now for some time,

steady, two men washing bottles, filling and mark-
ing them. C. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 30, 1882.

The season was very dry and cold up to Aug. 1;

oceans of white clover, but the bees gathered just

enough to keep brood going on in those stocks which
were moderately strong; one natural swarm, and
three artificial. I realized $6.50 per stand, all comb
honey, buckwheat. Net price, 14 cts.; 24 stands of

blacks, 3 Italians; sold one, bought two, all in good

shape, and packed on summer stands.

T. F. Srepard.
Town Hill, Luzerne Co., Pa., Nov. 11, 1882.

I must tell you what I have done this summer with

one of your Simplicity hives. I got 56 one-pound

sections from upper story, 55 of them as white as

snow; not a cpll of bee bread or brood was in them;
but one section was full of drone brood. I removed
the honey-frames and gave 42 sections of li4-lb. size,

and they filled and finished 30 of them, and partially

some of those left; and, stranger still, they were
black bees — real wild. My Italians filled all the

boxes I gave also. I have other bees ten miles from
the place. They have not made me a pound of sur-

plus honey. J. A. McDowell.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 18, 1883.

sweet potatoes as bee feed.

I have one weak colony, and shall have to feed

them through the winter. I use sweet potatoes,

baked very done. They will eat a good-sized potato

in one night. 1 will ask others to try the potato as a

bee food; and if it proves to be good, it Avill be quite

a convenient article for winter stores.

Elias Chambers.
Newcastle, Tenn.. Oct. 21, 1882.

[Sweet potatoes were some years ago recommend-
ed as containing the elements of both pollen and
honey; but I would be verj- careful about using any
such substance for winter stores. Better stick to

the safe granulated sugar, and use this substance

only when bees fly freely.]
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The only difference between you and me about the

glove matter is, you protest against gloves, and I pro-

test against bce-stlngs. S. C. Lybarger .

Ganges, Richland Co., O., Nov. 2, 188.'.

QUEENS SHIPPED IN OCTOBER.

The two cages containing bees and queen each ar-

rived yesterday; and although the weflther here is

quite cold they were all as lively as in summer, not a

single dead bee. Although one was turning up its

heels, life was not extinct. D. Chalmers.
Musselburg, Oct. 21, 1883.

THE SAD FATE OF THAT " JUVENILE."

Please send me another Juvenile, as " that pup "

got hold of it, and that was the last I ever saw of it.

W. W. Bliss.
Duarte, L. A. Co., Cal., Oct. 30, 1883.

[Never mind, friend B.; it may set him to think-

in?.]

This has been one of the hardest seasons known in

this section for bees. This county is well stocked.

There are two men who have over 400 swarms each.

There are a good many small apiaries. 1 have had

the care of 94 colonies this season, from which we
got 1400 lbs. of colored honey. G. W. Bassett.

Middlebury, Vt., Oct. 30, 1883.

On page 530 of October Gleanings, I read, "On
the 11th of September we sent some one of our cus-

tomers a dollar queen, whose progeny, now that they

are hatched out, show with unusual distinctness the

white rings and down which characterize the so-call-

ed albinos. Who is the lucky man ?" I amthelitcky

chap. J- Bbardmore.
Annapolis, A. A. Co., Md., Nov. 11, 1883.

ALSIKE BLOOMING IN 60 DAYS.

Bees have done very well this year in this part of

the country. I sowed the 1 lb. of alsike-clover seed,

and in 60 days the bees were working on it. I have

cut it twice this year. J. F. Carpenter.

Spencer, Roane Co., W. Va., Nov. 13, 1883.

[Aren't you mistaken about the "fiOdays," friend

H.? I know that alsike, sowed in March and April,

will bloom to some extent in the fall; but I did not

know it were possible to get-blossoms in so short a

period as the time you mention.]

PENNSYLVANIA NOT " OUT," AFTER ALL.

I don'tbelieve Iwould count Pennsylvania out yet.

I started in the spring with 24 colonies, 4 of them

very weak; so much so that they gave very little

surplus. From the other 20 I have taken over a ton

of honey, over 500 lbs. in one-pound sections, the

rest extracted, which we think is doing quite well,

considering the cold wet spring and summer we

have had. We increased to 33 by natural swarming.

Geo. a. Wright.

AVest Lenox, Susq. Co., Pa., Nov. 6, 1882.

NOT DISCOURAGED.

My neighbors are getting quite excited over bees

and honey; ahhough this has been a badseason they

seem not discouraged, but determined to improve in

their knowledge and care of the little stingers. I am
a mechanic, and they come to me for hives and comb-

racks, and ask me many questions which I can not

answer, as I have never kept bees f. r fear of stings;

but I find it necessary to post myself for the benefit

of the trade, so here goes $2.00 for an A B C book and

Gleanings. E. T. Martin.

Griffin's Corners, Ont., Can., Oct. 30, 1882.

©r liCtters from Tliose 'Who have Mwde
Bee Culture a Failure.

N the spring of 1878 I bought of you, in a chatl'

hive, one stock of Italian bees. I have now
from that stock 36 in chaff hives, and 6 la Sim-

plicity. I have done my best by reading, study, ob-

servation, and experience, to make them pay, but
do not "see it" as yet, for the principal reason that

my stocks swarm to such an extent through the

summer that they are left weak in the fall, so that

they "dwindle" in the spring; and the principal

result of my labors has been to fill the neighboring

woods with bees. I have tried to prevent this

swarming, by all the means I can read or hear of,

without succpss.

My 30 chaff hives have each, in upper story, 10 wide

frames, holding 8 1-lb. sections, making 2880 sections

on the lot, and yet only about 1000 have been filled

this season. One stock will fill over 100 during the

season, while V or 8 right around it, all apparently

alike, will not fill over 15 to 25 each, the whole season.

Can you account for this, and give the remedy? If so,

tell me what you will charge for it. I wish some-

times that you and the author of " Blessed Bees "

were among mine for a short time. I think you
would both sing a different tune. I came near los-

ing a fine span of horses, mowing in a meadow near

where the bees are, and my hired men have threat-

ened to leave me on account of them. Some 20 miles

north of here a bee-man had to pay $300 for a team
of horses his bees stung to death. I learned this

after I had gone into the business.

Now, if you can tell me how I can keep my bees

at home, and how I can make them all (not one in

ten) fill the sections in upper story, I will pay you
whatever it is reasonably worth. As it is, I am get-

ting tired of experimenting and hoping, although I

am credited with a good deal of perseverance.

Mt. Clemens, Mich., Nov. 13, 1883. Edward Orr.

Friend Orr, preventing excessive swarm-
ing is one of the problems in bee culture

;

but if you read the books and journals, I
think you will lind no trouble in mastering
the difliculty — at least, so it will not hinder
much. If you get from 15 to 100 lbs. of comb
honey per "colony, I can't quite see why your
hopes ought to be blasted. From the tone of

your letter, I should infer you have other
business that is taking rather more of your
attention than your bees. Both Gleanings
and the A B C give the dark side of bee
culture faithfully, do they not? I have never
before been classed with the author of "Bless-
ed Bees," that I know of, so far as present-
ing too bright a picture is concerned. The in-

formation you would like to buy, that would
enable you to make each colony do as well as
your best one, would pretty nearly sum up
the whole science of bee culture, for it is, in

fact, what we are all working for. Every
scrap of information on the subject that I

can scrape up is given you monthly. I know
bees' stings make trouble now and then, but
so do horses' heels. Did you ever hear of

anybody declaring he would keep horses no
more, because of the money a runaway had
cost him? Thanks for your experience nev-
ertheless.
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Tour Blasted Hopes depaitmeut seems to be al-

most going begging. I think I can give you a case.

1 started bee-keeping with the hope of making
about $5 00 per hive; have not done so yet. Started
this spring with 185 colonies; sold honey and wax
for twenty- two dollars and a dime. Looks like

Blasted Hopes, doesn't it? Sold bees, $244; have 130

colonies, mostly weak. D. M. Caurolton.
New Orleans, La., Nov. 21, 1882.

THAT INDOLENT COIiONY.

UEES TH.VT WON'T WORK, ETC. [SEE P. 480, OCT. NO.]

'^^ W THINK that colony could have been made
to work." Just what I thduyht when I was
exercising my poor endeavors to induce

them to work. But I have yet to become acquaint-

ed with the bee that won't resent the whip or spur.

Interfere with her daily routine in a manner that

will create a necessity for repairs, and she is your
humble servant: let a job forecast, and Miss Apis is

very dull in comprehension. Leading will ac-

complish wonders; but when pushing is resorted to,

others besides the operator demand the privilege of

playing in the game. At such time an analogy,

characteristic of the genus homo and genus apis, is

very conspicuously displayed; especially when the

gender of both is represented by the worker-bee.

"But, I am not sure I should have known just what
to do." "Same here," without presumption; being
sensible of the limits of apiarian knowledge possess-

ed, also experience; this being my first defeat in the

attempt, having heretofore always got something

from a hive of bees.

"I should have tried moving the old stock away,
and giving a youngqueen to the bees clustering out-

fide." After you had built up your stock for the

purpose of obtaining comb honey (increase being a

secondary consideration), and failed, by not getting

the bees to meet your efforts in the short time that

comprised the season for surplus in this vicinity,

with indications of a severe drought in prospect;

with due deference, J surmise Mr. Hoot would have
done about as I did — tried to get them in a condi-

tion to winter without dividing, thinking it would be
less trouble and expense to care for one colony than
two, in case feeding to supply winter stores should

be compulsory. But I did divide them. Sept. Ist I

took eight frames of comb, loaded with bees and
brood, from the old stock, put them in a new hive,

introduced a queen "the first time trying," and to-

day, Oct. 11, they are a thriving little colony, with

nice white "bulging" combs, and so strong that I

am obliged to be very careful when handling them
without smoke. Still, on contemplation I can't rec-

oncile myself to any idea other than that the fumes
of burning sulphur would have been the most ju-

dicious treatment, after giving the combs contain-

ing brood to another C'llony.

" How much honey did you get from your best

workers, of nearly the same strength?" An aggre-

gate of 58!4 lbs. My best result was from a colony
of pure blacks, 62 lbs. of white comb honey. In both
reckonings, partially filled boxes are not counted.

There are 27 of those nearly full of comb, with Pome
honey. They would have been filled, probably, had
not the flow of honey been interrupted by the

drought. My bees stored no surplus of any accnunt
after the 20th of July. At that time the clover be-

gan to brown from lack of moisture. Basswood,

that usually opens about the 20th of July, gave no
honey, except from a few scattering young trees —
the old trees not blooming at all.

BUTTON-BUSH.
Button-busb, that grows in clumps, at intervals

for some two miles on the borders of a small stream,
within easy reach of my bees, follows basswood, and
always displays a succession of flowers in profusion,
for about two weeks. Although while in blodm this

season it was roaring with bees, no surplus was stor-

ed from its nectar. (Here I would wish to ask if any
bee-keeper has ever obtained much surplus honey,
and, in fact, in any other form, from this thrub.)
About Aug. 20, button ceased to bloom, and my
black bees killed their drones. In favorable seasons,
goldenrod and asters are in bloom when button-
bush closes. This season the early varieties were
blasted. These plants usually occupy the attention
of bees until cut off by severe frosts.

I.S VEItY LATE HONEY DESIRABLE?
My bees have been working very busily on them

for the past three weeks, bringing in poUen, and,
judging from their gale as they waddle up the alight-

Ing-board, honey also. If objecting would avail, I

Would say, "Let the honey alone," for I have fed
sugar syrup until the tops of the snow-white combs
show a repletion. As to pollen, I would not object
to the requirements of brood-rearing. Late honey,
unless the season is very mild, and moderately dry,

when it is being stored, is " no good." In cool damp
weather it sours quickly, and in that condition

nourishes the fungoid germs that are active agents
in producing — dysentery, 1 believe.

This prompts another thought, and it is, "Don't
feed thin sugar syrups to bees late in the fall."

Sometimes they will cap it after it sours in the cells,

or it sours after it is capped, 1 can't tell which, for I

have found cells capped containing sour sugar
syrup. Proof by analogy is this: Let any person
live on sour bread a couple of weeks, and if human
bowels won't (qu)ake in that time, I'll admit that

sour honey, or (acetic fermentation is meant) pollen,

will not disturb the assimilating apparatus of the

honey-bee. Caution: Remove all uncapped stores

on preparing bees for winter, if they are in the

afore-mentiooed condition — sour.

Cumberland, Me., Oct. 12, 1882. J. F. Latham.

HY BEE-KEEPING FOR 1881 AND '82.

FROM 3 TO 17, AND 1140 LBS. OF SURPLUS HONEY.

fHE spring of 1881 found me without a single bee

or "buzz." Thinking that the bees here bad— run out and become diseased, 1 tried to get

some more from a distance, but failed. A friend

gave me one hive on trial; if 1 got it through I was
to pay him two dollars. I fed it up and it swarmed
twice, so I went into winter with 3 and came out

with 3 in the spring of '82. The 9ih and 10th of June
they swarmed the first time; I waited for swarms
for the next 10 days, then put on upper storit s with

sections (all L. or Simplicity hives). They began
swarming again 13 days from first, and kept it up
to the end t)f the 19th day from first issue; that got

away with all my " bee knowledge." I thought then

that some of the old bcc-men were mistaken too. I

put one back the 18th and one the 19i h day from first

issue; total, 13 colonies. Next, the swarms swarmed
4 times more. One of the first swarms filled 56 2-lb.
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sections, and one filled 3 cases of 56 1-lb. sections,

and worked considerably in the third. Honey taken

np to Sept 25ih, 7><6 lbs.; box, 546; extracted, 2t0.

The honey PCiison was good all summer down to the

middle of Sept , except from fruit-bloom to white

clover. Plenty of red clover and buckwheat, but

there seems to be no honey iu it.

Do my best, I could not get buckwheat honey. I

have watched bees on it. and am satisfied that they

get but little, and that thin. I have a wood pas-

ture full of the so-called " lady-slipper. It grows
from 3 to 5 feet high, and very thick. My bees

worked on it from the first of July till late in Sept.

It grows only on rich, low, shadpd soil hfre. We
have horsemint and red clover in abundance, but

bees do not work on either. I have also taken 49

frames from upper stories; at 6 lbs. p r frame this

gives 294 lbs., and 10 more on hives yet to take off,

60 lbs. more. Total, 1140 lbs. for 3 in spring, and
those the little blacks at that. I wonder what those

boa>ted Cyprians, Holy-Land, Italians, and albinos

would have done here this season. I had empty
frames for two-thirds of my swarms, and two-inch

starters for remainder.

I have got more honey this season from those

three in spring than when I had 40 and 50 colonies

heretofore. Tell your boys and girls, when they

talk about strikes, to "go west and grow up with

the C' uutry." Crops failed two years on my farm.

1 shall gel grain enough to fatten one hog this sea-

spn; nothing but hay, and that on a capital of fSOOO.

J. E. Jakbett.
West Point, Lee Co., Ta , Oct. 16 1883.

Now, friend J., you have not, in all this

story, once snid how many stocks you go
into winter with. Yon see I have put it at

17, because you said that, after you hived 13,

the swarms swarmed four times more ; but
perhaps they have even more than that. It

IS wonderful, any way.—I do wish the boys
and gills who want to "sliike" would "go
west " and try farming a while, and see if

they wouldn't decide that sure poy. every
Saturday night, even if it isn't very large, is

about as good as other kinds of business
that have their ups and downs. I don't be-
lieve uny of the girls ever had any thing to

do with striking. If they did, I didn't know
it.

BUKYIINO BEES IN THE OROUND.

THE WAT FRIEND BOOMHOWER DOES IT.

B?

HAVE had considerable experifnce in wiuter-

, iiig bees under ground; and if properly done,

they are sure to come through in first-class

condition in the spring. I have rnad filtnd Huich-
insou's plan in Oct. No., and I think I can give a
better as well as a cheaper way of doing it. I have
buried bees in the ground for myself and for others

for the last 5 years; and besides, I have seen sev-

eral other bef-keepers who have practiced this

method for a number of years.

The winter of 1881 and '83 will long he remembered
by bne-Ueepers in this pnrt of the State, as well as

miny others; but no bees wero lost that were bur-

ied on the plan that I am about to give. One ra^n

of my ac'iuaintnnce h^d 300 colonies buried, and 299

came out alive and in splendid condition. I had 24

colonies buried last winter in my out apiary; and
so well did they come out that they could not be

seen to give off a particle of excrement, and I ac-

tually think they did not consume 5 lbs. of honey on
an average, per colony. Other lots came out equal-

ly well. So well do they winter on this plan, that I

would recommend all who have small lots and no
good cellars or chaff hives (and, by the way, 1 have
as yet seen but one chaff hive that is a success), to

bury in the ground. Below is a drawing of the plan,

which will be readily understood by any one.

First, select a spot of ground that is somewhat
descending — so much so that surface water will

easily drain off. With a shovel or spade throw out

the earth as wide, or a little widfr, than your hives

are, and about 6 inches deep, and no deeper; cover

the bottom of the t ench nicely with some dry chaff,

buckwheat is best, but almost any kind that is dry

and fine will do, then cover the chaff with bo irds

just as wide as the trench; then take scantling 3x3,

or 3x3, just as one happens to have; lay it down
lengthwise of the trench, riirht down on the boards.

Carry and set the bees, without any bottom to the

hive, right on these scantling close together; then
take short boards, and stand them over the hives, as

in drawing; this fortns a roof; then take rye or

wheat straw, stand it up lengthwise, and cover the

hoards evenly with the straw about 3 Inches thick,

then cover with earth about 6 or 8 inches, and the

job is done. The earth is taken from each side of

the trench so when the whole is covered the bot-

tom of the trench from whence the dirt is thrown to

cover the bees is cnnsiderably lower than the b ittom

of the trench. This makes it impossible for any wa-

ter to collect or stand under the bees. The drawing

below will explain all.

BEES IN A CLAMP.

A is the hive in position. BR are the scantling on
which the hives are set. CC are the boards that

form the roof. D is the straw covered over the roof-

hoards. E is the dirt thrown from the trenches,

XX. FP are air-space. G is the chaff under the

board in bottom of trench.

In burying bees I find only one objection ; that is,

where too many are put in one trench, the whole

get aroused before they are all put out when the

trench is oponed in spring. 1 would not advise put-

ting more than 13 or 15 in one trench. The bees win-

ter so well that, when the trench is opened, they are

so strong and lively that they are very quick and
active.

If desired, f will tell In a future article how to pro-

ceed to take them out of the trenches in spring.

F. BOOMHOWEB.
Gallupville, N. Y., Nov. 6, 18R2.

Very good, friend T>. Burying bees is an
old idea, but your plan hns two features that
may be an improvement. First, making
sure they aie dry ; second, and most im-
portant, giving abundance of air. and get-
ting rid of all dead bees at one and the same
lime by omitting the bottom-boards. With
the covering you give, I presume no venti-
lators are ever needed.
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lur »•

Pil-te thprctore said unto him. Art thnu a Uing
then? .1h,>.us answered, Thou saynst that I am a
king'. To this end was I born, and for this cause
came I into the worM, that I nhiuld bear wiuiess
unto the truth. Every one that is of the truth hear-
eih my voice.—John 1.H:37.

^^UU will remember, friends, that there
W was a discussion goin^ on in regard to

the chargr« against Jesus of wanting
tobeking, and Pilate was questioninghim in

regard to this charge. Jesus told liim, simply
and plainly, he had no interest in the king-
doms of tliis world; for he had, but a few mo-
ments before, forbidden his followers to light

at all, and had. ev^n by a miiacle. restored
the mischief that rash Peter, in his blindness
and misconc^^ption, had caused. Pilate w.is

not a Jew, and cared little about the .lewish
wrangles, and seemed anxious only tol'tthis
poor, unoffending, and singularly innocent
man go free, if lie could do so. and at the
same time avoid having any trouble with the
clamoring Jews. While .Jesus declined an-
swering or saying even a word in his defense
before the hypocritical chief priests, he talk-

ed freely and candidly with Pilate. After
Jesus had said his kingdom was not of this

world, Pilate says, in sut>stance, '" Well, then
you are a king in some sense, and of some-
thing. The statement your enemies make,
that you claim to he a king, is at least in some
sense true." To the words, "Art thou a king,
thenV' the reply that our Lord, in his won-
derful innocence and childlike humility
makes, is one of those texts that can be read
over and over again; and every time I read
them, the beauty and grandeur of the words
thrill my very soul. " Tlu)u sayest that I am
a king," which means, " You say rightly, I

am a king;" or, "• Ves, I am a king, as you
say." Now comes in a point where the God
part of his wonderful nature asserts itself.
" To this end was I born, and for this cause
came I into the world."
Remember, friends, it is the selfsame man

who was "despised and rejected of men; a
man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief,"
and who, " as a sheep before her shearers is

dumb, yet opened not his mouth." This last
has just been verified, as he stood before the
chief priests and false witnesses. There ions

nothing to be said before those deliberately
bad, wicked, and false men Pilate was a bad
and wicked man too, but he has no preju-
dice against Jesus, and so he speaks out
plainly to him. Christ frankly tells him all

about his kingdom, for which he came into
the world, and for which he is the born mon-
arch. Now. what is the great cause he came
into the world to found? Simply truth, hon-
esty, uprightness, and purity. In other words,
" That I should bear witness unto the truth."
Simnle truth. He did not come into the
world to rule with a rod of iron, nor to show
his power and his might, as kings do, nor to
impress the world with his grandeur and
magnificence in any worldly sense. He knows
of these things, and their allurements; for
Satan once tempted him. lie came into a
world full of nntruthfiilness and selfishness;
and he, by his pure, spotless life, bore wit-
ness unto the truth.

One of my skeptical friends some time ago
sent me a pamphlet denying tiie divinity of
Christ, with a most urgent request I wudd
read it. I did read it, and, to my great sur-
prise, it impressed me stronger tlian ever be-
fore with the beauty of Christ's pure, simi)le
character. It endeavored to sliow he was
but human, because he was so humble and so
lowly; and the author coidd not comprehend
how one having the universe under his com-
mand could take up such a humble station
in life volimtarily. To his mind, it was be-
yond belief that the Scniof God could, of his
own accord, wander about the connlry among
the lowlv and the pooi'and humble, spending
his time in ministering, and nursing sick peo-
ple. A p >or harmless mistaken man, with a
mere handful i)f followers, wlio clung to him
almost to the last moment, he wandered
from place to place, disappointed and reject-
ed at almost every turn, said the writer in

substance. Unconsciously he almost said,
" Despised and rejected of men, ^' and yet did
not seem to remember it had been said of him
before he came here on earth. This same
strange, mistaken, simple-hearted man was,
however, so the author said, loved so devoted-
ly by some of his fi lends tliat they would at
any time lay down their lives forhitn and his
cause. Do you know what that cause was,
dear reader? Our text tells; it was for the
cause of truth, against falsehood ami injust-
ice. Do you think there is any need now of
men who will give up their lives in the cause
of truth?

"For this end came 1 into the world." Je-
sus came into the world for no end or plan of
his own. His enemies said of him jeei ingly.
" He saved others, himself he can not save."
They told the tiulh, though not, perhaps, in

the sense they intended, lie could not. con-
sistently witli his mission to the world, save
himself. He came to bear witness unto the
truth, and to save men Irom sin, from selfish

untruth. There is a great deal in this world
that is false and untrue, and almost all un-
truth comes from selfishness. We use false-

hood, because truth would cost us something.
We should lose by letting the full truth come
out, so we evade and prevaricate. As Jesus
came to save others, and not himself, his life

was pure and truthful. Not even his enemies
have ever accused him of any selfish plans or
work during all the time he was here upon
earth. Now, my friends, a man who cimies
into the world solely to get as much as he can
of every thing for himself, will be pretty sure
to be an untruthful and false man. The
Bible says, " Thou s'^alt love the Lord thy
God with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy
strength, and thy neighbor as thvself ;" luit

suppose one instead of doing this should put
in practice, " Thou shalt make thyself thy
God, and love tliyself with all thy heart, anil

with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. and
with all thy strength, and thy neigiibor must
look out f(>r /;i?H.se//'." Such a man w<mld
live only to please himself. Jesus "pleased
not himself." The life and teachings of our
Savior are such a constant leproach to a self-

ish man, tiiat he hates him instinctively, or,

what amounts to the same thing, he hates
the very mention of that spirit. The spirit
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of self-sacrifice is so foreign and opposite
to tliat of selfishness, that there must ever
be war between the two elements. An old

friend said, a few days ago, that whisky
would be drank, in spite of temperance peo-
ple, just as long as it '' tastes good." I fear
there is a great truth there. We have those
among us who will drink any thing that
'' tastes good," no matter what the conse-
quences are, and no matter what it d' es to

other people. I once heard of a steamboat
accident on the Oliio River, where the num-
ber of planks and floats was insuthcieut to

keep all the passengers above water until

help could be obtained A great strong bur-
ly man knocked a poor weak woman from a
plank, that he might have it to save his own
life. What do you suppose that man did
when he got ashoreV lie saved his life, did
he? Jesus said, "• He that saveth his life

shall lose it, and he that loseth his life for

my sake, shall find it." My friend, do you
want to be one with Jesus and his followers,

or with those like the man in the river? I

fear it must be either one or the other. " He
that is not for me is against me."

Jesus told Pilate that he came into the
world to bear witness unto the truth. His
kingdom is truth in the hearts of men.
He who would be a true man must not be a
selfish one. Truth and selfi.'>hness can not
go together. If I mistake not, the greater
part of untruth comes from selfishness.

When a man coolly decides to muke self

foremost and first, he lets go of truth. Men
addicted to periodical intemperance are oft-

en truthfnl, frank, and honest, until tliey

yield to temptation, and then their honesty,
as well as honor, is all gone. They have
dropped all love to God and their fellow-

men, or at least they have made it second-
ary, and made self foremost. Those famil-
iar with such people can tell in an instant
when God and self-respect has gone out and
self and Satan has come in. Even if they
have not signed any pledge, nor promised
anybody they will not drink any more, it is

almost impossible for an intemperate man to

have even a shade of honesty. It is the
same when we do violence to our honest
convictions in the indulgence of any thing
else we know to be a sin. The disposition
to hide our infirmity is in itself a sort of
falsehood. We are anxious that the world
may think us what we are not. Adam and
Eve stood in the garden honest and pure be-

fore God. It was only afier they had sinned
that they had any anxiety to hide in the
bushes, or to cover themselves with lig

leaves. Dear reader, is there any thing ia
your life that you are anxious to cover up,
or that you fear to have the clear daylight of
truth shine on?

Jesus came into the world to bear witness
to the truth. All who love simplicity and
truth must love the gentle spirit with which
he taught, and must love him. Any one
who loves truth, and hungers and thirsts aft-

er righteousness and puiity. must love to

study the life and character of Jesus. Just
after our text we rend, '•'• Every one that is of
the truth heareth my voice." I believe there
are no exceptions to this. Most of you know
how imperfect is humanity

;
you know how

you have to make allowances for even your
best friends. You know how rare it is to find
one who is always pei fectly fair, especially
when he gets a littlestirred up and contrary.
Well, now, if there were in the world a per-
fect character, one without even a shade of
selfishness and prevarication, would you
know that person when you saw him? would
you recognize Christ as the Messiah, if you
should meet him in the world?
"Every one that is of the truth heareth my

voice." Those who wanted to find him would
find him at once: and those who wish to find
him to-day, dear friends, will surely find him,
and hear his voice of entreaty too. The trou-
ble is, that we in our selfishness and untruth
do not always want to find him. There are
at least times in the lives of most of us when
his presence would be such a rebuke that we
would want to hide in the bushes, as did
poor guilty Adam and Eve. May God help
us to guard well against such times as these!

When Jesus said he came into the world
to bear witness to the truth, Pilate replied
by asking. " What is truth?" I don't think
Pilate wanted any information in regard to
what truth is ; but his uneasy, guilty con-
science, prompted him to make the remark in
a soit of evasive way. We often see this
spirit among intemperate men. They would
very much rather argue about things in the
abstract, than to consider the glaring sins
right square bel'ore them. I remonstrated
with a distinguished surgeon because he
used oaths right before a company of boys.
" What is blasphemy? " said he ;

" it de-
pends upon what a man means by the term."
He knew he was guilty, but he was too proud
to acknowledge it, and so he tried in a weak
way to defend himself. Such arguing and
prevaricating is very common ; but, friends,
do you luit realize how very far it is from
simple, honest truth ? Consider tlie charac-
ter of people who tluis evade, as a whole.
Both Pilate and this great doctor were pro-
bably guilty men at heart, and, what was the
worst part'of it, they deliberately proposed
to be guilty, and to go on so to the end of
then- lives. They had no sort of intention of
saying, " God have mercy on me a sinner,"
and then making a sharp turn toward a bet-

ter life. A man who says by actions, if not
words, " ^Ve are all in for number one, and
every man must look out for himself," can
hardly have a shade of truth about him, for

he does not propose to be fair or just in the
outset ; and one of the first elements of truth
is fairness.
Now, it was among a people like this, or

largely of this element, that Jesus came to

establish his kingdom. " Blessed are the
meek," he said, " for they shall inherit the
earth." The other class can't well inherit
the earth, for tlieir selfishness would destroy
it, and themselves ahmg with it. Shortly
before our Savior's death on the cross, he
was praying for liis disciples. Poor weak
fellows like ourselves at this minute, they
little knew what was before them. He told

Peter that Satan desired to sift him like

wheat ; but notwithstanding this, Peter, in
his itmocence and self-confidence, calculated
that he alone was a match for Satan. How
did it turn out ? Well, in this prayer for
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them he says, " Sanctify them through thy
truth ; thy "word is truth." Simple, meek,
unostentatious, humble truth. It is low
down and humble, and yet it towers like a
great monument, when it obtains a lodging-
place in the human heart.

When one is resting on truth he has God's
approving voice constantly in his heart ; and
such a one has little need of secrecy any-
where in his lieart. He need never seek to

find wherein he msiy hide, neither need he
try to cover himself with (ig leaves for fear
the clear light of day will show something he
would rather have hidden. Who has not
witnessed the ]niinful spectacle of one try-

ing to hide a lie by tellingr a score of others V

He pulls the tig leaf of untruth over one spot,
only to find it leaves a nakedness exposed
somewhere else, and, like a drowning man
clinging to straws, he chooses flimsier things
than straws, to make it appear that he is a
man and a gentleman. Is there any hope
for such a oneV Surely there is no hope when
he puts his trust in Satan, and expects false-

hood and evasion to bring him out of trouble.
But is it possible for one who is steeped in

sins of this kind to turn about and be fair

and honest? It is possible; but it is much
like the reform an intemperate man must
make. There is a manly way of extracting
yourself from the worst fix a poor mortal
ever got in by falsehood and dishonesty.
The sharp turn that God demands is so great
that it is literally being born again. Who is

there who has not, some time or other, looked
back and seen where he had not been frank
and honest and fair V Well, when you do see
this, as you value your peace of mind and
your peace with God, even though your face
does flush and burn, and even though a lump
does rise in your throat, sav, '' My friends,
I have been unfair, and perhaps not quite
honest in this. If you will forgive me, I

will try to do better in future." You may
say noDody ever does this. Yes, they do.
my friend, and there are those who can re-

member of cases very much like it; but it

almost always precedes a real radical reform.
The courage tliat it takes to do it always
gives the poor sinner a big lift toward God,
for it is virtually saying, "Get thee behind
me, Satan."

" To this end was I born, and for this pur-

Kose came I into the world, that I should
ear witness unto the truth." These were

Christ's own words to Pilate, and yet hovv
little did they seem to avail! With a certain
class, it seems to avail just as little now, to
state that the Christian religion comes into
the world as a witness of truth. We are not
to state it, but our lives are to be a witness
of it. My eye just now alighted on the fol-

lowing in the American Grocer. The writer
was telling of a partnership he once formed
with a young man, and says,

—

I paid large prices, but was in hopes I was getting

into trade with a good moral young man, a Sunday-
EChool teacher, who possessed unusual attractions.

The day after we had flciished our inventory I made
a most sickening discovery. George's chief recom-

mendation was his veracity, but he provtd a flatter-

ing deceiver. Mr. Smith, a coal-heaver at the fur-

nace, came In to purchMSe a piece of cotton cloth.

George met him with extended hand, and assured

him of his warmest friendship, stating that he ap-

preciated his call, as he knew how much trade fol-

lowed in his footsteps, assuring him that any thing

he might want could be had at cost price in New
York city. Mr. Smith bousrht a piece of cotton, pay-

ing 15 cents; was told it cost the firm 16 cents. I ex-

amined the cost-mark and saw it was onlv II cents;

and after Mr. Smith's departure I said, " George do
you make a practice of selling many goods below
cost?" He replied, "E.\amine the mark, and you
will be satisti'^d with the shIc." 1 said, " I have done
so, and thought you were mistaken; surely you
would not tell a falsehood to sell goods?" He an-

swered, " There is no other way to sell them," and
that in figuring costs he only added his own time at

the rate of Ave or ten dollars per second, or what-
ever was necessary to make up the deficit. I felt

blue. I was now past bound to a most atfable liar,

in whom I could place no dependence. 1 was surely

in trouble.

And is this really trueV Are there Sunday-
school teachers w'ho bear witness for Christ
in this wayV If it is true, is it any wonder
that the world jeers at young men who
teach or superintend Sabbath-schools, and
say that they are not as honest at heart as
those who try to live honest and make no
professions? Are we who follow in the foot-
steps of that meek and lowly Savior of
the world letting our livps bear witness unto
the truth, in the footsteps of the Master?
Did you, my friend, ever try to talk to any
one on the stibject of religion, with a view
of leading him to Christ? Do you know
what it is to almost tremble when you think
of the sacredness of the office? Christ came
to save sinners. The world does not care
whether they are saved or not; but you and
I do. The world laughs in a cold, uncharit-
able way, when some poor brother or sister

has done amiss Tiie world talks it over,
puts it worse than it really is, and, with a
cold-hearted indifference, laughs about it

and rather rejoices that another has turned
out untruthful. The Christian is slow to
believe wrong of any one ;

" thinkeih no
evil ;" and wliile the matter is talked over,
feels sorrow in his heart, and an earnest de-
sire totulk kindly and gently to the sinning
one, and to bring him or her back to better
things. Could you indulge in unkind and
idle words about a person one hour, and
then talk to them about their soul's salvation
in the next? Surely not ; for he who does
Gods work must feel that God"s eye is ever
on him, and no one need hope to succeed a
single instant in winning souls to Chiist,
who is not earnest, truth I ul, and the same,
whether the one who is being discussed is

present, or a thousand miles away. God so
loved the world, that he gave his only Son
to save it; and you, as a Christian, are bound
also to so love the world, that no un kindness
ever spring up toward or about any one.
Then shall you be consistent, and then shall

you witness to the truth, even as Jesus did.

It is a blessed thing, my friends, to cultivate

a spirit of saying all the good you can hon-
estly and sincerely of every one; and you
will discover that, with the saying, comes
the happy faculty of seeing, the good in the
men and women God has placed around you.
A habit of uncharitable criticism is a most
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sad one, my friends, and I know, by my
own experience, that it brings darkness, dis-

trust, and trouble, if very long indulged in.

Don't even tell your wife of people's faults
;

you will make her think ill of those she
might otherwise think well of ; and you will,

besides, encourage in your own heart a way
of thinking all the world is bad, while you
alone are good; and this is a most mischiev-
ous tiick Satan has, when he can get any-
body foolish enough to listen to sucli tempt-
ations.
Jesus was always the same.

J< sus Christ the same yesterday, and to-day, and
for ever.—Hkb. 113: 8.

We have no record that he at any time
talked to any of his disciples about some of
the others who might be absent, in a way he
would not talk right to the absent one. If
he had any complaints to make, these com-
plaints were always made in a spirit of lov-

ing kindness, directly to the erring one. lie
never talked to any one about the shameful
way in which some other person whs going
on. He wasn't kind and sympathe;ic one
day, and then proud and overbearing at some
other time. The tirst two verses of one of
my favorite hymns are as follows:—

Ever patient, gentle, meek.
Holy Savior, was thy mind;

Vainly in myself I seek
Likeness to uiy Lord to find;

Yet, that mind which was in thee.
May be, must be formed in thee.

Days of toil 'mid throngs of men,
Vexed not, ruffled not thy soul;

Still collected, calm, serene.
Til on each feelinsr couldst control:

Lord, that mind which was in thee,
May be, must be formed in me.

The hardest battles I have to fight now
are just in this line. It is only by hard striv-

ing that I can avoid saying any thing of the
absent, which I would not say if they were
present. Again and again 1 have resolved I

would not tell even my wife of how I have
been tried by people during the day. I

know it is wrong to talk of people's faults,

because it always impairs my nearness to

God when I allow myself to do so. It also
tends to make her think the world is all bad,
and that I alone am good, which is by no
means the truth. Whenever I keep down
this spirit, and tell her of the good I have
found in people during the day, I always
feel a great deal happier.
Two things tempt me to find fa.dt with

folks, and enlaij^e their faults. First, I do
not love the world as Jesus loved all man-
kind; and I do love myself as Jesus did not
love himself. 8elf-love, instead of love to
my neighbors, is the trouble. Whenever
folks begin to talk about some of my efipecial

friends, I can take the part of the absent one
with a good grace. I tell you ; now, why do
I not have love enough, and charity enough,
for the whole humnn family, to do the same
when ami one of them is assailed V Do you
not think, friends^hat such a life would be
helping toward '*T.liy kingdom come, thy
will be done in earth as it is in heaven"?
It was the same kingilom that Jesus meant,
remember, when he saiil,—

To thiscHUSf was I born, and for this cause eame T

Into the world, that I should bear witness unto the
truth. Every one that is of the truth heareih my
voice.

It was exactly this kind of fair, honest
truth, that he came to bear witness of.

In closing this talk to you, I wish to give
here a few words from our pastor, read to us
at our last teacher's meeting. It sums up,
in a few words, the results accomplished, by
the crowning act of our Savior's life here on
earth:—
What did the atonement of Christ accomplish?

This question is often asked. Any answer other
than that which comes from Scripture Is of little

value. There are in reason, hints of the need of an
atonement; but the fact is set forth in the Bible

only. AVe must, therefore, gather the value of this

great fact from the Bible: What does Christ's dy-

ing for sinners accomplish;'

1. It gained tlieir attention.—John 12:32.
2. It took away the tear of death from those repenting.—He-

brews 2:1,').

;i. Brought eternal life more clearlv before men—II. Tim. 1 :10.

4. Freed from sin.— I. John 1:7.
.I. Saved from hell —Rev. 1:18.
0. Made plain the wav to heaven.—John 11:2.'), 20.

BITTER HONEY, AND WHERE IT
COJTIES FR01?I.

ALSO SOMETHING ABOUT HONEY-DEW.

M BOUT 30 years ago this country was overrun

^3v with a weed commonly called "bitter-weed,"
' and sometimes " wild chamomile." It resem-

bles the chamomile, but the flower is of a deep yel-

low color, and the stalk is quite hard, and it grows
about 18 inches high. In the spring of the year it

comes up with the grass, and the cows eat it (I think

unintentionally), amd yield bitter milk. It blooms
from May till fro-^t. But so l<ing as there are better

flowers, or honey-dew. the bees do not gather honey
from it. In dry weather it yields but very little

honey; but every fall our honey is made bitter by It.

This year there was a honey famine from June Ist

to the middle of July, from which I lost several May
swarms. About the middle of July, at>UDdant rains

began to fall, and the bitter-weed began to flower

profiiselj'. Everywhere yellow blooms greeted the

eye, and from 10 o'clock a.m. till near dark every

evening, the bees swarmed upon the bitter-weed.

The farly morning hours they spent on the diminu-

tive morning-glory and the poor land-weed, from
which they gathered a little good honey. At first

the honey was very abundant, but so thin that it

would pour out of the combs when tilted, like water.

The bees, for the purpose of evaporating it (as I be-

lieve), kept up a continited roar in the hives night

and day. In the latter part of August the bees

capped their honey, after which the roaring, for the

m.'St part, censed.

About this time I extracted five gallons of the

honey. It is as yellow as gold, and exceedingly bit-

ter. It can not he eaten. Is there any way of puri-

fying it? The color and taste are evidently from
the pollen of the bitter-weed. Is it possible to filter

it So as to purify it? In my past experience I have

had bitter honey from the chinkapin bloom, but

nothing to equal the bitterness of the bitter-weed.

Last winter my bees wintered on a small stock of

this bitter honey, but now they have an abundant
supply, and oui/ht to com^ out strong next spring. I

had three large swarms about the 1st of September,

two of which I hived. I think they will store up
honey enough to winter on. Had my beea been
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strong last pprlng I could have extrncted much fine

honey, for the tlnwers were very abunduiit, and rich

with honey. We hHd swatms here as early as the

14th (if Mnroh. These wen- the Italians. I never

knew the black bees to swarm here sooner than the

30th of March.

nONEY-DEW, NOT FROM THE APHIS.

We have had no huney-dew here this yrnr. Is

there ever any of it on trees that bloom freely? I

have noticed, that when my peach-blooms are killed

by frost, the tree yields honey-dew, which is found

at the foot of the leaf-stem, and no aphis about.

The best years for honey-dew is when the early ver-

dure is killed by frost. Both last year and the year

before, the white-oak blooms were killed, and both

years honey-dew was found upon them. It was very

white, and formed sugar. Last year it sugared on

the leaves, and the be^s were unable to gather much
of it. The fronts of the hives were white with it.

Minden, La., Oct. 6, 1883. T. M. Fort.

Thanks for facts given, friend F. Who
knows but that this bitter lioney may not
have medical properties, say equal to qui-

nine? Honey is often prescribed as a vehicle
for medicine, and here we have it already
commingled by nature. I presumej friend
F., you could put it up in nicely labeled bot-

tles a deal cheaper tlian doctors charge for

their bitter stuif.— I believe you have struck
a great truth in your conjecture about hon-
ey-dew after an untimely frost has killed the
verdure. While 1 was reading your letter,

something seemed to be glimmering in my
mind in regard to the relation between frost

and sugar ; but it was some time before it

bubbled up to the surface, that potatoes are
made sweet by being frozen. The freezing
converts the starch into grape sugar, and,
presto! we have honey oozing out of wheat
stubble, peach-tree leaves, and, possibly,
corn-stalks. Don't I come pretty near be-
ing a scientist?

GIEAWIWGS m BEE COUTURE.

EDITOR AND FUBLISKEB,
MEDINA, O.

TERmS: $1.00 PEK VEAR, POST-PAID.

FOR CLUBBING RATES, SEE FIRST PAGE
OF READING MATTER.

3VC:E:X3Xig'.i9L, 3DJE3C. 1, 1.0GS3.

Thy word is truth.—John 17: 17.

We are now fully supplied with honey, and could

not at present pny more than 9c. for the best, clover

and basswood, delivered here.

In our Nov. No. I said the price of waxed strings

for sealinv the Jones honey-pails was COc. per lOl).

It should have read thlrtij cents only.

A NEW use FOR THE 50 CENT SMOKER.
It is capital to use In the prlnting-offlco to blow

dust Out of the type-cHses. Every printer should

have one. A regular bellows costs fnjm f1.25 to $].hO.

We will furnish the smoker bellows alone, without
the tiD part, for 25 cents.

As we fro to press this 29' h day of November, we
have 5445 subscribers. The kind help you have giv-

en me has made my task a pU-asant one during the

past year, and it has also enabled m; to give you a

call during the greater part of the year, a little oft-

ener than We either of us expected, when wo start-

ed in a j ear ago. Once more, I thank you.

We can sell honey-labels ft)r 25c per hundred, if

you take such as we keep constantly in stock; but

of course these can not have your nxme and addre-ns

on them. In fnct, we can not furnish any kind of a

label with your name and address on. even if y >u

wanted only a dozen, because it would not pay for

setting up the job, and getting r. ady to print. 1 say

this, because so many ask for 25c worth of labels,

printed to order.

We are surely going to run short of beeswax be-

fore another twelve months pas-^es over our heads,

and I fear all there is in the world will not meet the

demand of the next year. A letter came to-day, ask-

ing me what I would turnish a ton for, and 1 replied

30cts. If this man takes me up I do not know
where I can get it back airain, even if I should offer

35 cts. It may be there are those who are holding

on for better prices; but the general report is, that

there is none, for it has been all bought up. It will

certainly do no harm for us to commeace saving ev-

ery particle of it.

We have sold an immense quantitv of the perfor-

ated zinc ffor excluding queens and drones, and still

allowing the workers to pass) during the past year,

and frl"nd Jones informs ui It is just the thing for

preventing the queen from going into the upper
story, or to prevent the bees fr. im building the

space between the upper and lower stories all solid

withhnnej^. We are now fully supplied, and can
furnish any-sized sheets at 15c. per square foot, or

only 12c , if taken in the sheets, just as we get It,

3x8 feet.

A year ago I promi'ed to come again to the Mich-

igan Bee-Keepers' Associatiim, and at present writ-

ing I expect to be on hand. The secretary sends us

a printed postal that reads as follows:—

MiCHia.4.N bee-keepers' association.

The 17th annu«l c inventii>n of the Nf Ichigan State
Bee-Keepers' Associntion will be held in Kalamazoo,
Dec. (i and 7, 1882. All interested are cordiallv in it-

ed to pnrticipat in the discussions, wbicti will em-
brace the live issues of the A icult\ire of to-day.
Thomas G. Newmnn, A. I. Root, D. A.Jones, Pr-.f.

A. J. Cook, and many other distiug-uished apicultur-
isis, are cvpected to be present. Low rates of tioard

at hotels have been secured for those aitedins".

T. F. Bingham, Sec'y, Abronia, Mich.

Some of you will remember a man who wanted our

bee folks to suhsctibe a certain sum each toward

getting stingless bees from South America. I be-

lieve few, if any, subscribed. Perhaps the prompt
warning the journals gave was the reason they did

not. Well, every little while somebudy suggests

doing something of this kind, if a certain number
will give, say $1 00 each. Now, while I would not

question for a moment the sincerity of tho-e who
start such pr"jects, I U'ouW question the wisdom of

such proceedings. If you feel like developing some
new thing, do it with your own money, and trU'^t to

those who are benetlted, to do the fair thing by you.

If you feel you can not trust taumaaity, don't go in-

to It.
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We are now prepared to furnish the artist's ram-
era, described by friend Hutchinson in the Nov. No.,

for an even dollar. If wanted by mail, add 20c. for

postajre. The buzz-saw table in this No. was
sketched by means of one of these cheap instru-

ments.

Among the list of vice-presidents for the coming
year, mentioned in our convention report last

month, puge 55S, the name of our old friend Wm
MuthRasmussen should have appeared in place of

W. R. Musser, as vice-president for California. The
error was "secretarial," and not typographical.

COMMITTEE ON STATISTICS.

At the Convention at Cincinnati, a committee was
appointed to furnish some more accurate statistics,

in regard to our honey crop. This committee was to

be composed of T. G. Newman, Dr. C. C. Miller, and

A. I. Root; but this latter personage was so very

careless as to have missed getting it in the reports

at all. If the friends will forgive me, I will try to

do better next time.

In the article from friend WUtse, he states that

the bees reared btood before they had gathered a

cell of pollen, the experiment seeming to indicate

that pollen was not absolutely necessary, It has oc-

curred to me since, that the new honey they brought

in during this time must have contained quite a little

pi Hen, for all honey is found to contain pollen that

can be seen under the microscope; and by means
of this pollen, it Is possible to tell what flowers the

honey came from.

BAD ADDRESSES, AGAIN.
Write your addresses plainly. We have to-day an

order inclo.sing about $17.00, but the address was so

bad we could not any of us tell where the goods

were to go. He gave no county, and the names he

mentioned were not to be found on any of the postal

or railway guides. We lioxed up his goods, and

waited two weeks for better shipping directions, and

now comes the same thing written on a postal card.

It is so badly scrawled that none of the clerks here,

nor any over at the railroad and express office, can

make it agree with any thing we can find anywhere.

Back his goods must go to the warehouse, while we
wait two weeks more. But this time we have asked

him to be kind enough to get some friend who is a

plain writer to write it for him. Why will you not

write plainly your town, county, and State? We can

do nothing in the world with the names of railroad

companies, because they are not located anywhere
particularly. The name of your county is most im-

portant of all: for with \this we can hunt you up.

Please, friends, do not clog business and bother us

thus. Give us your abiding-place once, and after

that w^i will try to hoM on to It for ever.

GALVANIZED IRON t^OR HONEY.
I have several times explained to the friends, that

galvanized iron, though it keeps l^"ight and clean,

apparently. Is dangerous and poi.sonous for articles

containing food. It keeps clean, very much as a

piece of Ice keeps clean; the surface is all the lime

wasting away, and therefore nothing can wpII ad-

here to it. Honey-gates can easily be coated with

zinc; but no process Is yet known, if I am correct,

of coating cast-iroij with tin in the same way. They
can be tinned in a slow war by rubbing them with a

soldering iron, but in no other wny; consequentlv.

we can not very well have a honey-gate tinned out-

side and in, no matter how desirable this would be.

Some of the friends may have noticed that we have
advertised a gate tinned outside and in. We did

this on the strength of a promise from the manu-
fiicturer; but finding they meant galvanized when
they said tinned, we are obliged to fall back on the

old kind of japanned gates. We can fiirnish the

largest size, that we call "whoppers," neatly japan-
ned, for 35c. each; or in lots of ten, for $3.00. If

wanted by mail, 35c. each extra. These are the same
we u?ed to sell f(jr 75c. each. We got this great re-

duction by purchasing several gross at one time.

The inside diameter of the bore is liJ inches. We
can tin them, for soldering into a can, for 10c. each
extra.

'eni^nUeni.

CONVENTION DIRECTORY.

TIME AND PLACE OP MEETING.
1882.

Dec. 2.—Boone County Bee-Keepers' Association, at
Lebanon, Boone Co., Ind.

1883.

Jan. 9.—Cortland Uninn Bee-Keepers' Association,
at Cortland, N. Y.

Jan. 19, 20. -Mahoning Valley Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion at Berlin Center, Mahoning Co., O.

NEBRASKA STATE CONVENTION.
The Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Association will

hold its annual session in Wahoo, Saunders Co.,
Neb., commencing Thursday, Jan 11. 1883. Arrange-
ments have l)een made with the R. K. Go's to secure
l>4fare for the round trip. The Saunders County
Bt-e-Keepers' Association will furnish entertainment
free to all visiting apiarists.

T. S. VoNDORN, Pres., Omaha.
Geo. M. Hawley, Sec, Lincoln.

OHIO STATE BEE-KEEPERS* CONVENTION.

The Ohio State Bee-Keepers' Association will meet
in Columbus, in the rooms of the Ohio State Journal,
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 9th and 10th, 1883.

A full attendance of members, and all interested in
bee culture, is requested, as matters of interest and
importance will be discussed.

Dr. H. Besse, P7CS.. Delaware, O.
Daniel Spear, .Sec, Cardington, O.

The time of next meeting of the N. E. B. K. Asso-
ciation i.s changed from Jan. 16, 17, 18, to Jan. 9, 10,

11. one week earlier. Of course, you know that Syr-
acuse is the place of next meeting.

Gko. W. House, Sec.

Fayetteville, N. Y., Nov. 25. 1882.

VANDERVORT .

COMB FOUWDATIOIT MILLS.
Send for samples and reduced price list.

ll-3d JNO VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

BEESWAX WAHTED.^
I will pay 28c per lb., in cash for pure, bright-yel-

low beeswax, delivered here. Addr* ss

W. D. WRIGHT, Knowersville, Albany Co., N. Y.

A GOOD HONEY-PLANT.
BUCKTHORN TREES by mail, postpaid,

fl.OO. Address
CHAS. KINGSLEY, Greeneville, Tenn.

100
12d

JO TO 150 COIiONIES OF

PURE ITALIAN BEES,
In new, superior, well - painted. mo'-Rtile - frame
hives (frames 1214x121/2 in.), for sale "t $6.00 p^^rc- lo-

nv, delivered at rleprit or express ofHce at L'-xing-

ton, I-HFayette Co., Mo. DR. G. W. YOUNG.
12-2d
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